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GUNNAR JARRING

PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

I began work on this dictionary in the winter of 1984-85 within the cold and dank
confines of a Tokyo apartment and finished it seven years later at home. In between, I
worked on it whenever and wherever I could, including in camps on both sides of the Altai
mountains, in Uriimgi, in Ulaanbaatar and, of course, in Beijing.
As the initial foundation of my dictionary I chose the Uy^urgd-xdnzug& lugdt which, in
its manuscript form and after 1982 in published form, had been my steady companion in
Xinjiang. If I ever considered doing nothing more than translating it into English, I rejected
this option almost from the start. For one thing, I often found the dictionary to be inaccu
rate in many respects, both large and small. More importantly, a direct translation from
Uyghur to English reduces the number and the degree of infelicities that smudge the inter
face between two languages. My course of action thus lay before me: after an initial trans
lation of the JJygurga-xanzuga lugat into English, a task completed by the time my Tokyo
apartment had turned pleasantly warm in the spring of 1985, I went to work to hunt down
every Uyghur word, phrase, sentence, and saying in a large number of Uyghur sources
published between 1954 and 1985. If I could not find it, I dropped it. If I could not verify a
usage contained in the Chinese dictionary, I dropped it. On the other hand, if I could verify
a usage but not in identical language, I kept the language used in the Chinese dictionary. If
I discovered a new word, phrase, or saying, I added it to my collection. This stage of my
labors took most of my spare time between March 1985 and the summer of 1991.
In hindsight, I must say that there are some things I would have done differently.
Without a doubt, my greatest regret has been my inability to write each main entry in both
its original Arabic as well as in the Latin script. Although not having words represented in
their original script is hardly unheard of - in the Asian field, Robert Dankoff's translation
of Mahmud al-Ka§gari's dictionary and Jerry Norman's Manchu-English lexicon instantly
spring to mind - I consider it a most regrettable but, in the end, unavoidable omission. In
1984 I started out as a total newcomer to computers, and in my innocence, and fortified by
plenty of friendly advice from cognoscenti among my friends and colleagues I chose the
DOS system. It was only toward the end of my labors, when I looked for a program that
could easily convert (by means of a global command) the Latin transliterations of each
main entry into their modified Arabic original, that I realized I had made a mistake. For
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two years, I led a team of computer specialists on a search for what turned out to be an
elusive quarry; the only way, so I was told again and again, was to convert the entire man
uscript into some system or another in order to add the modified Arabic script forms. It
sounded simple - until I realized that literally hundreds of thousands ASCII symbols, being
inconvertible, would have had to be retyped. It would have meant another year or more of
spare time for a purely mechanical task. This somewhat belabored explanation as to why
this dictionary has no words printed in the native script is intended as a warning to any
reader who might be contemplating a task of this size and complexity.

This dictionary is essentially the result of one man's labors. All research, collating,
and typing was done entirely by me, and whatever errors may crop up later were commit
ted entirely by me. Still, in a project of this nature, there were some people who helped me
considerably in a variety of ways, and it is my distinct pleasure to acknowledge my indebt
edness to them.
Those beyond this campus include, first and foremost, my tutor Hushur Heyt for his
enthusiastic and relentless efforts to turn me into an uygursmas; the many persons in Xinjiang
for helping in many different ways; Abdurop Polat for helping resolve particularly difficult
words and passages and also for kindly providing some excellent line drawings; Wei Cuiyi,
Robert Dankoff, and Larry Clark for reading the entire manuscript and making many valu
able suggestions; and Litip Toxti for proofreading some parts of the dictionary. This
external group would not be complete without the inclusion of Gunnar Jarring. Although
not directly involved in the creation of this dictionary, he has for many years been my main
source of inspiration. May this dictionary prove to be a worthy companion to Jarring's
many pioneering works on the Uyghur language.
I am also happy to acknowledge help received from my colleagues at Western
Washington University. Wayne Richter took time out from his heavy cataloging schedule to
check botanical and zoological entries and to suggest several improvements. Edward Vajda
kindly helped me with some Russian etymons. Graphics Services, and particularly G. Mor
ris Butler II, provided me with outline maps. Elsi Vassdal-Ellis created the handsome let
ters, both Arabic and Latin, that head each chapter and are also found in the endpapers.
The Bureau of Faculty Research generously supported my efforts with timely grants. Final
ly, I owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to my family who tolerated seemingly endless
hours of my withdrawal into lexicography.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE UYGHURS
AND THEIR LANGUAGE

The Uyghurs constitute the largest Turkic nationality in China, accounting for 84% of
all Turkic-speaking people in that country. Virtually all of them live in Xinjiang, a prov
ince officially renamed in 1955 the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in recognition of
the Uyghurs' majority status there. As the table below shows, the Uyghurs of Xinjiang also
distinguish themselves from other major Turkic groups in China by the fact that they com
prise practically all Uyghurs in the world.* Only about 2% live west of the Tianshans.
Nationality

Population

Uyghur
Kazakh
Kirghiz
Salar
Uzbek
Yugur^
Thtar

7,214,431
1,111,718
141,549
87,697
14,502
12,297
4,873

Percent Living
in China
98
13
7
100
1
100
1

Percent in
Turkic Group
84.2
12.8
1.6
<1
<1
<1
<1

The Uyghurs originally lived in Mongolia where between about 647 and 840 they gov
erned a state that extended across the Mongolian plateau and westward into today's Xin
jiang. The script in use in this original Uyghur state was one inherited from the Turks and
which is commonly referred to as Orkhon Turkic (identified in this dictionary as OT).

1. Figures are taken from A/inzu ya/i/iu, 1991.1, 112-3.
2. The figure for the Yugur nationality combines the Turkic- and Mongolian-speaking components of that nation
ality.
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Historical Sketch
When the Kirghiz attacked them in 840, the Uyghurs fled from Mongolia in three
groups. One eventually settled in today's Gansu province where it maintained a state until
1031 when it came under Thngut domination. Its present-day successors are the Yugurs
(Yellow Uyghurs) who live in the western part of the Sunan Yugur autonomous county (for
a more detailed sketch of this nationality, see the chapter on the Yugurs in my book The
Minorities of Northern China).
A second group, consisting of fifteen tribes, migrated to the Amu-darya region of Cen
tral Asia where they joined forces with the Karluks and later established the Karakhanid
empire. This state lasted from 940 until 1132 and included the western portions of presentday Xinjiang, specifically Kashgar and Khotan. As a result of the eastward spread of Islam
during this period, the Uyghurs living in the Karakhanid empire, by converting to that reli
gion, underwent a major cultural transformation. The most relevant consequences of this
change for our purposes here included the adoption of the Arabic alphabet, the massive in
fusion of Arabic and, to a somewhat lesser extent, Persian loan words into the Uyghur lan
guage, and the flowering of a new Uyghur literary culture whose two chief architects were
Yusup Hass Hajib and Mahmud Kashgari.
The third and largest group of Uyghurs fled to the Turfan Depression where it main
tained a state until about 1270. There the Uyghurs completely switched to a settled life.
While there was some farming, the main economic activity seems to have been trade, par
ticularly along the Silk Road. Consequently, the Uyghurs became rich and enjoyed a flour
ishing culture, including a new, cursive script which they adapted from Sogdian (identified
in this dictionary as TT). The most important extant works written in this script are Uyghur
translations of Buddhist texts.
The original Uyghur vocabulary contained Common Turkic words as well as loan
words from Chinese, Sogdian, and Sanskrit. After their move to Xinjiang, the Uyghurs
also acquired words from their new neighbors such as the Oguz. When Islam came to
Xinjiang, it brought with it many Arabic and Farsi (Persian) words, at first only religious
terminology but later also large numbers of secular words. Since the nineteenth century,
first Russian and then Chinese words were made part of the Uyghur vocabulary. This dic
tionary indicates some of these latter-day neologisms, but readers should note that they can
on occasion find many more Chinese loan words in certain publications than are actually
listed in this dictionary.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE
UYGHUR LANGUAGE

There is no agreement on the precise number and location of Uyghur dialects in
present-day Xinjiang. It is safe to say that, like so many other places on this planet, rapid
changes in transportation and communications have not only narrowed differences among
various dialects but have also made the dialect spoken in Urumqi, capital of Xin-jiang and
the seat of the most important radio and television stations as well as centers of higher
learning, the standard dialect for all of Xinjiang. In a somewhat broader sense, one can
speak of a central dialect which is anchored in Urumqi and extends across most of the
northern tier as well as the southwest of Xinjiang. Specifically, the central dialect in
cludes, besides Urumqi, the local dialects of Turfan, Ghomul (Kami), Hi, Aqsu, and Kash
gar. Thus, the central dialect comprises the great majority of the Uyghur population in
Xinjiang. A second dialect is spoken in the southern part of the province. Sometimes
called the Khotan dialect, it includes the counties of Khotan, Lop, Minfeng, Moyu, Pishan,
Qiemo, Qira, Yutian, and portions of Ruoqiang county. The third dialect is called Lobnor,
spoken by the relatively few persons living in the desolate region around a lake by that
name in eastern Xinjiang.
The following sketch presents some of the main elements of the contemporary Uyghur
language.
A. PHONOLOGY
1. Alphabet (elipbd)
The contemporary Uyghur alphabet consists of the following thirty-two letters. Their
respective Arabic ideographs are listed at the head of each section in this dictionary.
abptdajqxhoos^rz^wuufqkneiygglmn
All except n form the initial letters of words.
2. Syllables (bogum)
Syllables are formed in six ways:
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a. Vowel: u he;
b. Vowel-Consonant: at horse; Oz self;
c. Consonant-Vowel: dada Dad; hana room, building;
d. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant: bar have, there is; sdn you (sing.);
e. Vowel-Consonant-Consonant: list above; eyt speak; art carry (on back);
f. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant-Consonant: xdrr condition, situation;
son; heyt holiday.

class, les

3. Stress {urgu)
Stress is almost always on the last syllable; when suffixes are added, the stress shifts to
the last syllable: bazar market; bazar^ in the market. There are a few exceptions, especially in
loan words: ittipaq solidarity; ittipaSimiz our solidarity.
4. Vowel harmony (singarmonizim)
Like other Altaic languages, Uyghur phonology is governed by vowel harmony. Ac
cordingly, Uyghur vowels are divided into two groups, the first including a, o, and u and
called back or masculine vowels, and the second including a, 6, and u and called front or
feminine vowels. If the first vowel of a word is a back vowel, all other vowels in that word
must also be back vowels, the same principle applies to front vowels. The vowel i is con
sidered neutral and can go with vowels of either group. There are three exceptions to this
rule:
a. compound words, e.g. yalafl bare + tds chest = yalafltds pauper;
b. words of foregn origin, e.g. namd , qassidd , arxeologiyd ;
c. some suffixes, like -pdrds, -pdz, -das, -dor, -dan, -dr, -gd, -xana, -xor, -saz, -gdr.
As characteristic of any Turkic language, Uyghur makes ample use of affixes to ex
press changes in tense, mood, person, and the like. Only some of these affixes are incorpo
rated in main entries but others are found in glosses given within entries. As an aid to the
reader, a list of most affixes is given on pp. 1060-72.

B. MORPHOLOGY
Parts of Speech (sdz turkiimi)
I. Substantive words {turgm sdi)
1. Nouns {isim)
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Declension of Nouns
a. Nominative case (bof kelis) has no suffix.
b. Genitive case {igilik kelis) -nifl: kitapnin q&gizi yaxsi the book's paper is good.
c. Accusative case
kelis) -ni: man bu kitapni oqudum I read this book.
d. Ablative case {giqis kelis) -din/-tin: u yataqtin kaldi he came from the dormitory.
e. Directional case (yanulus kelis) -qa/-ga/-ka/-gd: u maktdpka kdtti he returned to school; biz
qOsqdrgd barimiz we are going to Kashgar.
f. Locative case {prun-pOyt kelis) -ta/-da/-td/-da: ular sdharda qaldi they remained in the city;
u isxanida isldwatidu he is working in the office.
Personal Suffixes of Nouns
after vowel
plural
singular

1st person
2nd person
3rd person

-m
-n(-fliz)
-si

-miz
-filar
-si

after consonant
plural
singular
-im/-um/-um
-ifl(-ifliz)/-ufi/-ufl
-i

-imiz
-inlar/-unlar/-Mlar
-i

Examples: bala child, balam my child, balimiz our child, balan (balifliz; baliliri) your
child, balisi his, her, their child.
2. Verbs (peil)
Uyghur has transitive verbs (dtumluk peil) and intransitive verbs (dtum- sizpeit). Tran
sitive verbs (vt.) are preceded by direct object, but intransitive verbs (vi.) are not. Thus,
taqildat- in isikni taqildat- to knock on a door is vt., but yiqil- in diim yiqil- to fall face down
is vi.
Conjugation of Verbs
Past Tense
singular
voiced

plural

aaei
-dim

0u
-dum

6u
-dUm

-duq

-tim

-turn

-tUm

-tuq

1st person
unvoiced
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-din
(-diniz)
-tin
(-tiniz)
-di

voiced

2nd person
unvoiced
voiced

-dun

-dan

+ lar

-tun

-tan

+ lar

-di

-di

-di

3rd person
unvoiced
-ti
-ti
-ti
-ti
Examples: yazdim I wrote; kdttim I went; oqudum I read; tuttum I took; kuttum
I waited.
Present Progressive Tense
= -im&n
+ (1st person singular)
= -imiz
+ (1st person singular)
= -isdn (-isiz)
+ (2nd person singular)
= -isil&r
+ (2nd person plural)
+ (3rd person sing. & pi.)
= -idu
Examples: y&watim&n I am eating; yeziwatimdn I am writing; oquwatimiz we are reading;
keliwatidu he is coming.

after vowel
after consonant
back
front

-wat
-iwat
-uwat
-itwat

Present-Future Tense

singular

after vowel
-ym&n

after consonant
-imdn

1st person
plural
singular

2nd person
plural
singular

-ymiz
-ys&n
(-ysiz)
-ysil&r

-imiz
-isdn
(-isiz)
-isildr

-ydu
-idu
plural
Examples: oynaym&n I play, I will play; kOrirndn I see, I will see; Uginimdn I study, I will
study.
3rd person

3. Adjectives (supdt)
There are three types of adjectives: basic (fisli), derived (yasalma), and relative (nispi).
Any adjective can serve as adverb. All take the comparative and superlative degrees. The
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comparative degree is expressed by -din and -rnq/ -rdk, as in The superlative degree is
usually formed by a hyphenated binom where the first element is shorter than and sounding
similar to the second element, like pak-pakiz extremely clean.
4. Pronouns (alnm)
One can identify at least seven different pronouns in contemporary Uyghur, as follows:
a. personal (ki^ilik almas), like m&n I, ta you, u he.
b. demonstrative {kdrsitis almas), includes general terms for nearby persons and objects (bu,
mushu, mmu, mawu, mana and shu), for persons and objects located farther away (m,
awu. asu, and dnd), for specific persons and objects nearby (bundaq, mundaq, sundaq,
musundaq) and farther away {undaq, andaq, asundaq, dndsundaq).
c. interrogative (soraq almas), like kim who, qangd what, qa^an when, qaysi which.
d. indefinite (bdlgisiz almas), like alliqayaq somewhere, alliqandaq somehow.
e. assembled (fimltik almas), like hdrqa^an at all times, hdmimd everything.
f. retroflex {pzluk almas) is formed by Oz + personal suffix, as in dzdm myself, and Ozliri
themselves.
g. definite (eniqlas almas) is formed by Mr + several forms, as in Mrkim whoever, Mmimd
whatsoever, and Mrqagan whenever.
5. Numerals {san)
Modem Uyghur has at least six different kinds of numerals, as follows:
a. cardinal {sanaq sari) include bir one, ikki two, and Ug three.
b. ordinal (ddrijd san) are formed by adding -ngi/-ingi to cardinal numerals, as in biringi
first, ikkingi second.
c. assembled {OmlOk san) apply to persons who belong to a set or group. They take the suf
fix -yldn/-dyldn and act as nouns, as in ikkiyldndd at the two, ondyldndin from the ten,
bdsdyldngd to the five.
d. approximative (mdlgdr san) are formed by adding -ddk/-tak/-g& as in mingd about a
thousand, -lar/-ldr for age and time, as in min yesi ottuzlarda bar he is about thirty, and
mdn dtigdn sa'&t bOsldrdd omumdin turdum I got up about five in the morning.
e. fractions (kdsir sari), like ondin bds five-tenths and tdttin bir one-fourth.

II. Functional words (yard&mgi sdz)
1. 'Postpositions (sdz arqayarddgi sdz)
Postpositions are placed after the words they control. Examples: biz wdldn Ugunxizmdt
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qilimiz we work for (purpose] the country; u agrip qalganligi iiciin keldlmidi he did not come be
cause [reason] he fell ill.
2. Conjunctions (bagligugi)
There are at least six kinds of conjunctions in contemporary Uyghur:
a. selective (ayrigufibagligugi), like ya and yafe', 2isinyayolwasnidlturufkerdk,yddyolwasqa
ydm either the tiger must be killed or one must become food for the tiger.
b. coordinate (tdffdoi bagligugi): wd, hdm, hdmdd, and bildn all mean 'and,' but are used dif
ferently; e.g. wd and hdm connect words and sentences, hdmdd only sentences, and
bildn only words.
c. cause-and-effect (sdwdp-ndtijd bagligugi), like sufia and sufUayqa, as in u agrip qaldi sufia
kdlmidi he fell ill, therefore he did not come.
d. conditional (fdrt bagligugi) include dgdr, mubada, and nawada, expressing the idea of "if,"
"in case," and "supposing." Example: dgdr u kdlmisd, mdn barmaymdn if he does not
come, I will not go.
e. opposite (qarimu-qarsi bagligugi) like lekin, dmma, and biraq. They link opposites, as in
mdn uni birqangd qetiq izlidim, dmma uni tapalmidim I looked for him several times,
but I could not find him.
f. successive {kiigdytma bagligugi) include bdlki, hdtta, and hdttaki. They express ideas like
"more over" and "even to the point of," as in u isqa berilip ketip, hdtta tamaqyiyifnimu
untup qaldi he immersed himself in work even to the point of forgetting to eat.
3. Onomatepia (imliq)
The sole function of onomatepia is to imitate sounds; consequently, one can com
monly find different words to express the same or similar sounds. Some examples are pahpufl bang-bang, tak-tak knock-knock, port-port putt-putt.
4. Interjections (undd^ sdz)
Interjections are words to express emotions, like wiyi ”'ow, to express surprise or
astonishment. The large number of interjections in contemporary Uyghur have many differ
ent meanings and usages.
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A GUIDE TO THE DICTIONARY

This dictionary is primarily for the reader of contemporary Uyghur literature as pub
lished in Xinjiang and elsewhere in China, especially in Beijing, since the early 1950s. The
script used in Xinjiang has been a modified form of Arabic, with the important exception
of the mid-1960s until the early 1980s when a Latin script was used (see column e in table
located in the end papers). Uyghur in either script consists of thirty-two letters, but while
the Latin script was consistently arranged in one particular sequence (see 3 below), the
Uyghur script has appeared in at least three different arrangements, to wit, the following
first two examples and the 1983 official sequence, listed below.
1. a/b/p/t/d/a/J/q/x/h/o/o/s/^/r/z/^/u/ii/f/q/k/n/e/i/y/g/g/l/m/n.
2. a/b/p/t/J/?/x/h/d/r/z/?/s/§/g/q/f/k/g/n/e/i/y/l/m/n/w/o/ 6/u/u/a.
3. a/b/d/e/f/g/x/i/J/k/l/m/n/o/p/q/r/s/t/u/w/^/y/z/g/h/q/a/o/ii/?;.
(1) Uygurga turaqliq ibaril&r lugiti (1982).
(2) Uygur tilidin asas (1983).
(3) Uygurgd-xdnzugd lug&t (1982).
In November 1983 the Nationalities Language and Literature Commission of the Xin
jiang government issued regulations decreeing a new, official alphabetic sequence, as fol
lows: a/^b/p/t/J/q/x/d/r/z/^/s/^/g/f/q/k/g/n/l/m/n/h/o/u/o/ii/w/e/i/y. It should be pointed out,
however, that for the next several years and, indeed, occasionally even to this date, one
encounters publications which have not yet adopted this official sequence. In any case, I
adopted for use in this dictionary the first sequence listed above mainly because it was the
one I first learned in Xinjiang and which I encountered most frequently in my work.
Entry Word or Words
The main entry word appears in Latin transcription, boldface type, flush left to the mar
gin of the column. English words are syllabified according to the usual American princi
ples of word division, as observed in printing and typing. Uyghur words are syllabified
according to the rules set forth in the preceding section of the introduction (pp. xiii-xiv).
Separate main entries, distinguished by different Roman numerals, are made for all
words that are spelled identically but have quite different meanings and derivations, as in
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at I
zoo. n. Horse (Equidae): — baqar ag.
at II
1. n. Name; title: — qoy- to name/
Parts of Speech
A part of speech label for each main entry and entry is given as an abbreviation. The
following parts of speech are labeled (with their abbreviations in parentheses):
adjective (adj.); adverb (adv.); conjunction (conj.);
interjection (int.); numeral (num.); noun (n.);
onomatepia (onom.); postposition (pp.); preposition
(prep.); pronoun (pro.); intransitive verb (vi.);
and transitive verb (vt.)
If a word is used in more than one grammatical form, separate entries are given to each
form, as in
(apaq
1. phys. n. Ocular mucus; eye gum:
kdz gapigi eye gum: kdzni — basti
the gum congealed.
2. adj. Blurred; indistinct: — yezilgan x&t
an indistinct letter.
The reader should bear in mind that in Uyghur, any adjective can also serve as an adverb;
therefore, an entry listing an adjective will have only the adj. label.
Restrictive Labels
Entries that are limited, in whole or in part, to a particular time, subject or level of us
age are appropriately labeled, as obs. (obsolete), poe. (poetic), bot. (botanical), etc. These
labels are found at the head of a main entry, entry or definition,
organizim
phys. n. Organism: addmnifl —i human
o$uq II
1. phys. n. Anklebone: putnifl ofugi
giqip kdtti the anklebone was dislocottura
adj. Middle; center: - boy medium
height / — dolqun phy. medium wave/
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Definitions
Closely related definitions are given in a single entry, as in
ada
n. Implementation; fulfillment; real
ization: “ bol- to complete: wdzipd
Definitions somewhat farther apart from but definitely related to one another are given in
separate entries, as in
JUra1. vi. To separate, come off: tom suwigi —p k&tti the wallpaper peeled
off/ gGm -p kdtti the shoe sole came
off / ugd -p k&tti the bone joint
came loose. [U. ajra~'\.
2. vi. To move away: ular ikkisi bird&mmu ajrimaydu they did not move an
inch.
Examples are given in italics, followed by an English translation and separated by a slash
from the next example.
Cross References
Common variant spellings are listed at the end of entries, preceded by "Also;" variant
names for an entry are similarly shown, preceded by "Also called." Related words are pre
ceded by "Cf." Bold-face indicates main entries, italics refer either to words found within
main entries or, in the case of given names, to names in the list of Personal Names on p.
1078 in the appendix. Given the unsettled state of Uyghur orthography during the period
under consideration, the reader should know that the dictionary does not list every variant
that has ever been printed in Xinjiang.
Illustrations
This dictionary contains 450 illustrations of which 84 are sketch maps, 286 show plants,
47 show animals, 18 show musical instruments, and 15 portray folk objects. Except for the
maps, virtually every illustration has been taken from sources in Xinjiang. When additional
information is given in an illustration or map, the reader is referred to the main entry
where the information may be found, as in
hormil
bot. n. Camel fleabane (Pegenum hormole). See illustration at adrasman on p. 9.
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Geographical names
This dictionary lists mostly place names in Xinjiang and relatively few toponyms from
areas beyond the region. The gazetteer in the appendix on pp. 1075-77 lists populated
places (cities, towns, villages, settlements) by the various names a reader is likely to find in
most maps. Only where I was certain of the Uyghur name did I include it. In addition to
being listed in the gazetteer, the names of major administrative units (province, prefecture,
county and city) are also listed in the main body of the dictionary. The listed coordinates
are taken from Mainland China (cf. entry in the bibliography on p. 1081).
Etymologies
Most Uyghur words are derived from Arabic and Farsi words; some linguists estimate
as much as 75 % of the total Uyghur vocabulary. In addition, during the twentieth century,
many Russian and Chinese words have been incorporated in the contemporary Uyghur vo
cabulary. This dictionary indicates the etymologies of these recent borrowings within
brackets at the end of entries, thus [<Chin. baozi] and [<R. meteor]. If a word in Chinese
or Russian is itself a loan from another language, the original word is also listed, as in
[<R. lager' <G. Lager], The task of listing adding Persian and Arabic etymons is left for
a full-fledged etymological dictionary which my modest book does not claim to be.
Correspondences
This dictionary lists a few correspondences in certain ancient and modem Turkic lan
guages as well as in modem Mongolian. Mongolian entries come from my own knowledge
of the language, checked against and supplemented by Secencogtu's dictionary. Tbrkic en
tries were taken from the following sources.
Chagatay
Eckmann
Karakalpak
Reichl
Kazakh
Shnitnikov
Kirghiz
Hebert
Medieval Turkic
Mahmud al-Ka§gari
Orkhon 1\irkic
Tekin
Osmanli
Hony
Tktar
Poppe
Hirfan texts
Bang
Turkmen
Hanser
Tuvan
Krueger
Uzbek
Waterman
Yakut
Kmeger
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Full citations for these sources and Secencogtu are found in the bibliography on pp. 108182. Technical shortcomings occasionally forced me to depart from usual practices in trans
literating a number of letters in most Turkic alphabets.
The sole purpose of adding these correspondences is to give the lay user of this diction
ary an idea of the sometimes close lexical relationships among the members of a language
group which spans an enormously large area from the Bosporus to northeastern Siberia. I
hope that my modest effort to offer a few correspondences will encourage others to start a
much needed full-fledged comparative dictionary of Turkic and Mongolic languages which
will prove a worthy companion to the magnificent Sravnitel'niyj slovar' tunguso-man’chzhurskikh yazykov.
Orthography
Finally, a word about orthography. I started this guide by warning readers that they are
likely to find not one but several different alphabetic sequences in Uyghur sources printed
since the early 1950s. I will conclude by issuing a similar warning regarding spelling.
While some orthographic abnormalities can be expected to be found in materials written in
any language, they are, to say the least, numerous in post-war Uyghur publications. One
can adduce at least three reasons for this deplorable state of affairs. One cause rests with
the fact, familiar to anyone acquainted with publishing in regions of low literacy, that type
setters are often insufficiently literate to select the correct font each and every time. A sec
ond reason has to do with the lack of orthographic rules uniformly adhered to by all pub
lishers in all parts of Xinjiang. Finally, contributing to the orthographic muddle has been
official policy. Since 1949, there have been at least two major attempts at orthographic re
form, in 1954 and 1985, and there are indications that yet another will be introduced in the
not too distant future. The main, but not the only, difference between the 1954 and 1985
rules is found in certain final consonants of nouns. During affixation, the 1954 rules de
creed a consonantal change to conform to spoken practices, whereas the 1985 rules seek to
avoid any alteration of the stem. Examples include
'school': mSktiwi (1954), mGktipi
(1985), 'his school'; tilOk, 'demand': tiligim (1954), tililgm (1985), 'my demand'; pifaq,
'knift': pigagim (1954), pigaqim (1985), 'my knife'; bag, 'garden': baaqa (1954), bagqa (1985), 'to the garden'. Adherence to the rules of either reform has been anything but
swift and universal, and even now in 1992 one has no difficulty in finding publications
which have so far ignored the latest orthographic rules. This dictionary, tailored to publica
tions of the entire post-war period, in which the 1985 rules do not yet have a significant
impact, generally follows the older orthographic rules.
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ABBREVIATIONS
<
♦
adj.
adv.
ag.
ast.
bot.
caus.

c.
Ch.
chetn.
do.
conj.
cul.
E.
F.
figG.
geo.
geol.
grhis.
int.
JE
JL
JMC
K.
KK.
lit.
M.
m.
math.
med.
mil.

derived from
proverb; saying
special meaning (incl. idioms
and technical terms)
adjective; adjectival form
adverb; adverbial form
agriculture
astronomy
botany
causative voice
Chagatay (Eckmann)
Chinese
chemistry
clothing
conjunction
culinary
English
French
figurative
German
geography
geology
grammar; linguistics
historical; history
interjection
Jarring, Eastern Tiirki
Jarring, Literary Texts
Jarring, Moen Collection
Kirghiz (Hebert)
Karakalpak (Reichl)
literature and arts; literary; liter
al
Mahmud al Ka^gari
measure or counting word
mathematics
medicine
military

Mo.
mus.
mut.
n.
NU
num.

0.
obs.
onom.

or.

pass.
pe.
ph.
phy.
phys.
poe.
pp.
prep.
pro.

Q.
R.
rel.
RET
retro.
sby
sth
Tk.
TT.
Tu.
Tv.
U.
UM
vi.
vt.
Y.
ZM
zoo.
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Mongolian (Secencogtu)
music
mutual voice
noun; noun form
Nadzhip, UygurgH
numeral
Osmanli Turkish (Hony)
obsolete
onomatepia
Orkhon TXirkic (Tekin)
passive voice
physical education; sports
philosophy
physics
physiology
poetic
postposition
preposition
pronoun
Kazakh (Qazaq^a)
Russian
religion
Raquette, English-TUrki
retroactive voice
somebody
something
Tktar (Poppe)
Turfan texts (Bang)
Turkmen (Hanser)
Tuvan (Krueger)
Uzbek (Waterman)
Uygur milli
intransitive verb
transitive verb
Yakut (Krueger)
Zhongguo minzu yaozhi
zoology
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a

at II 2, ataq 1, ^ohrat 1, inawat, nam,
abaya
nam-ataq, nam-^ohrat. [Q. abrojlTu. abadv. Just now. Also baya 1.
rayVU. obruj].
abdal
1. rel. n. A person belonging to a group abroyparas
n. Vain person; preener.
claiming descent from the Umayyads who
are said to have caused the death of Imam abroyparaslik
n. Vanity,
Husain in A.H. 61. Presently living near
Khotan and other localities in Southern abroysiz
adj. Prestigeless. Also called biabroy; cf.
Xinjiang; also in Central Asia, Afghani
inawatsiz 1. [Q. abrojsyz].
stan and Anatolia. [O. abdal].
abroysizla2. n. Itinerant musical beggar.
vt. To undermine prestige,
3. geo. n. Abdal, village near the Lop des
abroysizlanert (39.26N 88.48E).
vi. To lose prestige or authority,
abdalliq
abroysizlandurn. Itinerant mendi
vt. To discredit, defame, compromise, un
cancy,
dermine, humiliate.
abdimilik
abroysizIanduru$
bot. n. Castor-oil
n. Discrediting; defamation; compromis
plant (Ricinus com
ing; undermining; humiliation,
munis). [Q. uptlmdabroyluq
Uk].
adj. Prestigious; famous. Cf. ataqliq, ?6habjuwaz
ratlik, inawatlik, motiwar 1. [KK. abrojag. n. Cotton oil
ly/Q. abrojly/Tvi. abrajly].
press. [U. obzuvoz
abzas
(rice mill)],
gr. n. Paragraph; section: maqalinin bir
abroy
—i one paragraph of an article. [ < R. abn. Prestige; fame; reputation: —i a^ti (osti,
zats].
kdtirildi) (his) prestige rose/ —i tdkuldi
(his) prestige fell/ -i qazan- to gain pres abuna
n. Subscription: — hdqqi subscription
tige/ ♦ abroyi - to secrete one's prestige
price. [<R. abonement <F. abonne(to be notorious; to have a bad name). Cf.
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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abunigi

aptapparas

ment\.
abuni(i
n. Subscriber. Cf. mu^tiri II.
abid
rel. n. Devotee; worshipper,
abida I
1. rel. n. Female form of abid.
2. n. Female name,
abida II
n. Memorial; tombstone; stele. [O. abi
ded. obidd],
abihawa
n. Climate; weather. Also hawa 12; cf.
kelimat, kilimat, iqlim 1. [O. abuhaval
U. obi-havo; ob-havo].
abibayat
rel. n. Water of life; elixir: — meni phys.
semen (JE). [O. abibayat],
abihaywan
rel. n. = abibayat.
abistiraksiya
n. Abstraction. [<R. abstraktsiya],
abistirakit
adj. Abstract. Cf. mawhiim.
abistirakitia$vi. To become abstract,
abinawat
bot. n. A kind of melon,
abnus
n. Ebony wood. [O. abnus],
apa
n. Mom; mother. [KK. apa (Mutter; altere Schwester)/U. opa (elder sister)/Ta.
apa],
ap-a$kara
adj. Clearest; wide-open. Superlative form
of a^kara.
aparvt. To carry, deliver, take: pulni apirip
b&rdim I delivered some money,
aparat
1. n. Apparatus; machinery; equipment:
foto —i camera / kino —i movie projection

equipment.
2. n. Mechanism; organization: —lami ixgamlastur- to streamline organizations/ ddl&t —i state organization. Cf. mu'assasa.
[<R. apparaf],
apaq-(apaq
n. Intimacy; close relations: — bolup kdtto be on intimate terms, act in collusion
with each other. [U. apoq-gapoq],
apan
n. Den; lair. Cf. uwa.
appaq
1. adj. Snow-white; pure white: — su
kdpiikliri snow-white spray/ — qar pure
white snowflake/ 1 qaga balam
kirpd
balam yumyaq the crow sees its young
snow-white, the hedgehog sees its young
soft (the crow loves its young best, the
hedgehog loves its young best). [K. appaklTk, apak],
2. adj. Beloved; lovable: — qiz lovable
girl/ appiqim my beloved. Cf. dilraba,
soyiimluk. [U. oppoq (#1-2)].
appay
n. Polite address for older woman,
aptap
n. Sunshine: — dtuy med. insolatio; sun
stroke/ — sun- to sunbathe, bask in the
sun/ — yd- to be exposed to sunshine/ —
yigdn qogun sun-drenched melon/ kiyimkegdkni —qa sal- to air out clothes. [U. oftob],
aptapparas
1. bot. n. Sunflower (Helianthus annuus).
[U. oftobparast].

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. interjection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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aptapliq
2. adj. Sun-loving; - dsCimlukldr sun-lov
ing plants,
aptapliq
adj. Sunny: - ydr a sunny place,
aptor
lit. n. Author: -nin tOx&llusi author's penname. Cf. mu'allip, musannip. [<R. flvtof\.
aptowuz
n. Autobus; bus: -^a gtis- to board a bus/
gatma — articulated bus. [<R. avtobus^.
aptol I
1. n. Strength; power.
2. n. Hero,
aptol II
n. Engine oil. [<R. avtol].
aptolluq
1. adj. Strong; powerful: - addm strong
man.
2. n. Heroism. Khotan dialect,
aptomat
mil. n. Assault rifle; submachine gun.
[<R. avtomat].
aptomatik
adj. Automatic: - telefon automatic tele
phone,
aptomatla^vi. To automate,
aptomobil
n. Automobile; bus; car: — bekiti bus
stop/ iisti oguq - open car/ yiik -i truck.
Cf. marina 1. [<R. avtomobil'].
aptomobilsazliq
n. Automobile industry,
aptonom
adj. Autonomous: — rayon autonomous
region,
aptonomiya
n. Autonomy; milli rayonluq - regional
autonomy for nationalities. Also called
muxtariyat. [<R. avtonomiya].
aptuwa
n. Pitcher; washbasin. Cf. das. [U. obto-

va\.
aptika
n. Apothecary; drugstore; pharmacy. Also
called darixana, dorixana. [<R. apteka\.
apat
n. Disaster; — iistigd bala k&ldi disaster
came on top of disaster/ —tin qutquz- to
save from disaster / —kd ugra- to be
struck with disaster/ —nifl aldin al- to pre
vent disaster/ tdbii — natural disaster/ hasardt apiti insect plague/ su apiti drought.
Cf. bala II, bala-qaza, qaza 1, nabut.
[U. ofat].
aport
bot. n. A kind of apple,
aprel
1. n. April. Used mostly in publications.
Common name is tdtingi ay. See section
on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
2. n. Female name. [<R. aprel'].
apqut
do. n. Heel of leather shoe,
apqur
n. Big bowl,
apijan
n. Mummy. Also called momya.
apbcan
bot. n. Wild barley. Also arpbcan.
apirida
adj. apiridd bol- to be bom.
apirin
1. adj. Good; virtuous: — oqu- to extol,
eulogize, praise.
2. int. Good!; Well done!; Bravo! [U. ofarin (#1-2)].
apiyat
n. Prosperity; well-being,
apiliq
n. Maternity; motherhood,
at I
zoo. n. Horse (Equidae): — baqar ag.
groom/ — gap- to ride a horse/ — gaptur-

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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at

ata-ana

to race a horse/ — xegir zoo. mule/ -shoot a criminal/ etip gO^ttr- to shoot down/
oyuni horse show/ — sal- to go for a gal
miltiq — to fire a rifle/ 5 —almas oqtin kdlop, do jumps with a horse/ -- qurisi ag.
rdr the poor shooter blames the bullet/ 1
horse stable/ — kiigi phy. horsepower/ —
atqan oq yanmas a fired bullet will not re
nahal ag. horseshoe/ -ni giisd- to tether a
turn/ 5 yetip qalgigd etip qal- to rather live
horse/ aq — white horse/ ^ — tapqigd igdr
shooting than lying down (to rather die on
tap buy a saddle before you buy a horse/ 5
one's feet than live on one's knees)/ ♦ po
—tin fiiisd, iizMgidin gusmdydu getting off a
- to fire a cannon (to boast, brag). [K. at-l
horse but not out of stirrups (expresses
Tv. fl/-(#2)] [C. ar-/KK. ar-/Ta. ar-/Tu.
idea of not admitting defeat or of not giv
at-m. ot- {n-2)].
ing up)/ 5 yaxsi —qa bir qamga, yaman —qa
3. vt. To fluff, tease: paxta — a. to fluff
min qamga one lash for a good horse, a
cotton; b. ♦ to talk big.
thousand for a bad one/ ^ yaxyi —qa qamga ata I
kerdk dmds a fine horse does not need a
1. n. Father; Dad: — kdsp father's occupa
whip/ ♦ - gisliq qonaq horsetooth com/ ♦
tion/ — miras father's legacy or inheri
— yili the seventh year in the traditional
tance/ dgdy — stepfather. Cf. padar. [C.
twelve-year cycle (in present cycle, 1990)
ara/K. ara/KK. atallA. cra/Mo. ajiy-al
(see section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
OT. ata; akanlYz. ata; dtUTz. atalTv. a[C- at/K. at/KK. at/M. atf(JT. at/Tz. at!
dalM. otalY. agd\.
Tu. cr/Tv. a"t!\J. otIY. at\.
2. n. Respectful form of address for an old
at II
person.
1. n. Name; title: — qoy- to name/ etiniz
3. n. Performer of paternal duty, such as
nimd what is your name?/1 eti ulug, supupresiding over weddings and funerals: —
risi quruq his name is big, but his sack is
bol- to perform paternal duties.
empty (an imposing title but not enough ata II
food for the next day). Cf. isim 1. [C. at!
n. Gift; donation; grant: - qil- to bestow,
K. cr/KK. atIM. atKJY. atlYz. cr/Tu. at!
give, vest, award, confer. Cf. tartuq I,
Tv. atlY. at\.
taqdim, hadiya 1, soga I, sogat, in'am.
2. n. Reputation: 1 — aylihanga yol sari- atahanga he says Aylihan but goes to Sarihan
1. vt. To call, name: buni nimd ddp —ymiz
(de^s do not match words)/ yaman — kOwhat is this called? [C- ata-lYz. ata-ITv.
tdr- to acquire a bad reputation. Cf. abroy,
ada-].
ataq 1, inawat, nam, nam-ataq, nam-$bh2. vt. To nominate, point out: ismini —p
rat, ^ohrat 1. [U. ot\.
tdnqit qil- to criticize by name.
at3. vt. To dedicate, do sth especially for:
1. vt. To throw, fling, hurl, cast,toss: basizgd —p algan ndrsd sth bought especially
la dzini anisiniH qugiqiga atti the child
for you/ wdtdngd —p yezilgan seir a poem
threw himself into his mother's arms/ toy —
dedicated to the motherland. [U. ata-Uf\to hurl rocks/ qol bomba — to throw a
3)].
hand grenade/ 1 poqqa galma —san yilzM- ata-ana
gd gagrar if you toss a dirt clod into some
n. Parents; family head: ata-anilar mdjfeces, it will splash in your face.
lisi parents' meeting/ ♦ bu ydrdd atam-a2. vt. To shoot, fire: jinaydtgini — to
namnin hdmmisi bar both of my parents
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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ata^in

ata-aniliq
are here (this place has everything I
want). Cf. qibligah 2. [Th. ata-anal\5. ota-ona\.
ata-aniliq
n. Parenthood: - mGjburiyiti parental du
ties.
ata-bala
n. Father and son.
ata-balaliq
abstract n. of ata-bala: -- muncisiwiti father-and-son relationship,
ata-bowa
1. n. Ancestor; forebear; forefather. [OT.
ota-bobo].
2. n. (with -din) Generations: ata-bowisidin tartip dixangiliq bildn yu^ullan- to be en
gaged in farming for generations.
atarman-^aparman
n. Bootlicker; henchman; lackey; pawn.
Cf. podaq?i, yalaqgi, laganbardar.
ataq
1. n. Fame; reputation; renown: - gig-io
become famous. Cf. abroy, at II 2, ^ohrat 1, inawat, nam, nam-ataq, nam-^;6hrat. [Y. ajxal].
2. adj. Nominally adopted: - ana adopted
mother/ - bala adopted son.
ataqliq
adj. Famous; renowned: — drbab famous
personage/ — drtis famous artist. Cf. abroyliq, ^ohratlik, inawatlik 1, motiwar
1. [K. ataktuulU. otogli].
dtdk3
mil. n. Attack; assault: atakigadt-tolmnch
an attack. Cf. hujum. [<R. ataka].
atayin
adv. Especially: - m is ugun kdldim I came
especially for this matter. Cf. alahida,
pawquiadda, maxsus 1.
atagliq
adj. Well-known: - kisi well-known per
son; personage,
atal-

1. vi. To be called. [Ik. atal-).
2. vi. To be offered or prepared: balilarga
—gan kitap a book prepared for children.
3. vi. To be famous, well-known: ^ -migan drdin —gan ddfl yaxfi a famous hillock is
better than an unknown man.
atalgu
n. Technical term: dixangilig -liri agri
cultural terms/ yefii — new term; neolo
gism. Also atalma, termin. [U. atama].
atalma
n. = atalgu.
atalmi$
adj. So-called: - ugingi yol mdwjut dmds
the so-called third road does not exist,
ataman I
n. Chieftain; leader; head,
ataman II
pe. n. Baseball: - oyna- to play baseball,
atamzaman
n. Old days; yore: —din buyan since the
old days; for a long time/ -din galgan pre
served from long ago; fogyish.
atan
zoo. n. Gelded or castrated camel. [M. atanlMo. atari],
atanvi. To be called or named: mdn yaman atinip galdim I have acquired a bad reputa
tion. [C- atan-/TT. atan-].
ata$
poe. n. Fire. Cf. ot I.
ata^paras
rel. n. Fire worshipper; Zoroastrian. Also
called otparas.
ata^paraslik
rel. n. Fire worship; Zoroastrianism. Also
called otparaslik.
ata^dan
n. Firepan; brazier. Cf. jogdan, otdan,
sandal I, mangal.
atayin
adj. Fiery. Also ati^in; cf. alangiiluk 2,

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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atai^kada
qizgin, yalqunluq 2. [U. otasin\.
ata^kada
rel. n. Temple for fire worship.
at(i
1. n. Hired horsecart driver.
2. n. Horse dealer,
at^iliq
n. Horse trade (literal),
atxana
ag. n. Horse stable. Also at qurisi; cf. egilatom
chem./phy. n. Atom: -- bomba mil. atom
ic bomb/ - qazini atomic reactor/ ~ qorali mil. atomic weapon/ — quwwiti atomic
energy/ — qimmiti atomic vience/ - egirligi atomic weight/ - yadrosi atomic nucle
us. [<R. atom].
atwertka
n. Screwdriver. Cf. burigu?, atwirka. [<
R. otvSnka].
atu$
geo. n. Artux (Artush), county in Xin
jiang (39.40N 76. lOE). Established in
1942. Population (1982): 132,494. [Q.
atuy].

ag. n. Draft animals; beasts of burden: —
tiransiporti animal-drawn transport,
atqu
mil. n. Shooting; gunfire,
atqug
ag. n. Cotton fluffing or teasing. Also atqu^iliq.
atqu(i I
mil. n. Rifleman; person firing a weapon.

[C- atqugt\.
atqu^i II
n. Cotton fluffer.
atqu^iliq
ag. n. = atqu(.
atqurvt. To carry out, fulfill, execute: wazipa
“ to carry out a task,
atqulaq
bot. n. Rumex madaio, a kind of edible
dock. [Q. atqulaq].
atkiritka
n. Picture postcard. [<R. otkrytka].
atidar^iliq
n. Parental support or care: mdn kdtk&ndin keyin balilirimga - qilip turgin after I
am gone, please look after my children.
Also atidarliq.
atidarliq
n. = atidarfiliq.
ati^in
adj. Ardent; fiery: — nutuq fiery speech.
Also ata$in; cf. alangiiliik 2, qizgin, yal
qunluq 2. [U. otayin].
atir
adj. obs. Aromatic; fragrant; perfumed.
Cf. atir 2, xu^ 2, yeqimfiq 4.
atikagi
adj. Preening; arrogant; showing off: — adam an arrogant person,
atikagiliq
n. Preening; showing off; arrogance: —
qil- to parade one's ability,
atila
cul. n. A sweet paste made from flour and
sheep fat.
atilarga
adv. Paternally,
atiliq
1. adj. Paternal: -- burug paternal duty/ tilzum patriarchy.
2. bot. n. Stamen,
atla-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.'
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ada$

atlas
1. vt. To step or jump over or past: bosugini - to step over a threshold/ eriqtin —p
dt- to jump over a ditch. [Ta. atla-l\J. otla-; hatla-].
2. vt. To skip: qur -p yaz- to write on ev
ery other line.
atlas
geo. n. Atlas. [<R. atlas],
atlam
n. Step. Also payqadam, gamdam 1, qadam, mandam. [Th. adyml\J. odim],
atlan1. vi. To mount (horses): atlinip yolga giqto take a horse out for a ride. [C- atlan-l

or.
atlan-ITk.
atlan-].
2. vi.
To start,
launch,

throw oneself
into: ddrhal - to start off promptly/ydngd
~ to throw oneself into battle/ yeni xizmdt
omiga - to assume a new work post.
atlantik
geo. adj. Atlantic: -- okyan Atlantic
Ocean. [<R. atlantigeskij],
atlandurvt. caus. of atlan- : s&pargd - to prepare
for a journey/ qosunni aldinqi sdpkd — to
move troops to the frontline,
atletika
pe. n. Athletics; sports: yenik - track and
field. Also called tantarbiya; cf. tanharkat, isport. [<R. atletika],
atliq I
1. adj. On horseback; with horse: ikki —
harwa two-horse cart/ m&n — kdldim I
came on horseback. [M. atlig dr (horse
man)].
2. his. n. Knight; cavalier: - dskdr mil.
cavalryman (cf. suwari). [OT. atlig
2)].
atliq II
1. adj. Called; named: rabiyd - qiz a girl
called Rabiya. Also isimlik 2, namliq.
[C. atlig!Qfl, atlig (owning a rank or title)/
Th. atly].

2. adj. Reputed: yaman — bolup qal- to
have a bad reputation, be notorious. [Tu.
atly itn-2)],
atmosfera
n. Atmosphere: — besimi atmospheric
pressure/ — hadisiliri climate. [<R. at
mosfera],
atmi$
num. Sixty. [KK. a/pyj/Tk. altmysiM, oltmis],
atnali
n. Horseshoe. Also called taqa I 1. [<at
-1- nahali].
ada I
n. Implementation; fulfillment; realiza
tion: - bol- to complete: wdzipd — boldi
he completed the task; qdrzdin — bol- (qutul-) to pay off a debt/ - qil- to carry out,
implement, handle, execute, perform, ful
fill, complete, conduct, transact: xizmdtni
— qil- to perform a task; rdsmiydtni —
qil- to complete formalities; wdzipini —
qil- to handle a task; wdzipisini - qil- to
fulfill one's duty; mdjburiydtni — qil- to
fulfill an obligation. [Q. ada],
ada II
obs. n. Disaster; wilderness,
adap
ag. n. Fodder made of thin wheat bran or
com gruel,
ada-juda
fig. n. Break; rupture: — bol- to rupture,
break with: kona idiyidin — bol- to break
with old ideas. [Q. ada-ziida (adv.)].
ada-judaliq
abstract n. of ada-juda.
adasqa
n. Junk; trash. Cf. aplak, jambu, lata, lataputa, latipurug 1.
ada$
1. n. Friend; partner; mate: — tut- to
make friends. Cf agina, dost. [M. odasICfT.
adas (Altersgenosse)/Q. adasiM, ada$

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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addiy

ada$-

sweep a room/ sdy — to clean vegetables,
adalat
1. n. Fairness; impartiality; objectivity: qil- to administer justice/ —ni quww&tldto uphold justice. Cf. adilHq, haqqaniyat. [O. adaletIQ. adaldyqlU. adliya; adlotat].
2. n. Female name,
adalatparwar
n. A fair, impartial, equitable or objective
person,
adalatsiz
adj. Unfair; unjust; inequitable: — wmy un
just war. Cf. haqqaniyatsiz. [O. adaletsiz].
adalatsiziik
n. Injustice; unfairness; partiality. Cf.
haqqaniyatsizlik, nahaq^ilik, nahaqliq.
[O. ^aletsizlik].
adalatlik
adj. Fair; just; impartial; equitable: —
just war. Cf. adil 1, haqqaniyatlik.
[O. adaletU].
add!
adj. Common; simple; ordinary: — atalguluq san math, simple concrete number/
— tanasip math, simple proportion/ — dmgdkgi common laborer/ — jttmld gr. simple
sentence/ — xdlq commoner/ — xdt ordi
nary letter/ — haywan zoo. protozoan/ —
kdsir math, simple fraction/ — koz naked
eye/ -- kiristal chem. monocrystal/ -madda phy. simple substance/ - mayatnik
phy. simple pendulum/ — mdsild simple
question/ — nota mus. numbered musical
notation. Cf. addiy. [O. adilT^. gadi/U.
oddif].
addi-sadda
adj. Simple; plain: turmusta — bol- to live
simply,
addi-saddiliq
n. Simplicity; plainness,
addiy

(namesake)].
2. n. Lover; sweetheart; mistress: — oynato have an affair. Cf. oyna^, soyda$, ^akiman (#2). Cf. yar II (^1-2).
ada$1. vi. To lose: yoldin - to lose one's way/
nUandin — to lose one's bearings, get lost/
Cf. yoqat- 1. [U. adas-'\.
2. vi. To make a mistake, be in disorder:
Gqildin — to be deranged/ hisaptin — to
miscalculate / sdzdin — to make a mistake
in speaking. Cf. az- , eziq- (#1-2). [Q. adas-].
ada^turvt. caus. of ada?- : yoldin — (azdur-) to
mislead.
ada$qaq
n. Fumbler; muddleheaded person. [Q. adasqyi^
adawat
n. Hatred; enmity; hostility; grudge; re
sentment; prejudice: — tut- to incur ha
tred, harbor resentment, bear a grudge/ —
saqla- to be prejudiced. Cf. 65 1, 65manlik. [O. adavetll], dovat].
adawatlavi. To bear a grudge, harbor resentment,
incur hatred, be prejudiced.
adawatla$vi. mut. of adawatla- .
adaq
1. obs. n. End: -qigd kurds qil- to fight to
the end/ adigida in the end; ultimately; af
ter all. Cf. axir 1, ayaq 13, tiigan^i. [Mo.
adagIQ. adaq].
2. geo. n. Adak, village near the Nomin
Gobi in the extreme eastern part of Xin
jiang (43.29N 94.39E).
adaqlavt. To complete, conclude. Cf. tamamla-, tiigalla- . [OT. alq-IQ. adaq-].
adalavt. To sweep, clean, peel: Oyni -- to

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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addila^-

adwokat

adj. Literary form of addi.
addila^vi. To become simple. [O. adiles-].
addila^urvt. To simplify: rdsmiydtni — to simplify
procedures,
addiliq
n. Simple; common: —tin murdkkdplikkH
6t- to switch from simple to complex. [O.
adilik].
adat
1. n. Habit; custom; convention: -- bolup
qal- (qil- ) to acquire a habit/ xdlqara —
international practice or convention/ ♦
-tin tasqiri exceptional; special; extraordi
nary: -tin tayqiri sogaq severe cold/ —tin tayqiri san extra edition of a newspaper or
magazine. Also brp-adat, urp, urup.
[KK. ddetlT^. gadatlU. odat].
2. phys. n. Menstruation: — kor- to men
struate. Cf. xun 3, hayiz. [O. Met (Jt\-2)\.
adatta
adv. Usually; normally: u — talatuzgd az
giqatti he normally goes out seldom,
adattiki
adj. Usual; ordinary; common; normal;
general: — kun normal day; ordinarily;
usually/ — yil normal (production) year/
—gd qariganda bugun koprdk i$liduq today
we worked harder than usual/ sanga nimd
boldi ? —din basqigd turisdngu what happen
ed to you? you look unusual/ ♦ — dmdn
bot. sagebrush (Artemisia vulgaris).
adattikiga
adv. Generally; ordinarily.
adatlanvi. To acquire a habit, get used to: mdn dtigdn turup yugiiriiskd -dim I acquired the
habit of running early in the morning,
adam
n. Person: — tdbidt ustidin goqurn gdlibd
qilidu man can conquer nature/ — sal- a.
to appoint sby; b. to send someone on an

errand/ — qoy- to assign/1 — bolsafl yurii^
qil, haywan bolsafl kdsds qil if you are a
man, behave yourself, if you are an ani
mal, chew the cud (JMC)/ 1 - qddrini bildr altun qddrini zdrgdr a man knows
the value of a man, a goldsmith the value
of gold (JMC)/ ^ —nin alisi igidd, haywannifi alisi tesida people have spots inside,
animals have spots outside (you may
know a person for a long time without un
derstanding his true nature). Cf. ahl 1, ki^i.
[C- adamt'K. adamlYX.. adamIQ. adam!
Tk. MdmITvi. Mam/\J. odam].
adamata
rel. n. Adam,
adamxor
n. Man-eater; cannibal. [U. odamxiir].
adamxorluq
n. Cannibalism,
adamsiman
n. Humanoid: — maymun zoo. anthropoid,
adamzat
n. Human being; mankind: — ayigi tdgmigdn jay a remote and uninhabit^ place/ -dunyasi the world; mankind. [KK. MamzatlTu. MamzatlXJ. odamzod],
adamgar^ilik
n. Humaneness; humanitarianism; human
ity: — qil- to pay attention to human feel
ings. [K. adamger^
gilikm. odamgargiadrasman
bot. n. Camel fleaI'w vT.-,
bane (Peganum hormole), source of a
dye called Turkey
,■
Red. Also called
hormil.
adris
adrasman
n. Address: —ni ydtkd- to change one's
address. [<R. Mres].
adwokat

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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ajralma

adil

n. Advocate; attorney; lawyer. [<R. adU. azra-].
2. vi. To move away: ular ikkisi birddmmu
vokat\.
ajrimaydu the two are inseparable.
adil
1. adj. Fair; just; reasonable; impartial; ^rat1. vt. To separate, part, sever: yaflaqni
equitable: — addm fair-minded person/ alpostidin - to crack a walnut/ yagni gdstin di-sattida — bol- to trade fairly. Also adato separate the fat from the meat.
latlik. [KK. adiH\5. odil\.
2. vt. To make a clear distinction: dost bi2. n. Male name,
Idn dUimdnni — to distinguish between
adilana
friend and foe/ gdk-Qegrini — to draw a
adj. Fair; just: - hdkum fair judgment.
boundary
line.
[O. adilane],
3. vt. To allocate, allot, set aside: pul adilliq
to allocate money/ waqit — to take time
n. Fairness: — qil- to uphold fairness. Cf.
out; to find time/ isgi — to assign or release
adalat 1, haqqaniyat.
workers.
adimat^ilik
4. vt. To mediate, intervene, pull back:
n. Feelings; sensibilities; worldly wisdom,
urmup qalganlarni — to pullback fighting
adina
men/ majrani — to mediate a dispute.
obs. n. Friday. Cf. jiima.
5. vt. To decompose, break down, sec
^ayip
rete: ayqazanasqazans^uqluqiajritidu the
1. adj. Very; fully; utter; extremely: stomach secretes gastric juice/ suni hidro(irayliq very pretty/ — yax^i very good. Cf.
gen bildn oksigenga - to break down water
taza II 1, rasa 1, karamat 3, intayin,
into hydrogen and oxygen.
nahayiti 1.
2. adj. Outstanding; marvelous; baffling: ajra?1. vi. To part company, separate.
— ad&m a baffling person / — tOhpd out
2. vi. To divorce: u eridin ajrisip kdtti she
standing contribution/ — xdwdr a thrilling,
divorced from her husband. Cf. tiiga^- 2,
fantastic story (news)/ - mdnzirH marvel
uziilii?- (#2). [U. azras- (#1-2)].
ous scenery. Also called garayip (#1-2).
ajraq
[U. azojib].
n. Chink; crack; crevice. Cf. gak. [M. eajayipxana
riik].
n. A place with unusual items, including
animals, mostly for children. [U. azojib- Z]T2\1. vi. To split open, sever, part. [U. azxona (museum)],
ral-].
ajayip-garayip
2. vi. To seem different,
adj. Strange; fantastic; bizarre: — sOzldr
strange tale/ - U bizarre affair or matter/ - ajralgu
n. Separation; parting: senimin —m yoq I
igwa fantastic rumor. Also called ajap 1;
do not want to leave you. Cf. juda.
cf. fantazilik.
{gralgusiz
ajraadj. Inseparable: — dostlar inseparable
1. vi. To separate, come off: tarn suwigi
friends. Also called ayrilmas.
-p kdtti the wall plaster peeled off/ gdm
—p kdtti the shoe sole came off/ iigd —p ajralma
phys. n. Secretion: — suyuqluqi secretion
kdtti the bone joint came loose. [Tu. ajra-l
KEY 1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka§gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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ajriq

a?-

juice.
^riq
bot. n. Couchgrass
(Aneurolepidium
dasystachys). [Q. azyryqlU. azriq],
jqiz
1. adj. Weak; frail:
teni — frail-bodied/
— dOldt weak coun
try/ — kislata weak
acid/ iradisi -weak-willed.
Cf.
kiigsiz, magdursiz.
[Tu. ecizIM. oziz\.
2. adj. Helpless; lone; solitary: — gal an
helpless oldster.
3. adj. Hard-of-hearing; lame; poorsighted: puti — lame/ kdzi — poor-sighted.
ajizlavi. To weaken. Cf. halsizlan- , kti^sizlan- , magdursizian- .
ajizlatvt. To weaken. Cf. ajizla^tur- , halsizlandur- , kii^sizlat- , magdursiziandur- .
^izla$1. vi. = ajizia- .
2. med. vi. To exhaust, prostrate: yilrdk
-ti the heart stopped.
ajizla^turvt. = ajizlat- .
ajiziiq
1. n. Failing; weakness; weak point: —
qil- to be powerless, helpless, or incapable
of action/ —tin kuglukkd aylan- to change
from weakness to strength/ buni tdswirIdikd tilim — qilidu I cannot express it in
words. Cf. kii^sizlik, magdursizliq. [Tu.
ecizlik],
2. med. n. Asthenia; exhaustion; prostra
tion: jinsi — impotence/ nerwa ajizliqi
neurasthenia.
a( I

1. adj. Hungry: — bdriddk tikilip qara- to
eye like a hungry wolf (covetously)/ —
qal- to suffer from hunger/ — qosaq empty
stomach/ — qoy- to starve/ — kdz greedy:
— kdzliik qil- to be greedy/ yerim — yerim
toq half starved/ 1 — balam bar balam,
toq balam yoq balam my hungry child is
still with me, my satiated child has run
away (JMC)/ 1 —nifl ddrdini toq bilmds,
kesdl ddrdini saq the sated don't know
hunger pains, the healthy don't know a sick
man's sufferings. [K. ag/KK. ay/M. ag/0.
aglCfT. ag! Ik. aglTT. agITw. op/Tv. ay/U.
oglY. aggik\.
2. ag. adj. Blighted: — dan blighted grain.
Cf.dansiz.
♦ - biqin phys. soft rib/ ♦ - qapiyd lit.
unsymmetrical rhyme/ ♦ — kir- to start
hunger (folk belief that a person stared at
during meal will get sick),
a? II
adj. Light; pale (of color): — seriq pale
yellow/ — qizil magenta/ — kdk light blue/
— yeyil light green/ bu rdxtnifi rdflgi -raq ikdn the color of this cloth is a bit light.
[U. Of].
af- I
vt. To open, start, extract, exploit,initi
ate, conduct, hold, run, uncover, reveal,
expose, turn on, untie, undo, excavate:
tuwaq — to uncover a pot/ juwawa jiltisini
— to roll out dumpling dough/ hawa yolini
— to initiate an air route/ suyiqdstni — to
expose a plot/ sir — to reveal a secret/ iytdy
— to whet an appetite/ ydr asti bayliqlirini
— to excavate mineral resources/ yigin — to
open a meeting/ lipapni — to open an en
velope/ mdktdp - to start up a school. [Cflf-/KK. cy-/0. ag-IOT. cf-/Ta. ag-/TT.
ag-/Tn. ag-/\J. og-/Y. ay-].
aj- II
vi. To be hungry: qosaq —ti the stomach
is hungry. [OT. ag-ITT. ag-/T\. ayta-].

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.

II

a?siq

a9-

n. of a^-toq.
a?- Ill
vt. To be bright colored or colorful; aq assiq
1. adj. Sour; hot: - tiruk sour apricot/ bu
muqawiga qizil x&t besilsa, nahayiti —idu
laza
bdk - this pepper is too hot /1 tatliq
red letters on a white front cover are very
yalgandin
- hdqiqdtyaxfi bitter truth is bet
colorful.
ter
than
sweet
lies. [K. aguulM. agiglH&.
a(a I
afy/Tu. flcy/Tv. fl?yg/U. aggiqlY. ahyy].
1. n. Elder sister. Cf. hada, igi?a. [K. he!
2. adj. Thick; strong: - tamaka strong to
M. ag&KJT. dkdlY. agas].
bacco/ gayni - ddmld- to make tea strong.
2. n. A form of address for woman older
3. adj. Fierce: - sogaq fierce cold.
than speaker.
4. adj. Unkind; harsh; mean; penetra
a^a II
ting; bitter: - kul- to laugh bitterly/— sa1. n. Tree fork or branch: — yagag tree
waq bitter experience or lesson/ till — afork wood. Also a^imaq. [K. afa/Mo. ad&m a tart-tongued person.
gd\.
5. n. Anger; indignation; wrath: - qil2. fig. n. Branch; fork; - yoli branch
(aggigi kdl-) to get angry/ aggigi besil- to
road: — yolda arisalda bol- to hesitate at
dissipate
anger/ aggigixosalliqqa driildi (he)
the crossroads/ ♦ -- tuyaqliq haywan zoo.
changed
from anger to bliss/ aggigi yaman
artiodactyl.
irritable;
irascible / aggigini bos- to control
a^a-sinil
one's anger/ aggigini giqar- to vent one's
n. Sisters,
anger/ aggigini kdltur- to make angry/ 1
ajar^iliq
-nin dorisi sukut the best medicine for
n. Hunger; famine: -- yilliri years of hun
anger is silence. Cf. dam I 2, qahr,
ger. Also ajliq. [K. agargylykIU. ogarqahr-zahri, qahr-gazap, gazap, gazapgiliKl.
naprM, naprat. [Th. agu/\J. aggiq].
a$al
♦ — anar bot. bitter pomegranate {Puni1. n. Fork in road;
ca granati amarae), used in Uyghur folk
railroad switch.
medicine/ ♦ - badam bot. Semen amyg2. geo. n. Aqal,
town in Western
Xinjiang (40.30N
79.20E).
a^al^i
n. Switchman,
a^paqa
adj. Fond of good food: — addm gour
mand,
agpaqiliq
n. Gourmandism: -- qil- to be fond of
good food; to be a gourmand,
a??iq anar
a??iq badam
ag-toq
dalae
amarae,
used
in
Uyghur
folk medi
adj. Half-starved: -- yiir- to be halfcine
(alternate
name;
lozmor)/
♦ — pdrstarved.
bun
bot.
Chinese
thorowax
(Bupleurum
a(-toqluq
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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a^^iq-^ii^uk

axtur-

chinense)/ ♦ — tawuz bot. snake gourd
(Trichosanthes Id rolowii)(see illustration
at hanzal on p.
408)/ ♦ -- dmdn
bot. sagebrush (Ar
temisia absinthium)!
♦ " geg&k bot. Adonis chrysocyathus,
an ornamental plant/
♦ — gilan bot. Zias^iq parbun
zyphus spinosus, a kind of jujube, used in
Uyghur folk medicine (see illustration at
ki(ik gilan on p. 725)/ ♦ — Ugdy zoo.
small intestines of oxen and sheep (also
called ingikd iigdy).
a9(iq-(u(iik
adj. Sour and sweet: — suyqas sweet and
sour noodle soup/ dunyanin aggiq-gilgUgini tetigan km a person who has tasted the
bitter-sweet nature of life; sby with much
experience. [U. aggiq-guguk].
a$(iqsu
chem. n. Vinegar (Acetum). Also called
sirka II.
a^giqlavi. To get angry: u kimgd aggiqliwatidu at
whom is he angry? Also a^^iqlan- . [K.
aguulan-IKK. a^yulan-ITz. agulan-IH. ogiq-].
a((iqlanvi. = a^^iqla- .
a(-zar
n. Hunger pangs.
a(qu(
1. n. Key. [U. ogqig],
2. n. Index: xdt siziq —i an index arranged
by stroke order. Also called kilit (#1-2).
a^qu^Iuq
adj. Crucial; critical: -- mdsild a critical
problem. Cf. halqiliq 2.
a(imaq

n. Tree fork or branch. Also aja III.
aj-yalinaj
n. Hunger and cold: — turmus kdgur- to suf
fer a life of hunger and cold.
a(liq
n. Hunger; famine: - elan qil- to go
on a hunger strike, fast. Also a^ar^iliq.
[M. agliqlO. agliklOT. agstqlT^. aglyk/Y.
aas].
axbarat
1. n. Report; statement: — sahdsidikildr
the press / hdkiimdt —i government state
ment. Cf. bayanat.
2. n. Information; intelligence; news: —
agentligi news agency / — bdr- (yolla-) to
send out information/ — topla- to gather
information. Cf. derak, xawar 1, sirtiq,
ufur, izdak-soraq, malumat 2. [U. axborot],
axbarat^i
1. n. Correspondent; journalist; reporter.
Cf. xawargi 2, muxbir.
2. n. Intelligence agent.
axbarat9iliq
1. n. Journalism. Cf. gezitciliq, muxbirliq.
2. n. Intelligence work,
axta
ag. adj. Castrated; gelded: - at gelding/
atni - qil- to castrate a horse. [U. axta].
axta-,
ag. vt. To castrate, geld. Also axtila- ; cf.
pii(akla$tur- , piy- 2. [Mo. agta-].
axta$
chem. n. Alabaster; gypsum. Cf. gaj.
axtama
ag. n. Fallow land,
axtamiliq
ag. n. Crop rotation (letting some land lie
filow).
axtamlaag. vt. To let a field lie fallow,
axtur-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka§gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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ahan

axtilavt. To search, seek, scout around, rum
mage, ransack: Oyni — to ransack a house/
yanguq — to rummage through a pocket/
lugdt - to consult a dictionary. Cf. tinti-.
[C. axtar-/Tu. agtar-].
axtilavt. To castrate, emasculate. Also axta- ;
cf. pii^akla^tiir- , pif- 2.
ax^a
n. Money; funds,
axot
n. Hunt. Cf. ow 1, ^ikar.
axotgi
n. Hunter. Cf. angi, ow^i, sayyat.
axsaq
adj. Lame; limp. Also asqaq 1, aqsaq.
[M. axsaq].
ax^am
1. n. Dusk; evening: awal — dusk/ —dila
yetiwapsdngu you went to bed so early (at
early dusk). Cf. ^am l\,qas qaraygangag,
ka? 1, giigiim. [C- axiam/KK. aqsam/M.
axsam/Mo. asqanlTu. agsamIU. oqsom].
2. n. Last night.
ax$am(i
n. Reveler; nightbird.
ax^amqi
adj. Last night: - yigin last night's meet
ing.
ax^amliq
n. Evening; early nighttime. [Tu. agsamlyk
(supper)],
ax^amliqqa
adv. Tonight; this evening: menifl dyiimgd
— kelifl please come to my house tonight,
axur
obs. ag. n. Stable; barn,
axun
1. rel. n. Akhun (Muslim priest).
2. pp. Uyghur honorific. [U. oxun].
3. n. Male name,
axir
1. adv./n. End; last; final: - berip in the

final analysis; all things considered/ u —
kdldi he finally came/ musu aynifl -i the
end of this month. Cf. adaq 1, ayaq I 2,
tugan^i, u5-{ak. [C. axtrllii. axyrITn. axyrlM. axir; oxir],
2. adv. Actually; exactly: — siz nimd dimdkgi bolisiz what exactly are you trying
to say?
3. adv. Likely to: — bir kun kdriisdrmiz we
are likely to meet someday.
♦ — zaman rel. final period; doomsday;
Judgment Day; end of the world,
axirat
rel. n. The nether world; next life. [C- axtratl\J. oxirat].
axiratlik
1. n. Funeral: — tdyyarla- to make ar
rangements for a funeral. Cf. oliim-yetim.
2. adj. Lifelong: —
lifelong friend.
Cf. omiirliik.
axirsiz
adj. Endless; infinite; eternal. Cf. baqi 1,
abat, abadi-abat, abidi, adibilibat, mangiiliik.
axirqi
adj. Last: -- dmur old age/ — s6z lit. post
script/ — qetim last time/ —‘tnusabiqd pe.
finals. [Th. axyrgy],
ah
int. Ah, oh-oh: bu gdpni afilap... — ...
ddw&tti he uttered "oh-oh" when he heard
this/ ♦ - ur- to sigh. [U. oh],
ahaq
geol. n. Amber. Cf. qahriwa, kahriba.
ahan
1. mus. n. Tone: —ga sal- to set to music/
yeqimliq — melodious tone. [U. ohang].
2. n. Sound: — tdrjimisi gr. translitera
tion. Cf awaz 1, tawu$, iin.
3. gr. n. Pronunciation; accent; tone: soraq —ida in a questioning tone/ k&skin —
firm pronunciation. Cf. talappiiz 1.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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ahanda:^
ahanda$
adj. Homophonous: -- sOz gr. homo
phone; homonym,
ahanda^liq
mus. n. Harmony: sozuqtawuiniflahaflda^ligi gr. vowel harmony,
ahanraba
phy. obs. n. Magnet; loadstone. Cf. magnit,
ahala
n. Inhabitants; population; human habita
tion: bu ydmifl ahalisi salafl this land has a
sparse population/ sdhdr ahalisi urban or
city population. [U. aholi].
ahanat
n. Insult; humiliation; slander; calumny:
- qil- to insult, humiliate/ —kd qal- to be
insulted or humiliated. Cf. Qeqim, xarliq,
xorluq.
ah-paryat
n. Sigh; lament,
ah-wah
onom. Moaning: — (dk- to moan and
groan,
ah-zar
onom. = ah-wah.
ahu
zoo. n. A kind of antelope: ♦ ~ kdz big
eyes,
ahkam
obs. n. Directive; instruction; order; judi
cial sentence. Cf. buyruq, parman 1,
korsatma, yolyoruq. [O. ahkdm\.
asvt. To hang up, suspend, shoulder: darga — to kill by hanging/ qilig — to carry a
sword/ kiyim - to hang up clothes/ miltiq
- to shoulder a rifle. [C- fl^-/KK. as-ITk.
as-/\J. oj-].
asas
1. n. Basis; foundation: — sal- (qur-) to
lay a foundation / — qil- a. to base on; b.
to form the basis: yeza igiligini - qil- with

asaw
agriculture forming the basis/ uniH uygurgd
-i yaxsi he is well-grounded in Uyghur. Cf.
negiz. [U. oyflj].
2. n. Reason; ground: tdnqitni rOtqilUqa —
yoq there are no grounds for rejecting crit
icism. [Ik. dsas (#1-2)].
3. n. Principle; tenet. [O. esas (#1-3)].
4. chem. n. Salt radical,
asasan
1. pp. According to: smiflga — according to
this/ qamnga — according to law. Cf. boyifa 1, bina'an, uygun, qariganda 2.
2. adv. Basically: - oxyaydu basically the
same/ mdsilildr — hdl boldi the problems
are basically solved. [U. asasan].
asas^i
n. Founder; originator,
asassiz
adj. Baseless; groundless. [O. esassiz/T&.
dsassyz].
asasiy
adj. Basic; fundamental; principal: — ddrs
major course or subject / — ddrijd gr.
basic voice/ — jinaydtgi prime culprit/ —
zdrrd phy. elementary particle / — qatlam
basic primary) level/ -- qanun basic law;
constitution/ — qosun (kug) mil. main
force/ - qurulus basic construction/ — eqim
main trend/ — mdsild principal problem/ mdqsdt main idea; gist/ — nizam charter
(law). Cf. negizlik. [Tk. aslyf].
asaslavt. To base or found upon; to explain, jus
tify,
asasliq
adj. Basic; fundamental; prime: — drtis
principal performer or actor,
asarat
n. Slavery; bondage,
asaratiqapuru^
n. Antique trade,
asaw
adj. Unbridled; ungovernable: — c/ an un-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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assimilatsiya

asayi^
bridled horse.
asayi$
adj. Tranquil; peaceful. [U. osojista\.
asayi^liq
n. Tranquillity; peace,
asan
adj. Easy; - Ozg&r- to change easily/ mtu- to forget easily / — is easy matter/ —la
Ml bol- to be easily solved / menin bu qetimqi s&pirim -ga gUsmidi (toxtimidi) it was
not easy for me to travel this time/ 1 qorganni igidin elis - a fortress is easily con
quered from inside/ ♦ — tugut med. natu
ral labor. Cf. onay. [M. dsdn (sound;
wellj/Th. asat/U. oson].
asanla^vi. To become easy,
asanla^turvt. To facilitate, make easy.
asanliq
n. Ease; convenience: — tugdur- to make
easy or convenient,
asanliq^a
adv. ^sily.
aspirin
med. n. Aspirin. [<R. aspiriri\.
ast
pp. Below; under; ydr -i bayliqliri un
derground resources/ ydr —i Oyi basement;
cellar/ ♦ xdwp -ida qal- to be in danger.
[C. ast/K. ast/KK. ast/GT. asralTdi. ast!
U. oj/].
asta
1. adj. Slow: — poyiz slow train/ — maflto walk slowly/ poyiz - qozgaldi the train
moved slowly/ ^ -- maflgan tag ayar, yugurgdn bag the slow walker can cross moun
tains, but the fast runner might reach the
park/ 5 — manganmu mangan, toxtap qalgan
yaman don't be afraid of slowing down but
beware of stopping. [U. asta],
2. adv. Quietly: - giqip kdt- to leave qui
etly / - gdp qil- to speak quietly.

astatin
chem. n. Astatine (At). [<R. astatin].
astana
geo. n. Capital city. Cf. paytaxt.
astiranom
ast. n. Astronomer. Cf. mun^im. [<R.
astronom],
astiranomiya
ast. n. Astronomy: — sariyi planetarium.
Cf. ilmiy nujum. [<R. astronomiya].
astirtin
adv. In the dark; secretly; on the sly: til biriktur- to collude, collaborate, gang
up with secretly,
astilavi. To slow down, slacken: unifl qddimi
bara-bara —p qaldi he gradually slackened
his pace. Also astila^- .
astila$vi. = astila- .
astilatvt. To reduce, slacken; sur'dtni — to re
duce speed/ qdddmni — to slacken one's
pace,
astin
n. Bottom; — tag geo. Astin Thgh, moun
tain range in southeastern Xinjiang/ —qi
kalpuk phys. lower lip (also —qi Id^t mdsilini — giisdnmdk kerdk the problem must
be understood from the bottom up (thor
oughly). [M. astin (below)/1h. astan (from
below)],
astin-iistiin
adj. Topsy-turvy; upside down: — bol- to
turn upside down, reverse, become invert
ed/ — qil- to turn upside down, invert, re
verse/ aq-qarini — qil- to turn black into
white/ ydr-jahanni — to shake Heaven and
Earth. [Th. asty-dskdlG. ostin-ustin].
astinqi
adj. Lower: — qdwdt lower level,
assimilatsiya
n. Assimilation. [<R. assimilyatsiya].

KEY 1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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asman-zimin

assimilatsiyigi
assimUatsiyigi
n. Assimilator; assimilationist.
assistent
n. Academic assistant; lecturer. [<R. as
sistent].
asravt. To take good care of, keep in good re
pair: ddl&tnin mal-miilkini — to t^e good
care of state property/ Ozini — to take
good care of oneself/ yol — to keep a road
in good repair. [U. asra-].
asranda
adj. Adopted; foster- : — bala adopted
child/ -- qiz foster girl/ -- kelin child
bride. [U. asrandi],
asfalt
chem. n. Asphalt; bitumen; pitch: — yol
asphalt road/ yolga - yatquz- to blacktop a
road. [<R. asfal't].
asfaltlavt. To asphalt,
asqavi. To limp. Also asqaqia-.
asqaq
1. adj. Lame; limp. Also axsaq, aqsaq.
2. n. Rake; harrow,
asqaqlavi. = asqa- .
asqu
n. Coupling; link; hanger; hook,
asi
1. rel. n. Sinner.
2. n. Rebel; traitor: isgi -si scab; strike
breaker.
asiya
geo. n. Asia: — qit'isi Asian continent.
[U. osii\.
asil
obs. adj. Precious; real; genuine: — ndsillik purebred. Cf. asil II I, esil. [Tu. asyl
(really; originally)/!!, asil].
asiliq
n. Rebellion; treachery: — qil- to rebel,

betray.
aslan

zoo. n. Kitten,
aslanla-

zoo. vi. To bear kittens,
asma

1. n. Link; coupling; hook: 1 asmida gdSM bolsa Mr kiini mehmanga yarar when
you have meat on the hook, it will be all
right when a guest comes.
2. adj. Linked; connected; coupled; hang
ing: — bbsdk hammock/ — giraq hanging
lantern/ — sa'&t wall clock/ — kdwriik sus
pension bridge/ - gildm wall rug/ ♦ — okul med. infusion. [U. osma].
asman
ast. n. Sky: — jisimliri heavenly bodies/ —
hadisiliri celestial phenomena/ — qdhri out
er space/ — giimbizi firmament; the cano
py of the heavens/ —ga taqas- a. to reach to
the sky, tower: —gataqasqanterdkldrtov/tTing poplars; b. expresses great happiness:
mdn seni kOrup besim —qiddkxosal boldum
having seen you, I felt extremely happy/
kOk — blue sky/ ydttd qdw&t — highest
Heaven/1 — druliip Qiissd tegidd mantaydto eat a dumpling while Heaven comes
crashing down (to fiddle while Rome is
burning)/ 1 -ga tiikursdfl yiizuflgd giisdr if
you spit to Heaven, it will land on your
face/ ♦ —ga as- to suspend from the sky
(to ask an exorbitant price)/ ♦ —ga giqay
disa yiraq ydrgd kirdy disa qattiq the sky
is too high, the earth is too hard (no way
to escape; in desperate straits). Also hawa
I 3, kok I 2. [C- asmanIK. asman/KK.
aspanlT\i. asman/U. osman].
astnan-palak
n. The skies: —ni yaflrat- to resound
through the skies,
asman-zimin
n. Heaven and earth: —ddk pdrq world
apart; world of difference.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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asmanlaasmanlavt. To raise high.
a$ I
1. cul. n. Food; meal: — tart- to serve
food/ — at- to prepare food / — y&- to eat
food/ 1 bdrm&snin eyi pismas as for those
who do not want to serve others, their
meals will never be ready. Cf. tamaq I.
[C. asIK. ay/KK. asIM. ay/OT. c^/Th. ml
Tv. aVU. oy/Y. iw].
2. cul. n. Feast; dinner: toy eji wedding
feast/ harduq eyi welcoming dinner/ 1 —
bGrgangd muyt bdr- to give the fist to sby
who offered a feast (to requite kindness
with enmity)/ ^ —qa y&yyar iyqa h&yyar
good at eating and lazy at worl^ ♦ —qa
giwin giiyti a fly fell into the dinner (a. (sth)
fizzled out, failed; b. (sby) feels disap
pointed).
a$ II
chem. n. Mirabilite; Glauber's salt: —tin
giq- to tan leather / —qa sal- to taw leath
er.
a¥1. vt. To increase: bilim — to increase
knowledge/ daramUt — to increase in
come. Cf. golda- , golla- .
2. vt. To exceed, suipass: tag-dawanlardin — to tramp over hill and dale/ sop — to
catch cold/ unifl yeyi dlliktin —ti he is over
fifty/ issigi — to get overheated. [C.
[U.
os- (#1-2)].
3. vi. To remain: —qan pul spare money/
m esip qaldi food was left over.
a^boguz
ag. n. Horse fodder, consisting of mois
tened straw and bran. [M. mbar].
a^paz
cul. n. Cook; chef,
a^pazlik
cul. n. Cooking: — qil- to cook, be a cook/
— kursi cooking course. Cf. to^iik II.
a$pur^aq

a^qazan
bot. n. White bean (Pisum). [Q. asbursaq^.
a$puzul
n. Dining hall; messhall; restaurant. Cf.
apana, tamaqxana, ganza.
a$pi$aq
n. Kitchen knife. [U. oypigoq].
a$taxta
cul. n. Kneading board. [U. oytaxta (pastry
board)].
a|-tamaq
cul. n. Food; edibles,
a^gamgur
bot. n. Parsley {Petroselinum crispum).
a^xana
n. = a^puzul: gofi — ordinary messhall/
milli — nationality restaurant; in Xinjiang,
specifically a restaurant serving Muslim,
i.e. non-Chinese, food.
a$xanila$turvt. To open and operate dining halls.
a$-su
n. Food, e.g. sheep, oil, rice, and fire
wood, given by the groom's family to the
bride's family at the wedding. [Ik. oy-^u].
a$u
pro. That: — kUn that day/ — kiyi that per
son.
a?urvt. To cause to exceed, increase: pilanni
—up orunla- to exceed a plan/ dm&lgd —
to realize, achieve, bring about/ dmg&k
unumdarligini — to raise labor productivity/
gdyrdtni — to rouse one's enthusiasm; to go
all out/ ♦ —ma ddrijd gr. emphatic voice,
a^undaq
pro. That kind,
a^qazan
phys. n. Stomach: -- aqmisi med. gastrotoma/ - agris med. gastalgia/ - antitelasi
med. gastric antibody/—boslugi gastral cavi
ty/ — bezi gastric gland/ — paldgliniy med.
gastroplegia/ — tOwdnldp ketif med. gas-

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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ara

a^qawaq
troptosis/ — tesilU med. stomach perforation/
— (iwini med. gastrophilus/ -- suyuqlugi
gastric juice/ -- raki med. stomach can
cer/ - qanas med. stomach bleeding/ ~ kislataliq d&rijisi gastric acidity / — yarisi
med. stomach ulcer/ — yallugi med. gastri
tis/ — yerilis med. gastroprexia. Cf. qarin,
qosaq 1. [U. osqozon].
a$qawaq
hot. n. Summer squash (Cucurbita pepo). Also ta^kawa, tomur kawisi, (aqma
kawa. [Q. asqabaq/U. o^qovoq].
a$qan-ta$qan
adj. Excess; surplus; leftover; — tamaq
leftover food,
a^kara
adj. Open; public: — bds-munazird open
debate/ — bol- to be exposed, laid bare,
revealed: sir — boldi the secret was re
vealed/ — sdzld- to speak openly/ — qil- to
reveal: ziddiydtni — qil- to lay bare con
tradictions; gdpni -- qil- to reveal (by
speaking)/ — is public affair/1 kesdlniyosursa, dliim — to hide a disease is to die (the
more one tries to hide, the more one is
exposed). Cf. o^uq 1. [U. oskora],
a^karilavt. To expose, reveal: sirni — to reveal a
secret.
. ^
a^karilanvi. To reveal itself,
manifest, be exposed.
a^koki
bot. n. A kind of
coriander (Coriandrum).
a^ir
rel. n. Religious tax
xj
collector.
i
a$iq
a$koki
n. Sweetheart; lover; — bol- to fall in
love. [C- 'asiq/Tu. asykIU. osiq].

a^iqliq

n. Love.
a$iq-ma$uq

n. Sweethearts; lovers. [U. osiq-masuq; osiqmosiq\.
a^ina
n. Friend,
a^inidar^iliq
n. Friendship; friendly relations. Also aginidar^iliq, aginiliq, amraqliq, al-aginidar^iliq.
a^yan
poe. n. Nest; aerie; abode. [C- ayyaii\.
a$Ia-1
vt. To tan: terd — to tan hide. Also ayla-I.
a$Ia- II
vt. To pacify, soothe, calm, placate, mol
lify.
a^lamgi
n. Thnner.
a$Ianpun
cul. n. Bean jelly.
a$Iiq
1. cul. n. Foodstuff; victuals: — beliti
food coupon / aq — fine food (flour and
rice)/ qara — coarse food (corn, barley,
millet). Cf. ta'am, yimaklik. [C- asltqlM.
asliq (kitchen)/TT. asliq].
2. m. Sufficient amount for one meal: bir
— un sufficient flour for one meal.
a$-manta
cul. n. Steamed dumplings stuffed with
meat and served with pilaf.
a$na
n. Lover: — oyna- to cohabit. [U. osna
(friend; acquaintance)],
ar I
n. Shame; disgrace: — al- (kdl-, kOr-) to
feel ashamed, disgraced, humiliated. Cf.
sazayi, uyat 2. [M. ir; irralU. or],
ar II
m. Are (metric areal measure),
ara I

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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aram

ara
1. adj. Middle; center; between: — sal
semilate (mid-season) rice/ — yol halfway:
- yolda toxtap qal- to stop halfway/ bulut
arisidin ay kdrundi the moon peeked
through the clouds/ beyjifl bildn Urum(inin
arisi between Beijing and Urumqi. Also
called ottura, orta. [C- ara (in; within;
among)/KK. ara/M. ara/OT. aralTa. ara/Tv. ara (interval)/!!, ora],
2. n. Relation; relationship: — tur- to as
sure, guarantee, vouch for/ — o(uq ac
count settled/ ariga al- a. to cluster around;
b. to admit into one's company: ular meni
ariga almidi they did not allow me to join
them/ ariga gils- to mediate, speak on behalf
of: -up dpldstur- to act as mediator/ ariga samal kirmds- to be on very good terms/ ariga qiga gag- to sow dissension, foment
discord, drive a wedge between/ ariga kirto concern oneself with, bother about, take
an interest in/ ularnifl arisi buzuldi they
broke off relations. [Tu. ard\.
3. as time adverb: aridin. uzaq dtm&y be
fore too long/ tez arida soon; anon; short
ly/ su arida now; this moment.
4. poe. pp. In: bag — in the garden.
5. n. The eleventh month of the Turki lu
nar year: — ay. See section on Calendars
on pp. 1073-4.
ara II
n. Fork: tOmtir — iron fork/ yagag - wood
en fork,
arator
n. Eloquent speaker; orator. Also called
natiq. [<R. orator],
ara-tora
adv. = ara-sira. [Th. ara-tird].

aratiiriik
geo. n. Aratiinik (Yiwu), a county in Xin
jiang (43.15N 94.34E). Established 1930.
Population (1982): 16,527.
arag
1. phys. n. Philtrum.
2. n. Chink; crack; crevice: tamnifl arigi
crack in wall.
3. n. Bridge arch,
ara-gula
n. Chance; opportunity; spare time. Kumul dialect,
arasta
n. Decoration; adorning: — qil- to deco
rate or adorn. [C- arasta].
ara-sira
adv. Occasionally; sometimes; once in a
while; now and then. Also ara-tora. [U.
ora-sira].
arar
bot. n. Oak (Quercus). Also called dup.
araz
n. Quarrel; disharmony; discord: — bolto quarrel, fall out with/ ikkisinifl arisida
— yoq the two get along well,
arazlavt. To quarrel, fall out, differ with. Also
arazla^- . [U. arazla-].
arazla$vi. = arazla- .
arazla^turvt. To sow discord,
arazliq
adj. Estranged; being on bad terms,
aral
geo. n. Island: — defiizi Aral Sea/ taqim
—lar archipelago/ yerim — peninsula.
[Mo. arallU. orollY. aryy].
aram
1. n. Peace; tranquillity: bu bala kOpyiglap
anisiga — bdrmidi this child cried a lot and
did not let his mother rest/ u kdlg&ndin keyin, kOnlUm - tapti I only felt relieved

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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artuq^iliq

arambax^
when he returned/ maM kGgkigd — yoq I
cannot relax all day long. Cf. te^, tinj.
2. n. Rest: - al- to rest. [U. orom\.
aramb^^
adv. Relaxed and happy; soothingly,
aramxuda
adv. Leisurely; carefree: — olturup muftdof- to chat in a carefree manner,
aramsiz
adj. Unpeaceful; uneasy; restless. Also
called bi'aram.
aramsizliq
n. Uneasiness; restlessness. Also called
bi'aramliq.
aran
1. adv. Reluctantly; grudgingly; painfully:
- dig&nda haltingly; with difficulty/ - maqul bol- to respond reluctantly/ mdn —
k&l- dim I came with difficulty; I had a
hard time coming here. Also aran balaliqta. [U. arang].
2. adj. Only; merely: — bOs addm k&ldi on
ly five people came/ ♦ — tur- a. to exert
oneself; b. to do sth at every turn or fre
quently: u katkili - turidu he will go at
every opportunity; u yigligili — turidu he
cries easily; c. to do sth nearly or almost:
torus giisup kGtkili aranla turidu, tirGk qoyuGlar the ceiling almost comes down,
please prop it up with a pole.
arpa
bot. n. Barley (Hordeum): - purgaq of ikGn, ungG marjan tas ikGn barley and beans
are food, agate and coral are rocks/ —Gni
xam ordummu did I ruin your barley (did I
offend you?)/ 1 osurgaqqa — neni bana a
farter blames it on barley bread. [K. arpa!
M. arpalMo. arbailQ. arpaITv. arbajIU.
arpa],
arpabediyan
bot. n. Sweet fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), used in Uyghur folk medicine,
arpamiwisi

bot. n. Arbor vitae
(Biota orientalis),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine,
arpixan
bot. n. Wild barley.
Also apixan. [M.
arpagan\.
art- I
1. vi. To hand, put
or place load: atqa
— to load on horse/
murigG — to place
on shoulder. [KK.
art-/\J. ort-].
2. vt. To shift, transfer, overturn, repu
diate: jawapkarliqni — to shift responsi
bility to/ eyipni - to place blame on.
art- II
vt. To exceed, increase, outstrip, over
step, surpass: mGhsulat -- to increase out
put. [M. arf-Zlh. arf-/Tu. c/T-ZU. ort-\.
artuq
1. adj. More than; surplus; excess: —
nGrsG surplus or superfluous things/ bGsyilzdin — adGm more than 500 persons. Cf.
o^uq 11, qo^umga 3. [C- artuqlK. artyk/M.
artuqlCfT. artuqll^. artykITv. artyklU. ortiq\.
2. adj. Superior: bu ifta u meniMin — he is
superior to me in handling this matter/
jandin — kor- to hold superior to (dearer
than) life itself/ u kinoni tiyatirdin — kdridu he considers film superior to theater.
artuq^a
adj. Superfluous; excessive: — giqim ex
tra expense/ — gGp superfluous remark/
GzigG — Uinip kGt- to be too self-confident.
[K. artykga],
artuq^iliq
n. Good qualities; strong points: HGr bir
adGmnin GzigG gusluq artuqgiligi bar each
person has his own strong points. [K. ar-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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artuqluq

arzu

arxa'izim
tykgylyki.
adj. Archaic; old: — s6z old word. [<R.
artuqluq
arxaizm].
1. n. Surplus; excess: ker&klik n&rs& —
qilmas there is no surplus of essentials. arxeolog
n. Archeologist. [<R. arxeolog].
Cf. ofuq?iliq, o^uqluq, e^inda, e^inga.
2. n. Good qualities; strong points: a- arxeologik
adj. Archeological: — qezilmilar archeo
dUmnin dzigd xas artuqligi bolidu everyone
logical deposits,
has his own good qualities.
arxeologiya
artiln. Archeology. [<R. arxeologiya].
1. vi. To have loaded on: tOgigd yiik ararsiz
tildi a pack loaded on a camel.
adj. Brazen; impudent; shameless. Also
2. vi. To have placed upon: qdrz artilip
called bi'ar; cf. bihaya, binomus, dap^aq,
qal- to owe a debt, be in debt/ mds'uliydt
hayasiz, uyatsiz, yiizsiz, nomussiz.
— to have been given responsibility/ ♦ ararsizlantilis ariligi (bridge) span.
vi. To be shameless,
3. vi. To cross, surmount: tamdin — to
arsin
climb over a wall.
chem. n. Arsenic (As). Also called san4. vi. To mate, copulate,
kiya, sangiya, margimu^.
artildurarslan
1. vt. caus. of artil- : balini tamdin — to
1. zoo. n. Lion (Panthera leo). Also called
make the child climb over a wall / tasni
tamdin —up tayla- to throw a rock over a ?ir I. [Mo. arslanlTdi. arslanHv. arzylaHl
U. arslon].
wall.
2. n. Male name,
2. vt. To make (animals) copulate,
artim
ar^an
1. n. Hot spring; mineral spring: gMgilrtm. Load: bir - otun one load of firewood,
liik
— sulphur spring. [Mo. rasiyanITv.
ardaq
arzaari].
adj. Rotten; putrid; corrupt. Kumul dia
2. geo. n. Arixang (Wenquan), county in
lect.
Xinjiang (44.59N 81.04E). Established in
ardaqla1939. Population (1982): 63,008.
1. vt. To spoil, indulge.
2. vi. To rot, become spoiled,
ar^a
bot. n. Juniper (Juniperus): — miwisi
juniper berries, used
in Uyghur folk med
icine. [Mo. arga/Q.
arzan
cul. n. Distiller's grains,
analTv. artyslU. ararzu
gd].
n. Hope; aspiration; wish; dream: — qilargito hope or long for: kegd-kiinduz — qil- to
vt. To skin, peel,
yearn day and night/ —si qan- to have
shuck. [U. argi-].
ar^a
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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arqimu-arqa

arzu-arman
one's wish fulfilled. Also arzu-arman,
arzu-tilak, arzu-iimit, arman, tilak, li
mit 1. [U. orzu\.
arzu-arman
n. = arzu.
arzu-tilak
n. = arzu.
arzu-hawas
n. Interest; inclination; bent,
arzu-iimit
n. = arzu.
arzulavt. To dote on.
arzuluq
adj. of arzu: — bala a pet or favorite
child,
arzuman
adj. Bent on; desirous: uginUM — bent on
studying,
arwaq
adj. Skinny; emaciated; thin,
arqa
adj. Back; behind; rear: — put zoo. hind
leg/ — pisap feces/ — tag geo. Arka Tiigh,
mountain spur of the Kunlun/ — t&r&t yoli
phys. anal passage/ — tirdk backstage/ —
s&p n. rear/ — sdp t&minati mil. rear serv
ice; logistics/ — koninuy background; back
drop/ — muhapizdtgi mil. rear guard/ —
miM phys. rhombencephalon; hindbrain/
arqida qal- to fall or lag behind/ arqisini
qil- to turn one's back to/ arqiga tepif kttgi
phy. recoil / arqiga sdrd- (tart- ) to incur
loss through delay: i^ni arqiga tart- to lose
work through delay/ birsinin arqisidin gdywdt qil- to gossip about this and that be
hind (sby's) back/ tagnin arqisida birndggd
Oyluk addm bar there are several families
behind the mountain. [C- arqalK. arka!
KK. arqalM. arqa; ugalMo. arulO. arka!
OT. arqalTa. arkalTT. arqa/Tu. artIU.
orqa; ori\.
arqa-arqidin

adj. Successive; one after the other; in a
row: u — tdt bdti nwcfa eytti he sang four or
five songs in a row/ mehmanlar — kelisti
guests came one after the other / ♦ — kdpdytif math, linked multiplication. Also ar
qimu-arqa.
arqar
zoo. n. Argali
(Ovis ammon).
Also called gulja.
[M.
(moun
tain she-antelope)/Q. arqar!
Tu. arga/y].
arqaq
n. Weft; woof;
arqar
filling. [M. arqag (weft)/TT. arqag\.
arqaqlavi. Verbal form of arqaq.
arqan
n. Rope; lasso: uzun — long rope. [Th. arkanlU. arqon\.
arqanlavt. To tie or fasten with a rope or lasso,
arqidin
1. adv. Soon afterwards: u — yetip kdldi
he caught up soon.
2. adv. In the rear: — sdzld- a. to speak
after (sby's) speech; b. to talk behind
(sby's) back.
arqilavt. To carry on the back: yiikni —p kdtdr- to carry a load on one's back,
arqiliq
pp. By way of; by means of; through; via:
biz mdsilini muzakird — hdl qilduq we
solved the problem through discussion/
pulni pogta — dwdt- to send money
through the mail/ radiyo — by radio/ urumgi — via Urumqi. Cf. bilan 2. [Th. arkylylU. orqali].
arqimu-arqa
adj. = arqa-arqidin.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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ariliq

arqi^a

(of wind) and snow.
arqi(a
adv. Backwards: - man- to walk back arila$1. vi. To mix, mingle, blend: boyaqlar awards,
rilisip k&tti various colors blended/ g&pkd —
arigi
to speak out of turn.
n. Mediator: -ga aM tayaq (humor) six
2. vi. To participate in, have a hand in: u
rods on the mediator,
bu Uqa —qan dmds he does not have any
arigilathing to do with this matter/ yoqilan Uqa vt. To mediate,
to handle a matter that does not concern
arisalda
one. [U. aralas-].
adj. Irresolute; indecisive: — bol- to hesi
3. vi. To communicate: u ad&ml&rgd
tate, shilly-sh^ly or vacillate (also arisal
—maydu he does not communicate with
da qal-).
others.
arifmetika
arila^turmath. n. Arithmatic. [<R. arifinetika}.
1. vt. To mix up, confuse, blur, obscure:
ariya
aq-qarini
— to confuse black and white/
mus. n. Aria. [<R. ariya].
smi
siitkd
to mix water with milk / layga
ariyat
soman
to
mix
straw with mud. [U. aran. Loan: - al- to borrow/ - bdr- to lend.
laytir-].
In Islamic law, it means gratuitous loan.
2. vt. To lump together, confuse with sth
Cf. otna.
else.
arila3. vt. To involve, implicate, drag in: bu i>
vt. To pierce, penetrate, cross, pass
qa meni -ma don't drag me into this af
through: -p kds- to cut through/ putun
fair.
mdmlMtni -p giq- to pass through the en
tire country/ tapsuruqni —p t&kyiir- to spot- arila$ma
1. n. Mixture.
check homework/ g&p — to interpose, chip
2. adj. Blended: — ogut ag. blended ferti
in/ m&n etiz -p kdldim I came across the
lizer.
field,
ariliq
I
arilap
1. n. Distance; gap; interval; intermission;
adv. expresses periodicity in time or space:
space: tarn bildn iykapnin ariligi space be
u kiin — kelip turidu he comes every other
tween
wall and cabinet/ ikki mdktdpnin aday.
riligi
distance
between two schools/ ♦ 5U
arilap-arilap
—ta at that moment; then.
adv. Sometimes; occasionally.
2. phys. n. Perineum (area through which
arilap
the genitourinary structures pass): - yirti1. adj. Mixed; mingled; blended: — ganli$ med. perineal rupture/ — mind cranial
lasturus usuli mixed pollination method/ —
cavity.
k&sir math, fraction / — talaliq toqulma
blending (in weaving)/ — ydmxdfdk mixed ariliq II
n. Passageway; corridor; hallway. Cf.
fodder/ milldtldr - jaylasqan rayon mixed
dahliz, karidor.
nationality area.
2. adj. expresses mixture: xijaldt — diffi ariliq III
n. Bribe; bribery: — bdr- to bribe. Cf. padently; bashfully/ qar - boran giq- to blow
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something, zoo. zoology.
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azad

argun
ra.
argun
zoo. n. Cross between bull and yak.
argunla^ag. vt. To crossbreed.
argimaq
zoo. n. A kind of fine horse,
argon
chem. n. Argon (Ar). [<R. argon^.
arman
n. Hope; aspiration; wish; dream: ~ qilto hope / -ga guslilk d&rman yoq ability not
equal to one's ambition/ —ga y&t- to have
one's wish fulfilled/ m&qs&tMyOttim basqa
arminim yoq 1 have reached my goal, I
have no other desires/ ♦ --da kdt- to
leave in hope (to die with an unfulfilled
wish)/ ♦ -da qal- to feel remorse, re
pentance, regret. Also arzu, arzu-arman,
arzu-tilak, arzu-iimit, tilak, limit 1.
[Tu. armanll], armon].
armansiz
adj. Perfectly content: — kdt- to be care
free one's whole life,
armugan
n. Gift; present. [U. armugon].
armiya
mil. n. Army; armed forces: armiyini himayd qiliixdlqni sOyu^ support the army and
cherish the people/ da 'imiy - regular ar
my/ dala armiyisi field army/ defliz armiyisi navy/ hawa armiyisi air force. [ < R.
armiya].
arnavt. To devote, dedicate, intend.
arnawut
n. Albanian. Also called alban.
ar-nomus
n. Shame; humiliation: —ini aqla- to ex
punge humiliation. [U. or-nomus].
az
adj. Few: - qal- a. to leave little; b. about
to; on the point of: u keli^kd — qaldi he is

about to come; c. nearly; almost: u yiqilip
ketifkd - qaldi he almost fell/ —digdndd at
least; minimally/ —sanliq milldt minority
nationality/ bu ayda yamgur — it rained lit
tle this month/ 1 — bolsun, saz bolsun
it should be fewer but better/ ^ — qil, uz
qil do little but do it well/ ♦ — ugraydigan
metal rare metal. [K. az/KK. az/M. az!
or. oz/Tk. az/U. oz].
az1. vi. To lose. [U. oz-].
2. vi. To make a mistake, be in disorder.
Also ada^-, eziq- (#1-2). [OT. az-].
aza
n. Mourning: — tut- to be in mourning.
Also haza II; cf. matam. [Tk. aza (funer
al banquet/U. aza].
azab
n. Literary form of azap.
azap
n. Torment; anguish; hardship; suffe
ring: — deflizi sea of bitterness/ — gdk(tart-) to be tormented, suffering/ —tin
qutul- to be saved from or to break away
from suffering/ rohiy — mental anguish/ 5
orunsiz gdzdp dzddgd — senseless anger
hurts oneself/ 1 yol azawi gdr azawi the
hardship of the road (traveling) is like
torture in hell. Also azap-oqubat. [KK.
azapITa.. gazaplU. azob].
azap-oqubat
n. = azap.
azap-oqubatlik
adj. Miserable; disastrous; catastrophic: —
kunlar miserable years,
azaplavt. To torment, cause suffering: —p dltiirto torment to death. Cf. ozayla- , qiyna- .
[Tk. gazapla-].
azaplanvi. To be tormented, suffer hardship,
azad
n. Literary form of azat.

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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azgin

azat

azarsiz
azat
adj. Harmless; inoffensive. Also called
1. adj. Free; liberated; emancipated: —
bol- a. to gain freedom; b. to shake off,
bi'azar.
free oneself from/ — x&lq liberated people/ az-azdin
adv. Little by little: dorini — ig- to take
— rayon liberated area/ — qil- a. to re
medicine slowly,
lease, set free: miihbuslarni — qil- to re
lease prisoners; b. to liberate: ezilgUgi mil- azayvi. To abate, decrease, diminish, die
Idtldrni — qil- to emancipate oppressed
down, lessen, let up. Also called azia- .
people; c. to remit, exempt: seliqtin — qil[U. ozaj-].
to exempt from taxation. [Ta. azat/U. oazaytzod; ozot\.
vt. To decrease, lessen, reduce: giqimni —
2. adj. Having vacation: tig ktin — qoyup
to reduce expenses. Also called azlat-.
berildi three days of vacation were given.
azayimxan
3. n. Male name,
n. Witch doctor; sorcerer; quack,
azatliq
n. Liberation; emancipation: — armiyd mil. azaymxan
n. = azayimxan.
liberation army/ - urusi war of liberation/
—qa giq- to gain liberation/ xotun-qizlar- az-paz
adj. A little bit. Also az-maz.
nin azatligi women's emancipation. [Ik. aaz-tola
zatlyk^.
adv. More or less: u uygurgini — bilidu he
azada
more or less knows a bit of Uyghur. Also
1. adj. Spacious; roomy; commodious: —
azdur-koptur.
dy spacious room. [KK. azada (sauber;
azdurfesttaglich)/U. ozoda (clean; neat; tidy)].
vt. To puzzle, confuse, perplex, baffle: a2. adj. Happy: kdnli — lighthearted.
ddmni — to confuse people,
3. adj. Free and easy; casual; informal: azdur-koptur
oltur- to sit casually.
adj. = az-tola.
azadilik
1. n. Spaciousness; roominess; commo az(iliq
n. Minority: — kdpgilikkd boysundi the
diousness: Oynifl azadiligi a room's spa
minority obeyed the majority. Also azliq
ciousness.
2. n. Happiness: kdfltil azadiligi happi
2.
azot
ness; lightheartedness.
chem. n. Nitrogen (N): — oguti ag. nitro
azar
genous fertilizer. [<R. azot].
n. Ill treatment; molestation; offense: —
bdr- (qil-) to molest: unifl kMligd - bdr- azsinvi. To consider sth insufficient,
md don't mistreat his heart; don't upset
him/ — yd- to be molested or treated poor azgaq
adj. Easily confused,
ly. [KK. azarlTu. azarl\J. ozor],
azaraqi
azgan
bot. n. Wild rose (Rosa laxa).
bot. n. Seed of vomiting nut (Semen nucis
vomicae), used in Uyghur folk medicine. azgin
adj. Baffled; perplexed; confused. [U. ozSee illustration at ku^ula on p. 712.
KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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azgina
gin (thin)],
azgina
adj. Few precious (endearing voice of az):
“ tamaq choice morsels. [KK. azgana (etwas)/Th. az gyna (somewhat)].
azginliq
n. of azgin.
azgal
n. Hole; pit; hollow. Cf. orak, kodan,
godan.
azlavi. To lessen, decrease. Also azay- .
azlatvt. To reduce. Also azayt- .
azliq
1. n. Insufficiency; inadequacy: — qil- to
be lacking or missing/ adSmnifl azligidin isimiz waqtida putmidi because of a shortage
of workers, our work was not completed
on time/ qan azligi med. anemia. Cf. yetarsizlik.
2. n. Minority. Also az^iliq.
az-maz
adj. A little bit. Also az-paz. [KK. azmazJTk. dz-mGzl\J. ozmoz].
azna
n. Fifth day of Muslim week; Friday;
holiday: — qil- to spend or pass azna/ —
qilip bar- to return home (of a married
woman to her parent's home),
awat I
1. adj. Prosperous; flourishing; thriving:
~ fdh&r a prosperous city.
2. adj. Populated; crowded; bustling: —
bazar bustling market/ -- koga-r&stil&r
crowded streets.

awaz
awat II
geo. n. Awat, county in Xinjiang (40.38N
80.22E). Established 1930. Population
(1982): 134,095. [Q. avat\.
awat^iliq
n. Flourishing appearance; busy impres
sion.
awatla$vi. To become prosperous, flourishing,
thriving, bustling,
awara
1. adj. Poor; indigent: — ad&m poor per
son/ ♦ — bol- a. to trouble, bother, worry
about: — bolmafi do not worry; b. to be
busy with: dtidin k&Qkig&yoqilaH is bil&n —
bol- to be occupied with senseless things
all day/ ♦ - qil- to trouble, bother: seni
tolimu — qildim I have bothered you too
much. Cf. peqir, peqirana, abga 1, qa$$aq,
kambagal, namrat. [C- avara (vagabond;
outcast)].
2. zoo. adj. Emaciated: — qoy an ema
ciated sheep. Cf. abga 2.
awarigiliq
n. Trouble: —qa sal- to bother, cause
trouble/ dzigd - tart- to bring about one's
own troubles. Also awarigar^ilik.
awarika^
n. Busybody; a pointlessly busy person: 1
harwikds — (being a) cart driver (is like be
ing a) busybody,
awarigar^illk
n. = awari^iliq.
awaz
1. n. Sound; voice: — pdrdisi phys. vocal
cord / — da'irisi mus. range; register / —
dolquni phy. acoustical or sound wave/ —
Qostotisi phy. audio frequency/ — giqar- to
emit (make) a sound/ — silr'iti phy. sound
velocity/ - IdiglUk phy. sound strength/ —
isik phys. glottis (the vocal apparatus of the
larynx)/ - yuqurilik phy. pitch/ bos - weak
voice/ boguq — hoarse voice/ bom — gruff

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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awTinluq

awaza

la keyin sDzld first think, then talk/ ♦ —
voice/ bu adOmnin -i yuquri this person's
axyam a. dusk; b. early: — axyamdila yetivoice is high/ bu radiyonifl —i kilgluk the
wapsdngu you went to bed so early. Also
volume of this radio is loud/ pds — bildn
sdzld- to speak in a low voice/ ♦ amawal.
2. adj. Previously; in the past: — ularmuyu
minifl —i the voice of the masses. Cf.
dydd turatti they used to live in this house.
ahan 2, tawu$, tiwi|, sada, iin.
[U. awal (#1-2)].
2. n. Vote; ballot: -- bdr- a. to vote; to
dub/ “ elan qil- to call out names of those awalqi
adj. Previous: — kiln previous day/ — qevoted for/ -^a qoy- to vote/ yofurun - bdrtim previous time,
to cast secret ballot/ ♦ -- qoy- to respond:
partiyd gaqirigiga — qoy- to respond to the awam
n. Commoner; ordinary person: — palaparty's call. [U. ovoz (#1-2)].
tasi House of Representatives/ — till com
awaza
mon saying; folk adage/ — xdlqi masses;
1. lit. n. Song, rhythm; sound; legend; ru
common people. [Th. gavam],
mor.
awangart
2. n. Reputation; fame. [U. ovoza].
n. Vanguard. [<R. avangard <F. avanawazsiz
gard\.
adj. Silent: — kino silent movie,
awaz^unasliq
awu
pro. That,
n. Acoustics (science),
awazliq
awuvi. To increase: jan sani — to increase (of
1. adj. Sound: - kino sound movie.
population)/ iy - to increase (of work). Cf.
2. adj. Lx)ud: - addm loud person,
ayni- II 2.
awaq
adj. Emaciated: — bala emaciated child. awutvt. To increase, enlarge: gdpni — to em
Cf. ppirak, yadan, yadangu.
bellish a story. [U. ovut- (to comfort, qui
awaqla$eten)],
vi. To become emaciated,
awug
away
1. lit. Hollow of the hand; handful.
n. Care; caution; prudence,
2.
n. Augmentation; increase,
awayla1. vi. To be cautious, guarded: —p sdzld- awurvi. To rush at, pounce on: it uninga -up
to speak guardedly/ —p iyldt- to use cau
kdldi the dog came pouncing on him.
tiously.
2. vi. To be light, gentle: —p ddssd- to awul
ag. n. Herding settlement. [U. ovul].
walk gently / -p qoy- to put down gently.
awal
awun
adj. Many; much,
1. adj. Before; first: iin - first of all/ uruytin — before the fight/ m&n — kdldim I awunlit. vi. To amuse oneself. [U. ovun- (to be
came first/ 1 — ta 'am andin kalam first
comforted)],
eat, then talk (work)/ 1 - giqqan qulaqtin
keyin giqqan mMguz eyip ketdr horns (late awunluq
n. Amusement; pastime. Cf. bazma 1, tacomers) surpass ears (old-timers)/ ^ — oyKEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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awiatsiya

aq
ay a. cul. milk rice; b. flour and rice/ ♦ —
ayliq cul. flour and rice/ ♦ — altun chem.
platinum/ ♦ — bdt blank page/ ♦ — pisd
med. vitiligo/ ♦ — yol geo. Ak Yol, town
on the Thrim River (37.23N 85.42E)/ ♦
— may cul. butter / ♦ — nan cul. bread
made of flour. [KK. aq/M. aqlCfl. aq/Tk.
ak/T\i. ak/Tv. ak/M. 05].
2. adj. Innocent: mdn dzdmgd — I am inno
cent.
3. n. White: — bagla- to be in mourning
(Muslim custom of wearing white clothes
at funerals)/ —ni qara qil- to turn white
into black/ ^ u bu gdpni afllap ya — ya
kdk diydlmdy turupla qaldi he was dumb
struck by these words and did not know
what to say. [K. ak (^3)].
4. adv. imtihan qdgizini — tapyur- to hand in
a blank test paper; to completely fail to
accomplish a task.
♦ — tdmrdtkd med. scalp favus/ ♦ —
tozgaq kesili poviA&ry mildew/ ♦ —tunikd
galvanized iron sheet/ ♦ — dil = — kdMli ♦ — gogluq bot. root of herbaceous
peony (Paeonia lactiflora)! ♦ - xdrbdq
bot. \^ratrum album, used in Uyghur folk

ma$a.
awiatsiya
n. Aviation. [<R. aviatsiya],
awiamatka
mil. n. Aircraft carrier,
awgust
n. August (month). Used mostly in pub
lications. Common term is sdkkizingi ay.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
[<R. avgust],
afriqa
geo. n. Africa. [<R. Afrikd\.
afey
n. Teddy boy; teeniebopper. [<Ch. afei\.
afgan
n. Afghan: — tili Afghan language.
aq
1. adj. White: — tayliq kitap white paper
(document)/ — turna zoo. white crane/ —
tiilka zoo. arctic fox (Alopex lagopus) / —
dot kesili bot. white rust / -jinis a white
(Caucasoid) person/ — gayqan zoo. snow
weasel/ — gumiild zoo. termite; white ant/
— (irimtal muscovite; white mica / — xm
m^. leukorrhea/ — saray White House/ —
sangi- to bleach hair slightly/ — surup
white linen/ — sirkd white vinegar/ — yiwaq
bot. white artemisia/ — un white wheat
flour/ -fosfor chem. white phosphorus/ qa^qa zoo. white spot on a horse's fore
head/ — qar-kdk muz a world of ice and
snow/ — qan dangiliri med. white blood
cells; leukocytes/ — qan kesili med. leu
kemia/ — q&gdz white paper/ — qonaq bot.
white sorghum/ — qutan zoo. great white
heron (Egretta alba)/ -- qeyin bot. white
birch (Betula verrucosa)! — qiga bot.
white mustard (Brassica alga)! -- kegd
white night/ — kir- to bleach: gegiga — kirto bleach hair/ — eyik zoo. polar bear/ —
guwardiyd his. White Guard/ — madda
phys. white matter/ - may bot. white mungbean, used in Uyghur folk medicine/ ♦ —

medicine/ ♦ --pale yellow/ ♦ -yorpa clear meat soup; broth/ ♦ — qarigay
bot. white pine/ ♦ — qaflaltir = — tiinikdl ♦ - qal- a. to lie fallow: ydr — qaldi

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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aq^a

aqthe land lay fallow; b. to be left blank: bir
bdt — qaldi one page left blank/ ♦ — qizil
light red; pink (cf. toxun, qizgu$)/ ♦ y
kdndir bot. tawny daylily (Hemerocallis
fulva) (also called nagazgiil)/ ♦ — kbnul
good-hearted: - kdml addm good-hearted
person/ ♦ - komur anthracite/ ♦ - yam|«r drizzle (also -- yegin)l ♦ - mis coppernickel alloy/ ♦ — niydt = — kdflul/ ♦
-gi-kbkgi this and that (also andaqgi-mundaqsi)/ ♦ -~qa kogilr- to make a fair copy
of.
aq1. vi. To flow, drip, trickle: eqip giq- to
flow out/ bastin tar tamgiliri eqip giis- to drip
sweat from one's head / gildk eqip qaldi
the bucket dripped/ su saqirap -ti the wa
ter flowed with a gurgling sound/ kdz yeyi
eqip giifti tears flowed. Cf. tam-, tam^ila-,
tap^ira- , temi- . [C. aq-/K. ak-ITa. ak-l
TT. aq-li\i. ak-/U. oq-].
2. vi. To work out, be valid: bu daoli aqmaydu this argument is not valid.
aqabir
n. A high-ranking or very important per
son; VIP.
aqar
adj. Running; flowing: — su running wa
ter/ — yultuz ast. shooting star; meteor.
Cf. aqma. [M. aqin (flood)/Tu. akar
(flowing canal)].
aqar1. vi. To turn white: tan —di dawn broke/
gag —di the hair turned white. [U. oqar-].
2. vi. To become clean: kir obdan aqiriptu clothes were well cleaned/ ♦ yiizi — to
become clean (of face) (to assuage rancor,
rehabilitate).
aqart1. vt. To bleach, scrub clean, white
wash: dy — to whitewash a house/ rdxt —
to bleach cloth.
2. vt. To enlighten.

aqarti$
1. n. Bleaching; scrubbing; whitewa
shing.
2. n. Enlightenment: — hdrkiti enlighten
ment movement. [U. oqartav (#1-2)].
aqbor
geol. n. Chalk. Also called bor I.
aqboz
adj. Whitish gray; gray: — at gray horse,
aqbdkan
zoo. n. White gazelle (Saiga tatarica). [Q.
aqbdken].
aqbeliq
zoo. n. White salmon (Stenodus leucichthys). [Q. aqbalyq].

aqbeliq

aqtu
geo. n. Akto, county in Xinjiang (36.05N
76.02E). Established 1955. Population
(1982): 18,527.

aqterak
bot. n. White poplar (Populus alba). [Q.
aqterek].
aqtikan
bot. n. Chinese juniper (Juniperus chinensis; J. cernus).
aqga
n. Bill; a piece of paper money. [K. akgal

or. akga (die Miinzej/Th. akgatld. aqga\.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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aq^a^ka

aqu^aq
tocratic form of government. [U. oqsuyak\.
aqsu
geo. n. Aksu, city in Xinjiang (41.09N
80.15E). Aqsu county was established in
1913 and merged into Aqsu city in 1983.

aq$a$ka
cul. n. Dry ginger.
aq(6(ak
bot. n. Snowdrop (Galanthus nivalis).
aq(i I
bot. n. A kind of melon.
aq(i II
geo. n. Akqi, county in Xinjiang (40.50N
78.0IE). Established 1944. Population

aqsu kona $ahar
geo. n. Old City of Aqsu. Alternate name
of wensu.
aqsil
med. n. Foot and
mouth disease.
aq$imar
bot. n. Common fouro'clock (Mirabilis jalapa). Also called hapiran, namaz$amgul.
aqraba
n. Next of kin; relatives. [Th. Gk"raba\.
aqrabat
geo. n. Akrabat, town in Southern Xin
jiang (38.31N 76.42E).
aqrap
1. ast. n. Scorpion (zodiacal sign).
2. n. Eighth month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
aqwa$
1. bot. n. Chinese pulsatilla (Pulsatilla
chinensis). Also called aqwa$ ot, ^aqayiqulne'man.
2. n. Old man.
aqu$
adj. Whitish-colored.
aqu$aq
bot. n. Barnyard grass (Echinochloa crusgalli). See illustration on next page.

adj. This and that. Also andaqji-mundaqaqsavt. To cripple. Also aqsaqla- .
aqsaq
adj. Lame; limp: -- at lame horse/ —
ad&m lame person/ — tOmiir his. Tamer
lane. Also axsaq, asqaq 1. [U. oqsoq].
aqsaqal
1. n. Old man.
2. his. n. Head of a clan or village. [K.
aksakal].
3. n. Meddler; busybody; sby who likes to
mind other peoples' business.
aqsaqalliq
abstract n. of aqsaqal: — qil- to meddle,
flaunt one's seniority,
aqsaq-toka
n. A maimed or crippled person.
aqsaq-(olaq
n. = aqsaq-toka.
aqsaqlavt. = aqsa- .
aqsohak
n. Noble; aristocrat: —Idr hakimiyiti aris

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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aqnawat

aq-qara

sensible policy. [KK. aqylgdj].
aq-qara
aqilaniliq
n. Black and white: aqn. = aqil. [KK. aqyllylyq^.
qarini astin-ilstin qilaqin
to confound black and
mus. n. Kazakh folk singer. [K. akynIG.
white, stand facts on
oqin\.
their head/ aq-qarini ilgimasliq unable to tell
aqyar
1. ag. n. Fallow land.
white from black (con
2. geo. n. Akyar, village in Tarim river
fusing right and wrong).
basin (41.16N 84.17E).
[U. oq-qora].
aqyol
aqqu
aqusaq
n. Safe journey: — bolsun Happy jour
zoo. n. Swan (Cygninae). Also called uney!
qar. [Q. aqquITz.. akkoil\5. oqqm^.
aqlaaqquz1. vt. To clean, whitewash: tarn — to
1. vt. To float, rinse: t6r - to sweat/ somi
whitewash a wall.
— to rinse soda / yagag — to float wood.
2. vt. To remove, peel: sal — to husk rice/
2. med. vt. To drain: —us naygisi drainage
yaflyu — to peel potatoes.
tube / yerip — to cut open and drain.
3. vt. To expunge: ar-nomusni — to ex
aqquyruq
punge humiliation. [U. o^/a-(#l-3)].
zoo. n. Big-nosed antelope (Gringa o4. vt. To repay, requite: ana sutini — to
chropus). [Q. aqqiijryq].
repay motherly care.
aq-kok
5. vt. To speak in defense of, argue in fa
n. aq-kdk dimdslik not uttering a sound:
vor of: dzini — to speak in one's own de
bu gdpni afllap aq-kdk dimdy jimla turup
fense.
qaldi when he heard this remark he did
6. vt. To redress,
not utter a word,
aqlanaqkesal
1. vi. To cleanse evil.
med. n. Vitiligo, a skin disorder. Also aq
2. vi. To be exonerate, rehabilitated: u
pisd, aqkesal, pesa.
sotta aqlinip giqti he was exonerated by
aqirqarha
the court's decision.
bot. n. Pyrethrum areticum, a kind of
chrysanthemum used in Uyghur folk me aqligu^i
n. Defender,
dicine,
aqiwat
aqma
adj. Flowing: - tdsUgi med. fistula/ — jin. Consequence; result; outcome: egisim phy. n. fluid/ boyun aqmisi med. cer
narliq — tragic outcome. [U. oqibat].
vical fistula/ soil aqmisi med. anal fistula.
aqil
Cf. aqar.
n. Sage; wise man: — dzini ayaydu a wise
man plays it safe. Also aqilaniliq. [KK. aqmu{
bot. n. White pepper,
aqyllTk. akyl; gakyl (reason; mind)/Tu. aaqmiliq
kyl (understanding; intelligence)],
n. Fluidity; fluctuation,
aqilana
adj. Sensible; sagacious; wise: — siyas&t aqnawat
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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aqnan9i
bot. n. A kind of melon with white rind,
aqnangi
n. Loafer; idler; bum.
aqnan^iliq
n. Loafing,
aka
1. n. Elder brother. Also aga. [M. uya; egHO. abilCfT. agi/HiL. abyjlTu. agaITv. akyj/\J. aka],
2. n. Polite address
toward older man.
akabir
n. Aristocracy; no
bility,
akatsiya
bot. n. Acacia (Robinia pseudoacacia).
[<R. akatsiya].
akademik
n. Academician.
[<R. akademik].
akademiya
akatsiya
n. Academy; akademiyinifl muxbir dzasi
corresponding academy member / p&nl&r
akademiyisi academy of sciences/ h&rbiy
— mil. military academy. [ < R. akademi
ya].
aka-sinil
n. Brother and younger sister. [U. akasingil].
aka-uka
n. Brothers; aka-ukiddk yeqin close like
brothers. [Tv. aky-dunmalM. aka-uka].
aktual
adj. Essential; urgent; imperative; press
ing; - w&zipd urgent task.
aktip
1. adj. Active; - amil active element/ qatnas- to participate actively. Cf. pa'al.
2. n. Activist. [<R. aktiv].
aktipla$vi. To become active,
aktipla^tur-

anqaw
vt. To activate; —ulgan kOmUr chem. ac
tive charcoal,
aktipliq
n. Activism; - qil- to be active,
aktiniy
chem. n. Actinium (Ac). [<R. aktinij].
akop
mil. n. Trench; entrenchment; — kola(qaz-) to dig a trench,
aksiyom
math. n. Axiom. [<R. aksioma].
akustik
n. Acoustician. [<R. akustik].
akustika
n. Acoustics. [<R. akustika].
an I
n. Consciousness; awareness; under
standing. Also an-sezim. [OT. c/i/lh. afl
(reason; intellect)/U. ong].
an II
zoo. n. Wild beast. [KK. afi /M. afl (bird
whose fat is used as a medicine)/Tv. aff].
andaobs. vt. To trace, track. [K. aflda-].
an^i
n. Hunter. Also axotgi, owgi, sayyat.
[KK. aflyyITv. aflgy].
an-sezim
n. = an I.
ansiz
adj. Unconscious; unaware. Cf. bihu^, asbu^siz, hu^siz.
ansiziiq
n. Unconsciousness; unawareness. Cf.
hu^sizliq.
anqarvt. To distinguish, make out; bu m&silil&rni zadi aflqiralmidim I cannot make out
these questions at all.
anqaw
adj. Muddled; confused; slow-witted; care
less; — ad&m slow-witted person, [tf. anqov].

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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anqawlan-

ay

anqawlanvi. To be muddled or confused,
anqawliq
n. Confusion; bewilderment; carelessness,
anqivi. To reek, smell.
anlavt. To hear, listen: —s sdMkliri phys. ear
bones/ s sezimi phys. sense of hearing/ s
nerwisi phys. auditory or acoustic nerve/
radiyo — to listen to the radio/ ^ ytiz aflligandin bir kdrgdn dla it is better to see
once than to hear a hundred times. [C- aflla- (to understand)/Ta. aHla- (to understand)/Tu. aHla-{to think, learn, understand)/U. angla-; ongla-^.
anlatvt. To pass on, communicate, transmit:
radiyo — to broadcast/ yefii xdwdr — to
transmit news. [Tk. anlat- (to explain)],
anlatma
n. Broadcasting: radiyo aMlatmisi radio
broadcasting. [Tk. anlatma (explanation)].
anla$1. vt. mut. of anla- .
2. vt. To ask or inquire about.
ahlanvi. To be heard: yiraqtin naxya awazi afilinip turatti the songs heard from far
away.
anli$ilmasliq
n. Misunderstanding,
ahliq
adj. Conscious; aware: — addm an aware
person/ — hdrkiit conscious move/ — mOtiwQr enlightened gentry, flk. aflly (clev
er)],
ahliqliq
n. Consciousness; awareness. Cf. as-hu$,
xud, hu$ 1.
a'it
pp. Belonging or pertaining to; concern
ing; about: bu mafia — ndrsd this thing be-

longs to me/ mafia til wd tarixqa — matiriyallar ker&k I need materials pertaining
to language and history. Cf. togrisida, togriliq 2, da'ir, haqqida, qarita. [Ik. gait!
U. oid].
a'ila
1. n. Family; household: - bmli^i family
head/ - tdrbiyisi home education/ - tdwdliri (dzaliri) family members; dependents/
- qoiumgd kdspi household sideline produc
tion/ - Uliri household chores. Also a'Uatawa; cf. 6y 2. [Mo. c///Ta. gaildITv.
aaH\J. oila\.
2. zoo. n. Branch: mustiksimanlara’ilisicat
branch.
3. gr. n. Group: tillar a'ilisi language
group.
a'ila-tawa
n. = a'ila 1.
a'ili(ilik
n. Nepotism,
a'ililik
adj. Family; home: — addm family man/
“ turmuy homelife / - dhwal family condi
tions. Also a'iliwi.
a'iliwi
adj. = a'ililik.
ay
1. ast. n. Moon: — patti the moon set/ —
tutuldi (kOydi) the moon eclipsed/ — giqti
the moon rose/ — qarafigusi moonless
night/ — qotanlimaq lunar halo / - gdrdifi
lunar corona/ —nifl qismdn tutuluyi parti^
lunar eclipse / tolun — full moon/ yedi —
new moon/ 1 —ni itdk bildn yapqili bolmas
the front of a garment cannot hide the
moon/ ♦ — palta broad-axe. Cf. qamar
1. [K. ajIO. ay].
2. n. Month: — axiri end of month/ — beyi
beginning of month / — kdr- to menstru
ate/ u —din bu —ga for many months. [K.
a;7TT. ai (#2)] [C. ayIKK. aj/M. ay/OT.
ay/Ik. a/7Tu. aj/Tv. aj/U. oj (/^l-2)].
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ayan

aya-

2. do. n. Shoe: —ni sal- to take off one's
ayashoes/ ~ni mayla- to polish shoes/ yefli 1. vt. To cherish, prize, treasure, value,
new shoes.
savor, appreciate; omumnifl mol mtilkini —
3. n. End: hikayinifl oyigi the end of a
to treasure public property/ dzini — to take
story/ k&ntnin oyigi the end of the village/
care of oneself/ sdn 6zMni ayimisafl anamayisqa qatnisidiganlamifl oyigi uzulmidi
paflnimu ayimamsdn you don't think
protesters came in an endless stream. Cf.
much of yourself, how can you not even
adaq 1, axir 1, tugan^i, uf-^ak. [K. aappreciate your mother? [U. aya-'\.
yak/Hi. gaya].
2. vt. To economize, save, use sparingly:
♦ oyigi yaraf- expresses good luck brought
pulni -p xajla- to spend money sparingly.
by sby; bu kelimifl oyigi yarasti as soon as
3. vt. To grudge, stint, be reluctant: buni
this daughter-in-law came, everything
m&ndin -msdn are you reluctant to give
turned out beautifully,
this to me?
ayaq
II
ayaz
n. Large wooden bowl. [C- ayaqIK. a1. adj. Clear; pure; undiluted; unmixed.
yaklM. ayaqIMo. oyag-a/Tv. ayak].
[M. ayas].
2. adj./n. Frost; frosty. [Tu. ayaz (#2)] ayaqla$vi. To end, finish, be over, conclude,
[U. aSz (#1-2)].
wind up, close: yazliq t&til —ti summer
ayag
vacation came to an end. [K. ayakta-l\i. on. Literary form of ayaq I.
eqla-].
ayaq I
1. phys. n. Foot; leg: - bas- a. to go: a- ayaqla^turvt. To end, conclude, wind up: isni — to
dOmzat ayigi basmigan y&r an unexplor^
wind up work,
place; b. to step into (in negation): u bizniflkigd — basmas boldi he did not enter our ayan
n. Procrastination; delay,
house; c. to stop, halt: ayaq besip turgiddk y&r yoq a place with no foothold; a ayanlavi. To linger, delay, be slow with,
tiny place/ — tawu$i sound of footsteps/ —
(iq- a. to learn how to walk; bu balinifl a- ayal
n. Woman; wife: - Ugi woman worker/
yigi giqtimu has this child learned how to
—lar bdliimi med. gynacology; women's
walk?; b. to finish: Unifl oyigi Qiqmidi the
department. Cf. xotun. [C- 'lal/K. ayal/
matter is not finished; c. to rush about/ -Tu. ayal/U. ael/Y. ojox].
kiyim footwear/ — izi footprint/ 1 — yugiirugi asqa, egizyugurugi ba^qa eagerly run ayalga
adj. Female; belonging to a woman: —
ning gets the food, eagerly bad-mouthing
gapan woman's blouse or coat/ — yasangets trouble/ ♦ -qa yiqil- to kneel (to beg
to dress or make up like a woman. Cf.
for mercy)/ ♦ &z oyigi bil&n k&l- to come
mazlum^a.
with one's own feet (to come uninvited,
invite oneself)/ ♦ &z ayigidin urku- to start ayan
adj. Clear; known: bu is bizgd — this matter
from one's own feet (to be frightened by
is clear to us/ h&mmig& -- everyone
one's own footsteps). Cf. pay I 1, put I
knows; it is common knowledge. [C- 'i1. [C. ayaqIYiK. ayaqIM. adaqion:. adaqi
Ta. ayak/TT. adaq/Tu. ayak/\J. oeq].
yan].
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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ayrim

ayan
ayanvi. To hate to part with, cherish: qurban
beristin —masliq ungrudging sacrifice,
aypan
adj. aypan bas bald or shaven head (also
aydin bas). [M. aypafi\.
aydala
n. Wilderness,
aydak
adj. Moonlike; beautiful: — Jamal moon
like (beautiful) looks/ — qiz a beautiful
girl,
aydin
1. adj. Moonlit: — ke0 a moonlit night/
♦ — bas bare or shaven head (also aypan
bas). [M. aydin (moonlight)/U. ojdiri].
2. adj. Clear; obvious: bu is bizgd — this
matter is clear to us.
aydihla^vi. To clear up, resolve: mdsild —ti the
problem cleared up.
aydihla$turvt. To clear up, solve, resolve: mdsilini —
to solve a problem. [U. ojdinlat-].
ayat
rel. n. Koranic verse; subdivision of a
sura (cf. siira): — oqu- to recite the Ko
ran. [U. oyat].
ayam
n. Holiday: — qil- to spend a holiday/ —
kuni holiday. Cf. bayram, heyt, heyt-ayam, heyt-bayram.
ay-hay
int. Hey!: — sal- to shout.
ay-haylavi. To shout, call out.
ayran
cul. n. Fermented milk; yoghurt. [M. ayran/Mo. airaglH. ajron].
ayropilan
n. Airplane: - xeti airmail letter/ -din tasla- to make an air drop/ tik ugar — heli
copter/ kUrdsgi — mil. fighter plane. Also

ayrupilan. [<R. aeroplari].
ayropilansazliq
n. Airplane industry. Also ayrupilansazliq.
ayrodrom
n. Airport. Also ayrudurum. [<R. aerodrom].
ayri1. vt. To separate: balini dmg&ktin — to
wean a child / gigit — to gin cotton/ qosqarni sagliqlardin —p baq- to raise rams and
ewes separately/ ikki k&ntnin otturisini
ddrya —p turidu a river separated two vil
lages/ neJU — to crack or refine oil. [M.
adir-].
2. vt. To distinguish, differentiate: Mq
bil&n nah&qni — to distinguish between
right and wrong.
ayriwa$
n. Exchange.
ayriwa^Iavt. To exchange: malni malga — to barter
goods. Cf. alina$- 1.
ayriguji
n. ayrigugi bagligugi gr. selective conjunc
tion,
ayril1. vi. To leave, desert: ata-anidin — to
leave parents. [K. aJryl-IKK. ajryl- (getrennt sein)/OT. adril-].
2. vi. To lose, forfeit: bar-yoqidin — to
lose everything/ jandin — to lose one's life/
kOzdin - to go blind. [U. ajril-].
3. vi. To get divorced,
ayrilmas
adj. Inseparable: - dost inseparable friend/
“ zimin inseparable territory. Also called
^ralgusiz.
ayrim
adj. Individual; separate; specific: - baha
unit price/ — dhwal specific situation/ —
sdhbdtlds- to speak individually / — qobul
qil- to receive separately/ — nizam specific
regulations. Cf. mu'ayyan. [U. ajrim].

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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ayliq

ayrima
ayrima
n. Differentiation: jinsi ayrimisi sexual
differentiation,
ayrimja
adv. Separately: -- s6zl&y- to talk separate
ly. [U. ajrigd\.
ayrim$iliq
n. Estrangement,
ayrimliq
n. Part: pUtunlak bildn -nifl munasiwiti
relationship between whole and part,
aywan
n. Porch; veranda; terrace,
ayqulaq
zoo. n. Gill. Also called saqaq.
ay-kiin
med. n. Childbirth; parturition: -i tosmastin tugup qoy- to deliver prematurely/ -/
yeqinlas- to approach parturition. Cf. tawallut, tugut.
ayigasti
adj. ayigasti bol- to be trampled on/ ~ qilto trample on (cf. paytima qil-).
aygaq
adj. Vigilant; watchful. [U. ajgoq].
aygaq?!
n. Informer; informant; spy. Cf. tintifl?!,
jasus, i^piyon.
aygaq?iliq
n. Espionage: - qil- to inform against or
spy on. Cf. jasusluq, i^piyonluq.
aygir
zoo. n. Stallion. [M. adgirl OT. adgtrlTk.
ajgyrlTw. askyrIU. ajgir].
ayla
n. Polite form of address for a woman of
speaker's age in Turfan.
aylap-yillap
adv. Year in year out.
aylan1. vi. To revolve, rotate, spin, circle, gy
rate, move, surround: ay y&ryari dtrapida
aylinidu the moon is circling the Earth/

Umit tumfugini aylinip dt- to round the Cape
of Good Hope/ marina —di the engine rotat
ed/ m&ydanni aylinip giq- to rotate one
complete circle/ ♦ bay — to be dizzy. Cf.
pirqira- 1, orgiil-. [K. ajlan-IKK. ajlan-l
Ik. djldn-ITu. ajlan-].
2. vi. To change: su horga —di water
changed to steam/ roh maddiga —di spirit
changed into matter/ must&mlikigd —di re
duced to a colony. [U. ajlan-].
3. vi. To stroll, wik circuitously: aylinip
yUrup urus qil- to attack in a roundabout
manner/ defliz boyini aylinip kdl- to amble
home along the seashore.
4. vi. To circulate: pulnifl aylinisi money
circulation.
5. vi. To tangle with, be tied up with: izysaq-gUyy&k iflarbildn aylinip qelip waqtida
keldlmidim because I was tied up with
some small matters, I could not come on
time.
aylana
phys. n. Circumference; girth: kdkrdk aylanisi chest girth. [U. ajil].
aylandurvt. caus. of aylan- : bayni — to make a head
spin/ balini bazarga apirip —up kdl- to t^e
a child for a stroll in the bazaar/ pulni —
to circulate money/ harwini oflga — to turn
a cart to the right/ qayguni ku^ - to turn
grief into strength/ matomi — to turn an
engine. [Tk. djldnder-].
aylanma
1. adj. Revolving; rotating; spinning: -panus rotating lantern/ — peg rotating fur
nace/ — tdmiir yol circuit railroad/ — hdrkdt rotating movement/ - uruy roundabout
battle/ — yol circular road.
2. adj. Flowing; turned-over: — kapital
turned-over capital.
3. bot. adj. Verticillate: - yopurmaq \ctticillate leaf.
ayliq

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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ayliqgi
1. adj. Monthly: — beliti monthly ticket/
~ lomal monthly journal/ b&s — bala a fivemonth old child.
2. n. Monthly salary: — al- to draw a sal
ary. [U. ojlik\.
ayliqfi
n. Monthly laborer or employee,
aymaq
1. n. Tribe.
2. n. Mongolian administrative unit. [Mo.
ayimagITv. ajmak],
aymu-ay
adv. Monthly. [U. ojnw-oj].
ayni- I
1. vi. To worsen, deteriorate, degenerate:
—gan unsur a degenerate element/ hawa
—di the weather worsened. Cf. osalla$-, egirla$- .
2. vi. To change one's mind, go back on
one's word: u —ptu he chang^ his mind.
ayni- II
1. vi. To flourish, be luxuriant: d&l-ddrdxldr — the trees are luxuriant.
2. vi. To increase. Cf. awu- .
aynitvt. To make worse: sdn uni —ma don't
egg him on.
ag
n. Crotch; space between the thighs: iftan
egi crotch of pants. [M. ag/0. ag].
ag1. vi. To tilt, incline, slant, slope: yiik bir
t&r&pkd egip kdtti the load tilted to one
side/ ♦ yiirdk — to tilt (of heart) (to be
flustered, nervous, alarmed). [U. og-].
2. vi. To go to, turn oneself over to.
3. vi To miss (the way): 5 kimdd bolsa
—migay yol, hdqiqdtsiz kisi tapmagay yol
whoever is sincere will never lose his
way, whoever is insincere will never find
his way (JMC).
aga
n. Elder brother. Also aka 1. [C- ciga! Mo.

agriq
aq-alYX.. agalTk. agalTu. agal\J. oga].
agaz
poe. n. Beginning; start; commence
ment. Cf. ba^Iam, ba^Ianma, bismilla 2,
iptida. [Tv. ege],
aga-ini
n. Brothers. [U. oga-ini\.
agam^a
n. Rope; cord; string: — tart- a. to pull a
rope; b. to play tug-of-war/ -to twist a
rope/ tom — thick rope/ 5 yilan gaqqan
agamgidin qorqidu once bitten by a snake,
a person will be afraid of even a rope. Cf.
bag II1.
agdur1. vt. To turn over or up: yanguk — to
rummage through pockets/ ydr - to turn
up soil.
2. vt. To overthrow, topple. Cf. yiqit- 2.
[U. agdar- (#1-2)].
agdurulvi. pass, of agdur- : kdflli — to feel nau
seated.
agdurmi^iliq
n. Subversion; subversiveness; subversive
movement,
agrimed. vi. To ache: —p yetip qal- to be
down with an illness, be laid up/ bof — to
have a headache/ u —p qaldi he became
ill. [OT. agry-IT^. flvyr-/Tv. aary-l\i. ogri-].
agrlp-tartip
adv. Indisposed,
agrit1. med. vt. To ache; hurt: qaynimigan su
qosaqni —idu drinking unboil^ water will
cause the stomach to hurt. [Ik. avyrt-].
2. vt. To offend, displease: mdn unifl kOfllini -ip qoydum I offended him.
agriq
1. med. n. Ache; pain: — besilip qal- to
recover/ ~ sezimi geki pain threshold/ -

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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agahlandur

agriq^an

2. m. for sentence: ikki — sOz one sen
nuqtisi pain spot/ f4 agrigi toothache. Cf. a1amII1. [C. agrig/M. agrig/0. agri/Tv. aatence.
3. m. for room: tdt - by four rooms. Al
rygm. ogriq\.
so egiz (/^l-3).
2. med. n. Disease: -qa qarap dora bdrto give the right medicine for an illness/ agina
n. Friend: dilkds - intimate friend/ ^ -n
ydllikbogum agrigi gout/1 -patmanlap kiqaga bolsa, yiyiginpoq if you can be friends
r&r, misqallap giqar illness comes by the
with a crow, you can eat feces. Cf. ada? 1,
ton and leaves by the gram. Cf. angiz,
dost.
kesal 1. [TT. agrig].
aginidar^iliq
3. med. n. Sick person. Also kesal 2.
n. Friendship; friendly relations: -- qil- to
agriqgan
have friendly contacts/ —tin giq- to break
med. adj. Sickly: — bale a sickly child,
up a friendship. Also a^inidar^iliq, aginiliq,
agriq-silaq
amraqliq, al-aginidarjiliq.
med. n. Illness; disease; epidemic,
aginiliq
agriqliq
n. = aginidarjiliq.
med. n. Sickliness,
agrinagma
adj. Inclined; sloping; slanting. Cf. yanvi. To blame, complain, grumble: sdn
mdndin -ma don't blame me!
tu.
agmi^i
agzaki
1. n. A fickle, unstable or capricious per
adj. Oral; verbal: - buyruq \cihal order.
Also call^ egiz^a. [U. ogzaki].
son. [U. ogmagi (adj.)]
2. n. Opportunist. Cf. opportunist, puragwat
satpar^.
his. n. Eunuch,
agmi(iliq
agu
1. n. Capriciousness; fickleness. Cf. men. Excuse; pretext: — qil- to find an ex
hirsizliq.
cuse/ unin -si tola he has many excuses.
2. n. Opportunism. Cf. opportunizim,
Cf. bana, bana-sawap. [Th. gaju].
pursatparaslik.
agifa I
n. Madame; lady; aunt (used when add agmixan
zoo. n. Yellow weasel,
ressing a woman in Kashgar),
agnaagiga II
vi. To roll in dust or grass. [O. agna-l\J.
bot. n. Towel gourd;
agna-].
dishcloth gourd (Luffa
cylindried). Also c^lagnatvt. caus. of agna- .
ed bandal, yugu^.
agah
agiz
adj. Aware; vigilant; wary: -- bol- to be
1. phys. n. Mouth: ♦
aware, vigilant or wary: ~ bolud please be
miltiq agzi mil. gun
careful! Cf. hu^yar. [C. agahlO. agdhIU.
muzzle. [C- a|fz/KK.
ogoh; ogah (careful; cautious)],
flwyz/M. agizJ'f&. avyzl
agahlandurTT. agizITu. agyz!
1. vt. To remind, warn, inform, call attenTv. aasIM. ogiz].
agi?a
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology: poe. poetic;
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agahlanduru^-

alahida

tion to, notify.
ndk checkered cow/ ^ — inSknifl balisi ga
2. vt. To admonish, exhort. Cf. jekika- 1,
la quyruq a checkered cow begets a
jekila- .
checkered calf (like father, like son). Cf.
agahlanduru^
(aqmaq II 2. [M. ala/Ta. ala/Tv. ala/\J.
n. Warning; admonition: — jazasi discipli
ola].
nary warning,
2. adj. Mixed; heterogeneous; jumbled;
agahnama
uneven: — Un- to sprout unevenly/ polo —
bolup qal- to be hif-cooked (of pilaf)/ Un. Summons; warning,
all
rUk — bol- to be ripened quickly (of apri
obs. n. Ruse; trick; subterfuge. Cf. mikir.
cots). [Tu. ala (#1-2)].
[M. al (cunning; deceit)],
3. adj. Fraudulent; crafty; treacherous: —
alll
kOr- to be biased/ -- kOfliil disloyalty;
bot. n. Clove (Eugenia aromatica).
halfheartedness; being of two minds/ ♦ —
alqaga zoo. jackdaw (Corvus monedula).
1. vt. To bring, take, get, obtain: bilim — ala-buga
to obtain knowledge/ raziliq — to get an
zoo. n. Perch. [Q. alabuga/Tw. alabuga].
agreement/ clip kal- to bring/ ^ alimdn ala-bula
d&p qoilap bdr- to go for wool and come
1. adj . Colorful: bu rdxt bdk — ikdn this
back shorn. [C. al-IKK. al-IOT. al-IT&.
cloth is too colorful. Also ala-ye$il, rana/-/Tu. al-IT\. al-].
muran. [U. ola-bula].
2. vt. To buy, purchase: beldt — to buy a
2. adj. Uneven: ~ un- to sprout unevenly.
ticket/ 6y jahazliri — to buy furniture. [U.
Also alima(; cf. xadiliq.
0/-/Y. yl-(jn-2)].
ala-bulima9
3. vt. To consult, seek, ask for, solicit:
adj. = ala-bula.
pikir — to seek an opinion/ dskdr — to re alaputa
cruit soldiers.
bot. n. Goosefoot (Chenopodium). Also
4. vt. To grab, seize, clutch: bu burkuttoscalled loyla.
qanmu alalmaydu this hawk cannot even ala-tagil
seize a rabbit.
adj. Striped; streaked; checkered; varie
5. vt. expresses idea of getting rid of: fap
gated; mottled; blotchy: — kala checkered
- to get a haircut/ saqal — to shave beard.
cow/ uni — giq- to speak in a strange or
6. as verbal aspect, expresses idea that an
affected manner,
action is completed that was difficult, ala-^ipar
unexpected, or in some way not routine:
adj. = ala-buIa.
dostum mafia atap dkdlg&n almini u alahazal
ydwaldi he ate the apple that my friend
adv. Probably: unifi kdtkinigd — birsa'dt
gave me/ kiyiminni tez kiyiwal, mehmanboldi he probably left an hour ago.
lar kelip qaldi please dress quickly, guests alahida
are coming/ mdn uygur tilini uginiwaldim I
adj. Special: — boluwal- to become privi
learned Uyghur (in spite of everything).
leged / - birtdrdp qil- to handle in an ex
[K. al-].
ceptional manner/ - tdyinldngdn toluq hoala
quqluq dlgi ambassador plenipotentiary/ —
1.adj. Checkered; motley; spotted: — ihdrkdt diiyi mil. special detachment; comKEY 1. < derived from; g. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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alamat

alahidiUk
mando/ -- s&xs special personage/ — kOrs&tto point out emphatically/ — mOsild a spe
cial problem. Cf. atayin, pawquladda,
m^sus 1. [U. alohidd].
alahidilik
n. Special feature; characteristics. Cf. xasiyat 1, xususiyat.
alaq
m^. n. Delirium,
alaqa
1. n. Relation; dealings; contact; liaison;
connection; intercourse; — bagla- to enter
into relations/ — bagli^ugi contact man (also
alaqi(i)/ — iizul- to break off relations,
lose contact/ jinsiy — sexual intercourse/
min bu U bildn hegqandaq alaqisi yoq he
has absolutely nothing to do with this
matter/ iqtisadiy — economic intercourse.
[U. aloqd\. Cf. baglinii, rabita.
2. n. Official letter; document: -- tarqatto issue a document/ — yaz- to write an of
ficial letter.
alaq-jalaq
adj. Fearful; frightened; — bol- to gape,
be stupefied, dumbstruck; gdguginidin
kdzliri - bolup kdtti he was frightened out
of his wits,
alaqzada
adj. Scared; frightened: alaqzadd bol- to
be frightened,
alaqzadilik
n. Fright; fear: - qil- to be frightened out
one's wits,
alaqidar
adj. Related; relevant: — addm a related
person/ — orm relevant unit/ — mdsild re
lated problem. Cf. munasiwatlik.
alaqisi
n. Contact man. Also alaqd bagli^ugi.
alaqiwaz
n. Bureaucrat; paper pusher. Cf. byurokrat, qagazwaz.
alaqiwazliq

n. Bureaucratism; red tape. Cf. byurokratizim, qagazwazliq.
alaqila$vi. To connect,
alan
1. adj. Open; spacious.
2. adj. = ala. Kumul dialect,
alangu
adj. Sparse; thinly scattered; bugdaylarUnilptu the wheat grew thin or unevenly,
alanlavi. To worry, feel anxious. Also ansira-,
ansizian- . [Q. aladda-].
alayvi. To cast a sidelong glance: u mana aliyip qoydi he gave me a sidelong glance.
alaytvt. caus. of alay- . Also kOz alayt- . [M.
alart-'\.
ala-ye^il
adj. Colorful. Also ala-bula 1, ranmuran 1.
alayitan
adv. Especially; for a special purpose:
mdn — sizni yoqlap kdldim I came espe
cially to see you.
alamat
1. n. Characteristics; indication; omen;
sign; trait; feature; mark; symbol; por
tent: yamgumin kdp yesi mol hosul elifnin
alamiti plentiful rain is a portent of a good
harvest.
2. n. Trace: kiiliimsirds alamiti trace of a
smile.
3. math. n. Sign: tdnlik alamiti equal sign.
[U. alomat (gr.)]
4. med. n. Symptom: kesdl alamiti symp
tom of a disease. Also called simpton.
5. adj. Especially; — yaxsi especially good.
6. adj. Uncommon; rare: bu bir — i^ boldi
this is a rare matter, event or thing. Cf.
tansuq, tansiq, nadir 1. [U. alomat (ama
zing, wonderful)].

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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alda-

alban
alban
adj. Albanian: -- tili Albanian language.
Also arnawut. [<R. albanskij].
albaniyilik
n. Albanian,
albom
n. Album. [<R. al'bom].
alp
1. lit. adj. Heroic; giant.
2. lit. n. Hero. [K. alpIM. alp (brave)/OT.
alpITY. alp].
altatar
mil. n. Revolver; rifle,
altay
geo. n. Altay, city in Xinjiang (47.52N
88.07E). Established as Chenghua county
in 1921 and changed to present name in
1954. Changed to city status in 1984.
Population (1982): 169,163. [Q. altaj].

altay $ahdan
bot. n. Trollius altaicus, used in Uyghur
folk medicine. See illustration at phdan on
p. 518.
alta
num. Six: — ad&m six persons/ -- buluflluq math, hexagon/ — sdMr geo. Six Cities
(Kashgar, Khotan, Yarkand, Yengi Hissar, Uch Turfan, and Aqsu), an old name
for Southern Xinjiang/ — qol phys. six-digited hand/ — yaq math, hexahedron/ altidin bir one-sixth. [C- altilK. altyIKK. al/y/OT. a/O'/Ih. altylTY. altHTn. altyllv.
aldytXl. oltilY. alta].
altaylan
num. Sixsome; group of six.
altun

1. chem. n. Gold (Au): - zapisi gold re
serve/ — ugratsimu kdz qirini salmasliq
ignoring the gold one finds/ aq — plati
num/ ziqgd - gold bar/ kepdk - placer
gold; alluvial gold/ 1 jin - ottin qorqmas
true gold does not fear fire. [C- altunIK.
altynlKK. altynIM. altun/Mo. altan/CfT.
altunUa. altynITv. aldynlY. altan (cop
per)].
2. adj. Golden: — basaq golden ears of
wheat/ — beliq zoo.
goldfish/ - ddwr gold
en era / — gag golden
hair/ — xan bot. goldenrod (Solidago virgaurea)/ — orda his.
Golden Horde/ -qonguz zoo. scarab.
[Tu. altynIM. oltin (jf 1-2).
3. adj. Precious: — qozuq obs. golden
stake (landowner's term for his land)/ —
yigit precious youngster/ — gdp precious
words/ —um my precious one.
altun-kumu^
n. Gold and silver,
altunlavt. To gild,
altunluq
1. n. Gold mine. [Th. altynly (gold bear
ing; golden)].
2. obs. n. Golden mound (grave or mauseleum).
3. geo. n. Altunluk, village in Xinjiang
(38.56N 75.56E).
altin^i
num. Sixth: - ay June (cf. iyun). [K. altyngylYX.. altyr^ylTk. altyngy].
aldavt. To deceive, cheat: xdqni aldigan- liq
dzini aldiganliq sby who deceives others
deceives himself as well/ u meni —p qoydi
he cheated me. Cf. ^ila- 1, qaymuqtur- .

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic,
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aldirat-

aldap-saldap
[C- flWfl-/KK. alda-IO. aldat-1OT. ar-l
Ti. alda-ITu. alda-IU. alda-].
aldap-saldap
adv. Deceptively; sneakily. Also aldap-silap.
aldap-silap
adv. = aldap-saldap.
aldam
n. Deception; fraud; hoax: —ga gus- to be
deceived or fooled. Also aldam-halta.
aldamgaq
adj. Credulous; gullible.
aldam(i
n. Cheat; deceiver; swindler: jahank&zdi
— a seasoned swindler. [U. aldamgi].
aldam^iliq
abstract n. of aldamgi: — qil- to engage in
fraudulent activity,
aldam-halta
n. = aldam.
aldanvi. To be duped, taken in. Cf. qaymuq- .
[Th. aldan-\.
aldur1. vt. caus. of al- : bale — to have an
abortion / tizimga - to register, check in/
dngd — to put on record or file / gag — to
have one's hair cut or head shav^ / ot —
to start (engine) / saqal — to have one’s
beard shaved / rdsimgd -- to have a pic
ture taken / magizindin gay — to ask (sby)
to buy tea at the store/ mdsiikkd gdini -up
qoy- to cause the cat to eat meat/ nopusqa
— to register one's residency. [C- aldur-l
KK. aldyr-^.
2. vi. To tire, fatigue: u dzini —up qoydi
he became fatigued.
aldi
1. n. Foreside; front; eve: - boy the front
part of a jacket/ — put zoo. foreleg/ — hujumgi pe. n. forward (in soccer)/ — ifik
front gate/ — muhapizdtgi mil. advance
guard; point/ — mind phys. forebrain/ —ga

man- to walk forward/ bayram —da before
the holiday/ ^ —ga qarap bdridin, kdynigd
qarap yolwastin qorq- to fear the wolf in
front and the tiger in back. [K. ald/KK.
aldy/Tk. ald/U. old].
2. n. expresses the first, best, biggest,
most, etc.: — bildn first/ balilirimnifl —
dasiieni puturdi my oldest child graduated
from college/ sdyldrnifl — bazarga kirdi
the first batch of vegetables has come on
the market / u alimlamifl — he is the finest
scientist/ ♦ —pisapunne/ ♦ — qosulgugi gr.
preposition/ ♦ — yapqug apron/ ♦ — yarddmgi sOz gr. preposition/ ♦ —din Gt- to
apologize/ ♦ —din Gtkiiz- to ask for or so
licit instructions or approval/ ♦ —ni al- to
prevent, forestall, avoid, guard against:
kesdlliknin —ni al- to guard against illness,
aldi-arqa
1. n. Ahead and behind.
2. adv. Altogether. Also aldi-kayni (#1-2).
[U. oldi-orqasi].
aldi-bardi
n. Business; commerce; trade: — bildn sugullan- to trade, deal, do business/ —da adil bol- to trade fairly / otturimizda — yoq
there is no trade between us. Also aldisatti; cf. algu-bargu, tyarat, oqat 1, soda
I. [Y. atyy],
aldi-satti
n. = aldi-bardi.
aldiravi. To be busy or hurried: bihudd — to
busy for nothing/ nimigd —ysiz why do
you hurry?/ 5 aldirigan yolda qalar haste
makes waste,
aldirap-tinap
adv. Hurriedly; hastily: — jdflgd kir- to
hurriedly enter a battle / — sGzld- to talk
hastily.
aldirap-saldirap
adv. = aldirap-tinap.
aldirat-
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al^uq

aldira^
vi. To urge, hurry, press: texi Uim tiigimidi
—migim don't hurry, my job's still not fin
ished.
aldira$
adj. Hurried; hasty: — dmds no hurry/ —
U a hasty matter/ — ketip qal- to leave quick
ly / xizmitifl -mu are you busy?
aldira^-tenap
adj. = aldira$.
aldira^liq
n. Hurry; haste: -tintamaqyiyifkimuwaqit
bolmidi it was so busy there was no time
even to eat.
aldiraqsan
adj. Impatient; impetuous: — addm an im
patient person. Cf. aldirangu, bitaqat, taqatsiz, sawirsiz, $ap$ak 1, qiziqqan, yangiltak.
aldiraqsanliq
1. n. Impatience. Cf. aldirahguluq, taqatsizlik, qiziqqanliq.
2. med. adj. Acute. Cf. dtkiir 3.
aldirangu
adj. = aldiraqsan.
aldiranguluq
n. = aldiraqsanliq 1.
aldi-kayni
adv./n. = aldi-arqa: —g<2 qara- to look
ahead and behind, be overcautious and in
decisive / -gd qarimay qag- to flee helterskelter/ —ni oyla- to think over again and
again. Also aldi-arqa. [U. oldi-keti].
aldin
adv. First: -- ala in advance; before
hand: - ala t&yyarlap qoy- to make prepar
ations in advance/ - t&rbiyilinis hoquqi edu
cational priority/ — tdqsimlii- to preassign/
— xdwdr qil- to notify beforehand, fore
cast/ — kordr foresighted; farsighted: —
kdrdr addm a foresighted person/ — kdr&rlik foresight/ sdn tiimH iigiin mafia — eytmidifl why did you not tell me before
hand? Cf. birinfi, tunji. [U. oldin].

aldinqi
adj. Before; prior: — sdp mil. front; front
line/ — sdrt premise; presupposition/ — qatardikildrgd yetifiwal- to catch up with the
advanced/ — qarawul mil. outpost/ —
qetim last time; previous time/ -- yerim yil
first half of year/ —larnifl izini keyinkildr
bas- to advance wave after wave/ on
toqquzingi dsirnifl — yerimi first half of
the nineteenth century. [Th. aldyngy'\.
alat
1. n. Instrument; device. [C- alatlXi. olat\.
2. phys. n. Penis. Also called zakar, iijak, qizil bala, kaka.
alam
n. World; universe: — boflugi ast. celestial
vacuum/ ~ kemisi spaceship/ -- is a lot of
work/ “ girdawi horizon/ —din 6t- to die;
to pass away/ —gd sigmasliq considering
oneself unexcell^ in the world/ —niH pdyda bolusi origin of the world / bir —din keyin, u ydnd sdzini dawamlafturdi after a
long interval, he continued to talk/ ♦ bds
kUnliik — the five-day world (this [short]
life [of mortals]). Cf. dunya II, jahan,
ka'inat. [C- 'alamlTk. galdmIU. olam].
alam^umul
adj. Global; worldwide: — gdlibd global
victory. [U. olamsumul].
aljivi. To be muddled, confused, bewildered,
muddleheaded, decrepit.
aljitvt. To confuse, bewilder,
aljigan
adj. Befuddled; decrepit,
alganlavi. To rock, sway, shake: —p mafl- to
walk in a swaying manner.
al(u
n. The concave side of a toy made of a
sheep's thigh bone.
al9uq
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aliga

alxur
n. Shed; shack; shanty.
alxur
hot. n. Plum (Prunus) (NU). Also called
aligirat, aynula 1, linza. [Q. alxorlU. olxiiri].
aloy
hot. n. Puling (Pons cocos).
alwasti
1. n. Evil spirit; demon; devil. [U. alvasti].
2. obs. n. Foreigner,
alwan
n. Corvde; assignment: — pof- to hand out
assignments/ — sal- to press into service.
Cf. saysi, yiigiir-yetim.
alwah-seliq
his. n. Corvde tax.
alwan-yasaq
his. n. = alwan-seliq.
alwan
adj. Different; diverse; various.
alu(a
bot. n. Cherry plum (a kind of wild
plum), used in Uyghur folk medicine. [M.
alu( (yellow plum?)],
aliiruk
bot. n. Unripe apricot,
alqan
phys. n. Palm: ♦ —da oynat- to play in
the palm (to make a fool of, play a trick
on)/ ♦ -da kdtdr- to respect, honor, es
teem. Cf. ^awak, siqim 1, qol alqini.
[Mo. alag-aITv. adys].
alqi|
1. n. Clapping; applause: — yaflritip barikalla eyt- to clap and shout bravo/ qizgin ardent applause/ giildUras — thunderous
applause. [M. alqis (eulogizing; recounting
sby's virtues and strengths)/U. olqiflar].
2. n. Welcome: -qa eris- to receive a wel
come.
alqi^lavt. To applaud, congratulate, welcome.

[Tk. alkisla-l\J. olqisla-].
alqin
phys. n. Shoulder. Cf. dola, oqurak, d$na,
yalka, gol I 1, miira. [M. dgin/T\i. egin!
Tv. egin\.
alqinvi. To be out of breath. [OT. alqtn- (to
be destroyed)],
all
adj. Highest; top-level; high-level; fore
most; intense: — bas qomandan mil. su
preme commander/ — bilim yurti foremost
institute of learning/ — jaza capital pun
ishment/ — m&ktdp institute of higher
learning/ — nerwa pa 'aliyiti intense nerv
ous activity. [Tk. galilU. olij],
alibota
bot. n. Lamb's-quarters
(Chenopodium album).
alibdrak
adj. Half-ripe: pdmidor—
boluptu the tomato was
half-ripe.
alibota
alipta
adj. Dandy; gorgeous: — kiyin- to dress
up gorgeously. [U. olifta].
alitayin
adj. Indefinite; unspecified; uncertain: unin kelisi — it is uncertain that he will come,
alitopilan
n. Disturbance; trouble; disorder: -- f/qar- to stir up trouble/ — kdtdr- to fan the
flames of disorder,
alijanap
adj. Noble; lofty: — xisldt noble style. [U.
olizanob].
alijoqa
n. A rash or crude fellow,
alijoqiliq
n. Rashness; crudity: — qil- to work rash
lyali(a
1. n. Blanket; pad; cushion. Cf. adiyal,
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algay

ali^akman
cargap, kirlik.
2. n. Checkered cloth,
aligakman
1. adj. Dazzling; kdz — bol- to be dazzled.
2. n. Colorful hand woven cloth,
alls
1. adj. Distant; far; remote: — ydrdd in a
remote place/ u —tin k&ldi he came from
far away. Cf. yiraq. [K. a/yi/U. olis],
2. obs. n. Remote place or time: -tin beri
since the beginning of time. [C- aUs],
ali^anqu
adv. Alternately,
alizarin
chem. n. Alizarin.
[<R. alizarin].
aliqat
bot. n. Fruit of wolfberry (Lycium dasiptemum).
aliqaraq
zoo. n. A kind of eye
disease in horses,
aliqanat
1. zoo. n. A kind of sni )e.
2. n. Loafer; wastrel; prodigal. Also aliqap.
aliqol
adj. Biased; partial,
alikoz
n. Bias; partiality: — bildn qara- to regard
(sth) in a biased way.
aligadan
adj. Stubborn; pigheaded; obstinate. Cf.
tarsa, jahil, qiyiq I 1, kqj I 1, gadanka^.
aligadanlik
n. Stubbornness: — qil- to be stubborn.
Cf. jahilliq, qiyiqliq, kajliq, gadanka$lik.
aligirat
bot. n. Plum (Prunus). Also called abnir,
aynula 1, lihza.
alila-

vt. To treat unequally,
aliliql
n. Nobility; nobleness.
aliUq II
n. Disloyalty; halfheartedness: 1 kdflUl aliligi bolsa by by bolmaydu when ^ere is dis
loyalty, the home is not at ease,
alim
1. n. Scholar; learned person: mbtiwdr —
esteemed scholar. Cf. dlima. [Ta. galim/
U. olim],
2. n. Male name,
alimadis
adv. Just in case; if by any chance: u biigiin — kblmdy qalsigu would he by any
chance not come today?
alima;
1. adj. Multi-colored.
2. adj. Uneven. Also ala-bula 2, ala-buIima(, ala-gipar; cf. xadiliq.
aliman
lit. n. Throng; crowd. [U. olomon\.
alimana
adv. Scholarly. [O. alimane],
alimliq
n. Erudition; profound learning: u bzinifi
alimligi bildn mdshur idi he was famous for
his erudition,
alyumin
chem. n. Aluminum (Al): — qazan alu
minum pan. [<R. alyuminij],
alga
adv. Forward: -- bas- to advance, go for
ward, forge ahead/ — basmay toxtap qalto be bogged down or stalemated/ — sura. to push forward (ahead); b. to advo
cate; to stand for; to maintain; to hold/ u
uginUitd — basti he forged ahead in his
studies/1 tukuruwdtkdn tiikurukni egizga algili bolmas spat-out saliva will not return
(what's done cannot be undone). [Ik. alga/\], olga],
algay
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algu-bargu
med. n. Strabismus; walleye; crosseye.
algu-bargu
n. Economic intercourse,trade. Cf. aldibardi, aldi-satti, tijarat, oqat 1, soda I.
algus
adj. Tenacious: — burkiit a tenacious hunt
ing hawk. Also algur.
algur
adj. = algu(.
algebra
math. n. Algebra. [<R. algebra].
algebriliq
math. adj. Algebraic: - tMlimd algebraic
equation/ - ipadd algebraic formul^' - yiginda algebraic sum/ — yiltiz algebraic
root,
alia
1. rel. n. Allah; God. Cf. parwardigar,
xuda, xudayita'ala, rab, ilah. [Tu. alia!
U. olio; olloh],
2. int. Oh, my God; my goodness: —, yaman boldi my goodness, that's too bad!
alla-towa
n. Shout; call; exclamation: — dd- to utter
cries of anguish/ alla-towisini giqar- to
moan and groan,
allahuakbar
rel. int. Almighty God (prayer phrase),
alla-kalla
int. Good Heavens!
alliqagan
pro. Long ago; for a long time. [Ta. dlld
kajgan].
alliqayaq
pro. Somewhere: —ta somewhere/ —tin
from somewhere/ —qa to somewhere.
Also alliqayar.
alliqandaq
pro. Somehow, flk. dlld nigek].
alliqan^a
pro. Some unknown but small amount or
quantity,
alliqayar

almaipturpro. = alliqayaq.
allikim
pro. Someone unknown: uni —Idrgd bdrdi,
mdn uqmaymdn he gave it to someone I
don't Imow.
allinima
pro. Something unknown: u —Idmi didi he
said something,
alma
1. bot. n. Apple (Pyrus malus): — posti
apple peel/ qum almisi Chinese pearleafed
crabapple/ Uganda almilar picked-over ap
ples/ ♦ kdz almisi phys. eyeball. [K. almalM. almalO. elma/\J. olma].
2. geo. n. Alma, village in Xinjiang
(36.18N 80.31E).
almavt. To intersect, cross, crisscross: —p
gig- to tie up in a crisscross fashion/ putni
—p oltur- to sit crosslegged,
almas
1. n. Diamond: — kdzltik tiztik diamond
ring. Also called birilyant. [KK. almas!
Mo. almaslO. elmasITk. almazIU. olmas].
2. n. Glass cutter (tool).
3. n. Male name.
alma$
gr. n. Pronoun: dzldk — retroactive pro
noun/ soraq — interrogative pronoun/ kisilik — personal pronoun/ igilik — possessive
pronoun. [U. olmos].
alma$1. vi. To exchange, replace: almiyip olturto change seats/ post — to relieve a sentry,
change guard / sulalilamiH almisisi change
of dynasties. Cf. ayriwa^la- .
2. vi. To be twisted together: agamga almisip qaldi the rope is twisted together.
alma^turvt. To change, exchange: —up teri- to ro
tate crops/ agamgini —uwelipye^ilmdywatidu the knots in the rope cannot be unrav
eled/ pikir — to exchange views/ tdjribd —
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alman-talman
to exchange experiences/ k&sp — to change
professions/ ikki miimlik&t otturisida mOdiniydt — to exchange the cultures of two
countries/ marina — to change cars. [Ta.
almastyr-IXi. almaytir-].
alman-talman
adv. Flurriedly; flusteredly; confusedly;
hastily; hurriedly.
almiliq
n. Apple orchard. Also almizar. [O. elmaltk\.
almizar
n. = almiliq.
amal
n. Way; means; measure: — tap- to think
of a way, try different ways/ -- qangd
how can this be done?/ - yoq unable; in
capable; there is no way out. [C- 'amal
(act; action)/Tu. amal].
amalsiz
adj. Unable; incapable; cannot help but: —
maqul boldum I could not help but agree.
Also qabiliyatsiz, iqtidarsiz.
amalsizliq
n. Inability; incapacity. Cf. qabiliyatsizlik, iqtidarsizliq.
amallavt. To contrive, manage,
aman
1. n. Peace; tranquillity: — bolufl may
peace be with you/ — qal- to escape by
sheer luck, have a narrow escape: balaqazadin — qal- to escape a disaster by
sheer luck/ —mu siz how are you? Cf. te^liq. [Mo. am-d\.
2. n. Male name,
amanat
1. adj. Left behind; deposited: — pul mon
ey deposit/ — xdt consigned letter/ — gdp
confidential remark.
2. n. Deposit; savings; sth entrusted: —
qoy- to deposit, entrust: — qoygugi depositer; pul — qoy- to deposit or save money/

amraq
—ka xiyandt embezzlement/ —ni igisigd
tapyurup bdr- to return deposited things to
their original owner/ ♦ —t&k oltur- to sit
like having deposited money (to be uncon
cerned). [O. emanet/Tu. amanatl\J. omonat (#1-2)].
amanatdar
n. Trustee; a commissioned person,
amanat-qarz
n. Credit,
ambar
n. Warehouse; storehouse; silo: ofliq ambiri food storage / su ambiri water reser
voir. [Mo. ambar-alTzi. ambar (barn;
granary/U. ombor].
ambar^i
n. Warehouse manager,
ambal
1. his. n. Amban (Qing dynasty official in
non-Chinese areas). [Mo. amban],
2. his. n. County magistrate,
ambur
n. Pliers; pincers; forceps. [U. ombur],
ambulatoriya
med. n. Outpatient clinic. [<R. ambulato
riya].
amper
phy. m. Ampere. [<R. amper].
ampermetir
n. Amperometer. [<R. ampermetr].
amat
n. Fortune; luck: — taza ofldin k&l- to be
very lucky / — k&t- (qag- ) to be unlucky/
— kdl- to be in luck. Cf. taliiy. [U. omad].
amatsiz
adj. Unlucky; unfortunate. Cf. baxtsiz.
amatlik
adj. Lucky; fortunate. Cf. talaylik, sada'atlik.
amraq
1. adj. Fond; well disposed toward: u kitap oquyqa — he likes reading books/ mo-
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amraqliq
mam kigik n&wrisigd b&k — my Grandma
dearly loves the little one. [M. amraq}.
2. adj. Dear; beloved: amrigim my dear,
amraqliq
1. n. Fondness; love; friendship: -taya^ato live in friendship. Cf. a^inidarfiliq, aginidar(iliq, aginiliq, al-aginidar^iliq.
2. n. Courtesy: - kors&t- to display cour
tesy.
amut
bot. n. Pear (Pyrus
communis): kOk —
sandpear (Pyrus
scrotina)/ yawa —
wild pear (Cratae
gus
pinnatifida),
amut
used in Uyghur folk medicine. Also call
ed na^piit. [M. armut/Q. almiirtlU. olmurut].
ameritsiy
chem. n. Americium (Am). [<R. ameritsij].
amerika
geo. n. America: - qosma Utatliri United
States of America. [<R. Amerika].
amerikan
adj. American: - dtiik cowboy boots,
amerikiliq
n. American,
amil
n. Factor; element:
aktip — active ele
ment. [U. orniT].
amila
bot. n. Emblica offi
cinalis, used in Uy
ghur folk medicine.
Also listed as Phyllanthus emblica. Al
so called amlaj.
amin
rel. n. Amen. [C- aminlU. omin].
amyak

ana
chem. n. Ammonia. Also ammiyak. [<R.
ammonij].
amyoba
med. n. Ameba. [<R. amSba].
amyobiliq
med. adj. Amebic: — tolgigi amebic dysen
tery/ - jigdryallugi amebic hepatitis,
amma
n. The masses: dmgdkgil&r ammisi the la
boring masses. [C- 'ammat/U. omma].
ammibap
adj. Popular; common: — til common lan
guage/ — zomal popular journal/ — kitapgd
popular booklet. Cf. xalq^il. [U. hammabop].
ammibapla^turvt. To popularize,
ammiwi
adj. Mass; public: — /azz7/g public hy
giene/ - xizmdt mass work/ — orun public
place,
aminiwiliq
n. Mass; public,
ammiyak
chem. n. = amyak: — sOyi ammonia wa
ter,
an
n. Moment; instant; a short while: —gigd until that instant/ fu -da at this moment.
Cf. payda, asna, baza I, zamat, mo
ment. [K. an].
ana
1. n. Mother: - till mother tongue; native
language/ — jama'iti matriarchal society
(also aniliq jdmiyat)l - jOddisi maternal
relatives/ — wdtdn motherland/ — yurti
birthplace; native place; hometown/ —
mdktiwi alma mater/ —mdy Mommy! (as a
pleading cry)/ dz anisi natural mother/ dgdy - stepmother/ ♦ - masinisi machine
tool/ ♦ anidin tugma to be just bom (to be
stark-naked; not have a stitch on). [K. enelKK. ana/M. analT&. ana; dnilTu. end
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ana-bala
Tv. flva/U. ona\.
2. adj. Female: — hdrd queen bee.
ana-bala
n. Mother and child,
ana-baliliq
adj. Mother and child: - munasiw&t rela
tionship between mother and child,
anatomiya
med. n. Anatomy (science): — pigigi scal
pel/ ~ tdxsisi dissecting pan. [ < R. anatomiyd\.
anar
bot. n. Pomegranate (Punica granati): —
posti pomegranate rind/ ♦ —ddk mdniz
pomegranate-like (flushed) cheeks. [U. anof\.
anargiil
1. n. Pomegranate blossom.
2. n. Female name. Also giilnar (^1-2).
anayi
adj. Vulgar; rude; rough,
analiz
n. Analysis: - qil- to analyze. [<R. amliz\.
analgin
med. n. Analgin,
analginum
med. n. = analgin,
ant
n. Oath; pledge: — su ig- to pledge, take
an oath. Cf. ?art 2, qasam. [KK. a/ir/U.
ont\.
antxor
n. Perjurer. Cf. qasamxor 2.
anda-sanda
1. adv. Sometimes; occasionally; scat
tered: — Ml- to come occasionally/ — etilgan miltiq awazi scattered rifle shots. [U.
otida-sonda].
2. adv. A little; bit; trifle; somewhat;
slightly: -- sdzl&p qoy- to speak a few
words, speak occasionally. CC biran-siran (111-2).

an^ilik
andaq
pro. Such; so; thus: — isnimdn qilgan Gmdsm&n I have not done such a thing. [C. andaqKJY. antag\.
andaq^i-mundaqgi
adj. This and that: -- ddp tilla- to scold by
enumeration this and that. Also aqji-kokSi.
andaq-mundaq
1. adj. Ordinary: u — addmldrni kOzigd
ilmaydu he does not look at ordinary per
sons.
2. adj. Dubious; shady: sdn — addmldr biIdn arilasma don't get involved with shady
characters.
anda-munda
adv. Scatteredly; sporadically,
andin
adv. Then; thereafter; after,
an^a
adv. (used in negation) So much; that
much: - dtmdyla soon; a short while later/
— issiq dmds not so hot / — yaxsi dm&s not
so good. [C. anga/K. angalOT. angaITT.
anga/Tu. engelU. anga],
an^a-mun^a
adv. Occasionally; not much; a bit: u —
kelip turidu he comes occasionally/ yamgur
— yegip turidu it frequently rains a bit.
[IT. anga-mungalU. anga-munga],
an^iwala
adv. (used in negation) That; such; what;
whatever; very: — galwaqap Mtm&fl don't
make such a racket!/ — harmidim I'm that
tired,
an^iki
1. adj. General; common; ordinary: — Mr
if an ordinary matter.
2. adj. Casui; informal: bu — ddp qoygan
gdp this is an informal talk.
angilik
adj. (used in negation) That; in that way;
thus: — Unin karayiti gaglik such a small
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angina

ansambil
matter does not count/ — yiraq dm&s not
that far.
ansambil
mus. n. Ensemble. [<R. ansambV <F.
ensemble].
ankit
n. Resume; curriculum vitae: — toldur- to
write or fill out a resume.
ani
adj. Bullied: — ad&m bullied person/ —
bol- to be bullied/ — qil- to bully,
anika
1. n. Maternal grandmother.

2. n. Aunt (form of address for woman of
speaker's mother's age),
aniliq
1. adj. Maternal: -- r6/i phys. mother's
body/ — tup bot. mother plant/ —j&miydt
matriarchal society.
2. phys. n. Uterus; womb. Also called balayatqa, baliyatqu, matka.
3. bot. n. Pistil: -- gttl pistil blossom,
angina
med. n. Angina. Also called boguzyallugi.
tolgap agrimaq, san^iq. [<R. angina].

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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♦
babuna
bot. n. False chamo
u *>-.•c^
j«'
mile {Matricaria cha1::
momillae, used in
Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also called ba.^4
bundj.
-sH
D
^
tbap I
lit. n. Chapter; sect
‘Hi. ■
^
^t--’1’ f
ion; part: biringi -first chapter. [C- bab/
babuna
0. bap! U. bob^.
bap II
adj. Suitable; becoming: — k&l- to fit: bu
kiyim sizg& taza bap keptu this dress fits
you well/ bu ayaq mafia — ik&n this pair
of shoes fits me.
bap-barawar
adj. Same; identical: — ilg burjak math,
congruent triangle,
bapkar
n. Weaver: —nifl mukisidak shuttling back
and forth,
bapkarliq
n. Weaving,
bapla1. vt. To deceive, dupe, cheat.
2. vt. To put in order, renovate, repair,
tidy, fix. Also apla- 3.
3. vt. To punish: uni taza baplidi he was
punished severely.

4. vi. To be clever: —p sdzld- to talk clev
erly,
batari
n. Electric battery. [<R. batareya],
bataliyon
mil. n. Battalion. Also called yin. [<R.
batal'on],
batamam
adv. Completely; utterly,
bataqdir
adv. Supposedly; presumably; probably,
batraq
ag. n. Farm laborer; farmhand. Also call
ed ya/Zawna i/ixa/j. [<R. batrak],
batraqla^vi. To work as a farmhand,
batur
1. n. Hero: 1 kOz qorqaq, qol — the eye is
the coward, the hand is the hero. Cf. bahadur, qahriman 1, gazi 2. [K. baatyr!
Mo. bagaturlCfr. batur/TSi. batyr].
2. adj. Heroic; brave: — y/g/r brave fel
low. [O. batur] [U. botir (ffl-2)].
3. n. Male name. Also baturxan.
baturana
adv. Heroically; bravely,
batur^iliq
n. = baturluq.
baturlar^a
adv. Bravely; determinedly. [Ta. batyrlarga].

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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baha

baturlanbaturlanvi. To pretend to be brave, dare, make
bold,
baturluq
n. Bravery; heroism: — bilan alga bos- to
advance bravely/ — kdrs&t- to display he
roism. Also batur^iliq; cf. martlik, mardaniliq.
batUI
adj. Bold; brave; courageous. [Q. batyt\.
batil II
adj. Empty; vague: — xiyal vague way of
thinking.
batillanvi. To be bold or courageous,
batilliq I
n. Boldness; bravery; courage,
batilliq II
n. Senselessness; foolishness; inanity; va
cancy,
batnavi. To get into a temper,
bad
obs. n. Wind; air; gas: muxalip — head
wind. Cf. $amal. [C- bad],
badan
1. ag. n. Grain bin: ^ iyni kadandin sora,
asni —din ask an experienced man about
work, look in the granary for grain.
2. n. A net used on carts to keep grain
from falling off. Cf. jitan 2.
badam
bot. n. Almond (Prunus amygdalus): ♦ —
bezi phys. tonsils/ — bdz yallugi m^. ton
sillitis/ ♦ — doppisi a kind of embroi
dered doppa (q.v.)/ ♦ — qapaq almond
like (beautiful) eyelid. [O. bademlU. bodom].
bada
cul. obs. n. Wine. [O. bade].
badra
n. Pole; rafter. Cf. {anza.
badran

adj. badrafl kdz med. n. exophthalmus;
goldfish eyes,
baj
n. Thx: - al- (yig-) to collect taxes/ - tbldto pay taxes/ — kirimi tax revenue/ — idarisi tax office/ dixangiliq beji agricultural
tax/ qofumgd — surtax. Cf. seliq 1, yasaq
1. [O. baglU. boz].
baja
n. Brother-in-law (wife's sister's husband).
[Mo. bajalU. boza],
b^xana
n. Ihx office.
b£y-xir^
n. Tkxes. Also b^-seliq, eliq-seliq.
baj-seliq
n. = b^-xiraj.
bajingir
clo. n. Leather shoe. Also batinka. [Y.
bagyyflka].
bajgir
n. Thx collector,
bajlatvt. To levy taxes.
ba(ka
1. zoo. n. Young pigeon.
2. ag. n. Oil press trough, usually wood
en. [<R. bogka (barrel; cask)].
bax
n. bax dt- to embrace, hug; balini — to
hug a child,
bax^i
1. rel. n. Shaman; witch doctor; sorcerer;
magician.
2. obs. n. Scribe; copyist; teacher. [Mo.
bagsi],
3. n. Narrator; storyteller. [U. baxyi].
bax^iliq
rel. n. Shamanism,
baba
1. n. Price: — bdr- to make an offer or
bid/ - pdrqi price differential/ ~ toxtat- to
set prices/ - giiyur- to lower prices/ - qoy-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; clo. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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bahadur

basur

to charge, ask a price/ — kdtdr- to raise
prices/ mal —si price of goods. Cf. narq,
narq-nawa. [O. pahalT&. bdya/U. bahoi].
2. n. Review; critique: yaxsi — biir- to give
a good review,
bahadur
obs. n. Hero. Cf. batur 1, qahriman 1,
gazi 2. [C- bahadur!O. bahadirlV. bahodir].
bahasiz
adj. Priceless. Also called bibaha.
bahar
1. n. Spring: — bayrimi spring festival/ —
samili spring wind/ -- k&l- to come (of
spring)/ — mdnzirisi spring scenery/ bay —
early spring. Cf. atiyaz, koklam. [Mo.
qaburlO. baharlU. bahor],
2. n. Male and female name. For females
also baharxan.
bahargiil
1. bot. n. The blossom of winter jasmine
(Jasminum nudiflorum).

bahargiil

2. n. Female name.
bahala1. vt. To price: ddrijd — to price (prod
ucts) according to quality. [Ik. bayald-].
2. vt. To review, evaluate, assess.
bahala$vi. To haggle, bargain, negotiate a price,
bahaliq
adj. Valuable; expensive. [O. pahali\.
bas-

1. vt. To inhibit, restrain, stifle, suppress:
aggigini — to suppress anger/ hayajanni —
to restrain one's excitement / bpkisini — to
restrain oneself, calm down. [C. bas-/K.
bas-/OT. bos-Ilk. bas-iTw. bas-^.
2. vt. expresses flooding, covering, en
veloping, shrouding: asmanni tuman —ti
fog shrouded the sky! pit besip k&tti lice
covered (a body)/ dtrapni qarahguluq besip
k&tti the surroundings lay in darkness/ saqal besip k&tti a beard covered (the face)/
zira'&tni ot-gdp besip k&tti weeds smoth
ered the crops/ tisti-beyini topa — to cover
an entire body (of dust)/ kOzini gapaq — to
cover eyes (of gum)/ etizni su besip k&tti
water inundated the ground/ yara besip
k&tti scabies covered (the body)/ yolni qar
besip k&tti snow has covered the road. [K.
bos-].
3. vi. To walk: alga — to advance/ yol — to
walk on the road. [Tk. bos-].
4. vt. To load: oq — to load a bullet/ yiik
— to load cargo.
5. vt. To print, publish: k&gtirttp — to re
print/ kitap — to print a book/ maqal — to
publish an article. [K. bas-tlz. bas-ily.
parla-].
6. vt. To roll: pima — to roll felt boots/
kigiz - to roll a felt rug or blanket.
7. vt. expresses certain bodily move
ments: titr&k — to tremble, shiver/ mugd&k
— to doze off.
8. vi. To be dependable or steady: besip iyl&- to work dependably.
9. vt. To barge in, invade: 6yg& besip kirto barge into a room/ ziminni besiwal- to
invade territory. [U. bos-].
bas-bas
adv. Crowded: ad&ml&r — full of people.
basturvt. caus. of bas- : u dyg& —up kirdi he
burst into the room. [Tk. bastyr-].
basur-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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ba$

basqu9

to stop hurting (of head): dora igip beyi saqaydi after taking medicine the headache
disappeared; b. to rid oneself of worry/ —
sdfligi skull/ — ur- = — qoy-l — qapaq
bol- to be dizzy/ — q(^la- to scratch one's
head (also in hesitation)/ — qos- to stick
heads together: - qofuf yigini a brief meet
ing/ — qoy- to kowtow (also — ur-)l — qeyisi med. dizziness; vertigo/ — Mt- to lose
one's head/ — kdt&r- to lift one's head: uyqudin — kdtdr- to wake up; iytin — kdtiirmSslik not to lift one's head from work
(immersed in work)/ — kiyimi do. headgear/ — liflyit- to nod/ —qa aq sanga- to be
slightly gray-haired/ —qa aq kir- to be
gray-haired/ —ni igigd tiqiwal- to retract
one's neck: besini igigd tiqip bbd&r qag- to
cover the head and sneak away; u beyini igig& tiqiwelip olturdi he sat without utter
ing a word/ beyida sUyi (zaguni) bar muddleheaded/ 1 — yerilsa bdk igidd, qol sunsa
yM igidS. the head is split under the hat,
the arm is snapped in the sleeve (private
things should be kept private)/ ♦ — tapto look for trouble. [C- basIK. baslYX.. bos!
M. baylCfT. basl'Ya.. basITw. baylY. bas].
2. bot. n. Grain ear; spike: bugday beyi aldi
wheat ears sprouted. Also ba$aq. [Tu. bay
(#1-2)].
3. n. Chieftain; leader: dskdrbeyi leader of
a small military unit/ karwan beyi carawan
leader.
4. n. The highest part of mountains, trees,
etc.: tag beyi mountain pinnacle/ tarn beyi top
of a wall/ su beyi fountainhead; source/1
sunifl beyi lay bolsa, ayigimu lay bolar 'ii the
spring is not clean, the rest of the stream
will be muddy.
5. adj. First; at first: -- bahar tz.r\y
spring; first day of spring/ — qiy first day of
winter/ — kuz first day of fall/ — keliy gr.
nominative case/ — yaz first day of sum
mer/ —tin axir from beginning to end/ m&n

vt. = bastur- .
basqu( I
1. n. Stair; step. Cf. palla 1.
2. fig. n. Stage: bilisnin hissi -i perceptual
stage of knowledge/ tarixiy — historical
stage. [U. bosqig].
basqu( II
phy. n. Control apparatus,
basqu^luq
adj. Stage; stair; step: — imtihan multi
part examination,
basqun
n. Raid; foray. Cf. garat. [O. baskiri].
basqungi
1. n. Bandit; raider.
2. n. Rapist,
basqungiiiq
n. Banditry; rape; invasion: — qil- to plun
der, rape or invade,
basma
lit. n. Print: - s^kli printed style/ - zawudi
printing plant/ - qdgizi absorbent or blotter
paper. [O. basma].
basmaq I
n. Blotter,
basmaq II
n. Ring or trap used to detain sparrows.
basmi(i
1. his. n. Central Asian counter-revolu
tionary, 1918-24.
2. n. Bandit. Also called bandit,
basmi^iliq
n. Banditry. Also called banditliq.
basmixana
n. Printing plant. [O. basmahanelU. bosmaxona\.
ba$
1. phys. n. Head; scull; cranium: - agria. to have a headache; b. ♦ to be knotty,
troublesome/ - bo^lugi head cavity/ - tatila= — qasla-l — terisi scalp/ — 6g- to bow
one's head, yield, surrender / - giqar- to
stretch neck or stick head out/ — saqay- a.

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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ba^pana

ba$
-ta uni tonuyalmay qaldim I could not re
cognize him at first.
6. m. Head; bulb: bir - piyaz one onion/
bir — samsaq one garlic.
7. adj. Principal; chief; most important: barmaq thumb/ - ttiptis chief inspector/ tdhrir editor-in-chief/ -- jinay&tgi chief
culprit/ — wdzipd principal task/ — wdzir
prime minister/ - qomandan commanderin-chief: - qomandanliq supreme com
mand/ - konsul consul-general/ - maqala
lit. lead article/ - mudir chairman of the
board. [O. ba^IXi. boy^.
8. adj. Average; mean: mobesigasdkkizyuz
Jindin mdhsulat elindi the average yield
was 800 jin per mu.
♦ - beqis- a. to pick each other's lice; b.
to whisper secretly/ ♦ — tart- to decline
(e.g. an offer)/ ♦ - tomuz eleventh solar
term/ ♦ - tik- to risk one's life/ ♦ - qatur- to think hard/ ♦ — dip kdt- to lea\^
one's native place; to fly far and high/ ♦
-ta kbtar- to favor/ ♦ -tin issiq-sogaq Ot
to be weather-beaten, be experienced/ ♦
-tin kagiir- to go through, undergo/ ♦
—qa pit seliwal- to put lice in h^r (to look
for trouble)/ ♦ —qa giq- a. to implicate;
to reap bitterness: u aginisinifl bedgo. giqti he
implicated his friend; u oz beyiga giqti he ate
his own bitter fruit; b. to get a red face
(from drinking); c. to ride to the head of a
column; d. to be completed: higbir 4 -qa
giqmidi nothing was completed/ ♦ -qa
qara tag yi- qil- to be faced with imminent
disaster/ ♦ -qa k&l- to suffer ill fortune:
-qa kdlg&nda batur a hero in the face of
danger/ ♦ —qa kiln gtis- to be imminent (of
disaster)/ ♦ -qa kiy- to make much noise/
♦ —qa kiyil- to be placed on (sby's)
shoulders: dadisi Olgdndin keyin putiin a ila Uliri unin besiga kiyildi after his father
died, family responsibilities fell on his
shoulders/ ♦ bed asmanga ydt- to be wild

with joy/ ♦ bed baglaqliq betrothed; en
gaged: — qiz a betrothed girl/ ♦ bed gon
rash; impetuous: bed gonluq qil- to do sth
impetuously/ ♦ bed Qusup kdt- to be crest
fallen, dejected/ ♦ bed oguq not yet be
trothed/ ♦ bedda bol- to be beside or next
to: jan iizgdndd mdn unin bedda bolalmidim when he breathed his last, I was not
by his side/ ♦ bedda ot kOy- to be in a des
perate situation/ ♦ bedda yanaq gaq- to
bully/ ♦ bednni ydydigan int. (by women)
darned; blessed (in negation)/ ♦ bedgakiyto raise hell, be noisy/ ♦ bedni sila- to
show solicitude for, care for: yitimnin —
to care for an orphan/ ♦ bedni qos- (gat-)
to manage wedding (of children)/ ♦ bedni
yd- to eat one's own bitter fruit.
ba^aq
^ .
bot. n. Grain ear; spike: - giqar- to head
or ear/ - tdr- to glean grain ears/ bugday
ba^igi wheat ear/ ♦ — mUnguzu Claviceps
macrocephala. Alsoba^2. [O. basaklki. bosoq].
ba^aqsiman
bot. adj. Spike-like: - gul reti spike,
ba^aqlabot. vi. To ear, head,
ba^aqliq
bot. adj. Bearing spikes. [O. basakli].
ba$-ayaq
n. Beginning and end: boi-ayigi yoq no be
ginning and no end (in a tangle; mixed up).
ba^ba^taq
, . rrv
adj. Headstrong; willful; bullheaded, [la.
ba^bastaklTa. basbozarlyk].
ba^ba^taqliq
n. Willfulness; bullheadedness: - qil- to
be willful,
ba^-burun
n. First; earliest: isninbas-bumitiiest^ofa
matter/ miwd-giwinin ba^-bumi inst ripened
fruit,
baspana

KEY 2. \ proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy,
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ba^panasiz

ba^la-

1. n. Asylum; haven; refuge; sanctuary;
shelter. [U. bospana\.
2. n. Protector; protection. Also pana II
(ii^l-2).
ba$panasiz
adj. Defenseless; being without protec
tion: — qal- to lose protection,
ba^tiki
adj. Primary; original; initial.
ba$an
n. Thble. Cf. joza I.
ba$(i
n. Headman; chief. [K. ba^gylO. basgf\.
ba^^iliq
1. n. Lead; guide; pacesetter: — qil- to
lead, gwidd xxxbasgiligidikiziray&tqilii 6migi the visiting team headed by XXX /
ifgilar hdrkitigd — qil- to lead a worker
movement.
2. n. Directing; managing,
ba^wag
ag. n. Front band of a halter.
ba$qa
1. adj. Other: -- bir dunya totally unrelat
ed; completely different/ — dbl&t other
countries/ — jinis opposite sex/ -- isim
other name; alias/ - is extraneous matters/
~ mill&t another nationality. Cf. ozga 1.
[K. baska! KK. basqalTsi. baskalTn. basgal
Tv. baska],
2. pp. (follows ablative case) Besides;
aside from: buniMin — besides this. Cf.
ozga 3.
3. n. Other persons (with -lar): basqilardin
agrin- to blame others/ basqilarga yard&m
bdr- to help others/ basqilami gaja- to wrong
or gossip about others/ basqilamin agzida
qal- to be ridiculed by others/ 5 basqilarnifl dastixinida mehman uzat- to invite
others to sby's party (to borrow sth to
make a gift of it)/1 basqilarnin hdrmiti dzid& if you want sby's respect, you must be
upright/ 1 basqilarnin juwisida t&rl&- to

sweat up a borrowed furcoat (to take ad
vantage of others)/ basqilarnin kasapitigd
k&t- to be implicated by others. Cf. ozga
2. [O. baskal\d. bosqa],
ba$qa-ba$qa
adj. Separate. Cf. bolak-bolak.
ba^qarma
n. Administrative office: — basligi office
chief/ ma 'arip basqarmisi education office.
[K. baskarmalH. bosqarma],
ba^qur1. vt. To manage, run: 6y islirini — to man
age household affairs/ karxana — to man
age an enterprise/ yiginni — to run a meet
ing/ m&ktdp — to run a school. [C- basqar-l
K. baskar-/T\. baskar-l\J. bosqar-].
2. vt. To operate, control: masinini — to op
erate machinery. Cf. jonqur- (^1-2).
ba$qurgu(i
n. Manager; convener of a meeting. Cf.
mudir.
ba^qidin
adv. Renewed; afresh: -- qur- to rebuild/
— yaz- to rewrite. [U. bosqatdan],
ba$qi(a
adj. Different; special; opposite; unusual;
abnormal: — pikir a different view / — qilip eytqanda in other words/ min girayi —
turidu his expression was unusual. [K. baskagalO. baskaca],
ba^qilavt. To replace, substitute. Cf. sapla- .
ba^kesar
n. Cutthroat; ruffian; bandit. [U. boskesar]
ba^Ia1. vt. To start: is — to start work. [C. basla-l
KK. basla-lO. basla-lTdi. basla-llSi. basla-].
2. vt. To lead: 6ygd — to lead home/ yol
— to show the way/1 ogrini dygd — to lead
a thief into the house (to open the door to
a dangerous foe). [OT. basla- /U. basla-].
3. vt. To instruct, train: balini — to train a

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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barawat

ba^ilap

tions/ rnenifi Uim — I have work; I am busy.
child.
[C- bar /K. iar/KK. barlO. varlCfT. bar
ba^Iap
(das Sein; Vorhandensein)/Tu. barITv.
pp. From. Cf. buyan, beri 2, tartip, etibarlid. bor/Y. baar].
waran, mabayni.
2. All; entire: - awazi bildn waqira-to
ba$Iap(i
shout oneself hoarse/ — kiigi bildn with
adj. = ba^languf.
full force / -ida poldurufl-poldurufl, yoqiba^lam
da qarap olturufl here today, gone tomor
n. Beginning; commencement; start. Cf.
row/ kdlgdnldrnin bari bdfkd ydtmdydu
agaz, ba^lanma, bismilla, iptidai. [O. basfewer than five persons came. [Ta. bar
lama].
(#1-2)].
ba^lamgi
barn. Guide (person). [KK. baslausy].
1. vi. To go, arrive: bazarga — to go to
ba$Iam(iliq
market/ qd^qdrgd - to go to Kashgar. Cf.
abstract n. of ba^lamgi; - qil- to act as a
kat- 1. [C- bar-IK. bar-IKK. bar-IM.
guide.
bar-ICfT. bar-ITh. bar-ITu. bar-ITw. bar-1
ba$Iangu9
U. bor-IY. bar-].
adj. First; primary; primitive: —
2. vi. To reach, attain: miHyesi dllikkd -di
primitive society/ — ma'arip primary edu
he turned fifty/ qoynin sani yuzgd -di the
cation/ - m&kt&p primary school. Also ba?number of sheep has reached 100.
lap?i. [Th. bailangygITvi. ba^langyg (n.)].
3. vi. expresses difficulty or reluctance
ba^lanma
doing
sth in negative form: tili (agzi) -masn. = ba?lam. [O. baslangig^.
liq
having
difficulty in speaking/ qoli
ba$liq I
—masliq being reluctant to move one's
1. n. Chief; head; leader: -lar yigini lead
hands.
ership conference/ sinip bayligi class moni
4. vi. as verbal aspect, expresses contin
tor/ qisim basligi team leader. [OT. baslyg!
ued action: kOpiyip — to increase continu
Tu. baslykIU. boyliq].
ously/ kuzitip - to watch constantly.
2. And others; et al.: sdniat - bir qangd
ki$i Samat and some other persons. Cf. wa- baraban
mus. n. Drum. Cf. dumbaq. [<R. barahakaza, qatarliq 2, ibarat 2.
banlThi.
barabanlTw. baraban].
ba^Iiq II
baraban^i
1. do. n. Boot tops.
n. Drummer. Cf. dumbaqgi.
2. = ba^wag.
bara-bara
ba^maltaq
adv. Slowly; gradually; step-by-step. [U.
phys. n. Big toe.
bora-bora].
ba$mu-ba$
adv. One for one; reciprocally; equally: -- barat
1. n. Excellence; distinction; perfection;
tegif- to exchange one for one. Also payvirtue: ^ — ay eighth month of the Turk!
mu-pay. [U. boyma-boi].
lunar year (see section on Calendars on
bar
pp.
1073-4).
1. There is: su - jayda giya - where
2. n. Male name,
there is water, there is grass/ g&pnifl tegidd gdp — there are overtones or implica barawat
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka§gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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barza

barawar
n. A communal outing and picnic held in
spring: - qil- (oyna-) to organize or hold
a picnic,
barawar
1. adj. Same; balanced: -- bolup al- to di
vide equally/ -- kbr- to treat alike/ egirligi the weight is balanced.
2. n. Equality: dr-ayallar hoquqta — sex
ual equiity. Also barawarlik, tanlik 2.
3. Equal to: bu gepifl nblga — this talk of
yours amounts to nothing. [KK. barabar]
[Tk. bdrabar (#2-3)].
4. adv. Simultaneously: — iyld- to do sth
simultaneously. [O. beraber/U. baravar;
barobar (#1-4)].
5. math. n. Times: mdhsulat tot — as- to in
crease productivity four times. Cf. hassa
1, karra (#5).
♦ — Ml- to be comparable: dmg&ktd uninga barawiir kelidigan adam yoq nobody
can compare with him in work,
barawarlavt. To make even, equalize. [O. beraber
sagla-].
barawarla^1. vi. To be balanced: kirim-giqim — in
come and expenditures are balanced.
2. vi. To become alike: unifl boyi ostip
akisi bildn barawdrlisip qalay didi as he
grew up he became almost as tall as his
elder brother.
barawarla^tiirvt. To balance,
barawarlik
n. = barawar 2: milMtldr barawdrligi
equality among nationalities. [O. beraberlik\baraq
adj. Shaggy; long-haired: - it shaggy dog.
[O. barakj.
baraqsan
adj. Dense; thick; lush; luxuriant: — bskdn
ddl-d&rdxl&r luxuriant trees. Cf. biik.

baran
n. Trellis: — yasa- to build a trellis/ -ga
al- to set up a trellis/ iizum barifli grape
trellis/ kawa barifli pumpkin trellis.
bartu
n. Manager; housekeeper,
bardi-kaldi
n. Contact; communication: — qil- to com
municate or have contact with/ biznifl ular
bildn —miz yoq we have no contact with
them. [U. bordi-keldi],
barga
pro. Entire; all: — addm everybody; all
persons/ — giilldr egilsun let all flowers
bloom/ ^ - guna dzdmdd turup, qap kotirip ndgd baray if the error is entirely
mine, where can I find a scapegoat? Cf.
bari-yoqi, barliq I, bari, kiilii, suwar.
[C- bargalTk. bargain, barga].
barometir
n. Barometer. [<R. barometf].
bars
zoo. n. Tiger (Panthera tigris): ♦ — yili
the third year in the traditional twelveyear cycle (in present cycle, 1986)(see
section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4). Also
called yolwas. [M. barsIMo. barslOT.
barsIQ. barys (snow leopard)/Tu. par}.

barza
n. Barge; lighter. [<R. barza}.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteqection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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bazar

bariga
bariga
adv. As far as possible: kugnifl — to the
best of one's ability,
barikalla
int. Bravo: -- eyt- to say bravo; to acclaim.
[U. barakalld].
barikol
geo. n. Barkol, Kazakh autonomous county
in Xinjiang (43.35N 92.5IE). Established
as Zhenxi county in 1913 and as present
designation in 1954. Population (1982):
98,622. [Q. barkdl].

bariy
chem. n. Barium (Ba): - xlor barium
chloride/ - sulfat barium sulfate. [<R.
barif].
bari-yoqi
pro. All; entire. Cf. bar^a, barliq I, bari, kiilli, suwar. [U. borijugi].
baryer
pe. n. Hurdles: igiz - high hurdles. [<R.
bar'er].
bargan^a
adv. Increasingly: biznifl turmusimiz — yaxSilanmagta our life constantly improves.
Also barganseri.
barganseri
adv. = barganga.
bargah
n. Camp; campsite,
barliq I
pro. All; entire; full: -/rwf full force,
strength or power/ — kiyi all people. Cf.
bar^a, bari-yoqi, bari, kulli, suwar.
[KK. barlyq/M. barlig (wealthyl/lh. barlyk].

barliq II
1. n. Being; existence: —qa k&l- to appear,
emerge, rise; to be bom; to be published/
kitap barligi bar, bu y&rda yo<7 there is a
book but it is not here. [O. varliklTa.. barlyklXi. borliq\.
2. gr. adj. Affirmative; positive,
barmaq
phys. n. Finger; toe: - bas- to put one's
fingerprint (on a document)/ — bogumliri
finger or toe joints/ -- tili sign language/ izi fingerprint/ barmigini gisUip qal- to bite
one's fingernails / nazuq —lar slender fin
gers. Cf. ilik 2. [C- barmaqIK. barmak!
M. drMkn^. barmak/Tu. barmaklV. barmoq\.
baz I
lit. adv. Still; yet; again. Cf. texi, lexica,
yana.
baz II
lit. adj. Open. [O. baz\.
baz III
zoo. n. Hawk (Buteo).
baza
mil. n. Base. Also hdrbiy baza. [<R. ba
za],
bazar
1. n. Market: — awat the market is pros
perous/ — kuni market day/ — neni market
or store bread/ x&lqara - international
market/ koktat baziri vegetable market/
yeza baziri farmer's market/ nahiyii baziri
county market or seat. Cf. rasta. [C- bazarlK. bazarlTdi. bazar/\J. bozor/Y. bahaar].
2. n. Great demand; popularity: — ittik
fast-selling; being in great demand.
3. n. Male name.
♦ - giq- a. to have a sale; b. to be popu
lar: yeqindin beri uning baziri giqip qaldi
he has been popular lately/ ♦ baziri kasat
unmarketable; unpopular/ ♦ -ga sal- to
peddle, promote s^es.

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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bazarliq
bazarliq
1. n. Sale: bazarligi barmal salable goods.
2. n. Gift brought from a market.
bazi
n. Game; play; performance.
bazis
n. Basis: iqtisadiy - economic basis. [<R.
bazis].
bazgan
n. Sledgehammer: -- soq- to wield a
sledgehammer/ ydl bazgini air or pneumat
ic hammer,
bazgangi
n. Blacksmith. Cf. taqi?i.
bazganlavt. To forge, smith,
bazlazoo. vt. To drop a wing (by male birds
during courtship),
bawabut
n. Round dance,
bawasir
med. n. Hemorrhoids; piles. Also bowasir, gemoroy.
bawar
rel. n. Faith; belief: -- qil- to believe,
have faith. Cf. taqwa, taqwidarliq, aqida, etiqat, bclas, iman 1, maslak.
bawjan
his. n. Village elder, under the Chinese
baojia system. Also bojan. [<Ch. baozhang].
baq1. vt. To watch, guard: d&rwaza — to
guard a gate/ Utrapqa -- to look all
around/ by — to watch a house/ ♦ pit — to
pick lice. [C- baq-IKK. baq-IM. baq- (to
look)/Th. bak- (to look)].
2. vt. To rear, advise, support, bring up:
ata-anini — to support parents/ bala — to
raise a child.
3. ag. vt. To herd, raise animals: beliq —
to raise fish/ kala — to herd cows/ gul —

bakteriyilik
to grow flowers. [Tu. bak-(tf 1-2)].
4. vt. To eat: asqa beqifllar please eat! Cf.
5isla- 3, ya- .
5. vt. as verbal aspect, expresses an at
tempted activity: siz uygurgd yezip beqifl
please try to write in Uyghur/ u kitawiflizni
kbrtip baqsun please try to make him read
your book/ mdn tamaqni yap baqay I will
try to eat some food. [U. boq-].
baqqal
n. A dealer in melon and fruit; green
grocer (RET). [O. bakkallU. baqqoT].
baqqalliq
abstract n. of baqqal.
baqqu^i
n. Sby who watches or guards: bala —
nanny/ gosqa — swineherd/ ♦ pal — fortune
teller,
baqi
1. rel. adj. Eternal; perpetual: — dunya
eternal world; next world. Cf. axirsiz, abat, abadi-abM, abidi, abidilibat, mangiiliik. [O. baki].
2. n. Male name. Also baqixan.
baqiwanda
n. Eternal companion,
baqia
bot. n. Soybean (Pisum sativum). [O. bakla].
bak
n. Fuel tank; oil drum; oil tank,
bakteriologiya
med. n. Bacteriology: bakteriologiyilik
tdkyuruyldr bacteriological analysis. [ < R.
bakteriologiya].
bakteriya
med. n. Bacterium: — bildn yuqumlinis
bacterial infection/ — oguti bacterial ferti
lizer/ — bsturuy usuli germiculture/ — uruyi
mil. germ warfare/ — qorali mil. bacterio
logies weapon / tayaqgd bakteriyisi bacil
lus. [<R. bakteriya].
bakteriyilik

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Kasgari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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baytal

ban

cf. saya, sayatin. [U. boya (#1-2)].
bayat
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
[C. bayt (distich)/0. bayatUXi. bajt (^try; couplet; verse)],
bayatin
adv. = baya.
baya$at
adj. Affluent: - turmui affluent life,
baya^atliq
n. Affluence; abundance,
bayaraq
adv. = baya 2.
bayawan
n. Desert; wilderness,
bayan I
n. Explanation; discussion; statement, nar
ration: -jtimld gr. declarative sentence/ ~
qil- to explain, state, discuss, narrate. [CbayanIKK. bayan!O. beyanlU. baen].
bayan II
mus. n. A button-like, Russian-style ac
cordion. [<R. bayan].
bayanat
n. Statement; declaration: — elan qil- to
make a statement. Cf. axbarat 1. [O. beyanat].
bayanatgi
n. Spokesman: hOkUm&t —si government
spokesman,
bayanlavt. To state, set forth. [K. bayanda-].
bayannamii
n. Memorial; petition;
statement; declaration.
[K. bayandamalO. beyanname].
baytal
zoo. n. Mare: bogaz —
baya
pregnant mare. Also
1. adv. Just; just now: u — kdldi he just
call^ biya II. [K. bajcame. Also abaya.
tallMo. baidasu (3-52. adv. Originally: - mundaq is ik&ndd so
bay5e9ak
year old mare)/U. bajthat's how it is. Also bayatin, bayaraq;

med. adj. Bacterial: -- tolgaq bacterial dy
sentery,
ban I
n. List; notice; announcement: - giqar- to
publish a list. [< Ch. bang].
ban II
lit. n. Clamor; noise; racket; pandemoni
um: — ur- to make a racket.
banla$vt. To aid, assist, help. Cf. bolu^- , hamdanila^- , qara?- 2, komakla?- 2, yardamla$-.
bay I
1. adj. Rich; wealthy: - bol- to become
rich or prosper/ - ddUit rich country/ dixan rich peasant. Cf. gani. [C- baylY^.
Z?a;7KK. bajIM. baylMo. bayanlQfi:. bail
Ta. bajITM. baj (n.)/Tv. baj/U. boj/Y.
baaj].
2. adj. Abundant; full of: tdjribigd - ad&m sby with much experience/ u tilga his is rich in language (he has a rich vo
cabulary)/ mdzjnunga — kitap a book with
rich content.
3. obs. n. Title, placed after name. [O.
bay].
bay II
geo. n. Bay (Baicheng), county in Xin
jiang (41.40N 81.52E). Established in
1882. Population (1982): 147,375. [Q.
baj].

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy,
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. interjection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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bagra^

bay^e^ak
tal\.
bayjejak
bot. n. Forget-me-not (Myosotis sylvatica). See illustration on preceding page,
bayraq
n. Banner; flag: -- tili signal language/ —
(u^iir- to lower a flag/ — xadisi flag pole/ ~
kdtdr- to raise a flag/ ddl&t bayrigi national
flag/ qizil — red flag. Cf. tug I, alam II.
[O. bayraklTk. bajraklXJ. bajroq].
bayraqdar
n. Flag carrier; standard bearer,
bayraq^i
n. = bayraqdar.
bayram
n. Festival; holiday: — aldida holiday eve/
— dtkiiz- to celebrate a holiday/ — kiini
holiday/ dbldt bayrimi national day/ kogilar — tusini aldi the streets had a festive
air. Cf. ayam, heyt 1, heyt-ayam, heytbayram. [M. bayram/Mo. boyar!O. bayramiUdi. bdjrdmITv. bajyrlaliU. bajram\.
bayramlavt. To celebrate,
bayramliq
adj. Festive: — kiyim festive clothes. [O.
bayramlikITv. bajyrlyg],
baywagga
n. Young master of the house; dandy; fop.
baywa95ilik
n. Foppishness: -- qil- to act like a dandy,
bayqa1. vt. To perceive, detect, discover.
2. vt. To be cautious,
careful.
bayqut
n. Boycott; resistance:
— qil- to boycott, re
sist. [<R. bojkot].
bayqu$ I
zoo. n. Owl (Strigidae).
Also called huqu$, mii$iikyapilaq. [K. bajkusi
bayqu?

0. baykui/Q. bajgyzJU. bojqm: bojugli].
bayqu$ II
adj. Pitiable; pitiful; poor: — ana poor
Mom. [K. bajkuf],
bayiqi
adj. Very recent; immediate,
bayliq
n. Resources; richness; wealth: tdbii —
natural resources/ ydr asti —liri under
ground resources. [K. bajlykiHi. bajlykl.
bag I
n. Garden; orchard: — sdylisi sightseeing
or stroll in a park/ almiliq — apple or
chard/ 1 —din sorisa tagdin jawap bdr- to
respond with mountain to a question
about a garden (to compare apples and or
anges). [C- baglM. bag (y 'mydod)iO. bagITn.
bagi^J. bog^.
bag II
1. n. Band; cord: sa'dt begi watchband/
kindikbegipivjs. umbelicalcord. Cf. agam9a. [O. bagl'^. baulTw. baglY. bya],
2. ag. n. B^e; bundle: - tofu- to move bun
dles/ bir — bidd a bale of alfalfa/ bir — ot
a bale of straw. [M. bag (bundle)/!!, bog
m-2)l
bagaq
n. Invitation card,
bag-bostan
n. Garden; park: bu sdhdr — ikdn this city
is like a park. Also bagu-bostan. [Tu. bagy-bossan\.
bag9a
n. Park: balilar baggisi kindergarten/ xdlq
baggisi people' s parlJ haywanat baggisi zoo
logical garden. [Th. bakga].
bag9i
ag. n. sby baling or bundling grain.
bagra$
geo. n. Bagrax (Bohu), county in Xin
jiang (41.58N 86.29E). Established in
1970. Population (1982): 41,603. [Q. bagras\. See map on next page.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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bala

bag-waran

bag-waran
n. Home; homeland,
bagwan
ag. n. Gardener,
bagwanjilik
ag. n. Horticulture,
bagu-bostan
n. = bag-bostan.
bagir
1. n. Intention; conscience; heart; darling;
ah, bagrim ah, my darling/ bagri tas stonehearted/ bagri qattiq hard-heart^/ bagri
yM/n^ag softhearted/ ♦ balinibagrigabas-to
hold a child to one's bosom. [M. bagir (liv
er)].
2. n. Slope; tag bagri mountain slope. Cf.
qaptal, yota 2. [U. bagir].
baglavt. To tie up; at - to tie up horse/ b&l to make up one's mind; to be determined/
bugday - to bale wheat/ istiyaq- to generate
interest/ muh&bb&t — to fall in love/ munasiwdt — to contact, get in touch. [Cbagla-IMo. bagla-IO. bagla-ITv. bagla-IU.
bogla-].
bagla^1. vi. mut. of bagla- .
2. vi. To bet, make a bet.
baglaq
n. Leash; tether; ^ -tiki it owga yarimas a
tied-up dog cannot hunt. Cf. $ii^ak II.
baglaqliq
adj. Tethered; tied-up; -- at a tied-up
horse. Cf. ^ii^aklik.
baglam
m. Bundle; stack; cluster; batch; bir —
otun a bundle of firewood/ bir — q&g&z a
stack of paper.

[Mo. baglag-a/0. baglam/U. boglam],
baglanvi. To be tied up; iy bil&n baglinip qal-to be
tied up with sth/ ♦ kdz —gan waqit the
time when the eyes get tied up (dusk). [O.
baglan-].
bagliq I
adj. Garden; orchard. [O. bagli].
bagliq II
adj. Depending on; connected with; bu iyni
wujutqa giqiris kdpgiliknin tirisganligiga whether this matter gets completed de
pends on everyone's efforts. [U. bogliq].
bagliq III
ag. n. Cord used for binding wheat or
straw.
bagligu(i
gr. n. Conjunction; t&fiday — coordinate
conjunction/ sdwdp-ndtijd - cause-and-effect conjunction/ qarimu- qaryi - opposite
conjunction/ izah - explanatory conjunc
tion,
baglinip
n. Relation; connection; liaison; igki — in
ternal relations/ m&ntiqiy - logical con
nection. Cf. alaqa 1, rabita.
baglini^liq
adj. Related; connected.
ball
cul. n. Honey. Cf. basal. [M. ballM.o.
ballO. baHT&. 6a//Tu. balltd. bol\.
bal II
m. for wind and earthquake force; bds - samal force 5 wind. See section on Weights
and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
bala I
1. n. Child; youngster; — aldur- to have
an abortion/ - taylay (also boyidin ajray) med.
abortion/ - gagla- to regard as a child/ guyup kat- to have a miscarriage/ -- guyilr- to
have an abortion/ - h&mriyi phys. placen
ta/ - iygi child laborer/ balilar baggiyi kin
dergarten/ balilar ddibiyati juvenile litera-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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bala

bal^iliq

ture/ balilar sariyi children's palace/ balin. Construction beam,
lar lagiri children's camp/ qiz - girl/ 1 - balayi-apat
qilgan Ui gala a child does things in a scat
n. Disaster; calamity,
ter-brained manner/ ^—yiglimigigH ana dm- balagat
gdk salmas until a child cries, its mother
n. Adulthood: —kd ydt- to come of age,
won't start breast-feeding/ ♦ -- ydn
grow up/ u -kd ydtti he came of age. [U.
sleeve patch/ ♦ — mdy children's stove
balogat].
(hand warmer; muff). [K. balalYK. bala! balan
M. bala (young of a bird)/0. balalT^. babot. n. Guelder-rose,
la/\J. bola].
balans
2. zoo. n. Young animal: ^ qaga —m apn. Balance: aktip — favorable balance/
paq, kirpd —m yumsaq the crow sees its
passip — unfavorable balance. [ < R. ba
young snow-white, the hedgehog sees its
lans].
young soft (the crow loves its young best, baldaq
the hedgehog loves its young best),
1. n. Shoulder pole: bir — su one shoulder
bala II
pole (i.e. two buckets) of water.
n. Disaster; curse; scourge; calamity: —
2. n. Brace; stay: jozinifl baldigi table
tap- (teri-) to get into trouble/ —ga ugra- to
brace.
meet with disaster/ besiga — kdl- to be faced
3. n. Thread spool for kite.
with imminent disaster/ ♦ -ga tiq- to in
4. n. Degree; step: bir - yuquri kdtiril- to
sert in disaster (to frame, make false
increase one step higher.
charges). Cf. apat, bala-qaza, qaza 1, baldur
nabut. [C. balalYX.. bdle/0. belalTsi. bdadv. Early; premature; before: - piy- to
lalTu. belalU. balo].
ripen early/ — qeri- to age prematurely / —
bala-(aqa
kdl- to arrive early/ bayramdin — before a
n. Wife and children; dependents. Also
holiday/ biz unin bildn — dost iduq we
bala-waqa. [KK. bala-sagalTz. bala-gagal
were formerly friends with him/ ^ — yat
U. bola-gaqa],
dtigdn tur early to bed and early to rise/
bala-^aqaliq
qayan dddk - ugidu a slow duck has to start
adj. ofbala-(aqa.
flying early. Cf. ata 3, arta 3. [Mo. babalaxor
lar].
adj./n. Troublemaker,
baldurqi
balaxorluq
adj. Earlier; previ
n. Troublemaking,
ous: — waqitlarda in
bala-waqa
earlier times,
n. = bala-^aqa.
balangiil
bala-qaza
bot. n. Perilla (Pern. Disaster; curse; scourge; calamity. Al
illa nankinensis),
so bala II.
used in Uyghur folk
balayatqa
medicine.
phys. n. Uterus; womb. Also aniliq, bali- bal^iliq
yatqu, matka. [U. bagadon],
ag. n. Apiculture; beekeeping. Also obalayaga^
marti(iliq.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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banditliq

balon

2. n. Childishness: — qil- to be childish,
baliman
n. Tire. [<R. ballon^.
mus. n. A single-reed wind instrument,
balu^a
ca. 30 cm. in length, with 8 holes of 1.8
bot. n. Geum japonicum, a kind of geum.
cm. diameter. Similar to the nay (q.v.).
balkon
n. Balcony. [<R. balkon <G. Balkon\.
bale!
lit. n. Ballet: — usuli mus. ballet dance.
[<R. balet\.
baletji
lit. n. Ballet dancer; ballerina. [O. baled].
baliman
bali^an
balgun
n. sby who likes children.
1. bot. n. Sweetbrier (Rosa eglanteria).
bali(ila2. geo. n. Balgun, village in Western Xin
vi. To marry into and live with one's
jiang (42.45N 86.18).
bride's family,
bam
balixana
mus. n. A string on a dutar (q.v.)
1. n. Arch over a gateway.
bambuk
2. n. Multistoried building,
bot. n. Bamboo. [<R. bambuk].
balisinbambukzar
vt. To regard or treat as a child,
n. Bamboo grove,
balika
bamdat
n. Diminutive form of bala.
1. n. Early morning. Cf. sahar.
baliyatqu
2. rel. n. First prayer, performed before
phys. n. Uterus: -- bsmisi med. hysterodaybreak. Also bamdat namizi and namaz
ma/ — sOznigi med. metrogonorrhea/ —
bamdat.
raki med. cancer of the utrus/ — qanid
med. metrorrhagia / — kesili med. me- bana
n. Excuse; pretext; plea: — tap- (kbrsdt-)
tropathy/ -ni qir- to scrape a uterus/ —ni
to look for excuses/ — qil- to excuse.one
yuyui uterine douche. Also aniliq, balayatself from, make excuses/ ^ osurgaqqa arpa
qa, matka.
neni - a farter blames it on barley bread.
balig
Also bana-sawap; cf. agu. [U. bahona].
adj. Adult; grown up: — bol- to grow up
bana-sawap
prematurely. [O. balig].
n. = bana.
balilabanda?
1. phys. vt. To bear children.
med. n. Bandage. Also called baldamgi.
2. zoo. vt. To give birth,
[<R. bandaz].
balilar^a
bandit
adv. Childishly.
n. Bandit; gangster; robber: —lar uwisi
baliliq
bandit lair. Also called basmigl 2. [<R.
1. adj. Child; youth: - diiwri childhood;
bandit].
young age/ -- by a home with children/ kesili m^. infantilism.
banditliq

balon
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banka
n. Banditry. Also called basmigiliq.
banka I
1. n. Bank: sugurta bankisi insurance bank/
banka branch bank. [O. banka].
2. n. Bank or banker in a gambling game:
— ag- to be a banker in a gambling game.
[<R. banka],
banka II
n. A kind of cast-iron pot. [<R. banka].
bat
1. n. Face; surface. [K. bet/KK. bet/0.
bet].
2. lit. n. Page: — sani number of pages/ -nomuri page number. Cf. sahipa, waraq.
[U. bet]]jSi. bit {n-2)].
3. lit. n. Printing plate; page or column of
a publication: — yasa- to make a printing
plate/ tOttingi — fourth page/ qosumgii —
supplemental page/ yagag beti woodblock
(in printing)/ mOxsus - special column.
batbaxt
1. adj. Unlucky; unfortunate.
2. n. Bad luck; misfortune.
3. n. Bad egg; scumbum.
batba^ira
adj. Ugly; deformed; misshapen. Also
bat-gehra.
batbuy
n. Stench. Cf. sesiqgiliq, sesiqliq, ^iwa II.
batbin
n. Pessimist,
battam
adj. Thsteless; having bad taste,
batta
cul. n. Pilaf with vegetables.
battar
pp. Worse: bu unindin -- this is worse
than that/ haywandin — worse than an
animal. Also betar. [Tu. beter/\J. battar].
bat'axlaq
adj. = badaxlaq.
bat-gehra
adj. = batba|;ira.

bada^qan
batxah
n. Evil wisher; ill-disposed person,
batxaj
adj. Squandering,
batxaj lik
n. Spending spree: — qil- to go on a
spending spree,
batran
1. adj. Ugly-colored.
2. adj. Ugly,
batqiliq
n. Bad habit; evil way; obscenity; inde
cency,
batkarda
n. Scoundrel; ruffian,
batis
n. Cambric, a kind of fine white cloth,
batinka
do. n. Leather shoe. Cf. bajingir. [K.
batinkel\J. botinka].
batguman
adj. Suspicious,
batgumanliq
n. Suspiciousness,
batlamil. vt. To load (a bullet): miltiqni — to
load a rifle. Cf balla- 2, oqla-.
batnam
n. Defamation; charge: — gapla- to de
fame, bring false charges against/ - qilto be defamed/ yoqilafl — trumped-up
charge,
bad
lit. adj. Dirty; filthy; grimy: qolum — my
hands are dirty,
batniyiit
adj. Malicious; ill-tempered; evil-minded,
badaxlaq
adj. Immoral; depraved; gone bad: - qilto be immoral. Also bat'axlaq.
badiixlaqliq
n. Depravity; perversity; immorality,
biida^qan
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bax^

badal
bM&sqan qur- to cross one's legs: -up oltur- to sit cross-legged.
badal
1. n. Dues; fee: - WU- to pay dues/ azaliq — membership dues.
2. n. expresses idea of paying a certain
price: bUgiinki bdxtimiz niqilawiy qurbanlarnin issiq qanliri badilig& kalg&n our
happiness today has been purchased with
the blood of revolutionary martyrs.
3. rel. n. Substitute (according to Sufi
doctrine, when a holy man dies, he is re
placed by a substitute). [O. bedel/U. ba
dal (#1-3)].
badan
.
phys. n. Body: - tdkyurusi med. physical ex
amination/ — t&flpufllu^i body balance/ -geniqtur- to exercise the body / — harariti
body temperature/ — haliti posture/ -- sdzgusi tactile sensation / - suyuqluqliri body
fluid; humor/ - egirligi body weight/ saglam - healthy body. Cf. tan I. [O. bedeni
Th. gdiidalM. badan}.
badolat
adj. Rich; abundant; plentiful. Cf. mol.
badrap
obs. n. Latrine; lavatory; toilet. Cf. badrapxana, taratxana, xala, h^atxana, istiwraxana.
badrapxana
n. = badrap.
badrak
1. adj. Depraved; rotten.
2. n. Base person; cheap goods,
badiwi
n. Uncouth person: siihraliq — hick; rus
tic; country bumpkin,
badiwilik
adj. Uncouth.
badiy
. _ . ,
adj. Artistic: - toqulma lit. artistic fiction/
- Os&r artistic work/ - obraz artistic form.
[O. bediil\J. badiij].

badiylik
n. Artistry; artistic quality,
ba'ayni
adv. Seem; be like; as if.
bag^iwaz
n. Sodomist.
bag^iwazliq
n. Sodomy: - qil- to sodomize,
baggigar
int. Son of a bitch; scoundrel; rascal,
baxt
n. Happiness; good fortune; luck: - tilato wish happiness/ — sina- to try one's
luck/ - kor- to enjoy a happy life / - yarat- to bring benefit to/ -kd qarsi unlucky:
-kd qarsi wapat bol- to die unfortunately/
-kd yarisa luckily; fortunately/ -i qag- to
have bad luck/ -i qara born under an un
lucky star. Also baxt-talay, baxt-sa'adat,
sa'adat 1. [KK. baxytIMo. baq-alO.
baht/Tk. bdxet/Tu. bagt/U. baxt],
baxt-tiilay
n. = baxt.
baxt-sa'adat
n. = baxt.
adj. Unlucky; unfortunate. Also amatsiz.
[Th. bdxetsez].
baxtsizlik
n. Misfortune; bad luck: —kd ugra- to suf
fer misfortune. [O. bahtsizliklTa. bdxetsezleklTu. bagtsyzlyk}.
baxtiyar
1. adj. Lucky; happy; fortunate: - turmus
happy life. Also baxtlik, sa'adatlik. [O.
bahtiyar m. baxtiyor}.
2. n. Male name,
baxtlik
adj. Happy: - turmus happy life. [K. baktyluu/Ta. bdxetlelTu. bagtly].
bax$
n. Gift; giving: - dt- to grant: bdxt - dtto grant happiness. [O. bahsikl. baxs}.
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b^^anda
bax$anda
adv. bdxs&nd& qil- to give, bestow.
baxmal
n. Velvet. Cf. barqut, duxawa, maxmal.
bahozur
adv. Informally; as one wishes: — olturto sit informally/ — sdzld- to say what one
feels like/ - wda- to sleep to one's heart's
content,
b^r
n. Advantage; benefit: — al- to gain. [O.
behre],
b^riman
adv. bdhrimdn bol- to enjoy/ b&hrimdn
qil- to treat,
bahman
bot. n. Limonium gmelinii, a kind of sea
lavender: — sdpid Conodopsis tangshen,
used in Uyghur folk medicine.

bas I
int. Enough!; stop it!: -, tala^-tartisni dmdi
toxtitayli stop it, don't squabble again! [C.

basin, busy

bas II
adj./n. Bet; wager: - qil- to wager, make
a bet/ ♦ — sal- to try one's strength: sdn
unifiga — salma don't try your strength
with him.
basbasa
bot. n. Skin or rind of nutmeg (Myristica
fragrans), used in Uyghur folk medicine.
Also called joyuznifl ayqi posti.

ba^

basbasa

bas-bas
adv. Contentious: hdmmd —tii sayrisun let
all the bird' songs vie with each other; let
a hundred schools of thought contend,
bas-basfi
n. Competitor. Cf. raqabatgi, raqip 1,
riqabat(i, musabiqi^i.
bast
n. Human figure; posture; body; stature:
—i zor having a tall figure/ —i keliskdn hav
ing a beautiful figure,
bastlik
adj. Tall and sturdy: — addm a tall and
sturdy person,
basay
bot. n. Chinese cabbage. [<Ch. baicai\.
basal
lit. n. Onion. Cf. piyaz.
baslii?vi. To compete. Cf. raqabatla$- , riqabatla$- , musabiqila$- .
bas-mu$aqqat
n. Argument; debate; controversy; dis
pute; contention: — qil- to argue or dis
pute. Also bas-munazira; cf. janjal, mubahisa, munazira, niza.
bas-munazira
n. = bas-mu$aqqat.
ba$
num. Five: — dza phys. five sense organs/
— wax namaz rel. the five times of prayer
per day, as required by Islamic tradition/
— qolddk bil- to have at one's fingertips/
" qolni egizga biraqla tiq- to stick all five
fingers in one's mouth/ - yilliqpilan five-
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barka

ba^arat
year plan / ♦ — atar mil. a rifle with a
five-bullet chamber / ♦ ~
a children’s
game/ ♦ - ktinluk dunya rel. five-day
world (this world). [C- beilK. 6e^/KK. bes/
M. bes/0. bes/OT. bds; besllk. bWTw. bOsI
Tv. bes/\J. bes/Y. bies].
ba$arat
1. obs. n. Good news; good omen.
2. n. Female name. [O. besaret].
ba$ar
obs. n. Man; human; people. [O. besef\.
ba^ariyat
obs. n. Mankind; humanity.
ba$'argit
n. Plot; conspiracy.
ba$aylan
num. Fivesome; group of five,
ba^ira
n. Face; visage; features. [U. basara].
ba$in(i
num. Fifth: - ay May (cf. may). [C- besinfi/K. besingi/KK. besinsi/0. beyincilOT. ba
sing; bisinglHa.. bisenge].
banian
n. Playing cards: - oyna- to play cards.
ba$lik
1. adj. Having five units.
2. n. Pentad. [O. beslik].
bar1. vt. To give, bestow, hand over: pul —
to give money/ yarddm — to render assist
ance/ mukapat - to bestow an award. [Cber-IYi. ber-l KK. ber-IGT. bar-; ber-ITk.
bir-/Tu. ber-ITv. ber-IY. bier-].
2. as verbal aspect, expresses an activity
on sby's behalf or for sby's benefit: u ma
fia kitap elip -di he bought the book for
me/ man sizga xat yezip —dim I wrote the
letter for you. [U. ber-].
barbat
n. Destruction; demolition: — bol- to col
lapse, crumble, fall apart/ — qil- to de
stroy. [O. berbatlU. barbod].

barpa
n. Building; construction: — bol- to be
built or erected/ - qil- to build or erect.
[U. barpo].
barda$
n. Patience; perseverance; tenacity. [U.
bardos].
barda^liq
adj. Hardy: - bar- to persevere,
bardam
lit. adj. Cheerful; brisk; healthy; energet
ic: - bol- to be or stay cheerful,
barhaq
lit. adj. Correct; proper; orthodox; fair,
barham
n. barham bar- to surmount, overcome:
xata egUqa — to overcome a wrong tenden
cy. [C- barhamIXJ. barham].
barra
zoo. n. Lamb: - kawap roasted lamb; socalled shishkabob. Cf. paxlan, tol. [Ta.
batilU. barra (lambskin)],
barq
lit. n. Lightning; luster; brilliancy,
barqarar
1. adj. Firm; staunch; unyielding: - adOm
a firm person.
2. adj. Fixed; regular,
barqut
n. Velvet. Cf. baxmal, duxawa, maxmal.
bark
1. lit. adj. Reserved; buttoned up. [U. berk
(closed; shut)].
2. lit. adj. Strong; firm. [M. barklO. berk!
Tu. berk].
barka
n. Abundance; richness; prosperity: 1;idal jiq Oyda — bolmaydu a quarrelsome
family cannot prosper/1 qarz elip xajligan
pulnifi barkiti yoq borrowed money does
not lead to prosperity. Also barkat, barika; cf. amniyat 2, ronaq. [O. bereket/U.
baraka; barakat].
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barkat

b^ma

barkat
n. = barka: bdrkiti yog gurUg rice that
does not rise when cooked,
barkatlik
adj. Durable: -- otm heat-resistant wood/
— guriig rice that keeps,
barkatsiz
adj. Not durable; flimsy,
bari
pro. All. Cf. barga, bari-yoqi, barliq I,
suwar, kiilli. [C- barilK. baary/KK. b&nVTu. bary/Y. bary].
baribir
1. adv. Anyhow; anyway; in any case: u
— kelidu he'll come anyhow. [Tu. barybif\.
2. adv. The same; alike: gaysi byni bdrsd
m&n agUn — it's all the same which room I
get. [U. baribir
barika
n. = barka. [O. bereket].
barikisiz
adj. Unprofitable; disadvantageous,
barg
bot. n. Petal: gill
flower petal. [Cbarg (leaf)/U. barg].
bargak
cul. n. Dried apricots,
barmas
1. n. Miser; skinflint; niggard.
2. adv. Miserly; niggardly,
bama
adj. Young: - giz young girl. [U. barra].
baz
1. phys. n. Gland: — gumisi med. bubonic
plague/ badam bezi tonsil/ tdr bezi sweat
gland/ jinsiy — sex gland/ urug bazliri tes
tes/ galgansiman — thyroid gland/ gUrdn
bezi parotid gland/ limfa bezi lymph
gland/ ♦ — y/gdi/j
like a cat eating
a pancreas (unable to utter a sound). [O.
bezJM. bez\.
2. n. Dullard; idiot; blockhead: ♦ - top-

rag white hard soil,
bazvi. To be sick of, fed up with, abhor, de
test, abominate: bikargiligtin — to be fed
up with idleness/ doridin — to detest med
icine. [M. bdz- (to shiver)],
bazbat
adj. Impertinent; insolent; impudent. [U.
bezbet (obstinate; headstrong)],
bazap
adj. Unclean; dirty: -- addm an un
kempt person/ a^zi — foul-mouthed,
bazan
1. pro. Sometimes.
2. pro. Some persons (with plural suffix).
[U. ba”zi\.
bazi
1. pro. Some; certain: — addmlar some
persons/ — jaylarda in some places/ —
wagitta at a certain time; sometimes. [C.
ba’zilO. bazi\.
2. pro. Some persons (with plural suffix),
bazirqotum
bot. n. Plantain. See illustration at ispagiil
on p. 749.
bazgak
m^. n. Malaria; ague: — payisi zoo. ma
larial mosquito/ - tolgigi malarial dysentery/ — tut- to suffer from malaria/ gara —
kala-azar. [U. bezgak].
bazgallak
zoo. n. Goatsucker; nightjar (Caprimulgidae). Also called tantakqu$. [Q. bezgeldek\.
bazlavt. To humor, soothe, comfort, console:
adamni — to soothe sby's feelings/ balini
— to humor a child,
bazma
1. n. Amusement; entertainment; recrea
tion: - oyna- to amuse oneself. Cf. awunluq, tama^a.
2. n. Feast; banquet. Cf. ziyapat, yari^iq
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bal

baq^
1. [U. bazjn (#1-2)].
baqam
bot. n. Red sandalwood; padauk (Pterocarpus indicus).
baquwwat
adj. Strong; sturdy; robust: - dora med.
roborant; tonic (also called quwwdt dorisi).
baqisam
n. A kind of brocade used for making chapan (see ^apan on p. 330).
bak
1. adj. Solid; sturdy; durable: -- orunduq
sturdy chair. Cf. puxta 1, gida^liq, sidamliq. [M. b&k]2. adv. Very; extremely; full: — amraq
very fond/ — xarlan- to be bullied very
much/ - rdk gap- to run at full speed/ qattiq very hard / - qiziq very interesting/
— yaxsi very good/ -- yaman kdr- to hate in
tensely/ bugiln qar - yagdi it snowed much
today. [Th. bik].
bdkd
n. Pen knife; pencil sharpener. Cf. qalamtura;.
ban
n. A form of hashish. Also called na^a.
banwa;;
1. adj. Mischievous; naughty; ill-behaved.
2. n. A mischievous, naughty or ill-be
haved person.
banwa$liq
n. Mischief: — qil- to
be mischievous. Cf. ^oxluq.
bangi
1. n. Hashish smoker.
2. n. Drug addict; nic
otine fiend: -- xiyal fan
tasy induced by narco
tics. [U. bangi (#1-2)].
bangidiwana
bangidiwana
bot. n. Henbane (Datura metel).
bayaz

1. lit. adj. White.
2. lit. n. Poetry anthology,
baytulla
rel. n. Mosque. Cf. xaniqa 2,
bayxua
n. Chinese vernacular language: -- &di
biyati Chinese vernacular literature. [<
Ch. baihud\.
bay?u
bot. n. The rhyzome of large-headed atractylodes {Atractylodes macrocephala). [<
Ch. baizhu\.
bayga
n. Horse race: b&ygigd guf- to participate in
a horse race,
baynalmilal
adj. International. Also called internatsional. [O. beynelmilel].
baynalmilalgilik
n. Internationalism. Also called internatsionalliq.
bagayat
poe. adj. Much; very; excessive,
bagaz
n. Pigeon perch,
bag
his. n. Beg (generic title of local official:
♦ 6zi - Ozi xan lording it over. [C- beg!
M. begtCfY. ftdg/U. beK\.
bag^ak
1. his. n. Son of prince or high official.
2. n. Baldhead (of youngsters),
bagzada I
his. n. Beg's descendants,
bagzada II
bot. n. A kind of melon,
baglik
his. n. Principality. [OT. baglig\.
ball
phys. n. Waist; loin: - asti paligi med.
paraplegia/ -- agrigi med. lumbago; waist
pain/ - dg- to bend the waist/ - gim bolup
kat- to twist the waist/ - umurtqisi lumbar
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balgila-

bal
vertebra/ -ni alalmasliq unable to straigh
ten one's back/ —ni rusla- to straighten
one's back/ ♦
to gird one's loins;
to be determined/ ♦ beli baglaqliq of teth
ered waist (vigorous)/ ♦ beli bos of weak
waist (irresolute): beli bosnifl gepi bos irreso
lute tik by irresolute persons/ ♦ beli bosap kdt- to slacken or relax one's efforts/
♦ beli gin of firm waist (vigorous; full of
pep)/ ♦ belini silap yiir- to stroll while
patting one's waist (to stroll idly). [KK.
bellM. bellMo. bel (mountain waist, i.e.
middle portion of a mountain)/©. bellCfT.
bdl/Tk. bWTu. bil/Tv. bellU. bel\.
bal II
n. Shovel. [U. bel\.
baldavt. To cut, carve, notch: tayaqnin soyna gigidigan yerini —p qoy notch a spot on the
stick where the string will be attached,
baldam
1. bot. n. Joint; node. Cf. bolak 1.
2. n. Knot,
baldam^i
med. n. Bandage. Also called banda^.
baldun
n. = bandin.
baldin
n. = bandin.
balan
adj. Good: — is a good thing. Cf. ala 1,
obdan, yax$i.
baland
lit. adj. High; tall: - addm tall person/ awaz high sound; famous. Cf. oskilan,
ora 1, u^ma, uqat, igiz. [Tk. bdldnd/Tu.
belentIU. baland].
balandlavt. To lift.
bal(a
n. Leather knife used by cobblers; trowel.
Diminutive form of bal II.
bal(ak

n. Shovel; spade; scraper. Cf. balgiirjak,
(apsa.
balwag
1. do. n. Cloth belt; cummerbund: —ni
bosat- to loosen a belt/ tasma — strap belt.
Cf. pota. [KK. belbuuarlV. belbog].
2. geo. n. Zone: issiq — tropical zone/
mdtidil - temperate zone. Cf. zona, iqlim
2.
balki
1. conj. Moreover; to the point of. Cf.
hatta, hattaki. [C- bdlki (but)/K. balkimi
Tu. belki (perhaps)/U. balki (but)].
2. conj. = balkim.
balkim
conj. Possibly; probably; perhaps: — u
kdlmds he probably will not come. Cf.
balki 2, atimalim, aytawur, etimalim,
ehtimal. [O. belkilTdt.. bdlkilU. balkim;
balki].
balgam
phys. n. Phlegm; spittle; sputum. Cf. tiikiiriik, xapriik, seriqsu 2, $al IV, $alwaq,
$oIgay. [U. balgam].
balga
n. Mark; sign; signal: — b&r- to signal/ —
qoy- to mark/ tdkitl&s bdlgisi gr. emphatic
mark/ tinis bdlgisi gr. punctuation mark/
ddrijd bdlgiliri rank insignia / so'al bdlgisi
gr. question mark/ iindds bdlgisi gr. excla
mation point/ yol bdlgisi road sign. [M.
bdlgiilO. belgi/Ta.. bilgell]. belgilY. be
lie].
balgiirjak
n. Shovel; spade. Cf. bal^ak. [U. belkurak].
balgisiz
1. adj. Unmarked.
2. gr. adj. Indefinite: --cZ/noy indefinite pro
noun. [0. belgisiz].
balgila1. vt. To regulate, determine, stipulate,
fix, set: waqitni — to set a time/ wdzipini
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balgilik
— to spell out a task. [KK. belgile-ITB..
bilgeld-].
2. vt. To appoint, delegate,
balgilik
1. adj. Marked; characteristic. [M. bdlgiilug (evident)].
2. adj. Definite; fixed; appointed: — waqit
appointed time/ - kdz qaras definite point
of view/ — kirim fixed income. [O. belgili].
balgilima
n. Stipulation; provision: oguq — a clear
stipulation.
balla1. mil. vt. To aim at, train on: -p at- to
aim while shooting.
2. mil. vt. To load a rifle. Also batla- ;
cf. oqla- .
ballut
hot. n. Oak gall (Galla turcici), used in
Uyghur folk medicine. See illustration at
yawa moza on p. 782.
ball!
int. Bravo!; good!; excellent!: --yundaqqilii kerdk bravo, that's how it should be
done. [U. balli\.
balnis
med. Hospital. Also called doxturxana.
bamaslihat
n. Discussion. Cf. sohbat, muhakima,
muzakira.
b^al
phys. obs. n. Joint. Cf. bamalgak, bogum
2, iiga 1.
bamal^ak
phys. n. = bamal.
ban
mil. n. Squad. [<Ch. bari\.
banpanza
poe. n. Jail; prison. [<Ch. batifangzi].
bant
adj. Busy; occupied: qoli — busy with
one's hands/ is bildn — busy at work.

bota
bandal
bot. n. Towel gourd (Luffa cylindrica).
See illustration under agi^a on p. 39.
banda
rel. n. Servant (self-deprecatory form in
dicating the speaker’s strict adherence to
Islam): xudanin mdmin bdndisi Allah's
faithful servant. [C- bandalO. bende; ben!
Tu. bende/U. banda\.
bandoz
bot. n. A kind of pea.
bandigilik
abstract n. of banda.
bandin
n. Wooden bench or stool. Also baldun,
baldin. [<Ch. bandeng].
banjan
mil. n. Squad leader. [<Ch. banzhang].
bansigu
n. Office; bureau. Also is bijirisorni. [<Ch.
bamhichu],
biinsiyuan
n. Employee; worker. [<Ch. banshiyuan].
banzii
n. Group: rdhb&rlik
leadership
group. [<Ch. banzi\.
bobrakiyik
n. Unicorn. Also called garki.
bobi
n. Precious wealth; treasure. [<Ch. baobei\.
bopa
n. Cloth wrapper. Cf. figik 2. [<Ch. baofu\.
bop-bo?
adj. Empty: oyl&rnifl h&mmisi - all rooms
are empty.
bopilavt. To wrap up with a piece of cloth,
bota I
n. Crucible. Cf. bota.
bota II
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bo^

botanika
zoo. n. Young camel: ♦ — k6z beautiful
eyes. Cf. botilaq 1, taylaq. [M. botulU.
bata].
botanika
bot. n. Botany. [<R. botanika].
botun
n. Foreman; overseer,
botunluq
n. Foremanship.
botulka
n. Bottle. [<R. butylka].
botulkiliq
adj. Bottled: — haraq bottled liquor,
botqa
1. cul. n. Gruel; porridge. [U. biitqa (a
kind of cereal pudding)].
2. n. Mash: q&gHz botqisi pulp.
botilazoo. vt. To give birth (of camels).
botilaq
1. zoo. n. Young camel. Cf. bota II, tay
laq. [Mo. botugo!\J. biitaloq].
2. n. Pet name for a young child,
bodavt. To estimate weight: san bu ndrsini —p
kdr estimate the weight of this thing!
bodaq
n. Estimate; appraisal; supposition; as
sumption,
boja
1. n. Horse reins.
2. cul. n. Dried meat: - qil- to dry meat,
bojan
his. n. Head of a local administrative unit
used in Imperial China and under the Guomindang. Also bawjan. [<Ch. baozhang].
boxga
n. Bag; bundle. [Mo. boggo/U. buxga],
box^iliq
zoo. adj. Marsupial,
bosay
bot. n. Spinach (Spinacia oleracea). Also
called palak. [<Ch. bocai].

bostan
1. n. Grove; garden; oasis: — gag a full
head of hair/ gdlldrni — qil- to turn wil
derness into oases.
2. geo. n. Bostan, village in Xinjiang (37.
12N 85.07E).

3. n. Male and female name,
bostanliq
adj. Grove; garden; oasis,
boso
cul. n. Quickfried noodles with vegeta
bles. [<Ch. baochaomian].
bosut I
zoo. n. Coral. Cf. bbonarjan, marjan.
bosut II
n. Dowry; trousseau; gift,
bosuga
n. Threshold: bosugiga cklssQ- to cross a
threshold: u u yildin bu yilga bosugimizga
dUssimaydu he has not set foot in my
home for years. [Th. busagalM. biisaga].
bo$
1. adj. Empty: — own empty seat/ -- waqit free time/ — yataq empty dormitory/
6y — qaldi the room emptied/ qoli - hav
ing free time; being idle. Cf. piigak 2,
daq. [Tu. bos].
2. adj. Loose: - bagla- to tie up loosely/ —
topa loose soil/ — qoy- to relax, loosen
up/ agzi — loquacious. [M. bos] [Ta. bus
2)].
3. adj. Weak: — awaz weak voice/ -- kdlto give the impression of weakness/ beli —
irresolute/ irMisi - weakwilled/ mijdzi —
feeling uncomfortable or depressed.
4. adj. Limp; slack; flabby: intizami —
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boranla-

bo^ia-

bo^anliq
poorly disciplined. [U. bus (#1-4).
n. Weakness; feebleness; debility: — qil5. adj. Indifferent; not up to much; u saxto be slack and perfunctory,
matni b&k — oynidi he plays chess indif
bo^anferently.
1. vi. To bear, give birth to.
6. adj. Weak; mild: - tamaka mild tobac
2. vi. To become idle: istin - to quit work
co/ ~ haraq weak liquor.
ing.
♦ -qa giq- (k&t-) to be futile, in vain: bilgun qilgan isimiz -qa giqti today' s work has bo$qa
his. n. Palace attendant in charge of sun
been futile,
dry duties. Kumul dialect.
boja1. vi. To empty, be idle: by bosidi the room bo$Iuq
cleared/ menifl qolum bosimaywatidu my
1. n. ofbo^.
2. phy. n. Vacuum; aldm boslugi ast. celes
hands are not idle (I have no free time).
tial vacuum/ hawa boslugi ast. the sky;
[Tu. bosa-].
Heavens. Also called wakuum.
2. vi. To be released or freed: turmidin
3. n. Space; gap; interval.
—p giq- to be released from Jail. [K. boyo-l
4. phys. n. Cavity: bos boslugi head cavity/
U. biisa-^.
burun boslugi nasal cavity/ das boslugi pelvic
bo^atcavity/ qosaq boslugi abdominal cavity/ kbk1. vt. To clear, empty, vacate: orunni —
rdk boslugi chest cavity/ egiz boslugi oral cav
to vacate a seat/ dyni — to clear a room.
ity. Cf. qeringa.
[Th. busat-].
2. vt. To remove, relieve: wdzipidin — bor I
geol. n. Chalk: — ddwri cretaceous peri
to relieve from tasks/ istin — to fire from a
od. Also called aqbor. [K. borl\]. bur].
job.
3. vt. To loosen, slacken: bdlwagni — to bor II
chem. n. Boron (B): -- kislatasi boric
loosen a belt / topa - to loosen soil/ turacid. [<R. bor],
midin — to release or free from jail.
bora
bo$a$n. Plaited mat: — toqu- to weave a mat/
1. vi. To be disheartened.
qomus borisi reed mat. Cf. boyra.
2. vi. To slacken, weaken: agamga bosisip
k&tti the cord slackened/ putUn bdd&n — to boran
n. Storm: — giqti a storm blew. [K. bofeel weak all over/ gis bosisip katti the tooth
roonlMo. borug-alUY. borlTd^. buranl\J.
came loose.
btirori].
bo?a^;turvt. To cause to slacken or weaken; husyar- boran-^apqun
liqni —masliq ker&k vigilance must not be
1. n. Storms.
2. n. The elements: —ni bastin kdgiir- to
relaxed/ issiq meni -up qoydi the fever
brave the elements.
made me feel weak.
boranqu?
bo^an
zoo. n. Storm petrel (Hydrobatidae). [K.
adj. Weak; spineless: — addm spineless
boroongu],
person. [U. bilsang].
boranlaboi^anlavi. To storm, be stormy.
vi. To be or become weak or feeble.
KEY 1, < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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boy

boranliq
boranliq
adj. Stormy: - ke^d stormy night.
bortala
geo. n. Bortala
(Bole), county in
Xinjiang (44.59N
81.57E). Estab
lished in 1920.
Population (1982): 133,320.
bordavt. To fatten: qoy — to fatten a sheep.
bordaq
adj. Fattened: — qoy fattened sheep. Cf.
semiz. [U. biirdoqi].
borg
n. Duty; obligation. Also bur?; cf. haq 3,
qarz 1. [O. borg],
bor?lanvi. To get into debt,
boz I
adj. Wild; unused: - y<ir wasteland: -ydr
bzldytUr- to reclaim wastelands/ ♦ — yigit
young bachelor/ ♦ - yilan zoo. viper (Viperidae).
boz II
adj. Gray: -- at gray horse/ — topa geol.
gray calcium soil/ - tosqan gray hare/ torgay zoo. sparrow (Passeridae)/ — tulkd
zoo. gray fox/ — qiro hoarfrost; rime / —
kdl geo. Bozkol, village in southern Xin
jiang (41.04N 84.42E). [M. bozIMo. bo
rn! OY. boziT\i. boz!T\. bora\.
boza
cul. n. Millet or corn wine,
bozarvi. To blanch, turn white: unin girayi bozirip k&tti his face turned white,
boztikan
bot. n. Acanthophyllum. [Q. boztiken].
bozak
adj. Bullied; abused: - bol- to be bullied/
~ qil- (at-, tap-) to bully,
bozidan

bot. n. Radix asparagus, used in Uyghur
folk medicine.
bozi?i
n. Maker or seller of
millet wine.
bozi?iliq
n. Making or selling of
millet wine,
bozlazoo. vi. To wail (of
camels): —p yigla- to
bozidan
wail loudly,
bowa
n. Paternal grandfather. [U. buva],
bowasir
med. n. Hemorrhoids; piles: tasqi — exter
nal piles/ igki — intern^ piles. Also bawasir, gemoroy.
bowaq
n. Baby; infant. [U. buvaq],
boway
n. Oldster; old man. Cf. ?al, qeri?uri.
bowiqu^
n. Archeopteryx.
boqapaq
n. Mask,
bon-bon
onom. bon-bon qonguz zoo. n. sand beetle,
boy
1. n. Stature; figure: -i pakar short-fig
ured/ -/ igiz tall-figured.
2. n. Body: — tart- to grow up/ —da qalto be pregnant/ —din ajras (also bala taslas)
med. abortion/ —i qizi- to run a tempera
ture/ —/ kir having a dirty body (during
menstruation)/ -|u ydt- to be adult, grown
up, of age: —ga ydtkan qiz a grown-up girl/
♦ — bar- (used in negation) to hand over
one's body (to obey): u higkimga boy bdrmOydu he does not obey anyone. [K. boj!
Tu. bojiy. beje].
3. do. n. Front or back of a garment: aldi
— the front of a garment/ arqa — the back
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boyi^a

boyaof a garment. Cf. itak 1.
4. n. Length; p&lto tikturiiika bu rOxtnin -i
y&tm&ydu this piece of cloth is not long
enough for a coat.
5. n. Duration; length; 6mur -i for a life
time/ ktin -i throughout the day/ yaz -i
throughout the summer/ yol -i on the en
tire trip (road)/ yil -i throughout the year/
yillar - over the years; for years. [Th. buj
m-5)].
6. n. Height; kun ad&m —i kOtirildi the
sun is a man’s height/ kun ndyzd -i Orlidi
the sun is the height of a lance.
7. geo. n. Shore; bank; defliz —i coast;
seashore/ su -ida at the water's edge/ k6l
-i lake shore. Cf. sahil, qa? Ill, qirgaq, kanara II.
boyavt. To dye, paint; rdxt — to dye cloth/ ♦
qanga — to paint in blood (to massacre).
Cf. qitatla- . [K. boyo-l\J. buya-].
boyaq
n. Dye; color; paint; pigment; — bar- to
color/ K - bildn boyigigd tesiflni bilim bilan
zinndtligin ififlni to decorate your interior
with knowledge is better than coloring
your exterior. Cf. on 1, ran 1, qitat. [K.
boyok/Tv. buduklU. buyoq].
boyaq^i
n. Dyer,
boyaqfiliq
n. Textile dyeing; - zawudi dyeing mill,
boyaqxana
n. Dyeing mill; dye works.
boyalvi. To be dyed or painted; -gan kiyim dyed
clothing/ yuz-kdzi qanga -gan a face full of
blood stains,
boytaq
adj. Single; unmarried; unwed; unat
tached; — 6t- to live singly. Cf. saltan 1,
nikasiz. [U. bujdoq\.
boytaqliq

n. of boytaq.
boysiqvt. To court, fawn upon,
boysunvi. To obey, submit to; azgiliq kdpgilikkd — the minority submits to the majority/
Sdrtsiz — to obey unconditionally. [U. bujsun-].
boysundurvt. To conquer, subjugate,
boyra
n. Plaited reed mat. Cf. bora. [U. bujra].
boyun
1. phys. n. Neck; cervix; — aqmisi med.
cervical fistula/ — soz- to stretch one's
neck/ - umurtqiliri cervical vertebrae/ -ga
ydl tump qal- to have a stiff neck/ ♦ —
tolga- to twist neck (to disobey, defy)/ ♦
— dg- to bend neck (to surrender)/ ♦ —
qis- to squeeze neck (to feel alone)/ ♦ --ga
al- to admit; xataliqni -ga al- to admit an
error/ ♦ —ga gus- to be in debt/ ♦ boyni uzulgiir may your neck snap; may you die/
♦ boyni qattiq stiff-necked; obstinate;
stubborn/ ♦ boyni qisil- to feel lonesome/
♦ boyniga al- to admit, acknowledge. Cf.
gadan, gajga. [C- boyunIKK. mojynIM.
boyinlTzL. muenlTu. boyunlTw. moyun/U.
biijin].
2. n. Neck; botulkinin boyni neck of a bot
tle.
boyunbag
do. n. Scarf; muffler. [U. bujinbog (neck
tie)].
boyunturuq
1. ag. n. Ox yoke. Cf. boyungaq. [KK.
mojyntyryqlM. boyundumqlU. bujinturuq],
2. n. Fetters; shackles,
boyunfaq
ag. n. Yoke or collar for draft animals.
Cf. boyunturuq. [U. bujinga],
boyiga
1. pp. According to; buyruq — according
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boguq

boylato orders/ qamn — according to law/ m&n
siznifl t&liwifliz — ddrs Ottiim I gave les
sons according to your demand (as you
requested). Cf. asasan 1, bina'an, uygun,
qariganda 2. [KK. bojynialHi. buengalU.
btijiga].
2. pp. indicates entirety: idhdr— within the
entire city/ mdktdp — dim alduq the entire
school rested (had vacation).
3. adv. Ever since: u kiUk&n — k&lmidi he
has not returned ever since he left.
boyla1. vi. To do sth alongside: d&rya -p maflto stroll along a river bank. [U. biijla-].
2. vi. To reach: agamga quduqqa boylimidi
the rope did not reach the well bottom/
m&n suga boylimidim I have not reached
the bottom of the water.
boyla?vi. To measure or compare height: asmanga -qan igiz bina skyscraper.
boyluq
adj. Stature; figure; body: 6z — bala a
grownup child/ igiz — ad&m tall person.
(Th. bujly^.
bog1. vt. To choke, strangle, suffocate: —up
Oltiir- to choke to death/ galni — to seize
by the throat/ mmuk k&pt&mi —up qoydi the
cat caught the pigeon. [M. bog-lO. bog-].
2. vt. To tie, bind, settle: putni — to bind
feet/ pufqaqni — to tie up the bottom of
pantlegs/ hisapni — to settle accounts/
qapnifl agzini — to tie up the mouth of a
bag.
3. vt. To suppress, stifle: pikirni — to
suppress an idea/ t&nqitni - to stifle criti
cism.
4. vt. To stop, block up: suni - to stop up
water. [U. bug-(tt\-^)].
boga
ag. n. Leather collar belt in a harness. Al
so jumbu.

bogaz
zoo. adj. Pregnant: —
pregnant
mare/ — bol- a. to be pregnant; b. ag. to
boot/ — sagliq pregnant ewe. [U. btigoz].
bogaltir
n. Accountant; bookkeeper. Cf. daptar9i, hisap5i.[<R. buxgaltir <G. Buchhalter].
bogaltirliq
n. Accounting; bookkeeping,
bogjima
n. Wrapping cloth of a bundle or package.
Kumul dialect. [U. bilgzoma].
bogug
n. String; lace; braid,
bogusa
ag. n. Wooden plow,
boguz I
1. phys. n. Throat; larynx: —yallugi med.
angina (also called angina, tolgap agrimaq,
san^iq)/ ♦ jan —ga k&l- to be at one's last
gasp. Cf. tamaq II, alqum, halqum, karnay 3, kikirtak, girtildak, gal 11. [M. bo
guz/Ch'. boguz/Tu. bogaz/T\. boos/\J. bii-

Siz].

2. geo. n. Pass; straits. [U. bugoz] [Th. bugaz (#1-2)].
3. n. Glutton,
boguz II
ag. n. Feed; fodder; forage. Cf. boguzluq, ot-boguz, ot-xa$ak, yam, yam-xa$ak.
boguzlavt. To slaughter or kill by slitting the
throat: dzini boguzliwal- to commit suicide/
qoyni — to slaughter sheep. [U. bugizla-].
boguziuq
1. ag. n. = boguz II.
2. adj. Ready to eat: — at a horse that is
always ready to eat.
boguq
1. adj. Tied up; bound: agzi — tagar a tiedup bag or sack.
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bolaibaii

boguqluq
2. adj. Choked; choked up (of voice): —
awaz hoarse voice.
boguqluq
adj. = boguq 1.
boful1. vi. To choke, suffocate: —up 6l- to die
of suffocation. Also begun- .
2. vi. To be hoarse: -up s6zl&- to talk in
a hoarse voice/ Utihasi — to lose one's ap
petite. [U. biigil-^.
boguldavi. To coo.
bogum
1. bot. n. Segment: qomusnifl —i reed seg
ment.
2. phys. n. Joint: barmaq — finger or toe
joint. Cf. banial, bamalgak, iiga 1.
3. gr. n. Syllable: oguq - open syllable.
[U. biigin (#1-3)].
bogumluq
adj. Segmented; articulated: — haywanat
zoo. annelid (Annelida)l bd^ — sdz five-syl
lable word,
bogun I
zoo. n. Hornet; wasp (\^spidae).
bogun II
n. Generation; seniority in one's family.
bogunvi. To choke, suffocate. Also bogul- 1.
bogunaq
n. Dust; dirt,
bogma I
med. n. Diphtheria. Also called diftiriya.
[U. bugmd].
bogma II
adj. Bent; twisted: — qapaq bot. calabash/
— ydn twisted sleeve/ — yilan zoo. boa;
python (Boidae).
bol-I
1. vi. To be: siz kim —isiz who are you?/
u i$gi —gan he had been a worker. [C- bol-I
K. /10/-/KK. bol-IOT. bol-n2i. bul-IT\i.
bol-ITy. bol-/Y. buol-].

2. vi. To happen, take place, be present:
bu is dtk&n yil —gan this matter happened last
year/ tunugun dydd —midim I was not
home yesterday.
3. vi. To have a good harvest: miwQ-giwiIdr taza -di much fruit was harvested.
4. vi. To cope: mdn —almidim I cannot
cope.
5. int. Quick, hurry: —ufllar mehmanlar
kelip qaldi hurry, guests are coming.
6. in verbal construction: tamam — to end;
to be over/ xapa — to get angry/ sundaq
—sun this way is ok/ yaman —di it broke
or went bad.
7. as verbal aspect, expresses the conclu
sion of an activity: siz tamaqni ydp -midifUz you haven't finished eating.
8. (with -di): —di enough; let it be/ —di
aggiqlanmafl forget it, don't get mad/ —di
qil- to finish, settle/ -digan is -di what's
done is done/ —misa otherwise; else/ hig
-misa at any rate; at least/ kim -misun no
matter who/ nimd —sa —sun no matter
what; let it be. [U. Zim/-(#1-8)].
bol- II
vi. To rise: xemir boldi the dough has ri
sen,
bola1. vt. To wrap up: gayni — to wrap up
tea.
2. vt. To undertake, take on: isni -p al- to
take on sth.
bolaq
m. Bag: bir — gay one bag of tea/ bir —
sikdr one bag of sugar,
boldur-1
vt. To make rise: xemirni — to make
dough rise.
boldur- II
vt. To tire: atni - to tire a horse,
bolanxui
1. n. Guarantee: tawuzni — sat- to sell wa
termelons with the guarantee that prospec-
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bombur

bolja

gr. adj. Definite; affirmative; positive,
boluq I
adj. Sturdy; strong and healthy: — ds- to
grow up strong and healthy/ — maysa
strong sprout/ zira'&t nahayiti — Osti the
bo^a
crop grew very sturdily,
bot. n. Sapling. Cf. jirim, kogat 1.
boluq II
boljar
adj. Leavened: — manta cul. leavened man
lit. n. Supposition; reckoning,
ta (q.v.)
boljubolumsiz
vt. To reckon, suppose,
adj. Unpromising; incapable: — addm an
bolsa
unpromising or incapable person,
1. pp. As for: atom dixan, agam ifgi, m&n
—m oqugugi my father is a farmer, my bolumiuq
adj. Promising; promising,
mother is a worker, and as for me, I am a
student. [^. bolsalTv. bolza].
bolqa
n. Hammer; mallet. [U. bolga].
2. If possible: — dzifliz kelifl if possible,
bolqilaplease come yourself.
vt. To hammer, use a hammer,
bol$ewizim
ph. n. Bolshevism. [<R. bol'sevizni].
bolka
cul. n. Western-style bread, in the shape
bol^ewik
of a small loaf. Cf. nan. [<R. bulka].
ph. n. Bolshevik. [<R. bol'fevik].
bolmigan
bolupmu
adj. Absurd; preposterous: — addm a pre
adv. Especially; particularly,
posterous person/ — sdwdpldr absurd rea
boluo
sons/ - gdp absurd talk,
bot. n. Pineapple (Ananas comosa). [<Ch.
bolmigur
boluo].
adj. = bolmigan.
bolu^bom
1. vi. To be partial.
adj. Gruff; low; deep; thick: - awaz gruff
2. vi. To aid, assist, help. Cf. hamdamor deep voice/ — tar a thick string in a
la?-, qara^- 2, kdmakla^-, yardamla?-. [M.
musical instrument,
bolus (verbal aid)/Tv. bolus-].
3. vi. To get along: ular ikkisi zadi -al- bomazi
n. Cotton flannel,
midi these two simply could not get along.
bomba
bolu$siz
mil. n. Bomb: — tasla- to throw a bomb/
gr. adj. Negative: - almas negative pro
benzin bombisi napalm bomb/ tUt&k bomnoun/ peilnifl — sdkli negative verbal form.
bisi smoke bomb/ qdrdllik — time bomb/
bolu$i(a
kbydurgug bombisi incindiary bomb. Also
adv. Utmost,
called zadan. [<R. bomba].
bolu^iga
adv. To the best of one's ability: - ytigur- bombardiman
mil. n. Bombardment: — qil- to bombard/
to run as fast as possible/ — naxsa eyt- to
—gi ayrupilan bomber plane,
sing as best one can.
bombur
bolu$Iuq
live buyers may sample them before pur
chase.
2. int. used by melon vendors to attract
customers. [<Ch. baolaihui (^1-2)].
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bombilaadj. Thick; dense: — saqal a thick beard.
bombUamil. vt. To bombard,
bota
fig. n. Crucible. Cf. bota.
bodina
zoo. n. Quail (Cotumix). Also called witwaldaq. Cf. ?orka. [K. bdddnd/Q. bddenel
U. bedana].
bodiniwaz
n. A devotee of quail fighting,
bojavt. To adorn, decorate. Cf. beza- , padazla- , zinnatla- , girimla- .
bojayvi. To be shy, shun.
bojan
zoo. n. Baby hare or rabbit. [Mo. bdjuff].
bohtan
n. Slander; libel: — gapla- (qil-) to slan
der, libel. Cf. tohmat, qara I 3. [U. buhton],
bohtan^i
n. Slanderer. Cf. tdhmatji, tohmatxor,
geqim^i, yalixor.
bohran
n. Crisis: iqtisadiy — economic crisis. [U.
buhron\.
bosvt. To break through: qatmu-qat muhasirini —tip 6t- to break through a heavy en
circlement,
bosiilvi. To loosen: gapan tikisidin —di the
threads on the gown loosened up.
bd^iik
n. Cradle: — tdwrat- to rock a cradle/ —
toyi cradle ceremony/ —kd bold- to tie (an
infant) to the cradle. [U. besik/Y. bihik],
bo^iiktawatkiig
zoo. n. Mantis (Mantidae). Also called
ya^iwak. [U. beyikterwat].
bort-

bok
vi. To protrude. [U. burt-(to swell)],
bortagan
bot. n. Thom. Cf. ^oxa.
bortma
adj. Protruding: —
jacquard head cloth/
~ g«/jacquard weave / — ndqi$ relief sculp
ture,
bora
zoo. n. Wolf
(Canis lupus): —
gaqisi med. lu
pus (also terd si
ll)/ “ uwisi wolf
lair/ — iti wolf
bora
hound/ bdrinifl kiigiigi wolf puppy/ 5 ikki
qosqar soquysa bdrigdpayda two rams fight
ing will be to the wolf's benefit. [K. bdrul
M. bdri/OT. bdri/Ta. bure/Tv. bOru/lJ.
buri/Y. boroi].
borak
phys. n. Kidney: — jami renal pelvis/ —
yallugi med. nephritis/ — yegi kidney oil.
[KK. bujren (but bdrek means Fleischpastete)/M. bOgur/Mo. bdger-e/Tv. biiurekl
U. bujrak/Y. biidr],
borisag
zoo. n. Sheepdog,
boriyimas
zoo. n. Caecum or blind gut of cows and
sheep,
boz
n. Coarse cloth. [M. boz (cotton cloth)/U.
bez (fine cotton material)],
boz^i
n. Weaver. Cf. toqumiji, (aq;i 2.
bok
do. n. Cap; hat: —ni asmanga at- to fling
one's hat in the air/ ^ qol sunsa ydfl igidd,
bas yerilsa — igidd break an arm in the
sleeve and a head inside a hat (don't wash
your dirty linen in public)/ ♦ —kd jigdd
sal- to put oleaster in one's cap (to hood
wink). [M. bork (cap)].
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bonak

boka
boka I
n. Border; edge; rim. Also qir 1, kanara
II, kanara, kezak II.
boka II
pe. n. Athlete; champion. [M. bdkh wrestler/OT. bOkS. (champion warrior)],
bokan
zoo. n. Antelope (Antilopini). Also kiyik
2. [K. bdkdnIM. tdkd (male antelope)/Mo.
bdkiifti.
bdk^an
adj. Crooked; bent; hunched,
bdgan
adj. Gluttonous; voracious.
bol1. vt. To divide: ikkigd — to divide into
two parts/ miilukni - to divide property.
[KK. bONTk. bul-].
2. math. vt. To divide: altini ugk& —s& ikkidin tegidu six divided by three equals
two.
3. vt. To interrupt: xiyalni - to interrupt a
train of thought/ gdpni — to interrupt a
talk.
4. vt. To isolate, cut off.
boldilrgan
bot. n. Strawberry (Fragaria vesca).
bolavt. To fasten, tie: bd^ukkd - to tie (an in
fant) to a cradle,
bolak
1. bot. n. Segment; part; portion. Cf.
baldam 1. [K. bOldklYJ^. bOleky
2. gr. n. Component; part: dgQsmd bdldk
subordinate part/ jumld --liri sentence
components. Cf. mii^a.
3. adj. Other; another: -- is another matter.
[U. bulak (#1-3)].
bdlak-bolak
adv. Separately: ular - olturidu they live
separately. Also ba^qa-ba^qa.
bolakga
1. adj. Odd; strange; eccentric: — addm

an eccentric person.
2. adv. Especially: mdn tawuzni bdUikgila
yaxsi korimGn I like watermelons especially
much.
bdlii$
math. n. Division. Also bdliinu^.
boliim
1. n. Part.
2. n. Office; section; bureau: tdhrir —i
editorial office/ x&wdrlisis —i reception of
fice/ ma'arip —i education office. [K. bdliim/Tu. bOlUm].
3. lit. n. Chapter: biringi - Chapter 1.
boliin1. vi. To be divided: bimifl ikkigd —isi divi
sion of one into two. [K. bdlun-ITn. biilen-].
2. vi. To divide.
3. vi. To be interrupted: pikir —di the
train of thought was interrupted/ g&p —di
the talk was interrupted.
boliinda
math. n. Quotient. Also boliinma 1.
boliinii^
math. n. = bolii^: ptitun — complete divi
sion (without remainder),
bdliingiigi
math. n. Dividend: ♦ - spora bot. divid
ed spore.
bdliinma
1. math. n. = boliinda.
2. n. Subject; item; category,
bolgiiji
math. n. Divisor. [U. buluvgi],
bolgiingi
n. Splitter; splittist.
bolgiingilik
abstract n. of bolgiinfi: - qil- to commit a
splitting action.
bdlma
n. Room in a house. [K. bdlrtidlTn. bulw<J/U. btilma].
boniik
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burda

brak

adv. This time or instance.
n. Advance; deposit; earnest money: —
budoqi
bQr- to advance money. [U. bunak'\.
adj. This time or in
brak
adj. Spoiled; defective: — bol- to become
stance,
defective (of goods)/ — mal spoiled goods. budruq
adj. Plump; chubby:
[<R. brak].
-- bala chubby
brom
child/ — Mrp bold
chem. n. Bromine (Br). Alsobirom. [<R.
face; heavy print,
brom].
budu^qaq
bronewik
bot. n. Siberian
mil. n. Armored car. Also called z&rdhlik
cocklebur (Xanthimarina. [<R. bronevik].
um sibiricum), used
bu I
in Uyghur folk medbudu^qaq
pro. This: - kitap this book/ - U this mat
icine.
ter/ — yil this year/ —nifl &ksig& on the
other hand/ —niMin basqa besides this/ bus
chem. n. Lampblack,
—niMin keyin hereafter. Cf. mawu, mu$u.
[C. /?m/K. bu; buHM. buKJT. bulTa. but buravt. To revolve, spin, rotate: ba^ni — to tune/
Tn. bu/U. bu/Y. bu].
harwini oflga — to turn a cart to the right/
bu II
sa 'dtni — to wind up a clock/ fap burutini —
n. Department; ministry: tofqi islar—si min
to twist a mustache/ ♦ sOzni ba^qa yaqqa
istry of foreign affairs. Also called minis— to change a subject. [U. bura-].
terlik. [<Ch. bu].
buradar
but
n. Elder brother: -- Gziz dear elder brother
rel. n. Buddha; idol; icon: -tHk qarap turto look like a Buddha/ -tOk qimirlimay ol- . (to express respect or familiar relation
ship).
tur- to sit like an idol (to sit motionless).
buradar^ilik
[C. butIXi. but].
n. Fraternal bonds,
butparas
buradarlik
rel. n. Idol worshipper,
abstract n. of buradar.
butparaslik
buralma
rel. n. Idolatry,
math. n. Spiral. Also burma 1. [U. bubutxana
rel. n. Temple; monastery. [U. butxona].
rama].
buram
butnam. for cylindrical objects: bir — tamaka
vi. To be capricious.
one
cigarette/ bir - qdgdz one roll of paper.
budda
Also oram.
rel. n. Buddha: — dini Buddhism,
burda I
buddizim
1. n. Anger: — bol- to get angry/ — qil- to
rel. n. Buddhism,
budjet
anger.
2. n. Deception: — qil- to cheat. Turfan
n. Budget. [<R. byudzef].
dialect.
budo
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burigu5

burda

vi. To turn around: —up qara- to turn
burda II
around to look/ arqiga — to turn back. [K.
m. Piece: bir — nan a piece of bread,
burul-ITk. boryl-].
burjak
n. Comer: jozinifl tdt burjigi the four cor burultoqay
geo. n. Burultokay (Fuhai), county in Xin
ners of a table/ ug — math, triangle/ kdz
jiang (47.06N 87.23E). Established as
butjigi p&rdisi phys. epicanthic fold. Also
Tuohai county in 1922, changed to Fuhai
biijak.
in 1942. Population (1982): 55,220. See
buF5
n. Duty; obligation; mission; task: muqddmap in left column,
d&s — a sacred mission. Also borg, burug; cf. burun I
1. phys. n. Nose: — boflugi nasal cavity/ —
haq 3, wazipa 1. [U. burg],
tdsUgi nostril/ — mongaqgdfi med. nose po
bur^in
lyp/ puguq - split nose/ xdmdk — bulbous
geo. n. Burqin, county in Xinjiang (47.43N
nose (lit. melon nose)/ ♦ bumidin yetild86.53E). Established in 1919. Population
to lead by the nose (to order about)/ ♦
(1982): 46,495.
burniga giiluk dtkiiz- to slip the noseband
through the nose (to deceive, hoodwink)/
♦ burniga su kir- to start water to the nose
(to suffer)/ ♦ burniga yd- to suffer/ ♦
burnini tartalmay qal- to be extremely
busy/ ♦ ikki qolni burniga tiqip qal- to
squeeze both hands into one's nose (to
come to nothing, fail). [KK. muryn/Ta..
bur^'a
borynITu. burunlij. burun].
n. Bourgeois: — inqilawi bourgeois revo
2. phys. n. Mucus; snivel; snot: burnini
lution. [<R. burzua],
tayla- to blow one's nose/ burnini tart- to
bur^u'aziya
snuff snot.
n. Bourgeoisie. [<R. burzuaziya],
burun II
burut
pp. Ago: bdsyildin — five years ago. Cf. il1. n. Mustache: -i x&t tartti the mustache
giri 1, muqaddam. [C. burun (formerly)/
grew. [Y. bytyk].
KK. burynllk. boryn (before)/!!, burun].
2. n. Antenna; feeler: ♦ -iga galma tiz- to
line up clods in the antenna (to deceive).
burundin
adv. Formerly: uni - bilimdn I knew him
burutluq
formerly. Also burunisida.
adj. Having a mustache.
burunqi
buru(
adj. Former; earlier: — zaman once upon
n. = burg,: —ni ada qil- to do one's duty/
a time. Cf. asli 1, ayni 1, sabiq. [KK.
wijdaniy — bounden duty,
buryngy/Ta. boryngyITv. burungu].
buruqturma
n. Oppression; suffocation: kiiini — qil- to burunisida
adv. = burundin.
cause people to feel oppressed,
buriguQ
buniqsin. Screwdriver. Also called atwertka, avi. To feel suffocated.
tirka.
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bu?ulda-

burga
burga I
n. Drill; auger: samal — pneumatic drill/
elektir — electric drill,
burga II
n. Ox horn,
burgay
adj. Curly; frizzy,
burgilavt. To bore, drill: quduqni — to drill a
well. Also burmila- 1.
burma
1. math. n. Spiral; helix. Also buralma.
2. adj. Revolving: — lampugka screw-in
lightbulb/ - mix screw.
burmila1. vt. = burgila- .
2. vt. To distort, misinterpret: tarixni — to
misinterpret history.
burmiliq
adj. of burma 1: — mix screw,
burna
adj. Before; earlier,
burnakiin
adv./n. Day before yesterday.
buz1. vt. To demolish, pull down: tamni — to
pull down a wall/ kona oyni — to demolish
an old house.
2. vt. To destroy, ruin: mayinini - to ruin
an engine (car) / munasiwdtni (arini) — to
ruin a relationship/ 5 bir satiraq mozay bir
padini —ar one calf with diarrhea can up
set a whole herd (one rotten apple can
spoil a whole basket)/ ^ keMylik 4 —ulmas,
kdfl ton yirtilmas a well-negotiated deal is
hard to break, a wide caftan is hard to
tear.
3. vt. To break, smash, disturb: jim-jitliqni — to break silence / uyquni — to disturb
one's sleep/ ♦ —up gag- to spend reck
lessly: pulni —up gag- to spend money
recklessly/ ♦ —up gagqugi spendthrift.
[C- buz-/K. buz-lOT. buz-/T&. boz-/\J.

buz- (#1-3)].
buzuq
1. adj. Broken; wrecked: — harwa bro
ken cart/ — mayina wrecked car. [K. buzuk/Tk. bozyk].
2. adj. Dissolute: — addm dissolute per
son/ — xotun loose woman. [U. buzuq (#\
-2)].
3. adj. Evil: piiyli — fierce-tempered/ niyiti — evil-minded.
4. n. Lascivious person,
buzuqgiliq
n. Depravity; licentiousness: -- qil- to
commit a licentious act. [Ta. bozyklyk'\.
buzuqluq
n. = buzuqgiliq.
buzul1. vi. retro, of buz- : —up kdt- to be bro
ken or rotten/ ara —di the relationship
snapped/ dy —di the house crumbled/ sa'&t
—di the watch broke/ kdfili — to be bro
ken-hearted. [K. buzul-ITa.. bozyl-].
2. vi. To decompose, rot: g0$ -di the meat
spoiled. [KK. buzyl-(ifl-2)].
3. vi. To worsen: hawa —di the weather
worsened.
l
buzun
^
bot. n. Red eld
er (Sambucus
williamsii).
buzgun
n. Destruction;
demolition,
buzgun^i
n. Destroyer;
wrecker.
buzgungiliq
^
n.
Wrecking;
V
buzun
sabotage: - sal- to wreck.
bu^-bu^
onom. expresses the sizzling sound made
by stir-frying.
bu^ulda-
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buyruqwazliq

buzgun
vi. To make
sizzling
sounds,
buzgun
n. Spray;
spindrift,
buwana
bot. n. Sungarian
buqusa
monkshood (Aconitum soongaricim).
buqa
1. zoo. n. Bull. [K. bukalM. buq-a/Mo.
buq-dCfl. buqallJ. buqa],
2. n. Stone dam in a river,
buqusa
ag. n. Plow. Cf. sapan, soqa I 1.
buquldavi. To sob: -p yiil&- to sob.
buqisirazoo. vi. To be in heat (of cows),
buka
lit. n. Weeping; crying; sadness.
bun
lit. n. Grief; worry.

buwana

buya

buy I
n. Aroma; odor; smell: xus — fragrance;
perfume. Cf. puraq 1, hid. [U. buj\.
buy II
zoo. n. Thrantula (Lycosae).
buya

1. bot. n. Sophora alopecuroides, a kind
of weed: qara — licorice root (Glycyrrhiza
uralensis) (also called giigiikbuya).
2. geo. n. Buya, village in the Kunlun
foothills (36.23N 80.09E).
buyan
pp. (follows ablative case) Since; from:
dbldt qurulgandin — since the founding of
the country/ uzundin — for a long time.
Cf. ba^Iap, beri 2, tartip, etiwaran, mabayni. [U. buen].
buyanqi
adj. Since; from: Ug yildin — dhwal the
situation of the last three years,
buyru1. vt. To dispatch, send: isqa - to send to
work. Cf. awat-, yolla-.
2. vt. To order, instruct: u bizni tafl sdhdr
yolga giqisqa —di he ordered us to start off
before dawn. [U. buyur-].
buyrutvt. To order, have made to order: as — to
order food/ dtiik — to have boots made to
order. Cf. jolat- .
buyrutma
n. Made-to-order goods; custom-made ar
ticle. [U. buyurtma].
buyrutmifi
n. Clerk who takes orders for custommade goods.
buyruq
n. Directive; instruction; order: — al- to
receive an order/ — boyigd according to
instructions/ - gtisur- (giqar-) to issue a di
rective/ -- qil- to order/ -- ydtkilz- to
transmit instructions/ ♦ — peili gr. im
perative form of verb/ ♦ — jundisi gr.
imperative sentence. Cf. parman 1, korsatmii, yolyoruq. [OT. buyruq (minister;
high official)/Tu. bujruk/\J. bujruq].
buyruqwaz
adj./n. Commandist.
buyruqwazliq
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buyum
n. Commandism: — qil- to order people
about,
buyum
n. Article; thing; goods: turmusqa kerUklik —lar articles for daily use/ ♦ m&diniy
— stationery. [K. buyumlXi. buyuni\.
bug I
phy. n. Steam: — masinisi steam engine.
Cf. par I, hor. [K. buu/lk. bu/U. bug].
bug II
adj. Naughty; mischievous,
buga
zoo. n. Deer (Cervidae): — mUflgUzi deer
horn, an Uyghur
folk medicinal item/
♦ — oti bot. Rhaponticum carthamoides. Also called kiyik 1. [K. bugu/
Mo. bugu],
buga
bugday
bot. n. Wheat: — deni wheat kernel/ —
maysisi wheat seedling/ qara — rye/ ♦ ~
dfl purplish complexion. [K. buudajIM.
bugdaylMo. bugudai/Q. bidaj/1^. bogdaji
Tv. buudaj/V. bugdof].
bugdayliq
n. Wheat field,
bugdiyak
phys. n. Adam's apple. Cf. karak.
bugra
zoo. n. Camel bull: bugriga kirdi the bull
was in heat. Also bugra tdgd.
bugrul
zoo. n. A kind of horse,
buglavi. To steam.
bul
1. n. Vehicle hub.
2. n. Windlass; winch.
bulavt. To pillage, plunder, rob. Cf. ^iil- 2.

bulbulak
bulapka
n. Safety pin. Cf. ilgu 1. [<R. bulavka].
bulaq
1. n. Water spring: -- siiyi spring water/ —
kdzi mouth of a spring/ ♦ —tsk kdz bright
eyes. [K. bulak/Mo. bulag/\J. buloq].
2. geo. n. Bulak, village in Xinjiang (44.
59N 81.57E).
bulafi
n. Robbery: - qil- to rob or plunder. Also
bulan-talan, bulan^iliq.
bulan-talan
n. = bulan.
bulan^i
n. Robber; plunder
er; brigand,
bulan^iliq
n. = bulan: — qilto rob or plunder,
bulan
zoo. n. Elk (Aidbulan
nae). [K. bulan!Q. bulanITv. bulan].
bulbul
zoo. n. Lark (Alaudidae): 1 zimistan kdrmig&n — baharnin qddirini bilm&s a lark
that has not passed the dead of winter can
not appreciate the warmth of spring. Also
called torgay. [C. bulbul/K. bulbul!Q. bul
bul (nightingale)/U. bulbul (nightingale)].

bulbul

bulbulak
mus. n. Bridge of a dutar, rawap, and
other string instruments, usually made of
wood. Also xarak; cf. tapka III. See il
lustration on next page.
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bundaq

bulbulgoya

lo-QiloT
bulbulak

bulbulgoya
n. The gossip bird of fairy tales,
bultur
adv. Last year. [KK. byltyrlHi. byltyrlH.
bultur!Y. bylyryyri\.
bulturqi
adj. Last year,
bulduq
n. Gurgle,
bulduqlavi. To bubble, gurgle; -p giq- to bubble/
-p qayna- to boil, seethe. Also buluqla-;
cf. kopiikla-, kowiikda- .
buljar
lit. n. Encampment.
buljun
phys. n. Muscle: - gbs muscle flesh. Cf.
(andir, loxgo^. [Mo. bulgift/OT. bulguri\.
bulut
1. n. Cloud: -qa taqas- to tower into the
clouds/ aq — white cloud/ top-top —lar
thick clouds/ qara — black cloud/ ♦ —tdk
semiz at a horse fat like a cloud (sleek
horse). [K. bulut! M. bulWO. bulut!(JT.
built!Td. bolytlTu. bulut!Tv. bulut!\i. bulut!Y. bylyt].
2. n. Sponge,
bulutluq
adj. Cloudy: - hawa cloudy weather. [Th.
bolytly].
buluq-buluq
onom. expresses bubbling sound: qapaqtin su - qilip tdkuldi water came bubbling
out of the bottle gourd,
buluqlavi. To gurgle, bubble; bulaq suyi —p giqip
turatti spring water bubbled out. Also bulduqla-, kopiikla-, kowiikda-.
bulun

1. n. Comer; byniH -i corner of a room.
[M. buluflMo. bulunlTv. buluff].
2. math./phy. n. Angle: - tezligi angular
velocity/ — Olgigug protractor/ tik — right
angle/ btkiir — acute angle/ Otm&s — ob
tuse angle. [OT. bulufl (#1-2)].
3. m. Ten cents of local currency: ttg 30 cents. See section on Weights and
Measures on pp. 1079-80.
bulun-pugqaq
n. Comer; nook,
bulunluq
adj. Angular: ~ Mrkdt miqdari phy. angu
lar momentum,
bulga1. vt. To pollute, contaminate: hawani —
to pollute the atmosphere. [M. bulgayuq
(muddy)/U. bulga-].
2. vt. To ruin, corrupt; namni — to ruin
one's reputation/ ♦ galni — to min the
throat (to be cormpt, accept bribes). [OT.
bulga- (to disturb order)].
bulgar I
n. Bulgarian; - ayal Bulgarian womm! —
till Bulgarian language. [<R. bolgariri].
bulgar II
n. A kind of soft black leather,
bulgan
zoo. n. Sable (Mustela zibellina). [Mo.
bulag-d\.
bulgun
zoo. n. Marten (Martes). Also called sosar.
[Q. bulgyri\.
bulgini^
n. Contamination; polbul^
lution: radiyoaptipliq — radioactive con
tamination,
bulmaq
1. cul. n. An infant food made of sugar,
animal fat, and flour.
2. adj. Fat; corpulent: — bala a fat baby,
bundaq
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biigiinki

bun^a
pro. This kind; this way; thus. [U. bundaj].
bun$a
pro. So much: — kdp g&pnifl hajiti yoq it
is unnecessary to talk so much. [KK. bmsalOT. bunga/U. bmga],
bun^iwala
pro. Like this: -- kdp ad&m so many peo
ple.
bun^ilik
pro. Such little bit: - U qangiliq bolatti
such a minor thing does not matter,
biidra
adj. Rolled up; curled up: -- gag curly
hair/ gagni - qil- to curl hair. Cf. jingil.
budiir-budiir
adj. Rolled; curly: - gag curly hair,
biidiir-joqur
adj. Rough; knotty; bumpy: bu taxtaynin
yiizi sapla — bolup ketiptu this board's
surface has become totally rough,
biidiirlavi. To curl, wave.
biijak
1. n. Wedge.
2. math. Angle: Ug — triangle. Also burjak. [U. burgak\.
biijri
adj. Sinuous; tortuous; twisting; winding.
biiranda
n. Shears used by cobblers,
biirkiit
zoo. n. Eagle (Buteoninae).
Also called sar, sanqar.
[K. burkutIKK. biirkit/Mo.
burgudlQ. barkitlH. burgut].
biirga
zoo. n. Flea (Siphonapte '
burkut
ra): it burgisi dog flea (Ctenocephalides canis). [K. burgdlQ. biirgel
U. burgd\.
biiznik

rel. adj. Sacred; holy,
biizriikwar
adj. Great; mighty,
biiwi
1. rel. n. Shamaness.
2. n. Female name. Also buwiayidm, biiwipatim&m, buwixan, buwihdjdrxan, biiwisar&m, buwinur.
biik
adj. Dense; thick: — Oskdn ormanliq dense
forest. Cf. baraqsan. [M. biik (thicket)],
biik-baraqsan
adj. Extremely dense or thick. Superlative
of baraqsan and biik.
biikkida
adv. Densely: bagdiki dQrOxUir dsilp — bol
up kdtti the trees in the park grew up
densely,
biiyiik
adj. Great; big; mighty; -- bdg grand bag/
— pilan grand plan/ -- ittipaq great solidar
ity/ — iradii great ambition. [U. buyuk].
biiyukliik
n. Greatness; grandeur,
biigiir
geo. Biigiir (Luntai), county in Xinjiang
(41.46N 84.10E). Established in 1902.
Population (1982): 69,143. [Q. bugir].

n. Today: -din baylap from today on/ -gd
qdddr until today. [K. biigiinlKK. biigini
Ta. bugen/Tv. bOgCinlU. bugunlY. biigiin].
biigiin-ata
n. These couple of days (lit. today and to
morrow),
biigiinki
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besim

biigliik
adj. Today's: — kundd now; nowadays/1
— Uni &tig& qoyma don't put off today's
business until tomorrow/ — gezit today's
paper/1 Mki quyruqtin - 6pk& yaxsi sheep
lung today is better than sheep tail tomor
row (a bird in hand is worth two in the
bush). [Th. bugenge].
biigliik
n. Hard bed; woodplank bed.
biildiirgi
n. Handle: qamginifl —si whip handle,
beberi
zoo. Leopard (Panthera pardus). Also
called qaplan, yilpiz.
bettar
pp. Worse: unindin — worse than him. Al
so battar.
beda
bot. n. Red clover (Trifolium pratense): ot fodder grass. See illustration at ratbii
on p. 538. [Q. bedelU. beda].
bedik
ag. n. Horse broker,
bejirvt. To carry out, implement: rOsmiy&tni —
to implement procedures/ w&- zipini — to
carry out one's responsilities. Cf. ota- ,
izfilla^tur- .
bejirim
adj. Complete; whole; intact; sound: —
addm sound person/ — bdddn sound body/
— gind an intact (unbroken) bowl,
bexi
n. Open seam: bu dtuknifi -si yaxfi seliniptu these boots' open seams are sown well,
bexil
adj. Miserly; niggardly; stingy: — addm a
stingy person/ f —nin begi kOk&rmds a
tightwad's garden will not prosper/ 5 sexi
tapsa bdlup y&r, - tapsa besip ydr a gen
erous person shares what he finds, a stin
gy one hoards it. Cf. pixsiq, p4^iq 5, jupay
1, xasis, momsiq.

bexillanvi. To be stingy.
bexilUq
n. Stinginess: — qil- to be stingy. Cf. pixsiqliq, (upaylik, xasislik, momsiqliq.
besiq
adj. Busy: bazar — busy in trading/ U —
busy with much work,
besiqvi. To subside: dl ayigi —qan gagda when
hands and feet are still (mind-calming
nighttime)/ ularnifl jidili xeli —ip qaldi
their quarrel subsided. Also besil- 3.
besiqtur1. vt. To clean up: dyni — to clean up a
room.
2. vt. To pacify, put down, quell: topilaflni — to put down a rebellion.
besiqliq
adj. Loaded: yiik — masina a truck loaded
with goods,
besil1. vi. pass, of bas- .
2. vi. To be overstocked: —ip qalgan mallar overstocked goods.
3. vi. To calm down, subside: agriq —di
the illness subsided/ hayajini uzungigd —mi
di the excited mind could not calm down
for a long time/ $amal —di the wind calmed
down/ yamgur —di the rain subsided/ munazird —di the controversy stopped. Also be
siq- .
besilgaq
bot. n. Field pennycress
(Thlaspi arvense).
besim
phy. n. Pressure: — bildn
boysundur- to cause to
submit/ — kiigi pressure/ — y
ke- mdytkiig decompressor/
I
— Uldt- to exert pressure/
besilgaq
—ni dzgdrt- to change pressure/ tok —i
voltage/ hawa —i phy. atmospheric pres-
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bekit-

besimdar
sure/ qan —i phys. blood pressure. [U.
bosim].
besimdar
n. Hoarder; packrat.
besimdarliq
n. Hoarding; stockpiling,
berkliy
chem. n. Berkelium (Bk). [<R. berklij].
berezent
n. Canvas; sailcloth. Also called i^e^a. [<R.
brezent].
beri
1. adv. Here: — kdl come here!/ urilrngidin nerimu — where is it, this side or that
side of Urumqi? [K. Z?er/].
2. pp. (follows ablative case) From; since:
bir aydin - since one month ago; for the
past month/ qagandin — since when/ yeqindin - recently. Cf. ba$Iap, buyan, tartip, etiwaran, mabayni. [C- beriIKK. berilTn. bdri/U. beri\.
berip-berip
adv. Gradually; finally: - m&nmu hardim
I finally became tired.
beri$ keli$
gr. n. Directional case. Also called yiiniilii$ keli$.
beri$-keli|
n. Dealings; contacts: - qil- to have deal
ings/ —i qoyuq close contacts.
beriqi
adj. Over here: - addm bizgd tonuy we
know this person over here.
beril1. vi. pass, of bar- . [KK. beril-].
2. vi. To take seriously, concentrate one's
attention on: —ip oqu- to read with con
centration/ —ip isld- to work conscientious
ly3. vi. To indulge, be wrapped up in, be
given to, be infatuated with: xiyalga — to
indulge in a phantasm/ oyun-tamasiga - to
be too fond of play/ s&n 'dtkd — to be de

voted to art.
berilliy
chem. n. Beryllium (Be). [<R. berillij].
beziivt. To adorn, decorate. Cf. boja-, padazla- 1, zinniitla- , girimla- . [Tu. bezel-/\J. beza-].
bezak
n. Ornament; decoration,
bezalvi. To be adorned or decorated: Mqis bildn
-gdn dyldr rooms adornedwith carved de
signs.
beqi?vi. To depend on each other: ♦ bay — a. to
pick each other's lice; b. to whisper se
cretly,
beqim
n. Care; attention: - tap- to receive care
or attention/ bu balinifl -i yaxyi bolmaptu
this child has not been well cared for. Cf.
kiitiim.
beqimsiz
adj. Uncared for; neglected: - bag neglect
ed garden/ — bala a neglected child. Cf.
kiitiimsiz.
beqinvi. To comply with, depend on, seek ref
uge with.
beqinda
adj. Dependent: — Jd/dr dependent coun
try; dependency/ — jwnld gr. dependent or
subordinate clause.
beqindurvt. To make dependent or subjugate,
bekat
n. Station; stop: aptomobil bekiti bus stop,
bekit1. vt. To install, erect, fix, mount: d&rizini - to hang a window/ iyigini — to hang a
door.
2. vt. To decide: dnzini — to reach a ver
dict/ jinayirini — to convict.
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War

beyibeyivi. To prosper,
beyitvt. To make prosperous,
begif
phys. n. Wrist.
begi^Iavt. To offer, present: dzini ilim-pangS to dedicate oneself to science.
begi$Ianvi. pass. ofhegU\a-:yefliyilia—ganMfkiyigin New Year's Eve party,
begi^lima
n. Personal message; inscription: t&ziyd
begislimisi message of condolences/ yefliyilga -- New Year's greetings,
begir
1. phys. n. Liver: ♦ -- topa geol. a kind
of soil/ ♦ — r&n purplish red. Cf. jigar.
[M. bagirllSi. bagyrITv. baar/Y. byar],
2. fig. n. Heart; bosom: -ga bos- to hold
to one's bosom.
begirtaq
zoo. n. Black-bellied sandgrouse (Pterocles orientalis).
begirla1. vi. To crawl, creep: ydr -p ilgirila- to
crawl forward. Cf. omila-, yanbegirla-.
2. vi. To brush or sweep past: y&r -p ugto fly close to the ground; to hedgehop.
began
n. Adze. Cf. ^ot I.
begemot
zoo. n. Hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius). Also called sueti. [<R. bege
mot].
belat
n. Ticket; coupon: - kdtigi ticket stub/ satqugi ticket vendor/ asliq beliti food cou
pon/ ayliq beliti monthly ticket/ kino beliti
movie ticket. [<R. bilet],
belok
chem. n. Protein. [<R. belok].

belqan
zoo. n. Small fry; fingerling.
beliq
zoo. n. Fish (Pisces): — tut- to fish/ — owi
fishing/ — sodisi fish trade/ — sirti fish
spine/ — sorpisi cul. fish soup/ —yilimi fish
glue/ - mdhsulati aquatic products/ — meyi codliver oil/ aq — white salmon/ sUrligdn — cul. smoked fish/ it — pike/ yilan —
eel (Anguillidae)/ IM — whale / ♦ haraqni — kdz qilip quy- to pour full of wine.
[K. balyklTk. balykITw. balykIU. baliqlY.
balyk].
beliqagug
zoo. n. Osprey; fish hawk; sea eagle; cor
morant,
beliq^i
n. Fisherman: — kemisi fishing boat. [Th.
balykgyITv. balykgy].
beliq9iqu$
zoo. n. Cormorant (Phalacrocoracidae);
osprey (Pandion haliaetus).
beliqgiliq
n. Fisheries: - saymanliri fishing gear/ kemisi fishing boat/ — mdydani fishing
ground. [Tu. balykgylyk].
beliqgiil
bot. n. A kind of toadflax
(Linaria acutiloba).
benzin
n. Gasoline: — bombisi
mil. napalm bomb. [<R.
benzin <G. Benzin].
bengal
geo. n. Bangladesh,
bi'abroy
beliqgul
adj. Without prestige or reputation: - qilto discredit. Also abroysiz; cf. inawatsiz
1.
bi'ar
lit. adj. Brazen; impudent; shameless. Al
so arsiz; cf. bihaya, binomus, dap$aq, hayasiz, uyatsiz, yiizsiz, nomussiz.
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bidimag

bi'aram

adj. Neutral: - tur- to be neutral/ - mSmbi'aram
likdt neutral country,
adj. Uncomfortable; uneasy; restless: —
qil- to be troublesome/ kdfllum — I am un bitariiplik
n. Neutrality,
easy. Also aramsiz.
bitarat
bi'aramliq
rel. adj. Not having taken a bath; dirty;
n. Discomfort; restlessness; uneasiness: —
smelly. Also taratsiz; cf. mak-ru, napak
his qil- to feel uncomfortable, uneasy or
1.
restless. Also aramsizliq.
bitalay
bi'azar
adj. Unfortunate; unlucky: - addm an un
adj. Harmless; inoffensive. Also azarsiz.
fortunate person. Also talaysiz.
bibaha
adj. Priceless; -- gdMr priceless jewel. bit^it
adj. Breaking up; disintegrating: - bol- to
Also bahasiz.
break, crumble, disintegrate/ — qil- to
bipayan
break, crush. Cf. kumpaykum.
adj. Boundless; endless; limitless: - defUz
boundless sea/ — qumluq an endless des biton
n. Concrete. [<R. beton <G. Beton].
ert/ — yaylaq the vast grasslands. Also payansiz; cf. ^aksiz, girin, gin. [U. bepo- bitim
n. Clause; article; provision; treaty; pact:
en].
— tuz- to draw up an article or agreement/
biparwa
— imzala- to sign a treaty.
adj. Indifferent; unconcerned; careless: ad&m an indifferent person/ isqa — qara- to bidar
adj. Clearminded; awake; alert,
consider a matter carelessly. Also parwabida
siz.
bot. n. = beda.
biparwaliq
n. Indifference; carelessness: — qil- to be bid'at
rel. n. Heresy; unorthodoxy (opposite of
careless. Also parwasizliq.
siinniit 1); innovation. [C- bid'at],
bitap
bld'atfi
1. adj. Uneasy; uncomfortable; weak.
rel. n. Heretic,
2. lit. adj. Dim; dark; lightless,
biderak
bitaqat
adj. Without message. Also deraksiz.
adj. Impatient. Cf. aldiraqsan, aldi-rangu, taqatsiz, sawirsiz, $ap$ak 1, qiziqqan, bidi$
n. Grape trellis,
yangiltak.
bidilik
bitayin
ag. n. Alfalfa field,
1. adj. May not; not necessarily.
2. adj. Ambiguous; equivocal; vague. Cf. bidizar
ag. n. = bidilik.
miijmal, miki-miki (112). Also natayin
bidizarliq
(^1-2).
ag. n. = bidilik.
bittix
bot. n. Melon (Cucumis melo). See illus bidlmag
adj. Chagrined; grieved: — bol- to be cha
tration at qogun on p. 644.
grined or grieved.
bitarap
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biap
adj. Inconvenient; unsuitable; inap- propriate: -- is unsuitable matter/ q&ldmni
mundaq tutus — bolidu to hold the pen this
way is inconvenient/ egiz egisqa — not con
venient to talk about. Also apsiz; cf. nabap, namuwapiq, namunisip.
biadap
adj. Discourteous; rude; uncouth; impo
lite. Also adapsiz; cf. takalliipsiz, qiliqsiz.
biadaplik
n. Discourteousness; rudeness; impolite
ness; uncouthness: — qil- to be impolite.
Also adapsizlik; cf. takalliipsizlik, qiliqsizliq.
bija
n. bija kdltiir- to carry out, undertake, ful
fill: pdrmanni — to carry out an order;
wddini - to fulfill a promise.
byaqi
bot. n. A kind of grape,
byanidil
adv. Undividedly; wholeheartedly.
byik
bot. n. Water chestnut (Eleocharis tubero
se).
byigan
bot. n. A kind of melon.
bi(ara
adj. Pitiable; pitiful; poor,
bi^arilik
n. Pitiableness; pitifulness,
bu
1. bot. n. Bud; sprout; shoot: -- ur- to
sprout/ - urus ag. budding; bud grafting/ k&smisi bud cutting/ - ndygisi bud stem/
qoltuq — axillary bud. Cf. porak, toralma 2, koz 4, nota I 1.
2. n. Symptom of a trend,
bbeatar
adj. Safe; secure: - qatna- to go or ply
safely (of ships, etc.)/ sdpiriniz - bolsun

bixmarjan
wishing you a safe journey! Also xatarsiz, cf. xawpsiz, xeyim-xatarsiz.
bbcatarlik
n. Safety; security: - girigi safety lamp/ ~
qalpigi safety hat. Also xatarsizlik; cf. amniyat 1, xawpsizlik.
bixastii
adj. Careless; mindless; sloppy,
bixastiilik
n. Carelessness; mindlessness; sloppiness:
— qil- to be careless,
bbeawar
adj. Ignorant; uninformed: — qal- to be
uninformed/ hilmmd niirsidin — not know
ing anything. Also xawarsiz. [C- bexabar],
bixsavi. To spoil (of food).
bixud
adj. Literary form of bixut.
bixut
adj. Careless; thoughtless. [C- bexud (un
conscious)],
bixutluq
n. Carelessness; thoughtlessness. [C- bexudluq (unconsciousness)],
bbeudiik
adj. Worriless; assured; casually; infor
mally: — oltur- to sit casually,
bwiraman
adj. Calm; composed; self-possessed: —
yur- to behave calmly, bear with equaminity.
bixiramanliq
n. Calm; composure; self-possession,
bixlavi. To sprout, blossom,
bixlanvi. To germinate, sprout,
bbdandurvt. To cause to sprout,
bixmarjan
zoo. n. Coral (Os corolli), used in Uyghur
folk medicine. Cf. bosiit, niarjan.
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bihaya

bi^arat

bihaya
adj. Brazen; impudent; shameless: — ad&m brazen person. Also arsiz, biar, binomus, dap^aq, hayasiz, uyatsiz, yiizsiz,
nomussiz.
bihayaliq
n. Brazenness; impudence; shameless
ness. Also hayasizliq, uyatsizliq, nomussizliq.
bihormat
adj. Not respected. Also hormatsiz.
bihormatlik
n. Disrespect; dishonor; - qil- to lose re
spect. Also hormatsizlik.
bihuda
adj. Unprofitable; useless: — award bolto make futile efforts/ - aldira- to be busy
for nothing/ - urunus useless attempt. [U.
behuda].
bihudilik
n. Uselessness; futility.
bihu$
adj. Stupor; coma; unconscious: — bol- to
fall into a coma/ — la/ay kesili med. sleep
ing disease; narcolepsy/ — yat- to lie in a
coma. Also hu$siz; cf. ansiz, as-hu$siz.
bihu^luq
med. n. Coma. Also hu^sizliq; cf. ansiziiq.
bibisap
adj. Countless. Also hisapsiz; cf. haldihisapsiz, sanaqsiz, san-sanaqsiz.
bioximiya
chem. n. Biochemistry. [<R. bioximiya].
biogirapik
adj. Biographical: — roman lit. biographi
cal novel. [<R. biografigeskij].
biolog
n. Biologist. [<R. biolog].
biologiya
n. Biology. [<R. biologiya].
bis
n. Blade: —i qayril- (yan- ) to be turned
(of a blade)/ pigaqnifi —i knife blade. Cf.

tig 1. [Tv. bis].
bisat
1. n. Belongings; possessions: dy —liri
household goods; furniture. [U. bisot].
2. n. Cotton-padded mattress or rug given
to a guest: - sal- to spread out a mattress.
bistar
n. Ruler; straightedge. Cf. giza, sizgu(.
bisaramjan
1. adj. Confused; chaotic; messy; disor
derly: — bol- to be messy/ dy — the room
is in a mess.
2. adj. Vexed; worried: — qil- to bother,
disturb/ kdflul — perturbed.
bisariimjanliq
n. of bisaramjan.
bisawap
adj. Groundless; without rhyme or rea
son. Also sawapsiz; cf. biwaj, orunsiz 3,
wajsiz 1.
bisoraq
adj. Without permission: u dadisidin —
higqandaq iy qilmaydu he does not do any
thing without his father's permission. Al
so soraqsiz 2.
bisyar
poe. adj. Many; much; very: —muykiilvery
hard, arduous or difficult. [C. bisyar].
bisliq
adj. Bladed: dtkiir — pigaq a knife with a
sharp blade.
bismut
chem. n. Bismuth (Bi). Also wismut.
[<R. bismut].
bismilla
1. rel. n. The first word in every sura
(Koranic chapter) except no. 9.
2. n. Word spoken before starting to do
sth, meaning sth like "With God."
3. n. Beginning; commencement; start: iynin -si beginning of an affair. Cf. agaz,
ba$Iam, ba^lanma, iptida.
bUarat
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bi^ak^irin
n. Forecast: — bdr- to make a forecast,
bi^ak^irin
bot. n. A kind of melon.
adj. Unreasonable; quarrelsome: —xotun
a quarrelsome woman; shrew.
bi$amlik
n. Quarrelsomeness; unreasonableness: —
qil- to make a scene.
bir
num. One: — jinisliq bot. unisexual: — jinisliq gUl unisexual flower/ — Mm qiriq
one less than forty / — egizdin with one
voice; in unison; together: — eghizdin maqullan- to pass or endorse unanimously/ —
isgi one worker/ —l&r xanisi math, single
digit/ kunldmifl —id& one of these days;
on a certain day/ ikkidin —i one out of
two/1 - galmida ikki paxtdkni soq- to kill
two birds with one stone/ ♦ — bolsa or;
either...or: u - bolsa bUgun kelidu — bol
sa
kelidu he will come today or to
morrow/ ♦ - bugday biltin sdmirip, — bugday bil&n oruqla- first to be fat with
wheat, then emaciated with wheat (to
blow hot and cold?)/ ♦ — tayaqta hOyddto mention in the same breath/ ♦ — tutay
unified; united/ ♦ — turup this... that;
now and then; sometimes: hawa — turup
egilidu — turup tutulidu the weather is
clear one moment and overcast the next/
♦ — tuqqan born of the same parents: —
tuqqan aka-uka full brothers/ ♦ - ddm a
moment; a little while: -- ddm qizip —
ddm sowu- to be first hot and then cold/
♦ - ddmlik fleeting: -- ddmlik rahdt fleet
ing comfort; - ddmlik qiziqis fleeting inter
est ♦ — dimdt of the same age/ ♦ -- jan
bir tdn with concerted efforts/ ♦ — obdan
bala a very good child/ ♦ — uxliwal- to
get straight to bed and have a good sleep/
♦ — qararga keldlmdslik to hesitate, be
undecided/ ♦ — qil- to publicize: u bu iyni

bir-biri
aldmgd — qildi he publicized this matter/
♦ — kdl- a. to fit exactly: bu gildm dygd
— kdldi this carpet fits just right in this
room; b. to spread all over: unifi qilmiyi sdhdrgd - kdldi what he did spread all over
town/ ♦ — kdm a while: u — kdmdin keyin kdldi he came after a while/ ♦ —
kdzdd qara- to treat equitably/ ♦ — ilaj
qil- to try every means, think of a way/ ♦
- yaqidin bay - yddditi qol giqar- to extract
one's head from one collar and one's hand
from one sleeve (to work in full harmo
ny)/ ♦ — ndrsd something; anything: —
ndrsd diyiy tds it is hard to say; u — ndrsd
dimidi he did not say anything/ ♦ bu —
girayliq rdsim this is a beautiful painting.
[C. birlYi. /i/r/KK. birtU. birlOl. Wr/Th.
berlTM. bir!T\. birl\3. bir/Y. biir].
biraxman
n. Brahman: -- dini rel. Brahmanism.
[<R. braxman].
biraz
1. adj. A little; a bit: -- saqlap turufl
please wait a little/ — waqit qaldi a short
time left. [KK. birazITa. berazITw. biraz!
M.biroz].
2. adj. A bit more: — gargidim I am a bit
(more) tired/ - issiq a bit warmer.
biraw
pro. Someone; somebody; some person; a
certain person. Also birkim. [Q. birdvIU.
birov],
biraq
conj. But; however; yet: mdn uni xeli saqlidim, — u kdlmidi I waited for him for a
long time, but he did not come. Cf. amma, halbuki, wahalsinki, lekin. [KK. biraqlH. biroq],
bir-biri
adv. Mutual: ular—din agrinipyurufiduthty
complained about each other/ ular —ni
qollaydu they supported each other/ ularnin -gd pikri bar they have different opin-
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birom

bir-birlap
ions of each other. [C- birbiri].
bir-birlap
adv. One by one! — sdzlH- to spell out,
speak one after the other. [Ta. berber/U.
birin-ketin].
birpas
adv. A little; a while: - kut- to wait a lit
tle/ - yamgur yagdi it rained for a while,
birtalay
adj. Numerous: - U many matters/ - gap a
lot of talk. Also birtoqay. [U. birtalaj].
birtarap
n. birtarap bol- to be handled/ - qil- to
handle, manage. Also biryaqliq.
birtaraplima
adj. One-sided; unilateral: -p/kir one
sided idea/ - qara$ prejudice; bias.
birtaraplimilik
n. Bias; prejudice. Cf. gum.
birtoqay
adj. = birtalay.
birtuta^
adj. Together: - pilanlap tan etiwar barto make an overall plan and take all fac
tors into consideration/ — hal qil- to solve
together/ — setiwal- to buy together in a
monopolistic manner. Also birga, billa.
birtiirluk
adj. Abnormal; peculiar; unusual: bugun
hawa — turidu today's weather is abnor
mal/ konlum - bolup qaldi I felt restless/
mijazim — bolup turidu I felt out-of-sorts.
Cf. birqisma, galita, normalsiz.
birda
From time to time: - kOrunup, - yoqap
kat- to be seen suddenly and then disap
pear. [Tv. birde].
birdak
.
.
.
adv. Alike; the same; identical: - liia- to
work alike/ — maqulla- to adopt unani
mously,
birdam
adv. In a little while; momentarily. [Tu.

birden (suddenly)],
birdam-birdiim
adv. Again and again,
birdo
n. Once,
birdin-bir
adj. Sole; only. [Ta. berdanber].
birdinla
adv. Suddenly: hawa - Ozgirip katti the
weather changed suddenly. [KK. birden!
U. birdaniga].
bira-bira
adv. Occasionally: u -- kelip turidu he
came occasionally,
birahim
adj. Merciless. Also rahimsiz; cf. ?apqatsiz, marhamatsiz.
birahimlik
n. Mercilessness. Also rahimsizlik; cf.
^apqatsizlik, marhamatsizlik.
birar
1. adj. Certain: - addm a certain person/
- sdwap bilan for certain reasons / - U a
certain matter/ - ndrsd a certain thing.
[Th. berar (some; any)].
2. adj. A couple; one or two: - sa'dt a
couple of hours/ - qetim a couple of
times/ - egiz gap a few words; a couple of
sentences. Also birarsi. [U. biror],
birarsi
adj. = birar.
biran-siriin
1. adj. Sometimes; occasionally; few and
far between.
2. adj. A little; bit; trifle; slightly; some
what. Also anda-sanda (#1-2).
birxil
n. birxil tag podinisi bot. a kind of mint
(Mentha viridis). See illustration at muski
taramsi on p. 906.
birhaza
adv. A bit; a spell; a while,
birom
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birwaraqi
chem. n. Bromine (Br). Also brom.
[<R. brom\.
birwaraqi
adv. Progressively; gradually,
birwaq
adv. Late: waqit — boldi it was getting
late. Cf. ka5 2.
birqatar
adj. Chain; series; string; succession: —
yolyoruqlar a series of instructions/ — mdsilildr a string of problems,
birqangii
num. Several; some. Cf. birna^ga. [U.
birqanga\.
birqadar
adv. Comparatively; relatively: — ratlik in
relatively good order/ — ycasi relatively
good. flh. berkaddr].
birqur
adv. Once briefly: — tazila- to clean once
over lightly/ - kdr- to glance at once,
birqisma
adj. = birtiirliik.
birkim
pro. Someone. Also biraw.
biritwa
n. Razor; safety razor. Cf. ustura, qirgu,
qirguf.
birik1. vt. To join, bind, tie, unite. [OT. birik-/U. birik-].
2. chem. vt. To combine, make a com
pound.
biriktiirvt. caus. of birik-: ♦ til — to cause
tongues to be united (to act in collusion to
make each other's confessions tally),
birikkan
adj. Compound: - sdz gr. compound word,
birikma
1. chem. n. Compound.
2. chem. adj. Synthetic: — talalar synthet
ic fibers.

birlik
birilyant
n. Diamond. Also called almas 1. [<R.
bril'yant].
birinfi
num. First: — ay January (cf. yanwar)/ —
qol matiriyal lit. primary reference. Cf.
aldin, tunji. [K. biringilYJ^. birinyilM. biring/i^. berenge].
biringilik
n. First: — al- to carry off first prize.
biryaqliq
adj. biryaqliq bol- to be solved or han
dled/ — qil- to solve, handle. Also birtarap.
biryoli
adv. In one breath; without a break: — igiw&t- to drink at one go/ — yutwiit- to swal
low incessantly,
birgazan
zoo. n. Pelican (Pelecanidae). Also called
saqiqu$. [K. hirkazan].
birga
adv. Together. Also birtuta$, billa. [K.
birge/KK. birgelM. birld/OT. birUilTa.
bergdIU. birga],
birlap-yerimlap
adv. A tiny bit.
birlii?vi. To unite: —kdn doldtldr tdykilati United
Nations.
birla^tiirvt. To merge, amalgamate: siniplami — to
merge classes.
birla$ma
1. adj./n. Unity; alliance: -- jdd ]oint
struggle/ - bdrkdt joint action/ — kdflul egis yigini a get-together/ muwdqqdt—tempo
rary alliance. Also birlik 1; cf. ittipaqliq.
2. n. Federation: ayallar birldymisi wom
en's federation.
birlamgi
ph. adj. Primary,
birlik
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1biwaj
•
•

birlikta
1. n. = birla^ma 1: -- siip united front/
Ml- to be united/ kug -ta strength
from unity. [K. birkik].
2. gr. n. Singular.
3. Single.
4. n. Unit: pul birligi monetary unit/ uzunluq dlgOm birligi linear unit/ egirliq olgdm
birligi weight unit. [U. birlik],
birlikta
adv. Together; in unison. [Ik. berlektS].
birmahal
adv. For a while,
birmanba^i
ph. n. Monist.
birmanba^ilik
ph. n. Monism,
birmu-bir
adv. One by one: -- eytip bar- to explain
one by one. [U. birma-bir].
birmun^a
num. Some; several. [U. birmunga].
birnag^a
num. Several; some: -- qetim several
times/ — kitap some books/ —ylan several
people/ biz birndggimiz the several of us.
Cf. birqanja. [KK. bimeselTa. bernig&IU.
bimega].
birnarsa
pron. Something: -- diyis tds it is hard to
say/ - dimdslik not saying anything.
birnima
1. n. Sth unspecified: birnimildrni dd- to
say sth.
2. n. Thing; creature: u qandaq - what a
creature he is!
biz
pro. We. [C- biz/K. biz/KK. biz/M. biz!
or. Z>/z/Ta. bezHvi. bizITv. bislH. biz/Y.
bihigi].
bizar
adj. Grievous: -- bol- to be fed up with/ qil- to disgust/ hdmmini Ozidin — qil- to
make everybody feel disgusted about one

self/ kisini - qil- to disgust people. [U. bezor],
biza
adj. Some; few; a little,
bizarvi. To be thick-skinned.
bizan
adj. Thick-skinned; brazen.
bizanlik
n. Brazenness: — qil- to be brazen,
bizurulbanji
bot. n. Henbane (Hyoscyamus niger),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also call
ed mindiwanii.
bizkatiin
bot. n. Flax; linseed
(Semen Uni). See il
lustration at zigir on
p. 563.

bizurulbanji

bizman
adv. After a while: - turup kelin please
come after a while,
bizmanliqqa
adv. After a while,
biwapa
adj. Unfaithful; unfilial; disloyal; disobe
dient; unkind: - bala an unfilial child/ yyar unfaithful lover/ ♦ — dunya rel. this
world. Also wapasiz; cf. sadaqatsiz. [Q.
bevafa}.
biwapaliq
n. Faithlessness; disloyalty: — qil- to be
unfaithful, disloyal, unfilial. [C- bevafaliq]. Also wapasizliq; cf. sadaqatsizHk.
biwasta
adj. Direct: - tdjribd direct experience/
- tuqqan directly related member of one's
family/ - qara^liq sdhdr directly adminis
tered city. Also wastisiz.
biwaj
adv. Groundlessly; without rhyme or rea-
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biqarar
son. Also wajsiz 1; cf. bisawap, orunsiz
3, sawapsiz, 1.
biqarar
1. adj. Hesitant; reluctant; undecided: —
ad&m undecided person. Also qararsiz.
2. adj. Infatuated: m&n safla a^iqi — I am
head over heels in love with you.
biqin
1. phys. n. Side of the body; ribs: —ga
sangiq tump qal- to have rib pains/ ag —
soft rib. Cf. qowurga, [U. biqiti\.
2. n. Side: —ida tur- to stand aside.
biqinlavt. To poke or stab the ribs,
bikar
1. adj. Unoccupied; idle; inactive; indo
lent; slothful: — tdldp loafer; parasite/ —
tdldplik parasitism: — tdldplik qil- to lead
a bum's life/ mdn — I have nothing to do.
[U. bekor (idleness)].
2. adj. In vain; wasted: - bos qatur- to rack
one's brains for nothing/ — waqit idle or
free time/ — qil- to rescind, abrogate, an
nul, vacate: t&fl hoquqsiz i&rtnamini — qilto abrogate an unequal treaty; jazani —
qil- to rescind a penalty; oyni — qil- to va
cate a house/ — kat- to waste: waqit — kdtto waste time/ — yat- to lie around idly / —
yugiir- to run in vain/ — gdp empty re
mark/ —ga b&r- to give away, make a gift
of/ waqitni — dtkuz- to while away the
time/ limit —ga giqti hopes came to nothing/
kiini — dt- to fritter away one's time/ ^
-nin golisi yoq a loafer never has time.
bikardin-bikar
adv. For no reason: — tayaq yd- to take a
gratuitous beating,
bikar^i
n. Idler; loafer,
bikar^iliq
n. Idleness; inactivity; indolence; slothful
ness; laziness: —tin bdz- to be fed up with
idleness.

bigaraz
bikarlavt. To clear out: Dyni —p bdr- to clear out
a house,
bintuan
mil. n. Corps: Uldpgiqirii-qumluy-iproduction and construction corps (a part of the
Xinjiang military region). [<Ch. bingtuan].
bifisi
n. Ability; skill. [<Ch. benshi].
bingur
cul. n. Popsicle. Also muz kaltdk. [<Ch.
binggur\.
bietiwar
adj. Disregarded; lightly regarded; slight
ed. Also etiwarsiz.
biixtiyar
adj. Cannot help but; without being aware
of; having no itemative but to; doing sth
against one's will. Also ixtiyarsiz. [C- beixtiyaf],
biya I
bot. n. Chinese flower
ing quince (Cydonia oblonga; C. lagenaria),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also called
hiwa, sdpdrjil. [Q. bezelU. behi].
biya II
zoo. n. Mare. Also called baytal. [Tk. biyalU. . ^0
’’fe.
biyalY. bie].
^
biyuro
biya
n. Bureau: siyasi — political bureau. [<R.
byuro],
biyit
lit. n. Distich (a strophic unit of two
lines),
biyif
rel. n. Paradise; Heaven. Cf. jannat. [U.
bixiyt],
bigaraz
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bilok

bigam

to anyone/ kOMldikini — to show what is
adj. Unintentional. Also garazsiz.
on one's mind/ minnatdarliq — to express
bigam
gratitude. [KK. bildir-ITk. belder-].
adj. Unconcerned; uncaring; callous. Also
bUagamsiz; cf. iransiz, muzdak 2.
vt. To grind, hone: pigaq — to hone a
bigamlik
knife,
n. Callousness. Also gamsiziik; cf. iranbilarman
sizlik.
1. n. Cleverness in trivial matters.
bigana
2. adj. Clever in trivial matters,
adj. Unrecognized; strange; unfamiliar: —
adSm strange person/ ^ biganini qasiflga & bilarmanlik
n. Cleverness; smartness: — qil- to show
mas afiflga tart don't draw a stranger by
off one's smartness,
your side but draw (invite) him for food.
bilak
[U. begona].
phys. n. Arm: — sdfligi ulna/ biligida kugi
biguna
bar adam a person with strong arms. [K.
adj. Blameless; innocent: — addm an in
bileklV. bilMc (wrist)],
nocent person. Also gunasiz.
bilay
bigunaliq
n. Millstone,
n. Blamelessness; innocence. Also gunabilayziik
sizliq.
n. Bracelet: yesa — flat bracelet. [O. bilebigiz
zik/Tv. bilektee$/\J. bilaguzuk].
n. Awl: - hara hacksaw/ -- sangi- to stab
with an awl/ ugluq - pointed awl. [U. bi bilan
1. conj. And (connects words only): sOhdr
giz].
—
yeza city and village. Cf. ham 1, hambigiztumi^uq
da, wa. [C. bilanlKK. menenITu. Mien].
zoo. n. Wren (Troglodytidae).
2. pp. Through; via; by way of: at — kOtbigizqol
to go by horse/ qdldm — xdt yaz- to write
phys. n. Index finger.
a letter with a pen/ mdn beyjihdin ^injaflga
biligki monguliya — kaldim I came to Xinjiang
1. vt. To know, understand: —ip turup sofrom Beijing via Inner Mongolia. Cf. arra- to ask while knowing the answer/ soxqiliq. [Mo. bolud/Ta.. beldn (#1-2)].
mat oynayni —amsiz do you know how to
3. pp. as adverbial word: agkOzluk —
play European chess?/ kim —sun who
greedily/ baturluq — bravely; heroically/
knows; God only knows/ mdn bu i$ni -indwat - rotatingly. [U. bilan (#1-3)].
mdn I understand this matter. Cf. uqu?- .
4. pp. following verbal nouns, expresses
[C. bil-IYi. Zu7-/KK. bil-IU. bil-KJT. bil-l
continuing action: waqitnM dtiisi — in the
Ik. bel-/Tu. bil-/Tv. bil-/Y. Ml-].
course of time; as time goes on/ kanisus —
2. vt. To think; hold; deem; consider:
while looking; upon meeting/ kelis — while
dost dap — to consider a friend/ lazim (z6coming.
rur) dap — to consider necessary. Cf. ?iibiljira?an- (^1-2).
vi. To babble: nadanlargd — to babble
bildurvt. To make known, express, show, re
nonsense,
veal: hcQkimga —mastin not made known bilok
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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bili$
n. Bloc; clique; group. [<R. bloK\.
bilii
n. Cognition; knowledge; understanding:
- ndziriyisi theory of cognition/ —imgil as
far as I know/ t&jribiwiy — experiential
knowledge/ bqliy — rational knowledge.
bil4vi. mut. of bil-: biz bir-birimizni yaxyi -imiz we understand each other well,
biliyart
n. Billiards; pool: — oyna- to play bil
liards; to shoot pool. [<R. bil'yard].
bilim
n. Knowledge; learning: — al- to learn / —
b&r- to teach, pass on knowledge/ - sQwiyisi level of learning; cultural level/ —
yurti institute of higher learning/ bilim ayurto engage in advanced studies/ mcixsus —
expertise. [Mo. bilig/OT. bilig/T&. belem;
gyjlemnv. biliglU. bilim],
bilimdar
adj. Learned; erudite. Also bilimlik.
bilimdan
adj. Learned; erudite.
biUmdanliq
n. Erudition: — qil- to show off one's
knowledge,
bilimdan
adj. Learned person,
bilimganliq
n. Erudition,
bilimsiz
adj. Unlearned; uncultured. [OT. biligsiz],
bilimsiziik
n. of bilimsiz.
bilimlik
adj. Erudite; learned. Also bilimdar.
bilim-maripat
n. Cultural knowledge.
bilin1. vi. To be known, felt, perceived, de
tected, sensed, found, discovered: dzininki
6zig& —mdydu one does not know one's

bimaza
own shortcomings/ waqit -mdy Otup kdtti
time flew before one knew it/ unifl kim ik&nligi dmdi —di only now is it known who
he is. [K. bilin-IOT. bilin-ITv. bilin-].
2. vi. To be exposed: suyiqdsti —ip qaldi
the plot was exposed,
billndiirvt. caus. of bilin- : —mdy tdsirkOrs&t- to
exert a subtle influence,
bilinar-bilinmas
adv. Subtly; unobservably.
billa
adv. Together: -- bolgan kCinldr shared
days/ — yolga giq- to leave together/ —
man- to walk together/ tegliqta — tur- to
coexist peacefully/ halawdt-nmu muydqqdttimu — bol- to share weal and woe. Also
birtuta^, birga.
billila^vi. To do together: billiliyip iyld- to work to
gether,
bimar
1. lit. n. Illness; disease.
2. lit. n. Sick person; patient. [U. bemor
m-2)].
3. lit. adj. Diseased; sick. [C. bemarlTu.
bimar],
4. lit. n. Disorder; trouble. Cf. kesal (#14).
bimalal
adv. Unflinchingly; unhurriedly: — olturto be seated unhurriedly/ - iyld- to work
unflinchingly,
bimahiil
adv. Out of keeping with the times; pre
mature; at the wrong time: — yaqqan yamgur untimely rain,
bimaza
1. adj. Flavorless; tasteless; unsavory: —
tamaq flavorless food. Also mazisiz; cf.
tiimsiz, lazzatsiz.
2. adj. Unremarkable: - dsdr unremarka
ble work.
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bimana
3. adj. Uninteresting: — ad&m uninterest
ing person,
bimana
adj. Senseless; meaningless: - is senseless
matter/ — gdp senseless talk. Also manlsiz. [C. bema'na].
bimanilik
n. Absurdity; preposterousness: -td ugiga
giqqan utterly absurd.
bina
n. Building; structure; multi-storied build
ing: — qil- to build; to construct: orman
— qil- to build a forest/ iig qdwdtlik — a
three-storied building / yataq —si dormito
ry building/ ♦ - bol- to be created: dunya — bolgandin beri since the creation of
the world; since the beginning of time.
[O. binalU. bino],
bina'an
pp. (follows dative case) According to:
tdklipkd — by invitation/ qararga - accord
ing to a resolution. Cf. asasan 1, boyiga
1, uygun, qariganda 2. [U. binoan],
binawa
1. poe. adj. Unlucky; unfortunate.
2. adj. Poor; poverty-stricken,
binawaliq
n. Misfortune; poverty.

byurokratliq
binakar
n. Construction worker; architect,
binakarliq
n. Construction: - iygisi construction work
er/ — matiriyalliri construction materials,
biniip^a
adj. Violet: ultira — nur ultraviolet ray.
binap^aj
bot. n. Violet (Viola oxycentra). See illus
tration at giilbinap^a on p. 848.
binam
ag. n. Nonirrigated farmland; dry land,
binomus
adj. Brazen; impudent; shameless. Also
nomussiz; cf. arsiz, bi'ar, bihaya, dap$aq, hayasiz, uynt^iz, yiizsiz.
binzol
chem. n. Benzol; benzene. [<R. benzol].
byurokrat
n. Bureaucrat. Cf. alaqiwaz, qiigazwaz.
[<R. byurokrat],
byurokratizim
n. Bureaucratism; red tape. Cf. alaqiwazliq, byurokratliq, qagazwazliq. [<R.
byurokratizm].
byurokratliq
1. adj. Bureaucratic.
2. n. = byurokratizim.
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gurgdn peti Uxaniga kirip kdtti he ran with
pa'al
out a break to the administrative office,
adv. Actively: — MrMtkH Ml- to go into
action/ - qatms- to participate actively. Cf. pat II
adv. Soon: - arida about to; at the point
aktip 1. [O. faal/U. faol].
of; in the near future/ — kdl- to come soon/
pa'aliyat
n. Activity: t&nt&rbiyS.pa'aliyiti pe. ath — iyld- to work or do sth soon/ — yeqinda
very soon; presently: u — yeqinda kelidu
letic activity/ ijtima'i - social activity/ ilhe will soon come,
miy — scholarly activity. [O. faaliyetl\J.
patfaoliyat].
1. vi. To fit, be contained in, be held in:
pa'aliyat^an
bu tagarga dllik kilo gilrilg —idu fifty kilo
adj. Active; dynamic,
grams of rice fit into this sack/ bu gapan
pa'aliyat^anliq
mafia —midi bilk tar ikdn this coat is too
n. Zeal; initiative; enthusiasm: -ni dstCirsmall, it does not fit me/ bu Oygd yiind bir
to raise zeal/ —ni yoqat- to lose initiative/
karwat —idu another bed would fit in this
subeMp — subjective activity.
room/ bu zalga mifi. ki^i —idu 1000 persons
papa
fit into this hall/ bu yanguqqa qol -idu the
rel. n. Pope: rim papisi Roman pope/ ♦
hand fits into this pocket/ btuk putqa -mi
y&rpapisi dwarf; midget; pigmy. [<R.
di the boots don't fit. Cf. sig- .
papd\.
2. vi. To sink, fall: quruq xiyalga - to sink
papirus
into idle dreams/ kiin tag arqisigapetip kdtti
n. Russian-style cigarette. [<R. papirosd].
the sun set behind the mountain/ kemd suga
pat I
petip kdtti the ship sank/ marina layga —ti
1. n. Starch: — b&r- to be starched/ peti
the car sank into the mud. [U. bot-].
bar rdxt starched cloth. Also kiraxmal.
3. vi. To drown: ormanliq qaranguluqqa
2. n. Form; shape: petidin gm- a. to lose
petip kdtti the forest drowned in shadows.
shape: bu gapan texi —mdptu this coat is
Cf. gok- 1,3.
still in shape; b. ♦ to drop pretensions: u
4. vi. To be sunk, fallen on: putqa toy —ti
texi petidin giismdy yuridu he is still preten
the feet were covered with pebbles/ qdrztious/ 6z peti in the same old way; original
gd — to be heavily in debt/ kirgd — to be
form/ su peti in the same way.
covered all over with dirt. Cf. tokiil- 1.
3. expresses the state of an action: u ytiKEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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patan
[Ik. bat- (#3-4)].
5. vi. To tolerate (used in negation): mdn
bu 6yg& -midim I cannot stand this house.
6. expresses extreme excitation, anger or
sorrow: uxosalligi qinqiniga —may qaldi he
was beside himself with joy/ min gepi jenimga patti his remark deeply saddened
me.
patan
phys. n. Nape,
patalogiya
med. n. Pathology. [<R. patologiyd].
pat-pat
adv. Often; frequently: — kelip tur- to
come often,
patturvt. caus. of pat- : dgay anisi uni —midi
the stepmother did not tolerate him.
patron
1. mil. n. Shell; cartridge. Also mi^ak.
2. n. Socket: lampugka —i lightbulb sock
et. [<~R. patron'\.
paturvt. caus. of pat- : qolni xemirga — to stick
a hand in dough/ mayinini layga —up qoy- to
cause a car to get bogged down in mud.
patqaq
n. Slurry; mud; mire: - gagrap kdtti mud
splashed/ — yol muddy road/ kiyimni — qiliwdt- to be covered with mud (of clothes).
Also called petiq. [U. botqoq],
patqaqgiliq
n. Muddiness: — bolup kdt- to get muddy.
Also called petiq^iliq.
patqaqliq
adj./n. Muddy area or stretch: —tin 6t- to
pass through a muddy stretch,
patiparaq
adj. Panic; confusion: — bolup qag- to flee
in panic / — qil- to throw into a panic,
patiparaq^iliq
n. Confusion; panic: - igidd qaldi he re
mained confused.

pada
patipon
n. Phonograph; grammophone: — tdxsisi
phonograph record/ — qoy- to play a
grammophone/ — yinnisi grammophone
needle. [ < R. patefon].
patipun
n. = patipon.
patiha
1. rel. Fatiha (lit. "opening"), the first su
ra of the Koran.
2. rel. Short prayer: - oqu- (qil-) to re
cite a short prayer.
3. rel. n. Blessing; benediction: — al- to
receive blessings/ - bdr- to bestow bless
ings/ — oqutup qoy- to get engaged or
married. [U.fotiha (#1-3)].
patlavt. To starch: riixtni — to starch cloth. Cf.
kiraxmalla- .
patman
1. m. Uyghur weight measure, equal to
about 573.44 kg (RET). See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
2. fig. n. Much; heavy; ton: Mr — is a ton
of things.
patmanlap
Many: ^ agriq - kirip misqallap giqidu ill
ness comes by the ton and leaves by the
gram,
patmutak
bot. n. Polygonum bistorta. See illustra
tion at anjibar on p. 307.
patmi^uq
zoo. n. Horned gecko; sand lizard (Phrynosoma cornuta). Also called kelar II.
pada
ag. n. Herd; flock: — baq- a. to herd; b.
♦ to loaf, be idle (mostly in negation): &tidin kdgkigd - baqqinim yoq, islidim I did
not idle from dawn to dusk but worked/ qayt- to return a herd to the corral/ kala
padisi cattle herd/ ^ - baqqanda dost iduq
yaHaq gaqqanda ayrilduq being friends

KEY 1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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padi^i

paxta

dogs, etc.) to bite a leg; b. ♦ to grip and
during herding but parting company while
cracking walnuts/ ^ birsatiraq moz^ - bir
not let go/ uzun — long shank/ ♦ $ada pa(igi railings leg (a slim person)/ ♦ —qa pit
padini buzar one calf with diarrhea can
giiS- (of a louse) to fall on a leg (to feel un
upset a whole herd (one rotten apple can
easy, be on tenterhooks, be fidgety). Also
spoil a whole basket). [U. poda].
paqalgaq. [O. pagalU. poga].
padi(i
ag. n. Herder: — bala herd boy/ ♦ — yul- pagaq-pa^aq
adj. pagaq-pagaq qil- to smash to pieces,
tuz ast. Altair. Also jarwi^i.
utterly rout,
padi^iliq
pa^aq^i
ag. n. Herding. Cf. jarwi^iliq.
1. n. Lackey; henchman; hired thug.
padi^a
n. Emperor; king; ruler: — jdm&ti imperi
2. n. sby who likes to exploit shortcom
ings of others.
al clan; royal house/ ayal ~ empress/ sir
haywanlarnin —si the lion is the king of pa^aq^iliq
abstract n. of pa^aqgi: — qil- to exploit
the animal kingdom/ zalim — despot; ty
others' shortcomings.
rant/ muwdqq&t — prince regent. Cf. tanriqut, $a II, ^ahl, imperator. [Q..padsahlY:.. pa9aqlavt. To break, smash, pound,
padysalYiY^. patsalO. padisah/Q. patsalTSL.
padisax; patsalTu. patysa/U. podsoh],
pa^ka
1. n. Bag; pouch; sack. Cf. tagar 1, xalta
padUaliq
1. n. Kingdom; empire. [Q.padsahliql KK.
1.
2. n. Case; slip; cover; box. Cf. qap I (#1
patsalyqlQ. patsalyq],
2. adj. Royal; monarchical; imperial: —
-2).
taj royal or imperial crown/ — tiizUm mon paxal
1. ag. n. Straw; stalk: $alpaxili rice stalk.
archical system/ - hOkumdt royal, imperi
[U. poxol].
al or monarchical government/ — qil- a. to
2. adj. Cheapened; depreciated; devalued:
be emperor; b. to rule, reign, nationalize.
3. obs. adj. National; public: —y«ir public
— pul devalued money.
land. Cf. imperatorluq, karolluq (#1-3).
paxalla$vi. To depreciate: pul —ti money depre
paji'a
ciated,
n. Calamity; catastrophe; disaster; trage
dy: — yiiz bdrdi a disaster occurred/ —gd paxalliq
n. Depreciation: pulpaxalligi monetary de
ugra- (yoluq-) to suffer a catastrophe/ a 'ipreciation; inflation,
l& —si family tragedy. Cf. palakat 1. [O.
facia/U. folia].
paxpaq
adj. Hollow; empty: - bdsdy hollow Chi
paji'alik
nese cabbage/ - g&p empty talk,
adj. Calamitous; catastrophic; tragic; dis
astrous: — aqiwdt disastrous ending/ — paxpayvi. To be disheveled, tousled: gag paxdlum tragic death/ — waqd catastrophic in
piyip k&tti the hair was disheveled,
cident/ - kdruniis calamitous sight. [O.fopaxta
cialt].
bot. n. Cotton (Gossypium): — at- a. to
pa;aq
fluff or tease cotton; b. ♦ to brag: s&n tophys. n. Leg; shank: —qa esil- a. (of
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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paxtak
la — atma do not brag so much!/ — talasi
cotton fiber/ — tdr- to pick cotton/ — teris
masinisi ag. cotton picker/ - sal- to make
cotton wadding/ — rdxt cotton cloth/ — yip
cotton yarn or thread/ paxtini tayla- to
bale cotton/ gigitlik — unginned cotton/
sap — ginned cotton. Cf. kewaz. [K. pakta; paxtaITvi. pagtalU. paxta],
paxtak
zoo. n. Turtledove (Streptopeliae): —td
bar kdnal turulgida yoqmu you mean to say
the turtledove has a heart and the pigeon
has not? (are you oversensitive and others
are not?)/ 1 bir galmida ikki —ni soq- to
shape two turtledoves out of one clump of
soil (to kill two birds with one stone?)/ ♦
paxtigi oMa ug- to soar (like a turtle
dove) (to be immensely proud)/ ♦ qar
—tdk yegiwatidu it is snowing turtledoves
(it is snowing heavily). Also called torulga. [K. baktek].
paxtigi
1. n. Cotton merchant.
2. n. Braggard.
paxti^iliq
n. Cotton industry or commerce,
paxtikar
ag. n. Cotton grower: — qiz girl planting
cotton,
paxtikarliq
n. = paxti^iliq.
paxtila^vi. To become mildewed: nanpaxtilisip
qaptu bread turned moldy.
paxtiliq
adj. Cotton; cottony: — gapan cotton-pad
ded jacket.
pax$a
adj. Broken; smashed: — tuxum smashed
egg/ — xis broken brick,
paxtak
adj. paxsdk bos bare head,
paxian

pas-pas
zoo. n. Lamb: — gdsi lamb meat/ kuzdk —
autumn lamb / ♦ — bol- to be plump,
chubby, pudgy: bu bala paxian boptu this
child has become chubby. Cf. biirra, tol.
[OT. baqlan],
pah
int. expresses admiration or praise: — qaltis ikdn ah, truly amazing!/ — nimidigdn
guzdl mdnzird ah, what beautiful scenery!
pah-pah
int. = pah.
pahi^ii
n. Harlot; prostitute; whore. Cf. jalap 1.
[O. fahisdl^. faxisdI'U. fohisa].
pahi$ixana
n. Brothel; whorehouse. Cf. jalapxana.
pahi^iwaz
adj./n. Brothel customer; lewd or licen
tious person,
pahi^iwazliq
n. Lewdness: — qil- to be engaged in lewd
ness,
pasahat
n. Eloquence: - bildn sdzld- to speak elo
quently. Cf. sozmanlik, gapdanliq, natiqliq.
pasahiitlik
adj. Eloquent. Cf. sbzman, gapdan.
pasa^ir
n. Traveler; passenger. Cf. yolu^i. [<R.
passazir].
pasah
ag. adj. Uprooting of plants at the end of
the harvest season: — bol- (of plants) to be
uprooted after edible parts have been har
vested/ — qil- to uproot plants and pick
their fruit: qorunni — qil- to uproot melon
plants and pick melons. Also wa^an.
pasandavt. To pick at random,
pas-pas
n. Snap; fastener: kdyndkkd — qada- to
sew a snap on a shirt.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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par

pasport

n. Disclosure; exposure; revelation: — bolpasport
to expose, reveal or lay oneself bare/ —
n. Passport: -- al- to receive a passport/
qil- to expose: jinayatni — qil- to expose a
-- tapsur- to hand in one's passport. Cf. ijacrime. [U.^^].
zatnama. [<R. pasport],
pa$a
I
pasxa
1. his. n. Pasha, title of high-ranking mili
rel. n. Easter: — bayrimi Easter festival.
tary and civilian leaders in certain West
[<R. pasxa],
Asian countries. \K, pasa],
passip
2. n. Female name. Also payaxan, payaqiz.
adj. Passive; inactive: -- amil negative
factor/ — orunga giisiip qal- to land oneself pa$a II
zoo. n. Mosquito (Culicidae): — gaqti a
in a passive position/ — mudapid kdr- to
mosquito stung / - kiijisi mosquito-repel
resist passively.
lent incense/ — leginkisi wiggler; wrig
passipla$gler/ bdzgdk payisi malarial mosquito/ ♦
vi. To be passive or inactive,
payiddk ginikla- to buzz like a mosquito (to
passipliq
hum in an annoying manner). [Mo. batan. Negative, dispirited frame of mind,
gan-a/\J, payya (fly)],
paskina
1. adj. Dirty; filthy; soiled: — bol- to be pa^^ap
obs. n. Police: — begi police officer. Cf.
come dirty/ — qol dirty hands/ — qil- to
soil/ - Idyim soiled clothes/ - U dirty busi
saq^i 1.
pa$iot
ness. Cf. maynat, nijis 1.
bot. n. Filipendula ulmaria,
2. fig. adj. Dirty; obscene. Cf. pasiq 2.
pa$iliq
paskini(iliq
1. n. Mosquito-infested place.
1. adj. Dirty; filthy; soiled: dynin igi bdk
2. n. Mosquito net.
- the (inside of the) room is very filthy.
2. n. Dirt; filth; soil.
pa^na
do. n. Heel: ayaqpaynisi heel of a shoe/ ♦
paskinila$paynisi yoq having no heels (vacillating;
vi. To become dirty,
having wobbly legs; not taking a firm po
paskiniliq
sition). Cf. ok^ii, son 1, kalligir. [U. poyn. Dirt; filth. Cf. kir 1, maynatgilik.
na],
pasiwan
pa^niliq
n. Guard; guardian; protector,
adj. Heeled: - ayaq heeled shoe/ igiz — apasiq
yaq high-heeled shoe. Cf. okgilik.
1. adj. Ill-behaved.
2. fig. adj. = paskina 2: — sdndk dirty par I
phy. n. Steam: — turbinisi steam turbine/
character or person.
-ga aylan- to evaporate. Cf. bug, hor. [ < R.
pasil
n. Boundary: -- bdlgild- to draw a bound
par],
ary/ - qozugi boundary marker/ - qoy- to par II
1. m. Set: bir - kiyiin a set of clothes.
demarkate a boundary/ deniz —i ocean
2. m. Pair: — bol- to pair up: — holuyup
shore/ ydr —i boundary of a land parcel/ ♦
marl- to walk in pairs/ — kdl- to match,
muskulpasili phys. myoseptum,
suit: bu Sana — kdlmilydu this does not
paf
KEY 1. < derived from; Q, Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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parafin

para
suit you; bu ikki at bir-birigS par keliptu
these two horses match/ bir — ayaq pair of
shoes/ bir — paypaq a pair of socks/ bir —
k&pt&r a pair of pigeons. [Q. par!\J. par].
para
n. Bribe: — al- (yd-) to receive a bribe/ —
bdr- to offer bribe. Cf. ariliq III. [Tu. para/U. pora],
parabola
math. n. Parabola. [<R. parabola],
parat
1. n. Joint performance.
2. n. Parade; review. Cf. korak I (lfl-2).
[<R. parad],
paraxot
1. n. Craft; ship; steamship: - basligi ship
captain/ — hdydd- to pilot a ship/ okyan
paraxodi ocean-going vessel/ yolugilar paraxodi passenger ship/ yilk paraxodi cargo
ship; freighter/ muz yargug — icebreaker.
[<R. paroxod],
2. mil. n. Warship: garligugi — cruiser/
hdrbi — naval vessel.
paraxotgi
n. Sailor. Cf. denizgi, qolwaq^i, qeyiq^i,
kemifi, matros.
paraxot^ilik
n. Shipping industry,
paras-purus
onom. Crackle: — etilgan pojaflza awazi
the crackling sound of firecrackers/ otun
— qilip kdydi the kindling made a crack
ling sound,
parasat
n. Talent; gift: — igisi gifted person or
scholar. Cf. talant, istidat. [Q. parasat!
Tu. parasat lU.farosat (ingenuity)],
parasatsiz
adj. Untalented; ungifted. Cf. talantsiz,
istidatsiz.
parasatsiziik
n. Lack of talent. Cf. talantsizlik, istidatsizlik.

parasatlik
adj. Thlented; gifted: hdm — hdm jasardtlik both talented and courageous. Cf. talantliq, istidatliq. [Q. parasatty].
paraxot
n. Parachute: -- bildn sdkrd- to para
chute. [<R. parayot].
para^ot^i
n. Parachutist: — qisirn mil. paratrooper,
para^ok
n. Powder: — dora powdered medicine/
giy parayogi dental powder/ sopun parayogi
soap powder. Cf. kukum. [<R. poroyok],
para^oksiman
adj. Powdery,
parazit
1. med. n. Parasite: -- qurut parasite.
[<R. parazit!].
2. fig. n. Parasite. Cf. tayyartap, tekinxor, tiriktap, haramtamaq, haramxor.
[<R. parazit].
parazitliq
adj. Parasitic: — turmuy parasitic life,
parawan
adj. Affluent; opulent; rich; wealthy: —
bol- to be well off/ — turmuy rich life/ — yaya- to live in affluence. Cf. baya^at. [Q.faravari],
parawanla?vi. To become affluent, opulent, rich or
wealthy.
parawanla^turvt. To cause to become affluent,
parawanliq
n. Welfare: —fondi welfare fund/ — iyliri
welfare projects/ jama'at social welfare.
[\5. farovonlik].
parawoz
n. Locomotive: —nin rartiy kugi pulling or
traction force of a locomotive. [<R. parovoz].
parafin
chem. n. Paraffin. [<R. parafin].

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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partizanliq

paraq
paraq
n. Land tax; public grain: - tapsur- to de
liver public grain,
paraq-paraq
onom. Haha: — kuliip Mt- to laugh hearti
lyparaq-puruq
1. onom. Gurgle: su — qaynidi water
gurgled when it boiled.
2. adv. Uproariously: — kUlusUp k&t- to
laugh boisterously.
paraqqida
adv. = paraq-puruq.
paraqlavi. To make a cackling or gurgling sound:
-p kul- to laugh in a cackling manner/ su
—p qaynidi the water gurgled when it
boil^.
parakanda
adj. Chaotic; confused; disorderly: - bolto be confused/ - qil- to confuse, create a
disturbance/ kdflli — perturbed; confused.
Cf. ^uwaljaq 1, malimatan.
parakandi^ilik
1. n. Chaos; confusion; disorder: uruy parakdndigiligi the confusion of struggle; the
heat of battle. Cf. malunatan^iliq.
2. n. Bother; disturbance: — sal- to make
trouble/ kOMl parakdndigiligi a very up
setting feeling.
parakandilik
n. = parakandi^ilik.
paran
n. Chat; talk: - sal- (qil-) to chat/ -ga gusup k&t- to start talking / bikar - superflu
ous chat/ gon — sal- to brag/ quruq - emp
ty or meaningless talk/ qiziq - sal- to say
(sth) interesting/ koga parini street talk;
gossip; rumor; gossip; hearsay,
paran^i
n. Good talker.
paranla$vi. To chat, talk: paraMsisqa waqtim yoq I

have no time for chatting/ is ustidd — to
chat about work, talk shop,
paragat
n. Ease; comfort: -tayasa- to live in com
fort/ —k& beril- to seek comfort. Cf. rahat.
paragatlik
adj. Easy; comfortable: — turmus easy or
comfortable life. Cf. rahatlik.
paragirap
lit. n. Paragraph; section. [<'R. paragraf\.
parallil
1. adj. Parallel: — tOt t&raplik math, paral
lelogram/ - sizik math, parallel line/ — sinip parallel classes (i.e. classes of the
same grade).
2. geo. n. Parallel: qirigingi — fortieth par
allel. [<R. parallel' (#1-2)].
paramii^
med. n. Coma; stupor: — bolup qal- to be
in a coma,
parpa
n. Dwarf; midget; pygmy. Cf. piitak, jadwar, karkii.
par-pur
onom. Sparkling; glittering: u — kiyiml&rni kiyiwaptu she wore glittering clothes,
parta
n. School desk. Cf. iistfil. [<R. parta],
part-purt
onom. Swiftly: - qag- to flee swiftly,
partkom
n. Party committee: oblastliq - prefectural party committee. [<R. partkom],
partizan
mil. n. Partisan; guerrilla: - dityi partisan
force. {<'8,. partizan],
partizan^a
mil. adj. Partisan; guerrilla: -tumusk&gurto lead a partisan life.
partizanliq
mil. n. Guerrilla warfare: - urusi guerrilla
warfare/ — qil- to conduct guerrilla war
fare.

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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pars

partiya

break: ganap - qil- to chop into pieces;
partiya
xdtni yirtip - qil- to tear up a letter,
n. Party; -- t&skili party organization/ -- turmusi party life/ - iizasi party member/ - parja
1. m. Piece: bir - qdgdz a piece of paper/
quruluii party building or strengthening/ -bir — ydr a parcel of land/ bir — nawat a
intizami party discipline/ - yageykisi party
piece of rock candy/ bir — nan a piece of
branch/ - guruppisi party group/ -- nizambread. [O. pargalTd.. pargalV. pargd],
namisi party constitution/ partiyidd qaldu2. m. for written materials: bir — xdt one
rup sina- to be placed on probation within
letter/ bir - kitap one book/ bir - maqala
the party/ hakimiydt beyidiki - ruling party.
one article.
[<R. partiya],
3. adj. Odds and ends: -- pul small
partiya-guruh
change/ — xiraj occasional fee/ — sat- to
n. Political party or group: demokiratik
sell retail.
—lar democratic parties and groups,
4. adj./n. Describes sth incomplete or not
partiyisiz
intact: - bolup kdt- to break, fall to pieces/
adj. Non-party; - yolday non-party com
— san math, remainder/ xiy pargisi broken
rade.
brick/
raxt pargisi cloth remnant/ 1 - bupartiyiwilik
luttin yamgiir kiitmd a broken cloud does
n. Party spirit: - mdydanida gin tur- to
not produce rain.
persist in the party's position,
parga-par^a
partiyilik
adj. Scattered: - aq bulutlar scattered
adj. Party; - kadir party cadre/ — yolday
white clouds/ - yurmdlldr bits of floating
party comrade,
ice/ — ydr scattered pieces of land,
partlavi. To erupt, explode: -y awazi exploding parfa-purat
adj. Fragmentary: - rdxt scraps of cloth/
sound/ bomba partlidi a bomb exploded/
— iy various kinds of work; odd jobs/ — ydr
uruy partlidi war erupted. [U. portla-].
scattered parcels of land/ — gdp scattered
partlatwords; random remark/ — ndrsildr odds
vt. To blow up, demolish, explode,
and ends.
partlatqugi
par^ilan. Demolisher; sby who demolishes,
1. vt. To separate, chop, cleave: —p sat- to
partliguj
sell retail/ gdyni - to chop meat.
adj. Explosive; - tawuy gr. plosive/ - dora
2. vt. To disintegrate.
dynamite; explosive charge/ - madda ex
3. vt. To convert, exchange: on yudnlik
plosive or combustible material.
pulni — to convert ten yuan. Cf. gaq- 6,
para I
sundur- .
n. Piece; part; - bol- to fall to pieces. [C4. phy. vt. To split. Cf. maydila- (/^l-4).
para],
par
9ilanpara II
1. vi. pass, of par^ila- .
rel. n. Chapter in sacred text: bir — qur'an
2. phy. vi. To be split: atom yadrosinin
oqu- to recite a chapter in the Koran,
pargiliniyi splitting of the atom.
para-para
adj. Broken; torn up: -- bol- to be broken: pars I
n. Persian: - ayal Persian woman/ — tili
yurdk - bol- to be heartbroken/ - qil- to
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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paqiganaq

pars

vi. To flash, sparkle, glitter. Also palilPersian language. [C- farsUOY. b&rgiklQ.
da-.
parsylM. fors}.
parildatpars II
vt. To make sparkle. Also palildat- .
onom. pars qil- to make a snapping
sound: agamga —ip iizulup kiitti the rope parla-1
vt. To choose, pick, select: Uzum — to
broke widi a snapping sound,
pick grapes/ nQrsd-kerdklami — to choose
pars-pars
things. Cf. taiga- 1, talla-, xilla-, korsatonom. expresses crackling sound: — qilip
4.
parala-].
etil- to burst with a crackle.
parlaII
pars(a
vt. To pair, mate: dtukldrni dz pari boyigd
1. adv. In the Persian language: — s6zl&— to pick oneself a pair of boots.
to speak Persian.
parlaq
2. adj. Persian: -- kiyim Persian clothes,
adj. Bright: - quyas bright sunshine/ — isparsildatiqbal bright prospects / — yol bright road.
vi. To make crackling sound: pojaflza —p
[O. parlakll]. poiioq].
etildi firecrackers crackled/ tana -p uzuldi
the string broke with a crackle/ hbl yaga( parlament
n. Parliament. [<R. parlament].
-p kOymdktd the wet firewood is burning
with a crackle,
pauza
1. mus. n. Opening bars.
parrida
2. mus. n. Rest: ikki takitlik — a rest of
adv. Flashingly; sparklingly. Cf. wallida.
two beats. [<R. pauza].
parqiravi. To glitter, glow, shine, sparkle: tag goq- paqa
zoo. n. Frog (Ranidae): — kukuridi the
qisida yil boyi erim&ydigan qarlar -p turatfrogs croaked/ gar — toad (Anura)l ^ alti the eternal snow on the mountain top
tingi aynifl paqisiddk yoqap kdt- to leave
glittered / yuzi - to have one's face glow.
no trace like a frog in June (nowhere to be
Cf. walilda- .
found) / ♦ qolun paqidak sogaq ikdn your
parqirathand is as cold as a frog (cold and clam
vt. To cause to shine, glitter, glow, spar
my). [K. bakalKK. baqalM. baqalMo.
kle: Qyn&kni sunup — to polish glass/ otiikbaq-a/Q. baqalT\. pagaJM. baqa/Y. bani maylap — to polish boots/ kozini — to
ga].
make eyes sparkle. Cf. walildat- .
paqal^aq
parqiraq
phys. n. Leg; shank: t kalla disti — dd- to
adj. Glossy; shiny: — gag glossy hair/ —
respond about the shank to a question
rdxt shiny cloth/ - q&gdz glossy paper/ ♦
about the head (to give an irrelevant an
— qoflguz zoo. firefly; glowworm (Lampswer). Also payaq.
yridae). Also parqirigaq; cf. julaliq.
parqirigaq
paq-paq
onom. Clap; snap: -- ur- to beat with
adj. = parqiraq.
clapping sound.
parixor
n. sby who accepts bribes: — dmUldar cor paq-piiq
onom. Crackle; splutter,
rupt official,
paqi^anaq
parildaKEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. interjection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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paqi9ilap

pan

pakitsiz
zoo. n. Tortoise plastron or shell,
adj. Fanciful; not factual: — g&p fanciful
paqi^ilap
remark,
adv. paqigilap uz- to swim breast stroke,
pakitliq
paqiot
adj. Factual: - matiriyal factual material,
bot. n. Duckweed (Spirodela polyrrhiza).
pakiz
Also called jamka. [Q. baqaot].
1. adj. = pak: — gin& clean bowl/ — su
paqiyopurmaq
clean water/ — kiyim clean clothing. [U.
bot. n. Asian plantain
pokiza],
(Plantago asiatica; P.
2. adj. Delicate; elegant; refined: — ds- to
depressa). Also called
grow even prettier / — qeri- to age grace
asiya paqa yopurmigi,
fully/ - qiz delicate girl. Cf. nazakatlik,
qwngaq yotqini.
napis.
paqiliq
3. adj. Honest: - ayal honest woman,
n. Trough in a water
.
pakizlamill.
paqiyopurmaq
vt. To clean: ginini - to clean a bowl/ yapak
taqni — to clean a dormitory. Also pakla- ;
adj. Pure; clean; immaculate: — ad&m
cf. erigda- .
clean person/ -- dil a pure heart/ -- qiz
chaste girl/ tarixi - clean personal record/ pakizliq
n. Cleanliness; purity: —ni saqla- to main
dzini “ tut- (saqla-) to preserve one's pu
tain cleanliness. Also pakliq; cf. taziliq 1.
rity. Also pakiz 1; cf. taza I 1, erig. [Cpakinak
paklO. paklTk. pak'].
adj. = pakar.
pakar
adj. Short; low: - ad&m a short person/ - paklavt. = pakizla- . [O. pakla-].
boyluq short stature or build/ — tarn low
wall/ — d&r&x short tree/ — 6y low house paklanvi. To be cleaned: gunadin -- to be
or room/ — k&pil&r low sheds or shacks/ u
cleared of guilt.
m&ndin — he is shorter than me. Also pakar-pakar, pakinak. [Tu. bokurl\J. pa- pakliq
n. = pakizliq. [Q. pakliklO. pakltklTz.
kana],
pak'lek].
pakar-pakar
pan I
adj. = pakar.
1. med. adj. Deaf: — ad&m deaf person/
pak-pakiz
qulaqni — qiliw&t- to deafen, make noise/
adj. Very clean: — tazila- to clean very
quligi - deaf/ ♦ - qulaq deaf ear (disobe
neatly/ - kiyim very clean clothes. Super
dient): — qulaq bala a disobedient child.
lative of pak.
Cf. gas I.
pakit
2. n. Deaf person: u — afilimaydu he is
n. Fact: — qoy- to present facts/ —qa h&rdeaf and cannot hear.
m&t qil- to respect facts/ -qa uygun tal
lying with the facts/ tarixiy - historical pan II
onom. expresses banging sound: miltiq —
fact/ 5 — munaziridin iistun a fact is supe
qilip erildi the rifle shot with a bang,
rior to a dispute (facts speak louder than
pan III
words). [<R.^/:/].
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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payda

pan-pun
bot. adj. pan bol- to overgrow, spindle:
bugday - bolup ketiptu wheat overgrew.
pan-pun
onom. Bang-bang: - qilip etilgan miltiq awazi the bang-bang of a rifle shot.
pan^u
n. Soft plain-weave silk fabric,
panqu^
adj. Muddleheaded,
pannida
onom. expresses banging sound: — oq giqip k&tti with a bang the bullet shot out.
pay I
1. phys. n. Foot: ♦ peyiga gus- a. to follow
(sby's) tracks; b. to seek; c. to plot
against. Cf. ayaq II, put II. [C- pay].
2. m. for one of a pair (of shoes, etc.): bir
— ayaq one shoe. [U. pof\.
3. m. Round: bir — oq one round of am
munition.
pay II
n. Share; stock: — puli money paid for
shares/ — geki share or stock certificate/ —
bsumi stock dividend/ - qoy- to buy shares.
Cf. hassa 2. [O. pay/Ta. paj (part)],
payat
n. Solder; weld. Cf. kap^ar.
payan
n. Limit: -i yoq a. limitless; b. ♦ fickle;
changeable; capricious. Cf. hSddi 1.
payandaz
n. A long narrow rug, used on ceremonial
occasions: - sal- to lay a rug/ yayi - silk
rug. [U. pojandoz].
payansiz
adj. Endless; extensive; limitless; vast: —
upuq sizigi vast horizon/ — etizlar vast
fields. Cf. bipayan, ^aksiz, girin, gin.
paypaslavi. To bustle about: u dtidin kdgkigd —p
yUridu he bustled about from dawn to
dusk. [U. pajpasla-; pijpasla- (to grope)].
paypaq

do. n. Socks; stockings; hose: bir par — a
pair of socks/ nilon — nylon hose/ yun —
woolen socks/ ♦ —qa dOssd- to trample
on socks (to be frustrated)/ ♦ —qa nahal
qaqqanddk like a horseshoe nailed on
socks (superfluous; unnecessary). [U. pajpoq].
paypaqiiq
1. adj. Stockinged.
2. adj. Having hairy or feathery legs: —
toxu feather-legged chicken/ — kdptdr
feather-legged pigeon.
paypetak
adv. paypetdk bol- to bustle about: u kdpgiliknin iyi iigiin kdgkigd —up yiiridu for ev
erybody's sake he is up to his ears in work
until dusk; mehmanlar Cigun — to fuss over
guests,
paytaxt
geo. n. Capital city. Cf astanii. [C- p(iytaxt/\J. pojtaxt].
paytima
do. n. Footcloth: — ydgd- to put on footcloth/ ♦ - qil- to trample on (also ayigasti
qil-)/ ♦ payrimisini tdUir origan addm sby
who puts on footcloths backwards (un
lucky person). Before socks became wide
ly used in Xinjiang, men and women
wrapped their feet in footcloths before
putting on boots. This term is also occa
sionally used in Uyghur literature to refer
to the bandages used in binding some Chi
nese women's feet before 1911. [U. pajtava],
payda
n. Advantage; benefit; profit: -al- (qoglay-)
to seek profit/ -- tap- (kdr-) to make a
profit/ — ziyanni tdUyalmdsUk the losses
outweigh the gains/ bunin safla nimd paydisi bar of what benefit is this to you?/
paydini kOrgdndd Ozini yoqitip qoy- to be
blinded by lust for gain/ tdnhdrkdtnin
paydisi benefit of physical exercise/ dz

1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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payda-ziyan
paydisini kdzlimdslik not seeking private
gain/ Uqa paydisi
beneficial for work/ ^
ikki qosqar soqussa borigd - two rams fight
ing will be to the wolf's benefit/ ♦ — bola. to be profitable; b. to be beneficial or
useful/ ♦ — qil- a. to make profit; b. to
be effacacious: bu dora unin kesiligd —
qildi this medicine was efficacious against
his disease. Cf. hayan, zigziq 2, manpa'at, nap. [K. pajdalQ. pajdalTz. fajda!
\5.fojdd\.
payda-ziyan
n. Gains and losses; advantages and dis
advantages: — toqunusi conflict of interests/
—nifl gemini yd- to worry about personal
gains and losses,
paydixor
n. Profit seeker; profiteer. Cf. hayanka$,
manpa'atparas. [Q. pajdakunem; pajdaqor],
paydixorluq
n. Profiteering. Cf. hayanka^Iik, manpa'atparaslik. [Q. pajdakiinemdtk].
paydisiz
adj. Unprofitable; useless: — oqdt unprof
itable business/ — urns unprofitable strug
gle/ — gdp useless talk. Cf. daramatsiz,
manpa'atsiz. [Q. pajdasyzlHi. fajdasyz].
paydilan1. vi. To use, adopt: omumi yuzluk — to
use comprehensively, use for several pur
poses / yefU usuldin - to adopt new meth
ods/ ♦ hoquqtin — to exploit one's pow
er. [K. pajdalan-ITsi. fajdalan-].
2. vi. To consult: paydilinis matiriyali ref
erence materials/ ilmiy kitaplardin — to
consult scientific books.
paydiliq
adj. Beneficial; advantageous; profitable;
useful: beneficial insects/ - oqdt profitable business/ — kitap useful
book. Cf. daramatlik, manpa'atlik. [K.
pajdalunlYX.. pajdalylQ. pajdaly].

paymal
paya
bot. n. Stalk: paxta payisi cotton stalk/
qonaq payisi corn stalk/ laza payisi hot
pepper stalk. Cf. ?ada 1. [U. poya].
pay^ik
n. Shareholder: -lar iirkiti joint stock com
pany. Cf. hiissidar.
payxan I
phys. n. Shinbone; tibia: payxinini geqiwdt- to break a shinbone,
payxan II
n. Threshing grain: — sal- (qil-) to spread
out threshing grain,
payqadiim
n. Pace; step. Cf atlam, ^amdam 1, qadam, mandam.
payla-1
1. vi. To endure, withstand: agriqqa — to
endure sickness/ bu yagag besimga paylimaydu this piece of wood cannot with
stand pressure/ qiyingiliqqa -- to endure
difficulties.
2. vi. To appraise (mostly in negation): dzini paylimasliq not to estimate one's own
ability correctly.
payla-11
vt. To lie in wait for, be on watch for: birawni —p yiir- to lie in wait for a certain
person/ pdytni - to watch for one's oppor
tunity/ miiyuk gayqanni paylidi the cat lay in
wait for the mouse. [U. pojla-j.
paylaq^i
1. n. Spy; secret agent: — qoy- to send a
spy. Cf. niaraq^i.
2. n. Informer,
paylaq^iliq
n. Detective work; espionage. Cf. maraqgiliq.
paymal
adj. Trampled upon (JE): - qil- a. to step
on, tread, stomp; b. to encroach on, in
fringe upon: birawnin hoquqini — qil- to
encroach upon a certain person's authori-

KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. interjection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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palan

paymu-pay
ty. \U. pojmoI\.
paymu-pay
adv. Equally; reciprocally; one for one.
Also ba$mu-ba$.
paynap
geo. n. Upper course or reaches of a riv
er. [U. pojnov (lower reaches or mouth of
a river)],
paynak
n. Butt: tuxum paynigi the thicker part of
an egg/ miltiq paynigi rifle butt/ ♦ — has
butthead (bald head; pate). Cf. qondaq 1.
[U. pojnak].
pagon
mil. n. Shoulderstrap: — taqa- to wear
shoulderstraps. [<R. pogon].
pal
rel. n. Augury; divination; fortune; omen:
— ag- (baq- , sal-) to divine/ — baqqugi
fortuneteller (also pal?i). Cf. rammalliq,
qur'i. [O./C//U./0/].
palavt. To banish, send into exile: yiraq jaylarga — to banish to a remote place. [U.
badarga qil-\.
palata
n. Parliament; congress; legislative as
sembly: keMs palatisi senate/ yuquri - up
per house of a legislature. [<R. palata],
palaslavi. = palaqia- .
palaz
n. Napless cotton blanket, rug or mat: toqu- to weave a palaz/ - sal- to spread a
palaz/ ♦ s6r&m - sluggish; dilatory. [U.
palos],
palaq I
adj. Rotten; spoiled; gone bad: - tuxum
rotten egg/ tuxum — bolup qaldi the egg
has gone bad. Also pax^a. [U. palagda],
palaq II
1. n. Oar: qeyiqpaligi boat oar.
2. n. Bat; racket; club: — bildn ur- to beat

with a club/ tik-tak top paligi ping-pong
paddle/ giwin paligi fly swatter.
palaq-puluq
onom. expresses banging, splashing or
slapping sound: — suga giisiip kdt- to jump
into the water with a splash/ — ikki kagat
uruwdt- to slap both ears/ — yiqilip gUs- to
tumble with a bang,
palaqqida
adv. Bangingly: -- yiqil- to fall with a
bang/ kitap — ydrgd giisup kiitti the book
fell on the ground with a bang.
palaqlnvi. To aish about: iitidin kiigkigd —p yiirup
heg is Ml qilalmidim I rushed about from
morning to night and did not get anything
done/ kdgkigil —p yiir- to bustle about all
day. Also palasla- .
palaqlat1. vt. To cause to rush about.
2. vt. To flap: xowz qanitini -ti the roos
ter flapped its wings/ qanatni — to flap
wings. Cf. qaq- 3.
3. To make flapping sound: palaqlitip kigiz qaq- to shake felt with a flap.
palakiit
1. n. Disaster; calamity; catastrophe: —
bas- to have bad luck/ —kd ugra- to meet
with a disaster/ qutulgili bolmaydigan — una
voidable disaster. Cf. paji'a.
2. adj. Clumsy; awkward; stupid: — qerito become clumsy with age. Cf. kalanpay.
[U. falokat].
palakatla^vi. To be awkward or clumsy: addm qeriganseripalakdtlisidu people become more
awkward with age.
palan
ag. n. Rice straw,
palan
1. pro. Certain; so-and-so; such-and-such:
— addm such-and-such a person; so-andso/ - waqitta at a certain time/ — kiln cer-

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; nius. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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palantain day. Cf. gayibir. [O. falanllk. ftildnl
Y. biiller].
2. adj. expresses a large amount of sth; bu
sa 'Qt — pulga toxtigan this watch is very ex
pensive.
palanvi. To be banished or exiled,
palan-pokun
pro. This and that: — ddp gdpni sozup olturma don't talk about this and that and
never finish!/ u — dimidi he did not say
anything/ ♦ - diyis- to bicker, quarrel: biz
higqagan — diyisip baqmigan we have never
quarrelled. [\J. pala-partiy],
palan-pustan
pro. = palan-pokun.
palanda
n. Exile; expellee; banished person. Cf.
siirgiin, qoglandi.
palan^i
n. Somebody; so-and-so; a certain person.
[O. falancal"^. fdldngd].
palan^i-pustan^i
1. n. A certain person; so-and-so: —lar
kelidu diwidin, hazirgigd kdlmidigu you said
so-and-so would come, why hasn't he
come yet?
2. n. expresses the deletion of sth that is
not good to mention: u seni — d&p Mr
mungd tillidi he swore at you saying suchand-such.
palani-pustani
pro. = palan-pokun.
pal-pal
onom. Flicker: — yenip turgan giraq nuri
flickering lamp light/ kdzni — qilip qarap
tur- to gaze with flickering eyes.
pal-pul
onom. Flicker; flash: — qilip gaqmaq
gaqti lightning flashed/ qol giraq — yandi
the flashlight flashed on.
palta
1. n. Ax; hatchet: — sepi ax handle/ ay —

palla
broadaxe/ dz putiga dzi - gap- to cut one's
own foot with an ax/ ♦ -- sepi tdg- to
receive an ax handle (to gain power by
improper means): uningapalta sepi tegip
qaptu he arrogated some power. [K. balta/Mo. baltalO. baltalU. boltalTa. baltal
Tu. paltalTw. baldy/Y. balta].
2. n. Male name. Also paltaxun, paltiway.
pala
n. Fine; penalty. Cf. jfirimana, i^tirap.
pala$
1. med. n. Palsy; paralysis: - addm para
lyzed person; cripple/ — bol- to be para
lyzed: u — bolup qaptu he was paralyzed/
yerim — hemiplegia. Also called sal kesili.
2. fig. adj. Breakdown; paralysis; stand
still: xizmdt — haldtkd gilsup qaldi work
came to a standstill. [\5. falaz\.
pala^lik
abstract n. of pala?.
palak
bot. n. Spinach (Spinacia oleracea). Also
called bosiiy.
pal?i
rel. n. Diviner; fortuneteller; seer. Cf. pal
baqqugi, anbiya, ram?i, riimmal, qurandaz, qumilaqgi. [U.folbin],
palwan
n. Brave man; hero; warrior. Cf. mardimardan. [KK. paluan (Held; Ringer)/
U. polwon (wrestler)],
palwanliq
n. Bravery; valor. Cf. qahrimanliq,
martlik, mardaniliq.
palildavi. To flash, sparkle, glitter: yultuzlar —p
turatti the stars glittered. Also parilda- .
palildatvt. To cause to flash, sparkle, glitter: kdzni — to make eyes flash. Also parildat- .
palla
onom. Flicker; flash: giraq — qilip dgiip
qaldi the lamp flickered and went out.

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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patingan

palladiy

men: - beyi pansat commander.
palladiy
chem. n. Palladium (Pd). [<R. palladij].
panus
n. Lantern: aylanma — rotating lantern/
palma
gill — festive lantern. Cf. {iraq. [O. fabot. n. Palm (Palmaceae): — dQrixi palm
nus\.
tree. [KP.. pal'md\.
pani
palnama
rel. obs. adj. Of this world: — dozaq hell
rel. n. Book of divination,
on earth; vale of tears/ -- dunya the
pampa
world. [Q.fani (transitory)/0./cm'],
n. Large dirt clod,
panislamist
pampiliq
n. Pan-Islamist,
n. A field of dirt clods: 1 —tin daflgal tepilmaptu (he) could not find dirt in a field panislamizim
n. Pan-Islamism. [O. panislamizm].
of dirt clods,
papilapana I
vt. To coddle, pamper, spoil: —p OstCir- to
n. Wedge; peg. Cf. ^ina. [U. pona/Y. baraise in a pampered way: —p dsturg&n bagand\.
la pampered child/ balini --p uxlat- to
pana II
coddle a child to sleep. Cf. arkilat-.
1. n. Asylum; haven; refuge; sanctuary: izdH- a. to seek asylum; b. to go some patta
n. Marriage certificate: — al- to receive a
where for shelter.
marriage certificate/ pdttisini bdr- to give
2. n. Protection; shelter: — bol- to have
a divorce decree. [U. patta (ticket, re
protection, become sheltered/ — tart- to
ceipt, check)].
seek protection with: u seni — tartip Midi
he came to you for protection/ — tild- to pata
n. Visit: pdtigci bar- to visit,
seek shelter/ xuda 6z —sida saqlisun rel.
may Allah bless and protect. Also called patiir
n. pQtQr saliyon bot. Ranunculus sceleraba^pana. [Q. fana (annihilation of self)/Q.
tus, a kind of buttercup, used in Uyghur
pana\.
folk medicine. Also called tag giflsiyi.
panasiz
adj. Homeless: — yetim-yesirlar home patak
n. Dwarf. Cf parpa, jadwar, karka.
less orphcuis/ — musapirlar homeless refu
gees. Cf. jay-makansiz, 6y-makansiz, patiwa
1. rel. n. Decision or formal legal opinion
makansiz. [Q. panasyz\.
given
by a mufti.
panar
2. n. Cause; excuse; ground; pretext: —
n. Bam lantern. Also panar.
tap- to look for an excuse. Cf. xiisus, 6zpanaq
n. Flat nose; sby with a flat nose (often
ra 1, siiwap,
3. n. Solution; key: qalaymiqan — giqarreferring to Chinese),
to come up with a muddled solution.
panaliq
adj./n. Asylum; shelter: - jay shelter/ - patingan
bot. n. Eggplant (Solanum melongena).
hoquqi power of asylum,
Also pidigan, jayza, qara pitMjan. [Q.
pansat
baklazan].
his./mil. n. Military unit of about 500
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. interjection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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patla
patla
n. Buttonhole: - cf- to open a buttonhole.
Cf. izma.
patnus
n. Serving tray. [Q. patnos!\5. patnis].
pada
1. mus. n. Timbre: dutamin pMisi the dutar's timbre.
2. n. Tone; note,
padar
obs. n. Father. Cf. ata II. \\d. padar].
padaz
1. n. Decoration; adornment: — b&r- to
decorate, adorn, deck out/ bina —din
giqmidi the building has not yet been de
corated/ binanifi igkip&dizi a building's
interior decoration/ dtiikkd - bdr- to adorn
boots / ♦ pMizidin Qusmdslik unable to get
down from adornment (a high horse). Cf.
zinnat.
2. n. Makeup: — qil- to put on makeup/
pddizini buzmasliq a. to be constantly made
up, dressed up, decked out; b. ♦ = pddizidin gusmdslik. Cf. zibu-zinnat, zip II,
zinnat, girim. [OT. bddiz].
padaz^i
n. Makeup man (in a theater),
padazla1. vt. To adorn, decorate, deck out. Cf.
boja- , beza- , zinnatia-, girimla-.
2. vi. To put on makeup.
3. vi. To hide oneself,
paxas
n. Carefulness; caution: — bol- to be care
ful, cautious. Cf. bazar, hezi, ehtiyat,
ehtiyatganliq.
paxri
adj. Honorary: — r&'is honorary chair
man/ “ nam (unwan) honorary ti-tle.
paxir
n. Sense of pride. [Ta..fdxer/\J.faxr].
paxirlanvi. To feel proud: mdn dzdmnitl nefit Ugisi

paslabolganligim bilcin pOxirlinimdn I feel proud
to be an oil worker.
paxirlik
adj. Proud; arrogant; conceited: — is sth to
be proud of or causing pride. [Ta. fdxerle].
pas
1. adv. Down; below: —td addmldr kdp
there are many people below/ —kd gUs- to
go or come down/ u —kd giisup kdtti he
went down/ yuquridin —kd from top to bot
tom.
2. adj. Low: -- awaz low voice/ — tarn
low wall/ -- dy low house/ — ug- to fly
low. [O. pes/\J. past],
3. adj. Mean; vulgar: — addm crudebutt/
— arzu-hdwds vulgar interests; bad taste/
tegi zati — miserable wretch. [K. pas/Q.
pds (#1-3)] [C. past (#2-3)].
pasayvi. To abate, decrease, lessen, weaken,
subside: aghq -di the disease abated / samal
—di the wind abated/ gdwga -di the clamor
subsided. Also piisla- 2. [U. pasaj-].
pasaytvt. To diminish, lower, reduce, weaken:
radiyonin awazini -ip qoy turn down the
radio!
paska$
adj. Base; mean; contemptible; despicable,
piiska^lik
n. Baseness; meanness: - qil- to do (sth)
despicable.
pasii
n. Season; quarter: — xaraktirliq seasonal/
bir yilnin tor -/ the four seasons of a year/
yaz —i summer season. Cf. mawsiini 1.
[Q. fasm. fast].
pasillik
adj. Quarterly: — zomal quarterly journal/
biringi - isldpgiqiris pilani production plan
for the first quarter,
paslii-
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parda

pasla^-

cul. n. Kneading board for making bread.
1. vi. To fall, drop, lower, descend: ayrupilan pdslidi the airplane descended/ su
pdslidi water dropped.
2. vi. = pasay- : agriq pdslidi the sickness
abated/ boran pdslidi the storm abated/ talas-tartis pdslidi the quarrel subsided/ jiddl
pdslidi the dispute softened / ot pdslidi the
fire died down/ yamgur pdslidi the rain
subsided/ yiga pdslidi the crying grew
weaker.
pasla^1. vi. mut. of pasla- .
pa?wa
n. Kick: bir —ga gidimasliq unable to toler
2. vi. To commit a dirty or obscene act.
ate a single kick. Cf. tapkii.
paslik
n. Obscenity; vulgarity: — qil- to do (sth) pa?lavt. To slice, cut off: gditin yagni -p al- to
obscene or vulgar,
cut off fat from meat. [Tu. pesle-(to dig)].
pa? I
pa?mat
I
gr. n. Western-style comma: -- qoy- to
do. n. A kind of short jacket.
place a comma/ qof — Western-style quota
tion mark (for traditional quotation mark, pa?mat II
cul. n. Crunchy candy made of flour, fat,
cf. qof timaq). For comma used in Uyghur
and sugar. [U. poimak],
texts, cf. tatiirpa?.
par
pa? II
n. Feather: — top pe. badminton; shuttle
n. Front: (apannid pefi coat front/ ♦ —
cock/ — yastuq feather pillow/ toxu —i
tart- to pull the front (to be in love with):
chicken feather. Also pay III. [KK. pdr!
u sizgd — tartip yuridu she is in love with
U. pat;par],
you/ ♦ — qaq- to flick one's front (to
stalk off): pesini qeqip ketip qal- to walk parbun
bot. n. Thorowax (Bupleurum
out in a huff/ ♦ - qil- to do the front (to
scorzonerifolium).
flaunt, parade, advertise)/ ♦ —kd esil- to
climb the front (to followV ♦ pesini tut- to partuq
do. n. = pa?tama: — tart- to
keep in step with, follow closely,
put on an apron. [U.fartuk].
pa? Ill
int. Shush; hush (sound made when telling parda
1. n. Curtain: - tart- to open
sby to be quiet).
a
curtain / — guiUr- to lower a
pa?taq
curtain/ — qayri- to lift a curparbun
rel. n. Platform on top of a minaret from
tain/ tutdk — smoke screen/ tUn pdrdisi
where the muezzin calls the faithful to
curtain of night; gathering darkness/ ddriprayer.
zd pdrdisi window curtain/ isikpdrdisi door
pa?tama
curtain. Cf. gimildiq. [O. perde].
do. n. Apron, used in kitchen. Also par2. lit. n. Theater curtain; act: — yap- to
tuq. [O. pestamal].
lower curtain, conclude/ bir — oyun a onepa?xun
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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pardi^ap
act play. [Q. perdelT^. p&rd&IU. parda
(#1-2)].
3. phys. n. Membrane: awaz pdrdisi vocal
chord/ qulaq pdrdisi eardrum/ kOz pdrdisi
eye membrane/ kdkrdk pdrdisi pleura/
mMguz pdrdisi cornea/ mind pdrdisi meninx.
pardi^ap
n. Sense of propriety,
pardilik
1. adj. Curtained: — ddrizd curtained win
dow. [O. perdelilQ. perdely].
2. adj. Of a curtain: — rdxt curtain mate
rial.
3. adj. Of a theater act: bdf — dirama a
five-act drama.
4. phys./zoo. adj. Membraned; webbed:
gaznin — pdnjisi a goose’s webbed feet.
5. fig. adj. Veiled; implicit: — gdp veiled
remark.
paraz
n. Conjecture; estimate; guess; inference;
surmise: — qil- to conjecture, estimate,
guess, infer, surmise/ pdrizimgd according
to my estimate/ togra — correct surmise.
Cf. taxmin, qiyas. \[].fara^.
paraziy
adj. Conjectured; estimated; inferred; sur
mised: — ndtijildr estimated result,
paran I
n. French: — tili French language,
paran II
adj. Bright red: — yagliq a bright red scarf,
paranja
adv. In the French language: — ugdn- to
study French,
paranja
do. n. Blouse of white gauze worn by
Uyghur women. [Q. paranze (veil)/U. paranzi (veil; yashmak)],
parhiz
n. Abstinence; fasting: —ni buz- to violate
a fasting taboo/ tamaqta — tut- (qil-) to

parwaz
abstain from food. [O. perhizJkJ. parhez].
parhizdar
n. A fasting person,
parranda
zoo. n. Generic word for birds (Aves). [U.
parranda].
parranda-^arranda
n. Birds and beasts. Also (aranda-parranda 1.
parz
1. rel. n. Duty; obligation. [U.farz].
2. n. Duty; task; vocation,
parzant
n. Children; offspring: — kdr- to bear
children/ — yuzi kdrmigdn not having any
children/ —Idr mdktiwi children's school.
Cf. ogul-qiz. [Q.farzand (son; child)/Q.
perzentITu. perzent/U. farzand],
parzantsiz
adj. Childless: — dt- to be childless. Cf.
awlatsiz, suway-saltan.
parzantlik
adj. Having children,
parzin
n. The queen in European chess. [Mo.
berse],
parwa
n. Notice; attention; interest; care: — qilto mind, pay attention, notice, be inter
ested in/ —yi yoq no interest/ —yiga almasliq (—yi pdldk) not caring; paying no at
tention/ —yiga kdlmdslik not minding/ bu
isqa nimd —yim this matter does not interest
me. [O. perva/Q. pdruaj/U. parvo],
parwasiz
adj. Careless; indifferent: — addm an in
different person / isqa — qara- to approach
work indifferently. Also biparwa. [Q.
pdruajsyz].
parwasizliq
n. Carelessness; indifference. Also biparwaliq.
parwaz
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parmanbardar

parwana
zoo. n. Circling (of birds): bUrkut kOkt& ~
qilmaqta eagles are circling in the air. [O.
pervaz].
parwana
zoo. n. A kind of moth: giraq dtrapida
p&rwanil&r aylinip yiir&tti moths fluttered
around the lamp/ ♦ -- bol- to be insepa
rable; always together. [O. pervanel\J.
parvona (butterfly)],
parwardigar
rel. n. Creator; god; providence _(JE). Cf.
alia, xuda, xudayita'ala, rab, ilah. [CparvardagarlU. parvardigor],
parwii
1. n. Fostering; breeding; upbringing. [U.
parvaris],
2. n. Management: etiz-eriq -i field man
agement: - qil- a. to raise, breed: balini
- qil- to raise a child; b. to manage: bagni
- qil- to manage a park,
parq
n. Difference; discrepancy; disparity; di
vergence: - tap- to find a discrepancy / qil- to distinguish, differentiate / baha -i
price differential/ higqandaq — yoq with
out any difference at all/ tig goh —ni yoqat- to eliminate three great disparities.
Cf ixtilap. [U.^r^].
parqsiz
adj. Undifferentiated: — qara- to treat equally without discrimination,
parqlanvi. To show difference or divergence,
parqlandiirvt. To differentiate: Mi xil ziddiydtni - to
distinguish between two kinds of contra
dictions,
parqliq
adj. Different: — mu'amild qil- to deal
with each case on its own merits. Cf. ihtilapliq.
parka
n. Compass. Cf. sirkul, qiblinama.

pari
rel. n. Fairy maiden; goddess; beautiful
woman; beauty. [C- pari! KK. pdri; peril
O. penVTu.penVU. pari\.
parq a
do. n. A kind of long gown worn by Uyghur men.
pari^an
adj. Distressed; vexed; depressed: — bolto be depressed or vex^/ u — kdrtinidu he
seems vexed/ kdfili - in a depressed state.
Cf. kaypsiz, ga^, gamlik. [C- pari^anlO.
perisanlU. pariion],
pari^anliq
n. Distress; depression. Cf. kaypsizlik.
[C. parisanliqlO. perifanlik].
pari$ta
rel. n. Angel; celestial being. Also mu'akkiil. [U.farista].
parizat
rel. n. Fairy: - qiz fairy maiden. [Q. perijzat].
paryat
n. Wailing sound: — qil- to wail/ — kdt&r- to start wailing,
parla1. vt. To move, turn: giraq — to turn on a
lantern.
2. vt. To lockstitch a border: yagliqnifl gdrisini — to lockstitch a handkerchief.
parligiig
n. A stick with which to turn on a lantern,
parman
1. n. Decree; order: — bija kdlttir- to car
ry out an order/ — gtiftir- to hand down an
order/ — giqar- to issue a decree/ hdktimdt
--i government decree. Cf. buyruq,
korsatma, yolyoniq. \Q. farman/Tn. permanlU. farmon].
2. n. Male name,
parmanbardar
1. n. Absolutely obedient person.
2. n. Sby who willingly serves.
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parmanbardarliq
parmanbardarliq
n. of parmanbardar.
parmangi
n. sby who issues or transmits orders,
parmuda
cul. n. A kind of baked dumpling,
parmudi^i
n. Maker or seller of parmuda.
pazilat
1. n. Conduct; behavior; character: qimm&tlik — commendable conduct. Cf. qiliq
2, qilmi$, qilmi$-atnii$.
2. n. Female name.
pazilatlik
adj. Well-behaved: — addm a well-be
haved person,
pawaz
1. do. n. Hem; border: gapannin pdwizi
coat hem. Cf. adip II, zigziq 1.
2. n. Eaves; gutter. Cf. nawa II. [U. bil
lot].
pawazlavt. To affix hem: gapanni — to put a hem
on a coat,
pawquiadda
adj. Special; extraordinary: — iihwalsptcid condition/ -- dlgi special envoy/ — komitet special committee. Cf. alahida,
m^sus 1. \U. favqulodda\.
pawquiaddiliq
n. of pawquiadda.
paqd
1. conj. Only; however.
fdkat'l\J. faqat\.
2. adv. Simply; definitely; basically: —
barmayman I definitely will not go/ u —
bilmdydu he simply does not know.
pay I
phys. n. Tendon: — tartis- to have a cramp/
peyini kesiw&t- to sever a tendon/ muskul
peyi muscle tendon/ ♦ peyida bol- to prem^itate, scheme: qolga gufuriiynifl peyida
Zio/-to premeditate seizing/ ♦ peyigagiiy-a..

pay^anba
to track: owgi tulkinUlpeyiga gmti the hunter
tracked the fox; b. to seek: qizniflpeyiga
guy- to seek a girl. Cf. tariniu$, sinir.
pay II
mil. n. Platoon. [<Ch. pai\.
pay III
n. Feather; plume: — top pe. badminton/
— yastuq feather pillow/ gaz peyi goose
feather. Also piir.
payt
1. n. Chance; opportunity: — kiit- to wait
for an opportunity; to bide one's time/ —i
kdlgdndd at the opportune moment / —ni
qoldin bdr- (kdfkuziip qoy-) to lose an op
portunity. Cf pursiit, mort.
2. n. Time; moment: dixangiliqnifl aldiray —/ busy time in agriculture/ jiddi — crit
ical moment/ xdwplik — dangerous mo
ment/ yu —td at that time or moment / u d&l
—idd k&ldi he came at the right moment.
Cf. an, asna, haza I, zamat, moment.
[U. pajt\.
piiyda
adj. Visible; manifest: — bol- to arise, ap
pear, emerge, turn up: guman - boldi sus
picions arose/ yetU qiyingiliqlar —di new
difficulties arose/ mdhdllidd bir yogurt addm —up qaldi a stranger appeared in the
village. [C. paydalT&. pdjdalV. pajdo].
paydin-pay
adv. Progressively; step-by-step: — ilgiriId- to advance step-by-step.
payjao
n. License plate: — al- to receive a license
plate/ — bdr- to issue license plates. [<
Ch. paizhao],
payjan
mil. n. Platoon leader. [<Ch. paizhang],
piiygusuo
n. Police station. [ < Ch. paichusuo].
pay^iinba
n. Thursday. [C- pangyanhalO. peryembel U.
pajyanba].
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palampay

pay^anbilik

prophet; prophesy,
pay$anbilik
his./rel. n. Tuition formerly paid every payl
n. Disposition; nature; temper; tempera
Thursday in religious schools,
ment: —i yaman (biizuq) irascible/ —idin
payz
yan- to calm one's anger/ —ini buz- to get
1. adj. Pretty; beautiful; baharnin -ilik
angry. Cf. xuy, xuy-payl, xiilq, xulq-mikunliri beautiful spring days/ bu rdsim jaz,
mijaz, mijaz-xulq. [U./e "/].
ikan this painting is pretty/ bu gul bGk -ilik this flower is very beautiful/ ii usulni paylasop
ph. n. Philosopher. Also palsapi?i. [<R.
b&k -ilik oynidi he danced rather nicely/
filosof],
nahayiti - naxsa a very beautiful song. Cf.
jirayliq, sabahatlik, korkam, gxizal 1.
paynawra
n. Great-grandson. Cf. jawra.
2. adj. Witty; charming; interesting: -i
bar addm charming person/ bu kinonifl —i pagaz
n. Perch; roost: kaptcirpiigizi pigeon roost.
yoq ik&n this movie is not interesting.
Cf. qondaq 2.
3. adj. Delighted; joyful:
qilip oyna- to
play to one's heart's content/ ♦ -i qil- to paga
n. The space immediately inside the door
drive away one's cares; to enjoy; to ad
of an Uyghur home. [U. pojrak].
mire/ ♦ -ini ugur- to feel disappointed.
palpatio
payziwat
adj. Careless; disorganized; sloppy: — ageo. n. Payzawat (Jiashi), county in Xin
diim sloppy person/ - 4 disorganized affair/
jiang (39.29N 76.39E). Established in
— i^ld- to work sloppily/ — yaz- to write
1902. Population (1982): 218,442.
slovenly/ — gap loose talk/ u iyni — qilidu
he works carelessly. Also palipati^.
palpati^lik
n. Carelessness; sloppiness.
palto
do. n. Overcoat; topcoat. [<R. pal'to].
palak
1. n. The skies: -kd taqas- to be towering/
paywast
-ka
ydtkdn gayriU boundless enthusiasm/
adj. Full of: - aMm olturgan mama a car
-ni yaflratqan nax^a awazi a resounding
full of people/ harwiga saman - besildi the
song reaching the skies. [Q.fdldk].
cart was loaded down with straw,
2. n. Fate; destiny; lot. Also IdkgUrdisr, cf.
paywasta
pi^ana 2, taqdir, rozi, qisinat, irada 2.
adv. Row after row; continuously: magi[U./«M(^l-2)].
zinda rdxtldr - turup ketiptu bolts of cloth
palay
were arranged row after row in the store,
do. n. Glove; mitten; — kiy- to wear mit
paygambar
tens. Cf. qolqap. [Mo. begeleilTzi. biyarel. n. Prophet. Cf. hokuma, nabi 1. [K.
mpajgambarIQ. paygambarll&. pdjrambiir/
palampay
U. pajgambar],
n. Flight of steps; staircase: -- etizi ter
paygambarlik
raced field/ binanifi paUimpiyi staircase in
rel. n. Prophethood: - qil- to practice as a
KEY 2 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; a.st. astronomy;
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palampaylik
a building/ salasunluq — staircase with
railings. Also tartma II.
pal^paylik
adj. of palampay.
palsapa
ph. n. Philosophy: - tarixi history of phi
losophy / — d&rsi a course in philosophy/
gakina — scholasticism/ ♦ — sat- to sell
philosophy (to talk glibly).
falsQfalM.
falsafa].
palsapi(i
ph. n. Philosopher. Also paylasop.
palsapiwaz
1. adj. Glib.
2. n. Glib talker,
palsapiwazliq
n. Glibness,
palsapiwi
ph. adj. Philosophical: -- kdzqaras philo
sophical point of view.
palkii(
med. n. Cotton swab used for applying
medicine,
palipatii
adj. = palpatio.
palla
1. n. Stair; staircase; step; flight of steps;
ladder. Cf. basqu; I 1.
2. pe. n. Finish line: pdlliga y&t- to reach
the finish line.
3. n. Tray on a scale: taraza pdllisi tray
on a weight scale. [U. palla].
4. fig. n. Peak; pinnacle: pdmin yuquri
pdllisi scientific peak. [Tu. pelle (turning
point)].
5. med. n. Acupuncture point,
pam
1. n. Cleverness; ingenuity: - bildn inge
niously; cleverly: — bildn al- to take by
strategem; — bildn kdtdr- to lift or hold
properly; - bildn isld- to do (sth) cleverly/
—i bar clever; ingenious. Cf. pam-parasat.

pan
2. n. Estimate; reckoning: menin —imgd,
u bugun kelip qalidu I reckon he will
come today,
pam-parasat
n. Experience; intelligence; resourceful
ness. Cf. pain 1.
piim-parasatsiz
adj. Inexperienced; unintelligent,
pam-parasatsizlik
n. of pam-parasatsiz.
pam-parasatlik
adj. Experienced; intelligent; resourceful,
pamsiz
adj. Without resourcefulness, wisdom or
intelligence,
pamsizlik
n. of pamsiz.
pitmidur
bot. n. Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum):
— kdgiti tomato seedling. Also called $oxla.
[<R. pomidor],
pamil
adj. Black (of tea): — gay black tea. [U.
famil].
piimila
n. Surname; family name: pdmilifiiz nimd
what is your name? Also familii. [<R.
familiya].
pamla1. vt. To estimate, reckon: pdmlisimgd bUgunyamguryegip qulannikin I think it might
rain today.
2. vi. To wait for an opportunity: —p yUrto lie in wait for.
3. vi. To be cautious: —p eyt- to speak
cautiously/ -p isldt- to use cautiously.
pan I
n. Science: - tdtqiqat xizmiti scientific re
search work/ —Idr akadeiniyisi academy of
sciences/ tdbii — natural science/ ijtima'i
— social science. {Tzl. fanlU. fan].
pan II
n. Plank; board: — zawudi sawmill. Cf.
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podaq

pant
taxta 1, taxtay 1, jaza III, rayka, kulu?.
pant
n. Scheme; strategem; trick: - bar- to
cheat, hoodwink/ -- Uiat- (qil-) to concoct a
scheme/ —i bar addm scheming person.
[KK. pant].
pan-texnika
n. Science and technology: -- xadimliri
scientific and technological personnel/
pan-texnikini rawajlandur- to develop
science and technology,
pandiyat
int. expresses repentance: -- ikkingi qilmayrndn I am sorry, I won't do it a second
time.
pandinama
n. Written advice,
pandi-nasihat
n. Advice; exhortation: -- qil- to advise or
exhort,
panarka
n. Plywood; veneer board,
panja
1. phys. n. Toe: -- sdftigi toe bone/ qol
panjisi finger.
2. zoo. n. Claw: toxu pdnjisi chicken
claw. Cf. put 12, san III, ^angal 1. [KK.
panzelO. pengelTn. pence] [U. panza (Hl2)].
panjira
n. Carved window lattice. [U. panzara].
panjigah
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
of medieval Uyghur music,
panniy
adj. Scientific: -- atalgu scientific terminol
ogy/ - bilim scientific knowledge/ - sawat elementary scientific knowledge. Cf.
ilmiy 1. [Th. yiJ/i/i/].
po
mil. obs. n. Cannon: ♦ — at- to brag,
boast, talk big. [< Ch. pao],
pop

rel. n. Clergyman; priest. [<R. pop],
popayka
do. n. Sweater; jersey. [<R. fiifajka].
popu?
1. do. n. Infant's booties.
2. do. n. Loafers; slippers. [O. pabug].
popuza
n. Threat; intimidation; blackmail: ~ qilto blackmail, threaten, intimidate/ yadro
popuzisi nuclear threat. [U. pi'tpisa].
popuzi^i
n. Blackmailer,
popka
n. Folder for documents. [<R. papka],
pota
do. n. Sash; cloth belt; girdle: - bagla- to
fasten a sash. Cf biilwag 1.
potal
n. Gold dust: - bar- to apply gold dust,
potiiy
1. mil. n. Fort; battery; blockhouse.
2. his. m. Beacon (the distance between
two forts in a wall): bir — yol one beacon,
about 10 li (q.v.) See section on Weights
and Measures on pp. 1079-80. [<Ch.
paotai].
potensial
phy. n. Potential; force: - energiya poten
tial energy/ ximiya --/ chemical force/
magnit —i magnetic force. [<R. potentsia^.
potla
1. phys. n. Nosedirt; snot: -- giqar- to
pull out snot. Cf qaqaj 1, manqa 1.
2. bot. n. Willow catkin.
3. n. sth resembling a flower forming
around a wick after the candle has burned
for a while.
podaq
1. phys. n. Scrotum.
2. med. n. Hernia. Cf. dawa IV, (oquq,
girl?.
3. adj. Clumsy; awkward.
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poskalla

podaqgi

plot against, stab in the back, persecute)/
podaq^i
♦ postiga hr- to cater or pander to; to
n. Lackey; henchman; bootlicker. Cf. aadapt.
Cf. $apaq, $opiik. [O. post!\5. pust\.
tarman-japarman, yalaqgi, laganbarpostak
I
dan.
1. n. A broom made of sheepskin for
pojanza
sweeping in a mill. [U. pustak (skin rag)].
n. Firecracker.
paozhu\.
2. n. Food processing charge, i.e. flour
pogta I
kept by miller as fee.
obs. n. An open carriage; landau.
postak II
po$ta II
bot. n. Samara (fruit of the elm). Also call
n. Mail; post: -- tamgisi postmark/ - hdqqi
ed qanatliq uruq.
postage/ — sandugi mailbox/ — idarisi post
office/ -- ma^inisi (harwisi) mailtruck postakji
n. Sweeper in a flour mill; millhand.
(cart)/ hawa pogtisi airmail. [<R. pogtd].
postuma
pofta-telegirap
n. Cleaned sheeptail skin: -- kawap roast
n. Post and telegraph: -- idarisi post and
ed and skewered sheeptail skin. [KK. postelegraph office,
tyn (Lammfellmantel)].
poftaliyon
posoqqida
n. = pojtika? II. [<R. pogtal'on],
adv. posoqqida agzidin giqip kdt- to blurt
po^tixana
out unwittingly, slip out an indiscreet re
n. Post office,
mark,
pogtika^ I
n. Driver of an open carriage (cf po^ta posulka
n. Bundle; package; parcel. [<R. posylI).
kd\.
po(tika$ II
n. Mailman. Also pogtaliyon.
posiin
1. n. Fashion; style: hu kiyimnifi —i giPO?i
rayliq ik&n this clothing style is becoming/
n. Boaster; braggard. Cf. damfi, damyefli — new fashion. {<R. fason <¥r.faxor, lapgi, lapxor.
fO«].
pogiliq
2. adv. Fashionably: -yuridiganyigit fash
n. Boasting; bragging: - qil- to brag. Cf
ionably dressed fellow.
damxorluq, lap II, maxtangaq.
poskaypos
vi. To be hard up, be in straitened cir
mil. n. Sentry; sentinel: — qoy- to post a
sentry/ —ta tur- to stand guard/ -tin gils- to
cumstances,
come off guard duty. Cf kuzat^i. [<R. poskalla
n. Issue; subject; topic: uycm-buyan dgitpost\.
post
n. Crust; peel; rind; skin: alma —i apple
peel/ anar —i pomegranate rind/ ydr —i
earth crust/ yilan —i snakeskin / ♦ —i nepiz limon bot. Citrus limon (see illustra
tion at qdgdz limon on p. 634)/ ♦ postiga
saman tiq- to insert straw in the skin (to
KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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poskam
mdy gdpnin poskallisini dd don't ramble
and stick to the subject! Cf. mawzu. [U.
pUskalla (gist; essence)],
poskam
geo. n. Poskam (Zepu), county in Xin
jiang (38.12N 77.18E). Established in
1921. Population (1982): 217,209. See
map on preceding page,
posma
1. do. n. Baby hat.
2. do. n. Night cap.
po?-po?
int. Step aside; make way; look out: —
harwa keliwatidu look out, cart's coming!
[U. pCiyt].
po$kaI
cul. n. Poshkal, a deep-fried dough cake:
- sal- to make poshkal.
po$kal(i
1. n. Seller or eater of poshkal.
2. n. Parasite; sby who lives off sby else,
por
1. adj. Rotten; hollow; spongy: — kdtdk
hollow tree trunk/ — yagag rotten wood/ -lobu spongy turnip/ ♦ — rdfl brownish
color, as in rotten wood.
2. bot. n. Gall: uzmd —i mulberry gall.
3. adj. Puffy; flabby: u bir — ad&m he is a
flabby person.
porazeodim
chem. n. Praseodymium (Pr). [<R.p/-flzeodimij].
porpan
1. adj. Soft; spongy; loose: —ydr loose
soil.
2. n. Dust: ♦ — giqar- (kdtdr-) to raise
dust (to cause trouble).
port I
n. Port; harbor. [<R. port].
port II
onom. Sound of escaping air, like a fizz,
port-port
onom. Putt-putt (sound of engines).

poq
portpil
n. Briefcase; portfolio. [<R. portfel'].
portu(ka
n. Window pane with small opening.
[<~R. fortogka],
portmen
n. Billfold; purse; wallet. Cf. (andaza,
hamyan. [<R. portmone <F. portmonnaie],
porak
bot. n. Bud: qizilgUlnin porigi bud of the
rugose rose. Cf. bix 1, toralma 2, koz 4,
nota II.
poraklavi. To blossom: qizilgulldr pordklidi rugosa rosebuds blossomed. Cf. (e^akla- 1,
gi^akla-, gungila- .
por^in
n. Piston. [<R. porfen'].
poru$
n. Small wooden jar; wooden tea service,
poruq-poruq
onom. Bubble-bubble: su — qaynidi the
water boiled with bubbling sound,
poruqlavi. To make a bubbling or gurgling sound:
qazan —p qaynidi the kettle bubbl^.
porla^vi. To rot, become hollow or spongy: lobu
porlifip qaptu the turnip turned spongy,
pozitsiya
n. Position; manner; attitude: pozitsiyisini
dzgdrt- to change one's position/ yaxfi —
tut- to hold a good position or attitude/
mulayim — kindly attitude. [ < R. pozitsi
ya].
powest
lit. n. Medium-length novel; novelette.
[<R. povest'].
poq
1. phys. n. Feces: addm —i human feces;
nightsoil/ mustik —i cat feces/1 agindd qaga
bolsa, yiyigid - if you can be friends with

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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polat

poqaq
a crow, you can eat feces. [Mo. boglTT.
boq (green mold)/Tv. bok (dirt; trash)/U.
buq\.
2. n. Sticky fingers: -i bar addm a stickyfingered person / -i yuq- to get into trou
ble/ geli - sticky-fingered.
3. n. expresses inability: -i giq- a. to have
problems or trouble; b. to be exhausted,
worn out/ —ni ikkigd boMlmdslik to be un
able to/ uning qolidin — k&lmdydu he can
not excrete.
4. n. Residue left from smelting metals:
qoguym — lead dregs.
♦ — yd- a. to talk nonsense: poq yimd
don't talk rubbish!; b. to regret or repent:
bu ydrgd kelip - ydptimdn I regret having
come here; c. to sulk/ ♦ —i gon a. braggard; b. a child talking like an adult/ ♦
-/ qat- (of feces) to congeal (to bring to a
deadlock): sdn uninga girayliq gdp qil, bolmisa poqi qetiwalidu talk to him nicely,
otherwise you'll bring it to a deadlock/ ♦
—ini boguzla- to be angry with oneself/ ♦
--nifl pdpiigini buz- to make a mess of
things,
poqaq
1. med. n. Goiter. Also called qalqan bdz
issigi. [U. boqoq\.
2. med. n. Goiter victim.
3. ag. n. Booting: bugdaylar- boptu wheat
booted.
poqqosaq
n. Idiot; fool (lit. shit belly): -- addm idi
ot; blockhead; shithead.
pokan
zoo. n. Bird's crop: toxu pokini chicken
crop/ ♦ uyalginidin —ddk qizirip kdt- to
blush bashfully like a bird's crop,
pokan^i
n. Butcher; tail cook (JE).
pokan^iliq
n. Butchering: — qil- to work as a butch
er.

pok-pok
onom. Pitter-patter; thump-thump: yurdk
— saldi the heart went pitter-patter/ ♦ ogrinifl yilrigi — a thief's heart goes thumpthump (a thief has a guilty conscience),
pokay
n. Counter; bar.
pokaydi
n. Street vendor. Cf. kotarmiji 1.
pokuldavi. To palpitate, throb: yilrdk —p kdtti the
heart throbbed. Cf. diipiilda- , diikiilda-,
giipiilda- .
pokkida
1. adv. Thumpingly: ddrdxtiki alma —
ydrgd gCiyti apples fell from the tree to the
ground with a thump.
2. adv. expresses sth happening suddenly
or unexpectedly: u — kelip qaldi he came
suddenly.
poiizak
n. Small ball: - oyria- to play with a ball/
qarponzigi snowball,
po'eziya
lit. n. Poetry. Cf. a^'ar, ^eiriyat,mu^a'ira,
ntizma. [<R. poeziya].
po'ema
lit. n. Long poem; epic. Cf. dastan.
[<R. poem a].
poyiz
n. Train: - basligi head of a train crew/ xadimi train attendant/ — hdydd- to drive a
train/ - istansisi rail road station/ —ga gily- to
board a train. [<R. poezxl].
pol
n. Floor: — yu- to scrub a floor/ — yugug
mop. Cf. taxtay 2. [<R. pol].
poia
adj. Soft: — qogun soft melon/ ♦ — yuz
soft face (thick-skinned; brazen). Cf.
yum^aq 1. [U. pula (bruised)],
polat
1. chem. n. Steel: - agamga steel cable/ -
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polat-tomiir
taxta steel plate/ -- tawla- to make or
smelt steel/ — Qiwiq reinforcing bar/ - zawudi steel mill/ — qalpaq steel helmet/ —
q&i&z steel paper/ - eritmisi molten steel/
quyma — cast steel/ ♦ — dyndk tempered
glass/ ♦ —tdk iradd iron will; steely de
termination. Also called gan III. [K. bolotlMo. boludl\J. piilat].
2. n. Male name,
polat-tomur
n. Iron and steel,
polton
onom. expresses a flopping or throbbing
sound.
polton-polton
onom. = polton.
poltonla1. vi. To make flopping sounds; —p suga
guiiip kdt- to drop into water with a flop
ping sound.
2. vi. To splash: beliq suda —watidu fish
are splashing in the water.
poltuq-poltuq
onom. expresses splashing sound: su - giqiwatidu water is splashing out.
poltuqlavi. To make splashing sound when swim
ming.
poldurun
1. n. Hanging object.
2. n. 'Ihiling behind or tagging along,
poldurun-poldurun
onom. expresses swaying and swinging:
barida
yoqida qarap olturufl when one
has money, he eats, drinks and is merry,
when one does not have money, one sits
and looks,
polak
n. Polish: — tili Polish language/ - millin
Polish nationality,
polak^a
adv. In the Polish language: — ug&n- to
study Polish.

pomlaq
polo
cul. n. Pilaf; — at- to prepare pilaf. Cf.
qoyuga?.
poloniy
chem. n. Polonium (Po). [<R. polonij],
pol$a
geo. n. Poland. [<R. Pol'ya].
poiiwa$
n. Cuckold. Cf. yum^aqwa?.
pom
1. n. Any round, ball-like object: — qil- to
form a ball: kdtm'ir uwigini — qil- to make
egg-shaped briquettes out of coal dust/ lay
— mud ball.
2. Clumps of dough fed to camels,
pompa
n. Pump: su pompisi water pump. Also
nasos. [ < R. pompa].
pompayvi. To bulge, jut, stick out, swell: uniH
yangugi pompiyip ketiptu his pockets were
bulging/ qosaq --di the belly swelled.
Cf. dombay- , otiiq- .
pomdaqla?vi. = pomlaqla^- .
pomi^^ik
n. Landlord; -landlord element/
-lar sinipi landlord class. [ < R. pomeygik].
pomla1. vt. To form balls: gigirUikni — to form
balls of dregs of fat/ xemirni — to form
dough balls/ layni - to form mud balls.
2. vt. To deceive, dupe, cheat, hoodwink,
trick: u meni —p yolga saldi he tricked me
into going.
3. adv. = pomlap-somlap.
pomlap-somlap
adv. Carelessly; sloppily: iyui — qoldin giqar- to finish work sloppily.
pomla?vt. To form a ball or clump,
pomlaq
adj. Round-shaped: — /rdw/i/'coal balls/ —

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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pomlaqla-

putaq

progressiya
lay mud balls,
math. n. Progression; series. [<R. propomlaqlagressiyd].
vt. To knead into the shape of a ball,
prometiy
pomlaqla^chem. n. Promethium (Pm). [<R. prome1. vi. mut. of pomlaqla- .
tij].
2. vi. To hug each other. Also pomdaqput I
la$- .
1. phys. n. Foot; leg: — tdmrdtkisi med.
pontan
athlete's foot/ — dQssigid&kydr yoq not
n. Fountain. [<R. fontan],
having a foothold; not owning any land/ ponkit
ugi tip of a toe/ -i ajiz lame/ —ni almap
n. Station; center: a^liq -i grain distribu
oltur- to sit with one's legs crossed/ —ni
tion center; grain shop/ dawalaf —i medical
tart- to withdraw, get away, break off
station/ saqliqni saql<^ -i health center/ uruqlanduruy —i brewing station/ if —i service contact/ bir —i gOrgd saflgilap qal- to have
one leg in the grave/ ofl — right foot/ ♦ center/ mal doxturluq —i veterinary sta
- —iga tdgmdslik to be in a frantic rush, run
tion. [<R. punkt <G. Pmkt].
around in circles/ ♦ — tepU- to kick each
popii^ak
other (to intrigue against each other, jock
do. n. Small tassel,
ey for position)/ ♦ — tirdp tur- a. to be
popiik
tenable; b. to prop up or support/ ♦ 1. do. n. Tassel; tuft: doppiniflpdpugi a
d&ssdp tur- to be tenable: bu daoli —
tassel suspended from a doppa. Cf. jufa.
ddssdp turalmaydu this reason is untena
2. bot. n. Tassel: kdmmd qonaq pOpilgi
ble/ ♦ —iga hdl xii qoy- to lay a wet brick
com tassel. [U. popuk (#1-2)].
on the foot (to flatter, praise, compli
3. zoo. n. Crest: toxu pOpiigi cockscomb,
ment). Cf. ayaq I 1, pay II. [K. but/Tv.
popiikliik
but].
1. adj. Tasseled: qizil — ndyzd red-tas2. zoo. n. Claw: toxunifl —i chicken claw/
selled lance.
♦ —i kOyg&n toxuddk like a chicken with
2. zoo. adj. Crested: — mikiyan crested
scalded claws. Cf. panja 2, jan III, 9anhen.
gal 1 (#1-2).
pora
3. n. Furniture leg: orunduqnifl —i chair
cul. n. A kind of pancake with vegetable
leg.
filling,
put II
protaktiniy
m. Pood, a Russian weight measure, achem. n. Protactinium (Pa). [<R. probout 16.38 kg. See Weights and Measures
toaktinij],
on pp. 1079-80. [<R. pud].
protoplazma
bot./zoo. n. Protoplasma. Also piroto- putavt. To chop, cut or hack off: d&rdxl&rnifi
plazma. [<R. protoplazjnd\.
haram saxlirini — to chop redundant branch
proton
es off trees. Cf. togra- , ^ana-, kas- . [U.
phy. n. Proton. [<R. protori\.
buta-].
proza
lit. n. Prose. Cf. jasma 2, nasir. [<R. putaq
1. bot. n. Branch; bough; twig. [Tv. buproza\.
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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putaqliq
duklY. mutuk].
2. bot. n. Joint; knot: yagagniflputigi knot
in wood/ ♦ — giqar- to pick a quarrel:
yoq ydrdin — giqar- to make trouble out of
nothing (to deliberately complicate an is
sue. [U. butoq (#1-2)].
putaqliq
adj. Branched; knotted: — ddrdx a tree
with many branches/ — yagag knotty wood,
putbol
pe. n. Soccer. Also called zu(ur. [<R.
fatbol <E. football].
put-qol
phys. n. Hands and feet; the four limbs:
—da magdur qalmasliq to feel weak in
one's limbs/ --/ baglinip qal- (—ini gus&p
qoy-) to be bound hand and foot/ 1 6z
dyumnifl xoslugi —umnifl boslugi one's
home's happiness is to have a free hand/
♦ putqa put, qolga qol bolgan dost a friend
who is foot to foot, hand to hand (sby who
stands shoulder to shoulder with sby else),
putla1. vt. To cause to stumble: —p yiqit- to
trip up.
2. vt. To play a dirty trick: u meni putliwdtti he has pulled a fast one on me.
putla$1. vi. To stumble, trip: putlifip yiqil- to
stumble and fall/ tasqa — to trip over a
rock.
2. vi. To hinder, hamper, obstruct, im
pede: menifl i^irnga —ma don't hinder my
work!
3. vi. To suffer a setback: u bir qetim putlisip ketip hazirgigd omidin turalmaywatidu
he had one setback and has not recovered
until now.
putluq I
adj. Legged: tdt — joza four-legged table.
[KK. putlyq],
putluq II
adj. Pood: bir — gir tesi a sliding weight of

puxta
one pood. [KK. putlyq].
putlika$an
n. Hitch; impediment; obstacle; obstruc
tion; snag; stumbling block: — bol- to be a
stumbling block/ —ga yoluq- to be met with
obstacles/ —ni supiirup tasla- to remove an
impediment,
pujun
1. n. Royal wife. Also pujufi xenim.
2. n. Female name,
pusqaq
n. = pu9maq.
pu^maq
n. Turning; edge; comer (of street): koginifl —migidiki dukan comer store,
pu^uq
adj. Chipped: — gind. a chipped bowl/ ♦
— burun flat nose. [U. puguq].
pujul1. vi. To be chipped (of household
goods): paltinifi bisi —up ketiptu the ax
blade is chipped/ gdyn&knifi jogisi —up ke
tiptu the teapot spout is chipped/ gind -up
kdtti the bowl is chipped.
2. vi. To become thin or emaciated (of
face): unid girayi —up ketiptu his face has
become thin.
pugulavt. To roast: kdkwas — to roast ears of com
puxa
n. Delight; enjoyment: —din giqqigd oynato enjoy playing; to have a wonderful time,
puxta
1. adj. Solid; sturdy; durable: — asas solid
foundation/ -- rdxt sturdy cloth/ — qdddm
firm step / — qdgdz thick paper. Cf. bak 1,
^ida^liq, (idamliq.
2. adj. Dependable; reliable: — addm reli
able person.
3. adj. Proficient: uygurtiliga — proficient
in Uyghur.
4. adj. Good at budgeting: u dy isliriga - he
is good at budgeting household matters.
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puraqliq

puxtila5. adv. Carefully; attentively: - oylan- to
consider carefully/ — qil- to do (sth) care
fully: Uni “ qilU kerdk work must be done
carefully/ d&rsni — tdyyarla- to carefully
prepare a lesson/ ♦ — bol- a. to be stur
dy; b. to be careful: yolda Dzdflgd — bol
be careful on the road! [U. puxta (/'I-5)].
puxtila1. vt. To reinforce: Ozini puxtiliwal- to en
rich family property/ qasni - to reinforce
an embankment.
2. To be careful, attentive: tapmruqni -p
Uld- to do homework attentively.
puxtiliq
abstract n. of puxta.
pu5To be unhappy or worried: ig — to worry,
have sth on one's mind. [M. bus- (to be an
noyed)].
pu$aymati
n. Regret; repentance: -- qil- (yd-) to re
gret, rue, repent / -ni elisqa qaga tapalmasliq too late to repent/ H keyinki —
dzdflgd dusmdn repentance after an act is
oneself s enemy (it's too late to repent).
Cf. towa 1, apsus. [C- pasiman (penitent;
regretful)/U. pusajmori].
pu?-pu?
onom. expresses snoring sound: — qilip
hasira- to pant noisily.
pu?t
n. Descendant; offspring: 6z —idin tamgan
bala one's own child/ —ini qurutiwdt- to
die without offspring. [U. pust (embryo)].
pu$tan
ag. n. Horse's bellyband. Cf. ulan.
pu^uldavi. To snore: -p tin- to snore/ -p uxla- to
snore while sleeping. Cf. xarqira- , xorulda- .
pu^qaq
do. n. Leg of a garment: —ni bog- to tie up
the bottom of pantlegs/ ttilkd pusqigidin ti-

kilgdn juwa a coat lined with the fur of fox
legs/ Utannifl pusqigi pantleg/ ♦ — musuk
multicolored cat/ ♦ —qa pit giis- (of a
louse) to fall on a pantleg (to feel restless,
be on tenterhooks),
pu^qurvi. To snort. Cf. purqu- , xartilda- , xirilda- .
pur
onom. for fluttering: qusqag — qilip ugup
kdtti the sparrow fluttered away/ ♦ -- kdtto spread by word of mouth: bu wdqd su
kunila putiin sdhdrgd — kdtti news about
this incident spread that very day all over
town; sesiq nctmi — kdt- to be notorious,
pura1. vt. To smell, sniff: --p baq- to take a
sniff/ —s seziini phys. sense of smell or
scent/ —s nenvisi phys. olfactory nerve/ giil
— to smell a flower.
2. vi. To smell: as —p qaptu the food was
beginning to smell/ siwd — to emit a stench/
qogun puriwatulii the melons are smelling.
[M. bur-].
purat1. vt. To cause to smell: gdsnipuritip qoyto cause meat to smell/ ♦ yag — to cause
oil to smell (to offer sacrifices to gods or
ancestors).
2. vt. To hint, imply, suggest: puritipla
eytsan, u mdqsidiflni giisinidu he under
stands your intentions although you only
hint at them.
puraq
1. n. Smell; odor; aroma: xus — gag- to emit a fragrance/ sesiq - stench/ giilnifl pa
rtgi a flower's odor/ mdzilik — a tasty aro
ma. Cf. buy 1, hid.
2. n. Style; special characteristics: bu addindd pUqdddm kadirliqnin purigimu yoq
this person does not have the style of an
old cadre at all.
puraqiiq
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puqraliq

purbaip
adj. Aromatic; fragrant: xuf - gul fragrant
flower. Cf. attar, atir, hu?, yeqimliq.
purba$
zoo. n. Finch (Fringillidae).
pur-pur
onom. Puff-puff; is - (iqiwatidu smoke is
coming out in puffs,
pur^aq
hot. n. Generic term for beans and peas:
- uni bean flour/ - yegi soybean oil/ -ni
qasa- to shell peas/ seriq ~ soybean/ ♦
purgigipismasliq not getting along: unin bilan meninpurgigim pisismaydu he and I don' t
get along well,
purokayin
med. n. Procaine,
purogiramma
1. n. Program; plan: oqutu$purogirammisi
teaching plan.
2. n. Radio or television program. [<R.
programma].
puroletar
n. Proletarian. Cf. yoqsul 2. [<R. proletar].
puroletariyat
n. Proletariat: - diktaturisi dictatorship ot
the proletariat/ - inqilawi proletarian rev
olution. [<R. proletariat].
pursat
n. Chance; opportunity; - tap- to tind an
opportunity/ - kdldi an opportunity arose/
- kut- to await an opportunity/ --tin paydilan- to seize an opportunity/ —kderiy- to get
an opportunity / —ni qoldin berip qoy- to
let an opportunity slip through one's fin
gers/ -ni kdtkuzup qoy- to lose an oppor
tunity/ yaxsi - good opportunity. Cf. payt 1,
mort. [Q. pursat/\J. Jursat].
pursatparas
adj./n. Opportunist. Cf. agmigi 2, oppor
tunist.
pursatparaslik
n. Opportunism: — qil- to be opportunis

tic. Cf. agnii^iliq 2, opportunizim.
pur^ina
n. Spring (in clockwork): — saldur- to load
a spring/ - uzuliip kiitti the spring is bro
ken/ sa'&tpurzinisi clock spring,
pur^iniliq
adj. Spring: - orimduq spring seat,
purupka
n. Stopper; cork. Also called piigat. [<R.
probka].
puru?
n. Piece of cloth or leather: 1— yigsafl ton
bolur you can have a caftan if you collect
rags (many a little makes a micWe).
puruldavi. To flutter: qalgag -p ugup katti the
swallow fluttered away.
purquvi. To snort: at -di the horse snorted. Cf.
pu^qur- , xaiiilda- , xirilda- , ga^ilda- .
purqira. .
vi. To rise densely: -p par (hor) giqti
dense steam rose/ —p is giqti thick smoke
rose. [U. burqira-].
purqirat1. vt. To raise: gafini — to kick up dust.
2. vt. To spit, puff: tamakini - to puff to
bacco smoke/ tamakini purqiritip gdk- to
puff a cigarette.
puza
cul. n. A small rolling pin. Cf. sekilak II.
puzak
n. Wood shavings.
puziir
adj. Attractive; pretty; — by pretty room/
- kiyim attractive clothes.
n. Common people. [KK. puqaralV. fuqaro].
puqra^a
. .
adj. Plain; ordinary; common; - kiyim
plain clothes/ - kiyin- to dress plainly,
puqraliq
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piit-

pun
n. Citizenship: amerikapuqraligi Am&nc&n
citizenship.
pun
1. m. Fen (smallest Chinese monetary un
it): bdf - five fen. Cf. tiyin II.
2. m. Chinese areal measure, about 66.66
sq. meters.
3. m. Chinese linear measure, about 3.33
mm. [<Ch. fen (#1-3)]. See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
punluq
adj. of pun.
pul
n. Money: — ajrat- to allocate money/ —
al- to draw money/ — amaMt qoy- to de
posit money/ — birligi monetary unit/ paxalligi inflation/ - tap- to earn money/ tapsur- to pay a sum of money/ - tegis- to
change money/ - disd 6lup beridigan ready
to die for money; greedy/ — dwdt- to re
mit money/ - giqar- a. to give money; b.
to print money/ - xdjld- to spend money/
“ sani amount of money/ — qimmiti mone
tary value/ - iand qil- to donate money/ mdstanisi miser; money grubber/ — mu'amilisi circulation of money/ —ga gaq- (sundur-) to convert into money/ -ga yara- to
cost money/ —ni aylandur- to circulate
money/ ja — counterfeit money/ qdgdz paper money/ ndq — cash/ 1 —/ barnifl gepi on —i yoqnin gepi ton what a rich man
says is right, what a poor man says is
wrong (unripe)(JMC)/1 sunin -i suga kdtti
qaldi qetiqnin bdy -i when money for water
is spent quickly, only five cents remain
for yoghurt. Cf. iqtisat 2. [K. bulIQ. pull
Tu. pul/\J. pul\.
pulan$ivi. = pulanla- .
pulan^itvt. = pulanlat- .
pulannida
adv. Suddenly; abruptly; unexpectedly: -

0s- to fall suddenly / - yiqil- to tumble un
expectedly. Cf. diip'atan, hd-hu digigd,
ha$-pa$, $ippida.
pulahlavi. To rock, sway (of suspended ob
jects): barandiki qapaqlar samalda —p turatti the bottle gourd on the trellis was
swaying in the breeze. Also pulan^i- .
pulanlatvt. To wave, wag: qolni — to wave one's
hand/ quyrugini - to wag onc'stzdllyagliqni
— to wave a scarf. Also pulan^it- .
pulpariis
n. Money worshipper.
pulparaslik
abstract n. of piilpiiras.
pultaymed. vi. To swell, break out on the face:
unin yuzigd bir ndrsd pultiyip giqip qaptu
sth broke out on his face,
puldar
n. Man of wealth; moneybags,
pulsiz
adj. Free; gratis; moneyless: — tarqat- to
give away, distribute gratis/ -- dawala- to
treat medically free of charge. [Q. pulsyz[.
pulluq
1. adj. Rich; moneyed. [Q. piilde].
2. adj. Costly; expensive: - mu/expensive
object/ qangd — ndrsd how costly is this
object? Cf. qimmat.
pulmul
n. Money; wealth.
puniis
bot. n. Sicklepod (Cassia tora). Also
called putius ddrixi.
punkit
mil. n. Point: tayang -- stronghold;
strongpoint. [<R. punkt <G. Pu/ife].
piit- I
1. vi. To be completed, concluded, fin
ished: bina —ti the building is completed/
kiyim -ti the clothes are finished/ U mana
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pii^ak

piit-

der) / — bir kUn a full day; all day long/ —
fundaq —ti business was concluded in this
dunya
whole world/ — diqqdt bildn ab
manner. [C- but-l'KK.
sorbed in; preoccupied with / — xUlq all
2. vt. To lend,
the people/ — san math, integer; whole
piit- II
number/ — insan all mankind/ — mdmlikdt
1. med. vi. To heal: yarinifl agzi -Up k&tti
the entire country. Cf. boyi^a 2, putkiil.
the wound healed. [C- but-^.
2. vi. To be stuffed up: bumum -Up kaldi
[C. biitUnlK. bUtUn/Ta. bbtenlTv. bUdUnI
U. butunlY. biUiln].
my nose is stuffed up.
2. adj. Intact; complete; perfect: — nan an
3. vi. To be hoarse: awaz —ti the voice
unbroken loaf of bread/ ♦ neni - having
was hoarse.
a full loaf of bread (easy living),
4. vi. To be deaf or hard of hearing: unifl
piitun-siiriin
quligi —Up qaptu he became deaf.
adj. Complete; entire: - bir qoynin gdsi
piit- III
meat of an entire sheep.
vt. To write down: ddptUrgd -Up to write
down in a notebook/ xUt - to write a let piitiinlavt. To make whole: pargd sanni — to turn
ter/ ♦ piianisigd —kUn decreed by fate;
a remainder into an integer,
doomed. [C- biti-/\J. bit-].
putiinlay
piit- IV
adv. Completely; entirely: seniU t&klivi. To believe, trust: basqilamin sOzigd wiilgci - qosuliwcin I completely agree with
to believe other people's words. [C- bUt-].
your proposal. [Ta. bOtenldj/\J. butunlaj].
putay
adj. Solid: ♦ — qiz a woman with a hy putiiniiik
n. Entirety; totality; whole,
poplastic vagina,
piitkiizpiitii?1. vt. To finish, complete, ready, perfect,
1. vi. To agree on: bahasini - to agree on
arrange: byni — to finish or ready a house/
a price/ waqitni -Up qoy- to agree on the
kiyimni — to finish (sewing) clothes/ isni —
time (of an appointment).
to complete work.
2. vi. To bet, wager. Also otii?2. vt. To graduate: baylanguQ mdktdpni - to
piitiiki
graduate from an elementary school/ dayUeobs. n. Letter; document. Cf. hojjat.
ni - to graduate from a university. Cf. tiipiitiik II
gat- 2.
adj. Solid; holeless,
piitkul
piitiik^i
adj. All; entire; total; whole. Cf.boyi?a 2,
obs. n. Copyist; scribe. Cf. ko^iirgugi,
piitiin 1.
kojiirmigi 1.
piitmas-tiigimas
piitiim
adj. Inexhaustible; boundless: — kUg-quwn. Accord; agreement: — qil- to come to
wOt inexhaustible power,
an agreement/ soda —i trade agreement.
pii^ak
Cf. kelUim, maqulluq. [U. bitim].
1. ag. adj. Blighted: - bugday blighted
piitiin
wheat/ - dan blighted grain. Cf. aj, dan1. adj. All; entire; total; whole: — bdddn
siz.
all over (the body)/ - bdlUnUs math, com
2. adj. Empty: - gap empty talk/ - mdzplete or exact division (without remainKEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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pii9^1a$mun empty; devoid of content. Cf. bo?,
daq. [U.
3. adj. Insignificant: — ad&m insignificant
person,
pii^akla?vi. To be vulgar or debased.
pii(akla?turag. vt. To castrate, spay. Cf. axta- , axtila- , pig- 2.
piigaklik
n. Blight; emptiness.
pii?tak
n. Whistle. Cf. diidiik, ii?tak.
piirvt. To twitch: agzini -- to twitch one's
mouth, curl one's lip/ girayni — to pull a
face, be displeased/ u girayini -up xeligigd
g&p qilmay olturdi he pulled a face and
did not say anything for a long time. [M.
biir- (to draw together)],
piirii?vi. To be wrinkled or creased. [U. buriy-l.
purii?turvt. = piir- : agzini — to curl one's lip,
twitch one's mouth,
piiriik
phys. n. Anus. Cf. son 2, maq'at.
puriim
n. Wrinkle; crease: — goruq a wrinkled
oxhide shoe. Also piirma 1; cf. qasaq,
qasnaq 2, qoruq.
piirka- I
vt. To cover: bayni —p yat- to tuck oneself
in and sleep. [U. burka-].
piirka- II
vt. To splash, spout, spurt, gush: su — to
splash water. [U. burka- ; purka-].
piirkanvi. To be cloaked, covered, enveloped,
shrouded, surrounded: bag bahar mdnzirsigd —di the garden is cloaked in spring
scenery/ ddrdxzarliq tumanga -di the for
est was shrouded in mist/ yezimiz gtilge-

piikla^gdkUir bildn —di our village is surrounded
by flowers,
piirkanga
do. n. An outer garment without collar or
sleeves,
piirkangiik
n. Hood; cowl,
piirkigiig
n. Sprayer; atomizer,
piirliivt. To crease, wrinkle. Also purla?tiir-;
cf. qasa- II, qasna- .
piirla?vi. To crease, fold, pleat, wrinkle, rum
ple: qdgdz piirlmp ketiptu the paper became
wrinkl^.
piirla?turvt. = caus. of piirla?- .
piirma
1. n. = puriim.
2. adj. Creased; folded; pleated; rumpled;
wrinkled: — bok rumpled hat/ — qdgdz
folded paper/ — kdyndk pleated skirt/ ♦ muskul phys. sphincter. Cf. qasnaqliq.
piiw
onom. Puff: u giraqni — ddp Ogiirdi he ex
tinguished the lantern with a puff,
piiwak
n. Fish glue,
piik1. vt. To bend, twist: —up tik- to sew
while bending or twisting/ simni — to bend
a wire/ H tik —up yayaytin tik turup dlgdn
yaxyi to die standing up is better than to
knuckle under.
2. vt. To note, record: kdnulgd — to bear
in mind.
piiklavt. To fold: xdtni —p lipapqa sal- to fold a
letter and place it in an envelope,
piikla?1. vi. mut. of piikla- .
2. vi. To be wrinkled, creased or rumpled:
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piikla^tiirkOyn&kpukliyip qaptu the shirt is wrinkled.
piilda^tiirvt. To wrinkle, crease, rumple,
piiklan1. vi. pass, of piikla- .
2. vi. To bend: b&l — to bend over, bend
the waist/ puklinip tazim qil- to flex a bow.
pilklima
adj. Folding: -- sizing folding ruler/ -y&lpiigUg folding fan. Cf. qatlima 2.
pugat
n. Stopper; cork: botulkinin pugiti bottle
stopper. Also called purupka. [U. piik].
piilavi./vt. To blow with one's mouth: otni —
to blow a fire/ yamni —p dgiir- to blow out a
candle,
petakgiil
bot. n. Aloe (Aloe). See illustration at
sabra on p. 467.
petU1. vi. mut. of pat- .
2. vi. To get along: bir-biri bilan -almasliq unable to get along with one another.
petir
cul. adj. Unleavened: — xemir unlea
vened dough/ -- manta unleavened
steamed dumpling/ — nan unleavened
bread/ 1 molla kisidin pul almaq — nandi
qil almaq getting money from a mullah (is
as hard as) pulling a hair out of unleav
ened bread (JMC)/ ♦ — nandin qil sugarganddk like pulling a hair out of unleav
ened bread (being stingy),
petiq
n. Slurry; mud; mire. Also patqaq.
petiq^iliq
n. Muddiness. Cf. patqaqgiliq.
petiqlavt. To trample, tread: layni — to tread in
mud/ mallar etizni petiqliwetiptu cattle
trampled the fields. Cf. tapta- , dassa- ,
gayla- .

peqir
petinvi. To dare: gdp qilisqa — to dare to speak.
[U. botin-].
pe^at
n. Seal (on doors, drawers, etc.): — gaplato paste a seal on/ — sal- to seal/ pegiti
buzulmigan pul sealed money (stack of pa
per money with an unbroken paper strip
sealed around it),
pe^atlavt. To seal, close down: dksiy&tgi gezitxanini — to close down a reactionary news
paper office/ ♦ agzini — to seal one's
mouth (to say something definitive so as to
prevent further discussion),
pe^atlik
adj. Seal,
pegak
n. Bobbin; reel; spool. Cf. galtak 1, gira
3, naga.
pegaklik
adj. Reeled; spooled: -- yip spooled cot
ton; wound-up thread,
pegina
cul. n. Biscuit; cracker; cookie. Cf. pirandik. [U. pegen'e].
pesa
1. med. n. Vitiligo, a skin disorder. Also
called aqkesal. [U. pes].
2. n. Disagreeable person,
pe^ka
1. mil. n. Soldier; private.
2. n. Pawn in European chess.
3. fig. Pawn.
peska\.
pe$in
1. rel. n. Noon prayer. Also namaz pesin\
cf. qiyam.
2. n. Noon time. Literary form of pi^in.
perewod
n. Remittance: — geld money order/ tayqi —
foreign exchange. [<R. perevod].
peqir
1. adj. Poor; destitute; lowly: — addm
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pitla-

peqirana
poor person. [Ik. fSkyjr'ITvL. paxyr\.
2. n. Poor; destitute: —l&rg& yard&m b&rto help the poor. Cf. awara 1, peqirana,
abga 1, qa$$aq, kambagal, namrat (#1-2).
[C. faqir /U. faqir (#1-2)].
peqirana
adj./n. = peqir.
peqirliq
n. Poverty; destitution: —ta turmus kdgiirto live a life of destitution.
fakyjr'lek'\.
peil
gr. n. Verb: -- toldurgugi sOz birikmisi
verb-object word group/ — darijisi verbal
voice/ — zamani verbal tense/ — mdyilliri
verbal mood/ —nifl boluysiz ydkli negative
verbal form/ —nifl dawam rayi continuing
form of a verb/ —nifl s&rt rayi verbal form
for condition/ —nifl imkan rayi verbal
form for ability/ buyruq —i imperative
verb/ dtumsiz — intransitive verb/ otumluk
— transitive verb/ yarddmgi — auxiliary
verb/ m&qs&t —i adverbial verb for objec
tive,
peyjian
n. Fittings of a machine, etc. [<Ch. peijian].
pentsilin
med. n. Penicillin: may — oil-based peni
cillin. [<R. penitsillin].
pensiya
n. Pension; retirement pay: — al- to draw
a pension/ pensiyigd giq- to retire. [<R.
pensiya].
pipa
mus. n. A Chinese string instrument. [<
Ch. pipa].
pipan
n. Political criticism: — qil- to criticize.
[<Ch. pipan].
pit
1. zoo. n. Louse (Anoplurae): — baq- to
pick lice / - beqis- a. to pick each other's
lice; b. ♦ to tell each other tales; to gos-

sip/ — gaqti a louse bit/ 5 —nifl aggigida gapanni otqa sal- to throw the caftan in the
fire because one is ang^ about the lice in
it (to overreact to a situation)/1 itniflqagiyiga
— dlmds a dog's curses do not kill lice.
[Q. bum. bit/Y. pit].
2. zoo. n. Aphid (Aphididae): kewdz —i
bollworm; cotton aphid. Also called kokpit 1.
pitiik
do. n. Inner sole; insole: dtUkkd — sal- to
put insoles in boots. [U. patak].
pitkoz
1. adj. Narrow-eyed.
2. adj. Stingy; miserly; tight-fisted,
pitkozliik
1. n. Narrow-eyedness.
2. n. Miserliness; stinginess; tightfistedness.
pitir
rel. n. Alms given to the poor after a fast
ing period,
pitira
mil. n. Buckshot used in hunting guns,
pitiravi. To scatter: qoylar —p kdtti the sheep
scattered. Cf. taral- 11.
pitirahgu
adj. Scattered,
pitirlavi. To be on tenterhooks: sdn tola —p kdttingu why are you so restless? [U. pitirla(to flap, flutter)],
pitirla^vi. To do sth in a hasty manner,
pitiq-pitiq
onom. expressing a boiling sound: - qayna- to boil,
pitiqlavi. To make a boiling sound: qazan —p
qaynap kdtti the pot boiled,
pitlavi. To have lice.
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pitlanpitlanvi. pass, of pitla- : bu kasapat yeqindin
beri xeli pitlinip qaptu this unluc% person
has lately been infested with lice,
pitliq
1. adj. Lice-infested; lousy.
2. n. Pauper; poor wretch,
pitna
n. Rumor; gossip: - tarqat- to spread ru
mors/ - teri- (sal-) to start a rumor/
oydur- (qil-) to concoct a rumor. Also pitna-pasat, pitna-igwa; cf. osaki, igwa, gap
3.
(sedition; riot)/U.(plot;
conspiracy; intrigue)].
pitna-pasat
n. = pitna.
pitna-igwa
n. = pitna.
pitnigi
n. Rumormonger; tattletale; gossip. Also
pitnixor; cf. igwa?i, igwagar.
pitnixor
n. = pitniji.
pitnixorluq
n. Rumormongering: — qil- to engage in
spreading rumors,
pida
1. n. Sacrifice: jan - qil- to sacrifice
one's life. \U.fidd\.
2. n. Male name. Also pidamuh&mmdt.
pidakar
n. sby who throws himself into battle re
gardless of one's safety: — j&Hgi fearless
warrior,
pidakarana
adj. Selfless: - amg&k qil- to perform
selfless labor/ - roh selfless spirit. Cf. xalis, xalisana.
pidakarliq
n. Selflessness: - bil&n Ul&- to work self
lessly/ - kdrsdt- to exhibit selflessness/ uninpidikarligiga hammd qayil everybody ad
mires his selflessness. Cf. xalisaniliq, xa-

pifan
lisliq.
pida'i
adj. Voluntary: - qisim mil. volunteer (as
opposed to conscript) army. Cf. ixtiyariy.
pida'iliq
n. Voluntarism. Cf. ixtiyariyliq.
pidigan
bot. n. Eggplant (Solatium melongena).
Also call^ patingan, jayza.
pi?1. vt. To cut: bahasini - to cut prices/ Uyim - to cut clothes/ qogun - to cut mel
ons. [M. big- ].
2. ag. vt. To castrate, spay: topaqni - to
castrate a calf. Cf. axta-, axtila-, piisaklastiir-. [U. bigpi^aq
n. Knife: — bisi knife blade/ — bild- (gaqla-) to hone a knife/ — sal- (ur-) to wield
a knife/ - sepi (ddstisi) knife hilt/ - yarisi
knife wound/ — yd- to be knifed/ qatlima
— folding knife/ qa^afl (Otmds) - dull, blunt
knife/1 -ni aldi bildn dzdflgd sal. agrimisa
dzgigd tiq stick the knife into yourself
first, if it does not hurt, stick it into others
(JMC)/ 1 dtmds - qol kesdr a dull knife
can sever a hand/1 yiitkdn —nifl sepi altun
the hilt of a lost knife is golden. [K. bygak!
KK. pysaq!^. pygaklTu. pygcddTy. bizeki
U. pigoq].
pi^aqgi
n. Maker or brandisher of a knife,
pigaqlasvi. To brandish knives at each other,
pi^an I
bot. n. A kind of hay (JE) (Kalimeris indica). [Ta. peHongqikan
gdn/U. pigan].
pigan II
Qiktim
geo. n. Piqan
^Turpan
^oksun^^^ LUkqtin Piqan
(Shanshan),
county in Xin
jiang
(42.52N
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pigangiil
90.10E). Established in 1902. Population
(1982): 135,508.
pi^angiil
bot. n. Chinese small iris (Iris pallasii; I.
lactea). Also called jigirtmaq.
pi^akgiil
bot. n. Chinese yam (Dioscorea opposita).
pigir-pigir
onom. Whisper; murmur: — sdzlas- to con
verse in whispers,
pi^irlavi. To whisper, mumble, mutter: pigiriisip
gdpldf- to converse in whispers/ dzigd — to
mutter to oneself. [U. pigiria-'\.
pi(im
1. n. Cut of clothes: bu burulkinifl —i yax$i
boptu this pair of pants has a nice cut (is
well tailored).
2. n. Human figure; stature: —i keliykdn yigit a well-built fellow.
pigim^i
n. Cutter; tailor. Cf. tikkiigi, saypun, kesimgi, ma^inigi.
pix-pix
onom. Ha-ha: - kul- to laugh out loud,
pixxida
adv. Titteringly; sniggeringly: — kill- to
titter or snigger,
pixsiq
adj. Stingy; miserly; niggardly. Also pi$$iq
5; cf. bexil, {upay 1, xasis, momsiq.
pixsiqliq
n. Stinginess: — qil- to be stingy. Cf. bexilliq, gupaylik, xasislik, momsiqliq.
pbcilda1. vi. To make laughing sound.
2. vi. To make huffing and puffing sound:
u semizligidin —p yuriilrndy qaptu he was
so fat that, huffing and puffing, he could
not walk.
pioner
n. Pioneer; member of an early youth or
ganization: —lar lagiri Pioneer camp.

pisildaq
[<R. pioner],
pis-pis
onom. expresses whistling sound: pojaflza — qildiyu etilmidi the firecracker whis
tled but did not bang,
pistan
1. mil. n. Detonator; blasting cap; primer:
“ gaqqugi firing pin. [<R. pistori],
2. do. n. Shoe buckle,
pistanliq
adj. Buckled: — drwt buckled boots,
pista I
bot. n. Pistachio (Pistacia vera). [U. pis
ta].
pista II
zoo. n. Bolognese (toy dog),
pista-badam
bot. n. Pistachio almond,
pisant
n. Regard; intention; aspiration (generally
in negation): — qilmasliq to ignore, not
caring: u menifl gepimgdpisdnt qilmaydu
he pays no attention to my remarks/ —igd
sigmasliq not to be to one's liking. [U. pisand],
pissida
adv. Fizzingly: - ydl giqip kdt- to lose air
with a fizz,
pissinnida
adv. Smilingly: — kdldp qoy- to smile
faintly,
pisixolog
n. Psychologist. [<R. psixolog],
pisixologiya
n. Psychology. [<R. psixologiya],
pisilda1. vi. To make a creaking sound: hOl otun
—p kdydi the wet firewood burned with a
creaking sound.
2. vi. To make a fizzing sound: topnifi yeli —p giqip kdtti the ball went flat with a
fizzing sound.
pisildaq
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pi^wa

pi^-

- sdfligi frontal bone/ k&fl — wide fore
n. Snap fastener.
head / ♦ — tdrini aqquz- to sweat on the
P4forehead (to be diligent or industrious)/ ♦
1. vi. To be cooked, ripe: bugday —ti the
pisanigd tdg- (ur-) to pick on (for an error
wheat is ripe/ tamaq —ti the food is
cooked/ s&rt-sara 'it -ti conditions were ripe/ committed). Cf. manlay. [U. pesana].
2. n. Destiny; fate; lot: pisanisi tdtiir hav
lay texi -midi the mortar has not yet fully
ing bad luck/pisanisi ofl good luck/pisanigd
cured/1 -qan qogun sapigida turmas a ripe
putulgdn doomed/ 6z pisanisidin kdr- to
melon falls off its stem (things are easily
complain about or resent one's fate / sor —
settled when conditions are ripe)/ ♦ -mibitter lot. Cf. palak 2, taqdir, rozi, qisgan pikir ill-considered opinion/ ♦ biz apmat, irada 2.
tapta —qan ad&mldr we are used to being
exposed to the sun (i.e. the elements)/ ♦ p4-pi|
int. Kitty-kitty: u - ddp mOsUkni gaqirdi he
yip yaxsi —midi the thread has not been
called the cat saying latty-kitty.
spun well. [K. bys~/KK.pis-/M. bis-IO.pU-l
pil^iq
Th. pes-IT\. bys-IY. pis],
1. adj. Ripe: — tawuz npe watermelon/ ~
2. vi. To be seasoned, experienced: be^i oqu- to read fluently/ — ydr cultivated
to become seasoned/ zukam —ip qal- to re
land/ ♦ — as a. cook^ food; b. a valuable
cover from a cold/ kesdl —ip qal- to be be
thing.
yond cure/ issiq-soguqqa -qan adSm sby
2. adj. Firm; solid; sturdy: — agamga stur
weather-beaten or having experienced
dy cord/ - driilgdn gag firmly worn braid/
life’s hardships/ ista —qan addm an old
- rdxt sturdy cloth/ - yip sturdy thread.
hand at handling matters.
[U. pisiqV
3. vi. To be settled: is -ti the matter was
3. adv. Cautiously; carefully; prudently;
settled/ mdsUMt —ti the consultation was
discreetly: dzigd — bol- to conduct oneself
settled.
prudently/ isni - qil- to handle sth carefully.
4. vi. To be used to, inured: bu g&pl&rni
4. adj. Skilled; proficient; refined: buhitola afllap, quligim -ip qaldi I have heard
kayinin tili — dmds the language of this
this so often; I am used to this kind of
story is not refined/ tili — refined in lan
talk/ kdz -ti the eye is used to (sth). [U.
guage/
tili — bala a child who talks like a
pis (^1-4)].
grownup/ u xdnzu tiliga — he is proficient
pi^ap
in Chinese/ kdspkd — skillful in work.
phys. n. Bodily relief: arqa - defecation/
5. adj. Miserly; niggardly; stingy. Also
aldi — urination.
pbtsiq; cf. bexil, jupay 1, xasis, momsiq.
pi$an
6. n. Harvest season: arpapissigidatugulgan
phy. n. Lever: — qoy- a. to release a lev
bala a child bom during the barley harvest
er; b. ♦ to urge or egg on. Also dastak 1.
season/ qogunpissigida during melon harvest
pi$aywan
time. [\J. pisiq].
n. Porch. Cf. lampa.
p4$iqlapUaywanliq
vt. To review: ddrs — to review a lesson,
adj. Porch: — imardt building with a
pi^^iqliq
porch,
n. of pi$$iq.
pi^ana
1. phys. n. Forehead: - oqi frontal axis/ pi$wa
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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pirrida

pi^urn. Pioneer; forerunner,
pi^urvt. To cook or ripen: xif — to fire a brick.
[KK. pisir-IM. bisur-].
pi^qadam
1. n. Senior person.
2. adj. Old in experience: — kadir old ca
dre/ — is(i an old worker. Cf. kadan 2.
pi^kal
adj. Unlucky: ~ bas- to be unlucky/ — U
unlucky event.
p4kallik
n. Bad luck: —kd ugra- to meet with bad
luck. Cf. domila, dii^kallik, $or II, 4 2,
naslik.
pi^ildur1. vt. To pull tight: yipni — to pull a string
tight.
2. vt. To become experienced or settled:
qolni —di the hand became seasoned/ kdzni —di the eye became accustomed to
(sth)/ ifni —di the matter became settled/
m&sUMtni —di the negotiations were set
tled.
pi$in
n. Noon; midday: — waqti noontime/ —
namizi rel. noon prayer. Also pefin; cf.
qiyam II. [U. pesin^.
p41aq
1. cul. n. A kind of cheese. Cf. irim^ik.
[U. pisloql.
2. med. n. Sore: jawgiyi — bolup qaldi a
sore developed in the comer of the mouth.
Cf. gaqa.
pir
1. rel. n. Patron saint; sage; elder.
2. n. Founder or progenitor of a tradition,
school of thought, profession etc.: ya —im
ah, the founder of my school/ yagaggilamifl
—i the progenitor of carpenters. [O. pirIQ.
pir/U. pir {#1-2)].
piraq
1. poe. n. Leave-taking. [Q.firaq (separa

tion; grief)].
2. poe. n. Melancholy,
piraktika
n. Apprenticeship; practical training: —
qil- to do apprentice work. Also called
girtliq. [<R. praktika].
piraktikant
n. Apprentice; trainee. Also called $agirt,
nimkar. [<R. praktikant].
piramida
1. n. Pyramid. Also called ^ram, ehram.
2. pe. n. Pyramid: — oyna- to perform a
pyramid. [<R. piramida].
pir-pir
onom. Swooshing: samaldurguQ -- gdgilimbktd the fan is turning with a swoosh/ ♦
beyim - qaydi I had a dizzy spell,
pira
rel. n. Shamanistic ritual: ~ oyna- to per
form a shamanistic ritual,
pirandik
cul. n. Biscuit; cracker. Also pe^ina.
pirotoplazma
bot./zoo. n. Protoplasma. Also protoplazma. [<R. protoplazma],
pirofessor
n. Professor. [<R. professor].
pirokuratora
n. Procuratorate. [<R. prokuratura].
pirsant
1. n. Percent: ikki — two percent. [U.
foiz].
2. n. Interest (financial). [<R. protsent
<G. Prozent].
pirsantlik
adj. Interest: —
interest-bearing
deposit,
pirsuna^
lit. n. Character; figure; persona. Also
called ^axs 2. [<R. personaz].
pirrida
adv. Flappingly; flutteringly: qugqag —
ugup kdtti the sparrow flew away with a
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pir^iktir
flutter.
pir^iktir
n. Flashlight. IK'S., prozektof].
pirqa
obs. Party; faction: - bOlumi party office.
[V.firqa].
pirqira1. vi. To rotate, spin, turn: gaqpirqiridi
the wheel turned. Cf. aylan- 1, orgiil- .
2. To stroll, saunter: u bazarda -p yuridu
he strolls in the market.
pirqirat1. vt. To rotate, spin, turn: gaqpildkni —
to turn a water mill.
2. To boss around: sdn meni —ma do not
boss me around!
pirqirigu(
1. n. Top (toy). Cf. guy-guy, nur I.
2. n. Fan.
pirkaz(ik
n. Store employee. [<R. prikazgik],
pirkaz^ikliq
abstract n. of pirkaz^ik.
pirezident
n. President. Also called zonton. [<R.
prezident].
pirixon
rel. n. Shaman; witch doctor,
pirixonluq
rel. n. Shamanism; witchcraft: — qil- to
shamanize, perform witchcraft.
piris
n. Press (machinery). [<R. press].
piristan
n. Dock; pier; quay; wharf. [<R. pristan'l
pirislavt. To compress, press, squeeze: peginini
— to squeeze biscuits,
pirislanvi. To be squeezed, pressed or com
pressed: —gan pegind a pressed biscuit,
pirizma

piwi^ilik
phy./math. n. Prism. Also called Gg qirliq
dyndk. [<R. prizma].
pi^davi. To make a swooshing sound: quyqaglar —p ugup ketifti the sparrows flew off
with a swoosh/ motor —p gdgilidi the en
gine turned over with a swoosh,
pirinsip
n. Principle; tenet: —to gift tur- to firmly
uphold a principle. [<R. printsip <G.
Prinzip].
pirinsipal
adj. Principled: —
a principled per
son/ - mdsild a matter of principle,
pirinsipalliq
n. A sense of principle: pirinsipalligi kugItik addm a person with a strong sense of
principle,
pirinsipsiz
adj. Unprincipled: — ittipaqliq unprinci
pled alliance; unholy alliance,
pirinsipliq
adj. = pirinsipal.
onom. expresses sizzling sound: ~ kdy- to
bum with sizzling sound/ — kdyddridigan
aptap sizzling sun.
pi^ildavi. To make a sizzling sound: hdl otun —p
kdyiwatidu wet kindling wood is burning
with a sizzling sound.
p4girim
adj. Shining fiercely: -- aptap a fiercely
shining sun.
piwa
cul. n. Beer: — sal- to brew beer. [<R.
pivo].
piwixana
n. Beer garden; beer hall,
plwigi
n. Maker or seller of beer,
piwigiliq
n. Beer making or selling.
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pikap
pikap
n. Light van; pickup. [<R. pikap <E.
pickup].
pikrin
n. pikrin kislata chem. picric acid.
pikir
1. n. Idea; view; opinion: — al- to seek
views/ — almastur- to exchange views/ —
bayan gil- to express an opinion/ — bdr- to
voice one's opinion/ — gig- to have a dif
ferent opinion/ —ni bog- to suppress an
idea/ pikridd girl tur- to stick to one's
views/ pikrimgd in my view/ jama '&t pikri
public opinion / ilmiy — scientific opinion.
[Q.fikr/Q. pikir/Ta. fikerlTu. pikirlU.
fikr],
2. n. Mind; decision; plan: bir -gd kdl- to
make up one's mind / pikri egil- to have a
clear and open mind/ pikridin gayt- to
change one's mind/ senifl bu pikrin yaman
dmds this plan of yours is not bad.
pikirda^
n. Like-minded person; sby with identical
interests or inclinations. [Q. pikirles],
pikir-xiyal
n. Thought. Cf. oy-pikir, oy-xiyal.
pikir-hessiyat
n. Thought and feelings,
pikirla^vi. To exchange views or opinions. [Q.
piktrles-].
pin
n. Canopy: harwinin —i cart canopy or
cover. {<Ch. peng].
piyada
adj. Pedestrian: — dskdr mil. foot soldier;
infantryman/ — gaytip kdl- to return on
foot/ — man- to walk on foot/ piyadildr
yoli pedestrian lane; sidewalk/ ma^iniga ulgurdlmdy — galdim I could not catch the
car, so I walked. [KK. piyada!O. piyade
(n.)/U. piSda],
piyaz

pila^
bot. n. Onion (Alliumfistulosum): bay— on
ion! sun — leek (Allium porrum)! ♦ — kdki rdn pale yellowish green/ ♦ piyizi pifmas not getting along: u ikkisininpiyizi
piymaydu these two don't get along well/ ♦
piyizi gig-gig incomplete: hdy bu iyninpiyizi
gig-gig hey, this matter is not yet finished.
Cf. basal. [Q. piyazIU. piSz].
piyazgiil
bot. n. Lily (Lilium brownii).
piyala
n. Small teabowl; teacup. [O. piyalelQ.
piyalall], piela].
pigan
n. Cry; wail: — gdk- to cry one's eyes out.
[Ta. for 'yad!\J. figon].
pigura
n. Human figure: — gigirip muz teyil- to
do figure skating/ pigurisi giraylig having
a beautiful figure/ pigurisi keliykdn having a
slender figure. [ < R. figura].
pigment
phys. n. Pigmentation; skin color. [<R.
pigment],
pil
zoo. n. Elephant (Elephantidae): — giyi ele
phant tusk/ deniz —i walrus (Odobenus
rosmarus). [C- pillK. pillQ. pWU. fil].
pilati
do. n. An unlined sum
mer jacket worn by Uyghur women. [<R. plat'e
(dress)],
pilastinka
1. n. Thin sheet; sheet
metal: sink pilastinkisi a
sheet of zinc.
2. n. Disk: patipunpilas
tinkisi phonograph record.
[<R. plastMa].
pila$
1. do. n. Cape; cloak.
pilati
2. do. n. Raincoat. [<R. playg (#2)].
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pilakat

pildirligu?

cum annuum) (see illustration at qizilmupilakat
ru? on p. 668). Also called qarimuj. [M.
n. Banner; streamer. [<'R. plakat <G.
bibli (long pepper)],
Plakat].
pilpilgiil
pilan
bot. n. Clove (TUlipa edulis).
n. Plan: — tiiz- to formulate plans/ —ni afur- to exceed or go beyond a plan/ —ni o- pilpilmoya
bot. n. Long pepper (Piper longwn). Also
runla- to complete or fulfill a plan/ b&^ yilcalled dadi filqil.
liq — five-year plan/ oqutus —i teaching
plan. [<R. plan).
pilta
1. n. Fuse: pojafiza piltisi firecracker
pilan^anliq
fuse/ piltini ot aldur- to light a fuse.
n. Planning; —ni kiig&yt- to strengthen
2. cul. n. A square piece of dough (JE).
planning,
3. n. Twisted cotton, ready for weaving.
pilansiz
[U. pilta].
adj. Planless; unplanned: — igilik un
4. n. Thread used in decorating doppa (q.
planned economy,
V.)
pilansizliq
5. m. Spool; reel: Mr — yufl yip one ball
n. Planlessness: —ni tugitis ker&k the tend
of yam/ Mr — yip one spool of thread.
ency not to plan must be overcome,
piltinlapilaneta
1. vi. To make splashing sound: beliq suast. n. Planet. Also called sayyara 1. [<R.
da piltifllidi fish splashed in the water.
planeta].
2. vi. To rock, sway; bala —p maMi the
pilanir
child toddled.
n. Glider; sailplane. [<R. planer].
piltigiis
pilanir^i
1. n. A cotton swab at the tip of a stick,
n. Glider pilot,
used for cleaning out ears and sometimes
pilanlainto a child's anus to kill pinworms.
vt. To devise, draft, blueprint, map, pip,
2. n. Thin spike used when sewing a dop
prepare: quruluyni — to draft a construction
pa:
tdpd —i short spike/ kezdk —i long
plan.
spike.
pilanla^tur3. n. Small brush,
vt. To work out a plan: yeza igiligini - to
piltilik
work out an agricultural plan.
adj. of pilta: - miltiq mil. firelock,
pilanliq
adj. Planned: - tugut planned parenthood/ pildirla1. vi. To twinkle, glimmer, glisten: as— iyl&pgiqiris planned production/ -- igilik
plann^ economy.
manda yultuzlar -p turatti the stars twin
kled in the skies/ giraq —p yenip turatti
pil-pil I
the lamp was twinkling.
onom. Sparkle; glisten; glitter; flicker;
2. vi. To be unsteady on one's feet: bala
flash: giraq — qilip yenip turatti a lantern
—p yugurup kdldi the child came toddling.
light flashed,
[U. pildira- (to spin, run, twirl)].
pil-pil II
pildirligu(
bot. n. Black pepper (Piper nigrum): n. A pinwheel usually made of paper and
ahndr (- sudan) red pepper; chili (CaspiKEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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plutoniy

pila
used as a toy. [U. pildiroq (tops)],
pila
zoo. n. Silkworm (Bombyx mori): — baqto raise silkworms/ - riaMW/silkworm egg/
— ugigi the inactive state of a silkworm
before it sheds its skin/ — quruti newly
hatched silkworm: - quruti qogigi silkworm
chrysalis/ - kepinigi silk moth/ — gozisi
silkworm cocoon/ -- mayigi silkworm ex
crement. Also called upnd pilisi.
pilak
bot. n. Vine: — tartti vine crept/ bir —t&
h&rxil x&mdk different melons on one
vine/ ♦ piligidd yigil&p qal-io Wili oniht
vine (to be congenitally deficient). Also
5un. \\J. palak'\.
pilaklik
adj. Vine: — dsiimluk trailing plant,
pilos
math. n. Plus sign. Also called qoiuyb&lgisi.
[<R. plyus].
pilsirat
rel. n. The bridge to Paradise. Also sirat.
pilita
n. Kitchen range: - sal- to build a kitchen
range. [<R. plita].
pili(i
ag. n. Raiser of silkworms,
pilik
n. Wick: — d4- to twist a wick/ giraqpiligi
lantern wick/ fam piligi candle wick / ♦ —
bolup kdt- to become well-behaved. [U.
pilik\.
piliklik
adj. of pilik: altd — kirsin ogaq six-wick
kerosene stove,
piligot
bot. n. Juncus effusus, a kind of reedgrass.
pilildavi. To flicker: $am -p dgiip qaldi the can
dle flickered and then died/ yiraqta giraq
—p yenip turatti the lantern flickered from

afar.
pilimot
mil. n. Machinegun: — qur- to set up a
machinegun. [<R. pulemdt\.
pillida
1. adv. Full; filled up; brimming: kdzigd
— yas al- to be teary; to be brimming with
tears/ idisqa su — tosti water filled up the
vat.
2. adv. Fleetingly; flickeringly: giraq —
yenip ydnd dgti the lantern briefly flick
ered and then died.
pima
do. n. Felt boots. [<R. pin
pimi9i
n. Maker of felt boots,
pintan
cul. n. A kind of bean and
noodle soup. [<Ch./entangl
pintoza
cul. n. Noodles made from
pinna
sweet potato or bean starch. [<Ch. fentiad\.
pindak
adj. Short in stature: — bala small child,
pinak
n. Majorka admixed with hemp,
pinhan
adj. Concealed; quiet and secluded: — jay
a quiet and secluded place/ — qil- to conced.
pingiwin
zoo. n. Penguin (Spheniscidae). [<R.
pingviri].
pinna
bot. n. Wrinkled giant hyssop (Agastache
rugosa). [Q. pinnd],
platina
chem. n. Platinum (Pt). Also called aq altun. [<R. platind\.
plutoniy
chem. n. Plutonium (Pu). [<R. plutonij].
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t
ta
pp. To; until: -- bCigungd qOdar until now/
tan atqandin - kiin patqigd from sunrise
to sunset/ urumgidin - beyjiflgigd from Urumqi to Beijing/ qddimdin - hazirgigd
from antiquity to the present. Cf. qadar
1. [C. M/KK. dejiri\.
ta'ala
rel. The most high: allahi — Allah the
most high. [C. ta'ala/0. teali].
ta'am
cul. n. Foodstuffs; eatables; edibles: firin —
sweets. Cf. a^liq 1, yimaklik. [C. ta'amlO.
taamlU. taom],
tabletka
med. n. Pill; tablet: yot tabletkisi iodine
pill. [<R. tabletka].
tap I
1. ag. n. Furrow; ditch: — al- (sal-) to
plow a furrow.
2. m. Patch or piece: Mr - ydr a patch of
land.
3. onom. Sound of urging on animals pull
ing a plow.
4. fig. n. Course; path; track: 4 —qa QUiti
work was on track.
tap II
1. n. Corpse of an animal dead of natural
causes.
2. n. Burden; encumbrance; load: Ozigd —
qiliwal- to impose a burden on oneself/ ♦

tapini art- to place burden on (to frame).
Cf. seliq.
tap III
n. Time; instant; moment: fu — at that time;
then/ musu -ta ular dmgdk qiliwatidu they
are at work now. Cf. an, payt, asna, ba
za, zamat, moment. [K. tapIKK. tap (gerade; ebenVM. tap (enough)],
tap1. vt. To discover, obtain, find, gain, ac
quire, achieve: payda — to profit/ togra jawap — to find the correct answer/ rawaj —
to achieve development/ qudrdt — to gain
power or strength/ yoqalgan n&rsildmi — to
discover lost articles. [C- tap-/K. tap-1
KK. tap-ITV. tap-llM. tap-].
2. vt. To consider, hold, deem: muwapiq
— to deem proper: doxtur min ddm eliyini
lazim —ti the physician considered a rest
for him appropriate; min sOzini — to deem
his remarks appropriate. Cf. gii^an- 2, hisapla- 2, oyla- 2, qara- 13. [M. tap- (to
worship)].
3. vt. To get into, be involved in: bala —
to get into trouble/ jid&l — to be involved
in a disturbance. Cf. sangi- 2, yuq- 3.
tapa
n. Blame: - qil- to blame/ tapiga qal- to be
blamed,
tapa-tana
n. Barb; jibe; slur; taunt: — qal- to be
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tapawat
taunted/ -- qil- to taunt. Cf. mazaq.
tapawat
1. n. Income: — beji income tax/ mifl tapawiti yaxfi he has a good income/ qosumgQ
— extra income. Also kirim.
2. n. Profit; advantage; tapawiti bar U a
profitable matter.
tapawatgi
1. n. sby good at making a profit.
2. n. Small merchant,
tapawatlik
adj. Profitable.
tapan
1. zoo. n. Ankle; paw: — tuzaq a trap for
birds and small animals/ eyiq tapini bear
paw/ ♦ — yala- to rub ankles (to flirt)/
♦ yagaq — zoo. clasper. [Mo. tabaqail^.
tabar^.
2. n. Base or foundation of machinery: kiyim tikis masinisinin tapini base of a sewing
machine. [Q. taban (jt 1-2).
3. n. Hearts in playing cards.
tapan^a
mil. n. Pistol; handgun: tuluqluq — revol
ver. Cf. nagan I. [Q. tapansa].
taptavt. To trample, tread; stomp. Cf. petiqla-,
dassa- , fayla- .
tap-taza
adj. Spotlessly clean; pure, clean and
honest. Superlative of taza.
taptayin
adv. Possibly; probably: - u biigiin kelidu
he will probably come today. Cf. balki,
balkim, atimalim, aytawur, etimalim,
ehtimal.
tap-teqir
ag. adj. Barren; infertile; poor: —ydr bar
ren land. Superlative of teqir. Cf. taqir,
tetir, teqir 2, uniimsiz 1.
tapsa
n. The space between door and kang (q.
V.) in an Uyghur house.

tatartap$ur1. vt. To hand over, deliver, present: dbl&txeti — to present a country's creden
tials/ xizmdt — to hand over work/ gdlldparaq — to deliver public grain. [KK. tapsyr- /Tk. tapsyr- ].
2. vt. To entrust, commit to (sby's) care:
bu balini dmdi sizgd —dum I am commit
ting this child to your care. [Tu. tabsyrmi
tapi^ruq
1. n. Assignment; errand. Cf. alwan, saysi, yiigiir-yetim.
2. n. Homework for students: - tapsur- to
hand in homework/ — ifld- to do home
work. Also tap^urma.
tap^urguzvt. caus. of tapsur- : tapsuruqni — to cause
to hand in homework/ qoralni — to dis
arm, cause to hand over weapons,
tap^urma
n. = tap^uruq.
tapqaq
adj. Quick-witted; smart; clever; re
sourceful. Also tapqur.
tapqan-targan
1. n. Savings.
2. adj. Saved; collected: bu menid -- ndrsilirim these are things I have collected.
tapqur
adj. = tapqaq.
tapilavt. To enjoin, exhort: —p eyt- to urge, ex
hort, warn,
tatar
n. Tatar, a Turkic nationality living in
Xinjiang and in various parts of the for
mer Soviet Union: — ayal Tatar woman/
- tili Tktar language. [Q. tatarlCfT. tatar!
U. tatar).
tatarvi. To look pale: ytizi tatirip kdtti the face
looked pale.
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tajawuz

tataran
tataran
1. adj. Pale; pallid: yuzi — adQm a palefaced person. Also tatirangu, tatiriq; cf.
xunsiz, dmsiirun, qansiz.
2. geol. adj. Compacted; hardened: -yQr
compacted soil. Also tatiran.
tatar^a
1. adv. In the Tktar language.
2. adj. Thtar: — turmuy Ihtar life/ -- yaslanto dress up like a Iktar/ - nax^a Tktar song.
tataza
m. Pile: bir — pul a pile of money.
tat-tat
. onom. Rat-tat-tat: ustumtutla yiraqtin — qilgan pilimot awazi afllandi the rat-tat-tat of
a machinegun suddenly sounded from afar.
tatuq
med. n. Pimple; blotch,
tatirangu
adj. = tataran 1.
tatiran
adj. = tataran 2.
tatiriq
adj. = tatiran 1.
tatiq
n. Flavor; taste: tetigi yoq unsavory, fla
vorless; tasteless. Cf. tam, liizzat 2, maza 2. [ir. tatig'\.
tatila1. vt. To scratch: umartqisini - to scratch
one's back/ g&dinini — to scratch one's
neck. Cf. qa^Ia-1, morla-. [U. tatala-; tirna-; timdala-].
2. ag. vt. To harrow: ydr — to harrow a
field. Also tamaqla- , tirnila- (#1-2).
3. vt. To dig up or out: qoy qarni —p otlawatidu sheep are digging snow to eat
grass.
tatila^ur1. vt. To shove around.
2. vi. To stammer, stutter: xdtni —up oqup
(iqtim I read the letter with a stammer.
Cf. duduqla-, kekajla- , kikajla- .

tatilanvi. To scratch oneself,
tatildavi. To make a sputtering sound: tiraktor
-p dtiip kdtti the tractor sputtered past,
tatliq
1. adj. Sweet: — haraq cul. sweet wine/ yaflyu bot. sweet potato/ — yimdklikldr
cul. sweets/ — megiz sweet pit/ bu uzUm
bdk — this grape is very sweet/ ♦ — su
fresh water. Cf. leziz.
2. fig. adj. Sweet: — uyqu sweet sleep/ —
g&p-sOz fine-sounding words/ agzi — hon
eymouthed/ bu bala nimidig&n — kulidu
how sweetly this child laughs!/ u — uxlawatidu he is sleeping soundly/ ^ — yalgandin aggiq Mqiqdt yaxfi bitter truth is better
than sweet lies.
3. n. Female name.
tatligu(
1. ag. n. Horse brush.
2. n. Scratcher.
tadan
adj. Sly; crafty; cunning; tricky. Cf. dagul,
hiligar, hililik, quw, makkar, mugambar.
tadanliq
n. Slyness; cunning; guile: — qil- to be sly
or cunning. Cf. hiligarlik, quwluq, maxarliq, mugambarlik.
ta'at
rel. n. Obedience; prayers: - qil- to offer
prayers,
ta'at-ibadat
rel. n. Religious service,
t^j
1. n. Crown; crest; comb: — kiyguz- to
coronate/ ddrdx —i bot. tree crown/ xoraz
taji zoo. rooster's comb or crest/ gul —i
bot. corolla. [C- tac/0. tag].
2. fig. n. Laurel (as an emblem of victory
or distinction).
tajawuz
n. Invasion; aggression: — qil- to invade.
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tajawuz^i
[U. tazovuz\.
tigawuz^i
n. Invader; aggressor. Also t^'awuzkar.
t^awuzgiliq
n. Agression; invasion: — Mrkiti act of
invasion / — siyasiti policy of aggression/
— urufi invasion battle/ — qil- to invade.
Also t^awuzkarliq.
t^awuzkar
n. = t^awuz^i.
tqjawuzkarliq
n. = t^awuz^iliq.
tqj-taxt
n. Throne: — talas- to fight over or vie for
a throne. Also taxt.
t^jdar
n. Laurel bearer (alternate name for king
or emperor),
tqjixoraz
bot. n. Cockscomb
(Celosia cristata). Al
so called tqjigiil 1.
tajisiman
phys. adj. Coronary:
— qizil tomur coro
nary artery/ — gul reti
bot. coronary inflotajixoraz
rescence.
t^ik
n. Tajik, a nationality living in the Tashkurgan autonomous county of Xinjiang as
well as in Afghanistan and Tajikistan: —
ayal Tkjik woman/ - till Tkjik language.
t^igul
1. bot. n. Cockscomb (Ce
losia cristata). See illustra
tion under tajixoraz
above.
2. n. Female name,
tajiliq
adj. Crowned: — mikiyan
zoo. crowned hen/ ♦ —
dm&n bot. Artemisia sco- '' tajYuq amSn

tas
paria. [O. tagli\.
tax
onom. Sound made when trying to catch a
chicken,
taxta
1. n. Board; plank: as — board for rolling
dough/ sinip taxtisi blackboard; classroom
board/ saxmat taxtisi chessboard/ s^r&p taxti
si honor roll. Cf. pan II, taxtay I, jaza n
1, rayka, kulu(. [K. taktalTdi. taktallM.
tagta!\J. taxta}.
2. m. Clump; chunk: bir - gay one chunk
of brick tea/ bir — qdgdz one large sheet of
paper/ bir — etiz one clump of soil / ♦ -bol- to grow evenly (of fo^ plants)/ ♦ -juwa fur lining for a jacket. [Q. taqta (#12)].
taxtay
1. n. = taxta 1: qarigay taxtiyi pine board.
[Q. taqtaj].
2. n. Floor: — yu- to wash floors/ ♦ -bahasi list price. Cf. pol.
taxtayliq
adj. Made of boards or planks: ~ Oy room
with a planked floor; paneled room,
taxtiwe^i
n. Shelf for cups nailed into a wall,
taxtila1. vt. To divide into rectangular pieces:
-p sugar- to irrigate a field along borders
dividing individual plots/ etizni — to di
vide a field into rectangular pieces.
2. vt. To cut fur garments: juwa — to cut
a furcoat.
taxtimii^uk
n. Mousetrap (lit. wooden cat),
taxlaag. vt. To thin out: paxtini — to thin out
cotton. Cf. literary form taqla- .
taharat
rel. n. Ablution; purification. [O. taharetl
U. taqorat].
tas
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tasadip
adj. Rope; strap: pulley.
adv. Nearly: - qal- to almost do sth: u yiqilip QiisldU - qaldi he almost fell; yi^lasqa - ta$ I
1. geol. n. Stone: — basmisi lit. lithogra
qaldi tears almost came. Also tas-tamas.
phy
(also — mdtbisi)! — putugi stone tab
tasadip
let; stele/ — tuzi rock salt/ — gayi cul.
n. Coincidence; chance; fortuity. Also tabrick tea/ — dst&fli cobbled canal/ — qorali
sadipiliq. [O. tesaduf].
stone artifact / — kOzitynigi rock crystal/ —
tasadipan
kdmiir bone coal: -- kdmiir ddwri Car
adv. Accidentally; fortuitously: — afllap
boniferous period; — kdmiir sistemisi Car
qal- to hear accidentally/ -- kelip qal- to
boniferous system / — yiirigi heart of
come upon accidentally,
stone/ tiigmdn te$i millstone/ gaqmaq te$i
tasadipi
flint/ hak tesi limestone/ sinaq tesi touch
adj. Accidental; fortuitous; chance: -stone/ esil — precious stone; gem/1 — piiyhadisd fortuitous phenomenon/ — w&qd
chance incident. [O. tesadiifil\J. tasodifij].
kdn yeridd dziz a stone is precious where
it has fallen down (one is honored in one's
tasadipiliq
hometown)/ ♦ — almisi bot. Chinese
n. = tasadip.
flowering crabapple/ ♦ — purgigi a. roast
tas-tamas
ed broad bean; b. miser; niggard; tight
adv. = tas.
wad/ ♦ — dpniisi bot. Chinese photinia
tassida
(Photinia serrulata), an ornamental plant/
onom. expresses snapping sounds: agamga
♦ — dynigi glass brick or plate/ ♦ — qa- iizulup kdtti the rope snapped and broke,
pigi bot. small calabash/ ♦ - igiri bot.
tasqagrass-leaved sweetflag (Acorus graminevt. To sift, screen: un — to sift flour/ qum
us)l ♦ saydiki —tdk as common as peb
— to sift sand/ giirug — to sift rice. Cf. agbles on a beach. Cf. jinis II. [C- ^ay/K. tas!
la- , iigiida- .
KK. tasIM. ray/OT. tasIQ. tasITT. roy/Th.
tasqalroy/Tv. daslY. taas^.
1. vi. To be sifted, sieved, screened: un
2. n. Jewel in watch.
tasqilip boldi the flour is sifted.
3. n. The sliding weight of a steelyard,
2. vi. To jolt, bump, toss,
also called jifl tesi.
tasqam
1. m. Sifterful: bir — un one sifterful of ta$ II
1. adj. Outside: dynifl tesida outside the
flour.
house/ - kdyndk do. outer garment; top
2. n. Sifter: ♦ unift besida bir - bar he has
coat/ ♦ igi-tesi birddk inside and outside
a sifter in his head (he's off his rocker).
are identical (think and act the same)/ ♦
tasma
yotqannifl tesidin bolgan bala a child (con
n. Rope; strap: - bdlwigi rope belt/ - beliceived) outside the quilt (an illegitimate
gi pigtail; braid. [Mo. tasam-a (leather
child). Also ta^a I, ta$qarqi, ta^qi 1, ta^qistrap)/U. tasma (belt)].
riqi; cf. sirt 1. [TT. tasllk. /yy].
tasmi(i
2. n. Outside: juwa tesi the outside of a furn. L^thersmith.
coat/ kitap tesi book cover; dust jacket/ yottasmi(iliq
qan tesi the facing side of a quilt. [C • tas!OT.
n. Leathersmithing,
ray/Y. tasl.
tasmiliq
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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ta$-

ta^qi

ta$vi. To overflow, spill: d&rya te$ip kdtti the
river overflowed / su idi^tin tesip kdtti water
spilled from ajar/ qiyan teyip kdtti the flood
waters spilled/ ^ OstdMd su —sa Oddknifl
nimd pdrwayi when the canal overflows,
why should the ducks mind (I mind my
business, you mind yours)/ ♦ ydl - med.
to break out with the measles. Also ta^qinda-. [K. tayy-/KK. tas-/M. tay-/TT. toy-].
ta$a I
adj. = ta^ II 1: -- yurtluq addm sby from
outside one's hometown; outsider.
ta$a II
adj. Broad; wide. Cf. anlik I, anlik I,
kan I.
ta$ayin
adj. Outside of; besides; bunin —ida be
side this. Cf. ta$qiri 2.
ta^biirgun
bot. n. Nanophyton erinaceum.
ta^paxta
chem. n. Asbestos.
ta$paqa
zoo. n. Tortoise; turtle (Testudines): — ganigi (qepi) tortoise shell/ defliz taypaqisi
green turtle (Chelonia mydas). [K. taybaka/KK. tasbaqa/Q. tasbaqa].

ta^paqa

ta$tara$
n. Stone mason. Also ta^^i.
ta${e(ak
bot. n. Parmelia saxatilis.
ta$(i

n. = ta^ara$. [Tv. da^gy'].
ta$(iliq
n. Masonry trade.
ta$ot
bot. n. Gypsophilla paniculata, a kind of
herb,
ta^qarqi
adj. = taf II1: — muhit outside world. [U.
tasqari],
ta^qurgan
geo. n. Taxkorgan (Tashkurgan), Tajik
autonomous county in Xinjiang (37.47N
75.74E). Established as Boli county in
1902. Population (1982): 20,153 (16,337
Tkjiks).

ta^qoyun
adj. Cramped; tight.
ta$qi
1. adj. Outer; external; exterior: — ajratma phys. exocrine; external secretion / bowasir med. external piles/ — osuq phys.
outer ankle (malleolus lateralis)/ - sap
mil. exterior line: — sdptd uruf qil- to fight
on an exterior line/ — sdwdp ph. external
cause: - sdwdp ndziriyisi theory of exter
nal causes/ — qulaq phys. external ear/ —
kdrunOi outer appearance; facade: dynin kdriiniifi house facade / -- kug phy. external
force/ — kesdllikldr bdliimi med. surgical
department/ — gemoroy med. external
hemorrhoids/ ♦ - tndrkdz math, circumcenter. Also ta? II1, tafa I, ta^qarqi, ta^qiriqi, sirt 1. [^. tyskaITv. da^kaar].
2. adj. Foreign: — perewod foreign ex
change/ — siyasdt foreign policy/ — soda
foreign trade/ - i$lar ministirligi ministry
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ta^liq

ta^qiri

go on strike (of students)/ xam-xiyalni of foreign affairs/ igki - wdziy&t^ domestic
to give up illusions/ haraqni - to give up
and foreign situation. Cf. ajnabi 2, ajnaliquor/ dzird tayliwdt- to give oneself up as
bilik, najins 1 (#2); xarji (#1-2). [U. tasqil
hopeless/ istihkamni —p giq- to abandon
Y. tastyn (#1-2)].
fortifications/ if - to go on strike (of work
ta^qiri
ers). [KK. tasla-ITai. ray/a-/l\i. tofla-{H1. n. Outside: -ga giq- to go outside.
2)12. pp. (following ablative case) Besides;
3. vi. To throw oneself: parayotta - to par
aside from: adattin - exceptional; spe
achute/ dzini anisinin qugigiga — to throw
cial; unusual/ bunifldin — besides this/ istin
oneself into Mother's arms/ dzini d&ryaga
- sparetime. Cf. ta^ayin.
— to jump into a river/ karwatqa dzini —
ta$qiriqi
to throw oneself onto a bed. Also ta^lan- I
adj. = ta? II I; - bOlum outer office/ — dy
2.
outer room.
4. zoo. vt. To shed, molt: postini - to
ta$qin
shed skin (of snakes)/ tiik — to molt/ qiyliq
n. Deluge; flood; overflow. Cf. topan I,
gapanni — to shed a winter coat. Cf. tulasal I, qiyan, kalkiin.
1, julga-.
ta$qinda5. as verbal aspect, expresses an acciden
vt. To flood, overflow, spill, inundate. Al
tal or unintentional activity and the result
so ta?- .
of an activity: yiglap -- to cry unintentional
ta^kawa
ly/ mdn uni pay qilip taylidim I exposed him.
bot. n. Pumpkin; summer squash.
[U. toyla-].
ta$koynak
ta$la- II
do. n. Outer shirt,
vt. To wrap, sew in: juwa — to sew a fur
ta^irqalining in/ kitap - to put a dustjacket on a
zoo. vi. To paw: at —p qaldi the horse
book.
pawed,
ta$laq
ta^yol
n. A rocky or gravelly place,
n. Road; highway. Also yol 1.
taiplanI
ta^giil
1. vi. pass, of ta^Ia- I 1.
bot. n. Small-leafed Chinese flowering
2. vi. = ta^la 13: qugaqqa - to throw one
crabapple.
self into (sby's) arms or bosom/ kUrdy igigd
ta^la-1
— to rush into battle. [Th. taylan-{il\-2)].
1. vt. To throw, toss, cast, swing: bomba
- to throw a bomb/ tay - to throw a stone/ ta$landuq
n. Discarded objects; junk; rubbish; trash:
tor - to cast a net/ gagni kdyniga - to toss
— ndrsd junk item. Cf. abjaq, askipuru?,
one's hair back/ zindanga — to throw into
aski-tiiski. [U. taylandiq].
prison/ qar pomzigi — to throw snowballs/
ta^Iandi
qol - to swing one's arms. Cf. gorii- 2.
adj. Abandoned: - bala foundling. [U. tay2. vt. To abandon, foresake, give up,
landi],
quit: —p qoy- to put aside, discard/ a'ilini
—p k&t- to abandon or forsake one's fami ta^liq I
1. adj. Stony; gravelly: - yfir gravelly
ly / ayalini tayliwdt- to abandon one's wife/
land. Cf. $egilliq. flh. tayly].
tamakini — to give up cigarettes/ ddrs - to
KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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ta^liq
2. adj. Jeweled: on ydtt& — sa'&t a 17jewel watch.
3. m. Stone: Wt — tugmdn a mill with four
stones.
ta$liq II
n. Outside material of clothing and similar
material: aq — kitap a white-covered
book/juwinifl tasligi the outside of a furcoat/
kdpinifl tofligi the outside of a mattress.
ta$liq III
zoo. n. Gizzard.
ta$ma
med. n. Rash. Cf. aswa, ujuq.
tar I
1. mus. n. String; cord: pdy teri gut
string/ dutarnifl teri dutar string/ sim teri
steel cord. [C- tar].
2. n. Heartstrings: u dilimnin terini g&kti
he tugged at my heartstrings. Also koflul
kd^anisi, yiirdk teri.
tar II
1. adj. Narrow; cramped: — dy cramped
room/ — koga narrow street; alley/ - yol
narrow road. Cf. ansiz II, qistan. [M. tar!
Y. yga].
2. fig. adj. Narrow: -- da'irilik yigin a
meeting of narrow scope/ - wdtdnpdrwdrlik narrow-minded patriotism/ - k&l- to
be tight/ -- kdzqaray a narrow point of
view/ - mdhkimigilik selfish departmental
ism/ “ mdnd narrow sense/ 1 — ydrdd as
yigigd, kM y&rdd must yd you are better off
eating in a narrow place than getting a
beating in a broad field. [TT. tar (#2)]
[Tv. tar (#1-2)].
3. adj. Tight; taut: -pMyi7<7i7 tightpantlegs/
bu kiyim mafia — kdldi these clothes have
become tight on me. Cf. ^in I, mahkam.
[K. tor(#3)][0. darIQ. tar (#1-3)].
tara- I
vt. To spread, disseminate, propagate,
send out, distribute. Also tarqa- . [Mo.
tara- ].

taraza
tara- II
vt. To card, comb, tease: tiwit — to tease
fine animal hair/ gag — to comb out hair.
Cf. siiz- 3. [O. tara-ITk. tara-/\J. tara-/Y.
taraa-].
tarat-1
vt. To distribute, send out, spread: pitndigwa — to spread rumors/ sdz gdgdk - to
spread gossip/ kitaplami oqugugilarga taritip bdr- to distribute books to students/ yiginni — to break up or conclude a meeting/
gezit — to distribute newspapers. [Tv. ta
rat-/V. tarat-].
tarat- II
vt. To cause to comb: gegini — to cause to
comb hair. [U. tarat-].
taras-tarus
onom. Crack: — miltiq awazi afllandi the
crack of a rifle was heard,
taraslavi. To make clapping sounds: pigaq tegis
bildn qogun —p yerilip kdtti as the knife
sliced through it, the melon cracked open/
ot —p yandi the fire burned with a crackle/
mdldur dgzigd -p urulatti hail fell clatter
ing on the house roof.
tara$- I
vi. mut. of tara- I: oqugugilar tarisip kdtti
the students disbanded,
tara^ II
mut. of tara- II: gag - to comb each oth
er's hair.
I
tara^lavt. To clear, trim, cut back: etiznifi qirini
- to clear a field ridge. [U. tarasla-].
tara$Ianvi. To be cleared: —gan etiz qiri a cleared
field ridge (cf. qir 2).
taraza
|

1. n. Balance; scales: — gokisi balance
beam/ — sal- to weigh/ taraziga tart- to
weigh. Also called tanpun. [Q. tarazylU.
tarozi; tarozu].
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Ii

tarbagan

tarazagi
2. ast. n. Libra: - yultuz Ursa Major;
Great Dipper. Also mizan (^1-2).
tarazagi
n. sby who weighs on scales.
tarawi
rel. n. Intermittent prayer, consisting of
20-33 rakas (cf. rakat). During Ramadan,
the faithful carry out their own evening
prayers, resting after every fourth raka.
taraq
onom. Bang: iyik - qilip yepildi the door
closed with a bang,
taraqan
zoo. n. Cockroach (Blattidae). [K. tarakan/Q. taraqan].
taraq-turuq
1. onom. Bang-bang: — qilgan awaz a
banging sound/ iyikni — qilip yepiwdt- to
slam a door shut. Also taqtuq.
2. n. Odds and ends: -ni yigiytur- to
straighten out odds and ends.
taraqsiz
adj. Uncombed: unin gegi - his hair is
uncombed,
taraqqida
onom. Bang: u mknifl - qilgan awazidingdgup oyginip kdtti he was awakened and star
tled by the banging noise of the door.
taraqia- I
vi. To make rumbling sounds: harwilar
-p mandi the carts rumbled along.
taraqia- II
vt. To bang. [U. taraqia-].
taran-turun
onom. Clang; clatter: daslar - holup kdtti
washbasins clattered.
tarahlavi. To make clattering sounds: ligdn —p
ydrgd giiiup kdtti the tray fell to the ground
with a clatter,
tarayvi. To shrink: kiyim tariyip kdtti clothes
shrank. Also tarla-, tarla?-.

taraytvt. To shrink or reduce: da'irini - to re
duce scope/ kdldmni — to reduce an area.
Also tarlat- .
taral- I
1. vi. To scatter, be spread out: tarilip oltur- to sit spread out / xdlq arisida tarilip
ydrgdn gdgdkldr stories current among the
people/ qoylar tarilip ketiptu sheep scat
tered/ yuqumluq kesdl —di an infectious
disease spread. Cf. pitira- , tarqal- . [Th.
taral-].
2. vi. To unravel: paypaq tarilip kdtti
socks unraveled.
taral- II
vi. To be combed: —gan gag combed hair,
taralga
ag. n. Stirrup belt; stirrup leather. [Q. taralgy].
taralgu
ag. n. = taralga.
taram
n. Hair lock; tuft. [U. taram].
taram-taram
onom. Flowing: ddrya siiyi — bolup aqti
the river's waters were streaming down/
kOz yesi - Wkuldi tears were streaming
down the face,
taramlavi. To stream down: unifl kdzidin —p yay
tdkuldi tears were streaming down his
face,
taran
his./mil. n. Wall rammer,
taranvi. To do one's toilet (i.e. to comb and
wash). [Y. taraan-].
taran^i
his. n. Uyghurs who in the 18th century
migrated from Southern Xinjiang to Hi to
become tax-paying colonists,
tarbagan
zoo. n. Marmot (Marmota). Also called
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tart-

tartip

da wgan, sugur. [Mo. tarbag-a].
tart1. vt. To pull: bu at bir tonna yuk -alaydu this horse can pull a ton/ parawoznifi
—is kilgi phy. traction or pulling force of a
locomotive/ peyi - to pull a tendon/ tOgd
— to lead camels/ gapanniHpesini -iw&t- to
pull the front of a shirtZ/zanva - to pull a
cart/ qolidin tutup — to grasp one's hand
and pull it. Cf. sora-. [KK. tart-/Q. tart-l
TT. tart-lY. tart-].
2. vt. To delay: kdynigd - to delay: waqitni kdynigd - to play for time; isni kdynigd
— to put off work.
3. vt. To pull over to one's side, rope in:
sdn uni Ozdflgd —ma do not rope him in.
4. vt. To draw: gdk — to draw lots/ sim —
to draw a wire.
5. vt. To draw up: sim tanap — to put up
electric wires/ qoroga agamga - to draw up
a line in the courtyard (for hanging up
clothes).
6. vt. To suck up, attract, pull in: tarn
mds is —maydu the fireplace does not have a
good draft/ tamaka — to smoke a ciga
rette/ dsumlukldr yiltizi arqiliq tupraqtiki
ndmlikni —idu plants suck up water from
the soil through roots/ zdy — to soak up
moisture/ magnit tdmurni —idu a magnet
attracts iron/ nasos bildn su — to pump out
water.
7. vt. To attract, draw, fascinate: tdbidtnin mdnzirisi uni dzigd -ip turidu natural
scenery fascinates him/ diqqdt etiwarini to be conspicuous, noticeable, eye-catch
ing/ ydr sarinin -is kug ast. Earth's gravi
ty8. vt. To reel, wind up: yipdk - to reel or
wind up raw silk from a cocoon.
9. vt. To find out, look into, investigate:
jawapkarliqqa — to find out responsibility.
10. vt. To grind, extract: un — to grind
flour/ yag — to extract fat.

11. To hang: ddrizigd pdrdd — to hang
window curtains/ yuzigd niqap — to wear
a mask.
12. vt. To weigh: jiflda gds — to weigh meat
on scales. [M. tart-].
13. vt. To arrange, set out: mehmanlarga
as - to arrange food for guests.
14. vt. To draw: siziq - to draw a line.
15. vt. To lead, command: qosun — to com
mand troops.
16. vt. To take (a picture): rdsim — to
take a picture.
17. vt. To gather: ogaqnin kiilini — to ga
ther stove ash/ ♦ 6z ndpsigd gog — to cov
et private gain, be selfish. [Tk. tart-].
18. vt. To resemble: u atisiga —iptu he re
sembles his father. Cf. ox^a-.
19. vt. To suffer, endure: azap — to be
tormented/ ddrt — to suffer hardships/ ziyan - to suffer a loss. [C. tart-(lf\-l9)].
20. vt. To seize (with al-): hoquqni -iwalto seize power. [K. tart- (^1-20)].
tar-tap5uq
adj. Very tight: - kiyim very tight clothes.
Superlative of tar II 3.
tartuq I
n. Gift; present; prize; award: — qil- to
present an award. Cf. ata II, taqdim, soga
I, sogat, in'am.
tartuq II
med. n. Scar: — giis- to form a scar. Cf.
jirtaq. [K. tak/\J. tirtiq (scarred)],
tartuqlavt. To award, reward. Cf. orii-, mukapatla- .
tartqu
n. Support straps made of cloth,
tartquf
n. Pull rod or bar; draw or tension link,
tartquiuq
n. Agony; distress; grief; misery; suffer
ing: —ni tart- to suffer agony,
tartip
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tarqat-

tarti^pp. From; since; starting with: kigikgegimdin - from the time I was little/ mum y&rdin — starting from here. Cf. ba^lap, buyan, beri 2, etiwaran, mabayni.
tarti^1. vi. mut. of tart- .
2. vi. To argue, debate, dispute: qiziin to dispute heatedly. Cf. tala^* 1, munazirila?- .
3. vi. To be pulled or sprained: putumnifl
peyi -ip qaldi my leg muscles are
sprained.
4. vi. To care for, fuss over: baliliriga - to
fuss over children.
5. vi. To be shriveled or wrinkled: may
siirmigdfkd yiizum —ip qaldi without put
ting on any cream, my face is a bit wrin
kled.
tartUturvt. To pull, drag,
tartil1. vi. To abate, decrease, diminish, drop,
dwindle, recede, shrink: su -ip katti the
water level dropped/ silt —ip Mtti breast
milk diminished/ qosi^i —ip katti the stom
ach shrank. Cf. pasay- .
2. vi. To become thin, waste away: u yeqinda xeli -ip qaptu he has grown very
thin recently/ ♦ koz qargugi -ip kdt- to
show the whites of one's eyes (from emo
tion or illness).
3. vi. To pull away; withdraw: u bu istin
xeli —ip qaldi he has withdrawn a bit from
this affair.
tartinvi. To be ill at ease, awkward, timid,
sheepish, shy, bashful, embarrassed, mod
est: —may sozldwerin don't be shy and
speak up!/ u bizdin --du he is ill at ease
with us.
tartin^aq
adj. Shy; awkward; timid; modest: — qiz a
shy girl. Cf. hayaliq, uyatfan, uyal^aq.

tartinjaqliq
n. Bashfulness. Cf. uyal^aqliq, uyat^anUq.
tartma I
n. Drawer: - sandugi chest of drawers,
tartma II
n. Stairs; staircase. Cf. palampay.
tartma III
zoo. n. Horse's girth: ♦ -puninisi a. pe.
chest expander; b. extension spring/ ♦ kdwnlgi suspension bridge. Cf. ayil.
tar^iliq
n. Narrowness; tightness. Also tarliq I.
tars
onom. Crack; crackle; snap; clap: — at- to
make a cracking sound: tawuz — etip yerilip katti the watermelon broke open with a
crack. [Q. tars].
tars-tars
onom. = tars,
tars-turs
onom. = tars: uyan-buyantin - miltiq etildi rifles cracked back and forth. [Q.
tars-tars; tars-turs].
tarsildavi. To make cracking sounds: dynifl ogzisigd mOldiir —p guyiwatidu hail hit the
house roof with a cracking sound,
tarsildatvt. To cause to make cracking sounds: atni qamga bildn tarsilditip ur- to whip a
horse with a crack/ miltiqni tarsilditip atto shoot a rifle with a crack,
tar^a
n. Thin wooden chips for stoking a fire.
Also tarsa gugiit.
tarqavt. To dismiss, disseminate, disi^rse, dis
tribute: majlis - to end a meeting. Also
tara- I. [C- tarqa-IKK. tarqa-].
tarqatvt. To scatter, distribute, spread, disperse,
disseminate: din - to do missionary work/
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tarqaq

tarniar

hOjj&t — to distribute documents/ kes&l —
to spread disease/ issiqliq —qug radiator/
yefli xHwdr — to spread news/ nur — to
scatter light,
tarqaq
1. adj. Dispersed; scattered: — olturaqlasmaq scattered settlements/ dixanlarnifl —
dyliri scattered farmers’ houses. [Mo. taraqaUH. tarqoq],
2. adj. Disorganized; undisciplined: turmufi -- leading an undisciplined life.
tarqaq^iliq
n. Decentralism.
tarqaqla$vi. To disperse, scatter,
tarqaqla^turvt. To disperse, scatter: ahalilarni — to
disperse the population,
tarqaqliq
n. Sparseness; dispersedness.
tarqalvi. To scatter, disperse, spread: tuman
-di the fog spread/ xu$ puraq ptitun dy igig& -di a fragrance suffused the room/ xm
xdwdr —di the good news spread/ qoylar
yaylaqqa tarqilip kdtti sheep scattered
across the pasture/ mehmanlar —di the
guests dispersed. Also taral-1. [U. tarqal-; tirqira-].
tarqili^vi. mut. of tarqal- : balilar dy-dylirigd
—ti the children went home/ yiginga qatnasqanlar —ti the conference participants dis
persed.
tarqili^gan
m^. adj. Epidemic; widespread: - zukam
epidemic cold/ — yuqumluq kesdl wide
spread infectious disease/ — miM pdrdd
yallugi epidemic meningitis.
tarix
his. n. History: -ta misli kdriilmigan mdjizd unprecedented wonder/ --tin beri
since the beginning of recorded history/

—ni burmila- to misinterpret history/ —nifl
hdkumi history's judgment/ dunya —i
world history/ ddibiyat -i cultural history/
qddimqi zaman -i ancient history/ yeqinqi
zaman -i modem history. [C. tarixlQ. taryqmsi. tarixlH. tarix].
tarixji
his. n. Historical worker; historian. [Ta.
tarixgy].
tarix^unas
his. n. Historian,
tarix^unasliq
his. n. Historical science,
tarixqara^
his. n. Historical outlook,
tarixiy
his. adj. Historical: — dhmiydt historical
significance/ - wdqd historical incident/ eqim historical trend/ - mdsild historical
problem/ — mdzgil historical time. [Ta.
tarixU\y. tarixli (dated)],
tarimu^
phys. n. Ligament; tendon; sinew. Cf.
pay I, sinir.
taryol
n. Path; track,
tarlavi. To shrink. Also taray-, tarla^ .
tarlatvt. To shrink, reduce. Also tarayt- .
tarla$vi. = tarla- .
tarliq I
n. Narrowness; tightness: 6y - qildi the
room was cramped/ kdkrdk tarligi med.
thoracic constriction/ kiyim - qildi clothes
were tight/ igi — qil- to be narrow-minded.
Also tarsiliq. [Q. tarlyqlU. tangliq],
tarliq II
mus. adj. Stringed: - galgu aswapliri
stringed musical instruments,
tarmar
n. Destruction; extermination: — bol- to
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tarmaq
be destroyed/ — qil- to destroy.
tarmaq
n. Branch; spur; tributary: — Ost&n branch
canal/ tdmiiryol tarmigi railroad branch line/
d&ryanifl tarmigi river tributary. [C. tarnav/Q. tarmaqIU. tarmoq].
taz
1. med. n. Favus.
2. n. Baldhead; sby affected with favus on
his head: kiymd - completely bald/ tdpd —
bald/1 —ni kdrsd, be^i
when a baldhead sees another baldhead, his scalp itch
es/ 1 tezini bassa mezi giqti the more one
tries to hide, the more one is exposed. [M.
taz (bald or scabby-headed)/Q. taz].
taza I
1. adj. Clean: -- hawa clean air/ -- su
clean water/ — kiyim clean clothing. [C- ta
za (fresh)/lk. taza].
2. adj. Pure: — altun pure gold/ — ispirt
pure alcohol.
3. fig. adj. Pure; clean; honest: koflli —
pure-hearted. Cf. pak, pak-pakiz, pakiz
1, erig (#1-3). [Q. taza (#1-3)].
4. adj. Healthy. Also teni taza. [Ta. taza
(#4)][K. taza (#1-4)].
taza II
1. adv. Very; completely; extremely; real
ly; too. Cf. ajayip 1, rasa 1, karamat 3,
intayin, nahayiti 1.
2. adj. Delighted; joyful; happy. Cf. rasa
m-2).
tazarvi. To refresh oneself,
tazqara
zoo. n. Bald eagle (Aegypius monachus).
Also called qaritaz, qorultaz. [Q. taz
qara].
tazi
zoo. n. Hunting dog; hound. Cf. taygan.
[KK. tazylQ. tazy].
tazila1. vt. To clean: jozini — to clean a desk/

tawap
qolni — to clean hands/ quduqni — to clean
a well/ kiyimni — to clean or brush clothes/
eriqni - to clean a ditch or canal/ yataqni
— to clean a dormitory / mina — to sweep
mines. [K. tazala-IKK. tazala-].
2. fig. vt. To eliminate, purge: zdh&rni —
to purge pernicious influences,
taziliq
1. n. Cleanliness; sanitation; hygiene: —
jahazliri sanitary equipment/ — saqla- to
maintain cleanliness/ — qil- to clean, sani
tize/ —qa ri'ayd qil- to pay attention to hy
giene/ oynifl taziligi a house's cleanliness/
muhit taziligi environmental sanitation. Cf.
pakizliq, pakliq. [Q. tazalyq].
2. n. Health: tdmifi taziligi bodily health.
Cf. sahiya (#1-2).
taziligu^i
n. Cleaner: koga —/street cleaner,
tazim
n. Respect; esteem; regard: — qil- to show
one's esteem/ —ga k&l- to pay one's re
spects (on the second day after a wedding,
the bridegroom used to pay his respects to
his parents-in-law). [C- ta'zimIXi. ta"zim].
taw I
1. n. Heating power: kunnifl —i solar
power.
2. n. Heating; tempering: tOmUr —Uganda
tewiga beqis ker&k when smelting iron one
must pay attention to temperature control/
tewini qaytur- to temper.
taw II
n. Vigor; vitality; drive: —/ qag- not feel
ing well/ biigiin —im yoq today I feel out
of sorts,
tawa
cul. n. Flat pan; frying pan. [Mo. tabag!
Q. taba].
tawabiat
n. Dependent: a'ila tawabiiti family de
pendent,
tawap
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tawlan-

tawap^i
rd. tawap qil- to turn to Allah,
tawapfi
rel. n. sby who turns to Allah,
tawar
1. n. Satin.
2. n. Commodity; goods; merchandise:
qosumgd — surplus goods. Also tawarliq
(i!^l-2). [M. rawer (property, animate or
inanimate)/TT. tawaf\.
tawar-durdun
n. Silks and satins,
tawargiil
hot. n. Hollyhock (Althaea rosea). Also
called xatmi, giilxayri, layli 1.
tawarliq
adj./abstract n. of tawar.
tawaq I
m. for flat pieces: toqquz -- qHg^z nine
pieces of paper.
tawaq II
n. Pottery bowl or plate: - tart- to serve
food/ bir -ta as yd- to share one bowl of
food/ tdt — as four plates of food/ 1 qetiq
igkdn qutuldi, - yaligan tutuldi he who eats
yoghurt escapes, he who licks the bottom
of the bowl will be caught.
tawaq^i
n. Potter,
tawaq^iliq
n. The art or business of a potter.
taw$a
cul. n. Provisions; victuals,
tawut
n. Coffin; bier. [O. tabut],
tawu^
n. Sound: — pdrdisi phys. vocal cord/ -dolqmi phy. sound wave/ -- giqar- to emit
sounds / -lamin ndwdtlisisi gr. metathesis;
transposition of sounds/ dimaq —i gr. nas
al sound/ sozuq — gr. vowel/ uzilk — gr.
consonant/ ♦ — qus zoo. peacock (Pavo)
(also called toz). Cf. ahan 2, awaz 1, tiwi|, sada, iin. [K. rfa/>y;/KK. dauysIM. ta-

wis (sound and movement)/Mo. dagu/Q. dauys/TT. tawisITa.. tavys]tawu^siz
adj. Soundless; silent: -- kino silent movie.
Cf. iinsiz. [Q. dauyssyzITa. tavyssyz\.
tawu^lavi. To make a sound,
tawu^luq
adj. Having sound; sonorous,
tawuz
bot. n. Watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris): 1
qosiginda agrigifl bolmisa -yiyistin qorqma
if your stomach is not sick, don't be
afraid to eat watermelons/ ♦ — gagini mid
autumn festival/ ♦ -iqoltugidingusiipkdtti
the watermelon dropped from his armpit
(he failed to attain his hopes). [K. tarbyzJ
Mo. tarbusIXi. tarvuz^.

tawuzak
bot. n. Flower-of-the-hour {Hibiscus trionum).
tawka
n. Gambling house: - ag- to open a gam
bling house/ - besi gambler. Cf. qimarxana.
tawlavt. To smelt: polat — to smelt steel. [Mo.
dabta-].
tawlan1. vi. To be refined or tempered: ^ altun
otta tawlinar, addm dmgdktd gold is re
fined by fire, man by work.
2. vi. To be saturated with moisture: ydr-
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tawliq

taqal-

nifl osisi —di the soil was saturated with
taq- (#1-4).
moisture.
taqabU
3. vi. To twinkle, glimmer, glisten: altun
n. Opponent; - tur- to cope with: tdtdr
basaqlar kiin nurida tawlinip turidu golden
eqimga - tur- to cope with a bad trend.
wheat ears glistened in the sun / unifl ydzi
Cf. muxalip.
idpdq nurida tawlinip turidu his face shone taqa-tuqa
in the rays of the (rising or setting) sun.
1. n. A children's game.
tawliq
2. adj. Confused; incoherent: — sdzld- to
adj . Fertile; rich: - y&r fertile soil. Cf.
talk incoherently/ - gdp confused talk,
iiniimdar 1, iinumliik, munbat.
taqara^taq I
1. vi. To bump into each other: mdn unin
adj. Single: — paldg med. monoplegia/ -bildn taqarisip qaldim I bumped into him.
gifliq sapan single-share plow/ - soz single
2. vi. To occur (of a clash).
word / - relis single track/ - kiin single taqa$day/ ♦ - tomik pe. horizontal bar / ♦ 1. vt. To touch or bump against: ayigim
san math, odd number. [C. taqlKK. tek
tamga taqUip qaldi my foot touched the wall/
(nur)].
Sdxsi mdnpd 'dtkd — to touch on personal in
taq II
terests/ karwat Uikkd taqifip qaldi the bed
onom. Slam; bang: iyik - qilip yepildi the
touched the door.
door slammed shut. [Mo. tag (the clatter
2. vi. To obstruct or hinder: iyqa - to be in
of horses' hooves)],
the way; to be a hindrance.
taqa I
taqaq
1. ag. n. Horseshoe: - qaq- to shoe a
1. n. Bolt: Uikkd - sal- to bolt a door. Cf.
horse. Cf. atnali. [Mo. taq-alTn. daga/
kiltan.
Tv. daga/\J. taqa],
2. adj. Bolted: —
bolted door.
2. n. Machine shuttle: kiyim tikis mayinisinifl
3. n. Cangue; yoke; fetters; shackles: taqisi sewing machine shuttle.
sal- to place in shackles. Cf. ki^an 2,
taqa II
kal.
m. A linear measure for silks. See section taqalon Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
1. vi. To close: dukan -di the store closed/
taqaUik —di the door closed. Cf. yepil- 2.
1. vt. To put against: jozini tamga -p qoy2. vi. To bump against: pigaq berip s6to put a table against the wall/ isikni - to
ndkkd —di the knife bumped against the
bolt a door. [Y. xataa-].
bone/ yagagnin bir ugi ddrizigd -di one
2. fig. vt. To touch: idiyisigd - to touch
end of the board bumped against the win
on a thought.
dow.
3set, fix: u oglinin toyini yeni yilga
3. fig. vt. To touch: igki dunyasiga — to
—p qilidu he fixed the date of his son's
touch the very soul.
wedding for New Year's.
4. vt. To involve, touch upon: sOz aylinip
4. vt. To wear, affix: tugma to affix a
kelip ydnd dmdtnin a'ild mdsilisigd berip
button/ kdzdyndk — to wear glasses/ mdy-di when everything is said and done, it
disigd qizil gul — to wear a red flower on
still comes down to the problem of the Aone's chest/ medal - to wear a medal. [U.
mat family. [Y. taaryj-].
-
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taqla-

taq-tuq
5. vt. To meet with or experience (sth
bad): qurulus isi matiriyallamif\.yetUsizligig& berip —di construction faced a shortage
of materials,
taq-tuq
onom. Bang-bang. Also taraq-turuq.
taqat
n. Patience: taqiti tag bol- to be impatient/
taqitim qalmidi I lost my patience/ uni kutiiikd taqitim yoq I have no patience to wait
for him. Cf. ^idam, sawir 1, sawir^anliq. [Tu. takat],
taqatsiz
adj. Impatient. Cf. aldiraqsan, aldirangu,
bitaqat, sawirsiz, ?ap?ak 1, qiziqqan, yangiltak.
taqatsizlanvi. To be impatient: u taq&tsizlinip u yaqqa, bu yaqqa qaridi he looked around im
patiently,
taqatsiziik
n. Impatience: — bilan kilt- to wait impa
tiently/ — qil- to be impatient. Cf. aldiraqsanliq 1, aldiranguluq, sawirsizlik,
qiziqqanliq.
taqatlik
adj. Patient. Cf. gidamliq 1, sawir-taqatlik, sawir^an, sawirlik.
taqqida
1. adv. Bangingly: iyikni - yap- to shut a
door with a bang.
2. adv. Suddenly: at - toxtap qaldi the
horse suddenly stopped/ u harwidin — sSkrdp giisti he suddenly jumped from the cart,
taqi
1. n. Mountain trader. Kumul dialect. Al
so tag^i.
2. lit./obs. adv. Still; yet; even.
3. do. n. A round unembroidered velvet
cap. Also taqiya, taqiya.
taqi?!
n. Farrier; sby who shoes horses. Cf. bazgan?i.

taqisiz
adj. Unshod; without horseshoes. [Th. dagasyz].
taqir
adj. Bald; barren; waste: — bay bald head/
— tag bald mountain/ — ydr wasteland. Al
so tap-teqir, tetir, teqir 2; cf. iiniimsiz 1.
[U. taqirlY. taragaj].
taqir-tuqur
1. onom. expresses sound of footsteps or
of an object striking against sth.
2. adj. Confused; messed up; muddled: ndrsildr messed-up things/ ndrsildrni qoy- to mess up things.
taqirlavi. To make a creaking or groaning
sound,
taqirla^vi. To become bald or barren: bu juwinin
tuki guyiip taqirliyip ketiptu this jacket is los
ing its fur and becoming bald,
taqiya
do. n. = taqi.
taqila1. ag. vt. To shoe: atni — to shoe a horse.
2. vt. To deceive, fool, trick, hoodwink: u
meni —p kdtti he deceived me.
taqilda1. vi. To thump, thud: —p marl- to walk
with a thump/ iyik —p kdtti the door thud
ded.
2. vi. To palpitate, be anxious or eager: u
kino kdrgili aldirap kdilli —p kdtti with
palpitating heart, he went to the movies.
taqildatvt. To knock: iyikni — to knock on a door.
[U. taqillut-].
taqiliq
adj. Shod: — at shod horse,
taqim
n. taqim arallar geo. archipelago,
taqla- I
ag. vt. To thin out: kewdz — to thin out
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taqlacotton seedlings. Also taxla- .
taqla- II
vi. To jump; eriqtin —p 6t- to jump out of
a ditch. Cf. gagra- 2, sakra-, irgi- . [K.
tujla-IY. tej-].
taqlatvt. To cause to thin out: dziilarga kewdz —
to have commune members thin out cotton
seedlings,
taqlanvi. To be thinned out: qonaq taqliniptu
com is thinned out.
takas-takas
onom. expresses crunching sound: — maflto walk with a crunching sound,
takaslavi. To make crunching sounds: —p maflto walk with a crunching sound.
takalla$vi. To quarrel, wrangle, squabble.
takamil
adj. Profound; consummate; exquisite: —
ndzihyd profound theory/ texnikisi — con
summately skilled.
takamilla$vi. To be perfect, consummate, exqui
site: texnika t&driji —ti skills become in
creasingly perfect.
tak-tak
onom. Knock-knock: iyikni — gdk- to go
knock-knock on a door. [O. taktak],
taktak
n. Clapper: - ur- to strike a clapper.
taktakgi
1. n. Nightwatchman.
2. n. Drummer,
taktika
n. Thctic; tactics. [<R. taktika],
taksi
n. Tkxi. [<R. taksi],
taki
1. conj. Until.
2. conj. In order that.

tandurtakiran
n. Gallop,
takiran^ivi. To make clanging, clattering or clank
ing sounds; das —p kdtti the metal basin
clattered,
takiran^itvt. To cause to clatter: dasni — to cause a
metal basin to clatter,
tan I
n. Dawn; daybreak: — at- a. to break (of
dawn); b. ♦ to be able to manage: bir addm bil&n U — atmaydu sth one person can
not manage by himself/ — s&h&r early
morning/ — silziUdi dawn broke/ — yultuzliri stars at dawn/ — nuri the first rays of
the morning sun/ ♦ — ayur- to raise day
break (to hoist a horse's head; before or
right after a race, a horse's head is hoisted
by means of a rope to prevent it from eat
ing). Cf. sabah, siibhi 1. [C- tafllK, tafU
KK. taiHOT, tafilQ,tafll'TT, tangITv,
daft],
tan II
int. Don't know (in answer); barimdnmikin — I don't know whether or not I will
go/ ♦ — qal- to be in a daze; to stare
blankly. Also tanay.
tan III
onom. Bang: — qil^an miltiq awazi afllandi
the bang of a rifle shot was heard/ iyikkd —
qilip bir n&rsd tdkkdnddk qildi it seems an
object bumped against the door with a
bang,
tan1. vt. To tie up: iifilini - to tie up luggage.
2. vt. To force, impose on.
tanpan
n. Sugar refinery. [<C)x, tangfang],
tanpan^i
n. Sugar refiner,
tandurvt. To cause to tie up. Also tanguz-.
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tanay
tanay
int. = tan II.
tailjan
n. Waiter: — ayal waitress. [<Ch. tangzhang],
tanjin
chem./cul. n. Saccharine. Also called saxarin. [<Ch. tangjing],
tansuq
adj. Rare; uncommon; peculiar. Also tansiq; cf. alamat 6, nadir 1. [M. taflsuq
(marvelous; novel)],
tanza
obs. n. Caravansery.
tanzunza
cul. n. A pyramid-shaped dumpling made
of glutinous rice wrapped in bamboo or
reed leaves,
tanzunzi^i
n. Seller of tanzunza.
tanqi$
adj. Snubnosed,
tangut
1. his. n. Tangut, an ancient Tibetan na
tionality which governed Xixia during the
11th to 13th centuries in today's Gansu
province and parts of Qinghai and Ningxia. [M. tanut/CfT. taflut],
2. geo. n. Tanggul: — tegi Mt. Tanggul
(33.00N 92.00E).
tanguzvt. = tandur- .
tangar
cul. n. A sticky candy made of malt sug
ar: ♦ — puli qilip tugitiwat- to spend all
one's money bit by bit/ ♦ agziga — seliwalgand&k like having one's mouth glued shut
with tangar (remaining silent). [<Ch.
tanggua],
tangaza
cul. n. = tangar.
tanginos
math. n. Tbngent. Also called urunma.

tayaq9a
tanla
n. Tomorrow. Cf. ata 1. [C. taflla].
tanlay
phys. n. Palate: — sdfligi palatal bone/ ~m
qaq- to make a sound by flicking one's
tongue/ qattiq — hard palate/ yumfaq — soft
palate. [U. tanglqj],
tanmoma
cul. n. Sweet steamed bun. [<Ch. tangmomo],
ta'ipa
1. n. Breed; kind; caste; tribe. Also tayipa. [Tb. taifa],
2. rel. n. Heathen; pagan (JE). Cf. kapir,
kupar, m^usiy.
tay I
zoo. n. One-year old foal. Cf. taygaq.
[M. tay (colt)/OT. tay/Q. taf],
tay II
m. Bale; bundle: bir — paxta a bale of cot
ton/ bir — yufl a bundle of wool/ bir gazmal a bundle of cloth/ paxta teyi cotton
bale. [Q. taj],
tayvi. To give up, renounce, abandon, trans
gress: oy-pikridin — to abandon one's opin
ion/ yoldin — to transgress/ gdptin — to
break one's promise; to go back on one's
word,
tayavt. To lean, prop. [U. taya-].
tayaq
n. Stick; club; cudgel; rod: — izi scar left
by clubs; stick mark/ — yd- to receive a
beating/ dgmdg - a bent stick/ qomandanliq — mil. officer's swagger stick. [K. tayMM. tayaq (staff)/Mo. tayagIQ. tayaql
lb. tayak],
tayaq-toqmaq
n. Sticks and clubs,
tayaq^a
n. Small stick or rod: ♦ — bakteriyisi
med. bacillus. Diminutive form of tayaq.
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taylan-

tayantayan1. vi. To rely on: dz kugigd tayinip U kOrto handle a matter through one's own ef
forts. [M. tayan-].
2. vi. To lean on: hasiga -- to lean on a
walking stick/ ydrgd tayinip ornidin qopto push on the ground and stand up. [Q.
tayan-ITin.. tayan-l\i. tayan-i#!-!)].
tayang
1. n. Support: bu bala menin birdin bir
—im this child is my sole support / ♦ —
punkit mil. strongpoint; stronghold/ ♦ —
nuqtisi phy. fulcrum. [Q. tayanys/V. tayang\.
2. n. Backbone; mainstay: — kiigldr mil.
mainstay forces.
tayangsiz
adj. Unsupportive; unsupported; isolated:
- qal- to lose support/ - qoyun mil. isolat
ed military force. [Q. tayanyssyz\.
tayanguq
1. n. Armrest: safanifl tayangugi sofa arm
rest.
2. n. Backer; patron,
tayangliq
adj. Supportive: - rol supportive role,
taytanla1. vi. To sway, swing, rock, stagger: —p
marl- to walk with a swagger.
2. vi. To be arrogant or haughty: —p kdtto become arrogant.
taydurvt. To cause to give up, renounce, abandon,
transgress,
taygaq
zoo. n. Small foal: -lar qiygatti the colts
gamboled,
tayipa
rel. n. = ta'ipa. [Q. tajpa],
tayin
1. adv. Ready; settled: hammd ndrsdm — ,
yolga giqsaq bolidu I have all my things
ready and can set out for the trip/ ♦ —

qil- a. to decide, fix, determine: orunni —
qil- to fix a site or locale; waqtini — qil- to
set a time; b. to settle, prepare, get ready;
pulni — qil- to get money ready; c. to
beckon: u addmni muyu ydrgd — qilifllar
please tell that person to come here; d. to
enjoin, tell, exhort: bubaligaqarapqoyusni
mafia — qilgan idi he enjoin^ me to look
after this child / ♦ —i yoq a. unsure; un
certain: —i yoq if uncertain matter; unifl gepinifl —i yoq his remark is inaccurate; b.
vague; ambiguous: —/ yoq jawap vague
answer; c. unreliable; d. unwearable; in
edible; etc.: olturgiddkorunnifl-i yoq no
place where one can sit down; kiyiminifl
—i yoq there are no wearable clothes.
[KK. tajynIQ. dajynITu. tajynlU. tajin].
2. adv. Perhaps or probably: — u kdlmdydu perhaps he won't come,
tayinga
zoo. n. Two-year old calf. Also topaq.
[Q. tajynfd].
tayinliq
1. adj. Obvious; manifest; widely known:
— u kdlmdydu he obviously will not come/
— if an obvious matter.
2. adj. Insignificant: — addm a nobody.
3. adj. Limited: unifl bilidiganliri — his
knowledge is limited.
taygaq
adj. Slippery. Also taylimguq, teyilgaq;
cf. serilangu, gil.
taygan
zoo. n. Hunting dog; hound. Cf. tazi. [M.
tayganIMo. tayig-<^.
taylavt. To bale: paxtini — to bale cotton,
taylaq
zoo. n. Two-year old camel. Cf. bota II,
botilaq 1. [KK.
(einjahriges Kamel)/
Q. tajlaq].
taylanvi. To be baled: paxta taylinip boldi the
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taylim^uq
cotton is baled,
taylim^uq
adj. = taygaq.
tag
geo. n. Mountain; hill: — bagri mountain
slope/ — tum^ugi mountain spur/ — tizmisi
mountain range / - jinsi rock/ -- goqqisi

tag
Populus davidiana/ ♦ — jentiyanisi bot.
Gentiana algidal ♦ — gifisiyi bot. cursed
buttercup {Ranunculus sceleratus), used in
Uyghur folk medicine (also called pdt&r

tag qagisi

mountain top/ — itigi foot of a mountain/
—71/ yerip su baylap kdl- to cut through a
mountain to bring in water/ taqqa giq- to
climb a mountain/1 -din sorisa bagdin jawap b&r- to answer about gardens when
asked about mountains (to give an irrele
vant answer)/1 oMa yetip yisd, -mu toyumas if you lie down and eat, even a hill
will be empty (if you don't work, your
fortune will be used up)/ ♦ — terigi bot.

saliyon)/ ♦ — d$kisi zoo. wild goat/ ♦ samsigi bot. Lycoris radiate, used in Uy
ghur folk medicine (also called usqudriyon, yawa samsaq)/ ♦ — siimbuli bot.
Korean valerian {Valeriana coreanum),
used in Uyghur folk medicine (also call^
sunbul jdbdli)l ♦ — qagisi zoo. chough
{Pyrrhocorax}/ ♦ — qamgioti bot. alpine

tag qam;ioti

tag qusi

smartweed (Polygonum viviparum){a.lso
called 5ayanotV ♦ — qiisi bot. curled
dock {Rumex japanicus, R. crispus, used
in Uyghur folk medicine (also ciled hummati jdbdli)! ♦ — ituzumi bot. climbing
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tala

taga
nightshade; bitter sweet {Solanum dulcamara)/ ♦ —
yultuzguli bot. alpine aster
(Aster alpinus)! ♦ — Idylisi Saussurea involucratal
♦ -din-bagdin gdp qil- to
ramble, talk at random/ ♦
—ni talqan gdlni bostan qilto smash mountains and
turn deserts into oases. [Cra|/K. too!
KK. taulM. tag/0. dag/CfT. tag/Q. taii/TT.
tag/Tk. tau/Tu. dag/Tv. dag],
taga
n. Maternal uncle. [M. tagaylTk. agaj],
tagar
1. n. Bag; sack: kanap — gunnysack/ izmiliq — tied-up bag/ 1 quruq 6r& turmas an
empty sack cannot stand upright. Cf. pajka 1, xalta 1, qap I 1. [Mo. tagar!Q. dagarlTv. taar],
2. m. Sackful: bir — bugday a sackful of
wheat/ ♦ bir — gdp an earful of talk.
tagaq I
phys. n. Scapula; shoulder blade,
tagaq II
n. Comb. [Ik. tarak/V. taroqlY. taraax].
tagteka
zoo. n. Male mountain
goat {Capra sibirica).
[Q. tauteke].
tag-da wan
n. Mountain ridge:
—lardin as- to tramp
over hill and dale,
tagdeni
bot. n. Corydalis glaucescens, a kind of co
rydalis.
tag(i
tagteka
n. Mountain trader;
sby who barters manufactured goods for
mountain products. [Tv. daggy].

tag^iliq
n. Mountain trading.
tagU
adj. Striped: — indk striped cow/ — yolwas
striped tiger/ ~ miisiik striped cat/ ♦ ~ al
ma bot. a kind of apple,
taglaylisi
bot. n. Snow lotus,
tagliq
adj. Mountainous; hilly: —
mountain
city / - rayon hilly district/ — kdnt moun
tain village/ — ydr hilly area. Cf. edirliq.
[O. dagliicIQ. taiily].
tall
1. bot. n. Willow (Salix): — giwigi willow
branch/ qizil — pussy willow/ mdjnun —
weeping willow. Also called sogat. [K.
taliQ. taUTv. tal\.
2. n. Vine; stem: lizUm teli grape vine.
[M. tal (tender branch)].
tal II
phys. n. Spleen. [U. taloq].
tal III
1. m. for certain objects: bir — bala one
child/ bir — tamaka one cigarette/ bir —
oq one bullet/ bir — sdrdflgd one matchstick/ bir — yip one piece of string. [Q.
tal\.
2. n. Little; bit: unid bu dhwaldin bir —
xdwiri yoq he did not know anything
about this situation/ mdn uniddin bir —
qorqmaymdn I am not a bit afraid of him.
talvi. To be tired or sleepy: qol —di the hand
fell asleep/ kdz —di the eyes were sleepy,
tala I
n. Outside; outdoors: —da qal- a. to be
outside a room or house; b. to roam out
doors/ —da yat- to sleep outdoors/ —ga giqto go out / —ga giqar- a. to drive sby out
doors; b. ♦ to marry off (of a woman)/ ^
— milsiigi &y musugini qoglaptu the alley cat
chased away the house cat (said of sby
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tala
forcing sby else out of his lawful posi
tion) (JMC). Also dala. [K. talaa/Mo. tal-a (steppe; plain)].
tala II
1. n. Piece: fdpkinifl —si flat cap piece (a
flat cap is made of several pieces of cloth
sewn together).
2. n. Fiber: birikmd - synthetic fiber/ <Jyndk — glass fiber/ sun 'i - man-made fiber/
qattiq — stiff fiber/ muskul —liri muscle
fibers/ nerwa —liri nerve fibers.
tala1. vt. To snatch, seize, wrest, plunder,
rob, loot. [O. tala-!T\x. tala-!\J. tala-].
2. vt. To rush to purchase: kitaplarni bir
ddmdila —p k&tti (sby) bought all the
books at once.
3. To bite: it addmni taliwdtti the dog bit
the man. [U. tala-].
talapat
n. Casualty: — ydtkuz- to cause casualties;
to kill or maim,
tala-tiiz
n. Outdoors: —d&yetip qop- to endure
outdoor life/ —gd giq- to go outside/ —ni
yigiytur- to strengthen defenses and clear the
fields. Cf oguqjiliq.
tala$
n. Controversy; dispute; debate; conten
tion; argument; disagreement: — bol- to
arise (of argument): ularda bir mdsild
tistidd — boldi a dispute arose between
them over a problem/ — qil- to start an ar
gument / bu mdsild —ta qaldi a disagree
ment arose over this problem. [U. talati].
tala$1. vi. To argue, dispute, contend, disa
gree: drzimds iylar ilgun - to argue over tri
vialities. Cf. tarti^- 2, munazirila?- .
2. vi. To strive, vie: talisip setiwal- to rush
to purchase/ talisip isld- to work competi
tively/ talisip yd- to scramble for food/ hoquq — to scramble for power. [TT. talas-].

talant
3. vi. To bite: itlar talisiwatidu dogs are
biting.
tala$ ay
n. Sixth month of the Turki lunar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
tala$-tart4
n. Dispute; conflict; quarrel; squabble;
wrangle: -- qil- = talas-1tala^turvt. To cause to bite: itlarni — to make
dogs bite.
tala$siz
adj. Indisputable; unquestionable,
talaq
n. Divorce: — xdt divorce decree/ — qilto divorce (a wife)/ tig — three talaq (ac
cording to Islamic rules, a man may di
vorce his wife by saying talaq three times
but may not remarry). [O. talak/Q. talaq/
U. taloq].
talay
adj. Many; numerous: -- iV/arnumerous af
fairs/ — yillar many years. [KK. talaj/Mo.
dalai (large; mighty)/Q. talaj/U. tala/].
talaliq I
1. adj. Tasseled: sdkkiz — kdpkd do.
eight-piece skullcap.
2. adj. Fibrous: -- dstimltikldr fibrous
plants/ uzun — paxta long-fibered cotton.
talaliq II
adj. Outside; outdoors: -- bol- to get mar
ried (of women): unifl — bolgan ikki qizi
bar he has two married daughters/ — kiyim
outdoor clothing/ talaligi yoq not disposed
to going out (mostly used with reference
to women),
talan
n. Pillage; plunder; robbery: — qil- to
plunder, rob, or pillage/ —ga kdt- (ugra-)
to get robbed. Cf. talan-taraj, talan^iliq.
[O. talan].
talant
n. Tklent: — egisi gifted; talented/ ddiplik
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talan-tarag
—i literary talent/ yazgugiliq —i writing tal
ent. Cf. parasat, istidat. [<R. talant].
talan-tara(
n. = talan.
talantsiz
adj. Untalented. Cf. parasatsiz, istidatsiz. [Q. talantsyz].
talantsizlik
n. Lack of talent. Cf. parasatsizlik, istidatsizlik.
talantliq
adj. Tklented. Cf. parasatlik, istidatlik.
[K. talantuulQ. talantty],
talan^i
n. Robber; burglar; brigand. Also taligu^i,
talgu^i, ziwasa.
talan^iliq
abstract n. of talan.
tal-tal
adv. Lock by lock: qiznifl gegi — qilip 0riiluptu the girl's hair was plaited lock by
lock.
taltuz
n. A kind of tool for digging a grave,
taldurvt. To cause to be tired: bil&kni — to tire
out one's arm/ kdzni — to make eyes tired
or fatigued,
tal-giwiq
n. Willow twig; osier; wicker.
talon
n. Coupon; bill; receipt: — k&s- to make
out a receipt/ ugliik — triplicate coupon.
[<R. talori\.
talzar
n. Willow grove. Also called talliq 1.
talqan
1. cul. n. Parched flour: — &t- to parch
flour. [Mo. talq-a (flour; bread)/Q. tal
qan].
2. n. Powdered material: — dorisi medici
nal powder.
talqanda-

talliq
vt. To pound, pulverize,
talqanlavt. = talqanda-.
talip
1. rel. n. Religious scholar or student. [Ctalibll^. talip (graduate student)].
2. n. Male name,
talipliq
n. Bookishness. Cf. kitap^iliq.
taliq
adj. Rightful,
talik
chem. n. Thlc; talcum. Also called koksegiz I. [<R. tal'k].
taligu^i
n. = talan(i.
talga1. To choose, select. Cf. parla- I, talla- ,
xilla- , korsat- 4.
2. To be fastidious or squeamish,
talgu^i
n. = taligu9i.
talgiil
bot. n. Oleander; rosebay (Nerium indicum). See illustration at sogatgiil on p.
486.
tallavt. To select, choose, opt, pick out: —p —p tazga ugraptu (she) picked and chose
(and) finally hit upon a baldhead/ —p &wdt- to select and send/ buzulgan almilami
—p giqiriwdt- to pick out rotten apples/ uruq — to select seeds. Cf. parla- I, taiga1, xilla- , korsat- 4. [IT. talula-IY. ted-].
tallahi
int. By God!; Goddamned! [O. tallahi].
tallanma
1. adj. Chosen; picked: — dsdrldr selected
works; literary selections.
2. n. Selection; choice; pick,
talliq
1. n. Willow grove. Also talzar.
2. n. Vineyard: — bag vineyard.
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talliy
talliy
chem. n. Thallium (Ti). [<R. tallij].
talma
med. n. Epilepsy. Also called tutqaq.
talmas
adj. Untiring; tireless; indefatigable,
talmay
adv. Untiringly; tirelessly; indefatigably.
tarn
n. Wall: - besi wall crest/ - tuwi wallbase/
“ dynigi wall mirror; full-length mirror/
— xofna next-door neighbor/ — drii- to pull
down a wall/ — Oriildi the wall collapsed/
— sa'dt wall clock/ — sal- to build a wall/
— soq- to build a wall/ — etigi dado/ — gezit wall newspaper; poster/ — m&s fire
place/ —gayamifip giq- to scale a wall/ —nin
doqmufi wall comer/ girayi —ddkbolup kdtti the face turned white as a wall/ xis temi
brick wall/ qurma — wattled wall/ qisma
— layered wall/ ♦ — tesdr thief; burglar/
♦ —ddk at a big horse/ ♦ —ddk qetip turto be dumbstruck/ ♦ —ga gdp qilgand&k
like talking to a wall (choosing the wrong
audience). [K. ram/KK. tarn (Haus; Hiitte)/M. ram/or. tam/Q. tamITT. tam/Tu.
tarn (house)].
tamvi. To dribble, drip, drop, trickle: kdz ye$i
etigigd —di tears dripped on the ground.
Cf. aq- 1, tamjila- , tapjira- , temi- 1,
moldiir- . [KK. ram-/M. ram-/Ta. tam-i
Tu. r/am-].
tama
n. Greed; avarice; rapacity: — qil- to be
greedy, hanker after, covet. Also tamaxorluq, tamagarlik; cf. gal I 2, naps,
napsaniyat 1, napsaniyatjUik. [O. tamah]
tama-tama
onom. Dripping; dribbling; trickling: 1 —
kdl bolar dripping water will fill a Me.
tamaxor
adj. Greedy; avaricious; rapacious; covet

tamaqlanous. Also tamagar. [O. tamahkdr].
tamaxorluq
n. = tama: -- qil- to be avaricious,
tama^a
n. Amusement; recreation: — qil- a. to
play or amuse oneself; b. ♦ to ridicule; c.
to joke: — qilip qoysam gifliga giqip kdtti I
was only joking but he took it seriously/
biz bu ydrgd — Ugun kdlginimiz yoq we
did not come here to play/ ♦ — bol- to be
ridiculed/ ♦ — kdr- to ridicule or make
fun of. Cf. awunluq, bazma 1. [KK. tamasalQ. tama^a].
tama^ibin
1. n. Spectator; viewer; audience. [Q. tamafoyyl].
2. n. sby who is eager to play or amuse
oneself.
tama^igi
n. = tama^ibin.
tamaq I
cul. n. Food; meal: - dt- to prepare food/
— sidmdsliq med. dyspepsia/ — yd- to eat
a meal. Cf. a^ 11. [K. tamaklYlK. tamaqIQ.
tamaq],
tamaq II
phys. n. Throat: -- qaq- to clear one's
throat/ - yallugi med. l^ngitis/ tamigini
gdk- to make clicks with one's throat/ menifl tamigim qurup kdtti my throat is dry.
Cf. boguz 11, alqum, halqum, kamay 3,
kikirtak, girtildak, gal II. [KK. tamaqIQ.
tamaqlUL. tamak],
tamaq III
ag. n. Spike-toothed metal harrow. Also
cSled tirna.
tamaqxana
n. Dining hall; messhall; restaurant. Cf.
a^puzul, a$xana, ganza. [Q. tamaq uf],
tamaqlaag. vt. To harrow: etizni — to draw a har
row over a field. Also tatila- 2, tirnila- .
tamaqlan-
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tamo^na

tamaqlandur-

adv. Completely; entirely: mdn sizjnifl pikvi. To dine, have a meal: s&n —diflmu
riflizgd — qofulimdn I completely agree
have you eaten? [Q. tamaqtan-].
with your views. [O. tamamenlU. tamotamaqlandurmila].
vt. To cause to eat: balini — to make a
tamami
child eat his meal,
adj. = tamam.
tamaka
tamamla1. hot. n. Tobacco (Tabacim).
vt. To complete: isni — to complete a job.
2. n. Tobacco; cigarette: - tasla- to give up
Cf. adaqla- , tiigalla- . [O. tamamla-].
smoking/ ~ tutastur- to light a cigarette / duti tobacco smoke/ — gdk- to smoke a cig tamamlanvi. To be completed: ulug is —di sth is
arette/ - xaltisi tobacco pouch/ - xumari
crowned with success/ qurulus —di the pro
med. tobacco addiction/ - qutisi cigarette
ject is completed. [O. tamamlan-].
case/ osal — low-grade tobacco; cheap
cigarettes/ kdk — green tobacco. [ < R. ta- taman
1. n. Side; party; aspect.
bak],
2.
n. Sideline; edge.
tamaki^i
3. n. Front or right side. [Q. taman (#1-3)].
n. Manufacturer or seller of cigarettes,
4. n. Group; school; faction. Also tarap
tamaki^iliq
(#1-4).
abstract n. of tamakigi: - sana'iti tobacco
tambal
industry,
do. n. Underpants,
tamakizar
tam-torus
ag. n. Tobacco field,
n. Walls and ceiling.
tamakizarliq
tamdurag. n. = tamakizar.
vt. = tamguz- .
tamagar
adj. = tamaxor. [U. tamagir],
tam^a
1. m. Drop: bir — su one drop of water.
tamagarlik
2. n. Drop: su tamgisi water drop/ yas tamn. = tamaxorluq.
Qisi tear drop/ yamgur tamgiliri rain drops/
tamam
♦ ~ qurut kesili med. trichomoniasis. Al
1. adj. All; entire; whole: -- x&lq all the
so temim; cf. qatra. [K. tamgylQ. tamsy!
people/ kUildr — kelip boldi everybody
Ih. tamgyiTy. damdy],
came. [C- tamamIQ. tamam].
2. adj. Ended; finished; completed: - bol- tamgi
n. Bricklayer; plasterer; tiler,
to come to an end: kur&s biznifl g&libimiz bil&n — boldi the struggle ended with our tamfilavi. To dribble, drip, drop, trickle: Ogzidin
victory/ - qil- to finish: biz isimizni 6z waqsu —watidu water is dripping from the
tida — qilduq we finished work on time/
roof/ yamgur -watidu it is drizzling. Also
sOziim — my remarks are completed; I
tarn- , tap5ira- , temi- ; cf. aq- .
have finished my remarks/ if — wdssalam
the job is finished! Also tamami (#1-2). tam^iliq
n. Plastering; tiling; bricklaying: - qil- to
[0. tamamlT^. tdmam/Tu. tamam/U. tawork as a bricklayer,
mom (#1-2)].
tamo^na
tamaman
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tam^i-

tabrikla-

n. Customs. [<R. tamoznya\.

one-fifth of a hectar. See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
vt. To sample the flavor.
[U. tanob (Jtl-2)].
tanasip
caus. of tam^i- : agzini — to smack one's
math. n. Proportion: tdtiir — inverse pro
lips,
portion/ ofl — direct proportion. Also mutamuq
tanasip.
rel. n. Hell; inferno. Cf. jahannam. [M. tanasil
tamu/0. tamulQ. tamiiqlTT. tamulTk. t&phys. adj. Sexual: — dza sexual organ;
mug\.
genitals: — dza kesdlligi med. venereal
tamga
disease. Cf. jinsiy, jinisliq.
n. Brand; mark; seal: — bas- to affix a tantal
seal or brand: atqa — bas- to brand a
chem. n. Thntalum (Ta). [<R. tantal/0.
horse/ pogta tamgisi postmark/ hdkiimdt
tantal].
tamgisi government seal/ sGxsnifl tamgisi per tansa
sonal s^. Cf. tuzxanza. [K. tamgalMo.
n. Social dance: - qil- to dance. [O. dans/
tamag-alTl. tamgalTy. tamgalM. tamga].
U. tansa; tantsa].
tamguztansiq
vt. To drip: kOzgd dora — to apply eyeadj. Rare; uncommon. Alsotansuq; cf. adrops. Also tamdur- .
lamat 6, nadir 1. [U. tansiq].
tamguzguf
tanka
n. Pipette; dropper,
mil. n. Tknk: tankiga qarsi mina anti-tank
tamgilamine. [<R. tank].
vt. To brand, mark or seal. [TT- tamgala-]. tankigi
tamgiliq
mil. n. Thnk crew member. Also tankist.
adj. Sealed; marked; branded: -- mal
[O. tankfl].
branded livestock.
tankist
tamliq
mil. n. = tankigi. [<R. tankist].
n. Hut or cottage made of mud walls.
tabdil
tann. Change; alteration. [C- tdbdil/0. tebvi. To go back on one's word, renege on
dil].
one's promise,
tabassiim
tana
n. Smile: — bildn sozld- to speak smilingly/
n. Thin string. Cf. tanap.
— dyld- to smile/ — qil- to smile/ kdmtdrtanab
lik — modest smile. Cf. xanda, kiilka.
n. Literary form of tanap.
[U. tabassum].
tanap
tabrik
1. n. String; cord: — tart- to pull a cord/
n. Congratulations; celebration: —xeti
♦ tanawini tart- to train or straighten out
congratulatory letter/ — sdzi sdzld- to offer
(with punishment): mifl tanawini tartis kecongratulatory words. [U. tabrik].
r&k he must be straightened out. Cf. tana. tabrikla2. his. m. An areal measure used in late
vt. To celebrate, congratulate: bayramni 19th century for measuring gardens, ca.
to celebrate a holiday/ qizgin — to ardently
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tabriklancongratulate. Cf. qutluqla- , qutla- .
tabrManvi. To be celebrated: bayram t&nt&nd bil&n —di the festival was solemnly cele
brated,
tabriknama
n. Congratulatory letter,
tabiat
1. n. Nature: — pdlsdpisi philosophy of
nature/ - d&rsi lesson taught by Nature/ —
dunyasi natural world/ — qanuni natural
law/ — kiigi natural forces/ —ni dzgdrt- to
remake nature. Cf. mawjudat. [1h. tabigat'].
2. n. Character; personality; temperament:
ad&mnifl t&biiti a person's character. [C.
tab'IK. tabiyatlXi. tabiat {jt\-2).
tabiat^i
n. Naturalist. Cf. tabiat$unas.
tabiat$unas
n. Natural scientist. Cf. tabiatgi.
tabiat^unasliq
n. Natural science. [U. tablet],
tabiatqara$
n. Naturalist perspective,
tabiatlik
adj. of tabiat 2: yaxyi - bala good-natured
child,
tabir
n. Definition; explanation; interpretation:
- bdr- to define: guyM - bdr- to interpret
dreams/ sdznin —i a word's definition.
Also tarip.
tabirlavt. To define, explain, interpret. Also taripla- 1.
tabirnama
n. Book used for interpreting dreams,
tabiqa
n. Stratum: - tuzumi hierarchical system/
imtiyazliq —Idr privileged strata/ yuquri —
upper stratum or level,
tabiqiliq

tapt
adj. Stratified: — padi^aliq tUzilm stratified
monarchical system/ — jdmiydt stratified
society/ yuquri -- addm upper-class person,
tabiy
1. adj. Natural: — apdt natural disaster / —
bayliq natural resources/ — pdn natural
science/ — jugrapiyd geo. physical geogra
phy/ — gegra natural border/ — hadisd
natural phenomenon/ — san math, natural
number/ — sura 'it natural condition or envi
ronment/ — immunitet med. natural im
munity/ — gaz phy. natural gas. [Th. tabigyjlM. tabiij].
2. adj. Only natural; of course; not at all
strange; as it should be: bu dhwalda menin
sdzumni — u afilimaydu under these cir
cumstances it is not surprising that he is
not listening to me/ menifl u ydrgd beriyim
— it is only natural that I should go there.
tabiylik
n. Naturalness,
tap I
med. n. Typhoid fever; chills: — bolup
qal- to suffer from typhoid fever. Cf. qizitma, issitma.
tap II
adj./n. tdp tart- to fear, be afraid, scared:
—mastin without misgivings or apprehen
sion; unscrupulously/ —may sdzld- to talk
freely/ dadisidin — to be scared of one's
father. [U. tap],
tap1. vt. To kick: —sd tdwrimds addm a lan
guid or listless person/ at uni tepiwdtti the
horse kicked him/ top — to kick a ball. Al
so tapkila- . [KK. tep-IM. tdp-IO. tep-l
Tv. tep-l\J. tep-IY. tip-; tap-].
2. vt. To stamp one's foot.
3. vt. To beat: xaman — to thresh. [U.
tep-].
4. vi. To break out (of certain diseases):
qizil tesiga —ti measles broke out.
tapt
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tapti^

tatbiq

1. n. Heating power; quantity of heat: aptapnifl —i sun's heating power/ otnifl —i
fire's heat.
2. n. Face; looks:
yaman fierce-looking/ unifl —idin ad&m qorqidu his looks
scared people.
tapti$
n. Audit; inspection; verification: -- hdy'iti inspection committee/ -- qil- to audit,
inspect, verify. [U. taftiy],
tapt4(i
n. Auditor; inspector; verifier: bay — chief
inspector,
tapti^lavt. To audit, inspect, verify,
tapakkiir
n. Thinking: -- qiliy usuli mode of thinking,
tapga
n. Cotton stalk after cotton has been
plucked,
tap^i-1
vi. To sew or stitch in a slanting way: —p
tik- to whipstitch,
tapji- II
vi. To dribble or leak out: su -p giqti wa
ter dribbled out.
tapjiravi. To dribble, drip, drop, trickle. Cf.
tam-, tam9ila-, temi- ; cf. aq- .
tapsir
n. Explanation; annotation; commentary,
especially to the Koran: — qil- to explain,
annotate, comment. Cf. izah. [C- tafsir/U.
tafsir],
tapsirlavt. To explain, comment, annotate. Cf. izahla- .
tapsilavt. To detail,
tapsilat
n. Details; particulars,
tapsiliy
adj. Detailed; minute: — o/iwa/detailed

situation/ — sdzld- to talk in detail/ — kdrup giq- to look at closely, flk. t&fsyjl'IM.
tafsil\.
tapriqa
n. Dispute; disagreement: — sal- to create
a dispute,
tapriqiwaz
adj. Disputatious; contentious,
tapriqiwazliq
n. Contentiousness; disputatiousness: —
qil- to be contentious or disputatious,
tapka I
mil. n. Trigger: miltiqnifl tdpkisi gun trig
ger.
tapka II
n. Pedal on a sewing machine,
tapka III
mus. n. Bridge on a string instrument. Cf.
bulbulak, xarak.
tapkaIV
n. Rebuff; repulse,
tapkak
adj. Kicking: — at a. kicking horse,
tapkii
n. Kick: — bdr- to kick. Cf. pa$wa. [U.
tepid].
tapkii(
pe. n. Shuttlecock. [Mo. tebeg].
tapku^lavt. To kick with one's foot,
tapki
med. n. Mumps; parotitis. Also tapma;
cf. giirdn yallugi. [U. tepki].
tapkilavt. To kick. Also tap- 1.
tapma
med. n. = tapki.
tatbiq
n. Application; integration; use: — qil- to
apply, interpret, use: qanunni togra — qilto correctly interpret the law; ndziriyini &miliydtkd — qil- to integrate theory with
reality; tdjribildrni dmiliydtkd — qil- to
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tatbiqla-

ta'ajjiiplan-

apply experience to reality. Also tadbiq.
n. Researcher.
[U. tatbiq\.
tatil
tatbiqlan. School vacation: — tapsurugi vacation
vt. To apply, use, integrate.
homework/ - turmuii vacation life/ ~ qoytatiir
to go on vacation/ - qil- to have vacation/
1. adj. Opposite; reverse; adverse: — ayqisliq - winter vacation/ yazliq - summer
lan- to turn the other way around; to re
vacation. [O. tatiU\}. tatil].
verse/ — piirq trade deficit/ — tanasip tadbir
math, inverse proportion/ — teorima math,
n. Measure; step: ~ kdr- (qil- , qollan-) to
converse theorem/ — temperatura qatlimi
adopt measures/ uniimluk — effective mea
temperature inversion/ - son math, recip
sures/ kdskin — decisive step. [U. tadbir].
rocal/ — famal head wind/ — tig bulufiluq tadbirsiz
funksiyd math, inverse trigonometric func
adj. Without steps or measures. Cf. qat'ition/ —funksiyd math, inverse function/ —
yatsiz.
qoy- to invert, transpose, turn upside tadbirsizlik
down/ — quyun anti-cyclone/ — kirpik
n. Irresoluteness,
med. trichiasis/ — eqim adverse current; tadbirlik
counter-current/ — yol tut- to go in the
adj. Resolute. Cf. qat'i. [C- tadbirliq (cir
wrong direction/ - nisbdt math, inverse
cumspect; cautious)],
ratio/ bu iiyndk — esilip qaptu this mirror tadbiq
hung upside down/ qdgdznifl — tdripi re
n. = tatbiq.
verse side of a page/ ♦ paytimisini — ori tadriji
gan addm sby who puts on footcloths
adv. Gradually; progressively: — pdsdybackwards (unlucky person).
to decrease gradually/ xdlq turmusi - yax2. adj. Stubborn; headstrong.
Silandi people's lives gradually improved/ ♦
tatiirpa$
- tdrdqqiyatgiliq theory of evolution,
gr. n. Comma (lit. reverse comma), used tadriji^ilik
in Uyghur. Cf. pa^ I.
n. Gradualism,
tatiiri^a
ta'addud
adv. Reverse: kiyimni -- kiy- to wear
obs. adj. Many; much; often,
clothes reverse.
ta'addi
tatiirliik
adj. Scoffing; taunting; jibing: — qil- to
n. of tatiir: — qil- to become stubborn, go
scoff/ — gdp taunting remark,
against the stream.
ta'ajjup
tatqiq
adj. Strange; amazing; wondrous; aston
n. Study; research: tdkyurup - qil- to do an
ishing; astounding: — qil- to be astonished;
investigative study. Also tatqiqat; cf. oto wonder at. Also ta'^iiplinarlik. [KK.
qu5, iiginii, mutali'a. [O. tetkik}.
tddziip/Tzi. tdgazzep (astonishment; wontatqiqat
der)/U. taaziub].
n. = tatqiq: - yurti research institute/pdn ta'ajjiiplan-i scientific research/ ilmiy —i scholarly
vi. To feel strange, be amazed or as
research.
tounded: bu Uqa nimd Ogdn td'djjuplinisiz
tatqiqat(i
why are you amazed by this matter?
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ta’ajjiiplandiir-

taxay

ta'^iiplandurvt. To cause to be amazed: bu is meni nahayiti —di this matter astounded me very
much.
ta'^jjiiplinarlik
adj. = ta'ajjiip: — hadisd amazing phe
nomenon,
ta'assup
obs. n. Fanaticism; stubbornness; preju
dice,
ta'assup
n. Regret; vexation: - qil- to regret, de
plore. [U. tocjjw/(unfortunately)],
ta'assiiplanvi. To deplore, lament, regret,
ta'arruz
n. Opposition: — qil- to counteract, op
pose,
ta'alluq
1. n. Connection; relationship: mdsilinifl
sizgd td'dllugi yoq this matter has nothing
to do with you. [U. taalluq].
2. n. Belonging to: bu mafia - this be
longs to me.
3. n. = ta'alluqat.
ta'alluqat
n. Property. Cf. amlak, iriiiluk 1.
tajriba
1. n. Experience: - almastur- to exchange
experiences / -- iig&t- to pass on experi
ences/ tdjribini yakUnld- to summarize ex
periences/ turmus tajribisi life experience/
dmiliy tdjribd practical experience/ oqutus
tdjribisi teaching experience.
2. n. Experiment: - tdnqitgiligi empiriocriticism/ - dswapUri experimental equip
ment/ — sinipi experimental class/ — qilto experiment, do field work / - kdr- to
learn on the job/ -- etizi experimental
field, flk. tdzribd/V. tazriba {#1-2)}.
t^ribaxana
n. Laboratory; experimental room. Also
t^ribixana.

t^'ribiparas
ph. n. Empiricist,
t^ribiji
ph. n. = t^ribiparas.
tajribi^ilik
ph. n. Empiricism,
t^ribixana
n. Literary form of t^rib^ana.
tiqribisiz
adj. Inexperienced. [Tk. tdzribdsez].
tajribisizUk
n. Inexperience,
tiyribiwiy
adj. Experiential: — bilis experiential know
ledge,
tkjribilik
adj. Experienced: - doxtur an exper
ienced physician. Cf. kadan 1. flk. tdzribdle].
tajnis
lit. n. Pun.
tax
adj. Complete; all set; all ready: - bol- to
be all set, ready, present: Mmmd addm boldi everybody's present/ - qil- to pre
pare: unin digini boyigd - qilduq we pre
pared according to his instructions/ hdmmd ndrsd — everything's ready. Cf. taxmu-tax.
taxt
n. Throne: -td oltur- to ascend the throne/
-tin (US- a. to abdicate; b. ♦ to leave of
fice/ -kd (iq- a. to ascend the throne; b. ♦
to assume power. Also t^'-taxt. [U. taxt].
taxtirawan
n. Sedan chair; palaquin: -ga (iis- to sit
down in a sedan chair. Cf. jir-ga. [U. taxtiravon (level; smooth)],
taxtirawan^i
n. Sedan bearer or maker.
taxtirawanka$
n. = taxtirawan^i.
taxay
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taxaylazoo. n. Donkey foal. Cf. xotak.
taxaylazoo. vi. To foal (of donkeys). Cf. xotakla-.
taxaylik
zoo. adj. Pregnant (of donkeys): — if&k
pregnant donkey,
taxallus
lit. n. Alias; nom-de-plume; pen name;
pseudonym: aptomin —i author's nom-deplume/ ddibiy — literary alias. [C- taxalluslU. tcaallus].
taxsa
n. Plate; dish: - geqil- a. to be smashed
(of plate); b. ♦ to fail, come to nothing
(of hopes): unin tdxsisi geqilip kdtti he
kiled to fulfill his hopes/ — kdt&r- a. to
carry plates; b. ♦ to fawn upon, toady,
flatter/ patipon t&Ksisi phonograph record/
jin tSxsisi pan of a balance/ yemis tdxsisi
candy dish/ ♦ — hdrisi circular saw.
[Mo. tebsi (large square wooden plate)].
n. Flatterer; toady. Cf. ^apan^i, xo^amatfi, xo^amatkoy.
taxsigilik
n. Flattery; fawning: — qil- to flatter, toa
dy, fawn upon. Cf. ^apangilik, xo^amat,
xo$amat(ilik.
taxsir
int. Sir; my lord; your excellency (a form
of address). Also taqsir.
taxsirat
rel. n. Punishment: xudanin —iga k&t- to
receive Allah's punishment. Alsojaja 1,
jaza I.
taxsilik
adj. of taxsa: -- pilimot mil. machine gun
with a rotary magazine/ -jin steelyard with
a pan.
taxir
n. Delay; tardiness: - bol- to be tardy or
late: siz - bolup kdldingizgu why you late?/

tahsil
mdn s&l —up barim&n I'll stay a bit and
then go/ - qil- to wait briefly: biraz - qilin please wait a moment. [U. ta"xir].
taxirsiz
adv. Immediately; without delay: — ydtkiiziip bdr- to deliver at once,
taxlavt. To arrange, pile, stack: kitaplami — to
stack books. [U. taxia-].
taxmu-t^
adj. Complete; all set; all ready. Superla
tive of tax.
taxmin
n. Inference; conjecture; guess; surmise:
dz —ini eyt- to voice one's surmise/ seni
ketip qaldigu d&p - qilgan idim I guess that
you have left. Cf. paraz, qiyas. [U. tax
min].
taxminan
1. adv. Roughly; about: —
sa'&ttin keyin barimdn I will go after about three
hours/ bugunki yiginga — dllik min ad&m
qatnasti about 500^ persons attended to
day's meeting.
2. math. adv. Approximately: — hisaplato calculate approximately.
taxminiy
adj. Approximate: — san approximate
number/ — waqit approximate time,
taxminlavt. To estimate, reckon, guess, appraise:
bu yag qangd kilo giqidu, -p baqqin guess
how many kilos of fat this is. [Y. taaj- ;
taas-].
tahtisira
obs. n. The nether world,
tahdit
n. Threat; intimidation; deterrence; men
ace: — sal- (qil-) to deter, menace, terror
ize, threaten/ - kugi deterrent power. Cf.
tahlika.
tahsil
n. Education; study: Him — qil- to seek an
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tahsin
education. [Tk. Uixsyjl'IX}. tahsil].
tahsin
obs. n. Eulogy; praise; appreciation. Cf.
Sana, madbiya.
tahrir
n. Editor: — bdlumi editorial office/ — hHy'iti editorial committee/ — ilawisi editori
al comment; editorial/ bas - chief editor/
maqalini — qil- to edit an article or draft/
m&s'ul - responsible editor. Cf. muharrir. [U. tahrir].
tahrir-tarjima
n. Editing and translating: - xizmiti edit
ing and translating work.
tahrirlavt. To edit,
tahrirlik
n. Editorial work: — qil- to do editorial
work,
tahqir
n. Contempt; scorn: - qil- to insult or hu
miliate. [Ik. t&xkyjr'].
tahqirlavt. To insult, humiliate,
tahqiq
adv. In fact; as a matter of fact: — danism&n
ikdnsiz you're actually brilliant.
tahqiqlavt. To determine, confirm, verify. [U. tahqiq qil-].
tahlika
n. Peril; danger; threat; jeopardy; men
ace: — sdzi a menacing remark. [U. tahli
ka]. Cf. tahdit.
tahlikilik
adj. Perilous; dangerous; threatening;
menacing.
tahlil
n. Analysis; dissection: — qil- to analyze
or dissect/ jumlil&mi — to analyze or parse
sentences/ m&sililiirm — to analyze prob
lems. [U. tahlil].
tahliliy

tasawwur
adj. Analytical: - uqum analytical concept,
tas
adj. Arduous; difficult; rough; strenuous:
— kiingd qal- to bepushed into strenuous
days/ — U difficult work/ bu togrida birdr
ndrsd diyi$ — it is difficult to say anything
about this matter/ taqqa Qiqmaq — moun
tain climbing is arduous/ 1 eytmaq asan,
qilmaq — talk is easy, action is hard. Cf.
di^war, qiyin, mu$aqqatlik. [M. fdrj].
tastak
phys. n. Cheek: -kd ur- to slap the cheek.
Cf. qowuz, giiran, mahiz.
tastaklavt. To slap the face,
tastiq
1. n. Approval; ratification; sanction: —tin
Gtkuz- to approve, ratify, sanction. [Ta.
tdsdyjk].
2. n. Written comment or instructions: —
sal- to write a comment/ bu rdhbdrliknifl
—i this is the leadership’s instruction.
tastiqla1. vt. To approve: pul — to approve a sum
of money.
2. vt. To confirm, verify, acknowledge:
boway besi bildn tdstiqlidi the oldster ac
knowledged with a nod.
tasadduq
n. Sacrifice; offering. [U. tasadduq].
tasamip
n. Ownership; possession. Cf. xojayinliq, igidargillq, igiiik 1, gojayinliq, muliik(ilik. [O. tasarruflU. roram//(charge;
safekeeping)],
tasawwup
rel. n. Mysticism; Sufism. [C. tdsdwwuf!
O. tasawuf].
tasawwur
n. Imagination; conception; vision: — qilto conceive, envisage, imagine: — qilgili
bolmaydigan U an unimaginable matter/ bu
menifl —um this is my vision. [C- tasawurl

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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t^irlandiir-

tasalla

dice; bias,
O. tasawurl'U. tasawur].
taskirilik
tasalla
n. Obstinacy; stubbornness: -- qil- to be
adj. Roughly; about: s&n Hhwalni bilmiobstinate,
g&ndin keyin, -siga gap qilma since you
don't understand the situation, don't talk t^kin
n. Calm; comfort; peace of mind; sol
rubbish,
ace; tranquility: — bar- to comfort/ — taptasalli
to gain peace of mind. [O. teskin\.
n. Comfort; consolation: — sdz comforting
words/ bala gofllar Ugun — a child is a tasis
n. Foundation; establishment: — qil- to es
comfort for grownups/ kb- Mlga — bar- to
tablish, set up, found: ilmiy organlarni console or reassure/ kesal adamga — barqil- to set up scholarly organizations. [O.
to comfort a sick person. [O. teselli].
tesis].
taswi
rel. n. Beads; rosary: - seri- to rub beads tasir
1. n. Affect; impression; influence: — daor a rosary. [O. tespihll]. tasbeh].
irisi
sphere of influence/ -- qil- to im
taswir
press, affect, touch, move: bu dora mafia
n. Description; portrayal: tabiat manzirixeli — qildi this medicine affected me
lirinifl —i portrayal of natural scenery. Al
greatly; bu sbz mafia qattiq — qildi this re
so tawsip. [C. rorv/r/Th. tag"rif!\S. tasvif\.
mark moved me deeply/ — kbrsOt- to pro
taswiriy
duce an impression, make an impact/ tabiadj. Descriptive; narrative; pictographic:
atnifl kisilamifl efliga bolgan —i affect of na
— san'at fine arts: — san'at kdrgazmisi
ture on human consciousness/ qar$i — phy.
fine arts exhibition/ - fonetika descriptive
reaction. [O. tesirlTu. tOsif\.
phonetics/ -- yeziq pictographic character/
2. n. Stimulation: —qozgigugis\\m\i\ani. [U.
— maqala descriptive article,
ta’sir (#1-2)].
taswirlatasirat
vt. To describe, portray. Also tiiwsira- .
n. Impression; feeling; experience: turmus
taskan I
—i life's experience/ ugini$ —i what one has
med. n. Sty: mifl sol kbziga — giqti a sty
learned from studying/ yaxfi ~ qaldur- to
grew in his left eye/ 1 tiliflga — giqsun
leave a good impression,
may a sty grow on your tongue! (a plague
on you for saying such things!) Cf. yin- tasir^an
adj. Impressionable; sensitive,
nasqu, yinna tdsugi, yiflna kozi. [M. tirstasirlangOk\.
vi. To feel, be moved or touched: bu kitaskan II
noni kbrgandin keyin kbpgilik bOk —di ev
bot. n. A shrub-like plant,
erybody was rather moved after having
taskay
seen this film/ goflqur — to be deeply
adj. Shady; shaded: — by shaded room,
moved,
t^ldri
1. adv. Contrary; opposite: u bu mOsilini t^irlandiirvt. To move, impress, touch: bu gaplar
— gusandi he understood this problem con
kbpgilikni —di these remarks impressed ev
trary (to others). [Mo. tesergu/U. teskari].
erybody much.
2. adj. Obstinate; stubborn: preju
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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tasirlandurgue

ta^^lik

tasirlandiirgiig
n. Enterprise; creativity; gumption; drive;
adj. Impressive; moving; touching; influ
push.
ential: “ sdz moving words/ - kii( impres ta^abbus^i
sive power/ bddii ds&rnifl - kilgi literary
n. = ta^abbuskar.
appe^.
ta$abbus(iliq
tasirlik
n. = ta^abbuskarliq.
adj. = tasirlandiirgu(.
ta^abbuskar
tasla$n. Advocate; promoter; proposer; recomvi. To be increasingly difficult or strenu
mender.
ta^abbuskarliq
ous,
taslik
abstract n. of ta^abbuskar.
n. Difficulty; hardship: -t& siyii (also siiy- ta^akkiir
duqtutuluf) med. dysury/ buuniflga — qilidu
n. Gratitude; thankfulness: — bildtir- to
this is hard for him/ Unifl tdsligi hardships
express one's gratitude/ — eyt- to say
of work,
thanks/ bizgd bdrgdn yardimMarga —
taslim
thank you for your help. Cf. ha$qalla, ?iin. Submission; surrender; capitulation: —
kiir 1, rahmat, quUuq III, minnat, minbol- to submit, surrender or capitulate: —
natdarliq. [O. tesekkurlU. tofokkur],
bolusqa dalaldt qil- to summon to surren ta$akkiirnama
der. [KK. tdslimlO. teslim].
n. Letter or note of thanks,
taslim^i
ta^rip
n. Capitulationist,
n. Honor; respect: - qil- to bestow honor.
taslimgilik
Cf. $arap. [O. tefrij],
n. Capitulationism.
ta^rik
taslimnama
obs. n. Attending; joint participation. [0.
n. Instrument of surrender.
tefrik],
ta$ta$wi$
vt. To get through or open up: tarn — to
n. Worry; anxiety: —kd guf- to become
get through a wall/ tdsiik — to punch a hole/
worried / -kd sal- (qil-) to worry (sby)/
muz — to break through ice/ ♦ gdp — to
— yd- to worry, feel anxious/ bu xdwdr
point out frankly. [U. tes-~\.
meni —kd saldi this news worried me. [C.
ta$tak
tofvislkl. tofvis^.
n. Flower pot: Mr - gul one pot of flow ta$wi|siz
ers. Cf. yamgaq.
adj. Unworried: - yofa- to live without a
ta$abbus
care. Cf. andi^isiz.
n. Proposal; initiative: — qil- to propose/ ta$wi$Ianbu if siznifl -ifliz bildn qilindi this matter is
vi. To worry or feel anxious: balilardin handled through your initiative. [O. tefebto worry about children/ tdfwiflinip bi 'aram
biis/\J. tasabbus].
bol- to have worries and misgivings.
ta$abbus(an
ta$wi$Iandiiradj. Enterprising; creative; full of initia
vt. To worry: balinin tdqdiri uni —dtti the
tive.
children's fate worried him.
ta^abbus^anliq
ta$w41ik
KEY 2. i proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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ta^wiq
adj. Worrisome; alarming; — kdruniif an
alarming appearance/ — kegd anxious
night.
ta$wiq
n. Propagandizing; urging; -- qil- to pro
pagandize. Cf. ta^wiqat, targibat, targip.
ta^wiqat
n. Propaganda; - bOlurni propaganda of
fice / — rdsimliri propagandistic paintings/
— w&r&qisi propagandistic leaflet.
t^wiqat^i
n. Propagandist. Also ta^wiqgi, targibatgi.
ta$wiqatgiliq
n. Work of a propagandist,
ta^wiq-targip
n. Propaganda and agitation,
ta^wiqji
n. = ta^wiqatfi.
ta$kil
n. Organization; formation; — tap- to con
sist of; bu guruppa qllik kisidin — tapqan
this group consists of fifty persons/ — qilto amount to, account for, reach; Ugilamifl
isqa giqU nisbiti toqsdn sdkkizpirsantni - qilidu workers' attendance reached 98 per
cent/ ittipaq —i league organization. [O.
teikillU. tafkil].
ta^kilat
n. Organization; ammiwiy - mass organ
ization. [O. teykilatlU. taykilot].
ta^kilat^i
n. Organizer. Cf. uyu^turgugi. [O. teskilatfOta$kilat(iliq
n. Organizing; - rolini oyna- to play an
organizing role/ — mahariti organizing abi
lity. [O. teykilatgiltk].
ta^kil^an
adj. Having a sense of organization.
ta^kil^anliq
n. Sense of organization and, in an ex
tended sense, of organizational obedience.
tajkiliy

tarbiya
adj. Organizational; — pirinsip organiza
tional principle / - turmm regular activities
of an organization/ ~ qanun organization
al rule/ — kdzqaroi organizational point of
view,
ta^killavt. To organize. Cf. uyu^tur- .
ta$ma
n. Tunnel; — t&s- to dig a tunnel. Cf. tunnil, laxma.
ta$na
adj. Thirsty; parched; longing for; - bolto thirst or long for; suga — bol- to thirst
for water/ suga — gOlldr deserts thirsting
for water/ yoruqluqqa - longing for light.
Cf. mu^taq. [O. teynelU. ta^na].
ta^naliq
n. Thirst; — bildn ug&n- to study assidu
ously / — bildn kut- to await eagerly/ -ni
has- (qandur-) to slake one's thirst. Cf.
ussuzUq, ussuluq 2, usluq II 2.
tar I
phys. n. Sweat; — aqquz- to be bathed in
sweat / “ bas- to be streaming with sweat;
sogaq — bas- to break out into cold sweat/
— bezi sweat gland/ — tamgiliri sweat
drops/ — Wyukgisi sweat pore/ — tdk- to
wipe off sweat/ — giq- to sweat/ — izi
sweat stain/ —ni ert- to wipe sweat away.
[K. terlO. terlQfl. t&rlTn. derlTv. derlU.
ter].
tar II
n. Face; expression; —i yaman fierce
faced/ —ini buz- to turn hostile suddenly/
—ini tilrt- to pull a long face/ ♦ —i qurusun may his face wither (to hell with him).
tar1. vt. To pick, glean, collect; bayaq — to
glean ears of wheat/ otun — to collect fire
wood/ saxar — to pick coal cinders. [CKK. ter-m. ter-].
2. vt. To trim; qofni - to trim eyebrows,
tarbiya

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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tarbiyigi
n. Training; upbringing; breeding: — al(kOr-) to be brought up: yaxsi - algan bala a
well-bred child / -- qil- to train/ Oxlaqiy —
moral training. [C. tarbiyat (patronage;
support)/K. tarbyyalO. terbiye/Ta.. t&rbiydii. tarbiya],
tarbiyi^i
n. Educator; pedagogue; trainer. [O. terbiyeci/Ha. tdrbiyalduge],
tarbiyisiz
adj. Boorish; ill-bred: - qalgan bala an illbred child. [O. terbiyesiz].
tarbiyisiziik
n. Boorishness; lack of education. [O. terbiyesizlik],
tarbiyiwiy
adj. Educational; training; upbringing: —
dhmiydtkd igd sdz remarks pertaining to
training/ — rol training role. [O. terbiyevi\.
tarbiyilavt. To train or bring up. [K. tarbyyala-l
Th. tdrbiyald-].
tarbiyilanvi. To be trained or brought up.
tarbiyilik
adj. Civil; cultured; educated; well-bred:
— bala a well-bred child. [O. terbiyeli].
tarta
n. Shaft; pole. [Ik. t&rtd /Y. gerdije].
tartip
1. n. Order: — saqla- to maintain order.
[C. tartiblT^. tdrtiplU. tartib].
2. n. Sequence: — boyigd al- to receive in
sequence/ jUmlidiki sdzldrnifl tdrtiwi se
quence of words in a sentence/ saylam
tdrtiwi order of selection/ elipbd tdrtiwi
alphabetic sequence/ ♦ bir —td well-pro
portioned; well-balanced; rhythmic: sa'dtnin bir —td gikildiyi the clock's rhythmic
tick-tocking. [O. tertip (/^l-2)].
3. n. Discipline: —kd ri'ayd qil- to observe
discipline.

tarap
tartipsiz
1. adj. Disorderly; haphazard: — ayaq tawufi the sound ofjumbled footsteps / — Uldto work haphazardly/ kitaplar joza Ustidd
— yeyilip yatatti books lay scattered at
random on the table. [O. tertipsizIT^. tdrtipsez].
2. adj. Undisciplined: — addm undisci
plined person.
tartipsizlik
n. Lack of organization or planning. [O.
tertipsizlik],
tartiplavt. To arrange, organize, plan. [O. tertiple-].
tartiplik
1. adj. Orderly; neat: - bala a neat child/
— xizmdt orderly work/ kiyimni — kiy- to
wear clothes neatly. [O. tertipli].
2. adj. Disciplined: — oqugugi disciplined
student.
tartiz
bot. n. Thlaspi sp., a kind of candytuft,
tara
bot. n. A kind of melon,
tarap
1. n. Side; party; aspect: orunduqni bir
—kd qoy- to put a chair to one side/ orrriannifl jdnubiy tdripidd on the southern
side of the forest/ fdrtld^kdn Odd — both con
tracting parties/ kifildr------tin kelifkd baylidi people came from all directions/ ikki both sides; two sides: ikki - dostand kdypiyatta sdhbdt dtkuzdi the two sides con
ducted discussions in an amiable atmos
phere/ ikki —nin pikrini afila- to listen to
opinions of both sides/ gdrp — the West/
mdsiligd hdr qaysi -tin qara- to look at a
problem from all sides/ ♦ kungdy -td
with a sunny or southern exposure. [C. tarqfJK. tarapIKK. tdrep/O. tara/lQ. tarapl
Ik. tarafl^. taraplU. taraf\.
2. n. One side of two-sided objects: pulnifi

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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tarapbaz
on t&riwi right side of paper money.
3. n. Group; school; faction: ikki — boluwal- to split into two factions. Cf. taman
(#1-3).
4. expresses pass.: bu kitap mill&tl&r n&snyati t&ripidin ndsir qilindi this book was
published by the Nationalities Publishers.
tarapbaz
adj. Factionalist.
tarapbazliq
n. Factionalism,
tarap-tarap
adv. All around; all directions: ular —k&
qagti they fled in all directions. Also tarapmu-tarap.
tarapdar
n. Adherent; partisan; supporter. [O. taraftarlU. tarafdor].
tarapdarliq
n. Partiality; partisanship. [O. taraftarltk].
taraplima
adj. Aspect; side: bu mdsilini Mr ~ oylap
kdrui kerdk this problem must be consid
ered from all angles/ Mr - unilateral; one
sided/ Mr - every aspect.
taraplimilik
adj. Aspect; side: Mr - pikir one-sided
opinion,
tarapmu-tarap
adv. = tarap-tarap. [U. tarafma-taraf
(opposite; opposing)],
tarat
1. rel. n. Cleanliness; purity: — al- to
bathe, cleanse the body/ tdriti bof having
weak purity/ gofl — Ghusl (see gusl on p.
832). [Q. ddret].
2. n. Elimination of body wastes: - qil- to
relieve oneself / tdriti toxtimasliq inconti
nent / god - defecation/ kigik - urination.
taratxana
n. Latrine; lavatory; toilet. Cf. badrap,
badrapxana, xala, hajatxana, istiwraxana. [Q. ddretxana].

taraqqila^taratsiz
rel. adj. Unclean. Also bitarat; cf. makru, napak 1.
taratlavi. To soil oneself with feces: bala —p
qoydi the child soiled itself,
taratlik
1. rel. adj. Cleansed; bathed.
2. n. Water container used for cleansing
ritual.
taraddut
1. n. Preparation: — qil- to prepare, get
ready: yolga giqisqa — qil- to get ready for a
trip; toynin —ini qil- to prepare for a wed
ding/ yol —i travel preparations. Cf. tayyargarlik, tayyarliq, jabduq 2, hazirliq.
[U. taraddud].
2. obs. n. Worry, anxiety; effort. [C- toraddud (hesitation; indecision)].
taraddutsiz
adj. Unprepared,
taraddutsizliq
n. Unprepar^ness.
taraddutlanvi. To prepare, get ready: uxlasqa — to get
ready for bed/ ketifkd - to prepare to leave.
Cf. tayyarla- , jabdu- 1.
taraqqi
n. Development: pdn-texnika tez — tapti
science and technology developed rapidly.
Cf. taraqqiyat, raw^, raw^lanmaq. [CtaraqqUHn. tdrdkkyj].
taraqqiparwar
adj. Progressive: — zatlar progressive per
sonages. [U. taraqqijparvar].
taraqqiparwarlik
n. Progressivism.
taraqqiyat
n. Progress; advancement; development:
jdmiydt - tarixi history of social progress.
Cf. taraqqi, rawaj, rawajlamnaq. [U.
taraqqiyat].
taraqqila^-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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tarannum

taripla-

vi. To develop. Cf. rawajlan- .
n. Method; ways; means; fashion; pat
tarannum
tern; style. [O. tarzITa.. tarz/V. tarz].
mus. n. Melody. Cf. kiiy, muqam 2.
tark
tarjiman
1. n. Abandonment; forsaking: — qil- to
n. Translator: — yetUtur- to train transla
give up, forsake, renounce: namazni —
tors. Cf. tilma(. [O. tercumanlU. tarziqil- to give up prayer/ -/ dunya pessimis
mori\.
tic; world-weary: —i dunyaliq pessimism.
tarjimanliq
[O. terkIM. tark],
n. Work of a translator: - qil- to do trans
2. obs. adv. Quickly; fast. [Q. tdrk].
lation work/ - mahariti translation skills. tarka
Cf. tilma^Iiq. [O. tercumanlik].
obs. n. Inheritance; legacy. Cf. miras.
tarjima
[C. tdrkd],
lit. n. Translation: — qil- to translate/ — tarkib
ndziriyisi translation theory/ — nusxisi
n. Literary form of tarkip.
translation sample/ drkin — free transla tarkip
tion/ sdzmu-sdz — literal translation/ qH1. n. Element; part; status: — ayri- to de
Idm tdijimisi written translation/ egiz t&rjitermine class status/ jumld tdrkiwi part of
misi oral translation. [O. terciimelU. tarzia sentence/ ximiyiwi birikmil&min tdrkiwi
ma].
chemical element/ sinipiy — class status.
tarjimihal
2. n. Member: — tap- to be constructed,
n. Autobiography: — jGdwili curriculum
made up of: jumld sozldrdin — tapidu a
vitae/ — yaz- to write an autobiography.
sentence is made up of words/ bu guruppa
[O. terciimeihal].
tdrkiwidd xxx mu bar XXX is also a mem
tarxamak
ber of this group. [O. terkiplU. tarkib
bot. n. Cucumber (Cucumis sativus): tuzm-2)].
langan — pickled cucumbers/ yeni — fresh tarkipbaz
cucumbers. Also called xanga. [U. taradj./n. sby who believes in the unique im
rak].
portance of class origin,
tarsa
tarkipbazliq
adj. Bullheaded; obstinate; stubborn: — an. Theory of the unique importance of
ddm an obstinate person / mijdzi - having
class origin,
an obstinate temper or stubborn streak. tarkiwiy
Cf. aligadan, jahil, kaj I 1, qiyiq I 1, gaadj. Constitutive: - qisim component,
danka$. [Mo. ters],
tarip
tarsala$1. n. Definition: sOznin —i a word's defi
vi. To be or become bullheaded, obstinate
nition. Cf. tabir. [O. tarifljd. ta"rif\.
or stubborn. [O. tersle-'].
2. n. Authentication; identification: qddimtarsaliq
qi zaman yadikarliqlirinifl —i authentica
n. Contrariness; obstinacy; stubbornness:
tion of ancient relics.
— qil- to be contrary, obstinate or stub
3. n. Praise: siznifl -ifiizni u mafia qilgan
born/ t&rsaligi tut- to become contrary, ob
idi he commends you to me.
stinate or stubborn. [O. terslik\.
tariplatarz
1. vt. To define: sdzni — to define a word.
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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tawpiq

tariqa
Also tabirla- .
2. vt. To praise, commend: ilgarlami — to
praise progressive personages,
tariqa
n. Method; manner: musu t&riqidd Uldfl do
it like this. [C- tariqlU. tariqa].
tariqat
rel. n. A concept of the Sufi brotherhood,
meaning "the way." At first it provided
guidance to persons who had a mystic call
and later it included an entire system of
rites. [O. tarikat],
targibat
n. Propaganda; agitation. Alsota^wiq.ta^wiqat, targip. [U. targibot].
targibatfi
n. Propagandist; agitator. Also ta^wiqatji.
targibat^iliq
abstract n. of targibatgi: — qil- to do prop
aganda work,
targip
n. = targibat: - qil- to propagandize or
agitate,
targavt. To inspect, investigate. [U. terga-].
targaw
n. Inspection; investigation. [U. tergov].
targawfi
n. Inspector; investigator.
tarla1. vi. To sweat: —p pis- to be bathed in
sweat/ piitun bddinim -p kdtti I broke out
in sweat all over my body/ ^ xdqnin juwisida - to sweat up a borrowed fur coat
(to take advantage of sby's belongings).
[KK. terle-llk. tirld-IY. tirit-].
2. vi. To be exhausted from hard work: u
xeli -ptu he was exhausted. [O. terle(^1-2)].
3. vi. To condense: ddrizinifl dyndklin -p
ketiptu steam condensed on the windowpane.
tarlik

1. adj. Sweaty. [O. terli].
2. n. Sweat.
3. ag. n. A cushion put under the saddle
to absorb the animal's sweat. Cf. toqum,
jazlik.
tarma
1. adj. Mixed: - komanda pe. mixed team.
2. adj. Selected; picked: - otun picked
firewood.
tazvi. To abandon, flee: ana yurtidin tezip
kdt- to flee from home/ u japamusdqqdttd
billd bolgan yoldaslardin -di he abandoned
his comrades who had shared hardships
with him. [M. tdz-KJT. idz-ITT. tdz-!T\.
des-].
tazdiirvt. caus. of taz- : ata-anisidin — to cause
to abandon his parents / dydin — to drive
from home. Also tazgiiz- .
tazkira
lit. n. Reminiscences: - kitawi memoirs/
nahiyd tdzkirisi county annals.
tazir
1. n. Reproach; blame; censure.
2. n. Excuse; pretext.
3. rel. n. One of the four kinds of punish
ment established in shari'at.
taziya
n. Condolence: - begisUmisi message of
condolence/ — bildur- to express one's
condolence/ - tut- to be in mourning/ sdzi words of condolence. [O. taziye/V.
ta"ziya].
taziyanama
n. Obituary notice,
tazgiizvt. = tazdiir- .
tawaz
adj. Irritable; irascible. Cf. terikkak, je9ilgaq, ^a?,
tawpiq
1. n. Charity; philanthropy. [C- tavfiq

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Kasgar''Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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tawa
(divine grace; favor)].
2. n. Good breeding.
3. n. Male name,
tawa
1. n. District; region; zone; belt: bu uriimgi —si this is a district of Urumqi/ hawa
—si air space.
2. n. Belonging: bu by unifiga - this house
belongs to him.
tawatkii(
n. Motor; motive power,
tawar
obs. Pole axe.
tawarriik
n. Valuables left behind by deceased: ataanidin qalgan — valuables left behind by
deceased parents,
tawazzu
n. Respect; modesty: mehmanlarni — biIdn kilt- to await guests respectfully.
tawakkiil
1. n. Risk; chance: - qil- to take a risk; to
try one's luck. [U. tavakkal],
2. rel. Hope; prospect; expectation:
— hope placed in God.
3. n. Male name,
tawakkiil^i
n. Adventurer; daredevil. [U. tavakkalgi].
tawakkiilgilik
n. Adventurism; daredeviltry.
tawan
n. A large bamboo or wicker basket.
tawalik
1. adj. Dependent; belonging.
2. n. Dependence.
3. n. Jurisdiction; citizenship.
tawallut
med. n. Birth; parturition: u ogul — qildi
she gave birth to a boy. Cf. ay-kiin, tugut.
[O. tevellut].
tawsip
n. Description; characterization: — qil- to
describe. Also taswir. [Q. tdwsiflO. tav-

taqdirda
sif\.
tawsiravt. To describe, characterize. Also taswirla- .
tawsiya
n. Advice; recommendation: — qil- to ad
vise or recommend/ doxturnin tdwsiyisi
physician's advice. [O. tavsiye].
tawrat
rel. n. Old Testament (RET). [O. tevrat],
tawravi. To quake, rock, shake, waver: bala
qosaqta tdwridi the baby stirred in the bel
ly/ joza —p kdtti the table shook/ u idiyd
jdhdttin --p qaldi he wavered in his
thoughts/ ydr tdwridi the ground quaked,
tawratvt. To rock, shake: bditik — to rock a cra
dle/ jozini —md don't rock the table!
tawranma
adj. Swiveled: — orunduq swivel chair,
tawrimas
adj. Unshakable; unwavering,
tawqil
obs. n. Arrest; detention. Cf. nazarbant.
taq
adj./n. tdq qil- to get (luggage etc.) ready,
taqdir
n. Destiny; fate; lot: —gd tdn bdr- to re
sign oneself to one’s fate/ bugUnki kUndd
dmgdkgi xdlq 6z -ini qoliga aldi today the
working people take their destiny into
their own hands/ halakdtlik — hopeless
lot/ sum — dangerous lot/ millatldmiH 6z -ini dzi bdlgilds hoquqi power of nationalities'
self-determination. Cf. palak 2, pi^ana 2,
rozi, qismat, irada 2. [C- taqdir (reflec
tion; consideration)/©. takdirlTk. tdk’dirl
U. taqdir].
taqdir-tanqit
n. Praise and blame,
taqdirda
conj. pp. If; in the event that: — dimu

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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taqdir9ilik
even if; even though/ adimimiz azaygan
t&qdirdimu, biz bu w&zipini goqum orunlaymiz even if there are even fewer (of
us), we will certainly complete our tasld
masina bolmay qalgan — piyadd barimiz if
there is no car, we will walk. Cf. agar,
agarda, agar^anda, qa^aniki, gar, magar, magarkim, mubada, nawada, nagah 1. [Ih. t&k"dirdd'\.
taqdir^ilik
n. Fatalism,
taqdirlavt. To award, commend: ilgarlarni — to
award advances,
taqdirnama
n. Certificate of merit; letter of apprecia
tion; honor list. [O. takdirname].
taqdim
n. Gift; present: - qil- to present, make a
gift/ 6z kitawini basqilarga - to present
one's book to others. Cf. ata II, tartuq I,
soga I, sogat, in'am. [U. taqdim].
taqazza
1. n. Trend: wdziy&tnin -si trend of the
times. Cf. eqim 1.
2. n. Longing; yearning: - bol- to long,
yearn or thirst for/ - qil- to make ^ger or
anxious: siz meni bdk — qiliwdttifliz you
are making me wait anxiously/ siznifl keImnizgd -dum I was looking forward to
your coming.
taqazzaliq
n. Eagerness; expectation: - bildn kilt- to
wait expectantly,
taqsir
int. Sir; my lord; your excellency (a form
of address). Alsotaxsir. [KK. taqsyrlH. taq
sir].
taqsim
n. Distribution; assignment; apportion
ment: - qil- to distribute, assign, appor
tion: wdzipd - qil- to assign tasks. [O.
taksim/\J. taqsim].

taqsimat
n. = taqsim; — latyihisi distribution or as
signment plan,
taqsimlavt. To apportion, assign, distribute. Cf.
orunla^tur- 3, iila^iir- .
taqriban
adv. About; approximately; circa. [O. takribenlU. taqriban].
taqwa
rel. n. Devotion; piety. Also taqwiliq; cf.
bawar, aqidii, xudagoyluq, etiqat, ixlas,
iman, maslak. [O. takva].
taqwadar
rel. n. Devout or pious person,
taqwidarliq
rel. n. = taqwa.
taqip
1. n. Check; curb; prohibition.
2. n. Supervision; watch: — astiga al- to
keep a watch on, place under house arrest.
♦ — qil- a. to prevent; b. to keep a watch
on. [U. taqib (^rsecution)(#l -2)].
taqiplavt. To check, curb, prohibit,
taqi-turqi
n. Outer form; appearance; woman's fi
gure; posture; carriage,
taqiyii
do. n. A round unembroidered velvet cap.
Also taqi, taqiya.
taqiit
n. Imitation; model; fashion; pattern: —
qil- to imitate or copy; - qilip bos- to co
py a print/ -ip oy- to copy a carving/ -ip
siz- to copy a painting/ —ip yasa- to copy,
reproduce/ muju -t& qiliwatams&n are you
working according to this pattern?/ xxga —
the model of XX. [C- taqlidlO. taklit/Tii.
tak''lit].
taqlitfi
n. Copyist; copier; imitator. [O. taklitgil
Tk. tdk’litge].

KEY3 m measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. militory; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral,
Ohs obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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taqlit^iliq
taqlit(iliq
don't be polite (help yourself; make your
n. Copying; imitating: - qil- to copy, imi
self at home; you are welcome). Cf. siiltate, simulate,
kat. [C. takallufl\J, takalluf (ceremony)],
taqlidiy
takalliipsiz
adj. Copied; imitated; simulated: - s6z
adj. Impolite. Cf. biadap, adapsiz, qiliqonomatopoeic or imitated word,
siz.
tak
takalliipsizlik
bot. n. Grape stump,
n. Impoliteness. Cf. biadaplik, adapsiztakbir
lik, qiliqsizliq.
rel. n. The pronouncing of the formula al- takalluplanlahu'axbar (q.v.) [T&Mg"bir (phrase; exvi. To stand on ceremony,
pression)/U. takbir],
takalliipluk
takt
adj. Very Polite: — mehtnan an uncom
1. n. Bottom: d&ryanin -i river bed/ ydrmonly guest. Cf. sulkatlik.
nifl —i bottom of a place.
tak^a
2. n. Ins and outs; exact details: ifnifl -ini
n. Closet; niche; sill; wardrobe: ddrizd
bil- to understand the ins and outs of a
tdkgisi window sill,
matter/ gdpnin -igd ydt- to fully under takgilik I
stand a remark.
adj. Closet; niche; sill; wardrobe: — 6y a
3. n. Ancestral home: unifl —i qdy&rlik
room with a closet,
where is his ancestral home?
tak^ilik II
takabbur
ag. n. Viticulture; wine-growing,
adj. Arrogant; conceited. Cf. gururluq, gi- tak^iirdaygan, gidandiir, magrur, manman, mu1. vt. To check, examine, test: beldt — to
takabbur. flk. tdkdbberlU. takabbur],
check a ticket/ tdn salamdtlikni - to have
takabburana
a physical examination/ hisawatni — to
adv. Conceitedly; arrogantly,
check accounts/ qan - to test blood/ kesdl
takabburla^— to examine an illness/ yol xeti — to
vi. To become conceited or arrogant: bu acheck travel permits.
ddm tdkdbburlinip kdtti this person became
2. vt. To study, research, investigate: —dp
arrogant,
tdtqiq qil- to do an investigative study/
takabburlan—up eniqla- to find out, ascertain/ -mivi. = takabburla^- .
gdnnin pikir bayan qiliy hoquqi yoq if you
takabburluq
do not investigate, you have no right to
n. Arrogance; conceit: - qil- to be arro
speak/ tdbidt qanunlirini — to study the
gant or conceited/ u - bildn sdzldskd ba^lidi
laws of nature/ til - to investigate a lan
he started talking in an arrogant manner/
guage/ ddsldpki —iiy preliminary investiga
1 - kisini arqida qalduridu conceit makes
tion/ ormanni - to investigate forests/ opeople fall behind. Cf. koranlik, gunir 2,
qugugilarnin bilimini - to test students'
magrurluq, manman^ilik, mutakabburknowledge/ simaliy qutupni - to investigate
luq.
the North Pole/ i^nifl sdwiwini — to study
takalliip
the cause of a matter/ ilmiy -iiy iyliri scientif
n. Politeness; etiquette: - qilman please
ic research work. [K. tekyer-I^Va., tik^er-l\i.
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taklip

takijiirt-

adv. = takrar 2.
teksir- (#1-2)].
takraran
3.vt. To criticize oneself: xataligini - to
adv. = takrar 2.
criticize one's own errors.
takrarlatak^iirt1. vt. To repeat: -p sdzld- to say again / u
vt. To cause to examine: doxturga salam&t6z
pikirini -wdrdi he always reiterated his
likni - to have the physician give a physi
own
views. Cf. qaytila- .
cal examination,
2. vt. To review, revise: ddrs — to review
tak^iinila lesson.
vi. pass, of tak^iir- : unin masilisi -di his
problem has been examined. [Th. tikierel-]. takrarlan1. vi. To happen again, repeat itself: bu
tak^iirgii^i
wdqd
ydnd —di this incident happened
n. Examiner; checker; inspector; investi
again/
tarixiyxataliqlamifl tdkrdrlinifigayol
gator: til — language investigator/ xizmdt
qoymasliq kerdk history's mistakes should
— work inspector / salahiyiit — credentials
not be repeated.
examiner / siipdt — quality tester/ maqala
2. = takrarla- 2.
— proofreader.
takzar
tak|i
ag. n. Vineyard. Cf. uziimzar, uziimzar1. adj. Level; even; smooth; steady: liq.
h&rkdt smooth movement/ -- ydr level
land/ - yol level road / - m&ydan level takkiizvt. caus. of tag- : -iip gdp qil- to allude
field or square. [Mo. tegsilU. tekis].
to, insinuate/ til - to defame, slander, vi
2. adj. Average; mean; even: - bdlupMrlify, calumniate/ qariga — to hit a target/
to distribute evenly/ — tezliniygan hdrkdt
qol - to hit out/ qolni suga - to make a
phy. even acceleration/ — qdddm tafia- to
hand touch water,
walk with even steps.
3. adv. Neatly; tidily; regularly: - qirqi- taki
n. Cushion; pillow. Also takiya; cf. yasto trim neatly/ mehmanlar — k&ldi the
tuq.
guests have all arrived.
takit
tak^ilan. Assertion; assurance,
vt. To level, balance, make even or level:
etizlami - to level fields/ yolni - to level takitlavt. To stress, emphasize, underline, reaf
roads/ mal bahasini - to balance commo
firm, reiterate, restate: -p kdrsdt- to point
dity prices.
out emphatically/ -s bdlgisi gr. emphatic
mark (e.g. an underline)/ UginUni — to em
1. n. Repetition: - qil- a. to repeat: bir isni
phasize
study. [U. ta'kidla-].
- qil- to repeat an event; b. ♦ to review,
revise: ddrsni - qil- to review a lesson/ - takitlanvi. pass, of takitla- : unifl sOzidd tdrtip-inifldpgiqirif repeat production.
tizam -di in his talk discipline was
2. adv. Repeatedly: - tajribidin dtkttz- to
stressed,
experiment repeatedly/ — sdzld- to say re
peatedly/ - eyt- to speak again and again. takiya
n. = taki.
[O. tekrarlTZi. tdkrarIV. takror].
taklip
takrar-takrar
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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taklipnama

tanda^siz

1. n. Invitation: - qil- to invite: toyga —
— yolga giq- to start or leave together/
qil- to invite to a wedding; doklat beriskd —
hdmmd bildn — isld- to work the same way
qil- to invite (sby) to give a lecture or re
as everybody/ ular - kdldi they came at
port; mehmanni olturuyqa - qil- to invite a
the same time.
guest to sit down/ hdkUm&tnifl tdkliwigd
3. n. Equal; match: - bol- a. to equal; b.
bina'dn at the government's invitation.
♦ to be like: bala bildn — bolma don't
2. n. Proposal; recommendation; sugges
be like a child; c. ♦ to be shocked or
tion: — b&r- to propose, suggest, recom
shaken: balinin besi — bolup qaldi the
mend/ —ni maqulla- to endorse a proposal/
child' s was buffeted/ jaxmdttd mdn uninga eqilga muwapiq — rationalization proposal.
keldlmdymdn I am not his equal in chess/
[C. taklifin)] [U. taklifm-2)\.
mdn unin tefli dmdsmdn I am not his
taklipnama
equal/ ♦ — qil- to compare: uni hegkimgd
n. Written invitation or proposal.
— qilgili bolmaydu nobody can compare
takmil
with him. [Th. tin (#3)].
adj./n. Perfection; fullness: — dt- to per
4. pp. Equal to: bds kilometirgd — musapd
fect. [C. tdkmillij. takomil (evolution;
a trip of five kilometers/ biz uninga - keprogress)],
Idldmduq can we be equal to him?/ u dmtakmillagdktd bir dzi ikki addmgd - kelidu he does
vt. To perfect. Cf. mukammalla^tiir-.
the work of two persons.
tan
tanpun
1. adj. Equal; same; alike: - bol- to di
n. Balance; scales: kirim-giqim — bol- to
vide equally/ — besim sizigi geo. isobar/ —
balance income and expenditures. Also
tdrdplik tig buluH math, equilateral trian
called taraza 1. [<Ch. tianping].
gle/ — tdqsimatgiliq egalitarianism/ — tem- tanpunla^vi. To b^ance.
peratura sizigi geo. isotherm/ - dimdtlik of
the same age/ — dhmiydt bdr- to lay equal tanpunluq
stress on, pay equal attention to/ - hoquqn. Balance: —ni saqla- to protect balance/
sizliq sdrtnamisi ungual treaty/ - hoquqluq
kirim-giqimnin tddpunlugi balance of in
puqralar citizens with equal rights/ — qimcome and expenditures. Cf. muwazinat.
mdt equivalent: - qimmdttd almaytur- to ex tantu$
change at equal value; - qimmdtlik sizigi
n. Cohort; sby of same age: mdn unin bi
geo. isogram; — qimmdtlik mal goods of
ldn — he and I are of the same age. Also
equal value/ — igizlik sizigi geo. contour/ ~
tanda$ 1. [U. teng-tu^].
yanliq tig bulufl math, isosceles triangle/ - tanda$
kdr- to treat equally/ dr-ayal - hoquqluq
1. n. = tantu$.
equality of the sexes/ ularnin ktigi - kdldi
2. n. Equal; match: tdndifi yoq incompara
they are equally strong/ ikkimiznifl boyi —
ble; matchless / sdn unin tdndifi dmds you
we two are the same size/ ♦ -din tolisi
are not his equal. [K. tendik].
most; the greater part. Cf. tahmu-tan,
3. gr. n. Coordinate: —bagligugi coordinate
ox?a? 1. [C. tefUK. re/J/KK. tefUM. tdiHlAo.
conjunction/ ~ qo^majtimid coordinate sen
teflITT. tdngITa. defUTv. deh/U. tenglY.
tence/ jumlinin - bdldkliri coordinate ele
left].
ments of a sentence.
2. adv. Together; same; at the same time: tanda$siz
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology: poe. poetic;
pp. piostposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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tan-ortaq

tanla:^-

adj. Incomparable; matchless. Cf. seli^tur1. n. Balance beam for weighing.
gusiz.
2. mus. n. Accompaniment: sazga — qil- to
tan-ortaq
accompany with instruments/ gaflgiflga—qin. Partnership: ydmi — teri- to plant field
lingan naxsa song with piano accompani
jointly,
ment. Cf. jor.
tan-ortaqla^
tanga
vi. To share equally,
his. n. Coin; currency
tahsiz
unit in pre-20th-centuadj. Unequal: — s&rtnamilami bikar qil- to
ry Southern Xinjiang:
abrogate unequal treaties,
kiimus t&ngd silver coin/
tansizlik
♦ -- tdmr&tkd med.
n. Inequality,
psoriasis/ ♦ — yopurtah^amigi bot. coltsfoot (Tlis1. vt. To adjust, regulate, revise, mix,
silagO fatfara)! ♦ bir taSga yopunnigi
blend: s miqdari adjusted amount/ addm
tdngigd drzimds qiliwdt- to make or cause
kiigini — to allocate manpower/ t&mni — to
sth to be utterly worthless. [KK. teflgellk.
flavor or season/ dora — to blend medi
tdnk&IXl. tanga],
cine, fill a prescription/ sa'&tni — to adjust tanga$
a clock.
n. Comparison. Cf. seli^turma 1.
2. mus. vt. To tune: sazni — to tune in tanla
struments. Cf. sazla- .
cul. n. Wooden trough for kneading
3. vt. To arrange, line up: alminifl gonkidough: ♦ — qosaq addm trough stomach
gigini —p sat- to sell unsorted (both big
person (big eater; glutton). Cf. kasan.
and small) apples.
tanla- I
tan^ak
1. vt. To raise in front: addmgd must — to
n. Regulator or conditioning machine,
raise fists against sby/ kitapni — to raise a
tanri
book in front of oneself.
rel. n. Heaven; God. [C. teflrilM. tdnril
2. vt. To size up, take a rough measure
Mo. teflrilOT. tdflri/TT. tngri/Ha.. tdflrel
ment: gapanni boyunga —p baq try the coat
Tu. tahrylXi. tangri].
for size.
tanriqut
3. vt. To aim.
n. Emperor; majesty. Cf. padi^a, $a II, ^ah I,
4. vt. To force oneself or sth upon: —p tuimperator. ['IT'. tngrikdri\.
ruwal- to force oneself or sth on.
tanqis
tanla- II
1. n. Difficulty; embarrassment; strait
med. vt. To wrap or bind up (a head suf
ened circumstances: — bol- to become dif
fering from concussion).
ficult: turmu^ta — bolup qaldi life became tanla$difficult. Also tanqisliq.
1. vi. mut. of tMla- : bir-birigd must ~ to
2. adj. Difficult; embarrassing: ularnin
box with one another.
turmusi — their lives are poorly off.
2. vi. To be equal: bu yilqi yamgur miqdari
tanqisliq
bulturqiga —ti this year's rainfall equaled
n. = tanqis 1.
last year's/ oglinifl boyi atisiniflkigd t&fUisip
tanka$
qaldi the boy was as tall as his father/ ular
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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t

tayyarlan-

tanla^ma

2. vt. To prepare, get ready: hdmmd ndrtMliiip qaldi they were of equal height/
sini —p qoydum I have prepared every
kugl&r selisturmisi -ti the opposing forces
thing,
were equal.
tayinlantanla$ma
vi. pass, of tayinla-: unifl qandaq wdzipimath. n. Equation; ximiyilik — chemical
gd -gdnligini bildmsiz do you know what
equation. Also tanlima.
tasks he was appointed to perform?
tanla^tiirvt. To compare: boyni -- to compare body tayyar
adj. Ready; ready-made: — bol- to bereaheight/ sdn meni kim bil&n -iwatis&n with
dy or prepared: giiyltik tamaq — boldi lunch
whom do you compare me? [U. taqqosla-^.
is ready; yolga giqisqa — bol- to be prepared
tanla^tiirgiisiz
for a trip/ — tamaq ready-made food/ — 6y
adj. Incomparable,
ready-made house/ — qil- to ready, pre
tanlik
pare: tamaq — qil- to prepare a meal/ — ki1. math. n. Equality: - alamiti (b&lgisi)
yi/n ready-made clothes / da'im — tur-to
equal sign.
be ready at all times/ xizmitiflizgd - ready
2. n. Equality: ar-ayalnin hoquqta t&niigi
to work for you/ sizgd yataq — your quar
equality of the sexes. Cf. barawar 2, baters are ready/ ♦ —ga igd bol- to have
rawarlik.
things ready made (to sit idly and enjoy
3. n. Difficulty: bu taza kimi -td qaldurithe fruits of others' work). [KK. tayarl
digan U ikdn this is really a vexing problem/
Tu. tajyarlU. tajSf].
siz meni - qilman do not make things dif
ficult for me! [U. tanglik (#3)].
tayyartap
fig. n. Parasite. Cf. tekinxor, tiriktap,
4. n. Shortage: bizdd ozuq-tttluk, kiyim-keharamtamaq, haramxor.
gdk tdflligi yoq we lack neither food nor
tayyartapliq
clothing / pul tdflligi money shortage.
n. Parasitism: — qil- to lead a parasitical
tanlimat
life. Cf. tekinxorliq, tiriktapliq, haramn. Patterned felt,
tamaqliq, haramxorluq.
tanlima
tayyargarlik
math. n. = tanla^ma.
n. = tayyarliq.
tanmu-tan
tayyarlaadj. Equal. Cf. tan 1, ox^a^ 1.
vt. To prepare or get ready: axirdtlikni —
tayammum
to make funeral arrangements/ ddrs — to
rel. n. Ritual ablution with sand when wa
prepare a lesson / qolyazmini ndyrgd - to
ter is not available. [O. teyemmumIQ. taready a manuscript for printing/ quruluf mayamym\.
tiriyallirini ~ to prepare construction ma
tayfen
terials/ qiyliq sdyldmi — to prepare winter
n. Typhoon. [<Ch. taifeng].
vegetables. Cf. taraddutlan- , jabdu- 1.
tayin
[K. tayarda-IKK.. tayarla-].
n. Appointment: - dt- (qil-) to appoint (al
tayyarlatso tayinla- 2).
vt. To cause to prepare: tamaq — to have
tayinlaa meal prepared,
1. vt. To appoint, designate, delegate: bos
tayyarlandlgi — to appoint an ambassador.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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tayyarliq
vi. To become prepared, be ready: tHyyarlinip tur- to prepare oneself/ urusqa — to
prepare for combat/ yolga giqUqa — to be
ready for a trip,
tayyarliq
n. Preparation: — soraq probation/ — qilto prepare/ - kdr- to prepare: - korui h&y 'iti preparatory committee/ t&yyarligi put- to
complete preparations / yolga giqii t&yyarligi
travel preparations. Cf. taraddut, tayyargarlik, jabduq 2, hazirliq.
tayyarliqsiz
adj. Unprepared: - s6zg& giq- to say (sth)
without preparation,
tayyarligugi
n. Preparer: hdjj&t — drafter of a docu
ment,
tag
1. n. Base; bottom; floor: tegi kok giili qizil r&xt a cloth with red flowers on blue
background/ tamnifl tegi base of a wall/
d&ryanin tegi river bottom / defliznitl tegi
ocean floor/ gininifl tegi bottom of a bowl/
istakannin tegi bottom of a glass.
2. pp. Under; beneath: d&r&xnifl tegidd sayidap oltur- to relax under a tree/ d&rwazinin tegidd under the gate/ gamadami jozinifl tegigd qoy- to place a suitcase under
a table.
3. fig. n. Bottom; substance; essence: tegi-tdktini sUrustur- to get to the bottom of/
mdsilinifl tegini ag- to uncover the essence
of a problem. [U. tag (^3)].
4. n. Implication; meaning: setiin bu gepiiinifi tegigd yet&lmidim I cannot figure
out the implication of this remark of
yours/ gdpnin tegi meaning of a remark.
5. n. Social position; family background:
tegi pds having a low social position / tegi
taza having a clean family background.
6. n. Ancestral home: biznifltegimizqdsqdrliq our ancestral home is Kashgar.
tag-

tag1. vi. To come in contact with, touch: al
ma ddrixinifl saxliri ydrgd tegdy ddp qaldi
the branches of the apple tree almost
touched the ground/ bu iftii qilisqa golam
—midi I did not have time to touch this
matter/ jozinifl geti tamga tegip turidu the
edge of the table touched the wall/ unin
besi tamga tegip kdtti his head bumped
against the wall/ kdrgdzmigd qoyulgan ndrsildrgd —mdfllar don't touch the exhibits/
1 birinifl kasapiti miflga tegdr one man's
trouble implicates a thousand. [C. teg-IM.
r<Jg-(to reach)/OT. tdg-ITT. t&g-].
2. vi. To get married (of a woman): drgd
— to get married.
3. vi. To hit (of projectiles): oq —di the
bullet hit/ niyanga — to hit the target.
4. vt. To suffer from, endure, gain: paydisi — to gain an advantage/ sogaq — to
catch cold/ samal — to endure wind/ zukam
— to catch cold/ ziyini — to suffer a loss/
kasapiti — to get into trouble/ kesdl — to
get sick.
5. vt. To provoke, rile, irritate, upset,
stimulate: bu tamaka mafia taza —di this
cigarette really stimulated (or choked) me/
bu if jenimga —di this matter disgust^ me
very much/ janga — to disgust, annoy/ senin gepifl uniflga qattiq —di your remark
upset him much / u mafia rasa tegip qoyup
kdtti he rebuked me very harshly and then
left.
6. vt. To injure, wound: kdmpit unifl kdfiligd tegip qaptu he got sick from eating
candy/ izzdt-ndpsigd (zitigd) — to injure
self-respect/ menifi gepim unifl kdflligd te
gip qaptu my remarks hurt his feelings/
♦ dygd ogri —di the burglar burgled the
house/ ♦ fdhdrgd — to attack a city.
7. vi. To accrue to: addm befiga bdftin alma
—di five apples accrued to each person/
xetifiiz bizgd —di your letter was received
by us/ sizgd qangd pul —di how much
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t^wa

tagamoney accrued to you?/ yigirmini tdtk&
bdls&n bdstin tegidu twenty divided by four
equals five/ gezit waqtida tegip turidu the
newspaper is being received on time.
8. as compound verb: egiz tegip beqifl taste
it!/ nomusiga — to rape. [U. feg-(^l-8)].
tagavt. To bring up (old matter): kona Uni — to
bring up an old case/ kona gdpni — to
bring up a previous remark,
tagwa
n. Warping machine.
tal
adj. Ready; all together: hdmmd n&rsd —
everything's here or has been assembled/
hdmmd ndrsini — qil- to get everything
ready/ ♦ toqquzi — addm sby who has
nine ready (sby who has everything he
could wish for),
talpak
do. n. Fur cap: tdlpigi ydrgd guyti a. his
hat fell to the ground; b. ♦ he was re
moved from office; he was cashiered.
[Tu. telpekUi. telpak].
talpiinvi. To look forward to, yearn for: bdxtiyar turmuyqa — to look forward to a happy
life/ ytirigimiz qdsqdrgd -idu we are yearn
ing for Kashgar,
taltokiis
adv. Complete; ready; -- ydtkuzup bdr- to
be completely transferred, delivered or
turned over/ oqugugilar — kelip boldi the
students were all assembled / min hdmmd
ndrsisi — all his things are ready. [U. taxt].
talaba
obs. n. Pupil; student. [U. talaba].
talap
n. Demand; claim: - qil- to demand/ ~ni
qandur- to satisfy a demand/ jinsiy — sex
ual urge/ dzigd qattiq — qoy- to make hard
demands on oneself. [C- taqazalM. alimi
Q. talaplU. talab].

talappiiz
1. gr. n. Pronunciation; enunciation: —ni
togrila- to correct pronunciation/ ddibiy —
standard pronunciation/ sozuq tawuf —i pro
nunciation of vowels. Cf. ahan 3.
2. gr. n. Accent: min —iyaxsi his accent is
good/ gulja -i Hi accent.
3. n. Tone: mdslihdt —i tone of a discus
sion.
talap^an
adj. Strict; pushy; demanding; exacting: —
bayliq a demanding boss. Also talapkar 1.
talap^anliq
n. Strictness; pushiness: tdldpganligi kugliik
having a strong desire to do better,
talapkar
1. adj. = talap^an.
2. n. Demanding person. [Q. talapker (#1
-2)].
talapkarliq
abstract n. of talapkar.
talapnama
n. Written claim or demand,
talat
n. Facial features; looks; appearance: —/
sdrun having a frosty countenance/ —/ yaman fierce-looking/ bugiin hawanin —i yaman today the weather is bad.
talanga
n. Enamel tray or plate,
talay
n. Fortune; luck: — ondin kdl- to have
good luck/ - onga tartmasliq to be unlucky/
— sina- to try one's luck/ taliyi bar lucky/
kaj — addm unlucky person. Cf. amat.
[K. taalajlKK. dduletIQ. talan].
talaysiz
adj. Unlucky; unfortunate. Also bitalay.
talaysizlik
n. of talaysiz.
talaylik
adj. Lucky. Cf. amatlik.
talwa I
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talwa
1. adj. Crazy; senseless: -- qil- to do (sth)
crazy. [U. telbd\.
2. n. Madman; maniac: unis tUlwiliri war
maniacs/ 5 — dynifl tOrini bdrmds a mad
man does not give up the seat of honor.
talwa II
n. Agony: dlilm tdlwisi agony of dying,
talwanvi. To quiver, tremble,
talwilar^a
adv. Crazily; senselessly: — is qil- to do sth
senselessly.
talwilik
n. Crazy or senseless behavior: — qil- to
engage in crazy or senseless behavior.
talq
geol. n. Mica (Muscovitum). Cf. ^irimtal, silyuda.
talqin
lit. n. Inspiration. [C- telqin].
talim
n. Education; training; teaching: — al- to
receive instruction or training/ — bdr- to
instruct or teach/ hdrbi — military training,
p. ta'lim].
talimat
n. Theory; doctrine,
talim-tarbiya
n. Instruction; training: hdrbiy — military
training/ sinipiy — (political) class instruc
tion. [U. ta"lim-tarbiya].
talmiirvt. To hope, expect, look forward to: u
jawap kiitup —up turatti he was expecting
an answer,
tarn
n. Taste; flavor: — sdzgugi phys. taste
bud; sense of taste/ —i aggiq bitter-tasting/
-ini tetip kdr- to taste, try the flavor of/
asnid —i taste of food. Cf. tatiq, lazzat 2,
maza 2. [Q. ddmIU. tom],
tambur
mus. n. A plucked instrument with three

tam^alor four brass strings, sixteen frets on a
long solid neck and a small, pear-shaped
body. Its total length is about 147 cm. It is
plucked with a plectrum: — gal- (gdk- ) to
play a tambur. [Mo. domborlH. taribur].

tambur

tambur^i
n. Maker or player of a tambur.
tamtira1. vi. To be flurried, flustered, confused.
2. vi. To hesitate: aga yolda —p qal- to
hesitate at a crossroads.
tama(
n. Firewood: — tdr- to collect firewood.
Cf. otun, otun-(awa.
tamanna
n. Lust; desire; wish: ♦ — qil- (qoy-) to
sing one's own praises: dzigd — qil- to be
conceited. [U. tamanno (coquettishness;
flirtation)],
taimiz
adj. Tasteless; unsavory; uninteresting: —
tamaq unsavory food/ — gdp uninter
esting remark. Cf. bimaza 1, lazzatsiz 1,
mazisiz. [Q. ddmsiz\.
tamsil
1. lit. n. Adage; proverb; saying: uygur
xdlq —liri Uyghur folk sayings. Also maqal, maqal-tamsil. [K. tamsil].
2. n. Analogy; metaphor: — qil- (kdltiir-)
to draw an analogy. Cf. ox^iti^.
tam$alvi. To be about to do sth: tamaq yiyiskd —
to be about to eat/ u tdwdngd gdsdy ddp
tdmsilip, toxtap qaldi he was about to fall
down when he stopped/ uxlasqa — to be
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tantak

tam^iabout to sleep,
tam^ivi. To smack one's lips,
tamra
bot. n. Date (Fructus diospyrus longi).
See illustration at xorma on p. 383.
tamratka
med. n. Ringworm; tinea: aq — white
ringworm/ put t&mrdtkisi athlete's foot/
h6l “ eczema/ qasraqliq — psoriasis/ qizil
— red ringworm/ yUzgd — guyti a ringworm
grew in the face.
tamkin
adj. Steady; calm; cool; composed; un
ruffled: — addm steady person/ dzini - tutto maintain one's composure,
tamkinlik
n. Composure; steadiness,
tamin
n. Guarantee; safeguard: — &t- (qil-) to en
sure, guarantee, safeguard/ bixQt&rlikni —
qil- to ensure safety/ dunya tegligini — qilto safeguard world peace. [Tu. temin
(fine)],
t^inat
n. Supply; provisions: — bdr- to issue
provisions/ — bOlumi supply office/ — tuziimi supply system/ —soda kopiratiwi
supply-and-marketing cooperative/ hdrbi
— military supplies/ u kimnifl -ida oquwatidu who is supporting his studies? [U. ta
min\.
taminatliq
adj. Supply; provisions.
taminlavt. To supply, furnish: s da'irisi supply
range/ —sni kapaldtliindiir- to guarantee
supplies/ turmuy buyumliri bildn — to sup
ply with goods for everyday use. Cf.
qamda- 1.
tamlik
adj. Thsty: — tamaq tasty food. Cf. lazzatlik 1, laziz, mazilik.

tan I
phys. n. Body: — jazasi corporal punish
ment/ — hujdyriliri somatic cells/ — qoy(sur-) to grow tall: bu bala — qoyuptu this
child has grown tall/ — qurulufi bodily
form; build/ teni ajiz frail-bodied/ teni saglam addm an able-bodied person/ addmnifl
teni human body / bir — bir Jan addm lone
solitary person. Cf. badan. [C. tan/K.
denIQ. dene/Tk. tdnlTu. tenIM. ran],
tan II
adj. Belonging to: bu kitap mafia — this
book belongs to me/ buzulsa mafia —
count on me if it's rotten. [U. tari\.
tan III
n. tdn al- to admit, acknowledge: Ozxataligini — al- to admit one's mist^e/ tdn bdrto resign oneself to, be reconciled to, be
content with: tdqdirgd — bdr- to resign
oneself to one's fate/ mdglubiyitigd -mdslik not to be reconciled to defeat. [U. tan\.
tanawul
n. Trial; tryout; taste: -- qil- to try, taste.
[C. td navul\.
tanbal
adj. Indolent; lazy; slothful. Cf. horun,
erin^ak, yalqaw, laxma. [U. tanbal],
tanballik
n. Indolence; lazyness; sloth. Cf. horunluq, erin^aklik, yalqawliq, laxmiliq.
tanbih
n. Rebuke; reprimand: — al- to be repri
manded/ baliga — bdr- to rebuke a child/
qattiq — a stem rebuke. [U. tanbeh (warn
ing)].
tantarbiya
pe. n. Sports; athletics: — bildn dawala^
athletic therapy/ — pa'aliyiti athletic activ
ity/ — sariyi sport stadium/ — iyliri athletic
work/ — mdydani sport field. Cf. atletika,
tanharkat, isport.
tantak
adj. Frivolous; philanderous. Cf. yangil
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tantakqu^
2. [K. tenteklU. tantiq (spoiled)].
tantakqu^
zoo. n. Goatsucker; nightjar (Caprimulgidae). Also called bazgallak.
tantaklanvi. To fool around,
tantaklik
n. Frivolity; philandering: — qil- to be
frivolous. Cf. yangillik, yeniklik.
tantana
1. n. Happy event: bayram t&ntdnisi hap
py event of a holiday.
2. lit. n. Paean: bostanliqta — paean to an
oasis. Cf. qasida.
3. n. Ceremony; solemnity; pomp: — biIdn jakala- to declare solemnly/ — qil- to
celebrate, hail, cheer, acclaim/ yigin — bilan egildi the meeting opened solemnly.
[U. tantana (#1-3).
4. lit./obs. n. Crowd; multitude. [C- tdnt&nd].
tantanilik
1. adj. Grand; magnificent: — ziyapdt
grand banquet/ — murasim grand cere
mony.
2. adj. Solemn; grave: — bayanat sditmn
statement/ — q&sdm solemn pledge.
tantiravi. To wander, roam. [U. tentira- (idle;
loaf)],
tana
n. Sarcasm; irony; satire: — gdp sarcastic
remark/ — qil- to speak sarcastically/ tdnigd qal- to be spoken to sarcastically. [U.
ta"na (reproach)],
tanappus
n. Break; breather; rest: — waqti break
time/ — qil- to take a breather. [O. tenefjmlXl. tanaffus].
tanha
adj. Single; solitary; lonely: - addm lon
er/ - yasa- to live alone/ su boyida - turto stand alone or forlorn at the water's

tannarq
edge. [U. tanho].
tanhaliq
n. Loneliness: — his qil- to feel lonely.
Cf. yalguzjiliq, yalguzluq.
tanharkat
pe. n. Exercise; gymnastics; sport: — jahazliri sports equipment/ — kiyimi gym
clothes. Cf. atletika, tantarbiya, isport.
tanharkat(i
pe. n. Athlete; sportsman. Cf. isportgi.
tanza
n. Booth; stall: — yay- to set up a stall.
[<Ch. tanzi].
tanzigi
n. Street peddler,
tanzi^ilik
n. Street peddling,
tanzika^
n. = tanzi^i.
tanzika$lik
n. = tanzi(ilik.
tanqit
n. Criticism: — bdr- to criticize/ — yd(-kd ugra-) to be criticized/ dz-dzini — qilto criticize oneself. [O. tenkitma.. tdnkyjt'l
U. tanqid],
tanqit(i
n. Critic; sby who criticizes: ddibiy — lit
erary critic. [O. tenkitgi\.
tanqitlavt. To criticize,
tanqidiy
adj. Critical: — pikir critical view/ — kdzqaray critical outlook/ — maqala critical ar
ticle,
tanilik
adj. Reproachful,
tannaz
adj. Coquettish; flirtatious. Cf. jilwilik,
xulqluq, oynaq. [U. tannoz].
tannarq
n. Cost; price. [U. tannarx (net price;
prime cost)].
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topurla-

top
top I
mil. n. Large gun; cannon: -- at- to fire a
cannon/ -- oqi cannonball/ — yemi cannon
fodder/ -qa tut- to bombard or shell/ rakita —i rocket launcher,
top II
pe. n. Ball: — oyna- to play ball/ — gar
ball basket/ — mdydani ball field/ pdy —
badminton/ tik-tak — pingpong ball/ muz
—i ice hockey. Cf. saqa 1, ?arik. [M. tdp!
0. rop/Q. dop],
top III
1. n. Group: Mr — addm a group of peo
ple/ Mr - Oddk a flock of ducks.
2. n. Masses; crowds: —tin ayril^anni bdri
ydr those who separate from the masses
will get eaten by the wolf. [KK. top],
top IV
m. Bolt: Mr — rdxt a bolt of cloth. See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80.
topa
ag./geol. n. Soil; earth: — bo^at- to loosen
soil/ — tdk- to pour soil/ — rdd yellowishbrown/ — qaz- to dig soil/ — yold- to heap
soil/ bu ydrnin topisi egir ikdn the soil in
this place is rich (fertile)/ girinda — com
post/ seriq — loess/ qara — black earth.
Cf. tupraq 1, yar.
topa-tozan
n. Dust; dusty air: bu dyni - besip ketiptu
this room is dusty. Also topa-tuman, topa-^an, tozan, gan II 1, gan-topa, ^antozan.
topa-tuman
n. = topa-tozan.
topa-^an
n. = topa-tozan.
topaq
zoo. n. Two-year old calf: —ni pig- to cas
trate a calf. Cf. tayinga.
topan I
n. Flood; inundation. Cf. ta^qin, sal I, qi-

yan, kalkiin.
topan II
bot. n. Chaff; bran; husk: bugday topini
wheat chaff/ idl topini rice husks. Cf. kipak 1.
top-top
1. adj. Crowd; group; masses: — addmldr
crowd of people/ — bolup kdl- to come in
a group.
2. adj. Bolt: dukanda — rdxtldr besilip
qaptu bolts of cloth are stocked in the
store.
top-togra
1. adv. Straight; non-stop: ayrupilan — xotdngd ugidu, aqsuga giifmdydu the plane flies
straight to Khotan without landing at Aqsu.
2. adv. Wholly; fully: uriimgiga kdlginimgd — on yil boldi I have been in Urumqi
fully ten years now.
3. adv. Exactly; right; fitting: bu ayaq
mafia — kdldi these shoes fit me like a
glove/ bu Msap — giqti this account checks
out perfectly. Superlative of togra (#1-3).
top^a
1. n. Button. Cf. tiigma. [Mo. tobgi].
2. phys. n. Nipple; teat. Cf. dmgdk tugmisi.
topji I
mil. n. Cannoneer: —lar qismi artillery
troops. Cf. zambirakgi.
topji II
pe. n. Ball player: —lar komandisi ball
team.
topografiya
n. Topography. [<R. topografiya].
topur-topur
onom. of disorderly sounds: ddrwaza te$idin addmldmifl — ayaq tawusi afllandi the
sound of scuffling footsteps came from
outside the gate,
topurlavi. To act in a disorderly manner: kogidin
atlar —p dtup kdtti horses rampaged down
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toxta-

topurla^-

trate power/ marka — to collect stamps/
the street,
nurgun kitaplami — to collect many books.
topurla?[Th. tupla-].
vi. mut. of topurla- : ular 6yg& topurlUip
kirdi they rushed into the room in a disor topla$vi. mut. of topla- : az sanliq milldtldr
derly manner; they barged into the room,
—qan rayon a district where minorities
topuq
live in compact communities/ topliyip bar1. zoo. n. Kneecap; patella. [Mo. toyig/
to go in a large group or crowd/ hdl qilifqa
Th. tubyk (ankle; anklebone)].
tigUlik nurgun mdsild topliyip qaptu many
2. n. A toy made of an animal patella.
unresolved problems have accumulated,
3. med. n. Sarcoma: bdddngd —pOyda botoplam
lup qaldi sarcoma developed in the body.
n. Collection; set; compendium: seirlartoptopigiil
limi poetry collection/ matiriyallar toplimi
bot. n. Geranium (Geranium).
set of materials. [Tk. tuplau].
topilaag. vt. To scatter or spread soil, especial toplanvi. To be assembled: yigin mdydaniga nur
ly when used as compost, onto a field,
gun addm —di many people were assembled
topilan I
in the meeting square/ namayiyqa baridigann. Disturbance; riot; rebellion: — kdt&rlar —di the paraders were il assembled,
(giqar-) to rebel, mutiny/ —ni besiqtur(tingit-) to put down a rebellion / dskdrldr topmu-togra
1. adv. Straight; non-stop.
topilifli mutiny/ ♦ —da toqag ogrila- to
2. adv. Wholly; fully.
steal buns while rebellion occurs (to take
3. adv. Exactly; right; fitting. Superlative
advantage when sby faces a disaster, kick
of togra (/^l-3).
sby when he is down). Cf. qozgilan, isyan,
toxtagalyan.
1. vi. To stop: sa'dt —p qaldi the clock
topilan II
stopped/ u —p arqiga burulup qaridi he
adj. Dusty: - ydr dusty place/ - yol dusty
stopped and looked back/ yamgur -p qaldi
road,
the
rain stopped/ mayina —p qaldi the car
topilahgi
stopped/ ♦ u Mr pikirdd toxtiyalmaywatin. Rebel; rioter; mutineer. Cf. qozgilanji,
du he is of two minds about sth/ ♦ yeyi toxisyangi, galyan^i.
tigan addm sby who is getting on in years.
topiliq
[K. tokto-IMo. togta-/Ta. tukta-IY. toxadj. Soil; earth: seriq - ydr loess land/ qatoo-lra — ydr black-earth area,
2. vi. To cost: bu kitap on yudngd toxtidi
toplathis book cost ten yuan / Mr tiyingimu toxvt. To accumulate, collect, concentrate,
timaydu not worth a cent.
assemble: pul — to hoard or save money/
3. vi. To talk about: u bugttn yeziga beris
dora Osumluklirini — to collect medicinal
hdqqidd —p dtti today he talk^ about go
herbs/ addmldrni - to assemble people/
ing to the countryside. Also toxtal- .
dskdr - to recruit soldiers/ dskiriy kugni -4. vi. To remain, be stored or put aside: ^
to concentrate military force/ otunni Mr
sdwdp qilsafl sewdttd su —ydu if you try
ydrgd — to collect firewood in one place/
hard enough, water will stay in a basket/
ogut — to collect manure/ kiig — to concenKEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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tosa-

toxtat♦ qolumda pul toxtimaydu there is no
money left in my hand (I am unable to
save money).
toxtat1. vt. To stop: agriqni - to stop pain/ zawutni Utin -- to make a factory stop work/
mayinini — to stop a car. [KK. toqta-lHa^. tuk-

toxat
n. Gooseflesh: - bol- to get gooseflesh.
toxu
zoo. n. Chicken (Galli): — bildn tdfl turto get up with the chickens; to get up at
the crack of dawn/ — poqi a. chicken shit;
b. ♦ scoundrelly; rascally; shamelessly:
— poqiliq qil- to act shamelessly/ — peyi
chicken feather/ — soqu^tur- to fight coclu/
2. vt. To check, curb, prevent, keep from:
— wabasi chicken pest/ — katigi chicken
dzdmni kulkidin toxtitalmidim I could not
coop/ — yiirigi chickenhearted; gutless;
keep from laughing/ dzini —qan addm a
spineless; cowardly; timid/ gar — bramcalm, cool, composed, unruffled person/
bling; bramble finch (Fringilla monifrinkOz yesini aranla — to force oneself not to
gilla)/ 1 — daflgal giifdr dskd jaUgal the
cry.
chicken thinks of dirt, the goat of under
3. vt. To hire: bala beqisqa bir ayal — to
brush/ ♦ — kdz chicken eye (night blind
hire a woman to look after a child.
ness)/ ♦ — yili the tenth year in the tradi
4. vt. To fix, settle: baha - to fix prices/
tion^ twelve-year cycle (in current cycle,
m&slihdtni bir ydrgd - to settle on a place
1993)(see section on Calendars on pp.
through consultation.
1073-4)/ ♦ bas —da yolga giq- to leave
toxtawsiz
when the rooster crows for the first time,
adj. = toxtalgusiz.
leave at the crack of dawn. [K. tookIMo.
toxtaltaqiy-am&. tavykITv. dagaa].
vi. = toxta- 3: biz Otkdndd xdlqara wdziydt togrisida toxtilip Otkdn iduq last time toxuxana
ag. n. Chicken coop. Also called toxu ka
we talked about the international situation.
tigi.
[KK. toqtal-ITk. tuktal-].
toxun
toxtalgu
adj. Pink. Cf aq qizil, qizgu?, giilran. [<
adj. Definite; sure. Also turalgu 2.
Ch. taohong\.
toxtalgusiz
adj. Uninterrupted; interminable: yamgur toxla
zoo. n. One-year old sheep,
iig kiin — yagdi it rained for three days
straight. Also toxtawsiz.
tosvt. To grab by the legs from behind to
toxtam I
help to urinate or defecate: bowaqni — to
adj. Stored; accumulated: -- su stored wa
grab an infant,
ter: —ni giqiriwdt- to allocate stored water,
tosatoxtam II
vt. To hinder, obstruct, block, cover: apn. Contract: - boyigd ii qil- to do (sth) ac
tapni — to keep out sunlight/ atni tez tos
cording to a contract/ — tuz- to sign a con
quick, stop the horse! /pulniflpaxallismnitract/ toxtimi yoq addm sby who has no
to stop inflation/ tarixnifl eqimini tosigili
definite ideas or view of his own. Cf. kobolmaydu the tide of history cannot be
tira.
stopped/ suni — to stop up water/ samalni —
toxtamnama
to keep the wind out/ yol — to block a
n. Written contract.
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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to^qan

tosattin

road/ yol —p bulaflgiliq qil- to waylay, to?vi. To be filled up, expire: wa^t —ti time
hold up/ yiizini gezit bil&n tosiwal- to cov
is up/ idis suga —ti the water jar is full/ muder the face with a newspaper. Also tora- .
diti — to expire, mature, become due/ 1
tosattin
oltump yisd tagmu —imaydu if you sit and
adv. Suddenly; unexpectedly: — qattiq
eat all the time, the mountain (of wealth)
yamgur yegip k&tti rain suddenly poured/
will not be enough/ ♦ —qan hiin&rw&n
mehmanlar — kelip qaldi guests came un
superbly skilled craftsman. [TT. tos-].
expectedly,
to^urtosaq
vt. To pour full, fill up: asni ginigd —up usn. Obstacle; barrier; impediment: —lardin
to fill up a bowl with food/ gaydanga qay6t- to surmount obstacles/ —ni dip tasla- to
naq su — to fill a thermos bottle with hot
remove barriers/ tdbii — natural barrier/
water/ saflni asliqqa — to fill up a ware
sim — wire entanglement. Also tosalgu, tohouse with foodstuffs. Also to^quz- .
ralgu.
to^utosalgu
vt. To carry, move, transport: asliq — to
n. = tosaq.
move foodstuffs/ xdt — to deliver a letter/
tosalgusiz
su — to carry water/ mal — to move
adj. Unimpeded; unobstructed: — dtupkdlgoods/ ♦ gdp — to carry rumors (to fo
to pass through unimpededly/ — mafl- to
ment discord). [U. tasi-].
walk without hindrance. Also tosqunluqto^un
siz, toralgusiz.
n. Lasso. Cf. tuzaq 1, kaman.
tosalguluq
to^uln. = tosqunluq.
vi. pass, of to^u- : nurgun yuk —di many
tosqun
goods were transported,
n. Obstacle: -- bol- to stop, block/ -lami
buzup tasla- to remove obstacles.
to^qan
zoo. n. Rabbit (Sylvilagus): dy tosqini rab
tosqunluq
bit (Lepus cuniculus)/ yawa — hare (Leabstract n. of tosqun: — qil- to stop or
pus)/1 — dlsd tulkd haza tutuptu the fox
block/ —lami supurup tasla- to sweep away
mourns the hare’s death/ 1 —ddkyiizyil
obstacles/ isqa - qil- to obstruct work. Also
yasigigd, yolwastdk birkiin yasa it is better to
tosalguluq.
live like a tiger for one day than like a
tosqunluqsiz
rabbit for a hundred years/ ♦ kala harwiadj. Unobstructed; unimpeded. Also tosal
sida — al- to catch a rabbit while driving
gusiz, toralgusiz.
an oxcart (to be extremely patient in one's
tosun
work)/ ♦ — kalpugi a. bot. Lagochilus
adj. Violent; intense; unruly: -- a/unruly
pulchw, b. med. harelip: — kalpugi bala a
horse. [TT. tosun],
child with a harelip/ ♦ — yili the fourth
tosma
year in the traditional twelve-year cycle
1. n. Weir; dam: ddrya tosmisi river weir/
(in present cycle, 1987) (see section on
kOl tosmisi lake dam. Also togan, toma,
Calendars on pp. 1073-4). [Mo. taulail
tugan.
or. tabisgan],
2. n. Shelter; screen: samal tosmisi wind
to^qanot
break; wind shelter.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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torla-

toi^qanzadigi

n. Obstacle; barrier; stumbling block:
—land supiirup tasla- to remove obstacles/
issiqliq —si heat barrier. Also tosaq, tosalgu.
toralgusiz
adj. Unimpeded; unobstructed. Also tosalgusiz.
tort
cul. n. Western-style cake. [<R. tort].
toron-toron
adj. Rude; crude; brutal; rough,
torus
n. Ceiling: —ni xuyla- to plaster a ceiling.
to^qanot
to^qanzadigi
Cf. ^ip. [M. tarus].
to^qanzadigi
bot. n. Saline cistanche (Cistanche salsa).
toruq
adj. Purplish red; chestnut (of horses):
to$qanqulaq
gilan — at z. purplish red horse/ qara — at
bot. n. Pecteilis susannae.
a dark chestnut horse/ ♦ qara — bot.
to^quzdateplum; persimmon (Diospyros lotus).
vt. = to^tur- .
[OT. torug].
tor I
1. n. Net; network: — toqu- to weave a torulga
net/ - sal- (tasla-) to cast a net/
to ga
zoo. n. Turtledove (Streptopelia): 1 segizxannifl uwisini — tartiwaptu the turtledove
ther in a net/ -din gusup qal- to slip out of
seizes the magpie's nest (one person
a net/ -ga giis- to fall into a net; to be caught
seizes another person's place). Also called
(of an animal)/ beliq -i fish net/ dmuguk
paxtak. [Mo. turliy-a].
—i spider web/ radiyo —liri radio net
works/ qatnas —liri transportation network/ torf
ag. n. Peat. Cf. sim. [<R. torf <G.
elektir —i power network or grid. [M. tor
Torf].
(snare; net)/Mo. toor/TT. lor].
2. n. Window screen: d&rizigd — tart- to torqa
n. Raw hemp: — yip raw hemp string
put up a window screen.
(used in fishing),
3. n. sth resembling a net: — paxta cotton
fiber or wadding/ — pCirdd window cur torqa-tawar
n. Flax and silk (general term for clothing
tain/ — xalta stringbag/ - yagliq gauze ker
fibers),
chief.
toriy
tor II
chem. n. Thorium (Th). [<R. tori/].
n. Weight; strength: bu paltinifl —i yoq
this ax has no weight/ unifl gepinifl xeli —i torgay
zoo. n. Lark (Alaudidae): boz torgiyi spar
/icr his remark carried considerable
row (Passeridae)/ gOl torgiyi sandlark. Al
weight/ qolnin -i bar the hand is strong,
so called bulbul. [M. toriga].
toravt. To block, hinder, obstruct. Also tosa- . torla1. vt. To weave: dmUguq tor torlidi the
toralgu
bot. n. Garden burnet (Sanguisorba offici
nalis).

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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towla-

torlai^spider spun a web.
2. vt. To lockstitch: piUld — to lockstitch a
buttonhole,
torla^1. vi. mut. of torla- .
2. vi. To be blurred or dim: kOz torlifip qaldi eyesight was blurred.
torluq I
adj. Veined: — qogun veined melon.
torluq II
adj. Weighty; heavy: - palta heavy ax/ g&p qil- to make a weighty remark.
tormuz
n. Brake: - qil- (b&r-) to brake/ aptomobilnifl —i automobile brake/ arqa — back
brake/ aldi — front brake/ qol —i hand
brake/ ♦ agzinin -i yoq addm sby without
a brake on his mouth (talkative person;
compulsive talker),
tormuzsiz
adj. Without brakes,
tormuzlavt. To brake: ma^inini — to brake a car.
tormuzlan1. vi. pass, of tormuzla- .
2. vi. To inhibit: bos miM netwisinifi tormuzliniii phys. cerebral inhibitory nerve.
tormuzluq
adj. Having brakes,
tornik
pe. n. Bar: — oyna- to work the bars/ taq
— single bar; horizontal bar/ qos — parallel
bar. Also called ?igriq I. [<R. tumik].
toz I
zoo. n. Peacock (Pavo cristatus). Also
called tawus qus. [Mo. togus].
toz II
cul. n. Flour mixed with impurities,
tozan
n. Dust. Also topa-tozan, topa-tuman,
topa-^an, ^an II 1, ^an-topa, jan-tozan.
[M. tozJMo. togusu/TT. tozITn. tozanITv.
doozun].

tozu1. vi. To fly upward, rise, soar, swirl:
pdy -p kdtti feathers soared/ topa -p kdtti
dust swirled.
2. vi. To wither: giil —p kdtti flowers
withered.
3. vi. To become shabby or wornout: kiyim —p kdtti clothes became shabby.
4. vi. To scatter: a'ilisi ~p kdtti the fami
ly dispersed/ qugqaglar —p kdtti the spar
rows scattered.
tozutvt. caus. of tozu- : a'ilisini -iwdt- to
break up a family/ topa — to scatter dirt,
tozunda
n. Flying particle: paxta tozundisi flyings in a textile mill,
tozgaq
1. bot. n. Cattail (Typha latifolia).

2. bot. n. Willow catkin,
towa
1. n. Regret; repentance: — qila. to repent: — qilmasliq unwill
ing to repent; s^ir qilgan xatali- tozgaq
giga — qil- to repent one's errors; b. to
swear off: — qildim, dmdi qilmaymdn I
swear off doing it again!; haraq igiykd —
qildim I swear off drinking liquor. Cf.
pu^ayman, apsus.
2. int. expresses surprise or amazement:
“ bu balinifl tezla god bolup qalginini qara
my, has this child grown fast!
towanama
n. Letter of repentance: — yaz- to write
one's repentance.
towla1. vi. To call, shout, yell, howl: addmni
— to call sby/ $o'ar — to shout slogans.
2. vt. To reprimand, rebuke, scold, dress
down: baliga — to scold a child.
3. vi. To moan, groan: u agriqqa gidimay
—p kdtti he groaned from pain/ yaridar -p

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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toqulma

towla^k&tti the wounded moaned/ ♦ naxsa — to

sing a song,
towla?vi. mut. of towla- : u ikkisi towlifip qaldi
the two started quarreling,
toq I
1. adj. Plump; satiated; — dan plump
seed: bugday — dan eliptu wheat kernels
have become plump/ qosigi — satiated/ kdzqarni — addm a satiated person/ kdflli —
serene; having peace of mind/ yiligi —
healthy/ ^ gojamniH qosigi
quli bil&n i^i
yoq my master is satiated but does not
take care of his slaves/ ♦ -- qapiyd lit.
symmetrical rhyme. Also toluq 1. [M.
toqlCH. toq^.

2. adj. Nourishing: —
nourishing
meal.
toq II
adj. Deep (of color); — qizil dark red/ ~
yeiil dark green,
toqa I
n. Hook made of a tree branch,
toqa II
n. Lifting cord of a steelyard.
toqa{
1. cul. n. Small round loaf of bread: ♦
—da toqag ogrila- to steal buns while rebel
lion occurs (to take advantage when sby
faces a disaster, kick sby when he is
down). [M. toqag (flat-bread)].
2. n. Bar (of soap etc.): - sopun bar soap.
3. m. Bar; bir - sopun one bar of soap,
toqay
1. n. Shrub. [KK. togaj (Wald)/Tu. tokaj
(wood, especially near a river)].
2. n. Gang; batch; cluster; band: bir —
addm a band of people.
toqayliq
n. Shrubbery,
toqal
1. n. Concubine. Cf. kigikxotun.
2. adj. Hornless: - Oskd hornless goat/ —

kola hornless cow.
toqalliq
abstract n. of toqal 1; —qa al- to take as a
concubine,
toqgaq
zoo. n. Woodpecker (Picidae). Also call
ed tokuldaq, tomiirtum^uq, jaflgal dumbaqgisi, koktalgu.
toq^Uiq
n. Prosperity; well-being,
toqsan
num. Ninety. [K. tokson\.
toqsun
geo. n. Toksun (Xinhe), county in Xin
jiang (42.47N 88.38E). Established in
1936. Population (1982): 88,145.

toqu- I
1. vt. To weave, plait, spin: bora — to
weave mats/ paypaq — to Imit socks/ siwdt
-- to weave baskets/ rdxt -- to weave
cloth/ gildm — to weave a carpet.
2. vt. To compose, make up, fabricate;
pitnd-igwa - to fabricate rumors/ sdn ifdnmd, buni u —p giqqan don't you believe it,
he spun this out of whole cloth!/ qoyaq — to
compose a ballad/ gdp — to tell a lie.
toqu- II
ag. vt. To saddle: at — to saddle a horse/
ifdk - to saddle a donkey,
toqu^aq
adj. Elliptical; oblate; oval: — japtul bot.
almond/ — ydz oval face. Cf. sozuq, sozun^aq, soqa III, uzun^aq.
toqulma
1. n. Spinning; weaving: — mallar woven
goods. Also toqumigiliq.

KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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tok

toqum
2. lit. n. Fiction: b&dii - artistic fiction.
3. phys. n. Tissue: -- siiyuqlugi tissue fluid/
muskul toqulmisi muscular tissue.
toqum
1. n. Saddle pad: ♦ —ddk kitap a book
like a saddle pad (tome; thick book). Cf.
tarlikS, jazlik. [K. tokumIKK. toqymIMo.
toqum],

2. geo. n. Tokum, village in the eastern
Thklamakan (39.55N 88.06E).
toquma
n. Fabrication; lie; tall tale,
toqumi^i
n. Weaver; spinner: - qiz weaver girl/ —
isgi textile worker. Cf. bbzgi, gaq^i 2.
toqumigiliq
n. = toqulma 1: — fabrikisi textile mill,
toqunaq
1. n. Wooden hook.
2. n. Fast knot: ♦ - balaga qal- to get en
tangled in trouble quickly/ ♦ — bala sud
den misfortune/ ♦ — qaga zoo. jackdaw
(Corvus monedula) (also called jagqaga).
toqunu$vi. To clash: —up qal- to start clashing/
qoralliq - to clash with weapons; to have
an armed conflict.
toqquz
num. Nine: — tazim nine bows (old form
of etiquette): - tazim qil- to show extraor
dinary respect/ 1 - qiznifl tolgigi tdH tutuptu
nine girls bom at the same time (several
disasters occurring simultaneously)/ ♦ —i
t&l addm sby who has nine ready (sby who
has everything he could wish for). [CtoqquzIK. toguz/KK. togus],

toqquzaq
geo. n. Tokkuzak, a town in Southern Xin
jiang (39.16N75.50E).
toqquztara
geo. n. Tokkuztara (Gongliu), county in
Xinjiang (43.30N 82.15E). Established in
1932. Population (1982): 108,782.

toqquzaylan
num. Ninesome; group of nine,
toqquzin^i
num. Ninth: — ay September. [K. toguzunf«/KK. togyzynyylOT. toquzun^].
toqquzkoz
phys. n. Sacrum,
toqlavt. To eat one's fill: qosaqni — to fill
one's stomach,
toqluq
1. adj. Satiated: —qa soxluq satiated and
mischievous.
2. adj. Prosperous; abundant; ample; plen
tiful.
toqmaq
n. Club; stick; cudgel,
toqmaqlavt. To club. Also toqmagda- .
toqmaqlanvi. To be beaten with a club,
toqmagdavt. = toqmaqla- .
tok
phy. n. Electricity: - bdr- to supply elec
tricity/ — besimi voltage/ — toxtat- to in
terrupt electric power/ — ddzmal electric
iron/ — giraq electric lamp/ — hdrd elec
tric saw/ — ogaq electric stove; hotplate/
— dt- to set up an electric circuit, conduct
electricity/ - sa'dt electric clock/ - sdrpiyiti electric consumption/ — uruwdt- (soquwdt-) to get an electric shock/ — eqimi
electric current/ - yoli electric circuit/ dzgiiriiigan — alternating current/ yuquri besimliq — high voltage. Also called elektir.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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toy

tok-tok
[<R. to1i\.
tok-tok
onom. Knock-knock: Uikni — ur- to go
knock-knock on a door,
tokdan
n. Storage battery; accumulator,
tok^i
n. Electrician.
tokur
adj. Lame; crippled,
tokur-tokur
onom. Plop-plop,
tokurlavi. To make a plopping sound; almilar —p
QiiSti apples fell with a plop,
tokuldavi. To make a thudding sound: —p marl- to
walk with a thud/ alma -py&rga gOsiwatidu
the apple falls on the ground with a thud,
tokuldatvt. To cause to thud: ddrizini - to knock
on a window with a thud,
tokuldaq
zoo. n. Woodpecker (Picidae).
Also toq^aq, tomiirtum^aq,
jaflgal dumbaqgisi, koktalgu.
[K. doflkuldaklQ. toqyldaql
Tv. togduk],
tokilan
n. A drum-shaped rattle used
by peddlers or as a toy; rattle
drum. Also cjilled toktokiyan.
ton I
1. n. Frozen soil: — gap- to
tokuldaq
dig frozen soil/ ♦ — yatquz- (sal-) ag. to
do winter irrigation.
2. adj. Frozen: — eri- (kdtiril-) to thaw,
unfreeze/ — ydr frozen ground/ — g6f froz
en meat. [KK. tofUT^. tufl\.
3. adj. Uncouth; boorish: — ad&m boorish
person/ — gdp uncouth remark/ ♦ — qaga
zoo. raven (Corvus corax). [M. bdf[\.
ton II

adj. Unripe: — alma unripe apple/ ~ qogm
unripe melon,
tonvi. = tonla- . [K. to/I-].
tongaq
adj. Being afraid of cold: — addm sby
who is afraid of cold/ qerilar — kelidu old
people fear the cold,
tonguz
zoo. n. Hog; pig; swine (Suidae): ♦ —
yili the twelfth year in the traditional
twelve-year cycle (in present cycle, 1995)
(see section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4).
Cf. (0$qa. [K. dofluzIKK. doflyz/M. tofluzl
TT. tonguz].
tonla1. vi. To freeze, congeal: kdldd muz —p
qaptu the lake froze over/ ydr tofllidi the
ground froze.
2. vi. To feel chilly: mdn —p kdttim I felt
chilly. Also ton- .
tonlat1. vt. To freeze: -qan gds frozen meat/ sizni tofllitip qoydum dpu qilifl I made you
get cold, please excuse me/ elektirlik—qug
electric refrigerator.
2. fig. vt. To freeze: pulni tofllitip qoy- to
freeze money/ mdbldgni — to freeze assets.
toy
1. n. Wedding; happy event: — bagigi wed
ding invitation/ — beii presider over a wed
ding ceremony: — besi bol- to preside over
a wedding / — tart- to assemble relatives
(for a wedding)/ — xeti marriage certifi
cate/ - dtkuz- to hold a wedding/ — qil- to
marry a couple/ - murasimi wedding cer
emony/ 1 —din keyin nagra galgand& like
beating the drums after a wedding (like
closing the barn after the horse escaped)/
i -ga barsan toyup bar, baladni dydi qoyup bar when you go to a wedding (party
or feast) fill your stomach before you go
and leave your children at home (JMC).

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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toyAlso toy-tama?a, toy-tokiin, toy-marika.
flk. tuj/Tu. toj].
2. n. Ceremony; commemoration; rite:
bdfiik -i cradle ceremony (on the fortieth
day after birth, Uyghurs place an infant in
a cradle) / xdtnd (sUnn&t) -i circumcision
ceremony. [KK. toj].
toy1. vi. To sate, fill oneself: —gigd yd- to eat
to satiation/ tdbidtnifl mdnzirisi sundaq (irayliqki qarap-qarap kdziim —maydu the
scenery is so beautiful that I cannot look
enough/ mdn -dim I am full/ nanga - to
fill one's stomach with bread/ 1 ydr -migigd dl -mas if the soil is not fertilized,
people go hungry. [K. ro/-/KK. ro/-/M.
toy-ilk. tuj-\.

2. vi. To be sick of, be fed up with: dunyadin — to be world-weary/ jandin jaq —
to be tired of living / senMin —dum I de
test you/ gepifldin —up kdttim I am bored
with your talk.
toy-tama^a
n. = toy 1.
toy-tokiin
n. = toy 1.
toyun
n. toyun uriik bot. a kind of apricot,
toyun1. vi. retro, of toy- : toyinip yd- to eat
one's fill.
2. chem. vi. To saturate: -us nuqtisi satura
tion point/ -gan eritmd saturated solution.
toyla?vi. To celebrate a wedding. [Tu. tojla-l.
toyluq
1. n. Bethrothal gift: - sal- to ask for a
bride price/1 bdrmds qiznifl toylugi egir he
who does not want to marry off his daugh
ter asks for a high bride price.
2. adj. Wedding: -- kiyimi wedding
clothes.
toymas

1. adj. Covetous: 1 dzi toysa kdzi — the
stomach is full but the eyes are not.
2. adj. Unsatiated; avaricious; greedy: oyunga — bala a child overly fond of play.
Also toymigur.
toymasliq
n. of toymas.
toy-marika
n. = toy 1.
toymigur
adj. = toymas.
toymigurluq
n. = toymasliq: — qil- to be greedy or
avaricious.
toga(
bot. n. Nectarine (JE).
togan
n. Dam; weir: — sal- to build a dam/ 1 su
kdlgigd - sal build a dike before the wa
ters come. Also tosma 1, toma, tugan.
togra I
1. adj. Straight: — siziq math, straight
line/ “ yol straight road/ - yolluq muskul
phys. striated muscle.
2. adj. Direct; straight: -- sizniflkigd
kdldim I came straight to your house/ ~ UriimQigd baridigan poyiz direct or through
train to Urumqi.
3. adj. Correct: - hdl qil- to solve cor
rectly/ - kdzqaras correct point of view/ hisap — (iqti the accounts were correct/
senitl — you are right/ kimnifl — who is
correct? [Th. ddres],
4. adj. Honest; sincere: — sdz sincere
words/ “ kesdr reasonable; fair/ togrisini
eytqanda honestly speaking/ K — sdz qulaqqa yaqmas good advice jars the ears.
5. adj. Frank; candid; forthright: — jawap
candid answer.
6. adj. Transverse: — dolqun phy. trans
verse wave/ — gdmbdr iigdy phys. trans
verse colon/ — sdp row; ran^ — kds- to
cross, cut transversely: yolni — kesip dt-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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togra
to cross a road/ togrisiga tizil- to arrange in
rows/ gonlarnin aldidin — 6t- to cross in
front of adults (considered impolite by
Uyghurs)/ hamilinifl — jaylasmasligi trans
verse position of a fetus.
7. int. True; indeed: - u texi yolga giqqini
yoq dmma ketiskd tdyyarliniwatidu true, he
has not gone out yet but he is now getting
ready. [K. tuurd].
♦ - bulufl math, right angle/ ♦ - kdl- a.
to conform to, tally with, accord with,
correspond to: bu dtukputumga — kdlmdydu these boots don't fit me; bu kiyim ma
fia togra kelidu these clothes fit me; dmiliydtkd — kdl- to accord with reality; b. as
luck would have it; just; exactly: bd^ingi
gislaydkfdnbigd togra kelidu the fifth of this
month is precisely Sunday; mdn ddl unifl
dyidd yoq waqtiga togra kelip qaptimdn I
went to his home and, as luck would have
it, he was not in; c. certainly will; be
bound to; ought to; cannot help but: bu
mdsilini hdl qilUqa togra kelidu this problem
ought to be resolved; u maqul kdrmisd
menifl berisimga togra kelidu if he does not
agree, it will be best for me to go by my
self; undaqbolsa, dtd berisqa togra kelidu ii
it is like that, one should certainly go to
morrow; uni kuttip
olturusqa — kdldi it
seems best to sit and
wait for him. [Ta.
tugry (#1-7)].
togra II
n. Chop; cut; slice,
togravt. To chop, cut,
slice: ot — to mow
grass/ gOs — to chop
meat. Cf. puta-,
(ana- , kas- 1.
tograq
bot. n. Black poplar
tograq

(Populus euphratica). [Mo. toorai].
tograqliq
n. Poplar grove,
togram
n. Chunk; slice; slab: Mr — gds a slab of
meat/ Mr — nan a chunk of bread,
togruluq
pp. About; on: bu — about this,
togridin-togra
adv. Directly; bluntly; straightforwardly;
frankly: — sdzld- to speak directly/ mdsild
bolsa — otturiga qoyuf kerdk if there is a
problem, it should be raised frankly,
togrisida
pp. Concerning; about: ogli — gdp qildi he
talked about his boy. Cf. a'it, togriliq 2,
da'ir, haqqida, qarita. [Ih. turyda].
togriga
cul. n. Soda from balsam poplar used for
leavening (IE),
togrila1. vt. To correct, straighten: pozitsiyini —
to correct an attitude/ jozini bir-birigd —p
tiz- to move tables in a straight line/ sa'dtni — to set a clock correctly/ sdpni — to
straighten out ranks/ nisanga — to correct the
aim (when shooting).
2. vt. To handle cleverly: unifl Uini —p qoydi his affair has been handled cleverly.
3. vt. To deceive or dupe cleverly: u uni
togriliwdtti he cheated her.
togrilanvi. pass, of togrila-: unifl Ui —di his affair
has been straightened out.
togriliq
1. n. Correctness.
2. pp. = togrisida: siz bugiin nimd - sOzIdysiz what will you talk about today? [K.
tuuralu (#1-2)].
3. adj. Broad-shouldered,
tol1. vi. To be full of: —up tasqan qizginliq full
of enthusiasm; ebullient/ —up ta^qan gdyrdt

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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tola
boundless energy/ d&rwaza aldiga kifildr
—up k&tti the space in front of the gate
was packed with people/ kdzgd yas — to be
full of tears/ 6y isqa -di the room was
filled with smoke/ saM asliqqa —di the
storehouse was filled with foodstuffs/ sinip oqugugilarga -di the classroom was full
of students/ unifl kdfili satliqqa —di he was
filled with joy. [C- tol-ITu. dol-ITv. dol-l
Y. tuol-y
2. vi. To complete a time period: unifl yefi
qiriqqa —di he turned forty/ menifl bu jdhdrda turginimga b&s yil -di I have lived in
this city for five years. [K. ro/-]['Ih. tulm-2)i

3. vi. To be well-developed: u xeli —up
qaptu she has become full and round.
tola
1. adj. Much: unifl gepi — he talks too
much/ 1 bilmigdn ydmifl oy-donguli — an
unknown place is very bumpy.
2. adv. Completely; entirely; very; utter
ly: -yaxii wholly good/ u -xuyxuy addm he
is a very cheerful person. [C- tola (full;
filledj/Th. tuly (#2)].
tolavt. To combine: yipni — to combine
strings (to make a rope).
toldur1. vt. To fill: botulkiga may — to fill a bot
tle with oil/ tagami - to fill a sack/ idUkd su
— to fill a vat with water. [C. toldur-IKK.
toltyr-ITv. doldur-IY. tolor-].
2. vt. To fill in by writing: bos orunni — to
fill in blanks/ j&dwdl — to fill out a form.
3. vt. To make up, remedy, make good: ziyanni — to make up for a loss.

toldurulvi. To be filled: q&ddhkd haraq —di the
cup was filled with liquor/ kdlgd su —di
the lake was filled with water,
toldurgugi
gr. n. Object: qos - double object/ ♦ - bu-

lufl math, supplementary angle,
toluq
1. adj. Full: — bir gildk su a full bucket of
water. [M. tolu/Y. tuol],
2. adj. Complete; ample; sufficient: —
asas sufficient grounds or reason/ — tekist
complete text/ — jawap complete answer/
— hoquqluq &lgi ambassador plenipoten
tiary/ — ottura mdkt&p complete high
school (with both junior and senior parts)/
- qapiyd lit. complete rhyme/ - ispat am
ple evidence/ sawaqdaflar — kdldi fellow
students were all assembled / saymanlar —
tools are ready for use / sOhbdt — uniimgd
eristi the talks yielded satisfactory results/ u
qdrzni — qayturup boldi he completely re
paid his debts; he paid all his debts. [K.
tolukITu. doly (#1-2)].
3. adj. Round and full (of women): -- kdlgdn ayal a well-proportioned woman.
toluqsiz
adj. Incomplete: —peilgr. incomplete
verb/ — ottura mdktdp incomplete high
school (i.e. junior high school)/ — mdlumatlarga qariganda according to incomplete
reports,
toluqlavt. To replenish, supplement, complement,
enrich: -p teri- to replant, reseed, resow/
addmldmi — to replenish personnel/ mdzmunni — to enrich content,
tolun
adj. Complete; full: -- ay full moon. [C.
tolunITT. tolulTw. dolu].

toll
geo. n. Toll, county in Xinjiang (45.57N

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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tomurda^

tolistopka
83.37E). Established 1952. Population
(1982): 58,638.
tolistopka
do. n. A Russian-style long belted blouse
for men. [<R. tolstovka\.
toUlavi. To become too much or many: ussaq-giisUlar -p k&tti trivialities were getting too
much/ unin gepi -p kdtti he was getting
too wordy,
toliliq
n. of tola: qarafl addirmifl toliligini look at
all those people!
tolima
n. A kind of thin, white hand woven cloth,
tolimu
adv. Too much,
tolgavt. To twist: burutni — to twist a mustache/
simni - to twist wires/ qolni - to twist a
hand/ Idflgini -p siq- to wring a towel/ ♦
—p agrimaq med. angina (also called angi
na, boguzyallugi, sanjiq).
tolgaq
1. med. n. Labor pains: uni — tutti she be
gan to have labor pains.
2. med. n. Dysentery: amyobiliqtolgigi am
ebic dysentery/ bdzgdk tolgigi malarid dys
entery/ qanliq - bloody dysentery.
tolgaqsiz
adj. Without labor pains: — tug- to give
birth without pains,
tolgan1. vi. To be twisted: qolum tolginip kdtti
my hand got twisted.
2. vi. To meander, zigzag, wind: yilan
tolginip madidu the snake meandered.
3. vi. To toss and turn: ddrya siiyi tolginip
aqmaqta the river's waters rolled and
foamed/ kesdl tolginip yatidu the sick per
son lay restlessly. [Tu. ro/g«n-(/^3)].
tom I
adj. Coarse; rough; thick; loud: - agamga

thick rope/ -- tuyaqliq haywan zoo.
hooved animal; ungulate/ — yagag coarse
timber/ bu gdp unidga — kdldi fois remark
went too far for him/ uni — with a loud,
husky voice,
tom II
lit. n. Volume: tdttingi — Volume 4. Cf.
jilt 3, qisim 12. [<R. tom].
toma
n. Dam; weir: su ambirinid tomisi reser
voir dam. Also tosma 1, togan, tugan.
tombalqa
adj. Rude; boorish,
tompay
adj. = tombalqa.
tompayvi. To protrude: qosigi tompiyip giqti his
stomach distended/ isfip tompiyip giqti the
swelling protruded. [Mo. tombui- (to
bulge)],
tomtaq
1. adj. Bald; bare; blunt: ugi - bigiz blunt
awl/ qdldm ugi - bolup qaptu the nib (pen
or pencil point) became blunt.
2. adj. Indistinct; ambiguous; vague: —
jawap vague answer/ gdpni — qilidigan addm sby who speaks indistinctly, ambigu
ously or vaguely/ gepi — being vague in
one’s words.
tomtaqlavt. To do sth ambiguously, indistinctly or
vaguely: gdpni —p qil- to t^k indistinctly.
tomur
1. phys. n. Vein; artery: — tut- a. to take
a pulse; b. ♦ to probe, sound or feel out,
explore/ -nid soqmi pulsation/ gikd —i tem
ple vein/ qan —i blood vessel/ qizil — ar
tery/ kdk — vein. [M. tamurIQ. tamyrIY.
tymyr].

2. gr. n. Stem: sdz —i word stem. Cf. 6zak 2.
3. n. Line; grain: ta^nid -i grain of a rock,
tomurda;

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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tonu^luq

tomur^i

gr. adj. Stem: -- sdzMr words with the tonut1. vt. To cause to know, understand, rec
same stem,
ognize: xdt — to make literate.
tomur^i
2. vt. To teach a lesson: m&n safla dzSmni
1. n. shy who is taking a pulse.
bir —up qoyay let me teach you a lesson!
2. n. shy who probes, sounds out or ex
tonu$
plores.
1. n. Understanding; knowledge; cogni
tomuz
tion: —ni birlikkd k&ltur- to reach a com
n. Heat; hot weather: - kiinliri dog days/
mon understanding/ —ni dstur- to enhance
— kir- to begin a hot season/ — issiq hot
understanding/ idiyiwi — intellectual know
summer weather/ bas — beginning of the
ledge/ insaniy&tnifl t&bi&t dunyasiga bolgan
hot season. Cf. qiziq 1. [Tu. tomus (sum
—i human understanding of nature.
mer)],
2. n. Acquaintance: bu y&rdd —lirifiiz bartomuzga
mu do you have any acquaintances here?/
zoo. n. Cicada (Cicadidae): - posti cicada
kona — old acquaintance.
slough,
3. adj. Known; acquainted; familiar: —
tomiuq I
ydr familiar place/ bu yoldas mafia — this
n. Coarseness; roughness; thickness; loud
comrade is familiar to me; I know this
ness.
comrade.
tomiuq II
lit. adj. Volume: tdt - seir toplimi a four- tonu$vi. To know; to be acquainted or familiar
volume collection of poetry,
with: yefli sawaqdaflar bildn — to be ac
ton I
quainted with new schoolmates/ yefli mudo. n. Caftan; collarless long outer gar
hit bildn — to get to know new surround
ment made of more expensive materials
ings/ nurgun kifildr bildn —tuq we got ac
than a chapan (cf. gapan): - yap- to cause
quainted with many people. [K. taanys-ITa..
to put on a caftan (an Uyghur custom for
tanys-].
special guests)/ zdrbap —i brocade caftan/
♦ marksizim -iga orunuwal- to wear the tonu$-bili$
n. Acquaintances,
caftan of Marxism (to pretend to be a
Marxist). [C- ton (dress; clothing)/KK. tonu^urvt. To introduce: mdn mehmanni uniflga
ton (Pelzmantel)/M. tonITT. tonllii. tun
—up qoydum I introduced the guest to him.
(furcoat)/ Tu. don (coat; red national cosflh. tanystyr-].
tume)/Tv. ton (furcoat)].
tonusturu$
ton II
n. Introduction: — al- to get an introduc
gr. n. Intonation: soraq jtimlinifl —i into
tion/ — xeti letter of introduction,
nation of interrogative sentence/ yenik —
tonu^turulunstressed intonation,
vi. To be introduced: u xizmdtkd —di he
tonuwas introduced to a job.
vt. To know, understand, recognize: —p
ydt- to see clearly or recognize/ xdt — to tonu$turgu(i
n. Introducer.
know how to read, be literate/ m&n uni -ymdn I know him. [Mo. tani-llSi. tany-!T\i. tonu$luq
adj. Familiar: bu U bildn tonuflugum yoq I
tana-l\d. tani-'\.
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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tonur
am not familiar with this matter/ bu mafia
— yol this road is familiar to me/ u — b&rmOy dtUp katti he went past me pretending
not to know me.
tonur
cul. n. Round baking oven, built on the
ground with bricks: — kawiwi meat roast
ed in an oven/ — neni oven-baked bread/
-ddk issiq oven-hot/ -ga nan yap- (yaq-)
to bake bread in an oven/ ♦ — kawisi bot.
pumpkin; cushaw (Cucurbita)(3.ho called
(aqma kawa).

tonugusiz
adj. Hard to recognize: bu qiz — bolup ketiptu this girl has grown so much that it
is hard to recognize her.
tonulvi. To be famous, well-known, renowned,
tonna
m. Ton (weight measure): - kilometir ton
kilometer/ Mr — ruda a ton of ore/ yiiz
tonnilap kdmiir qaz- to dig about 100 tons
of coal. [<R. tonna].
tonna^
n. Tonnage. [<R. tonnaz].
tonniliq
adj. of tonna: on min — paraxot a 10000ton ship/ yigirmd - yuk apto- mobili a 20ton truck,
topa
1. n. Mound; hillock. [C- tepd/Mo. dobu].

2. n. Peak; top part: tag tdpisi mountain
peak/ tom tdpisi wall crest/ kadnid tdpisigd giq- to sit on top of a kang (q.v.)/ mafininid tdpisidd oltur- to ride in the back of
a truck. Also topilik (#1-2). [M. tdpii].
topa-tbpilap
adv. One after the other; in quick succes
sion: — quy- to pour continuously; to top
up/ mehmanlar - kdldi the guests came in
quick succession.
topilik

n. = topa.
tot
num. Four: — bulud four comers/ — pdsil
four seasons/ — tdrdp all around: tdt tdripi tiip-tuz kdtkdn bipayan yaylaq all around
is the vast flat expanse of the grasslands/
— tdrdptin qor$a- to encircle completely / —
tdrdplik matL quadrilateral/ — tdpilik
phys. corpora quadrigemina/ — dmdl
math, four fundamental operations of arithmatic (addition, subtraction, multiplica
tion, and division)/ — qdwdt bina a fourstory building/ — koga street intersection;
crossroads/ ♦ — kdzi bildn kiit- to await
with four eyes (to await with great eager
ness. [C- tdrtIK. tdrt/KK. tdrt/M. tdrt/
Mo. ddrbenlOT. tdrt/TT. tdrtlTa.. diirtl
Tu. ddrtITv. ddrtlY. tiidrf].
totaylan
num. Foursome; group of four. [Tv. ddrteleeri],

totiitlavi. To mumble, mutter,
totin^i
num. Fourth: -- ay April (cf. aprel). [K.
tdrtungu/KK. tdrtimiKJT. tdrtdnglTa.. durtengelY. tdrdils].

tbhpa
n. Contribution; meritorious service: —
qof- (qil-) to make a contribution, perform
meritorious service/ - yaz- to cite for mer
itorious service/ ulug - great contribution.
Cf. xizmat 3.
tohmat
n. Slander; libel; defamation: — gapla(qil-) to vilify/ — sdz slanderous remark/
~kd qal- to be libeled. Cf. bbhtan, qara I
3.
tohmat(i
n. Slanderer; vilifier; libeler; defamer. Cf.
bohtan^i, tohmatxor, (eqim^i, yalixor.
tohmatxor
n. = tohmat^i.
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tohmatxorluq
tohmatxorluq
abstract n. of tohmatxor.
to$
1. phys. n. Chest; breast; pectus: - bezi
thymus/ - sdnigi breastbone; sternum. Cf.
kokrak. [KK. tdsIM.
(stemum)/Tu. dds!
Y. tubs].
2. cul. n. Spareribs.
td$wag
zoo. n. The forwcird girth of a horse.
td$iik I
n. Hole; cavity: - tbs- to perforate, bore
holes/ aqma td^ugi med. fistula/ burun tdsugi
phys. nostril/ tarn tdsugi a hole in a wall/
yiflnS tdsugi the eye of a needle/ 1 niyiti
yamannin qazini tdsUk if your intentions ^e
bad, your pot has a hole (leaks)/ ♦ kirm&ydigan tdsugi yoq all pervasive (of ideas);
seizing every opportunity (of persons).
Cf. kawak 1. [Th. tiseklU. tesik].
to^iik II
cul. n. Cooking; culinary art: —kd pisqan
qiz a young woman who is a good cook.
Cf. a^paslik.
tor
n. Seat of honor; main: - dy main room/
dynin -/ seat of honor in a room: 1 t&lwd
dynifi —ini b&rm&s a madman does not
give up the seat of honor. [K. fdr/KK. tdr!
M. tdr (foremost part of the horse)/Ta.
tuf\.

toravi. To be dazed, dimmed, blurred: besim
—p qaldi my head is dazed. [Mo. tdgeri-].
toralvi. To be born or hatched: twcumdin gdjd
tdrilidu a chick was hatched from the
chicken egg. [Y. tdrdd-'l.
toralma
1. phys. n. Embryo: - tOxsisi germinal
disc; blastodisc / - qatlam germinal layer/
“ qepi fetal membrane. Cf. kezak I.
2. bot. n. Shoot; bud; seed; germ: - oqi

towan
plumular axis/ — siiti endosperm/ — Ungisi
ovule/ — yiltizi radicle. Cf. bix 1, porak,
koz 4, nota II.
toralmi^unas
n. Embryologist,
toralmi^unasliq
n. Embryology,
toriik
adj. Round: - joza round table/ " yagag
round piece of wood. [Mo. tdgiiriglY. tdgdriik].

torigilik
n. Bureaucratism,
torigiig
n. Safety pin; pin; brooch,
torilik
n. Lordly attitude or manner: -- qil- to act
in a high-handed manner,
towan
1. Down; under; below: — awaz dolquni
phy. infrasonic wave/ bu yolyoruqni dz
waqtida —g& y&tkuzus kerdk these instruc
tions must be handed down eventually (in
time)/ u —gd qarap kdtti he went below/
ular —dd turidu they stood below. [Tk. tubdn; tdbend].
2. Low: — awaz low voice/ — bulut low
clouds/ — besim phy. low pressure: — besimliq simap giraq low-tension mercury
vapor lamp/ — ddrijd lower level/ - hawa
besimi weather trough/ — sortluq inferior;
low-grade/ - jag phys. lower jaw/ - ug- to
fly low/ - qatlamga goflqur gdk- to go deep
into the lower levels/ — kdfilik geo. low
latitude/ - kdk tomur phys. venae cava in
ferior (also tdwdndiki qawaq kdk tomur)!
— eqim lower part or reaches of a river/ —
mdhsulatliq zira 'dt low-yield crops/ —
mdlgdrld- to underrate, underestimate/ —
mu 'as low wages/ —gd gusiir- to transfer to
lower levels/ basni — sal- to hang one's
head/ hoquqni -gd bdr- to delegate power
to lower levels/ kdypi — low-spirited;
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toga

towandiki

ruin (sby's) reputation.
downcast.
6. vt. To blow down: boron miwildrni
♦ — harardt phy. microtherm/ ♦ — ner-iiwdtti the storm blew down the fruit.
wa pa'aliyiti phys. primitive nervous
7. vt. To swoop down on, strafe,
movement/ ♦ —gd giflqi- med. to have
tok-tokiyan
tenesmus; to strain at stool,
n. A drum-shaped rattle. Also called totowandiki
kilan.
adj. Lower; subsequent; following: -- qawaq kdk tomur phys. venae cava inferior/ tokiil1. vi. To fall, flow, tumble out: siwdttiki
- mdsilildr the following problems.
almilar —tip kdtti apples fell out of the
towandiki^a
basket/ siya joziga -up kdtti ink spilled on
adv. Thus; like this; as follows: misali to the table/ un ydrgd —up kdtti flour
for example,
spilled on the ground. [TT. tdktil-].
towanla2. vi. To drop, fall off: bugday danliri -up
vi. To decrease, sink: asqazan —p kdtti the
kdtti wheat granules dropp^/ gag —up kdt
stomach prolapsed/ ayropilan tOwdnlidi
ti hair shed/ qajkirpikliri —up kdtti eye
the airplane descended/ temperatura —p
brows and eyelashes shed/ gazafl —up kdtti
kdtti the temperature dropped/ su tdwdnliwithered leaves fell/ ♦ qas-kirpikliri -up
di the water level sank/ kdrsdtkug —p kdtti
turidigan handsome; good-looking. Cf.
the quota decreased/ mal bahasi tdwdnlidi
pat- 4.
commodity prices decreased/ mdhsulat
3. vi. To secrete: tdr - to sweat/ qan - to
miqdari tdwdnlidi output decreased. Cf.
bleed/
kdz yesi — to shed tears/ ♦ abroyi —
kemay- .
to secrete one's prestige (to be notorious;
towanlatto have a bad name)/ ♦ kirulik qeni —gdn
vt. To decrease, lower: bahasini — to
ydr land that has secreted bellybutton
lower prices/ temperaturini - to lower the
blood (one's homeland or native place).
temperature. Cf. kemayt- .
tokma
tokn. Plentiful (of fruit and vegetables): — qi1. vt. To tip, dump, empty, pour out: bulip sat- to sell in large quantities/ hazir
zulgan sutni -uwdt- to dump spoiled milk/
bazarda miwd-giwildr — bolup kdtti fruit
dxldt- to dump garbage/ yunda - to pour
and melons are now plentiful in the mar
out sewage. [C- tdk-IKK. tdk-IM. tdk-l(JT.
ket,
tdk-ITk. tuk-ITv. tdk-].
2. vt. To shed, perspire: tdr —up i$ld- to toga
zoo. n. Camel (Camelus): ikki Orkdslik —
work sweating/ qan -- to bleed, shed
Bactrian camel (Camelus bactrianus)! nar
blood/ kOz yesini — to shed tears.
— dromedary (Camelus dromedarius)/ 1 —
3. vt. To fill up: bazarga qogun-tawuzlami
qangd bolsa yegiri sungd the bigger the cam
—up tayla- to fill a market with melons and
el, the bigger its sores/1 tOgini carnal ugurwatermelons.
sa dskini asmanda kdr if the camel can be
4. vt. To reveal, tell: ddrdini - to reveal
rais^ by wind, the goat must be blown to
one's hardships; to complain/ mdn uniflga
Heaven/ ♦ tdginifl quyrugi ydrgd ydtkdndd
igqarnimni —turn I revealed my inner
waiting until the camel's tail hits the
thoughts to him.
ground (doing sth impossible)/ ♦ dskd ari5. vt. To ruin, undermine: abroyni — to
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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togitapan
siga kirip qal^an tdgid&k like a camel join

ing a flock of goats (standing head and
shoulders above others). [K. rdd/KK. tujei
M. tewelMo. temegelO. deve/OT. t&bil
Tu. diielTv. teve].
togitapan
1. bot. n. Zygophyllim oxianum, a kind of
bean caper.
2. med. n. Flatfoot.
togigi
ag. n. Camel herder or driver; cameleer.
[O. deved].
togi(ilik
ag. n. Camel herding or transport. [O. devedlik],

togiqu^
zoo. n. Ostrich (Struthio camelus). [K. tddkuy/O. devekusu].

tol
,
,
zoo. n. Lamb; kid: - al- to deliver lambs/
—Idmi asra- to raise lambs/ —Idrni qatarga
qoi- to help lambs survive. Cf. barra, paxlan. [Mo. Wl (young livestock)/Tv. tdl].
tola1. vt. To pay, defray: baj - to pay taxes/
pul — to pay money/ dzaliq bddili — to pay
a membership fee/ xun -- to pay with
one's life/ U hdqqi - to pay wages/ nOqpul
— to pay cash. [Th. tula-ITu. tdle-ITw. id
le-].

2. vt. To compensate: ata-aninin hdqqini
- to repay parents' loving kindness/ buzup
qoygan n&rsildrni dz bahasida —p bdr- to
compensate for damaged goods by price/
ziyanni — to compensate for a loss/ qdrz —
to repay a debt/ kirim giqimni tdliydlmdslik income cannot compensate for expendi
ture. [K. tdld-IMo. tdlu-{tn-2)].
tolan
n. Compensation; payment: - qal- to pay
for, compensate. [Mo. tdldburi],
tolam
n. Indemnity: - puli indemnity money.

tomiiryol
tollazoo. vi. To lamb,
tollatag. vt. To deliver lambs,
tomavt. To sew with slanting stitches: pdwazni
—p tik- to stitch a hem.
tomiir
1. chem. n. Iron (Fe): -- birikmisi ferroal
loy/ — ddrwaza iron grille or gate/ — deli
iron rust/ — soq- to forge iron/ — rudisi
geol. iron ore: qizil - rudisi red iron ore;
hematite/ — zdnjir iron chains; shackles/ —
keni iron mine/ — ihndk iron hook/ — gurjdk shovel; spade. [Mo. temurlOT. tdmirl
Tu. demir/Tw. demir],
2. fig. n. Iron: — addm iron man; sby
with exceptional physical and moral
strength/ - tapan iron heel; oppression/ qol ^dm iron-handed person; strongman/
♦ — tirnaq talons; claws; tentacles/ ♦
-m qizigida soq- to strike while the iron is
hot. [K. temirIKK. temirlM. idmUrlTz.
timer/U. temirlY. timir (#1-2)].
3. n. Male name. Also tdmUr'axun, tdmurniyaz.

tomiir-tasak
n. Scrap iron: - yig- to collect scrap iron,
tomurtum^uq
zoo. n. Woodpecker (lit. iron beak). Also
called toq?aq, tokuldaq, jaflgal dumbaqgisi, koktalgu.
tomiirtikan
bot. n. Caltrop CDibulus)(\it. iron thorn).
[Q. temirtiken],
tomiirgi
n. Iron worker; blacksmith. [Th. timergel
Y. timir uuha].
tomiirqozuq
ast. North Star; Polaris (lit. iron post). Al
so called qutup yultuzi. [Tu. demirgazyki
U. temirqoziq].
tomiiryol
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tomiiryol^i
n. Railroad: — kOtdrmisi railroad em
bankment/ — kdrs&tkugi railroad signal,
tomiiryol^i
n. Railroad worker,
tdmiina
n. Large needle used for stitching bags: 5
tdmUnidSk Uni tdgiddk qil- to make a camel
out of a needle (to make a mountain out of
a molehill. [Mo. tebene],
trunj
bot. n. Citrus medi
co, used in Uyghur
folk medicine. Also
called otrus.
tuberkulyuz
med. n. Tuberculo
sis: dpkd —i lung tu
berculosis/ ustixan
—i bone tuberculo
sis/ “ kesili tubercu
losis. Also called zatil. [<R. tuberkulez].
tupraq
1. ag./geol. n. Soil; earth: boz — gray
soil/ seriq — loess/ qara — black soil. Cf.
topa, yar. [C- tofraqITT. topraqITa. topro^/Tv. dovurak].
2. n. Land; territory: ana — homeland.
[K. torurak IKK. topraq (#1-2)].
3. n. Remains of the dead.
4. n. Grave: unifltuprigisuydrdinelinganikdn his grave site has been chosen at this
place.
tupraq^unas
n. Pedologist; soil scientist,
tupraq^unasliq
n. Pedology; soil science,
tupraqliq
1. adj. Earth; soil: qara — ydr black-earth
land.
2. n. Grave; graveyard: —qa giq- to visit a
grave.
tut
bot. n. Mulberry (Fructus mori): — d&rixi

tutmulberry tree. See illustration at ii^a on
p. 596. [Tu. tut\.
tut1. vt. To grasp, seize, bring, carry, take
hold, grab: bayraqni igiz - to hoist a flag
high/ beliq — to catch fish/ giraqni bu yaqqa tut bring the lamp over here! / ogrini —
to catch a thief/ uni ogri — to catch him for
stealing/ qolidin — to grasp a hand/ itigifini —qin mdn bir ndggd alma taylap berdy

hold out the front part of your coat. I'll
toss you some apples/ ♦ dzini gdttd — to
take oneself on the side (to stay aloof)/ ♦
dzini god — to give oneself airs/ ♦ kdzgd
qol giraqni — to shine a flashlight in
(sby's) eyes. [C- tut-IK. tut-IKK. tut-1
or. tut-l'^. tot-ITu. tut-IY. tut-].
2. vt. To move, use, feel, stroke, touch:
bu akamnid —qan paltisi this ax was used
by my elder brother/ bu qdldmni —qinimga
on yil boldi I have used this pen for ten
years/ bu ndrsildrni —ma do not touch
these items!/ beyidizni —up baqay qizitma
yandimikin let me touch your head to see
if the fever is down.
3. vt. To remember: bu sdzldmi dstd-almidim I could not remember these re
marks/ dstd mdhkdm — to keep firmly in
mind/ kddUldd — to bear in mind.
4. vt. To keep, maintain, restrain: pul —
to keep or control money/ tamga — to keep
the seal, stay in power/ hoquq — to main
tain power / dzini — to restrain oneself,
keep quiet: u dzini —almastin kiiluwdtti he
couldn't restrain himself from laughing/ dzini kdmtdr — to maintain a modest atti
tude / dyni pakiz — to keep a room clean/
sir — to keep a secret/ medini sdgdk — to
keep a clear head. [C. tut-1OT. tut-ITz.
tot-(H4)].
5. vt. To prop up, support: bowaqnid boyni — to support an infant's neck/ bu dyni
ikki tiiwnik —up turuptu two posts prop up
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tutam

tuta$

qariliq — to be in mourning/ matdm (haza)
this room.
— to mourn a person's death/ ♦ —up tur6. vt. To deduct: pul -- to deduct money.
a. to use temporarily: munu kitapni —up
7. vi. To survive, heal: kdgdtl&r —ti the
tur use this book for a short time!; b. to
saplings survived/ sungan qolum —ti my
detain: —up turup dmgdkkd sal- to subject
broken hand healed.
to forced labor; on kdn —up tur- to detain
8. vt. To occupy: jay - to occupy a place/
for ten days/ ♦ -up qal- to hold in custo
orun - to reserve or stay in a place: ♦ u
dy, arrest.
orun -up yetip qaldi he stayed in bed; he
tuta$
fell ill.
1. adj. Joined; linked: - orman a patched
9. vi. To have an attack of sth: aggigi - to
together
forest.
have temper tantrums/ xuslugi - to become
2. adj. Abutting; neighboring: bag dyldr
elated/ xumari - to have a strong craving
bildn — garden and houses abutting each
for/ saraflligi - to go mad/ unin bdzgigi ydother/ etizlar orman bildn — fields and
nd -ti his malaria broke out again/ kesili
forests abutting one another. [Th. totay^.
- to fall ill suddenly.
10. vt. To offer, present: tamaka - to of tuta$-1
1. vi. To abut, be joined: urumginin bir
fer cigarettes/ gay — to offer tea/ haraq —
tdripi
sanjiga tutisidu one edge of Urumqi
to offer liquor/ guld&std — to present a
borders on Changji/ qdlbi-qdlbigd — to be
bouquet of flowers. Cf. sun- II 2.
close or intimate with each other/ Idxmildr
11. vt. To hand over, submit: drizd - to
bir-birigd -ti tunnels were joined.
hand over a written complaint/ iltimas —
2. vi. To stick together, adhere: taxtaylar
to submit an application.
—ti wooden boards stuck together. [KK.
12. vt. To trim: Jiydk - to trim a hem/
tutys-ITw. tuduy- (to held each other)].
giltak - to trim an embroidered edge.
13. vt. To carry out, implement: qattiq si- tuta$- II
vi. To catch fire, ignite: ot —ti the fire
yasdt — to implement a firm policy/ yol —
caught/ dygd ot tutiyip kdtti a house caught
to practice a method.
on fire/ kiyimgd ot tutiyip kdtti clothes
14. vt. To establish, set up: dy - to set up
caught on fire/ ♦ yurigidd gdzdp oti -ti
house, get married/ mdn unin bildn 8y -qirage filled the heart,
nimga ottuz yil boldi I have lived with him
tuta^tur-1
for thirty years.
vt. To link, join: Idxmini bir-birigd — to
15. vi. To congeal: ddrya muz -ri the riv
join tunnels one by one.
er froze over/ silt qaymaq --ti a skin
tuta^ur- II
formed on the milk.
vt. To ignite, kindle, light, spark: ot - to
16. vt. expresses various different actions:
bu ydrdd ndzdrdd (kdzdd) -ulgini yeni dhlight a fire,
wal what's pointed out in this place is a tutam
1. m. Bunch; cluster; bundle: bir - gag a
new situation/ dost - to make friends/ su
hank of hair/ bir - ot a bundle of straw/
— to channel water/ roza — to celebrate
bir — gul a bouquet of flowers. [Tv. turoza (q.v.)/ u qdrizinni tdliwdt ddp -iwadum\.
tidu he is pressing me for payment of
2. n. Definite view; standard; criterion:
debts; he is dunning me/ ustaz — to ac
—I yoq addm sby without a definite view/
knowledge as a master teacher or worker/
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tujanza

tutamlaunin gepinin —i yoq his talk followed is

ambiguous.
3. n. Significance: --|a giqqud&k mQsilisi
yoq ikdn there are no significant problems.
tutamlavt. To grab a handful: bugdayni -p or- to
grab wheat by the handful and cut it/ otni
—p yul- to pull up weeds by the handful/
saqalni — to grab a beard.
tutamliq
1. adj. Significant: - gdp a significant re
mark.
2. adj. Valuable; useful: — bir&r mdsilinimu hdl qilmidi not a single decent ques
tion was solved / — hegndrsd yoq a com
pletely useless thing.
tutruq
fig. n. Kindling: — bol- to be sby or sth
that touches off an indicent: majra giqiriiqa
— bol- to be the fuse that touches off a dis
turbance/ tutrugi yoq addm a fickle, capri
cious, unpredictable person.
tutruqsiz
adj. Unflappable; equivocal; ambiguous:
— addm unflappable person/ — gdp am
biguous remark
tutruqsizliq
n. of tutruqsiz.
tutruqluq
adj. Kindling: — qdgdz kindling paper/ —
qil- to instigate, incite, stir up, whip up.
tutuq I
1. adj. Cloudy; overcast; gloomy; som
ber: — hawa cloudy skies/ (irayi — som
ber-faced.
2. adj. Ambiguous; vague; blurred; indis
tinct; dull: - gdp vague remarks/ — xdt
blurred writing/ rdflgi — dull color.
tutuq II
1. obs. n. Handle of a door, etc.
2. n. Catching; handling: tutuq bdrmdslik
not being caught: bala tutuq bdrmdy qegip
kdtti the child went out without being

caught.
tutul1. vi. pass, of tut- . (Tk. totyl-^.
2. vi. To be or become overcast, som
ber, gloomy, cloudy: girayi —di his face
was somber/ hawa —di the sky was over
cast.
3. vi. To eclipse: ay —di the moon ec
lipsed/ kiin —di the sun eclipsed.
4. expresses loss of certain physiological
functions: zuwani — to lose the ability to
speak/ kdzi — to become blind/ Utiyi — to
lose one's appetite.
tutulu^
ast. n. Eclipse: yerim — partial eclipse,
tutunvi. To start work: Oy selifqa — to start work
on house construction. [Tk. totyn-].
tutqa
n. Handle; knob; grip: kuruskinifl tutqisi
teapot handle/ Uiknifl tutqisi door knob. Al
so tutquf. flk. totka],
tutqawul
n. Seizure; arrest,
tutqaq
med. n. Epilepsy. Also called talma,
tutqug
n. = tutqa.
tutquzvt. caus. of tut- : kdpsdldp — to weld, sol
der/ ydmldp — to glue or paste.
tutqun
n. Capture: - qil- to arrest/ —ga al- to cap
ture/ —lar lagiri prisoner-of-war camp.
tutqunluq
abstract n. of tutqun.
tuti
zoo. n. Small horse.
tutiqu$
zoo. n. Parrot. Also called $atuti. [Mo. todi].

tujafiza
n. Seal; stamp. Cf. tamga. [<Ch. tu-
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tur-

tujurka

rumgida ikki ay -gan he lived in Urumqi
for two months / u yezida -idu he lives in

zhang].
tujurka
n. Uniform jacket; tunic.

tu?

. ,

chem. n. Brass. Cf. jaz 1. [M. tug (yel
low copper or bronze)],
tuxum
1. zoo. n. Egg; - paroiogi powdered egg/
- tug- (kakila-) to lay an egg/ - serigi egg
yolk/ - sakili eggshell/ - eqi egg white/ beliq -i roe/ toxu -i chicken egg/ 1 -din
tuk iindur- to cause a hair appear in an egg
(to nitpick)/1 -ni tasqa ur- to break an egg
on a rock (to court defeat by fighting
against great odds). [Tu. toxum (seed)].
2. zoo. n. Species: - quruti the species
became extinct. Cf. uruq 2.
tuxumdan
phys. n. Ovary,
tuxumak
bot. n. Chinese
scholartree; Japa
nese pagoda tree
(Sophora japonica).

tuxumsiman
adj. Egg-like: —
tas cobble; pebble,
tuxumlavi./vt. To lay eggs,
ovulate, spawn.
tur
n. Beacon tower; lookout tower.
tur1. vi. To stand, stand up: ornidin d&s -- to
stand up suddenly/ 6r& (tik) — to stand
straight/ qesida (yenida) — to stand along
side/ qimirlimay — to stand still. [KK. tur-l
M. tur-IT\i. tur-].
2. vi. To arise, get up: 1 balduryat atigdn
tur early to bed and early to rise.
3. vi. To live, reside:
biryataqta -gan
iduq we lived once in a dormitory/ u U-

the countryside.
4. vi. To stop, wait; stay: poyiz xeli uzun
—di the train stopped for a long time/ 1
-miganmehmanniflk&tkiniyaxsi leaving is
better for a guest who is unwilling to stay.
[C- tur-IT^. tor-/Y. rur-(#l-4)].
5. vi. To survive: u tdt bala tugdi birimu
—midi she bore four children and none of
them survived.
6. vi. To be stored or kept: uzaq -idigan
qogun a melon that will keep or can be
stored.
7. vi. To stick, be stuck; geliga nan -up
qaldi the bread got stuck in the throat.
8. vi. indicates the existence of sth: aldimizda mUykiil wdzipildr —idu formidable
tasks are facing us/ hazir yefli zawut qurus w&zipisi —idu now there is the task of
building a new factory/ kunliik Oynifl bulunida -idu there is an umbrella in the cor
ner of the room/ kitap jozida —uptu there
is a book on the table/ mehmanxanida yefli
jahazlar -idu there is new furniture in the
guest house/ ♦ ustunluktd — to stand in
superiority (to have an advantage, be in a
dominant position).
9. vi. expresses a contradiction between
expectation and outcome (follows adjec
tive): biigiin hawa sogaq —idu today it is
cold/ su issiq —idu the water is hot.
10. as predicate (follows adjective); u 6z
pikridd qattiq -di he stuck to his opinion/
yaxsi -iwatamsiz how are you?
11. Not only ..., but also: kisildmin aziyisi
bir yaqta -sun bdlki teximu kdpiyiwatidu

the crowd not only did not become small
er but even grew larger.
12. expresses continuation of an activity:
bu eriqta su qi^-yaz eqip -idu the water in
this canal flows year-around/ u bizniflkigd
kelip -idu he has been coming to our
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turbiniliq

tura
house/ yamgur texigd yegip -idu it is still
raining/ m&n uni hdr kuni kOrup —imdn I
see him every day. [Y. tur- ].
13. as verbal aspect, expresses repeated
action: siz yurtiflizga qaytqandin keyin ma
fia xdt yezip —ufl will you please keep
writing to me after you have returned
home/ mdn a 'ildmgd xdt yezip —dum I
kept writing to my family.
14. expresses start of an activity: boran
giqqili -di a storm began to blow/ biligim
agrigili —di my arm started to hurt.
15. expresses a change in mood: bahar
pdsli —sa, qar yagamdikdn spring is here
and it is still snowing/ sdn gop-gofl —up,
fundaq sdzldrni eytisqa uyalmamsdn you're

grown up now; does not saying this kind
of thing make you bashful? / u bilip —up
eytqusi kdlmdywatidu he knows and yet he
will not say it.
16. as adverbial modifier: anlap —up yeziwal- to write while listening/ ktiliip —up
sOzld to say smilingly.
17. Part ..., part ...: isldp -up oqu- partwork, part-study.
18. Obviously; plainly,; undoubtedly: bi
lip -up bilmdslikkd sal- to obviously know
sth but pretending not to.
19. One moment ..., the next ...: hawa
—up egilidu —up tutulidu one moment the
weather is clear, the next overcast/ u birturup mundaq ddydu, birturup undaq ddydu one moment he talks this way, the next
that way. [K. tur-].
♦ —up qal- a. to be distracted: u mafia
qarap turupla qaldi he stared blankly at
me; b. to stop, pause, bog down: biz aqsuda ikki kiln —up qalduq we stopped for
two days in Aqsu; xizmdt —up qaldi work
stopped; c. to be old or stale: -up qalgan
gurug stale rice; -up qalgan mallar shop

worn goods,
tura

n. Stockaded village: — beji head of a
stockaded village.
turar
adj. Residential: - jay residence; residen
tial area: — jayi yoq addm homeless per
son; - jayifliz qaydrdd where do you Uve?
Also turalgu 1; cf. olturu^luq.
turaq
lit. n. Rhyme: Ug bogumluq — three-sylla
ble rhyme. Cf. qapiya.
turaqsiz
adj. Unstable; irregular. Cf. muqimsiz.
turaqsizlanvi. To destabilize, become unfirm or ir
regular,
turaqsizliq
n. Instability; irregularity,
turaqla^vi. To stabilize: mal bahasi —ti commo
dity prices stabilized,
turaqla^urvt. To stabilize: mal bahasini — to stabi
lize commodity prices,
turaqlanvi. To be stable or steady,
turaqliq I
lit. adj. Rhymed. Cf. qapiyida^.
turaqliq II
adj. Firm; stable; fixed; regular: — baha
stable prices/ — temperatura steady tem
perature/ “ xizmdt stablework/ — miqtar
(san) math, eon^iznilmdydani — addm a
person with a firm standpoint,
turalgu
1. adj. = turar: — jay residence.
2. adj. Definite; sure: —si yoq addm an
unsure person. Also toxtalgu.
turbina
n. Turbine: hor turbinisi steam turbine/ su
turbinisi water turbine. [<R. turbina].
turbiniliq
adj. Turbine: hor — elektir istansisi steam
turbine power plant.
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turgun

turpan

[Mo. tdrkii].
2. n. Occasion; time: muyu turqidaketimdn
I will go on this occasion,
tumqluq
conj. Although; u agriq - Omgdkka qaniasti
although he was ill, he participated in la
bor,
tumm
n. Tenon; - giqar- to chisel mortise/ &kdk
- tenon/ gisi - mortise.
tummtay
zoo. n. Merlin; pi
geon hawk (Falco
turxun
columbarius). Also
n. Chimney; ogaqnifl —i stove chimney.
called jagalway, koCf. mora.
kinak. [M. turum
turuba
tay (bird of prey;
n. Pipe; tube; — suyi running water/ par
hunting bird)/Mo. toturubisi heating pipe/ su turubisi water
rumtailQ. turymtaj].
pipe/ ulaqsiz polat - seamless steel pipe/
turumtay
nefit turubisi oil pipe. Cf. kanay 3, noka? turgan-piitkan
n.
All;
everything:
unin
turgan-putkini
su
2. [<R. truba].
everything
he
owns
is
here,
tump I
bot. n. Turnip (Raphanus sativus). Also turgu?
lit. obs. n. Period sign in classical writ
called $algam.
ings,
tump II
turguzn. Trump in cards. [<R. trubd\.
vt. To place, put, set: agriqni ydldp - to
tump-tump
help a sick person get up / dskdr — to sta
adv. Now and then; on and off: - agri- to
tion troops/ bydd addm - to hire laborers/
be sick now and then,
yagagni - to set up a piece of wood/ mehtumpka
manni dydd birhdptd -upyolga saldimlh&d
1. n. Telephone receiver.
a guest stay at my house for a week and
2. n. Tobacco pipe. [<R. trubka].
then saw him off. 1C. turSuz-ll^. turguz-l
tum^luq
Tu. turuz-IY. turuor-].
adj. Stationed: beyjinda - g&t'&l &lgixaniliri foreign embassies stationed in Bei turguzu^vt. mut. of turguz- : yiqilgan atni kisildr
jing/ uriimgida - qisimlar troops stationed
ydldp ornidin -ti people helped a fallen
in Urumqi.
horse get on its feet,
tumq
1. n. Outer appearance; looks; features: turgun
1. adj. Static; motionless; stable: — haldt
bu balinin turqi atisiga oxsaydikdn this child
state
of rest/ - su stagnant water/ -- muwalooks like his father/ turqini buz- to turn
zindt stable equilibrium/ ♦ — gU phys.
hostile suddenly/ unin turqidin addm qorpermanent tooth/ ♦ -- s6z gr. substantive
qidu his appearance frightened people.

turpan
geo. n. Turpan (Turfan), city in Xinjiang
(42.56N 89.10E). Established as county in
1913, changed to city in 1984. Population
(1982): 168,027.
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turgunluq

tuzluq

word.
2. n. Male name,
turgunluq
1. n. Stagnation; rest; standstill.
2. adj. Desolate; blealc.
turmu$
n. Life; livelihood: -- buyumliri articles
for daily use/ -- puli (xirajiti) living ex
penses/ ~ wastiliri means of livelihood/ —
MgUr- to live, spend one's life/ — istili be
havior; conduct/ — lazimdtlikliri daily ne
cessities/ —qa kerUklik n&rsd daily necessi
ties/ —ni qamda- to support oneself or
one's family/ —ni yaxfila- to improve one's
livelihood/ —nifl aggiq-gUgilgini tetigan addm sby who has experienced the hard
ships of life/ —nin gemida yiir- to work
hard to make a living/ bdxtlik — prosper
ous life/ t&skiliy — regular activities of an
organization/ ular ottuz yil birgd — kdgUrdi
they lived together for thirty years / ♦ —
qur- to establish a life (to get married (of
a man))/ ♦ —qa giq- to enter a life (to get
married (of a woman)). Cf. ma'i^at. [K.

the food is too salty/ defliz —i sea salt/ ♦
—ini ydp tuzlugiga gig- to eat one's salt and
shit in one's ^t jar (to be ungrateful)/ ♦

—nifl tistigd sulta quy- to pour potash on salt
(to add fuel to a flame). [K. tuzIKK. duzJ
M. tuzITv. duslY. tuus].

tuzaq
1. n. Snare: — qur- to fit a snare/ —qa gusto fall into a snare. Cf. to^un, kaman.
2. fig. n. Snare; trap: -qa giis- to fall into a
trap/ —qa giisur- to plot, trap. [KK. duzaq
m-2)].
tuzaq^i
n. sby who snares animals or who plots
against others. [KK. duzaqsy].
tuz^i
n. Salt vendor.
tuz(iliq
n. Production and selling of salt: — sana'iti salt industry/ — serkiti salt company,
tuzsiravi. To be salt-deficient: —p k&tk&n qoy
salt-deficient sheep,
tuzsiz
turmu^IKK. turmysITk. tormy^lTu. durmuy]. 1. adj. Unsalted: — as unsalted food.
turmu^Iuq
2. fig. adj. Thsteless: — gdp tasteless re
adj. Married: — qil- to get married/ bu qiz
mark.
— bolgan this woman is married/ bir qetim tuzkor
— bolgan ayal a woman who has married
adj. Ungrateful. Cf. na^iikur, nankor.
tuzkorluq
once.
n. Ingratitude: -- qil- to be ungrateful. Cf.
turna
zoo. n. Crane (Gruna^iikurliik, nankorluq.
idae). [K. turnalM.
tuzlaturna/Mo. toguruul
cul. vt. To cure, pickle, salt: gdsni — to salt
Q. tyrna/Tv. durumeat. [Y. tuuhaa-].
yaa; dur'yaalY. tutuzlanruja~\.
cul. vi. To be cured, pickled, salted: —gan
beliq salted fish/ —gan sdy pickled vegeta
tuz
chem. n. Salt: — salble/ —gan gOs cured meat,
to add salt/ — kdli
turna
tuzluq I
salt lake/ — keni salt mine/ —i k&m not sal
1. adj. Salted; salty: — tamaq salted food/
ty enough/ —ini teti- to see if (sth) is salty
— su salt water. [K. tuzduu/Y. tuustaax].
enough/ as —i table salt/ asnifl —i dtiip ketiptu
2. n. Salt jar: ♦ tuzini ydp tuzlugiga gig-to
KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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tuwaq
excrete in the salt jar while eating salt (to
be ungrateful).
3. n. Brine; ^t solution. Also $akarap.
tuwaq
1. n. Potlid: tdmiir — iron potlid/ yagag —
wooden potlid.
2. n. A tool shaped like a lid and used for
compressing cotton fibers.
tuwaqlavt. To hush, mute, silence, stifle: bir egiz
sdz bildn uniH agzini —p qoydi one remark
silenced him.
tuwaqiiq
adj. Covered; lidded: — qazan a covered
pot.
tuqqan
n. Relative; kinsman: -- yoqla- to go visit
one's relatives/ yeqin - close relative / yiraq — distant relative/ ^ bir korgdn tonus,
ikki kOrg&n — the first time you get ac
quainted with sby, the second time you
meet him as a relative. Cf. qaya$ 2. [K.
tuugari\.

tuqqan^iliq
n. Kinship relations: unifl bildn tuqqangiligimiz bar we have kinship relations with
him. [K. tuugandyk].
tuqqanliq
adj. of tuqqan: - munasiwdt family rela
tions,
tun
n. Tub; pail; bucket; keg; barrel: yagag wooden bucket. [<Ch. rong].
tuyvt. To feel, perceive, detect, sense, find,
discover: agrigini —midim I did not feel
sick; I did not have any pain/ unifl kdlgdnligini —dum I discovered that he came.
[M. tuy-ITa.. toj-].
tuyaq
1. zoo. n. Hoof: at tuyigi horse hoof/ qoy
tuyigi sheep hoof/ ♦ tom — addm sby with
coarse hooves (a clumsy person; klutz).

tug
[KK. tuyaqIM. tuyaglMo. tugurai/Tii. toyakl Tu. tojnaklY. tujax].
2. m. for some hoofed animals: bir — qoy
one sheep,
tuyaqliq
zoo. adj. Hoofed; ungulate: aga - haywan
artiodactyl/ tom - haywan hoofed animal;
ungulate. [M. tuyaglig].
tuyuq I
Closed; shut: — koga blind alley/ - yolga
kirip qalgan addm a person who has come
to the end of his rope. Also yepiq.
tuyuq II
lit. n. A four-line poem with last words
homophonous but with different mean
ings. [C. tuyug],
tuyuq III
n. tuyuq bol- to feel or sense: Ogzigd birsi
giqqanddk — bolgan idi it seems that sby
climbed to the roof/ tuyuq giis- to suspect:
kdhligd — giisti he became suspicious,
tuyuqsiz
adj. Sudden; suddenly: — hujum qil- to
make a surprise attack/ —la miltiqnifl awazi afllandi the sound of a rifle shot sudden
ly came/ u - ketip qaldi he left suddenly,
tuyulvi. retro, of tuy- : bir az sogaqtdk -dim I
felt a bit chilly. (Tk. roe/-],
tuygu
n. Sense; feeling; perception: — dzaliri
sense organs. [Tk. tojgy],
tuygun
1. adj. Alert; sharp; vigilant; keen; sensi
tive: — addm an alert person/ — haywan
an animal with keen senses.
2. n. Male name,
tuygunluq
n. Alertness; keenness,
tug
1. rel. n. Spirit flag (when sby got sick,
the shaman used to place colored spirit
flags on a string across the room and let
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tul

tugthe sick person twirl them).
2. n. Banner; flag; -- xadisi flagpole/ lapildimakta a banner is waving. Cf. bayraq, alam II. [C- tugIK. tuulMo. tug/T\.
tuk].

tug1. vt. To give birth to, lay eggs: bala - to
give birth to a child/ tuxum — to lay an
egg/ qoy —di the sheep lambed. [KK. tm-l
Tu. dog-'].
2. vi. To come out, emerge, rise (of sun
and moon): ay —di the moon came out.
[K. rMM-(#2)][Th. tu-{n-2)].
3. vi. To become auspicious; unifl kiini
—di good luck came his way.
4. vi. To bear fruit (of mulberries); iizmS
-uptu, Mr aydin keyin pisqiddk mulberries
have formed, one month later they will be
ripe.
tugan
n. Dam; weir. Also tosma 1, togan, toma.
tugdur1. vt. To cause to give birth: hamildar ayalni - to induce a pregnant woman to parturate/ sagUqlarni — to induce ewes to
lamb.
2. vt. To create: is ugiin kerdkliksdrt-sara'it
—up bar- to create necessary conditions
for work/ majra - to create a dispute or
issue. Cf. yarat-1 1.
tugut
_ .
med. n. Birth; parturition: — anisi mid
wife/ - bdlumi obstetrical department;
maternity ward / -- qobul qil- to deliver a
child, practice midwifery/ — qisqugi ob
stetric forceps/ - yoli phys. birth canal/
-ta yat- to lie in; to be confined in child
birth/ -tin saqlan- to prevent pregnancy,
use contraceptives/ -i yeqinlas- to be partu
rient/ —ni gdkla- to use birth control/ -ni
tezlat- to hasten parturition/ birin^i - first
born/ egir - difficult parturition. Cf. aykiin, tawallut. [K. tuu].

tugutxana
med. n. Delivery room,
tugutluq
adj. Just having given birth: yas —
ly
ing-in woman,
tugutluq I
adj. Bold; daring; audacious: - adOm bold
person/ — sdzld- to speak audaciously/ isld- to work daringly. Cf. nogi 1.
tugutluq II
adj. Fertile; fecund: - mol fecund animal,
tugur
phys. n. Coccyx; tailbone. Also called quyumjaq.
tugul1. vi. To be born: —up dskdn ydr the
place where one grew up; native place/
-ganjay birthplace/ -gan kunini xatirild- to
celebrate a birthday/ (ala — to be born
prematurely/ u is(i a 'ilisidd —di he was
bom in a worker's family.
2. vi. To happen, occur, take place; pikir
—di opinions emerged/ wdqd —di an inci
dent occurred/ mdsild --di a problem
arose.
tugum^an
adj. Productive (of women): — ayal pro
ductive woman,
tugma
adj. Innate; inherent; natural; congenital:
— tdbidt natural instinct/ — qabiliydt in
nate ability or talent/ - qargu a naturally
blind person/ - kesdl congenital disease/
— gas a naturally deaf person/ anidin —
not having a stitch on; stark-naked: u karwatta anidin — yetiptu he lay stark-naked
in bed.
tugmas
adj. Not having given birth: — ayal sterile
woman,
tugmasliq
med. n. Sterility.
tul
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tula
adj. Widowed: — xotun widowed woman/
— oltur- to live in widowhood/ — Ot- to be
widowed/ eridin — qal- to become wid
owed. [M. tul\.
tula
n. Hail; hailstone. Cf. moldiir. [U. dul\.
tulpar
1. n. Winged steed. [KK. tulpar].
2. n. Fine horse or steed.
tuluq
1. ag. n. Roller: — bos- to use a roller (to
tamp soil)/ tof — stone roller.
2. n. Cylinder: tapanginifl tulugi mil. hand
gun's cylinder/ dazijinin tulugi typewriter
cylinder.
tuluq^i
ag. n. sby who operates a stone roller: ♦
- qoflguz zoo. dung beetle: — qoflguzddk
ad&m a short and fat person.
tuluqluq
adj. Cylinder; roller: — tapanga mil. re
volver,
tulum
n. Hide; skin: — sal skin raft/ d^kd —i goathide/ kala —i cowhide/ ♦ — gasqan zoo.
rat/ ♦ —d&k round as a skinbag. Cf. tera,
tera-tasak. [Y. tiiu\.
tulumga
adv. Skinned whole: qoynifi terisini — qilip soy- to skin a sheep whole,
tulum^ilavt. To skin whole: dfkini —p soy- to skin a
goat whole,
tuliy
chem. n. Thulium (Tm). [<R. tullij].
turn
adj. Dark; intense (of color): — qara gag
jet black hair. [M. turn (single-colored of
horse's markings)],
tumar
n. Amulet; talisman: — qiliwal- to regard
as precious (e.g. children). Also tiltumar,
kOz tumar. [C. tumar].

tum^uq
tumaq
do. n. Fur hat with earflaps: kdpd ~ lamb
skin hat. [K. tumak].
tumaqgi
n. M^er of fur hats,
tumaqgiliq
n. Making of fur hats,
tuman
n. Fog; mist: — kdtiril- to become foggy.
Also manan I. [K. tumanlTk. toman/Tu.
dumanlTw. tuman!Y. tuman].

tumansiman
adj. Fog-like,
tumanla^vi. To become foggy, misty, fog-shrouded:
taglar tumanliyip kdtti the mountains were
fog-bound,
tumanliq
adj. Foggy; misty: — taglar misty moun
tains/ - kegd foggy night. [Tk. tomanly].
tumpu^ka
n. Bedside table. [<R. tumbogka].
tum$uq
1. zoo. n. Beak; bill; snout: tumfugi uzun a.
long-nosed: tumsugi uzun haywanlar longnosed animals; b. ♦ noisy: tumfugi uzun
bala a noisy child (a child that shoots off
its mouth)/ tumsugini tiq- a. to stick one's
mouth into: u suga tumyugini tiqti he stuck his
mouth into the water; b. ♦ to meddle:
sdn bu isqa tumfuguflni tiqma do not stick
your nose into this affair!/ tumsugini soz- (of
animals) to stretch one's nose:/>w haywan
tumsugini sozup purawatidu this animal
stretches its nose to smell/ toflguz tum^ugi
pig snout! qaginifltumsugi crow heakJ ♦ tag
tumsugi mountain spur. [K. tum^uk!KK. tumsyq!T\. dumguk!Y. tumus].

2. n. Mouth (uncomplimentary): tumsugiga
sal- to punch in the mouth/ tumyugini uglap
kill- to smile with one's lips closed/ tumfugini igigd tiqiwal- to keep silent/ sum - ill or
treacherous mouth/ ♦ tumsugiga yd-to take
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tumipuqluq

tiip-yiltiz

siydt essential characteristics/ — san math,
a beating; to suffer.
prime number/ — s&w&p basic reason or
3. n. Front part of boats, shoes, etc.: 6tiik
cause/ — sOz gr. root word/ — qanuniy&t
tumsugi boot tip/ kema tumsugi ship bow.
basic law/ - mdnbS source; origin; root/
4. geo. n. Tum♦ — zat ph. noumenon: — ndziriy& onto
xuk, a town in
logy.
[Y. tdrut],
Western Xinjiang
2. n. Base; foundation: tarn turn wall
(42.28N 79.59E).
base. [K. tuplYX,. tupIlA. tup (root)(#2)]
tum^uqluq
[Tk. top (#1-2)].
zoo. adj. Beak;
tiip II
bill; snout: uzun —
m. for certain plants: bir — b&s&y one
qaga long-beaked crow,
head of Chinese cabbage/ bir — d&rdx one
tumu
med. n. Cold: - tdg- (bol-) to catch
tree.
(have) a cold. Cf. yal. [M. turn (any cold tiip-tomur
n. Basis; root: —idin qurut- to pull up by
thing)/Mo. tomugu (diseases caused by
harm^l cold factors)],
the root. Also tiip-yiltiz.
tiip-tiiz
tumu^uq
adj. Level; even; smooth; straight: — 6szoo. n. Northern rosefmch.
kdn
bala an innocent or naive child/ — qiltumuqato level/ ” yol a smooth or straight road.
vi. To catch or have a cold,
Cf. tiiz 1.
tundira
geo. n. Tundra: — dsumliik bot. tundra tiiptin
adv. Fundamentally; thoroughly; radical
plant. [<R. tundra],
ly: - hdl qil- to solve thorougly/ - oxfimastunji
liq fundamentally different/ — 6zgdrt- to
adj. First: — ogul first or eldest son/ — san
change
radically/ — yaxsilan- to improve
first number of a publication/ -- qetim first
radically/ — yoqat- to eliminate or eradi
time. Cf. aldin, birin^i. [Mo. tonji (sole;
cate thoroughly,
special)],
tiipaylidin
tunjuqconj. pp. Because; on account of: kesdl vi. To suffocate, drown: —up 61- to die of
Uqa kel&lmidim I could not come to work
suffocation/ suga gusiip —up^ qal- to fall in
because
of illness/ yamgur - yolga giqalmiwater and drown. Cf. dimiq- .
dim I could not go on the trip because of
tuiyuqturrain. Cf. jiinki, sawiwidin, sawini, siiwivt. To drown, strangle: bdfugidH - to stran
nidin, ii^iin 2, yiizisidin.
gle in the cradle,
tiip^ak
tunjuqu^
n. Stubble: tamakinifi tupgigi tobacco
med. n. Asphyxia,
stalk/ k6mmd qonaqnifl tupgigi com stub
tunnil
ble,
n. Tunnel. Cf. ta^ma, laxma. [<R. tontiipki
nel'].
adj. Basic; final: — mdqsdt final goal,
tiip I
1. adj. Basic; fundamental; cardinal; es tiip-yiltiz
n. = tiip-tomur.
sential: “ asas foundation; basis/ — xusuKEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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tiiplatuplavt. To bind: kitap — to bind a book,
tiip-negizi
n. Basis; foundation,
tiitak
n. Miasma; smoke; vapor; mist: — bas- to
be full of smoke/ -- bombisi mil. smoke
bomb/ - p&rdisi smoke screen/ — elip kdtto suffer from miasma. Also tiitiin 1; cf.
dut. [Mo. tiideg (bonfire; campfire)/Tu.
diijt].

tiitaklik
adj. Miasma; smoke; vapor; mist: — taglar
mist-shrouded mountains,
tutii
adj. tiitii qurut med. pinworm,
tiitiin
1. n. Smoke: ~ giq- to emit smoke/ kokOs —
blue smoke/ ♦ -- giqar- to put to death or
execute: biigiin bir qatilnin kallisidin tiitiin
giqirildi today a murderer was executed.
Also tiitak, dut. [C- tiitunlT&. toten],
2. n. Household: bu ydrdd ottuz — bar this
place has thirty households. [K. tiitiin (#12)].
tujiipilavi. To be meticulous, painstaking, inten
sive: —p teri- to farm intensively/ zira'dtni —p pdrwif qil- to do meticulous farmwork,
tiixmi
n. tiixmi dnjrd bot.
nettleseed (Semena
urtica thunbergina),

used in Uyghur folk
medicine,
tiis
1. n. Features; char
acteristic; hue; col
or; tint; shade; tone:
tuxmi anjra
“ al- to have certain features / —kd kir- to
take on a certain shade.
2. n. Face; looks; complexion: —i dzgdr-

tiirtdi his complexion changed/ yeqinda mdktiwimiz yefli —kd kirdi lately our school
has taken on a new look. [Tk. tds

tiitak
n. Bedding: — sal- to unfold bedding,
make the bed. Cf. orun 4, orun-tii^ak, orun-korpa. [Tb. diisek (blanket; cover)],
tiir
1. n. Species; kind; type; variety: —gd ayri- to classify / toxu 6y quslirinifl bir —i a
chicken is one species of domestic animal/
1 mal —i bildn, addm qayofi bildn animals
are with one species, people are with one
(compatible) group (birds of a feather
flock together). [Tk. rdr].
2. n. Facial features; looks; appearance:
—i sdt addm ugly person/ biigiin hawanifl
—i yaman turidu yamgur yagwndu nimd to
day's weather does not look good, I am
afraid it's going to rain/ unid —i yaman
turidu he has a long face/ unid hargan —i
yoq he does not look tired.
tiir1. vt. To roll up: pusqaqni — to roll up
one's pantlegs/ yddni — to roll up one's
sleeves/ yipni — to roll up a thread or
string. [K. tiir-IM. tiir-IT^. tdr-/T\. diir-].
2. vt. To wrinkle, crease: tdrini (girayini)
— to wrinkle one's face, frown, grimace/
qapigini — to knit one's eyebrows.
tiirbiit
bot. n. The root bark
of shaggy-fruited ditta
ny {Radix dictamni),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also called
nisut.
tiirtvt. To push, shove,
poke: —iip oygat- to awake by pushing/ jdyturbut
nigi bildn — to poke with elbow/ qaga uwisini —up giisiir- to bring down a crow's nest
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turluk-tiiman

tiirtak

2. n. Group; part: —g& bOl- to divide into
groups/ sbz —liri gr. parts of speech,
tiirkumlap
tiirtak
adv. Batched: — Ul&pgiqar- to mass-pro
m. Roll; spool; reel; Mr - qHgaz a roll of
duce a product serially.
paper/ Mr - yip a spool of string or thread.
tiirki
tiirtaklaadj. Turkic: - ri/Zar Turkic languages. [Cvt. To roll up: kigizni - to roll up felt,
turki\.
tiirtka
n. Push; thrust: -- qil- to push; to thrust/ tiirkiy
adj. Literary form of tiirki.
igki - phy. internal thrust.
tiirkinan
tiirtkilik
n. Turkmen, a Turkic nationality living
adj. Driving; pushing; motive: - rol driv
principally
in Turkmenistan: — ayal Turk
ing role,
men
woman/
— tili Turkmen language,
tiirda^
tiirkman^a
adj. Of the same kind,
adv. In the Turkmen language: — sdzliydturda^liq
Idmsiz do you speak Turkmen?
n. Same kind.
tiirgu$
tiiriiln. Hairpin,
vi. pass, of tiir- : qapigi —up qaldi eye
brows were knit / y&h —up qaldi sleeves tiirgun
adj. Sturdy; thickset; brawny,
were rolled up / gdrbiy simal t&r&ptin qatmuqat qara bulut jdnup t&r&pkd qarap -up tiirla1. vt. To classify: n&rsildrni — to classify
keliwatidu layer upon layer of black
objects.
clouds in the northwest are gradually roll
2. gr. vt. To decline: kelis bildn — to de
ing towards the south,
cline.
turiim
m. Bunch; ball; spool: Mr - yip a bunch tiirlangr. vi. To decline: turligugi qo^urngd de
of string; a spool of thread.
clension suffix/ bu soz —m&ydu this word
tiirk
does not decline,
1. n. Turkic. [C- turkIM. turklOT. tilrK\.
tiirliik
2. n. Turkish: - tili Turkish language,
adj. Various; all kinds: - tillarda sdzlUiditiirk^a
gan ki^ildr people conversing in various lan
1. adj. Turkish: - tamaq Turkish meal or
guages/ — gul many varieties of flowers/
dish.
— mallar general merchandise/ ikkingi —
2. adv. In the Turkish language,
qilip eytqanda in other words. Cf. xilmutiirk^unas
xil, qisma-qisma. [KK. tUrlilTii. tdrle].
n. Turcologist.
turluk-tiiman
tiirk^unasliq
adj. Of every description; of every hue: —
n. Turcology.
pdrq
different in many different ways/ —
tilrkiim
t&siratlar multitude of impressions/ -ja1. m. Batch; group: Mr — addm one group
pa-mui&qqdtl&r hardships and dangers of
of people/ Mr - kadir a batch of cadres.
every description/ - kifildr people from all
[Th. tdrkem].
by pushing it. [M. tiirt- (to rub on)/Ta.
0/t-].
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turma
walks of life / -- yollar bildn tosqunluq
qil- to obstruct in every conceivable way.
tiinna
n. Jail; prison: turmidO. yat- to sit in jail/
tarmidiki jinaydtgi prisoner; convict/ tiirmidin boyat- to release from prison/ turmidin giq- to leave jail/ turmigd taylan- to be
put in jail/ turmigd kir- to enter jail/ turmi
gd din- to be taken into custody. Cf. solaq 2, solaqxana, qanaqxana, kamir 2,
gundixana.
tiirmal I
cul. n. Steamed vegetable roll,
tiirmal II
n. Bundle made of willow twigs loaded
with soil and rocks, used for damming
water along rivers etc.
tiiz
1. adj. Straight; level: — siziq straight
line/ — yagag straight timber/ — ydr level
land/ — yol level road/ ♦ — basmiliq maSina lithographic machine/ ♦ — mds openhearth furnace. Cf. tiip-tiiz. [M. r«z/TT.
tuz\.

2. fig. adj. Straight; candid; forthright;
frank: — mijdz a forthright character/ kdflli — open-hearted.
tiiz1. vt. To compile: jumld — to construct a
sentence/ lugdt - to compile a dictionary/
munddrijd — to compile a catalog.
2. vt. To draw up, formulate: pilan — to
draw up plans/ sdrtnamd — to sign a treaty.
3. vt. To organize, set up: hdkumdt — to
organize a government/ guruppa — to set
up a group. [M. tuz-].
tiiza1. vt. To dress up, deck out, tidy up: dzini
- to deck oneself out/ dyni - to tidy up a
house.
2. vt. To arrange, straighten out, repair:
gegini - to arrange hair/ mayinini — to re
pair machinery.

tuziiltiizat1. vt. To correct: tdldppuzni — to correct
pronunciation/ xataliqni — to correct mis
takes / qol yazmidiki xataliqlami — to cor
rect errors in a manuscript.
2. vt. To cause to be repaired: sa'dtni —
to have a watch repaired.
tiiza^tiirvt. = tiiza- .
tuzal1. vi. To be reformed, repaired, correct
ed: —mds addm incorrigible person/ saz
—di the musical instrument was tuned/ imla xataligi —di orthographic errors were
corrected/ mayina —di the car was repaired.
2. vi. To recover: —mds kesdl incurable
disease/ u kesdl bolup hazir tiizilip qaldi
he has now recovered from his illness.
tiiziit
n. Civilities; politeness: — qil- to be po
lite: olturufl— qilmafl please don't be po
lite and sit down!/ —iiflni qoy don't stand
on ceremony!/ mdn —Mlardin zerikip kdttim I disliked your politeness,
tuziitliik
adj. Civil; polite,
tiizii^vt. mut. of tiiz- : sdrtnamd — to sign a
treaty/ keliyim — to sign an agreement,
tiiziik
1. adj. Repaired; fixed: telefon —mu buzuqmu is the telephone fixed or is it still
out of order?
2. adj. Good: buyilalganmdhsulatimizxeli — our harvest this year was rather good.
3. adj. Decent; respectable; serious: — oltur sit decently!/ — qiz a respectable girl/
— gdp serious talk.
tiiziilvi. pass, of tiiz- : atomnifl —Usi phy. atomic
structure/ bdddnnid —ufi human body struc
ture/ jumlinin —Ud gr. sentence composi
tion/ Idtapnin —iisi compilation of a book/
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tiig-

tuziima

1. ag. vt. To till.
mulate,
2. vt. To fix or change bottom part: gildkni — to repair the bottom of a bucket.
tiizulma
1. n. Structure; composition: — islahati tiiwla- II
vi. To grow pretty: u —p teximu girayliq
structural reform/ ♦ — hdrk&t tectonic
bolap kdtti she became even prettier,
movement/ ♦ - zilzild tectonic earth
tiik
quake.
phys. n. Hair: — ta^la- to shed hair; to
2. n. System of organization,
molt/ — xalta yallugi med. folliculitis/ —
tiizum
xaltisi hair follicle/ - yiltizi hair root/ ^ at
n. System; institution; —g& ri'ayd qil- to
eginiganydrdd -qalar, isdkeginiganydrdd
observe institutional regulations/ ddldt —i
poq qalar after rolling around, a horse
national institution/ Qdliyd —i judicial sys
leaves hair, a donkey leaves feces/ ♦ —
tem. Cf. sistema 1. [Mo. durim\.
giq- to fail, fall through, be bungled: i?qa —
tiiziti^
the matter failed/ ♦ -niyetmgasila-to
n. Correction: — jOdwili errata sheet/ doktrim one's sails. Cf. gag I. [K. tiA].
latqa — kirgtiz- to make corrections in a
report/ gezittiki — corrections in a news tiikiirvi. To spit: qan -Us med. hemoptysis; blood
paper.
spitting/ kOriingdn ydrgd —md don’t spit at
tiizitilvi. To be corrected: kdmgilikldr --di
random!/ yuzigd — to spit in the face/ 1
—uwdtkdn tukurukni egizga algili bolmas
shortcomings were corrected,
spat-out saliva will not return (what's
tiizladone
cannot be undone)/ ♦ —iip tofla- to
vt. To level, straighten, flatten: dgri simni
cast aside, spurn,
— to straighten a wire/ y&rni — to level
tukiinik
land,
phys. n. Phlegm; saliva; spittle: — qagisi
tuzian
spittoon/ tiikurugini gagrat- to spit at ran
adj. Level; flat; — rayon level district/ —
dom. Cf. balgam, xapriik, seriqsu 2, $al
y&r flat land,
IV, $alwaq, ?olgay. [Th. tdkerek\.
tiizlanlik
tukiinikdan
geo. n. Plain; flatlands.
n. Spittoon; cuspidor,
tiizluk
tukiinikdan. Levelness; straightness,
vi. To spit,
tiiw
n. Base; bottom; foot; root; tarn —i foot tiikuriiklavi. = tiikuriikda- .
of a wall / ddrdx —idd under or at the foot
of a tree / gis —i phys. dental root/ gildknifl tiikliik
adj. Hairy: — it hairy dog/ ♦ — qaqild
—i bottom of a bucket / isik —idd oltur- to
m^. fructus sen semen amoni.
sit by the doorway. [Tu. dujpy
tiinliik
tiiwruk
n. Skylight; flue: - ag- to open a skylight/
1. n. Pillar; prop; post: — omat- to erect a
— yap- to cover a flue.
pillar/ giraq tuwrigi lamp post.
tug2. n. Mainstay,
1. vt. To mold, knead, form; juwawa — to
tiiwla- I
yilliq pilan —di the annual plan was for
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tiigiil-

tiiga
mold meat dumplings/ manta — to knead
dumplings/ mustini — to make a fist.
2. vt. To hide or carry in one's clothes:
beligd nanni — to carry bread in one's
waistband/ ♦ kOflligd — to harbor a secret
plan, bear in mind.
3. vt. To twine a coil, wreath, plait: atnifl
quyrugini — to plait a horse's tail/ gagni —
to plait hair. [M. tug- (to tie)].
tiiga
bot. n. Millet (Setaria italica). Also called
sok. [M. ugiirlU. tariq].
tiigavi. To end, close, finish, conclude, wind
up: dars tiigidi the class ended/ unifl s6zi
^ndila tugmgd, s&n kirip k&ldin he had just
finished speaMng when you came/ yigin ttigidi the meeting closed/ 1 horunnifl dtisi
tugimds a lazybones' tomorrow never
ends,
tiigat1. vt. To finish, complete, wipe out, elim
inate: sawatsizliqni - to wipe out illitera
cy/ salam x&tni yezip - to finish writing a
letter/ q&nni - to pay debts/ ixtilapni - to
eliminate differences/ isni dz waqtida - to
complete work on time/ ydp — to finish
eating. [K. tugdt-].
2. vt. To graduate: dayueni - to graduate
from college. Cf. piitkiiz- 2.
3. vt. To overcome, surmount: sQxsiydtgilik idiyisini — to surmount individualistic
thinking/ ♦ ilgiriki xataliqlami q&t'i - to
firmly overcome previous errors (to sin
cerely mend one's ways).
tiiga?1. vi. To square or settle accounts: ikkimiz
~tuq we two squared accounts.
2. vi. To divorce: ularyeqinda tugiyip kdtti
they recently divorced. Cf. ajra$- , iiziila$-.
3. vi. To collapse, break down: u oruqlap
tiigmpla kdtti he became very emaciated/ u

salamdtligi jdhdttin tUgUip kdtti his health
broke down/ u mid metirga yUgurup yuz
metiri qalganda tugifip kdtti in a 1000-meter

race he broke down when there were 100
meters left.
4. vi. To be done for, be finished,
tilgal
adv. All; complete: oqugugilar — kelip boldi the students all came,
tiigallavt. To complete: wdzipini — to complete
one's tasks. Cf. adaqla- , tamamla- .
tiigan^i
n. End: koginid —si street end/ kitapnid
—si end of a book. Cf. adaq 1, axir 1, ayaq I 3, uj-gak.
tiigus
n. ^ot; tie. Also tiigiin 1; cf. jingilimag
1, 5igi^ 1, jigik 1. [Y. tiimiik].
tiigiirvt. To dip: hdsdlgd nan —tip yd- to dip
bread in honey and eat it/ qdldmni siyaga —
to dip a pen in ink.
tugiir-tugiir
adj. Knotty; nubby: -- toqulgan
nubby
cloth/ — yip knotty string or thread,
tiigiik
1. adj. Clenched: must — with clenched
fists.
2. adj. Twisted; braided: — gag braided
hair/ — yip twisted string.
tiigiikluk
adj. = tiigiik.
tugiil
pp. Not only not ... but: bu kitapni sada
beds — kOrsitiskimu unimaymdn not only will
I not give you this book, even looking at
it will not do/ mdn guljiga berif - manasqimu
berip baqmigan not only have I not been to
Ghulja but not even to Manas. [KK. tiiiie].
tiigiil1. vi. pass, of tiig- .
2. vi. To lie with knees drawn up; to curl
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tiigiin

tiin

up: —up yat- to lie curled up/ kirpQ -iwaldi the hedgehog is rolled up/ musCikkaflda —Up uxlawatidu the cat is sleeping
curled up on the kang (q.v.).
tiigiin
1. n. = tiigiig: ~ tug- to tie a knot/ —ni
y&5- to undo a knot/ agamginifl —i knot in a
rope.
2. n. Hub: qatnas —i transportation hub.
3. n. Crux; essence: ziddiy&tnifl —i the
crux of a contradiction / m&silinifl —i the
crux of a problem. Cf. jawhar, mahiyat,
megiz 2.
4. n. Hangup: unifl gepi yurugumdd — bolup qaldi his remark left a knot in my
heart.
5. phys. n. Node: limfa —i lymph node/
nerwa —i nervous node.
tiigiingak I
1. n. Small knot.
2. n. Bundle wrapped in cloth,
tiigiin^ak II
bot. n. Ovary. Cf. uruqdan.
tiigma
n. Button: — qada- to sew on a button/
tugmini dt- to button/ imgdk tugmisi teat;
nipple; mamilla/ sM&p tugmisi shell but
ton/ 1 tugmini d&p togidin quruq qal- to
save a button and lose a camel (to try to
save a little only to lose a lot). Cf. top^a
1. [Y. timex],
tugman
ag. n. Mill: — teyi millstone/ ♦ tugminigd
su quy- to pour water on a mill (to start
working). Also called mopan. [Mo. tegerm-eITT. tdgirmdn/T3L. tegermdnl\J. tegirmori].

tiigman(i
ag. n. Miller; mill worker.
Also mopan^i.
tiigmigiil
bot. n. Chinese milk vetch

tugmigul

(Astragalus chinensis).

tiigmilavt. To button: kiyimni — to button clothes.
Cf. izmila- .
tiila1. zoo. vi. To molt: qus tulidi the bird molt
ed. Cf. ta$la- I 4, julga-.
2. vi. To grow prettier: u —p kdtti she be
came prettier.
tiilak
zoo. n. Molt: bozgun — first molt/ qara third molt/ kdk — second molt,
tiilka
1. zoo. n. Fox (Vulpes): — terisi fox pelt/
qara — black fox. [K. tulkuIKK. tulkilTk.
tdlke/Tw. dilgi].

tulka

2. n. Fox pelt or fur: — tumaq fox-fur
hat/ — juwisi fox furcoat.
3. adj. Slippery; shifty; sly: bu addm bdk
— ikdn this person is very sly.
tulkilik
n. Slyness: - qil- to be sly.
tiiman
num. Ten thousand; a large sum. [K. tumOn/Mo. tumenIGT. tumdn],

tiimanlap
adv. of tiiman: — pul sdrp qil- to spend
much money,
tiimanmih
1. num. Ten million.
2. adj. Very much or many: — yillar many
years; ages; eons.
tun
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tetir

tiinan. Night; evening: - pdrdisi the curtain of
night; gathering darkness/ — hdssd middle
of the night / - qaraflgusi the darkness of
night/ — yerimi midnight/ ♦ — kepinigi
zoo. noctuid; owlet moth (Noctuidae) / ♦
— Idylisi hot. tuberose (Polianthes tuberosa). Cf. ke^a 1. [C- tiinlK. tiinlKK. tiinl
M. tiinl(JT. tiin/lk. tOnITv. diin/Y. tuiin].
tiina1. vi. To stay up; not go to bed: u kegigd
—p giqti he stayed up all night.
2. vi. To spend a night: u axsam talada —p
giqiptu yesterday he spent the night out
side.
3. zoo. vi. To sleep: qu^lar ddrdxtd —ydu
birds spend nights in trees.
tiinak
n. Night watch (it used to be the custom
that on the 15th day of the eighth month
of the Turki year people stayed up all
night).
tiinika
n. Sheetmetal: — gdgtini sheetmetal pot/ —
meii sheetmetal stove. Cf. qanaltir.
tiinikigi
n. Sheetmetal worker. Cf. qanaltiry.
tiiniigun
n. Yesterday. [Tv. diiiin].
tiiniigiinki
adj. Yesterday: — iy yesterday's affair,
tep-tin^
adj. Very quiet; absolutely still: — aydid
kegd very quiet moon-lit night. Superla
tive of tinj.
tep^aklavt. To stamp one's foot.
tepi$(maq)
1. vi. mut. of tap- : balilaryefli bir oyunni oylap —ti the children thought up a new
game to play.
2. vi. To get acquainted, get to know
each other: mdn mid bildn yezida —qan I
got acquainted with him in the village.

3. vi. To meet in competition.
tepi$(mak)
vi. mut. of tap- : put — to kick each other.
tep4turvt. To bring two or more parties together.
tepi$maq
n. Riddle; conundrum: —ni tap- to solve a
riddle, flh. taby^mak].
tepilvi. pass, of tap- : yoqalgan ndrsd —di lost
items were found,
tepilgusiz
adj. Hard to find; rare: — ndrsd a rare
thing,
tepilmas
adj. = tepilgusiz.
tepin
ag. n. Threshing: - waqti threshing time.
Cf. xaman 1.
teti1. vi. To sample, taste: tamaqnid tdmini -to taste food/ Idzzdtni — to enjoy a delica
cy or benefits. [Ih. tat-].
2. vi. To be salty: aynid tuzini —p baq- to
sample food to see if it is salty enough/
tuz —midi not salty enough.
3. vi. To be tasty or flavorful: agzimga heg
ndrsd —maydu nothing tastes good to me/
bu ay agzimga —di I find this food tasty.
4. vi. To be able to resist or withstand: bu
yigit bds altd addmgd —ydu this fellow can
hold off five or six persons.
5. vi. To be enough or sufficient: bu gOs bir
asqa —maydu this meat is not enough for
one meal.
tetit1. vt. caus. of teti- .
2. vt. To teach a lesson: unidga taza bir
—ip qoyus kerdk one should teach him a les
son.
tetir
ag. adj. Barren; infertile; poor: - ydr bar
ren land. Cf. tap-teqir, taqir, teqir 2,
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texnik

tetiq
iimumsiz 1. [Mo. tagir\.
tetiq
cul. n. Gourmet powder or condiment
(MSG): — sal- to add gourmet powder,
tetiqsiz
1. adj. Unsavory; unpalatable: — tamaq
tasteless food.
2. adj. Dull; dry; uninteresting; monoto
nous; boring: — turmus monotonous life/ —
gSp boring talk. Cf. lawza (#1-2).
tetiqsizliq
n. of tetiqsiz: - qil- to do (sth) boring or
stupid,
tetik
adj. Energetic; peppy: - boway energetic
oldster/ dzMni - tut- to raise one's spir
its, brace oneself. [U. tetik (hale and
hearty)],
tetikla^vi. To be energetic, peppy, invigorated:
m&n hazirxeli tetiklisip qaldim I feel rather
peppy now.
tetiklajtiirvt. To invigorate: baharnin hawasi adihnni —idu spring air invigorates people.
tetiklik
n. Energy; peppiness: unifl tetikligini qara
look at his energy!
tetim
1. n. Strength, potency or taste of condi
ments: bu tuznifi heg —i yoq this salt is not
tasty at all.
2. Right or sufficient for one meal: bir —
tuz enough salt for one meal.
tejavt. To save, economize: pulni — to save
money/ tokni —p isldt- to economize on elec
tricity/ matiriyalni —p iyldt- to save on ma
terials. [U. teza-].
teja^lik
adj. Economical. Cf. iqtisat^il.
tejalvi. To be saved or economized: —gdnpul

saved money,
tejimal
1. adj. Poor and pedantic (of scholars).
2. n. Man servant doing odds and ends (in
Turfan, Hi, etc.)
3. n. Niggard; miser (in Kashgar).
4. n. Slave; servant (in Kumul).
tejimalUk
n. of tejimal 1.
tej
adj. Peaceful: — yol bildn 6tu$ peaceful
transition/ 1 qaynaq su ig, kdfUM — drink
boiled water and save yourself some wor
ry. Also ting; cf. aram 1. [K. tek].
te^-aman
adj. Safe and sound: - yetip bar- to arrive
safe and sound,
tejliq
n. Peace: — tdrdpkarliri sby who en
dorses or supports peace/ —ta billd tur- to
live peacefully together/ dunya tegligi world
peace/ ♦ —mu how are you? Cf. aman 1.
texi
1. adv. Still; yet: — qaytmapsizgu have you
not returned yet?/ u — kdlmidi he has still
not come/ unifl yefi -- kigik he is still
young/ ^ baray disd
barmay disd — to
say to go won’t do, to say not to go won't
do either (in a dilemma). Also lexica; cf.
baz I, yana.
2. adv. Even (used in ridiculing sby's oc
cupation): ad&mni ittiriwatqinini qara, dzi
bir kadir ik&n — look at him shoving oth
ers around, even when he's a cadre!
texi9a
adv. = texi 1.
teximu
adv. Still more; even more,
texnetsiy
chem. n. Technetium (Tc). [<R. texnetsij]
texnik
1. n. Technician: su iyliri texnigi irrigation
technician / yeza igilik texnigi agricultural
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teriq

texnika
technician.
2. adj. Technical: -- xadimlar technical
personnel. [<R. texnik (if 1-2)].
texnika
n. Technology; skill; technique: — ijatkarligi technological innovation/ — inqilawi
technological revolution/ aldinqi qatardiki
- the most advanced technology/ dixangiliq texnikisi agricultural technology. [ < R.
texnika].

texnikom
n. Vocational-technical high school. [<R.
texnikum].

texnikiliq
adj. Technical; technological: — t&rbiyd
technical training/ -- mdigulat technical op
eration,
teorima
math. n. Theorem: tdtiir - converse theo
rem. [<R. teorema].
terbiy
chem. n. Terbium (Tb). [<R. terbif].
terpentin
chem. n. Turpentine. Also called iskipidar. [<R. terpentin].
tera I
n. Skin; hide; leather: - asla- (dyla-) to tan
hides/ “ soy- to skin an animal/ — zawudi
leather factory/ - kesdlligi skin disease;
dermatosis/ — mdhsulatliri leather prod
ucts/ terisigd saman tiq- to skin and fill
skin with straw (to punish ruthlessly)/ bir
— bir ustixan bolup qal- to be skin and
bones/ terisigd sigmay kdt- to be insuffera
bly arrogant/ qoy terisi sheepskin/ kala terisi cow hide/ ♦ terisigd sigmasliq 2.. to
be in an extreme state of sth: u xosalligidin
terisigd sigmay kdtti he was extremely hap
py and complacent; b. to be complacent/
♦ terisini tdtur soy- to skin alive, punish
relentlessly/ ♦ - taraqlat- to frighten,
scare, intimidate/ ♦ — sili med. lupus (al
so called bdrd gaqisi). Also tera-tasak;

cf. tulum. [K. teri/KK. teri/M. tdrilTi.
tire/U. teri/Y. tirii].

tera II
gr. n. Hyphen. Cf. siziq^a 2.
tera-t^ak
n. = tera I.
terak
bot. n. Poplar (Populus): aq — white pop
lar (Populus alba)! haflga — Chinese littleleaf box (Buxus microphylla)! qara — bigleafed poplar/ kdk — Cadiay poplar (Popu
lus cathayana). [K. tereklKK. tereklQ. terek/T2. tirdk/Tu. derek/Tv. terek/U. te
rak].

terrorgi
n. Terrorist,
terrorluq
n. Terror; terrorism. [<R. terror].
teri1. ag. vt. To cultivate, grow, plant; paxta
— to grow cotton/ qurlap — to drill.
2. vt. To provoke: bala — to court disas
ter/ jiddl — to provoke a dispute/ gataq —
to stir up trouble. [Mo. tari- (#1-2)].
terip-t^ap
adv. Pieced together: — topla- to accumu
late by bits and pieces,
terip-to^ap
adv. = terip-tamap.
teri-peran
adj./n. Commotion; flurry: — bol- to be in
a flurry/ — qil- to scatter (sby/sth) in all
directions,
teritvt. To cause to be planted:
hoyliga gul — to have flowers
plant^ in the yard,
teritoriya
n. Territory. Cf. zimin. [<R.
territoriya].

teriq
bot. n. Broomcorn millet (Panicum miliaceum). [Q. tary].

teriq
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teriq^i
teriqji
ag. n. = terim^i. [M. tariggH],
teriq^iliq
ag. n. Cultivation; farming: — texnikisi
farming technique. Cf. dixan^iliq; cf. yeza igiligi.

terikvi. To get angry or excited: nimd —isdn
what are you angry about?
teriktijrvt. To enrage, infuriate,
terikkak
adj. Irritable; irascible. Cf. tawaz, gejilgaq, ^a^.
terilag. vi. To be planted: bugday —ip boldi
wheat is plant^.
terilgu
ag. n. Planting: - ydr a cultivated field/
dtiyazliq — spring planting.
terim
ag. n. Crop; harvest. Cf. hosul, oma, zira'at, yigim, yigim-terim. [U. terim],
terimji
ag. n. Cultivator; sby who plants, grows
or cultivates. Also teriq^i.
teriner
pe. n. Trainer; coach. [<R. trener],
termin
n. Technical term. Cf. atalgu. [<R. ter
min].

terminologiya
n. Terminology. [<'R.terminologiya],
termos
n. Thermos bottle. Also called gaydan.
[<R. termos],
termometir
n. Thermometer. [<R. termometr],
tez
adj. Quick; fast; speedy: — bol a bit fast
er!; hurry up!/ - poyiz fast train/ - sur'dt
high spe^/ — urns qilip — Ml qil- to force
a quick decision by fighting a quick battle/

teka
“ man- (yiir-) to walk fast. Cf. (apsan,
ujqur, ittik 1, ildam, lipan. [K. tezITa..
tiz/Tn. tez; riz/U. tez],
tezis
lit. n. Outline; thesis. Also called omumi
bayan. [<R. tezis],
tezlavi. To quicken: yiirdknifl soqufi tezlidi the
heartbeat quickened,
tezlatvt. To cause to quicken: sUr'dtni — to in
crease speed/ qdddmni — to quicken the
pace,
tezlatkii;
n. Accelerator,
tezla?vi. To speed up, become faster. Cf. japsanla- , ildamla- .
tezla^iirvt. To speed up. Cf. gapsanlat-, ildamlat- .
tezlik
n. Speed: —rd/lyigMf transmission; gearbox/
awaz tezligi spe^ of sound/ yoruqluq tezligi speed of light. Cf. (apsanliq, ittiklik
1, ildamliq.
tewilga
bot. n. Meadowsweet
(Spiraea ulmaria).

[Q. tobylgy],
tewinrel. vi. To adore, re
vere, worship,
teqir
tewilga
1. zoo. n. Skin of an unborn lamb.
2. ag. adj. Barren; bald. Cf. tap-teqir,
taqir, tetir, iiniimsiz.
teqim
phys. n. Thigh: gegi-igagusupturidiganqiz
a young woman with hair hanging down
to her thighs/ ♦ —iga urupla g&p tap- to
fabricate a story. Cf. soja, songag, yota 1.
teka
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tegil

tekas

vi. To become shallow: d&ryanin siiyi —ti
zoo. n. Billygoat: - purigi smell of urine;
the river became shallow,
foul smell/ - saqal ad&m goateed person.
teyizliq
[K. tekelU. taka].
n. Shallowness.
tekas
geo. n. Tekes, county in Xinjiang (43. teyU1. vi. To slip, slide: —ip suga gusup kdt- to
ION 81.43E). Established in 1937. Popu
slide into water/ ganga — to ski/ muz — to
lation (1982): 93,804.
do ice skating.
tekisaqal
2. vi. To slip up, commit an error,
bot. n. Russian
teyilgaq
dandelion. Also
adj. Slippery: yol nahayiti — the road is
called koksegiz.
extremely slippery. Also taygaq, taylimtekist
guq; cf. serilangu, gil.
1. n. Text: totegi-takti
luq — complete
1. n. Basis; root: -din eytqanda basically
text/ Osli - original text.
speaking/ —gd ydt- to toow the ins and
2. n. School text: -ni oqu- to read a text.
outs/ —ni bil- to know the details/ —ni su3. mus. n. Lyrics; words. Cf. sbz 5 (#3).
rustur- to get to the bottom/ unin — tlriimgi[<R. tekst (#1-3)].
lik he is originally from Urumqi.
tekimat
2. n. Family background: — pds of low or
n. Embroidered felt rug.
humble family background.
tekin
tegifadj. Free; gratis. [U. tekin].
1. vi. mut. of tag- .
tekinxor
2. vt. To exchange: pul — to exchange
fig. n. Parasite. Cf. tayyartap, tiriktap,
money/ sana'dt buyumlirini yeza igilik
haramtamaq, haramxor.
mdhsulatliriga — to exchange industrial
tekinxorluq
products for agricultural products/ ♦ —
n. Parasitism. Cf. tayyartapliq, tiriktapnuqtisi phy. contact point.
liq, haramtamaqliq, haramxorluq.
tegi^lik
tenirqa1. adj. Ought to; should; worthwhile; wor
vi. To walk back and forth; to hesitate;
thy: uginiskd — sth that ought to be studied/
not knowing which way to go.
qilisqa - is sth that ought to be done/ maxtasteniq
qa — worth praising/ mana — is sth that I
1. m. Bundle: bir — mal one bundle of
should do.
goods.
2. adj. Essential; indispensable: -- garilar2. adj. Bandaged; bound; tied up: — put
ni kdr- to adopt essential measures/ — su
bound foot/ - tan- a. to tie up a bundle;
ra 'it necessary conditions.
b. ♦ to set a bone or fracture.
3. pp. Belonging to: gonsegd — ydrldr lands
teniq^i
belonging to the commune.
med. n. Bone setter. Cf. sunuq^i.
4. adj. Deserved: mana 6z tegisligimni beteyiz
rin give me my due! [U. tegisli].
adj. Shallow: — su shallow water/ — kOl
tegil
shallow lake,
pp. Belonging to: bu kitap mana — this
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teleskop
book belongs to me/ ♦ — bol- to feel
grateful to: r&hmat mafia — boldi thank
you, I am grateful to you.
teleskop
n. Telescope. [<R. teleskop].
telewizor
n. Television; television receiver. [<R.
televizor].

telefon
n. Telephone: - al- to receive a telephone
call/ — b&r- to make a telephone call/ —
simi telephone wire or cord/ simsiz —
cordless telephone. [<R. telefon].
telefonist
n. Telephone operator. [<R. telefonist].
telegirap
n. Telegraph: — idarisi telegraph office.
[<R. telegraf].
telegiramma
n. Telegram: - elis aparati telegraphic re
ceiver. [<R. telegramma].
teliqvi. To choke with emotion, have a lump
in one's throat: bala yiglap -ip qaldi the
child was choking with sobs/ kiilup —ip
qal- to be choking with laughter.
tellur
chem. n. Tellurium.(Te). [<R. tellur].
tema
n. Theme; topic; subject: — giqar- to as
sign a topic/ maqalinin temisi topic of an
article. [<R. tema].
tempa
mus. n. Tempo. [<R. temp].
temperatura
n. Temperature: — pdrqi range of temper
ature/ temperaturisi kOtirildi (drlidi) the
temperature rose/ temperaturisini 6lg&- to
measure temperature/ hawa temperaturisi
air temperature. [<R. temperatura].
tempiratura
n. = temperatura.
temi-

tip
vi. To dribble, drip, drop, trickle. Cf. aq-,
tarn- , tam^ila- , tap^ira-.
temitvt. To dribble, drip, drop, trickle: kdzgd
dora — to administer eyedrops/ g&pni eqitmay-temitmay ydtkuz- to pass on every
word/ mayni ydrgd —man do not drop
grease on ^e ground. Also temitquz- .
temitqug
chem. n. Burette,
temitquzvt. = temit- .
temiliq
adj. Theme; topic: — musika thematic mu
sic/ boranqus — proza prose entitled "The
Storm Petrel."
temim
m. Drop: bir — su a drop of water/ bir —
kdz dorisi a drop of eye medicine. Cf.
tam^a 3, qatra.
tenap-tamtirap
1. adv. In a flurry or panic: — qag- to flee
helterskelter.
2. adv. Driftingly; wandering: yaqayurtlarda — yiir- to wander aimlessly in a
strange land.
tibabat
med. n. Treatment. Cf. dawa I.
tibabat(ilik
med. n. Medical science: — qil- to prac
tice medicine/ -- kitawi medical book. Cf.
tibbi Him, doxturluq ilmi, meditsina.
tibabatxana
med. n. Medical clinic. Cf. balnis, doxturxana.
tibbi
med. adj. Medical: — alim medical spe
cialist/ — xadim medical worker/ — Him
medical science/ — yard&m medical aid.
[U. tibbif].
tip
1. n. Model; type: —qa ayri- to categorize/
yeni —tiki ma$inilar late-model machines.
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tiragediyilik

tip-tin?

adj. = titrangii.
2. lit. n. Model; type: -larni yetistttr- to
titildevelop models. [<R. tip\.
vi. To be ripped or torn: —gan qoy yuni
tip-ting
shredded sheep wool/ ormanliqta tola yiiradj. Stock-still; motionless. Superlative of
gdnliktin kiyimlirim —ip kdtti because I
ting. Also ^up-^iik.
often walked through the forest my clothes
tipirlagot torn/ kitapnin muqawisi —ip kdtti the
1. vi. To stomp, stamp one's foot.
book cover was tom.
2. vi. To wave one's feet,
titildatipik
vi. To be or become anxious or nervous:
adj. Typical: - obraz typical figure in lit
igi — to become nervous,
erature/ - misal typical example.
titma-titma
tipikla$adj. Torn; shredded: bddini — bolup kdtvi. To become typical.
to be covered all over with cuts and
titbruises/ kiyim — bolup kdtti clothes were
vt. To rip, tear, unravel: pmiq gbfni -- to tear
boiled meat/ q&gdzldmi -iwGt- to tear pa
tom.
tyarat
per/ yuflni - to card wool. [U.
n. Business: — beji business tax/ —ni toxtitan
tat- to suspend business/ — qil- to do busi
adj. titan tomur a. phys. neck artery; b.
ness. Cf. aldi-bardi, aldi-satti, algu-barvital part; crucial or strategic point: titan
tomuriga tdkkuz- to reach a vit^ point,
gii, oqM 1, soda I.
tjjaratgi
titan
n. Businessman; merchant. Cf. oqatgi, sechem. n. Titanium (Ti). [<R. titan].
tiqgi. [U. tizior].
tit-tit
onom. tit-tit bol- to be anxious: sizni saq- tirapetsiya
math. n. Trapezoid. [<R. trapetsiyd].
lap igim tit-tit bolup Mtti I have waited for
tiraxoma
you anxiously,
med. n. Trachoma. [<R. traxoma].
titra1. vi. To shiver, tremble, shudder, quiv tira?
n. Circulation; run; number of copies
er: put titridi the foot trembled/ unin bdzprinted: kitapnin —i run of a book/ gezitgigi tutup -p Mtti he caught malaria and
nin —i paper circulation. [<R. tiraz],
shivered. [Mo. gegere-IO. titre-ITT. titri-l
tiraktor
U. titra-].
n. Tractor: zdnjir tapanliq — caterpillar
2. phy. vi. To vibrate.
tractor. [<R. traktor].
titrak
n. Tremble; shiver: - bos- (olas-) to shiver tiraktorgi
n. Tractor driver,
or tremble. [O. titrek],
tiraktorsazliq
titrangii
n. Tractor industry,
adj./n. Trembling; shivering; shaking: tiragediya
tawuf trembling sound,
lit. n. Tragedy. [<R. tragediya],
titrigiig
tiragediyilik
adj. = titrangii.
lit. adj. Tragic.
titirgak
KEY 1. < derived from;
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tiriqqida

tirallibos

tirsildavi. To make a bursting or splitting sound,
leybus\.
tirka1. vt. To connect, couple, link: wagonni
tiramway
parawozga — to couple a railroad car to an
n. Tram; streetcar. [<R. tramvaj].
engine.
tiranskiripsiya
2. vt. To register: hdjjdtni — to register a
n. Transcription; phonetic alphabet. [<R.
document. [U. tirka-].
transkriptsiya].
tirka^tiransiport
vi. mut. of tirka- : —ip qal- to be at log
n. Transport: — dtiyi transportation team/
gerheads, lock horns: u ikkisi —ip qaldi
aptomobil -i automobile transport/ at-ulaq
the two locked horns,
—i animal-drawn transport / defliz —i sea
transport/ hawa —i air transport. [<R. tirip
n. Distillers' grains,
transport].
tiripsin
tiransiformator
phys. n. Trypsin,
n. Transformer. [<R. transformator].
tiri?tiravi. To strive, try hard, make an effort,
vt. To brace, prop, support: tamga yagagni
exert oneself: —ip iigdn- to study dili
—p qoy- to brace a wall with timbers/ iyikni
gently / —ip yuquri drld- to strive for the
— to prop a door/ iMkni qol bildn — to
best; to aim high/ wdzipini orundasqa — to
support one's chin with one's hand. [KK.
try hard to complete a task / mdqsdtkd yetire-l\J. tira-].
tU dgiln — to try hard to think of a way to
tirSjareach one's objective. [Tk. tyryy-!\i. tiris-].
vi. To step, tread: bosugida —p turuwal- to
tiri$(an
step on a threshold,
adj. Diligent; industrious: — xizmdtgi hard
tirak
worker/ — oqugugi diligent student/ u naha
1. n. Pillar; prop; mainstay: — bildn tamni
yiti - ikdn he is very diligent. Also tiri^qaq,
tirdp qoy- to prop up a wall with a pillar.
tiri^ip; cf. amgak^an, ijtihatliq,
Cf. dam III, yolak 1. [K. tirek/U. tirgotiri^^anliq
vug].
n. Diligence; industry: barliq Ulami - iq2. fig. n. Support; prop: u a'iUmiznifl tiritisatganliq bildn bayqur- to run all opera
gi he is our family's mainstay.
tions with thrift and hard work. Cf. tiri^tiran
qaqliq; cf. amgak^anliq, ytihat, 4(anliq.
adj. Deep: — quduq deep well/ bu ddrya
[Tk. tyryslyk].
nahayiti — this river is extremely deep.
[K. terefUTT. tdringlTa.. tirdnIY. dirift].
tiri$qaq
adj. = tirl5;5an.
tiropik
1. geo. n. Tropics. [<R. tropik],
tiri^qaqliq
n. = tiri^janliq.
2. adj. Tropical: - jafigal tropical jungle,
tiri$ip
tirssida
adj. = tir4san.
adv. Tightly; close-fitting: — kdl- to be
close-fitting: bu kiyim maM — kdldi these tiriqqida
adv. Clangingly; clickingly: Uik — qilip eclothes fit me closely.

tirallibos
n. Trolley bus. [<R. trollejbus <E. trol-
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tirnila-

tirik
(ildi the door opened with a click.
tirik
1. adj. Live; living; alive: — addm living
person/ — tut- to capture alive/ — beliq
live fish/ — kdm- to bury alive/ kdznifl tirigidd during (sby's) lifetime. [C- tirig/
TT. tirigll^. tereklU. tirik].
2. adj. Lively; spirited; vigorous: — bala
lively child. [U. tijrak],
tiriktap
fig. n. Parasite. Cf. tayyartap, tekinxor,
haramtamaq, haramxor.
tiriktapliq
n. Parasitism; parasitical life. Cf. tayyartapliq, tekinxorliq, haramtamaqliq, haramxorluq 1.
tirika
n. Twill; drill. [<R. triko].
tirik^ilik
n. Means of livelihood: — qil- to make a
living/ -nifl yolini bilidigan addm sby who
knows how to make a living/ 6y tirikgiligi
a household's means of livelihood / nimd
— qilip yiirisdn how do you earn your live
lihood? [KK. tirisilik],
tiriklik
n. Life: xdt-xalta -nin nUanisi correspond
ence is a symbol of life/ u addmnifl dliiktirikligidin xdwirim yoq I don't know that
person's fate. [C- tiriglikIK. tirilikIKK. tirilik/TT. tiriglik/Ta.. tereklek].

tirin
onom. Clang; clank; click. [M. tirifl
(onom. ring)],
tirinlavi. To make a clanging sound: —p gmiip
kdt- to fall with a clang,
tirigonometiriya
math. n. Trigonometry. [<R. trigonometriya].

tirUvi. To revive, recover, be restored: dliip —
to come back from the dead. [KK. tiril-].

tirildiirvt. To revive, recover, restore: pulni -Uwal- to recover one's monetary losses/ kdgdtldrni — to revive tree saplings. [U. tiriltir-].

tirliyon
num. Trillion. [<R. trillion].
tirna I
ag. n. Spike-tooth metal harrow. Also
cSled tamaq. [K. tyrmoo].
tirna II
zoo. n. A kind of small fish,
tirnaq
1. phys. n. Fingernail; toenail: — al- to
trim fingernails: — algug fingernail clippers/
— tatla- a. to clean one's fingernails; b. ♦
to be embarrassing. [C- timaqlHa. tymak].
2. zoo. n. Claw; ^on: quynifi timigi hawk
talon/mufUknifltimigi cat clawl ♦ —astidin
kir izdd- to look for dirt under fingernails
(to nitpick, find fault)/ ♦ —ta toxta- (of a
woman) to be beautiful: —ta toxtagiddk qiz
a beautiful young woman. Cf. papja, put,
5an, (angal. [K. tyrmak/KK. tyrnaq/M.
tirnaq/0. tirnak/TT. tirngaq/U. tirnoq
m-2)].

3. gr. n. Parenthesis; angle bracket (<):
qof — double angle bracket (used for quota
tions and book titles in Uyghur (derived
from Chinese practice)/ yalafi — single
parenthesis; single angle bracket. [Tv.
dyrbak (//I-3)].
tirnaq^ilik
adj. Miniscule; tiny: - U a tiny matter/ ndrsd a miniscule object,
tirnaqlavt. To claw, scratch. [K. tyrmala-IO. tirnakla-].

tirnaqliq
adj. Having nails, claws or talons; spiked.
[O. timaklf].
tirnilaag. vt. To harrow, rake: ydrni — to har-
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tiz
row land. Also tatila- 2, tamaqla-. [K.
tyrma-/0. tirmikla-].
tiz

phys. n. Knee: — piik- to go down on
one's knees: — ptikup tdslim bol- to knuck
le under/ ~ Ugisi knee joint/ balini —iga olturguz- to sit a child on one's knees/ gar
yagdi snow fell up to the knees/1 —
ptikup yayastin tik tump dlgtin yaxfi to die
standing up is better than to knuckle under/
♦ —ini qugaqlap yat- to sleep with knees
cradled (to live a solitary life). [KK. dizel
M. tizIT^. tizJ^. tezITvi. rfyz/U. tiz; tizzal
Y. tobuk].
tiz1. vt. To thread, string together: gafiga —
to build a nest/ mongaqlarni yipqa — to
string beads. [M. tiz-].
2. vt. To arrange, line up: omnduqlami —
to line up seats/ sdyni joziga - to set dishes
on a table. [Th. tez-/U. tiz-{Hl-2)].
3. vt. To pile up, stack up: omn-kdrpildrni — to pile up quilts and mattresses.
tiza
n. Paper money; bill.
tizap
1. chem. n. Nitric acid.
2. chem. n. Acidic solution,
tizak
zoo. n. Excrement: at tizigi horse apples/
kala tizigi cow dung/ ♦ -- qoflguzi = tizak(i/ ♦ tizigi qat- to tether excrement
(to persist in, be stubborn). Cf. qomgaq,
mayaq.
tizakgi
zoo. n. Dung beetle. Also called tuluqgi
qonguz.

tiziq
m. String: btis — yamaq five strings of co
ins/ bir — marjan string of beads; neck
lace. [TT. riz/g].
tiziqliq
adj. Strung or lined up.

tizlap^a
tizil1. vi. To be strung or lined up: magizinga
h&r xil mallar —iptu all kinds of goods
were lined up or displayed in the store.
2. vi. To line up: —ip man- to walk sin
gle-file: gigir yolda —ip man- to walk sin
gle-file in an alley/ stipka — to form a
line.
3. vi. To choke, get stuck: ♦ mtiydtimgti
nan —ip qaldi a loaf of bread got stuck in
my stomach (I ate too much).
tizim
n. Inventory; catalog; list: —din giqar- to
remove from a list / -ga al- to register, en
ter one's name, sign up/ oqugugilamin -i
student list/ kitaplarnin —i book catalog.
Also tizimlik; cf. royxat, royixat, isimlik 1.
tizimlavt. To register, sign up.
tizimlik
n. = tizim.
tizgin
ag. n. Rein: — scrip matiidigan at a horse
walking without reins/ —ni tart- a. to tie,
tether, rein in: 1 yar lewidin atnin —ni
tart- to rein in a horse at a precipice (to
wake up and escape disaster at the last
moment); b. ♦ to check, curb, stop: tajawuzgilarnin —ni tart- to stop invaders/ unin —ip qoy discipline him! [U. tizgin].
tizginlavt. To curb, harness or bring under con
trol: tarim ddryasini - to harness the 1hrim River/ suni — to harness water,
tizginlanvi. To be curbed, controlled, harnessed:
dtiryalar —di the rivers were harnessed.
tizlavt. To hit with knee: ad&mni — to hit sby
with one's knee,
tizlap^a
do. n. Leggings.

KEY 1. < derived from; (g. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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tiktiir-

tizlaii'

tiqma
tizlann. tiqma dora med. suppository,
vi. To kneel; tizlinip turup qariga at- to
shoot with one leg Imeeling/ tizlinip oltur- tiqma-tiqmaq
n. Crush; crowding; tar kogida addmldr —
to sit kneeling. Cf. 56k- 2.
bolup kdtti the alley was crowded with
tizliq
people,
pe. n. Knee pad.
tik
tizma
adj. Vertical; steep; perpendicular; plumb;
1. geo. n. Chain; range; tag tizmiliri moun
precipitous; sheer; upright; erect; — buluh
tain ranges. [U. tizma],
math, right angle; — buluflluq Ug buluH
2. adj. Strung; - mongaq strung beads/ ♦
math, right triangle/ —
precipitous
— r&sim cartoon strip; pictorial story (lit.
mountain/ — tur- to stand upright/ — dbfi
strung pictures). [M. tizmQ (waistband)].
steep mound/ — siziq math, perpendicular
tiwip
line/ — ug- to fly up; — ugar ayrupilan
med. n. Traditional physician; udimluq —
helicopter/ — quduq vertical shaft/ — yar
a physician with secret cures,
steep cliff/ -- mollaq pe. somersault;
tiwipliq
handstand/ quyas — kdldi the sun is right
med. n. Traditional medicine; — qil- to do
overhead. [M. diklULo. gikelH. tik
traditional medical work.
(straight)],
tiwit
zoo. n. Fine animal hair; down; - tara- to tik1. vt. To sew; 6tuk — to sew boots/ kiyim
pluck hair/ tOg& -i camel hair/ dsM -i goat
— to sew clothes/ gill — to do embroidery.
hair.
[K. tik-l¥K. tik-IM. tik-/T^. tek-ITSx. tik-/
tiwitliq
U. tik-].
adj. Hairy; wooly; fleecy; downy; — yip
2. vt. To plant by inserting; $al — to plant
knitting wool.
rice/ kdgdt — to plant saplings. [U. tik-/Y.
tiwi$
tik-].
n. Sound. Also tawu^; cf. ahan 2, awaz 1,
3. vt. To bind; kitap — to bind a book.
sada, iin.
4.
vt. To put up, build, erect; gedir — to
tif
pitch a tent/ kigiz dy — to erect a felt
med. n. Typhus; — kesili typhoid fever.
house. [OT. tik-].
Also called qara kezik. [<R. tif],
5. vt. To pledge, deposit; pul - to deposit
tiq1. vt. To stuff, fill in, squeeze in; suga bemoney.
6. vt. To go all out, be ready to risk one's
fini — to put one's head in the water/ qolni
life; jan (besini) — to risk one's life (head)/
yanguqqa — to stuff a hand in one's pock
jan —ip Uld- to work with all one's might.
et/ 1 ikki putni bir btiikkd — to put two
feet in one boot (to be at the end of one's
[U. tik-].
tether). [M. tiq-!^. tyk-l\5. tiq-].
tik-tak
onom. expresses ticking or tapping sound;
2. vt. To hide, conceal; kitapni —ip qoy— top pe. pingpong/ tom sa'&t — qilip meto hide a book.
fliwatidu the wall clock is ticking.
3. vt. To insert; tayaq ugini qumga — to in
sert the tip of a stick in sand/ n&st&r — to tiktiirvt. = tikkuz- . [KK. tikdir-].
insert a scalpel or dagger.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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tikan
tikan
1. n. Thom; splinter: -- iistidd olturganddk
bol- to feel as if sitting on thorns; to be on
tenterhooks/ qolga — sangil- to get a thorn
in one's hand/ kdzg& sangilgan — a thorn in
one's flesh or side/ t Ms&lnin Mrisi bar
gulnifl tikini honey is to bees what flow
ers are to thorns. [C- tik&nIK. tikenlU. ti
kan].

2. (with -dak) adj. Solitary; alone; lonely;
friendless: Oydd —dOkyalguz qalgan idim I
am the only one left in the family/ unifl
—dak birla balisi bar he has only one
child.
tikansiz
adj. Thornless,
tikangul
bot. n. Agave; aloe (Agave). Also ud.
tikanla$vi. To ache: bOdinim tikanlisip katti I ached
all over. Cf. gaq- 7, sirqira- , siqira- , ^irqira- . [U. tiris-].
tikanlik
1. n. Thom cluster.
2. adj. Thorny: — gul thorny flower. [KK.
tikenli].

3. geo. n. Tikanlik, a village in the east
ern Thklamakan (40.42N 87.38E).

tikkii^i
n. Thilor. Cf. pi^imgi, saypuh, kesim9i,
ma^inisi. [Tu. tikingi].
tikkii^ilik
n. Tailoring: — qil- to work as a tailor/ —
karxanisi tailoring enterprise. Cf. saypunluq, kesimgilik, ma$ini^ilik.

tikkiizvt. caus. of tik-: kiyim — to have clothes
made. Also tiktiir- .
tikkida I
adv. Clatteringly: — yarga guyup kOt- to fall
to the ground with a clatter,
tikkida II
adv. Vertically; straight: tik ugar ayrupilan — qondi the helicopter descended ver
tically,
tikif
n. Stitch: —i toxtima- a. to be easily un
raveled: — toxtimaydigan kiyim clothing
with easily unraveled seams; b. ♦ to be
careless in speaking: — toxtimaydigan adOm
a careless speaker / —i gin tightly stitched/
—i sOkalUp katti the stitch split/ bu kiyimnin —i nahayiti uaaq ikan the stitches in
these clothes are extremely close. Cf. ?iriq
2.
tikir-tikir
onom. expresses gnawing sound: gasqan
sanduqta — qiliwatidu a mouse is gnawing
in the box.
tikil1. vi. To be sewn: kiyiminizyaxsi —iptu
your clothes are well sewn. [KK. tigil-/
Tu. tikil-].
2. vi. To be planted: baqqa —gan miwilik
darOxlar fmit trees planted in the orchard.
3. vi. To be put up, erected, built: gedir
—di a tent was pitched.
4. vi. To be stared at.
tikla1. vt. To set up, establish: tuwriik — to set
up a pillar/ tilgd — to set an example.
2. vt. To restore: qOdimiy yadikarliqlarni
— to restore ancient relics. [U. tikla-].
tikla$1. vi. mut. of tikla- .
2. vi. To be steep or precipitous: yuquriga drliganseri yol tiklifip kOtti the farther one
goes up the road, the steeper it gets.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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tiklik

tu

tiklik

n. Gradient. Cf. qiyaliq, yantuluq.
tiklima
adj. tiklima OytiOk full-length mirror,
tin
n. Virgin land: egilgan — reclaimed virgin
land.
tin-tin9i
n. Spy; secret agent. Cf. aygaqgi, jasus,
i$piyon.
tin-tinlavt. To inquire about: ulamifl isini —p baqay
let me go and inquire about their affair,
tin^avt. To listen, hear. [K. tyfisa-IYiK. tyflla-IOT. tifUa-lTdi. tyflla-IT\. dyflna-l\J.
tingla-].

tin^igug
med. n. Stethoscope,
tiyvt. To restrain, hold back: i kdzM agrisa
qolufini tiy qosigifl agrisa agziflni tiy if you
have an aching eye, restrain your hand, if
you have an aching stomach, restrain your
mouth. [KK. tij- (beriihren; kranken)/M.
r/y-ZIh. tyj-!\l. tij-].
tiyatir
lit. n. Theater; play. [<R. teatr].
tiyatirxana
lit. n. Theater hall. Cf. oyunxana.
tiyan^an
geo. n. Tianshan, mountain
range in western and cen
tral Xinjiang: — bin&psisi
bot. Tianshan violet {Viola
tianshanica), used in Uytiyan$an
ghur folk m^icine.
binap$isi
tiyin I
zoo. n. Squirrel
(Sciuridae).
[K.
tyjynlOT. tdyM/Q.
tiinlT\. diirl/\J. tiJin/Y. tiift].

tiyin

tiyin II
bot. n. Fig {Ficus carica). See illustration
at anjiir on p. 307.
tiyin III
m. Cent; penny (smallest monetary unit):
bir—gayarimaydu (drzitndydu, toxtimaydu)

not being worth a penny. Cf. pun 1. See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80. [K. tyjynm. tijin],
tiyinliq
adj. Cent; penny: bir — paydisi yoq not a
penny's worth of profit/ s&kkiz -- marka
eight-cent stamp,
tig
1. n. Blade: pigaq —i knife blade/ qilig —i
sword blade. Cf. bis. [Tu. tyglXl. ri|].
2. n. Saber; sword: -- tdkkiiz- (sal-) to
stab with a sword/ — kOtdr- to raise a
sword. [C. tig],
3. fig. n. Spearhead: kiirdf — ugi spearhead
of a struggle.
tigliq
adj. of tig: ~ dswap cutting tool,
tigmu-tig
adv. Blow for blow: - kurd^ qil- to wage a
blow-for-blow struggle,
til
1. phys. n. Tongue: -- ugi tip of the
tongue/ •[ —nifl sdfligi yoq the tongue has
no bones/ ♦ — biriktur- to cause tongues
to be united (to act in collusion to make
each other's confessions tally)/ ♦ —i
kdydiir- to burn the tongue (to stir up
trouble through talking, be sharp-tongued).
[TT. til].
2. gr. n. Language: —i tatliq glih] honey
mouthed; smooth-tongued/ —/ tutuq un
clear in enunciation; slurred/ —i tutul- to
be at a loss for words, be tongue-tied / —i
uzar- to speak with assurance/ —i uzun a.
garrulous; loquacious; b. = —/ uzar-/ —i
qisqa to be in the wrong and shut up; to
have a weak argument/ —i qisil- (tutuq) to

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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tilfall silent / —i kdmttik having a speech de
fect/ —i egir heavy-tongued; awkward in
speech/ —i yaglamgiliq glib/ —i yurnfaq softspoken/ —ini gayna- a. to spe^ evasively;
to hem and haw; b. to chatter, gossip,
wag one's tongue/ —ini tart- to shut up/
—inin tegidd --/ bar there is more to it
than what is said/ —lar a 'ilisi language
group/ —larda dastan bol- to win univer
sal praise/ ana — mother tongue/ barmaq
—i sign language/ bayraq —i signal lan
guage/ balinin —i texi giqmidi the child
cannot yet talk/ bu gdpni diyUkd —im barmaydu I do not dare to say this/ ddibiy —
literary language/ gdt'dl —i foreign lan
guage/ ularnifl —i bir they are of one
mind/ unifl kesili egir hazir —idin qaldi he
is seriously ill and has now lost his
speech/1 togra — tasni yarar, dgri — basni a
good word can split a rock, a bad word
can split a head/ 1 — dilnifl sadasi words
are the voice of the mind; what the heart
thinks the tongue says/ 1 gaga qiznifl -ini
anisi bildr a mother understands the words
of her mute girl. [C- til/KK. til/M. tillOT.
til (words)ZTa. tel/Tu. dil/Tv. dyl/Y. tyl

m-2)].

3. n. Needle or hand of a clock etc.: sa'dtnid —i hand of a clock/ kompas —i com
pass needle. Cf. yinna. [K. ri//U. til\.
4. n. Curse: — aflla- to be cursed at/ —
tdkkuz- to slander viciously, calumniate/ —
sal- to curse/ 5 tayaq gOstin dtdr, — sOMktin a cudgel hurts the flesh, but curses
hurt the mind.
5. n. Mouthpiece: biznid gezitimiz xdlqnid
—i our paper is the people's mouthpiece.
6. n. Spring: qulupnid —i lock spring.
7. fig. n. Key; knack: umasininid —ini bilidu he has a knack for machinery.
til1. vt. To cut open, slit, gash, slice: tasma
— to slash leather / qogun — to cut a melon/

tilakdai^liq
qolumni dyndk —iwdtti glass slashed my
hand / gd^ni —ip tuzla- to cut meat and salt
it. Cf. yapilaqla- , yalpaqla- . [M. til-/
Ih. tel-/U. til-].
2. vt. To saw in two: taxtay — to saw
planks in two
tUawat
rel. n. Recitation; chant: — qil- to read
aloud, recite, chant: qur'an — qil- to re
cite the Koran,
tilawatxana
rel. n. Recital or prayer hall,
tiltumar
n. Amulet; charm; talisman. Also tumar,
kOz tumar.

tiia1. vt. Tobeg: as — to beg for food/ birqosuq
qenini — to beg to spare one's life / pul —
to beg for money/ yarddm — to beg for
help/ yamgur — to pray for rain/ gunayini
— to forgive a sin, pardon an offense. [K.
tile-10, dilen-].

2. vt. To wish sth for sby: bdxt — to wish
prosperity/ dliim — to long for death/ sizgd
salamdtlik --ymdn wishing you good
health/ uzun dmiir — to wish a long life/ 1
birawga dliim tiligigd, dzddgd dmiir — to
wish oneself long life is better than to
wish sby's death. [TT. tild-IO. tila-(^2)]
[C. //7d-/OT. tild-n^. teld-(/f 1-2)].
tilak
n. Hope; demand; desire; aspiration: tili
gigd ydt- to realize one's aspirations. Cf.
arzu, arzu-arman, arzu-tilak, arzu-iimit,
arman, limit 1. [Q.tildk/TT. tildklTk. teIdk].

tilakda$
adj. Wishful: saq-salamdt yetip berisidga
—mdn wishing you a safe journey!
tilakda^liq
n. Wish: — qil- to extend one's wishes to/
sdmimi — bildiir- to express one's best
wishes.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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timan
into thin portions,
tilimlavt. To cut in long narrow pieces: —p kSs(pig-) to slice into wedges,
tilinvi. To be sliced or slashed: mitl qoli —ip
k&tti his hand was slashed,
tilgavt. To dig soil with snout; to root: yawa
dilencilik].
gofqa tumsugi bildn ydmi tilgiw&tti the wild
tilgi
boar rooted in the soil,
n. Linguist. Also til^nas.
tilla
tilxat
1. his. n. A gold coin used in 16th-17thn. Written pledge: - bdr- to sign a
century
Persia and in some khanates in the
pledge. [U. tilxat (receipt)].
18th
and
19th centuries: ♦ -qonguzioo.
tU-haqarat
scarab (also called altun qofiguz). [U. tilla
n. Swearing; cursing; verbal abuse,
(gold)].
tilsim
2. n. Female name.
adj. Magical; mystical; mysterious,
tillatilsimat
vt. To swear, curse: agzini buzup - to
1. n. Maze; trap: --qa kir- to enter a maze.
shout abuse, let loose a torrent of abuse.
2. n. Sorcery; witchcraft. [U. tilsini],
Cf. qaga- .
tilsiz
tilla^adj. Quiet; silent: - tdbidt quiet outdoors.
vi. To curse each other,
til$unas
tilliq
n. = tilgi.
adj. Language: bdf - lugOt five-language
til^unasliq
dictionary,
n. Linguistics,
tilma
tilsiman
med. n. Erysipelas.
bot. adj. Ligulate: - gQl a ligulate flower,
tilma(
tilqanat
n. Interpreter. Cf. tarjiman. [U. tilmog].
bot. n. Trifid beg
tilma^Iiq
gar-ticks (Bidens tri
n. Interpretation: - qil- to work as an in
partita).
terpreter. Cf. tarjimanliq.
tUiq
tim
I
n. Open cut; hole
n. Beacon tower,
made by slicing,
tim II
tilim
adj. Quiet. Also jim. [K. tim].
m. Slice; wedge: bir
timtas
tawUZ a slice of
tilqanat
adj. Peaceful; very quiet: koga - , addmwatermelon. [Th. telemllJ. tilim].
nifl qarisimu kdriinmdytti the street is very
tilim-tilim
quiet, not even a single person is in sight,
adj. Sliced: -innumerable scars
or bruises/ gdfni qilip k&s- to slice meat timan

tilam
n. Plea; appeal; request,
tilam^i
n. Beggar. Cf. diwana, xayrisi, sadiqi^i,
qalandar, gaday. [O. dilencilTk. telange].
tilam^ilik
n. Begging; beggary; mendicancy: -- qilto beg. Cf. diwanigiliq, qalandarlik. [O.

—

-
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timsax
adj. Hale and hearty; strong; sturdy: — boway sturdy oldster,

timsax
zoo. n. Alligator; crocodile (Crocodylus).
Also called nahan. [U. timsox\.
timisqila1. zoo. vi. To sniff: it —p yilrdi the dog
sniffed.
2. vi. To do sth thievishly, stealthily, fur
tively: awu addm nimd —p yiiridu what's
that person doing so furtively?
tin
n. Breath: — gigar- a. to exhale; b. ♦ to
feel elated/ —igiflni giqarma hold your
breath/ ♦ — tartmay Ol- to die without a
last gasp (to die violently). Also tiniq II;
cf. napas 1. [M. ///z/Tk. tynlY. tyyri\.
tin- I
1. vi. To pant, gasp, take a breather: aldirima m&n bir —iwalay don't hurry, let me
take a breather/ goflqur - to breathe deep
ly/ u sdl —iwelip sdzini dawam qildi he
took a breather before resuming his
speech. [TT. tin-/Tv. tyn-].
2. vi. To stop blowing: -may talas- to de
bate or argue without a break/ —may sdzIQ- to talk uninterruptedly/ —may Uld- to
work without a brea^ samal —di the wind
stopped/ yamgur —di the rain stopped. [M.
tin-].

3. vi. To feel peaceful: unirl kMli —di he
felt at ease.
♦ —is bdlgisi gr. punctuation mark,
tin-II
1. vi. To settle, precipitate: eriqqa lay —ip
qaldi mud settled in the ditch. [Mo. tun-/
U. tin-].
2. vi. To be crowded or packed: 6y igigd
addmldr —ip kdtti the room was crowded
with people.
tintivi. To search, seek, rummage, ransack.
Cf. axtur- . [U. tinti-].

tin^lantindur- I
vt. To cause to feel peaceful: kdftulni — to
put at ease. [TT. tintur-].
tindur- II
1. vt. To settle: lay suni — to let muddy
water settle.
2. vt. To fill up or level: orini — to fill in
a pit/ kona eriqni — to level an old canal.
Also tinguz-. [T\i. dyndar-].
tin(
adj. Calm; tranquil; peaceful; quiet: —
defliz calm sea/ — hayat tranquil life/ —
okyan geo. Pacific Ocean/ — yasa- to live
peacefully/ —musiz how are you?/ balilar,
— turufllar children, calm down!/ unifl quligi — he is very carefree/ kdflli — to be
c^m or feel at ease. Also tej; cf. aram 1,
^iik. [K. tynyg/Tsi. tynyg/Tu. dyng (n.)/U.
ting].

tin^siz
adj. Unsettled; nervous; unquiet: — kegd
stormy night,
tin^sizlanvi. To become uneasy or unsettled,
tingsiziiq
n. of tin^siz.
tingivi. To quiet down, become calm: bala —p
qaldi the child calmed down/ jahan —di
the world quieted down/ jdmiydt —di the
society became stable/ konli — to relax,
have peace of mind,
tinfitvt. To appease, calm, quell, settle: topilaflni — to quell a rebellion/ jafljalni — to
settle a dispute/ jdmiydtni — to appease
society/ kdfllini — to cim.
tingiq
adj. Sultry; muggy: h&m
h&m issiq
both hot and muggy/ by igi nahayiti -bolup kdtti the room was extremely muggy,
tin^lanvi. To be calm: kbfUil — to feel at ease.
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tinma

tinglandur[KK. tynyslan-].
tinjlandurvt. To calm: kdfllini — to calm.
tinul
n. tinul m&ctum med. Bolus rubra, used in
Uyghur folk medicine (also called qizil gil,
qizil lay).

tiniq I
adj. Clear; transparent: — asman clear
sky/ — su transparent water. Cf. ojuq 1.
[U. tiniq].
tiniq II
n. Breath: tinigi toxta- to stop breathing/ tinigi gapsanla- to be short of br^th/ tinigi
sesiq halitosis; bad breath/ tinigidin qal- to
breathe one's last. Also tin; cf. napas 1.
tinim

n. Tranquillity: - tap- to be tranquil,
carefree, at ease: u heg — tapmaydu he is
never carefree; kdfili — tap- to be at ease/
unifiga kegd-kUnduz — yoq he never had
any tranquillity. [U. tinim].
tinimsiz
adj. Unsettled; unquiet; unrelaxed: — bala
unsettled child/ — kiinldr unsettled days/ —
kegd unquiet night,
tinimsizliq
n. of tinimsiz: — qil- to be unsettled,
busy,
tinguzvt. = tindur- II.
tinma
geol. n. Deposit; sediment. Cf. dur, dug,
(okiinda.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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dap
mus. n. A tamburine-like hand drum,
made of a narrow hoop over which lea
ther is stretched. Small bells are attached
to the inside of the hoop. Of the two
sizes, the larger one has a diameter of 38
cm., the smaller one 20-22 cm.: — gal- to
beat a dap/ ♦ — yilz dap face (brazen;
thickskinned)/ ♦ —qa usul oyna- to dance
to a dap (to be ordered about). [Q. dap\.

dap

dap-dumbaq
mus. n. Gongs and drums: — gelip qaryi al
to welcome with gongs and drums. Also
daqa-dumbaq.
dapanda
mus. n. = dap(i.
dap(i
mus. n. Dap musician. Also dapanda,
dapka$.
dapxon

cul. n. A ventilating hole in a tonur (q.v.),
or baking oven.
dap^aq
adj. Brazen; cheeky; impudent; una
shamed: — ayal a brazen woman. Cf. arsiz, biar, bihaya, binomus, hayasiz,
uyatsiz, yiizsiz, nomussiz.
dapqur
n. Time: bu — mdn baray, ydnd bir — sGn
bar this time I go, next time you go. Cf.
qur 12.
dapka$
mus. n. = dap^i.
daplavt. To ram, tamp: etiz qirini — to tamp a
low bank of earth between two fields. Cf.
xanda- . [Mo. tobsi-].
dat I
n. Suffering; misery; distress: — eyt- to
vent one's grievances/ dadiga ydt- to com
miserate. [Q. ddt (patience)],
dat II
chem. n. Rust; corrosion: — bas- to rust/
— giqar- to remove rust/ tdmiir deti iron
rust/ gis deti phys. tartar/ mis deti copper
rust (also called zankar). Cf. zan II. [Q.
dat\.

dat-paryat
n. Crying sound: — oqu- to cry out in a
complaining manner/ — qil- to utter crying
sounds/ — kdtdr- to utter cries of anguish.
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daxil

datxor
datxor
1. adj. Crying; complaining.
2. n. Cryer; complainer. k\%o datxor addm.

datxorluq
n. The act of crying or complaining: —
qil- to moan and groan,
datoujen
n. Pin. [<Ch. datouzhen].
datsizliq
n. Cruelty,
datla- I
vi. To complain, vent one's grievances,
datla- II
vi. To become rusty,
datlatvt. caus. of datla- I and II.
datla^
vi. To rust, corrode: pigaq —ti the knife
became rusty. Cf. zanla- .
dada
n. Father; in some areas, grandfather. [U.
dada\.

dadan
m. A dry measure for grain, similar to the
old English stone: bir - guruf one stone of
rice. Consists of 10 kiira (q.v.) and is ca.
100 liters or 2.7497 bushels. Cf. dan II.
See section on Weights and Measures on
pp. 1079-80.
dadanlik
adj. Stone: bir - y&r a plot of land which
is planted with one stone of seeds,
dadixah
obs. n. Court of law; tribunal. Cf. sot 1,
soraqxana.
dadur
bot. n. Soybean (Glycine max.).
dadur-pur^aq
cul. n. A snack made of spiced beans: yd- to snack. Also gazir-purjaq.
dadiiy
ag. n. Brigade (a type of agricultural or

ganization during 1958-1982). [<Ch. dadui\.

dadiiyjan
ag. n. Brigade leader. [<Ch. daduizhang].
dadil
adj. Audacious; bold; courageous: -- addm
a courageous person/ — ifId- to work boldly.
Cf. jasaratlik, jasur 1, i^ya'atlik,martlarga, mardana, mardanilarja. [IV. didim/
U. dadil].
dadilla$vi. To be audacious, bold, daring or gut
sy.
dadilliq
n. Audacity; boldness; courage: — bildn
audaciously; boldly; courageously/ — qilto be audacious, bold, courageous. Cf. jasarat, jasurluq, ^ya'at.
dadimuamila
n. Association; contact: — qil- to make
contact,
d^ivi. To avoid, dodge, evade, circumvent,
sidestep: -p man- to make a detour,
dajian
mil. n. Senior general. [<Ch. dajiang].
daga
n. Summer cottage; villa. [<R. doQd\.
da^an
his. n. A copper coin with a hole in the
center: bir -nin tdfugidin min qetim dtidigan
addm moneygrubber/ bir —nin iis- tidd tik
tur- to love wealth as dearly as life, ready
to die for one coin. [<Ch. daqiari].
daxan
1. rel. n. Shaman.
2. cul. obs. n. Cooking vessel. Kumul dia
lect. Cf. danqan.
daxanliq
rel. n. Shamanism: — qil- to shamanize,
daxil
adj. Joining; participating: tamaqqa - hol
lo partake of a meal/ ziyapdtkd — bol- to
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darahald

dahi
participate in a banquet. [U. daxl\.
dahi
n. Leader: giw&r — wise leader. Cf. rahbar, ulug 2. [U. dohi\.
dahiyana
adj. Brilliant; wise (of actions but not per
sons); — aldin kOrdrlik brilliant foresight/
—
wise view. [O. ddhiyane].
dahiyaniliq
n. of dahiyana.
dahiliq
n. Leadership: dahiligi qdyt qilin- to con
firm a leadership position. Cf. rahbarlik.
daoban
n. Railroad maintenance crew. [<Ch. daoban],

daodan
mil. n. Guided missile. [<Ch. daodan].
daoyan
lit. n. Director of a film or theater play.
[<Ch. daoyan].
daoyanlik
n. Directorship: — qil- to direct, be a di
rector. [<Ch. daoyan 4- -lik].
daoli
n. Principle; reason: — biliin qayil qil- to
convince sby by reasosning/ — sozld- to
explain a principle or speak the truth. Al
so li. [< Ch. daoli].
daolisiz
adj. Unreasonable; senseless: — g&p an
unreasonable remark.
daolisizliq
n. Senselessness; unreasonableness: — qilto be unreasonable.
daoliIa$vi. To reason out.
daoliliq
adj. Reasonable; principled: — pikir rea
sonable view,
das
n. Washbasin: ♦ - soMk phys. pelvis: —
sdMk boylugi pelvic cavity. Cf. aptuwa.

[Q. das].
dastan
lit. n. Long poem; epic: tillarda ~ bol- to
be university praised/ q&hrimanlar hdqqidd — heroic epic. Cf. po'ema. [C. dastan!
0. dasitanIQ. dastan/U. doston].
dastixan
n. Tablecloth: — sal- (yay-) to spread a
tablecloth/ ♦ — k&fl bol- to be broad (as
a) tablecloth (to be hospitable)/ ♦ basqilarnin dastixinida mehman uzat- to invite
others to sby's party (to borrow sth to
make a gift of it). [Q. dastarqanlU. dasturxon].

da$
n. A waterlogged depression: ♦ — qazan
cauldron,
da^iie
n. University. Also called uniwersitet.
[<Ch. daxue].
da^qaynaq
n. Hodgepodge; melting pot.
da^qal
1. n. Broken bits: tdmiir dasqili bits of iron.
2. n. Dregs; sediment; residue.
da$qalla$vi. To congeal into or form a residue,
da^iao
mil. n. Senior colonel. [<Ch. daxiao].
dar
1. n. Tightrope: —da man- to walk a tight
rope. Also dar oyuni.
2. n. Gallows: —ga as- to sentence to the
gallows. [KK. darIQ. darild. dor iitl-2)].
3. n. Hitching post: ♦ —din qagqan fled
from the hitching post (rascal). Cf. qanturuq, qozuq.
darahald
bot. n. Radix berberis vulgaris, the root of
a plant of the bcu-berry family, used in Uyghur folk medicine. See illustration on
next page.
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dawa

daraza
daraza
n. Big fellow. Also dagaza.
daran-durun
onom. Ding-dong; — awaz a
ding-dong sound/ -- qil- to
make a ding-dong sound.
daraiUiavi. To make clattering sounds:

m

p&tnus ydrgd guyiip —p k&tti

with a clattering sound the sew
ing tray fell to the ground,
daranladarahald
vi. = daran^a- .
daramat
n. Income; receipts: — ay- to increase incomelyilliq — annual income. [U. dawmad].

daramatsiz
adj. Unprofitable; having no income. Cf.
manpa'atsiz.
daramatlik
adj. Profitable; having income; -- karxana profitable enterprise. Cf. manpa'atlik.
dardayvi. To stretch one's arms and dangle one's
feet: dardiyip yat- to recline with arms
stretched out and feet dangling.
dardaytvt. To tear open, spread out: terd — to tear
open skin,
darwaz
n. Tightrope walker;
acrobat,
darwinizim
n. Darwinism. [<R.

I have not called at his house.
2. vi. To be soaked, stained: nanga benzin
—p qaptu the bread was soaked in gaso
line,
darit1. vt. caus. of dari- : u balilirini biznid
dygd —maydu he does not allow his chil
dren to come to our house.
2. vt. To allude to, hint at, insinuate: -ip
tilla- to attack by innuendo/ -ip gdp qilto make oblique references/ ma gdp gr.
metaphor (also kinaya).
daritmilavi. To allude, hint, insinuate: —p tilla- to
attack by innuendo,
darixana
obs. n. Apothecary; drugstore; pharmacy.
Also called aptika, dorixana. [Q. ddrixana\.

darigar
obs. n. Druggist; pharmacist. Also dorigar. [Q. ddriger],
darigarlik
abstract n. of darigar. [Q. ddrigerlyk].
darilajizin
n. Relief house,
darilpunun
n. College; institute. Cf. ^iieyuan, inistitut, yurt 5. [U. dorilfunm].
darilitam
n. Orphanage,
darilmu'allimin
n. Pedagogy; teaching. Cf. oqutu^, oqutqugiliq, ^ifan, mu'allimlik.
darin
obs. n. Your excellency (polite form of
darvinizm].
address). [<Ch. daren].
dari
dawa I
n. dari filqil bot. Piper
med. n. Cure; treatment: — bol- to be
longum, used in Uyghcured, have curative effect/ — sora- to
ur folk medicine,
seek treatment/ — qil- to treat/ —si yoq agdaririq incurable disease/ bay agriginid —si tr^t1. vi. To appear, enter: jin — to be possessed
ment of headache. Cf. tibabat. [Q. daua!
by a ghost/ mdn mid dyigd —p baqmidim
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dawa

dan

U. davd].
dawa II
n. A native cloth dyed red.
dawa III
n. Reprimand; rebuke: dawisini b&r- to
rebuke/ dawisini yd- (anla- ) to be re
buked. Cf. tanbih, dakka.
dawa IV
med. n. Hernia. Cf. podaq 2, coquq, giriz [U. dabba].
dawalamed. vt. To treat, cure: —s dtridi medical
team/ —s Unumi curative effect/ agriq - to
treat a disease/ kes&lni —p addmni qutquzus curing the sickness in order to save the
patient. Cf. amla- , saqayt- .
dawalanmed. vi. To be treated or cured: yetip —
to be hospitalized,
dawalguvi. To be restless, surging, turbulent: defliz siiyi -p turatti the ocean surged. [Mo.
dabal-].

dawam
1. n. Continuation: -- qil- to continue:
sdzni — qil- to continue talking; m&jlis bir
sa'dt — qildi the meeting continued for
one hour / —i bar to be continued/ peilnin — rayi gr. continuing form of a verb/
isnifl —i the continuation of the matter. [U.
davorri\.

2. n. expresses the process of sth: on yil
—ida in the course of ten years/ inqilap
—ida during the revolutionary process.
dawamla^vi. To continue.
dawamla$turvt. To continue: axirgigd — to continue
(sth) to the end.
dawamliq
adv. Continuously; perpetually: - beris-kelis qil- to conduct a continuous intercourse/
— inqilap qil- to make a perpetual revolu

tion,
da wan
geo. n. Mountain pass: — as- to cross a
pass. [U. dovon].
dawran
n. Impetus; momentum: -- sal- (kOtdr- ,
qil-) to bluster, bluff, make a show. Cf.
dagduga, dabdaba.
dawey
mil. n. Senior captain. Also called kapitan. [<Ch. dawei].
dawgan
zoo. n. Marmot (Marmota). Also called
tarbagan, sugur.
daq
1. adj. Empty: — ydr empty place/ ~gd oltur- to sit in an empty seat. Cf. bo? 1, pii$ak 2.
2. n. Empty place; unplanted field,
daqa-dumbaq
n. Gongs and drums. Also dap-dumbaq.
daqal
n. Goatee. Cf. dskd saqal, kdkd saqal, maqal.
daq-duq
onom. Ding-dong,
daka
n. Gauze: -- bildn tafl- to bind up in
gauze/ — yagliq gauze kerchief. [U. doka
(fine cloth; muslin)],
dan I
1. mus. n. Bell: — ur- to strike a bell.
2. mus. n. Gong,
dan II
n. Fame; prestige; renown; reputation: giqar- to be famous/ — kdt- to become fa
mous / dunyaga - kdt- to be world-re
nowned/ t yalguz atnin gefli giqmas, gefli
giqsimu defli giqmas a single horse does
not raise much dust (one lark does not
make a spring). Cf. abroy, at, ataq,
danq, ?an-?arap, ?awkat, ?ohrat, inawat,
nam, nam-ataq, nam-darliq, nam-?dhrat,
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dan
nam-n4an. [U. dong],
dan III
n. Mortgage. Also gora. [<Ch. dang\.
dan IV
n. dan qetip qal- to be inattentive, absentminded,
danpuzul
n. Pawnshop. Cf. goraxana. [<Ch.
dangpuzi].
dandar
adj. Famous; prestigious; renowned: —
doxtur renowned physician/ — dsdr fa
mous work/ — drbap famous personage/ —
kifi celebrity. Cf. abroyliq, ataqiiq, danliq, $awkatlik, ^ohratlik, namdar.
dahq
n. = dan II: —i giq- (kdt-) to become fa
mous/ —i (iqqan addm a famous person.
[Q. danqilj. dong].
danqan
cul. obs. n. Cooking vessel: ♦ — puti in
coherent.
dahildavi. To go ding-dong; to jingle,
dangal
n. Hard dry clump of soil: 1 ~ dangal guSdrOskdjangal the chicken thinks of dirt, the
goat of underbrush,
danguy
bot. n. Chinese angelica
(Angelica sinensis). [ < Ch.
danggui],
dahlavt. To flaunt, parade, ad
vertise,
danliq
adj. = dandar.
da'ir
danguy
pp. About; concerning; relating to: mdn til
tiginifkd — kitaplarni setiwaldim 1 bought
books relating to language learning/ ndziriyigd — m&sild a problem relating to the
ory. Cf. a'it, togrisida, togriliq 2, haqqi-

dag
da, qarita. [O. dair/U. doir].
da'ira
1. n. Range; scoj^: awaz da'irisi mus. re
gister; range/ tdminldy da 'irisi supply range/
hdrkdt da 'irisi scope of activities/ hoquq
da'irisi range of authority; jurisdiction.
2. math. n. Circle: — yiiz area of a circle/
qutup da'irisi geo. polar circle/ yerim —
semicircle. [C. dayira/O. dairelTk. daird].
3. fig. n. Circle; circles: a’ild da'irisidin
giqalmasliq unable to leave the family cir
cle/ hdkumdt da'iriliri government circles.
Cf. munbar 2. [U. doira].
da'im
1. adv. Often; frequently; constantly; reg
ularly: — billd bol- to be often together/ -tdyyar tur- to be always ready or on the
alert/ u — dydd he is often at home. [Cdayim/K. dajymIO. daimIQ. ddjimlU. doim],
2. n. Male name. Also da'ima.
da'imi
adj. Permanent; regular; standing: — armiyd mil. regular army/ — wdkil permanent
representative/ — komitet standing com
mittee/ — mu'dssdsd permanent organiza
tion; standing body,
da'imliq
adj. Daily: - xizmdt daily work/ ♦ — isgi
long-term worker. Cf. harda'im, hardam,
kiindilik.
dayiian^uay
mil. n. Marshal. Also called mar^al. [ < Ch.
dayuanshuai].
dayiiejin
n. Great Leap Forward (name of a Chi
nese political campaign, 1958-59): — qilto take a Great Leap Forward. [<Ch. dayuejiri].
dag I
1. n. Blot; stain: — tdg- a. to stain; b. ♦
to blemish: sdnigd — tdg- to blemish a repu
tation/ - qil- to blot, stain/ siyanin degi ink
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dalan

dag
blot/ may degi oil stain/ ♦ — su boiled wa
ter. Cf. yuqunda. [C- daglMo. dag/O. dag!
U. dog-].
2. fig. n. Blemish; stain.
3. med. n. Yellowish facial spots caused
by pregnancy; - gus- a. to get yellowish fa
cial spots; b. ♦ to arouse suspicion: kdMlgd - giiyti suspicions emerged.
4. ast. n. Sunspot, klsoqaradag, quya^degi, kiln degi.
dag II
n. Sadness; sorrow; —da qal- to be wor
ried/ hijran degi the sorrow of parting/ konligd — sal- to cause sadness or heartache.
[U. dog].
dag III
cul. n. dag bol- to deepfry.
dagal
adj. Coarse; rough; — qol rough hand. Cf.
yirik 1. [U. dagal].
dagalla^vi. To turn coarse or rough: qol dagallisip
kdtti hands became rough,
dagdar1. vi. To be frozen stiff, be numb with
cold.
2. vi. To be alarmed, scared, panic-stri
cken.
dagdam
adj. Broad; wide; — yol a wide road/ ifikni
— egip qoy- to open the door wide,
dagduga
n. Impetus; momentum: — bildn grandly;
magnificently/ — pdydd qil- to show great
strength and momentum/ yigin - bildn egildi the meeting opened with a flourish. Cf.
dawran, dabdaba.
dagdugliq
adj. of dagduga: -- ammiwi hdrkdt a grand
mass movement/ - namayis a grand parade,
dagur
n. Daur, Mongolian-speaking nationality
about 40% of whom live in Xinjiang, the

rest in Northeast China. [Q. dagur].
dagul
adj. Crafty; cunning; sly; tricky: — addm
a sly person. Cf. tadan, hiligar, hililik,
quw, makkar, mugambar.
dagla1. vt. To fry: piyaz
bildn -- to fry with
chopped onions/ yag —
to render fat/ ♦ dagliq
tudari bot. Lepidium
apetalum, a kind of
henbit, used in Uyghur
folk medicine. Cf. qoru-1.
2. vt. To scald, bum:
dagliq tudari
qapartquni - to get a blister through being
scalded.
3. vt. To give (sby) a hard time: yurdk-bagrini — to cause heartache.
dagmal
n. Flatiron. Also dazmal.
dagmallavt. To iron. Also dazmalla- .
dagaza
n. Big person; bigshot. Also daraza. [<
Ch. dagezi].
dal
n. dal bol- (usually in negation) to be use
ful: bu higndrsigd — bolmaydu this does
not help matters at all.
dala
n. Field; outdoors: - armiyisi mil. field
army/ -- gasqini zoo. field mouse (Apodemus agrarius)! - zdmbirigi mil. field gun/
“ ifliri outdoor work/ — mdyqi field exer
cise. Also tala. [KK. dalalQ. dalalU. da
la].
dalalat
n. Guide; guidance: tograyolga — qil- to
show the right way/ oquyqa — qil- to guide
studies.
dalan
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dalanliq
n. Outer room; vestibule; porch. [<Ch.
dalang\.
dalanliq
adj. of dalan: — 6y house with an outer
room, vestibule or porch,
dalda
n. Shelter; cover: — bol- a. to shelter
from: boranga — bol- to shelter from the
wind; b. to be useful: senifl yardimin menin qiyingiligimgaxeli — boldi your aid was
very instrumental in solving my problem/
— qil- to use for cover: dardxni dzigd —
qil- to use a tree to hide oneself/ Ozini daldiga al- to hide oneself. Cf. ehata. [Mo.
dalda- (to cover, shelter)/Q. daldal\J. dal
da (comfort; support)].
dal(in
bot. n. Chinese cassia tree (Cinnamonum
cassia): — qowzigi cassia bark. flh. dargin
(cinnamon)],
dam
1. n. A noose-like device used in catching
birds and small animals.
2. n. Snare; trap: —ga giis- to be trapped,
taken in, fooled. Cf. qapqan 2, qapaz 2,
qismaq, qiltaq. [O. dam],
damas
n. Damask (a kind of cloth),
dam^i
n. Boaster; braggard. Cf. poji, damxor,
lap9i, lapxor.
damxor
n. = dam^i.
damxorluq
n. Boasting; bragging. Cf. po^iliq, lap I
1, maxtan^aq.
damolla
rel. n. A learned mullah. [U. domla
(teacher)],
damka
n. A kind of board game,
damkirat
n. Jack (a hoisting device). [<R. dom-

dani^manlik
krat\.
dan
1. bot. n. Kernel; grain; granule: - ajratag. to thresh/ — al- (tut-) ag. (of grain) to
be in the milk/ deni toq having full kernels/
bugday deni wheat kernel. [K. dan\.
2. n. Bird meal: toxu deni chicken meal/ ^
—ni dydd ydp basqa y&rdd kakila- to eat a
meal at home, to lay an egg outside (to
live off one person while secretly helping
another).
dana
adj. Wise; virtuous: — ad&m virtuous per
son/ — dahi wise leader. [O. danalQ. dana/U. dono],
danaliq
n. of dana: — qil- to show off one's abili
ty. [Q. danalyq].
dana
m. for small items: bir — purgaq one
bean/ bir — tuxum one egg. [U. dona).
dana-dana
1. adj. Well-grown (of grain): -yaxsigunig
very good rice.
2. adj. All; completely; entirely: sM&ptdk
appaq — f/f/arcompletely snow-white teeth;
pearl-white teeth/ ♦ — yaz- to write clear
lydanxor
n. Scavenger: — qu^ zoo. scavenger bird,
dansiz
adj. Blighted: — bugday blighted wheat.
Cf. a? I 2.
danixorak
med. n. Acne.
dani$
obs. n. Knowledge; wisdom,
dani^man
adj. Sagacious; worldlywise: — addm a
worldlywise person/ — boway a wise old
man. [Q. danyspan],
dani^manlik
n. of dani^man: — qil- to show off one's
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dajjal

danikar
smartness. [Q. danyspandyq\.
danikar
chem. n. Borax; sodium borate. [U. tanakor^.
danlazoo. vt. To peck bird food,
danliq
bot. adj. Grain; kernel: -- bugday full-eared
wheat/ - zira'dt cereal crops.
da1. vt. To speak, say, tell: nimd d&ysiz
what do you say?/ 1 baray disd texi, barmay disd texi to say to go won't do, to say
not to go won't do either (in a dilemma).
Cf. sozla- , mora- 2. [C- de-IK. de-/KK.
de-/CU. te-; n-/Ta. di-/Tu. dij-/\J. de-IY.
die-].
2. vt. To call, name: buni nimd ddysiz
what do you call this?
3. vi. To intend, plan: urumgigd baray
ddymdn I plan to go to Urumqi.
4. vt. To regard, heed: yazni yaz dimdy,
qiyni qiy dimdy regardless of whether it's
summer or winter.
5. vi. expresses the imminent start or end
of an activity: ay piyay didi the food will be
ready soon/ yamgur yagay ddwatidu it will
rain soon.
6. pp. (+ -p) Because of: u hawa sogaq
ddp kdlmidi he did not come because the
weather was cold/ mdn seni ddp kdldim I
came because of you.
dabdaba
n. Impetus; momentum: — pdyda qil- to
build up momentum. Cf. dawran, dagduga. [U. dabdaba (pomp; splendor)],
dabdabilik
adj. of dabdaba: - hdrkdt a movement
with great momentum.
diiptar
1. n. Notebook: xatird ddptiri notebook/
hisawat ddptiri account book/ mdfq ddptiri
exercise book/ nopus ddptiri residence

booklet. [K. depterlMo. debterlU. daftar].
2. n. Account: — nomuri account number/
-gd al- (omat-, putup-, qoy-) to enter an
account / -gd ydtkd- to transfer accounts.
Cf. hisap 1, hisawat. [Q. ddpter (#1-2)].
daptar^a
n. Small notebook. Diminutive form of
daptar. [Q. ddpterye],
daptar^i
n. Accountant; bookkeeper. Cf. bogaltir,
hisap(i.
dap'a
m. Time. Cf. barawar, doram, hassa 1,
qetim I, karra. [Th. ddfgalU. dafa].
dap'atan
1. adv. Suddenly: - mehmanlar kelip qaldi guests suddenly came. Cf. hdhu digifd,
hds-pds digifd, ^ippida.
2. adv. At once; immediately; instantly;
promptly: mdn uni - tonuyalmidim I could
not immediately identify him.
dapsanda
n. Trampling: - bol- to be trampled on,
ravaged, devastated/ — qil- to trample on,
ravage, devastate.
dapna I
n. Burial; funeral: - qil- to bury/ - isliri
funeral arrangements: — iylirini basqur- to
make funeral arrangements/ — murasimi
burial rites. [U. dafn].
dapna II
bot. n. Laurel; baytree (Laurus nobilis).
Also called gan-gan.
datala$
n. Controversy; dispute; debate: — qil- to
debate, be involved in a dispute,
dattikam
n. Putting all one's eggs in one basket,
dajjal
1. rel. n. Anti-Christ and similar phenom
ena in other religions believed to appear
before Judgment Day.
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dajla
2. n. Devil; siren; demon; evil spirit; liar.
d^Ia
geo. n. Tigris,
daxi
1. n. Hindrance; obstacle: -i bol- to be a
hindrance/ —i qil- a. to hinder; b. to en
croach upon/ bu imin uginisM nimd —isi bar
how does this matter hinder studies?/
2. n. Encroachment; infringement.
3. med. n. Harmfulness: salam&tlikkd —
y&tkiiz- to be harmful to health.
daxlisiz
adj. Unencroachable: omumnifl mal-miilki — public property cannot be encroached
upon,
daxlisizlik
n. of daxlisiz.
daxmiza
n. Nuisance: — bol- to be a nuisance/ —
y&tktiz- to trouble or disturb/ bu bala ma
fia — boldi this child gives me trouble (has
become my burden)/ k&guriifl iylflizga—ydtkuzdiim pardon me, I have disturbed your
work. [U. daxmaza],
dah^at
n. Terror; ruthlessness: — bas- to terrify,
alarm/ — sal- to threaten. [Ta. ddhydtllJ.
dahfat].
dah^atlik
adj. Terrifying; ruthless:— apdt terrifying
disaster/ - dlpaz ruthless looks/ - kdlkiin
terrifying flood,
dahri
rel. n. Atheist; non-believer,
dahrilik
rel. n. Atheism. Cf. dinsiziik.
dahliz
n. Corridor; hallway; passageway. Cf. ariliq II, karidor. [U. dahliz\.
das
adv. Straight; vertically: — tur- to stand
up/ " kOtdr- to lift vertically / u ornidin —
qopti he jumped out of bed. Cf. ora 2. [Q.

dastiladds].
dast
n. indicates certain causes: senifl —ifldin
bu ydrdd turalmidim because of your ac
tions I was unable to stay here/ isnifl —idin
ndpds alalmidim the smoke was choking
me so much that I could not breathe,
dastar
do. n. White turban bigger than the sdla
(q.v.) and in the past worn by more promi
nent men (JMC).
dastargiil
bot. n. Daisy,
dasta I
1. n. Handle; beam: qdldm ddstisi pen
holder/ kdtmdn ddstisi handle of a katman
(q.v.)/ elektiron ddstisi electronic beam/
yoruqluq ddstisi light beam. [U. dasta],
2. mus. n. Finger board,
dasta II
1. n. Bunch; bouquet: giil ddstisi a bou
quet of flowers. Also giild^ta. [O. destel
Tu. desse/U. dasta],
2. m. Stack: bir — gind a stack of bowls/
bir - nan a stack of bread. [Q. deste (#12)].
dastak
1. phy. n. Lever. Cf. p4an. [U. dastak],
2, n. Laughingstock: — bol- to be a laugh
ingstock/ — qil- to subject to ridicule.
dastur
n. Guide; handbook: ydr islahati —i a
handbook for land reform. Cf. qollanma.
dastiromal
n. Handkerchief. Cf. qolyagliq.
dastigah
n. A handloom for making cloth, blankets
or carpets. [U. dastgoh],
dastila- I
vt. To heap, pile, stack: ginini — to stack
bowls/ nanni — to stack bread. Cf. ddwila-, orida- 1, garamla-.
dastila- II
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darapi^a

dassa-

n. = da^t.
vt. To install a handle: Mtm&nni - to in
da^nam
stall a handle on a katman (q.v.)
n. Rebuke; scolding: — bdr- to scold/ —
dassayd- (aflla-) to be scolded,
vt. To trample; -p Oltur- to trample to
death. Cf. petiqla-, tapta-, gayla- . [Mo. darparda
n. Door screen. [U. darparda (shutter;
debse-].
curtain)],
daslap
n. Beginning; commencement; onset; stM. dart
n. Hardship; suffering; misery: — tartCf. agaz, ba$Iam, ba$lanma, bismilla, ip(gdk-) to suffer hardships/ — sora- to be
tida.
solicitous for (sby's) suffering/ — qil- to
daslapta
suffer/ - eyt- (tOk-) to complain about suf
adv. At first; initially: - u bilmOytti, keyin
fering/ -td qal- to sink into misery/ -tin
basqilar uniflga uqturdi at first he didn't
qutul- to extricate oneself from hardship/
know, then others told him. [U. dastawal].
—kd ddrman bol- to show solicitude for
daslapki
suffering/ -ni eyt- to complain about suf
adj. First; initial: - tdksurus initial trial; first
fering/ —ni igigd yut- to swallow one's
investigation/ - dsdr first work/ - qdddm
tears / ddrdi giq- to dispel one's troubles;
initial or preliminary step/ — kupiyd lit.
to calm down/ ddrdini al- to vent one's
first draft/ - layihd draft (of a law or
hatred/1 isqi yoq isdk, — yoq kesdk a donkey
plan). Cf. aldin, birinji, tunji.
doesn't love, an adobe brick suffers no
dasmaya
pain. Also dart-ahwal, dart-alam, darn. Capital; funds: - sal- (qoy-) to invest/
du-alam. [Th. ddrt (passion)/U. dard],
ddsmayini giqiriwal- to recover one's in
vestment/ siyasi - political capital/ ♦ - dart-ahwal
n. = dart,
galtdkkd giqti (his) funds climbed the bob
bin (he spent all his money and thus ended dart-alam
n. = dart,
the card game). Cf. dir, sarmaya, kapidartla?tal, izna 2, mablag.
vi. To vent grievances to each other. [U.
dasmayisiz
dardlas-].
adj. Having no capital; penniless.
dartman
dasmal
n. sby who suffers hardships,
n. Cleaning rag: — sudd bolup kdtti the rag
dartmanlik
became filthy with grease.
abstract n. of dartman.
dasmallavt. To wipe clean: jozini - to wipe a table dardu-alam
n. = dart,
clean,
dardisar
dasmalliq
n. Burden; encumbrance; bother; head
n. Cloth used for making cleaning rags.
ache; judaliq ddrdisiri the pain of parting,
da$t
dardisarlik
n. Steppe; wilderness. [U. dast].
abstract n. of dardisar.
da?t-bayawan
darap$a
n. = dM.
n. Awl; pricker. Also dara$.
da$t-sahra
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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darax
dar^
bot. n. Tree: — taji tree crown/ -- tik- to
plant a tree/ — sayisi tree shade/ — foxliri
tree branches/ — ufi treetop/ — goli tree
trunk/ miwlik - fruit tree/ H - jim turim&n
disimu, samaljim turguzmaydu the tree may
prefer calm but the wind will not subside.
[U. daraxt],
dar^zar
n. Forest; woods. Also daraxzarliq, daraxliq; cf. jangal, orman, ormanzar, ormanliq 1.
daraxzarliq
n. = daraxzar.
daraxliq
n. = daraxzar.
dara$
n. = darap^a.
darahga
n. Stick; club; cudgel,
darhal
adv. At once; anon; promptly; immediate
ly: — atlan- to start off promptly/ -- h&rkdtkd k&l- to undertake immediate action/
— hdkiim giqar- to make a prompt deci
sion/ — yaxii untim bdr- to be efficacious,
get the desired result immediately. Cf.
darro, ^uan. [KK. ddrhallU. darhol].
darhaqiqat
adv. Indeed; really; truly. Cf. rasttin.
dars
n. Class; course; lecture: — bayla- to start
school/ — bdr to teach/ — tdyyarla- to pre
pare a lecture/ — toxtat- to suspend class
es/ — jddwili course schedule/ — oqu- to
attend a lecture/ — dt- to give a lecture/ —
sdzid- to lecture/ —tin ta^qiri (sirtqi) hdrkdt
extracurricular activity/ —tin guy- to leave
class/ —kd kir- to go to class/ oguq — open
or public lecture/ uygur tili -i a course in
the Uyghur language. Also called leksiya.
[U. dars],
darsxana

darkar
n. Classroom; lecture hall,
darslik
n. Textbook; teaching material: — tuz- to
compile a textbook. [U. darslik].
darra
rel. n. A leather whip used in Islamic
courts: — ur- to flog or lash. [U. darra].
darro
adv. = darhal: — xdwdr ydtkiiz- to notify
promptly. [KK. ddrriulMo. daruilU. darrov].
darrilavt. To flog, lash, thrash, whip. Cf. qam^ila- .
darwaza
n. Gate: — baq- to guard a gate/ qum —
his. n. Sand Gate (prominent site in Kash
gar). [C. darvazalkJ. darvoza].
darwaziwan
n. Gatekeeper,
darwaziwanlik
n. Gatekeeping: — qil- to work as a gate
keeper,
darwaqa
int. Really; sure enough: — , oyliganydrdin
giqti sure enough, it turned out as expected,
darwii
rel. n. Dervish; Islamic ascetic. [U. darves].
darwi$xana
rel. n. Monastery.
darw41ik
rel. abstract n. of darw4: — turmuyi monas
tic life,
darqam
adv. To sby's face; in sby's presence: —
tump hisaplay- to do accounts in sby's pre
sence / — tump sdzldy- to say (sth) to sby's
face/ — qil- to confront,
darqamta
adv. = darqam.
darkar
n. Need; use: bu ndrsinid nimd —i bar is
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dazmalla-

V•• • • ••
darija

this thing of yours of any use? [U. darkor}.
darya
1. n. Rank; grade; level: — bahala- to
grade (sth) according to its quality, grade
(sby) according to his work/ ddrijisi tdwdnld- to go down in grade/ ddrijisi drld(ds-) to go up in grade/ ddrijigd bdl- (ayri- ) to grade or classify/ ♦ — san math,
ordinal number. [Th. ddrciz&lkS. daraza (de
gree)].
2. math. n. Power: ddrijigd kdtdr- to pow
er. [Q. ddreze (#1-2)].
3. gr. n. Voice: dzliik - retroactive voice/
dmlttk - mutual voice/ mdjburi — causa
tive voice/ mdjhul — passive voice.
darijilik
adj. of darija: hdr - rdhbdrlik leaders at
all levels/ yuquri - kadirlar top-level cad
res. [Q. ddrezelt\.
darixa
int. It's a pity; it's too bad. [U. darig (oh!,
ah!)],
dariza
n. Window: — pdrdisi window curtain/ —
tdkgisi windowsill/ -- qapqisi window shut
ters/ — qaniti window casement/ ddrizini
bekit- to hang a window. [Ta. tdrdzdlV.
derazd].
darya
geo. n. River, usually a large river: —
boyi riverside/ — tasti the river was in
flood/ “ dgim river bend (also — qoltugi)/
— qesi river embankment/ — qirgigi river
bank. [C- darya/KK. ddr'yalQ. dariyal
Tu. derya (valley; sea)/U. dare],
daryayi
n. A silk fabric resembling satin but thin
ner: - ydktdk silk gown,
dargazap
n. Anger; rage; fury: — bol- to be angry/
- bildn angrily/ -kd kdl- to become angry,
dargah
n. Palace: padisanin -i imperial palace/ xu-

danifl -i rel. Paradise: xudanifl -iga kdt- to
go to Paradise. Cf. saray 1, qasir. [CdargahlU. dargoh],
darguman
adj. Doubtful; dubious. [U. dargwnon}.
darman
n. Energy; strength: —din kdt- to lose en
ergy / -ga kdl- (kir-) to regain energy/ -im
yoq I have no energy/ ayigimda — qalmidi
my leg has no strength left/ bu dora ddrdimgd — qildi this medicine worked
against my illness/ ♦ — qil- to be of use;
to serve the purpose. Cf. quwwat 1, kiis
1, majal, magdur. [C- darman (medicine;
remedy)/Q. ddrmenllJ. darmon],
darmansiz
adj. Weak; without strength. [Q. ddrmenstz\.
darmansizlanvi. To be weak, run down or without
strength,
darmansizliq
n. Weakness: uddrmansizligidinyiqilipgusti
he fell because of weakness. [Q. ddrmen-

slzdiky

darmahal
adv. Quickly; fast; at once: — bargin go
quickly! Cf. jaqqan 1.
daz
n. Crack; split: - kdt- to crack or split:
dyndk ddz ketiptu the glass cracked/ dezi
bar gind a cracked bowl/ ♦ mdn unidga
gdp qiliwatsam, saM nimd ddz kdtti what
business is it of yours what I said to him?
dazgin
n. A strip of leather that a shoemaker puts
on his knee while working,
dazmal
n. Flatiron: tok — electric iron/ kiyimgd sal- to iron clothes/ ♦ - selinmigan gdp
vulgar remark. Also dagmal. [U. dazmof\.
dazmallavt. To iron. Also dagmalla- .
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dm

dawa
dawa
1. n. Law suit: xun ddwasi homicide case.
[O. dava],
2. n. Inappropriate opinion or view. [Cda'va (pretension; claim)].
dawagar
n. Plaintiff: 1 — sus bolsa, qazi mutdhdm
boptu if the plaintiff slackens his efforts,
the cadi will make a fool of himself. [O.
davaci].
dawala$vt. To file a lawsuit,
dawat
n. Appeal; call: - qil- to make an appeal.
Cf. ^aqiriq, iindak, murajiat. [O. davet].
dawatnama
n. Written appeal or call,
dawan
1. med. adj. Demented. [C- devana].
2. adj. Dumb; slow-witt^.
dawanlik
1. med. n. Dementia. [C- devanaliq],
2. n. Stupidity: -- qil- to do (sth) stupid,
dawr
n. Era; period: - bOlgiig epoch-making/ xususiyiti the characteristics of an era/ azatliq urm —i period of revolutionary war/
bor —i geol. Cretaceous period/ tas —i
Stone Age/ ♦ - sur- a. to control; b. to
run wild: bir mdhdl - stir- to run wild for
a while/ ♦ -- qil- to circulate: tdkrar —
qiliy jdryani process of endless cycles; ♦ -qilii qanmi chem. law of periodicity. Also
dawran; cf. ayyam, zaman, qarna, era,
ira. [C- davrlKK. dduirlQ. dduirlT^. ddver/U. davr],
dawran
n. = dawr. [C. davrari].
dawra1. vi. To overflow, spill: ddrya siiyi —p
k&tti the river overflowed. Cf. ta?-, ta^qinda-.
2. vi. To become restless: addmldr —p

kStti people became restless,
dawriy
chem. adj. Periodic: elementlamifl — qilis
sestimisi periodic table of elements,
daqiqa
n. Minute; moment; twinkling. [U. daqiqa].
dakka
n. Rebuke; reprimand: -- bdr- to rebuke/
— yd- to be reprimanded. Also tanbih, da
wa III. p. dakki\.
dakka-diikka
onom. Terrified: — bol- to be perturbed:
kOMl — bol- to be uneasy/ - giiy- to fright
en/ ddkkd-dCikkidd qal- to be terrified,
dakka-diikkilik
n. of dakka-diikka.
dan
n. Guesthouse; hostel; inn. Cf. otan, saray 2. [<Ch. diari].
danja
n. Innkeeper. Cf. saraywan.
danjaliq
n. Innkeeping,
dansavt. To weigh in the hand: —p baqqina bunin egirligi qangilik giqartry to weigh this in
your hand; see how much this weighs.
[Mo. tefise- (to feel out, probe)],
day-day
n. Incitement; provocation; seduction;
temptation: — sal- to incite, seduce, stir
up, lure,
day-dayfi
n. Inciter; provoker,
day-dayliivt. To incite, stir up: —p soquytur- to incite
a scuffle,
dayiiz
n. Socially inferior or dirty person,
dayiizlik
n. of dayiiz: - qil- to commit a base act.
dal
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d^ta
adj. Just right; exactly: — dksig& exactly
the opposite/ — jayida just right; fitting;
proper/ — gus waqti exactly noon/ — otturisi dead center/ - dzigd oxsa- to be Just like
oneself/ — waqtida timely; in time: — waqtida kdpsiz you have come in time/ bu kiyim mafia — kelidu these clothes fit me just
right/ oq niyanga - tdgdi the bullet is right
on target. Also dalmu-dal. [Q. ddl\.
dalta
adj. Muddleheaded: — ad&m a muddleheaded person,
daltilik
n. Muddleheadedness: — qil- to be mud
dleheaded,
dal-darax
n. Trees,
daldan
adj. Erect (of ears): - qulaq erect or pro
truding ears. [Mo. delden].
daldaniivi. To shake, sway, totter: —p mafl- to
walk in a tottering manner.
daldanlavi. = daldan^a- .
daldii^
med. n. A mentally deranged person,
daldiin
adj. Slow in thought or action: — addm a
slow person.
dalil
n. Evidence; proof: — kdltiir- (kOrs&t-) to
cite as proof or evidence. Also dalil-ispat.
[Q. ddlell\J. dalil].
dalil(i
ph. n. Positivist,
dalil^ilik
ph. n. Positivism,
dalilsiz
adj. Having no proof or evidence. Also
dalil-ispatsiz. [Q. d&lelstz].
dalil-ispat
n. = dalil: —i toluq having sufficient evi

dence/ —lar tagddk turuptu there is irrefut
able (conclusive) evidence/ h&qiqi — hard
evidence,
dalil-ispatsiz
adj. = dalilsiz.
dalilla1. vt. To confirm, verify: mdsilini pakitlar bildn — to confirm a problem on the
basis of facts,
dallal
n. Middleman; matchmaker. Also dalla;
cf. algi 2, so^i, wasti^i. [C- ddllallV. dallol\.
dallalliq
abstract n. of dallal: — qil- to act as a
middleman,
dalla
n. = dallal.
dallamil. vt. To aim, train on, sight: —p at- to
shoot while aiming. Cf. gena- , jina- .
dallik
n. of dal.
dallin
adj. Alone; by oneself. Also dallinmu-dallin; cf. yakka-yigana, yakmu-ya. [<Ch.
danling],
dallinmu-dallin
adj. = dallin.
dallilik
n. Matchmaking: — qil- to act as match
maker,
dalmu-dal
adv. Just right; exactly. Also dal.
dam I
1. n. Breath: - al- a. to breathe, inhale;
b. ♦ to rest: — eli$ kuni day of rest/ — siqil- (tutul-) to breathe hard, be asthmatic.
Cf. tin, tiniq, napas. [C- damIKK. deml
Q. dem! Tu. dem/\J. dam],
2. n. Sound (of breath); air: — giqar- to
make a sound, exhale/ demi igigd giiyup kdtto be depressed, in low spirits/ demiflni gi-
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dodanlik

dam

ton (Croton tiglium), used in Uyghur folk
qarma don't make a sound; keep quiet/ ♦
medicine. Also called habiilmuluk.
“ tart- a. to seize, inhale, absorb, be ven
tilated: yilan qugqagni - tartiwatidu the dan II
m. A dry measure for grain, similar to the
snake is seizing the sparrow; mds obdan —
old English stone: bir — giirug one stone
tartiwatidu the stove is well ventilated; b.
of rice (100 liters or 2.7494 bushel). Cf.
expresses the sound of pigeons/ ♦ — yddadan. See section on Weights and Meas
to be well cooked: ay - yidi the rice was
ures on pp. 1079-80.
well cooked. Cf. a^^iq 5, qahr, qahrzahri, qahr-gazap, gazap, gazap-naprat, dandan
n. Elephant's tusk; ivory: — sapliqpigaq
naprat.
ivory-handled knife. [KK. ddndan].
dam II
n. Moment; wink; short time: bir — saqla- dandavi. To engage in certain bad habits: miiyiik
to wait a moment/ ♦ — tur- (of a young
qaznaqqa kirip —p qaptu the cat started
child) to learn to stand: bala — turidigan
to be in the habit of rummaging through
boldi the child has learned to stand. [Tb.
the storage bin.
ddmIU. dam].
do I
dam III
n. Ante; gambling stake: — giq- to ante,
n. Pillar; prop. Cf. tiriik 1, yolak 1. [U.
place
a st^e.
tamba],
do
II
dam IV
n. do tuttur- to play with: balini — to play
rel. n. Incantation: — sal- to chant an in
with a child,
cantation/ - suyi incantation water,
dobaza
damdar
cul. n. Steamed bread, similar to Chinese
zoo. n. Pigeon (Columbidae). Also called
mantou. [<Ch. dabaozi ?].
kaptar.
doppa
damat
do. n. A brimless Uyghur headgear: ♦
n. Same age.
doppisiga jigdd sal- to dupe, deceive. [Mo.
damatlik
tobilU. duppi].
adj. Same age: bir - addmldr persons of
dop-dogilaq
the same age.
adj. Pudgy: - bala a pudgy child,
damladotay
1. vt. To infuse, steep: gay — to steep tea.
his. n. Chinese official rank during the
2. vt. To braise,
Qing dynasty. [ < Ch. daotai].
simmer, cook slow
dotsent
ly: ay — to braise rice.
n. Assistant professor. [<R. dotsent].
Also diimla-. [KK.
dodartsiya
demle- (#l-2)/U.
bot. n. Dodartia orientalis. See illustra
damla- (#2)].
tion at qaga qamgigi on p. 623.
dammu-dam
dodan
adv. Rotatingly; tak
adj. Mischievous. [<Ch. daodari].
ing turns,
dodanlik
dan I
n. Mischievousness: — qil- to cause misbot. n. Purging cro
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dorday-

doxtur
chief.
doxtur
med. n. Physician: —ga kdriin- to see a
physician/ danliq — famous physician/ mal
—i veterinarian. Cf. tibbi alim, am^i, hekim 1, wira?. [<R. doktor].
doxturxana
med. n. Hospital. Cf. balnis, tibabatxana, ^ipaxana.
doxturluq
med. n. Medical practice: — qil- to prac
tice medicine/ — ilmi medical science. Cf.
wirajliq.
doxmu$
n. Corner: koginifl —i street corner. Also
doqniu^.
dost
n. Friend: — armiyd friendly army/ — tut(bol-) to make friends/ — mdmlikdt friend
ly country/ xdlqara —lar foreign friends/1
-qa yiglitip eytar, dusmdngd kuldurup the
words of a friend make you cry, the
words of a foe make you laugh/ ^ —larim
gdmkin bolup dmmdnlirim sad dylisun! when
my friends are sad, my enemies may re
joice (JMC)/ ♦ — tart- to attract a friend
(to sing the praises of). Cf. ada^ 1, agina.
[C- dost/K. dos/KK. dos; dostIQ. dos/Tk.
dusITu. dostIU. diistlY. dogor].
dostana
adj. Friendly:
friendly relations/
- ziyardt friendly visit. [U. diistona].
dostaniliq
n. Friendship. Cf. aginidar^iliq, aginiliq,
amraqiiq, dostluq.
dostla^vi. To become friends.
dostlanvi. = dostla$- .
dostIa$turvt. To befriend,
dostluq
n. = dostaniliq: - jdmiyiti friendship as

sociation/ — musabiqisi friendly competi
tion/ — munasiwiti friendly relations/ (in
— true friendship. [Q. dostyq],
doska
1. n. Blackboard: — suit- to erase a black
board/ siz doskiga qarafl will you please
look at the blackboard. Cf. qaritaxta. [<
R. doska!Y. duoskd\.
2. n. Washboard,
dora
1. med. n. Medicine: — asasi pharmacolo
gy/ — bdr- to use medicine against illness/
“ parayogi medicinal powder / — purkigiigi
sprayer; atomizer/ — taymisi drug rash/ — 6sumlukliri medicinal herbs/ — iinumi me
dicinal efficacy/ — qil- a. to be used as
medicine; b. to cure, heal/ — matiriyalliri
medicinal materials/ 1 aggiqnifl dorisi
sukut the best medicine for anger is si
lence/ ♦ qara — opium.
2. mil. n. Gunpowder: partligug — dyna
mite; explosive charge/ miltiq dorisi gun
powder. Also oqdora, miltiq dorisi. [Q.
ddrtIU. dori (//I-2)].
doravt. To imitate: -p iyld- to work by imitat
ing/ quflarnifl sayriyini — to imitate bird
calls.
dora-darman
n. Condiment; seasoning. [Q. ddri-dermen!
U. dori-darmon (all kinds of medicines)],
doram
m. Time. Cf. barawar, dap'a, hassa 1,
qetim I.
doram^i
n. Imitator,
doram^iliq
n. Imitating: — qil- to imitate,
dorday
adj. dorday kalpuk thick lips,
dordayvi. To protrude: kalpugi dordiyip qaldi
lips protruded.
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doripuru^

dok

doripuru^
n. Drug dealer.
doripuru$Iuq
n. Drug trade,
dorixana
n. Apothecary; drugstore; pharmacy. Also
aptika, darixana.
dorigar
n. Pharmacist; druggist. Also darigar.
dorigarlik
abstract n. of dorigar.
dorilaag. vt. To admix medicine: uruqni — to
admix medicine with seeds,
doriliq
1. med. adj.
Medicinal: -?iaraq medicinal
liquor/ ♦ — &fllik ot bot. Lithospermum offici
nale, a kind of
gromwell/ ♦ —
doriliq anlik ot
gariqun bot. Fa
mes officinalis, a kind of mushroom used
in Uyghur folk medicine (also called gariqun)/ ♦ — gazwan bot. hound's tongue
(Cynoglossum offici
nale)/ ♦ — IdyligUl
bot. marsh mallow
(Althaea officinalis)/
♦ —qatepilmaydigan
ndrsd a rare thing.
2. med. n. An addi
tive to enhance the
efficacy of a dose of
medicine,
dorga
n. Corvde.
doriliq layligul
dozaq
rel. n. Hell: — azawi the sufferings of
hell/ pani — hell on earth; vale of tears.
[C- dozax/Q. dozaq/\J. duzax].
•’’•A

do^na
m. Dozen (i.e. twelve): bir — qerindof one
dozen pencils. [<R. dyuzina],
dowsaq
phys. n. Bladder: — pal&glinm med. cystoparalysis/ — teyilisi med. vesical perforation/
-yallugi med. cystitis. [Mo. dabusaft].
dowsun
phys. n. Underbelly; lower abdomen,
doq
n. Intimidation; threat; bullying: — qil- to
intimidate, threaten or bully. [U. duq\.
doqa
n. Raised or protruding area: ♦ — bos big
forehead,
doqal
n. Difficulty or crisis caused by natural
catastrophes: — kdl- to disturb, trouble,
hinder, hamper, impede/ —din 6t- to tide
over a crisis/ qiyin —ga dug kdl- to suffer
difficulties,
doqur1. vi. To bump against, collide, run into,
strike.
2. vi. To run aimlessly: isikmu-isik—upyurto run from door to door (to rush hither
and yon).
doquru^vi. To bump against each other,
doqqida
adv. Clangingly; clankingly: u ginini —
qoyup qoydi he put the bowl down with a
clang,
doqmu^
n. Corner: koginifl —i street corner. Also
doxmu^.
doqmu$-doqmu$
n. Everywhere: bundaq islar —ta ugraydu
this kind of thing can be encounter^ eve
rywhere. Cf. hdr qdydr.
dok
n. Hunchback. Cf. diim^ak.
doktor
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dolqun

doktor
n. Doctor: tibbi p&nlar —i doctor (Ph.D.)
of medicine. Cf. doxtur. [<R. doktor],
dokur
1. zoo. n. Spur of cocks and other animals.
Cf. ^aq^aq.
2. zoo. n. Chestnut on a horse leg.
dokulda1. vi. To make the sound of rat-a-tat.
2. vi. To run around in confusion: Uikmu-isik —p yiir- to scurry in all directions.
doklat
n. Report; lecture: — b&r- (qil-) to give a
report or lecture/ — yolla- to send a re
port. Cf. maruza II. [<R. doklad],
doklat^i
n. Report giver; lecturer,
don-don
onom. Rat-a-tat.
dongaq
adj. Hunchbacked: - boway a hunch
backed oldster,
dongaqlavi. To be hunchbacked,
dongayvi. To protrude (of a buttocks),
dongaytvt. To stick out one's buttocks,
dohgal^aq
zoo. n. Kick: - at- to kick,
doga
n. Yoke of a horse cart. [Q. doga],
dogap
1. cul. n. Cold sour milk.
2. n. Slurry; mud.
dogap^i
n. Maker or seller of dogap.
dogapgiliq
abstract n. of dogapgi.
dogdaq
zoo. n. Great bustard (Otides). [K. toodaklMo. togudagIQ. duadaq],
dogisiman
adj. Arched; curved. Cf. agim, agmii.

dogilaq
adj. Short
and fat; rolypoly. [Mo.
toglui- (to be
come short
and fat],
dogowor
n. Commer
cial contract.
[<R. dogo\Or],
dogdaq
dogoworla^vi. To sign a contract,
dogma
n. Dogma. [<R. dogma],
dogmi^i
n. Dogmatist.
dogmi9iliq
n. Dogmatism,
dola
phys. n. Shoulder: - giqar- a. to shrug
shoulders; b. ♦ to retort, be ready for a
fight)/ dolisiga qaq- to tap or pat on the
shoulders. Cf. alqin 3, oqurak, d^na, yalka, gol II, miira.
dolana
bot. n. Haw
thorn (Cra
taegus cuneata), [Mo.
dolugunfl/Q. dolana!
U. dtilana],
dolomit
geol. n. Dol
omite. [<R.
dolomit],
dolqun
1. n. Wave:
dolana
— goqqisi wave crest/ awaz —i phy. sound
or acoustical wave/ tawuf —i sound wave/
ddhsdtlik - terrifying wave/ defiiz -i sea
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dotliik

dolqunsiman
waves/ elektir —i phy. electric wave/ yoniqluq —i light wave. Cf. orka^ 1, mawj.
[Mo. dolgi- (to undulate)/Y. dolgun],
2. fig. n. Tide; wave: — qozgidi the tide
surg^/ inqilip —i revolutionary tide.
3. n. Male name,
dolqunsiman
adj. Rolling; wave upon wave: hdrk&t —
rawajlinidu the movement came wave upon
wave,
dolqunlavi. To roll or surge (of waves): d&rya —p
aqmaqta the river flows with rolling
waves. Also dolqunlan- ; cf. orka^la- .
dolqunlanvi. = dolqunla- .
dollar
n. Dollar. [<R. dollar],
dombaq
med. n. Swelling; pimple; lump.
dombaymed. vi. To protrude, bulge, swell: qosaq
—ti the belly was swollen. Cf. pompay- ,
otuq- . [Mo. dombui-].
dombaytmed. vt. To cause to protrude, bulge or
swell: qosigini — to cause a belly to bulge,
dombira
mus. n. A Kazakh plucked string instru
ment with two strings and a fretless neck.
The body and neck are made of one piece
of wood, making the dombira rugged and
easy to transport. [U. dumbira].

dombira

dombiri^i
n. A dombira player.
dom-dom
onom. dom-dom qilip bar- to amuse chil-

dren with food,
domsaq
adj. Plump; chubby; pudgy (of the face),
domsayvi. To put on a long face,
domilavi. To roll, trundle: tagdin —p guy- to roll
down a mountain. Also domilan- . [Q. domala-/\J. dumala-].
domilaq
adj. Round: - yiiz a round face. [U. dimaloq],
domiiaqla1. vt. To make round.
2. vt. To roll about: —p oyna- to play and
roll about.
domilanvi. = domila-: u tagdin domilinip giiyti he
came trundling down the mountain. [KK.
domala-IY. timir-].
domila
n. Bad luck: — bos- to have bad luck. Cf.
pifkallik, dii^k^ik, ^or II, i$ 2, naslik.
domla1. vt. To place: gayni agziga —p qoyup igmidi he put the teacup to his mouth but did
not drink.
2. vt. To dangle: pigaqni besiga -p qorqutti
he frightened sby by dangling a knife over
his head. Also sangila- .
domnama^
n. Blast furnace. Cf. drdmdy. [<R. domna
•f -mdy],
donay
adj. Winding; crooked: - qol crooked arm.
do
zoo. n. Phalanger; big spider (JE).
dot
1. n. A clumsy or awkward person.
2. n. Blockhead; dunce; idiot.
dotla$vi. To become clumsy or stupid,
dotliik
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du'a

dd$
n. Clumsiness; stupidity: — qil- to be
clumsy or stupid; to do (sth) clumsily or
stupidly.
do$
ag. n. An elevated area in a field: — al- to
level land. [Mo. dosi\.
dd$-topa
ag. n. An elevated area where irrigation
water does not penetrate.
dd$a
cul. n. Chopping block. [Mo. ddsi (anvil;
hammering block)],
do^i'ayaq
cul. n. A tray-like chopping block,
dorbiijin
geo. n. Dorbiijin (Emin), county in Xin
jiang (46.32N 83.
39E). Established in
1918. Population
(1982): 149,105. [Mo.
dOrbeljin
(square;
rectangle)],
dowa
1. m. Heap; pile; stack: birone pile
of manure. [Mo. dobo (hillock)].
2. n. Heap; pile; stack: dxldt ddwisi rub
bish heap/ ot dOwisi haystack. Cf. garam.
dowilavt. To heap, pile, stack: bugdayni xamanga
— to stack wheat in the threshing ground.
Cf. dastila- I, orida-, garamla- .
doka
adj. Rich: - qassap big butcher/ - qimarwaz rich gambler,
don
n. Hillock; mound; slope: — giqip tur- to
protrude (of a mound)/ — yoli sloping
road/ —g& giq- to go up a slope/ topa —i
earth mound/ qum —i sand dune. [Q.
ddfllU. dung],
dongavt. To shirk, shift: jawapkarliqni — to

shirk one's responsibility/ jinaydtni —p
qoy- to shift guilt to sby else,
donliik
n. Knoll; hillock,
dolat I
n. Country; nation: — mudapi&si national
defense/ samawi — rel. paradise. Cf. al 1.
[C. davlatlT^. dduldtIlJ. davlat/Y. dojdu\.
dolat II
1. n. Wealth: — qufi bird of happiness: 5
besi§a — qufi qondi the bird of happiness
landed on his head/ — kbr- to enjoy wealth/
dOlitiflizdd (in response to an inquiry) thank
you, I am much better now. Cf. dunya II,
dunya-dapma. [U. davlat\.
2. n. Male name,
dolat^i
n. Nationalist.
dolat(ilik
n. Nationalism: gofl — great nationalism (a
derogatory term for imperious internation
al behavior),
ddlatlik I
adj. Country; nation,
dolatlik II
adj. Well-off; well-to-do; rich: — a'ild
well-to-do family,
dolatman
adj. = dolatlik.
dolatmanlik
n. Wealth; financial well-being,
donan
zoo. n. Four-year old horse. [Mo. ddn-e
(four-year old cattle)/Q. ddnenlU. dunori].
ddniijiin
zoo. n. Four-year old cow. [Mo. dOnji
(four-year old cow)/Q. ddneztn].
du'a
rel. n. Benediction; blessings; prayer: —
al- to receive blessings/ — bdr- to give
blessings/ -- oqu- to recite a benediction/
^ — ay seventh month of the Turki lunar
year (see Calendars on pp. 1073-4). Also
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durbun

du'a-takbir
du'a-takbir. [C- du'alO. dualQ. dugallk.
doga/lJ. duo].
du'a-takbir
rel. n. = du'a.
du'a-talap
rel. n. Beseeching; supplication; prayer,
du'ayisalam
n. Respects; greetings: — eyt- (yolla-) to
extend greetings. Also salam.
du'agoy
rel. n. One who prays,
dubulga
his./mil. n. Helmet. [Mo. dugulag-a].
dup
bot. n. Oak (Quercus): - d&rixi oak tree.
Also called arar.
dupi I
n. Tool used by cobblers to nail spikes on
soles,
dupi II
obs. n. Bookshelf.
dut
n. Smoke; gas: — al- to be poisoned by
gas/ tamaka -i bdrm&ywatidu the cigarette
does not draw properly. Cf. tiitak, tiitiin
1. [C. dud\.
dutar
mus. n. A plucked two-stringed instrument,
one of the most popular among Uyghurs,
Uzbeks, and Tajiks, ca. 120 cm. long,
with 13 to 14 frets on the neck. [U. dutof\.

dutar

dutar^i

n. A maker or player of dutars.
dutxana
n. Ventilation hole in a baking oven (cf.
tonur).
dutla1. vt. To emit smoke.
2. vt. To fumigate: Oyni dora bildn — to
fumigate a room with medicine. Cf. kla- .
duduq
n. Stammerer; stutterer. Cf. kekaj, kika(.
[U. duduq].
duduqlavi. To stammer, stutter:—/? sdzld- to speak
with a stammer. Cf. tatila^tur- 2, kekagla-,
kika^la- .

du(

adv. dug kdl- to meet with, come across:
balayi-apdtkd — kdl- to suffer a disaster;
qiyingiliqqa — kdl- to meet with difficul
ties. [U. dug].
du(ar
adj. dugar bol- to suffer, meet with, en
counter: bdxtsizliqqd — bol- to suffer mis
fortune; tdbii apdtkd — bol- to suffer a na
tural calamity; qiyin dhwalga — bol- toland
in a predicament; kesdlgd — bol- to con
tract an illness/ dugar qil- to cause to meet
with. [O. dugarlU. dugor].
duxawa
n. Velvet: sipun - georgette velvet/ gijim deep-napped velvet; velour. Also baxmal,
barqut, maxmal. [U. duxoba].
duxopka
n. Oven. [<R. duxovka].
du$
n. Shower bath: —ta yuyun- to take a show
er. [<R. dus].
dur
geol. n. Sediment. Also dug; cf. tinma,
(okiinda.
durbun
n. Telescope: refleksisliq — reflecting tele
scope. [Mo. duranlU. durbin].
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dunya

durdana

dug
durdana
1. geol. n. = dur: yagnifi —i fat sediment.
n. Pearl: — gisliri pearl-like teeth.
2. adj. Muddy; turbid: — bol- to get tur
durdun
bid/ — su muddy water. Cf. lay 2.
n. A kind of high-quality silk cloth. [Mo.
dugdaydurduf(\.
1. vi. To huddle. Also diigday- .
durus
2. vi. To be listless or dispirited.
1. adj. Correct; honest; proper; upright;
decent: — addm decent person/ - is corr^t duldul
rel. n. Winged steed (name of Moham
matter/ kOzqarisi — having a correct point
mad's mule). [O. duldul].
of view. [KK. durys\.
2. int. Good; all right; ok; will do. [U. dumba
n. dumba yd- to take a beating,
durmt\.
dumbaq
dunislamus. n. Drum: — gal- a. to beat a drum;
vt. To correct, rectify: pozitsiyini -p k&tti
b.
♦ to serve, render service to: xdqnifl
he corrected his attitude.
dumbigini gal- to serve others/ jdfl dumbigi
dufu
war drum/ ♦ - yeril- (of a drum) to split
cul. n. Beancurd. [<Ch. douju],
(a. to fail, fall through: unifl dumbigi yedukat
rildi his affair failed; b. to see the out
n. Small scissors,
come or solution). Cf. baraban.
dukan
1. n. Store; shop: tomurgilik dukini hard- dumbaqgi
n. Drummer. Cf. barabanji.
ware store/ — xizmiUgisi store clerk/ ♦ —
ayri- to separate (from?) a store (to finish dumbaqgiliq
abstract n. of dumbaq^i: -- qil- to fawn
one's apprenticeship). Cf. magizin. [O.
on; to flatter,
diikkdnlQ. dukenlU. dukon].
dumbala2. n. Handicraft shop.
vt. To beat, thrash, strike: kelisturiip dum3. n. Native loom,
balidi he struck brutally,
dukandar
n. Store owner; shopkeeper. Also dukan- dumbalanvi. To take a beating,
5i; cf. janguyda.
dunya I
dukan^a
n. World: — baziri world market/ — xdn. Small store. Diminutive form of du
ritisi world map / -da tdfldisi yoq unparal
kan.
leled in the world / —din kdt- (xoslay-, 6t-) to
dukan^i
pass away or die/ —ga patmaslik (patmay
n. = dukandar. [Q. duken^i].
kdt-) to consider oneself unexcelled in the
dun
world/ —ga kdl- a. to be born; b. to pro
adj. Wholesale: - sat- to sell wholesale.
duce, appear, happen/ —ga kOz ag- a. to be
Cf. iilgiija, kotiira. [<Ch. dun].
bom; b. to be sensible or intelligent/ —ga
dun^ian
mdyhur world-renowned/ bu — this world;
n. Dongxiang, a Mongolian nationality in
this life/ putiin - the whole world/ tdbidt
Gansu. [<Ch. dongxiang].
—si natural world; Nature/ haywanatlar
dull
—si world of animals; fauna/ dsumliikldr
n. Duel. [<R. duel'].
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diikiirla-

dunya
—si world of plants; flora. Cf. alam, jahan, ka'inat. [C- dunyalK. diijndlKK.
dun'yalO. diinyalQ. dilnielTz.. ddn"ya/
Tu. diinjd].
dunya II
n. Wealth: —ga beril- to be greedy/ mifl
xeli —si bar he has considerable wealth.
Also dolat II I, dunya-dapma. [U. dundunyaparas
n. Moneygrubber. Also dunyaxor.
dunya-dapma
n. = dunya II.
dunyaxor
n. = dunyaparas. [Q. dmieqor
dunyaxorluq
n. Moneygrubbing.
dunyawiy
adj. Global; world: — &hmiy&t global
sense/ — sdwiyd world standard,
dunyaqara^
n. Worldview.
dunyaliq
abstract n. of dunya: —ta bir bala a single
child. [KK. dun'yaly (adj.)/0. dunyaliki
Q. diinieliq].
diip-diip
onom. Pitter-patter: yiirdk — soqti the
heart went pitter-patter. Also duk-diik.
[Mo. tiig].
diip-dugiilak
adj. Perfectly round. Superlative of diigiilak.
dupiir-dupiir
onom. Cloppity-clop (sound of horse's
hooves). Also dukiir-diikur.
diipiirlavi. To make the sound of horse's hooves:
atlar —p kdldi the horses came running
clippity-clop.
diipiildavi. To palpitate, throb: yiirGk — (of a heart)
to throb. Also diikiilda-, giipiilda- .

diidiit
n. Children's name for car.
diidiiza
n. Face card, like king, queen or jack, in
playing cards. Cf. qo^. [<Ch. duiduizi].
diidiik
n. Whistle: — fc/- to blow a whistle. Cf.
pii^tak, ii^tak. [O. dudiik].
dii^anba
n. Monday. [C- duyanba/Ta.. dii^dmbelH. dufanba].
dii^kalavt. To push, shove. Also dii^kii^Ia- .
dii^kallik
n. Bad luck; misfortune. Cf. pipkallik, domila, $or II, , 2, naslik.
du$kii$Iavt. = dii^kala- .
dii^man
n. Enemy; foe. Cf. yaw, yega 2. [C- du^man/K. dayman/O. du$man/Q. dusmanllJ.
dayman],
dii$manla$vi. To be mutually antagonistic.
dii$manlar(a
adv. Hostilely.
dii$manlik
n. Enmity; hostility: — bil&n qara- to view
with hostility/ — qil- to be hostile. Cf. adu. [K. duymandykIO. diiymanliklQ. day
pandyq],
diirrida
adv. Shoutingly: balilar - tarqap kdtti the
children scattered shoutingly/ balilar —
top m&ydaniga yugurup kiitti the children
ran noisily to the ballfield.
diiwat
n. Inkwell; inkpot. [U. davat],
diik-diik
onom. = dup-diip.
diikiir-dukur
onom. = diipur-diipur.
diikiirla-
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dezinfeksiya

diikurlatvi. To make the sound of rat-a-tat.
diikiirlMvt. caus. of diikiirla- ; polni dilkiirlitip
tdp- to stamp on the floor with a banging
sound,
diikiildavi. = diipijlda- .
duy
n. Team:
production team. Cf.
atrat. [<Ch. dui\.
duyjan
n. Team leader. [<Ch. duizhang],
diiyza
lit. n. Antithetical couplet. [<Ch. duizi].
diiy^anliq
n. Team leadership: - wdzipisi the duties
of a team leader,
diigdayvi. To huddle: sogaqtin dugdiyip kdt- to
huddle against the cold. Also dugday- .
diigdak
adj. Huddled,
diigiilavi. To roll: top bu yaqqa —p k&ldi the ball
rolled over here,
diigiilatvt. To roll: balilar dugulgdkni diigulitip
oynawatidu the children are playing by
rolling an iron hoop,
diigiilak
adj. Round. Cf. toriik.
diigiil^ak
n. Iron hoop (a toy).
diim
adv. Lying face down; placed upside down:
— yat- to sleep on one's stomach/ — yiqilto fall face down/ ginini — komtUrdi the
bowl was placed upside down/ ♦ — giis- a.
to fall on one's head; b. expresses fond
ness for good food: upologa — giisti he was
wild about pilaf/ ♦ - qil- to place upside
down: ginini joziga — qilip qoy put the
bowls upside down on the table!

diim-diim
n. Hide and seek: — oyna- to play hide
and seek,
diimjayvi. To bend low: dUmgiyip oltur- to sit
with bent back.
dum9ak
1. adj. Hunchbacked.
2. n. Hunchback. Also called dok.
dumlacul. vt. To braise: polo — to braise pilaf.
Also damla- 2.
detsimetir
m. Decimeter (dm). Equals 10 m. [<R.
detsimetr].
detsimetirliq
adj. of detsimetir: — dolqun a ten-meter
high wave,
deska
1. pe. n. Discus. Also diska.
2. mil. m. Drum: bir — oq one drum of
bullets. [<R. disk
deskiliq
adj. of deska: - sdrdm ag. disc harrow,
derak
n. News; mail; message; whereabouts: —
al- to ask about news/ — b&r- to indicate,
symbolize, betoken/ derigi yoq no news,
mail, message/ derigini qil- to ask about
sby's whereabouts. Cf. axbarat 2, xawar
1, sirtiq, u^ur, izdak-soraq, malumat 2.
[Q. dereklU. darak],
deraksiz
adj. Without message: — yoqal- to have no
news whatsoever. Also called biderak.
[Q. derekstz].
deraklavt. To inquire about news or sby's where
abouts,
dezinfeksiya
med. n. Disinfection: — dorisi disinfectant
medicine/ — qil- to disinfect. [ < R. dezinfektsiyd\.
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dialektikiliq

dewirqay
dewirqay
n. Rosin. [Mo. dabarqai].
dekabir
n. December. Used mostly in publications.
Common term is on ikkingi ay. See sec
tion on Calendars on pp. 1073-4. Also
dikabir. [<R. dekabr'].
dekoratsiya
lit. n. Scenery (in painting or theater).
[<R. dekoratsiya].
deklamatsiya
n. Recitation; declamation: — qil- to re
cite, declaim. Also diklamatsiya. [<R.
deklamatsiya].
deklamatsiyi^i
n. Reciter; declaimer.
deniz
geo. n. Sea: — armiyisi mil. navy/ — boyi
coast; seashore/ - pili zoo. walrus (Odobenus rosmarus)! — taspaqisi zoo. green tur
tle (Chelonia mydas)/ — tiransporti sea
transport/ — quliilisi zoo. conch/ — kalisi
zoo. sea cow; manatee (Hydrodamalis gigas)/ — eyigi zoo. fur seal (Arctocephalinae)/ -- yultuzi zoo. sea star; starfish (Asteroidea)/ — ytisiini bot. seaweed; alga
(Sargassum fi^iforme)! - yuzi sea level/ —
mudapidsi mil. coastal defense/ — mili nau
tical mile (= 1.85 km)/ oguq - open sea/
Oluk - Dead Sea. [Ta. diflgezITu. defUz!
U. dengiz].
denizgi
n. Sailor; mariner. Cf. paraxotfi, qolwaqgi, qeyiq^i, kemi^i, matros.
dehiz-okyan
n. The seas,
delo
n. Records; files; archives. [<R. delo].
delu
n. Eleventh month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
demokrat
n. Democrat: —lar partlyisi democratic

party. [<R. demokrat].
demokratizim
n. Democratism: yefli — New Democracy.
[<R. demokratizm].
demokratizimliq
adj. Democratic,
demokratik
adj. Democratic: — saylam democratic el
ection/ - islahat democratic reform/ - inqilap democratic revolution,
demokratiya
n. Democracy: — mdrk&zldi-turiis tuziimi
democratic centralism / demokratiyini k&n
jari qildur- to fully develop democracy/
xdlq demokratiyisi diktaturisi people's de
mocratic dictatorship. [<R. demokratiya].
demokratiyila^vi. To democratize,
demigiza
n. demigiza qil- to taste, try the flavor of.
diabet
med. n. Diabetes. [<R. diabet].
diaoduyiian
n. Dispatcher; controller. [<Ch. diaoduyuan].
diagonal
math. n. Diagonal. [<R. diagonal"].
diagramma
n. Diagram. Cf. sixima. [<R. diagram
ma].
diagnoz
m^. n. Diagnosis: — qoy- to diagnose/ —
qoyus usuli diagnostic method. [ < R. diag
noz].
dialog
n. Dialog. [<R. dialog].
dialektik
n. Dialectic: — matiriyalizim dialectic ma
terialism. [< R. dialektik].
dialektika
n. Dialectics. [<R. dialektika].
dialektikiliq
adj. Dialectical.
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dirami^iliq

diametir
diametir
math. n. Diameter. [<R. diametr],
diban
n. Negative. [<Ch. diban].
dipay
n. Hand (in card games): nimd aldimda
—d&k turis&n why do you stand before me
with a poker face? [< Ch. dipai].
diplom
n. Diploma. Cf. $ahadat2, ^ahadatnama.
[<R. diplom],
diplomat
n. Diplomat. [<R. diplomat],
diplomatik
adj. Diplomatic: — xadim diplomatic per
sonnel/ — munasiwdt diplomatic relations:
— munasiwdt ornat- to establish diplomatic
relations.
diplomatiya
n. Diplomacy: — sahisi diplomatic circles.
[<R. diplomatiya],
dit
1. n. Thste; interest: -igayaq- to suit one's
taste.
2. n. Resourcefulness; cleverness: —i bar
to be resourcefulness: —i bar addm a re
sourceful or clever person.
ditlavt. To appraise, assess, estimate, evalu
ate: —p kdr- to size up.
didar
n. Appearance; looks; face: - kdrus- to see,
meet / —iga intizar bol- to long to see/ kdm
— rarely seen. [Q. didarIV. didor],
didarla^vi. To see, meet. Cf. kbrii^- 2. [Q. didarla-].
dian^i
n. Television. [<Ch. dianshi],
dyorni
n. Person on duty: kim — who's on duty?
Also di^orni. [<R. dezurnyf],
djjorniliq

n. Duty; watch: — qil- to be on duty. Also
di^orniliq.
di(iielian
n. Dacron: — kopta a woman's blouse
made of dacron. [ < Ch. diqueliang].
dixan
ag. n. Farmer; peasant: —lar jdmiyiti far
mers' association/ —lar hdrkiti peasant
movement / -lar qozgilifli peasant uprising.
[KK. dijxan/Q. diqanITu. dajxan],
dixan^iliq
ag. n. Agriculture; farming: — saymanliri
agricultural tools / — masiniliri farm ma
chinery. Cf. teriq^iliq. [KK. dijxanyylyq/T\i.
daj-xangylyk],
disproziy
chem. n. Dysprosium (Dy). [<R. disprozij].
diska
pe. n. Discus. Also deska 1. [<R. disk],
disertatsiya
n. Dissertation; thesis: — yaqla- to defend
a dissertation. [<R. dissertatsiya],
di^war
adj. Difficult: — iy difficult matter. Cf. tas,
qiyin, mu$ aqqatlik.
d4warliq
n. Difficulty; hardship: —qa ugra- to fall
on hard times. Cf. qiyin^iliq, egirjiliq 1,
mu^aqqat, mu^kiillat.
dir
n. Capital; funds: -/ giq- to break even/
—ini giqiralmasliq to lose one's capital/
—ini qaytur- to repay the principal. Cf.
dasmaya, sarmaya, kapital, izna 2, mablag.
dirap
n. Thick woolen cloth. [<R. drap],
dirama
lit. n. Drama. [<R. drama],
diramaturg
lit. n. Playright. [<R. dramaturg],
diramigiliq
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diqqat-etiwar

dir-dir
lit. n. Theatrical production.
dir-dir
onom. Vibration: - qil- (at-, titrO.-) to qui
ver, vibrate. [Q. dir-dir],
diri^abil
n. Dirigible. [<R. dirizabl'].
diri^or
mus. n. Conductor. [<R. dirizer],
dirihnida
adv. Thumpingly; thuddingly: — yiqilip
(iif- to fall down with a thud,
dirildavi. To shake, shiver, tremble. Cf. jugulda- , ^iirkiin- , galilda- .
dizel
n. Diesel: - matori diesel engine. [<R.
dizel' <G. Diesel],
di^orni
n. Person on duty. Also dijorni.
di^orniliq
abstract n. of di?or. Also dijorniliq.
diwan I
lit. n. Compilation; collection: — begi his.
keeper of collections. Cf. yiginda 1, majmu'a. [U. devon],
diwan II
n. Divan; sofa. [<R. divan],
diwana
n. Beggar. Cf. tilam^i, xayrifi, sadiqi^i,
qalandar. [Q. diuanalG, devona],
diwani^iliq
n. Begging; beggary; mendicancy: — qilto beg. Cf. tilam5iliq, qalandarlik.
diwa
poe. n. Devil; demon. [Th. diyu],
diwa-pari
poe. n. Demons and monsters,
diwan
adj. Slow in thought and action: — addm a
slow-witted person/ ♦ — n&rsd dumb ox.
diwanlik
n. of diwan: — qil- to do (sth) stupid,
diwayla-

vi. To be overbearing, fierce, truculent: u
—p menin aldimga kdldi he truculently
stepped up in front of me.
diwitvt. To urge; hurry; press: atni — to hurry
a horse,
diwigatil
n. Engine; motor. Cf. fado^i, mator.
diwinvi. To pounce: it ad&mgd —ip kdldi the
dog came pouncing on people,
diftiriya
med. n. Diphtheria. Also called bogma.
[<R. difteriya],
differinsial
math. n. Differential. [<R. differentsial],
difli
n. difli kinir bot, rosebay (Nerium indicum), used in Uyghur folk medicine. See
illustration at sdgatgiil on p. 486.
diqqM
1. n. Attention: — bol- to be impatient:
mdn seni saklap — boldum I awaited you
impatiently/ — qil- a. to be attentive, cau
tious; b. ♦ to worry, be anxious/ —ni
tart- to attract attention/ diqqiti Qegil- (bdlun-) to be distracted. Also diqqat-etiwar,
diqqat-nazar. [Ta. dik’at'; dyjkkat/\J,
diqqat],
2, n. Standing at attention.
diqqat9ilik
n. Anxiety; attention: —td qal- to be anx
ious or attentive,
diqqatsiz
adj. Inattentive,
diqqatsizlik
n. Inattentiveness,
diqqat-etiwar
n. = diqqat I: - bildn qara- to attach im
portance to, pay attention to/ —ni bura- to
divert attention/ —ni qozga- to bring to
(sby's) attention/ —nifl sirtida qaldur- to
give no thought to.
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diyanatlik

diqqat-nazar
diqqM-nazar
n. = diqqat 1.
diqmaq
adj. Corpulent; fleshy: - odam corpulent
person/ -- qol fleshy hand,
dika
n. An artificial fiber, possibly dacron.
dikabir
n. December. Used mostly in publications.
Also dekabir. [<R. dekabr'].
diktatura
n. Dictatorship: puroletariyat diktaturisi
dictatorship of the proletariat. [ < R. dikta
tura].
diktaturiliq
adj. of diktatura: puroletariyat diktaturiligidiki ddldt a country governed by proletar
ian dictatorship,
diktor
n. Announcer. Cf. jar?i, jaka^i, elan^i.
[<R. diktor].
diktorluq
abstract n. of diktor: — qil- to act as an
announcer,
dik-dik
onom. expresses a thumping sound: u —
yugtirup kdldi he came running with a
thump. [Mo. deg].
dikkida
adv. Thumpingly: u ornidin — turup kdtti
he stood up with a thump,
dikilavt. To goose a woman,
dikildavi. To jog, trot. Also soqulda- 2.
din
adj. Erect; vertical; upright; peipendicular: -- turguz- to set upright/ quligi - having
one's ears pricked/ ♦ — qulaq a bigeared person; well-informed source,
din-din
onom. expresses the sound of footsteps: —
yugiir- to run with a thump.

din(an
n. Deposit; down payment; earnest money.
Cf. zakalM. [<Ch. dingqian].
dinxulu
n. A lantern formerly used in coal mines.
[<Ch. denghulu].
din^uji
n. Stapler. [<Ch. dingshuji].
dinziya
med. n. Bezoar (Calculus bovis), used in
Uyghur folk medicine as an antidote for
poison,
dingayvi. To turn upwards: quyrugi — to turn a
tail upwards,
dinga;^vt. To cause to turn upwards: quyruqni —
to have (sth) turn its tail upwards,
dingos
onom. = dingok 1.
dingoslavi. = dingokla- .
dingok
1. onom. expresses limping sound. Also
dingos.
2. adj. Having one short leg (of furniture):
jozinin puti - bolup qaptu the table leg
was short.
dingokla1. vi. To limp: u —p keliwatidu he comes
limping.
2. vi. To be unsteady (of furniture),
dingil
adj. dingil qay erect eyebrows,
diyar
1. n. Native country or place. Cf. yurt 1.
2. n. Male name,
diyaniit
1. n. Honesty. Cf. halalliq, rastgilliq.
2. n. Intuitive knowledge,
diyanatlik
1. adj. Honest: — addm honest person.
Cf. halal 3, rastjil, rastgoy.
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diyarlik

dimiqta

Cf. appaq 2, soyumliik. [C- dilruba].
2. adj. Good-natured; kindhearted.
dilka$
diyarlik
adj. Intimate: — agind an intimate friend.
adv. Nearly; almost: yoq — almost none.
Cf. zig, qadinas, qelin 2, ijil. [C- dilkds
Also digiidak flk. diyarlekl\J. diyarlik].
(attractive)/!!. dWm (cheerful; jolly)].
digar
1. n. Four to five o'clock in the after dilka$lik
n. Intimacy; understanding,
noon.
diligul
2. rel. n. Muslim afternoon prayer,
adj. Hesitating; shilly-shallying: — addm a
digan
person who shilly-shallies/ — bol- to hesi
vt. Past tense of da- : u nimd - what did
he say?/ ♦ — bildn after all; all in all; in
tate.
the final analysis; even though: — bildn u diligulluq
n. of diligul.
y&nila yaxsi yold^ all in all, he is still a good
dimaq
comrade. [Th. digdn].
phys. n. Nasal cavity: —piitup qal- to have
digandak
a stuffy nose/ — tawu^i gr. nasal sound/ —
1. adv. Really; as expected: u — qaytip k&lkawigiyallugi med. nasosinusitis/ ♦ dimigi
di he came back as expected.
Osiip qaldi his nasal cavity was swollen
2. adv. Enough: tdnqitnin qanatyaydumlusi
(he was very arrogant)/ ♦ dimigi iistun of
— bolmidi criticism was not sufficiently
superior nasal cavity (putting on grand
carried out.
airs)/ ♦ dimigida kill- to laugh in one's
3. adj. Good; ideal: - attin bimi setiwalnasal cavity (to snicker)/ dimigida gdp qildim I bought a good horse.
to speak in one's nasal cavity (to speak
digiidak
with a nasal sound)/ dimigini qaq- to shake
adv. = diyarlik: u da'im — kelip turidu
one's nasal cavity (to sneer at). [U. dimog
he came almost regulalrly/ ular hdmmisi —
(nose)],
kaldi almost all of them came.
dim-dam
dU
adv. Unable to sleep deeply: kesdl — uxlayn. Heart; mind: - xdstd vexed; worried/
digan boldi the sick person could not sleep
— fikdstd pained; grieved/ —i buzuq evildeeply,
hearted / -i sunuq heart-broken/ -i kusadd
light-hearted/ -i yayrap kdt- to have ease dimak
conj. In sum; that is to say. [Th. dimdk/\J.
of mind/ —i yumyaq soft-hearted/ —i nazuk
demak].
emotionally frail/ sap - pure-hearted; hon
est; fair-minded; upright. Cf. qalb, koniil, dimiq
adj. Muggy; stuffy; sultry: — hawa sultry
yiirak 2. [C. diUXi. dil\.
weather/ — dy stuffy room. Cf. tinjiq.
dilbar
1. n. Darling; sweetheart. [C- dilbarlTu. dimiqvi. To drown, suffocate. Cf. tuiyuq- .
dilberlU. dilbar].
dimiqta
2. n. Female name. Also dildar (#1-2).
adj. Gloomy; depressed: — bol- a. to be
dildar
gloomy: dynifl i^i — bolup kdtti the room
n. = dilbar.
has become gloomy; b. to be unhappy, be
dilraba
worried.
poe. adj./n. Dear; beloved; sweetheart.
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diniy

din
din
rel. n. Religion; — tarqat- to do mission
ary work/ islam —i Islamic religion. [C.
dinIQ. df/i/Tk. dinlU. diri\.
dina
phy. m. Dyne. [<R. dina\.
dinar
n. Gold coin; dinar (JE).
dinam
n. Dynamo. [<R. dinamd\.
dinamika
phy. n. Dynamics. [<R. dimmikd\.
dindar
rel. n. Believer: — ad&m religious person.
Cf. din(i, etiqatgi, muxlis 1, murit 2,
namazxan. [Q. dindar].

dindarliq
rel. n. Belief,
din^i
rel. n. = dindar.
dinsiz
rel. adj. Atheistic. [Q. dinst^.
dinsizlik
rel. n. Atheism. Cf. dahrilik. [Q. dinsizdik],
diniy
rel. adj. Religious: — pa'aliydt religious
activity/ — dqidd religious doctrine/ — jdmiy&t religious association/ — xurapat rel
igious superstition / — hakimiydtgilik reli
gious sovereignty/ — zxit religious person
age/ — etiqat religious belief.
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abidilik
abat
n. = abidiyat.
adj. Always; forever; eternal; perpetual;
permanent; everlasting; for good. Also a- abiyargar
adj. Thoughtful; considerate; attentive.
badi-abat, abidi, abidilibat; cf. axirsiz,
Cf. koyiimjan.
baqi 1, manguliik. [U. abadij].
abga
abadi-abat
1. adj. Poor; poverty-stricken: — addm a
adj. = abat.
poor
person. Cf. awara 1, peqir, peqiraabjat
na,
qa^^aq,
kambagiil, namrat.
n. The name of the first letter of the Ara
2. zoo. adj. Emaciated: — qoy emaciated
bic alphabetical system arranged by nu
sheep. Cf. awara 1, oniq, kotiram.
merical value. Cf. elipba 1.
abgala$abja^
vi. To become poor or emaciated. Cf. qa?adj. Blended; mixed: - may blended oil.
$aqla$- , kambagalla^- , namratla^- .
Cf. qo^uq II 1.
abgala^turabjaq
vt. To cause to become impoverished or
n. Junk; scrap: abjigi giq- to become worn
emaciated. Cf. qa^^aqla^tur-, kambagalout, tattered: dbjigi pqip k&tkan narsd
la^tiir- , namratla^tur- .
junk; scrap; worn-out items/ dtiiknifl —iptu
boots are worn out. Cf. ta^landuq, askipu- abgaliq
n. Poverty; state of emaciation. Cf. qa$$aqru?, aski-tiiski 1.
liq, kambagallik, namratliq.
abidi
adj. = abat: — dostluq everlasting friend ablab
n. Scoundrel; bastard; bad egg. [O. ebleh].
ship/ - Ozg&rm&slik never to change/ - untumasliq never to forget. [Tu. ab^an],
ap I
n. Harmony; concord; amity: — bol- to
abidiyat
become reconciled: aka-uka ikkisi — bolup
n. Eternity; permanence. Cf. abidilik, aqaldi the two brothers made up/ — dt- to
wat, mangii.
live in harmony: bizxosnilar bildn — dtimiz
abidila$we neighbors live in harmony/ u ayali bivi. To be or become eternal,
Idn — he lives in harmony with his wife.
abidilibat
[Tv. epl\J. ep (possibility; opportunity)].
adj. = abat.
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apu

ap
ap
n dp Ml- a. to be suitable, fitting, ap
adj.
propriate: bu isMp Oynifl bulufliga taza—Mi
di this cabinet is quite suitable in the cor
ner of the room; b. to find an opportunity/
dp tap- a. to seek opportunity; b. to seek
the key to a problem,
apt
n. Appearance; looks; physiognomy: —i
yaman being repulsive in appearance/ —in
qurgur ini. rats!; oh no!; dam! Also apt-ba?ira, apt-turq. [U. aft\.
apt-ba$ira
n. = apt.
apt-turq
n. = apt.
aptimun
bot. n. Japanese dodder (Cuscuta japonica). For illustration, see seriq ot on p. 497.
apandi
1. pp. Mr.: henruy — menin dostum Mr.
Henry is my friend. [O. efendillk. dfdnde],
2. n. Teacher.
3. n. Funny or eccentric person: u taza —
iMn he is rather eccentric. [U. afandi {tt\3)].
apandilik
n. Teaching.
ap>-(ap
n. Key to problem; knack: iynin dpgepini
bil- to understand the key to a problem.
ap(il
1. adj. Compact; carryable. Also aplik 1;
cf. jiwar 2, uz 1. [U. epgil].
2. adj. Clear.
ap(illik
n. Compactness: — bildn compactly/ bu
radiyonin dpgilligini qara look, this radio
is compact,
apsana
1. lit. n. Legend; fairy tale. Cf. riwayat.
[O. efsane].

2. n. Foolish talk: — toqu- to talk sheer
nonsense.
apsani(i
1. lit. n. Storyteller.
2. n. Liar; teller of nonsense,
apsani^unas
n. Mythologist.
apsani^unasliq
n. Mythology,
apsaniwiy
adj. Mythological; legendary: — gdgdk
mythical tale/ — xdq qdhrimani folk hero
in a fairy tale,
apsus
n. Regret; pity: — qil- to regret or de
plore. Cf. pu^ayman, towa 1. [O. e/suslli.
afsus^.
apsuski
conj. Unfortunately: — u Mlmidi unfortu
nately he did not come,
apsuslanvi. To regret, rue, pity: mdn bu iyqa nahayiti —dim I felt very regretful about this
matter. Cf. okiin- .
apsuslinarliq
adj. Pitiful; regrettable,
apsun
rel. n. Incantation: — oqu- to chant an in
cantation. Cf. siipko(. [C. afsunlTi. dfsiiri].
apsunlavt. To bewitch, befuddle,
apsiz
adj. Inconvenient; unsuitable; inappropri
ate. Also biap, nabap, namuwapiq, namunisip.
apsizlanvi. To feel uncomfortable, be inconven
ient,
apsizlik
n. of apsiz: — his qil- to feel uncomfort
able,
apu
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attarid

apuomumi
n. Forgiveness; pardon: — dt- (&pu qil-) to
pardon: sizni award qilip qoydum, — qilifl
I troubled you, please forgive me/ — sorato ask for forgiveness. Cf. salawat,
magpirat. [U. a/v'].
apuomumi
n. General pardon or amnesty.
apkar
obs. n. Opinion; view: — amma public op
inion. Cf. pikir.
apka$
n. Shoulder pole; carrying pole,
apka^^i
n. Porter; carrier. Cf. hammal, yiidiimgi.
apka^lik
n. Porterage: - qil- to be engaged in por
terage. Cf. hammalliq.
api
zoo. n. Grass snake,
apyiin
n. Opium: -- xumiri opium addiction/ — urufi his./mil. Opium War. Also afyiin; cf.
qara dora.
apyiinka^
n. Opium addict,
apyiingiil
bot. n. Poppy (Papaver).
apgan
n. Yell; howl; wail. [O. efgan].
apla1. vt. To put up with, make do with, im
provise: pargd-purat rdxtldmi —p bir kopd
tiktuq pieced together bits of cloth and
made a mattress/ pulni —p xdjld- to make
do with little money.
2. vt. To be careful: gind-qagilami —p algin be careful carrying dishes.
3. vt. To put in order, tidy, fix, renovate,
repair. Also bapla- 2.
aplap-saplap
adv. Passably; perfunctorily: — kun dtkdzto muddle along. Also yolapsilap.
apla$-

1. vi. To match, be fitting.
2. vi. To reconcile.
aplak
n. Rags. Cf. jambu, lata, lata-puta, latipuru( 1.
aplik
1. adj. Clever; dexterous; nimble: — addm
clever person/ unifl qoli — his hands are
dexterous. Also apjU 1; cf. jiwar 2, uz 1.
2. adj. Convenient: -- sara'it convenient
terms or conditions.
3. adj. Handy: - qdl&m a handy pen.
4. adv. Harmoniously: — dt- to live har
moniously.
at
1. zoo. n. Fat; flesh: — al- (qon- ) to put
on flesh, get fat/ — rdd flesh color/ etidin
gili- to lose fat/ paxlannifl eti yumsaq lamb
flesh is tender/ qara — inferior meat. [M.
dt (meat)/Tu. et/Tv. i"t].
2. bot. n. Flesh: qogmnifl eti melon flesh.
[K. et/KK. etIO. etlU. it (#1-2)].
at-1
vt. To close, shut, seal: botulkinifi agzini —
to stopper a bottle/ tugmini — to button up/
qulupni — to lock up / kawakni — to plug
a hole/ iyikni — to shut a door. Cf. yap- 2,
yum- 1.
at-II
1. vt. To make: of — to prepare food, cook
a meal/ tdrdqqi -- to develop/ dawam — to
continue/ nan — to bake bread. [KK. et-l
O. et-~\.
2. vt. To mix or blend with water: xemir
— to make dough/ lay — to mix mud. Cf.
maltila- .
3. as verbal aspect, expresses the begin
ning of an action: u kUluwdtti he burst out
laughing/ yamgur taza yegiwdtti it suddenly
began to rain hard.
attarid
ast. n. Mercury. Also called merkuri. [O.
Utarit].
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attan
attan
int. (expressing regret) Dam; what a pity;
what a shame; too bad: - mdn bargan bal
sam boptiMn darn, I should have gone.
[U. attangl.
attirik
adj. Rapid; fast; prompt. Cf. tez, japsan,
ugqur, ittik, ildam, lipan.
attikan
phys. n. Hangnail,
ata
1. obs. n. Tomorrow; next day: Qtisi biz
kdttuq we went the next day/1 bugUnki isni
dtiga qoyma do not put off today's affairs
until tomorrow. Cf. tania, tanlisi,
tanliqta, tahliqi. [KK. enefllTu. ertir].
2. n. Morning: titidin beri from (since)
morning/ dtidin kdgkigd from dawn to
dusk; all day.
3. adj. Early. Literary form of arta
3).
ata-ax$am
adv. Mornings and evenings.
Ma-ogiin
adv. In a couple of days: mdn — tiriimgiga
barim&n I will go to Urumqi in a couple
of days,
atay
1. adv. Intentionally; deliberately: u — sundaq qiliwatidu he is doing this intentional
ly2. adv. Especially: mdn - sizniyoqligili kdldim I came especially to visit you. Also atalap.
ataylavi. To intend; to be about to.
ataylap
adv. = atay 2.
atsiz
adj. Lean; thin; skinny. Cf. hotiram. [O.
etsiz}.
atrap
n. Surroundings; vicinity; environs; envi

atiwar
ronment; locale; locality: — jimjit sur
roundings are very quiet/ dynifl —i oguqgiliq it is empty around this house/ sdhdr -i
city surroundings; suburbs. [Ik. dtraf/U.
atrof\.
atrapliq
adv. Completely; thoroughly; fully: — oylan- to consider thoroughly/ mdsiligd —
qara- to look at a problem from all sides,
atrat
obs. n. Team; group: dawala^ dtridi medi
cal team. Cf. diiy.
atwirka
n. Screwdriver. Literary spelling of atwertka.
atkas
1. adj. Smuggled: — mal smuggled goods.
2. adj. Prohibited: — qil- to prohibit/ bugUndin baslap bu is - starting today, this mat
ter is off limits.
atkan^ay
cul. n. Milk tea.
atir
1. n. Perfume: — sdp- to sprinkle perfume.
2. adj. Perfumed; scented; fragrant: — sopun face soap. Cf. xu? 2, yeqimliq 4. [U.
atir (#1-2)].
atirgiil
bot. n. Chinese rose
(Rosa chinensis).
atirlap
ast. n. Astrolabe. [O.
usturlap].
atiwar
1. adj. Valuable;
precious; priceless:
bu ndrsd nahayiti —
this thing is very val
uable. Cf. ganimat
2.
2. n. Value; worth:
—/ yoq ndrsd a worthless thing. Cf. qadir,
qimmat 1, etiwar.
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adap-qa'ida

atiwarsiz
atiwarsiz
1. adj. Worthless; - nUrsa worthless
thing. Cf. arzimas, qadirsiz.
2. adj. Unrespected: -- addm an unrespect
ed person.
atiwarla1. vt. To treasure, be fond of: kiyimni —p
kiy- to wear clothes while taking good
care of them.
2. vt. To regard highly,
atiwarla^vi. To become valuable or precious.
atiwarliq
1. adj. Precious; valuable: - qmlarwaajayip haywanlar rare birds and animals/ -kitap valuable book. Cf. qimmatlik, etiwarliq.
2. adj. Respected; esteemed; honored; ad&m a respected person/ — mehman an
honored guest. Cf. izzatlik, motiwar.
atiki
adj. Tomorrow's: H - quyruqtin bugunki
6pk& yaxsi sheep lung today is better th^
sheep tail tomorrow (a bird in hand is
worth two in the bush),
atiyaz
n. Spring season. Cf. bahar 1, koklam.
atiyazliq
adj. Spring: -terilguag. spring planting/ osa ag. spring irrigation,
atigan
1. adj. Morning: -lik ismena morning
shift.
2. adj. Early; premature: bu g&pni qilisqa
texi — it is premature to talk about this/ siz
&ta - kelin please come early tomorrow!
[Mo. erte].
atiganki
adj. = atigan: - tamaq cul. breakfast,
atiganlik
adj. = atigan.
atimalim
conj. Perhaps; probably; possibly. Cf. bal-

ki 2, balkim, aytawur, etimalim, ehtimal.
atlas
n. A kind of multi-colored silk fabric used
in Uyghur and Uzbek women's clothes.
Also cedled ^ayi-atlas. [U. atlas].
atlik
1. adj. Corpulent; plump: - bala a plump
child/ — qoy corpulent sheep. [M. dtlig;
dtlik (meathook)].
2. bot. adj. Fleshy: - qogm fleshy melon.
[O. etli].
atlima
zoo. adj. Not fully grown (of birds); —
bagka not fully grown pigeon,
ada1. vi. expresses the intensification of an
action: fomal -p katti the wind kicked up/
unin kesili -p kdtti his illness worsened/
yamgur --p k&tti it rained harder.
2. vi. To be unbridled or wanton: s&n tola
-p kdtma don't be too unbridled!
adap
1. n. Etiquette; protocol: -ni bilmOydigan
kisi a person who does not understrmd eti
quette/ ♦ - bar- to teach sby a lesson:
bugun hiliqi dblQxnin taza ddiwini b&rdi
today the scoundrel was subjected to much
punishment/ ♦ - yd- to suffer abuse. Al
so adap-qa'ida; cf. yari^iq 2. [O. edep/U.
adab; odob].
2. obs. n. Bodily relief: -kd giq- to re
lieve oneself, go to the toilet.
adapsiz
adj. Discourteous; uncouth; rude; impo
lite: — addm an uncouth person. Also biadap; cf. takalliipsiz, qiliqsiz. [O. edepsiz]
adapsizlik
n. Discourtesy; impoliteness; rudeness;
uncouthness: - qil- to be discourteous. Al
so biadaplik; cf. takallupsizlik, qiliqsizliq. [O. edepsizlik].
adap-qa'ida
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ajaplandur-

adapla-

lit. n. = adibiyat(i. [O. edip\.
n. = adap 1: M&p-qa'idini bil- to under
adip II
stand protocol, be polite,
do. n. Hem; edge. Cf. pawaz 1, zigziq 1.
adaplavt. To discipline: u balisini rasa Mdplidi adiplahe discipline his child rather severely.
vt. To sew a hem.
adiplik
adaplik
abstract n. of adip I: - talanti literary tal
adj. Courteous; polite; well-mannered: —
bala a well-behaved child. [O. edepli].
ent,
adiyal
adad
n. Blanket; bedsheet: giil — floral bedobs. n. Number; amount; count; quantity.
sheet. Cf. alija 1, jargap, kirlik.
Cf. san-sifir, miqdar. [C- dddd\.
adim
adrak
obs. n. Non-existence. [C- ddim],
cul. n. A kind of crunchy candy,
adliya
aduw
n. Administration of justice; judicature: —
poe. n. Enmity; hostility; animosity. Cf.
tuziimi judicial system / - hoquqi judicial
dii^manlik.
power/ — orgini judicial organ,
adibiy
lit. adj. Literary: - til literary language/ ajdat
n. Elder; ancestor; older generation. [U.
— dsdr literary work/ — uslup writing
azdod\.
style/ “ Idqdm (tdxdllus) penname/ -- miras literary heritage/ ♦ — tdldppuz gr. ajdiba
n. Dragon. [KK. djdarhalU. azdar],
standard pronunciation. [Th. dddbi].
ajaba
adibiyat
int. How strange!; really!; my word!: lit. n. Literature: — istili literary style/
nimd Ugiin mafia xdwdr qilmigandu how
xdlq ddibiyiti folk literature/ kilassik —
strange why noone told me?/ sildr barsaflclassical literature. [Ta. dddbiyatl\J. adalar bolidikdn - biz barsaq bolmamdikdn
biet].
you could go, so why on Earth could we
adibiyat^i
not go (too)?
lit. n. Writer; man of letters; literatus. Cf.
ajap
adip I, yazgufi 2.
1. adj. Bizarre; strange: — U bizarre affair/
adibiyat-san'at
u — bir addm ikdn he's a strange fellow.
n. Art and literature: - dsdrliri anislic
Also ajayip-garayip. [Th. gazdp\.
and literary works / — ijadiyiti artistic and
2. adv. Really; just; very: - yaxsi very
literary creation/ - ndziriyisi theory of art
good/ bu bag — girayliq ikdn this garden is
and literature,
very beautiful.
adibiyat^unas
^apsinn. Scholar of literature.
vi. To be surprised or astonished.
adibiyat$unasliq
^aplann. Study of literature,
vi. To be astonished, surprised, amazed,
adibiyiik
astounded: sdn bundaq istin —md don't be
n. Artistic quality; artistry: dsdmifl ddibiyamazed by this matter. [U. azablan-].
ligi the artistic quality of a work,
^aplandiiradip I
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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ajaplinarlik
vt. To amaze, astonish, surprise: bu i$ meni
—di this matter amazed me.
^aplinarlik
adj. Amazing; astounding; surprising: -- if
astounding affair.
ajal
n. Death date: — signali death knell/ djili
tos- to die/ djili ydt- to be near death. Cf.
dliim, wapat, qaza 2. [KK. dzel/0. eceH
Tu. aca//U. azal\.
^allik
adj. Fatal; mortal; deadly: — z&rbd fatal
blow/ — ydr deadly place,
ajam
1. n. Persian person. [Th. gazem].
2. mus. n. One of the twelve muqam
(q.v.).
^ir
1. n. Reward; remuneration: —ini bdr- to
reward/ ata-aninifl —ini yandur- to repay
parents' kindness. [O. ecif\.
2. n. Painstaking care or effort: — qil- to
expend effort/ unifl Gjri bikarga k&tti his ef
forts have been wasted.
^nabi
1. n. Foreigner. [O. ecnebi],
2. adj. Foreign: —gd tillar foreign lan
guages. Also ajnabilik; cf. ta^qi 2, xarji2,
najins 1. [U. aznabij (#1-2)].
^nabilik
n. Foreignness,
agkii
zoo. n. Goat (Capra). Also called ajki, 65ka, o^ka. [K. egkUYiK. eykilM. dgkiUXi.
egki\.
a(ki
zoo. n. = agkii.
axiaq
n. Morality; morals: — nuqtiindziri moral
standpoint. [Th. dxlaklU. axloh].
^laq-pazilat
n. = ^laq.
axiaqsiz

ahram
adj. Immoral: — addm immoral person,
axlaqsizliq
n. Immorality,
axlaqiy
adj. Moral: — tdrbiyd moral upbringing or
education/ — qa’idd ethics; moral princi
ples,
axlaqliq
adj. = ^laqiy.
axiat
n. Rubbish; refuse; garbage: — ddwisi gar
bage heap/ — sandugi garbage can. [U. axla(\.
axlat-jawa
n. Debris of tree branches, bushes, weeds,
etc.
axlat(i
n. Garbage man; refuse collector,
axlatxana
n. Garbage shed,
axiiiaq
adj. Stupid; foolish; silly: -- addm stupid
person/ — bol- to be made a fool of, be
hoodwinked, duped/ — qil- to make a fool
of, hoodwink, dupe. Also axmiqana. [U.
ahmoq],
axmaqliq
n. Foolishness; stupidity: — qil- to dupe.
Also axmiqaniliq.
axmiqana
adj. = axmaq: — oy a stupid idea/ — gdp
foolish talk. [Y. akaary],
axmiqaniliq
n. = axmaqliq.
n. Vow; pledge; solemn agreement. [U.
ahd (agreement; treaty)].
ahdila$vi. To agree on, make a joint pledge,
ahdinama
n. Convention; joint pledge; pact,
ahram
n. Pyramid. Also ehram; cf. piramida 1.
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ahwal

astilik

[O. ehram].
as
1. n. Memory; recall: —td tut- (saqla-) to
ahwal
remember
/ -td tutu^nin nagarligi failing
n. Condition; situation; circums^ces: -ga
ability of recall/ -tin giq- to forget/ -kd
qara- to regard or consider a situation/ dy
gili- to recall/ -kd. sal- to remind/ -td qal—i family situation/ qiyin —ga giiiup qal- to
to remember/ —kd kdltiir- (al-, guiur-) to
be in difficult straits. Also ahwalat; cf.
recollect/ esi yoq a-ddm a person without
hal 11, hal-ahwal, pra'it, waziyat. [KK.
memory. Cf. xatira 1, xiyal 3, sam, yad.
auhallO. ahvallTa.. iixvallU. ahvol\.
[K. Ss].
ahwalat
2. n. Consciousness; mind: —kd kdl- to re
n. = ahwal.
gain consciousness/ esini yoqat- to lose
ahwalla^consciousness/ esini yig- to compose one
vi. To exchange amenities.
self, pull oneself together. [KK. es/\J. is
ahl
1. obs. n. Person; people: dmg&k—i work
er; working. people / din —i religious per asta
int. Hey: - u nimUqa kdlmdydigandu hey,
sonage/ qayqdr -i a Kashgar person. Cf. awhy hasn't he come yet!
dam, kiji. [C- ahl\.
2. n. Expert: qdl&m —i writer/ s&n'&t —i astagpurulla
1. rel. n. Allah's forgiveness.
artist/ kdsp -i avocational expert (Can al
2. int. God have mercy! [O. estagfurulso be reversed: —i q&ldm, —i din, etc.)
lah].
Cf. xanja 2, mutaxassis.
astar
ahlisalip
do. n. Lining: gapan dstiri coat lining / gol
his. n. Crusades: -ninsarqqdyurui^isithe
dstiri shoulder pad. Cf. qat 4, qaturma 1.
Crusades moved eastward. [O. ehlisalip].
[U. astar].
ahlil^
bot. n. The fruit of myrobalan (Terminalia astarlavt. To line: qosaqni — to fill one's stom
chebula), used in Uyghur folk medicine.
ach/ kiyim - to line clothing.
See illustration at helila on p. 413.
astayidU
ahmiyat
adj. Conscientious; earnest; sincere; can
n. Meaning; sense; significance: - b&r- to
did: — addm an earnest person/ — ugdn- to
pay attention to / amiliy ndtijigd - bdr- to
study conscientiously/ — i$ld- to work seri
be particular about results/ zor —k& igd if
ously.
Cf. wydanliq.
very significant matter. Cf. mana. [Th. dastayidilliq
hdmiyat (importance)/!!, ahamiyat].
n. Candor; conscientiousness; earnestness;
ahmiyatsiz
sincerity,
adj. Meaningless; senseless; insignificant.
asti
Cf. bimana, manisiz.
adv. Probably; perhaps: - sundaq perhaps
ahmiyatsizlik
it is so.
n. Meaninglessness; senselessness; insigni
astilik
ficance,
n. Memento; keepsake; souvenir: bu safla
ahmiyatlik
- bolsun this is a memento for you^ Cf.
adj. Meaningful; significant: — xiztndt
yadikar 1, yaldama, namuna2. [U. esdasignificant work. [Tk. dhdmiyatle].
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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^kartma
lik].
asabi
adj. Nervous: — addm nervous person.
^abila$vi. To be impatient or restless,
asabilik
n. Nervousness. Also asar II.
asap
phys. n. Nerve: dsdbi buzul- to be mental
ly deranged, insane/ dsdbi tut- to become
insane/ ds&bini qozga- to stimulate nerves.
Cf. nerwa 1. [U. asab}.
asad
n. Fifth month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
^ar I
n. Attraction; influence; effect: seniH sdzniH mafia — qildi your words attracted me.
[O. esef\.
asar II
n. Nervousness: dsiri bar addm nervous
person/ dsiri tut- to become nervous. Also
asabilik.
^ar III
n. Trace; sign; news: hegbir — yoq not a
sign; absolutely no news. [Th. dsdrtU. asar\.
asar IV
lit. n. Writings; work: ddibiy — literary
work. [Tk. dsdr!\5. asary
asal
obs. n. Honey: — dri zoo. honeybee (Apis
mellifera). Also basal; cf. bal I. [U. asal\.
asan
obs. adj. Next year. Also isan.
as-hu$
n. Consciousness; mind: —ini tap- to be
clearheaded / —ini yoqat- to lose con
sciousness / —ini yigiwal- to regain con
sciousness. Cf. anliqliq, xud, hu? 1.
as-hu$siz
adj. Unconscious; unclear. Cf. ansiz, bihu$ bu$siz.

assalam
int. A form of greeting: how are you?
Short form of dssalamu'dldykum. [Tk. dssdlamegaldjkemlU. assalomu alajkum].
asrar
1. adj. Intimate; understanding: — bol- to
be intimate or understanding.
2. obs. n. Secrets (plural form of sir),
aswap
n. Instrument; apparatus; tool: tdjribd -liri experimental instruments/ galgu —liri
mus. wind instruments/ oqutuy —liri teach
ing aids/ dlgdf dswibi measuring tool/yagaggiliq dswibi carpentry tool,
aswap-jabduq
n. Tools,
aswap-iiskiina
n. Equipment: mdxsus dswap-uskunildr
specialized equipment,
aswa
med. n. Rash: — giq- to break out with a
rash. Also called tayma, uguq.
asqatvi. To be of use: balam dsqetip qaldi my
child was able to help,
askar
1. mil. n. Soldier: — al- to recruit/ — giqar- to dispatch troops/ —Idrnifl rohi giifup
kdtti the soldiers' morale was low/ atliq cavalry/ piyadd — infantryman/ qagqungi
— army deserter. Cf. jan^i, jerik, sipah,
la^kar. [K. asker/U. as/carl.
2. n. Male name,
askarvi. To recall, recollect, remember. Also
asla- .
askartvt. To point out, prompt, remind, call at
tention to.
askartma
n. Remarks; note; explanation: — katdkgisi
remarks column. [Tk. iskdrmd/\J. eskartma].
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asli

askarxana
askarxana
mil. n. Barracks. Cf. qarargah, gazarma.
askarlik
mil. abstract n. of askar; —kii al- to con
script, call up/ -ka tut- to press into sol
diering,
aski
1. adj. Bad: — ad&m bad person/ — qiliq
bad habit. Cf. yaman 1, nabap 2.
2. adj. Old; decrepit; ramshackle: — 6y
ramshackle house. [K. eskilM. dski/0. eski/Ta.. iskel\5. eskH\.
3. obs. adj. Ancient,
askiobs. vi. To be or become old or decrepit.
Also askira-. [O. eski-/Ta. isker-].
askipuru^
n. Junk; scraps; trash: — yig- to collect
junk. Also aski-tiiski 2; cf. ta^landuq, abjaq. [O. eskipuskii].
askipurusluq
n. Junk collecting,
aski-tiiski
1. n. = askipuru?.
2. adj. Decrepit; ragged; tattered: — ndrsi/dr junk. [U. eski-tuski\.
askiravi. = aski- .
askiriy
mil. adj. Military: - kug military power.
Cf. harbiy 1.
askiyii
n. Acuity; keenness; sharpness. [U. askiya (a word game)],
askilik
n. Bad; evil: - qil- to do (sth) bad.
asir I
n. Prisoner: -gd al- to capture/ -g& guy- to
be captured/ -lar lagiri prison camp/ ♦
- qil- to attract, draw, captivate: bu hikaya meni - qiliwaldi this story captivates
me. Cf. mahbus. [O. ei/r/Tu. esir/U. asir].

asir II
n. Century; age: ottura — his. Middle
Ages. [Tk. gasyr/Tu. asyr/U. asr].
asir III
rel. n. Late afternoon or early evening.
[U. asr].
asil I
obs. n. Root, base,
asil II
1. adj. Fine; precious; valuable. Also esil.
[U. asil].
2. ag. adj. Thoroughbred; pedigree,
asilzada
obs. n. Aristocrat. Also esilzada. [U. asilzoda].
as-yad
n. Thought; idea,
asla
adv. Absolutely (in negation); bu g&pni
mdn — dimidim I absolutely did not say
that/ mundaq isnifl bolusi-xiyalimga kdlg&n
dmds I did not at all expect this affair to
happen. [C- aslalM. aslo].
aslavt. To remember, recall, reminisce: bu Uni
dsliydlmdywatimdn I cannot recall this mat
ter/ Otkdnki kurdf musapilirini - to look
back on the course of the struggle/ u seni
kOp —ydu he often reminisces about you/
mdflga — to remember for-ever. Also as
kar- . [K. este-IY. agyn-].
aslatvt. To cause to reminisce: bu adSmni kbrsdmla dadamni dsldymdn seeing this man
makes me reminisce about my Dad.
aslatma
n. Memorandum; aide-memoire; note. [U.
eslatma].
asli
1. adj. Original; former: - orun former
place of residence or work/ — u bu y&rlik
addm dmds he was not from this place ori
ginally/ - qiyapdt former outlook/ — md-
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aslida
na original intention; meaning/ —g& kdlto restore, rehabilitate/ ♦ - sUpdt gr. bas
ic adjective. Cf. burunqi, ayni 1, sabiq.
[KK. duel; dueli].
2. n. Root; origin: —ni untu- to forget
one's roots. Cf. ojaq 2, manba. [U. asl

m-2)i

aslida
adv. Originally; formerly,
asliha
mil. n. Installation; facility: hdrbi — mili
tary installation. [U. aslaha (arms; weap
ons)],
aslik
adj. Intelligent; smart,
aslima
lit. n. Memoirs: inqilawiy dslimildr revo
lutionary memoirs. Cf. tdzJdrd kitawi.
asna
n. Instant; moment; time; interval: usu —da
yetip kdldi he arrived at that moment. Cf.
an, payt 2, baza, zamat, moment. [O.
esnd\.
asnavi. To yawn. [K. este-IO. esne-l\J. esna-].
asnak
n. Yawn: — tut- to want to yawn.
a$
phys. n. Afterbirth. Cf. yolda^ 2.
a¥-

vt. To rub, twist: agamga - to twist a rope/
pilik — to twist a wick/ yip — to twist
thread. [U. e^-].
a$'ar
lit. obs. n. Verse; poetry. Cf. poeziya, |ieiriyat, mu$a'ira, nazma. [O. es'af\.
a$addi
adj. Fierce; ferocious; fiendish: — diismdn
ferocious enemy. Cf. oktam, ^iddatlik.
a^addila^vi. To turn fierce,
a^addilik
n. Ferocity; fierceness. Cf. oktamlik, ^id-

arbap
dat.
a$$aptul
bot. n. Sticky-pit peach,
a^rap
obs. adj. Noblest. [O. esraf\.
a$u
pro. That; just that: — addm that person/
— kitap menifl that book is mine.
a$ura
rel. n. Ashura, the tenth day of Muharram, the first month. It is celebrated by
preparing a meal consisting mostly of cerecils.
a^undaq
adj. That way; that kind,

a^ya

n. Articles; goods; materials: xam — raw
materials. [O. e$ya/\J. as^.
a$ma
1. n. Hai^iece;
toupee; wig. Al
so d^md gag.
2. geo. n. Ashma (Yeyungou),
town in South
ern
Xinjiang
(42.01N 85.04E).
ar
1. n. Male; man: 1 atalmigan —dinatalgan
ddfi yaxyi a famous hillock is better than an
unknown man. Also dr kisi, arkak 1. [Cer/K. ir/KK. er/M. dr/Mo. er-elQfY. dr!
Tv. irIY. ^f\.
2. n. Husband: —din giq- to divorce (of
women)/ —gd giq- to marry (of women)/
—gd bdr- to marry off (a daughter). Cf.
kuyo (#1-2). [O. er/Tk. />/U. er (#1-2)].
ar-ayal
n. Male and female: — dimdy oxsas Uqa ox$a^ hdq berildi men and women received equal pay for equal work/ -- hoquqta barawdr sexual equality,
arbap
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arzan

arpa

sis; J. cemus).
aran
poe. n. Men; males. [M. drdn/OI. drdri].
aranga
adj. Male; masculine. Also ar^a, arkak
2, ogul 2, erik.
aranlik
n. Maleness; manhood: drdnligi yoq med.
impotent,
arjuman
poe. n. Noble.
ar9a
adj. = aranga.
ar-xotun
n. Husband and wife,
ar-xotun^iliq
n. Married life; relations between husband
and wife,
ar-xotunluq
abstract n. of ar-xotun.
arsak
n. Nymphomaniac. [M. drsdk (prostitute],
arsiravt. To plan to get married (of women).
ar$
lit. n. The skies; Great Void; outer space,
ar^-ala
rel. n. God's throne. (NU)
arra
obs. n. Saw. Also hara II. [U. arralY.
erbii].
arrilavt. obs. To saw. Also harila- . [Y. irbee-].
an
n. Complaint; plea: -- tut- to submit a
plea/ — qil- to complain. Also arzdat. [U.
an].
arzan
adj. Cheap; inexpensive: -- rrixr inexpen
sive cloth/ — clip qimmdt sat- to buy
cheap and sell dear/1 - gdynin yorpisi yoq
arap yilimi
ar-ar
there is no soup from cheap meat. [K. ar
ar-ar
zan/O. erzan /U. anon].
bot. n. Chinese juniper (Juniperus chinen-

n. Personage; public figure; activist: ataqliq drbap famous personage/ dOldt drbabi
national figure/ jama'&t drbabi distin
guished social figure/ mdshur — celebrity;
famous personage/ mdtiwdr — prestigious
personage. Cf. zat. [U. arbob].
arpa
rel. n. Eve, especially the last day of Ra
madan. Also harpa. [U. arafd].
arta
1. obs. n. Tomorrow; next day: — dgun
the near future.
2. n. Morning.
3. adj. Early: - kdkldm early spring. Also
ata; cf. baldur. [K. erte/KK. ertelMo.
ertellii. irtdITu. /r/Tv. ertelV. erta].
artak
lit. n. Thle; story. Cf. qissa. [U. ertak],
artis
n. Artist: ataqliq -i famous artist,
ardam
n. Morality; moral principles. Kumul dia
lect,
arap
1. n. Arab: - tili Arabic language/ - rdqimi Arabic numeral/ - yilimi gum arable,
used in Uyghur folk medicine.
2. n. Arab person.
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arzangi
arzan9i
n. sby who sells cheap,
arzangiliq
n. Low price of goods,
arzanlavi. To become cheaper: miwil&r —p qaldi
fruit became cheaper,
arzanlatvt. To make sth cheaper or less expensive:
mal bahasini — to lower the price of
goods,
arzanla^vi. To sell cheap, reduce price,
arz-dat
n. = arz: - qil- to complain.
arz-hal
n. Difficulties; suffering: — eyt- to talk
about difficulties/ -iga y&t- to make allow
ances for difficulties.
arzivi. To be worth, merit, deserve: —migdn
kes&l indisposition; slight illness/ rdxmdtkd —mdydu you are welcome (not deserv
ing thanks)/ maxtayqa —ydu to merit praise.
[U. arzi-].
arziyat
n. Suffering; misery; distress: — gdk- to
suffer/ — eyt- to vent one's grievances,
arzimas
adj. Undeserving; worthless; trivial: — U
trivial matter. Cf. atiwarsiz 1, qadirsiz.
arznama
n. Memorial; petition: - bdr- to submit a
petition,
arwah
rel. n. Soul; spirit; spiritual being: — gaqir- to call a soul/ —/ ug- to be incensed/
—i urki- to act as if the soul had left one's
body/ —/ qiriq gdz ug- to be in a towering
rage. [O. etyah].
ark I
n. Freedom; liberty: — bdr- to give free
dom/ dr-ayallar nikada 6z — igd igd men

arkilatma
and women shall marry by choice. Cf.
hor-azat, horiyat. [C- drk/K. erkindiki
Th. irek/U. Srk],
ark II
obs. n. Citadel; fortress. [U. ark (palace)],
arkan
obs. n. Pillars; foundation; dignitaries;
VIPs. [C- drkan/0. erkdri].
arka
adj. Pampered; pet; spoiled; fragile; deli
cate: — bala pampered child. Also arkanaynaq, aka. [Th. irkd/\J. erka],
arkak
1. n. Man; male. Also ar 1.
2. adj. Male: — gegdk hoi. staminate flow
er/ — qoy zoo. ram; male sheep/ — musuk
zoo. tomcat. Also aran^a, arga, arkakUk,
arlik, ogul 2, erik. [K. erkekIM. drkdkIO.
erkeki\^. erkak (#1-2)].
arkakga
adj. Male: — kiyim men's clothing/ — kiyingdn female transvestite,
arkakgilik
n. Masculinity; manliness. [M. drlik],
arkakzadak
adj. Having male characteristics: — ayal
bisexual person; lesbian,
arkaklik
adj. = arkak.
arka-naynaq
adj. = arka.
arkilavi. To act like a spoiled child, behave in a
coquettish or charming manner: bala anisiga drkilidi the child acted like a spoiled
brat toward his mother. Also akila-.
arkilatvt. To pamper, coddle, spoil: balini — to
pamper a child. Cf. papila- .
arkilatma
adj. Dear; beloved: — ddrijd gr. endearing
voice/ — isim pet name; term of endear
ment.
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^ra'il

arkilanarkilanvi. To show love or fondness, be charm
ing,
arkilik
n. Pamperedness; delicacy. Also akilik.
arkin
1. adj. Free; liberated: -- bazar free mar
ket/ - t&rjima lit. free translation/ -- turmm free life/ - x&lq free people/ - s6zl&s- to
talk freely/ — muzakirH qil- to discuss
freely. Cf. azat, hor I. [OT. HrkliglTz..
irken/\J. erkiri].
2. n. Male name,
arga?obs. vi. To follow, go after. [U. ergo?-].
argul
n. Screw. Cf. burma mix, wenta, 16s.
arlik
adj. = arkak 2: - xotun married woman.
[M. Hrlik (manliness)],
armak
n. Diversion; pastime. Also amak. [K. ermeklV. ermak].
armaklavi. To amuse oneself,
arman I
bot. n. Mugwort (Artemesia vulgaris; A.
leucophylla). For illustration, see aman on
p. 304.
arman II
n. Armenian: — tili
Armenian lan
guage. [O. Ermeni].
armanstan
geo. n. Armenia.
[O. Ermenistari\.
armudun
bot. n. Ash (Fraxinus chinensis): —
d&rixi ash tree.
armudun
az1. vt. To grind, pulverize, crush, smash:

boyaqni - to grind pigment.
2. vt. To oppress, repress, exploit: xdlqni
— to oppress the people.
3. vt. To weaken, fatigue: gSpni ezip igurto talk endlessly. [K. ezilt-IO. ez-l\J. ez-

m-3)i
aza
1. n. Member: - ddldt member state.
2. phys. n. Organ: - sdzgusi organ sensa
tion/ addmnifl igki -liri internal organs of
a human/ bds — five sense organs/ jinsiy &za genitals; sexual organ/ hdzim qilis dzasi
digestive organ/ ydttd — seven organs
(body). [O. uye/\J. a"zo (#1-2)].
azaliq
n. Membership: -- bddili membership
dues/ — kiniskisi membership card. [U. a"zolik].
azan
rel. n. A Muslim prayer to Abu Hanifa,
founder of the Hanifiyah sect, chanted by
the muezzin (cf. mazin) to announce the
time for prayer: — eyt- to chant the azan,
call to prayer. [O. ezanlTi. azari\.
azbirayi
int. Truly; really: — xuda I swear to Al
lah/ — mdn bu sdzni qilmidim I swear I
didn't say it. [U. azbaroji].
azarbayjan
n. Azerbaijan, a Turkic nationality in the
USSR,
azal
adv. = azaldin.
azalda
adv. Formerly; originally: — buydr birjadgal idi this place was formerly a wasteland,
azaldin
adv. Originally; continuously: buis—sundaq
idi this matter has always been like that.
Also azal. [U. azaldan],
azra'il
rel. n. The Islamic angel of death. [O. Ezrail/\J. azroil].
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azwaylaazwayla-

vi. To intensify, worsen: unifl kesili kundin kiingd --p kdtti his illness steadily
worsened/ yiglap -p kdt- to intensify (of
cj7ing).
aziz

1. adj. Dear; beloved; honored; precious:
-- dost dear friend/ — kOr- to v^ue, treas
ure, cherish/ - mehman honored guest/ 5
tas gusk&n yeridd - a stone is precious where
it has fallen down (one is honored in one's
hometown). Also azizana. [C- 'azizITa..
gazizJU. aziz].
2. Male name,
azizana

adj. = aziz 1.
azizlavt. To treasure, be fond of, cherish. Also
aya- .
azim

1. obs. adj. Big; large; grand: sOhri - large
city. [C- 'azim].
2. n. Male name,
azimat

1. n. Fine fellow.
2. n. Greatness; magnitude.
3. adj. Huge; enormous; colossal; gigan
tic. [U. azamat (fine; great)].
4. pe. n. Athlete.
5. n. Male name,
azimatlik

n. Heroism; bravery; valor: u bu ifta bir —
qildi he showed heroism in this affair,
azgii
n. Oppression; tyranny,
azgii^i

1. adj. Oppressive; tyrannical.
2. n. Oppressor; tyrant,
azma

adj. Slack; negligent: — ad&m a negligent
person. Cf. laygazal.
azmida
adv. dzmidd bol- to be soft, ripen thor-

awra
oughly: miwd pi^ip - bolup ketiptu the fruit
ripen^ thoroughly,
azmilik
n. Negligence: - qil- to be negligent: xizmdttd - qilif yarimaydu one should not be
negligent in one's work; sGn muyundaq —
qilidigan bolsafl poyizdin qalisan if you go
on dawdling like this, you will miss the
train. Cf. laygazallik.
awvi. To be anxious, worry. Hotan dialect,
awat
n. Endlessness; eternity. Cf. abidiyat, abidilik, mangii.
awatvt. To send, dispatch: telegiramma — to
send a telegram/ xalta — to send a package/
mehmamin aldiga ad&m — to dispatch to
receive guests. Cf. buyni- 1, yolla-. [OT.
It; id-/Y. ataar- ; yyt-].
awatku^i
n. Sender; dispatcher,
awatlik
adj. Eternal; endless; everlasting,
awj
n. Acme; apex; limit; utmost: — al- to de
velop to the utmost/ —igd giq- to reach a
limit/ sogaq taza —igd
giqti the cold reached
the lowest point. [O.
evg].
awjlanvi. To develop, unfold,
awsaj
bot. n. Rosa multiflora,
a kind of rose. Also
called jigan.
awra I
n. Fuss; bustle; ado: —
bol- to bustle about.
Cf. opur-topur, opiirtopiir.
awsaj
awra II
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aqil-hu$

awrat
n. Great-grandchild. [U. evard\.
awrat
1. n. Private parts: -- latisi (yapqug) a figleaf/ ♦ —ni yap- to cover up the private
parts (to hush up a scandal). [Ta. gaurdt
(parts of the human body clothed in accor
dance with the precepts of Islam)].
2. obs. n. Women,
awra-jawra
n. Posterity; descendants. Also awlat.
awraz
n. Sump; cesspool,
awri^ka
n. Sample; specimen. Cf. brnak, namuna
1, nu^ka 1.
awr4im
1. adj. Elastic; lithe; supple: — boyliri
lithe bodies.
2. adj. Silken: — yip silk thread.
awr4imlik
n. Elasticity; resiliency; suppleness,
awzal
adj. Superior; better than: — kdr- to con
sider (sth) superior, give priority to. Cf.
iistiin.
awzallik
n. Superiority; advantage,
awwal
adv. First; front. Also awal 1. [C- avvall
O. ewe/],
awisuriim
n. Ecstasy: — bol- to be ecstatic,
awlat
n. = awra-?awra: —tin —qigd genera
tion upon generation / keyinki — later gen
erations. [O. evlat].
awlatsiz
adj. Childless: — qal- to be without off
spring. Cf. parzantsiz, suway-saltan,
awliya
rel. n. Celestial being; Islamic saint; im
mortal. [O. evliya].
awllyaliq

rel. n. Sanctity; holiness: — qil- to proph
esy. [O. evliyalik].
afyiin
n. Opium. Also apyiin; cf. qara dora.
[U. afyun\.
aqalli
adj. Minimal; rudimentary; elementary; at
least,
aqriba
n. Tribesman; kinsfolk,
aqida
rel. n. Creed; article of faith; belief: — bagla- (qil-) to believe/ diniy — religious be
lief/ ilahiy — deism. Cf. bawar, taqwa,
taqwidanliq, xudagoyluq, etiqat, ixlas,
iman 1, maslak.
aqiq
geol. obs. n. Ruby. Cf. heqiq.
aqil
1. n. Wisdom; intellect; mind; wit: — tapto become comprehensible/ — giyi phys.
wisdom tooth/ — sinay- to engage in a battle
of wits/ — kir- to understand, comprehend/
— yOtmidi cannot recall/ —din az- (aday-) to
lose one's senses/ —i qisqa having a nar
row horizon; at one's wit's end/ —i yoq
brainless/ —ga sig-maydigan inconceivable;
unimaginable/ —ga kdl- to remember, re
call/ —ga muwapiq reasonable; sensible/ bu
Uqa dqlim hdyran I am puzzled by this mat
ter/ 1 - yayta dmds basta wisdom does not
come with age but brains/1 kbpnifl dqli
kdp everybody's wisdom is much. Also
aqilaniliq. [C. 'aqllK. akylt U. aql\.
2. n. Plan; idea; scheme; strategem: — sora- to consult, ask for advice/ — korsdt- to
devise a plan.
aqil-parasat
n. Resourcefulness,
aqil-parasatilik
adj. Resourceful.
aqil-hu$
n. Brains; intelligence: —i jayida bala
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^sil'inqilap^i

aqilsiz
smart child/ —ini yoqat- to lose one's
senses,
aqilsiz
adj. Unintelligent; dull; stupid: 1 — baynifi
d&rdini ayaq tartar a dullard's legs suffer
at his head (brain),
aqilsizliq
n. of aqilsiz: — qil- to do (sth) stupid. [K.
dkylsyzjdyk'\.
aqilliq
adj. Intelligent; smart: bu at nahayiti —
this horse is very smart,
aqliy
adj. Intellectual; rational: — bilis rational
knowledge/ — tdrbiyd intellectual develop
ment/ — dmgdk intellectual work. Cf. idrakiy, idrakliq.
aqliya
n. dqliyd sdz lit. maxim; exhortation.
akag. vi. To sow. [U. ek-Y
akbar
1. rel. adj. Greatest; supreme: allahu —
Allah is greatest.
2. n. M^e name,
aka
adj. Pampered; pet; spoiled. Cf. arka, arka-naynaq.
akatvt. To take away: kitapni - to take a book
away. [<elipkdt-].
akalvt. To bring: dkilip b&r- to bring. [<elip
kdl-/KK. apkel-; dkel-IY. agal-].
akfivi. To dry gradually: qar erip yollar —p
qaldi the snow melted and the roads grad
ually dried / kir-qat xeli —p qaptu the
washed clothes are drying gradu^ly.
akjitvt. To dry gradually: kiyimni — to dry
clothes gradually,
aks

1. n. Reflection: — t&sirphy. reaction/ —
dt- a. phy. to reflect; b. to reflect: girayida gdzdp Gks etip turatti his face reflected
anger/ — dttiir- to cause to reflect/ — sodasi echo/ suda 6z —ini kdr- to see one's re
flection in the water.
2. n. Opposite: yaxsinifl —i yaman the op
posite of good is bad.
3. adj. Opposite; opposing: — soda phy.
echo; reverberation; repercussion/ — m&nd opposite meaning. [U. aks (#1- 3)].
aksar
lit. adj. Most; many; much: — halda in
most circumstances. Also aksiri. [O. ekser/Y. ukse],
aksi
n. Opposite; reverse: —gd on the contrary
(also aksinja).
aksi^a
adv. On the contrary. Also aksin^a.
aksiri
lit. adj. = aksar. [U. aksari].
aksiriyat
lit. n. Majority; plurality. [C- dksdriydt].
aksiyat(i
adj./n. Reactionary: — j/ni/?reactionary
class. Also called reaksiyon.
aksiyat9il
adj. Reactionary: — sdpsdtd reactionary
falsehood/ — mahiydt reactionary nature,
aksiyat^ilik
n. Reactionary activity,
aksiyatgiliik
n. of aksiyatjil: —td ugiga giq- to be down
right reactionary,
aksilharkat
n. Reactionary activity,
aksilharkat^i
n. = aksiyatgi.
aksil'inqilap
adj. Counter-revolutionary,
aksil'inqilap^i
n. Counter-revolutionary.
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ayiplan1

^sil'inqilap^iliq
aksil'inqilap^iliq
n. Counter-revolution. [U. aksilinqilob].
aksil'inqilawiy
adj. Counter-revolutionary: —coun
ter-revolutionary activity,
aksin^a
adv. = aksi^a.
akslanvi. To be reflected.
akslik
n. Obstinacy; stubbornness,
akilavi. To act like a spoiled child. Also arkila- .
akilik
1. n. of akila-: — qil- to act like a spoiled
child.
2. n. Delicacy; effeminateness. Also arkilik.
an
adv. Most; extremely: - axirqi m&qs&t fi
nal goal/ - awal first of all/ - yaxsi excel
lent/ - yeqin agina closest friend. [K. efl!
KK. e/i/OT. «/i/Ta. m/Tv.
&ng\.
ansiz
adj. Colorless. Also ransiz.
ansizlavi. To fade, discolor. Also on-.
angii^tar
n. Seal ring; family heirloom; treasured
possession.
angiz
med. n. Disease: so^aq — a disease caused
by cold factors (e.g. chill, hypothermia,
etc.) Cf. agriq 2, kesal 1.
iinlik I
adj. Broad; wide. Also anlik I, kan 1; cf.
ta$a II.
anlik II
n. Rouge: yiizgd — sUr- to dab rouge on
face. [K. endildM. dfllik\.
anliyalan
adj. Stark-naked. Superlative of yalan.

ay I
adj. Recovering; surviving: — qil- to cause
to recover/ yiiz qozidin toqsdn s&kkizi —
boldi 98 out of 100 lambs survived,
ay II
int. Ah!: - ulug w&tdn ah, the great fatherland!
aytawur
conj. Perhaps; maybe. Cf. balki 2, balkim, atimalim, etimalim, ehtimal.

ay^

n. Delight; enjoyment; pleasure: — qil- to
take pleasure. [C- 'cy^/U. ajs],
ay$-i$rat
n. = ay?,
aywa?
n. dywasqa kdl- a. to restore original form:
paxpiyip k&tk&n gaglar aran —qa kdldi fluf
fy hair is hardly combed down; b. to ag
ree: mdn gdp 0liwedim, u —qa kdldi as
soon as I said it he agreed with me; c. to
become frank or honest,
ayip
1. n. Fault; mistake; error; dishonor: —
qil- to blame/ —kd buyru- to reproach/ dyiwini ag- to rake up faults/ dyiwini boyniga al- to admit one’s error/ bu menifl dyiwim dmds this is not my fault. [U. ajb
(guilt; shame; disgrace)/Y. ajyy],
2. n. Physical defect,
ayipdar
n. sby who has committed a mistake, er
ror, or fault. Also ayipkar.
ayipsiz
adj. Faultless; blameless; innocent,
ayipkar
n. = ayipdar.
ayiplavt. To denounce, condemn, censure: orunsiz — to denounce unjustly,
ayiplanvi. To be denounced, condemned, cen
sured: u —di he was denounced.
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ayiplik
ayiplik
adj. Mistaken; faulty; erroneous: bu isqa
hegkim — Qm&s this matter is nobody's
fault,
ayil
zoo. n. Horse's girth. Cf. tartma.
ayyam
n. Era; period: q&dim — antiquity. Cf.
dawr, dawran, zaman, qarna, era, ira.
[O. eyyarri\.
ayyuhannas
1. obs. n. Everybody.
2. int. Dam it!
ayla- I
vt. To tan: terd — to tan hide. Also a^la- I.
ayla- II
obs. vt. Used in classical works, often =
qil- , at- : bayan — to narrate, recount,
tell. [Caylanvi. To be tanned: bu terS. yaxsi dyliniptu
this hide is well tanned,
aymanvi. To fear, dread: hegnimidin —mdstin
stopping at nothing; unscrupulous/ u egiz egisqa dyminidu he was afraid to open his
mouth/ qizlar yat addmdin dyminidu girls
are afraid of strangers. Cf. qorq- .
ayn
adj. Equal,
ayna
int. Look; over there: — , biznifl 6y look,
there is our house/ — masina 6tup kdtti
look, the car has just left. Also ana.
aynak
1. n. Glass: — politi reinforced plastic/ —
talasi glass fiber/ - sal- to glaze/ — ndygisi glass tube/ ddrizinifl dynigi windowpane. Cf. $i?a 1.
2. n. Mirror: tiklimd - full-length mirror/
♦ — qil- to draw lessons from. [K. ajnel
l\i. ajnaIXi. ojna; ojnak (^1-2)].
aynak(i

agar
n. Glazer.
aynaklik
1. adj. Glazed: — ddrizd glazed window.
2. adj. Having a mirror,
aynan
adv. Accurately; in exactly the same way:
— kdgiir- to copy word for word/ — inkas
qil- to reflect or report accurately/ pikimi
— ydtkiiz- to pass on an idea accurately/ u
— anisinifl dzi she is just like her mother,
iiynula
1. bot. n. Plum (Prunus). Also called alxur, aligirat. [U. olvoU\.
2. n. Swindler; cheat; trickster; impostor,
ayni
1. adj. Original; former: — dhwal former
condition/ - zamanda in those years; orig
inally/ — waqitta at that time/ — nusxd
original manuscript/ —gd kdl- to recover,
restore. Cf. burunqi, asli 1, sabiq.
2. adv. Precisely; indeed: — dzi that's in
deed him! [U. ajni (like; same; identical)].
ayniyat
n. dyniydt qanuni ph. law of identity,
agvt. To bend; flex: bdlni — to bend (of a
waist)/ saxni — to bend (of a branch)/ ♦
boyun— to bend neck (to surrender). [O.
ek-ITk. Z/-/U. eg-!Y. iex- ; iegej-].
aga?vi. To follow: biz sizgd mdflgU dgifip maflimiz we will always follow you.
aga^iirvt. To lead: balilarni —up dygd elip qaytto lead or take children home,
aga^ma
adj. dgdymd bdldk gr. subordinate part,
agar
conj. If; in case; supposing. Also taqdirda, agarda, agar^anda, qa^aniki, gar,
magar, magarkim, mubada, nawada,
nagah 1. [C. dgdr/K. igerlO. egerlTa..
dgdrITn. egef\.
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al-agma

agarda
agarda
conj. = agar,
agarganda
conj. = agar,
agri
adj. Arched; bent; bowed; curved; wind
ing: “ pigaq curved knife / — siziq math,
curve / — yol winding road / — yilz math,
curved surface; camber/ ♦ — oq crank
shaft/ ♦ — sunay bot. Rehmannia glutinosa/ ♦ — sizguQ carpenter's square. Also
agim 2, agma 1, agmag. [M. HgrilOT.
qgri/\J. egri; egar].
agri-biigri
adj. Meandering; serpentine; turning; zig
zagging; twisting; winding: — yol a wind
ing road. [U. egri-bugri].
agri-toqay
adj. = agri-biigri.
agri-donay
adj. = agri-biigri.
agrilik
1. n. Curvature; crookedness.
2. math. n. Curvature,
agiiz
n. Place watered by melted snow; slush.
[C. aguz].
agivi. To circle, turn around, make a detour:
bu ydrda yol yasiliwatidu masinilar -p 6tsm this stretch of road is being repaired,
so cars should turn around (make a de
tour). [Tu. egil- (to bend)],
agitvt. To cause to circle or turn: ♦ gdpni —
to beat around the bush,
agiz
n. Snowmelt,
agim
1. n. Bend: ddrya -i river bend.
2. adj. = agri: — qay arched eyebrow,
aglavt. To sift, screen. Cf. ta^qa- , iiguda- .

aglak
n. Sieve; screen: — qasqini sieve brim/
—tin dtkilz- to screen/ sim dgligi copper
sieve/ solan — coarse screen/ qdin — fine
screen. Cf. galwir 1. [Tv. iglees].
iiglakgi
n. Maker or seller of sieves,
aglakgilik
abstract n. of aglakgi.
agma
1. adj. = agri: — qas arched eyebrow/ ~
kdwriikzich^ bridge/ — 4/^ an arched door.
[M. dgmd (arch in a house)].
2. math. n. Radian. Also called radan.
agmag
1. adj. Bent: — tayaq bent stick. [Tv. egmek].
2. n. Bend; elbow; curve: su turubisinin
dgmigi elbow in water pipe.
al
1. n. Country; nation; land: (dt — foreign
country/ xosna —Idr neighboring countries/
♦ — bol- to be subjected to authority/ ♦
— qil- to subject to authority. Cf. dolat I.
[K. elIKK. el/M. el (realm; provincej/Th.
z7/U. el].
2. n. Masses; people: — qatari conform
ing to general trend/1 ydr toymigigd — toymas if the soil is not fertilized, people go
hungry. [C- el (people)/0. el (#2)][OT.
el/Tn. il (#1-2)].
ala
1. adj. Excellent; superior, first-rate: — 0qugugi an A-grade student/ — sort superior
breed/ — Mtijd excellent result/ 1 yiiz adUgandin bir kdrgdn — it is better to see once
than to hear a hundred times. Cf. balan,
obdan, yax^i. [Y. Utiid].
2. n. M^e name. Also dlaxan, dlanur.
alagi
n. Top student,
iil-agina
n. Close friend.
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^nagmigi

al-aginidar^iliq
al-aginidar(iliq
n. Friendship; friendly relations. Alsoa^inidar^iliq, aginidar^iliq, aginiliq, amraqliq.
al'an
adv. Still, ever since. Cf. andi, andilik,
hazir. flk.
alpaz
n. Facial features; looks; appearance;
style; manner: —/ yaman bad-mannered/
—ini buz- to turn hostile suddenly. [C- 67faz (words)],
altera
n. Lambskin. Cf. kopa II, marl,
al^
adj. Wall-eyed; cross-eyed,
alangii
n. Blaze; flame. Cf. yalqun 1. [U. alanga].
alangiilavi. To blaze, bum. Cf. yalqunla-, yan- II
1.
alangiiliik
1. adj. Blazing. Cf. yalqunluq 1.
2. adj. Warm; fervent; enthusiastic. Cf. ati^in, qizgin, yalqunluq 2. [U. alangali

m)i

alanla1. vi. To sway, rock gently.
2. vi. To flash, gleam for a moment.
3. vi. To look or gaze around,
alalxusiis
adv. Especially; particularly. Cf. xususan.
alam I
1. n. Banner; flag; standard. Cf. bayraq,
tug I.
2. mil. n. Military force: — kilrisi combat;
military stmggle; stmggle by force.
alam II
1. n. Pain; suffering; agony: — bol- to be
in pain/ - tart- to suffer pain. Cf. agriq 1.
[O. elem].
2. n. Anger; rage: u alimini mdndin alidu
he vented his anger at me. [U. alam].

alamdar
1. n. Standard bearer.
2. mil. n. Officer,
al^i
1. n. Ambassador; diplomat; envoy: bay —
ambassador; chief envoy/ —Idr Omigi dip
lomatic corps. [Mo. elgilTv. elgi/V. elgi].
2. n. Matchmaker: — qoy- (kirgiiz-) to
send a matchmaker, seek a marriage al
liance. Cf. dallal, dalla, so$i, wasti^i.
al(ixana
n. Embassy; legation,
alwatta
int. Definitely; naturally; of course. [CalbattalK. albettelO. elbette/T3i. dlbdtt&l
Tu. elbetdelU. albatta],
alwida
int. Farewell. Cf. xayr 4, xayr-xo^, xo^ II.
[O. elveda].
alwidalafvi. To bid farewell,
alqum
phys. n. Throat. Also halqum; cf. boguz I
1, tamaq II, karnay 3, kikirtak, girtildak,
gal I 1.
alqissa
conj. In short. [C- al-qtssalTa.. dlkyjssa],
alkezar
n. Vagrant; vagabond; transient,
alkezarlik
adj. Vagrant; vagabond; transient: — qilto lead a transient life,
al-yurt
n. Hometown; native place. [U. ilyurt].
allik
num. Fifty. [KK. elli/OT. dligm&. illelTn.
ellU\5. mik].
almi-talmi
n. Knack; way of doing sth.
alnagma
mus. n. Folk song,
alnagmigi
mus. n. Folk singer.
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i

am^i

am
amvt. To suckle: dmgOk ~ to suckle a breast.
[K. emiz-IO. em-IU. em-IY. em-].
n. Blind person. Cf. qargu.
ambargiil
bot. n. Cornflower (Centaurea cyanus).
Also called koktikan.
ambal
cul. n. Chopping or kneading board,
amdiirvt. To cause to suckle: balini — to suckle
a child/ mozayni — to make a calf suckle.
Also amgiiz- .
amdi
1. adv. Just now; now: u — kdtti he just
went. Also amdila, amdilatin, ^dilikta.
[C- emdilM. amdi].
2. adv. Then; that: — gataq boldi now
that's too bad.
amdila
adv. = amdi 1: m - Midi he Just arrived/
yigin — baslandi the meeting just started,
amdilatin
adv. = amdi 1.
amdilikta
adv. = amdi 1.
amas
adj. Not; is not: bu iyni m&n - u qildi I did
not do this, he did/ bu menifl kitiwim —
this is not my book/ biigiin hawa sogaq —
today's weather is not cold/ yaxsi — not
good. [K. emes/KK. emes/Tw. ernes],
amak
n. Diversion; pastime: -- bol- to divert
oneself, while away the time/ — qil- to di
vert, amuse. Also armak.
amal I
n. Official post. [U. amal].
amal II
math. n. Operation: tdt — four basic oper
ations of arithmatic/ qosui dmili addition/ ♦
~ qil- to observe, abide by. [Tu. emel].

amal III
1. n. Reality: —gd ay- to be accomplished,
carried out/ —gd qoy- to put into practice/
namda bar, —dd yoq in name but not in re
ality; titular; nominal/ ♦ —din qaldur- to
abolish. Also amiliyat, amiliylik; cf. on
II, riyalliq. [U. amal (action; deed)].
2. n. Affair; matter; business: menifl qilidigan dmilim mu$u what I have been doing is
this.
amalpar^
n. Careerist. [U. amalparast].
amalparaslik
n. Careerism.
Gaidar
n. Official. Cf. mansapdar.
amaldarliq
abstract n. of amaldar: — qil- a. to act as
official; b. to put on airs.
amaliyla$vi. To come true,
aman
bot. n. Mugwort (Artemesia vulgaris; A.
leucophylla): aggiq
— sagebrush (Artemesia absinthium)/
kdk - Artemesia apiacea.
am^ak
aman
phys. n. Breast; udder: — tdgmisi teat;
nipple; mammilla/ -- dm- to suckle a
breast/ - raid med. breast cancer/ — kesili med. mastisis/ —tiki bala a suckling
child/ —ni eliwetis operatsiyisi med. masectomy/ balini —tin giqar- to wean a child
from breastfeeding/1 balayiglimigigd ana—
salmas until a child cries, its mother
won't start breast-feeding. Cf. silt bezi.
[O. emciklM. dmigllA.. imgdklD. emgak].
am^aklik
adj. Breasted.
am9i
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^g^^anliq

amsux
med. obs. n. Physician. Cf. tibbi alim,
doxtur, hekim 1, wirag. [M. &mgilMo.
emgi\.
amsux
bot. n. Chinese ephedra (Ephedra sinica),
used in Uyghur folk medicine. See illus
tration at (akanda on p. 337.
amisa
conj. If so; then; else: -- sundaq bolsun if
so, let's do it this way.
amir I
1. n. Emir (title). [O. emir/U. amir].
2. n. Male name. Also dmirdin, dmirgazi.
amir II
obs. n. Order; command: ~ qil- to order/
♦ —gd al- to marry a woman. [O. emir!
Tk. dmerlU. amr].
amir-parman
n. Order: - giqar- to issue an order,
amirlik
n. Emirate: buxara dmirligi Bukhara emir
ate.
amir-mariip
rel. n. Commandment; taboo,
amir-mariipgi
rel. n. sby who explains commandments
and taboos,
amizak
n. Infant's pacifier,
amiltas
bot. n. Cassia fistula. See illustration at
xiyar^anbar on p. 389.
amiliy
adj. Actual; genuine; real: — bilim practi
cal knowledge/ - tdjribd practical experi
ence/ — dhwal actual situation/ - hdrkdt
actual operation, activity or exercise/ —
hoquq real power/ — ehtiyaj actual need/
— isld- to do solid work/ — misal real ex
ample. Cf. riyal.
amiliyat
n. = amal III 1: —tin ayril- to lose con
tact with reality/ —tin dtkiiz- to pass

through reality/ —kd uygun in accordance
with reality,
amiliyat^i
n. Realist.
Smiliyla^
vi. To be carried out, fulfilled, imple
mented,
amiliyla^iirvt. To carry out, fulfill, implement: siyasdtni - to carry out a policy,
amiliylik
n. = amiliyat.
amin
adj. Tranquil; calm; quiet; settled: — bolto feel assured/ kdflliim — tapti my mind is
at ease. [O. emin].
amgak
1. n. Work; labor: - bildn ddm elisni birldstur- to alternate work with rest / — sijilligi
labor intensity/ — unttmdarligi labor pro
ductivity/ - qil- to work: - qilmay td^drga igd bol- to reap without sowing, profit
from sby else's work/ — kiigi work force/
— kuni Labor Day/ — ndmunigisi labor
model/ dqliy — intellectual work/ jismani
- physical labor/ 1 hdrkim qabiliyitigd yarisa Ulds hdrkimgd dmgigigd qarap tdqsim
qilii from each according to his ability, to
each according to his work. Cf. xizmat 1,
mehnat 1. [K. emgekIM. dmgdk (hard
ship)/©. emek/CfT. dmgdk (torment; trou
ble; suffering)].
2. n. Energy; vim; vigor: — sifldur- to ex
ert energy/ dmgigim bikarga kdtti my ener
gy was wasted.
3. n. Product,
amgak^an
adj. Diligent; hardworking; tireless: — addm diligent person. Cf. tir^ifan, tiri$qaq,
tiri^ip, ytihatliq, i^^an.
amgakganliq
n. Diligence: unih dmgdkganligi hdmmigd
mdlum everybody knows his diligence.
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amgak^i
Cf. tiriisanliq, tiri^qaqliq, ytihat, i$(anUq.
amgakgi
n. Laborer; worker: — ayal woman work
er/ - x&lq laboring people. Cf. iffi, mehnat(i. [K. emgekgilO. emekgi],
amgiizvt. To cause to suckle: balini — to suckle
a child/ mozayni — to make a calf suckle.
Also amdiir- .
amlak
obs. n. Property. Cf. ta'alluqat, miiliik.
amla1. med. vt. To cure, heal. Cf. dawala- ,
saqayt- .
2. med. vt. To inoculate: s yinnisi vacci
nation needle/ geg&k — to inoculate against
smallpox. Cf. ?ak- III 2. [U. emla-].
aml^
bot. n. Emblica officinalis. See illustration
at amila on p. 49.
amma
conj. But; however; yet: mdn uni birqangd qetim izlidim, -- uni tapalmidim I
looked for him several times, but I could
not find him. Cf. biraq, halbuki, wahalanki, lekin. [C. ammalYX.. al/0. ammal
Tk. dmma/Tu. emmalM. ammoi\.
amniyat
1. n. Security; safety. Cf. btxatarlik, xatarsizlik, xawpsizlik. [O. emniyei],
2. n. Prosperity; well-being. Cf. barka,
barkat, barika, ronaq.
an I
ag. n. Brand: - sal- (bos-) to brand: qoynin quligiga — sal- to brand a sheep's ear.
an II
1. n. Width (of cloth): eni kdd rdxt a wide
piece of cloth/ rdxtnid eni width of cloth.
[Mo. efUO. e«/U. en\.
2. adj. Uncut: — rdxt uncut cloth,
an III
n. File; record: —gd al- to put on record.

ana
[<Ch. an\.
anbiya
rel. n. Diviner; fortuneteller; prophet;
seer; soothsayer. Cf. pal baqqugi, pal9i,
ram^i, rammal, qur'andaz, qumilaq^i.
ant
n. Revenge; vengeance. Cf. o^man, intiqam.
andalip
zoo. n. Nightingale,
andiiwa
n. Trowel. [U. andavd\.
andi
adv. Now; at this moment. Also al'an, andilik, hazir. [K. andalYX.. endUQfl. amtilTk. indelTa. indilV. endilY. any].
andi^a
n. Worry; anxiety: — qil- to worry/ dJidiSigd gii^- to worry or fret/ orunsiz — needless
worry / menifl —m yoq I have no worries.
[O. endiselJJ. andisa (respect)],
andi^isiz
adj. Unworried; carefree. Cf.
ta^wi^siz.
andi^ilik
adj. Worried; anxious. [O. endi^elt].
andiz
bot. n. Inula. [Q. andyz].
andiza
n. Style; sample: - qil- to imi
tate, simulate/ dndizisi kelifkdn
andiz
beautiful style/ kiyim dndizisi clothing
sample,
andizi^ilik
lit. n. Formulism: — qil- to paint by the
numbers,
andikvi. To shiver with cold or fear,
andilik
adv. = andi.
ana
pro. That; over there: — poyiz keliwatidu
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anlik

ana-mana
the train over there is coming!/ — u that's
him! [C- anda (there)/Mo. ene (this)/U.
ana/Y. onno].
ana-mana
adv. Wishy-washy; hemming and hawing;
equivocal: u bu Uni — ddp ta hazirgigd h&l
qilmidi he has equivocated about this
matter until now and has still not resolved
it.
an'ana
n. Tradition: inqilawiy dn'dnildmi jari qildur- to carry on a revolutionary tradition.
[U. an "ana],
ana^undaq
pro. That kind,
aqjam
1. lit. n. End; result: ~ tap- to come to an
end.
2. n. Thing; object; device: at -i ag. horse
harness.
anjiidan
bot. n. Ferula asafoeitida, used in Uyghur
folk medicine.

anjiidan

anjur

anjiir
bot. n. Fig (Ficus carica). Also called tiyin. fib. inzirlU. anzir],
anjibar
bot. n. Polygonum bistorta, used in Uy
ghur folk medicine. Also called patmutak.
ansira-

vi. To worry, feel anxious.
Also alanla- , ansizlan- .
ansiz I
1. adj. Noisy; unquiet: —
ke0 noisy night.
2. adj. Alarmed; scared: —
addm a scared person.
ansiz II
adj. Narrow (of cloth): —
rdxt narrow piece of cloth.
Cf. tar II, qistan. [O. ensiz].
ansiz III
anjibar
ag. adj. Unbranded: — qoy unbranded
sheep,
ansizlik
n. Alarm; scare; fright: — qil- to be
scared/ -kk sal- to scare, alarm, frighten,
anzar
obs. n. Review. Cf. obzor, mulahiza 1.
anzargi
obs. n. Reviewer; critic. Cf. obzor^i.
anza I
n. Law case: dnzini bekit- to reach a ver
dict/ dnzini pay qil- to expose a case/ mdxsus — specie case. [<Ch. anzi].
anza II
n. Long table used in tailor shops. [<Ch.
anzi].
anwa
obs. adj. Various; diverse. [Tb. dnvag].
ankiza
adv. From now on; later,
angiliya
geo. n. England. [<R. Angliya].
anlavt. To measure (the width of cloth): rdxtni
— to measure cloth,
anlik I
adj. Broad; wide: — rdxt wide cloth. Also
anlik I; cf. ta$a II, kan 1.
anlik II
ag. adj. Branded; marked.
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ja

)

adj. False: — pul counterfeit money/ —
gOp lie; falsehood. Cf. saxta, yalgan, yalgan-yawdaq, galat. [<Ch.jia].
jabdu1. vt. To prepare, get ready: atni — to
prepare a horse/ u balisini yolga —watidu
he is outfitting his child for a trip. Cf. taraddutlan- , tayyarla- .
2. vt. To adorn, tidy up, decorate: 6y — to
fix up a room. Cf. boja- , beza- , padazla- , zinnatia- .
3. vt. To dress up: qizni — to dress up a
girl.
jabdu$ivi. mut. of jabdu- : ular beyjiflga berifqa
—ti they readied themselves for the trip to
Bei- jing.
jabduq
1. n. Implement; tool; utensil: harwa jabdugi cart implements/ 6y jabdugi furniture/
yagaggiliq —liri carpenter's tools. [K. zabdyklMo. bagajilQ. jabdyq].
2. n. Preparation: — qil- a. to prepare: toyga — qil- to prepare for a wedding; b. to
furnish/ yol jabdugifliz puttimu have you
prepared for the trip? Cf. taraddut, tayyargarlik, tayyarliq, hazirliq.
jaban
n. Overtime; extra shift: — qil- to work
overtime. [ < Ch. jiaban].

£

japa
n. Hardship; difficulty; burden: — gdk(tart-) to suffer hardships/ — sal- to cause
to suffer / —din qag- to escape hardships/
—ga qal- to suffer/ balinifl —si the burden
of having children/ ^ — gdkmigigd halawdt
yoq without hardship there is no happi
ness. Also japa-mu^awwat; cf. qattiq^iliq.
[C. cafalMo. joba- (to suffer)/Q. ^apa/Th.
Z&fa (torment)/U. zafd\.
japaka$
n. Sufferer; sby who experiences hard
ships,
japaliq
adj. Hard; difficult: — turmus an arduous
life/ — dmg&k hard labor/ — ktinldr diffi
cult days. Also japa-mu$aqqatlik.
japa-mu$aqqat
n. = japa: — gdk- (tart-) to suffer hard
ships/ —td hdmddm bol- to go through
thick and thin together/ —kd gidap kiirds qilto struggle against difficulties.
j apa-mu$aqqatlik
adj. = japaliq.
jap-jap
adj. Thlkative; garrulous; gossipy; loosetongued: — xotun gossipy woman. Also
japildaq.
jap-japUq
n. Talkativeness: — qil- to jabber, be gar
rulous.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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jahangirlik

japildaq
japildaq
adj. =jap-jap.
jado
ag. n. Hand haycutter; —da ot togra- to cut
grass with a hand haycutter/ —ga bos- to
cut up with a hand haycutter/ ♦ — Mrisi
a kind of saw. [<Ch. zhadao/Q. zadylU.
zodi].
jadu
rel. n. Magic; witchcraft: — qil- to prac
tice magic or witchcraft. Also jadugarlik;
cf. sehir, sehirgarlik. [C. cadu (wizard;
witch)/Q. zody],
jadugar
rel. n. Magician; witch. Cf. sehirgi, sehirgar. [U. zodugaf].
jadugarlik
rel. n. = jadu.

j^a

1. n. Punishment; penalty: u jajisini yidi
he received punishment. Also jaza I; cf.
t^sirat,.
2. n. Just desserts: —nl it serves you right!
jahaz
n. Equipment; gear; fixtures; furnishings:
tdnhdrkdt —liri sports gear/ dy —liri furni
ture. [Th. zihazIU. zihaz].
jahazlavt. To decorate, furnish: dyni — to furnish
a room,
jahazlanvi. To be decorated, furnished: Ugilarkulubi nahayiti yaxyi jahazliniptu the workers'
club is very nicely furnished,
jahalat
1. n. Ignorance. [O. cahillik].
2. Darkness,
jahalatpar^
ph. n. Obscurantist. Also jahalatji.
jahalatpar^lik
ph. n. Obscurantism. Also jahalat9ilik.
jahalatgi
ph. n. = jahalatparas.

jahalat^ilik
ph. n. = jahalatparaslik.
j^alatlik
1. adj. Ignorant; benighted; unenlightened.
2. adj. Dark: — j&miydt dark society/ —
kiinldr dark days.
jahan
n. World; universe; cosmos: — tinjidi the
world quieted down/ — dzgdr- (of the
world or society) to change/ — kdz- to
roam all over the world, travel widely/ —ga
patmasliq to consider oneself unexcelled
in the world/ —nift rdp-tayiga kiriwal- to be
well versed in the ways of the world/
piitiin — the entire world/ ♦ — tut- to
grasp the world (a. to get married and
start a career; b. to amass a fortune)/ ♦ —
sarifU sby who pretends to be insane or
plays the fool/ ♦ —ddk if tugdp kdtti many
things have been finished or completed.
Cf. alam, dunya I 1, ka'inat. [C- cahani
Q. zalganlT^. zihan/T\i. caxanllJ. zahori].
jahandar^iliq
n. Means of livelihood: — pdlsdpisi philo
sophy of etiquette/ — qil- to get through
life. Also jahansazliq.
jahansazliq
n. = jahandar^iliq.
jahankazdi
1. n. Vagrant: — aldamgi charlatan; swin
dler. Cf. alkezar, sargardan, lalma 1.
2. n. Seasoned person; old hand,
jahankazdilik
n. Vagrancy: — qil- to be a vagrant; to
roam. Cf. alkezarlik, sarsanliq, sargardanliq, lalmiliq.
jahangir
1. n. Imperialist. Also called imperiyalist.
2. n. Conqueror,
jahangirlik
1. n. Imperialism: —M qani kOrdj anti-im
perialist struggle. Also called imperiyali-
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jahannama
zim.
2. abstract n. of Jahangir 2.
jahannama
n. Monster-revealing mirror; demon-de
tector; magic looking glass mentioned in
folktales.
jahil
adj. Stubborn; persistent; — addm a stub
born person/ — unsur a stubborn element;
diehard/ — qarsiliq stubborn opposition. Cf.
aligadan, tarsa, qiyiq 11, kaj 11, gadanka?. [C. cahil (ignorant)/Tu. caxyl (youngster)/U. zahl\.
jahilana
adv. Stubbornly; persistently.
jahilla^vi. To become stubborn.
jahilliq
n. Stubbornness: — bildn stubbornly/ —
qil- to be stubborn/ jahilligi tut- to become
rather stubborn or defiant. Cf. aligadanlik, qiyiqliq, kajliq, gadanka^Uk.
jasarat
n. Bravery; courage; daring: — bildn alga
bas- to advance bravely/ — kdrsdt- to
pluck up one's courage/ jasaritijus ur- to be
daring and energetic. Cf. batilliq, dadilliq, jasurluq, jiir'at, $ija'at, $irlik. [U. zasorat\.
Jasaratlanvi. To pluck up one's courage, become
bold.
Jasaratlik
adj. Brave; courageous. Cf. dadil, Jasur
1, ^ija'atlik, martlar^a, mardana, mardanilar^a.
jasus
n. Informer; informant; spy; secret agent.
Cf. aygaqgi, tin-tingi, i$piyon. [U. zosus].
jasusluq
n. Espionage: — ayrupilani spy plane/ -qil- to spy. Cf. aygaq^iliq, i^piyonluq.
jar

jar^i
n. Cry; call: — sal- to send a call, shout,
howl. [U. ?ar].
jarahat
med. n. Wound; injury; sore: — agzi cut;
wound/ — besip k&tti a sore developed/ —
giq- to have a boil/ — izi scar/ tasqi — ex
ternal injury/ urusjarahiti battle wound/ iski
— internal injury/ ♦ — tesi aponite (silicate
of magnesium), used in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Cf. zaxim, zaxma, zaxmat, ziyanzaxmat. [C- cirahatIU. zarahat],
jarahatlanvi. To be wounded or injured,
jarahatlandiirvt. To wound, injure,
jaran-jurun
onom. Jingle-jangle: — qil- to make a
clanging sound. Also jaldur-juldur. [U.
zarang-zurung].
jaransiz
adj. Voiceless: — iizuk tawus gr. voiceless
consonant. [U. zarangsi^.
jarahlavi. To clang, clatter, tinkle: gin&qaga jaraHlidi the bowls clattered/ qoflguraqjarafllidi the bell tinkled. [U. zarangla-].
jarahliq
adj. Voiced; resonant; sonorous: — awaz a
sonorous sound / — iiziik tawus gr. voiced
consonant/ — naxsa sadasi resonant singing
voice. [U. zarangli]jart-jurt
onom. expresses a ripping or tearing
sound: — qilip yin- to tear open, up or in
to pieces,
jartildavi. To emit a ripping sound by tearing
cloth,
jartildatvt. cans, of jartilda- : u rdxtni janilditip
yiniwdtti he ripped the cloth open,
jarji
n. Announcer; spokesman; mouthpiece;
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jari
towncrier. Cf. diktor, jakagi, elangi.
[Tu. cargy\.
jari
n. Flowing; running; free rein: — bol- to
be given free rein, develop/ — qil- to give
free rein, carry forward,
jaza I
n. Punishment; penalty: - bdr- to punish/
— tart- to receive punishment/ — hdkUm
qil- to convict or declare guilty, pass a
sentence/ — yuriisi punitive expedition/ —
lagiri concentration camp/ -- mSydani ex
ecution ground/ —sini y&- to be punished/
—ni bikar qil- to rescind a penalty/ —ni kegiktiir- to reprieve, place on probation/ ali
— capital punishment/ tdn —si corporal
punishment/ jina-y&tgil&rgd — bdr- to pun
ish criminals/ dliim —si execution. Also
jaja 1; cf. taxsirat. [C- caza/KK. zazalQ.
zazalik. zHzalU. zdzd].
jaza II
1. n. Board; shelf: kitap jazisi bookshelf.
Cf. pan II, taxta I, taxtay 1, rayka, kulug. [<Ch. jiazi].
2. n. Frame: rdsim jazisi picture frame.
Cf. ram, ramka, kei^ak.
3. n. Scaffold: — qur- to build a scaffold,
jaza III
n. Airs; haughty manner: bu addmnifl zadi
jazisi yoq this person is modest. [<Ch.
jiazi\.
jazalavt. To punish, penalize: qattiq — to punish
severely. Also jonda-. [Th. zSzala-].
jazana
n. Usury: jazaniga bdr- to practice usury/
jazaniga bogul- to be heavily in debt. Also
jazanixorluq; cf. siitxorluq.
jazankor
n. Usurer. Also jazxor; cf. siitxor.
jazanixorluq
n. = jazana: — qil- to practice usury,
jazila-

jawapla^;vt. To frame: rdsimni — to frame a pic
ture,
jaziliq
adj. Framed: ~ rdsim framed picture,
jawaban
adv. In reply; as an answer; in response:
- soga qil- to give a return gift/ -- sdzld- to
respond/ — ziyapdt bdr- to hold a return
banquet/ -- ziyardt qil- to pay a return vis
it.
jawap
1. n. Answer; response; solution; key: —
al- to receive a reply/ — bdr- to reply/ —
mdktup a return letter/ so 'alga — bdr- to
answer a question/ ♦ — qil- a. to bear or
assume responsibility; b. to sass or talk
back; c. to agree, promise, comply with.
[C- cavabIKK. zuuapIQ. zauap/'^. zavap!
T\i. cogapIXl. zavob].
2. n. Repayment; compensation,
jawapsiz
1. adj. Unanswered.
2. adj. Unsolved.
3. adj. Without response: — qayttiflmu did
you return without response?
4. adj. Irresponsible; not responsible,
jawapkar
1. n. Defendant: — bildn dawagdr de
fendant and plaintiff/ —ni gaqir- to sub
poena a defendant.
2. n. Person in charge; responsible per
son: bu isqa kim — who is responsible for
this matter?/ mdsild giqip qalsa mdn — I
am responsible for what is going wrong.
jawapkarliq
n. Responsibility; sense of responsibility:
—tin qag- to shirk responsibility/ —ni iistigd al- to assume responsibility. Cf. zimma, mas'uliyat, m^'uliyatganliq.
jawapla^vi. To talk back, sass: ata-anafl bildn —ma
don't sass your parents. Also jawap qaytur-, gdp qaytur-.
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janza

jawapnama
jawapnama
n. Written reply; return letter,
jawan
n. Cupboard; shelf. Cf. pan II, taxta 1,
taxtay 1, jaza II 1, rayka, kulu(. [U. zavori\.
jawza
1. ast. n. Gemini. [O. Cevza\.
2. n. Third month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
Also joza II.
jawur
n. Bowl; pot; basin (usually of enamel),
jawiga
n. Summer wool (wool shorn during the
summer),
jawildavi. To chirp, jabber, be wordy,
jawildaq
adj. Long-winded; wordy; garrulous: — ad&m a wordy person,
jawgay
phys. n. Corner of the mouth: — yallugi
med. perleche (inflammation of the
mouth). [Mo. Jabaji].
jaq
adv. jaq toy- to suffer enough from: jandin - toy- to be weary of life; zulwndin toy- to have one's fill of oppression,
jaq-juq
onom. Crackle; splutter: — uriwdt- to
strike with a crackle,
jaqqida
onom. Crash; bang: Joziga — taslap qoy- to
throw on a table with a bang/ Uikni - yapto slam a door shut,
jaqiravi. To howl, shout, clamor.
jaqildavi. To make a clacking or rattling sound:
poyiz gaqi — the train wheels rattled.
jak
n. Bed pan strapped to a cradle. Cf. kiil-

tiik, gar^uk.
jaka
n. Official notice; bulletin: — qil- to an
nounce. [Mo. jag-a (market)].
jaka(i
n. Announcer. Cf. diktor, jar^i, elangi.
jakalavt. To announce, proclaim, declare: tdntdnd bil&n — to declare solemnly. Cf. x&wdr
qil-, elan qil-.
jakalanvi. To be announced, proclaimed, de
clared: yiginniflyepilganligi —di the meeting
was declared closed,
jakanama
n. Announcement; proclamation; declara
tion,
jan I
mus. n. Gong; bell: - soq- (ur-) to strike
a gong or bell. Also dan, ja^an 2.
jan II
m. Chinese linear measure, about 3.3 me
ters. See section on Weights and Measures
on pp. 1079-80. [<Ch._/a/ig].
jandu
bot. n. Cowpea (Vignasavi). [<Ch.jiangdou].
jaqjan
1. mus. n. Cymbal.
2. mus. n. = Jan I.
jafjal
n. Dispute; quarrel; row: - giqar- (qil- )
to get involved in or start a dispute/ —ni
tingit- to settle a quarrel. Cf. bas-mu$aqqat, bas-munazira, mubahisa, munazira, niza. [U. zanzal]ja^alla^vi. To quarrel, wrangle, get involved in a
dispute,
janza
ag./geo. n. Village; hamlet. Cf. sahra 1,
kant, yeza, yeza-sahra. [<Ch. zhuangzi].
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jag

janilda-

Cf. (u$luq.
janilda2. adj. Smooth; successful: ifliriflizjayidi1. vi. To clang (of metal objects).
mu is your work going smoothly?
2. vi. To ring (of ears): quligim -p k&tti
3. adj. In perfect order: ♦ ds-hufi — of a
my ears rang / ♦ -p turgan sogaq a boneperfectly ordered mind (clearheaded; so
chilling cold.
ber-minded).
jangal
n. Forest; underbrush: 1 toxu daflgal gii^dr jayla1. vt. To lay in; to prepare: ozuq - to lay
" the chicken thinks of dirt, the goat of
in provisions of grains/ qifqa otun — to
underbrush/ ♦ - dumbaqgisi zoo. wood
prepare kindling wood for winter. [Th. zqjpecker (Picidae) (also called toq^aq, tola- (to adjust, take care)].
kuldaq, t6miir-tuni|uq, koktalgu)/ ♦ bir
2. vt. To lay aside: bu ndrsilami tartmiga
—nin bOriliri wolves from one forest (jack
—p qoy put these things in the drawer.
als from the same lair). Cf. daraxzar, da3. vt. To get a hold of, clean up, secure,
raxliq, orman, ormanzar, ormanliq 1.
get rid of, settle accounts with.
[U. gangal].
jayla?jangiiyda
1. vi. mut. of jayla- .
n. Shopkeeper; store owner. Cf. dukan2. vi. To find a place for, settle down: yadar, dukan^i. [<Ch. zhangguide],
taqqa — to settle down in a dormitory/ mdn
jangiiydilik
Or^ila kaldim, texi -qinim yoq I have just
n. Shopkeeping: — qil- to run a shop,
arrived and have not yet settled down. Cf.
ja'iz
olturaqla^- .
n. Permission: mundaq qilii — dmds to do
3. vi. To be located or situated: finjafl jofisth this way is not allowed. Cf. ruxsat 1,
gonin gdrbiy fimaliga —qan Xinjiang is situ
qazat. [U. zoiz].
ated in China's Northwest.
jay
4. vi. To be assigned or completed: u ifqa
1. n. Place; location: - tut- to occupy a
—ti he was assigned to a job/ ifim —ti my
place or location / —ini tap- a. to find a
work is completed.
place; b. to place in its proper place/ tugulgan - birthplace/ xala - toilet/ yiraq - dis jaylafturvt. To place: balini y&sligd — to place a
tant place or region/ ♦ —iga gus- a. to be in
child in a nursery. [KK. zqjgastyr-}.
stalled: linji&n -iga guyuptu the spare parts
jay-makan
are installed; b. just right; fitting; proper:
n. = jay 2.
bu sGz -iga guyuptu this word is just right.
jay-makansiz
Cf. orun 1.
adj. Homeless: — addm homeless person/
2. n. House; residence: — al- to buy a
— qal- to be homeless. Also called panahouse/ — sal- to build a house/ bu kogiga
siz, dy-makansiz, makansiz.
nurgun — guyuptu many houses have been
built on this street. Also jay-makan, 6y- jay-namaz
rel. n. Prayer rug. [U. zqjnamoz].
makan. [C- cay/KK. zq/7U. zoj (^1-2)].
jayida
phys. n. Jaw: — sOfiigi jawbone/ tdwdn —
1. adj. Just right; proper; fitting: h&mmd
lower jaw/ yuquri (list) — upper jaw. [U.
if — everything's just right; all is well/ sdzzaS\l&mifl iflitilifi — the use of words is proper.
key 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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jagalway
jagalway
zoo. n. Merlin; pi
geon hawk (Falco
columbarius). Also
called turumtay,
kokinak. [Q. zaialtaj].
jagda
1. adj. Not old lookjagalway
ing: - adtim sby who does not look old.
2. ag. adj. Late-maturing: —
late rice/ —
qonaq late-maturing com.
jagjaqot
hot. n. Echinops ritro.
jagil
adj. Rust-colored: —
rust-colored
goat,
jalap
n. Prostitute; whore. Cf. pahi^a.
jalappaz
n. A lewd, lascivious or licentious person,
jalappazlik
adj. Licentious; lewd,
jalapxana
n. Brothel; whorehouse. Cf. pahi^ixana.
jalapliq
n. Promiscuity: — qil- to be promiscuous.
Cf. zina.
jalaq-Juluq
onom. expresses a banging sound: boranda iiik diirizildr — qilUqa boflidi the door
and windows began banging in the storm/
isikni — qilip yepiwdt- to close a door with a
bang,
jalaqlavi. To make a banging sound,
jalaqlatvt. To cause to make a banging sound: $amal isik d&rizil&mi jalaqlitiwdtti the wind
makes the doors and windows bang.
Jaldur-Juldur
onom. Jingle-jangle; cling-clang. Also jaran-Jurun.

jambu
Jaliq
n. False appearance: — qil- to create a
false impression; to put up a false front,
jallap
n. Dealer (often referring to fur dealers).
[U. zollob].
jallapliq
abstract n. of jallap.
jallat
n. Executioner. [Th. zdlladlU. zallod\.
jallatliq
abstract n. of jallat: -- dpti-bd^irisi fierce
or ferocious look/ — qiligi butcher's knife,
jam
n. Wine cup; wine glass. Cf. qadah. [C.
cam/0. cam\.
jama
1. n. Fornication: - qil- to fornicate.
2. n. Drainage ditch. IXirfan dialect,
jama'a
n. Community; commune: iptida'i — prim
itive commune. Cf. kommuna, gon^e. [U.
zamoa].
jama'at
n. Public; community: — aldida in public/
— parawanligi public welfare/ — pikrisi
public opinion/ — juglanmisi public accu
mulation/ — xdwp-sizligi public security/
— fondi public fund. Cf. xalayiq. [C. cama'atlTk. zdmdgat'ITvi. cemagat/V. zamoat],
jama'at(ilik
1. n. Public opinion.
2. n. Association; contact: jama'dtQiligi
bar addm sby with connections.
jamal
1. n. Beauty; beautiful face: ayddk —i
good looks. [C- cdmallQ. zamal/lii. zamaH
U. zofnol].
2. n. Male name,
jambu
n. Rag. Cf. aplak, lata, lata-puta, latipuru( 1. [<Ch. zhanbu].
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jan

jamka
jamka
bot. n. Duckweed (Spirodela polyrrhiza).
Also called paqiot.

1. n. Life: - aya- to cherish life/ - al- to
take away life/ - bildn oynof- to play with
one's life/ — tomuri a. lifeblood; one's
very life: su qurulu^i yeza igilizinifl -- to
muri water conservancy is the lifeblood of
agriculture; b. vital part; crucial point: bu
g&p unin — tomuriga t&gdi this remark hit
his vital parts/ - tik- to pledge one's life/
- dt- to live a solitary or secluded life/ —
qutquz- to save (sby's) life/ — Uz- to
breathe one's last: u giqqidd — Uzdi he
breathed his last/ - kir- a. to revive, come
to, regain consciousness; b. to enliven, be
animated or in high spirits/ —din toy- to be
world-weary, dissatisfied: jenidin toyganlar
desperadoes/ —ga zamin bol- to cause death/
—ni qolga al- to risk one's life/ -ni elip
y&rdd qoy- to scare oneself to death/ jeni
bar a. there is life; b. strong; powerful; c.
capable; competent: jeni bar tdrjiman a
competent translator/ Jeninin berigd deathdefying; doing one's utmost/ ♦ - giqqanda yasin oqu- to recite the yasin (q.v.)
while sby was breathing his last/ ♦ -qoygili ydr tapalmasliq having no place to
hide. [I\i. can].
2. n. Person; population: a'ildmdd bds —
bar there are five persons in my family.
3. n. Soul; spirit: - baq- to live, keep
body and soul together. [C- ca«/K. zanlO.
can/Hi. zan (/^l-3)].

4. adj. expresses intimacy: — ana dear
mother/ — dost bosom friend/ — kdydr a.
intimate; close: — kdydr addm intimate
person; b. n. beloved; loved one: sizdin
basqa — kdydrim yoq I have no close friend
except you/ jenim balam my little darling
child. [KK. zan (#l-4)/U. zon (#2-4)].
5. Following personal names, expresses
cordiality, e.g. dxmdtjan dear Axmat.
♦ - aggigida in a fit of anger: bu — aggigida digdn gdp this was said in anger/ ♦ —
aram tap- to feel peaceful or comfortable/
♦ — bdr- a. to die; b. expresses extreme
desire: balilar kino disd jenini beridu when
the children heard there was a movie, they
were dying to see it; c. to give up, admit
defeat: u asan — bdrmdydu he does not
give up easily/ ♦ — pida qil- to devote
oneself to/ ♦ - pidaliq bravery; courage:
— pidaliq bildn Idird^ qil- to fight bravely;
— pidaliq bildn Uld- to work selflessly/ ♦
— talas- to live, wage a desperate struggle/
♦ — dd- to be pleased, be only too anx
ious to do sth: bdrsdm — ddp alarsdn you
are only too anxious to grab what I give
you; dmgdkkd — ddp barimdn I am ready
to go to work/ ♦ — giq- a. = — iiz- ; b.
extremely: aldirap jenim giqti I am ex
tremely busy; bu gdpni afUap unifljeni giq
ti when he heard this, he got extremely
angry/ ♦ — giqar- to cause trouble: jenimni giqarma don't bother me / ♦ — saqla(tap-) a. to loaf; b. to take shelter, stay
alive: jan saqligiddk ydr yoq no place to
take shelter/ ♦ — qaygusi wo^; concern:
H dgkd -da qassap yag qaygusida the goat's
concern is life, the butcher's is fat/ ♦ —
qiyna- a. to be tormented; b. to torment:
sdn jenimni qiynima do not torment me/
♦ — koydur- a. to be diligent: — kOydurup
isld- to work diligently; b. to take good care
of; c. to do one's utmost/ ♦ —din dt- a. to
be piercing, biting: sogaq —din dtti the cold
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janap

jabrail

wind chilled one to the bone; b. to sadden, jansiz
break sby's heart: gap —din Otti the words
1. adj. Lifeless; expressionless; spiritless;
were stinging; 5 yatnifl sOzi yandin dtdr
inanimate: — odam a spiritless person/ —
dznifl jandin evil words of strangers rush
tabiOt inorganic world/ — kdz expression
past the ear, those of friends and relatives
less eyes. [C- cansiz/Q. zansyzITk. zansy^.
stab the heart/ ♦ —ga tag- to bother, pes
2. adj. Flimsy; weak: — agamga a weak
ter/ ♦ jeni tuy- to have a premonition: u
rope.
birar kOMlsizliknifl bolidiganligini jeni tu- jansizlanyup olturalmay qaldi he had a premonition
vi. To lose consciousness: put qoli jansizof an unhappy event and could not sit
linip kat- to lose consciousness,
down/ ♦ jeni gin sturdy; robust: bu bali- jansiziik
nin jeni gin this child is sturdy,
n. Lifelessness. [Q. zunsyzdyqlTn. ?a/uyzjanap
lyk].
n. A respectful address: bas algi —liri his janijan
excellency the ambassador/padka —liri His
adj. Beloved; dear: — dost dear friend/ —
manpa’Ot vit^ interests. [U. zonazon].
Majesty the king/ janabi abdulla the hon
orable Abdulla. [U. zanob].
janiwar
Janan I
1. zoo. n. Animal; creature. Cf. haywan. Beautiful woman; sweetheart; darling.
nat. [Q. zanuarlHi. zdnleklU. zonivor],
[C. canana/U. zonon],
2. n. Fellow; buddy (address for animals):
janan II
— bOyginin aldini barmOyttin Omdi qen. Fine porcelain; pottery ware: — ginisi
ridin hey, buddy, you never fell behind in
porcelain bowl,
races but now you have grown old. Also
jan-pan
jandar.
n. Temper: — giq-: a. to lose one's tem janyar
per, be very angry: bu gapni anlap janphys. n. Private parts. Cf. ingikiyar.
penim giqipla katti hearing this kind of janlantalk makes me mad; b. to be driven to dis
1. vi. To revive, regain consciousness.
traction,
2. vi. To be brisk, active, thriving, dyna
jan-tan
mic, flourishing: baharkdldi tabiat—di
n. Body and soul: — bilan with all one's
spring has come and the great outdoors is
might. Cf. jan-dil. [U. zonitani\.
flourishing.
jandar
janliq
1. n. = janiwar.
1. adj. Lively; alive; living: — tabidt or
2. obs. adj. Alive; living,
ganic world/ — til oral language/ — misal
jan-dil
a living example/ — ndrsd a living thing/
n. Heart and soul: - bilan wholeheartedly.
bu rasim rasa — siziliptu this painting is
Cf. jan-tan.
alive. [Th. ?n/i/y].
jan-janiwar
2. adj. Vivid: — obraz a vivid image.
zoo. n. Birds and beasts,
janliqUq
jan-jahil
n. Flexibility; mobility; agility,
n. Death-defying: —/ bilan qar$iliq kdrsat- jabrail
to resist desperately. Cf. jahil.
rel. n. Gabriel, the Islamic angel of reveKEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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jazm

jaddi
lation.
jaddi
n. Relatives; kinsfolk: ana jdddisi mater
nal relatives. Also jamat.
jaddi-j^at
n. Clan.
Jada
zoo. adj. Brown (of horses): — at & brown
horse,
j ad war
n. Dwarf; midget; pigmy. Cf. parpa, patak, karka.
jadwal
n. Form; table: - toldur- to fill out a form/
- siz- to draw up a table or form/ d&rsjOdwili school timetable/ kOpdymjddwili math,
multiplication table. [U. zodval].
jadit
rel. n. Reformer. [U. zadid (reform)],
jaditlik
rel. n. Reform,
jahat
n. Aspect; respect: u hdmmd -tin yaxfi he
is good in all respects. [U. zihat].
jahannam
rel. n. Hell; inferno. Cf. tamuq. [Th. zdhdnndmlU. zohannam].
jahil
n. Ignorance. Cf. jan-jahil.
jasat
n. Corpse; remains: — qetifi med. rigor
mortis/ - kuli bone ash; ashes of the dead/
— momyala- to embalm a corpse/ —tin qorqui necrophobia/ -ni kOm- to bury a corpse/
—ni yerip tdk^Urus autopsy. Cf. oliik 1, murda, meyit. [U. zasad].
jasur
1. adj. Brave; courageous: —jdflgi brave
soldier/ — yigit brave fellow. Cf. dadil,
jasaratlik, ^ija'atlik, martlarja, mardana,
mardanilarga. [U. zasuf\.
2. n. Male name,
j^urana

adv. Bravely; courageously; daringly: -al§a bos- to advance bravely,
jasurluq
n. Bravery; courage; nerve; daring: ~ biIdn bravely; daringly/ - kdrs&t- to display
bravery. Cf. batilliq, dadilliq, jasarat,
jiir'at, $qa'at, $irlik.
jaran
zoo. n. Gazelle (Gazella). [Tu. ceren].
Jarrah
med. obs. n. Surgeon. [U. zttffoh].
jarimana
n. Fine; penalty: - tdld- to give a ^nalty/
— qoy- to impose a fine. Cf. pala, i^irap.
[U. zttrimd].
jaryan
n. Course; process: if —i work process,
jaz I
1. chem. n. Brass. Also called tuf.
2. mil. n. Cartridge. Cf. patron, mi^ak.
jaz II
n. Gambling money: — qil- to lend gam
bling money,
jazbuzar
bot. n. Altai anemone {Anemone altaica).
jazxor
n. Usurer; gambler. Cf. jazanixor, siitxor, giiyika:$.
jaziba
phy. n. Gravitation; attraction: ydr farinifl
jSzibisi Earth's gravity. [Tu. cazibe/U. zoziba (attractiveness)],
jazibidar
adj. Gravitational,
jazibilik
adj. = jazibidar.
jazira
n. Wilderness; wasteland; inhospitable
place,
jazlik
ag. n. Saddle pad. Cf. tarlik 3, toqum.
[M. iglik (saddle cloth)],
jazm
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jazman

• ••

jam

n. Affirmation; confirmation: — bol- =
j&zmlds-l — qil- to affirm, confirm, resolve.
[Tu. cezim (resolution)],
jazman
adv. Certainly; definitely: u — kelidu he
will certainly come,
jazmla^vi. To be affirmed or confirmed: maflidigan waqtimiz —ti the time of our leaving
has already been confirmed. Cf.jdzm bol-,
mu'ayyanl^- .
jazmla^tiirvt. To affirm, confirm. Cf. jdzm qil-, muayyanla^tiir- .
jawanda
cul. adj. Having a mixture of flour and
adulterants: - nan bread mixed with adul
terants.
Jawhar
1. n. Treasure; precious stone. [U. zavhar],
2. n. Crux; essence; gist; quintessence.
Cf. tiigiin, mahiyat, megiz 2.
jawri
n. Oppression; suffering; maltreatment: —
tart- to be oppressed, suffer/ — sal- (qil-)
to torment/ dsirldrgd — salmasliq not mal
treating prisoners of war. [C- cavr/U.
zavr],
Jawri-japa
n. = jawri.
jawri-zulum
n. = jawri.
jawz
bot. n. Walnut (Juglans regia). Also call
ed yanaq.
jawlan
n. Whirling; spinning; circulating: — qilto whirl or spin. [C. cavlan qil- (to walk
around)],
jan
mil. n. Battle; combat; fight; war: — xdwiri war report/ — mdydani battlefield/ —
qil- to fight/ —gd atlan- to throw oneself

into battle/ —gd kir- to enter or start a bat
tle/ hawa jefli air battle/ 5 uruynin toqquzi
rdfi biri — nine strategems for one war
(all's fair in war).Cf. soqu$, uni^, kiira^,
yegiliq, muhariba. [U. zang].
jangi
mil. n. Soldier: qdhriman — a brave sol
dier. Cf. askar 1, jerik, sipah, la^kar.
jangiwar
mil. adj. Militant; combat: - dostluq mili
tant friendship/ - hayat militant life/ wdzipd combat mission/ — iradd the will
to fight. [U. zangovar (warlike; fearless)].
jangiwarla$vi. To become combative or militant,
jangiwarliq
n. Militancy: —ni ayur- to raise militancy,
jannama
lit./mil. n. War story; war epic,
jaynak
phys. n. Elbow. [Tv. yenek].
jaynaklavt. To poke with one's elbow: u balini -p
jimldp qoydi after he poked the child with
his elbow, it became quiet,
jaga
n. Roof beam (JE).
jagilik
n. Materials for a roof beam,
jalp
n. Attracting; drawing; fascinating: — qilto attract, fascinate or draw. Also jalip.
[O. caliplU. zalb],
jalip
n. = jalp.
jaligiir
n. Pickpocket. Cf. kesiwur, yanjuqji.
jaligiirliik
abstract n. of jaligiir: - qil- to pick pock
ets,
jam
n. Total: — bol- to assemble, gather, ac
cumulate, collect: bir ydrgd — bol- to col-
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jambil
lect in one place; qan-qerindaslar -boldi to
have a family reunion/ — qil- (aiso jUmld-):
pulni — qil- to pool money; xatiriflizni —
qilin please relax; don't worry. [U. zani\.
jambil
bot. n. Wild marjoram (Origanum vulga
ris).
jamat
n. Relatives; kinsfolk: ata j&mati paternal
relatives/ ana jdmiti maternal relatives/ padisa Jdmiti imperial clan; royal house. Also
jaddi.
jamatlik
adj. of jamat: — addm a person with a
large family or many relatives,
jami
adj. All; entire; total: - addm all persons/
- aldm the entire world. [Tu. cemi\.
jamiki
adj. = jami.
jamiyat
n. Society: - tuzumi social system/ dostluq Jdmiyiti friendship association/ qizil kirist jdmiyiti Red Cross Society. [Th. zdmguyat'IU. zatniyat],
jamgurulma
n. Accumulation. Also juglanma.
jamlavt. To total, tot up.
janda
1. rel. n. Kasaya, a patched outer garment
worn by Buddhist monks.
2. rel. n. A Buddhist monk's mantle and
alms bowl which he hands down to his fa
vorite disciple.
janubiy
geo. adj. Southern: - okyan taqim aralliri South Sea archipelago/ - sinjafl Southern
Xinjiang/ — qutup South Pole: — da'irisi
Antarctic circle/ - kdnlik southern latitude/
— yerim yar southern hemisphere/ -- magnit
qutubi south magnetic pole. [C- canubi],
janup

jowalgu
geo. n. South: — tdrdp the southern part
of an area; the South/ gdrbiy - southwest.
[C- canublU. zanub].
jannat
rel. n. Paradise; Heaven: misli — like Par
adise. Cf. biyi|. [C- cannatIU. zannat],
jotan
1. cul. n. A kind of wheat food in soup or
gruel. Cf. zan I.
2. adj. Chaotic; in a mess: iyni - qiliwdt- to
make a mess of things.
jotu
n. Pick; pickaxe. [<Ch. Juetou],
joda
1. n. Trouble.
2. n. Witchcraft. Kumul dialect,
jodagi
n. Troublemaker. Cf. balaxor, ^ataqji,
majragi.
johut
rel. n. Jew. Also jahudi.
jor
mus. n. Accompaniment: — bol- to accom
pany: - bolup saz gal- to accompany with
a musical instrument; — bolup naxya eyt- to
accompany in singing. Cf. tanka$ 2.
jora
n. Companion; mate; partner; friend: —
izdd- to look for a partner/ u ikkisi — the
two are partners or mates. Also $irik.
joru1. vt. To tell; instruct; send; dispatch: iyqa
— to dispatch to do sth.
2. vt. To explain, interpret: guf — to inter
pret a dream.
joza I
n. Table: gas — square table. Cf. ba^an,.
[< Ch. Juozi].
joza II
n. Third month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
Also jawza 2.
jowalgu
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jonqur-

juwa

n. Fatigue: yol —si travel fatigue/ ♦ kdnul
-si vexation. Cf. harduq, harginliq.
jonqur1. vt. To manage, run.
2. vt. To operate, control. Cf. ba$qur- Uf\
-2).
joyuz
bot. n. Nutmeg (Myristica fragrans). Also
called juzbuwa.
joga
n. Spout: (dynak jogisi teapot spout. [Mo.
gorgu].
jogda
zoo. n. Bird crest; hair on animal heads,
jogday
zoo. n. Camel's hair. Cf. tdg&yufli.
jolatvt. To have made to order. Cf. buynit- .
joyliivi. To talk nonsense or drivel: agzigakdlgQnni — to make irresponsible remarks,
joylu?
1. med. n. Delirium.
2. n. of joylii- .
jonda1. vt. To handle, tidy up, repair: dyni —
to tidy up a room/ sa 'dtni — to repair a
watch/ ifni — to handle business.
2. vt. To penalize, punish, settle with. Al
so jazala- .
jut
1. n. Disastrous snowdrifts in winter and
early spring which cause many animals to
die. [OT. yut\.
2. ast. n. Comet. Cf. quyruqluq yultuz.
jut(iliq
n. Famine due to frost and crop failure.
Juda
n. Separation: — bol- a. to be separated;
to bid farewell; b. ♦ to lose: dy-jaydin bol- to lose family property / — qil- a. to
scatter, turn back; b. to cause to lose. Cf.
rgralgu. [C. cuda (separated)/Mo. jiguda-

(to run away)/U. zudo].
judala$vi. To part, bid farewell,
judaliq
n. Farewell; parting: - ddrdi the pain of
parting/ — qaygusi fie sorrow of parting,
judun
1. n. Snowstorm; blizzard: -ga ugra- to be
caught in a blizzard. Also judun-^apqun
1; cf. ^iwirgan. [Mo. yW (natural disas
ter)].
2. n. Anger; temper: unifl —i tutti he be
came angry.
judun-^apqun
1. n. = judun 1: -da qal- to be hit by a
blizzard.
2. n. Trial; hardship: —lami bastin kdgurto face the world, brave the elements.
j udun-gapqunluq
adj. Stormy; violent: — kurds a violent
struggle,
jusin
n. Figure; posture.
ju5
n. jus ur- a. to surge, be turbulent: ddryd —
urup aqti the river roiled; qdlbim - urdi I
felt an upsurge of emotion; b. to be vigor
ous: — urup rawajlan- to grow vigorously,
be flourishing. [U. zus].
ju$qun
adj. High; elated; exalted: — roh full of
vigor/ - kdypiyat high spirits,
ju^qunlavi. To surge: qdlb jusqunlidi emotions
surged. Cf. qozgal- .
juzam
med. n. Leprosy. Also called moxo 1.
juzbuwa
bot. n. Nutmeg (Myristica fragrans). Also
called joyuz.
juzdan
n. Paperclip,
juwa
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juwaz

jumadi'al'awwal

do. n. Fur coat: tasliq — fur coat with cloth
stature.
cover/ tillkG. juwisi fox fur coat/ dfl — jugrapiya
shiny (i.e. cheap) fur coat/ kOrpQ - lamb
geo. n. Geography: tdbii — physical geog
skin coat/ 1 x&qnin juwisida t&rldn- to
raphy. [<R. geograflya].
sweat up a borrowed fur coat (to take ad jugrapiyilik
vantage of sby's belongings)/ ♦ juwisini
geo. adj. Geographic: — orun location;
t&tur My- to wear a fur coat in reverse (to
position,
act shamelessly, be perverse),
juguldajuwaz
vi. To shake, tremble, be terrified: qorqag. n. Churn; oil press, used for extract
qinidin teni — to tremble all over with
ing oil from beans and other seeds. [U. zufear. Cf. dirilda- , ^iirkiin- , galilda- .
voz].
juglajuwazji
vt. To accumulate: mdbldg — to accumulate
ag. n. Oil press owner or operator.
funds,
juwaz(iliq
juglanma
ag. abstract n. of juwazyi.
n. Accumulation: jama'dtjuglanmisipublic
juwawa
accumulation. Also jamgurulma. [O. yigcul. n. Meat-filled dumpling: — tiig- to fill
ma; yigilmd\.
dumplings/ -- jiltisi skin of a dumpling.
Jul
Juwaynimak
n. Blanket for a horse or donkey,
int. Wretched ghoul; damned bastard.
jula
juwalduruz
n. Luster; gloss; sheen: — ur- to sparkle/
n. Large needle for sewing gunnysacks.
—si glossy; shiny. Also on.
[U. zuvoldiz].
julaliq
juwan
adj. Lustrous; glossy; shiny: — rdxt shiny
n. Young married woman. [U. zuvori],
cloth. Cf. parqiraq, parqirigaq.
Juwijulda
vi. To bother, trouble: siz kdp -marl don't
n. Back of an axe and other chopping
bother yourself!
tools,
juwiji
jul-jul
n. Fur coat maker,
onom. Tattered; ragged; worn out: Ustijuwina
besi — bolup k&tti the clothes are worn out.
bot. n. Trachysperjuluq
mum ammi, used in
1. adj. Thttered; ragged: julugi giq- to be
extremely tatter^.
Uyghur folk medi
cine. Listed as Fruc2. adj. Fatigued: herip julugum giqti I am
tus ajowan in UM.
extremely fatigued. Cf. hargin 1.
jungo
julgajuwma
geo. n. China. [<Ch. zhongguo].
zoo. vi. To molt. Cf. ta^la-1 4, tiila- 1.
juyaza
jumadi'al'axir
do. n. Short coat or jacket.
n. Sixth month of the Arabic year. See
Jug
section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
n. Height; stature; build: —/ Mgik short in jumadi'al'awwal
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jumbu
n. Fifth month of the Arabic year. See
section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
jumbu
ag. n. Collar belt in a harness. Also boga.
Jumhuriyat
n. Republic. Also called respublika, minguo. [U. zumhuriyat].
jumhuriyatifi
n. Republican; -Idr partiyisi republican
party.
Jumhuriyat^ilik
n. Republicanism,
junup
rel. adj. Dirty; polluted; canonically un
clean,

jiip

1. adj. Even-numbered; double: — oynato play doubles/ - kiln even-numbered day.
2. m. Couple; pair: — s6z gr. paired
words, e.g. ata-ana parents/ bir - ayaq a
pair of shoes. [U. zufi\.
3. n. Antithesis: — izdd- to seek an antith
esis.
jiiplavt. To put together or side by side: jozilami —p qoy- to put tables together,
jiiplai;1. vi. To double up, pair up.
2. vi. To mate,
jiidavi. To be emaciated, wan and sallow.
\Mo. jUde-'\.
jiidah
adj. Emaciated: - ad&m an emaciated per
son.
judangii
adj. Lean; emaciated; skinny,

jiijam

bot. n. Mulberry fruit (Fructus mon). See
illustration at ii?ma on p. 596.
jiijula
bot. n. A kind of pear.
Jiiha

jiimalabot. n. Chrysanthemum: — giil chrysan
themum flower. [ < Ch. juhua].
jiisay
bot. n. Fragrant-flowered garlic; Chinese
chives (Allium tuberosum; A. odorum). Al
so call^ kiida. [<Ch. jiucai].
jiir'at
n. Bravery; courage; daring: kiird^kd - qilto dare to fight. Cf. baturliq, Jasarat, jasurluq, $ija'at, $irlik. [Ta. zbr'dllV.
zur"at].
jiir'atsiz
adj. Timid; cowardly; gutless: — addm a
timid person. Cf. yiiral«iz.
jiir'atsizlik
n. Timidity: - qil- to be timid. Cf. yiiraksizlik.
jiir'atlik
adj. Brave; courageous; daring: — baturlar brave heroes. Cf. batur, dadil, Jasaratlik, jasur, ^ija'atlik, martlar^a, mardana, mardanilar^a.
jiiza
bot. n. Orange fC/'rniyj. [<Ch. y«zz].
juz'i
adj. Partial; local; — hadisd partial or lo
cal phenomenon,
jiiz'ilik
n. Partiality; local character,
jiiznak
bot. n. Lycopus
lucidus, a kind
of bugleweed.
Jiima
1. n. Friday. Cf.
adina. [C- cum'allh.zomgalV.
zuma].
2. rel. n. Friday
midday service.
3. n. Male name,
jiimak
n. Faucet; tap. [U. zibnak].
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jumalajiunalavi. To visit one's family. According to
Muslim custom, newly married women
visit their parents on Friday, a day of rest,
jiimla
gr. n. Sentence: — tiiz- to construct a sen
tence/ — bOlQkliri sentence elements/ addi
— simple sentence/ jumlimu — sentence by
sentence/ jiimlinifl t&fidas bdlUkliri coordi
nate elements of a sentence/ jiimlinifl qurulusi sentence construction. [C- cumla (to
tal; whole)/Th. zdml&IU. zumla].
jiimlidiii
conj. Being part of; belonging to; includ
ed; in brief; moreover: kit sUt dmgiigildr
jUmlisidin the whale belongs to the mam
malian group,
jiin I
cul. n. Alcoholic beverage. Cf. haraq, haraq-$arap, $arap.
jiin II
mil. n. Army. Also called armiya. [ < Ch.
juri\.
jiiqjan
mil. n. Army commander. [<Ch. junzhang].
Jiinguan
mil. n. Military officer. [<Ch. jmguan],
jedi
n. Tenth month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
Jekavt. To admonish, warn, exhort. Also jekila- ; cf. agahlandur- 1. [Mo. yogi-],
jekila-

jipsa
vt. = Jeka- .
jeminay
geo. n. Jeminay (Jimunay), county in Xin
jiang (47.32N 85.38E). Established in
1930. Population (1982): 28,046. See map
in left column,
jentiyana
bot. n. Gentian
(Gentiana), used
in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also
called jintiyana,
gentiyana. [Q.
gentsiana; kdkgai].
jiaobu
n. Rubberized fab
ric; adhesive tape.
[< Ch. jiaobu].
jiaodaoyiian
n. Political instructor. [<Ch. jiaodaoyuan].
jiaoguan
n. Instructor; educator. [<Ch. jiaoguan].
JianJun
mil. n. General; general officer. Also
called general. [< Ch. jiangjun].
jianyou
cul. n. Soy sauce. [<Ch. jiangyou].
Jiangnan
mil. n. General; high-ranking officer.
[<Ch. jiangguari].
jiahlin
mil. n. An officer of field grade or high
er. [ < Ch. jiangling].
Jiagon
n. Process; working: — qil- to process: —
qilii zawudi processing factory. [ < Ch. jiagong].
Jip
n. Jeep: — masinisi jeep. [<Ch.jipu <E.
jeep].
jipsa
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jismaniy

jipsilan. Joint; close fit: - qil- to join/ taxtay Midi the board was joined properly,
jipsilavt. To line up: taxtaylarni -p ydmld- to
line up boards and glue them together,
jipsila^1. vi. To line up.
2. vi. To coordinate: nOwdttiki mdrkiziy Ularga — to coordinate present main work or
tasks.
jidal
n. Disturbance; dispute: - tap- to ask for
trouble, provoke a disturbance/ — teri- to
pick a quarrel, make a fuss/ -- giqar- to
create a disturbance/ — qil- to wrangle/
—ni awut- to enlarge a dispute/ —ni jimiqtur- to quell a disturbance/ 1 —jiq dydd
bdrkd bolmaydu a quarrelsome family
cannot prosper. Also jidal-gawga, jidalmajra.
jidal^i
n. = jidalxor 2.
jidabior
1. adj. Mischievous: — bala mischievous
child.
2. n. Troublemaker,
jidalxorluq
n. Troublemaking; mischief; row: — qilto create mischief,
jidal-gawga
n. = jidal.
jidalla^vi. To quarrel, create a row or disturb
ance.
jidalla^tiirvt. To cause to quarrel: ularni bir-biri bilan -md don't make them quarrel among
themselves,
jidal-majra
n. = jidal.
jiddi
1. adj. Serious; solemn: — bayanat solemn
statement/ — halda seriously; solemnly/

m&siligd — qara- to treat a problem seri
ously.
2. adj. Urgent; pressing: — t&l&p qil- to
make firm demands/ -- ^wal pressing sit
uation/ — wdzipd urgent task/ — wdziydt
tense situation / — qutquz- to make an ur
gent rescue, give emergency treatment/ -ehtiyaj pressing need.
3. med. adj. Acute: — kesdllik acute dis
ease. [U. ziddij].
jiddiyat
n. Seriousness; solemnity; somberness;
severity,
jiddila^vi. To be or become urgent, imperative,
pressing or tense: wdziydt —ti the situation
became tense,
jiddilik
n. = jiddiyat: — pdyda qil- to create a
tense atmosphere,
jianduy
mil. n. Fleet; naval force. [<Ch. jiandui].
jyi-

vt. To doodle, scribble, cross out: xdtni
-wdt- to cross out a word/ qdgdzni — to
scribble on paper.
jyiq

1. n. Line; path.
2. gr. n. Dash. Cf. siziq (#1-2).
jisak
n. Patrol; guard; watch; sentry,
jisakgi
n. Night patrolman,
jisak^ilik
abstract n. of jisakgi.
jisim
phy. n. Body; substance: asman -liri ast.
celestial bodies / suyuq — liquid body/ qattiq — solid body/ gaz —i gaseous body.
[C. cism/T^. zisem/lJ. zisni\.
jismaniy
adj. Physical; bodily; corporal; personal:
— drksiz Ugi indenture laborer/ — drkinlik
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jira
personal freedom/ — Hmg^ physical labor/
“ jaza corporal punishment. [C- cismanU
U. zismonij].
jira
geo. n. Gully; ravine; valley. Also jilga;
cf. oba. [T\i. culgdTw. ^ynad\.
jirtaq
med. n. Scar: ~ kdz med. blepharitis. Cf.
tartuq II.
jiran
zoo. adj. Palm yellow (of horses): — at a
palm yellow horse.
jirivt. To draw, mark: yQrni — to mark on
the ground. [Tv. guru-].
jiris
cul. n. Whole wheat flour mixed with
bran: — nan whole-wheat bread,
jirin-jirin
onom. Tinkling; jingling,
jirinlavi. To tinkle: sa'&tjirinlidi the clock tin
kled,
jirim
n. Sapling: — qoy- to plant a sapling. Cf.
boija,
1.
jirimliq
n. Tree nursery. Cf. ko^atxana.
jirga
n. Sedan chair. Cf. taxtirawan.
jiza
cul. n. Small piece of dough for making
dumplings or noodles: xemirni — qil- to
make smdl pieces from dough. [<Ch. jizi\.
jizildavi. To make a chirping sound,
jiwak
adj. Thin and small: — ad&m a thin and
small person.

jm
pletely)].
jiqay-

1, vi. To increase.
2, vi. To propagate reproduction. Cf. kd-

pay- •
jiqqida
adv. Much; many; a lot: — addm kdldi
many people came.
jiqlavt. To add, admix, mix: gdgUngd su —p
qoy- to add water to the pot. Cf. (eqi$tur3, qat- 4.
jiqliq
n. Multitude: — qil- to increase, be too
many/ mdydanda addmnifl jiqligidin uyanbuyan Otkili bolmaydu the square was so
full of people that nobody could go across
it.
jin I
1. n. Balance; steelyard scales: — tdxsisi
pan of a balance/ — toqisi lifting cord of a
balance/ — tesi sliding weight on a balance/
— gekiti gradations marked on a balance/
“ ilmigi balance hook. Cf. taraza, tanpun, mizan.
2. m. Jin (Chinese weight measure, equals
500 grams): —ga oltur- a. weighty: unifl
ge- pi —ga olturidu his words are weighty;
b. to be relatively heavy per unit of vol
ume/ bir — paxta one jin of cotton. See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80. [<Ch.;m].
jin II
adj. True; genuine: - gdp qil- to speak the
truth / I — altun ottin qorqmas true gold
does not fear fire. [<Ch. zhen].
jin III
n. Watch; one of five two-hour periods
into which the night was formerly divided:
ikkingi — second watch. [<Ch. geng].
jin
IV
jiq
adj. Many. Cf. kop 1, egizman, goIII, naggeo. n. Jing (Jinghe), county in Xinjiang
(44.39N 82. 50E). Established in 1913.
(a-na9(a, nurgun. [U. ziq (extremely; comKEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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jigdilik

jinbeyfii
Population
(1982): 90,689.
jinbey5U
mil. n. Garrison
command. [<Ch.
jingbeiqu].
jiiyii
lit. n. Peking opera. [<Ch. jingju].
jinji
n. sby who makes or uses a balance.
jingavi. To be emitted: su turubidin —p giqiwatidu the water came out of a pipe,
jingok
1. n. A bag of bones; sby as thin as a reed.
2. n. Opium addict,
jingil
adj. Rolled up; curled up. Cf. biidra.
jingilimag
1. n. Tie; knot. Cf. tiigiig, tiigiin 1, and
gigik 1.
2. n. sth complicated, involved, perplex
ing. Cf. gigi^ (^1-2).
jinlavt. To weigh in units of 500 grams: m —
to weigh flour in units of 500 grams.
jinli
n. Manager, usually of commercial estab
lishments. [ < Ch. jingli].
jinliq
adj. of jin I 2: bir — tas a one-jin sliding
weight,
jinmoma
cul. n. Steamed bun or bread. [<Ch.
zhengmo].
jiefanjun
mil. n. Liberation army, specifically the
Chinese armed forces. Cf. azatliq armiyd.
[ < Ch. jiefangjun].
jiyak
1. do. n. Trim or border on clothing: —
tut- to inlay, mount/ gulliik — decorative
border. [U. liyaky

2. ag. n. Melon patch.
3. phys. n. Lid: kdz jiyigi eyelid (also qapaq).
jiyaklik
adj. Bordered: kdk — yagliq a blue bor
dered kerchief,
jiyan
n. Nephew: — qiz niece. [OT. giqan],
jigan
bot. n. Rosa multiflora, a kind of rose.
See illustration at awsaj on p. 297.
jigildavi. To tremble, flutter, palpitate: yiirigim
—p katti my heart fluttered.
Jiggida
adv.jiggidd qil- = jigilda- .
jigda
1. bot. n. Narrowleafed oleaster (Elaeagnus angustifolia):
— qaq- a. to knock
or sh^e oleaster; b.
♦ to tremble, shiv
er: hawa sogaq kegigd jigdd qeqip giqtim when it gets
cold, I shiver all night long/ qaga — wild
oleaster/ yemis — sweet oleaster/ nan —
sour oleaster/ ^ onda yatqanlar girdd ydr,
kdtmdn gapqanlar — those who lie idly on
their backs eat bagels, those who hoe
with their mattocks eat oleaster (while
some reap without sowing, others cannot
get what they need). [Mo. jigde/Q. zide].
2. bot. n. Oleaster tree: — gegigi oleaster
blossom.
jigdigiik
zoo. n. A small blackbird (JE).
jigdigi
zoo. n. = Jigdigiik.
jigdizar
n. Oleaster grove.
Jigdilik
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jigar
n. = jigdizar.
jigar
1. phys. n. Liver: — agrigi med. liver dis
ease/ — sangigi med. diseases with symp
toms like diarrhea, vomiting and costal
pain/ — sorigugi med. liver fluke/ — raki
med. liver cancer/ — qetifi med. cirrhosis/
— yallugi med. hepatitis/ ♦ — rM purplish
red: ag -- rM light purplish red; toq — rM
deep purplish r^. Cf. begin [U. zigar].
2. n. Ambition; ambitiousness; aspiration:
jigiri bar (yoq) with (without) ambition.
3. n. (with personal suffix) Dear; darling:
jigirim my darling.
jigarlik
adj. Aspiring; ambitious: — addm an am
bitious person,
jiguan^iah
mil. n. Machinegun. Also called pilimot.
[ < Ch. jiguanqiang].
Jilt
1. n. Envelope. Cf. kanwert, konwert, lipap.
2. n. Satchel; schoolbag.
3. lit. n. Volume: biringi — Volume 1. Cf.
tom 11, qisim 1 2. [U. zild\.
jilta
cul. n. Skin of certain foods: juwawa jiltisi dumpling skin.
jiltlavt. To cover (book): kitap — to cover a
book,
jila
adj. Melancholic; sad: - bol- a. to be anx
ious, worry; b. ♦ to be angry {z^soxapa
bol-)l — qil- a. to cause to worry or be
anxious; b. ♦ to cause to be angry (also
xapa qil-).
jilwa
1. n. Flash of light; glitter: — qil- to be
flashy, glittering.
2. n. Coquettish posture. [U. zHva],
jilwilan-

jimisar
1. vi. To be flashy, glittering: kblni/l siiyi
quyoi nurida jilwilinip turatti the lake's wa
ter glittered in the sun.
2. vi. To be coquettish,
jilwilik
adj. Coquettish; flirty. Cf. tannaz, xulqluq 2, oynaq.
jilitka
do. n. Vest; waistcoat. [<R. zil£tkd\.
jilixor
n. An impetuous person; sby who gets an
gry easily or often,
jilga
geo. n. Mountain stream or valley. Also
jira; cf. oba. [Mo.y7/ag-a].
Jim
adj. Quiet: — bol- to be quiet, taciturn,
still, reticent/ — oltur- to sit quietly/ — g&p
qilmafl be quiet, don't talk/ 6y igi — the
room is very quiet/ ^ — yatqan yilannifl
beyiga toy at- to beat the head of a quietly
sleeping snake (to act rashly). Cf. tim II.
[U. zirri\.
Jimjit
adj. Still; calm; silent: -- ormanliq silent
forest/ “ kegd a still night. [U. zitnzit\.
JimJitliq
n. Stillness; calm; silence: —ni buz- to
break silence/ —ni saqla- to keep silence/
dy igida — hokum siirdi silence reigned in
the room/ kegidiki — stillness of night.
Jimivi. = Jimiq- .

Jimisar
geo. n. Jimsar, county in Xinjiang
(43.59N 89.04E). Established in 1902.
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jinis

jimiqPopulation (1982): 117,587.
jimiqvi. To calm down, become quiet: dl ayigi
—qan waqit in the still of the night/ boran
asta —ti the wind calmed down. Also jimi- .
jimigur
adj. Reticent: — addm reticent person. Cf.
xamu$.
jimigurluq
n. Reticence. Cf. xamu^luq.
jimlavt. To cause to be quiet: u gdp qilmaqgi
boluwidi mdn uni —p qoydum he was about
to say sth but I stopped him.
jimmida
adv. Silently; quietly: u — giqip k&tti he
left quietly.
jin
rel. n. Ghost; spirit; apparition: — ur- (dari-) to be possessed by a spirit/ — yuq- to
meet a ghost/ — clip qagqanddk disappear
ing like being taken away by a ghost/ ♦
— gatqili bot. Euonymus semenoviil ♦ —
girigi small oil lamp/ ♦ — kewizi bot. Psoralea corylifolia, a pealike flower (alsoyi/i
kiwizi)! ♦ -i tut- (qozgal-) a. to go in^e;
b. to be sick with anger/ ♦ igigd — kir- to
start a ghost inside (to have ulterior mo
tives, entertain dark schemes). Alsojinalwasti, jin-arwa, jin-^aytan; cf. wahima
2. [Mo. jig (strange)/Q. zyn/U. zin].
jinaza
1. phys. n. Corpse; body in a coffin: Jinaziddk bolup qal- to be a mere skeleton/
quruq - a bag of bones. Cf. gutu.
2. n. Bier: -- giqar- to hold a funeral pro
cession/ - kOt&r- to carry a bier/ - namizi
oqu- to pray for the dead.
jinayat
n. Crime; evil: - Otkiiz- (qil-) to commit a
crime/ —ni ddflgdp qoy- to shift a charge
to. Cf. guna 2. [U. zinoyat].

jinayatgi
n. Criminal; guilty person,
jinayatkar
n. = jinayatji.
jinayatkarana
adj. Criminal; guilty: — hdrkdt criminal
activity. Also jinayi.
jinayiy
adj. = jinayatkarana: — jawapkarliq cri
minal responsibility: — jawapkarliqqa
tart- to find out criminal responsibility / —
qilmif criminal act/ -- i$ crimin<d case,
jin-alwasti
rel. n. = Jin.
jintiyana
bot. n. Gentian (Gentiana). See illustra
tion at jentiyana on p. 323.
jindak
adv. A little; a bit: — turup turufi wait a
moment! [U. zindak].
jindi
1. n. Insane person; lunatic; screwball;
crackpot. [U.
2. n. Bungler; blunderer. Cf. saran (#1-2).
jinasta
1. bot. n. Cherry (Prunus): — ddrixi cher
ry tree. Also called gilas.
2. n. Female name.
Jin-arwa
rel. n. = jin-alwasti.
jinsiy
phys. adj. Sexual: - ajizliq med. impo
tence/ — alaqd sexual intercourse/ — bezi
sex gland/ — tdldp sexual urge/ — dza
sexual organ; genitals/ — hormoni sex hor
mone. Also tanasil; cf. jinisliq.
jin-$aytan
rel. n. = jin-alwasti.
jinis I
n. Race; species; sex; breed: — ayrimisi
sex/ aq —liqlar white persons/ qara -liqlar black persons. Cf. irq. [C- cinsIG.
zins].
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jinisliq

jinis
jinis II
geol. n. Rock; stone: tag -i mountain rock/
fdkanda -i sedimentary rock. Cf. ta^ I.
jinissiz
bot. adj. Asexual: - kOpiyis asexual repro

duction.
jinisliq
bot. adj. Sexual: - salgutla^turus sexual hy
bridization/ — kdpiyis sexual reproduction.
Cf. tanasil, jinsiy.
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9
(abdar
zoo. n. A horse with white mane and tail,
sap-1
zoo. vi. To gallop, run, trot. [C- gap-llk.
gap-ITvL. fop-/Tv. sap-IH. gop-}.
sap- II
1. vt. To cut, chop, hack, carve: palta bil&n — to chop with an axe/ qilig bil&n — to
chop with a sword/ 5 oflda yatqanlar
girdd ydr, kdtmdn —qanlar jigdd those
who lie idly on their backs eat bagels,
those who hoe with their mattocks eat
oleaster (while some reap without sowing,
others cannot get what they need). [K.
gap-ITa.. gap-/Tu. gap- (to kill)/U. gop-].
2. vt. To dig, excavate: bstdfl — to dig a
canal. Cf. qaz- . [Mo. gab-].
3. vt. To mow: gOp - to mow grass. Cf.
or- .
sap- III
vt. To apply, dab: bayqa yilim - to apply
pomade to hair (a custom among Uyghur
women)/ bdddngd dora - to apply medi
cine to body,
sap-IV
zoo. vi. To copulate (of large animals).
Sapaq
1. phys. n. Ocular mucus; eye gum: kbz
gapigi eye gum/ kbzni - basti the gum con
gealed the eyes.
2. adj. Blurred; indistinct: — yezilgan xdt

^

an indistinct letter. Cf. imir-simir.
Sapaqla^1. vi. To be congealed with gum: kOz —ti
the eyes were gummed up.
2. vi. To be blurred, indistinct.
Sapan
do. n. Caftan, a collared outer garment:
♦ — tizidin asmasliq the caftan does not
cover the knee (to be in dire straits)/ ♦ —
gdrii- to throw the caftan (to lose one's
temper, flare up)/ ♦ — sal- to take off
one's caftan (to assume a fighting or bel
ligerent posture/ ♦ — kdtdr- to carry a
caftan (to flatter, toady/ ♦ -- yap- to cov
er with a caftan (to harbor, shield/ ♦ —ni
tdtur kiy- to wear a caftan in reverse (to
turn hostile). The term sapan used to refer
to a long outer garment but since the late
1950s it has increasingly been used to de
scribe the short jackets which then came
into vogue. Cf. ton. [K. gapanIMo. gamga (shirt)/Th. gapanlU. goponlY. son].
Sapan-gara
clo. n. Clothing,

gapansi

n. Flatterer; toady. Cf. t^sigi, xo^amatgi,
xo^amatkoy.
gapangiliq
n. Flattery; fawning; toadying: — qil- to
flatter. Cf. taxsigilik, xo^amat, xo^amatgilik.
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(apanliq

9apma

damlat- .
gapanliq
do. adj. Caftan: — addm sby wearing a gapsanliq
n. Quickness; rapidity; speed. Cf. tezlik,
caftan/ bir — rdxt material for making one
ittiklik, ildamliq.
caftan,
gaptika^
gapras
adj. Crossing; intersecting: — qilip baglaadj. Naughty; mischievous: - bala naugh
to tie up in loiots.
ty child. Cf. qagjalma, kapsiz.
gaptika^lik
gapqaq
adj. Snitching; thieving: — miifma snitch
n. Naughtiness: - qil- to be naughty. Cf.
ing cat.
qa^almiliq, kapsizlik.
gapgigapqu
cul. n. Chopper; chopping knife,
zoo. vt. To paw ground: at —di the horse
pawed the ground,
gapqur
adj. Well-running: — at a good race horse.
gap-gap
[U. Qopqir; gopogon].
1. mil. n. Hand-to-hand combat: - qil- to
slaughter or massacre/ —qa guf- to fight gapi
n. Wooden bed; cot. Cf. moma II.
hand-to-hand.
2. n. Quick sale; good market: bu malnifl gaplavt. To paste, stick, put up, post, affix: ddbaziri — this kind of merchandise sold
rizigd qdgdz — to paste paper on windows/
fast.
io 'ar — to put up a slogan or poster/ elan —
gapgal
to put up a notice/ lay - to plaster/ marka
geo. n. Qapqal,
- to affix a stamp / ♦ b&tnam (qara) - to
Sibe autono
falsely accuse, frame/ ♦ bu bala atisiga
mous county in
—p qoyganddk oxfoydikdn this child looks
Xinjiang
exactly like his father. [Ta. gabala- (to
(43.48N 80.47E).
clasp, slap)/U. gapla-].
Established as county in 1939 and as au
tonomous county in 1954. Population gapla^1. vi. To stain, soil: kiyimgd lay — to soil
(1982): 134, 546 (17,362 Sibe).
clothing
with mud.
gapsa
2. vi. To stick close to: y&rgd gaplifip yetin. Small shovel; scoop. Cf. balgak, balwal- to lie down on the ground.
giirjak.
3. vi. To nag, pester: sdn mafia —ma do
gapsan
not pester me/ kesdl —ti the disease plag
adv. Fast; quickly: - bol faster! step on
ued the body. Also gepil- II 2; cf. yama^it!/ — saqay- to recover quickly from an
3, yepii- 2.
illness/ — mail- to walk fast. Cf. tez, uggapla^qaq
qur, ittik 1, ildam, lipan. [Th. sQp].
adj. Sticky: — n&rsd sticky object. Cf. sogapsanlazulu^gan 2, $ilini$iq, ^illiq, yepi^qaq 1.
vi. To quicken, speed up. Cf. tezla^-, ildamla-.
gapma
adj. Scooped-out: — olaq scooped-out
gapsanlatwooden trough/ — qeyiq a scooped-out ca
vt. To speed up: xizm&t siir'itini — to
noe or similar small boat.
quicken the work pace. Cf. tezla^tiir- , ilKEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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?as-

^apmu-gap
(atqal

japmu-jap
bot. n. Bush; shrub: jin gatqili Euonymus
adv. Head-on: — ugras- to meet head-on.
semenovii. [O. gali\.
Cf. qarimu-qar^i 2.
(atqalliq
(at
bot. n. Shrubbery; thicket.
phys. n. Groin; - ariligi perineum/ ♦ (atqu(
kar- to stretch the groin (to run the whole
n. Railcar coupling.
show single-handedly). Also (atiraq; cf.
(atiyiriq. [Mo. gabi\.
vt. To prune.
(at1. vt. To couple: wagonlami - to couple (atiraq
phys. n. = (at. [U. gatanoq].
railroad cars. Also (eti^tur- .
2. vt. To involve, tie up with: u meni dzigH (atma
adj. Connected: - aptowuz articulated bus.
getiwaldi he made me get involved with
(ajan
him.
his. n. An administrative post.
(ataq I
(3(
I
1. n. Accident; fault; flaw; inconvenience;
phys. n. Head hair: - aqirip kdtti the hair
trouble; disorder: - tap- to fault, find
turned white/ - al- to have a haircut/ trouble/ - tepip b&r- to invite trouble/ pdpiigi
the fringe of a braid/ — tara- to
gigar- to get into or cause trouble / - giqti
comb hair/ - guwulup kdtti the hair hung
an accident occurred/ — sal- to stir up trou
down loosely/ -- gus- to shed hair/ — dru- to
ble, put sby to trouble/ u mi - qilip qoydi
wear one's hair in braids/ — qoy- to grow
he made a mess of things. Cf. hadisa 1,
hair/ - yasa- to barber or decorate hair/ waqa. [KK. jarcg(Streit)].
meyi hair oil/ gegi appaq greyhaired/ aggi2. n. Concern: bu is bildn nimd gatigin bar
gidin min -liri tik turup kdtti he got so mwhat does this have to do with you?/ gatigry that his hair stood on end/ aq -- white
gin bolmisun this does not concern us.
hair/ budrd — curly hair/ ♦ — yiltizi bot.
3. n. Ambigious or shady relationship.
fibrous root. Cf. tiik. [K. gagl¥J^. sas/M..
4. adj. Troublesome; knotty: — is trouble
sag/CfT.
sag/'^. gdd; scf/Tu. sag].
some matter/ - mdsild knotty problem. [U.
(a(
II
gatoq].
phys. n. Neck muscle. Cf. ^illa.
(ataq II
(a(n. Tree branch.
1. vt. To sprinkle, spray, spread: topa —
(ataq(i
.
.
to spread soil/ su - to spray water/ qum n. Troublemaker. Cf. balaxor, joda(i,
to sprinkle sand. [Mo. gag-ITv. gas-lkJ.
majra(i.
gog-].
. .
(ataqla?2. vt. To emit, exude, radiate: ay dzinid
1. vi. To become difficult or messy: is -ti
yeqimliq nurini -ti the moon radiated
the matter became difficult.
friendly beams/ gulldr huppidd xuspuraq
2. vi. To quarrel, wrangle, squabble.
gegip turidu the flowers exude a delicate
3. vi. To hand around, fool around,
aroma.
(ataqla^tur3. vt. To share: xirajdtni addm besiga - to
vt. To mess up, confuse: isni — to confuse
share expenses.
an issue.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy,
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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(a^qan

^agtanga
(a^tanga
n. A silver coin attached to long braids for
ornamentation (lit. hair coin).
{a^ra1. vi. To splatter, splash, sprinkle: —p
giq- to splatter, splash/ ot ugqmliri gagridi sparks flew in all directions/ su gagridi
water splattered/ yuzigd su -p k&tti water
splashed in the face.
2. vi. To jump, leap: u —p ornidin turdi
he suddenly jumped to his feet. Cf. taqlaII, sakra- , irgi- .
3. vi. To die young: bala —p kdtti the
child died young.
{agratvt. To cause to splatter: tukurugini — to
make spit splatter/ yiizgd su - to spray
water drops in (sby's) face.
(a^ratqu
med. n. Herpes: -- giq- to come down
with herpes.
(agranda
n. Drop; fleck; glob: tukuruk gagrandisi a
glob of spittle,
gagwag
n. Headband: —ni gig- to tie a headband/1
kelinni k&lgdndd kdrufl gagwegini salganda
look at the bride when she comes, look at
her headband when she puts it on (you
know whether a bride will be good as soon
as she comes, you know whether a headband is pretty as soon as she puts it on),
(a^la^
vi. To fight by pulling each other's hair
(of women).
^a^liq
1. n. Hair ornament worn by girls.
2. adj. Hairy; hirsute: - qiz a full-haired
girl.
ga^ma
1. ag. adj. Sown by hand: - bugday sown
wheat/ — qogun sown melons/ — qilip terigan zira 'dt sown crops/ ♦ — oq pellet used

in a hunting rifle/ ♦ — miltiq shotgun;
hunting rifle; fowling piece. [U. gogma].
2. lit. n. Prose: — seiri prose poem. Cf.
proza, nasir (#2).
(axgaq
n. Joke: - qil- to joke/ - kdtiridigan addm
sby who can take a joke/ — gdp joke/ —/iJ
gifiga aylanduruwalmafl don't take this joke
seriously/ kulkilik - funny joke. Cf. hazil,
$etililik, qiziq9iliq.
(ax^aq^i
n. Joker; prankster; fun-loving person.
Cf. hazilka?, $etila 2, qiziqgi 1.
9ax(aqla$vi. To tell each other jokes, make fun of
each other.
(ahar
n.gaharputi asmani bot. goat's head;
puncture vine (Tribulus terrestris) (also
called ogritikan).
(asa
adj. Square: — joza square table/ — quta
square box/ - yagag sanduq square wooden
chest/ - yagliq square kerchief. [U. gorsi].
(astota
phy. n. Frequency: yuquri — high fre
quency; VHF. [<R. gastotd].
gasilavt. To square: rdxtni —p kds- to cut a
square piece of cloth.
(a$qan
zoo. n. Mouse (Muridae): — ini mousehole/ dala gasqini field mouse (Apodemus
agrarius)/ ipar gasqini muskrat (Ondatra
zibethica)! 1 -nin dlgusi kdlsd musuknifl
quyrugiga esilar the mouse that wants to die
grabs a cat's tail/1 qorqqanga - tdsdgi saray
kdrindr to a frightened person, a mouse
hole looks as large as a palace/ 1 musukkd
oyun —ga qiyin a cat's game is difficult for
a mouse/ ♦ — yili the first year in the
traditional twelve-year cycle (in present
cycle, 1984) (see section on Calendars on

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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garsilda'

^a^qanyara
p. 1073-4). [K. gygkanlYX.. tysqaii\.
(Hfqanyara
m^. n. Scrofula. Also called gilla I.
(a$ka
n. Teacup. [<R. gaska\.
Sa^gah
n. Late morning; breakfast time. [C. gast!
U. gosgoK\.
gar I
adj. Piebald; — bas piebald head/ —paqa
zoo. toad (Anura): — paqa sirisi dried toad
venom; toad cake/ — toxu zoo. bramble
finch; brambling (Fringillae)/ - saqal gray
beard/ — yilan zoo. a fcnd of snake,
jar II
ag. n. Unthreshed grain ears left after
winnowing.
gar III
his. n. Tsar: - padisa tsar/ - rossiya Tsar
ist Russia. [O. garlid. gor].

jaras-junis
onom. expresses slapping or smacking
sound. Also gars-gurs.
jarbazar
n. Farmer's market.
(arbag
n. Imperial garden; large garden. [KK. sarbaq (Gehoft; Umzaunung)/U. gorbo^ (own
plot of land)],
jarpay
n. Beast; quadruped.
5ara
n. Method; step; way: -- tap- to adopt a
method, find the means/ — qil- to take a
step/ — kOr- a. to adopt a method; b. to
deal with, handle/ Gplik - clever way; in
genious method/ qdt'i — firm measure/ —
yoq it can't be helped. Also gara-tadbir.
[C. gara (remedy; cure)/0. garelV. gora].
(ara-tadbir
n. = {ara: — qollan- to pick a method,
jara-tadbirlik
adj. Resourceful: — addm resourceful per

son.
(arak
1. m. Quarter; one-fourth; —
a quar
ter of a century/ sa'dt onga - kOm a quar
ter to ten. (Tk. gireklU. gorak],
2. m. Span: bu r&xtnifl kdfUigi iig — kelidu
this piece of cloth is 3 spans wide.
3. m. Weight of about 10 kg: bir - bugday
ten kg. of wheat. Before the 1950s, local
variations existed, e.g. 8.96 kg. in Kash
gar and 7.28 kg. in Yarkand (JMC). See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80. [U. gorak (82 kg)].
jar^avi. To become tired, exhausted: bir kUn
yol meflip, bir az —p qaldim having been
on the road all day, I got a bit tired/ miM
— to become tired (of brain). [K. gargat-l
KK. $arsa-/\J. garga-].
gar^ap
n. Bedsheet. Cf. adiyal, kirlik. [U. gojfab],
garot
bot. n. Patrinia villosa. Also called siitot.
?ars
onom. Cracking sound; tayaq — qilip o^tulup k&tti with a crack, the stick broke in
two/ gind - qilip gak kdtti with a snap the
bowl broke. Also garssida, {irs. [U. gars].
gars-jurs
onom. expresses a slapping or smacking
sound: -- qilip ikki sapilak urdi with a
smacking sound a couple of slaps landed
on the face/ otun — qilip kdymdktd the fire
wood is burning with a crackling sound.
Also ^aras-^urus.
(arssida
adv. With a cracking sound. Cf. jars, {irs.
(arsildavi. To make a creaking or crackling sound:
yagag —p kOyiwatidu the wood bums with a
crackling sound/ muz —p yerildi the ice
broke open with a crackling sound. Also
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^ar^anba
{irsilda- , ^irsla- .
(ar^anba
n. Wednesday. [U. gorsanbd\.
^arwa
ag. n. Domestic animal; livestock: — mal
animal husbandry/ — m&hsulati livestock
products. [U. gorva\.
farwidar
ag. n. Herd owner,
jarwifi
ag. n. Herder: bay - rich herder/ kdmb&gUl
— poor herder. Cf. padigi.
(arwi(iliq
ag. n. Animal husbandry; herding: — ra~
yoni herding district; pastoral area/ — mSydani herding area; pasture/ —ni t&rdqqi
qildur- to develop animal husbandry. Cf.
padigiliq.
9arqiliq
geo. n. Qarkilik
(Ruoqiang), coun
ty in Xinjiang (39.
02N 88.00E). Es
tablished in 1902. Population (1982):
23,435.
(arisiz
adj. Have no alternative but to; being at
one's wit's end.
(arisiziiq
n. of jarisiz.
(arizim
n. Tsarism.
(arigah
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
garlavt. To patrol, reconnoiter: koga — to pa
trol the street. [C- garla- (to call, sum
mon)].
(arlam^i
n. Scout; detective.
9arligu9i
mil. adj./n. Patrol; reconnaisance; scout:
— ayrupilan reconnaisance plane.

?aq
9aza I
1. n. Clip; fastener: gag gazisi hairpin.
[<Ch. chiazi (fork)].
2. n. Checkpoint: gegra gazisi border
checkpoint. [<Ch. chiazi].
9aza II
n. gaza qur- to cross one's legs: —up oltur- to sit crosslegged.
9awa I
phys. n. Membrane or omentum attached
to the stomach and colon and hanging
over the small intestine: ♦ gawisini gitqa
yay- to rake up faults.
9awa II
n. Hay: - terip tuturuq qil- to pick up hay
to start a fire. Cf. qoray, qoray-9awa.
9awa III
n. An oil flask made of ox leather.
9awa-9atqal
n. A pile of hay and dried branches.
9awarvi. To get burned, singed, scalded: qolum
qaynaqsuda kdyiip gawirip qaldi my hand
was scalded by boiling water.
9awartqa
med. n. Blister. Cf. suluq qapartma, qapartqu, qoqaq 1.
9awak
phys. n. Palm: - awazi applause/ ~ gelip
qaryi al- to welcome with applause/ ♦ —
gal- to play one's palms (to applaud, clap
hands). Cf. alqan, siqim 1.
9aw$an
geo. n. Korea. [<Ch. Chaoxian].
9awu$
obs. n. Class monitor.
?aq
1. n. Wheel: giyliq — gear wheel/ harwa —
cart wheels/ qanatliq — flanged wheel/
qwn - sand wheel/ j -ini dorap yilan keiGl&mdur is the snake impotent (harmless)
because it imitates the wheel? (JMC).
2. n. Spinning wheel: — igir- to spin. [U.
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9aqiriqnama

?aqgarx\.
?aq1. vt. To break, crack, smash: ray — to break
a stone/ yaflaq — to crack a walnut.
2. vt. To scratch, crack between one's
teeth: gazir — to crack melonseeds/ ♦ sdrdflgd — to strike a match.
3. vt. To bite, sting (of certain animals):
pasa —ti the mosquito bit/ hdrd —ti the bee
stung/ yilan —ti the snake bit. [Th. gak-l
Tv. sak-].
4. vt. To dazzle: kdzni nur —ti the light
dazzled the eye. Also jaqnat- . [U. gaq(^1-4)].
5. fig. vt. To frame, sting: addmni — to
frame a person. Cf. koydiir- 3.
6. vt. To convert: ndrsini pulga — to con
vert things into money. Cf. pargila- ,
sundur- .
7. vi. To ache: ustixanlirim geqip agriwatidu my bones are aching. Cf. tikanla?- , sirqira- , siqira- , ^irqira- 2.
(aqa
med. n. Sore; skin ulcer: ba$qa — giqti a
sore grew on the head/ bdrd gaqisi lupus
(also called terd sili). Cf. pi$Iaq 2. [U. gaqa].
(aqpalak
1. n. Water cart.
2. n. Waterwheel. [U. garxpalak].
Saqsuq
1. n. Porcelain; china: — gind china bowl.
2. n. Earthenware; clay: gininin gaqgugi
clay for making bowls.
Saqsi
1. n. Whetstone operator.
2. n. Spinner; weaver. Cf. bozji, toqumisi m)9aq(iliq
abstract n. of ?aqgi.
Saqqaq
1. bot. n. Nettle (Urtica thunbergina): —
giwin zoo. gnat; stinging fly. [Q. qalaqaj].

2. adj. Biting; stinging;
smarting.
(aqqan
1. adv. Fast; quickly;
rapidly: — berip — qaytip kdl go and return on
the double!/ — mafl- to
walk rapidly, go im
mediately. Cf. dannahal.
saqqaq
2. adj. Deft; dexterous; agile: -- yezilgan
maqala a deftly written article/ — yigit a
deft fellow/ put-qoli — agile with one's
hands and feet/ hdrkiti — nimble.
3. adj. Small and handy. [U. gaqqon (#13)].
{aqqanliq
1. n. Quickness: — qilmigan bolsa maiina
besiwalatti if he were not quick, the car
would have hit him.
2. n. Dexterity: unifi gaqqanligi bizni hdyran qaldurdi his dexterity amazed us. Cf.
^iwarlik. [KK. saqqanlyq (#1-2)).
gaqir1. vt. To call, summon: yarddmgd addm
— to call people for help. [Th. gakyr-IU.
gaqir-].
2. vt. To invite: toyga - to invite to a wed
ding/ mehman — to invite a guest. Cf. {illa- II, qi^ar-, qigqar-, eyt- 3. [KK. saqyr(#1-2)].
3. mil. vt. To call up, enlist: dskdrlikkd —
to enlist in the army/ hdrbi xizmdtkd — to
call up for active military service.
4. vt. To convene: yigin — to convene a
meeting. [K. gakyr-].
(aqiriq
n. Call; summons: -- qdgizi court summons/
- qil- to call or summon/ partiyinifl gaqirigi the party's call. Cf. dawat, iindak,
murajiat. [O. gagirma],
(aqiriqnama
1. n. Written appeal.
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^aqiril2. n. Letter of challenge,
gaqirilvi. pass, of jaqir- : —mi§an mehman uninvit^ or unexpected guest.
(aqirim
m. Chakirim, equalling the verst, a Rus
sian linear measure, about 1.06 km: bir —
yol one verst. See section on Weights and
Measures on pp. 1079-80. [U. gaqirim],
(aqlavt. To hone, sharpen: pigaq — to sharpen
a knife.
(aqla$zoo. vi. To mate, pair, copulate (of dogs),
(aqma
adj. gaqma kawa bot. cushaw; pumpkin
(Cucurbita){also called tonur kawisi).
(aqmaq I
1. n. Lightning: - tesi geol. flint/ - gaqti
lightning flashed/ - qaytur^ug lightning rod/
-tak lightning-like; nimble; swift; agile:
-tak tez h&rkat qil- to move swiftly; -tdk
qiz nimble lass / mama - tezligidii guyuldap
btiip kdtti the car went past like in a flash/
♦ miltiq gaqmigi mil. firing pin. [K. gagylgan/0. gakmalT\. gannyl^.
2. n. Cigarette lighter. [U. gaqmoq (Jf\2)].
(aqmaq II
1. n. Checker; square: - qilip siz- to paint
a checkered pattern/ tawuzga - ur- to cut a
square in a watermelon (in order to see if
it is ripe). Cf. kafak.
2. adj. Checkered; square: - rGxt check
ered cloth/ - qdgdz checkered paper/ q&n sugar cube. Cf. ala, katak^a, kataklik. [U. gaqmoq (lump; piece)].
jaqnavi. To glitter, shine, sparkle, gleam, radi
ate, twinkle, scintillate: -p turgan kbzl&r
sparkling eyes/ almas gaqnidi a diamond
sparkled/ xosalligidin kdzi —p kdtti the eyes
sparkled with happiness/ ot gaqnidi the

?akina
flame radiated/ kdzidin g&zdp oti gaqnidi
the eyes radiated fury/ yultuzlar -p turatti
stars twinkled.
^aqnatvt. To dazzle: kbzni — to dazzle the eyes.
Also {aq- 4.
{ak
n. Crack; crevice; seam: — gekidin pargilan- to fdl apart, disintegrate/ tom - kdtti
the wall cracked/ tamnifl geki crack in the
wall/ gapannifl geki seam in the gown / ♦
— bas- a. to be stitched together; b. to be
in agreement: U — basmidi the matter didn't
go smoothly; gdp — basmidi they disa
greed (lit. talk was in disagreement). Cf.
ajraq. [C- gaktO. gaklU. gok\.
gakar
n. Hired laborer; servant.
(akamuh
bot. n. Yellow bedstraw {Galium verum).

^akamuh

;akanda

^akanda
bot. n. Chinese ephedra (Ephedra sinica),
used in Uyghur folk medicine. Also call^
amsux.
gakildavi. To make a smacking sound: u ussiginidin —p ketiptu he thirstily smacked his
lips.
gakildatvt. To smack: agzini — to smack lips,
(akina
1. adj. Coarse; vulgar; boorish; crude;
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^akinila^-

^anildaq

gross; uncouth: — ad&m a coarse person/
“ g&p a vulgar talk or remark. Cf. harran-sarran, sat 2.
2. adj. Petty; trivial; inconsequential; pic
ayune; piddling: — palsdpd^h. scholasti
cism/ — qa 'idd-yosun overelaborate eti
quette/ — is petty matter.
(akinila^vi. To become vulgar.
(akinila^turvt. To vulgarize, trivialize: isni — to trivial
ize work, vulgarize a matter/ gdpni — to
vulgarize a talk,
gakiniliq
n. Pettiness; vulgarity: —tinxali bol- to
shed pettiness, avoid vulgarity/ —ni tugdtto eliminate vulgarity.
(an I
mus. n. A stringed percussion instrument,
resembling a dulcimer, with a flat trapeze
shaped body and metal strings struck with
two elastic wooden or bamboo sticks: —
gal- to play the chang. [U. gang].

?an

(an II
1. n. Dust; dirt: — tozidi the dust rose/
—ni qaq- to beat dirt/ ^ yalguz atnin geni
giqmas gefli giqsimu deni giqmas a single
horse does not raise dust (one lark does
not make a spring)/ ♦ — kdltur- to fetch
dirt (to cause an uproar, furor, hubbub)/
♦ naxsini — kdltur- (of sound) to be reso
nant. Also topa-tozan, topa-tuman, topa-(an, tozah, (an-topa, (an-tozan. [K.
gad/U. gang].

2. bot. n. Pollen: gul gefli flower pollen,
(an III
zoo. n. Claw; talon: — sal- to grab, seize/
sar gdjigd — saldi the hawk seized the
chick. Also (angal 1; cf. panja 2, put 12.
(an IV
onom. Clap; bang; whack: — qilip bir tdstdk saldi a slap landed with a whack,
(an-topa
n. = (an II 1: — kdtiril- to raise dust,
(an-tozan
n. = (an II 1.
(an-(un
onom. expressing a crashing or clapping
sound: uninyuzigd — qilip ikki sapilaq urdi
two resounding slaps landed on his face.
(ah(ila
lit. n. Traditional Chinese opera: — qoy(oyna-) to put on or act in an opera/ —
kor- to see an opera. [<Ch. changci,
changxi],
(an(il(i
lit. n. An actor or singer in traditional
Chinese opera.
(ah(ilika$
lit. n. = (an(il(i.
(anqavi. To be extremely thirsty.
(anqaga
zoo. n. Jackdaw (Corvus monedula). Also
called ala qaga, toqunaq qaga.
(ahnida
onom. expresses the clapping sound of a
hand, rifle, or other objects.
(anilda1. vi. To be resounding: --p sdzld- to
speak in a resounding voice.
2. vi. To be soft and sweet: bulbul —p
sayrimaqta the nightingale is singing soft
ly(ahildaq
adj. Loud and clear: — awaz a loud and
clear sound.

KEY 2. H proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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9ayxana

^anga
ganga
pe. n. Ski: -- teyil- to ski. Also called li?a.
[Mo. (an-a/\J. gangi].
gangiraq
n. Smoke hole on top of a round Mongolian-style home,
ganga
zoo. n. Aerie; nest: - tiz- to build a nes^
qaginifl gaflgisi CTow's nest/ ♦ -saqalidisheveled beard. Cf. iigak.
gangaq
1. his./mil. n. A double-pronged weapon.
2. n. A four-pronged fishhook.
3. n. A four-pronged anchor,
gahgal
1. zoo. n. = gan III: bilrkutnin gaflgili an
eagle talon.
2. fig. n. Claw; talon: - sal- to extend ta
lons/ gangiliga eliwal- (Idrguzuwal-) to con
trol, dominate, oppress: hoquqni gaUgiliga
eliwal- to seize or control power.
3. m. Handful; scoop (for loose materials):
bir — topa a scoop of dirt/ bir — gazir a
handful of melon seeds. [U. gangal],
gangallavt. To clasp,
clutch, grasp,
grip,
seize,
snatch,
gangiz
bot. n. Catalpa
(Sorbus). Also
called getin.
ganla^bot. vi. To be
pollinated,
ganla^turbot. vt. To pol
linate: sUn'i - to pollinate artificially,
ganligug
n. Pollination machine.

say
1. bot.

n. Tealeaf (Folium thea), used in

Uyghur folk medicine.
2. cul. n. Tea: — bQra. to treat (also - quyf)',
b. = ~ igldiz- 2/ — girUi
tea bowl or cup/ -- samisi tea dregs/ — qosugi
teaspoon/ — quy- = —
b&r- 1/ — if- to drink
tea/ -- ig-kUz- a. to
cause to drink tea; b. ♦
to get engaged/ -ga gaqir- to invite guests
?ay
(also -ga gilla-; -ga eyt-) / sutliik - milk
tea/ sin - red, black or green tea without
milk and usually with sugar/ qara — black
brick tea/ qaymaq — tea with milk skin/
kUrOk — green brick tea/ ♦ — puli gratui
ty; tip: - puli bdr- to pay a tip. Cf. gaypay. [K. gajIKK. gaj/Mo. gailHi. gdjITa.
gaj/Tv. saj/\J. goj/Y. gaj; gej].
gayan
zoo. n. Scorpion (Buthus martensi): —
gaqti the scorpion stung/ —dbk ad&n ven
omous person. Also c^led serige^ak. [U.
gaeri].
gayanot
bot. n. Alpine smartweed (Polygonum viviparum). See illustration at tag qamgioti
on p. 168.
gay-pay
cul. n. Tea and tea-like drinks or snacks:
- igip keUty I will have some tea and then
come,
gaypuru^
n. Tea dealer,
gaypuru^luq
abstract n. of gaypuni?: — qil- to sell tea.
gaydan
n. Thermos bottle. Also called termos.
Sayju^
n. Small teapot. [U. gojnak]. See illustra
tion on next page,
gayxana

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic,
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gagantoqay

5ayxor
n. Tea house. Cf. samawarxana.
jayxor
n. Tea addict,
jayxorluq
n. Tea addiction.
Sayqa1. vt. To rinse: (inini — to
rinse a bowl/ kiyimni — to
rinse clothes. Cf. yaqa- .
\Mo. jayil-l\J. gajqa-].
2. vt. To clean (mouth):
agzini — to clean the mouth/
♦ agziflni gayqiwetip gdp
?ayju^
qil clean your mouth before you talk
(don't talk nonsense).
3. vt. To shake: besini — to shake one's
head.
Sayqal1. vi. pass, of jayqa- .
2. vi. To rock, sway, splash: su gayqilip
kdtti the water splashed out/ qeyiq suda
gayqilip turatti the small boat tossed in the
water.
3. vi. To stagger, jolt, bump, toss: gayqi
lip man- to stagger/ samal kugdyg&nseri kemd teximu —gili turdi as the wind rose, the
ship's body began to jolt.
?ayqanvi. To shower.
Sayqili?
med. n. Concussion: mind —i cerebral
concussion.
?ayka
zoo. n. Gull (Lams). [<R. gajka].
Say?i
n. Tea grower or vendor.
(ay^iliq
n. Tea growing or vending.
Saygul
bot. n. Jasmine (Jasminum sambac). Also
called yasmin.
Sayna-

vt. To chew: tamaqni — to chew food/ ♦
—p pUrkdwdtkiddk bol- to gnash one's
teeth in hatred/ ♦ yag — to chew fat (to en
joy a life of ease)/ ♦ gdpni —p qil- to
chew words (to drone on, speak slowly
and monotonously). [K. gajna-/\J. gajna-].
(aynam
m. Mouthful: baliga bir — nan yiguziip qoyun please give the child a mouthful of
bread. Cf. (i|lam, otiam.
sag I
n. Time: u —da mdn uni tonumayttim at
that time I still did not know him/ esimni
bilgdn gegimda at the time when I was sen
sible. [C- gaglMo. gagtO. gagITvi. gdkITw.
sagm. gog],
sag II
n. Belief; opinion; view: senin geginda bu
Uni qilalmasmdnmu do you believe I cannot
do this thing?
sag III
adj. Suitable; fitting: bu dtukmana - kdldi these boots fit me beautifully,
sag IV
adj. Happy: kdypi — in a happy mood. [U.
fog].
sag V
adv. Probably; likely: u kelidigan gegi he
will probably come/ yamguryagidigan gegi
it is likely to rain,
sag VI
vi. Can; be able to: mdn gegimda kdtdrdim
sdn kdturdlmdmsdn if I can lift it, why
can't you?
gagan
1. n. Lunar New Year: - qil- to celebrate
lunar New Year.
[Mo.
gagan
(white)].
2. n. Festival:
tawuzgaginimidautumn festival.
(agantoqay

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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?alga

^aganliq
geo. n. Qagantokai (Yumin), county in
Xinjiang (45.59N 82.28E). Established in
1942. Population (1982): 39,594. See map
on preceding page,
gaganliq
adj. Lunar New Year's: -- Myim lunar New
Year's clothing,
jagirjay
bot. n. Bergenia crassifolia. [Q. saSy^SoJljagla- I
vt. To hoe: qonaq — to hoe com/ y&r - to
hoe land. [Y. xarhaa-^.
(agla- II
vt. To consider; estimate; reckon: asan
ddp — to consider to be easy/ sdn uni kigik
gaglima don't underestimate him/ ulaqqa
boguzni —p b&r- to give cattle the right
amount of fodder/1 dzAflni &r gaglisafi, dzgini sir Qagla if you consider yourself a
brave man, consider others as lions. [U.
(ogla- (to aim at, intend)].
9al
n. Oldster; old man. Cf. boway, qeri-jiiri. [KK. ja//U. fo/].
sal-1
mus. vt. To play certain instruments: pust&k
— to blow the whistle/ daqa-dumbaq — to
beat gongs and drums/ dutar — to play the
dutar/ qonguraq — to play a bell/ kanay to blow the trumpet/ ndy — to play the
nay/ ♦ basqilamifl dumbigini - to work for
others/ ♦ gawak — to play one's palms
(to applaud, clap hands). [U. gal-].
sal- ll
vt. To stir, beat, blend, mix, whip: siHm to stir paste/ unni suga — to mix flour in
water.
Sala
adj. expresses idea of insufficiency: — pisto be unripe: — pisqan as undercooked food;
— pisqan qogun unripe melon/ — toy- to be
underfed, not to have eaten one's fill/ —
tugulgan bala a pre-maturely bom baby / -

oylan- not to consider thoroughly/ — sawat semi-literate/ — qalgan is uncompleted
matter/ ~ kdygdn komUr half-burned coal/
— isld- to work lackadaisidally/ — molla
dabbler/ ^ bala qilgan isi — a child does
things in a scatter-brained manner/ kdsipkd — not to be proficient in work/ gdpni —
qil- to speak incoherently. [Tu. galaITv.
sala/U. gala].
Sala-bula
1. adv. Hastily; sloppily; carelessly; lack
adaisically: - isld- to work sloppily/ isni yigisturup qoy- to get through with sth any
old way.
2. adv. expressing insufficiency: — bil- to
have a smattering of knowledge/ bu xdwdrni — afllap qaldim I have heard this
news vaguely.
Sala-pusuk
adv. Vaguely; dimly: — kdriip qal- to see
dimly.
(alpaq
n. Plaster: tamnid galpigi soyulup kdtti the
plaster fell off the wall/ yilzgd —tdk dag gttsup kdtti a plaster-like spot grew on the
face. Cf. suwaq.
(alputlavt. To trip up or cause to stumble,
jaltay-paltay
1. n. Question; problem: -yoqgoqumbariman no question about it, I will definite
ly go.
2. n. Equivocation; hedging: galtay-paltiyidni qoy do not equivocate! Cf. miijinallik.
(alwaqavi. To be furious, fly into a rage.
(aliliq
abstract n. of ^ala: — qil- to do (sth) in
completely/ bu ista mdn — qiliptimdn I did
not do this satisfactorily,
saiga
ag. n. Scythe; sickle. Cf. ogaq. [U. galgi].

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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?algu
Salgu
mus. adj. Stringed: — dswap string in
strument: xdlq — dswap folk string in
strument. [U. folgu],
?algus
1. n. Stirring or agitating tool, like a beat
er or whisk.
2. mus. n. Plectrum.
(algu^i
1. n. sby who uses an agitating tool.
2. mus. n. A player of any plucked-string
instrument.
(algivi. To drift, slip, stray: pikir —di thought
drifted/ diqq&t —di attention slipped. [U.
(algitvt. To deflect, dodge, duck, evade, parry,
sidestep: g&pni — to sidestep a conversa
tion.
Salgisi
n. A maker or user of sickles.
(alma
n. A clump of soil; clod: — at- to toss a
clump of soil/ calmiddk yat- to lie like a
clump of soil/ 1 bir galmida ikki paxtdkni
soq- to shape two turtledoves out of one
clump of soil (to kill two birds with one
stone?)/ ^ poqqa — atsafl yuzUngd gagrar
if you toss a dirt clod into some feces,
it will splash in your face.
(alma-kesak
n. Generic term for clumps of soil, mud
or clay: — qilip dltiir- to stone to death (an
Islamic form of execution).
(am
n. Section of a construction project: — bdlup b&r- to mark off a section.
(ama I
n. Capability; ability; strength; compe
tence: — y&tkigd within one's capability/ —
ydtm&slik not in one's power/ gamisinifl
yetisgd isld- to do one's best. [KK. yamalY.

^amgur
d'aam\.
(ama II
1. n. Estimate; reckoning; surmise: menifl
—mgd bu iydtd tugimdydu I reckon this job
will not be finished by tomorrow. [Th. gama (amount; measure)/U. gama],
2. pp. Around; about: sa'dt ikkildr gamisida keldrsiz please come around two o'
clock. Cf. 6p(6ra. [U. gogU\.
(amadan
n. Suitcase; valise: — kOt&r- to carry a
suitcase/ kdn — leather suitcase. [ < R. gemodan\.
(amba$
pe. n. Boxing; shadowboxing; sparring: —
oyna- to spar.
(amba$(i
pe. n. Boxer; shadowboxer. Cf. mu^lam(i.
(amba^liq
pe. abstract n. of (amba$(i: - qil- to box/
—ni m&sq qil- to practice shadowboxing,
(amda1. vi. To step, pace: alga — to step for
ward/ q&ddmni goU —p man- to take big
steps forward. Cf. manda- .
2. vi. To step off for measuring: —p beqin
bu bir pargd ydmin uzunlugi qangilik kelidikdn please measure this place by step
ping off.
(amdam
1. m. Step; pace: bir — yol one step of the
way/ ikki — aldiga 6t- to walk two steps for
ward. Cf. atlam, payqadam, qadam,
mandam.
2. his. m. Old unit of measurement, simi
lar to pace: dllik — ydr a place fifty paces
distant. See section on Weights and Meas
ures on pp. 1079-80.
(amilavt. To appraise, estimate, reckon: —p baqto try to estimate. [Th. gamala-].
(amgur
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9anbot. n. Turnip (Brassica rapa). Also called
$ayam, $alg^.
5an1. vi. To give oneself away: mifl m genip
qaldi his affair came out.
2. vi. To become unfaithful: eridin — to
become unfaithful to one's husband.
3. vi. To be unmatching: min kiyimi 6zigd yarUiptu biraq ayigi genip qaptu his
clothes fit well but his shoes don't match.
4. vi. To be flawed or inadequate: uygurgiga
-maydu he is fluent in Uyghur. Cf. gandur- 2.
gana
n. Sled; sleigh: — tart- to pull a sled.
[Mo. gan-alH&. ganaITv. sanakIXi. gand\.
(anavt. To chop, mince: gdy — to mince meat/
-p Oltur- to kill by chopping. Cf. puta- ,
togra- , kas- . [KK. sanys-].
ganaq
m. Leather flask: bir - qimiz one flask of
kumiss.
(anaq
1. phys. n. Eye socket: - kumurgigi orbit
al cartilage/ - yallugi med. orbititis/ min
aggigi kelip kOzi ganigidin giqip ketdy didi he
got so mad that his eyes almost bulged out
of their sockets. Also koz ganigi.
2. ag. n. Bran; chaff; husk: bugday ganigi
wheat husk.
3. zoo. n. Shell: taypaqa ganigi tortoise
shell.
4. ag. n. Funnel-shaped feeder through
which grain is poured into a mill (RET).
5. ag. n. A funnel-shaped leather bag, uually made from intestines, for carrying
liquids.
{andur1. vt. To let the cat out of the bag: u -up
qoydi he let the cat out of the bag / ustiliq
qilimdn ddp —up qoy- to outsmart oneself.
2. vt. cans, of {an- 4.

{andir
1. phys. n. Muscle; tendon. Cf. bu(]un.
2. adj. Sinewy: — addm a sinewy person.
[U. gandir].
{abdas
adj. Agile; nimble; quick: — addm an ag
ile person. [O. gabuk],
{abd^lik
n. Agility; quickness.
{abiyat
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
sap
adj. Left; left-hand: — tdrdp left side/ —
qol left hand. Cf. sol I 1. [KK. yep].
sat
1. n. Side: —td oltur- to sit on the side/
—tin anla- to audit in school (lit. listen
from the sidelines)/ —tin qatnay- to attend a
meeting as a nonvoting delegate/ -kd giqa. to step aside, get out of the way; b. to
quit, secede, withdraw from: u bu iytin —kd
giqiwaldi he withdrew from this affair; c.
to go outside/ —kd qaq- to exclude/ jozinin
geti edge of the table/ dzini —kd tart- to
evade, dodge, not become involved/ u bir
— tila qaldi he was given the cold shoulder/
u Ozinin iyini -kd qayrip qoyup mada yarddmldyti he put his own business aside and
helped me/ yolnid ikki geti two sides of the
road. Cf. yaq II, yan 1. [K. get/KK. yeti
Tu. get],
2. adj. Abroad; foreign; outside: - til for
eign language/ —'dl foreign country: —'dl
till foreign language; — 'dl kapitali foreign
capital; — 'dl muhajiri foreign national;
— 'dldd oqu- to study abroad; —'dlgd giqto go abroad; —'dlldr bildn alaqd qil- to
have dealings with abroad; —'dllik for
eigner; — 'dllik mehman foreign guest/
— 'dllikldr mehmanxanisi foreign guest
house/ - mdmlikdt foreign country/ - nahiyd a remote county/ —kd sat- to sell
abroad/ —tin kirgdn sdz foreign loan word/
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gatla—tin algan q&rz foreign debt/ -tin alganyardOm outside help. [Th. f/r/U. get (#1-2)].
3. adj. Remote; secluded: — jay a remote
place/ — koga a secluded lane/ unin oyi
b&k —td ikdn his home is too remote. Cf.
xilwat, qawaq I.
jatlavi. = gatna- 1 and 2.
jatna1. vi. To avoid, evade, dodge: —p mafl(6t-) to make a detour/ tonuy addmdin — to
avoid acquaintances.
2. vi. To deviate, diverge, digress: temidin —p kdt- to digress from the subject.
Cf. egi?-.
3. vi. To feel unwell.
1. n. A blue-colored precious stone: — kdzi blue eyes/ — kdz iiztigi a ring inlaid with
blue precious stones.
2. adj. Turquoise. [OT. gdy].
ag. n. Pile of grain.
(a$laag. vt. To pile up grain.
(a^ma
1. n. Eye. Cf. koz 1.
2. n. The mouth of a spring. [U. gayma].
(a:$mi
n. gdymi xurus bot.
Abrus precotorius,
used in Uyghur folk
medicine.
garanda-parranda
1. zoo. n. Birds and
beasts. Also parranda-jaranda, j anjaniwar.
2. n. Outlaws; rab
ble.
jarjan
geo. n. Qarqan (Qiemo), county in Xin
jiang (38.08N 85.32E). Established in

9ak1914. Population
(1982): 37,160.
margin
n. gdrgin mal sun
dry goods; grocer
ies: — dukini gro
cery store,
gawandaz
n. Horse rider. [U. gavandoz].
(awandazliq
n. Horsemanship: — qil- to exhibit horse
manship.
5awra
n. Great-grandchild. Cf. paynawra. [U.
gevara].
gak I
n. Check: bankinid geki bank check. [<R.
gek\.
^ak II
n. Lot: — tayla- (tart-) to draw lots/ mafia —
giqti I drew a lucky number.
?ak III
n. Bounds; boundary; limit: — qoy- to lim
it, restrict/ —tin giqip kdt- to exceed lim
its/ gekidin ayqanjinaydt monstrous crimes/
gekidin eyip kdt- to overdo, carry too far/
taqitim gekigd ydt- to be driven beyond
the limits of my endurance/ Jinayiti gekigd
ydtti he is guilty of the most heinous
crimes. Also ^ak-jeg-ra. [Ik. gik].
jak-1
vt. To smoke: tamaka — to smoke ciga
rettes or tobacco. [C- gek-/\J. gek-^.
?ak- II
vt. To knock, beat: gekip kdr- to probe,
explore, feel out, sound out/ piyaniga — to
knock one's forehead/ tdmbur — to play
the tambur/ iyik — to knock on a door,
jak- III
1. vt. To embroider: gul — to do flower
embroidering. Cf. ka^tila-. [U. gek-^.
2. vt. To inoculate: gegdk — to get a small
pox inoculation. Cf. amla- 2.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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9alla

9akSak-IV
vt. To receive, suffer: azap — to be tor
mented/ japa - to suffer hardships. [Cgek-IKK. sek-/\J. gek-].
fakgay. .
vi. To stare, open eyes wide: gdkgiyip
qara- to see with wide-open eyes.
^akfaytvt. caus. of gak^ay- : kozni — to open
eyes wide,
gak-jegra
n. = gak III: — ajrat- to draw a bound
ary,
gaksiz
adj. Boundless; endless; infinite; limitless:
- alOm boilugi the limitless space of the uni
verse/ — ormanliq boundless forests/
san math, infinite number/ — yaylaq end
less grasslands. Cf. bipayan, payansiz, girin, gin. [Th. (iksez].
gakka
n. Chisel. Cf. katkii, iskina.
gakkiig
cul. n. A poker used for punching decora
tions on bread,
gakkilavt. To smelt, refine: yagni - to refine oil.
Cf. giigu- , gugiit- .
gaklavt. To limit, restrict: waqitni - to limit
time,
gaklam
n. Limit; restriction. Also gaklima, gakbmilik.
gaklan1. vi. To be restricted or limited: -gdri
rayon a restricted zone.
2. Merely; no more than: qattiq t&nbih beris bildn — to give no more than a stern
warning.
gaklik
adj. Finite; limited: - hayat limited life/
— san math, finite number/ — miqdar

math, finite amount. [Th. gikle^
gaklima
n. = gaklam: gaklimigd ugra- to receive
or meet restrictions,
gaklimilik
n. = gaklam.
gakman
n. A kind of handwoven cloth: - scgyi gdkmini silk. [Ta. gikmdn (a kind of short
overcoat with wide sleeves)/U. gakmon
(robe)],
gaydo
cul. n. Chopping knife. [<Ch. caidao],
gayza
bot. n. Eggplant (Solanum melongena).
Also called patingan, pidigan, qara pitdfljan. [<Ch. qiezi].
gayla1. vt. To trample, tread: qoy etizliqni gdyliwdtti the sheep trampled the field/ lay —
to tread mud. Cf. petiqla- , tapta- , dassa- .
2. vt. To knead: xemirni — to knead
dough. Cf. yugur-.
gaylan
bot. n. Kohlrabi (Brassica caulorapa).
[<Ch. piela],
gaynak
n. Porcelain teapot. [<R. gajnik].
galpak
cul. n. A thin pancake. [U. galpak].
galpiikgi
n. Seller or eater of galp^.
galgoza
bot. n. Pinus come, a kind of pine. See il
lustration at gilgoza on p. 367.
galga
cul. n. A colored condiment sprinkled on
cakes and pastries,
galla
n. Shed: - barafl a shed made of reed
mats/ ♦ gdllidd at gap- to race a horse in
a shed (refers to punishment for naughty
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9am
children).
(am
n. Sole: — ajrap Mtti the shoe sole came
off/ ayaqqa — sal- to put soles on shoes/
ayaqnifl gdmi shoe sole/ ♦ ytizi —ddk qelin having a face like a thick sole (brazen;
thick-skinned; cheeky). [U. garm\.
(^bar
1. n. Hoop: tOmUr gdmbiri iron hoop/ tuflga — sal- to put a hoop on a barrel/ soga
g&mbiri barrel hoop. Cf. halqa 1, gardi$.
2. math. n. Circumference: — Ugiyi phys.
colon/ — m&rkizi center of a circle. [O.
gevre\.
(ambargas
adv. Firmly; tightly: — bagla- to tie firmly.
[U. gambargas].
(ambarlavt. To place a hoop: sogini — to place a
hoop on a barrel. [U. gambarla- (to tie
firmly)].
(ampan
adj. Obstinate; pigheaded; stubborn. Cf.
aligadan, tarsa, jahil, jahilana, qiyiq,
kaj, gadanka$.
(amak
adj. Askew; crooked. Cf. maytuq, maymaq.
(amlavt. To sole: dttik — to sole boots.
(amlatvt. To cause to be soled: dtUk — to have
boots soled.
(an
n. Estimate; reckoning: kdz geni visual es
timate; eyeball reckoning. Cf. mol(ar.
(andaza
n. Billfold; purse; handbag; wallet. Cf.
portmen, hamyan. [<Ch. qiandaizi].
(andan
1. adj. Very; extremely: —xurs&n bol- to
be extremely happy.
2. adj. Often: mdn — eyttim, u barmidi I

told him many times but he did not go.
[U. gandon (#2)].
(anza
n. Rafter. Cf. badra. [<Ch. chuanzi].
(anlavt. To take aim, sight: nisanga —p at- to
shoot while aiming at a target.
(opsa
n. Rasp; wood file.
(Ot I
n. Adze. Cf. began.
(Ot II
n. Abacus: — soq- to work with an aba
cus/ —ni xata soq- a. to miscalculate on an
abacus; b. to make wrong plans. Also
called sanpan I. [U. giit\.
(Otar
n. Plain coarse handwoven cloth. Cf. (it
II, xam sump.
(otar(i
n. Weaver or seller of (otar.
(otur
1. n. Percentage of the purse in gambling
to be paid to the organizer or supervisor
of a gamble or game. [U. giital].
2. n. Wicked idea; trick: unifl qosigida —i
kdp he has many tricks up his sleeve. [M.
gotur (bad-tempered)].
(Otur(i
1. n. sby who takes a percentage.
2. n. Trickster.
(otka
n. Brush: ayaq gotkisi shoebrush/ gif gotkisi
toothbrush. [<R. sg^tka].
(otkilavt. To brush: ayaqni - to brush shoes/ kiyimni — to brush clothes.
(osinka
do. n. A kind of felt boot.
(0?
ag. n. Water trough.
(o$qa
zoo. n. Hog; pig; swine: — baqqugi ag.
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^okkida
swineherd/ -- gdfi pork. Cf. tonguz. [U.
(ugqa].
(o^qi^iliq
ag. n. Pig raising.
5051a-

to death/ -p yd- to pick at food.
2. vt. To reject: sdn meni tola goqulima
don't always reject me.
goqum
adv. Certainly; inevitably: bu Unifl mundaq
bolusi - it is inevitable that this matter hap
pened this way/ bilgiin — keli-mdn I'll cer
tainly come today. [Mo. goqum].

ag. vt. To install a water trough.
50rt
1. onom. expressing a cracking or snap
ping sound: - kds- to cut with a snap. 5oqumla5vi. To be confirmed: bu if goqumlifip qaldi
[U. f«7t].
this matter is confirmed (settled),
2. adj. Clear-cut; straightforward: tiliflni
gaynimay g^pni -- kesip qil be more goqunrel. vi. To pray, cross oneself. [U. giiqin-].
straightforward in your talk; don't beat
around the bush/ gapni - kesip qil- to goqqa
1. n. Crest; top: addmnifl goqqisi the top
speak straightforward.
of a person's head/ dolqun goqqisi wave
(ortan
crest/ ♦ - sdfligi phys. parietal bone.
zoo. n. Pike
2. geo. n. Peak; summit: bogda goqqisi the
(Esocoidei).
summit of Mt. Bogda/ tag goqqisi mounAlso gortan
taintop.
[U. guqqi (#1-2)].
beliq.
[K.
9ortan
3. fig. n. Acme; apex; pinnacle: pdnnifl
gortonIQ. sortanITv. ^ortanlV. gurtan/Y.
yuquri goqqisiga giq- to climb to the pinna
sordoff].
cle of science.
(oruq
do. n. A simple type of sandal fashioned goka
1. cul. n. Chopout of a piece of oxhide: sird gorugi rawhide
stick. Also called
sandal. [OT. gariq],
koyza.
goqu2. n. Stick: -1. zoo. vt. To i^k: toxu dan -watidu the
muz icicle/ taraza
chicken is pecking at the grainood/ ^ qaga
gokisi balance
qaginifl kOzini -mas a crow does not peck
beam/ nagra goki
another crow's eyes (one does not fight
si mus. drum
one's own kind). [U. giiqi-].
stick/ ♦ - ddrixi
2. vt. To pound, smash: ta$ — to smash a
roclJ muz — to pound ice.
bot. Chinese catalpa (Catalpa o3. vt. To beat: -p dltUr- to beat to death,
vata).
joqur
n. Pockmark: - yiiz pockmarked face/ ♦ (okan
1. n. Slender or delicate branch: sdgdt go- Uruk bot. a kind of apricot.
kini slender willow branch.
(oquq
2. n. Young married woman.
med. n. Hernia. Cf. podaq 2, dawa IV,
(okkida
girl?,
onom. expresses a smacking sound: u bagoqulalini — sdyiip qoydi he kissed the child with
1. vt. To peck, pick at: -p Oltur- to peck

ifpar

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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?oyla

9on
a smack.
(0&
1. adj. Big; large: — ana a. grandmother;
b. elder sister (polite form of address for
elder woman)/ — t&rdt a. rel. Ghusl; b.
defecation/ — dada grandfather (Kashgar
dialect)/ — sdzlQ- to brag/ — utuqlar big
results; great success/ — Ugdy phys. large
intestine/ — qdddm tasla- to take a giant
step/ “ koga avenue; big street/ — kdk tomur phys. vena cava/ — islar large affairs/
— miM phys. cerebrum/ ♦ — gilan bot.
ZiziphusjujubalAiW.I ♦ —xoxahoX. a
kind of thistle (Cirsium setosum)(see illus

ion gilan

gon lagin dana

tration at xoxa on p. 381)/ ♦ - lagin dand bot. white cardamon (Amomum cardamomum). Cf. zor I, yogan. [U. giing].
2. adj. Adult: — addm an adult person / —
bol- to grow up/ balilar — bolup qaldi the
children have grown up/ balini — qil- to
raise a child,
jonayvi. To grow up, be enlarged: bala gofliyip
qaldi the child has grown up/ is —di the mat
ter became serious. Also (onia-.
gonaytvt. To enlarge, exaggerate, magnify: —ip
kdrsitidigan dyndk magnifying glass/ rdsimni — to enlarge a photo/ mdsilini — to ex
aggerate a problem.
{on(i
n. A self-important or conceited person.

Cf. yogan$i.
gon^iliq
abstract n. of (on(i: — qil- to be conceit
ed.
jonqur
adj. Deep; profound: — tdziyd bilddr- to
show deep sorrow/ — dostluq deep friend
ship/ — dhmiydtlik profoundly meaningful/
— giisdn- to understand profoundly/ - oylan- to consider carefully/ — quduq deep
well/ — yiltiz tart- to be deep-root^. [U.
guqur'\.
(onqurlavi. To become deeper: —p kir- to enter
deeper and deeper.
(ohqurlatvt. To deepen: dstdflni — to deepen a ca
nal.
(onqurla^vi. To deepen: ziddiydt —ti the contradic
tions deepened.
(onqurla^turvt. To deepen: tonusni — to deepen knowl
edge.
(ohqurluq
n. Depth: bu quduqnifl goflqurlugiyiiz metir
the depth of this well is 100 meters/ ikki
yiiz metir —ta kdmiir bar there is coal at a
depth of 200 meters.
(oh-ki(ik
adj. Large and small; altogether: — hdmmisi bds yiiz tuyaq qoy altogether 500
sheep.
5onlavi. = 5onay- .
(onluq
n. Bigness.
5oyun
n. Cast iron: — bol pe. shot, as in shotput.
(Th. guenllJ. giiyanlY. guguun].
?oyIa
n. Bamboo or metal strainer, a common
kitchen utensil for straining noodles or

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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?og
dumplings: ♦ — top pe. tennis ball/ ♦
goylida toxta- to be restrained (lit. to stay
in a strainer): goylida toxtimaydigan gdp
nonsense; groundless talk (lit. talk that
does not remain in a strainer).
(og
n. Embers; cinder: -ddk qizil fiery red.
[Mo. gogITT. gog (glowing heat)/U. gug].
fogdan
n. Brazier; firepan. Cf. ata$dan, otdan,
sandal I, mangal.
goglanphy. vi. To be incandescent.
(ola
n. Leisure; free time: -- tdg- to be fr^ or
have leisure/ —m yog I have no free time/
i bikarnin golisi yog an idler has no free
time. [Mo. giliige].
(olaq
1. adj. Missing an arm or hand.
2. adj. Deformed; cripped; maimed: quligi
— having deformed ears. [U. gtiloq (lame;
maimed)].
3. adj. Having a leg missing (of furniture):
bu jozinin puti - this table has a leg miss
ing.
4. zoo. adj. Bald-tailed: - kdptarh^lAtailed pigeon.
{olpan
1. ast. n. Venus. Also called zuhra. [Mo.
golmonITv. folbanlU. gtilpon].
2. n. Female name. Also golpanqiz.
jolta
adj. Incomplete; unfinished: qoli — addm
a hard-up (financially strapped) person/ Uni
- qildi he left work unfinished.
(oltokkida
onom. Flop; thump; splash: — qilip suga
giUiip k&tti it dropp^ into the water with a
splash.
(om
ag. n. Saddle used for pack camels, spe
cifically donkeys and camels: tOginin —i

camel saddle. [Mo. qom].
(omaq
1. n. Wooden club.
2. n. Fork of a tree; crotch.
(omaqgi
1. n. sby who uses a wooden club.
2. n. Accomplice; accessory. Cf. qoljomaq, yantayaq.
(omaq^iliq
n. of jomaq^i: — qil- to act as an accom
plice.
(omaqlavt. To beat with a wooden club: —p dlturto beat to death with a wooden club.
(om^i
n. Maker of pack-animal saddles.
(om^iliq
abstract n. of ^omgi.
sop I
bot. n. Grass; - gap- to cut or mow grass/
- gizitmisi med. hay fever/ yawa — rank
grass; weeds. Cf. ot II. [KK. sdp].
sop II
cul. n. Pieces of dough boiled in water: —
siiz- to drain gop. Cf. ugra. [M. gdp].
gdpxana
1. n. Grass shack; straw shed.
2. n. Noodle shop,
gopqat
n. Old customer,
gopluk
n. Glade; lawn; meadow. Cf. giman, gimanzar, gimanzarliq, gimanlik, gimliq,
otgop, otzar.
Soja
zoo. n. Young chicken; chick: 1 gdjini
kilzM sanafl count your chicken in the fall
(don't count your chicken before they are
hatched). [Mo. gorbag].
gogak I
lit. n. Tale; - eyt- to tell a tale/ dpsaniwi
— legend; mythical tale/ x&lq —liri folk
tales. [OT. sdrgdk].
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(ogiin

(0(ak II
n. Wooden bowl: ^ —tiki gdpni y&- to eat
pieces of boiled dough in a bowl (to be
kept in the dark).
(o^ak III
geo. n. Qoqek
(Tacheng), city
in Xinjiang (46.
45N 82.57E).
Established in
1913, changed to city in 1984. Population
(1982): 118,091.
jogii1. vi. To be startled: —p oygan- to wake up
with a start/ —p gaflgirap qal- to be panicstricken/ bala —p qaptu the child was star
tled. [U. fMf/-].
2. med. vi. To sprain: peyi —p kdtti he
sprained his muscles.
jofiitvt. To startle: kisini —kiddk if an affair star
tling people.
SOjiira

cul. n. Small meat dumpling or wonton,
eaten in a soup with turnips or other veg
etables: — tiig- to make wonton/ 1 gdgiirini xam sana- to count raw dumplings (to
count chickens before they are hatched)/
♦ — qulaq small ear. Also jii^iira. [U.
gugvara].

Sora

n. Rim; edge: gOrisigd giil tutqan yagliq a
scarf with an embroidered rim/ etizliq gdrisigd ddrdx tik- to plant trees along the
rim of a field.
5oru1. vt. To shake, rock, wave, turn: gaq
to turn a wheel.
2. vt. To cast, throw, toss: taini —wdt- to
throw a rock down/ u gegini arqiga —p ta^lidi
she tossed her pigtail back/ ^ ubu ifni gdriydldydu he is equal to this task. Cf. ta^la-.
—

3. vt. To encircle, enclose, surround: bagnin dtrapiga tarn — to enclose the garden
with a wall. Cf. (uiga- , qor$a-.
{ori
n. Maidservant. [U. giiri (female prisoner
or slave)],
joridavt. To make a circle: —p oltur- to sit in a
circle.
56k1. vi. To drown, sink, submerge: —up k&tto submerge/ u suga —Up kdtkan bir balini
qutquzuwaldi he saved a child from drown
ing/ kemd suga —up kdtti the ship sank.
2. vi. To kneel, squat down: tdgd —ti the
camel squatted down. Cf. tizian-, zonzay-,
yiikiin-. [Th. guk-l\J. guk- (#1-2)].
3. vi. fig. To sink: gdm-dndmgd — tohewoTned/ jaflgal qarafl guluqqa —ti the jungle
sank into darkness/ oyga — to be lost in
one's thoughts. Cf. pat- 2, 3 (#1, 3).
joktiirvt. To cause to squat, kneel or fall down:
tdgini — to make a camel kneel. Also 56kiir- 2.
jokiir1. vt. To sink, submerge: besini suga — to
submerge one's head in water/ gildhii suga
— to submerge a bucket in water/ kemini
gdkuriwdt- to sink a ship.
2. vt. = joktiir-: tdgini — to make a cam
el squat.
3. vt. To lower: basni —up yur- to walk
with lowered head/ sdpkini —up kiy-to wear
a hat with lowered brim. Also ju^iir- 1.
4. vt. To belittle, depreciate: addmni — to
belittle a person. Cf. sundur- 4.
(okiinda
geol. n. Deposit; sediment: — jinislar sed
imentary rocks. Cf. tinma, dur, dug 1.
(ogiin
n. Kettle; pot: mis — copper pot. [U. gojdis^.
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9onaklik
Sol-jazira
geo. n. = 50I.
Solsiravi. To lie waste.
Solla^
vi. = solsira- .
‘l. vt. To cause to spin, rotate, revolve, Solliik
geo. n. Gobi; semi-desert.
gyrate.
2. vt. To take for a stroll: siz balilarni Som1. vi. To dive: suga - to dive into water.
baggiga apirip (Ogilitip kelifla take the chil
[Tk. fu/n-].
dren for a stroll in the park!
2. vi. To be bathed or immersed in: targa
3. vt. To beat around the bush: gQpni
- to be bathed in sweat/ darOxlar quyof nu-may, poskallisini eyt don't beat around
riga -di the trees were bathed in sunlight/
the bush and speak the truth.
qoygu-hOsratka
- to be immersed in agony.
fogilimag
Cf. somiil- , quyun- .
phys. n. Part of the scalp where the hair is
Somiis
whorled.
n. Ladle; scoop: 1 undaq qazanga bundaq
(ol
- that kind of a pot takes this kind of ladle
geo. n. Desert;
(an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth)/ 1
wasteland: -- kdl
qazanda
nimd bolsa, —ka $u giqar what is
Desert Lake (a lake
in the pot gets onto the ladle (you reap
in the Taklamakan)/
what you sow)/ \ qazannifl guwagisi - the
-lar bagu-bostanga ay
pot's
witness is the ladle. Cf. sapliq III 1.
Ian- to change waste
[M.
qamiglT&.
gumeglTv. xymy$l\5. giimigl
lands into oases/ ♦
Y. xomuos].
— torgiyi zoo. sandSomiillark/ ♦ - rayhini
vi. = som- 2: ddryada suga — to bathe in a
bot. thyme (Thymus
river/ giliq-giliq qara tdrgd - to be stream
50
mongolicus)! ♦ , I rayhini
.
ing with sweat. [KK. somyl-IH. giimil-].
yalpuzi bot. red-rooted sage (Salvia miltiSomiildurorrhiza). Also ^ol-bayawan, gol-jazira.
vt. To bathe, immerse: balini suga — to
[KK. sOHMo.
bathe a child. Cf. quyundur- .
fd//OT. f(5//Tu.
Sontak
fd//U. fw/].
n. Pocket. Cf. kisa, yansuk. [U. guntak].
jol-bayawan
Sonak
geo. n. = sol.
ag. n. Patch; plot: - tart- to open a plot to
Solpaqa
irrigation/ qogun gdnigi melon patch.
zoo. n. A kind
Sbnaklaof frog,
ag. vt. To work a patch of land: —p terigoldato raise a path between land patches/ —p
vi. To be thirstsugarto irrigate a patch.
y: man bOk —p
9olpaqa
(onaklik
k&ttim I am very thirsty. [U. Qulla-].
1. vi. To spin, rotate, revolve, gyrate: besi
- to be dizzy.
2. vi. To stroll: koga — to stroll in the
street.
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(uwal^aqliq
ag. adj. Patch; plot: b&s — qogmluq a 5-plot
melon field.
5u I
int. expresses certain types of questions
and soft commands: q&l&mni mafia bUrsM
— how about giving me the pen/ mdn
barimdn sdn — I am going, and you? [Cgu (because; as; when)].
Su II
zoo. n. The concave part of a sheep's thigh
bone.
(upan
ag. n. Shepherd. Cf. qoyji. [U. gupori].
Supay
1. adj. Stingy; miserly: — addm a miserly
person. Cf. bexil, pixsiq, pi$$iq, xasis,
momsiq.
2. adj. Senseless; silly; stupid: — gdp
senseless remark.
(upayla^vi. To become stingy.
(upaylik
n. Stinginess: — qil- to be stingy. Cf. bexilliq, pbcsiqliq, xasislik, momsiqliq.
jupur
zoo. n. Goat hair.
(upur^an
bot. n. Shepherd's purse
(Capsella bursa-pastoris).
(upurluq
adj. Hairy; hirsute.
(uanpiao
n. Voucher; summons. Cf.
order. [<Ch. chuanpiad].
(uan^ion

9upur$an

bot. n. The rhizome of Ligusticum wallichii. [<Ch. chuawdong].
(U(a
n. Thssel: bayraqnifl gugisi tassel of a silk
banner/ Idgiz gugisi felt tassel. Cf. popiik.
[Mo. gagug].

(U9ula

n. Ashes from a wood fire. [Mo. gugali].

(ux(ilavt. To poke: otni — to poke a fire. Also
^uqgila- ; cf. noqu- .

jub

int. used by cart drivers to speed up
horses.
(US
adj. Impatient; impetuous; impulsive; rash:
~ ad&m impetuous person; hothead/ mij&z
- hot-tempered. Cf. aldiraqsan, aldirangu, bitaqat, taqatsiz, sawirsiz, $ap$ak, qiziqqan, yMgiltak.
(usa
n. Bedbug.
(u^luq
adj. Fitting; proper; appropriate: bizgd —
is bar this is sth appropriate for us/ ozinifl
gunayiga — jaza berildi he received fitting
punishment. Cf. jayida.
(uruq
n. Clay whistle (a children's toy).
(uruq-(uruq
onom. expresses chirping sound.
(uruqlazoo. vi. To chirp: qusqaglar guruqlidi the
sparrows chirped. Cf. gukulda-, (irilda- ,
wi(irla- .
(uruldavi. To babble: balilar —p kdtti the children
babbled. Cf. watilda-, kaldirla-, kaljay-.
(uwa$
n. Chuwash, a Turkic nationality in the
USSR.
(uwal(aq
1. adj. Disorderly; chaotic; confused: — is
disorderly matter; mess/ bu maqalinin
m&zmuni bdk — ikdn this article is very
confused. Cf. parakanda, malimatan.
2. adj. Careless; untidy; sloppy; undisci
plined: - addm a sloppy person/ - turmus
an undisciplined life.
(uwalgaqliq
n. of (uwal(aq.
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5UWU5UWU-

1. vt. To disassemble, take apart, disman
tle: maiinini — to dismantle machinery.
2. vt. To expose, bring to light: mdsilini
—p giq- to bring a problem out into the
open/ ♦ maFlqisini -wdt- to expose snot
(to have one's nose bashed in).
{uwuq
adj. Disorderly; tangled: — gag tangled
hair. [U. guvoq].
juwul1. vi. To hang down loosely, unravel: gegi
—di hair hung down loosely/ yip —up kdtti
a string unraveled/ kiyim-kigdkldr —up
kdtti clothes hung on (sby) sloppily.
2. vi. To come to light: ugiyi -up giqti the
intestines came out/ mdsild —up kdtti a
problem came to light.
(uqa
bot. n. Scrophularia ningpoensis, a kind of figwort.
(uqan
n. Noise; uproar; din; hub
bub; tumult: — sal- (kdtdr-)
to make a loud noise/ umypdrdslik —liri warmonger
ing noises.
(uq(ila9uqa
vt. To poke: ot — to poke fire. Also
juxfila- ; cf. noqu- .
{uqiravi. To chatter, chirp, gurgle.
(uqira$vi. mut. of fuqira-: kigik balilar guqirifip
tarap kdtti small children scattered chat
tering loudly.
(uk-(uk
onom. Chick sounds: gdjildr — qilisip yurmdktd the chicks chirped while strolling
about.
(ukuldazoo. vi. = (uruqla- : gdjildr —watidu
chicks are chirping.

{ugundan
bot. n. Descurainia sophia.
5ugluq
bot. n. Peony (Paeonia): aq — white peo
ny/ qara — herbaceous peony.
(ul-(ul
onom. gulgul bol- to smash, break into
pieces: harwa sunup — bolup ketiptu the
cart shattered,
gulwur
ag. n. Reins; halter.
Sulgavt. To encircle, enclose, surround. Cf. 50rii- 3, qor^a- . [Th. golga-!\i. gulga- (to
seize (of feelings))].
(uma
med. n. Plague: — qan zdrdiwi anti-plague
serum. Also called waba.
(iipranda
1. n. Trash; waste material.
2. n. Odds and ends: — bala small child/
— Ular odd jobs; odds and ends.
3. n. Clown; buffoon,
giifiivt. To refine by frying: yag — to refine oil
by frying. Also (akkila- , giigiit- .
vt. = {iijii- .
(ii^iira
cul. n. = jojiira.
(ii^iik I
adj. Sour; sweet-sour: — alma sour apple/
till — sweet-tongued. [U. guguk (sweet;
charming)].
(ii^ilk II
med. n. Infantile constipa
tion.
(ii^iikbuya
bot. n. Licorice root (Glycyrrhiza uralensis). Also
called qara buya.
(ugiimal
adj. Sweet-sour; sour: tdmi
tufukbuya
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— a bit sour-tasting. Cf. afjiq-^iiguk, {ii(iik I.
(ii^un^a
n. Tussah, a silk fabric. [U. guiunga].
Si»5 I
n. Dream: — drii- to interpret dreams/ —
kdr- to dream/ -kd kir- to see in a dream/
-kd kirmigdn Ular undreamed-of matters/
uxlimay — kdr- a. to daydream; b. to de
sire unattainable matters. [KK. tusITk. tds/
Tu. dujsITw. dii^].
II
n. Noon; midday: -tin bunin (awal, ilgiri) forenoon/ -tin keyin afternoon/ gifiqa
- high noon. Cf. pi^in, qiyam II 2. [Tv.
du"s].
1. vi. To alight, descend, dismount, fall:
attin — to alight from a horse/ ayrupilan
—ti the plane descended/ ray —ti a rock fell/
tagdin - to descend a mountain / torga - to
fall into a net/ qolga - to obtain, drop into
a hand/ qar —ti snow fell/ quduqqa — to
fall into a well/ qiro -ti frost descended/
yamgur -ti rain fell/ yopurmaqlar -ti the
leaves fell/ neri tur, suga —Up ketisdn stand
aside, otherwise you will fall into the wa
ter. [C. roy-/KK. tus-ICfT.tus-Ilk. rdy-].
2. vi. To ascend, mount: aptowuzga — to
board a bus/ poyizga - to board a train/ kemigd — to board a ship.
3. fig. vi. To drop: abroyi -ti prestige
dropped/ baha -ti price dropped/ temperatura -ti the temperature dropped. [Ctm-KJT. tUs-].
4. fig. vi. To fall: ddrdxnifl sayisi ydrgd
—Up turatti the tree's shadow fell on the
ground/ jawapkarliq unifl Ustigd -ti re
sponsibility fell on him/ dynifl hdmmd egirligi min Ustigd -ti all the heavy household
chores (family cares) weighed on her/ urgu
sdznin biringi bugumiga -kdn stress falls on
the first syllable/ qapqanga - to fall into a

snare, be taken in or fooled/ kUn nuri ddrizigd --Up turidu sunlight falls on the
window/ egir dhwalga — to land in a pre
dicament. Cf. yiqil- 3. [T\i. dUs-ITv. dUs(^1-4)].
5. vi. To stay, visit: sarayga — to stay at an
inn/ u aqsudin qaytip kelip dostininkigd
—ti after he had returned from Aqsu, he
stayed at a friend's home/ mehmanlar
—kdn jay a place where guests stay.
6. vi. To drop, lower: be^i -Up kdt- to low
er one's head or spirit/ qizgaqniU gegi ydlkisigd —Up turidu the little girl's pigtail
dropped to her shoulders.
7. vi. To go: u turpanga —Up kdtti he went
to Turpan/ yeziga — to go to the country
side or to a village.
8. vi. To be built or constructed: yezimizga
nurgun yeUi Oyldr —ti many new houses
have been built in our village.
9. vi. To shed, lose: bu sdzdd bir hdrp
—Up qaptu this word has a letter missing/
gag — to shed hair/ gis — to lose a tooth/ sozuqtawusnin -Up qelifi gr. vowel drop/yagliq yanguqtin —Up kdtti the handkerchief
fell from the poctet.
10. vi. To fit: agqug qulupqa —midi the
key did not fit into the lock/ lampugka patronga -midi the lightbulb did not fit into
the socket.
11. vi. expresses the start of an activity:
hikayigd - to start telling a story/ oyunga to start playing/ usulga — to start dancing/
Uqa — to start working/ gdpkd — to begin to
talk.
12. vi. as an auxiliary verb: sdkrdp — to
jump down/ yiqilip — to come tumbling
down/ kdptdr dgizidin ydrgd ugup -ti pi
geons came flying from the rooftop.
5ii^a- I
vi. To dream. Also gii^akla- .
(ii$a- II
vt. To tether, tie, bind: atni - to tether a
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(ii^ak

(ii^kiinluk

horse/ put-qolim —p qoy- to tie hands and
feet.
(ii$ak I
n. Mattress: — sal- to lay or unfold a mat
tress. [C- tdsGk'\.
(ii$ak II
n. Tether. Cf. baglaq.
{ii$akavi. To talk in one's dream.
(ii^aklavi. = (ii$a- I.
(ii^aklik
adj. Tethered: ~ at tethered horse. Cf. baglaqliq.
(ii$an1. vi. To comprehend, know, understand:
—diflizmu do you understand?/ —midim I
do not understand/ giisinip bolmasliq incon
ceivable; unimaginable/ (Uiinii hasil qil- to
come to an understanding / bir-birini — to
understand each other / mdn senifl pikriflni
—dim I know your meaning/ mdn senifl
kdfUiiflni Qiisinip turuptimdn I understand
your frame of mind. Cf. uq-, uqu$- . [KK.
tiisin-lTa.. tdsen-].
2. vi. To consider, deem, hold: buni mdn
u(un haqardt ddp giisinirndn I consider this
a slur against me/ mdn bu Uni ba^qigirdkgusiniwatimdn I have a different view on this
matter. Cf. tap- 2, hisapla- 2, oyla- 2,
qara-1 3 ()^2); cf. bil- (#1-2).
(u$andiirvt. To explain, explicate, expound: sdwiwini — to expound a cause/ sdz mdnisini —
to explicate a word's meaning/ mdsilini —
to explain a problem. Cf. ^arhila-. [KK.
tusindir-ITa. diUun-].
9u$anduni$
n. Explanation; instruction manual,
gu^andiirgiigi
n. Commentator.
(ii^an^a
1. n. Concept; notion; idea: mdwhum —

abstract concept.
2. n. View; opinion: miflgiUdngisinahayiti
yuquri his opinion is very high.
3. n. Understanding; comprehension: unifi
bu U hdqqidiki giUdngisi xeli miijmdl his un
derstanding of this matter is very vague.
1. vt. To lower: abroyini — to lower pres
tige/ bayraq — to lower a flag/ pdrdini —
to lower a curtain/ qapqanga — to cause sby
to drop into a pit, set a trap or snare/ qolga
— to drop into a hand, get, take/ qolni —
to lower a hand/ kemini suga — to lower a
ship into water, launch a ship/ yiik — to
unload baggage/ mal bahasini — to lower
prices. Cf. jokiir- 3. [KK. tusir-lTa. td$er-\.
2. vt. To send down: buyruq — to send
down orders/ kadirlami yezilarga — to send
cadres to the countryside.
3. vt. To cause to move up or down: balini kaMin —dp qoy- to make a child get off
the kang/ yolugilarni kemigd — to make
travelers board a ship. [C. tiisur-IOfT. tiisUr-/Tn. dus&r-^.
4. vt. To cut, shave: gag — to cut hair/ saqal — to shave a beard.
5. vt. To lose: agqugni —tip qoy- to lose a
key/ yiizini — to lose face.
(ii^iirga
n. Spillway; floodgate.
adj. giUUm kelU gr. accusative case,
^ii^kiirvi. To sneeze. Cf. hap^i- . [U. gu^kir-].
(ii^kiin
adj. Low; downcast: — kdypiyat down
cast mood/ rohi — listless.
9u$kiinla$vi. To decline, recede, wane.
(ii^kiinluk
n. Decline; recession: dxlaqiy — moral de
cline/ iqtisadiy — economic recession.
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^epil(iiliik n
bot. n. Tree of Heaven (Aillanthus altissima). Also called fuliik ddrixi.
(iimbal
n. Veil: yiizgd - tart- to wear a veil. Also
(iimparda 1; cf. niqap 1. [U. gimmat].
(iimparda
1. n. = jumbal.
2. fig. n. Disguise; veil: sayahdtqilif gumpdrdisi bildn pretending to travel.
gumputvt. To believe in, have faith in.
(umiila
zoo. n. Ant (Formicidae): — uwisi anthill/
— kislatasi chem. ant acid; formic acid/
giimulinifl sdfldk gaja^ rohi the spirit of ants
nibbling on a bone/ qara — black ant. [U.
gumoli].
(iimkavt. To cover, wrap: besini yotqan bildn
gumkiwal- to cover one's head with a
quilt.
SU^giin
bot. n. Setaria viridis: — qonaq green (iimkanvi. retro, of jiimka- : yotqanga giimkinip
bristlegrass (Eriocaulon buergerianum).
yatto sleep while covered by a quilt,
(iiliik I
1. ag. n. Noseband: ♦ bumiga - dtkuz- to (iimgak
bot. n. Water hyazinth (Eichhomia crassislip the noseband through the nose (to de
pes).
ceive, hoodwink).
5iinja
ag. n. Shady and well-ventilated building
for drying grapes.
(iinki
conj. pp. Because. Cf. tupaylidin, sawinl, sawinidin, u(iin 2, yiizisidin. [O.
gunkUHHi. gdnkH\5. gunki].

(ii^inifsiz
adj. Unintelligible; incomprehensible; ob
scure: ~ g&p unintelligible remark/ — m&sild obscure problem. Also gii^iniksiz.
(ii^ini^lik
adj. Intelligible; comprehensible; obvious;
self-evident: tili - intelligible (of lan
guage)/ mdsila - obviously problematic.
Cf. uqu^luq.
(u$iniksiz
adj. = jii^ini^siz.
(u^Iiik
adj. Noon; midday: - tamaq noon meal;
lunch/ — uyqu noon nap; siesta,
giiru^
adj. Slightly ripened: - alma half-ripe ap
ple/ bu qogun - gikti this melon is partially
ripe.
(iiruk
adj. Fragile; brittle; crisp: bu qogun bdk this melon is very crisp.

Sepiq

1. ag. n. Intertilled crop: qonaq gepigi in
tertilled com.
2. n. Hack mark,
jepil- I
vi. To be carved, chopped, cut, hacked,
gepil- II
1. vi. To meddle: ba^qilamin ifiga -iwal- to
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^epilgaq
meddle in another person's affairs.
2. vi. To nag, pester: adOrngd — to pester
a person. Cf. 9apla$- 3, yama^- 3, yeni|2.
jepilgaq
adj. Meddlesome: -- ad&m a meddlesome
person.
(epinda
n. Shavings; sawdust.
(epindaq
n. = (epinda.
geti?vi. To be involved or implicated: s&t Uqa
—ip qal- to be involved in a disgraceful af
fair.
getUturvt. To couple, link: wagonlami — to cou
ple railroad cars. Cf. {at- 1.
(eti^Iiq
1. adj. Involved; implicated.
2. n. Involvement; implication,
getin
bot. n. Mountain ash; rowan tree (Sorbus
pohuashanensis). See illustration at (angiz
on p. 339.
jedir
n. Tent: — tik- to pitch a tent. [C- Qdtr!
Mo. gagarlO. gadirlHi. gatyrlU. godir].
fe^ak I
bot. n. Blossom; flower (mostly of trees):
saptul gegigi peach blossom/ iirtik gegigi ap
ricot blossom/ kawa gegigi pumpkin blos
som. [Mo. gegeg/T^. gdg^lU. gegak],
(6{ak II
med. n. Smallpox; chickenpox; cowpox:
— dmld- (gdk- ; sal- ) to vaccinate against
smallpox/ — giq- a. to break out with
chickenpox; b. to fail, be bungled: mifiisiga
— giqti his affair was bungl^/ — waksinisi
smallpox vaccine. Also called qara gegdk,
yawa gegdk. [Mo. salqin gegeg/U. gegak],

(egakla1. vi. To blossom: —$ mdzgili blossom
time/ iirilk gegdklidi the apricots blos
somed/ ♦ qum gegdkligdndd when the
sand blooms (at a time that never comes).
Also (i^akla- ; cf. porakla- , gungila- .
[Mo. gegegle-].
2. vi. To get moldy: aggiqsu —p qaldi the
vinegar turned moldy.

gegakgi

?eq4-

n. Vaccinator.

1. vi. To scatter, sprinkle: bugday ydrgd
—ip kdtti wheat kernels scattered on the
ground/ pikiri --ip kdt- to be scatter
brained/ un —di the flour scattered/ Ustdl
ustidd birndggd pargd kitap —ip yatatti
some books are lying scattered on the
desk.
2. vi. To get angry: dpkdflni besiwal tola
—ma stay calm, don't get angry so often!
(e^ilangu
1. adj. Scattered; disorderly.
2. adj. Sloppy; careless: — addm a sloppy
person/ turmusi — living sloppily.
(e^ilanguluq
n. of gejilangu.
?esilgaq
adj. Irascible; irritable; hot-tempered: —
addm a hot-tempered person. Cf. tawaz,
terikkak, $a$.
jehra
n. Appearance; looks: gehrisi tutul- to
have a worried look, pull a long face/ geh
risi oguq of cordial, genial or affable ap
pearance/ gehrisi egil- to beam, smile/ giil
— flower-like looks. [U. gehra].
jerkaw
rel. n. Church; place of worship,
jerik
mil. n. Soldier. Cf. askar 1, jangi, sipah,
la^kar. [C- gerig (army)/Mo. gerig/OT. gdrig (army)/Tv. serig (army)].
1. vi. To get along well with one another
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geqi^turjoke around.
2. vi. To mix evenly: su —midi the water
did not mix evenly,
jeqiftur1. vt. To inform against.
2. vt. To pay out: pulni ndrsigd - to pay
out enough money.
3. vt. To admix: sutkd su - to admix wa
ter to milk. Cf. jiqla- , qat-.
(eqi^qaq
adj. Joke-cracking; fun-loving: — addm a
jokester.
jeqir
adj. Gray: - uimd hot. wild mulberry/ kdz gray eyes,
jeqirtikan
bot. n. Welted thistle (Carduus crispus).
jeqil1. vi. To break, shatter: dyndk -di the glass shattered.
2. vi. To provoke, razz,
taunt, tease: bu balinin pdyli
yaman uniflga —ma this child ?eqirtikan
has a bad temper, don't tease him.
3. vi. To touch, knock against: baggidiki
ddl-ddrdxldrgd -man don't touch the trees
in the park/ bu n&rsildrgd —ma don't touch
these items.
4. vi. To take liberties with women.
5. vi. To tire, be overworked or rundown:
u dmgdktd -ip qaldi he became rundown
at work. Cf. zoruq- .
geqildurgu^
n. Quiver rod (a wooden device used in a
flour mill to regulate the flow of grain
onto the millstones),
geqil-^uqul
adj. Inconsiderate: bugUnki mehmandargiligimiz - bolup qaldi dyipkd buyriman to
day's service was inconsiderate, please do
not take offense,
jeqim

^egra
n. Slander; calumny. Cf. ahanat, xarliq,
xorluq.
jeqimji
n. Slanderer. Cf. bohtangi, tohmatp, tohmatxor, yalixor. [U. gaqimgi].
(eqim^iliq
abstract n. of jeqim^i: — qil- to slander,
(ekatka
zoo. n. Grasshopper (Oxya verox): qara cricket (Gryllidae).
(ekarman
n. Drug addict,
gekit
1. n. Dot: siziqlar —Idrdin t&rkip tapidu
dotted lines are made of rows of dots.
2. gr. n. Period: - qoy- to write a period/
kOp — ellipsis. Also ^ikit. [Mo. gig (#12)].
(ekitlik
adj. Dotted: qizil - git red polka-dot cloth.
Also jekim-^ekim.
9ekim
1. m. Pinch: bir - tamaka a pinch of to
bacco.
2. m. Mouthful: bir - gdk- to draw or in
hale a mouthful of tobacco.
gekim-gekim
adj. = gekitlik: - koyndk a dress with
dotted flower design.
(ekimlik
n. Drugs; narcotics: zahdrlik - gdk- to in
gest narcotics,
gekinvi. To retreat, yield: biz qiyingilik aldida
—mdymiz we don't yield ground in the face
of obstacles/ kdynigd - to retreat. [U. gekin-; gekil-].
{ekindiirvt. To cause to retreat or back up: atni —
to make a horse back up/ moiinini sdl - to
back up a car a bit.
gegra
n. Border; frontier: - ayri- to draw a bor-
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9it

(egrida:^
derline/ - b&lgisi boundary marker/ — gazisi border checkpoint/ — rayon border re
gion/ — sizi^i borderline/ — kelisimi border
agreement/ — majrasi border dispute/ —
mudapia qisimliri border troops/ gegridin
dt- to cross a border/ doldt gegrisi national
border. [U. gegara\.
(egrida^
1. adj. Neighboring; border-sharing: — &lIdr neighboring countries.
2. n. Neighbor; sby who shares a border:
juflgo Pakistan bMn — China and Pakistan
share borders.
{egrilanvi. To border on, be contiguous to: mdmlikitimiz on n&ggd mdmlik&t bildn gegrilinidu our country borders on more than ten
countries,
gelif
pe. n. Wrestling: — musabiqisi wrestling
contest.
5eli^1. obs. vi. To fight, strive, struggle: wdzipini mudd&ttin burun orunlas ugun — to
strive toward completing a task ahead of
time.
2. pe. vi. To wrestle.

exercises.
(eniqi$
n. Training; steeling; having experience.

pe. n. Wrestler,
jeliq1. vi. To shine: kbzgd — to shine into
(sby's) eyes.
2. vi. To appear, arise: mol hosul mdnzirisi kdzgd -ip turatti a vision of a bumper
crop appeared before the eyes. Cf. jiq- 1,
koriil- , koriin- 1.
jenamil. vt. To aim: oqni -p at- to fire while
taking aim. Also {ina- ; cf. dalla- .
(enak
n. Target. Cf. qara II.
{eniqvi. To steel, temper, toughen, do physical

sip-sip
onom.

si

m. Chinese foot, ca. 0.33 m.: bd$ — rdxt
five chi of cloth. See section on Weights
and Measures on pp. 1079-80. [<Ch. chi].
(ibarqut
n. Corduroy: - gapan corduroy chapan.

sip

adj. gip kdl- to fit: ayaqputqa — kdldi the
shoe fits; kiyim — k&ldi clothes fit.
(ipar
zoo. adj. Multicolored; piebald: — at pie
bald horse/ — toxu reed chicken. [U. gipor],
(iparot
bot. n. Dwarf rattle
snake plantain (Goodyera repens).
(ippida
adv. Just; exactly: ayaq
putqa — k&ldi the shoe
fit exactly.
(ipta
^iparot
n. Sackcloth; burlap: —
ta^ar gunnysack. Cf. kanap. [KK. sypta
(Bastmatte)/U. gipta (jute; hemp)].
Drip: — t&rld- to drip with sweat/
yamgur tamgisi — qilip gii^m&ktd rain water
is dripping down. [Mo. gib].
jip-girayliq
adj. Extremely beautiful.
(ipildavi. To be dripping: su —p gtifti water
dripped down/ qara t&r —p aq- to be drip
ping with sweat.
^ipla
adv. Screechingly: marina — toxtap qaldi
the car came to a screeching halt.
{it I
n. Reed fence. Also {itan 1. [M. git (a
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9it
hut of reeds or thorns)],
situ
n. Cotton print; calico. Cf. ^otar, xam su
mp. [U. git\.
(itan
1. n. = git I.
2. n. A net used on carts and trucks to
keep grain from falling off. Cf. badan 2.
[U. getan (#1-2)].
gitlavt. To enclose with a reed fence: bag dtrapini — to enclose a garden with a bamboo
fence,
gitliq
adj. Reed fence: - tom a reed wall,
gidavi. To bear, endure, stand: aggiqqa — to
repress one's anger/ agriqqa — to endure
pain/ bu g&pkd gidimidim I cannot bear
this kind of tdk/ ♦ gidigangagiqarganthai's
for those who can stand it. [C- gida-IKK.
fyda-ITk. gyda-ITvi. gyda-l\J. gida-].
gida^liq
adj. Sturdy; durable: — bdr- to bear, stand/
— kiyim sturdy clothes/ — Urn sturdy purlin/
bu nepiz p&n yuz jin egirliqqa — berdlmdydu this flimsy piece of wood cannot sup
port a hundr^ pounds. Cf. bak 1, puxta
1, gidamliq 2. [Th. gydarlyk],
gidam
n. Patience; endurance: — bdr- to exercise
patience. Cf. taqat, sawir 1, sawirganliq.
[U. gidam].
gidamsiz
1. adj. Impatient; incapable of enduring:
issiqqa — addm sby who cannot stand
heat.
2. adj. Flimsy; non-durable: - rdxt flimsy
cloth. Cf. qalqa.
gidamliq
1. adj. Patient: - yigit patient fellow. Cf.
taqatlik, sawir-taqatlik, sawirgan, sawirlik.

^islaliq
2. adj. = gidamliq: — rdxt durable cloth/ otqa - xif refractory brick,
gidar
ag. n. Hobble for horses,
gidarlaag. vt. To hobble: atni — to hobble a
horse,
gidigusiz
adj. Insufferable; unbearable: — agriq un
bearable pain/ — issiq unbearable heat/
gaxgaqqa — addm sby who cannot bear a
joke. Also gidimas.
gidimas
adj. = gidigusiz.
gidimasliq
n. of gidimas: — qil- to be unable to bear
or stand: u gaxgaqqa — qildi he could not
stand jokes,
gig1. phys. vi. To excrete: ♦ —aryeri samanliq no way out.
2. vi. To leak (of a fountain pen),
gigan^i1. vi. To prance: at gigafllidi the horse
pranced. Cf. yort- .
2. vi. To stamp with fury, fly into a rage:
u bu gdpni afllapla —p kdtti he flew into a
rage when he heard this.
giganlavi. = gigan$i- .
gigaklavi. To blossom. Also gegakla- 1; cf. porakla-, gungUa- .
gigan
adj. Astute; perspicacious; shrewd: — yi
git astute fellow/ bu bala bdk — this child
is really clever. Cf. zal II 1, zuqqa. [U.
gegan (conscientious; skillful)],
gisla
n. Day of the month: bugiin —ga qangd
what date of this month is today?
gislaliq
adj. of gisla: — sa’dt a calendar watch.
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9iraq
1. phys. n. Tooth: - a^rigi med. toothache/
—parasogi tooth powder; dentifrice/ -- tarttur- (yuldur-) to pull a tooth/ — doxturi
med. dentist/ - deti tartar/ - gotkisi tooth
brush/ — qama- to set one's teeth on edge/
— saldur- to put in a false tooth/ — koUgug
toothpick/ - kiris- to have lockjaw/ -yiltizi
dental root/ -- maddisi dentine/ -/ pat- a.
to be able to bite, snap; b. to be able to
handle/ —ini bild- to have tooth itch/ —ini
(ifld- to grit one's teeth (to steel oneself)/
-ini gugurlat- to gnash one's teeth/ altun gold tooth/ eziq — molar/ 1 —ifl agrisa tiliflni yig, kdzun agrisa qoluflni yig if your
tooth aches, stay your tongue, if your eye
aches, stay your hand (JMC)/ ♦ -- bildn
kalpuktdk yeqin as close as teeth and lips
(closely related)/ ♦ - -timigi bildn qani
tur- to oppose with tooth and claw/ ♦ —iga
tdg- to enrage, infuriate / ♦ —ini qeriyturto be annoying, disagreeable. [C- titIKK.
rri/Tk. tes/T\. dU/U. ti$/Y. tiis].
2. n. Tooth in certain items and machin
ery: tagaq —i comb tooth/ hdrd —i a saw
tooth/ sapan —i a ploughshare tooth.

miifiik balisini gUligdn peti hoyliga qarap
qagti the cat ran into the yard holding a
^tten in her mouth. [KK. tisle-(Ml-2)].
3. vt. To eat: ^ iflimigdn gislimdydu those

who don't work don't eat. Cf. baq- 4, ya1.
(i$Ia$1. vi. To bite each other: itlar gi^lisip kdtti
the dogs bit each other.
2. vi. % mesh gears.
(i^la^tiirvt. caus. of gi^la?- : xitni bir-birigd -Up qapur- to lay bricks in a staggered pattern,
(i^lam
m. Mouthful: bir — nan a mouthful of
bread. Cf. jaynam, otiam.
S41iq
adj. Toothed; tooth-like; serrate: — gaq
toothed wheel/ tdt — qay a four-toothed
sheep,
gira
geo. n. Qira (Cele), county in Xin
jiang (37.02N 80.
53E). Established
in 1929. Popula
tion (1982): 99,727.
zoo. adj. Female: — paxlan female lamb/ (Iraq
n. Lamp; lantern; light: - tuwrUgi lamp
- oglaq female goat lamb/ - gaz female
post/ — dgur- to put out a light/ — falisi
goose/ - mal female domestic animal.
light reflection/ - yandur- (yaq-) to turn
(i$laon a light/ - yegi lamp oil/ - nuri lamp
1. vt. To bite: -p tart- a. to bite; b. to in
light/ bixdtdrlik girigi safety lamp/ qara volve, implicate/ -p Uzuwal- to bite off/
oil lamp with oil reservoir and wic^ qizil
—p yd- to bite and eat/ bu it addm —ydu
- red light/ kan girigi miner's lamp/ koga
this dog bites people/ lewini -- to bite
girigi street lamp. Cf. panus. [KK. yyraql
one's lips (expressing vexation)/ 5 yiraq
Tu. gyra/Tv. gyrykIU. giraq].
balsa kitniidr, yeqin balsa gisliydr when far
away, they will neigh, when together,
they will argue with each other (absence
makes the heart grow fonder?)/ [C- tisld-l
1h. tes-ld-m. tisla-].
2. vt. To hold in the mouth: bir tal tama9iraq
kini —p to hold a cigarette in one's mouth/
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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9iraqpay
{iraqpay
n. Lamp base or stand. [U. giroqpoya].
(iraqdan
n. = giraqpay.
?iray
phys. n. Face; complexion: — kdrtip hal
sora look at a face and wish it well/ —i tatardi the face turned white/ —i tutul- to
look displeased/ —i tiiriil- to have a wor
ried lool^ -i dzgdrmdslik to maintain one's
composure/ -/ sargiyip kdtti the face turned
yellow/ —i qizirip k&t- to flush, blush/ —i
keliskdn finely complexioned/ —i egildi a
smile crept on (sby's) face/ —ida qan di~
dari qalmasliq to look ghostly pale/ -idin
topa yegip tur- to look famish^/ —idin k&tto look old/ —idin kiilkd yegip tur- to beam
with satisfaction / —idin muz yegip turidigan
addm an ice-cold person/ —ini agmasliq
with a worried frown / oguq (xui) - smiling
face/ kesdlnin —iga qan yugiinip qaptu col
or returned to the sick person’s face/ ♦
—iga kdldi his complexion came (he recov
er^ his health)/ ♦ —ini buz- (dzgdrt-) to
ruin sby's face (to turn hostile). Cf. oza,
yiiz I 1. [KK. yyrajIMo. girai/lk. (irajIY.

sirij].

{iray-^akli
n. Appearance; looks,
girayliq
adj. Beautiful: — awaz a beautiful sound/
— Ot- to live in harmony/ - yasan- to dress
up/ — yaz- to write beautifully/ — mdnzird
beautiful scenery. Cf. payz 1, sabahatlik,
korkam, giizal 1. [U. girojli].
jirayliq^a
adv. Kindly; affably: — mdslihdt qil- to
consult in an affable manner.
jirt-jirt
onom. expresses a crackling or rustling
sound,
gir-fir
onom. expresses a crying sound: bala —

girinda
qilip yiglap kdtti the child burst out crying.
Also {iriq-^iriq.
jirs
onom. Cracking sound. Also gars, jarssida. [U. girs].
jirsildavi. To make a creaking or crackling sound.
Also jarsilda- , ^irsla- . [U. girsilla-].
girslavi. = (irsilda- .
firkin
adj. Vile; foul: — ndrsd vile thing. [U.
girkin].

{irivi. To decay, decompose, rot: ogut obdan
—ptu the manure thoroughly decomposed/
yagag —di the wood rotted/ 1 eqin su sesimaydu Uik iilgujigi —maydu running water
does not decay (go stale), a door hinge
does not rot. [U. f/ri-].
jiritvt. To cause to corrode or decompose,
jiriq-jiriq
onom. = gir-yir.
(irik
adj. Decayed; decomposed; rotten: — idiyd rotten thought/ — yagaq rotten wood,
(irikla^vi. To become rotten: idiyidd —ti the
thought turned rotten.
(iriklik
n. Decay; decomposition; rot.
{irildavi. To chirp: qusqag — (of sparrows) to
chirp. Also {uruqla- , (ukulda- . [Mo.
girala- (to cry, scream)/0. cmlda-].
(irimtal
geol. n. Mica (Muscovitum). Cf. talq, silyuda.
(irinda
1. n. Rotten or decomposed material.
2. ag. adj. Decomposed: — topa compost/
— ogut decomposed manure/ — kdmur ef-
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Siq-

girindixor
florescent or weathered coal/ — maddilar
humus.
{irindixor
zoo. n. Organism feeding on decomposed
materials,
girma?1. hot. vi. To climb: girmUip dsidigan 6sumM/fir climbing plants. [U. girma-].
2. vi. To be entangled, crisscross: yip girmifip qaptu the string becanre entangled.
[C. girmay (complicated; intricate)].
(irmaq
n. Stumble: -- sal- to cause to stumble.
Cf. mollaq.
jirmux
bot. n. Hop (Humulus). Also called qulmaq.
(iza
n. Ruler. Cf. bistar, sizgug. [<Ch. chizi\.
{izilavt. To measure with a ruler,
jiwar
1. adj. Wise; brilliant: - dahi wise leader.
2. adj. Nimble; dexterous: u nahayiti —
bala he is an exceptionally nimble child.
Cf. ap^il 1, aplik 1, uz.
fiwarlik
n. Dexterity. Cf. jaqqanliq 2.
jiwi
zoo. n. Ox penis. [Mo. gibi].
fiwiq
1. n. Bare tree branch: - toqulmilar yX&\sils made of woven twigs/ tal — willow
branch.
2. n. Muscle: polat giwigi reinforcing bar.
giwiqdavt. To whip with a branch.
^iwin
zoo. n. Fly (Muscidae): -paligi fly swatter/
— dorisi fly-killing powder/ — quruti fly
maggot/ gaqqaq - stinging fly; gnat/ it giwini dogfly/ ♦ — y&walganddk bol- to feel
like having swallowed a fly (to feel ill).

[K. gynyn/KK. yybynMo. siba (insect)/Th.
geben/\J. givin].

iq.
1. VI. To appear, arise, enter, produce,
happen, leave: —is yoli exit; way out/ aldimdin bir tosqan —ip qaldi a rabbit ap
peared before me/ balinifl giyi —ti the child
grew teeth/ bu g&p kimnifl agzidin —ti who
said this?/ jid&l -ti a dispute arose/ gataq
—ti an accident happened/ owga — to go
hunting/ dydin — to leave a room or home/
ular tunugun iirumgidin —ti they left Urumqi yesterday/ unifi kdzidin yas —ti tears
came from his eyes/ qan — to bleed/ kogiga
- to enter a street/ komtir -idiganjay coalproducing area/ kiln —ti the sun came out/
isgilar a 'ilisidin -qan kadir a cadre of
worker background/ isqa — to start work/
yatta metir rdxttin ikki kdyndk —ti seven
meters of material make two shirts/ gezitk& — to appear in a newspaper/ magazinga
yefU mallar -ti new goods appeared in the
store/ ♦ —is kelis gr. ablative case/ ♦ temidin — to digress from a subject/ ♦ yolga
(sdpdrgd) - to move, set out. Cf. ^eliq2, koriil- , koriin- . [I^. syq-/T^- gyk-/Tn.
2. vi. To rise, climb: taqqa — to climb a
mountain/ temperatura qiriq giradusqa -ti
the temperature rose to forty degrees/ d&rdxka - to climb a tree/ su bdlgd --ti wa
ter rose to the waist. [C- giq-/^- giq-(Jf^2)13. vt. To acquire, get, obtain: unifiga bir
wdlisipit —ti he acquired a bicycle/ mdn

guljiga beris tigiin masina izjd&pyur&ttim biigun bir masina —ip qaldi I have been look

ing for a car to Ghulja and today I got it.
4. vi. To pass: qis —ti winter passed/ qistin —
to survive a winter.
5. vi. as verbal aspect, expresses the pro
cess of an action: u kegigd kesdlgd qarap
—ti he watched over a sick person all
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9iqarnight/ m&n bUgiinki gezitni oqup —tim I
have finished reading today's newspaper.
6. vi. expresses the result of an action and
expectation of contrary results: bu birtagar
bugday yuzjifl -ti this sack of wheat weighs
100 pounds/ bu tawuz tatliq —ti this wa
termelon is still sweet / r&sim OQuq —iptu
this photo turned out quite clear/ u kona
dostum bolup —ti he turned out to be my
former friend/ unifl sdzliri yalgan —ti what
he says is false.
{iqar1. vt. caus. of 5iq-: tdr — to break out into
sweat/ nami — to make a name for one
self.
2. vt. To extract: balilarni dydin — to
send children from the room/ biligidin oqni — to remove a bullet from (sby's) arm/
pul — to put out money/ tilini — to stick
out one's tongue/ ddrizidin ba$ — to stick
one's head out of the window/ gilaptin qiligni — to pull a sword out of scabbard/ zigirdin may — to extract oil from flaxseed/
waqit — to manage to find time/ qolni yanguqtin — to pull a hand out of a pocket/
qusni q&p&zdin — to take a bird out of a
cage/ mdhbuslami turmidin — to release a
prisoner from jail/ mix — to extract a nail.
3. vt. To expel, remove, release; vent:
atni harwidin — to unhitch a horse from a
cart/ tizimdin — to remove from name list/
ddrdini — to pour out sadness, vent hatred/
su — to remove water/ xizmdttin — to re
lease from work/ hisaptin — to write off
(lit. to remove from account book)/ igpusugini - to relieve boredom/ y&l - to remove
air/ m&kt&ptin — to expel from school. [Cgtqar-ITvi. gykar- (#1-3)].
4. vt. To provoke, incur, court: jiddl — to
provoke an dispute.
(iqan
med. n. Boil; furuncle. Cf. qoniyogan 1,
galwirak.

(ika
Siq41. vi. To be amiable, congenial: u hdrqandaq addm bildn —ip ketdldydu he can
get along with everybody.
2. vi. To be sufficient: pul —midi there is
not enough money.
3. vi. To get divorced: eridin —ip kdt- to
get divorced from one's husband.
5iqi|qaq
adj. Amiable; congenial: — addm conge
nial person. Cf. il^kak.
jiqiravi. To scream.
9iqira$vi. mut. of jiqira- : balilar giqirifip kdtti
the children came screaming.
(iqiraq
adj. Shrill: - awaz a shrill sound. Cf. in(ika.
{iqirigaq
n. sby who loves to scream.
(iqim
n. Debt; expenditures; expenses: — bol- a.
to have expenses to pay; b. ♦ to suffer
casualties/ — tart- a. to get into debt; b. to
suffer losses/ -- qil- to pay, spend/ —ga ugra- to suffer a loss/ —ni azayt- to reduce
expenditures/ artuqgd — extra expenses/
kirim wd — income and expenditures/ mdmuri — administrative ex-penses. [U. gi-

qim].

(iqimdar
n. Debtor: - bol- a. to become a debtor: u

turmufta ingikd hisap-kitap qilmay, ydnd bolup qaldi because he goes through life

unable to balance the books, he again got
himself into debt; b. to suffer losses. Cf.
qarzdar.
(ika
phys. n. Temples: -- tomuri temple vein/
— sdfligi temporal bone/ gikigd aq kirti
temples turned white. [K. gekelYiK. sekel
U. gakka; giiqqi].
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^igriq

gikatka

(ikatka
qaq.
zoo. n. Locust (Acrididae): - apiti locust (inqivt. To strain in the belly during defecation
pest or infestation. [U. gigirtka].
and childbirth: ♦ tOwdngd — med. to have
(ik-;ak
tenesmus; to strain at stool.
onom. Ticktock (sound of a clock).
(inqil(ik-fik
vi. To expand, distend, bulge: azraq yigin
1. onom. = gik-jak.
2. onom. expresses the chirping of chicks,
qosigin —ip kdtmisun eat less, don't let
your stomach become distended/ bay —ip
(ikkida
adv. Like the sound of breaking glass:
agra- to feel distended and painful in the
head/ qosaq —ti the stomach distended,
lampinin smsi - qilip d&z kdtti the glass
chimney of the lamp broke with a crack (inivi. To be or become firm or tight. Cf.
ing sound,
mahkamlan- .
fikit
gr. n. Period: qos — colon/ kdp — ellipsis. (initvt. To tighten: fifllini — to tighten a bedding
Also gekit 2.
pack/ wentini — to tighten a screw/ kdmdrgikildani - to tighten a belt/ yagaggi jozinifl putini
vi. To make a ticktocking sound: sa'dt -p
—ti the carpenter put in the table legs firm
manmaqta the clock is tick-tocking.
ly. Cf. mahkamla- .
(in I
adj. Firm; tight: - tur- to stand firm/ - (ihgil
geo. n. Qinggil (Qinghe), county in Xin
yagag solid wood/ agzi — tightlipped/ xizjiang (44.39N 82.50E). Established in
m&tni — tut- to grasp work firmly/ istih1941. Population (1982): 38,213.
kamni - saqla- to hold one's ground / Uikni
(ihgilik
— yap shut the door tight!/ ikki qolni —
bot. n. Dodder; bindweed (Convolvulus).
qis- to grasp firmly with both hands/ hdAlso called zarpe(ak. [U. girmoviq].
qiqdttd - tur- to uphold the truth. Cf. tar
II 3, mahkam. [<Ch.ym].
bot. n. Splendid achnathe(in II
m. A Chinese land measure, equaling 100
rum (Achnatherum splenmu or 6.67 hectars. See Weights and
dens), a reed used for mak
ing baskets and wearing
Measures on pp. 1079-80. [<Ch. qing].
apparel: — qalpigi do. straw
(ihdahat/ — kepiyi do. straw san
vt. To cram, pack, tamp: taf yolni — to
dals. In JMC listed as Aruntamp a road/ tamakini —p sal- to roll cig
dinella nepalensis. [Mo.
arettes tightly/ tamnin hulini — to tamp a
gig (a curtain made of
solid wall base/ qosaqni — to cram one's
splendid achnatherum)/Q.
belly full. [Mo. giflda (firm; sturdy)],
si].
(insay
bot. n. Celery (Apium graveolens). Also (igdan
n. A lattice made of splendid achnatherum
called karap^i. [<Ch. qincai],
used in rolling felt rugs.
(ihqa
adj. Just; exactly: — gUf high noon. Cf. (igriq I
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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Sigriq

(ilap^a

pe. n. Bar: — oyna- to work on bars/ tag
— horizontal bar/ qos — parallel bar. Also
called tornik.
(igriq II
1. n. Pulley block.
2. n. Cotton gin.
Sigir
zoo. n. (igiryol sheep's large intestine,
(igirtmaq
bot. n. Chinese small iris (Iris pallasii; I.
lactea). Also called pi^angiil. [Mo. gaqil-

dag\.

^igirtmaq

gigit

Sigliq
n. A stand of splendid achnatherum.
S'gvt. To tie: bopini - to tie a cloth wrapper/
gagwagni — to tie a headband/ yagliq — to tie
a kerchief.

Siga

n. Hemp fiber: — agamga hemp rope/ — soym thin hemp rope.

(igrin
n. Rawish or shrunk leather,
gigit
bot. n. Cottonseed (Semena gossypium
herbaceum): — ayris mayinisi ag. cotton gin/
— yegi cottonse^ oil/ ♦ — gaq- to smash
cottonseed (to fail, fizzle): menifl bu isim
gigit geqip qaldi this affair of mine fizzl^. [U. gigit\.

(igitlik
bot. adj. Cottonseed: — paxta raw cotton.
Sigi?
1. n. Tie; knot: yipnifl -ini ydy- to untie a
knot in a string. Also gigik 1; cf. tiigii;,
tiigiin 1.
2. n. sth complicated, involved, perplex
ing: — ifi a complicate matter/ — mdsilisi
complicated problem/ — munasiwiti com
plex relationship/ bay-ayigi — knots entan
gled from A to Z (very complicated). Cf.
jihgilima; (jtl-2).
gigi^la^1. vi. To be entangled: yip gigislisip k&tti the
strings got entangled.
2. vi. To become complicated: mdsild —ti
the problem became complicated.
(igirtak
n. Dregs of animal fat.
Sigik
1. n. = ?igi|: —w■yd^-toundoaknot/a|amfl/l/>^ gigigi a knot in a rope.
2. n. Cloth wrapper. Cf. bopa.
gigiklik
abstract n. of {igik: beyiga yagliq - a ker
chief tied around the head.
(il I
zoo. n. Black grouse

(Lyrurus tetrix).

Sil II
med. n. Eczema,
gila1. vt. To dip, im
merse, pickle: t&rxdmdk — to pickle cucumbers/ suga — to
immerse in water/ qdldmni siyaga - to dip
a pen in ink.
2. vt. To soak: —p teri- to soak seeds/
gayga nan -- to soak bread in tea/ kdndir to soak hemp. Cf. namda- , namla- .
gilap^a
n. Copper basin used by Uyghurs and Uz
beks for washing hands. [Mo. jilabgi
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(ilia

^ilap^in
(small iron pot or pan)].
(ilap^in
n. = {ilap^a.
(ilan
bot. n. Jujube (Zizyphus saliva): — ddrixi jujube tree/ gofi
— Zizyphus jujuba
Mill./ kigik (aggiq)
— Zizyphus jujuba
var. spinosa/ ♦ —
toruq at a dark red
horse. Also called
unnap.
(ilanvi. To be soaked, immersed, drenched,
dipped, steeped: qanga gilinip yattim I lay
soaked in blood.
(ilbora
n. Jackals and wolves: -- tdbidtlik rapa
cious and ruthless.
(ilpaya
bot. n. Wall fern; goldenlocks (Polypodi

um vulgare).

(iltak
n. Lace; decorative border: — tut- to trim
with lace: - tutqan kdyndk embroidered
dress or shirt.
(iltan
rel. n. Forty souls.
(ila
ag. n. Barnyard manure.
(ilak
1. n. Metal bucket: bir - su bucket of wa
ter/ yunda giligi sewage bucket; honey
bucket. [K. gelekIKK. felekIMo. geleg
(large wooden bowl)/U. gelak].
2. n. Spindle.
(ilaklap
adj. Torrential: yamgur- quyulganddkyagmaqta it is pouring rain.
5iliq-9iliq
adj. Dripping wet; drenched; soaked: polo

- mayla bolup ketiptu the pilaf was drip
ping with oil/ yamguryegip yollar — su bol
up ketiptu the rain made the roads drip
ping wet/ yamgur kiyimlirim — su bolup
kdtti the rain made my clothes dripping
wet.
(ilim
n. Water pipe: — gdk- to smoke a water
pipe/ ♦ — tutup bdr- to grasp a water
pipe (to apologize for having smoked a
water pipe first). [U. gilim\.
(ilgoza
bot. n. Pinus come, a
kind of pine, used in
Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also (algoza.
?ilga
1. bot. n. Early ripen
ing melon. Cf. oynigu?.
2. adj. Early ripen
ing: — saptul early
9ilgoza
peaches/ — sal early rice/ — qonaq early
com. [U. gillaki].
gilla- I
zoo. vi. To crow: toxu tig qetim gillidi the
chicken cackled three times/ xoraz gillidi
the rooster crowed. [Y. yllaa-].
gilla- II
vt. To invite: toyga — to invite to a wed
ding/ ular meni mehmanga gillidi they in
vited me. Cf. ?aqir- 2, qisar-, qi^qar-,
eyt-. [Tv. gala\
(iliaq
n. Banquet to which a newly-wed couple
invites parents.
(ilia I
med. n. Scrofula. Also called (a^qanyara.
(ilia II
n. The dead of winter; the forty coldest
days of the year: — waqti the time of
greatest cold / — kir- to pass through the
dead of winter. [U. gilla (40 days)].
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(inarliq

9illa
(iUa III
rel. n. Religious retirement, mostly of derwishes, with fasting for forty days. [C. Qi/<J/OT. qUG\.
9illik
n. Clubs in cards,
gim I
med. n. Lumbago (RET): bill — bol- to
twist or hurt one's waist. Also called bdl

agrigi.

(im II
ag. n. Peat; sod; turf: — yatquz- to lay
down sod, cover with turf. Cf. torf. [M.

gim/Mo. jimIU. gim].

(impion
pe. n. Champion: yUkkii oynas —i singles
champion. [<R. gempion],
(impiyon
pe. n. = (impion.
(imdavt. To pinch: qolni — to pinch a hand. [U.

gimdila-].

(imdiq
m. Pinch (measured by pressing thumb,
forefinger, and middle finger together):
bir — m a pinch of flour.
^imdim
m. - (imdiq. [Th. gemetem].
(imaltak
phys. n. = (im^ilaq.
(iman
n. Lawn; meadow: ♦ — doppisi embroi
dered doppa (q.v.) Also (imanzar, (imanzarliq, (imanlik, gimliq; cf. (opliiq, ot50P, otzar. [C. gemdn; gaman/U. gaman
(bloom; flower)].
(imantaz
zoo. n. Stork (Ciconiidae). Also called soqan, qaqira, laylak.
(imanzar
n. = giman.
(imanzarliq
n. = (iman.

(imangiil
1. n. Flowers and plants.
2. n. Female name.
(imanlik
n. = (iman.
(im(iq
n. Blink of an eye; very short time,
{imgiqlatvt. = (imildat- .
(im^ilaq
phys. n. Little finger. Also (imaltak, sinfilaq. [U. zifnziloq].
I
adv. Slowly; slightly: — qilip agri- to have
minor aches/ su — qilip qaynawatidu the
water is boiling slowly.
II
adj. gim-gim kdz = giingiq.
jimilda1. vi. To blink, wink: kdz — to wink. Cf.
^ipilda- 1, mbiilda- . [Y. sim-].
2. vi. To have minor aches.
3. vi. To blush, feel ashamed: yiizi gimildimaydigan addm an unashamed person.
(imildatvt. To blink, wink: kdzni — to blink an
eye. Also jim^iqlat- .
(imildiq
n. Bed curtain. Cf. parda 1. [U. gimildiq].
{imliq
n. = fiman.
{in
adj. True; sincere: — dostluq true friend
ship/ — dil sincerely; wholeheartedly/ -sdz sincere words/ — kdflul true heart:
—din riixm&t eyt- to express one's sincere
thanks/ — insan sincere person. [KK. yyny!
M. gin (truthfulness)/':^. ginITu. gynlid.

gin\.

{inar
bot. n. Chinese parasol (Firmiana sim
plex). [U. ginor (plane tree)].
{inarliq

KEY 2. ^ proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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(inliq

Qina
n. A grove of Chinese parasol trees.
(ina
n. Bowl: — qada- to mend a bowl/ ginini
gayqa- to rinse a bowl/ bejirim — an intact
(unbroken) bowl/ janan ginisi porcelain
bowl. Cf. qaja. [U. ginni (porcelain)],
(inamil. vt. To aim: oqni —p at- to shoot
while aiming. Also gena- ; cf. dalla- .
(ina-taxsa
n. Plates and dishes.
(ina-qa(a
n. Eating utensils,
finiqvi. To become hardened, inured, tough-

ened. [U. giniq-].
giniqturvt. To harden, inure, toughen: bdddnni
—up wQtdnni qogdayli exercise the body
and protect the country.
(inigiil
1. bot. n. Fringed pink

(Dianthus superbus).

2. bot. n. China pink

(Dianthus chinensis).
[Q. qalampyrIXJ. ginnigul (pink; carnation)].
ginliq
n. Truthfulness; authenticity.

^inigul

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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xa I
n. Ridgepole; ridgepiece; roof support,
xa II
conj. = xahi, xayi.
xaba
n. Dike; embankment,
xapa
adj. Angry; indignant: - bol- to be ang^/
— qil- to make angry / u s&ndin nahayiti he is very angry at you. [Th. xafa (worry;
grief; anxietyVTu. xapa (sad)/U. xafa].
xapan
ag. n. Hopper used in a flour mill: ♦ —
bas big head,
xapi^iliq
n. Vexation; worry,
xapigan
adj. Hysterical; neurotic; overly sensitive:
-- ad&m a hysterical person/ — kes&l med.
neurosis,
xapiganliq
med. n. Over sensitivity; hysteria. Cf. histeriya
xapiliq
n. Anger; indignation; displeasure: — tartto be vexed or annoyed/ — kdlttir- to en
rage, cause to be angry/ — yan- (yoqal-) to
cool down, be mollified/ —qa qal- to be
bullied. Cf. a((iq, dam, zarda, zardiga$.
xata
adj. Erroneous; mistaken; wrong: -gusinip

C

qal- to misread, misunderstand/ — qil- to
make a mistake/ — Mt- to do (sth) wrong/
— kdzqaroi an erroneous point of view/ — idiyd wrong thought/ — yol the wrong
road/ — mdlg&rld- to miscalculate. Cf. natogra. [C- xata (n.)/U. xato (n.)].

xatasiz
adj. Errorfree; without mistake or short
comings,
xatala^vi. To err, make a mistake. Cf. yenil4- .
xataliq
n. Error; fault; mistake; slip: — dtkilz- to
commit an error/ —ni tilzdt- to correct a
mistake/ xataligi iistidd oylan- to reflect on
one’s mistakes/ xataligini yosur- to conceal
one's errors/ bzinifl xataligini basqilarga
ddflgd- to lay one's own fault on sby
else's doorstep, put the blame on others.
Cf. sawanlik, zallat.
xatip
rel. n. Preacher. Cf. wa'iz. [C- xatib],
xatir
n. Feelings: — qil- to regard (sby's) feel
ings. [C- xatir (memory; mind)],
xatira
1. n. Memory; recall: —m yaxfi Gmds my
memory is bad/ xatiridd tut- to remember/
xatiridin giq- (kdtiril-) to forget/ xatirigd
al- to recall or reminisce/ xatirigd kdl- to
remember/ bu is xatiriflizdd bolsun please

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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xajo-xujo

xatirjam
remember this matter/ oqugugiliq ddwri
--mg& Midi I remembered my school days.
Cf. as 1, xiyal 3, sam, yad. [U. xotird\.
2. n. Record; minutes: — ddptiri diary; re
cord book; memento book / xizmdt xatirisi
work record/ sayahdt xatirisi travel notes;
travelog/ yigin xatirisi conference minutes.
3. n. Commemoration: — iznigi souvenir
badge/ - munarisi memorial; monument/
♦ xatirini jdm qil- a. to relax, be at ease:

xatirdflni jdm qil ipflni jdzmdn orunlaymdn

please relax, I will certainly do your job
for you; b. to relax or be happy prema
turely: xatirdflni jdm qil, qilgan isMin goqum hisap berisdn don't relax yet, soon
er or later you'll pay for it.
xatirjam
adj. Peaceful; tranquil; relieved; stable;
smooth: — bol- to feel at ease/ — turmus a
tranquil life/ - qil- to pacify/ - yat- to
sleep peacefully. [U. xotirzam].
xatirjamsiz
adj. Uneasy; nervous,
xatirjamsizlanvi. To be uneasy; nervous,
xatirjamsizlik
n. Uneasiness; nervousness,
xatirjamlik
n. Peace; tranquility,
xatirila1. vt. To record.
2. vt. To commemorate,
xatima
lit. n. Postscript; concluding paragraph in
a speech or in writing: — bdr- to end, fin
ish, close, conclude, wind up: ♦ Mmgilikkd “ bdr- to end shortcomings; uruyqa bdr- to end a fight. Cf. axirqi sdz. [U. xo-

timd].

xada I
n. Pole: bayraqxadisi flag pole/ xadiga tayinip sdkrd- to do pole vaulting/ ♦ - tas
reef; rock: kemd — tasqa urulup Mtti the

ship struckareef; yo^Mrun —ray submerged
reef or rock/ ♦ quyrugini — qilip qag- to
flee while sticking a pole in one's buttocks
(to flee fast). [Mo. qada (rock; cliff;
crag)],
xada II
n. A piece of silk used as a greeting gift
among Mongols and Tibetans. [Mo. qa-

dagl.

xadani
n. Gabardine. Also called gabardin. [<
Ch. huadani].
xadik
n. A four-wheeled horse cart without side
boards but generally with running boards.

xadik

xadiliq
adj. Uneven; hilly; bumpy: —ydr uneven
ground. Cf ala-bula 2, ala-bulimag, ala-^ipar, alima(.
xadim
n. Personnel; staff:
poyiz —i train attenant/ idard —liri of
fice staff/ ilmiy —lar
scientific personnel.
[U. xodim\.
xajo
bot. n. Chinese
prickly ash (Zanthoxylum bungeanum) [<Ch. huajiad].
xajo-xujo

i^Y 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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xaraktir

xa-xa
cul. n. Condiments; spices; seasoning;
flavoring. Cf. xuru5 2.
xa-xa
onom. Ha-ha (sound of laughter),
xahi
conj. Regardless of whether or not; either
or; — biigOn — &t& either today or tomor
row is ok/ — uni al — buni al dz m&ylifl
pick whichever you like/ u — kdlsun —
k&lmisun menifl karim yoq I don't care
whether he comes or not. Also xa. [U.

xoh],

xahi$
1. n. Aspiration; desire; wish: dz —ini bildUr- to indicate one's wishes. Also ray,
rahi$. [U. xohis].
2. n. Tendency; trend: kapitalistik — capi
talistic tendency/ yaman — an evil trend.
Cf. yuzlini^.
xao
1. m. Chinese weight measure, about
0.005.gr.
2. m. Chinese linear measure, about 0.34
decimillimeter. See section on Weights and
Measures on pp. 1079-80. [<Ch. had].
xas
adj. Special; unique; particular; distinc
tive: “ 6y special-purpose room/ — isim
special name/ dzigd — uslup idiosyncratic
style. [Q. xasIXi. xoi].
xasa
n. White calico (JE). Also xasa.
xasin
bot. n. Peanut (Arachis hypogaea). [<Ch.

huasheng],

xasiyat
1. n. Characteristic; quality. Cf. alahidilik, xususiyat. [Th. xassa/\J. xosiyat].
2. n. Femie name,
xasiyatlik
adj. Uncommon; special; precious; valu
able: ~ addm uncommon person/ — yamgur
precious rain/ — yillar special years.

xasliq
n. Specialty; peculiarity; uniqueness,
xar
adj. Bullied; downtrodden; humiliated: —
bol- to be bullied/ — qil- to bully. Also
xar-zar. [U. xor],
xaraba
1. n. Ruins; remains; traces: bdsbaliqxarabisi ruins of Bashbaliq/ xarabigd aylan- to
turn into ruins/ urus xarabisi battle ruins.
[Tk. xdrab&IM. xarobd].
2. adj. Dilapidated: — dy a dilapidated
house/ — fdhdr a dilapidate city. Also xarabizar, xarap 1.
xarabizar
adj./n. = xaraba.
xarabizarliq
n. Ruins; rubble,
xarabiliq
n. A field of debris, ruins or rubble. Also
xarapliq 2.
xarap
1. adj. = xaraba 2.
2. adj. Shabby; worn-out; dilapidated; untend^; neglected: — baglar untended gar
dens/ — dylar shabby houses/ ♦ — bol- to
be shabby, destitute, neglected/ ♦ — qilto devastate or neglect. [U. xarob],
3. adj. Declining; waning; destitute; de
pressed.
xarapla^vi. To decline, be on the wane, bleak or
desolate: —qan yezilar mana dnidi giilldnmdktd the desolate villages aie now flour
ishing,
xarapliq
1. n. Destruction; demolition.
2. n. A field of debris, rubble or ruins.
Also xarabiliq.
xaraktir
n. Character; nature; personality: unin dzigd xas —i bar he has his own personali
ty. [<R. xarakter].

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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xa'inliq

xaraktirlaxaraktirlavt. To characterize, describe, depict,
xaraktirliq
adj. of xaraktir: yaman — addm a bad-natured person,
xart-xart
onom. expresses the snorting of a horse,
the grunting of a pig, or coughing,
xartum
zoo. n. Bill; trunk: pil —i elephant trunk.
[U. xarturri\.
xartumluqlar
zoo. n. Animals with long beaks or noses,
xartildavi. To snort, wheeze. Cf. pu^qur-, purqu-,
xirilda- , ga^ilda- .
xarat
n. Carpenter. Cf. yagaggi.
xarji
1. adj. Exterior; external; outer. Cf. ta? II
1, ta?a I, ta^qarqi, ta^qi 1, ta^qiriqi, sirt 1.
2. adj. Foreign. Cf. ta¥qi2, ajnabi2, ^nabilik, najins 1. [U. xoriz (frontier)].
xarsanta^
geol. n. Granite. Also called giranit.
xar-zar
adj. = xar. [U. xor-zof\.
xar-zarliq
abstract n. of xarzar.
xarqiravi. To snore. Cf. pu^ulda- , xorulda- .
xarildavi. = xarqira- .
xarlavt. To bully, insult, humiliate,
xarlanvi. To be bullied, insulted, humiliated,
xarliq
n. Insult; humiliation: — tart- (kdr-) to be
insulted/ ~ta i)t- to undergo humiliation.
Cf. ahanat, seqim, xorluq.
xazan
n. Dead leaf or blossom: yasliq Omriim -

boldi the blossoms of youth have fallen.
Also gazan. [U. xazoii\.

xawari$
n. Heretic (used as an abusive term among
local Muslims),
xaqan
his. n. Khagan, a title used by the ancient
rulers of the Mongols, Xianbei, Turks and
Uyghurs. [Mo. qagan!OT. qagan/T\.

xaanlU. xoqon].

xaqanliq
his. n. Khanate,
xan I
n. Coal mine: — ag- to open a coal mine.
Also called kdmurkeni. [<Ch. kuang\.
xan II
n. Rammer; tamper: — soq- to ram or
tamp. [<Ch. hang\.
xandavt. To ram or tamp: ul — to tamp a base
or foundation. Cf. dapla- .
xaqja
1. n. Pit boss. [<Ch. kuangjia].
2. n. Expert; specialist. Cf. ahl 2, mutax^is. [<Ch. hangjia].
xanjan
n. Bank president. [<Ch. hangzhang],
xangi
obs. n. Coal miner,
xanga
bot. n. Cucumber (Cucumus sativus): ♦
— ba^ cucumber-like head. Also called tarxamak. [<Ch. huanggud\.
xa'in
n. Traitor; defector; renegade; turncoat.
Cf. satqin, setilma, gaddar 2. [U. xoiri\.
xa'inana
adj. Treacherous: — hdrk&t treacherous
act. Also xa'inlarga; cf. xiyanatkarana,
gaddar 1.
xa'inlar^a
adv. = xa'inana.
xa'inliq
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xayi
n. Treachery: — qil- to be a traitor or
renegade. Cf. xiyanat 1, satqinliq, setilmiliq.
xayi
conj. Regardless of whether or not. Also
xa, xahi.
xal
1. med. n. Mole; nevus. Cf. mafi.
2. phys. n. Birthmark.
3. n. Tkttoo. [U. xol (#1-3)].
xala
n. Latrine; lavatory; toilet: — jay toilet/
—ga bar- to go to the toilet. Cf. badrap,
badrapxana, tSratxana, hajatxana, istiwraxana.
xalavt. To want, wish: arqida qelUni xalimasliq
unwilling to lag behind/ mdn top oynasni
—ym&n I want to play ball/ ♦ xala$ peili
gr. verb expressing a wish or desire,
xalat
do. n. Duster; smock. Cf. qaplima gapan. [U. xalat\.
xalatliq
do. adj. Duster; smock: aq — jMgi war
rior in white (m^ical worker),
xalas
n. Liberation; deliverance: — bol- to be
come free, get rid of, avert, dispel: t&swiytin
— bol- to remove anxiety; zulumdin — bolto remove oppression; g&mdin — bol- to
dispel gloom/ — qil- to emancipate, extri
cate: zulumdin — qil- to relieve sby from
oppression; qSrzdin - qil- to remit a debt;
egirgiliqtin — qil- to relieve sby from dis
tress/ ♦ bu 6z putiga dzi palta gapqanliq this is to cut one's own foot with an ax,
and that's all. [U. xalos].
xalayiq
n. Public; masses: — aldida before the
public. Cf. jama'at. [C. xaliqatlld. xaloM-

xalta

xam
1. n. Bag; pouch; sack: tamaka xaltisi to
bacco pouch/ tor xaltisi stringbag/ 6t xal
tisi med. gall bladder/ un xaltisi flour sack/
qdgdz xaltisi paper sack/ ♦ — koga blind
alley; cul-de-sac; deadend / ♦ gdp xaltisi
chatterbox. Cf. pa(ka 1, tagar 1, qap I.
[U. xalta\.
2. n. Package; parcel: — dwdt- to send a
parcel/ dydin k&lg&n — a parcel sent from
the house.
xaltilavt. To enclose in a bag or sack: —p un al
to buy flour in a sack,
xalwap
n. Carpet weaver,
xalis
adj. Selfless; fairminded; voluntary: — addm a fairminded person/ — dmgdk volun
tary work/ — yarddm selfless assistance.
Also xalisana; cf. pidakarana. [U. xolis].
xalisana
adj. = xalis.
xalisaniliq
n. Selflessness; fairness: — qil- to be fairminded. Also xalisliq; cf. pidakarliq.
xalisliq
n. = xalisaniliq.
xaligan^a
adv. As one pleases; at will: — talla- to
choose as one pleases/ — igiwdr- to drink
at will,
xam I
1. adj. Crude; fresh; raw: — terd raw
leather/ — dsdr a crude work of art or lit
erature/ - dyya (mal) raw material/ -x/jraw
brick/ — sdy fresh vegetables/ — yipdk raw
silk/ — gd$ raw meat/ ♦ — silt dmgdn b&ndd sby drinking raw milk (a greenhorn;
sby likely to m^e a mistake).
2. adj. New; unfamiliar: - xdt new word/
— oylan- to consider the unfamiliar/ — if
unfamiliar matter/ kdsipkd — new to or
unfamiliar with a profession/ ♦ — xiyal
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xaniwayranfiliq

xam
fantasy; illusion: - xiyal qil- to have illu
sions.
3. adj. Inexperienced: — ad&m an inexpe
rienced person/ ♦ — kalla fool; idiot. Cf.
na'usta. [U. xom (#1-3)].
xam II
n. Homespun cloth: - sump calico,
xaman
1. ag. n. Threshing: - tap- (al-) to thresh/
— som- to winnow. Cf. tepin.
2. ag. n. Pile of threshed grain: — us- to
load piles of grain.
xaman(i
ag. n. Thresher,
xampa
ag. n. Bin in a mill to catch freshly-ground
flour.
xamtala$
n. Custom of giving raw meat to relatives
and neighbors when sby in the family falls
sick, the belief being that this will avert
disaster,
xam^ot
n. Appraisal; estimate. Cf. onaq. [U.

this matter enough thought,
xan
1. his. n. Khan: — sariyi imperial palace.
[C. xanIKK. xanIMo. qanlOT. qanIQ.

xanITv. xaanl\J. xon\.

2. Suffix to female names: ayimxan.
xana
1. n. House; room: darsxana classroom/
kitapxana bookstore. Cf. 6y 1. [K. kana].
2. math. n. Digit: birlarxanisi single di
git/ onlar xanisi decimal digit. [U. xona

m-2)].

xana^a
n. Polite form of address for a woman ol
der than oneself,
xanagi^a
1. n. Mother of an emperor; queen moth
er.
2. n. Polite form of address for the moth
er of a prestigious person.
xandan
his. n. Royal or imperial court; dynasty.
Also xani^n 1.
xandanliq
his. n. Dynasty: -lamifl almUisi dynastic
xomgut],
change/ gin xandanli^i Qin dynasty. Also
xam-xuta
xandan, xanidan 1; cf. sulala 1.
adj. Half-raw; undercooked: — tamaq half
xanzada
raw food/ ♦ - yut- to swallow raw and
1. his. n. Princess. Also xanika, $ahzadiwhole (to accept uncritically). [U. xotnxaxan.
tala].
2. n. Female name,
xamsiq
xanidan
adj. = xam-xuta: — nan a half-baked loaf
1. his. n. = xandan. [U. xonadori].
of bread.
2. n. Polite term for the residences and of
xamu$
important persons.
adj. Reticent: - addm reticent person. Cf.
3. obs. n. House; residence; family.
jimigur. [U. xomus].
xani$
xamu^Iuq
his. n. Empress. [OT. qatun],
n. Reticence. Cf. jimigurluq.
xaniwayran
xamut
n. Wreck; ruin: — bol- to be ruined, have
ag. n. Horse's yoke,
one's family break up/--gi7- to wreck,
xamliq
break up a family. [U. xonavajron].
n. of xam I: - qil- not sufficiently consid
er/ bu Uta man - qiptiman I have not given xaniwayrangiliq
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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xaniwayranliq
1. n. Ruins.
2. abstract n. of xaniwayran: —qa ugrato suffer a breakup.
xaniwayranliq
n. = xaniwayran^iliq.
xaniqa
1. rel. n. The prayer hall for members of
the Ishan sect of Islam. [U. xomqoh].
2. rel. n. Mosque. Cf. baytulla, mi(it.
3. rel. n. A place where shamans perform
dances.
xanika
his. n. = xanzada 1.
xanim
n. Polite form of address for a woman.
Also xenim. flh. xanym/\J. xonim],
xaniman
n. Family property; house and its belong
ings,
xangiil
1. bot. n. Pansy (Vio

la tricolor).
2. n. Female name,

xap
int. Humph: — toxtap-

tur ddiwiflni bir bdrmisdm humph, wait

until I give you a
dressing-down.
xangiil
xap^iik
int. Hush! Be quiet!
xapriik
phys. n. Phlegm; spittle; sputum: — ttikiirto spit. Cf. balgam, tiikuriik, seriqsu 2, $al
IV, $alwaq, ^olgay.
xat
1. n. Letter: — yaz- to write a letter/ xeti
girayliq sby whose handwriting is beauti
ful.
2. n. Letter; missive: tonusturuyxetiXtiitroi
introduction/ -- sandugi mailbox/ salam —
letter to or from home or a close friend/
zakaz — registered letter. Cf. nama 1. [C-

xatku9
xat/Q. xatlTk. xat/Tu. xat (#1-2)].
3. n. Official letter: — qil- to write an of
ficial letter/ gOrd — mortgage document;
pawn slip. [K. katIKK.. xat/U. xat (#1-3)].

xat-alaqa
n. Official documents,
xattat
n. Calligrapher; scribe. [U. xattot].
xatar
n. Danger; peril: —din qutul- to escape
from danger/ —gd ugra- to be in danger.
Also xawp, xeyim-xatar. [Th. xdtdrlT\i.

xatar!\J. xataf\.

xatarsiz
adj. Dangerfree; safe; secure: -- jay a safe
place. Also bixatar, xawpsiz, xeyim-xatarsiz.
xatarsizlandiirvt. To rescue from danger,
xatarsiziik
n. Safety; security. Also bbcMarlik, xawpsizlik; cf. amniyat 1.
xatarla^vi. To become dangerous,
xatarlik
adj. Dangerous; perilous: — kesdllik dan
gerous disease/ — yol a perilous road. Al
so xawplik, xeyim-xatarlik.
xat-^ak
n. Memoranda; notes; letters; mail,
xat^i
1. n. Document; official dispatch.
2. n. Mailman.
3. n. sby who reads and writes letters for
illiterates (usually found in and around
post offices and other public places). [Q.

xatyy],

xat-xawar
n. Message; dispatch; news,
xat-sawat
n. Literacy: xdt-sawadi giq- to become lit
erate/ min xdt-sawadi yoq he is illiterate.
xatkii{
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xatistiwa
n. Bookmark. [U. xat^iip].
xatistiwa
geo. n. Equator: - sizigi equatorial line.
Also called ekwator.
xatlavt. To register, list, inventory. [U. xatla-].
xatliin1. vi. pass, of xatla- .
2. vi. To enlist, sign up: dsMrlikka - to
enlist in the army.
xatmii
rel. n. Reciting or reading the entire Ko
ran: u xatmidin 6tti he recited the entire
Koran. k\sox&tm& quran. [Q. hatma].
xatmi
hot. n. Hollyhock
(Althaea rosea), used
in Uyghur folk med
icine. Also called
tawargiil, giilxayri, layli 1.
xatna
rel. n. Circumci
sion: - toyi circum
cision ceremony/ —
xatmi
qil- to circumcise. [U. xatna].
xatni^i
rel. n. Circumciser.

xiij

n. Fee; toll; expenditures; expenses. Cf.
xiny, xirtyat, rasxot.
x^a
. .
n. Hezhen, a Tungusic nationality living
in Eastern Siberia and Northeastern Chi
na. [<Ch. hezhe].
x^lavt. To spend: pul — to spend money: 1
q&rz elip xdjlig&n pulnin b&rkiti yoq bor
rowed money does not lead to prosperity,
xas
1. n. Dust; refuse.
2. n. Trifle; mere nothing. [C- xay].
xasta

xawpsiz

1. adj.

xasta].

Sick;

ill; unhealthy. [C- xastalU.

2. adj. Suffering; wounded: — kdflul a
wounded heart/ dil — vexed; worried.
xasis
adj. Stingy; miserly; niggardly. Cf. bexil,
pbcsiq, pif^iq 5, jupay 1, monnsiq. [U. xa

sis].

xasislik
n. Stinginess. Cf. bexilliq, pixsiqliq, ^upaylik, momsiqliq.
xa^ak
n. Straw: ♦ - uriik bot. a kind of apricot
(JE). Cf. saman. [U. xayak].
xa$xa$
bot. n. Opium poppy (Papaver somniferum), used in Uyghur folk medicine. See
illustration at koknar on p. 708.
xarbaq
bot. n. \^ratrum: — sipid \bratrum album (al
so aq -)/ - siyah \^ratrum nigrum (dso qara

-)■

xarak
mus. n. Bridge of a dutar, rawap, and other
string instruments, usu
xarbaq siyah
ally made of wood. See
illustration at bulbulak on p. 89.
xarita
n. Map: - siz- to draw a map/ dunya xdritisi world map. [<R. karta].
xawp
n. Danger; mishap; peril: - astida qal- to
be in desperate straits/ —kd ugra- to meet
with danger or a mishap/ —ni — sizlikkd
aylandur- to turn danger into security. Al
so xatar, xeyim-xatar. [Ta. xdvef/\J.

xayf].

xawpsiravi. To be scared or frightened,
xawpsiz
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xawpsizlan
adj. Dangerfree; safe; secure. Alsobixatar, xatarsiz, xeyim-xatarsiz.
xawpsizlanvi. To be or become safe or secure,
xawpsizlik
n. Safety; security: —ni qogda- to safeguard
security/ jama '&t xdwpsizligi public secu
rity. Also bixatarlik, xatarsizlik; cf. amniyat 1.
xawplanvi. To feel insecure,
xawplik
adj. Dangerous; perilous: — pityt perilous
moment. Also xatarlik, xeyim-xatarlik.
xawar
1. n. News; information: — aflla- to hear
news/ — al- a. to inquire about or under
stand a situation; b. to take care of: kesdlnifl halidin — al- to take care of a sick per
son/ — bdr- to inform, warn/ — tap- to ob
tain news/ — qil- to announce: aldin — qilto forecast/ — kut- to await news/ — ydtkiiz- to transmit news/ xdwiri bar under
stand/ XUS good news/ sum — bad news
(usually of sby's death)/ yefli — new in
formation. Cf. axba-rat 2, derak, sirtiq,
ujur, izdak-soraq, malumat. [C- xabari
K. kabarll^K. xabarlTa. x&bdri Tu. xa-*

barlM. xabar\.

2. n. Newsletter: tiginis —liri study newslet
ter.
3. gr. n. Predicate: — beqinda jiimld pred
icate clause/ - jumld declarative sentence/
Jiimld xdwiri predicate of a sentence.
xawardar
adj. Well-informed: — bol- a. to know,
understand; b. to keep in mind, take care/
— qil- to tell, inform: uni bu istin — qilid
please tell him about this/ biz hdm?nd wdqddin —miz we are well informed about
everything,
xawar^i
1. n. sby who notifies; messenger. [Q. xa-

xayr-saxawat
barsy],

2. n. Reporter; correspondent. Cf. axbarat(i, muxbir.
xawarsiz
adj. Unclear; unknown. Also called bixawar. [Q. xabarsyz].
xawarla^vi. To tell each other: xdwdrlisis bdlumi re
ception office/ xdwdrlisis qisimliri news
team. [KK. xabarlas-^.
xawarlandiirvt. To inform, notify, tell. Cf. uqtur- .
xaq
n. Others: — bildn qeris- to be at odds with
sby/ —nid aldida kulkigd qalmasliq kerdk
one should not be laughed at in front of
others/ ^ —nid juwisida tdrld- to sweat up
a borrowed fur coat (to take advantage of
sby's belongings),
xay
clo. n. Cloth shoes; slippers. Also lata

xdy.
xayr
1. rel. n. Blessings; good fortune: — ata
qil- to bestow blessings.
2. n. Alms; charity; donation: - bdr- (qil-)
to give alms. Also xayr-saxawat, xayrsadiqa, xayr-ehsan, sadiqa. [K. kajyr (#1
-2)].
3. int. Well; ok: — diginidiz bolsun ok,
let's do it your way.
4. int. Goodbye: — biz kdttuq goodbye,
we are leaving. Also xayr-xo?, xo? II; cf.
alwida, [U. xajr (#1-4)].
xayrxah
adj. Sympathetic: - bol- to sympathize.
[U. xajrixoh].
xayrxahliq
n. Sympathy: - qil- (kdrsdt-) to show sym
pathy. Cf. hisda^liq.
xayr-xo^
int. = xayr 4.
xayr-saxawat
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xanjarwazliq

xayr-sadiqa
n. = xayr 2.
xayr-sadiqa
n. = xayr 2. [U. xajr-sadaqa].
xayr-ehsan
n. = xayr 2. [U. xajr-ehson].
xayri
n. xiiyri bowa bot. a kind of cardamon (Elettaria cardamomum). Also called ki(ik

login dand.

xayriji
n. Beggar. Cf. tilam^i, diwana, sadiqi9i,
qalandar.
xayriyat
n. Fortune; luck: - dzifliz kelip qaldifliz
luckily you came yourself. [U. xajriyat].
xayrla^vi. To leave, part. Cf. xo^la^- .
xayrlik
adj. Auspicious; lucky: — bolsun good
luck!/ - kun lucky day/ - yil auspicious
year. [Ta. xaerlelU. xajrli (kind; good;
satisfactory)],
xayli
n. Plot. Cf. hila, hila-mikir, siiyiqast,
ziyanka^lik, qast 1.
xalpa
rel. n. An assistant reader of the Koran in
mosques in Xinjiang, [lb. x&lfd (student
or tutor in a medrese)].
xalpat
rel. n. Supervisor of instruction in Islamic
schools,
xalpilik
rel. abstract n. of xalpa.
xalq
1. n. People; citizen: - turmuyi people's
life/ - Gskiri mil. people's militia/ - qurultiyi people's representative assembly/ —
igiligi national economy/ kdfl -- broad
masses. [C- xalqIKK. xalyqlQ. xalyqlTi.

xalykITw. xalklM. xalq\.
2. lit./mus. n. Folk: - ddibiyiti folk litera
ture/ - gijg&kliri folktales/ - qoyaqliri folk

songs.
xalqara
adj. International: — feazarinternational
market/ - xdwdrldr international informa
tion/ — h&mkarliq international coopera
tion/ — w&ziydt international situation. [Q.
xalyqaralU. xalqaro].
xalqarala?vi. To internationalize,
xalqparwar
n. sby who loves the people,
xalqparwarlik
abstract n. of xalqparwar.
xalq^il
adj. Popular; democratic: — ddibiyat pop
ular literature. Cf. ammibap.
xalq^illiq
n. Popularity; democracy: dsdmifl xdlqgilligi a work's popularity,
xalipa
his. n. Caliph. [O. halifel\J. xalifa],
xamak
n. Unripe melon: 1 birp&ldktin hdrxil —
each melon on a vine is different/ ♦ -burun bulbous nose. [U. xamak; xomak],
xandan
poe. adj. Smiling: - gehrd smiling face.
[C. xar^an],
xanda
poe. n. Smile; laughter: — ur- (qil-) to
smile, laugh. Cf. tabassiim, kiilka.
xandak
n. Moat: sepil xdndigi city moat. [C- xandaqlU. xandaq].
xanjar
n. Dagger; dirk; sword: — ur- to assault
with a dagger. [Mo. ginjallTn. xdnzdr/U.
xanzar],
xaiyarwaz
n. sby who uses a dagger,
xaqjarwazliq
n. Swordmanship: — qil- to use daggers/
- kdrsdt- to fence, display the use of dag-
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xoja

xanzu
gers.
xanzu
n. Chinese; Chineseness; Han nationality:
-- till Chinese language. [<Ch. hanzu].
xiinzu(a
1. adv. In the Chinese language: — xHt
Chinese letter or character/ — gdp a talk
in Chinese.
2. adj. Chinese: — sdzM- to speak in Chi
nese/ — kiyim Chinese-style clothing.
xanzu^unas
n. Sinologist,
xanzu^unasliq
n. Sinology,
xanqiz
1. zoo. n. Potato ladybird.
2. n. Female name,
xo
m. Chinese dry measure, ca. 50 liters or
11 gallons. See section on Weights and
Measures on pp. 1079-80. [<Ch. hu\.
xop
int. Ok; yes; well: - pikiriniz boyigd bolsun well, let's do it your way/ — fundaq qilayli ok, let's do it this way / ♦ ~ bol- a.
to serve sby right: xop boptu gdp afllimigandin keyin it serves you right for not lis
tening; b. to become reconciled: bu ikkisi
— bolup qeliyti the two have become recon
ciled / ♦ — d&p tur- to be absolutely obe
dient/ ♦ — kal- to be proper, fitting: bu
ayaq sizgd — k&ldi this pair of shoes fits
you well/ ♦ — kOr- to agree. [U. xiip\.
xot
n. Gear of a car or other machinery: — ydtkd- to shift gears/ —tin giq- a. to slip
gears; b. ♦ to transgress/ —qa gUy- a. to
put into gear; b. ♦ to be on right track/
—qa sal- a. to put into gear; b. ♦ to recti
fy, consolidate or reorganize.
xotak
zoo. n. Donkey foal. Cf. taxay.
xotakla-

zoo. vi. To give birth to a donkey. Also
taxayla- .
xotan
geo. n. Hotan (Khotan), county and city in
Xinjiang p7.07N 79.55E). The county
was established in 1913, the city in 1983.
Population (1982): 214,861 (county); 98,
596 (city).

xotun
n. Woman; wife: buzuq — loose woman/
dr — husband and wife/ saqyaq — loosetongued woman. Cf. ayal. [K. katynIKK.

qatynIMo. qatunlCfT. kadynITa.. xatynlU.
xotin/Y. xotun].

xotun-bala
n. Wife and children; family,
xotunparas
n. Slartchaser; womanizer,
xotunpar^lik
abstract n. of xotunparas.
xotuntalaq
n. Wretch; scoundrel; bastard,
xotun-qiziar
n. Women; womenfolk. [U. xotin-qizJar],
xotunluq
1. adj. of xotun. [Th. xatynlyk],
2. abstract n. of xotun: —qa al- to choose
as wife.
xoja
1. rel. n. An alleged descendant of Mo
hammed. Khojas played a major political
role in Southern Xinjiang from the 15th to
19th centuries.
2. n. Respectful form of address.
3. n. Master: — bol- a. to be a master; b.
to dominate, seek hegemony/ ddldtnifl xojisi master of the country. [Tk. xuza (#3)]
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xo^amat^ilik

xojayin

talk.
2. int. Er; em (when starting to talk or
changing the subject, as a filler): — dmisd
ma barayli er, let's go tomorrow.
3. n. Joy; interest: haraq bildn -urn yoq I
don't enjoy liquor. [l\i. xof].
4. int. Please.
5. int. Thank you. [U. xus; xus (#1-5)].
xo$ II
int. Farewell; goodbye; so long: —
kdru^&rmiz so long, see you later. Cf. alwida, xayr 4, xayr-xo?. [K.
xo^an
cul. n. Filled fried dumpling.
xo$al
adj. Happy; joyous: — bol- to be happy/ —
m.
turmuy a happy life/ — qil- to make happy/
2. n. General affairs: - bayqarmm general
- kdypiyat joyous atmosphere/ - yofa- to
affairs office.
live in peace and contentment. Also xo^alxo^an
xoram, ^al-xoram, ^at, ^at-xoram, ?ad, fan. A wall with flues for space heating;
diman, fadiyana 1. [KK. xos/U. xusbaxt;
heated wall: - sal- to build a xochang.
xmvaqt\.
[<Ch. huoqiang].
xofal-xoram
xo^anliq
adj. = xofal.
adj. of xo^an: - by a room with a xo
xofal-xoramliq
chang.
n. Happiness; joy. Cf. xursan^ilik, xurxoxa
sanlik, quwan(.
bot. n. Thistle (Cirsium): gon - Cirsium
xopllansetosum/ kigik - Cirsium segetum.
vi. To be happy,
xofalliq
n. Joy; gladness; happy event: — bildn
happily/ -qa gdm- to be steeped in happi
ness/ xosalligi qin-qiniga sigmasliq to be be
side oneself with joy/ bu god — this is a
very happy event. [KK. xo$lyq].
xofamM
n. Flattery: - qil- to flatter. Also xofamat{ilik; cf. taxsi^ilik, gapanjilik. [U. xuso-

[K. jto^o/KK. qoja!\5. xuza {#\-7>)\.
4. n. Male name. Also goja (Jtl-A).
xojayin
• u
n. Owner; proprietor; dukannifl —i shop
owner/ dy -i landlord. Also gojayin; cf.
iga 1, mulukdar. [U. xUzajin].
xojayinliq
n. Ownership; proprietorship: — qil- to run
a household, be the boss. Also gojayMq;
cf. tasarrup, igidargiliq, igilik, miiliikgiUk.
xojiliq
1. obs. n. Economy: xdlq xojiligi national
economy/ ♦ - ydr territory. Cf. iqtisat 1,
igilik 2. [Th. xuzalykITu. xocalykIV. xuza-

5on xoxa (left)

xo? I

ki?ik xoxa (right)

•

•

1. int. Well (when urging or inquinng): ~
salamatligifliz qandaqraq well, how are
you?/ — sbzl&p beqin well, go ahead and

mad\.

xofamat(i
n. Flatterer. Also xofamatkoy; cf. taxsigi,
(apangi. p. xusomadguj].
xofamat^ilik
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xo^amatkoy
n. = xo$amat.
xo^amatkoy
n. = xo$amat(i.
xo$ut
geo. n. Hoxud (Heshuo),
county in Xinjiang (42.16N
86.51E). Established in 1946. Population
(1982): 50,323.
xo^un
n. Banner (Mongolian administrative lev
el, equivalent to county). [Mo. qosui\.
xo^yaq1. vi. To be to one's liking, take a fancy
to: horunga is —maydu work is not to a lazy
person's liking.
2. vi. To be comfortable, at ease: biigunki aptap kisigd taza -idu today's sun shin
ing on people felt very comfortable.
xo$Ia$vi. To take leave, say goodbye. Also
xayrla?- . [KK. xoslas-IU. xiislas-].
xo$na
n. Neighbor: -- doldt neighboring country/
inaq — friendly neighbor/ ^ ozafini gin tut
—nni ogri tutma be prudent and don't sus
pect your neighbor/ t yiraqtiki tuqqandin
yeqindiki — yaxsi close neighbors are better
than distant relatives. Also xulum-xo^na;
cf. haqamsaya, hamsaya. [Tv. koza/\J.

qiisin].

xo^nidar^ilik
n. Neighborliness: — qil- to be a good
neighbor/ — munasiwdt neighborly rela
tions.
xo$ni(iliq
n. = xo$nidar(iliq.
xor I
mus. n. Chorus: omumiy — chorus; canta
ta. [<R. xor\.
xor II
adj. Non-durable; perishable: — sopun
non-durable soap.
xora-

xorluq
vi. To diminish, be consumed. [Mo. qor«-].
xoratvt. To consume, expend: xoritis urusi mil.
war of attrition/ giraq yegini - to consume
lamp oil/ kug-quwdtni ~ to consume one's
energies,
xora^^an
adj. Consumable: — buyum consumer
goods,
xoraz
zoo. n. Cock; rooster: soltdk — bobtailed
rooster/ 1 qadirkisi qoy dMriirajizkisi gdjd
— the powerful (rich) man kills a sheep,
the we^ (poor) a smill cock. Also goraz.
[O. horozlH. xuroz].
xorda I
math. n. Hypotenuse. Also called ya I 2.
xorda II
cul. obs. n. Food; meal. [U. xiirda (rice
soup)],
xorda III
adj. xorda bol- to be addicted to: addm 61turuskd — bol- to be a killer by nature/ —
qil- to make miserable: sdn meni — qiliwdttin you made me miserable,
xorak
n. Snore: — tart- to snore/ ♦ xorigi 6s- to
be swollen with arrogance. [U. xurrak].
xorak^i
n. A habitual snorer.
xor-xor
zoo. n. Pekinese dog. Also called kuku.
xorsinvi. To sigh,
xoruldavi. To snore: —p uxla- to snore while
sleeping. Cf. pu$ulda- , xarqira- .
xorlavt. To humiliate, insult, mortify, flk. xurla-/H\i. xorla-(to frighten)],
xorluq
n. Humiliation; mortification: — tart-
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XU da

xorma
(kOr-) to suffer humiliation/ —qa gida- to
endure mortification. Cf. ahanat, geqim,
xarliq. [KK. qorlyqlHi. xurlyklV. xur].
xorma I
hot. n. Date (Fructus
diospyrus longi), used
in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also called tamra.
xorma II
cul. n. Candied date;
jujube: — rdfl chest-nut
color. [U. xurmo (datexorma
palm)],
xoyma
adv. Very; extremely; completely: yax^i
extremely good,
xolup-xolup
onom. expresses a slurping sound: u suyqafni - qilip igiwdtti he finished slurping
his noodle soup,
xolera
med. n. Cholera. [<R.
xolera].

xoliqjan
bot. n. Galangal (Alpinia officinarum), used
in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also xulinjan.
xon
m./n. Tea tray: bir m&zd a plate of pastries.
xonfa
n. Small tray or plate. Diminutive form of
xon.
xon^ilavi. To serve on a tray: —p gay sun- to of
fer tea on a tray,
xrom
chem. n. Chromium (Cr). [<R. xrom].
xubbazi
bot. n. Malva verticillata, a kind of
mallow, used in Uyghur folk medicine.

xuptan
1. rel.

n. Evening rite
(last prayer of day,
about two hours after
sunset): —din qegip
tarawiga ugra- to jump
out of the frying pan
into the fire. Also
called namaz xuptdn.
[U. xufton].
2. n. The two-hour
period after sunset;
sleeping time (JE).

xubbazi

xupsan
adj. Feigning ignorance,
xupsanlik
abstract n. of xupsan: — qil- to feign ig
norance, act dumb,
xupiyana
adj. Secret; mysterious; concealed: — tSksur- to investigate secretly/ — hdrk&t secret
activity/ -- ugrisis secret meeting/ - U myste
rious affair. Cf. sirliq II, yo^uruq 1, yo^urun 1, maxpiy. [U. xufiya].

xutba
rel. n.

Sermon read by the ahong on Fri
days and holidays. [U. xutba].

xud
n. Consciousness: —ini bil-

to regain con
sciousness: unifi kesili egir, —ini bilmdy yatidu he became very ill and remained un
conscious; u —ini bilmdy qaldi he forgot
himself/ -ini tap- to sober up, be sensi
ble: sdn xudufini tap sober up; come to
your senses! / —ini yoqat- a. to lose con
sciousness; b. to be smug, complacent. Cf.
aniiqliq, as-hu?, hu^ 1. [C- xud (self)],

xuda
rel. n.

God; Allah: - bizar God-awful / bilidu who knows; only Allah knows/ —
hdqqi bu Uni mdn bilmdymdn I swear to
God I don't know about this matter/ - saqlisun may Allah bless (sby)/ - ursun may
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xudaparas

XU$

Allah punish (shy) / -- urgan aldamgi god xudiiklanvi. To be diffident, have a guilty con
forsaken swindler/ —ya towa oh my God!/
—ga amandt may Allah protect (shy)/ -gasii- science, have ulterior motives,
kur thank God, all is well. Also xudayi- xuanden
taala; cf. parwardigar, rab, ilah. [C.
n. Slide show. [<Ch. huaruleng].
xuda/K. kudajIKK. qi^ajlTk. xodajl\J. xu- xusus
dd].
1. n. Aspect: siz bu -ta kim bildn sdddstixudaparas
fliz with whom did you talk about this mat
ter?
1. rel. adj. Pious; believing. [Q. xudapa
rast].
2. n. Cause; grounds; reason: m&n musu
2. rel. n. Pious; believer. Also xudagoy
—tin waqtida kelQlmidim for this reason I
(^1-2).
did not return in time. Cf. patiwa 2, ozra
xudaparaslik
1, sawap.
rel. adj. Believing; pious,
xususan
xudasiz
adv. Especially; particularly. [Ta. xosurel. adj. Atheistic; unpious.
sanlU. xususan\.
xudasiziik
xususiy
rel. n. Atheism,
adj. Private: — soda-sana’dt private com
xudawanda
merce and industry/ — mdkt&p private
int. Oh my God!
school/ — muluk private property: — muxudayita'ala
lukgilik-private ownership. [U. xususij].
rel. n. = xuda.
xususiyat
xudagoy
n. Characteristic; feature; trait; peculiari
rel. n. = xudaparas.
ty: tilnifl xususiyiti language feature/ y&rxudagoyluq
lik xususiydt local characteristic. Cf. alahrel. n. Devotion; faith; piety. Cf. bawar,
idilik, xasiyat 1. [C. xususiyat (intimate
taqwa, taqwidarliq, aqida, etiqat, bdas
friendship)/U. xususiyat],
1, iman 1, maslak.
xususiyatUk
xuddi
adj. Characteristic; peculiar: — bdlgd char
acteristic feature,
conj. Seem; as if: - polattin quyulganddk
as if made of steel. [U. xuddi (precisely; xususiliq
exactly)],
n. Selfishness,
xudiik
xusumat
n. Uncertainty; suspicion.
n. Grudge; prejudice; animosity: — qil- to
xudiikgan
bear a grudge, be biased.
adj. Uncertain; suspicious: ogri — kelidu xusumat(i
the thief has a guilty conscience,
n. sby who bears a grudge or is biased.
xudiik^i
xu$
adj. = xudiikgan.
1. adj. Happy; glad; pleased; delighted: ~
xudiiksiragaqgaq cheerful; optimistic: — gaqgaq avi. To be suspicious, have misgivings,
ddm cheerful person; — gaqgaq sdhbdt
xudiiksincheerful or pleasant conversation/ — giray
vi. = xudiiksira- .
happy, radiant, cheerful face/ — xdwdr
KEY3.m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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xu^tar
good news: -- xQwdr Midi good news
came; - xdwar ydtkuz- to announce good
news, report success/ — xuy cheerful;
radiant: — xuy addm cheerful person; —
xuy giray radiant face; - xuy mij&z cheer
ful disposition/ — waq bol- to be happy:
— waq bolufl wishing you happiness, have
a good time/ — Mpsiz qadirdan dostum
welcome, my dear friend/ — Myp happy;
cheerful; merry/ —i Ml- to be happy: —i
k&lgdndd u qaltis Uldydu when he is happy
he works with great drive (also —i tut-)l
kdfUiim — I am happy. [C- xosll^. xuy\.
2. adj. Fragrant; aromatic: - puraq a. aro
ma; fragrance: — puraq gag- to emit or
diffuse aroma; — puraq gupulddp turmaqta the fragrance is everywhere; b. fra
grant: - puraq gtil aromatic flower/ — puraqliq aromatic: — puraqliq birikmildr aro
matic chemical compounds; — puraqliq bsumlukldr aromatic plants. Cf. attar, atir
2, yeqimliq 4. [U. xmbiij].
3. adj. Sweet-sounding; gentle; polite: —
awaz sweet-sounding voice/ — peil gentle;
mild: — peillik gentleness; mildness/ — tdbidt gentle nature; mild manners: — tdbidtlik gentle; mild-mannered/ — mu'amild
solicitousness; politeness / — mu'amililik
solicitous; polite/ ♦ — pigim good stature
or figure/ ♦ — tdbdssum smiling/ ♦ —
xdt calligraphy: - xdt iilgisi copybook/ ♦
- kdr- to like, be fond of.
xu^tar I
n. Desire; infatuation: -- bol- to desire,
love, be infatuated with/ — qil- to cause to
desire or love/ top oynayqa — a desire to play
ball/ ddibiyatqa — addm literature buff.
Cf. $ayda. [U. xustorl.
xu^tar II
mus. n. A string instrument used by Uyghurs and other nationalities in Xinjiang,
xu^tarliq
abstract n. of xu^tar I.

xurum
xurapat
n. Superstition: —ni yoqat(tugdt-) to stamp out super
stition/ diniy — religious
superstition. [Ta. xorafatl
U. xurofot].
xurapat^i
n. Superstitious person,
xurapatliq
n. = xurapat.
xurapi
adj. Superstitious: — addm
superstitious person/ — brpaddtldr superstitious cus
toms and habits,
xurapilar^a
adv. Superstitiously.
xurapiliq
xu$tar
n. Superstitiousness,
xural
n. Mongolian meeting or assembly. [Mo.

qurallTv. xural].

xurjun
n. A long, rectangular bag sewn up at
both ends with an opening in the middle,
usually worn across the shoulder or put on
the back of a donkey. [U. xurjun].
xursan
adj. Happy; glad; joyful: - bol- to be hap
py/ - qil- to make happy/ kdlgdnligiflgd mdn I am happy about your coming. [U.

xursand].

xursangilik
n. Happiness; joy; pleasure. Also xo^al-xoramliq, xursanlik, quwan^.
xursanlik
n. = xursangilik.
xuruf
1. n. Materials.
2. cul. n. Condiments; seasoning; flavor
ing. Cf. xajo-xujo.
xurum
n. A kind of soft leather: — dtiik leather

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka§gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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xuwayni
boots.
xuwayni
bot. n. A kind of apricot grown in Xin
jiang,
xuy
n. Disposition; temper; temperament (usu
ally being bad): - tut- to lose one's tem
per/ -/ yaman bad-tempered/ bir az -i tutup qaptu he got a bit hot under the collar/
it — excitable. Also payl, xuy-payl, xulq,
xulq-mijaz, mijaz, myaz-xulq.
xuy-payl
n. = xuy.
xuyzu
n. Hui nationality, found throughout Chi
na but concentrated in the Northwest, es
pecially in Ningxia. [<Ch. huizu].
xuylavt. To paper: torusni — to paper a ceiling,
xuylanvi. To lose one's temper,
xuyluq
adj. Ill-tempered: bu — at this is an illtempered horse,
xulasa
n. Conclusion; summary: - giqar- to con
clude/ — qil- to conclude/ xulasigQ Ml- to
reach a conclusion / m&n yundaq xulasigd
Mldim I reached this kind of a conclusion.
Cf. natija 2. [U. xulosa (resumd; result)],
xulasilavt. To conclude, summarize. Cf. yepil- 3,
natijilan-.
xulanzigi
n. Itinerant peddler; street vendor. [<Ch.

huolang\.

xulanzigiliq
n. Peddling: - qil- to engage in street
vending.
xulq
n. = xuy: —i yaxsi adSm good-natured per
son. [U. xulq\.
xulqluq

xumsa
1. adj. of xulq.
2. adj. Coquettish; flirty. Cf. tannaz, jilwilik, oynaq.
xulq-myaz
n. = xulq.
xulum-xo$na
n. Neighbors. Cf. xo$na, haqamsaya, hamsaya.
xuligan
n. Hooligan; rogue; hoodlum. Cf. liikgak.
[<R. xuligan <E. hooligan].
xuliganlik
n. Hooliganism. Cf. liikjaklik.
xuliiyan
bot. n. Galangal (Alpinia officinarum).
See illustration at xoliqjan on p. 383.
xum
n. Clay pot; pottery jar. [U. xum],
xumar
n. Addiction; craving; lust: — tut- (bol-)
to crave, become addicted/ —din giq- to
satisfy a craving/ tamaka —i tobacco ad
diction/ Gp-yun —i opium addiction/ ♦ qil- to feel like doing sth: tamoM — qil- to
crave a cigarette/ ♦ — kdz tender, loving
eyes. [C- xumar (hangover)/!!, xumor],
xumarla^1. vi. To be partly open: kdz —ti the eyes
were half-open.
2. vi. To be tender and loving (of eyes),
xunipar
n. Scoundrel; jackass; wretch; bastard. [U.

xumpar].

xumdan
n. Kiln; xis xumdini brick kiln. [U. xum-

don],

xumdan^i
n. Kiln worker; potter,
xumdan^iliq
n. Kilnwork; pottery,
xumsa
1. n. Bisexual person.
2. n. Bastard; scoundrel.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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xemirturuj

xumra
xumra
m./n. Crock; jar; pitcher: bir — qetiq one
pitcher of sour milk. Cf. idi|.
xun
1. phys. n. Blood: — k&t- to lose blood / —
kesili med. metrorrhagia/ aq — med. leucorrhea/ ♦ kdznin —i k&t- for the eyes to
lose their blood (to have failing eyesight).
Cf. qan. [U. xun\.
2. phys. n. Menstruation: — k&l- to men
struate. Cf. adat 2, hayiz.
3. n. Human life: — tOl&- to pay with
one's life/ — d&wasi a lawsuit involving a
human life/ — h&qqi value of life.
xunxor
n. Bloodsucker; vampire. Cf. qanxor 1.
xunxorluq
abstract n. of xunxor. Cf. qanxorluq.
xunxuza
n. Bandit. [<Ch. honghuzi].
xunsiz
1. adj. Pale; waxen; ashen: — giray ashen
face. Cf. tataran, tatirahgu, tatiriq, 6msuriin, qansiz.
2. phys. adj. Bloodless; without menstrua
tion.
3. adj. Dull: - kdz dull eyes,
xunuk
adj. Dim; pale: — giray pale face/ — kdz
dim eyes.
xunukla$1. vi. To become dim or pale.
2. vi. To become ugly,
xunukla^turvt. caus. of xunukla^- .
xejin
geo. n. Hejing, a county in Xinjiang
(42.18N 86.18E). Established in 1941.
Population (1982): 145,002. See map at
xo$ut on p. 382.
xegir
zoo. n. Mule. Also at xegir. [K. kagyr/U.

xagir].

xerit
n. Materials used by a craftsman,
xerid
n. Purchase: — qil- to make a purchase.
[U. xarid].
xeridar
1. n. Customer; shopper; client; patron: —
tap- to drum up trade/ — gaqir- to peddle,
hawk. [U. xaridor].
2. n. Market; sale: —i yoq no sale,
xeridarliq
abstract n. of xeridar: — qil- to look after,
keep an eye on.
xeyim-xatar
n. Danger; peril; unexpected misfortune:
—g& yoluq- (ugra-) to meet with a mishap,
be in danger or distress. Also xatiir,
xawp.
xeyim-xatarsiz
adj. Dangerfree; safe; secure. Also bixatar, xatarsiz, xawpsiz.
xeyim-xatarlik
adj. Dangerous; perilous. Also xatarlik,
xawplik.
xeli
adj. Quite; fairly; very; rather: — waqit
boldi it's been some time/ — uzun rather
long/ -- kiinl&r dtti quite a few days
passed/ — muwapiq rather appropriate/ -yaxii quite good/ —yay fairly young/ —yillar
boldi it has been quite a few years/ —din
beri for a long time/ biz — s&zlifiwalduq we
talked for a fairly long time,
xemir
cul. n. Dough: — tut- to leaven dough/ —
zuwulisi pieces of dough/ — yay- to roll
dough/ — yugur- to knead dough/ —ni zuwula qil- to make small pieces of dough.
[Tk. kamyr/U. xamir],
xemirturuj
1. cul. n. Leavener; yeast. Cf. e^itqu 1.
[U. xamirturuy].
2. n. Ink: ♦ unifl qosigida xeli —
there

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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xirala^-

xena

n. = xyalM^ilik.
is quite a lot of ink in his stomach (he is
xyilliq
very knowledgeable). Cf. siya.
n. = xyalat^ilik.
xena
xislat
bot. n. Garden bal
n. Style; quality; character: alijanap sam (Impatiens balnoble style/ esil — excellent character. [U.
samina): — yaq- to
dye one's fingers or
xislat].
xislatlik
fingernails (when a
adj. of xislat: yaxsi - addm sby with excelkhena leaf and pe
lent manners.
tals are rubbed be
xi$
tween one's fingers,
n. Brick: — pisur- to fire bricks/ — xumdini
it stains them an or
brick kiln/ xam — adobe brick/ gUlldk - a
ange color). Also
xena
decorated brick. Also gi^i cf. kirpig.
xend gill, xina, xina.
x4(i
xenim
n. Maker or seller of bricks.
n. A form of address for a woman: ayimhan — Mrs. (Madame, Miss) Ayimhan. x4giliq
abstract n. of x4gi.
Also xanim.
xir^
xitap
n. Expenditure; expense: — qil- to spend/
n. Shout; exclamation: — qil- to rouse.
—ni iqtisat qil- to cut down on expenses/
[U. xitob] .
a'ild xirajiti household expenses /pargd xitapnama
occasional expenditures/ oqus —iti tuition/
n. Declaration; manifesto; pronouncement:
yol xirajiti traveling expenses; road toll.
— elan qil- to issue a declaration. Also
Also x^, xirsyat; cf. rasxot. [U. xaraiat;
called manifest.
xarz].
xijalat
n. Shame; embarrassment; poverty; diffi xirajat
n. = xiraj.
culty: — arila^ bashful/ — bol- a. to be em
barrassed; b. to be hard-pressed: puldin - xirajatsiz
adj. Without expenses,
boliwatimdn I am in financial straits (^so
~ tart-)/ - qil- to embarrass, put in a tight xirtildavi. To sob: -p yi§la- to sob. Cf. opkida-,
spot/ -ta qaldur- (-kd qoy-) to embarrass/
oksii- I, isada- , mi^ilda-.
xijaliti bar there are difficulties; difficult/
♦ —tin giq- to satisfy, meet demands. [C. xira
adj. Dim; dull: — dyndk dull glass/ gir^xicalatlU. xizolat].
nin nuri bdk - the lamp light is very dim/
xyalM(ilik
abstract n. of xijalat. Also xijil^iliq, xijil♦ kdflli - bol- to feel depressed. [U. xira].
liq.
xira-$ira
xyil
adv. Vaguely; dimly; indistinctly: — kdadj. Shy; ashamed; bashful: — bol- = xirun- to appear indistinctly.
jaldt bol-/ - qil- = xijaldt qil-/ tndn unifl
aldida — I feel asham^ in front of him.
xirala$1. vi. To dim: tad atar waqtida yultuzlar
xyil(iliq
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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xiyaliy

xir-xir
—ti when dawn is about to break, the stars
dim/ kdz xirdlisip qal- to have dim eye

sight.
2. vi. To become slack, negligent: bu bala
birazxirdli$ip qaldi this child has become a
bit negligent,
xir-xir
onom. expresses the sound of suppressed
laughter: - kill- to chuckle,
xiristiyan
rel. n. Christian: — dini Christianity. Also
called nasara. [<R. xristianin].
xirildavi. To snort, snore, wheeze. Cf. pu^qur- ,
purqu- 1, xartilda- , ga^ilda- . [U. xirilla(to snore)],
xizmat
1. n. Work: — waqti working hours. Cf.
amgak 1, mehnat 1.
2. n. Post; job: -tin bo^at- to remove from
office/ —tin bofan- to retire, be discharged
from office/ —tin gii^- to leave office/ —k&
bar- to assume office, go to work/ —kd
qoy- (al-) to appoint.
3. n. Contribution; meritorious service: —
kOrsdt- to render meritorious service: —
kdrsdttip jinayitini yu- to perform merito
rious service to atone for a crime; — kdrsdttim ddp dzigd tdmdnna qoy- to claim
credit for oneself; — kdrsdtkdn xadimlar
meritorious personnel. Cf. tohpa.
4. n. Service: ata-anisinifl xizmitidd bolto wait upon one's parents. [Ta. xezmdtl
T\i. xyzmat/U. xizmat (#1-4)].
xizmatda$
n. Colleague; fellow worker.
xizmMda$liq
abstract n. of xizmatda$: — mmasiwiti col
legial relationship.
xizmat(i
n. Employee; servant. Also xizmdtkar.
[Th. xezmdtge].
xiqira-

1. vi. To be hoarse.
2. zoo. vi. To snarl (of a dog),
xiqiraq
adj. Hoarse: -- awaz a hoarse voice,
xiyar^anbar
bot. n. Cassia
fistula, used in
Uyghur folk
medicine. Also
called amiltas.
xiyal
1. n. Thought;
idea; intention:
— stir- to be lost
in thought, be
spellbound/ —din
kdg- to give up
an idea/ —ni bdl- to interrupt a train of
thought/ batil — idle dream; vague way of
thinlang/ unifl —i birydrdd dmds his inten
tions are unclear. Cf. muddia. [Ta. xy-

yal\.

2. n. Imagination; fancy: — qil- a. to think,
fancy,imagine; b. ♦ to consider, ponder/
—ga beril- to indulge in a phantasm/ bu —
dmds bdlki hdqiqdt this is no imagination
but reality/ sirin — wonderful imagination.
[C. xayaltXi. xael (#1-2)].
3. n. Memory; recall: —din kdtiril- to er
ase from memory/ —ga gdm- to be lost in
thought/ —ga kdl- to remember/ —ga kdltiirto recall/ mdn bu Uni dsla —imga kdlturmigdn idim I have never thought about this
matter. Cf. ^ 1, xatira 1, sam, yad.
xiyal^an
adj. Dreamy; pensive. [U. xaSlgan (n.)].
xiyalparas
n. Dreamer; utopianist.
xiyalka^
n. = xiyalparas. [U. xadlkcU\.
xiyaliy
1. adj. Imaginary; illusory.
2. adj. Utopian: — sotsiyalizim utopian so-

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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xiyanat
cialism. Also called utopistlik, utopik.
xiyanat
1. n. Betrayal; perfidy; treachery; disloy
alty. Cf. xa'inliq, satqinliq, setilmiliq.
[U. xiSnat],
2. n. Malpractice; embezzlement.
♦ “ qil- a. to betray; dostiga — qil- to be
tray a friend; erigd — qil- to jilt one's hus
band; b. to engage in malpractice.
xiyanat(i
n. Corrupt person: — Hmdldar corrupt of
ficial. Also xiyanatkar.
xiyanat^ilik
abstract n. of xiyanatgi: —kd qarsi tur- to
oppose corruption. Also xiyanatkarliq.
xiyanatkar
n. = xiyanatfi.
xiyanatkarana
adv. Treacherously; untrustworthily: —
hujum a treacherous attack. Also xa'inana, xa'inlarja; cf. gaddap 1.
xiyanatkarliq
n. = xiyanatfilik.
xill
1. n. Kind; sort: -larga ajrat- to classify/
bir — one kind; the same/ bir n&ggd —
several kinds. [U. xit\.
2. n. Match; aequal: sdn menifl —im dmds
you are no match for me/ ♦ kdilli bir —
bol- to feel bad.
xilll
adj. Excellent; first-rate; superb: - qosm
first-rate troops/ — qogunlar excellent mel
ons/ qosunlarni - organlami ixgam qil- to
pick troops and simplify administration,
xilap
adj. Breaching; violating; — bol- (kdl-) to
violate, act contrary to/ qanunga — law
breaking; illegal/ intizamga — breaching
discipline. [Th. x/7a/(contrary; opposite)],
xilapliq
n. Breach; violation,
xilwat

xlor
adj. Quiet; secluded: — jay a secluded
place. Cf. jat 3, qawaq I. [U. xilvat\.
xUlavt. To pick, choose, select: —p al- to pick/
uruq — to select se^s. Cf. parla-, taiga1, talla-, korsat- 4. [Tv. fili-IU. xilla-].
xilla$- I
vi. To be picked, chosen or selected to
gether,
xillaf- II
vi. To become excellent,
xilliq
adj. of xil I 1: bir — monotonous; dull;
dumb/ kdp — of many kinds,
xilmu-xil
adj. Various; sundry: — p/Jt/r/firvarious
opinions. Cf. tiirliik, harxil, qisma-qisma. [U. xilma-xil].
xilmu-xilliq
n. Variety,
ximik
chem. n. Chemist. Cf. kimiyagar. [<R.

ximik].

ximiya
chem. n. Chemistry; elektir ximiyisi elec
trochemistry. Cf. kimiya 2. [<R. ximiya].
ximiyiwiy
chem. adj. Chemical: — tdfllimd chemical
equation/ — ogut chemical
fertilizer/ -- reaksiyd chem
ical reaction. Also ximiyilik.
xina
bot. n. Lawsonia inermis,
used in Uyghur folk medi
cine. [U. xina (henna)]. Al
so xina.
xinin
n. Quinine: — para^ogi qui
nine powder. [<R. xinin].
xina
xlor
chem. n. Chlorine (Cl): —gaz/chlorine
gas. [<R. xlor].

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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hap
onom. hap qil- (&t-) to take a bite: —ip yutuw&t- to gulp down in one bite.
hapa$
n. hapas bol- to be hanging on (sby's) back/
- qil- to cari7 on one's back: balini — qilto carry a child piggyback.
hapa^lavt. To carry on one's back,
hapiz
1. rel. n. Keeper or preserver of, i.e. sby
who has memorized, the Koran.
2. mus. obs. n. Singer: x&lq —i folk sing
er. Cf. olah^i, qo$aq(i, nax$i(i. [U. ho-

phenomenon.

hqjM

1. n. Need: —idin giq- to satisfy a need/
hajiti yoq there is no need/ sizgd hajitim
giisti I beg you/ nimd hajiti bar what is

needed? Cf. zariiriyat, zariirliik, zariirlik, wajipliq. [C- hacatlO. hacet],
2. n. Excretion: — qil- to go to the toilet.
[U. hozat (#1-2)].
h^atxana
n. Latrine; lavatory; toilet. Cf. badrap,
badrapxana, taratxana, xala, istiwraxana. [O. hacet yeri/\J. hozatxona],
hajatsiz
Madj. Unneeded; unnecessary: bu ndrsd
3. n. Male name. Also hapizaxun.
mafia - I do not need this thing. Cf. ehtihapizliq
yajsiz.
abstract n. of hapiz.
hajatlik
hapila-$apila
adj. Needed: — ndrsd essentials. Also ehtiyajliq.
adv. Hastily; hurriedly: — yolga giq- to
move hastily. Cf. $e$ip-pi$ip, $e$ilip-pi$ip. hajatman
hadis
n. Needy: —Idrnin hajiditin giq- to satisfy
obs. adv. Special; extraordinary; very: —
the requirements of the needy,
h^i
yaxii very good/ — yaman very bad.
hadisa
1. rel. n. sby who has been on a pilgrim
1. n. Accident; incident; event: -yiizb&rage to Mecca. [O. hacHQ. hazy/U. hozi].
di an accident occurred/ tarixiy — a histor
2. n. Male name. Also haji'axun.
ical event/ mih besiga gofl — kdldi he met hqjiliq
with a serious accident. Cf. jataq 11, waabstract n. of haji: — mdrtiwisigd igd bolqa. [O. hadise/U. hodisa],
gan addm a person who has acquired the ti
tle of Haji.
2. n. Phenomenon: tdbidt hadisiliri natural

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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hasa
hasa
n. Walking stick: — tutup man- to walk
with a walWng stick/ hasiga tayan- to lean
on a walking stick. [KK. hasal\J. hassd\.
hasiravi. To pant noisily: u taqqa giqqigd harginidin —p kdtti he climbed the mountain
huffing and puffing. [U. hansira-].
hasirap-homiidap
adv. Panting noisily: — yugQrQp k&l- to
come running, huffing and puffing,
hasil
adj. Outcome; result (JL): — bol- a. to emerge, appear, come into being: su qaynisa hor — bolidu when water boils, steam
appears; b. to achieve: muradi — bol- to
achieve one's goal/ — qil- to acquire, at
tain, gain: bilim — qil- to acquire knowl
edge; tdjribd - qil- to gain experience;
qana'dt - qil- to satisfy; kelisim - qil- to
reach an agreement; isdng - qil- to gain con
fidence. [C- hasil!O. hdsila/\J. hosil\.
ha$ar
n. Forced labor: -ga tut- to press into serv
ice/ -ga kdt- to do forced labor. [U. hayar
(mutud help)].
ha$arat
zoo. n. Insect: - apiti insect plague/ paydiliq —/(2r beneficial insects. [U. hasarot].
ha$arat$unas
n. Entomologist.
ha$arat$unasliq
n. Entomology.
ha$ar(i
n. Forced laborer,
bar
n. har al- to mind, take offense/ har kdlto be bashful; to feel ashamed: basqilardin
pul soras mana — kdldi I feel ashamed to
borrow money from others,
harvi. To be tired or fatigued: bugiin bdk
—dim I am very tired today/ herip kdt- to

haramtamaq
grow tired. Also herip-sarsa- . [U. hori-].
hararat
1. phys. n. Temperature; fever: — drlidi
the temperature rose/ bdddn harariti body
temperature.
2. phy. n. Heat; warmth; temperature: tdwdn — microtherm. [U. harorat\.
haraq
cul. n. Alcoholic beverage: — tut- to pro
pose a toast/ — egitqusi distiller's yeast/
—ni kds- to sober up/ aq — liquor/ tatliq —
sweet wine/ gUnig harigi rice wine. Also
jiin I, haraq-^arap, $arap. [Mo. arikilTa.

arakITv. aragalV. araqIY. arygy],
haraqxor
n. = haraqka$.
haraqxorluq
n. = haraqka^lik.
haraq-^arap
cul. n. = haraq.
haraqka^
n. Alcoholic; drunkard; sot; toper; wino.
Cf. ^arapxor, mas 1, mayxor.
haraqka^lik
n. Drunkenness; inebriation; intoxication;
tipsiness: — yaxyi addt dmds drunkenness is
not a good custom. Cf. ^arapxorluq, qiyapat, mastana .
haram
rel. adj. Ritually incorrect: — bayliqillgotten wealth/ - bol- a. to be prohibited,
be a sin; b. (of animals) to die of natural
causes; c. to waste / — 61- to die a violent
death/ — suydiik illegitimate child (also
—din bolgan bala)l — kdt- to waste/ — gdf
unkosher meat/ 5 molla kdp bolsa, qoy —
dlidu where there are many mullahs,
sheep die improperly (i.e. their meat is
unkosher)/ ♦ - sax bot. spindled branch.
♦ — niydt wild ambition (al- so — oy)
Opposite of halal. [O. haramiTu. xarami
U. harom\.
haramtamaq

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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harmas-talmas

haramtamaqliq
fig. n. Parasite; sby who eats without
working. Also haramxor; cf. parazit 2,
tayyartap, tekinxor, tiriktap.
haramtamaqliq
n. Parasitism: — qil- to eat without work
ing. Also haramxorluq; cf. tayyartapliq,
tekinxorliq, tiriktapliq.
haramxor
n. = haramtamaq.
haramxorluq
n. = haramtamaqliq.
haramzada
1. n. Illegitimate child. [U. haromzoda].
2. n. Slippery fellow; sly customer.
3. n. Bastard; skunk; scoundrel. Also haramliq 2. [O. haramzade (#1-3)].
haramzadilik
abstract n. of haramzada: — qil- to play
tricks,
haramliq
1. rel. n. ofharam.
2. n. = haramzada.
harpa
n. Eve: ddldt bayriminifl harpisi the eve
of National Day. Also arpa.
hardurvt. To tire, fatigue: uzm sdpdr Idsini ~idu
long-distance travel makes people tired.
Also harguz-, halsira-.
harduq
n. Fatigue: - al- to rest/ - giq- to dispel
fatigue/ — sora- to inquire after sby's
roadweariness, extend greetings/ — eii food
for dispelling fatigue/ — y&t- to feel tired.
Also harginliq; cf. jowalgu. [U. hordiq].
harsinvi. To have a hard time: nahdqtin dyipldngSnligim iigun —dim because of unfair crit
icism, I had a hard time,
harwa
n. Originally a two-wheeled cart; now used
generically for all kinds of vehicles, in
cluding bicycles: -- gaqi cart wheel/ —

qat- (qof-) to harness an animal to a cart/ ~
kira qil- to hire a cart/ — kirasi cart mon
ey/ at harwisi horse cart / kala harwisi ox
cart/ ♦ harwisidatosqanal-to catch a. T&h-

bit in a cart (to be extremely patient in
one's work)/ ♦ quruq harwini elip qagto indulge in idle talk. [K. arabalTa. ar-

baltd. aravd\.

harwa

harwika^
n. Carter; cart driver: ^ -- awarikOy (being
a) cart driver (is like being a) busybody,
harwika^lik
abstract n. of harwika^: — qil- to work as a
cart driver,
harwilap
adv. In carts,
harwiliq
adj. Riding on a cart: - k&ldim I came by
cart,
harimi
n. Scoundrel; bastard; skunk,
harguzvt. = hardur- .
hargin
1. adj. Tired; fatigued: — at a fatigued
horse/ -- giray tired face/ — kdz fatigued
eyes. Cf. juluq 2.
2. adj. Thin; weak (of voice due to fatigue),
harginliq
n. = harduq: — his qil- to feel tired,
harmas-talmas
adj. Tireless; diligent; hard-working: —
tdtqiqatgi tireless researcher/ Cf. tiri^^an,
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harmay-talmay
tiri$9aq, tiri^ip, amgak^an, ytihatliq, i$(an.
harmay-talmay
adv. Tirelessly; diligently: — iigiin- to stu
dy tirelessly/ — i$ld- to work without letup,
haza I
n. Moment: bir — one moment. Cf. an,
payt 2, ^na, zamat, moment,
haza II
n. Mourning: — ag- to begin mourning/ —
tut- to be in mourning/ — sundur- to end
mourning. Also aza; cf. matam.
hazazul
1. rel. n. A female yaksha (a malevolent
spirit in Buddhism).
2. n. Tyrant; despot; fiend,
hazidar
n. Mourner. Cf. matamdar.
hazidarliq
adj. Mourning: — kiyim mourning clothes,
hazir
adv. Ready; now; just now; this very min
ute: — bol- a. to get ready: mefU^qa — bolto prepare to start out; b. to await, expect:
sa 'dt bdstd poyiz istansisida — bol- be at
the train station at five o'clock; c. to be
present/ — sa'dt ndggd what time is it
now?/ — waqtim yoq I have no time just
now/ — qil- to prepare: sdn mayinini sadt
tOttd bu ydrgd — qil have the car ready
here by four o'clock/ ♦ — jawap im
promptu: — jawap seir extempore verse.
Cf. al'an, andi, andilik. [K. azyr/KK.

hdzirlT^. xazir; xdzerlTa. xdzirlU. hozir].

hazirga
adv. Briefly; tempora^: - iflitip turay let
me borrow (use) it briefly/ u mdsild iistidd
— toxtalmayli let's not d^ with this prob
lem for the time being,
hazirqi
adj. Contemporary; present: — zaman a.
present time: — zaman uy§ur till contempo
rary Uyghur language; b. gr. present tense/

hawa
♦ — haldtkd qana'dtldn- to be content
with things the way they are.
hazirgi^a
adv. Until now: bu Uni ta — untumidim I
have not forgotten this matter until now/ u
— kdlmidi he has not come so far.
hazirlavt. To prepare: tamaq — to prepare a
meal/ oquf qorallirini — to prepare study
equipment. [Th. xdzerld-].
hazirlanvi. To prepare: sdpdrgd — to prepare to
go on a trip/ imtihanga — to prepare for an
examination. [Tk. xdzerldn-].
hazirliq
n. Preparation: — qil- (kOr-) to prepare,
get ready/ toyga — kdr- to get ready for a
wedding/ hegqandaq hazirligim yoq I have
not made any preparations at all/ sdpdr
hazirligi preparations for a trip. Cf. taraddut, tayyargarlik, tayyarliq, jabduq 2.
[Tk. xdzerldnu],
hawa I
1. n. Air: — tdwdlik hoquqi sovereignty
over one's air space/ — tdwdsi territorijd
air space/ — yd- to breathe air/ — nasosi
air exhaust/ sap — fresh air. Cf. yal 1.
[KK. haiialO. hava].
2. n. Weather; climate: — rayi meteorology: — istansisi meteorological station;
—din mdlumat weather forecast. Cf. abihawa, kelimat, kilimat, iqlim I. [C. hava/K. abalTk. hava (^1-2)].
3. n. Sky: — armiyisi mil. air force/ — boslugi the sky; Heavens/ — buzuldi the sl^
became overcast/ — besimi phy. atmos
pheric pressure/ — pogtisi air mail/ — tutuldi the sky turned cloudy/ — sari balloon/
“ rdfl skyblue color/ — urusi mil. air battle/
— qaynimi whirlwind/ — kilimati climate/
— egildi the sky cleared/ — eqimi air cur
rent/ — yoli air route/ — mudapidsi mil.
air defense. Cf. asman, kok 12. [U. havo
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hanwaqti

hawa
(#1-3)].
hawa II
rel. n. Eve: -- ana Mother Eve.

hawasiz

adj. Airless; - bosluq phy. vacuum,
hawayihawas
phys. n. Sexual intercourse,
hawalanvi. To breathe fresh air.
hawala
n. Trust: - qil- to trust/ xxxnifl hawalisi
bil&n having XXX's trust. [U. havold\.
hawaliq
adj. of hawa: — y&r a place with good air.
hawan^a
n. Mortar,
haw^ivi. To bark: it hawsidi the dog barked. Cf.
wah$i-, qawa- II, kap^a- 1, kan^i- .
hawz
n. Man-made pool, pond. Cf. kol. [U.
havza (geo. basin)],

hakim
1. n. Ruler: - milldt ruling or dominant
nationality. [O. hdkimlTk. xMm].
2. his. n. County magistrate; judge. [U.

hokim],

3. n. Male name. Also hakimjan.
hakimiyat
1. n. Political power: - besidikipartiyd the
party in power/ — besiga giq- to be in power/
— organliri organs of political power/ dOl&t hakimiyiti national power/ ilahiy — the
ocracy. [O. hdkimiyetIV. hokimiyat].
2. n. Official seal,
hakimliq
n. Rule; dominant position: siyasi jdhdttiki
— politically dominant position. [O. hd-

kimlik],

hakimmutlaq
n. Autocrat; dictator: — padisa autocratic
emperor,
hakimmutlaqiiq
n. Autocracy; dictatorship: - qil- to estab
lish a dictatorship,
haqarat
n. Affront; insult; slur: — kdltiir- (qil-) to haklavt. To whitewash, plaster; 6y - to white
insult/ qattiq - utmost affront. [O. hakawash a room. Cf. suwa-, sipa- .
retlTn. x&kardtIU. haqorat].
hah-tah
haqaratlaadj. Dazed; entranced; stunned; dumb
vt. To affront, insult,
founded: - bol- to be dazed, entranced/ haqaratlik
qil- to stun, dumbfound,
n. Affronting; insulting; — sdzldr insulting
hahraremarks,
1. vi. To bray: isdk hadridi the donkey
hak
brayed/1 ifdkhaflrigaydursayda, mdlumbochem. n. Lime: - te^i geol. limestone/ lur patqaq jayda the donkey is braying in
suyi limewash/ — maddisi calcereous na
ture. Cf. ku$ta. [C. xak (earth; soil; dust)], the gravel desert, (its worth) will be
known in a muddy place (JMC).
hakawur
2. vi. To howl,
adj. Arrogant; disdainful; haughty: — ahanratd&m a haughty person,
vt. To cause to bray: iidkni — to make a
hakawurluq
donkey bray,
n. Arrogance; disdain; haughtiness: - qilhahwaqto be arrogant.
vi. To gape, gawk. [U. angraj-].
hak(i
hanwaqti
n. Producer or seller of lime.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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hanwaqtiliq
1. n. Gaper; gawker.
2. adj. Crazy: - addm a crazy person,
hanwaqtiliq
n. Thoughtlessness: — qil- to do (sth)
thoughtlessly,
hanga
zoo. n. Jackass: — ijdJ: jackass/ ♦ — terdk
hot. Chinese littleleaf box (Buxus micro-

phylla).
hahgirt
zoo. n. Swan goose (Anser cygnoides).
hay
int. Hey: — undaq qilmafl hey, not that
way!/ ♦ — bdr- a. to control, restrain,
hold back: aggigiga — bdr- to control one's
temper; sdytiniga — bdr- to be able to with
stand Satan's temptation; b. to try to per
suade: sdn berip uniflga — bdrgin go and
try to persuade him. flh. haj].
haya
n. Sense of shame:— qil- to be ashamed/
—ni bilmdydigan addm shameless person.
[U. hayd\.
hayat
1. n. Life: — qal- to live/ - kdr- (kdgur-)
to be alive/ — yoli means of livelihood: —
yoli tap- to seek a means of livelihood/
bdxtlik — a happy life/ oqutqugiliq —i
teaching profession/ siyasi — political life/
yefii — a new life/ ♦ —i ulug dltimi fdrdplik
rel. His life is mighty and death is glori
ous. [C- hayatlTn. xdyatIU. hayat],
2. adj. Alive: u qdlbimizdd rndfigii — he
will always live in our hearts/ unifl ataanisi ~ his parents are alive.
hayatb^^
adj. Vigorous; dynamic,
hayatiy
adj. of hayat: — kug vitality; life force,
hayat-mamat
n. Life and death: - pdyti a moment when
one's life hangs in the balance/ — kiiniyi a
life-and-death struggle/ —ta billd bol- to

hayan
have a common destiny/ —qa munasiwdtlik a matter of life and death/ —iga qarimasliq to be careless of one's life, dash
ahead regardless of one's safety. [U. ha-

yat-mamot],

hayat-mamatliq
adj. of hayat-mamat: — elms a life-anddeath struggle,
hay^ an
n. Ardor; fervor; enthusiasm: —ga tol- to
be full of ardor/ —ga kdldi fervor arose/
—ni bos- to restrain enthusiasm/ Mr xdwdr
hdmmini —ga saldi this news got everybody
excited. Cf. qizginliq. [U. hayaion],
hayajanlanvi. To become excited: bu tiyatirni kOrup
bdk —dim seeing this play I really became
excited. Cf. qizi- 3.
hayajanlandurvt. To excite: kisildr qdlbini - to excite pop
ular feeling. Cf. qizdur-, qizit- .
hayajanliq
n. Excitement,
hayasiz
adj. Shameless; brazen; impudent: — addm a brazen person. Also called bihaya;
cf. arsiz, bi'ar, binomus, dap^aq, uyatsiz, yiizsiz, nomussiz.
hayasizliq
n. Shamelessness; brazenness; impudence:
— qil- to be brazen. Also call^ b^ayaliq;
cf. uyatsizliq, nomussizliq.
hayat
adj. Late; tardy: - qil- to cause to be late/
bilgiin mdjliskd — bolup qaptiman I came
late to today's meeting,
hayaliq
adj. Bashful; modest; shy: — bala bashful
child/ ♦ — ydr bashful part (private
parts). Cf. tartin^aq, uyat^an, uyal9aq.
hayan
n. Profit: — al- to seek profit/ — tap- to
fish for profits/ — qil- to profit/ — kdr- to

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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halak

hayanka:^
gain profits. Opposite of ziyan. Cf. payda, zigziq 2, manpa'at, nap.
hayanka^
n. Profiteer; usurer. Cf. paydixor, manpa'atpar^.
hayanka^lik
n. Profiteering; usury: — qil- to be en
gaged in profiteering or usury. Cf. paydixorluq, manpa'atparaslik.
hayt
int. Call; shout: s&n Uqa manganda meni d&p qoy when you go to work, give me a
holler,
hayt-huyt
1. onom. Holler: nimd - ddys&n what are
you hollering about?
2. adv. Quickly; swiftly; speedily: -digig& qis kelip qaldi winter came swiftly.
hay-hay
int. Ah: - nimidigdn girayliq m&nzird ah,
what beautiful scenery!
haywan
1. zoo. n. Generic term for animals: otxor
—lar herbivorous animals/ yawayi — wild
animal/ yirtqug - beast of prey. Also haywanat. [Q. xajuanITa. xajvanITu. xaj-

adv. Animal: — isld- to work like animals.
haywanliq
n. = haywaniy qiliq.
hall
1. n. Condition; situation; circumstances:
-- sora- to express sympathy, extend
greetings: kesdlldrdin — sora- to express
sympathy to sick persons; — sorasxeti letter
of sympathy, greeting or appreciation/ —
eyt- to talk about one's difficulties/ —i xarap the situation is not good/ kesdlnih —i a
sick person's condition/ egir —ga giisurup
qoy- to force into hard circumstances/ 1

—inga beqip — tart xaltaflga beqip m tart

consider your condition and act according
ly, grind the proper amount of flour ac
cording to the size of your sack/ ♦ —idin
xdwdr al- to look after, keep an eye on/
♦ —idin kdt- a. to faint; b. to be exhaust
ed, tired, spent/ ♦ -igaydt- to show sym
pathy or consideration/ ♦ — peili gr. ad
verbial verb/ 4 u dz kdspini izgil -da tdtqiq qilidu he works diligently and persist
ently in his business. Also ahwal, ahwalat, hal-ahwal; cf. ^ara'it, waziyat. [ChallKK. hal/O. hal/Q. xallHa. xd//Tu. xall
U. hoi].
vanlU. hajvon].
2. n. Airs; pose: — tat- to strike a pose/ —
2. ag. n. Livestock; large animals: dy -liri domestic livestock/ is -liri draft animals. kir- to put on airs/ —i goh self-important/
—ini at tartilmasliq to be overbearing or
haywanat
arrogant.
zoo. n. = haywan 1: — baggisi zoological
garden/ - dunyasi fauna; animal world/ hal II
ag. n. Rust: bugdayga - giisti the wheat be
bogumluq —lar annelids (Annelidae). Cf.
came infected by rust.
janiwar. [Q. xajuanat].
hala
haywanat^unas
conj. Yet. Cf. yana. [C- hala; hali (now;
zoo. n. Zoologist,
at present)/0. hala; halenlU. holonki].
haywanat^unasliq
halawat
zoo. n. Zoology. Also called zo'ologiya.
n. Wealth: — kdr- to enjoy a comfortable
haywaniy
life/ amma bildn -timu, japa-musdqqdttiadj. Animal: - turmus animal-like life/ mu billd bol- to share weal and woe with
qiliq brutality; beastly conduct (also haythe masses.
wanliq).
halak
haywanlarja
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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halakat
adj. Ruin; perishing (JL): — bol- to die,
perish: — bolsaq bolimizJd tdslim bolmaymiz rather die than submit/ — qil- to kill,
murder, destroy,
halakat
n. Death; doom; destruction; perdition;
ruin: -- yoli death road/ —M ugra- to die
in an accident/ —ka ytiz tut- to head for
one's doom/ —k& m&hkiim doomed to die.
[U. halokat].
halakatlik
adj. Doomed; hopeless: — tdqdir hopeless
lot or destiny,
halal
1. adj. Appropriate; right; legitimate: —
dmgdk appropriate work/ — ogul legitimate
son/ uniflga berilg&n jaza — his punishment
is appropriate. Opposite of haram. [U.

halof\.

2. rel. adj. Ritually correct: — gds kosher
meat.
3. adj. Honest: -- addm honest person.
Cf. diyanatlik, rast^il, rastgoy (/^3).
halallavt. To recompense, repay, requite: ana
siitini — to repay one's mother's raising.
[U. halolla-(to purify)].
halalliq
1. n. Honesty; integrity: — bildn Uld- to
work honestly, do a good job. Cf. diyanat
1, rastgilliq.
2. rel. n. Cleanliness,
halbuki
conj. But; yet: u kdtti — mdn qepqaldim
he left but I stayed behind. Cf. biraq, amma, wahalaniu, lekin. [O. halbuki/U.

holbuki],

halat
1. n. Condition; state: rohiy — mental
state/ qiyin — difficult condition. [C. ha-

lat/0. haletIQ. xaletlTh. xaldt].
2. gr. n. Adverbial modifier: — beqinda
jiimld adverbial clause/ waqit haliti adver

halwi^i
bial modifier for time,
hal-ahwal
n. Circumstance; situation; condition: —
sora- to ask after sby's condition, be so
licitous for sby's welfare. Also ahwal, ahwalat, hal I 1. [Q. xal-axuallV. hol-ah-

vol\.

hal-oqat
n. Livelihood: a'ild hal-oqiti family live
lihood,
halsiravi. To fatigue, tire. Also hardur- , harguz- .
halsiratvt. To exhaust, fatigue, tire, wear down,
wear out.
halsiz
1. adj. Weak; feeble: — yat- to lie down
feebly. [O. halsiz!^. xdlsez\.
2. adj. Poor: u turmu^ta nahayiti - his life
is very poor.
halsizlanvi. To weaken, become feeble. Cf.
qjizia- , kii(sizlan- , magdursizlan-. flk.

xdlsezldn-].

halsizlandurvt. To weaken, enfeeble. Cf. ^izlat-, ^jizla^tur-, kii^sizlat-, magdursizlandur- .
halsiziiq
n. Weakness; feebleness: u — tUpQylidin
orun tutup yetip qaldi because of weak
ness he was confined to bed. [O. halsizlik].
halran
adj. Pink. Cf. aq qizil, toxun, qizgu^.
halwa
cul. n. Halva, a kind of pudding or dessert
made of wheat flour, sugar, and mutton
fat: 1 halwini hekim ydr, tayaqni yitim the
magistrate eats halva while the orphan
chews on a hard stick (suffers beatings).
[U. holvd\.
balwi^i
n. Maker or seller of halwa.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; 4 special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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ha

halqa
halqa
1. n. Hoop; loop; ring: — ur- to fashion a
hoop/ tdmur halqa iron hoop/ isik halqisi
door knocker. Cf. jambar 1, gardi$. [C-

halqa],
2. n. Bangle; earring: altun — golden ban
gles/ qulaqqa — sal- to put on earrings.
Cf. sirga, zira I. [O. halkalTdi.. alkalXi.
halqa (#1-2)].

halqivt. To exceed, cross: dawandin — to cross
a pass/ u yesi atmi^tin —gan ad&m he is over
sixty years. Cf. kas- .
halqisiman
adj. Circular; round: — kdmurgdk -phys.
round cartilage,
halqiliq
1. adj. Ringed; banded. [O. halkali],
2. adj. Critical; crucial: - pdyttd at a crit
ical time/ - mdsild a crucial problem. Cf.
a;qu(Iuq.
halla$vi. To talk to each other from the heart,
halliq
1. adj. Rich: — ottura dixan rich middle
peasant.
2. adj. Pretentious: - qiz pretentious girl,
hal-mun
n. Intimacy; matters of the heart: — eyt- to
speak from the heart/ —iga ydt- to be con
cerned about (sby’s) well-being,
hamaqat
1. adj. Foolish; stupid: — addm foolish
person.
2. n. Blunderer; bungler,
hamaqatlik
n. Folly; stupidity: — qil- to do (sth) fool
ish. [O. hamakat],
haman
adv. After all; as soon as; eventually:
hdqiqdt - hdqiqdt the truth is in the end
still the truth / w — kelidu he will come
eventually/ u mktin kirgdn—kitapni qolga e-

lip oquyqa baylidi as soon as he came through

the door, he took the book and read it.
flh. haman (yet; still; ever)/U. hamori],
hamana
1. adv. = haman.
2. adv. Probably: u — kdlmdydu he proba
bly will not come. Cf. alahazal, balki,
balkim, atimalim, aytawur, ehtimal.
hamanam
adv. = haman.
hami
n. Protector; patron; safeguarder. [O. ha-

xamilU. homij],

hamildar
med. adj. Pregnant: — ayal pregnant wo
man/ - bol- to be or become pregnant. Cf.
egirayaq, egirboy, egirustbcan. [U. homila-

dor],

hamildarliq
med. n. Pregnancy; gestation: — mdzgili
gestation period,
hamila
med. n. = hamildarliq: unih hamilisi bar
she is pregnant,
hamiliq
n. Protection; safeguard: — qil- to protect.
Cf. saya 3, muhapizat.
hamma
n. Aunt (father's sister). [O. haminnelU.

amma],

hammal
n. Porter; carrier. Cf. apka$(i, yudiim^i.
[O. hamallU. hammol].
hammalliq
n. Porterage. Cf. apka^lik. [O. hamallik],
hammam
n. Steambath: —ga guy- to take a steambath.
[O. hamam/\J. hammom],
hammamgi
n. Steambath attendant. [O. hamamci].
ha
1. int. Yes: hdmmifllar muyuydrdimu? — is
everybody here? Yes. Also ha-a. [Ti. hi!

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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habbiiri^at
U. ha].
2. int. Hey; eh; - sundaqmikUn eh, is it this
way?/ — nimQ ififl bar hey, what's up?/ u
nimd didi — ? hey, what did he say?/ ♦ —
dd- to utter a word: u hd ditndy ketip qaptu he went without uttering a word / ♦ —
ddp to the best of one's ability; persistent
ly: — ddp tosqunluq qil- to do one's best
to obstruct; - ddp ur- to beat persistently;
“ ddp yiigtir- to run as fast as one can/ -maxta- to praise to the skies / ♦ — digigd
a. in a trice; in no time at all; before you
know it: — digigd yaz ydnd kelip qaldi
summer was here again in no time at all;
b. at once/ ♦ — disila frequently; easily: -digi(d aggigi kdl- to get angry easily. [T\i.
xd/\J. he {n-2)].
habbiirifat
bot. n. Gynan-

dropsidis gynandra, used in Uy-

ghur folk medi
cine.
haba$
n. Ethiopian,
baba^istan
geo. n. Ethiopia,
babulmuliik
bot. n. Purging
croton (Croton tiglium), used in Uyghur
folk medicine. See illustration at dan on
p. 267.
babibilisan
bot. n. Java brucea (Brucea javanica).
bapta
n. Week. flh. atnalV. hafta].
baptilap
adv. For several weeks: bala — mdktdpkd
barmidi the child has not attended school
for several weeks,
baptilik
adj. Weekly: — zornal lit. weekly maga
zine/ Mr — ruxsdt aldim I asked for one

hadd
week's vacation/ mdn balini ydsUgd —
bdrdim I placed the child in kindergarten
weekly,
baps
n. Detention; custody; imprisonment. Cf.
qamaq. [U. hobs].
bapsxana
n. Detention home. Cf. solaqxana, qamaqxana.
bapsila
n. Mood; state of mind: hdpsilisi pirbolto be disappointed. [U. hafsala (desire;
wish)],
bap^ivi. To sneeze. Cf. (ii^kiir- .
bapiran
bot. n. Four-o'clock (Mirabilisjalapa).
See illustration at aq^imar on p. 31.
bapila$1. vi. To make contact with, fiddle with:
hdmisd tas bildn — to always play with rocks/
u da'im masina bildn hdpilisidu he always
fiddles with the car.
2. vi. To get entangled: sdn mdn bildn
—md don't get entangled with me. Cf. 6rila?- .
batta
conj. Even to the point of: u isqa berilip ke
tip, — tamaq yiyifnimu untup qaldi he im
mersed himself in work even to the point
of forgetting to eat. Cf. balki 1, bMaki.
(Tk. xdttalG. hatto (but)],
battaki
conj. = batta.
battiginay
int. expressing regret or remorse: -- ydnd
poyizga ulgurdlmdptimdn oh oh, I missed
the train again,
badd
1. n. Limit: —idin asqan sdxsiydtgi an outand-out egoist/ —idin as- to exceed the lim
it/ —idin tasqiri special; extraordinary/ -idin osuq excessive; undue. Cf. payan. [U.

IffiY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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haddi-hisap
had; haddi].
2. rel. n. One of the four kinds of punish
ment established in shM'at.
3. n. Dare: undaq qilU unifl —i dm&s he
does not dare do it that way.
haddi-hisap
n. Number: hOddi-hisawi yoq numberless;
of unknown amount; endless; inexhaustible,
haddi-hisapsiz
adj. Countless; innumerable: — bayliq in
numerable resources. Also bihisap, hisapsiz, sanaqsiz, san-sanaqsiz.
hada
n. Elder sister; auntie (form of address for
a woman of one's mother's generation).
Cf. aga II, igi^a. [Y. ed'ij;
hadis
rel. n. The words and deeds of Mohammed
and his disciples; the traditions of Islam
gE). [U. hadis].
hadiya
1. n. Gift; present: - qil- to present: mdn
bu kitapni sizgd - qilditn I am presenting
this book to you/ bu menin sizgd qilgan —m
this is my gift to you. Cf. ata II, tartuq I,
taqdim, soga I, sogat, in'am. [^. hddiya!
U. bodya].
2. n. Female name,
ha-a
int. Yes; correct: biigiin kdldihma? — did
you come today? Yes.
h^
rel. n. Pilgrimage to Mecca: —gd bar- to
go on a pilgrimage. [C- hac/Ta. xazIXi.

hassilap
n. Volume; bulk; length of a piece of writ
ing: hdjmi kigik small in volume/ qaginih
hdjmi a container's volume/ maqalinifl
hdjmi length of an article. Cf. obyom. [U.

hazm].

h^imlik
adj. of h^im: gofl — large-sized; large in
volume,
ha-hu
int. hd-hu diyis- to work in concert with/ -

digigd = hds-pds digigd.

h^at
n. Jealousy: — qil- to be jealous. Also hasatxorluq.
hasatxor
n. Jealous person,
hasatxorluq
n. = hasat.
h^l
n. Honey: — al- to cut honey/ — hdrisi
honey bee/ — yig- to collect honey/ 5 —nin
hdrisi bar giilnifl tikini honey is to bees
what flowers are to thorns/ 1 —nih qilini
xillaydur hdpupni yuMamay yidur he picks
a hair out of the honey but eats the hoopoe
unplucked (JMC)/ ♦ tili - dili zdhdr hon
ey-mouthed and dagger-hearted (hypocrit
ical and malignant). Cf. bal I. [U. asal].
h^an-husan
n. Rainbow,
hassa
1. math. n. Times: — san multiple/ sanadt Uldp giqirifi tig — ayti industrial produc
tion increased three-fold. Cf. barawar 5,
dap'a, doram, qetim I, karra.
haz].
2.
n. Share; stock; contribution: buniMa
hajwiy
meniflmu
-m bar There is also my share.
adj. Humorous; satirical: — dsdr humor
Cf. pay II. [U. hissa (#2)].
ous work/ - seir satirical poem/ — rdssam
bassidar
cartoonist/ - rdsim cartoon. [U. hazb].
n. Shareholder; stockholder: --lar sirkiti
h^ilashareholder company. Cf. payjik.
vt. To spell: -p oqu- to read by spelling
bassilap
out.
n. Doubling; redoubling: — kdpdy- to douh^im
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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h^rat
ble/ ♦ “ esip bar- to progress,
hasrat
n. Grief; sorrow: —til qal- (qil-) to grieve.
Cf. qaygu, qaygu-hasrat. [C- hasrat (regreO/Tci. xdsr&tl\5. hasrat\.
hasratlanvi. To grieve. Cf. qaygur- 1.
hasratlik
adj. Sad; sorrowful: — kiinlar sorrowful
days.
ha$-pa$
adv.
digigd in a flash; suddenly: digigd bir ndggd yil 6tti several years
passed in a flash (also hd-hu digigd). [U.

hoi-pas\.

harbila^tiirpurpurea), used in Uyghur folk medicine.

Also called lablap.
bar
pro. Each; every: — addm everybody/ —
bir each one; everyone/ — ddrijilik kadirlar cadres from each level/ - jdhdt in ev
ery respect/ — xil kiyimldr every kind of
clothing / — sa'dt — minut each hour, each
minute/ — sahddiki drbaplar personages
from every walk of life / — waqit always;
constantly/ — qdydr everywhere: u — qdydrldrdd yuridu he loiters everywhere / —
gulniflpurigi basqa each flower's aroma is
unique/1 hdrkisi balaga qalurOz ixtiyari biIdn everyone who meets with misfortune
has only himself to blame (JMC)/ ♦ —
da’im often; always: u — da'im fundaq qilidu he always acts like this; u — da'im kegikip kelidu he is often late/ ♦ — halda on
the whole: — halda u yaxsi ifldydu on the
whole, his work is good; bu kigik balinifl

ha^am
n. Ostentation; extravagance: — qil- to be
ostentatious/ hdsimi god toy an extravagant
wedding/ —gd beril- to be fond of ostenta
tion. Also ha^amat, ha$amat(ilik; cf. sdlat,
solatparaslik, solatwazliq.
ha$ama
xdtni angilikyazalifini — halda yaman digili
n. = ha^am.
bolmaydu for a child being able to write a
ha$amat(ilik
letter like this is not bad. [C- hdrlYX.. hdrl
n. = ha$am.
Ih. hdr/Tu. xerlU. har].
ha^amatlik
harbiy
1. adj. Ostentatious; extravagant: ~ bina1. mil. adj. Military: — buyruq military
lar ostentatious buildings/ — toy extrava
orders/ — tdminat military supplies/ — doxgant wedding. Cf. solatlik. [U. hasamatli).
tur military physician/ — xizmdt 6td- to
2. adj. Mammoth: — namayis mammoth pa
serve in the army/ — hazirliqlami qisqartrade.
to disarm/ — haldt martial law/ — sdptin
ha^qalla
qayt- to be demobilized, discharged from
int. Gratitude;
the army/ — rayon military region/ ~ kug
thankfulness: —
military power/ — lagir army camp. Cf.
askiriy.
eyt- to thank.
Cf. ta^iikkiir, $ii2. mil. n. Military personnel; troops: ~gd
kiir, rahmat 1,
qatna^- to enlist, join the army/ bu - qdydrqulluq III, mindin kdlgdn where did this military person
nat, minnatdarnel come from?
Uq.
barbila$ha$qipi(ak
mil. vi. To become militarized.
bot. n. Morning
barbila$tiirmil. vt. To militarize.
glory (Pharbitis
ha?qipi?ak

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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harp

harp

n. Letter of the alphabet; — tiz- to com
pose, typeset/ budruq (qara) - boldface;
heavy print/ fo/J — capital letter/ kifik —
lower-case letter. [U. ha?f\.
harplik
adj. Literal: - tMlirnd literal equation,

harda'im
adv. Daily;

often; frequently. Cf. da'imlik, kandilik.
hardam
adv. = harda'im.
hara I
zoo. n. Bee (Apidae): hOsdl hdrisi honey
bee (Apis mellifera)! seriq - yellowjacket;
paper wasp (\kspidae)/ 1 hdrinin zdhirigd
gidigan hdsdl ydr they who do not f^ bee
poison eat honey/ ♦ -- gaqqanddk like be
ing stung by a bee. [M. ari (hornet)],
hara II
n. Saw: - tart- to work a saw/ - kipigi
sawdust/ polat hdrd steel saw/ tdxsd hdrisi
circular saw/ qol hdrisi handsaw. Also arra. [Mo. kirugelTv. xiree],
haram
1. n. Inner chamber; private chamber.
2. n. Harem (women's quarters in a Mus
lim household). Cf. mahramxana. [C-

hdrdm/\J. haram].

harran-sarran
adj. Coarse; vulgar: - gdp vulgar remark.
Cf. ^akina, sat 2.
harqagan
1. pro. At all times: - tdyyar tur- to be
prepared at all times. [Th. hdrkajgan].
2. adv. Perhaps; maybe; possibly: u — bugun kelip qalidu he might come today.
harqaysi
pro. Each; every: - dlldr xdlqliri people
of all countries/ - nahiyildr every county.
[KK. hdrqajsy].
harqandaq
pro. Every; whatever: u — ifni qilip ketd-

hargiz
Idydu he can handle everything. Also harnima.
harqan^a
pro. No matter what: — bolsimu 6z balafl
dmdsmu no matter what, it is your child,
harkat
n. Action; movement: — qil- a. to act,
take action; b. to do business/ -kd kdltilrto move/ —kd kdldi action started/ hdrkiti
gaqqan nimble/ hdrkiti sirliq surreptitious/
qol hdrkiti hand movement/ inqilawiy revolutionary movement / ♦ — nami gr.
verbal noun. [K. araketlT&. xdrdkdt/Tu.
xereketIU. harakat].
harkat^an
1. adj. Mobile; movable; active: - dskiriy
kiig mil. mobile troop force/ — uru^ mil.
mobile war/ - galtdk movable pulley/ —
modil active model.
2. adj. Active; dynamic; energetic; vigor
ous: — addm an active person.
harkatganliq
n. Mobility,
harkatsiz
adj. Static; still; motionless: - ndrsd still
life. [Tk. xdrdkdtsez].
harkatsizlik
1. n. Static condition.
2. chem. n. Inertia,
harkatlanvi. To go into action: yoldaslarhdrkdtlindyli comrades, let's go into action. [Tk. hd-

rdkdtldn-].

harkatlandiirvt. To move, mobilize. Cf. qozga- 3.
harkatlandiirgu(
1. n. Propeller.
2. n. Motive or driving force,
harilavt. To saw: yagag — to saw wood. Also arrila- .
hargiz
adv. Simply; at all; absolutely; ever; al-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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harnima
ways (followed by negative verb): — untumasliq absolutely not to forget/ u — kdlmOydu he will not come at all. [C- Mrgizi.

harnima
pro. Everything: bu magizinda hdmimildr
bar this store has everything. Also harqandaq.
bazar
n. Caution: — qil- (dyld-) to be cautious/
poyizdin - beware of the train! Cf. p^as,
hezi, ehtiyat, ehtiyat^anliq. [U. bazar].
hazrat
1. int. Excellency (title of respect given to
important persons. [C- hazrat/Tk. xdzrdtf
U. hazrat],
2. n. Male name,
hazil
n. Joke; jest; pun: -- qil- to joke. Cf. jaxjaq, $etillik, qiziqgiliq. [Tu.xez//(delight)/
U. hazil].
hazilak
n. Male prostitute; pederast (JE). [U. hezalak (cowardly; effiminate)].
hazilka^
n. Joker; jester; punster. Cf. jaxgaqji,
$etila 2, qiziq9i 1.
hazilka^Iik
n. Joking; jesting; punning,
hazim
phys. n. Digestion: — bol- to be digested/
-- qil- to digest: - qilis dzasi digestive or
gan; — qilis sistemisi digestive system. [U.

hazm].

hawas
n. Interest; inclination; bent: - bildn ahlato listen with interest/ — qoz^al- to create
interest/ — qil- to be interested: muzikiga —
qil- to be interested in music/ - kdltur- to
arouse interest. Also hdwds istiyaq. [C. havas (desire; lust)/U. havas].
hawaskar
n. Buff; devotee; fan: top —i ball fan/
sdn'dt —i culture buff. Also bawasman.

haqqaniyat
hawaskarliq
abstract n. of hawaskar.
hawaslanvi. To be full of zest for sth: hdwdslinip
muzika ahla- to love to listen to music,
bawasman
n. = hawaskar.
haq
1. n. Fee; payment: pogta —qi postage/
qdldm —qi royalty; author's fee/ ijard —qi
rental fee/-5/wages/ ♦ -dadigaydtkuzto send payment to Father (to reach per
fection). [I^. haqy
2. n. Right; authority: seniflmeni dyipldskd
nimd —qih bar what right do you have to
blame me? [Tu. xak (justice) (#2)] [Ta.

xak {#1-2)].

3. n. Debt; money owed: mdndd nimd —
qih bar what do I owe you? Cf. borg,
qarz 1.
4. adj. Open; correct; just; fair; deserved:
— s6z open talk/ bu jaza saM — you de
serve the portion you got/ senih sdzufl what-you say is correct. [U. haq (^2-4)].
haqta
pp. = haqqida.
haqdar
n. Litigant,
haqamsaya
n. Neighbor. Cf. xo$na, xulum-xo^na, hamsaya.
haqsiz
adj. Free; gratis; gratuitous; unpaid: dawalan- to have free medical treatment/
— dmgdk unpaid labor. Cf. mut.
haqqaniy
adj. Just; legitimate:
just defense/
— is a just matter/ righteous
indignation. [U. haqqonif].
haqqaniyat
n. Justice: — yolida pidakarliq qil- to be
ready to fight for a just cause/ — yolida
Ozini qurban qil- to lay down one's life for

KEY 2. t proverb, saying; 4 special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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haydal-

haqqaniyatparwar

haqiqatlavt. To clarify facts,
haqiqiy
adj. True; honest; actual: — addm an hon
est person/ — ddlil-ispat hard evidence / —
dostluq true friendship/ — dhwal actual
condition/ -- sir actual state of affairs/ —
Uniim actual effect. [C. haqiqi/U. haqiqij],
haqiqiliq
n. = haqiqat.
haqliq
adj. of haq 2: u sundaq qilisqa - he has the
right to act this way/ minga bu tdnqit — he
was criticized as he should have been,
flh. xakly],
haq-nahaq
n. Right and wrong; quarrel; dispute: —ni
ayri- to distinguish between right and
wrong. [U. haq-nohaq],
hay
qyndalTk. xakyjndalU. haqida].
1. int. Hey: — , awu ydrdd kim bar hey,
haqiqat
who's there?
n. Truth: -td gin tur- to uphold the truth/
2. int. expressing regret: — , biigiin kino-ni dmiliydttin izld- to seek truth from
din quruq qaldimddhcy, I missed today's
facts/ ilmiy — scientific truth/ mutldq — ab
movie again.
solute truth/ nisbi — relative truth/ 1
kimdd bolsa agmigay yol -siz kifi tapmagay hayda1. vt. To drive, discharge, expel: xizmdtyol whoever is sincere will never lose his
way, whoever is insincere will never find
tin — to discharge from public service/
qoy — to drive sheep.
his way (JMC)/ 5 - igilidu sunmaydu the
2. ag. vt. To plow: ydr — to plow a field.
truth can be bent but not broken/ ♦ —kd
3. vt. To pilot: paraxot — to pilot a ship/
qayt- to surrender to justice. Also haqiqipoyiz — to drive a train. [U. hajda- {#2liq; cf. rastliq. [C- haqiqatlYiK. haqyjqatl
3)].
Th. xakyjkat'IV. haqiqat],
haydak(i
haqiqatan
n. Supervisor; sby who urges on. Cf. naadv. Truly; indeed; really: mdn - bilmdyzaratgi, nazir.
mdn I really don't know. Cf. rasttin.
haydak(ilik
haqiqat(i
abstract n. of haydakji: — qil- to super
n. Upright person,
vise,
haqiqatsiz
adj. Unfair; partial; injust: - soraq an un haydal1. vi. To be expelled: xizmdttin — to be ex
just trial/ - is an unfair matter,
pelled from public service.
haqiqatsizlik
n. Partiality; injustice; unfairness.
2. ag. vi. To be plowed: —gdn ydr plowed

a just cause. Cf. adalat 1, adilliq.
haqqaniyatparwar
n. A fighter for justice,
haqqaniyatparwarlik
n. An act of righteousness; a blow for jus
tice.
haqqaniyatsiz
adj. Unjust; unfair: — uruf an unjust war.
Cf. adalatsiz.
haqqaniyatsizlik
n. Injustice; unfairness. Cf. adalatsizlik,
nahaqgilik, nahaqliq.
haqqaniyatlik
adj. Fair; just: — islarjust matters. Cf. adaliitlik, adil I.
haqqida
pp. About; concerning; relating to: bu m&sild — about this problem. Cf. a'it, togrisida, togriliq 2, da'ir, qarita. [KK. haq-

—
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hay'at
field.
hSy'at
n. Committee: — dzasi committee member/
— riyasiti committee presidium/ da'imi —
standing committee/ ijra'iyd hGy'iti execu
tive committee. Cf. komitet, komissiyS.
[U. haj"at].
hayran I
adj. Amazed; astonished; surprised: —
bol- to be amazed, astonished or sur
prised/ - qal- to be surprised: — qalarligi
yoq there is nothing to be surprised about/
bu ifqa addmnifl dqli — this matter amazes
p^ple/ bmiflga — mdn I am surprised by
this. [C- hayrdtIYX.. hajranlU. hajrat].
hayran II
zoo. n. Swift (Apus apus). [Y. xaraflaggy].
hayranliq
n. Amazement; astonishment; surprise: —
igidd qaldim I am surprised,
haywa
n. Arrogance; haughtiness; power: — biIdn blustering/ hdywisi ydrgd urul- to lose
one's power standing/ unifl hdywisidin addm qorqidu his arrogance rather scares
people,
haywat
n. Majesty; stateliness. [Ik. h&jbdt (nice;
good)],
haywatlik
adj. August; majestic; regal: — bogda goqqisi majestic Mt. Bogda. [U. hajbatli].
haykal
n. Statue: mis — copper statue/ ♦ —ddk
qetip qal- to be as wooden as a dummy.
[U. hajkal].
haykaltara^
n. Sculptor; engraver. Also haykal^i. [U.

hajkaltaroi].

haykaltara^Iiq
n. Sculpting; engraving,
haykal^i
n. = haykaltara^.

hamtawaq
hayiz
phys. n. Menstruation: ~ toxtidi menstrua
tion ended/ — kOrdi (kdldi) menstruation
came/ — mdzgili menstrual period. Cf. adat 2, xun 3.
hayyar
1. n. Slippery fellow.
2. n. Buffoon; clown.
3. adj. Amusing; comical; droll; funny: addm droll person. Cf. |;etila 1, $itila, qiziq
4. kiilkilik.
4. adj. Sly; tricky: — tiilkd sly fox.
hayyarliq
abstract n. of hayyar: -- qil- to play
tricks, make a display of oneself,
hall
adj. Solution; settlement:
decisive:
— amil decisive factor/ unifl m&silisi —
boldi his problem has been solved/ m&silini — qil- to solve a question. [U. hal].

Mill

n. Gilt; gold leaf: — bdr- to gild, cover
with gold leaf. [U. hal].
halap
ag. n. Fodder consisting of bran and straw:
kaliga — bdr- to give fodder to cows/ ♦
kala — yigdnddk like a cow eating fodder
(gobbling up),
halqum
phys. n. Throat: jeni —iga ketip qal- to be
at one's last gasp. Also alqum; cf. boguz I
1, tamaq II, kamay 3, kikirtak, girtildak,
gal I 1. [U. halqum],
ham
1. conj. And (connects words and sen
tences) : asman — ydr Heaven and earth / Ugi
dixan — ziyalilar workers, farmers and in
tellectuals. Cf. hilan 1, hamda, wa. [C-

hdmIKK. hdm/Tu. xemIU. ham],
2. conj. Both ... and: — tez — yaxsi fast and
good/ “ qizillisis — ixtisaslifif red and expert.
[Ik. hdm (ftl-2)].
hamtawaq
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hamma

hamdastixan
n. Fellow diner; dining partner,
h^dastixan
n. sby who shares dinner: — bol- to share
a dinner,
hamda
conj. And (connects sentences only): biz
bugun bazarga giqtuq - kino kdrduq today
we went to the market and saw a movie.
Cf. bilan 1, ham 1, wa.
h^dart
n. Fellow sufferer; those who have the
same illness,
hamdam
n. Aid; assistance; help. Cf. komak, yardam.
hamdamla$vi. To aid, assist, help. Cf. bolu?- 2, qara?2, komakla^- , yardamla?- .
bamak
cul. n. Thin or flat bread. Also h&m&k
nan. Cf. kak9a.
hamal I
med. n. Enema,
hamal II
1. ast. n. Aries.
2. n. First month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
hamalga
med. n. Enemator.
hamjahat
n. Cooperation; coordination; joint effort.
Cf. hamkarliq, kopiratsiya. [U. hamzi-

hat\.

hamjamat
n. Fellow tribesman; clansman,
hamsat
adv. At once; immediately; right away:
man -ta keliman I will come right away,
hamsaya
n. Neighbor. Cf. xo^na, xulum-xo^na, haqamsaya. [U. hamsoya\.
hamsapar
n. Travel companion. Cf. rapiq 1.

hamsohbat
n. Interlocutor; interviewer.
hamsohbMlik
n. Interview,
ham^ira
med. n. Nurse; sister: sdpqathOmsirisi sister
of charity. Also called sestira. [U. hamsi-

rd\.

hamra
1. n. Companion; suite; retinue: ♦ bala
hamriyi phys. placenta/ ♦ stin'i — man
made satellite. [U. hamrok].
2. n. Male and female name. For females
also hOmraxan.
hamraliq
n. Companionship,
hamkar
n. Colleague; collaborator; fellow worker.
[U. hamkof].
hamkarla$vi. To cooperate,
h^karliq
n. Cooperation; mutual aid: — guruppisi
mutual-aid team/ xdlqara — international
cooperation. Cf. hamjahat, kopiratsiya.
hami^a
adv. Always: u ddrskd — kegikip qalidu he
is always late for class/ ular maktdpka —
billa baridu they always go to school to
gether. Also bar waqit. [C- hamiya/U. ha-

misd\.

hamyan
n. Billfold; purse; wallet. Cf. portmen,
(andaza. [U. hamSn\.
hamma
pro. All; entire: — xdlq all the people/ —
qa 'ida all regulations/ hOmmidin awal first
of all/ hOmmigd ayan as everyone knows/
hOmmiga oxyay qara- to treat equally without
discrimination/ hOmmigd $ipa dora cure-all;
panacea/ hOmmigd qadir omnipotent/ hdmmini bir tayaqta hdydd- to treat different
matters the same/ hdmminifl agzida fu with
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hammaylan
one voice; unanimously/ sawagdaglarnifl
h&mmisi Midi schoolmates all came/ ♦ —
qazanda qayna- to boil in all kettles (to be
richly experienced). Also hanniwa. [Ik.

hdmmd/'^. xemmel\J. hammd].

hammaylan
pro. Everybody in a group; all together:
biz — Mlduq all of us came,
hamnapas
adj. Having a common destiny: — bol- to
have a common destiny,
hamnapaslik
n. Common destiny,
hanzal
bot. n. Snake gourd

(Trichosanthis japonica), used in Uyghur folk medicine.
Also called a(giq ta-

wuz.

hanniwa
pro. = hamma.
hoduqvi. To be flustered
or confused: u —up
quyrugini tikiw&tti he fled in confusion/ u
—qan halda yuguriip Midi he came run
ning, all fluster^. Also holuq- .
hojra
n. Small room or chamber: hojrini s&rdmjanla- to furnish a room. [U. huzra].
hosul
ag. n. Harvest; crop: ~ al- to harvest/ yaxfi — a good harvest/ mol — bumper crop.
Cf. terim, oma, zira'at, yigim, yigim-terim. [I\j. xasyllU. hosil].
hosuldar
ag. adj. Having a bumper crop: — etiz a
field with a bumper crop. Also hosulluq;
cf. mahsuldar.
hosulluq
ag. adj. = hosuldar.
hor

hozur
phy. n. Steam; heat: — Qiq- to give off
steam/ -ga aylan- to evaporate/ ♦ —i besil- (of steam) to subside (to calm down)/
♦ u bir qoyni -ini giqarmay yigifturiwdtti
without a sound he managed to lose a
sheep. Cf. hug, par I. [U. Iwvur].
horda1. vt. To steam up: u x&t yeziwetip toflligan qolini —tti he was breathing on his cold
hands (to keep warm) while writing.
2. cul. vt. To steam (food). Also horla-

m-2).

horda;;vi. = horla^- .
horun
adj. Indolent; lazy; slothful: -- addm lazy
bones/ 1 —nifl dtisi tugimds a lazybones'
tomorrow never ends. Cf. tanbal, erin(ak, yalqaw, laxma.
horunla$vi. To become lazy. Cf. yalqawla^-.
horunluq
n. Indolence; laziness; sloth: — qil- to be
lazy/ —ni tiig&t- to overcome laziness. Cf.
tanballik, erin^aklik, yalqawliq.
horlavt. = horda- .
horIa$vi. To steam up: dyndk —ti the mirror
steamed up/ dy igi horlisip Mtti the room
steamed up. Also horda$- .
hormon
phys. n. Hormone: jinsiy —i sex hormone.
[<R. gormon],
hormil
bot. n. Camel fleabane (Pegenum hormole). See illustration at adrasman on p. 9.
hozur I
obs. n. Presence; front: mdn siznifl—iflizga
Mldim I am present before you. [U. huzur
(presence)],
hozur II
n. Happiness; pleasure: — bil- to feel hap-
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hopiip

hozur-halawat
py/ turmusnifl -ini kdr- to enjoy life's pleas
ures/ kMulgd - begisla- to have ease of
mind. [U. huzur].
hozur-halawat
n. = hozur II.
hozurlanvi. To enjoy, feel happy, be comfortable:

bir yuyunuwidim ajayip hozurlinip k&ttim
after a bath I feel very happy/ muzikini
hozurlinip afila- to listen to music with
great zest/ nahayiti hozurlinip uxla~ to
sleep very comfortably,
hozurlandurvt. To cause to be comfortable: kisini ajayip
— to make people very comfortable.
hozurluq
n. Enjoyment; comfort; happiness: — his
qil- to feel happy,
howlavi. To howl, wail. Also huwla- . [U.
hur- ].
howla$vi. mut. of howla- . Also huwla?- .
hoquq
n. Power; authority; right: — al- to be au
thorized/ - bdr- to authorize, empower/ tartiwal- to seize power/ — talay- to scram
ble for power/ pwcraliq — civil rights / —
tut- to be in power/ —tin waz kdg- to ab
stain from voting / -ni qalaymiqan ifldt- to
abuse one's power / saylas wd sayliniy —i the
right to elect and be elected/ zimin sirti extraterritoriality. Cf. 9ama I. [Th. xokuk/
U. huquq].
hoquqdar
n. Powerholder.
hoquqsiz
adj. Powerless; without rights,
hoquqsizliq
n. Powerlessness: —nih ddrdini tart- to
suffer the hardship of being without pow
er.
hoquq?unas

n. Jurist; jurisprudent. [U. huquq$unos].
hoquq?unasliq
n. Jurisprudence; science of law.
hoquqluq
adj. of hoquq: tdfl - having the right to
equality/ toluq — dlgi ambassador plenipo
tentiary/ mdn buni kdriiskd — I am empow
ered to look at this,
hoy
int. expressing surprise: — sdn nimd bolduh oh my, what happened to you?
hoyla
n. Courtyard: hoylini tazila- to sweep a
courtyard/ qawaq — secluded courtyard.
Also hoyla-aram; cf. sayna, qora 1, kiira II. [Tu. xovlu].
hoyla-aram
n. = hoyla.
hololup
adj. Rash; abrupt: — addm rash person.
hololupluq
n. Abrupt action: ~ qil- to act abruptly,
holuqvi. To be flustered, confused. Also hoduq- .
homayvi. To glare, glower, stare at: homiyip qara- to stare angrily/ gdzdp bildn homiyimdn
qdbih zalimlarga fierce-browed, I defy all
vicious tyrants. Cf. giilay- .
hon
his. n. Xiongnu, an ancient steppe confed
eration in North and Central Asia,
ho
onom. expresses the sound of vomiting: —
qil- a. to vomit: u - qiliwdtti he vomited;
b. to feel like vomiting, nauseated: mdn uni kOrsdm - qilgum kelidu as soon as I see
him, I feel nauseated/ quruq - tut- to make
a vomiting sound,
hopiip
zoo. n. Hoopoe (Upupae): 1 hdsdlnifi qilini xillaydur -ni yuMamay yidur he picks
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hopigar
a hair out of the honey but eats the hoopoe
unplucked (JMC). [K. Upiip/M. Upgiik].
hopigar
n. Craftsman; peddler.
hodda
n. hddda qil- to take care, undertake, gua
rantee, ensure/ hOddidin giq- to be able to
handle, manage, undertake: siz xatirjdm

bolufl u bu xizmdtnirl hdddisidin giqalaydu
relax, he can handle this work/ hdddigd
al- to take on, assume: besip berisni hd^igd al- to undertake the printing of sth; hdd
digd dip setip bdr- to have exclusive sell

ing rights,
hojjat
1. n. Document; papers: tarixiy - histori
cal document. Cf. piitiik I. [U. huzzat]2. n. Written pledge; receipt: — yaz- to
write a pledge or receipt.
hdjjatla$vi. To be drawn up (as a document).
hojjMlik
adj. Documentary: — filim documentary
film,
hosiin
n. Face; facial features; good looks of a
woman: — talas- to compare good looks/
hdsni gUzdl beautiful/ hdsnigd - qos- to be
even more beautiful. [C- husnIXl. husn\.
hosiin-jamal
n. = hosiin.
hosiin-^iray
n. = hosiin.
hosnixat
lit. n. Artistic calligraphy.
hor I
adj. Free; liberated: — turmus free life/ —
zaman a liberated era. Cf. azat, arkin 1.
flk. xdrIU. huf\.
hor II
rel. n. Houri, a beautiful maiden provided
in Paradise for all faithful Muslims. Also

hdrqizi. [C- hur/T^. xuryl'].

hokiim
hor-azat
n. Freedom; liberation. Also horiyat; cf.
ark.
hor-pari
rel. n. Fairy maidens,
horiyat
1. n. = hor-azat. [Ik. xdrriyat/\J. hurri-

yat\.

2. n. Female name,
horiyatparwar
n. Fre^om lover,
horiyatparwarlik
n. Love of freedom,
hormat
1. n. Respect; honor; esteem: - bildur- to
express one's respect/ — qarawuli honor
guard/ - qil- to respect, honor/ —kd layiq
worthy of respect. [KK. hurmetlTk. xdrmdtl
U. hurmat\.
2. n. Female name,
hormatsiz
adj. Disrespected: — addm a disrespected
person. Also called bihomiat.
hormatsizlik
n. Disrespect: — qil- to be impolite. Also
called bihonnatlik.
hormat-izzat
n. Fame; reputation. Cf. izzat 2, izzathormat, izzat-ikram.
hormatlavt. To respect, honor, esteem: pisqdddmldrni - to respect elders. Cf. izzatla- .
hormatlik
adj. Honored; esteemed; respected: — dpdndi dear sir (introductory formula in let
ters). Cf. atiwarliq 2, izzatlik, motiwar.
[^. xdrmdtlelTvi. xormatly],
hokiim
1. n. Judgment; conclusion.
2. n. Legal judgment; decision; sentenc
ing; verdict: — qil- a. to judge; b. to sen
tence, decree: qamaqqa — qil- to impose a
prison sentence/ — elan qil- to pronounce
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hu$

hokiima

a judgment/

♦ — stir- a. to hold sway,
rule, control, tyrannize; b. to emerge, ap
pear: zalda jim-jitliq - stirdi silence de
scended on the hall. Cf. kesim 3. [C*
hukmilk. xdkemIU. hukm (#1-2)].

hokiima
rel. n. Prophet.
hokiimat

Cf.

paygambar, nabi 1.

n. Government: — axbarati government
statement/ - tamgisi government seal/ xtilq
hdktimiti people's government. [C- huku-

mat/K. OkmOtlTk. xdktimtitIU. hukimat].
hokiimatsiz
adj. Anarchic; anarchical,
hokiimatsizlik
n. Anarchy; anarchism,
hokiimdar
n. Ruler; governor,
hokiimdarliq
n. Rule; domination: - qil- to rule, domi
nate,
hokiim^i
n. Law judge,
hokiimran
1. adj. Ruling; reigning.
2. n. Rule; dominance: - sinip the ruling
class.
hokiimranliq
n. = hokiimran 2: - oruni dominant po
sition/ - qil- to control or dominate,
hokira1. zoo. vi. To call: kala hdkiridi the cow
lowed.
2. vi. To scream, holler: sdn nimti angti
—ys&n what are you hollering about?
3. vi. To howl, wail: -p yigla- to wail and
weep.

hdkmat

lit. n. Maxim. Also hikmtitlik s8z.
hon-hoD
onom. expresses a wailing sound: - yiglato wail and weep,

honra-

vi. To wail: —p yigla- to wail and weep.
[U. htingra-].
hbngirak
n. Wailing sound: - etip yigla- to wail and
weep,
hoi
adj. Moist; damp; humid: — bolup k&t- to
be humid/ — tdmrtitkd med. eczema/ — otm damp firewood. Cf. firi^im, zaykaip, zaylik, n^, nSm-xu?. [Tv. d//U. htil\.
hdl^ilik
n. Dampness; humidity; moisture: — apiti
damage or crop failure due to moisture/
—tin saqlan- to prevent dampness. Cf. zay
I 1, zayjilik, zayka^lik, namlik.
hol-yegin
n. Precipitation: ktizdd — az boldi it rains
little in the fall. Also yegin.
hollavt. To moisten, dampen: Idflgini — to
moisten a towel,
homiidavi. To gasp, pant, puff: -p yugtirtip ktilto come running, panting and wheezing,
hu
onom. hu tartip yigla- to weep and moan,
hut
1. ast. n. Pisces.
2. n. Twelfth month of the Turki solar
year. See Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
hujum
mil. n. Attack; offensive: - arqiliq mudapidldn- to attack in order to defend/ — qilto attack: istihkamga — qilip kir- to attack
and capture a fortress/ —ga dt- to take the
offensive/ qayturma — counterattack. Cf.
ataka. [Tk. hdztiml\J. huzum].
hujum^i
n. Attacker: aldi - pe. forward (in soccer).
hu$
1. n. Consciousness; sense: —uhni tap I
come to your senses!/ —idin kdt- (yoqat- )
to lose one's senses/ —iga kdl- to recover
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hu^siz
one's senses; to come to/ —ini tap- (yi^-) to
sober up/ —ini tapalmasliq to refuse to
come to one's senses. Cf. anliqliq, ^-hu$,
xud. [Tu. xus/U. hui],
2. n. Intelligence; intellect: bu —i barbala
this is an intelligent child. Cf. zehin.
hu^siz
adj. Unconscious: kes&l —yatidu the sick
person is unconscious. Cf. ansiz, bihu$, ashu^siz.
hu^sizlanvi. To lose consciousness: u hussidinip qaldi he lost consciousness.
hu$sizlandur1. vt. To cause to lose consciousness.
2. med. vt. To anesthesize.
hu$sizliq
n. Unconsciousness. Cf. ansizliq, bihu$luq.

hu^^ara
int. Good!; excellent!
hu^yar
adj. Vigilant; sharp-witted: — bol- to be
on guard against, watch out for: ittin —
bol- to guard against a dog/ bu bala bdk —
this child is very sharp. Cf. agab. [U. hufef],
bu^yarliq
n. Alertness; vigilance; watchfulness: —ni
dstUr- to heighten watchfulness/ siyasi —
political vigilance. Cf. sagaklik.
bu^gatvi. To call out, shout,
huwlavi. To howl: it huwlidi the dog howled.
Also howla- . [Th. ula-].
buqu$
zoo. n. Owl (Strigidae): -tdkyalguz qal- to
be as solitary as an owl. Also called bayqu$ I, mii:$ukyapilaq.
hummazi
n. hummazi j&bdli bot. curled dock {Rumex crispus), used in Uyghur folk medi

hetiqacine (also called tag qUsi).
biippida
adv. Instantly; suddenly,
hiijayra
phys. n. Cell: tdn hujdyrisi somatic cell/
muskul hujdyrisi myocyte. Also called kiletka. [O. hucrelU. huzayrd].
biirpay1. vi. To stand on edge (of hair).
2. vi. To foam with rage,
hiirrak
1. n. Lump; knot: yuzigd - giqti a pimple
grew on the face. Cf. u$$uq.
2. n. Rascality,
biikar
ast. n. Ursa Major; the Great Dipper. Al
so called taraza yultuz, iirkar, iirkay, iikar, ydtta tikdn, ydtta qozuq. [U. hulkar
(Pleiades)],
bummal^ay
cul. n. A gruel of sweetened fried flour,
hiinar
1. n. Craftsmanship: — qil- to work as a
craftsman/ huniri bar addm sby with good
craftsmanship. Also hiinarwanlik.
2. n. Skill; talent; finesse; strategem: —
kdrsdt- to display one's talents to the full
est/ — Uldt- to use an artifice or strategem.
[C- hunarlTi. hOndrlXi. hunar (#1-2)].
biinar-san'at
n. Craft: — buyumliri handicraft articles/
“ m&sgulat qa 'idisi handicraft operating
rules,
biinarwan
n. Craftsman. Cf. san'atkar, ustikar, kasip.
hiinarwanlik
n. = hiinar 1.
heparin
phys. n. Heparin,
hetiqavi. To be shy with strangers: bu bala yat
addmni kdrsd —ydu this child is shy with
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helimu

hejir

~ yimak-igmOklar holiday foodstuffs.
strangers.
2. n. Holiday clothes or foodstuffs: —ni
hejir
al- to buy holiday clothes or foodstuffs.
n. Earthenware bowl,
3. n. Money given to children on holidays,
herip-gar^aheyiqvi. To be tired, fatigued. Also har-.
vi. To be timid,
herip-egip
heli
adv. Tired and hungry,
1. adv. Just; just now; -digan gdpni un
heriqtup qaldiflmu have you forgotten what was
vi. To be tired, rundown, fatigued,
said just now?/ u - kdldi he just came.
hezi
[U. hall].
n. Care; caution; - bol- to be careful/ ki2. adv. A little while: - barimdn I will go
gik baliga - watch out for small children!
in a little while/ ♦ — undaq, — bundaq
Also hazar; cf. paxas, ehtiyat, ehtiyatdd- to contradict oneself.
(anliq.
3. adv. Actually; unexpectedly: sdn ba
heqiq
zarga bargiddk bolduflmu - were you actual
geol. n. Agate. Also aqiq.
ly able to go to the bazaar?
hekim
helitin
1. med. n. Physician. Cf. tibbi alim, doxadv. Now: - gdpkd kirmdydu, keyin qantur, amji, wira?. [U. hakim].
daq qilar if he turns a deaf ear (to us) now,
2. n. Male name,
who knows what will happen/ u —la ketiheyt
waptu he just left,
1. n. Festival; holiday: - qil- to celebrate
a festival/ -ni xosal-xoram dtkiiz- to spend helidin-heiiga
adv. Just; only; exactly,
a holiday happily/ qurban — rel. Qurban
heliham
festival I ^ — ay tenth month of the Turki
adv. Still; yet: - sundaq still that way.
lunar year (see Calendars on pp. 1073-4).
heliqi
Also ayam, bayram, heyt-ayam,
adj. That; - addm kim who is that person?/
heyt-bayram. [U.
- 4 qandaq boldi how is that matter? [U.

hayit].
2. n. Male name,

heyt-ayam
n. = heyt 1.
heyt-bayram
n. = heyt 1.
heytlavi. To greet on the
occasion of a holi
day or festival,
heytla^
vi. To exchange fehelila
licitations on a holiday,
heytliq
1. adj. Holiday: - kiyim holiday clothes/

heligi].

heligiga
adv. Until now: heliqi wdqd - esimdd th&t
matter is still on my mind/ u mdktdptin kdlmdywatidu he still has not returned
from school,
helila
adv. Just; just now: u - muyu ydrdd idi he
was here only a minute ago.
helila
bot. n. The fruit of myrobalan (Terminalia chebula), used in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also called ahlilaj.
helimu
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henri
adv. Still; otherwise: -- yax^i bolmisa gataqnifl gofli giqidikdn it is still good, oth
erwise it would be a big mess/ u ndrsd —
m&ndd I still have that thing/ gepifliz —
esimdd I still remember your words,
henri
phy. m. Henri (electric inductance unit).
[<R. genri\.
hipofiz
phys. n. Hypophysis: — bezi cerebral hy
pophysis,
hid
n. Smell; odor; aroma: —ini giqarmay besiqturiwdt- to clean up without leaving any
odors/ sesiq — stench/ u bir ndrsinin —ini
algan oxsaydu he seemed to smell sth/ya| —i
grease smell/ mdzilik tamaqnifl —i deli
cious food odors. Cf. buy I, puraq 1. [U.
hidlY. jyr].
hidsiz
adj. Odorless,
hidrogen
chem. n. Hydrogen (H): — sulfidi hydro
gen sulfide/ — gazi hydrogen. Also wodorod.
hidrogenla^chem. vi. To hydrogenate.
hidliq
adj. Smelly; odorous: — ndrsd a smelly
thing,
hyayvi. To grin in a sinister way: kuldlmisdfl
—ma if you cannot smile, you should not
grin,
hijaygaq
adj. Grinning: — addm grinning person,
hyran
obs. n. Parting; separation: — azawi the
pain of parting. [C- hicranITu. xicran (exile)/U. hizron].
hijranliq
obs. adj. of hijran: — toVi/fir parting days,
hyriya

hi^qandaq
rel. n. Muslim calendar.
hi{
1. pro. Any (used in negation): — addm
yoq there is not anybody/ — paydisi yoq
there is not any advantage (profit)/ —
pdrqi yoq there is not any difference/ —
wdqd anything (abstract); any situation: wdqd bolmidi nothing happened; hig wdqdsi yoq don't be nervous; never mind/ is yoq there is not anything/ — gdp yoq need
less to say; without question; it's nothing/
— ndrsd anything (concrete): — ndrsd kdrmigdn addm sby who has not seen any
thing; hig ndrsisi yoq there is not any
thing; hig ndrsini kdzgd ilmasliq to consid
er everybody and everything beneath one's
notice/ ♦ — is kdrmigdn inexperienced;
green. [C. Aef/KK. /le^/Th. /i/f/Tu. x/f].
2. adv. Still; yet: u — kdlmdydigu why has
he not come yet?
3. At all; simply: — waqtim yoq I have no
time at all.
♦ — bolmiganda at least: bu ydrdin — bolmiganda qiriq jifl bugday algili bolidu this
piece of land can yield at least forty jin of
wheat. Also hig bolmisa.
hi(bir
pro. Any; slightest: — tdmi yoq complete
ly tasteless/ — togra yeti yoq without a sin
gle redeeming feature; without any merit/
— sdwdpsiz there is not any reason/ — ikkildnmdslik to be unswerving; not to hesi
tate in the slightest.
higqa^an
pro. Anytime: bundaq is — bolgan dmds this
kind of matter has never come up/ mdn —
sizni mtwnaymdn I will never forget you.
hi9qaysi
pro. Whichever; whoever: bu isni —miz qilip baqmigan none of us has handled this
matter before/ Oydikildmin —si texi kdlmidi none of the family members has come,
hi^qandaq
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hisapliq

higqan^a

withdraw from an account/ —qa al- a. to
pro. Any: — ad&mni kdrmidim I did not
enter into account; b. to count/ —tu bog- to
see anybody/ - wdqd yiiz bdrmidi nothing
close an account/ maha — count me in/ ♦
has happened,
ba^qilamin hisawiga ya^a- to live off others,
hi^qan^a
live at others' expense/ ♦ birawnin hisa
pro. Any: bugun - U isldnmidi no work has
wiga on the basis of sby else's account/ ♦
been done today/ unin — binsisi yoq he
hdkUmdt hisawiga dawalan- to receive
does not have any ability. [KK. heftene].
state-funded medical treatment. Also hisahi(qisi
wat. [Ih. xisap].
pro. higqisi yoq never mind; it does not
2. math. n. Arithmetic: - ddrsi arithmetic
matter; it's nothing: - yoq. xapa bolman
lesson/ - giqar- to perform arithmetic cal
never mind, please don't get mad.
culations/ -tin adas- to miscalculate. [O.
hi^kim
hesaplU. hisob (#1-2)].
pro. Whoever; anybody: — baralmaydu
nobody can go/ —g& dimd don't talk to hisap^i
n. Accountant; bookkeeper. Cf. bogaltir,
anybody/ bu ifni -- bilmOydu nobody knows
daptar^i. [Th. xisapgy].
about this matter. [KK. heykimy
hisapsiz
higyar
adj. Countless; innumerable: — addm
pro. Anywhere: —niU ogiyi bolmasliq to
countless persons/ - ydr asti bayligi count
feel at home anywhere.
less mineral deposits. Also bihisap, badhi(na
di-hisapsiz, sanaqsiz, san-sanaqsiz. [Ih.
pro. Anywhere: -dd yoq nowhere at all.
xisapsyz].
hi9nima
pro. Anything: hignimidin- - yoq for no bisap-kitap
n. Accounts: — qil- to do accounts: unin
reason at all/ hignimidin qorqmaymiz we
bildn axir — qiliyimiz some day we will set
are not afraid of anything/ hignimigd dal
tle accounts with him / — iyliri eniq the ac
bolmasliq of no avail; to no effect/ hignicounts are in order. [U. hisob-kitob].
migd arzimdslik not worth mentioning/ hig
nimigd igd bolalmasliq owning nothing at bisapla1. vt. To count, do accounts, calculate: —s
all/ u - dimidi he did not say anything/ u
sizgugi slide rule/ -s mayinisi calculator/ a~ yimidi he did not eat anything/ unin higddm besiga hisapliganda per capita calcula
nimisi yoq he is penniless,
tion/ puxta - to calculate carefully, work
his
out a budget carefully.
n. Sensation; sense perception; feeling: 2. vt. To consider, hold, deem: biz i^ldpgiqil- to feel: Unih tdsligini — qil- to f^l that
qiriini rawajlanduruy kerdk ddp —ymiz we
sth is rather hard to handle. Also his-tuydeem it necessary to develop production/
gu; cf. sazgii. [Th. xw/U. his].
uni dlagi oqugugi ddp hisapligili bolidu he
hisap
could be considered the top student. Cf.
1. n. Account: - al- a. to balance books;
tap- 2, 9ii^an- 2, oyla- 2, qara- I 3 (#2).
b. to settle accounts/ — bdr- a. to hand
over accounts; b. to confess/ — ddptiri ac hisapliq
adj. of hisap: unin kuni - qaldi the days
count book/ - dmds does not count/ —ta
he has left to live can be counted on one's
bar hdm yanda yoq having an account but
fingers.
no money in the purse/ —tin giqiriwdt- to
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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hisawat
hisawat
n. Account; accounting: -- al- to clear ac
counts/ — birligi accounting unit/ — ddptiri account book/ — ornat- to open an ac
count/ - qil- to do accounts/ -- nomuri ac
count number/ igilik —i economic account
ing. Also hisap 1; cf. daptar 2.
his-tuygu
n. Sense perception; sensation; feeling:
—sini yoqat- to lose consciousness. Also
his; cf. sazgii.
histeriya
med. n. Hysteria. Also called xapiganliq.
[<R. isteriya].
hisda$
n. Sympathizer; kindred soul; soulmate.
Cf. muhda$.
hisda^liq
n. Sympathy: — bildur- to express one's
sympathy/ - qil- to sympathize. Cf. xayrxahliq.
hissi
adj. Perceptual: — bilif perceptual recogni
tion/ - bilim perceptual knowledge,
hissiyat
n. Feeling; emotion; sentiment: —qa berilto be swayed by one's emotions, act im
petuously/ -ini ipadild- to express one's
emotions, flh. xissiyatIU. hissiet],
hissiyat^an
adj. Full of affection,
hissiyatliq
adj. Emotional: — yezilgan dsdr an emo
tionally powerful work,
hisip
cul. n. Sausage made of chopped mutton,
boiled rice, and sheep fat: — tiqqanddk
sausage-like/ — quy- to make sausage. Cf.
kalbasa.
hiris
n. Avarice; greed; rapacity; cupidity;
avidity: pulga — addm sby gr^y for mon
ey. Cf. tama, tama-xorluq, tamagarlik,

hila
gal, naps, napsaniyat, napsaniyat(ilik.
[U. hirs].
hiwa
bot. n. Chinese flowering quince (Cydonia
oblonga). Also called biya.
hiq
n. hiq tut- to hiccup, belch, burp, eruct.
hiqiq
n. = hiq.
hikaya
lit. n. Story; short story; anecdote: - filim
feature film/ ~ eyt- (qil-) to tell a story/
hikayildr toplimi collection of short sto
ries/ hikayinih wdqdligi the plot of a story,
flh. xikdyat; dkiyatlV. hikoyd].
hikmat
1. n. Wisdom; sagacity: - igisi wise man.
[U. hikmat].
2. n. Profundity; subtlety.
3. n. Male name,
hikmatlik
adj. Wise; sagacious: — addm wise man/
— s6z maxim; aphorism, proverb, adage,
saying.
hin
bot. n. Ferula sinkiangensis, an umbelliferous plant.
[Q. sasyr],
hingah
adj. hihgafl gif n. long,
sharp protruding tooth or
fang,
hingayvi. To gnash teeth, smile
and grimace,
hilal
1. ast. n. New moon; lunar halo (JE).
2. n. Male name. Also hilaldin.
hilba
bot. n. Trigonela foenum-graecum. See il
lustration at $iim$a on p. 526.
hila
n. Plot; scheme; ruse; trick: - ifldt- (qil-)
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hila-mikir
to hatch a plot, play a trick/ hilisi kdp ad&m crafty person. Cf. xayli, hila-mikir,
siiyiqast, ziyanka$lik, qast 1. [U. hijla\.
hila-mikir
n. = hila: — Uldt- to hatch a plot/ 1 oguq-

Ofkara bolus, siiyiqdst wd — Uldtm&slik kerdk one should be open and honest and
one should not scheme,
hila-mikirlik
adj. Scheming; plotting: — addm a schem
ing person,
hila-nayrah
n. = hila.
hiligar
adj. Sly; crafty; cunning; tricky: — tiilkd a
sly fox. Also hililik; cf. tadan, dagul,
quw, makkar, mugambar.
hiligarlik
n. Slyness; craftyness: — qil- to be sly or
crafty. Cf. tadanliq, quwluq, makkarliq, mugambarlik.
hilila
n. Thin tough silk: — yagliq silk kerchief/
— y&lpugug silk fan.
hililik
adj. = hiligar: 1 — ista xityri yoq slyness
leads to no good,
him
adj. Tight; close: — bekit- to fit snugly,
tighten/ — 6y tight room/ botulkinifl agzini
- qil- to seal a bottle/ isikni - yap- to shut
a door tight.
himat
n. Backing; patronage; support: -- tap- to
seek backing/ — qil- to back. Also himaya; cf. madatkarliq.
himatgi
n. Backer; patron; supporter. Cf. ^apqat^i,
welinimat, yolak^i, yolangiik, madatkar.
himaya

hingan
n. = himat: — qil- to back, support or en
dorse/ himayigd igd bol- to receive back
ing. [Th. xitnayallJ. himoya],
himis
bot. n. Semena lablab. See illustration at
noxut on p. 939.
himirvt. To twist with two fingers, rub with
one's hands. [U. himar-].
himlavt. To tighten, seal: botulkinifl agzini — to
seal a bottle.
himla$vi. To become tight, close, inseparable,
himmat
n. Kindness; care; attention: — qil- a. to
be concerned with, show solicitude for; b.
to make great efforts, try hard/ himmitidizgd hdsqalla thank you for your kindness.
[U. himmat],
himmatsiz
adj. Unconcerned; uncaring; undiligent.
himmatlik
1. adj. Concerned; solicitous: — addm a
solicitous person. Cf. gamxor.
2. adj. Vigorous; enthusiastic,
hindi
n. Indian: — ayali Indian
woman/ — tili Hindi lan
guage/ ♦ — nilufdri bot.
Nymphoides peltata, a
kind of floating-hearts.
[Th. hind],
hindian
n. American Indian,
hindistan
geo. n. India.
hindi nilufari
hingan
zoo. n. Female camel. [M. ingdn].
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P

O
oba
geo. n. Valley. Cf. jira, jilga. [O. ovd\.
obdan
adj. Good; fine. Cf. balan, ala 1, yax^i.
[K. abdanl'lvL. ovadan].
obdan^aq
adj. Toadying; currying favor with,
obdan^aqliq
n. Toadying,
obdanlavi. To improve, get better. Cf. yax^ila- .
obdanla^vi. To become reconciled. Cf. yax^ila^- .
obdanliq
n. Goodness. Cf. yax^iliq.
oborot
n. Circulation; turnover: — bol- to circu
late/ — qil- to cause to turn over or circu
late/ kapital -i capital turnover. Cf. mu'amila 3. [<R. oborot].
obraz
lit. n. Image; form; shape: — yarat- to
create an image/ b&dii — artistic form/
qShrimanliq —i heroic figure. [<R. obraz].
obrazla^ivi. To be presented as an artistic figure,
be visualized,
obrazla^turvt. To present as an artistic figure, visual
ize.
obrazliq

adj. of obraz: — t&pdkkur thinking in
terms of images/ -- til language using im
agery,
obzor
n. Review; survey. Cf. anzar, mulahiza 1.
[<R. obzor].
obzorji
n. Reviewer; surveyor. Cf. anzargi.
obekt
n. Object; target: subekt bildn -niH munasiwiti relationship between subject and ob
ject/ ilmiy t&tqiqat obekti target of scientif
ic research. [<R. ob"ekt].
obektip
adj. Objective,
obyom
n. Bulk; volume. [<R. ob"&m].
oblast
n. Prefecture: Hi qazaq aptonom —i Hi Ka
zakh autonomous prefecture. Also wilayat.
[<R. oblast'].
oblastliq
adj. Prefectural: — partkom prefectural
party committee. Also called wilayatlik.
opportunist
n. Opportunist. Cf. agmi(i2, pursatpar^.
[<R. opportunist].
opportunizim
n. Opportunism. Cf. agmi^iliq 2, pursatparaslik. [<R. opportunizm].
optik
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optika
n. Optician. [<R. optik],
optika
phy. n. Optics: — Qswapliri optical instru
ments. [<R. optika\.
optikiliq
phy. adj. Optical: - GynOk optical glass.
op-o{uq
1. adj. Visible; distinct: — kOriin- to come
clearly into view. Cf. koriinarlik 1, kornaklik, namayan.
2. adj. Wide open: isik — qaldi the door
was wide open.
3. fig. adj. Naked; plain: — qaraqgiliq
plain robbery.
4. adj. Clear; fine: — hawa clear or fine
weather. Superlative of oguq.
opurvt. To reach the limit: oqGt qilsafl —up qil
if you work, do it thoroughly,
opur-topur
onom. Bustle; rush: kisil&r — boluyup k&ldi
people came in a rush. Also dpiir-topiir;
cf. awra I.
opul-topul
onom. Hastily: - positsiyd ozgart- to hast
ily change one's position or attitude/M—
ketip qaldi he ran off in a hurry,
opqan
n. Glutton; voracious person,
opqanliq
n. Gluttony; voraciousness,
opqun
n. Eddy; whirlpool. Cf. qaynam, girdap
1.
opera
lit. n. Opera. [<R. opera],
operatsiya
med. n. Operation: — qil- to operate/ —
karwiti operating table. [<R. operatsiya],
ot I
n. Fire: — apiti fire disaster/ — ag- to
open fire/ — al- a. to discharge: miltiq ot
elip k&tti a rifle discharged; b. to start (of

otaq
engines, cars, etc.)/ — aldurgug starter in
an engine/ — bMn oynay- to play with fire/
— giqip kdt- to be bustling with activity/ Ogiir- to extinguish fire: — dgiiniy dtridi fire
brigade/ — sun- to warm oneself by a fire/
— iistigd yag gag- to add fuel to flames/ —
qala- to make fire/ — qoy- to set on fire/
— kOt- a. to catch fire; b. ♦ to rush to pur
chase; c. ♦ (of prices) to rise sharply/ —
egis nuqtisi firing point/ — yaq- to light a
fire/ — yalquni blaze/ — yiirdk ardent: —
yiirdk yigit ardent fellow/ —tdk qizip poqtdk sowu- to change suddenly from hot to
cold (to be unstable)/ —tdk qiziq kiirdy redhot struggle/ —qa gidamliq xis fire or re
fractory brick/ ogaqnifl —i dgti the stove
fire went out/ kOzidin — yan- to have fire
in one's eyes/1 —ni kim tutsa funifi qoli koyidu he who plays with fire will bum his
hand. Cf. ata^. [C. ot/K, ot/KK, ot/M, ot!
O. or/OT. or/Ta. ur/Tu. or/Tv. o//U. ut!
Y. dt; uot],
otil
bot. n. Grass: - ddwisi ag. haystack/ — ota- ag. to weed/ -- or- ag. to cut or mow
grass/ — orus mayinisi ag. grass mower/ buga
— Rhaponticum carthamoides/ bidd — fod
der grass/ kiimUf — Aleuritopteris argentia/

1 —i bar ydrnifl suyi yoq siiyi bar ydrnifl
—i yoq some grassy places have no water

and some with water have no grass (noth
ing in life is perfect). Cf. jop I. [KK. ot!
M. ot (plant; fodder)/0. or/Tu. or/Tv. o"t!
U. utlY, ot],
otaag. vt. To weed: ot — to weed grass/ sdwzini — to weed a carrot patch/ qonaq — to
weed a com field. [U. iita-],
otaq I
ag. n. Weeding: — ma$inisi weeding ma
chine/ qonaq otigi weeding of com fields,
otaq II
ag. n. Temporary shelter for herders and
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otaqgi

otxor

shepherds, made of felt and usually with a
to come out into the open; kdkrdk kerip ot
pointed top. Also otalgu. [O. ota^\.
turiga giq- to come out boldly; b. to reveal,
show: mdsild otturiga giqti the problem re
otaq(i
vealed itself; c. to be budding, begin to
ag. n. A weeding person,
show talent: u otturiga giqip qaldi he
otalshowed some promise/ ♦ otturiga salag. vi. To be or become weeded: siaodity(qoy-) to put forward. Cf. ara I 1, orta.
nin kewdzliri otilip boldi the team's cotton
otturangi
fields have been weeded.
adj. The middle one: — bala the second of
otalgu
three children,
ag. n. = otaq II.
otturiga
ot-boguz
adj. Average; mean: -- baha average
ag. n. Feed; forage; fodder. Also boguz,
price/ — qimmdt mean value/ — mo beji
boguziuq, ot-xa^ak; cf. yam 1, yam-xamdhsulati yield per mu/ — mu 'as average
$ak.
wages. Also ortiga.
otparas
rel. n. Fire worshipper. Cf. atai^paras.
ottuz
num. Thirty: — ogul aldida wddd bdr- to
otparaslik
pledge in front of a big group of people/ rel. n. Fire worship. Cf. ata^paraslik.
kiin thirty days/ — min 30,000. [K. otuzl
ottura
M. ottuzIO. otuzIOT. otuzn&. utyz/Tu.
adj. Middle; center: - boy medium height/
otuzIU. uttiz/Y. otut].
— dolqun phy. medium wave/ — dsir \iis.
Middle Ages/ - hisap bildn average/ - idrq ottuzingi
num. Thirtieth: — yillar the thirties of a
geo. Middle East/ - qatlam middle class/
century. [O. otuzuncu],
— go/phys. middle finger: ♦ — qold&kyigit top-notch fellow; ♦ - qolddk at ste^; otdan
n. Brazier; firepan. Cf. at^dan, gogdan,
fine horse/ — qulaq phys. middle ear; ausandal I, mangal.
ris media: - qulaq yallugi med. otitis me
dia/ — eqim middle reaches of a river/ — otgagar
mil. n. Flamethrower. [U. iitsogar].
mOktdp middleschool/ - musapiliq daod&n
mil. medium-range missile/ — mind phys. ot-gop
n. Grass; herbage. Also otzar; cf. gopmidbrain; mesencephalon/ — yasliq middle
liik, giman, gimanzar, gimanzarliq, giage/ - yolda toxtap qal- to give up half
manlik, gimliq.
way/ qora otturisida in the middle of the
courtyard/ ♦ - ilik phys. thighbone; fe otxana
1. n. Firebox in a locomotive. Also called
mur/ ♦ otturida qal- a. to hesitate in mid
poyiznin otxanisi. [U. utxond\.
stream; b. to be in a dilemma/ ♦ otturida
2. n. Furnace; stove chamber. Also otluq
yoq addm an insignificant person/ ♦ ottuIII.
riga al- a. to surround, encircle; b. to criti
cize: ular meni — almaywatidu they look ot-xa$ak
ag. n. = ot-boguz.
upon me as an outsider; uni bugiin — alduq we criticized him today/ ♦ otturiga otxor
fity- (kir-) to make peace, m^iate/ ♦ ottu
zoo. adj. Herbivorous: — haywanherbivor
ous animal.
riga giq- a. to step out: sdkrdp otturiga giq-

1
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otxorluq
otxorluq
zoo. n. Herbivority.
ot-su
n. Grass and water: ot-suyi mol jay a
place with plenty of grass and water,
otnif
bot. n. Citrus medica. Also called truiy.
otzar
n. = otgop.
otuqvi. To swell: unifl yuz-k&zi —up ketiptu his
face is swollen. Cf. pompay- , dombay- .
otugat
n. Head ornament made of gold, silver or
feathers,
otun
n. Firewood; kindling: — k&sld- to chop
firewood/ h6l — damp firewood/ quruq —
dry kindling/ ♦ —ni yuyup qala- to wash
kindling and then light it (to make an un
necessary move). Also otun-jawa; cf. tamag. [K. omn/KK. otynIM. otufUO. odim/Th. utynlTn. odunli]. iitinlY. ottuk].
otun-jawa
n. = otun.
otuu(i
n. A gatherer or vendor of firewood,
otunxana
n. Storage place for kindling; woodshed,
otunluq
n. A collection of firewood or kindling.
otqa$
n. Torch. Cf. ma^'al.
otquyruq
n. Fomenter of discord; instigator,
otquyruqluq
abstract n. of otquyruq: — qil- to foment
discord,
otigug
ag. n. Hoe.
otya?
bot. n. Vegetable: — baziri vegetable mar
ket/ — teri- to grow vegetables/ — dukini

otluq
greengrocer's; vegetable store. Cf. say,
kok III 3, koktat.
otya^gi
n. A grower or seller of vegetables,
otya^^iliq
abstract n. of otya$(i.
otya^liq
ag. n. Vegetable patch or field,
otla-1
ag. vi. To graze: atlar otlaqta otlidi the
horses grazed in the pasture. Cf. yayla- .
[K. otto-IKK.. otla-IO. otla-/T\. o“tta-/\J.

iitla-].

otla- II
vt. To sip: gayni — to sip tea.
otla- III
vt. To expel demons (old Uyghur custom
to wave an open flame over the head of a
sick person),
otlatag. vt. To herd. Cf. yaylat- . [O. otlat-].
otlaq
ag. n. Pasture; grazing area: —tin kdg- to
move from the pasture. Cf. yaylaq. [O.

otlaklTy. odarlU. iitloq].
otlam
m. Mouthful: bir — gay a mouthful of tea/
bir — su a mouthful of water. Cf. jaynam, (i|Iam. [U. huplam].
otluq I
1. adj. Fiery; fervent: — yiirdk a fervent
heart. [C- otluq].
2. adj. Bright and piercing: — kdz bright
and piercing eyes.
3. adj. Warm; ardent: — muhdbbdt warm
feelings.
otluq II
adj. Grassy: - y&r a grassy place. [M. ot-

lug\.

otluq III
n. Furnace; stove chamber: samawarnifl
otlugi samovar chamber. Also otxana 2.
[Tv. odag].

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK,
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud aI-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R,
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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odhindi

ox^a-

[U. ogiq (#1-3)].
odhindi
4. adj. Bright (of color): — qizil bright
bot. n. Sapanred/ rdflgi — brightly colored.
wood (Lignum
osuq-a$kara
sappan), used
adj. Open and above board: — if fair play/ ^
in Uyghur folk
- bolus, suyiqdst wd hild-mikir Uldtmdslik
medicine,
kerdk
one should be open and honest and
os
one should not scheme,
m.
Double
oguqtin-o^uq
handful: bir —
adv. Barefacedly; brazenly; undisguisedly.
bugday a dou
[Th. agyktan-agyk\.
ble handful of
o^uqgiliq
wheat/ bir - su a double handful of water.
n. Outdoors: —ta is qil- to work outdoors/
[Tv. adys].
-ta yat- to sleep outdoors. Cf. tala-tiiz.
osaq
1. n. Stove; furnace: - beyi top of a stove/ o^um
1. m. Handful: bir — dksiydtgildr a hand
— sal- to build a stove/ tok ogigi electric
ful of reactionaries.
stove; hotplate/ quyay ogigi solar furnace/
2. m. Capacity measure, equals 10 qoshuq
gaz ogigi gas furnace. Cf. ma^ I. [M. ogaq/
(q.v.). See section on Weights and Meas
Tu. ocaklU. ugoq/Y. ohox].
ures on pp. 1079-80.
2. n. Origin; root; source; spring: mddiniydt ogigi the roots of culture. Cf. asli 2, ogumlavt. To scoop with both hands: suni —p igmanba (#2).
to scoop up water and drink it.
osuq
1. adj. Open; clear: - awaz bdr- to cast o^erik
lit. n. Essay; sketch. [<R. ogerk],
an open ballot / - bogum gr. open syllable/
— ddrs public lecture/ — defliz open sea/ — o(irat
n. Line; queue: —td tur- to form a line/
x&t open letter/ — hawa clear weather/ —
—kd kiriwal- to cut into a line,
sot open or public trial/ — sdhdr open city/
— imtihan open examination/ iisti — kdmur o^iratsiz
adj. Out of sequence; out of order,
kan opencut coal mine / kun — clear (of
weather). Cf. a^kara, tiniq I. [M. aguqlTk. o^iratlik
adj. Sequential; in order.
agykl
OXJU2. adj. Candid; frank: - a^kara sozm- to
vi. To gush, discharge, emit, erupt, spew:
converse candidly/ - giray having a kind
bulaq suyi —p giqmaqta spring water
and pleasant countenance: — giray ayal a
gushed out/ qan —p giqti blood discharged.
kind-faced woman; - giray bildn kutuwalto welcome cordially/ — qol open-handed; ox$a1. vi. To resemble, look like: oxsimaydigan
generous/ - kOMl candid; frank; strmghtpikirldr different opinions/ bu bala dadisiga
forward; forthright/ u — ad&m he is an
-ydikdn this child resembles his father/ uhonest person. Cf. udul 2.
nin bu istin xdwiri yoq —ydu it appears as if
3. adj. Clear; distinct: - awaz clear sound/
he does not know about this matter/ yamgur
— bdlgilimd clear stipulation/ - nUan clear
yagidigan -ydu it looks like it is going to
target/ xdtni - yaz- to write distinctively.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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oijtu-

ox^a^
rain. [K. okfo-/KK. usa-/TSi. oxsa-/U.
Cf. tart- 18.
2. vi. expresses idea of good or successful:
bu yil zira 'QtlQr oxsidi this harvest turned
out well/ bu giza nahayiti —ptu this meal is
very tasty/ is oxsimaywatidu the affair is not
going well.
3. vi. To be bungled: mana is taza oxsidi
look, the matter is bungled.
ox$a$
1. adj. Same; equal: — hissiyat same feel
ing/ bulufl math, equilateral triangle/
- isqa - hdq bdr- to receive equal pay for
equal work/ — mdzgil same period/ —la
muhim equal importance. Cf. tan 1,
tanmu-tan. [K. oksosIM.. oxsag (like; similar)/Tv. oskas].
2. pp. (follows dative case) Like: safla —
like you. Cf. qatarliq.
ox$a$vi. To equal, be the same: bu ikki mdsilinin xaraktiri bir-birigd oxsisip ketidikdn the
character of these two problems is the
same,
ox^a^liq
n. Commonality; sth in common: ular otturisida higqandaq — yoq they have noth
ing at all in common. Also ortaqliq, omumiliq.
ox$iti$
n. Analogy: bu — taza jayida boldi this an
alogy is quite apt/ kinayilik — parable; al
legory. Cf. tamsil 2.
oho
int. expressing surprise or mockery: -- sun(d kiigUikmu sdn oh my, you are really
strong!/ - nimidigdn guzMlldsk&n s&h&r bu
oh, how beautiful this city has turned out
to be!
osa
ag. n. Irrigation: — qil- to irrigate/ osisi
kelis- to irrigate properly/ seriq — spring ir
rigation/ ydr osiga qan- to irrigate fields

thoroughly.
osal
1. fig. adj. Bad; foul: - qiliq foul act/ mijdzi — having a bad disposition; being in a
foul mood. [M. osal (negligent)/Mo. osol
(fault; mistakej/Tk. usal (evil; wicked)/U.
iisal (bad; hopeless)].
2. adj. Low-grade; inferior: — tamaka lowgrade tobacco; cheap cigarettes/ ♦ - bolto feel embarrassed. [U. iisat\.
osalla^vi. To deteriorate, worsen: dhwal —ti the
condition deteriorated/ salamdtligi —ti
health worsened. Cf. ayni- I 1, egirla^- 3.
osalliq
n. of osal: — qil- to commit a base act.
osurphys. vi. To fart, flatulate.
osuruq
phys. n. Fart; flatus. [M. osruq/Y. utu-

ruk],
osurgaq
n. Farter: 5 —q<t arpa neni bana a farter
blames it on barley bread,
osma
1. bot. n. Osma (Isatis

tinctoria).

2. n. A dye made from
osma for mascara used
by Uyghur women: —
qoy- to paint eyebrows/
1 su ketip tas qalidu —
ketip qas qalidu when
the water runs off, the
stone remains, when
osma
the osma disappears the eyebrows remain
(JMC). [U. usma\.
osmiy
chem. n. Osmium (Os). [<R. osmif\.
o$aq
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
o^tu1. vt. To break: ddrdx sexini — to break

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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orta

o$uq
a tree branch.
2. vt. To break with fingers and thumb;
qonaq — to break corn/ nan — to break
bread.
o$uq I
1. adj. Extra; spare; surplus; superfluous:
— ofliq surplus grain/ -- bel&t spare ticket/
~ pul spare money/ - giqim extra expen
ses/ - san math, remainder/ - kug extra
power/ 1 - gap qulaqqa yaqmas superflu
ous words are not pleasant to the ear. Cf.
artuq 1, qo^um^a 3. [U. osiq].
2. pp. More than: mOjlisM yuzdin - adOm
qatnoiti more than 100 persons attended the
meeting. Also o^uq^a,
o$uq II
1. phys. n. Anklebone: putnifl ofugi giqip
kdtti the anklebone was dislocated. [M. a2. n. Sheep knuckles (a toy): -- oyna- to
play sheep knuckles/ ♦ osu^i algu qop- to
set sheep knuckles upright (to be lucky)/
♦ oiugi guguf- a. to lose a gamble (e. g. when
of four sheep knuckles one stands upright
and three lie on their backs); b. to be out
of luck. [U. oiiq (#2)][Mo. sag-a (#1-2)].
o$uq;a
adj. = o^uq 12: - asUq surplus grain.
o$uq(iliq
n. Surplus: - qil- to be superfluous/ kerdklik ndrsd - qilmaydu useful things are not
superfluous/ Uldpgiqiris osuqgiligi overpro
duction. Also o^uqluq; cf. artuqluq, e^inda,
e^in^a.
o^uqluq
n. = o^uqjiliq.
orvt. To mow, reap, harvest: -uy masinisi har
vester (machine); mower; reaper/ bugday —
to harvest wheat/ ot - to mow grass. Cf.
{ap- II 3. [KK. or-/U. dr-].
ora
n. Pit for storing grain and vegetables: —

qaz- to dig a cellar/ orini kola- a. to dig
trap: 1 orini kim kolisa dzi guydr he who
digs a trap will fall in it (reaping what one
sows); b. ♦ to frame, make false charg
es/ sdy orisi root cellar. Also ura. [U. li
ra].
oravt. To bind, surround, wind, wrap: bu sdhdmin dtrapini taglar -p turidu mountains
surround this city's environs/ kitap — to
wrap a book/ putqa paytima — to bind feet/
tamaka - to roll a cigarette/ yip — to wind
a thread. [K. oro-ZIh. ura-IU. ura-].
oral1. vi. To wind, coil, circle: ayaqqa pay
tima — to wrap feet with a cloth (when
wearing boots)/ boyunga satp - to wrap a
scarf around one's necl^ qdgdzgd —gan ndr
sd an object wrapped in paper/ yotqanga orulup yat- to wrap oneself up in a quilt/
yip galtdkkd -di the thread is wound up on
a spool. [KK. oratyl-].
2. vi. To be surround^ or encircled: taglar
bildn -gan sdhdr a city surrounded by hills
or mountains.
oram
m. for cylindrical objects: bir — tamaka
tobacco for one cigarette/ bir — qdgdz one
roll of paper. Also buram.
oran
ast. n. Uranus. Also uran.
oranvi. To be wrapped up: juwiga orinip olturto sit wrapped up in a furcoat.
orangutan
zoo. n. Orang-utan (Pongo pygmaeus).
[< R. orangutang].
orbita
ast. n. Orbit: ydr sarinifl orbitisi terrestial
orbit. [<R. orbita].
orta
adj. Center; middle. Also ara II, ottura.
[C- ortalK. ortoIKK. orta/M. ortu/0. or-
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orun

ortaq
tdCfT. ortalTdi. urtalTn. ortaITv. ortulH.
UrtalY. orto].
ortaq
adj. Common; shared: — bazar common
market/ - til common language/ - ^aya
common ideal. [M. ortuq (partner)/0. ortak\.
ortaq(i
ag. n. Sharecropper. Cf. nispikar. [O. ortakgi\.
ortaqla^vi. To share: bir nanga — to share bread/
japa-mm&qqdM - to share one' s hardships/
qoygu-hOsratka - to share one's grief/ yarni ortaqlmp teri- to sow land jointly. [O.
ortakla^-].
ortaqiiq
n. Commonality; identity. Also ox^axliq,
omumiliq. [O. ortaklik}.
orti^a
adj. Average; mean. Also otturija.
orda
1. his. n. Federation or league in old Tur
kic and Mongolian societies: altun — Gold
en Horde.
2. n. Palace: xan ordisi khan's palace. [Cordu (camp; army)/KK. orda (Prunkzelt)/
M. ordu (residence of a king)/Mo. ordoni
or. orduITv. ordulU. iirda
ordan
bot. n. Madder
(Rubia cordifolia), used in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also called
royan, fuwa.
order
n. Voucher; re
ceipt. Cf. 9uanpiao.
ordin
n. Medal; deco
ration: — lentisi

medal ribbon. Cf. medal. [<R. orden\.
orak
n. Hole; pit: gdndd origi nightsoil pit. Cf.
azgal, kodan, godan 1. [M. oru].
orus
n. Russian. Also rus. [C- orus/K. orus/U.
iirus].
orusgiil
bot. n. Trollius altaicus, a kind of globe
flower,
oruq
zoo. adj. Emaciated; lean; thin: — at an
emaciated horse. Cf. kotiram I.
oruqlavi. To become thin or emaciated: yeqinda
u nimisqidur —p kdtti lately he has become
emaciated for some reason.
orun
1. n. Place; location; seat; site: — al- a. to
take a seat: aldinqi qatardin — al- to sit
down in front row; b. to impress: tarix sdhipiliridin - al- to go down in histo^; unin sOzi q&lbimdin goflqur — aldi his re
mark made a deep impression on me/ —
bosat- a. to vacate a seat; bv to abdicate / -talas- a. to compete for a position; b. to stir
up a place/ — tdyyarla- a. to prepare a
place; b. to unfold a bed/ - tut- to occupy
a seat/ — clip qoy- to keep or reserve a
seat for sby/ -da tur- a. to be in a certain
position: muhim —da tur- to be in an im
portant position; b. ♦ to stand at atten
tion/ ornum yOtkilip kdtsd uxliyalmaymdn
when I traded places I could not fall
asleep/ omi ds- to raise standing or status/
omiga 6t- a. to take (sby's) place; b. ♦ to
return to where one came from/ bos — an
empty place or seat/ hadisd yiiz bdrgdn —
the site of a happening/ yiiz som pulnifi orni yoq a debt or shortfall of 100 yuan/ yeza igiligi xdlq igiligidd muhim - tutidu ag
riculture occupies an important place in
the national economy/ ♦ ornida kdr- to

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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orunbasar
regard as, treat: adSm omida kdr- to treat
as human being/ ♦ orniga kdl- a. to re
sume: Ular dzomiga k&ldi work resumed; b.
to remedy: omiga kdlmdydiganzoryoqitis a
great irreparable loss. Cf. jay 1. [C- orunlK. orun/KK. oryn/Mo. oron/0. orun/
Til. uryn/Tw. orunlU. urinlY. own].
2. n. Unit; post: — issimasliq to change
residence or work frequently, be constant
ly on the go/ xizmdt orni work post/ siz
qaysi —da Uldysiz in which unit do you
work?
3. n. Leeway; margin; room; latitude: —
qaldur- to leave a margin/ tawus giqiris —liri
points of articulation/ senifl berisiflnifl omi
yoq you should not go/ gdpni omida qildi
the remark gets to the heart of the matter/
menin diyisimnifi omi yoq there is no lee
way in what I have to say.
4. n. Bedding: - tutup yetip qal- to be laid
up in bed/ - sal- (rasla-) to make a bed/ yig- to fold up bedding or a quilt / —da yot
to lie in bed/ —din tur- a. to get out of bed;
b. ♦ to stand up/ omiga siyip qoy- to wet
one's bed. Also tii^ak, orun-tu^ak, orunkorpa.
5. n. Replacement; substitution: — bas- a.
to replace: u dadisinifl omini basti he took
over his father's work; b. ♦ to be coher
ent, consistent: unifi gepi texi — basmayraq turidu his talk was slightly incoherent/
u rOxm&t diyisnifl omiga tillidi instead of
thanking he cursed/ min omiga sdn bargin
please go in his place.
orunbasar
1. n. sby who replaces or stands in for sby
else; inheritor.
2. n. Deputy: r&'is —i vice-chairman. [U.
Urinbosar (#2)].
orun-payt
n. orun-p&yt keli$ gr. locative case. [U. iirin-pajt].
orun-tii$ak

orunla^turn. = orun 4.
orundavt. = orunla- .
orunduq
n. Stool; chair: qatlima — folding chair/
yumaq — soft chair; easy chair. [K. orunduk].
orunsiz
1. adj. Without seats.
2. adj. Improper; irrational: -- tdldp im
proper demands/ — dyipld- to accuse un
justly/ mdbl&gdin — paydilan- to use funds
improperly. [Th. urynsyz].
3. adj. Groundless; unreasonable: -- dndifd
groundless worry/ — xapa bol- to get an
gry for no reason/ — sdbhd unreasonable
suspicion/ -- fikaydt groundless accusation/
1 — g&z&p dzdngd azap senseless anger
hurts oneself. Cf. bisawap, biwaj, sawapsiz, wlgsiz.
orun-korpa
n. = orun 4.
orunla1. vt. To complete, implement, carry out,
execute: buyruqni — to execute an order/
t&ldpni - to fulfill a demand/ wddini - to
keep one's promise/ wdzipini — to carry
out a task. [KK. orynla-].
2. mus. vt. To jierform: naxfa - to sing a
song/ muzika — to play music. Also orunda- .
orunIa$vi. To settle down: UgilaryeM dyldrgd —ti
the workers settled into new houses/ yataqqa — to move into a dormitory/ xizm&tkd — to settle down in a (new) job. Al
so oltur- 2.
orunla^tur1. vt. To find a place for, help sit or settle
down: balilami ydsligd — to help children
get settled in a nursery/ yeni oqugugilami
yataqlarga — to help new students get set
tled in dorms/ mehmanlami mehmanxaniga

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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oza

orunluq

liq, ormanliq 1; cf. daraxzar, daraxzar— to help guests get settled in a guest house
liq, daraxliq, jangal. [O. ormanlTz.. uror hotel.
manl\5. iimiori].
2. vt. To lay out, arrange: biringi b&tka to publish on the first page/ maqalini ge- orman^i
n. Forestranger. [O. ormanct],
zitkd — to lay out an article in a news
ormangiliq
paper.
n. Forestry: - mdydani tree farm/ —ni t&3. vt. To assign: xizm&tni — to assign
rdqqi qildur- to develop forestry. Cf. dawork/ waqitni muwapiq — to rationally ar
r^zarliq. [O. ormancilik].
range a time schedule/ w&zipini — to as
sign tasks/ ♦ kugldrni -- to deploy ormanzar
strength, arrange manpower. Cf. taqsimn. = orman.
la-, iila^iir- .
ormanzarliq
orunluq
n. = orman.
1. adj. of orun: &llik — aptowuz a bus ormanliq
1. n. = orman.
with fifty seats.
2. adj. Forested: - tag forested mountain/
2. adj. Rational; proper: — paydilan- to
- jay forested land. [O. ormanlik (#1-2)].
use properly/ - pikir proper view/ - M&p
proper demand/ — g&p rational remark, orna1. vi. To be installed: d&rizd kesdkkd obdan
flh. urynly],
ornidi a window was well installed in the
orkestir
window frame.
mus. n. Orchestra. [<R. orkestf].
2. vi. = oma?- 2: min ndsihiti qdlbimnin
organ
gonqur yerigd ornidi his advice made a
n. Agency; body; organ: dOl&t orgini na
deep impression on me.
tional agency / ddliyd orgini judicial body/
x&lq geziti kompartiyd mdkiziy komitetinin ornat1. vt. To install, erect: tok giraq — to in
— geziti the People's Daily is the organ of
stall electric lights/ tuwriik — to erect pil
the Communist Party Central Committee.
lars/ Uik-ddrizd - to install doors and win
[<R. organ],
dows. [KK. omat-IU. iimat-].
organizim
2. vt. To establish: diplomatik munasiwdt
phys. n. Organism: addmnifl -i human or
— to establish diplomatic relations/ yeni
ganism. [<R. organizm],
tuzum — to establish a new system.
organik
chem. adj. Organic: - boyaq org^ic dye/ orna^1. vi. = oma- 1.
— birikmd organic synthesis/ — jisim or
2. vi. To make an impression: bu is meganism/ - ximiyd organic chemistry/ — onorngd gonqur omisiwaldi this matter im
gut organic fertilizer/ — kislata organic
pressed me deeply.
acid/ - madda organic matter.
ozorman
vi. To go beyond, overtake: atliqlardin
n. Forest: -- asra- to protect a forest/ —
—up kdt- to overtake riders. [OT. oz- (to
balwigi forest belt / - bina qil- to afforest/
assault, attack)/1h. mz-/Tu. oz-].
qelin - dense forest/ iptida'i - primeval
forest/ ♦ - bulguni zoo. pine marten (Mar oza
adj. Before last: - kun day before yesteries martes). Also ormanzar, ormanzarKEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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ozaqi
day/ biz mQkt&pka — yil kdlgdn we entered
school the year before last. [M. oza (for
mer times)/Mo. ujji/Tu. ozal\.
ozaqi
adj. of oza: — yil year before last,
ozay
n. Complexion. Cf. on 2.
ozon
chem. n. Ozone. [<R. ozon\.
ozuq
cul. n. Cereals and cereal products; grain;
provisions: — jayla- to lay in cere^ prod
ucts and grain/ rohiy — spiritual food/ kdmiir sana 'dtnifi ozugi coal is food for indus
try/ yol ozugi field ration; food for a trip/ ^
yazda yepingaflni untuma qista ozuguflni in
summer, don't forget a coat, in winter lay
in provisions (preparedness averts perils).
[M. azuq\.
ozuq-tiiliik
cul. n. = ozuq: — xaltisi food bag; ration
bag/ — magizini food store; grocery store,
ozuqlanvi. To eat, consume, ingest,
ozuqluq
adj. Nutritious: — madda nutritious mat
ter. Cf. quwwatlik 2.
ow
1. n. Hunt: — qil- to hunt/ — iti hunting
dog/ — miltigi hunting rifle/ —ga giq- to go
hunting/ jdrdn —i gazelle hunt/ kdklik —i
chukar hunt/ ^ baglaqtiki it —ga yarimas a
tied-up dog cannot hunt. Cf. axot, $ikar.
[C- av/KK. a«/M. cw/OT. ab/\J. ov].
2. n. Game: aldimizga — ugrimidi we did
not come across any game.
owji
n. Hunter. Cf. axotji, angi, sayyat.
ow(iliq
n. Hunting: -- qil- to hunt,
owlavt. To hunt: tosqan — to hunt rabbits/ qirgul
— to hunt pheasants/ kit - to hunt whales.

oqu[KK. aula-/CfT. abla-].
oq I
n. Axle; axis: dgri —i crankshaft/ harwa
—i cart axle/ ydr —i Earth's axis/ giil —i
bot. floral axis/ ♦ — eriq main canal/ ♦
— yiltiz hot. taproot. [U. iiq].
oqll
1. n. Arrow: aldiga —tdk etilip bar- to
shoot forward like an arrow. [C. oqlM.
oqlO. oklOT. oq/T^. uk/Y. ox\.
2. mil. n. Bullet: — awazi rifle shot or re
port/ — tdg- to hit the target, be hit by a
bullet/ — giqar- (iiz-) to fire a rifle/ — giqip kdt- to discharge accidentally/ — sal(bas-) to load bullets/ — izi bullet hole;
shot mark/ — yarisi bullet wound/ — yagdur- to strafe/ — yd- to be hit by a bullet/
— musapisi range of fire/ zdmbirdk —i ar
tillery shell; cannonball / gayip (lalma) —
stray bullet/ miltiq —i rifle bulled 1 atqan
— yanmas a fired bullet will not return.
[Tv. ok/\J. ilq (/^l-2)].
oqdan
1. n. Quiver. Cf. sadaq, sagdaq. [M. oqluq/0. okluk],
2. mil. n. Cartridge belt,
oqdora
mil. n. Gun powder. Also dora 2, miltiq
dorisi. [U. uq-dori],
oqat
1. n. Business; trade: — qil- to do busi
ness/ paydiliq — profitable business. Cf.
aldi-bardi, aldi-satti, algu-bargii, tgarat,
soda I.
2. n. Job; occupation; profession: -- tapto look for a Job/ oqitifi nimd what is your
occupation?
3. n. Thing; object; article: bu qandaq —
what's this thing?
oqat^i
n. Businessman. Cf. tgarat^i, setiqgi.
oquvt. To read, recite, sing: —p bdr- to read

KEY 2. t proverb, saying; 4 special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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oqyilan

oqubat
out in public/ -p giq- to read over or
through/ bir qiziq kitap —dum I read an
interesting book/ d&rs - to attend class/ seir
— to read or recite a poem/ tinluk — to
read aloud/ igidd - to read silently/ yatqa
to recite, declaim/ leksiyd — to lecture/
mddhiyd - to extol, eulogize, laud/ naxsa to sing a song/ namaz - to pray. [C- oqu-/
K. oJm~/KK. oqy-IO. oku-ITk. id^-ITa. oka-IU. dqi-].
oqubat
n. Distress; misery; suffering; torture. [C.
'uqubatIU. uqubat],
oqubatlik
adj. Miserable; distressing; painful,
oqutvt. To teach: balilami - to teach children/
g&t'al tilini - to teach foreign languages.
Cf. 6t- 5, ugat- 1. [O. okut-/lii. idcyt-/Tu.
okat-].
oqutu$
n. Teaching; tutoring; instruction; pedag
ogy: — pirogirammisi teaching program;
outline of instruction/ — pilani teaching
plan/ — jahazliri instructional materials/ —
siipiti instructional quality/ — qil- to tutor.
Also oqutqu^iliq; cf. darilmu'allimin,
fan, mu'allimlik. [Th. ukytugylU. uquv].
oqutqu(i
n. Teacher; tutor; instructor: —lar teach
ing personnel. Cf. ustaz, ma$qawul, mu'allim. [U. uqituvgi].
oqutqu^iliq
n. = oqutuii.
oqu$
n. Study: - basla- to start a school term/ puttur- (tugdt-) to graduate/ - tarixi record
of formal schooling/ — toxtat- to stop stud
ies, suspend class/ - xirajiti tuition/ - yesi
school age/ — yili academic year/ —tin toxtap qal- to discontinue or interrupt one's
studies/ —tin gekin- to leave school/ —tin
qal- to be unable to go to school/ —qa kir-

to start school. Cf. tatqiq, tatqiqat, iigini|, mutali'a.
oqu^iz
adj. Uneducated: - qal- to be unable to go
to school,
oqu^luq
n. Reading material; reader.
oqur
n. Trough: - sal- to build a trough/ at —i
manger/ tdwdn besimliq — climatic trough
or depression/ yagag — a wooden trough/
♦ —i igiz of high trough (having high so
cial or family status)/ ♦ igiz —da ot ydp
ug&ngdn sby who is used to eat grass out
of a high trough (sby with grandiose
aims),
oqurak
phys. n. Shoulder. Cf. alqin 3, dola, o^na,
yalka, gol I 1, miira.
oquruq
zoo. n. Cattle fly.
oquruqdizoo. vi. To breed (of cattle flies),
oqugugi
n. Student: - al- to enroll a student/ —lar
hdrkiti student movement/ —lar uyusmisi
student association/ ogul — male student/
qiz - female student. [C- oqugugi (reader)/
K. okuuchulTk. ukugylU. uquvgi].
oqugu(iliq
abstract n. of oquguji: menifi — ddwrimdd
in my student days,
oqumu^luq
a ,
adj. Learned; scholarly;
erudite: — zat
a man of
learning, flh.
ukymyilyY
oqyilan
zoo. Adder;
viper (Psamoqyilan
mophis lineo-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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onaysizlandur-

oqla-

langisi phys. atrium/ — ytirdk qeringisi
latum). [M. oq yilan (a viper which hurls
phys.
ventricle/ rdxtnin -i right side of
itself at a man)/Q. oqzylan].
cloth. [C- ofliY.. o«/KK. o/i/Tv. o/l/U.
oqla. .
ling/Y. und\.
mil. vt. To load (weapons): miltiqni - to
2. adj. Reasonable; sensible.
load a rifle. Cf. batla-, balla- 2. [U.
3. adj. Suitable; fitting; appropriate: aqla-].
kdl- to be smooth, successful/ —din k&l- to
oqlango smoothly: bu yil hdmmd Uim oMin kelimil. vi. To be loaded (of weapons): -gan
watidu
this year everything goes smoothly
miltiq loaded rifle,
for me; tdliyi -din kdl- to be in luck/
oktabir
tart- to go smoothly: is —ga tart- (of sth) to
n. October. Used mostly in publications.
go smoothly/ bu mi sdn qilginin -raq it's
Common term is oningi ay. Also oktabir.
better for you to do this job/ ♦ — pdrq
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
favorable balance; surplus / ♦ — tanc^ip
[<R. oktyabr'].
math, direct proportion/ ♦ — tdripidin
oksid
qop- to be lucky: biigiin sdn on tdripindin
chem. n. Oxide. [<R. okis'].
qopqan oxsimamsdn you seem to be in luck
oksidla^today!/ ♦ - walent chem. valence/ ♦ chem. vi. To oxidize,
kdzidd qara- to think highly of/ ♦ - nisoksidla^turbdt math, direct ratio.
chem. vt. To cause to oxidize,
on
II
oksidlann.
Reality: bu -ummu, gusummu? is this
chem. vi. To oxidize.
reality or a dream? Cf. amal III 1, amilioksidligu(
yat, amiliylik.
chem. n. Oxidizer,
onay
oksigen
adj. Easy: - is an easy matter/ - gdlibd qilchem. n. Oxygen (O): - atomi oxygen
to win easily/ bu mdsiligd jawap bdrmdk
atom. Also kislarot. [<E. oxygen!O. oknahayiti — it is very easy to answer this
sijen\.
question. Cf. asan. [M. onaylTli. unajIU.
okul
...
ungaj].
med. n. Inoculation; injection: — sal- (ur-,
qoy-) to vaccinate/ - yiflnisi injection nee ohaysiz
adj. Awkward; embarrassing; uncomfort
dle/ asma - infusion. [<R. okulirovka].
able: — dhwalga gusiip qal- to fall into ^
okyan
.
awkward condition, get into a fix/ -- sttra it
geo. n. Ocean: - garlas paraxodi mil.
uncomfortable situation,
cruiser (also garligugi paraxot)! ting - Pa
onaysizlancific Ocean. [<R. okeaniO. okyanus].
vi. To be awkward or embarrassing: mdn
okyai^iunas
unin aldida onaysizlinip qaldim I feel
geo. n. Oceanographer,
awkward in front of him.
okyan^unasliq
onaysizlandurgeo. n. Oceanography,
vt. To cause to feel awkward or embar
on I
rassed: uni —up qoytna don't embarrass
1. adj. Right: - ttirdp right side/ - qol
him!
right hand; right-hand man/ — yur&k daKEY 1. < derived from; g. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K . Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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onla-

onaysizliq

then face down.
onaysiziiq
n. Embarrassment; awkwardness; discom on$a
adv. Alone; — olturup sdzlOs- to have a talk
fiture: —ta qal- to feel awkward or embar
with sby alone/ bir Oydd - turirndn having
rassed,
a room to myself,
onayla?vi. To become easy; qatnas -ti transporta ongi
n. Right winger; rightist.
tion became easier or more convenient / U
on(il
-ti the matter became easy,
adj. Right-wing; rightist: — agmigiliq'Ri^i
onayla^turopportunism/ - idiyd Right-wing thinking,
vt. To facilitate, cause to be easy or con
ongilliq
venient,
n. Right deviation: — xataligi Right deviaonayliq
tionist error/ —qa qar^i tur- to oppose Right
n. Ease; convenience: — biltin h&l qil- to
deviation,
solve easily/ - tugdurup bar- to supply con
venience. Cf. qolayliq.
onxay
n. Righthandedness.
on-tatiir
1. adj. Obverse and reverse; front and on$avt. = onla- .
back: bu rOxtnin -i yoq ikan this cloth
on|aldoes not have obverse and reverse sides.
vi. = ofilan- .
2. adj. Carelessly; casually: — sozld- to
speak casually/ —inin tayini yoq capri onu^siz
adj. Adverse: — dhwal adverse circum
cious; fickle; unreliable.
stances,
ontay-tontay
adv. Topsy-turvy; — bol- to be chaotic or onu^sizliq
n. Adversity: -qa ugra- to suffer adversi
in a mess/ -- qil- to mess up/ jahanni —
qil- to turn the universe upside down/ dyni
ty- qil- to mess up a room/ dynifl igi — bo- onu^luq
adj. Smoothly; operatsiyd — 6t- to carry
lup ketiptu the room is in a mess,
out an operation smoothly/ mdsila — hdl
ohda
boldi the problem is solved smoothly,
adv. Face upward: -- ug- to soar, fly up
ward/ - yat- to lie on one's back/ oMisiga ohqanat
his. n. Right wing or flank (organizational
giiS- to fdl down backwards (with face up)/
term of nomadic societies),
oMisiga uz- pe. to swim backstroke/ 1 —
yatqanlar girdd ydr, katman gapqanlar ongil-dohgul
adj. Rough and bumpy: — yol a rough and
jigda those who lie idly on their backs eat
bumpy road,
bagels, those who hoe with their mat
tocks eat oleaster (while some reap without onlavt. To repair, mend, restore, correct: Oyni
sowing, others cannot get what they
— to renovate a room/ sa 'dtni — to repair
need)/ ♦ - qoy- to entrap,
a watch/ kiyimni -- to alter or mend
ohda-diimda
clothes/ isni — to improve work. Also on$a-;
adv. Face up and face down: kesdl aram
cf. remontla- , yasa- , yama- . [K. oflalsun — qilmaillar let the patient have a
do-].
good rest and don't let him lie face up and
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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oyuq

onlatonlatvt. To cause to be repaired: s&m£itk& sa atni -tint I had Samat repair my watch. Cf.
yasat- .
vi. mut. of onla-: sopurlarmasinilirini oflliSip boldi the drivers repaired the cars,
onlan1. vi. To be repaired, restored, put in or
der: radiyo -di the radio is repaired/ is -di
the work was put on the right track.
2. vi. To be reformed: -maydigan addm an
incorrigible person.
3. vi. To recover, get better: u xelila ofilinip qaptu his health has been restored
considerably. Also on|al- (#1-3).
onluq
adj. Amiable; obliging; good-natured: ofilugi tut- to become amiable,
oy I
n. Idea; opinion; thought: — oyla- to re
flect on, ponder/ —da bol- to think, plan/
-iga sal- to remind, warn, call attention to/
-ga beril- to consider, think over/ -gapat(gbm-) to be lost in thought/ yaxsi - good
idea/ yazguginin -igd according to the au
thor's thought/ mdn Oydd qelis —ida I am
thinking of staying honie/ nimd —da yiiris&n what are you thinking? [O. oy/lh. uj!
U. i(/7Y. 6j (mind; sense; reason; intelli
gence)].
oy II
.
.
adj. Low-lying; depressed: — y&r ground
depression/ bu y&r b&k — ik&n this land
lies too low. [M. oy (ra-vine)].
oy1. vt. To carve: tamga - to carve seals/ x&t
- to carve a letter/ gul - to carve flower^
n&qis - to carve patterns. Cf. kirt-, naqi^la-.
[O. oy-].
2. vt. To chisel: iskind bil&n yagag - to
chisel wood. [O. oy-].
3. vt. To scoop, cut, dig: tawuzni -up y&-

to scoop out a watermelon and eat it/ qadaqni —up giqiriw&t- to cut out a callus or
com/ muzni — to dig up ice. [U. uj- (#13)].
oypan
1. n. Depression; hollow.
2. adj. Low-lying. Also oyman (#1-2).
oypanliq
geo. n. Depression; basin. Also oymanUq.
oy-pikir
n. Ideas; opinions; thoughts. Also pikirxiyal, oy-xiyal.
oy-dongul
adj. Bumpy; rough; uneven: — yoi arough
and bumpy road/ 1 bilmig&n y&mifi —i to
la an unknown place is very bumpy. Also
oy-don, oy-?onqur, oyman-don.
oy-don
adj. = oy-dongul.
oydur1. vt. caus. of oy-: tamga — to have a seal
made.
2. vt. To concoct: pitnd-pasat -up giq- to
concoct rumors.
oydurma
adj. Concocted; trumped-up; fake; fabncated: - s&z a fake remark. [U. ujdirma].
oydurmiji
n. Concocter; fabricator; faker,
oygan
adj. Contemplative; musing; pondering: -kOzl&r contemplative expression in one's
eyes/ - yigit a musing fellow,
oypanliq
.
n. Contemplation; musing; pondering: u
oyganligidin kes&l bolup qaldi he got sick
from too much contemplation.
oy-?onqur
adj. = oy-dongul.
oy-xiyal
n. = oy-pikir.
oyuq

KEY3 m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. no^; num. nume ,
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oylandur-

oyuln. Closet; built-in wardrobe or cupboard:
(ind-qagilami —qa tizip qoy- to put table
ware in a cupboard,
oyul1. vi. pass, of oy-.
2. vi. To subside, droop: muz —up kdtti
the ice subsided.
oyun
1. n. Game; play; entertainment: — kOrs&t- to show a play/ —ga beril- to be too
fond of play/ at —i circus/ balilar —/ chil
dren's game / s6z —i pun; play on words/
r&zil — ugly performance/ qongaq —/ pup
pet play. [K. oy««/KK. ojynIM. oyun/0.
oyunlUSi. wen/Tv. oy««/U. ujin\.
2. n. Program; show: — t&yyarla- to re
hearse a program/ — qoy- to put on or act
in a play/ — qizip kdtti the show became
animated.
3. n. Trick; intrigue; maneuver: — kdrsdtto pull a trick.
oyun-tamap
n. Recreation; play: oyun-tamasiga beril-to
be too fond of play,
oyun-gax^aq
n. Joke; jest,
oyun-gaxgaq^i
n. Jokester; jester,
oyun^uq
n. Toy: balilar —liri children's toys. [O.
oyuncaklTiL. uengyk],
oyunji
1. n. Player; sby fond of amusement: —
bala a playful child.
2. n. Trickster. [O. oyuncu (#1-2)].
oyunxana
lit. n. Playhouse; theater hall. Cf. tiyatirxana.
oyun-kiilka
n. Mirth; hilarity; fun: — qil- to laugh and
play, have fun.
oygatvt. To awaken, wake up: uxlap qalganlami

— to awaken sleepers. [C- oygat-Ilk. uyat-l
U. ujgot-IY. uhuktar-].
oygaq
adj. Awake: u texi - he is still awake. [U.
ujgoq].
oyganvi. To awake, wake up: u texi —midi he
has not yet awakened/ gOgtip — to wake up
with a start. [C- oygan-/K. ojgon-llk. uyan-l\i. ujgon-IY. uhugun-].
oyla1. vt. To think, consider, weigh, contem
plate: —p tap- to remember, recall, call to
mind/ —p turmastin without hesitation/ —p
jawap bdr- to reply with consideration/ —p
giqqan yefii usul a newly invented method/
—p ol-tur- to consider for a long time: —p
oltu-rusqa waqit yoq there is no time to
consider (sth) long/ —p qal- to think and
ponder/ —p qoy- to think ahead/ —p kdrto take into account: u —p kdrup rdt qildi
he considered and then rejected it/ oyligan
ydrdin giq- to be as expected/ oylimigan
ydrdin giq- to be unexpected/ doppini elip
— to examine one's conscience/ dtrapliq —
to consider from all angles/ senifi
dikini —p ydttim I understand your idea
thoroughly/ ^ awal —p keyin sdzld first
think, then speak. [KK. ojla-llk. ujla-^.
2. vt. To consider, deem, hold: dzini dqilliq ddp oylimaslik kerdk one must not con
sider oneself intelligent/ Uni asan ddp — to
deem some job easy. Cf. tap- 2, (ii^an- 2,
hisapla- 2, qara-1 3. [K. <y7o-(#l-2)].
oyla^1. vi. mut. of oyla-. [KK. ojlas-llk. ujlof-].
2. vi. = oylan- .
oylanvi. To think over, consider, contemplate.
Also oylaf- 2. [KK. ojlan-llk. ujlan-/l\i.
ojlan-].
oylandur-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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oynaq^a-

oyma
vt. caus. of oylan-; kifini —idi§an is sth that
makes men consider it; compelling affair,
oyma
1. adj. Carved; engraved: —x&t a carved
letter / - r&sim print; picture printed from
an engraved or etched plate/ — ndqis carved
patterns.
2. adj. Embossed: - gulluk muqawa a
bookcover embossed with designs.
3. n. Sculpture: tas - stone sculpture/
— wooden sculpture. Cf. naqi^ (^3). [U.
iijma].
oymaq
n. Thimble: -tak egiz thimble-like mouth.
oyman
1. n. Depression; hollow: —ni tindur- to
fill a hollow.
2. adj. Low-lying: - ydr low-lying land.
Also oypan (^1-2).
oyman-don
adj. Bumpy; uneven: - ydr uneven land/
— yol bumpy road. Also oy-dongul, oydon, oy-sonqur.
oymanliq
geo. n. Depression; basin: turpan oymanligi Turpan Depression. Also oypanliq, oy
man 1.
oymi^i
n. Carver; engraver. Also oymika?.
oymi^iliq
^ _
n. Carving; engraving. Also oymika^lik.
oymika$
n. = oymi^i.
oymika$lik
n. = oymifiliq.
oyna1. vt. To play: balilar bagda -watidu chil
dren are playing in the park/ top — to play
ball/ saxmdt - to play European chess/ sdhdrni aylinip -p kdl- to go windowshop
ping, stroll around town/ usul — to dance/
qarta - to play cards/ qimar - to gamble,
bet/ mdkasmdk - to play hide and seek/ 1

—p sOzlisdflmu oylap sdzld think it over
while you are joking. [C- oyna-/K. ojno-l
KK. ojna-IO. oyna-/ Th. ujna-/Tu. ojna-l
Tv. ojna-].
2. vt. To act, perform: oyun - to act in a
play. [U. ujna-(/fl-2)].
3. vt. To dally with.
4. vi. To move around, turn, revolve: xosalligidin min kdzliri -p ketiptu his eyes
danced happily/ kdzi —p kdtti the eyes
danced/ yurigim -p kdtti my heart skipped
a beat.
5. vt. To take on, assume: muhim rol — to
take on an important role.
oynat1. vt. caus. of oyna- : balilami baqqa apirip - to take children to the park to
play/ sdn ukanni oynitip tur.mdn mdjliskd
baray go ahead and play with your little
brother while I go to the meeting. [O. oynat-ITk. ujnat-].
2. vt. To brandish: qamga - to brandish
whips/ qilig - to brandish a sword/ ♦ at
— to break in a horse/ ♦ /cdzni — to bran
dish the eye (to give the glad eye).
3. vt. To tease, make fun of: kisini — to
tease people.
oyna?
n. Lover; paramour. Cf. ada? 2, soyda?, ?akiman, yarll. [C- oynas/yi.. oynas (a wom
an who has an illicit lover)/0. oynas/H. ujnas].
oyna?1. vi. mut. of oyna- .
2. vi. To play, gamble: ot bildn - to play
with fire/ dzinin hayati bildn - to gamble
with one's life.
oynaq
adj. Flirty; coquettish: - kdzldr flirty
eyes. Cf. tannaz, jilwilik, xulqluq. [M.
oynaqIO. oynaklU. tijnaq].
oynaq?avi. = oynaqla- .

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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ogul

oynaqlaoynaqla1. vi. To be vivacious or frisky; to play or
sport: qozilar yaylaqta —pyurm&ktd the
lambs are playing on the grasslands.
2. vi. To be coqettish.
oynigug
bot. n. Early ripening melon. Also jilga
1.
oga
n. Poison: — sal- to give poison/ — if- to
take poison/ ♦ oliji^ay/ia-to be annoyed,
irritated, vexed. Cf. zaqqum, zahar 1.
[KK. mh/M. a^m/U. o|m].
ogaq
ag. n. Sickle; scythe: — bild- to grind a
sickle/ - sal- to use a sickle, start harvest
ing/ ♦ —tdk ay crescent moon. Cf. (alga.
[KK. oraqlM. orgaqlH&. urakl'U. iiroq].
ogaq(i
n. Maker or user of sickles,
ogri
n. Thief: — al- to be robbed or burglar
ized/ -ga aldur- (-ga bdr-) to let (sby) make
off with/ 1-----ni tut digdnddk like a thief
crying "Stop the thief!"/ ^ -ni dygd baslato lead a thief into the house (to open the
door to a dangerous foe)/ 1 —ni qaraqgi
uruptu the robber hit the thief (ill-gotten
gains were taken away in an ill manner)/ ^
—nin yurigi pok-pok a thief's heart pounds
(a thief has a guilty conscience)/ 1 bar
pulumni — aldi, qalginini r&mgi the thief
steals the cash, and the rest the fortune
teller takes (trouble comes in pairs)/ 1 6zMni gin tut xo^nanni — tutma be cautious
and don't regard your neighbor as a thief/
♦ — boy seemingly small but actually tall
person/ ♦ — yanguq secret pocket/ ♦ —
mmiik wild cat: - mu^iiktdk qara- to look
stealthily. Cf. ogri-qaraq(i, ogri-yalgan; cf.
kantu. [M. ogrilJa. ugrylTu. ogry/Tv.
oor/\J. iigri],
ogritikan

bot. n. Puncture
vine; goat's head
(Tribulus terrestris),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also called
gahar puti asmani.
ogri-qaraq(i
n. Robbers and
thieves,
ogri-yalgan
ogritikan
n. = ogri-qaraq(i.
ogrilavt. To steal: pul — to steal money/ gdp —
to eavesdrop/ mdxpiydtlikni — to steal a
secret. Cf. kantula-. [Th. ugyrla-/\J. Ugirda-].
ogriliq
n. Burglary; robbery; thievery: — dnzisi
robbery case/ — qil- to steal. Cf. kantuluq.
ogriliqga
adv. Stealthily: — anla- to eavesdrop/ —
qara- to look stealthily/ — kir- to enter
furtively/ — yd- to eat stealthily,
ogut
ag. n. Fertilizer; manure: ~ bdr- to spread
manure/ - topla- (yig-) to collect manure/
- tom- to transport manure/ — giqar- to re
move manure from a cattle pen/ — ktigi
fertilizer efficiency/ azot — nitrogenous
fertilizer/ tdbii — natural manure/ ximiyiwi
— chemical fertilizer/ ydrlik — local ma
nure/ yesil — green manure/ mineral — min
eral fertilizer. [U. iigit].
ogutlaag. vt. To spread manure: mini — to spread
manure on rice,
oguz
1. n. New milk: — gis milk tooth.
2. n. Male name,
ogul
1. n. Boy: menin biroglum, birqizim bar I
have one boy and one girl/ ^ oglum ydp
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oltur-

ogul^aq

Tv. 0//U. ul/Y. ol].
dwwal giqti, qizim y&p toyga my son ate and
left first, then my daughter ate and went ola^
1. vi. To cluster around: addml&r uniflga
to a wedding (said of unfilial children)
—ti people clustered around him.
(JMC). [C. oguHYiK. m//M. ogul(son-, boy)/
2. vi. To be covered with: yiga — to have
0. ogul/CfT. ogullTk. ul/Tu. oguUTv. ooll
tears in one's eyes/ gdfkd giwin —ti the
U. iigillY. ogo (child)].
meat was covered with flies.
2. adj. Male: - bala a. male child; b. heman/ — baliliq male chauvinism/ — oqugugi ola$-(oIa$
adv. Together; jointly: - berip Uni tugitimale students/ — n&wrd grandson. Cf. awdt- to complete work jointly/ ular dygd
ran$a, ar^a, arkak 2, erik.
— Idrip kdldi they entered the room togeth
3. n. Male name. Also ogubcOyri, ogulsopi,
ogulgazi.
er,
olaq
ogul^aq
ag. n. Wooden trough for feeding cattle:
n. Young boy. [O. ogulcuk'\.
gapma - a scooped-out trough,
ogul^a
adv. Boy-like: - yasan- (kiyin-) to dress olpaq
do. n. Fur hat.
like a boy.
olturogulgilap
1. vi. To sit: —up qal- to sit down/ tik
adv. ogulgilap kir- to marry into and live
—up tafl atquz- to sit until daybreak/ joza
with one's bride's family,
aldida — to sit in front of the table/ orunogul-qiz
duqta — to sit in a chair/ ydrdd - to sit on
n. Boys and girls; children. Cf. parzant.
the ground/ mdn sildmiflkidd -up qaldim I
ogulluq
have been sitting here with you for for a
1. abstract n. of ogul 1: - qdrzi a boy's du
while/1 -upyisd tagmu tosimaydu if you sit
ty/ —qa al- to accept as a son/ —qa kir- to
and eat all the time, the mountain (of
marry into and live with the bride's fami
wealth) will not be enough/ ♦ 6ydd —up
ly. [O. oguUuk].
qalgan qiz a girl who has been sitting at
2. adj. Having a boy: u bdf — boldi she has
home for a long time (a girl still not mar
had five boys.
ried). [C- oltur-IKK. otyr-KJT. olur-ITa.
oglaq
utyr-!Tn. otur-IU. utir-].
zoo. n. Kid; young goat: — tartis- to play
2. vi. To live, reside: siz qdydrdd —isiz
the kid game (a sport popular among Uywhere do you live? Also oninla^-. [K. olghurs and Kazakhs). Cf. paxlan, tol. [M.
tur-ITw. olur-IY. olor-(!fl-2)].
oglaq!O. oglak'\.
3. vi. To set: kun —di the sun set.
oglaqsi
4.
vi. To settle, sink: gaynifl fomisi piyalin. A participant in a kid game,
nid
tegigd -di tea dregs settled on the bot
oglan
tom of the bowl (cup)/ yagnid dugi -di fat
poe. n. Child; son: wdt&nnifl batur —liri
dregs sank.
the brave children of (our) country. [C. og
5. vi. To relieve oneself: god tdrdtkd — to
lan/O. oglanlOY. oglan/Tn. oglan\.
defecate/ sdn u ydrgd —ma don't relieve
ol
yourself there.
pro. obs. He; she; it. Cf. u 1. [C- o//K.
6. vi. expresses the start of an action: kdg0//KK. oHO. o; ol!OT. ol/Tn. ul/Tn. oil
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omaqla:^-

olturaq
lik tamaqqa — to begin eating supper/ kitap oqusqa — to begin reading a book/ maqala yezisqa — to begin writing an article.
7. vi. as verbal aspect, expresses relative
ly long process: bu togrida kdp sdzldp
—maymdn I will not say much about this/
siz bu y&rdd nimd qilip —isiz what have
you been doing here all this time?/ u kitap
oqup —idu he has been reading a book for
some time,
olturaq
adj. Inhabited; settled: — yay residence.
[U. utroq}.
olturaqla^vi. To settle: olturaqlmp garwigiliq qil- to
herd while settling down/ ahald zig —qan
mdhdlld a densely populated residential
quarter/ tarqaq — to settle down in a scat
tered manner. Cf. jayla^- 2.
olturaqliq
n. Residence: xcx galibiydtyolida — XXX's
residence is on Victory Road. Cf. nopus
2.
oIturu$
n. Group meal; evening of recreation: —
qil- to carry out an evening of entertain
ment/ qizJar -i group meal for girls,
olturu?1. vi. mut. of oltur- : balilar g&mbirdk
bolup —ti the children sat down in a cir
cle/ mehmanlar kdg kirgigd parafllisip -ti
the guests chatted until nightfall.
2. vi. To have an evening of entertain
ment: bu qetim bizniflkidd —ayli this time
let's have an evening of entertainment at
our house!
3. vi. To cave in, sink: tarn —up kdtti the
wall caved in/ u bir n&ggd lain agrip qelip
kdzliri —up ketiptu after several days of
illness, his eyes were sunken (or deepset).
olturu$Iuq
adj. Residential: — jay residential area/ bir
hoylida - kisildr people residing in a court-

yard. Cf. turar, turalgu 1.
olturgu{
adj. olturgug nerwa phys. sciatic nerve,
olturguz1. vt. To cause to sit: balini tiziga — to
make a child sit on (sby's) knees/ mehmanlami dastixanga — to invite guests to a
feast/ ♦ balini — to circumcise a child.
[C- olturguz-/KK. otyr^z-ITu. oturt-].
2. vt. To receive: qizni — to hold a recep
tion for a bride (as part of a wedding cere
mony).
3. ag. vt. To plant: alma ddrixini — to
plant apple trees/ giil — to plant flowers.
[U. iitqiz-].
oUa
mil. n. Spoils of war; war booty: — al- to
capture war booty/ oljiga qalgan Jan survi
vor. [Tv. olga].
olimpik
pe. n. Olympics. [<R. olimpiada].
am
phy. n. Ohm (unit of electric resistance).
[<R. o/n].
oma
ag. n. Crop; harvest: — bofla- to begin har
vest/ — mdzgili harvest time/ bugday omisi
wheat harvest. Cf. terim, hosul, zira'at,
yigim, yigim-terim. [U. urim\.
omarta
ag. n. Apiary,
omarti^iiiq
ag. n. Apiculture; beekeeping. Also called
bal(iliq.
omaq
1. adj. Cute; adorable: - bala cute child.
2. n. Female name,
omaqqina
adj. Lovable; lovely (endearing voice of
omaq): — qiz a lovely girl/ — kuliip qoyto give a winsome smile,
omaqla^vi. To become more charming: bala kun-
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onaq

omaqliq
din-kana -maqta the child is getting cuter
by the day.
omaqliq
n. of omaq: min omaqligiga qara look how
lovable he is.
omum
n. All; everybody; public: — aldida in
front of everybody/ -- bil&n xususi public
and private/ -- xdlq nation-wide (NM)/ yOzluk general; all-embracing (NM)/ -nin
mulki public property. [U. wnum].
omuman
1. adv. Generally; by and large; all: - siz
sundaq qilisqa hdqliqsiz on the whole, your
doing it this way is reasonable/ - eytqanda
u ydrda bahar bd^ingi aydan baslinidu gener
ally spe^ng, spring begins in May there/
— yesi on s&kkizgd tolganlar people who
have reached 18 years of age/ bu maqala
~ yaxsi yezilgan this article, by and large, is
well-written. [Tk. gomuman\.
2. adv. Always: u - sundaq idi he is always
like this.
omumi
1. adj. Public: - x&lq mulukgiligi owner
ship by the whole people/ - qanun public
law/ - yigin public or plenary meeting/ mdnpd'dt public interest/ - muluk public
property/ ♦ - bdlungugi math, common
multiple/ ♦ - bdlgugi math, common di
visor/ ♦ - kOpdytkiigi common factor/ ♦
— mdjrdj common denominator/ ♦ - nisbdt math, common ratio.
2. adj. General; total; universal: - bayan
outline/ - pirinsip general principle/ -- dhwal universal condition; common situa
tion/ -- saylam general election/ — san
math, sum; total/ - qa'idd gener^ rule/ kegirim general pardon / — kirizis general
crisis/ - yilzluk overview/ - ma'arip uni
versal education/ — mdhsulat total output/
— mdzjnun general idea; main point; gist.
3. adj. Large: - xor large chorus.

omumiliq
n. Universality; commonality: - kdz qarisi
overall point of view/ —m ndzdrdd tut- to
take the situation as a whole into account.
Cf. ox^a^liq, ortaqiiq.
omumla^vi. To become popular or universal,
omumla^turvt. To make sth popular or universal: -up
eytqanda in summary/ —us asasida yuquri
kdtdr- to raise on the basis of populanzation/ -ulgan doklat comprehensive report/
-gugi beqinda jumld gr. summation clause/
ma'aripni - to make education universal.
[U. umumlastir-(lo collectivize)],
omunvi. To hope in vain, do wishful thinking:
sdn -up qalma unMin iimit yoq don’t do
any wishful thinking, there is no hope for
that.
omundurvt. caus. of omun- : sdn uni —ma don't let
him indulge in fantasy!
omi(i
ag. n. Reaper; harvester (person),
omiliq
ag. n. A harvesting field, especially of
wheat,
on
num. Ten: — besi his. head of ten house
holds (old local official rank)/ — ikki barmaq ugdy phys. duodenum: — ikki barmaq
iigdy yarisi med. duodenal ulcer/ — ndpdr
addm ten people/ ♦ - dlup bir tirildi he
had a narrow escape from death/ ♦ —
sdtddz min aldm 18,000 worlds (the whole
world)/ ♦ unin - gulidin texi birimu egilmigan not even one of his ten buds blos
somed (he is in his prime). [C- on/K. on!
KK. 07i/M. onlO. on/OT. on/lk. wn/Tu.
on/Tv. on/U. iin/Y. uon].
onaq
n. Appraisal; estimate: —qa kdlmidi it s
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onluq

onaylan
difficult to estimate; it's hard to say. Cf.
xamgot.
onaylan
num. Tensome; group of ten. [Tv. onalaari],
oningi
num. Tenth. [K. onunchuIKK. onyruylCfT.
onunf/Tv. onguk].
onlap

adv. By tens,
onlar
math. n. Tens: — xanisi decimal digit,
onluq
1. math. adj. Two-digited; decim^: - san
two-digited number/ — kdsir decimal fig
ure.
2. n. The 10 of playing cards.
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o
6pvt. To kiss. Cf. soy- 1. [C- 0p-!O. dp-IHn.
up-].
opjora
pp. Around; about: bir Mptd dpgdrisidd
about a week/ dpgdridd higkitn yo^there is
nobody around/ dynifi dpgdrisi around the
room. Cf. (ama II 2.
dpiifi
n. Kiss. [M. Opils].
opiir-topiir
onom. Ado; bustle; turmoil: — qil- to cre
ate turmoil. Also opur-topur; cf. awra I.
opkM
phys. n. Lung: — pUw&kgisi pulmonary
alveolus/ — tuberkulyuzi med. lung tuber
culosis/ - hawaliq issigi med. pulmonary
emphysema/ — sili med. lung consump
tion/ — sorigug qurut med. lung fluke/ — raki
med. lung cancer/ - quy- cul. to fill sheep
lungs with flour and fat/ - qizil tomuri
pulmonary artery/ — kdk tomuri pulmo
nary vein/ — kesili med. lung disease/ —
yallugi med. pneumonia/ —yirifiliqmigi med
pulmonary inflammation with pus/ dpkisi
agziga tiqilip (qaplisip) qal- to gasp for
breath, be out of breath, feel startled/ qoy
dpkisi sheep lungs/ 1 dpkisi tUg&p kaniyi
qaldi when the lungs are used up, only the
windpipe remains (all gone; nothing left)/
1 dtiki quyruqtin bugunki — yax$i sheep

lung today is better than sheep tail tomor
row (a bird in hand is worth two in the
bush)/ 1 quyruq kdrsitip — sat- to point at
a fat sheep tail and sell sheep lungs (to
palm off sth inferior; bait and switch)/ ♦
dpkisi drill- to grieve/ ♦ dpkiddk qizirip
kdt- to flush with agitation/ ♦ dpkisi kdrtinup qal- to be utterly destitute, flat
broke: u gofl gdp qilgan bildn dpkisi kdriiniip qaldi he talked big but was utterly
destitute/ ♦ dpkisi yoq frivolous; skittish/
♦ dpkisini bos- to restrain: dpkddni besiwalgin restrain yourself!; u dpkisini basalmay yiglap kdtti he cried uncontrollably/ ♦
— sigimganliq dlgigiigi vital capacity meter/
♦ - sigimganligi vital capacity. [KK. dkpel
M. dpkdITv. dkpelU. upka].
opka-begir
zoo. n. Viscera of sheep or oxen,
opka-hesip
cul. n. Chopped cooked entrails of sheep
or oxen; offal,
opka-zasiiy
cul. n. = opka-hesip.
dpkidavi. To sob: —p yigla- to break into sobs.
Cf xirtilda-, 61«u- I, isada-, mi$ilda- .
dpki^an
adj. Touchy; quick to take offense,
dt
phys. n. Gall bladder: - tesi med. cholelith;
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otgallstone/ - xalta yallugi med. cholecysti
tis/ - xaltisi gall bladder/ -- s^uqlugi bile/
— kislatasi cholic acid/ -- yoli bile duct (al
so - nOygisi)! aggigidin -i yerilip kdtti gall
bladder burst from anger. [M. dtICfl. ddl
Tv. dr/U. at],
6t1. vi. To pass, cross, pass through, tra
verse, ford: —k&n zaman peili gr. verbal
past tense/ —kUn iylarni &sl&- to recollect
past events/ -k&n yil last year/ bc^tin - to
experience, go through/ biryil —ti one year
passed/ poyiz turpandin —up urumgigd kelidu the train goes to Urumqi via Turpan/
d&ryadin - to ford a river/ hadisidin —up
mahiy&tni kdr- to see through the appear
ance to get at the essence/ sinaqtin — to
undergo trials and tribulations/ gamal — to
ventilate/ qoldin - to handle, deal with/ idiyidin — to straighten out one's thinking/
Uganliqta uniMin -idigan ad&m yoq nobody
can surpass his diligence/ 1 —k&ng& salawat let bygones be bygones/ ♦ —up k&tk&n complete; sheer; total: -Up kdtk&n &xm&q complete fool. [K. dr-/KK. dr-/U.
fi/-].
2. vi. To pass: t&ksuruitin — to pass an in
spection or muster/ imtihandin — to pass
an examination. [C- dr-/Tk. ii/-(#l-2)].
3. vi. To be valid, effective: bu bel&t —idu
this ticket is valid/ h&mm& y&rd& -idigan
pul current money/ unifl gepi -idu his talk
is effective.
4. vi. To leak, seep: su —ti water seeped/
yamgur —ti rain le^ed. Cf. siz- II 1, sin1.
5. vt. To instruct, teach: d&rs — to teach a
lesson. Cf. oqut- , iigat- 1.
6. vi. To mind, obey: g&p -idigan bala an
obedient child.
7. vi. To forgive, pardon: gunayidin — to
forgive a sin.
8. vi. To happen, occur: s&w&nlik —ti a

mistake occurred/ m&mlikitimiznifl tarixida nurgunligan m&shur k&ipiyatgilar —k&n
many famous inventors appeared in our
country's history.
9. vi. To be handed over or transferred:
bu 6y bizg& -ti this house was transferred
to us.
10. vt. To conduct: tok — to conduct elec
tricity.
11. vi. To change, switch: g&t'&l t&w&ligig& — to switch to foreign citizenship/ hujumga - to switch to attack/ san Ozgirifidin
sup&t &zgirisig& - to switch from quantita
tive change to qualitative change / n&sildin
n&silg& — to pass on from generation to
generation.
12. vi. To be able to cut, chew, eat (usual
ly in negation): bu gdfk& gif —m&ydu this
meat cannot be chewed/ pigaq —m&ydu the
knife is dull/ kes&l tup&ylidin tamaq -mi
di because of illness he could not eat.
13. vi. as verbal aspect, expresses the
conclusion of an action: toxtilip — to bring
up, mention.
otavt. To carry out, execute, implement, per
form: r&smiy&t — to implement proce
dures/ w&zip& — to carry out a task, per
form a mission/ namaz — to perform a
prayer. Cf. bejir-, iz^illa^ur- . [U. Uta-].
btak
n. Commitment; duty; obligation. Cf.
buriyat 2.
otan
n. Inn; hostel; postal relay station. Cf.
dan,saray 2.

1. vi. mut. of 6t- : bizxofnilar bil&n yaxfi
—imiz we are getting along well with the
neighbors/ hawa —up turidigan by a wellventilated room.
2. vi. To bet, wager. Cf. piitu^- (#1-2).
otu^tiir-
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otkiizotkamigi
1. vt. caus. of otii^i- .
n. A maker or seller of sifters,
2. vt. To weave in, insert, intersect,
otkan
cross, crisscross.
adj. Past; previous: — zaman gr. past
otii^ma
tense/ — yil previous year. [KK. OtkenlTk.
n. Passage; transition: —m&yol cross
iitkdn].
roads,
otkan-ka^kan
otiik
1. adj. Coming and going: — yolugilar pe
do. n. Boot: — gamld- to sole boots/ —
destrians.
kalag high overshoes; galoshes/ amerikan
2. adj. = otkan: — i^Zar past matters/ —
— cowboy boots/ xurum — soft leather
gdpldr past remarks.
boots/ 1 ikki putni Mr -k& tiq- to put two
feet in one boot (to be at the end of one's otkanki
adj. Past: — egir kunldr bitter days of yore/
tether). [K. dtukIKK. etikIM. MUklUz.. gi— if past affair,
tek/\5. Mk\.
otkiir
otiil1. adj. Acute; keen; sharp: — bulufl math,
vi. pass./retro. of ot- : Mrxil Ular-di var
acute angle/ — pigaq sharp knife/ — kdz
ious things happened to oneself,
keen eyesight/ — kiirdf keen struggle/ — nur
otumsiz
sharp light beam. Cf. ^akirap, waramatgr. adj. Intransitive: — peil intransitive
lik. [U. iitkir],
verb. [U. Mmsiz[.
2. adj. Incisive; smart; trenchant: — bala
otiimluk
smart child / — sdz incisive words/ qdlimi
gr. adj. Transitive: — peil transitive verb.
— trenchant in writing. [Tk. iitken (#1-2)].
[M. utimli].
3. med. adj. Acute: — kes&l acute disease/
otun— kikirtdk yallugi acute laryngitis/ — yu1. vt. To yield, give way: m&n bu kitapni
qumluq kesdllik acute infectious disease.
sizgd —diim I let you have this book. Also
Cf. aldiraqsanliq 2.
otkuz- 2.
4. adj. Strong (smell): bu tamaka bdk - i2. vt. To beseech, entreat, implore: meni
kdn this cigarette smells rather strong.
Mild clip ketmnizni —up soraym&n I be
seech you to t^e me with you/ menifi Uint5. n. Male name,
ni tezraq hdl qilip berisiflizni —imdn I im otkiirla^
vi. To sharpen, intensify: pigaq —ti the
plore you to help solve my problem quick
knife was sharpened/ kdz —ti the eyesight
er. [OT. dtiin-].
sharpened/ kiirds —ti the struggle intensi
otkak
fied.
med. n. Diarrhea. Cf. ^atiraq 1, ^etiq. [M.
otkiirliik
Stag (dysentery)],
n. of otkiir 1-4.
otkal
n. Pass; juncture: --din 6t- to pass otkiiz1. vt. To move sth across or past sth else:
through, pass a test/ qiyin - difficulty; cri
yiikni ddryadin — to move goods across a
sis.
river. [K. dtkdz-!'^. iitkilr-^.
otkama
2. vt. To consign, hand over: ifni yefli xizn. Large screen; sifter; sieve. Cf. aglak,
m&tgigd — to hand over work to the new
galwir.
1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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69-

dtkiizu:p9^i^

n. Loan: — al- to borrow/ - bdr- to lend:
worker/ n&rsd-keraklarni ambargiga - to
xdqqd
pul- bdr- to lend money/ dtnisini
consign things to the storeroom keeper.
beriwdtto return borrowed things/ ♦ —
Also otiin- 1.
aldm (jahan) rel. retribution; judgment.
3. vt. To lace, thread: boqqugni bdtinkigd
Cf. ariyat.
- to lace shoes/ yiflniga yip - to thread a
otna-yerim
needle.
n. Borrowing and lending: — qil- to bor
4. vt. To hold, convene: dmiliydttin - to
row and lend,
put into practice/ OmUmi bikar - to waste
one's life/ kiin - to live, get along/ yigin - odak
zoo. n. Duck (Anatinae): - tuxumi duckto hold a meeting.
egg/ - kawiwi roast duck/ qosmaq — man
5. vt. To conduct: tok - to conduct elec
darin duck (Aix galericulata)! 1 —kd su
tricity.
yuqmiganddk
like water running off a duck's
otkuzii$(an
back (being immune to criticism) / ♦ —ni
phy. adj. Conductive.
qondaqqa zorla- to force ducks to roost
otkiizu$(anIiq
(to try to make (sby) do sth he will not or
phy. n. Conductivity.
cannot). [K. drddk/KK. ujrek/M.. Orddkl
otkiizgu9
0. drdeklQ. ujrekITw. ddilreklU. drdak].
phy. n. Conductor: - turubisi conduit/ jisim conductor/ — sim lead wire/ yerim — odaktum^q
zoo. n. Duckbill; duckmole; platypus (Orsemi-conductor,
nithorhynchidae). [K. drdOk tumuk'\.
otkuzmigii^
65
phy. n. Insulator,
1. n. Enmity; grudge; hatred: — al- to
otkiin
avenge/ - bol- to have a score to settle/ n. Monster; imp; devil,
kdr- to hate/ -i giq- to dispel enmity/ unifl
otkun^i
mdndd -i bar he has a grudge against me.
1. n. Passer-by; transient guest.
Also ojmanlik; cf. adawat. [M. dg (seek
2. adj. Intermittent; passing; transitory: ing vengeance)/Mo. 6s/0. dg/Tw. ds/\J. iig
basqug transitory stage / — ddwr transition
(revenge)/Y. dj].
period/ - yamgur intermittent rain. [U. Ut2.
adj. Disagreeable; repugnant: mdn tatkingi].
liq
yimdklikkd - I find eating sweet food
dtma-to^iik
adj. Riddled with gaping wounds; heavily
repugnant.
69damaged,
vi. To go out, die out, vanish: ta^tiki yeziq
otm^ I
tamamdn —up ketiptu the writing on the
adj. Blunt; obtuse: - bulun math, obtuse
rock completely vanished / giraq —ti the
angle/1 - pigaq qol kesdr a dull knife can
lamp went out/ rdflgi (ddi) — to blanch in
sever a hand. [Th. UtmdslU. iitmas],
the face/ unifl uni —ti he was speechless;
otm^ II
he became silent/ tin — to become silent/
adj. Unmarketable; unsalable. [M. utmas],
yultuzlar —ti stars died out/ 1 otni kolisafl
-dr xosnaflni kolisafl kdgdr if you poke a
n. The past: -kd ndzdr sal- to review the
fire, it will go out, if you offend a neigh
past. [U. utmis].
bor,
he will move. [U. tig-].
otna
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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o^akao(akavi. To start a feud, incur hatred: ular —p
qaldi they started a feud. [Ta. Ugekld- (to
annoy, tease)].
o$aka$vi. = d{aka- .
ojiirvt. To douse, erase: doskini — to erase a
blackboard/ ot — to douse a fire/ royixdttin — to strike a name from a list,
ogiirgiig
1. n. Blackboard eraser.
2. n. Rubber eraser.
o(ka
zoo. n. Goat (Capra): jagil — rust-colored
goat/ 1 ~ janda qassap yag qaygusida the
goat's concern is life, the butcher's is fat.
Also a^kii, a(ki, o$ka.
o^mas
adj. Immortal; unperishable:
unper
ishable literary work/ — xizm&t immortal
achievement,
o^man
n. Hatred; revenge; vengeance: — bol- to
hate or take revenge. Cf. ant, intiqam.
o^manlik
n. = 05 1: — saqla- to nurse hatred,
dho
onom. expresses a coughing sound:----qilip ydtdl- to cough,
os1. vi. To grow: bugday obdan —Uptu the
wheat grew well/ tugulup —k&n yurtwn the
place I was born and grew up in (my na
tive place)/ gag —up qaldi the hair grew
long. [K. Os-Uz. Us-1 Tu. 6s-/ Tv. 6s-/\J.
US-/Y. uun-].
2. fig. vi. To advance, grow, rise: aflsdwiyisi —ti (political) consciousness grew/
ddrijisi — to advance in grade/ inawiti —ti
prestige rose/ mal bahasi —ti commodity
prices rose.
ostan

o$ra
ag. n. Canal: tarmaq — branch canal/ gol —
main canal/ 1 —dd su tassa dddknifl nimd
pdrwayi when the canal overflows, why
should the ducks mind (I mind my busi
ness, you mind yours). [K. dstdn],
dstiirvt. To grow, promote: kadirliqqa — to pro
mote to cadre/ Icdgdt — to grow seedlings/
mal bahasini — to raise commodity prices.
[^. uster-ITn. 6sdUr-/Y. Uunner-].
osak I
n. Rumor: — sdzldrgd i$drmdslik kerdk ru
mors should not be believed. Cf. pitna,
pitna-pasat, pitna-igwa, igwa, gap 3.
osak II
adj. Long-grown: — saqal long beard,
dsiim
n. Interest (money): pay —i stock divi
dend,
osiimluk
bot. n. Flora; plants: — talasi floral fiber/
— dora medicinal herb/ — yegi vegetable
oil/ — yelimi plant gum/ —Idrbegi botanical
garden/ bir yilliq — annual plants/ mddiniy
— cultivated plants. Also dsUmluk dunyasi;
cf. nabatat. [Tu. dsUmlik/M. usimlik/Y.
uuneeji].
dskilan
adj. Easy-growing; tall: - bala tall boy or
child/ — boy tall stature or build/ — gUl
tall flower. Cf. baland, ora 1, u{ma, uqat, igiz.
osma
med. n. Tumor: baliyatqu dsmisi hysteroma.
osmiir
n. Juvenile: —Idr sariyi children's palace.
Cf. ya? I 2, ya$-quram 1. [U. Usmif\.
bsmiirluk
abstract n. of osmiir: -- ddwri early
youth; childhood.
o$ra
rel. n. Tithe (one of several religious tax-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mxis. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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o$ra-zakat

orka^

turmas an empty sack cannot stand up
es, its actual share being 5-10%). Cf. zaright. Cf. das.
kat.
♦ — bol- a. to shake off, free oneself
o$ra-zakat
from:
bu yil kesdldin — bolalmidim this
rel. n. Generic term for all religious tax
year I could not shake off my illness; b. to
es.
be sewn or made: dmdi bir juwa - boldi a
o$ka
furcoat has just been finished/ ♦ — mds
zoo. n. Goat: - saqal goatee/ 1 dskinifl oblast furnace (also domnama^).
guq tursa heg gdp yoq qoynin egilip qalsa
hoyt-hoyt accustomed to a goat showing orii-topa
adj. drd-tdpd bol- to be in an uproar/ —
its rear il the time but making a fuss when
qil- to throw into an uproar,
a sheep does it once/ 1 qassapqa may qaygusi dykigdjan the butcher worries about the orii- I
1. vt. To overturn, topple: boran d&rdxni
fat but the goat worries about its life/ ♦
—wdtti the wind toppled the tree. [K. oo“ arisiga kirip qalgan tOgid&k like a camel
dar-].
joining a flock of goats (standing h^d and
2. vt. To turn: pdltoni -p tik- to turn over
shoulders above others). Also agkii, ajki,
and sew a topcoat/ tagami — to turn a sack
5{ka. [Tv. dskii].
inside out.
o$na
3. vt. To interpret, translate: x&nzugini uyphys. n. Shoulder: dynigd al- to shoulder,
gurgiga
- to translate from Chinese into Uycarry on shoulder. Cf. alqin 3, dola, oqughur.
rak, yalka, gol II, miira.
orii- II
orp-adat
1. vt. To braid, plait: gag - to plait one’s
n. Custom; habit: xurapi —Idr supersti
hair. [K. dr-/M. driik (plaited)/0. dr-/U.
tious customs and habits/ kona —ni 6zg&rtur-].
to get rid of old customs/ yefU -- new cus
2. vt. To award: pul — to award money.
tom. Also adat 1, urp, urup. [O. dif\.
Cf. tartuqla- , mukapatla- (# 2).
ortii1. vt. To burn, set on fire: q&g&zni - to orulvi. pass, of orii- I and II: ♦ dpkisi — to
bum paper.
grieve,
2. vt. To worry: yurigini - to cause anxie
oriim
tym. Braid; plait: bir - gag a braid of hair/
ortanbir
- samsaq a braid of garlic. Cf. kokuvi. To feel hurt, suffer: isqi-muhabb&tyolila. [M. drgiig (woman's braid or tuft)/U.
da — to suffer because of a love affair.
urim].
[C- Ort&n- (to be buming)/Mo. 6rtU-^.
oriima
ora
n. Money award.
1. adj. High: - baha bil&n sat- to sell at a
high price/ bu y&r bdk - ikdn this place is brka$
1. n. Wave: qaynam drldyi whirlpool wave.
very high. Cf. baland, oskilan, u{ma, uCf.
dolqun 1, mawj.
qat, igiz. [Y. u0h8\.
2. zoo. n. Camel back; camel hump. Cf.
2. adj. Straight; stiff; erect: — yaqa stiff
lokka. [U. urkag^.
collar/ - turmay olturufl do not stand ram
3. n. Male name.
rod straight and sit down/ 1 quruq tagar KEY 1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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orka^la-

ozak

orka$Iabe unconscious, in a coma; b. to blame
vi. To roll, surge: ddrya -p aqmaqta the
oneself/ —igd ora kola- to dig one's own
river is surging. Cf. dolqunla-, dolqungrave/ —igd kdl- a. to revive, come to; b.
lan- .
to get deserved fate/ —ini tdminld- to be
oridaself-sufficient/ —ini sora- to take care of
1. vt. To pile up, heap up, stack: qwnni —
oneself, cultivate one's qualities/ 1 — ddto pile up sand. Cf. dastila-1, dowila- ,
ni dr bilsdn dzgini fir bil if you see yourself
garamla- .
as a hero, you should see others as lions/
2. vi. To move up: at —p mafldi the horse
5 -ini soriganxannin aldiga barmaptu those
walked up.
who take care of themselves don't have to
oriIa$go before the khan (will not suffer a law
1. vi. To make contact with, fiddle with.
suit/ 1 —ini sorigan sdhdr soraptu he who
2. vi. To get entangled. Cf. hapila^- 2.
can manage himself can manage a city
orgiil(others)/ ♦ — pigigidadziniboguzla-iokiW
vi. To rotate, spin: u —Uprnu gOrguliipmu
oneself with one's own knife (to refute
ketiUmidi he went round and round and just
oneself with one's own arguments; to
could not leave/ ♦ —dy dostum that's the
fight against one's own men)/ ♦ - zamastuff, my friend! Cf. aylan- 1, pirqira- 1.
nisida at that time/ ♦ — waqtida on
orlaschedule; in time/ ♦ dz pisanisidin kdr- to
vi. To rise: temperatura Orlidi the temper
accept one's fate. [C- <5z/K. dzJM. dzJMo.
ature rose/ d&rya siiyi drlidi the river's
dberlO. dz/OT. dz/Th. dzJTu. dzJ\J. uz[.
waters rose/ xemir drlidi the dough rose/
2. adj. Personal: — beyidin dtkdz- to experi
min gdziwi drlidi his temper rose/ kun drli
ence personally/ — qoli bildnyazgan begiylidi the sun rose/ mal bahasi drlidi com
ma an inscription in one's own handwrit
modity prices rose. Cf. yiiksal- .
ing/ — ndpsigd gog tart- to seek personal
ornak
gain. Cf. $:axsiy 1.
n. Example; model; sample; specimen: — oza
al- to sample/ — kdrs&t- to make a model.
n. Face; complexion; expression: — yin
Cf. awri^ka, iilga 2, namuna 1, nusxa 1.
bdkmu buzuqqu your complexion does not
[K. dmdic/0. dmek/Ta.. lirndklU. iimak].
look good. Cf. giray, yiiz I 1.
6z
oz'ara
1. pro. Self; own:-----idin spontaneously;
adj. Mutually: — tajawuz qilmasliq not to
naturally; by oneself/---- ini dzgdrt- to im
attack each other/ — yarddmldf- to help
prove oneself/ — beyirngi autocrat/ — beyirngi- each other/ — maslay- to be in harmony/ ~
liq autocracy; arbitrary and dictatorial con
munasiwdt mutual relationship. [Ih. iizaduct/ — besini yd- to eat one's own bitter
ra/U. uzaro].
fruit/ — bildrmdnlik qil- to regard oneself ozbak
as infallible/ — sdzliik addm an opinionat
1. n. Uzbek, a Turkic nationality in Xin
ed person/ — kdr- to regard as being on
jiang and Uzbekistan: — tili Uzbek lan
one's own side/ — kitawim my own book/
guage. [C. dzbdk/0. dzbek/\J. Uzbek].
— igi-gd al- to include, contain/ —i bilgini2. n. Male name,
gd having one's own way; arbitrarily/ —i ozak
bdg —i xan overbearing/ —idin kdt- a. to
1. n. Core; heart; hub. Cf. tiigiin 3, marKEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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oksii-

ozam^i
kaz. [Til. uzQklU. uzaH].
2. bot. n. Pit; stone; kernel.
3. gr. n. Stem. Cf. tomur 2.
ozam^i
adj. Bullheaded; willful,
ozam^illik
n. Bullheadedness; willfulness,
ozsinvi. To consider as being on one's own
side: bu sOzl&rni safla -ip eytiwatiman I
am saying this considering you as one of
us.
ozra
1. n. Cause; reason: — kdrsdt- to seek a
reason. Cf. xusus 2, sawap.
2. n. Apology; regret: — eyt~ to offer apo
logies, express one's regrets. Cf. namaqul 1. [C. 'uzr/U. uzr].
ozidin-ozi
adj. Self-evident; naturally,
ozga
1. adj. Other: - is other matters. Cf. ba^qa
1. [C. dzg&IO. OzgelTsi. azga/Tu. Ozge/
Tv. 6ske/U. iizgd].
2. n. Other person(s): dzdflni bil dzgini qoy
take care of yourself and lay off others.
Cf. ba$qa 3.
3. pp. Except for: uniMin — hegkimni bilm&ym&n except for him, I do not know
anybody. Cf. ba$qa 2.
ozgarvi. To change: hawa rayi birdinla-di the
weather suddenly changed/ min girayi 6zgirip kdtti his facial expression changed,
flk. uzg&r-Y
ozgartvt. To change: pilanni - to change a plan/
yeziq -is script change; writing reform. [K.
dzgort-IT^. uzgdrt-/\J. Uzgar-].
dzgi(a
adj. Another; other: - eytqanda in other
words/ - is another matter. [C- bzg&gd].
ozgi^ilik

n. Difference,
ozgiri^gan
adj. Changeable; fickle: - hawa fickle
weather.
ozgir4(anliq
n. Fickleness; changeability,
bzla^
vi. To become accustomed to, get used to:
yeni sara'itqa - to get used to new envi
ronments,
ozla^tiir1. vt. To learn, master: yehi texnikini - to
learn new skills. [Tu. dzlesdir- (to acquire,
appropriate)/U. iizlastir-].
2. vt. To open up, reclaim: boz ydr — to
reclaim wasteland.
ozliik
gr. adj. Retroflex: - almas retroflex pro
noun/ - d&rijd retroflex voice. [C- bzliik
(self; ego)],
oktabir
n. October. Also oktabir. [<R. oktyabr'].
okt^
adj. Ferocious; fierce; reckless. Cf. a^addi,
^iddatlik.
oktamlik
n. Ferocity; recklessness: — qil- to ride
roughshod/ - qilip gataq giqar- to pick a
quarrel. Cf. a^addilik, ^iddat.
okti(i
n. A fierce or reckless person.
bk(a
clo./phys. n. Heel of foot or shoe. Cf. pafna, son 1, kalligir. [O. dkge].
okgilik
adj. Heeled: - ayaq heeled shoe/ igiz - ayaq high-heeled shoe. Cf. pa^niliq. [O. 6kgeli\.
oksii- I
vi. To sob: —p yigla- to break into sobs.
Cf. xirtilda-, opkida-, isada-, mi^ilda- .
dksii- II
vi. To diminish.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoim; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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1

okiiz
okiiz
zoo. n. Bullock; ox; steer. [M. OkUzIMo.
iikerlO. dkUzIU. hUldz].
okiinvi. To regret: dmrumnifl bihucM dtup k&tkinigd —im&n I regret having wasted my
life. Cf. apsuslan- . [K. Okiln-IOT. 0kun-l\J. akin-'].
okiinii^Iuk
adj. Regrettable: - a regrettable affair,
on
1. n. Color: rdxtnifl —i cloth color. Cf.
boyaq, ran 1, qitat. [M. d/l/Tv. 6f(\.
2. phys. n. Complexion; countenance: —i
buzul- to change complexion, become an
gry/ bugday - purplish complexion/ unifl
—i dgiip k&tti his complexion changed; he
became tanned. Cf. ozay. [Mo. Oflge \ft\2)].
3. n. Front; forepart; outer part: - juwa a
furcoat with the leather on the outside. [K.
6fl\.
6n1. vi. To fade, discolor: bu rQxt asan
-i-du this cloth fades easily. Cf. ansizia-.
2. vi. To change (of complexion): (Ogiip
rdflgi —Up kdt- to peile in alarm/ ghz&plinip
r&flgi —up kdt- to change color agitatedly;
to be visibly stung.
ontiirvt. To place upside down: ginini jozi^a —Up
qoy- to place bowls on a table upside
down,
dnsiil
n. Ruddiness (of complexion): unifl girayiniU —i yog his face is not at il ruddy,
ohkiir
n. Hole; grotto; cave,
ongak
adj. Discolored; faded: -discolored
cloth,
onliik
adj. Complexioned: bugday — yigita.Xanned

6y-imarat
fellow.
6y
1. n. House; room: — sal- to build a house
or room/ qara — ger (Mongolian-style
house)/ ig — inner room/ yagag - wooden
house. Cf. xana 1. [C- ^y/lh. d/7Tv. dg].
2. Home; family: — ayri- to break up a
family, divide family property and live
apart/ balilar —i children's home/ — buzuldi family relations broke/ — besip each
and every family/ — besip birdin segin kola
bar every family has a milch cow/ — tosqini
zoo. rabbit Lepus cuniculus)! — tut- to
keep house/ — haywanliri domestic ani
mals; livestock/ — qusi poultry; domestic
fowl/ - igi household/ ♦ —diki gdp bazarga togra kUlmdptu the talk at home did
not match reality outside (he worked be
hind closed doors). Cf. a'ila 1, a'ila-tawabi, a'ila-tawabiat, a'ila-tawa. [KK.
iVy/M. dw/Tu. dj/\J. uj (#1-2)].
6y-jay
n. House; home: — qil- to buy or build a
house. [U. uj-jof\.
dy^ilik
1. n. Housework: bu ayalnifl dygiligi yoq
this woman cannot manage any house
work.
2. adj. Worn at home: — kiyim house
clothes.
6y-otaqliq
adj. Married. Also oy-ojaqliq; cf. nikaliq.
oy-ofaqliq
adj. = oy-otaqliq.
6y-saramjan
n. Household belongings.
6y-waq
1. n. Wife and children; dependents.
2. n. Family property.
6y-waqliq
adj. of oy-waq.
dy-imarat
n. Buildings.

KEY 1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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oylaoylavt. To give in marriage,
oylanvi. To marry (of a man). [KK. Ujlen-IT&.
6jl&n-l\i. ujlan-].
oyliik
adj. of 6y: bu k&nttd dllik — addm bar this
village has fifty households,
oy-makan
n. Residences. Cf. jay 2, jay-makan.
oy-makansiz
adj. Homeless. Cf. panasiz, Jay-makansiz, makansiz.
6ymu-6y
adv. From door to door: — yiirilp t&swiq
qil- to carry out propaganda from door to
door,
ogay
adj. Not related by blood; step- : -- ata
stepfather/ — ana stepmother/ — bala step
child. [K. dgOjIM. dgSylO. Hvey/U. ugaj\.
ogaylavt. To maltreat: balini — to maltreat a
child. Cf. azapla-, qiyna- .
ogaylik
n. Maltreatment: — qil- to maltreat,
ogza
n. Roof: qaflaltirliq — sheetmetal roof,
ogiin
n. Day after tomorrow,
ogiinliik
adj. of ogiin: —kd maflimiz we will go day
after tomorrow.
ol1. vi. To die: q&rdlsiz — to die premature
ly or unexpectedly/ mdn uni —giQd untumaym&n I will not forget him until I die/
mifl -up bir tiril- to have a narrow escape
from death. [C- d/-/K. /1/-/KK. Ol-tO. 61-/
or. d/-/Th. fi/-/Tv. 6l-/\]. al-/Y. 61-].
2. vi. To become invalid, expire: kino beliti —di the movie ticket expired.
3. vi. To be wasted: -mdydigan hundr ev

ol^amlik
erlasting skill or craftsmanship/ menitl
dmgigim —di my work is wasted/ nurgun
waqtim —di much of my time was wasted.
4. vi. expresses extreme desire: balilar
kino disd —up beridu at the mention of a
movie, the children were beside them
selves with joy/ u balisi Ugdn —tip beridu
he loves children very much/ ♦ —mdknin
tistigd tdp- to kick sby when he is down,
ijltiirvt. To slay, kill, murder: bugup — to suffo
cate or strangle to death/ u meni tirik —di
he is killing me/ esip — to kill by hanging/
eyiqni — to kill a black bear. [C. 6lttir-/K.
6lttir-/KK. 6ltir-/CfT. 6ltir-/Ta.. titer-/Tv.
6ltir-/Y. 6l6r-; 6l6rt-].
olarman
adj. Half-dead; extremely feeble,
olan
mus. n. Song. Cf. qo$aq II, nax$a.
olah^i
mus. n. Singer. Cf. hapiz 2, qosaqci, naxSi?i.
olfavt. To measure, survey: bdddn temperaturisini — to measure temperature/ qurulus
mdydanini — to survey a construction site/
1 ydttd —p bir kds measure seven times
before you cut (look before you leap). Cf.
kam^anla- , kamla-1, gazia- . [K. 6lg6-/
KK. 6lfe-/0. 6lg-/T^. tilgd-/\J. tilfa-].
dl(am
1. n. Measurement: — birligi unit of meas
urement/ — dswabi measuring tool/ uzunluq 6lgimi measurement of length. [O. 6lf«/Ih. tilgdti/T\i. 6l^egl\J. til(ov].
2. n. Standard; norm: —gd tos- to be quali
fied, up to standard/ —ni tdwdnldt- to low
er standards.
dl^amsiz
adj. Not standard. [O. dlgtistiz].
ol^amlik
adj. Standard: — waqit standard time. [O.
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ol9igu9

omu^iik

6lgiinlu\.
olsigii?
n. Measuring device; gauge: bulufl — pro
tractor/ kiig — dynamometer/ yamgur—rain
gauge,
dliik
1. n. Corpse: ad&m Olugi human corpse/ ^
yaxii it dlugini kdrsdtmdptu a good dog
does not show his carcass (scandals should
not be aired)/ ♦ — disd gdrdd yoq, tirik
disd sanda yoq called a corpse and not in
the grave, called alive and not in the count
(an utterly worthless person)/ ♦ —tdk wcla- to sleep like a log/ ♦ —tin pdysdnbilik
tild- to ask a corpse for a handout (ex
presses impossibility or futility). Cf. jasat, murda, meyit. [O. dluk/OT. dlug!
Tk. ulekITvi. d//VTv. dluglM. ulik\.
2. adj. Rigid; inflexible: — is usuli rigid
work method. Cf. qatmal.
3. adj. Dead; dull: — at dead horse/ — tugto be stillborn/ — defliz geo. Dead Sea/ —
dt med. dead tissue/ — kdz dull eyes/ ♦ —
topa immature soil/ ♦ - da'ird (- bulufl)
mil. blind angle/ ♦ — su stagnant water/
♦ — mal unsalable goods/ ♦ dlugini artto rely on shamelessly/ ♦ dlugini sat- to
act shamelessly. [M. dluglY. dlkut].
olilkxana
n. Mortuary,
oliim
n. Death: — aldida jan talas- to be in one's
death throes/ —jazasi death penalty/ -xdwiri news of (sby's) death/ - signali death
knell/ ~ uzat- to attend a funeral/ — girdawi brink of death / —gd hdkdm qil- to sen
tence to death/ —gd egin- to mourn a death/
waqitsiz — a sudden or violent death/ ♦ —
tdkkiir wretch; devil. Cf. ajal, wapat, qaza 2. [K. dlumlKK. dlimIM. dliim/O. dlum/HL. iilem/Tv. dlum/\J. ulim].
oliimtuk
n. sby more dead than alive. [U. ulimtik

(vulture)].
oliim-yetim
n. Death; funeral. Cf. axiratlik 1.
bliimliik
1. n. Funeral arrangements.
2. n. Shroud. Cf. kepan.
olka
n. Province: ♦ - ydr paddy field. [K. dlkd/0. ulkelV. tilka (country; region)].
olkUik
adj. Provincial: — hdkumdt provincial
government,
olima
n. Scholar. Cf. alim 1.
blgiir
int. Devil!, wretch!
olmas
adj. Immortal: — djdr immortal literary
work/ ♦ — mal substantial or indistructible goods, e.g. gold, silver, and land. [O.
dlme^.
bimigur
adj. Devilish; wretched,
bm
adj. Harmonious: — a'ild harmonious fam
ily/ - isld- to work harmoniously/ ular nahayiti — dtidu they live in great harmony.
Also um; cf. iltipatliq, inaq.
bma-dbma
onom. Careless, casual: — aram al- to take
a casual rest,
bmak
n. Group; team: hal soras dmigi group sent
to convey greetings/ sdn 'dt dmigi artistic
group/ wdBlldr dmigi delegation,
bmjayvi. To pout, twitch one's mouth,
bmsunin
adj. Pale; pallid; wan: unifl girayi — kdrunidigu why does he look so pale? Cf. tataran 1, tatirangu, tatiriq, xunsiz 1, qansiz.
bmu9uk
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omiir
zoo. n. Spider: — tori spider web. [U. UrgimQok].
omiir
1. n. Lifespan; life; lifetime: -- siir- a. to
exist, live: u qiriq yil — siirdi he has lived
forty years; b. to spend a life: musapirgiliqta — siir- to spend a lonely life/ — k&giir- to spend a life/ dmri qisqa shortlived/
uzun — kdr- to have a long life/ 5 birawga
Slum tiligigd, Oz&tlgd — tild- to wish one
self long life is better than to wish sby's
death/1 kiinduzi madgan yilannid dmri qis
qa a snake crawling out of its hole during
the day will not live long. [C. 'umr/K. dmUrlKK. dmirlO. dmurlTa. gomerlTu. dmiir/U. umr].
2. n. All one's life: bu ndrsini dmriimdd
kdrgdn dmds I have not seen this thing in
my whole life. Also dmiir boyi.
bmiirwayat
adv. Forever: — untwnaymdn I will never
forget. [U. wnrbod].
omiirliik
adj. Lifelong: — dost a lifelong friend/ —

0119a
xatird a lifelong souvenir/ dmUrlugum my
lifelong partner or companion. Cf. axiratlik 2. [O. dmurliilTk. gomerlek\.
omilavi. To crawl, creep: bala dmiligiddk boldi
the child can crawl. Cf. begirla-1, yanbegirla-. [KK. drmele-/\J. urmala-; emakla-]
omiligii^ilar
zoo. n. Creeping animals; reptiles.
omla$vi. To do sth in unison: dmlisip Uld- to work
in unison,
omliik
n. Solidarity; unison: — almas gr. assem
bled pronoun/ — ddrijd gr. mutual voice/
— san gr./math. assembled number/ kUg
birliktd is —td unity brings great strength
and success,
ondaravi. To start, startle: —p oyginip kdt- to
wake up with a start. Cf. iirkii- .
0119a
ag. n. Grains left over after a harvest.
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s
sa'adat
1. n. Happiness; well-being. Cf. baxt,
b^-sa'adat. [C- sa'adatlHi. sagaddtIU.
saodat].
2. n. Female name,
sa'adatlik
adj. Happy: — kunldr happy days. Also
sa'adatman; cf. baxtiyar, b^lik.
sa'adatman
adj. = sa'adatlik.
sabahat
1. n. Beauty; charm.
2. n. Female name,
sabahatlik
adj. Beautiful; charming. Cf. payz 1, jirayliq, korkam, giizal 1.
sabay
mus. n. A percussion instrument. For fur
ther description and illustration, see sapayi on next page,
sabun
n. Soap. Also sopun. [K. samyn /U. 50bun],
sabiq
adj. Former: - aptonom rayonluqxQlq komiteti former autonomous region commit
tee/ — bayliq former boss. Cf. awalqi, burunqi, asli 1, ayni 1. [U. sobiq].
sap I
n. Handle; holder: katmbn sepi mattock
handle/ kdl&m sepi penholder/ ♦ otm&s

pigaqqa altm - a dull knife with a golden
handle (a wretched sequel to a fine work).
Also sapaq 2. fib. sap/U. sop].
sap II
1. adj. Pure; net: — altun pure gold/ —
paxta ginned cotton/ — payda pure profit/
-- egirliq net weight/ sepi dzidin pure;
downright; out-emd-out.
2. adj. Fresh; clean: - hawa fresh air. [U.
sof\.
3. adj. Honest: — addm honest person/ —
dil honest; upright; fair-minded. [Ta. saf
m-^)i
4. adj. All; entirely: bugunyiginga-hdrbilar kdldi those who came to today's rneeting were all military men. Also sap dilliq,
sap kGMl.
sapvt. To put sth into or through: putni ayaqqa — to put a foot into a shoe/ qolni ydflgd
- to put a hand in a sleeve/ yinnigd yip to thread a needle. [Tb. sap- (to turn, turn
aside)],
sapa
n. The relative purity of gold or silver qua
lity: altunnifl sapisi purity of gold,
sapasiz
adj. Of low quality. Also siipatsiz.
sapaq
1. bot. n. Base; stem: alma sapigi apple
stem/ qogm sapigi melon stem/ yopurmaq
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sapaqliq

sat-

sapigi leaf stalk; petiole/ giil sapigi pedicel/
1 pisqan qogun sapigida turmas a ripe melon
falls off its stem (things are easily settled
when conditions are ripe).
2. n. = sap I: —qa esil- to grab a handle/
kOz&yn&k sapigi bough on a pair of eye
glasses. [K. salgyglMo. sabq-a (chopstick)].
3. m. Bunch: Mr -- uzum a bunch of
grapes. Cf. $ingil.
sapaqliq
adj. Having a handle. Also sapliq II1.
sapayi
mus. n. A percussion instrument consisting
of two wooden rods to which are attached
one or two iron hoops with iron rings
threaded on them. Sound is produced by
shaking the rods or hitting them against
the shoulder. Also called sabay.

sapayi

sapayi(i
n. Mziker or player of a sapayi.
sapal
n. Pottery ware; earthenware: — qaga pot
tery bowl/ - idUi earthenware jar. [U. sopol\.
sapaliq
adj. Being of fine or high quality. Also siipatlik.
sapan
ag. n. Steel plow, pulled by draft animals:
— tut- to follow a plow/ — sOrd- to pull a
plow/ ♦ —din giqirip sdrdmgd sal- to
drop the plow and pull the harrow (to be
harried; not getting any rest). Cf. soqa I
2, qo? II.
sapsap^i

sapan

n. Seeker of private gain,
sap-seriq
adj. Orange-colored,
sapqan
his./mil. n. Catapult; sling. Cf. saiga, ragatka, kamalak. [U. sopqon].
sapqu$
ag. n. Plow handle,
saplavt. To install handle: kdtm&nni — to put a
handle on a mattock,
sapliq I
n. Purity; cleanliness. [Tk. saflyK\.
sapliq II
1. adj. of sap I: sdMk — pigaq a bonehandled knife. Also sapaqliq.
2. n. Material for making handles,
sapliq III
1. cul. n. Ladle. Cf. gomiif.
2. cul. n. Round-bottomed frying pan;
wok.
sapmu-saq
1. adj. Fully: — biryil tosti fully one year
has passed.
2. adj. Whole; in perfect condition: bu gind — turidu this bowl is in perfect condi
tion. Also saqmu-saq. [U. soppa-sog],
sat1. vt. To sell; vend: pargd — to sell retail/
drzan — to sell cheaply/ mal — to sell
goods/ ♦ gdp — to pay lip service, in
dulge in exaggeration. [C- sat-IYi.. sat-/
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sadiq

satar
KK. sat-/M. sort (merchant)/Ta. sat-/Tu.
sat-/U. sot-].
2. fig. vt. To sell: dostini — to sell out
one's friend/ namini - to flaunt (shy's)
name.
mus. n. A string instrument larger than a
tambur, ca. 148 cm. long, with three play
ing strings and 8-12 sympathetic strings.
It is plucked with a plectrum or more com
monly with a bow. [U. setor].

satar

absolutely quiet/ gQzdp - roar; howl/ nax^a
- the sound of a song. Cf. ahan 2, awaz
1, tawu?. [U. sado].
sadaq
n. Quiver. Also sagdaq; cf. oqdan. [Mo.
sagadaglT\. saadcdc].
sadaqat
n. Loyalty; faithfulness; devotion. Also sadiqliq; cf. wapadarliq, wapaliq.
sadaqatsiz
adj. Disloyal; faithless. Cf. biwapa, wapasiz.
sadaqatsizlik
n. Disloyalty; faithlessness. Cf. biwapaliq, wapasizliq.
sadaqatliq
adj. Loyal; faithful; devoted: - kors&t- to
pledge loyalty. Also sadiq 1; cf. wapa,
wapadar, wapaliq. [U. sadoqat].

satargi
n. Maker or player of a satar.
satrap
adj. Gullible; naive; simple: - bala naive
n. Barber. [U. sartara^].
child/ - dil (kdml) simple mind/ - hissisatragxana
yat gullible feelings/ - istil simple style.
n. Barbershop,
[U. sodda].
satragliq
saddila$n. Barbering.
vi. To become simple, naive, gullible,
saturin
ast. n. Saturn. Also called zahil, zahl, zu- saddiliq
n. Simplicity; credulity; gullibility; naivehal.
t6.
satqu^i
n. Seller; vendor; belat - ticket vendor/ sadir
1. n. Happening; occurence: - bol- a. to
sut - milk vendor/ gul - flower vendor/
happen,
occur, take place; birkdflulsiz if mal — goods vendor. [Th. satugy].
boldi an unhappy event took place; b. ♦
satqin
to violate: mdndin nimd gum — boldi what
n. Mercenary; renegade; traitor; turncoat.
crime did I commit?/ ♦ - qil- to violate,
Cf. xain, setilma, gaddar 2. [U. sotqin].
offend; u nimd gum - qildi what crime
satqinliq
did he commit? [Th. sadir].
n. Treachery. Cf. xa'inliq, xiyanat 1, se2. n. Male name. Also sddirdin.
tilmiliq.
sadiq
satma
1. adj. = sadaqatliq: — bol- to be loyal,
n. Straw shed; thatched shack,
faithful, devoted/ - dost faithful friend/ sddd
hdmra faithful companion/ - qdlb loyalty;
phy. n. Sound: alqi^ - sound of clapping or
devotion. [U. sodiq].
applause/ dks - echo/ hegbir - giqmasliq
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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sahiptadbir

sadiqliq
2. n. Male name,
sadiqliq
n. = sadaqatlik: — kdrs&t- to pledge one's
loyalty,
sadiga
n. sadigan ket&y dear: -fl ketdy balam my
dear child,
sa'at
1. n. Clock; watch: - begi watchband/ tSxsisi clock dial/ — tili hand on a clock/
— quligi watch stem/ ~ qepi watch housing/
—ni bura- to wind up a clock/ —ni togrilato set a watch/ tarn sa’iti wall clock/ iistdl
sa'iti desk clock/ qol sa'iti wrist watch/
yariQuq (qoyun) sa’iti pocket watch.
2. n. Hour; o'clock: — bdytin on minut btti
it's 5:10/ — toyay ddp qaldi tez bol it's about
that time, hurry up! / — qangd boldi what
time is it?/ biigiin bay — iyliduq today we
worked five hours. [C- sa'at (#2)][K. saatlO. saatlTd.. s&gat'ITw. sagatlli. soat
(#1-2)].
sa'at(i
n. Manufacturer, seller or repairer of
clocks. Also sa'atsaz. [O. saatgi\.
sa'M^ilik
n. The trade of making, selling or repair
ing clocks. [O. saatgilik\.
sa'atsaz
n. = sa'at^i.
sa'atsazliq
n. Clockmaking,
sa'atlap
adv. For a long time; for many hours: biz
uni — saqliduq, lekin texigd k&lmidi we
waited for him for hours but he never
came,
sa'atlik
adj. of sa'at: bir — iy an hour's work/ tbt
— ruxsdt bdr- to grant a four-hour leave.
[O. saatlik].
saxarin
chem. n. Saccharine. Also called tanjin.

[<R. saxarin].
saxawat
n. Generosity: — qil- to give alms. Cf. sexiliq.
saxawatlik
adj. Generous; fervent: — iy good deed. Cf.
sexi.
saxta
adj. False; fake; forged: — dostluq false
friendship/ — hdjj&t forged document/ —
qiyapdt false outlook/ saxtiga ugra- to be
taken in. Cf. ja, yalgan, yalgan-yawdaq,
galat. [Th. soxtalM. soxta].
saxtipaz
n. Hypocrite. Cf. riyakar.
saxtipazlik
n. Hypocrisy: — qil- to be hypocritical.
Cf. riya, riyakarlik.
saxtiyan
n. High-grade goat leather,
saxtila^vi. To become false, sham or hypocritical,
saxtila^turvt. To forge, falsify: tarixni — to falsify
history,
saxtiliq
n. Falsehood; lie: — qil- to falsify/ unifl
sozidd — bar his remarks contain lies. Cf.
yalgan gdp.
sahaba
rel. n. Disciple of a sect,
saha
n. Sphere; domain; field; realm: diplomatik — diplomatic circles/ ddibiyat-sdn 'dt
sahisi literary-artistic field/ ustqurulma
sahisi realm of superstructure. [U. soha],
sahip
1. n. Master; owner: by sahibi landlord.
[C- sahib! O. sahipill. sohib],
2. n. Male name,
sahiptadbir
adj. Prudent; deliberate: — addm prudent
person; good manager.
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sahipjamal
sahipjamal
n. Beautiful woman,
sahipxan
n. Host: - ddl&t host country/ -mehman host and guest,
sahipxanliq
abstract n. of sahipxan: — qil- to act as
host.
sahipqiran
adj. Lucky; born under a lucky star. [Csahib-qiran (lord of the happy conjunc
tion; a title of Thmerlane)].
sahil
geo. n. Shore; coast; bank: defiiz —i seacoast/ kdl -i lake shore. Cf. boy 6, qa^ III,
qirgaq, kanara II. [O. sahiUXi. sohit\.
sar
.. .
zoo. n. Kite; hawk; eagle: — gdjini elip
kdtti the hawk seized the small chicken/
♦ paqa alalmas — a hawk who cannot
even catch a frog (an incompetent person).
Also called biirkiit, sanqar. [Mo. sar
(falcon)/U. sor (buzzard)],
sarafan
1. zoo. n. Crab. Cf. qisqugpaqa.
2. n. Fourth month of the Turki solar
year: — issi^i summer heat. See section on
Calendars on pp. 1073-4. Also sarafan
(#1-2). [U. saratan].
sarasima
n. Stupefaction; shock: -- bol- to be
shocked, scared stiff/ sarasimidd qal- to
be stunned, dumbfounded/ sarasimigd gilsto be on tenterhooks/ sarasimigd sal- to
scare (sby) out of his wits,
sarasimilik
n. Scare; terror: -kd guiup qal- to be
scared stiff,
sarah
1. med. n. Insane person; lunatic: - bolto become insane/ — qil- a. to cause to be
come insane; b. to deceive, hoodwink,
dupe, make a fool of/ -lar doxturxanisi

sarqit
lunatic asylum.
2. n. Bungler; blunderer. Cf. jindi (#1-2).
saranliq
med. n. Lunacy; madness: — qil- to do
(sth) crazy/ sarafUigi tut- to have an attack
of madness. Cf. sawdayi 2.
saray
1. n. Palace: aq - White House/ xan sariyi imperial palace/ mddiniydt sariyi cul
tural palace/1qorqqanga gofqan tOfugi - kdrindr to a frightened person, a mouse hole
looks as large as a palace. Cf. dargah,
qasir.
2. n. Inn: -ga giis- to put up at an inn/ karwan sariyi caravansery/ mal sariyi ware
house. Cf. dan, otah. [K. sarajlKK.
sarajIY. saraj (shed; roof)] [U. saroj (#12)]3. n. Drawing room; parlor,
saraywan
n. Innkeeper. Cf. danja.
saraywanlik
n. Innkeeping: - qil- to operate an inn.
sarja
n. Woolen serge; woolen cloth: — gapan
woolen jacket. [<R. sarza].
sarjin
1. m. Russian linear measure, ca. 2.134
meters. [<R. sazen'].
2. m. Capacity measure, ca. 2.134^ me
ters: Mr — otun one cubic sarjin of fire
wood. See section on Weights and Meas
ures on pp. 1079-80.
3. n. An instrument for measuring land,
about 1.67 meters.
sarrap
n. Money exchange: - baziri money ex
change market. Also sarrap. [U. sarrof
(money exchanger)],
sarqivi. To trickle or ooze out: su —di water
trickled out.
sarqif
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sawat

sarqit-

(also called soqur iigSy yallugi).
n. Scraps; food brought home from a ban
sazayi
quet. [U. sarqit].
n. Shame; disgrace; infamy; ignominy: —
sarqitbol- to bring shame upon oneself/ — qil- to
vt. To cause to trickle or ooze out; botuldisgrace. Cf. ar I, uyat 2.
kinin tegidiki yagni - to turn a bottle upside
sazanda
down to let oil trickle out.
mus. n. = sazgi 1. [U. sozanda].
sarigu(
saz(i
do. n. Scarf; kerchief,
1. mus. n. Musician. Also sazanda, muzisargaykant, muziki^i 1, nagmi^i.
vi. To turn yellow: ddrdx yopurmaqliri
2. mus. n. M^er of musical instruments,
—di the tree leaves turned yellow/ ♦ gazaM&k — to turn yellow like a dead leaf sazu-nawa
mus. n. The playing of a musical instru
(to be sallow and emaciated). Also sagar-.
ment. Also called nagma-nawa.
[C. sargar-IH&. sargaj-l\i. sargoj-^
sazlasaz I
mus. vt. To tune: dutarni — to tune a du1. mus. n. Music: - (al- to play or make
tar. Cf. tap] a- . [U. sozJa-].
music/ —ga isqiwaz music lover/ —nitl awazi
Idrzan afllandi the music was melodious. sazla$mus. vt. mut. voice of sazla- .
[Tu. ses (voice; sound)].
2. mus. n. Musical instrument; — qil- to sazliq
1. n. Swampy or marshy land.
tune an instrument/ tarliq —lar string in
2.
adj. Marshy; swampy: — y&r marshy
struments. [C- sazlH. soz}.
land.
saz II
geo. n. Marsh; swamp; bog; fen. [K. sazJ sawa
1. n. Leather bag used by Kazakhs and
U. soz (adj.)].
others
for making milk products.
saz III
2. n. Male name,
adj. Exquisite; elegant; fine: awazi — finesounding/ 4 qoralin - bolsa muydqqitin az sawavt. To fluff, tease: yun — to fluff wool.
bolar if the tools are fine, difficulties will
[KK. jaZifl-(schlagen)/Mo. saba-!\l. sabe few/
— qil- to do a good job/ mijdzim — my disposition is fine. [K. saz/\J.
va-].
soz].
sawap
1. rel. n. Reward; compensation; -- al- to
sazawar
get a reward.
adj. Receiving: - bol- to receive: alqiyqa 2. n. Merit; virtue; good deed: — tap- to
bol- to receive applause; hdrm&tkd — hol
amass merit/ -- is qil- to do a good deed/
lo receive respect or esteem; maxtasqa —
—nin tegi tdsiik taking (sby's) good will for
bol- to receive praise. [U. sazovor (de
ill intent. [U. savob (#2)].
serving; worthy)],
sawapliq
sazan
adj. Good; meritorious; virtuous: — is good
zoo. n. Earthworm. Also called sazafl qud^: “ is qil- to do a good deed,
rut, qizil qurut.
sawat
sazansiman
1. n. Literacy; schooling; education: — giadj. sazansiman Osilkgd med. appendicitis
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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sawatsiz
qar- to promote literacy/ - giqiris mdktiwi
literacy school for adults/ sawadi bar lit
erate; cultured/ sawadi giq- to become lit
erate. [Tu. sovatIXi. savod\.
2. n. General or common knowledge: eqim m&silisidin — knowledge of current
affairs,
sawatsiz
adj. Illiterate; uneducated; uncultured: —
qal- to be illiterate,
sawatsiziiq
n. Illiteracy: —ni tugdt- to wipe out illit
eracy/ —tin qutul- to get rid of illiteracy.
[Tu. sovatsyzlyk].
sawatliq
adj. Literate; educated; cultured: — ayallar educated women. [Ti. sovatly].
sawaq I
1. n. Course of instruction; school work: —
al- to attend a lecture/ — bdr- to teach.
[K. sabaklYJ^.. sabaq\.
2. fig. n. Lesson; moral: aggiq — bitter
lesson/ bu is mafia obdan — boldi this affair
has been a big lesson for me / tarixiy —lar
lessons of history/ mdglubiydttin — al- to
draw a lesson from defeat. [Ta. sabak/U.
saboq (#1-2)].
sawaq II
n. A stick used for fluffing wool or cot
ton. [Mo. sabag-a],
sawaqda^
n. Schoolmate. Cf. maktapda^.
sawaqda^Iiq
abstract n. of sawaqda^: - muh&bbiti com
radely affection/ — munasiwiti comradely
relations,
sawam
m. Linear measure for cloth, about 1.67
meters. See section on Weights and Meas
ures on pp. 1079-80.
sawan
geo. n. Shawan, a county in Xinjiang (44.
21N 85.37E). Established in 1915. Popu

saqaylation
(1982):
146,813.
sawut
1. n. Suit of armor.
[U. somt\.
2. n. Male name,
sawutgi
n. Maker of armor suits,
safa
n. Sofa: —nifl tayangugi sofa armrest. [<R.
sofa],
saq
1. adj. Healthy; strong; robust; safe and
sound; unscathed: teni — having a healthy
body/ u Ogzidin yiqilip giisti, dmma - he fell
from the roof but was unscathed/1 agnifl
ddrdini toq bilm&s, kesdl ddrdini — the
sated don't know hunger pains, the healthy don't know a sick man's sufferings/ ♦
— bol- to be prudent, circumspect, care
ful, cautious: dzinizgd — bolufi do be care
ful! Also saglam. [KK. saiilTa. sau/Tu.
sag/U.
2. adj. Complete; intact: — alma intact ap
ple/ ndrsilirifl — your things are intact.
3. adj. Alert; shz^-witted: -- bala a sharp
child.
4. adj. Fully: mdn — onsQkkizyasqa kirdim
I am fully eighteen years of age.
saqa
1. n. Ballbearing; steel ball. Cf. top II, ?arik.
2. n. Marble; billiard ball.
3. cul. n. Rim or edge of a round loaf of
bread: nannifi saqisi kOyup kdtti the rim of
the bread loaf is scorched.
4. n. A toy made of a sheep thighbone,
saqaq
zoo. n. Gill: beliq saqigi fish gill. Cf. ayqulaq.
saqay1.med. vi. To recover: u saqiyip doxturxanidin giqti he recovered and left the

KEY 2. ^ proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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saqayt-

saqla-

well?; how are you?/ mana m&n — qaytip
hospital/ kesGl — to recover from an ill
kdldim look, I have returned safe and
ness. Cf. ^ipalan- . [U. sogaj-].
sound,
2. med. vi. To heal: 1 qilig yarisi saqiyar,
til yarisi —mas a sword wound heals, a saqsiz
med. adj. Unwell; unhealthy; indisposed;
wound caused by words won't heal,
ailing;
down; sickly: u — bolup qaldi he is
saqaytunwell,
med. vt. To cure, heal: kesUl — to cure a
saqsizliq
disease. Cf. dawala-, amla- 1.
med. n. Unwellness; unhealthiness; indis
saqaymas
position,
med. adj. Incurable: - kesdl an incurable
saqi
disease,
1. obs. n. Cup bearer; wine pourer. [C.
saqal
n. Beard: - al- (- qir-) to shave a beard/
saqi].
2. n. Male name,
— qoy- to grow a beard/ —ni silap qoy- to
stroke a beard/ bombur — thick beard / dskd saqit
adj. saqit bol- to discharge one's respon
— goatee/ supurgd — fan-shaped beard/
sibilities, do one's duty/ - qil- to relieve,
katmdn - Van Dyke beard/ 1 -diki ayqa
remove, get rid of: qdrizni boynidin — qilqosaq toymas food that gets stuck in a
to discharge one's obligations; m&s'uliydtbeard does not fill the stomach/ ♦ - taslani oz boynidin — qil- to sidestep one's re
to toss one's beard (to flirt)/ ♦ —ga esil- a.
sponsibility. [U. soqit],
to get entangled, seize on mistakes; b. to
interrupt, chip in (also saqalgayamoi-). [K. saqiqu$
zoo. n. Pelican (Pelecanidae). Also called
sakallMo. saqallO. sakallTa. sakal/Tu.
birgazan.
sakgallU. soqol].
saqiliq I
saqalsiz
abstract n. of saqi: - qil- to pour wine,
adj. Beardless. [O. sakalstz].
saqiliq II
saqalliq
adj. of saqa 1: - qazan ball bearing,
adj. Bearded: - addm bearded man/ uzun
— long-bearded/ qara — black-bearded. saqinda
n. Remnant; remainder: — bala youngest
[O. sakallilla. sakally].
child in a family/ - su last drop of water/
saq^i
haraqnin saqindisi liquor dregs/ yagnin sa1. n. Police: —ga mdlum qil- to report to
qindisi fat dregs,
the police/ qatnay -si transportation police.
saqla- I
Cf. pa^^ap. [Mo. gagdagullU. soqgi].
vi./vt. To wait: —p turuH wait a moment!
2. n. Public security office,
saqlaII
saq^iliq
1. vt. To keep, preserve, maintain: tdrtip
n. Police work: - qil- to perform police
— to maintain order/ x&tgdkldmi — to keep
work.
letters/ dgmdnlik — to nurse hatred/ sir —
saq-salamat
to keep a secret/ kir — to bear a grudge/
1. phys. n. Health: biz - turiwatimiz we
intizamni — to keep discipline/ ndrsd-keare in good health. Also saqliq, saglamliq,
rdkldrni - to keep things. [C- saqla-/KK.
salamat 1.
saqla-ITa.
sakla-/Tu. sakla-l\J. saqla-].
2. n. Well-being: - turdufllarmu are you
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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saqlan-

saya

2. rel. vt. To bless and protect: xuda saq- sangil-sungul
onom. Ragged; shabby: — kiyim shabby
lism may Allah bless and protect us!
clothes,
saqlan1. vi. pass, of saqla-: -gan
remain say
1. geo. n. Dry riverbed: —din dt- to cross
ing problems.
a riverbed/ ♦ —nifl tesiddkjiq as numerous
2. vi. To forestall, guard against, prevent:
as the rocks in a riverbed. Cf. ddrya qini.
borandin — to guard against storm/ gataq
giqiitin — to prevent an accident/ kes&lliktin
[K. saj\.
2. geo. n. Brook; creek; rivulet. [U. soj].
— to prevent illness/ mdsild giqistin — to
3. geo. Flood plain,
keep a problem from arising. [Mo. sagla(#2)] [Th. saklan-(Jt\-2)\.
sayvi. To get pricked: ayigimga tik&n —di my
saqliq
foot was pricked by thorns,
phys. n. = saq-salamat 1: —ni saqla- to
safeguard health/ ana-balilar saqligini saq- saya
1. adv. Just; just now.
las ponkiti health center for women and
2. adv. Previously. Also sayatin; cf. bachildren. [Th. saulyk/Tn. saglyk].
ya, bayatin, bayaraq (#1-2).
saqmu-saq
sayatin
1. adj . Fully.
adv. = saya.
2. adj. Whole; in perfect condition. Also
sayahat
sapmu-saq.
n. Journey; travel; trip: -- xatirisi travel
san
notes; travelog/ - qil- to travel/ -kd giqn. Storehouse; warehouse; granary: —ga
to go on a trip. Also siipar II. [U. saikirgiiz- to store in a warehouse/ ♦ ehtiyat
hat],
sefli storehouse for supplies to tide over
sayahat^i
natural disasters. [<Ch. cang].
n. Traveler,
sanza
cul. n. A kind of fried noodles, arranged sayahat^ilik
n. Traveling,
in a spiral on the dining table. A religious
food item served on the day of the Rozi sayahatnama
n. Travel diary; travelog. Also sayah&t
festival,
xatirisi.
sanqar
zoo. n. Kite; hawk; eagle. Also called sayaq
1. adj. Ungregarious: — kola ungregarious
biirkiit, sar.
sahgilacow.
2. n. Tramp; hobo,
vi. To dangle, hang from, be suspended:
foxta rniwildr —p turatti fruit hung in clus saya
1. n. Shadow: ad&mnin sayisi a person's
ters from tree branches/ ilzUm —p turatti
shadow/ d&r&x sayisi ddrizigd giisti the
grapes are hanging. Cf. domla- . [Mo.
tree's shadow fell on the window/ 6z sasanji-^.
yisidin ttrku- to be frightened by one's
sahgilatown shadow. Cf. kolanga.
vt. To dangle, lower: agamgini ogzidin —
2. n. Shade: - qil- a. to block or shut out
to lower a rope from the rooftop/ putni
sunlight; b. ♦ to recommend: kdpgilik uni
saflgilitip oltur- to sit with feet dangling.
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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sagliq

sayra-

oqutqugiliqqa - qilisti everybody recom sayligu^i
n. Voter; elector,
mended him to be a teacher/ d&rOx sayisida oltur- to sit in tree shade. [U. soya (#1- sayman
n. Tool; utensil; implement; equipment:
2)].
beliqgiliq —liri fishing gear/ dmgdk —liri
3. n. Protection: birawnin besiga - bol- to
work tools/ oqutuy —liri teaching materials.
extend protection toward sby/ birawnifl
Cf. qoral 1.
sayisida kiln kdgilr- to spend one's days in
the protection of others. Cf. hamiliq, mu- sagvt. To squeeze, press: silt — ag. to milk.
hapizat.
[Mo. saga-ITa.. sau-/T\. sag-llJ. sog- (to
sayramilk)],
zoo. vi. To sing, call (of birds): bulbul
—watidu the lark is calling. [Th. sajra-l\J. sagarvi. To yellow, turn yellow. Also sargay- .
sajra-].
sagdaq
saywa
n. Quiver. Also sadaq; cf. oqdan 1. [Mo.
bot. n. A kind of grape: qizil — rosesagadag],
scented grape,
sayidasagra
phys. n. Buttocks: ♦ — gilap a scabbard
vi. To rest in the shade: ddrdx astida — to
made of the skin of a donkey's hindlegs.
rest in the tree shade,
Cf. qon, quyruq 5, kasa II, kot 1.
sayiwan
n. Mat awning or cover: harwinifl sayiwi- sagro
med. adj. Deaf. Cf. pan I 1, gas I.
ni cart awning. [U. sajvon\.
sayiwanlik
sagug
adj. Pale yellow,
adj. Shaded; awninged: - harwa cart with
saglam
awnings,
adj. Healthy; robust: - bala healthy child/
saygaq
— b&ddn healthy body/ — dsiip yetil- to
zoo. n. Gadfly. Cf. kokiiyiin. [Tv. saofkakl
grow up healthy and strong/ teni — having
U. sUna].
a robust body/ idiyisi — having healthy
saylaideas. Also saq 1. [K. sod],
vt. To elect, vote for, choose. [KK. sajla-l
saglamla^Ih. sajla-l\J. sajla-].
vi. To become healthy and robust.
saylam
n. Election: - beliti ballot/ - hoquqi right saglamla$turvt. To strengthen, amplify, perfect, puri
to vote; franchise/ — otkuz- to hold elec
fy: tuzumni — to strengthen a system/ qotions/ - qanuni election law/ - musabiqisi
sunni — to purify the ranks,
election campaign/ -din qelip qal- to lose
an election/ demokratik — democratic elec saglamliq
phys. n. Health: tdnsaglamligihodilyheaith/
tion/ omumi — general election. [U. sajt&nnirl saglamligi addmgd ddldt health is
/ov].
man's wealth. Also saq-salamat, saqliq,
saylansalamat 1.
vi. pass, of sayla-: saylinis hoquqi right to
be elected/ wdkillikkd — to be elected as sagliq
zoo. n. Ewe; female sheep: bogaz sagliq a
representative.
KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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sal
pregnant ewe. Also sagliq qoy.
sal
n. Raft: -- bagla- to tie up a raft/ — eqit- to
float a raft. [Mo. sal/Tv. sal],
sal1. vt. To load, pack, hold, insert, put in
to, encase in: as — to put food in a pot/ asqa
tuz — to add salt to food/ ayaqqa (dm — to
put soles on shoes/ pigaqni gilapqa — to put
a knife in a sheath or scabbard/ dyn&kni
ramkiga — to frame a mirror/ gadgal — to
sink claws or talons into; to seize/ gis — to
insert an artificial tooth/ xdt — to mail a
letter/ xdtni lipapqa — to put a letter in an
envelope/ halqa — to put on earrings/ zindanga — to put in jail/ uruq - to sow/ iiziikkd kdz — to set a precious stone on a ring/
qazanga gds -- to put meat in a pot / qdldmni
yanguqqa — to put a pen in a pocket/ qolni
yanguqqa — to put a hand in a pocket/ isikkd qulup — to lock a door/ miltiqqa oq —
to load a rifle/ noxta — to put a hiter on.
[C- sal-IKK. sal-ITn. sal-IT\. sal-!\5.
sol-].
2. vt. To spread, unfold: joziga dastixan —
to spread a tablecloth on a table/ orun —
to make a bed/ ydrgd gildm — to spread a
rug on the ground.
3. vt. To build, construct: dy — to build a
house/ ul — to lay out a foundation/ kdwriik — to construct a bridge.
4. vt. To hang, let fall: besini tdwdn — to
hang one's head, be crestfallen/ qosaq —
to stick out one's belly.
5. vt. To shed, remove, take off: ayaq —
to take off shoes/ kiyim — to undress. [Tk.

6. vt. To hit: besiga birni — to hit a head
once/ pigaq — to stab with a knife/ qamga
bildn — to strike with a whip/ kagatqa ikkini — to slap a face twice/ must — to strike
with a fist.
7. vt. To dry: qaq — to dry fruit/ kiyimni

sala
aptapqa — to dry clothes in the sun. Cf.
qunit- 1.
8. vt. To escort: balilarni arqisiga selip
bar- to lead and escort children, t^e chil
dren in tow/ jinaydtgildmi aldiga selip barto send criminals under escort.
9. vt. To feign, pretend: bilmdslikkd — to
feign ignorance/ kdrCip turup kdrmdslikkd
— to look but pretend not to see, turn a
blind eye to/ kdrmdslikkd — to pretend not
to see.
10. vt. To put sby/sth into sth else: burkiltni kiyikkd — to sic a hawk onto a deer/
dskdrldmi urusqa — to throw soldiers into
battle/ zawutni isqa — to put a factory into
operation.
11. vt. To plunge sby into sth: tdswiskd — to
scare/ umitsizlikkd — to plunge (sby) into
despair/ egir dhwalga selip qoy- to plunge
(sby) into difficulties/ gdmgd — to worry
(sby).
12. vt. as compound verb: parafl — to chat/
tdhdit — to threaten, menace, imperil/ jar
— to shout, clamor/ sdp — to be careful/
sawqun — to be loud or clamorous/ tin se
lip yigla- to cry noisily/ qulaq — to listen
attentively.
13. vt. as verbal aspect, expresses an ac
cidental or unintentional activity: siz bu
gdsni ydp —difliz you ate this meat by mis
take/ mdn siznin putiflizni ddssdp —dim I
accidentally stepped on your foot/ mdn uni
biguna tillap —dim I unintentionally scold
ed the innocent one. [K. ia/-].
sala I
n. Mediation: - qil- to mediate/ —ga kdt- to
be taken in by mediation/ —ga kdn- to ac
cept mediation. Also sala^iliq, sala-siila,
salagar^ilik; cf. murassa^ilik.
sala II
1. adj. Long and narrow: — etiz long and
narrow field.
2. n. The space between fingers. [KK. sa-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. norm; num. numeral;
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salamla^-

sala

n. Forgiveness; pardon: 6tMn Uqa — let by
la (Spanne)].
gones be bygones. Cf. apu, magpirat. [U.
sala III
salavof].
n. Salar, a Turkic nationality living on the
border between Gansu and Qinghai prov salagargilik
n. = sala I.
inces: — tili Salar language/ — milliti Salar
salala^nationality,
vi. To be long and narrow (of fields),
salapat
salam
n. Bearing; demeanor; poise.
n. Greetings: - bdr- to salute, extend one's
salapatUk
greetings/ — xdt greeting letter (a letter
adj. Poised; well-mannered.
with good news or from or to one's fami
sal^it
ly)/ — qil- to send greetings/ — eyt- to send
bot. n. Styrax benone's regards/ -- yandur- (qaytur-) to re
zoini, used in Uyturn greetings/ —ga bar- to go and pay one's
ghur folk medicine,
respects/ -ga kdl- to come and pay one's
salami
respects/ sdmimi salamimni qobul qilgaysiz
n. Mediator. Also
please accept my sincere greetings/ yalsalagar; cf. murasqunluq — ardent greetings. [Q. salami K.
sa^i.
salamlYIK. sdlemlHi. sdlamlT\x. salamIM.
sala^iliq
salom\. Cf. du'ayisalam.
n. = sala I: — qilsalamat
to mediate,
1. phys. n. Health: - bolufl good health to
salahiyat
salajit
you!/
—mu siz how's your health?; how
n. Qualifications; credentials: — tOksurus
are you? Also saq-salamat, saqliq, sagh&y'iti credentials committee. [Ik. salaxilamliq. [K. salamat/U. salomat].
yatlU. salohiyat (ability; aptitude)],
2. n. Safety: - qal- a. greeting to sby go
salahiyatsiz
ing on a trip: salamdt qelid have a safe
adj. Unqualified; unauthorized,
journey!; b. ♦ to be fortunate: — qalgan
salahiyatsizlik
kisildr lucky people (who came through an. of salahiyatsiz: u bu i^qa dzinifl salahilive)/ — yetip bar- to arrive safely.
yQtsizligini sdzdi he did not feel qualified
3. n. Female name,
to do this work,
salamatlik
salahiyatlik
n. Health: —kd diqqdt qil- to guard one's
adj. Qualified; authorized. [Ik. salaxiyathealth/ sizgd — tildymdn good health to
ley
you!/ unin tdn salamdtligi yaxfi his body
salasun
and health are good. Also saq-salamat,
n. Railing; banister; balustrade,
saqliq, saglamliq, salamat 1. [Ik. sdlasalasunluq
mdtlek].
adj. of salasun: — p&l&mpQy a staircase
with railings/ aldi - qora a courtyard with salamu'alaykum
int. Common greeting among Muslims,
a front fence or railing,
salamlasala-siila
vt. To greet. [Ik. sdlamld-].
n. = sala I.
salamla^salawat
KEV 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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salpa
vi. To greet each other. [Th. s&laml&s-^.
salpa
adj. Flabby; flaccid: —yiiz flaccid face,
salpan
adj. Drooping; floppy: — qulaq drooping
ear: — qulaq it a floppy-eared dog.
salpanlavi. To be drooping or floppy: qulaq salpafllidi the ear was floppy,
salpay1. vi. To become drooping: qulaq salpiyip
kdtti the ears became droopy/ kalpuk sal
piyip kdtti the mouth dropped. [Mo. salbai-\.
2. vi. To be languid or listless: u bugun
salpiyip ketiptu he is a bit listless today.
saltan
1. adj. Single; unmarried: -- addm unmar
ried person. Cf. boytaq, nikasiz.
2. adj. Unencumbered; without a load:
— at a horse without a load. [U. saltang
m-2)].
say a
zoo. n. Tick. Cf. kana.
salon
n. Salon. [<R. salon],
salwa
adj. salwa tumaq long-haired fur cap.
salwiravi. To droop, hang down. [Ta. salyn-].
salqin
1. adj. Cool: -- gm- to turn cool (of weath
er)/ — samal cool wind/ — kegd cool even
ing/ bugiin hawa — today the weather is
cool. Also salqin-soriin. [K. salkynlTn.
salkyn/Tu. sall^n (morning freshness)/U.
salqin],
2, fig. adj. Cold; frosty; indifferent: -pozitsiyd indifferent attitude/ — qara- to look
on coldly. Cf. sogaq 2, soriin 2.
salqin-soriin
adj. = salqin 1.
salqinla-

samawar^i
vi. To cool oneself: ddrdx sayisida — to
cool off in the tree shade,
salqinla^vi. To become cool: hawa bir az salqinliSip qaldi the weather cooled off a bit.
salqinliq
n. Cool; coolness. [Ih. salkynlyk],
salyot
mil. n. Gun salute; salvo. [<R. salyut],
saiga
mil. n. Catapult. Cf. sapqan, ragatka,
kamalak.
salma I
zoo. n. Gecko
(Gekkonidae),
[Q. gekkon],
salma II
n. Harness
salma
rope: — tasla- to drop reins. [Mo. galm-a],
salmaq
1. adj. Steady; firm: -- qdddm steady
pace.
2. n. Weight: salmi^i bar gdp weighty re
mark/ salmigi egir heavy; weighty. [K. salmaktuu/\J, salmoq],
salmaqliq
adj. Steady; staid; stable: — addm stable
or staid person,
salnama
n. Almanac; yearbook. [U. solnoma],
sama I
poe. n. Heaven; the skies,
sama II
rel. n. Dance of a whirling dervish: — sal(~ga giif-) to perform a sama/ - usuli sama
dance. [C- sdmalCfT, sema],
samariy
chem. n. Samarium (Sm).
samawar
n. Samovar. [<R. samovar],
samawar^i
1. n. M^er or seller of samovars.
2. n. Owner of a tea house or tea stand.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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Sana'

samawarxana
samawarxana
n. Teahouse. Cf. jayxana.
samawiy
adj. Heavenly; of the sky: — ddl&t rel. pa
radise; heavenly kingdom / — gdg&k fairy
tale; myth/ — xan emperor/ — rM skyblue
color (cf. zangar).
saman
n. Straw: - q&gOz rough straw paper/1 ana yurtun aman bolsa, rMgi-royufl — bolmas when your country is at peace, you
don't have a pale face (you are content)/
♦ - astidin su yugilrt- to pour water un
der straw (to play a dirty trick)/ ♦ —ddk
(— ndrqi) as common as straw (to be
found everywhere)/ ♦ girayi —ddk sagirip
kdt- to look ashen or pale. Cf. xa^ak. [U.
somon\.
samangi I
n. Straw vendor,
saman^i II
zoo. n. Felis manul, a kind of cat. [Q. sabansy^.
samanqosaq
n. Idiot; blockhead; good-for-nothing,
samanyoli
ast. n. Milky Way.
samanliq
1. adj. Mixed with straw: — lay mud mix
ed with straw.
2. n. Thatched cottage; shed: 1 mozaynifl
yuguriisi -qigd the cSf can run only to the
shed.
sambusa
cul. n. Panfried dumplings,
samsa
cul. n. Baked meat pie. [U. soma].
samsaq
1. bot. n. Garlic (Allium sativum). Also
called sum. [Mo. sarimsag/Q. sarymsaqi
U. sarimoq].
2. n. Male name,
samsipaz

n. Maker or seller of samsa.
samsipazlik
abstract n. of samsipaz.
samsuana
n. A store selling samsa.
samirsin
bot. n. Dragon spruce (Picea asperata).
See illustration at ^am^ad on p. 522.
san I
1. math. n. Number; numeral: putun — in
teger; whole number/ taq — odd number/
ddrijd — ordinal number/ hdssd — multi
ple/ onluq — double-digit number/ sanaq
— cardinal number/ mdlgdr — approximate
number. Cf. idit, nomur 1. [C- sanIK.
sanlUi. ian/Tv. 5an].
2. n. Issue of a periodical publication: qizil bayraqzomilinifl bdsingi —i issue 5 of Red
Flag magazine. [U. ion].
3. n. Amount; quantity: — dzgirisisupdt6zgiriyini kdlturup giqiridu quantitative change
leads to qualitative change/ — sana- to
count, reckon/ —i yoq countless/ omumi total amount,
san II
zoo. n. Thigh, hip or hindleg of large ani
mals: — gds thigh meat/ qoynifl —i sheep
thigh. [KK. san (Schenkel)/U. son].
Sana
bot. n. Senna (Cas
sia angustifolia),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine.
sana1. vt. To count: pul
— to count money/
yiginga kdlgdnldrni—
to count people who
attend a meeting / 1
sanimay sdkkiz dimd
Sana
if you do not count, do not say there are
eight (do not talk irresponsibly)/ ♦ qara
- to plot, scheme. [KK. sana-/T\i. sana-l

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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sanatoriya

san^i-

U. sam-Y
m. Centimeter (0.01 meter). [<R. santi2. vt. To consider, reckon: yaxsi addm ddp
metr].
— to consider a good person. [K. sana-l sanduq
Mo. Sana-Ilk. sana-lly. sana-(Jt\-2)\.
n. Box; trunk; chest; case: dxldt sandugi
sanatoriya
garbage can/ x&t (pogta) sandugi mailbox/
med. n. Sanatorium: Ugilar sanatoriyisi
qdgdz sanduq paper box/ yagag sanduq
workers' sanatorium. [<R. sanatorij].
wooden chest/ muz sandugi icebox. [KK.
Sana'at
sandyqlO. sandik/U. sandiq].
n. Industry: — sdhri industrial city/ — isgiliri sanduqgaq
industrial workers/ — inqilawi industrial
n. Small box or case. Diminutive form of
revolution/ -- mOhsulatliri industrial prod
sanduq.
ucts/ egir — heavy industry/ yenik — light sanduqga
industry. [U. sanoat].
n. = sanduqgaq.
sana'at(i
sanduq^i
n. Industrialist.
n. Maker or seller of trunks and boxes.
sana'atla$[O. sandikgt],
vi. To become industrialized,
sanjaq
sana'atla^tiir1. his./mil. n. An army banner, flag or
vt. To industrialize: ddldtni — to industri
standard. [Mo. sanjilg-a (tassel)].
alize a country,
2. n. Clusters or groups; numerous:------addm groups of people.
sanaq
1. n. Counting; enumeration: —ta ezip k&t- sanji
CHANGJI
Nongchang
to miscalculate.
geo. n. Changji, coun
O ^ Fukang
2. math. adj. Cardinal: — san cardinal
ty in Xinjiang (44. OIN
number. [U. sanoq (#1-2)].
87.19E). Established as
sanaqsiz
county in 1773 and
adj. Countless; innumerable. Cf.bihisap,
changed to city 1983. Population (1982):
haddi-hisapsiz, hisapsiz, san-sanaqsiz,
209,678.
sansiz.
sanjigot
sanaqliq
bot. n. Thalictrum foetidum,
1. adj. Countable: — ndrsd countable
a kind of rue. Also called
things (not too many things).
sanjiq ot, sesiq-sanjigot.
2. adj. Counted: bu ndsildmifl hdmmisi — sangiall these things have been counted.
1. vt. To insert, prick: bigiz
santonin
bil&n — to drill with an awl/
n. Santonin, a medicinal herb. [<R. san
yinnd — to insert a needle,
tonin],
prick with a needle. [OT.
santigiram
sang-llvi. sang-IM. sang-;
sanjigot
m. Centigram (0.01 gram). [<R. santisapgi-].
gramm].
2. vt. To provoke, irritate, upset: g&p bisantilitir
Idn — to provoke with words. Cf. tap- 3,
m. Centiliter (0.01 liter). [<R. santilitr].
yuq- 3.
santimetir
3. vt. To hurt: biqinim —p agriydu my ribs
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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sangiq
hurt/ y&l — to have breathing pains,
san^iq
med. n. Angina: biqiniga - turup qal- to
have angina in the waist/ qosigiga — tump
qal- to have abdominal angina. Also call
ed angina, boguz yallugi, tolgap agrimaq.
[U. sangiq (colic; stomachache)],
sangigaq
1. n. Fish spear.
2. bot. n. Spikes or spines on plants such
as trees or cacti (LT).
sanjilvi. To pick, prick, jab: -ip agri- to have
pricking pains/ putqa —gan tiMn a thorn
pricking a foot/ yinn& -ganddk agri- to hurt
like being pricked by a needle,
san-sanaqsiz
adj. Countless; innumerable: —pakitlar
countless facts / - garwa mallar innumer
able heads of livestock. Cf. bihisap, haddi-hisapsiz, hisapsiz, sanaqsiz.
Sanskrit
n. Sanskrit. [<R. Sanskrit].
sansiz
adj. = san-sanaqsiz. [OT. sansiz].
san-sifir
n. Amount; quantity. Cf. adat 1, miqdar.
sanitar
med. n. Orderly; hospital attendant. [<R.
sanitar <G. Sanitar].
saniyan
adv. Additionally; also: - sdzum suki I also
want to say that,
sanliq
1. adj. Numbered; numerical: — qimm&t
math, numerical value/ — mdlumat data/
az - few; minority/ kOp - many; numer
ous; majority. [Ta. sanlylTa. sanly (nu
merous)].
2. adj. asordinalizer: bdyingi - qizilbayraq
zomili fifth issue of Red Flag magazine/ ikkingi — omumi yigin the second plenary
session of a meeting.

sapda^
spora
bot. n. Spore. [<R. spora].
stator
n. Stator. [<R. stator].
strontsiy
chem. n. Strontium (Sr). [<R. strontsif].
saba
poe. n. Morning wind. [C- saba].
sabah
n. Dawn; first rays of the morning sun.
Cf. tan I, siibhi 1. flh. sabax/\J. sabo].
sabra
bot. n. Aloe (Aloe),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also call
ed petakgiil.
sabi
adj. Young: — bala
young child. [Ta.
(infant)].
sabilik
n. Childishness: —
qil- to be childish,
sap I
n. Formation; a row or line of people: —
besi file leader; person at the head of a pro
cession/ — tartip ug- to fly in formation/ —
tartip marl- to walk in a column/ —kH tiiz(tart-, tizil-) to form a line; to line up/
-ka kir- to take one's place in the ranks;
to fall in/ aldinqi — frontline/ biringi —
first line/ idiyd sepi ideological battleline.
[C. saf (battle array)/U. s^.
sap II
n. Attention; heed: - sal- to pay attention,
take heed/ — selip qara- to observe care
fully,
sapvt. To spill, scatter: dan — to scatter grain/
otqa kirsin — to spill kerosene on flames/
su — to spill water. [U. sep-].
sapda$
n. Companion; comrade-in-arms. [U. saf-
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sapda^liq

sat^ilik

n. sby who talks nonsense,
dos],
sapsatiwazliq
sapda^Iiq
abstract n. of sapsatiwaz: — qil- to talk
abstract n. of sapda?; — munasiwiti rela
tionship between comrades-in-arms,
nonsense,
sapar I
sapra
1. med. n. Liver ailment.
1. n. Journey; march; trip: — atlandur2. n. Vomit: — qil- to vomit. Cf. qusuq.
(—gd giq-) to set out on a trip/ — qazini
3. n. Irritation; irascibleness: — mijdz afield pot/ - qil- to travel: guljiga - qil- to
d&m irritable person/ sdpriyi Orld- (—
travel to Ghulja (Yining)/ - karwiti camp
bol-) to become irascible.
bed, cot/ muskiil — arduous journey. Cf. sasapraliq
yahat. [U. safar],
n. Irritability: — qil- to become irritable,
2. n. Time; instance: bu - this time or in
sapkii^
stance/ biringi — first time; first.
n. Watering can; sprinkling can.
siipar II
1. n. Second month of the Arabic year: — sapkil
phys. n. Freckle: ytizgd - giiyti freckles ap
ay second month of the Turkic lunar year/
peared in the face. [Mo. sebke/\J. sepkil].
—jil bot. Chinese flowering quince (Cydonia oblonga), used in Uyghur folk medi sapkillik
phys. adj. Freckled: — addm freckled per
cine (see illustration at biya on p. 101)/ —
qofnisi third month of the Turki lunar year.
son,
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4. saplavt. To take sby's place. Cf. ba^qila- .
Also sawir 2.
2. n. Male name. Also s&pdrbay, sdpdrga- saplima
n. Replacement: — buyimliri replacement
li.
goods,
saparwar
adj. Mobilizing: - qil- to mobilize: armi- sat
yigd kiriikd - qil- to mobilize (sby) to join
1. adj. Ugly: — bol- to be disgraced or
embarrass^, lose face/ — giraq ugly face/
the army/ - qilis yigini mobilization meet
— qiliq ugly performance/ — kdriin- a. to
ing. [U. safarbar].
appear ugly; b. ♦ to dislike, loathe, de
saparwarlik
test: u menin kdzdmgd — kdriinup qaldi he
n. Mobilization: — yigini mobilization
disgusts me/ — 4 scandal/ unifl xeti intayin
meeting/ omumiy - general mobilization,
— his letter or handwriting is very ugly.
sapgi
2. adj. Coarse; vulgar: — gdp vulgar re
bot. n. A kind of melon,
mark. Cf. gakina 1, harran-sarran.
sapsata
n. Nonsense; drivel; rubbish; twaddle: — satan
adj. Chic; fashionable; stylish: — ayal chic
sat- to talk nonsense. [U. safsata].
woman; harlot (JE). [U. satang (coquet
sapsati(i
tish; flirtatious)],
n. = sapsatiwaz.
satanlik
sapsatigilik
n. Chic; fashionableness; stylishness,
n. Nonsense: — qil- to do (sth) nonsensi
sat^ilik
cally.
n. Embarrassing or disgraceful matter:
sapsatiwaz
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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satira
—ka qal- to be disgraced, lose face/ —k&
qoy- to disgrace or embarrass,
satira
adj. Sacrificial: - at sacrificial horse. Cf.
qurbanliq 2.
satin
n. Sateen. [<R. satin].
satla$1. vi. To become ugly: girayi sHtUfip kdtti
the face turned ugly.
2. vi. To be disgraced, lose face,
satlavt. To treat rudely: sdn meni s&tlimii don’t
treat me rudely!
satlik
n. Coarseness; ugliness; vulgarity,
saddi^in
geo. n. Great Wall,
sadap
zoo. n. Bivalve; shell of a marine animal:
- tugmisi shell button/ - qululisi motherof-pearl/ -t&k gis shell-like or white teeth.
[C. sadqfl\J.
(mother-of-pearl)].
sadapgiil
bot. n. Anemone (Anemone).
sadiqa
n. Alms; charity; donation: — b&r- to give
alms. Cf. xayr, xayr-sadiqa, xayr-ehsan.
[O. sadakalU. sadaqa].
sadiqi^i
n. Beggar. Cf. tilam^i, diwana, xayrigi,
qalandar, gaday 2.
sajda
rel. n. Worship by prostration: — qil- to
worship while prostrating oneself/ tiz pilkiip — qil- to be docile and obedient. [CsacdatIU. sazda].
sahar
n. Early morning: - tur- to get up early/
— samili morning breeze / — qopup k&gyatto get up early and go to bed late (to work
from dawn to dusk). Cf. bamdat 1. [Tu.
sGxerlH. sahar].

sarap
saharlap
adv. Early in the morning: u — yurtip kdtti
he started off early in the morning,
sahra
1. geo. n. Village; countryside. Cf. janza,
kant, yeza, yeza-sahra.
2. n. Wilderness; boondocks. [C- sahra!
U. sahro (desert; steppe)].
sahraliq
adj. Rural; rustic: — bddiwildr rustics;
hicks; country bumpkins/ — tdldppuz rural
pronunciation/ — kiyim village clothes/ —
kiyingdn addm sby dressed life a hick,
sahra^a
adv. In a rural or rustic manner,
sahipa
n. Page: tarix sdhipisi a page in history/
kitap sdhipisi book page. Cf. bat 2, waraq. [U. sahifd].
sahiya
n. Hygiene; health; sanitation: — idarisi
hygiene office/ - isliri hygiene work. Cf.
taziliq. [U. sihat].
sahna
lit. n. Stage: — dsiri stage script/ — sdzi
actor's lines. [Tu. Joxna/U. sahna].
sahnila^lit. vi. To be put on or presented on a
stage.
sahnila^tiirlit. vt. To put on a play: romanni — to ad
apt a novel into a play,
saskan1. vi. To tremble, shiver. [U. seskan-].
2. vi. To detest, abhor, abominate,
sar
m. Weight measure, ca. 35 gr., equals 10
misqal: bir - altm one ounce of gold. See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80.
sarap I
rel. n. Shower taken by Muslims,
sarap II
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sarp
n. Mirage. Cf. ezitqu 1.
sarp
adj. Expending: - bol- to be spent/ ~ qilto spend, expend: pul — qil- to expend
money; Gmgdk — qil- to expend labor; waqit — qil- to spend time; kug — qil- to ex
pend energy. [U. sarf\.
sarpay
do. n. Clothing; dress; outfit. Cf. kiyim,
kiyim-ke^ak, enil, enil-ayaq. [U. sarpd\.
sarpu$
n. s&rpus tumaq do. a round leather-bor
dered cap worn by Muslim officials,
sarpistan
med. n. A kind of cough medicine,
sarpiyat
n. Loss; consumption; spoilage; wear and
tear: tok sdrpiyati electricity consumption/
Ul&pgiqirii sdrpiyati production wastage,
sarplavt. To waste, expend, consume. [KK.
serp- (wegwerfen)].
sardar
1. n. Chieftain; leader; head. [C- sardar
(general)].
2. n. Male name,
saratan
n. = saratan.
sar^
bot. n. Albizzia amara. See illustration
at siris on p. 502.
saranga
n. Fire match: - besi match head/ — qepi
matchbox/ — yaq- a. to strike a match; b.
♦ to fan flames, stir up trouble/—
match stick/ bir tal — one match,
saramjan
1. n. Furnishings: by —liri house furnish
ings.
2. adj. Orderly; methodical,
saramjanlavt. To furnish, fix up: hojrini — to fix up
a room/ yataqni — to furnish a dormitory.

sarw
saran\janla$turvt. = saramjanla- .
saranqanliq
adj. Well-furnished: -- by well-furnished
room.
sarxu$
1. adj. Drunk; inebriated; intoxicated; tip
sy. Cf. mas 2, mastana, m^hu$. [C. sarxo^/U. sarxus\.
2. fig. adj. Intoxicating: muzikiga — bol- to
be intoxicated by music.
sarxu^luq
n. Drunkenness; inebriation; intoxication;
tipsiness. [C- sarxosluq].
sarxas
bot. n. Asphidium
falcatum; A. pilixv»»
mas, used in UyVsfe
ghur folk medicine,
sarxil
adj. Choice; careful
ly chosen: — qogun a
choice melon,
sarsan
adj. Roaming; rov
ing; vagabonding: sarxas
a- ddm a roaming person/ ~ bol- to lead a
vagrant life; to roam about. [U. sarson
(worried; harrassed; perplexed)],
sarsan-sargardan
adj. = sarsan.
sarsanliq
n. Vagrancy; vagabonding: —ta qal- (yiir-)
to roam about. Cf. alkezarlik, jalankazdilik, sargardanliq, lalmiliq.
sarra(
n. Saddle maker,
sarra^liq
n. Saddle making,
sarw
bot. n. Chinese juniper (Sabina chinensis). See illustration on next page. [Csarv (cypress)].
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sawda

sarwaz
sarwaz
mil. obs. n. Infantry
man; foot soldier,
sarkatip
obs. n. Secretarygeneral. Cf. sekritar,
fiuji, katip 1, katibat.
[U. sarkotib\.
sanv
sarkar
1. n. Head; chief; ringleader.
2. n. Housekeeper; manager,
sarka
1. n. Castrated goat; wether. [Mo. serke!
U. serka\.
2. n. Bellwether.
3. n. Ringleader; chieftain.
sarka$
n. Castrated two-year old goat,
sarkarda
mil. n. Commander; commanding officer.
Cf. silin, silinyiian, komander.
sargardan
n. Hobo; tramp; vagrant; vagabond. Cf.
iilkezar, jahankazdi 1, lalma 1. [U. sargardori].
sargardanliq
n. = sarsanliq: — qil- to roam about/ —ta
tuwiuf kdgur- to lead a life of vagrancy,
sargaz
n. Colorful homespun cloth,
sargiiza^ta
1. n. Experience; lot; career: — sdzld- to
talk about one's experiences/ yoqsullamin
sdrguz&stisi the hard lot of the poor.
2. n. Adventure: n&sirdin apdndinifl sdrguzditiliri the adventures of Mr. Nasardin
(popular figure in Uyghur and other Cen
tral Asian folklore).
sarlawha
lit. n. Title; heading: maqalinin sdrl&whisi title of article. [Ta. sdrlaiixdllS.
sarlavhd],
sarlawhilik

lit. adj. Titled; entitled. Cf. mawzuluq.
[Ih. sdrlduxdle].
sarmaya
n. Capital: - sal- to invest. Cf. dasmaya,
dir, kapital, izna 2, mablag [O. sermayel
U. sarmoya].
sarmayidar
obs. n. Capitalist. Cf. kapitalist.
sarmayisiz
adj. Without capital. [O. sermayesiz].
sarmayiliq
adj. Having capital. [O. sermayeli].
sazvt. To notice, feel, perceive, become aware of, detect, sense: kiln kdg bolup qalganligini -mOy qaldim I did not notice it had
turned dark/ menifl dygd kirg&nligimni
hifkim —midi nobody noticed that I had
entered the room. [KK. sez-/M.o. sere-1
Th. siz-tU. sez-~\.
sazdiirvt. caus. of saz- : —m&stin unconsciously;
unwittingly/ u rdnjigdnligini hegkimgd
-midi he did not let anyone notice that he
was angry. [KK. sezdir-].
sazgu
1. n. Feeling; sense perception: — dzaliri
sense organs/ -si dtkur being keen in per
ception/ tdm -gi phys. taste bud. Cf. his,
his-tuygu.
2. n. Smell; scent,
sazgiir
1. adj. Sensitive: - addm sensitive person.
2. adj. Having a keen sense of smell: — it
a dog with a keen sense of smell. Cf. sezim^an.
sazgiirliik
n. Sensitivity: -ni ayur- to raise sensitivity/
unin sdzgurlugi nahayiti yuquri his sensi
tivity is very keen. Cf. sezim^anliq.
sawda
n. Fondness; passion: ow —si fondness for
hunting/ muhdbbdt -si passion for love.
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sawir5an

sawdayi
[C- savdalO. devdd].
sawdayi
1. adj. Mentally deranged; flighty; luna
tic: “ bol- a. to be insane; b. ♦ to be fas
cinated by sby.
2. med. n. Dementia; lunacy; madness.
Cf.saranliq.
sawdayiliq
med. n. Insanity: -- qil- to be insane/ dzini
—qa sal- to feign insanity,
sawabiyat
ph. n. Causality: — qanuni law of causali
ty/ — n&ziriyisi theory of causality. Also
sawap-natija.
sawap
n. Cause; reason; grounds: — bol- to be
brought about, created, caused: mifl xatalisisi§a kim — boldi his error was caused by
whom?/ “ tap- to look for a cause / -- qila. to make an excuse, give a pretext; b. ♦
to think of a way; to do what one can: 1 —
qilsan sewdttd su toxtaydu if you try hard
enough, water will stay in a basket/ s&wiwini giis&ndiir- to explain a cause or reason/
sdwiwini kdrsdt- to lay bare, show reason/
SU —tin for this reason; because of this/ isnifi
sdwiwi cause of an accident. Cf. patiwa
2, xusus 2, ozra 1. [C- sababIKK. sebepi
O. sebepi^. sdbdpllj. sabab],
sawap(i
n. Perpetrator; sby who makes a start or
causes sth: — bol- to be the cause or per
petrator of sth: bu isqa kim — boldi who
caused this affair? Also sawapkar.
sawapsiz
adj. Groundless; without rhyme or rea
son: — xizmdttin qal- to be absent from
work without reason/ — kegik- to be late
without reason/ heg - completely ground
less. Cf. bisawap, biwaj, wajsiz 1. [O.
sebepsiz\.
sawapkar
n. = sawap^i.

sawaplik
adj. Having a reason: u — d&rskd qatnisalmidi for some reason he couldn't attend
classes/ kesdl bolganligi — because of ill
ness. [O. sebeplilTa.. sdbdplelU. sababli].
sawap-natija
n. Causality: -- bagligugi gr. cause-and-effect conjunction. Also sawabiyat.
sawanlik
n. Error; mistake: - dtti an error cropped
up/ — mdndin dtti I made a mistake. Cf.
xataliq, zallat.
sawsan
bot. n. Iris tectorum,
used in Uyghur folk
medicine,
sawza
bot. n. Carrot (Daucus
carota): — r&n pale yel
low color/ -- qir- to
pare carrots. Also call
ed zadak. [K. sabizIQ.
sdbiz/U. sabzl].
sawzinazuk
1. bot. n. A kind of melon.
2. adj. Fragile; delicate; squeamish,
sawir
1. n. Patience: — qil- to exercise patience
or restraint: 1 — qilsafl goridin halwapisar if
you are patient, green apricots will turn
sweet as halwa/ l —nin tegi seriq altun in
patience lies gold. Cf. taqat, (idam, sawir-taqat, sawir^anliq. [Ta. sabyr/Tu.
sabyr/U. sabr],
2. n. Second month of the Turki solar
year. See section on Calendars on pp.
1073-4. Cf. sapar II 1.
sawir-taqat
n. = sawir I.
sawir-taqatlik
adj. Patient; restrained. Cf. taqatlik, gidamliq I, sawir^an, sawirlik.
sawirjan

r
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saypun

sawir^anliq
adj. = sawir-taqatlik.
sawirfanliq
n. = sawir 1.
sawirsiz
adj. Impatient; impetuous; impulsive. Cf.
aldiraqsan, aldirangu, bitaqat, taqatsiz,
?ap^ak 1, qiziqqan, yangiltak.
sawirsizlik
n. Impatience: - bilan s8zl&- to speak im
patiently. Cf. aldiraqsanliq, aldiranguluq,
qiziqqanliq.
sawirlik
1. adj. Patient; restrained: — bildn nbsihdt
qil- to admonish patiently. Also sawir-ta
qatlik, sawirgan; cf. taqatlik, ^idamliq.
2. n. Patience; restraint,
sawiwi
conj. pp. Because. Cf. tiipaylidin, gunki,
sawiwidin, ii^iin 2, yiizisidin.
sawiwidin
conj. pp. = sawiwi.
sawiya
n. Level; standard: afl — level of con
sciousness/ bilim sdwiyisi level of learn
ing; cultural level/ dunyawi — world stMdard/ siyasiy — political level/ idiyiwi —
ideological level/ m&diniydt sdwiyisi cul
tural level. [U. saviya].
saqanqiir
zoo. n. Sea horse (Hippocampus).
saksan
num. Eighty: ♦ - yamaq many patches:
— yamaq kiyim patched clothes. [K. seksen/Hi. siksdn/Tv. sezenlU. sakson].
saksanput I
zoo. n. Centipede (Myriapoda). Also call
ed kirkdk qurut.
saksanput II
n. Wooden roller,
saksanxalta
n. Small folk medicine stall found in mar
kets,
sakrat

n. Moribundity: —qa guyup qal- to be close
to death,
sakravi. To jump, leap: parayot bildn — to para
chute/ xo^allanganliqtin —p kdt- to jump with
joy/ otturiga -p giq- to jump into the mid
dle of/ eriqtin —p 6t- to jump out of a
ditch/ igizgd - to jump high/ yiraqqa -- to
jump far. Cf. taqla- II, gagra- 2, irgi-.
[KK. sekir-ITn. siker-/\J. sahra-IY. ekkirie-].
sakratvt. To cause to jump: atni eriqtin sdkritip
dt- to make a horse jump over a ditch.
[Ta. sikert-IY. ekkiret-].
sakra$
n. Jump; leap: - taxtisi pe. diving board/
— hdrkiti jumping activity/ — sandugi pe.
vaulting box.
sakra^vi. mut. of sakra- : balilar xosalligidin
sdkriyip kdtti children came jumping happi
lysakrigiig
pe. n. Diving tower,
sakkiz
num. Eight: - talaliq kdpkd do. an eightpiece skullcap. [K. segiz!OT. sdkizITz..
segezITn. sekidTw. sesIM. sakkiz).
sakkizaylan
num. Eightsome; group of eight: ular —
they are an eightsome.
sakkizin^i
num. Eighth,
say
n. Vegetable; dish: ~ adala- to clean veg
etables/ - teri- to grow vegetables/ -- qoru- to stirfry vegetables/ ♦ bu iylar bizgd —
bolmaydu these matters don't mean beans
to us. Cf. otyaf, kok III 3, koktat.
saypun
n. Tailor; dressmaker. Cf. pigimiyi, tikkii(i, kesimgi, ma$ini{i.
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saypunluq
saypunluq
n. Tailoring. Cf. tikkiigilik, kesim^ilik,
ma^ini^iliq.
say^i
n. Grower or seller of vegetables.
say(ilik
abstract n. of sayji.
sayxana I
n. Vegetable store,
sayxana II
n. Bowl of a long-stemmed pipe,
saysi
n. Errand; assignment. Cf. alwan, yiigiiryetim.
say^anba
n. Tuesday. [U. sesanbd\.
sayyat
obs. n. Hunter. Cf. axotgi, anji, owji.
[U. sajSd],
sayyah
n. Sightseer; tourist. Cf. ekiskursiyigi.
[Th. siiyax/U. sajeh; sajSr],
sayyara
1. ast. n. Planet. Also called pilaneta. [U.
sajera],
2. adj. Mobile: - dawalas mobile medical
treatment/ -- oqutus mobile school.
sayla
n. Stroll; sightseeing: — Mmrasi travel
companion/ — qil- to stroll, go on a trip or
sightseeing/ bahar s&ylisi spring outing/
dala sdylisi field trip. [Th. sdjranITu. sejran],
saylavt. To straighten out, arrange, sort out,
put in order,
saylik
ag. n. Vegetable patch or garden. Cf. koktatliq.
sayna
n. Courtyard. Cf. hoyla, hoyla-aram, qora, kiira.
saynaq

sal
zoo. n. Silkworm cocoon,
saynak I
zoo. n. One-year old male goat,
saynak II
med. n. Paronychia. Also called kdk yip
dtkdzgii.
sagir
1. n. Young child.
2. n. Orphan. [U. sagir (#1-2)].
sagavi. = sagida- .
sagak
adj. Sober; clear-headed: — yat- to sleep
lightly/ “ miM sober mind; cool head/ 6zini — tut- to keep sober or clearheaded.
[Tv. sergek (alert)],
sagakla^vi. To become sober or clearheaded,
sagaklik
n. Alertness; vigilance. Cf. hu^yarliq.
sagan;iik
n. Hammock. Cf. asma bdsiik.
sagidavi. To relax in a cool place, enjoy the
cool. Also saga- .
sagidatvt. To cause to relax: balini ddrdx sayisida — to make a child relax in the tree
shade/ sogaq suda basni yuyup mitlini bir az
— to wash the face with cold water and
make one clearheaded,
sal I
n. Flood; inundation: — besip kdtti the
flood submerged (sth)/ — kdl- to flood.
Cf. ta^qin, topan I, qiyan, kalkiin. [Q.
sayUK. sel/U. sel],
sal II
adj. Slightly; somewhat; a little: - artuq a
bit much/ — tawim yoq I feel a bit out of
sorts/ — turup tur- to wait a little/ — fofl
somewhat large/ — qal- to be almost,
nearly, practically/ — kdm ikki ay almost
two months / - igiz a bit high/ ♦ — qara-
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sanpan

salbi

(gagla-) to ignore, neglect, overlook. Also samlrtvt. To fatten a person or animal. Cf. borsal-pal. [U. sal\.
da- .
salbi
adj. Derogatory; negative; opposing: - s^imi
adj. Honest; sincere: — addm honest per
pikir opposing view/ — oqutqugi negative
son/ - tdsdkkur bildur- to express sincere
teacher/ - s&xs negative character; villain/
thanks/ - t&rbiyd bdr- to guide kindly/ - rol negative role/ -- matiriyal negative
dost
close friend/ - hal sora- to express
example/ - man& derogatory sense/ - mdsincere sympathy or greetings/ - s6z sin
niliq sdz negative word; derogatory re
cere advice/ — sdzld- to talk frankly/ —
mark. [U. salbij].
mu 'amild sincere attitude/ — n&sih&t sin
sal-pal
cere advice/ - niydt sincere intention/ sOhadv. = sal II. [U. sal-pal\.
bdt - kdypiyat igidd otti the talks were
saltanat
held in a cordial atmosphere. Also sami1. n. Rule; reign; dominion; sway. [Cmiyatlik. [U. samimij].
saltanatIU. saltanat].
samimisiz
2. n. Dignity; solemnity,
adj. Dishonest; insincere,
saltanatllk
samimisizlik
1. adj. Ruling; autocratic: - xan autocrat
n. Dishonesty; insincerity,
ic ruler.
2. adj. Magnificent; splendid: - orda samimiyat
n. Sincerity; good faith; honesty: dz sdmisplendid palace/ - sorun magnificent
miyitini bildur- to show one's good faith.
place. [U. serhasam].
Also samimilik.
salxiilhayya
zoo. n. Snake slough, used in Uyghur folk samimiyatlik
adj. = samimi.
medicine. Also called yilan posti.
samimilik
sdlkin
n. = samimiyat.
adj. Minute; tiny; gentle: - samal gentle
sa»
wind; breeze.
pro. You: - taz digigd mdn taz ddwalay
you are making unfounded counter
clo./rel. n. White turban worn by Muslim
charges/ — kdrdMmu have you seen?/
men: ♦ - yip a ball of thread. Also dassenin
gepin barmu do you have sth to say?
tar. [U. salla].
[Q. sen/K. sen/KK. sen/U. sdn/Tk. sin/
sMigiil
Tu. senITw. sen/U. san; sen].
bot. n. Chinese herbaceous peony,
Sana
sallimaza
rel. n. Eulogy; praise: — eyit- to eulogize
adv. Completely: unin kesili - saqiyip
or praise. Cf. tahsin, madhiya.
k&tti his illness is completely gone,
sanawar
sam
1. poe. n. Pine tree.
n. Memory: —igd sal- to remind. Cf. as 1,
2. n. Female name,
xatlra 1, xiyal 3, yad.
sanpan I
samirn. Abacus: — soq- to work an abacus/ —
vi. To be or become fat: bdk sdmrip kitif
urugi abacus bead. Also called {ot II.
med. adiposity. [U. semir-].
KEY 1. < derived from; C- Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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sanpan
[<Ch. suanpan\.
sanpan II
n. Quarrel; squabble; wrangle: - diyis- to
quarrel, squabble, wrangle,
santiinilvi. To dodder, stagger: -Up yiqil- to stag
ger and fall/ —up man- to walk in a dod
dering manner. Also sandiinil- .
sandal I
n. Brazier; firepan. Cf. ata^dan, (ogdan,
otdan, mangal. [U. sandal].
sandal II
n. Iron drill or auger,
sandal III
bot. n. Sandalwood
(Santalum album),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. [Mo. jaHdanKJT. gintan].
sandal IV
do. n. Sandal. Cf.
noxta kepis.
sandilriilsandal
vi. = santiiriil- .
san'at
n. Art: — buyumi art product/ -- dmigi ar
tistic group/ — sah&si art circles/ — nomurliri play program; stage schedule/ -k&
beril- to be devoted to art. [O. sanat/Ta.
sUngat7\J. san’at].
san'at^i
n. Artist. Also san'atkar. [O. sanatgi; sanatkar].
san'at^ilik
n. Art profession: — qil- to work as an art
ist/ — istazi artist's standing; service senior
ity. [O. sanatgilik; sanatkarlik].
san'atkar
n. = san'at(i.
san'atnama
n. Certificate of appointment,
sanam
1. n. Image; idol. [C- sanam].

sopun
2. n. Beautiful woman. [U. sanam (#1-2)].
3. mus. n. Dance music.
4. fig. n. Tune; melody: kona — an old
tune: kona —gd ddssd- to play the same
old tune.
sai\jusan
n. Third nine-day period after winter sol
stice; the coldest days of winter. [ < Ch.
sanjiu san].
sansiz
adj. Without you; in your absence,
sankiya
chem. n. Arsenic. Also arsin, sangiya,
margimu^.
sangiya
chem. n. = sankiya.
sanlavt. To address disrespectfully by using the
familiar form,
so'al
n. Question: — bdlgisi gr. question mark/
— sora- to quiz, put a question to/ — qoyto ask, raise a question. Also soraq 1.
flh. sdal'tk). savol].
so'al-jawap
n. Question and answer,
so'al-soraq
n. Interrogation. Also soraq 2.
sobo
n. Straw bag: ♦ —
addm idiot; block
head; good-for-noth
ing. [<Ch. caobao].
sopun
n. Soap: — parasogi
soap powder/ — surto use soap/ — kdwugi (magziwi) soap
bubble/ — yalandisi
soapflake/ bir toqag
— one bar of soap/
sopun darixi
toqag — bar soap/ kir - laundry soap/ yuz
— facial soap/ ♦ — ddrixi bot. Chinese
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so'di

sopundan

adj. Socialist: - ddlOt socialist country/ ~
honey locust (Gleditsia sinensis). See
jOrniyOt socialist society/ -- qurulus socialist
illustration on preceding page. Also saconstruction/ — inqilap socialist revolu
bun.
tion.
sopundan
sotsiyalizim
n. Soap dish,
n. Socialism: — qur- to build socialism/
sopungi
xiyaliy — utopian socialism/ ilmiy — scien
n. Soapmaker.
tific socialism. [<R. sotsializm].
sopun^Uiq
sotka
n. Soapmaking,
n. Full day; twenty-four hours: bir — yisopunlagirma
tat sa'at a day has twenty-four
vt. To rub soap, make lather: qolni —p yuhours/ quya^ sotkisi solar day. [<R. sutki\.
to wash hands with soap,
sotlasopi
vt. To interrogate, try: jinoyatgini — to try
1. rel. n. Sufi (name means pious be
a criminal,
liever). [Th. sufi/Tu. sopylM. sufi\.
sotla^2. n. Male name,
vi. To go to law against,
sopitorgay
soda
I
zoo. n. Skylark. [U. suflturgaj].
n. Commerce; trade; business: — toxtatsopisopiyan
to cease trading; to strike (of store own
zoo. n. = sopiyan.
ers)/ - dukini store/ - xadimliri busi
sopiyan
nessmen/ - sahdsi commercial circles/ zoo. n. Oriole (Icteridae). Also called so
sariyi
exchange; trading hall/ — qil- to
pisopiyan, seriqqu^qa?, zargaldaq, qaritrade/ - kapitali commerci^ capital/ -- kequ?.
Usimi trade agreement/ — idarisi business
sopiliq
office;
commercial bureau/ — markisi
rel. n. Sufism; piety: - qil- to be pious,
trademark/ sodidaputuf- to strike a b^gain,
sot
conclude a transaction/ beliq sodisi fish
1. n. Law court; tribunal: -qa bar- to ap
trade/ tasqi — foreign trade/ ndqdand —
pear in court/ ali - supreme court/ yuquri
cash transaction. Cf. aldi-bardi, aldi-sat- higher court. Cf. dadxah, soraqxana.
ti, algu-bargu, tqarat, oqat 1. (Th. sduddl
2. n. Trial: -qa bar- to deliver a verdict/
U. savdo].
—qa tart- to be brought to trial/ —qa gaqir- to subpoena/ oguq — open or public soda II
chem. n. Soda; alkali; potash. Cf. ^axar 1,
trial/ sirttin - qil- to conduct a trial by de
$ulta. [<R. soda].
fault/ istiraksiz - trial by default. [U. sud
soda-sana'at
(^1-2)].
n. Commerce and industry,
sot^i
soda-sana'atgi
n. Judge; judicial officer. Also soraqgi.
n. Businessmen and industrialists,
[U. sud'ya].
soda-setiq
sotsiyal
n. Business; trade. Also sodigarlik. [U.
adj. Social: - jahangirlik social impenalsavdo-sotiq].
ism/ — fowinizim social chauvinism,
so'di
sotsiyalistik
KEY 3 m measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numerd,
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sodigar

sort

n. so'di hindi bot. nutgrass; flatsedge (Cyperus rotundus).
sodigar
n. Businessman; mer
chant: —l&r uyusmisi
chamber of commerce/
gdzmal sodigiri piecegoods merchant. [Ta.
sdiiddgdr].
sodigarlik
so'di hindi
n. = soda-setiq: - qil- to trade or do bus
iness.
sodila$1. vi. To trade, do business.
2. yi. To bargain, haggle: pirinsipta sodilisisqa bolmaydu one cannot haggle over
principles. [Th. saadalOy-].
sogi
n. Matchmaker; middleman. Cf. dallal,
dalla, algi 2, wastifi.
soska
n. Nipple of a feeding bottle. Cf. emizga.
[<R.
sora1. vt. To ask, inquire: sdn uniMin —p baq,
qaysi waqitta Oydd bolidu ask him when
he will be at home/ so'al — to ask a ques
tion/ yol — to ask the way. [C. sora-IMo.
sura-ITu. sora-].
2. vt. To ask for, beg, request, borrow:
pul - to ask for or borrow money/ sddiqd
— to beg for alms/ ruxsdt — to request
leave/ qiyingiliqni hdl qilip berim - to re
quest the resolution of a difficulty/ yolyoruq - to ask for instructions/ mdn uniMin
lugdt soriwidim, dmma u bdrmidi I asked
him for a dictionary but he did not give
(lend) it to me/ H sorimigan gdpni qilma,
tonumiganga salam qilma don't talk about
sth that has not been mentioned, don't
greet sby whom you don't know (JMC).
[KK. 5orc-/Tk. sora-IM. j«ra-(#l-2)].

3. vt. To dominate: &l ~ to dominate oth
ers.
4. vt. To manage, take care: dzini — to
take care of oneself/ dzini soriganxan aldiga
barmas if you conscientiously control
yourself, you won't be prosecuted. TK. su
ra- (1-4)].
sora$vt. mut. of sora- : dz ara hal-dhwal — to
greet each other, inquire about each oth
er's health. [KK. soras-IHi. soras-^.
sora^turvt. To question, interrogate: isnifl tegitdktini
— to question the origin or source of a
matter.
soraq
1. n. Question; inquiry: - almas gr. inter
rogative pronoun/ — bdlgisi gr. question
mark/ —jumld gr. interrogative sentence.
Also so'al. [K. suroo/Mo. surag (news;
information)/'!^. sorauITvL. soragtU. suroq],
2. n. Interrogation: — qil- to interrogate/
— mdslihdtgisi juror; juryman/ —qa al- to
bring (sby) to an interrogation/ —qa tartto interrogate.
soraqgi
n. Judge; judicial officer. Also sotfi.
soraqxana
n. Law court; tribunal. Cf. dadxah, sot 1.
soraqsiz
1. adv. Without interrogation: — qamal- to
be imprisoned without interrogation.
2. adv. Without permission: mdndin — kogiga giqma don't go into the street without
my permission. Also bisoraq.
soranvi. 'To ask for leave: mdn tdskildin dygd
qaytisqa —dim I asked the organization for
leave in order to go home,
sort
1. n. Commercial or quality grade: —qa
bdl- to grade/ paxtinifl —i cotton grade/
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sozulma

sortla-

ini - to crane one's neck/ putni -up olturto sit with stretched-out legs/ dostluq qolini - to extend the hand of friendship/ simni — to lengthen a wire/ Idgmdn — to make
noodles by stretching dough. Cf. sun- II
1. [KK. soz-/T^. suz-].
2. vt. To delay, put off: tumsugini - to curl
one’s lip, twitch one’s mouth/ waqitni —
to play for time.
sozuq
adj. Elliptical; oval: ♦ - tawusgx. vowel/
soru♦ — tawusnin ahandasligi gr. vowel harmo
1. vt. To winnow, toss: asliq — to winnow
ny (also singarmonizim). Cf. toqu^aq,
food grains/ topini - to toss dust/ xaman
sozun^aq, soqa III, uzunjaq.
- to winnow in a threshing ground/ ♦ sorsozulpini - to ladle out soup.
1. vi. To extend, last, stretch: tas yol yi2. vt. To squander: u pulini -w&tti he
raqqa -di the road extended into the dis
squandered money.
tance/ uzaqqa -gan urus mil. protracted war
sorulfare/ unin kesili Mr ayga -di his illness has
1. vi. pass, of soni- : sorulgan xaman win
drawn out to a month/ qurulus mudditi -up
nowed ground.
k&tti the construction period has been ex
2. vi. To decline, deteriorate, fall apart:
tended/ is uzunga -di the matter lasted a
dadisi Olgdndin keyin min a'ilisi —up k&tti
long time/ yigin uzunga —di the meeting
after his father had died, his family’s for
lasted for a long time. [KK. sozyl-ITa.. sutunes declined.
sorul(iliq
2. vi. To stretch oneself: -up yat- to he
n. Decline in wealth and position: - tartdown and stretch out. [K. sozul-(lfl-3)].
to suffer a decline. Cf. zawal 1, zawalliq.
sozulu^^an
sorun
1. adj. Ductile: — metal ductile metal.
n. Place; seat: - tuz- to adjust a seat/ -ni
2.
adj. Sticky: sekar qiyami - kelidu symp
buz- to upset or throw a place into confu
is sticky. Cf. ^apla^qaq, $ilim$iq, ^illiq,
sion/yoma'dr-/iri public places/ ♦ -da
yepi^faq.
yoq addm sby who
sozulu^ganliq
does not get on well
1. phy. n. Ductility: metallaminsozulusganwith others,
ligi
metal ductility.
sorinjan
2. n. Stickiness,
bot. n. The bulb of fri
sozulgaq
tillary (Fritillaria thunadj. Elastic; stretchable: - nilon paypaq
bergii), used in Uyghur
elastic nylon hose,
folk medicine. Also
sozulma
called sogigiil.
adj. Long (in time); extended; chronic: ~
sozsozuq tawus gr. long vowel/ - kes&l chron
1. vt. To extend,
ic illness. Cf. uzaq, uzun. [K. sozulmd\.
sorinjan
stretch, lengthen: boyn-

qoy terisinin -i quality grade of sheep
hide.
2. n. Breed; variety: bugdaynifl yefli -i
new strain of wheat/ esil — excellent vari
ety. [<R. sori\.
sortlavt. To grade, sort,
sortluq
adj. of sort: &la - sal top grade of nee/ ikkin(i - tamaka second-grade tobacco,

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy:
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literamre, literary, literal.
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sozun^aq
sozun^aq
adj. = sozuq: ~ ta$ elliptical stone / —ydz
oval face/ ♦ — tawu^ gr. vowel,
sowu1. vi. To become cool, cool off: tamaq —p
qaldi the food became cold/ hawa —di the
weather cooled off/ su —di the water
turned cool.
2. vi. To lose heart, become discouraged:
menifl uniMin ksnliim —p kdtti I have be
come bitterly disappoint^ with him.
sowutvt. caus. of sowu- : gayni —up ig- to let
the tea cool off before drinking,
sowutqug
n. Cooling machine,
sowet
1. n. Soviet: — ittipaqi Soviet Union.
2. n. Soviet Union: — hOkiimiti USSR
government. [<R. sovet\.
soq1. vt. To tamp: tarn — to build a wall by
tamping. [Ta. suk-/T\. sok- (to strike,
hit)].
2. vt. To forge: pigaq — to forge a knife.
[U. suq-].
3. vt. To work, operate: sdnpdn — to
work an abacus.
4. vt. To bump into: addmni -uw&t- to
bump into sby/ u uduldin kelip meni -uwdtti he came from across and bumped in
to me. [KK. suq- (hineinstossen)].
5. ag. vt. To thresh, pound, shell, husk:
qonaq — to husk com/ laza — to pound hot
pepper. [Th. suk-].
6. vi. To pulsate, throb: tomur —ti the
pulse beat/ yiirdk —ti the heart throbbed.
Cf. ur- 3.
7. vt. To snitch, take by improper means:
basqilamUl ndrsisini -uwal- to snitch other
people's things.
8. vt. To finish or polish off food or
drink: bir ligdn poloni yalguz dzi —uw&tti a

soqu^tursingle person polished off a whole tray of
pilaf.
soqa I
1. ag. n. Wooden rice mill, powered by a
water wheel.

soqa

2. ag. n. Tractor-pull^ plow: — gi$i plow
share/ -yiizi moldboard. Cf. sapan, qojll.
[<R. sokhd\.
3. n. Male name,
soqa II
n. Mortar: salni — bildn aqla- to husk rice
with a mortar,
soqa III
adj. = sozuq: — bus oval head/ — qogun
oval melon,
soqa-sayman
ag. n. Farm implements,
soqan
zoo. n. Stork (Ciconiidae). Also called jimantaz, qaqira, laylak.
soqu$
mil. n. Battle; combat; fight: — filmi com
bat film/ —qa qatruis- to join in battle/ xorazni —qa sal- to engage in cockfighting.
Cf. Jan, uru$, kiira$, yegiliq, muhariba.
[K. sogUi/CfT.
sugys].
soqu$1. vi. To fight, come to blows: ular —up
qaldi they came to blows. [OT. suHuflTa..
sagys-lTv. sogu^-].
2. vi. To collide: ikki ma$ina —up ketiptu
two cars collided.
soqu^tur-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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soyul-

soqu^qaq
1. vt. To fight, provoke: toxu — to fight
cocks/ kalla — to provoke antagonism.
2. vt. To clink: romka — to clink glasses/
♦ Uzdflgd — to clink stirrups (to put on a
rival show; to enter into a rivalry).
soqu^qaq
adj. Pugnacious: — bala pugnacious boy.
Cf. uru^qaq, kiira^qaq.
soqu^qaqliq
n. Pugnaciousness,
soqur
adj. Blind: ♦ — iigdy phys. appendix (al
so qargu iifay): - UgGyyallugi med. appen
dicitis. [KK. soqyrIY. soxxor].
soqulvi. pass, of soq- : masiniga —up Mt- to
bump into a car, be pushed into a car.
soqulufi
med. n. Contusion,
soquima
adj. soquima kug phy. shock power, as of
lightning,
soqum
n. Winter meat. [U. siiqim (steer; bul
lock)],
soqumluq
adj. of soqum: — kala a cow destined for
winter meat,
soqqa
n. Blow; strike; hit; attack. Cf. zarba.
soqigilan
bot. n. Big jujube (Ziziphus jujuba Mill.)
See illustration at gofl gilan on p. 348.
soqma
adj. Rammed earth: -- tarn a wall of
rammed earth,
soqmaq I
n. Path; lane. Also soqmaq yol. [U. suqmoq (cul-de-sac)],
soqmaq II
cul. n. A Hotan sweet food item made of
walnut kernels and raisins,
sokal

1. adj. Bare; bald; blunt: — pigaq blunt
knife / — qdlSm blunt pen or penmanship/
— quymq bare tail.
2. adj. Maimed; crippled; disabled: — ad&m a disabled person.
sok-sok
adj. Bumpy; jolting; restless: — of a horse
that gives a bumpy ride,
sokulda1. vi. To bustle about, run here and there:
—p yilr- to run hither and yon.
2. vi. To jog, trot. Cf. dikilda- .
sokuldatvt. caus. of sokulda- : bu if meni kOp —ti
this business kept me hopping,
sokna
n. Broadcloth: — kiyim woolen clothes.
Cf. mowut. [<R. sukno].
son
1. n. Heel: ayaqnifl —ini ddssd- to trample
with one's shoe heels/ putnifl —i foot
heel/ xdynid —i shoe heel. Cf.pa^an, okga,
kalligir. [C- sod (after)/M. jo/I/Tu. sod
(end)].
2. phys. n. Anus: - aqmisi med. anal fis
tula/ —/■ giqip qal- med. to have hemor
rhoids. Cf. piiriik, maq'at.
sonda$vi. To do sth on one's heels: soddifip madto walk on heels,
sonra
pp. Afterward; later. Cf. keyin 2. [CsodralO. sonra/Ta.. sodra/Tu. sodra/\J.
siingrd].
soy1. vt. To skin: qoy — to skin sheep. [Tk.
suj-].
2. vt. To tear or take off: alma postini —
to peel an apple/ terisini — to skin an ani
mal/ gaplangan qdgdzni — to tear off gluedon paper. [KK. soj-/T\. soj-{itl-2)\.
soyulvi. pass, of soy- : qoy —up boldi a sheep

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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soi

soyum
ls skinned,
soyum
adj. Used for meat: -- mol livestock raised
for meat,
soyma
n. Melon on the vine; unripe melon: —
gUs- to bear melons/ ♦ — qon small child;
mere child,
soynak
med. n. Onychia,
soga I
n. Gift; present: — al- (qobul qil-) to re
ceive a gift/ - bar- (tut-) to give a gift/ qil- to make (give) a present/ — taqdim
qil- to present as a gift. Cf. ata II, tartuq
I, taqdim, sogat, in'am. [K. syj/U. sovga]
soga II
n. Wooden bucket or pail. Also matal.
[Mo. sagulag-a\.
sogat
n. = soga I.
soga-salam
n. Gifts and greetings,
sogaq
1. adj. Cold: - bdlwag geo. arctic zone/ tdr cold sweat/ — hawa cold weather/ — su
sdp- to spill cold water/ - samal cold wind/
— eqim cold current/ — nur cold light/ ♦
— qol tdg- to be robbed. [K. suuk/0. so|m/:/Tv. sook}.
2. fig. adj. Cold; frosty; indifferent: - giray cold expression/ — gdp cold remark/
— mu 'amild icy manner/ uni — qar$i aldi he
received a cold shoulder. Also salqin 2,
sdriin 2.
3. adj. Cooling: — dora med. cooling
medicine.
4. n. Cold: — tdg- med. to catch cold/ —
gu^ti it turned cold/ - yd- med. to suffer
from a cold/ — mijdz med. having cold
symptoms: — mijdz addm sby with cold
symptoms/ —qa gida- to withstand cold/
sogigi as- to catch cold. [Tk. suyk/\J. sovuq

sogaq^an
med. adj. Having a cold: -- addm sby with
a cold,
sogaq^iliq
n. Animosity; ill will; grudge; enmity: ariga — sal- to cause ill will, sow discord/
ulamin arisiga - giisti animosity developed
between them,
sogaqqan
adj. Calm; cool; indifferent: - addm cool
person/ — bol- to be indifferent. [U. sovuqqon].
sogaqqanliq
1. zoo. adj. Coldblooded: - haywanlar
coldblooded animals. [O. sogukkanlt].
2. n. Cool or calm disposition: — qil- to
keep one's cool/ mdsilini — bildn tdhlil
qil- to calmly analyze a problem.
sogaqliq
1. n. of sogaq.
2. n. Cooling agent for fever: - qil- to al
lay a fever/ issigifiiz esip ketiptu — qilifl you
have caught a fever, please get rid of it.
sogalvi. To desiccate, dry up: ddrya sityi sogilip
kdtti the river ran dry/ indknin siiti sogilip
kdtti the cow's milk dried up.
sogigiil
bot. n. Bulb of fritillary (Fritillaria thunbergii). See illustration at soriqjan on p.
479.
soli
1. adj. Left: — tdrdp left side/ -- qol left
hand/ - yurdk qeringisi left ventricle/ -ga
burul- to turn left. Cf. jap. [C- sol/K.
sol/Mo. solugailTlL. jm//Tu. sol/lJ. siil\.
2. fig. adj. Left: - gilxahis Left-leaning/ qanat yazgugilar Leftist writers.
sol II
ag. n. Row: ubiryoli ikki — elip maMi
he mowed two rows at one going,
sol-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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sohbatla^-

solavi. To wilt, wither: gUll&r -up k&tti flow
ers wilted. Also sola$- 1; cf. qag- 4, qagjira- , quru- 1. [Th.
siil-].
sola1. vt. To lock: isikni — to lock a door. Cf.
quiupla- .
2. vt. To detain, keep: turmig& — to detain
in prison/ qoyni qotanga — to detain sheep
in a pen/ quyni q&p&zgd — to keep bird in a
cage.
sola$1. vi. = sol- : yopurmaqlar soliiip qaldi
leaves withered/ guMr solisip k&tti flowers
wilted.
2. vi. To be listless or out of sorts: u biigun soliiip ketiptu he is out of sorts today.
solaq
1. adj. Locked: — 6y locked room. Also
solaqiiq 1.
2. n. Jail; prison: —ta yat- to sit in jail/
—tin giq- to be released from prison/ —qa
al- to imprison, put in Jail. Cf. tiirma, solaqxana, qamaqxana, kamir, gundixana.
solaqxana
n. = solaq 2.
solaqiiq
1. adj. Locked: ~ dy locked room/ isik —
the door is locked. Also solaq 1.
2. adj. Detained: — jinay&tgi a detained
criminal.
solamgi
n. Sby providing a room and other op
portunities for adulterous relationships,
solam^iliq
abstract n. of solamgi.
soltak
1. zoo. adj. Shorttailed; bobtailed: -xoraz shorttailed rooster.
2. adj. Too short: — gapan a shirt that is
too short.
3. n. Dabbler; tactless person,
solgi
n. Left-winger; Leftist.

solgil
adj. Leftist: -- agmigiliq Leftist opportun
ism,
solxay
n. Left-handed person; southpaw. [Mo.
solugai (left-handed)],
solgun
1. adj. Wilted; withered: — gill wilted
flower. Cf. qax^al, qagjiraq.
2. adj. Listless; dull: - giray listless coun
tenance/ — kOz dull eyes.
solluq
n. Leftism,
som
m. Yuan (Chinese monetary unit): bir —
one yuan. Consists of 100 tiyin (q.v.) Al
so called yiian. See section on Weights
and Measures on pp. 1079-80. [K. som!
Th. iMffi/U. sUm\.
somka
n. Handbag; schoolbag. [<R. sumkd\.
somluq
adj. of som: bir — n&rs& a yuan's worth
of things,
somma
n. Sum; aggregate or total of money.
[<R. summa],
soja
phys. n. Thigh. Cf. teqim, songa(, yota.
sbhbat
n. Conversation; discussion: — dtkuz- to
conduct a conversation/ — yigini symposi
um; forum/ yazma — written conversation
(informal note)/ m&xpi — secret conversa
tion. Cf. bamaslihat, muhakima, muzakira. [C- suhbatIXi. suhbat\.
sohbatda^
n. Discussant; sby engaged in a conversa
tion.
sohbatla^vi. To discuss, converse, chat: biz ular bil&n —tuq we chatted with them. Cf. muzakirila^i- .

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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soz

sosar

cool room/ hawa — pleasantly cool (of
weather)/ kiyimni — jayda qurut- to dry
clothes in the shade. |Mo. serigUTi\.
2. fig. adj. Cold; frosty; indifferent: yiizi
— having a cold facial expression. Also
salqin 2, sogaq 2.
soriiiqaii
bot. n. Autumn crocus; meadow saffron
(Colchicum).
sdrunliik
n. of soriin.
soz
1. n. Word; talk; language; remark: -- ag
io open a t^k/ — adla- (—gd kir-) to listen/
— al- to sound out/ — be$i lit. preface;
foreword/ — qistur- to interpose, chip in/
— yandur- (qaytur-) to answer back, talk
back, sass/ —din guf- cannot convince or
cannot be explained away I —din qal- to
become silent/ -din yeniwal- to go back
on one's word/ —i aggiq acid-tongued/ —i
dtktir caustic; trenchant/ —i rowan fluent;
glib/ —i ixgam pithy/ —ni ba^qayaqqa bura(qagur-) to change the subject/ —ni bdl- to
interrupt a talk/ -ni yir- to sass, defy/ bir
egiz -mu qilmidi (sby) did not speak a sin
gle word/ sizgd Odd egiz —iim bar I have a
couple of words for you/ unin —i — his re
mark is reliable/ mdn uninga - dtkiizdlmidim, sdn berip ndsihdt qilip baqsad I could
not convince him, please try to persuade
him. [C- sdz/K. sddKK. sdzlT!a. 5«z].
2. gr. n. Word: - arqayarddmgi postposi
tional word/ — birikmisi word group;
phrase/ — tomuri word stem/ — tiirkumi
part of speech/ — urgusi word stress/ —
yasa- to form a word/ - y^igugi qosumgd
derivational or word-making suffix/ —mu
— tdrjimd qil- to translate word for word/
taq — individual word/ tiip — root word/
qosma — compound word/ yasalma — de
rivative word. [Tu. sdzJTw. sds (#1-2)].
soriin
3. n. Speech; opinion: — al- to wish to
1. adj. Pleasantly cool: - dy pleasantly

sosar
zoo. n. Marten (Martes). Also called bulgun. [K. siiusar/Mo. suusar/Q. susar].
sosiin
adj. Purple: - da^ med. purpura/ - rdfl
purple color (also jigdr rdfli).
soravt. To drag, pull: sapan — to pull a plow/
sdn ganami -p ndgd ketiwatisdn where
are you pulling the sled to?/ u bir putini
sdriginigd kdldi he came limping on one
foot/ yagag -p man- to walk dragging
wood/ ♦ qanat - to flirt. Also tart- .
soral1. vi. pass, of sora- .
2. vi. To drag, trail: kdyndknin etigi polga
sdrilip qaldi the dress trailed on the floor.
3. vi. To do sth sluggishly, unhurriedly or
at a leisurely pace: sdrilip mad- to walk
leisurely.
soralma
adj. Sluggish; dilatory; laggard: — addm
sluggish person. Cf. mijiq.
soralmilik
n. Sluggishness: — qil- to be sluggish,
soram
ag. n. Wooden harrow, made of one or
more wooden boards, without spikes: ydrgd — sal- to harrow a field. Also called
yupurga; cf. tamaq III.

1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. 1\ivan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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sonaklik

s6z-509ak

med. n. Gonorrhea: baliyatqu sOznigi metspeak/ - Grkinligi freedom of speech/ —ini
rogonorrhea.
al- to solicit opinions/ —ini qaytuniwal- to
withdraw an opinion/ —gd giq- to speak in sok
public/ bu togrida basqigd - bolu^i mumidn &- bot. n. Millet (Setaria italica). Also called
tuga. [U. sOk].
mSs there can be no different opinion
about this/ haziryoldas tursmga — berilidu sok- I
vt. To scold, rebuke, reprimand. Cf. dOklet Comrade Tursun speak now. [U. suz
kd bdr-. [Mo. sdkii-/\J. siik-].
4. n. Promise: -- bdr- to promise/ —idd sok- II
vt. To break, tear, take apart: kitapni - to
tur- to keep one's word/ -idinyan- (qayt-)
tear a book/ kiyimni — to unravel clothing.
to break one's promise. Cf. wada, lawz.
[OT. sdk- (bre^ through)],
5. mus. n. Lyrics. Also called tekist.
soktiirsoz-(d(ak
vt. To cause to take apart: kiyim — to
n. Groundless talk; slanderous gossip. Al
cause to take clothes apart. Also sokkiiz- .
so gap-jofak.
soksok
sdzsiz
bot. n. Saksaoul (Haadj. Certain; definite; unconditional: —
loxylon ammodent&slim bol- to surrender unconditionally/
dron). Also called zak
u — kelidu he will certainly come,
II. [KK. sekseuil/Q.
sozlasekseuil].
1. vi./vt. To speak, talk: -p yur- to talk
everywhere/ ddrt-dldmni — to vent one's sokiik
grievances/ uygurgd — to speak Uyghur/ 1
adj. Unravelled; un
tangled; tom open,
az sdzld kdp tiflsa speak less and listen
more. Cf. da- 1, mora- 2. [KK. sdjle-l sokiilsoksok
vi. To be split: pdltoIk. sbjld-/Tv. sdgle-].
nifl yaqisi —Up kdtti the coat collar was
2. vt. To tell, recite, narrate: ddrs — to
split,
lecture/ hikayd — to tell a story.
sokkiiz
sozIa$vi. To converse. [KK. sOjles- /OT. sdzldf-l
vt. = soktiir- .
sohak
Tk. sdjids-; suzldf-].
phys. n. Bone: — sili med. bone tubercu
sozliik
losis/ “ yilimi bone glue/ —ni omiga guyUrlit. n. Glossary; vocabulary. Cf. leksika.
to set bones/ bofsdfligi cranium/ bildksdfii[Tk. suzlek/U. suzlik],
gi
ulna/ das sdfligi pelvis/ jag sdfligi jaw
sozman
bone/ gikd sdfligi temporal bone/ 1 tilnifl
adj. Eloquent. Cf. pasahatlik, gapdan.
sdnigi yoq the tongue has no bones. Cf.
sozmanlik
ustixan. [KK. suJek/Mo. gimuge/GT. sun. Eloquence: — qil- to be eloquent. Cf.
Mk/Tu. suflk/T\. sddkl\J. suyak],
pasahat, gapdanliq, natiqliq.
sohaksiz
sdzmu-soz
adj. Boneless,
adv. Word for word: — tdrjimd qil- lit. to
sonaklik
translate word for word,
adj. Boned; having bones: — gds boned
soznak
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; clo. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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su

songag
meat.
songa{
phys. n. Thigh. Cf. teqim, soja, yota.
soy1. vt. To kiss: anisi balisini bagriga besip
—di the mother hugged and kissed the
child. Cf. dp- .
2. vt. To love. Cf. koy- 5. [C- sev-!K.
i«y-/KK. suj-IHai. s6j-!\]. sev-; suj-; suj-].
soyda^
n. Kissing partner; lover. Cf. ada$2, oyna$,
^akiman, yar II.
soyumliik
adj. Dear; beloved: — ana dear mother.
Cf. appaq, dilraba.
soyiinvi. To feel happy, cheerful. [C- sevtin-IU.
suyun-].
sdyiin^a
n. Reward for sby who delivered good
news: — al- to receive a reward/ — bdr- to
give a reward. [C- sevung^.
sdygii
n. Fiance; fiancee,
sogat
bot. n. Willow (Salix): - pori willow cat
kin/ “ giwigi willow twig; osier; wicker/
qara — dryland willow (Salix matsudana).
Also called tal II. [M. s6gui\.
sdgatgul
bot. n. Rosebay; oleander (Nerium indicum), used in Uyghur folk medicine.
Also called talgiil,
difli-kinir.
sdgatlik
n. Willow grove,
sdgal
med. n. Wart: — tuki wart hair/ —siman
sogatgul
yara warty sore. Cf. yumur I. [U. sUgal].
sol

n. Strength; energy,
sdlat
n. Ostentation; extravagance: — gil- to be
ostentatious; to put up a facade/ —M berilto go in for ostentation. Also sdlatparaslik, sdlatwazliq; cf. ha^am, ha^amat, ha$amatgilik.
sdlatparaslik
n. = sdlat.
sdlatwazliq
n. = sdlat.
sdlatlik
adj. Ostentatious; extravagant. Cf. ha$amatlik 1.
su
1. chem. n. Water: — apiti flood; inunda
tion/ — asti kemisi mil. submarine/ -- ambiri water reservoir/ — basma watercolor
block printing/ — bazgini hydraulic press/
— boyaq watercolor: — boyaq rdsim wa
tercolor painting/ — besip kdt- to flood,
inundate, submerge/ — piirkd- to squirt wa
ter/ — piti zoo. beach louse/ ~ toy- to spill
over, overflow/ — tart- to draw water/ —
tamgisi water drop/ — topi pe. water polo/
“ tut- to lead water to/ — turbinisi hydrau
lic turbine/ — turubisi watermain/ — gaqpiligi waterwheel; water cart/ — giqar- to
pump, draw or drain water/ — sdp- to
sprinkle water/ — uz- to swim: — uziif mahiri swimming expert/ — qatnisi water
transport/ — quy- to pour water/ — kalisi
zoo. water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis)! —
kiigi hydraulic power/ — inya 'atliri water
conservancy projects; irrigation works/ —
yoli waterway; watercourse/ — gazi chem.
water gas/ — mdhsulati aquatic product/ —
mdnbdsi source of water/ — munarisi wa
ter tower/ — minasi mil. submarine mine/
— nasosi water pump/ —ddk oqu- to read
fluently/ —ni bog- to stop up water/ —ga gilas- a. to soak or steep in water; b. ♦ to
fail, fall through, come to nothing, go up

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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superfosfat

su
in smoke: mifl Ui &mdi —ga gilasti his affairs
failed/ —ga suflgu- to dive/ toxtam — stored
water/ etiz^a - ba^la- to lead water to a field/
eqin — running water/ issiq — hot water/ ^
— kdlgigd togan sal build a dike before the
waters come/1 —nift best lay bolsa ayigimu
lay bolidu if the headwaters are muddy,
the lower reaches will also be muddy
(when superiors are unworthy, those be
low will be the same)/ ♦ -gagusk&nmusiikt&k like a cat that has fallen in the water/
♦ -ni leyitip beliq tut- to fish in troubled
waters/ ♦ uygur tilini —d&k bil- to be flu
ent in Uyghur. [C- su/K. suu/KK. suiilM.
suulMo. usulCfT. subll^. su/Tu. suv/Tw.
sug/U. suv/Y. mm].
2. n. River; ditch: - boyida river bank/ -boylap man- to walk along a river or
ditch/ 1 —ni kOrmdy ottik salma don't take
off your boots before you see the river
(never be in haste) (JMC).
3. cul. n. Juice: anar suyi pomegranate
juice/ tawuzsuyi watermelon juice. Cf. ?arwat, ^ira, ?irna.
♦ — boldurgini bot. yellow avens (Geum

su boldurgini

su piyizi

aleppicum)/ ♦ - bulgun zoo. mink (Mustela)l ♦ — piyizi bot. Scirpus validus; S.
tabernaemontani/ ♦ — gegdk med. vari
cella; chicken pox/ ♦ — qamgioti bot. wa
ter pepper (Polygonum hydropiper)(&\so
sulazisi)/ ♦ - kdtdr- to become blistered:
kdygdn y&r su kotirip qaldi the scalded

place is blistered/ ♦ — yalpuzi bot. water

su qamgioti
su yalpuzi
Speedwell (\^ronica anagallis-aquatical ♦
—ga eqip kdt- to flow into water (to be
wasted): qilgan djrimnin hdmmisi —ga eqip
kdtti my efforts have all been wasted/ ♦
sUyi yaray- to be accustomed to a climate,
subat
n. Will power; stamina,
subatliq
adj. Resolute; determined,
subhanalla
int. Praise to Allah!; Oh, Lord!
subha
rel. n. The Muslim rosary,
subiirgisi
zoo. n. Water flea,
subektip
adj. Subjective. [<R. sub"ektivnyf\.
subektiwizim
n. Subjectivism. [<R. sub"ektmzm].
supa
n. Balcony; veranda; platform (JE). [U.
supa (earthen mound)],
supura
n. Gunny sack or cotton sheet used as a
kneading board: 1 eti ulug, supurisi quruq
his name is big, but his sack is empty (an
imposing title but not enough food for the
next day). [U. supra].
superfosfat
chem. n. Superphosphate. [<R. super
fosfat].

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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Sudan

suwar

susla^turSudan
vt. To cause to become sluggish: addmni
n. Canteen; water bottle.
— to cause sby to become sluggish/ xizsu(i
mdtni — to cause work to slow down,
1. n. A good swimmer.
susluq
2. n. W^ter vendor.
n. of sus 3: - qil- to be slow, tardy, slug
3. n. sby who pours water or irrigates,
gish,
su^iliq
n. Irrigation works; water conservancy,
sur
adj. Gray: - at gray horse/ - goyun gray
suxari
cast iron/ — madda phys. gray matter. Cf.
cul. n. Rusk,
geqir. [K. sur].
suxangi
n. Instigator. Cf. qutratquji.
sump
n. Bleached cotton cloth: xam — homespun
suxan^ilik
or unbleached cloth. [U. surp; surup].
n. Instigation: - qil- to instigate, sow dis
cord. Cf. qutratquluq, egitqu 2, e^itqu- sumq
n. Red ink paste used for seals,
luq.
suojan
surgug
n. S^ing wax. [U. surgug].
n. Bureau chief. [<Ch. suozhang].
suzap
sus
bot. n. Rue (Cymbopogon distans).
1. adj. Light; pale: — qizil pink/ — ki)k
light blue/ - yesil light green.
suwavt. To plaster: tom — to plaster a wall/ su2. adj. Weak: — awaz weak sound/ — yamwaq — to apply plaster/ ♦ qara — to
gur yagdi it drizzled/ — yoruq weak light/
frame. Also sipa- 2; cf. hakla- . [Mo. siQayni — ddmld- to make weak tea/ unin
ba-/lJ. 5MV(2-].
n&pisi nahayiti — his respiration is ex
suwadan
tremely weak.
bot. n. A kind of black willow (Populus
3. adj. Slow; tardy; sluggish: -- addm a
nigra var. sinensis),
slowpoke/ — bol- to slacken or relax one's
efforts/ — Uld- to work sluggishly/ hdrkiti — suwafi1. vt. mut. of suwa- .
slow-moving. [U. 5i«r].
2. vt. To glue, paste, stick: kiyimgd lay —
susirato paste mud on clothes.
vi. To lack water: zira'dtldr -p ketiptu the
crops lacked water/ etizlar —p qaptu the suwa$qaq
adj. Sticky; adhesive: - lay sticky plaster,
fields lacked water. [C.
suwa^qaqliq
susla$n. Adhesiveness; stickiness: laynin suway1. vi. To be sluggish, slow, slack or neg
qaqligi stickiness of plaster,
ligent: dmgdktd -- to be negligent at work/
xizmdttd — to be sluggish at work/ suslisip suwar
pro. All; completely: etizliqni — su besip
qal- to rise slowly or sluggishly/ sur'&t
kdtti the fields were all flooded or irrigat
—ti the speed slowed down.
ed/ mehmanlar — kdldi the guests all came.
2. vi. To weaken: awaz —ti the sound
Cf. barja, bariyoqi, barliq I, bari, kiilgrew dim/ boyaq —ti the color faded/ ndli.
pds elis — the respiration slackened.
KEY 2. ^ proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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sugar'

suwari
suwari
mil. obs. n. Cavalry; yenik — light caval
ry. Also atliq Oskdr. [U. suvori].
suwaq
n. Plaster: - suwa- to plaster/ tarn suwigi
wall plaster/ qum suwigi sand plaster/ ingikd - fine plaster. Cf. ^alpaq. [U. suvoq].
suwaqgi
1. n. Plasterer.
2. n. Peacemaker,
suwaqgiliq
abstract n. of suwaqji.
suway-saltan
adj. Childless. Cf. parzantsiz, awlatsiz.
[Mo. subai (infertile (of animals))],
suqosaq
med. n. Ascites,
suqsur
zoo. n. Pintail duck (Anas acuta).
sukat
bot. n. Cicuta virosa,
a kind of hemlock,
sun
m. Chinese linear
measure, about 3.33
cm. See section on
Weights and Meas
ures on pp. 1079-80.
[<Ch. cun].
suhpiyaz
bot. n. Scallion; shallot; leek (Allium porrum).
sueti
zoo. n. Hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius). Also called begemot.
suiti
zoo. n. Fur seal (Arctocephalinae). Also
called deniz eyigi.
suyuq
1. adj. Watery; thin; runny: - as cul. noo
dle soup/ - silim thin paste/ -- lay runny
plaster.
2. adj. Liquid: - jisim phy. n. liquid/ --

haldt phy. liquid state/ -yeqilgu liquid fuel/
— gaz phy. liquified gas. [Ta. syeklU. su
yuq {n-2)].
3. adj. Frivolous; skittish; giddy: — addm
a frivolous person,
suyuq-salan
adj. Thin; watery (of soups, etc.)
suyuqlavt. To dilute: sUtni — to dilute milk/ ispirtni - to dilute alcohol. Also suyuqlat- ,
suyuqla^tur- .
suyuqlatvt. = suyuqla- .
suyuqla^vi. To become thin, watery, runny or liq
uid. Also suyul- .
suyuqla^turvt. = suyuqla- .
suyuqlandurvt. = suyuqla- .
suyuqluq
n. of suyuq: 6t suyuqligi phys. bile,
suyulvi. = suyuqla^- .
suyuldurvt. To dilute,
suyqa^
cul. n. Noodle soup. Also suyuq as.
suyilan
zoo. n. Water snake (Natrix). [Q. suzylan].

suyilan

sugar1. ag. vt. To irrigate, water: sugiris sistemisi
irrigation system/ at - to water a horse/
qonaq - to water com/ kola — to water a
cow/ ydr — to irrigate fields. [Th. sugar-1

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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sumbul

sugur
Tv. suggar-l\], sugor-^
2. vt. To harden: paltini -- to harden
hatchet.
3. vt. To instill, inculcate, imbue with.
sugur
zoo. n. Marmot
(Marmota).
Also called tarbagan, dawgan.
[M. sugur (weasel)/Q. suyr].
sugur
sugurvt. To pull out: qolni ydndin —up al- to
slip a hand out of a sleeve/ qiligni gilaptin
— to pull a sword out of a scabbard. [Mo.
sugul-l\5. sugur-].
sugurtvt. To cause to pull out: doxturga gUni — to
have dentist pull tooth,
sugurta
n. Insurance: — bankisi insurance bank/ —
xirajiti insurance premium/ dmgdksugurtisi
labor insurance. [U. sugurta],
sugurul1. vi. To be pulled: qilig qindin —up giqti
the sword was pulled from its scabbard.
2. vi. To slip away: u addmldr topidin
—up giqti he slipped away from the crowd.
sugirilvi. pass, of sugar-: bugday —di wheat was
irrigated/ sap qan bildn —gan dostluq a
friendship cemented in blood,
sulavt. To sprinkle water: layni — to sprinkle
water on plaster / nanni — to sprinkle wa
ter on bread (to prevent it from flaking
during baking). [Tv. sugla-IY. uulaa-].
sulazisi
bot. n. Water pepper {Polygonum hydro
piper. See illustration at su qamgioti on p.
487.
sulala
1. n. Dynasty: — almas- to change dynas-

ties/ gin sulalisi Qing dynasty. Cf. xandanliq, xanidan 1. [U. sulola],
2. n. Descendants,
sultan
1. n. Ruler; sovereign (title of certain of
ficials in Islamic countries). [C- sultan!
Ih. soltaniXi. sulton].
2. n. Male name. Also sultanmurat.
sultanliq
n. Sultanate.
sulu
bot. n. Oat: qara — couchgrass. [K. suluulT^. soly/Tv. sula/U. suli].
suluq
1. adj. Irrigated; watered: — ydr irrigat
ed land/ ♦ — qapartma med. blister/ ♦ —
issiq med. edema; dropsy. [K. suuduu].
2. adj. Juicy: — saptul]\ncy peach/ — miwildr juicy fruit. Cf. ^arwatlik, ^irilik, ?irnilik.
sulfat
chem. n. Sulfate. [<R. sulfat].
sulfatiazol
chem. n. Sulphathiazole (ST),
suind
chem. n. Sulfide. [<R. sul'fid].
suliao
chem. n. Plastic: — ayaq plastic shoes.
[<Ch. suoliao].
sum
bot. n. Garlic (Allium sativum). Also call
ed samsaq.
sumay
n. Vegetable oil.
sumbat
phys. n. Physique; build; posture; car
riage,
sumbatliq
phys. adj. Well-built,
sumbul
bot. n. Common valerian {Valeriana offi
cinalis), used in Uyghur folk medicine.
See illustration on next page. Also sunbul
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sundur

sumrug

mus. A reed instrument with 5-7 finger
rumi.
holes: - gal- to play the sunay/ ♦ dgri —
sumrug
bot. Rehmamia glutinosa. [U. sumaj\.
n. Phoenix. Cf. qaqsunaygi
nus.
n. Maker or player of a sunay.
sumuq
sunaylap
chem. n. Alum. Cf.
adv. Stretched: - yat- to lie stretched out.
zam^a. [M. atmuq
sunbul
(white alum)],
n. sunbul tip bot.
sun-1
Rhyzoma nardosta1. vi. To break,
chytis, used in
snap: ya^ag —di the
Uyghur folk medi
board snapped/ 1
cine/ sunbul jdbdli
sumbul
qol -sa y&n igidd,
bot. Korean valerian
bay yerilsa bok igidd break an arm in the
(Valeriana coreasleeve and a head inside a hat (don't wash
num)(see illustration
your dirty linen in public). Cf. uziil-. [Cunder tag sumbuli on
sin-llSa.. iyn-].
p. 168)/ sunbul rumi
2. vi. To go bankrupt, become insolvent,
sunbul tip
bot. valerian (Vileimpoverished, fall into reduced circum
riana officinalis), used in Uyghur folk
stances: -gan pomissik bankrupt landlord.
medicine (see illustration at sumbul on p.
3. vi. To be wiped out, destroyed, exter
490). [C- sunbul (hyacinth)],
minated.
sunbula
sun- II
n. Sixth month of the Turki solar year. See
1. vt. To stretch, extend: putni -up oltursection on Calendars on pp. 1073-4. Also
to sit with legs stretched/ qol - to extend
siinbiila.
one's hand/ yarddm qolini — to extend a
sundurhelping hand. Cf. soz- 1. [Mo. sub-].
1. vt. To break, snap: boran bir tup dd2. vt. To present, offer: bir ddstd giil - to
rdxni
-uwdtti the storm blew down a tree/
present a bouquet of flowers/ haraq - to
gind — to break a bowl/ haza — to end
offer liquor/ soga — to offer a gift. Cf.
mourning/ oyunguqni - to break a toy/ saxtut- 10.
ni
— to break a tree branch. [C- stndur-l
3. vt. To deliver,
Ta.
syndyr-].
transmit: alaqd — to
2. phy. vt. To refract: nurni — to refract
transmit an official
light rays.
letter/ drz -- to de
3. vt. To relieve oneself: tdrdt — to go to
liver a complaint/ iythe
toilet.
Idpgiqiriy pilanini —
4. vt. To belittle, depreciate: siz uni kisildr
to deliver production
arisida -marl don't belittle him in front of
plans.
others. Cf. ^dkiir- 4.
4. vt. To warm one
5. vt. To aconvert, exchange: malni pulga
self: ot — to warm
— to convert goods into money. Cf. paroneself by a fire.
gila, 5aq- 6, maydila- .
sunay
sunay
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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sundurulsundurulvi. pass, of sundur- : gind —di a bowl
broke/ malpulga —di goods were converted
into money.
sunu$
med. n. Fracture. Also sunuq II.
sunuq I
1. adj. Cut; broken; split: -- gind broken
bowl/ — ya^ag cut board/ dili — heartbro
ken/ ♦ girayi — pale complexioned.
2. n. Shard; splinter: dyndhiifl sumgi glass
shard; glass splinter. [Ih. synyk].
sunuq II
med. n. = sunu$.
sunuq^i
med. n. Bonesetter. Cf. teniqgi.
siibhi
1. poe. n. Dawn; daybreak. Cf. tan I, sabah.
2. n. Male name,
siipat
1. n. Quality: — tdkfurgugi quality inspec
tor/ sannifl —kd dzgirisi change or quantity
to quality/ yaxfi — good quality. [Q. sifat/
Ih. syjfat].
2. n. Status: oqugugiliq siipiti bildn having
student status.
3. gr. n. Adjective: — peili adjectival
verb/ dsli — basic adjective/ yasalma —
derived adjective. [O. sifat/\J. sifat].
siipatda$
gr. n. Adjectival verb. Also siipdtpeili.
[U. sifatdoi (participle)],
siipatsiz
adj. Of low quality: — buywn substandard
product/ — mal low-grade goods. Also sapasiz.
siipatlavt. To acclaim, commend, laud, praise,
siipatlik
adj. Quality: — polat high-grade steel/ -uruq fine breed (of animus) or variety (of
plants). Also sapaliq.

siitgi
siip-suziik
1. adj. Transparent; clear: — asman clear
sky/ — dyndk transparent glass/ — su clear
water/ girayi — clear-complexioned. Su
perlative of siiziik.
2. adj. Delicate; pretty: girayi - having a
pretty face.
siipiirvt. To sweep, sweep away, remove: —Up
tazila- to sweep clean/ tosalgulami -Up tasla- to remove obstacles/ ydr — to sweep
the ground. [K. sypyr-IYJf^. sypyr-IMo. sUgUr-IU. supur-; sipir-].
siipuriinda
n. Rubbish; refuse; garbage; trash: - ddwisi garbage heap,
siipiirga
n. Broom. [Y. sippiir].
siipko9
rel. n. Incantation for banishing evil: —
qil- to chant an incantation. Cf. apsun.
siipko(larel. vt. To chant to dispel evil forces.
silt
n. Milk: — bdz yallugi med. mastisis/ —
bezi phys. breast/ - parasogi milk pow
der/ — dm- to suckle milk: — dmgUgi haywan zoo. mammal/ - gU^- to lactate/ - gifi
phys. milk tooth/ - sag- ag. to milk/ - sogilip kdtti the milk dried up/ agzidin — purap
turidigan bala a child or boy whose mouth
still smells of his mother's milk/ pUsiq —
boiled milk/ qoy —i sheep milk/ kala —i
cow milk/ 5 “ bildn kirgdn xuy jan bildn
giqar an innate disposition stays for life/
♦ — rdfl cream color/ ♦ — qdgdz glossy
paper/ ♦ —tdk aydiU kegd a fine moonlit
night/ ♦ anaWfl/pure as mother's
milk. [K. sUt/Mo. J«/Tk. sdt/Tu. sUjt/Tv.
stit/U. sut/Y. UUt].
siitji
ag. n. Dairyman. [K. sUtgUlTa. sdtge (milk
seller)].
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siit9ilik

surii^tiir-

1. n. Figure; portrait; photograph: -ka
siit^ilik
tan- (guiUr-) to take a photograph/ -ka gusag. n. Dairy industry: -- qil- to be en
to be photographed/ -lar toplimi collec
gaged in the dairy industry. [K. sUtgiilUk].
tion of photographs/ adam suriti human
siitxor
portrait.
n. Usurer. Cf. jazanixor, jazxor.
2. n. Drawing; painting: — siz- to paint a
siitxorluq
painting. Cf. rasim I. [K. siirdt] [Mo. sen. Usury: - qil- to engage in usury. Cf.
guderllJ. surat (#1-2)].
jazana, jazanixorluq.
3. math. n. Numerator.
siitot
4. pp. forms adverbs: rOsmi —td formally,
bot. n. Patrinia villosa. Also called garot.
siir'at
siitlan. Pace; speed; tempo: —ni astilat- to re
vt. To admix milk: gay — to add milk to
duce speed/ —ni tezlat- to increase the
tea.
pace/ awaz sur'iti phy. speed of sound/ Usiitliik
lapgiqirif sur'iti production schedule. [U.
adj. Milk: — gay cul. milk tea/ — in&k
sur "at].
milk-producing cow.
siirat(i
siir I
n. Photographer; painter. Cf. rasimgi.
adj. Smoked: — gds smoked meat/ beliqni siiratgilik
qil- to smoke fish,
n. Photography: - qil- to do photographic
siir II
work. Cf. rasimgilik.
n. Horror; ghastliness; awe: ad&mni —
siiratxana
bas- to horrify or awe people,
n. Photo studio. Cf. rasimxana.
siirsiiratla1. vt. To move, shift: jozini — to move a
vt. To depict, portray: qOhrimanlamin obtable/ waqitni sal arqigiraq - to set back
razini — to portray heroic forms,
the clock a bit. [C- sur- (to drive away)/
siiratlik
or. sur- (to drive)/Tu. sur-(to drive)].
adj. Painted; illustrated: — tarn fresco/ -2. vt. To apply, put on: lay — to daub
kitap illustrated book. Cf. rasimlik.
mud plaster/ may - to apply or smear oint
sur'atlik
ment.
adj. Pace; speed; tempo: tez - poyiz high
3. vt. To pour out: ♦ ig - med. to have
speed or kst train; express,
loose bowels. [U. j«r-(#l-3)].
siiran
4. vt. To chase, pursue. [Tv. sur-].
n. Noise; clamor; din; hubbub; racket: —
siirtsal- to make a racket. [C- surdn (battle
vt. To wipe: jozini — to wipe table/ kdz
cry)],
yesini — to wipe away tears. Cf. ert- . [K.
surii^ta
surt-m. sun-].
n. Inquiry; investigation: — qil- to look in
siirtkii^
to, find out, investigate/ jawapkarliqni —
n. Blackboard eraser. [K. suriirOk].
qil- to find out responsibility,
siira
rel. n. Sura, any one of 114 chapters in siiru^iirvt. To inquire, investigate: jawapkarliqni
the Koran. [C- suralM. sura].
— to investigate responsibility.
siirat
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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suruk
siiriik
obs. n. Time limit: bir yilliq — bildn pul
qdrz al- to borrow money for one year,
siiriil1. vi. To be daubed or applied: yuzgd
—gdn may facial cream.
2. vi. To move, shift, be pushed, expedit
ed: aldi^a — to move forward/ xizmdt ilgiri
—di work was expedited.
3. vi. To be scratched or lacerated: qol
—Up qanap k&tti <’'.e hand was scratched
and bleeding.
siirka1. vt. To rub, scrape, daub, smear: pigaqni tasqa — to scrape a knife against stone.
[U. surka-; sujka-].
2. vt. = siir- .
siirkalvi. pass, of siirka- : tamga —md do not rub
against the wall/ ♦ surkiliy kiigi phy. fric
tional force,
siirkan1. vi. To rub, scrape.
2. vi. To provoke,
siiriya
geo. n. Syria,
siirga
m^. n. Laxative; purgative: — ig- to take
a laxative. Cf. ixraj.
siirgiin
n. Exile; deportation: — bol- to be exiled/
“ qil- to exile. Cf. palanda, qoglandi. [U.
surgun],
siirlavt. To cure by smoke: surligdn beliq cul.
smoked fish/ gOy — to smoke meat,
siirliik
adj. Dark; somber; glum; dignified; ma
jestic; stately; awe-inspiring: — ad&m a
somber or awe-inspiring person/ — giray
glum countenance/ - orman majestic for
est. [Mo. surlig\.
siirma

suzgiig
1. chem. n. Antimony (Sb). [U. surma\.
2. n. Black powder used for eyebrows
(JE): ♦ — ray geol. graphite.
siiz1. vt. To filter, strain: dora — to filter
medicine/ silt — to strain milk/ ♦ qapaq
— to filter eyebrows (to look sideways at).
[KK. 5WZ-/U. suz-'\.
2. vt. To dredge, scoop: gdp — to scoop
up noodles (out of soup)/ sMin yagagni —
to scoop wood out of water.
3. vt. To comb with a fine-toothed comb:
gag — to comb hair. Cf tara- II.
4. vt. To skim: kdpukni -- to skim froth/
may -- to skim grease.
5. vt. To squint: kbzini —up kul- to narrow
one's eyes into a smile. [K. 5mz-(#1-5)].
siiza
bot. n. Field mint; peppermint (Ziziphora
clinopodioides), used in Uyghur folk med
icine. Also called kiyigot.
siiziik
adj. Clear; transparent: — asman clear
sky/ “ ray transparent stone/ - hawa a fine
day/ — su clear water. Cf. siip-siizuk 1.
[M. siiziik].
siizukliik
n. Clarity; transparancy: sunifl siiziikliigi
clarity of water,
siiziil1. vi. pass, of siiz- 1.
2. vi. To clear up: asman —di the sky
cleared/ su —di the water cleared up.
3. vi. To be worn out; threadbare (of
clothing): gapanniH yefli —Up kdtti the coat
sleeves are threadbare.
siizuldiirvt. To clear, clarify: suni — to clear wa
ter/ yagni — to clarify fat.
siizga
n. A double-edged fine-toothed comb,
siizgiig
1. n. Strainer; sieve; screen; filter.
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siinduk

siizma
2. n. = siizga.
siizma
cul. n. Skimmed milk; curds. [U. suzma].
siikan
n. Pannier,
siikiit
n. Silence: -- qil- to be quiet/ bds minut -M
tur- to observe five minutes of silence/ 1
aggiqnin dorisi — the best medicine for
anger is silence. [C- sukut/lJ. sukut].
siingavi. To dive, slip into. Also i^ungu-. [KK.
sMgi-].
siingiitvt. To cause to dive, slip into: ♦ u mafia
bir botulka haraqni —iwdtti he slipped me
a bottle of liquor (he gave me a bottle of
liquor on the sly).
siingu(
n. Water hole in a garden wall (JE where
smgus < sungug).
siiydiik
phys. n. Urine: - tutalmasliq med. incon
tinence/ - tutului (also tdsliktd siyis) med.
dysury/ -- giqirif dzasi urinary organ/ — qagisi chamber pot; urinal/ — yol teyi med. ur
ethra stone/ — yolyallugi med. urethritis/ yoli urethra/ — maddisi chem. urea; car
bamide. [M. siduk],
siiyam
1. m. Handful: bir - ydr a handful of soil.
2. m. Linear measure in Kashgar, about
15 cm.
siiyiqast
n. Plot; scheme: — qil- to carry out a
scheme/ - isldt- to hatch a plot/ -ni ag(—ni pa^ qil-) to expose a plot. Cf. xayU,
hila, hila-mikir, ziyanka^lik, qast. [U.
suiqasd].
siiyiqastlik
adj. Plotting; scheming: - hdrkdt plotting
activity,
siiyiqastlikgi

n. Plotter; schemer,
suyiistimal
n. suyiistifTial qil- to abuse or misuse: hoquqni — qil- to abuse one's powers. [U.
suiiste"mol].
siiylavt. To press, urge,
silliisun
zoo. n. Lynx
(Lynx). [K. sulodsiilMo. silugusu/
- . -.;C:
Q. stleustn].
siiliik
zoo. n. Leech (Hisulusun
mdineae). Also ziiliik. [K. stiluk].
siilkat
n. Politeness; courteousness. Cf. takalliip.
siilkatUk
adj. Polite; courteous. Cf. takalliipluk,
adaplik.
siilih
n. Peace; compromise; reconciliation: —
tdldp qil- to sue for peace/ — sdrtnamisi
peace treaty/ — qil- to mediate, reconcile,
compromise. Cf. siilih-sala. [U. sulh].
siilih^ilik
n. The act of compromising or reconciliat
ing.
siilih-sala
n. Compromise; harmony; reconciliation:
— qil- to compromise,
siimba
1. n. Poker; ramrod. [U. sumba].
2. n. Punching pin.
siimiirvt. To suck, suck up: bir yutum haraq —
to suck a mouthful of liquor,
siimurtvt. To cause to suck: min^a bir yutum su
—M let him suck a mouthful of water,
siindiik
zoo. n. Wagtail (Motocillidae). [K. gymgyk].
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sun'i
siin'i
adj. Artificial; man-made; synthetic: — put
artificial leg/ — tala synthetic fiber/ —
ganlastur- to pollinate artificially/ ~ gi$ false
tooth/ “ h&mra man-made satellite/ -- yamgur man-made rain/ — yol bildn bala giisurto induce an abortion/ - yol bildn gdjd giqar- to breed chickens artificially/ — yipdk
synthetic silk/ — kul- to laugh artificially/
— ndsilldndUr- to breed artificially. [0.
sunilU. sun"ij\.
siin'ilik
n. Artificiality; affectation. [O. smilik].
siinnat
1. rel. n. Sunna, Muslim practices and
rules based on Mohammed's words and
acts. Originally meaning "a well-trodden
path." [0. sunnat].
2. med. n. Circumcision: — toyi circumci
sion rite/ — qil- to circumcise. [U. sunnat
m-2)].
siinnatlik
phys. n. Foreskin: - tugul- to have a fore
skin,
siinni
rel. n. Sunni, orthodox Muslims who ac
cept the sunna as equal in authority as the
Koran. [U. sunnij].
skarlatina
med. n. Scarlet fever. [<R.skarlatina],
skandiy
chem. n. Scandium (Sc). [<R. skandij],
separator
n. Milk separator. [<R. separator].
sepil
n. City wall: - xdndigi city moat/ - soqto build a city wall/1 dtkili bolmo^digan yoq, qilgili bolmaydigan iy there is no wall
that cannot be scaled, there is no work
that cannot be done,
sepil (maq)
1. vi. pass, of sap- .
2. vi. To be implicated, get into trouble.

sehir
sepil(mak)
vi. pass, of sap- .
setka
pe. n. Net: walibol setkisi volleyball net.
[<R. setka].
setiq
n. Sale; business. Cf. aldi-bardi, aldisatti, algu-bargu, tyarat, oqat, soda,
setiq^i
n. Vendor; seller; salesman; merchant. Cf.
tijarM^i, oqat(i.
setiq^iliq
abstract n. of setiq^i: - qil- to engage as a
businessman,
setil1. vi. pass, of sat-.
2. vi. To betray, sell out: —ip kdt- to sell
oneself.
setilma
n. Traitor; renegade; turncoat. Cf. xa'in,
satqin, gaddar 2.
setilmiliq
n. Treachery. Cf. xa'inliq, xiyanM 1, satqinliq.
seda
bot. n. Globular elm (Ulmus densa). Also
called rida.
sedilik
n. Elm grove,
sex
n. Workshop; shop. Cf. ustixana.
sexi
adj. Generous; liberal: — addm a generous
person/ j — tapsa bdlQp ydr, bexil tapsa
besip ydr a generous person shares what
he finds, a stingy one hoards it. Also saxawatlik. [U. saxif].
sexiliq
n. Generosity: — qil- to be generous. Also
saxawat.
sehir
rel. n. Magic; sleight of hand; witchcraft;
sorcery: -- qil- to perform magic. Also se-
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sehir^i
hirgarlik; cf. jadu, jadugarlik.
sehir^i
rel. n. Magician; witch; sorcerer. Also sehirgar; cf. jadugar, sama II.
sehirgar
rel. n. = sehirgi.
sehirgarlik
rel. n. = sehir.
sestira
med. n. Nurse. Also called ham^ira. [<R.
sestra\.
sesi1. vi. To stink: gOs -p qaptu the meat be
gan to smell. [U. jor/-].
2. vi. To decay, decompose, rot: pdmidor
asanla —p qalidu tomatoes rot easily/ 1 eqin su -maydu, mk iilgujigi girimaydu run
ning water does not decay (go stale), a
door hinge does not rot.
3. vi. To be disgraced, become notorious:
u -p k&tti he has become disgraced or no
torious
sesitvt. caus. of sesi- : u gdsni -ip qoyuptu he
let the meat rot.
sesiq
1. adj. Stinking; rotten: - alma rotten ap
ple/ - baz phys. stink gland/ - puraq
(hid) rotten smell (taste)/ - kibir nauseat
ing airs/ - gOs rotten meat/ - nami aldmgd
pur k&t- to be notorious/ ♦ — tal bot.
pepper grass (Lepidium virginicum)/ ♦ -dmdn bot. annual wormwood (Artemesia
annua (see illustration at ^amyagisi on p.
517)/ ♦ - giiluk bot. tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima)/ ♦ - sanjigot bot. TTialictrum foetidum, a kind of rue (see illus
tration at sanjigot on p. 466)/ ♦ — loyla
bot. Jerusalem oak {Chenopodium botrys).
[U. sassiq\.
2. adj. Dirty; obscene: - g&p dirty re
mark.
sesiq^iliq

seriq
n. Stench: Gtrapni — qaplap k&t- to stink to
high heavens. Also sesiqliq; cf. batbuy,
$iwa II.
sesiqliq
n. = sesiqgiliq.
seri1. vt. To rub, stroke: ilgOy — to rub intes
tines.
2. vt. To strip: qariyagag yopurmigini - to
strip the leaves off an elm tree.
3. vt. To sew with long stitches, baste: yotqan — to sew on quilt cover with long
stitches. Also ^iri- .
seritma
1. n. Drawer: jozinifl seritmisi desk draw
er.
2. n. Zipper: somkinifi seritmisi briefcase
zipper.
seris
bot. n. Silktree (Albizzia julibrissin). Also
called yip&k akatsiyisi.

sens

seriq ot

seriq
adj. Yellow: — topa geol. yellow soil;
loess/ — topiliq igizlik geo. yellow soil
plateau/ — jinisliqlar Mongoloid persons/
- fflf blond hair/ - haraq yellow wine/ h&r& zoo. wasp (\^spidae); yellowjacket/
- r&fl yellow color/ - qizitma med. yel
low fever/ - k&hriwa yellow amber/ -- yilik phys. yellow marrow/ ♦ — buya bot.
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serilangu

seriqat
the root of licorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra)
(also ^iijukbuya)/ ♦ — purgaq hot. soy
bean/ ♦ — t&n hormoni phys. progester
one/ ♦ — t&ngd phys. corpus luteum/ ♦
— tuk phys. fine hair on the human body/
♦ — gasqan zoo. ground squirrel; suslik
(Spermophilus citeUus) (also kiisiitka)/ ♦
— ot bot. Japanese dodder (Cuscuta japonicflXalso aptimun), used in Uyghur folk
medicine (see illustration on preceding
page)/ ♦ — osa spring irrigation/ ♦ —
sdg&t a. bot. big catkin willow (Salix gralilistyla); b. when the new crop is still in
the blade; — sdg&t waqti time before har
vest; c. yellow maturity: arpa — sdg&t
bolganda when the barley has ripened to a
yellow (also -- tal)l ♦ -- qar a. first
snow; b. Slight Snow (20th solar term)/
♦ — k&ndir bot. jute (Corchorus capsularis)/ ♦ — yOg&y bot. Chinese dodder
(Cuscuta chinensis)(a[so kisiis)/ ♦ - gulluk jintiyana bot. Gentiana walujewii! ♦
— mom beeswax. [C. sariqlK. sary/KK.
sary/Mo. sir-a/Ta.. sary/Tu. sary/Tv. saryg/\5. sariqlY. saharxaj],
seriqat
phys. n. Subcutaneous tissue,
seriqgay
bot. n. Weeping forsythia (Hypericum erectum). [Q. sajquraj].
seriq(e(ak
1. bot. n. Anethum graveolens. See illus
tration at ^ibit on p. 528.
2. n. Snowflake. Also qar ugquni.
seriqsu
1. med. n. Pus. Cf. yirin.
2. phys. n. Saliva; agziga — Icdl- to slobber.
Cf. balgam, tukiiriik, xapriik, ^allV, ?alwaq, ^olgay.
seriq'uygur
n. Yugur (Yellow Uyghur), a Turkic na
tionality living in Gansu province.
seriqqu$qa9

zoo. n. Oriole (Icteridae). Also sopiyan,
sopisopiyan, zargaldaq, qariqu^.
seriqkesal
med. n. Jaundice,
seriqyilan
zoo. n. A kind of snake. [Q. saryzylari\.

seriqyilan

seriqmay
cul. n. Yellowish butter. Cf. aqmay, mOskd may.
serik
n. Circus. [<R. tsirk].
serik^i
n. Circus performer,
serikgilik
abstract n. of serikgi: — qil- to perform in
a circus,
seriy
chem. n. Cerium (Ce). [<R. tserij].
serige^ak
zoo. n. Scorpion (Buthus martensi). Also
called 5ayan.
serilvi. To slide, slip: beliq qolumdin —ip suga
giisilp kdtti the fish slippi^ out of my hands
into the water/ putum —ip ketip suga gdsttp
kdttim because my foot slipped, I fell into
the water/ tagdin —ip gds- to slide off a
mountain. Also sirgi- .
serilangu
adj. Slippery: - y(2r slippery ground/ ♦ -tawuf gr. fricative. Cf. taygaq, taylimjuq,
teyilgaq, gil. [U. sirgaluvgi].
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serilgu^

seli^tuF'

serilgu(
n. Children’s slide,
sezik
med. n. Nausea during pregnancy: - alamiti morning sickness/ — bol- to crave for
certain foods: gugiik miwiga — bol- to
crave for sour fruit/ -- qusugi vomit during
pregnancy,
seziy
chem. n. Cesium (Cs). [<R. tsezij\.
sezilvi. pass, of saz- : bu dhwal bizgd alliqagan -gdn this situation has been noticed
by us for a long time. [K. sezil-].
sezim
phys. n. Sensation; feeling: qolnifl —i sen
sation in the hand. [K. sezim].
sezimgan
adj. Sensitive; sharp; acute; keen; having
a keen sense of smell. Cf. sazgur.
sezim^anliq
n. Sensitivity; acuity; keenness. Cf. sazgiirliik.
sekans
math. n. Secant. [<R. sekans].
sekritar
obs. n. Secretary. Used for Communist
Party officials of any rank; now replaced
by ?uji. Cf. sarkatip, katip 1, katibat.
[<R. sekretar'].
sekunt
n. Second: — yiflnisi second hand of a
clock or watch/ bir n&ggS, — ilgiri a few
seconds ago. [<R. sekunda].
sekuntiuq
adj. Second: bir — waqit one second's time,
sekilak I
phys. n. Hair on a woman's temples,
sekilak II
n. Small rolling pin. Cf. puza.
sekilak III
n. Bride,
seyalka

ag. n. Seeder; seeding machine. [<R. se
yalka].
segiz I
geol. n. Clay: — rM clay color/ — lay
clay,
segiz II
n. Chewing gum.
segizxan
zoo. n. Magpie (Pi
ca pica): i —nin
uwisini torulga tartisegizxan
waptu the turtledove seizes the magpie's
nest (one person seizes another person's
place). [K. sagyzgan/Mo. sagajagailQ.
sauysqanITv. saashin].
segizliq
adj. Clayey: —ydr clayey soil,
segin
adj. Milk: — qoy ewe; milk sheep/ — kola
milch cow.
seginvt. To remember with longing, miss: s&pda^lami — to long for one's comrades-inarms/ sizni bdk —dim I missed you a lot.
segingi
ag. n. Milkmaid. [Tv. saangy].
seginisliq
adj. Longing: — salam fondest greetings,
selen
chem. n. Selenium (Se). [<R. selen].
selitra
chem. n. Niter; saltpeter. [<R. selitra].
seli^tur1. vt. To compare: ikki sanni — to com
pare two figures/ yefli bildn konini — to
compare old and new. [Th. gagystyr-l\J. solistur-].
2. vt. To place on a par, mention in the
same breath: seni min bildn —gili bolmaydu you cannot be put on a par with him.
3. vt. To check, verify: pakit bildn — to
verify by using facts/ tdrjimisini — to
check a translation/ hisawatni — to check
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sipayi

seli^turgu^i
an account or a bill.
seli|turgu{i
lit. n. Proofreader. Also called korrektor.
seli|turgu(iliq
lit. n. Proofreading. Also called korrektorluq.
seli^turgusiz
adj. Incomparable; matchless. Cf. tanda^siz.
seli^urma
1. n. Comparison; contrast: ros&n — stark
contrast. Cf. tanga?.
2. adj. Comparative: — ddrijd gr. compar
ative degree/ — girammatika gr. compara
tive grammar.
3. phy. adj. Specific: — egirliq specific
weight/ — issiqliq specific heat. [U. solistirma
seliq
1. n. Thx; levy: - tOld- to pay tax/ - sal(yig-) to levy taxes/ egir — heavy tax. Cf.
b^, yasaq 1. [U. soliq\.
2. n. Burden; load; encumbrance,
selikvi. To become sparse or scarce: k&g kuz
mdzgilidd bazardiki miwd wd kdktatlar
barganseri —idu in late fall fruit and vege
table are increasingly scarce on the mar
ket/ kogidiki kisildr —ip qaldi people in the
street are fewer/ yam^ur —ip qaldi the rain
is tapering off.
selim
m. Pinch: bir — gay one pinch of tea.
selin1. vi. pass, of sal- .
2. vi. To shake clothes,
selinga
n. Cotton-padded mattress,
sellopan
chem. n. Cellophane. Also called munjamd qdgdz. [<R. tsellofari].
selloloid
chem. n. Celluloid. [<R. tselluloid].

semasiologiya
gr. n. Semasiology. [<R. semasiologiya],
semantika
gr. n. Semantics. [<R. semantika],
semiz
adj. Fat; obese: — addm obese person/ —
qoy fat sheep/ ~ gdi fat meat. Cf. bordaq.
[C- semizJK, semWKK, semizICfT, sdmizi
Th. sitnezlV, semiz/Y, emis],
semizot
bot. n. Purslane (Portulaca oleracea) used
in Uyghur folk medicine. See illustration
at simizot on p. 507.
semizlik
n. Fattiness; obesity,
sentabir
n. September. Used in publications. Com
mon term is toqquzingi ay. See section on
Calendars on pp. 1073-4. [<R. sentyabr'],
sentiner
m. Quintal; hundred-weight, ca. 50 kg.
See section on Weights and Measures on
pp. 1079-80. [<R. tsentner],
senka
n. Blue; bluing. [<R. sin'ka],
si
m. Smallest Chinese weight measure,
equals one millionth of a jin (q.v.) See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80. [<Ch. si],
sipa1. vt. To fondle, stroke: yiizni — to stroke
a face. [KK. syjpala-/Tu, sypa-],
2, vt. To plaster. Also suwa- .
sipah
mil. obs. Army officer; soldier. Cf. askar
1, jan^i, (erik, la$kar. [Q. sipah],
sipari
bot. n. Betel nut (Areca catechu). Also
called fufil.
sipayi
adj. Polished; refined: — mu'amild refined
manner/ yiiriiituru^liri — refined in behav-
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sirt

sipayiliq
ior.
sipayiliq
n. Polish; refinement: — bMn sOzld- to
speak in a polished manner/ — qil- to be
modest or unassuming,
sipagarlik
n. Affectation; pretentiousness; pose: —
qil- to pose,
sipta
adj. Finely woven: — toqulgan gilGm close
ly woven carpet/ — rSxt fine cloth,
siptiliq
n. of sipta.
sipar
obs. n. Shield,
sip-siliq
adj. Very smooth: — taxtay smooth board.
Superlative form of siliq. [U. sip-silliq].
sipitmor
zoo. n. Snail. Also quliila 1, kulolo.
sipilavi. To grope, search blindly: —p mafl- to
walk in a groping v/&y I qarguddk—pyarto stumble around like a blind man. [Tu.
sypala-].
siton
lit. n. Column: biringi - first column,
sidam
adj. Plain; monochromatic: — r<ixr plain
cloth/ - q&gdz plain paper,
sidaw
mil. n. Bayonet. [<Ch. cidao].
syavt. To draw, paint. Also siz- I.
syaq
n. Line; path. Also siziq 1.
syil
adv. Continuously; incessantly; uninter
ruptedly: - iyld- to work continuously. Cf.
iisti-iistiga, iisti-iistilap, uzliiksiz.
syilliq
n. Intensitysijilligi labor intensity,
sixima

n. Diagram; outline: - siz- to draw a dia
gram/ sdhdr qatnas alaqisinifl siximisi city
transportation outline. Cf. diagramma.
[<R. sxema\.
sistema
1. n. System: quyof sistemisi solar system/
girammatika sistemisi grammatical system/
nerwa sistemisi nervous system. Cf. tiiziim.
2. n. Procedure; process: is sistemisi work
ing procedure. [<R. sistema].
sistemila$vi. To be systematized, be ordered,
sistemiliq
adj. Orderly; systematized: - isld- to work
in an orderly fashion,
sir I
n. Secret: — al- to find out a secret/ —
saqla- (tut-) to keep or harbor a secret/
—ni ag- to expose a secret / —ni askarila- to
reveal a secret/ t&bi&tnifl —i natural secret/
dilnifl —i deep secret. Cf. maxpiyat, maxpiylik. [C- sir/K. syr/KK. syr/\J. sir].
sir II
chem. n. Glaze; enamel; paint: — bdr- to
glaze or enamel/ hawa rdfl — skyblue ena
mel or paint/ ♦ — suruq cinnabar. [Mo.
sirttj. sir].
sirat
rel. n. A bridge that all can cross on
Judgment Day: — kdwriigidin 6t- to cross
the sirat. Also pilsirat.
sirap
adj. Ample; plentiful: yimdk-igmdk — full
of food and drink,
sirap^iliq
adj. = sirap: - yil bumper harvest year,
sirapliq
adj. Rich; sumptuous,
sir^u
n. Cobbler's cement. [U. sirag].
sirt
1. n. Outside; exterior: —tin oqu- to audit
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sirtqi
a class/ —tin qatnai- to attend a meeting as
a non-voting delegate / —qa giq- to leave
or go out/ doldt igi wd —i inside and out
side the country/ oynifl —i the exterior of a
house/ ♦ —tin anla- to hear informally/
♦ —tin tonus- to recognize informally / ♦
—tin hdkum (iqar- to judge by default. Cf.
ta$ II, ta$a I, ta^qarqi, ta^qi 1, ta$qirqi.
[KK. syrt (hinterer Teil; hinten)].
2. zoo. n. Spine; backbone: — gds meat on
backbone/ beliq —i fish spine. [Tu. syrt\.
3. geo. n. Ridge: tag —i mountain ridge.
[K. syrt/U. sirt (/^I-3)].
sirtqi
adj. External; outer: -- amil external
cause/ — koriinus outward appearance; sur
face/ — kiyim outer garment/ xizmdttin —
after-hours; off-duty hours/ ♦ istin —
sdn'dt hdwdskarliri amateur art buff. [U.
sinqi].
sirtiq
n. Information; intelligence; news. Cf. axbarat 2, derak, xawar 1, ugur, izdaksoraq, malumat 2.
sirtlavt. To cleave a carcass down the middle,
sirtlan
zoo. n. Hyena (Hyaenidae).
sirtmaq
n. Loop; noose; slipknot: — sal- to make a
noose. [U. sirtmoq],
sirda$
n. Close friend; bosom buddy. Cf. qalbda^. [U. sirdos].
sirda^vi. To confide in each other, talk intimate
lysirda^liq
n. Close friendship; intimacy,
sirak
adj. Sparse; scattered; thin. Cf. $alan.
sirgi
n. Painter (worker).

sirlasirgiliq
abstract n. of sirji.
sirqlravi. To ache. Also siqira- , ^irqira-.; cf. tikanla^,- , jaq- 7. [Mo. sarqira-].
sirka I
med. n. Grapevine sap, a sour liquid used
as medicine,
sirka II
chem. n. Vinegar (Acetum). Cf. a^^iqsu.
flk. serkd/U. sirka].
sirka III
zoo. n. Nit. [Mo. sirke/U. sirka].
sirkoniy
chem. n. Zirconium (Zr). [<R. tsirkonif].
sirkul
n. Compass: qisqug — calipers. Cf. parka,
qiblinama. [<R. tsirkul'].
sirkilavi. To grow nits: bos —p qal- to grow nits
on one's head,
’ifJ-i-'-AS'r..
siris
bot. n. Albizzia ama\\\>
ra, used in Uyghur
folk medicine. Also
V;y^ ...
saras.
sirin
bot. n. Lilac plant
(Syringa). [<R. si
ren '].
siringiil
bot. n. Lilac (Syrin
ga). Also call^ ipargiil.
sirga
n. Earring. Cf. balqa 2, zira I. [Mo. siiikelU. sirga; isirga].
sirgivi. To slide, slip: tagustidikitaslarasta-asta
—p giismdktd the rocks on the mountain are
sliding slowly. Also seril- .
sirlavt. To paint, glaze, enamel: isikni — to paint
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siqira-

sirlaii'
a door,
sirlanvi. To be painted, glazed or enameled:
-ganjabduq painted furniture/ yefli -gan Uik
freshly paint^ door,
sirliq I
1. adj. Painted: --1;//: painted door.
2. adj. Glazed: - gil&k glazed bucket,
sirliq II
adj. Secret; mysterious: - ad&m mysteri
ous person/ — qara$ ph. mysticism (also
mistitsizim)/ - is secret matter/ - yigilis se
cret meeting. Cf. xupiyana, yo^uruq 1, yo$urun 1, maxpiy.
siz
pro. You (polite form). Cf. sili. [K. siz!
KK. sizlM.0. f/70T. ^/z/Th. sezITvi. 5/z/U.
siz\.
siz-1
vt. To paint, draw: -ip tasla- to cross out,
blot out/ xdritd - to draw a map/ rdsim to paint a painting/ sixima — to draw the
squares of a graph paper/ kat&kgd — to
paint checkers. Also sija-. [K. jyz-].
siz-II
1. vi. To leak, ooze, seep: kdldiki su —ip
kdtti lake water seeped. Cf. 6t- , sin- 1.
2. vi. To become thin: puti —ip kdtti feet
became thinner/ kesdldin unid bddinidiki
gd$i kundin-kungd -ip kdtti because of ill
ness he became thinner by the day.
siziq
1. n. Line; path: - siz- to draw a line/
—tin giq- to overstep limit, transgress/ tik
— math, perpendicular line/ tiiz — straight
line/ xdtistiwa sizi§i geo. equatorial line/
qizil - red line. Also sijaq. [Mo. sejigur
(side; border)].
2. gr. n. Dash. Cf. jijiq (#1-2).
siziqga
Diminutive form of siziq.
1. n. Short line.
2. gr. n. Hyphen. Cf. tera II.

siziqsiz
adj. Unlined: ~ qdgdz unlined paper,
siziqliq
1. adj. Lined: — qd^dz lined paper.
2. adj. Painted: ~ rdsim painted picture,
sizgug
n. Ruler; straightedge: pUklimd — fold
ing ruler/ dgri — carpenter's square. Cf.
bistar, (iza.
sizlam
med. n. Infantile malnutrition,
sizlavt. To address as siz (polite form of you):
Ozidin gofilarni — to address one's elders
as siz.
sizma
adj. Painted: - surdt painted picture,
siwat
n. Basket: — toqu- to weave a basket/ gul
siwiti flower basket/ 1 sdwdp qilsad —td
su toxtaydu if you are patient, water will
stay in a basket,
sifir
n. Number; numeral; figure. Cf. raqam.
[U. sifr]siflis
med. n. Syphilis. [<R. sifilis].
siq1. vt. To grasp, press, twist, wring,
squeeze: —ip giqar- to squeeze out/ uziim
Simisini -ip al- to press grapes/ qolni gift to grasp a hand firmly/ kirni — to wring
out clothes/ yagaoni — to squeeze tooth
paste/ gelidin — to seize by the throat/ Idftgini — to wring a towel.
2. vt. To compress: gaz — to compress
gas. [Th. .^^-(#1-2)].
siqi$vt. mut. of siq- : yaqa — to fight, grab by
the collar, engage in an altercation (also
yaqilas- I),
siqiravi. To ache: —p agri- to ache. Also sirqi-
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siya

siqilra-, ^irqira-; cf. tikanlaf-, ?aq- 7.
siqil1. vi. To compress: —gan hawa com
pressed air.
2. vi. To tighten: demi - to breathe hard.
3. vi. To squeeze: -ip kir- to squeeze
into.
4. vi. To feel oneself in an awl^ard posi
tion, be embarraseed: mdn ikki otturisida
-ip qaldim I find it hard to please either
party.
siqil^aq
n. Crack; crevice; passageway; narrow
lane. Also qisilgaq.
siqim
1. phys. n. Palm; hollow of the hand. Cf.
alqan, ^awak.
2. m. Handful: bir - un a handful of flour,
siqimdavt. To grab: un - to grab some flour,
siqimlavt. = seqimda- .
sin1. vi. To leak, ooze, seep: -ip pisqan nan
well-baked bread/ -ip dt- to permeate or
seep/ su qumga -ip kdtti water oozed into
the sand. Cf. 6t-, siz- II 1. [C- 5i«-/KK.
sin-tUo. singe-llSi. sin-ITv. syfi-].
2. vi. To be digested: yigdn tamaq -ip
kdtti eaten food is digested. [U. sing-; singHsinar
1. adj. Single; one: - qol one hand/ - kdz
one eye; one-eyed person. [OT. siflaf].
2. pp. As; like: tai -i qattiq as hard as a
rock.
sinaryan
adv. Askew; crooked; inclined; slanting:
- man- to walk with a list/ rdsim - esilip
qaptu the painting hung crooked,
sindiir1. vt. To cause to seep, infuse, imbue:
suni qumga - to make water seep into the

sand/ ♦ djrini - to imbue with pains^ing effort / ♦ halal dmgdk - to put in a
lot of hard work.
2. vt. To absorb, digest: bilimni Ozigd
—tip al- to absorb knowledge/ tamaqni —
to digest food. Also sinir- .
sindurii$(an
adj. Absorbent,
sindiirii^^anliq
n. Absorbency: qdgdznin sindtirtisganligi
paper absorbency.
sini|1. vi. To become adjusted to or familiar
with: yeziga -ip kdt- to become adjusted to
village life/ yefli sara 'itqa -ip kdt- to adjust
to a new environment.
2. vi. To fit: bu kiyim safla —ip qaptu
these clothes fit you well/ qulaqqa - to be
familiar to the ear.
sini^liq
1. adj. Digestible: - tamaq digestible
food. Cf. yenik 3.
2. adj. Fitting: - kiyim fitting clothes.
3. adj. Easily adjusting to an environment,
sinir
phys. n. Ligament; sinew; tendon. Cf. pay
I, tariniu^. [Tu. sinir/Tv. sinir],
sinirvt. = sindiir- .
sinirta^
. .
med. n. Gypsum; plaster stone. Cf. gipis.
sinil
n. Younger sister. [K. sindUCfl. sinillU.
singil].
sinilgaq
n. Younger sister (in childhood).
siy.
vi. To urinate: omiga -ip qoy- to wet the
bed/1 hdmmd mi molla bildr, molla qopup
kOlgd -dr the mullah knows everything
but goes to urinate into the pond). [Mo.
sige-l\J. sij-].
siya
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siyadan
n. Ink: - qutisi ink box/ — igkuz- to refill
ink/ — izi ink marks/ qizil — red ink/ kdk
— blue ink. Cf. xemirtunij 2. [K. syya/
U. sieh].
siyadan I
n. Ink slab,
siyadan II
bot. n. Nutgall (Nigella sativa), the seeds
of which are used to
sprinkle on bread,
siyasat
n. Policy: — b&lgildsiyadan
to determine policy/
— tiiz- to formulate policy/ -ni GmiliylOstarto implement policy/ —ni ijra qil- to ca^
out or implement policy/ aqiland — wise
policy/ iqtisadiy - economic policy/ milli
— nationdities policy. Also called fan^en.
[K. sayasatlH&. sdyosatlXi. siesat],
siyasat9i
n. Policymaker; statesman,
siyasatwaz
n. Politician,
siyasatwazliq
n. Political strategem or trick: - qil- to
play political tricks,
siyasi
adj. Political: -- ddrs political lesson/ —
xizmat political work/ - hayat political
life/ -- dzgirii coup d'etat/ -- kefl&s political
consultation/ - idiyd political thought/ if/flr political affairs/ - igr/jaf political eco
nomy/ — mdhbus politick prisoner/ — mdsild political problem. [K. sayasij/\J. siesij].
siyaq
n. Appearance; posture; style; type: -/|a
qariganda kesdlddk turidu judging by his
appearance, he is ill; he seems to be ill/
bu Otuknifl -i girayliq ikdn the style of
these boots is pretty/ hawanifi yamguryagidigan -i bar the sky looks like rain. [K.

sigim^anliq
syyak],
siyaqliq
adj. of siyaq. [U. siSqli].
siyir
zoo. n. Cow. Cf. kala, inak. [Ih. syer/U.
sigir].
siygak
med. adj. Bed-wetting: - bala bed-wetting
child. [Mo. sigeg].
sigvi. To be held, contained: bu idUqa bds gildk
su —idu five buckets of water are con
tained in this vat/ hdmmd kitap jawdngd
—idu all books are put on the shelf/ zalga
ndggd mid addm —idu this hall holds sev
eral thousand people/ 1 bir qinga Held qilig
—mas two sabers cannot be held in one
scabbard. Cf. pat- 1. [Tu. syg-/\J. sig-].
sigdur1. vt. caus. of sig- : samannid hdmmisini
tagarga giddap —di all straw was stuffed into
the sack. [Tu. sygdyr-].
2. vt. To tolerate, put up with: u meni -mi
di he did not tolerate me; he rejected me.
sigi$1. vi. To hold, accommodate: —ip olturto sit close together; to be packed/ zalga addmldr —may kdtti the hall does not hold
any more people.
2. vi. To get along: u hdmmd addm bildn
—alaydu he gets along with everybody.
sigi^turvt. caus. of sigU-: ikki tagarsamanni bir ta
garga - to stuff two sacks of straw into one.
sigim
n. Capacity: gildknid —i bucket's capacity/
su ambirinid —i water reservoir capacity/
eliktir -i electric capacity. Also sigimfanliq. [O. siga].
sigim^an
adj. of sigim.
sigim^anliq
n. = sigim.
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siliqla^-

sigah
sigah
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
sigar
n. Cigar. [<R. sigara\.
sigan
n. Gypsy. [<R. tsygan\.
signal
1. n. Signal: — bdr- to signal/ — giraqliri
signal lamp.
2. n. Siren: hawa mudapid —i airraid si
ren. [<R. signal].
sil
med. n. Consumption; tuberculosis: — kesili consumptive disease/ dpkd —i pulmo
nary tuberculosis. [U. sil].
sila1. vt. To feel out, sound out, try to find
out: agrigan y&mi — to try to locate an ill
ness.
2. vt. To pat, stroke: boway sozldwetip
uzun saqilini —p qoydi while the old man
was speaking, he stroked his long beard.
[U. sila-].
silap-sipa1. vt. = sila- .
2. vi. To be perfunctory, muddling, rash,
careless: —p dtkiizuwdt- to muddle through
one's work; to do sth perfunctorily.
sila$turvt. To grope, feel about, fumble: sdrdflgini —up ytiriip aran taptim I fumbled around for a long time before I found the
matches.
sUjivi. To move: alga — to move forward/ xizmdt alga —di work progressed/ kdynigd — to
move backward. Cf. yotkal- 1. [U. silji-].
sUjitvt. To move: xizmdtni alga — to push work
forward/ orunduqni azraq — to move the
stool a bit. Cf. qozga- , yotka-.
silos
ag. n. Silage; ensilage. [<R. silos].

silsiya
m. Celsius; centigrade: — termometiri cen
tigrade thermometer. [<R. Tsel'siya].
silur
geol. adj. Silurian: — ddwri the Silurian
period/ — sestimisi Silurian system. [<R.
silurijskif].
silkivt. To swing, shake; toss: basni — to toss
one's head/ ddrdxni - to shake a tree/ qolni
— to swing one's hands/ kigizni — to shake
felt/ ♦ sdn meni tola —md don't always
reprimand me. [Mo. silgege-IHai. selk-IXl.
silki-].
silkinvi. To rock, shake, vibrate, quake: partlastin ydr —ip kdtti the earth shook from
explosions/ miflisi —ip kdtti the brain vi
brated. [KK. silkin- (sich strecken)/Ta.
selken-].
silesar
n. Fitter (a type of factory worker),
sili
pro. You (polite form). Cf. siz. [K.w/er].
sUiq
1. adj. Slick; smooth: — taxtay a smooth
board/ dyndktdk — slick as glass/ ♦ — miliwik gilgtik bicya bot. Glycyrrhiza glabra.
2. adj. Smooth; steady; stable: kemd-maflidu the ship sails smoothly.
3. adj. Affable; kind; gentle; polite; ami
able: — sOz affable remark/ — mu'amild
kind attitude. Also siliq-mulayim, $irin 2,
mulayim. [U. silliq (#1-3).
siliqda1. vt. To polish, grind, hone: kdtmdnnid
sepini — to polish the handle of a ketman
(cf. kMman).
2. fig. vt. To polish, touch up: maqalini —
to polish an article. Also siliqla- , silgayt-.
siliqlavt. = siliqda- .
siliqla$-
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similda-

siliqliq
vi. To be polished; to turn smooth or
slick: tof —ti the stone turned smooth,
siliqliq
n. of siliq.
siliq-mulayim
adj. = siliq 3.
silin
mil. n. Commander; commanding officer.
Cf. sarkardii, silmyiian, komander. [<
Ch. siling].
silinbu
mil. n. Command; headquarters. Also silinguan. [<Ch. silingbu].
silinyiian
mil. n. = silin. [<Ch. silingyuan].
silindir
1. n. Engine cylinder.
2. math. n. Cylinder. [<R. tsilindr].
silyuda
geol. n. Mica (Muscovitum). Cf. talq, 51rimtal. [<R. slyudd].
silgaytvt. To polish, grind, hone. Also siliqda- ,
siliqla- .
sim
1. n. Metal filament or wire: - agamga
steel cable / -- tosaq wire entangleinent/ tor wire gauze / — Qlgdk metal sieve or
screen / - Mrd metal saw (also qil Mr&)l
- karwat metal bed/ mis - copper wire.
[Mo. sugum].
.
2. n. Electric wire or cable: — orimi coil
of electric wire/ - ula- to connect wires/
telefon —i telephone cable. Also simtanap.
[U. sim (#1-2)].
3. mus. n. String: tamburnifi -i tambur
strings/ (aflnifi -i dulcimer string. Cf. tar.
4. obs. n. Silver. [C- sim],
simap
chem. n. Mercury (Hg): - bromid mer
cury bromide/ - giraq mercury lamp/ xlorid mercury chloride/ — sulfid mercury
sulfate/ ♦ -tdk erip k&t- to melt like

mercu^ (to be soft-hearted). [U. sirnob\.
simaqul' abagayan
bot. n. Chinese gall
(Galla chinensis), us^
wk
in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also called ussaq
tag mozisi.
simpton
med. n. Symptom.
Also called alamat 3.
[<R. simptom],
simaqul' abagayan
simtanap
n. Electric cable or wire: — tuwriigi elec
tric wire pole. Also sim 2.
simont
n. Cement. KR. tsement <G. Zemeru\.
simontlavt. To cement, lay or pour cement,
simsiz
adj. Wireless; cordless: - telefon cordless
telephone,
sim-sim
onom. Pitter-patter; pat-pat: —yamgurfm&
rain; drizzle/ yamgur—yagdi rain pitter-pat
tered,
simwol
n. Symbol. [<R. simbol\.
simwolizim
n. Symbolism. [<R. simbolizm].
simkar
n. Labor cost: dtuknifl
simkiri labor cost of
boots/ kiyimnifl simkiri
labor cost of clothes,
simizot
bot. n. Purslane (Portulaca oleracae), used
in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also semizot.
simildavi. To patter, make the sound of dripping
water: yamgur -p yegiwatidu the rain is
pattering.
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simliq

singarmonizim

simliq
adj. Wired: — telefon wired telephone/ -telegiramma wired telegram/ - dyndk
glass with wire filament/ — radiyo wired
radio/ — rezinkd insulation rubber,
sin
1. zoo. n. Body; stature: —i uzun at a big
horse.
2. n. Expression; manner; mien; bearing:
minga dadisinifl —i kirip qaptu his bearing
is like his father's. [K. jy/i/Mo. siflsi (looks;
appearance)].
sinavt. To test, experiment: —p k6r- to probe,
explore, feel out / -p isl&t- to try out an ob
ject/ —p yasa- to produce on trial/ —p ytirgUz- to try out/ Oz kUgini — to test one's
strength. [U. sina-'[.
sina$vt. mut. of sina-: Qqil - to have a battle
of wits/ kdg — to compare strength,
sinariya
lit. n. Plot; scenario: kino sinariyisi movie
plot. [<R. stsenarij].
sinaq
n. Experiment; test; trial: - tesi touchstone/
~ qil- to test or experiment: yefli mofinini to test a new machine/ —tin 6t- to stand
or pass a test: —tin dtkdn jMgi battle-harden^ soldier,
sinalvi. To be tested, experienced: —gan kadir a
tested or experienced cadre.
sinta$
n. Boundary stone or marker,
sintaksis
gr. n. Syntax. Cf. nahwi. [<R. sintaksis].
sintaksisliq
adj. Syntactical: — analiz syntactical anal
ysis,
sindikat
n. Syndicate. [<R. sindikat].
singay

cul. n. Tea without milk. [<Ch. qingcha].
sin(i
n. Physiognomist; sby who tells fortunes
by reading faces,
sin^ilap
adv. Painstakingly; thoroughly: — tdksur- to
investigate thoroughly/ — qara- to stare
hard. [U. singiklab].
singilaq
phys. n. Little finger. Also (imaltak,
(ilaq.
sinonim
gr. obs. n. Synonym. K\so mUnidof sdz. [<
R. sinonim].
sinus
math. n. Sine. [<R. sinus].
sink
chem. n. Zinc (Zn). Also rux II. [<R.
tsink].
sinklavt. To galvanize; to do zinc plating,
sinklik
adj. of sink: - roda zinc mine,
sinip
1. n. Class: bir-birigd qarimu-qarfi —lar
mutually opposed classes/ isgilar sinipi
workers' class.
2. n. Grade; school class; classroom: —
basUgi class monitor/ —tin qal- to stay in
grade/ —qa kdg- to move up in grade/
biringi — oqugugiliri first-grade students.
[O. sinif] [U. sinf(n-2)].
sinipda^
n. Classmate; fellow student of same
grade or class. [O. stnifias].
sinipsiz
adj. Classless: — jdmiydt classless society,
sinipiy
adj. Class: - tdhlil class analysis/ - tdrkip
class status/ - kdzqarof class viewpoint,
singarmonizim
gr. n. Vowel harmony. Also sozuq tawusnifl
ahafidasligi. [<R. singarmonizm].
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A

bot. n. Peach (Prunus vulgaris): - sdpUgi
peach skin / ~ qeqi dried peach/ toqugaq
med. n. Tetanus. Also called qatma, qat- almond/ 1 qol ydtmigdn - aggiq the
ma kesdl, kok^al.
peach that cannot be reached by hand is
$a II
sour (JMC). [K. sabdalylMo. sabtal-a (pern. Emperor; shah. Also^ah; cf. pad4a, tansimmon)/0. seftalilU. softoU].
riqut, imperator.
$aptulluq
n. Peach grove.
n. Saber; sword (JE). Cf. qili? I. [U. sop].
?ap-?up
fapa'at
onom. expresses gulping sound: — tutun. Benevolence; charity; favor; grace;
wal- to take everything into one's own
kindness; philanthropy.
hands/ tamaqni - ydp bol- to gulp down
^apa'atsiz
food.
adj. Uncharitable; unkind.
$apur-$apur
^apa'atlik
adv. Hastily: -- yd- to eat hastily.
adj. Benevolent; charitable; kind; philan
^apigirap
thropic.
n. Mimeograph; -ta bos- to mimeograph.
$apa$an
$:apilaq
n. Acrobat; juggler. Also kdz bagligu^i.
n. Slap: -- yd- to be slapped/ bir - sal- to
$apa$lagive a slap. Cf. kajat. [U. sapaloq].
vi. To rush about, run here and there; u
ukisinifl toyi iigun —p k&tti he ran here and i^apilaqlavt. To slap. Cf. kajatla- .
there for his brother's wedding.
$apilda$apaq
vi. To smack (while eating).
n. Peel; rind: qogunsapigi melon rind/ ♦ ^apildatdoppisi a kind of doppa (q.v.)/ ♦ - yarisi
vt. To cause to smack: tamaqni sopilditip
med. impetigo. Cf. post, ^opiik.
ydto eat food with a smacking sound.
$appida
adv. Suddenly; quickly; -- oruqlap k&t- to $at
adj. Happy; joyous; gay: — bol- to be hap
become suddenly emaciated/ yamgur — toxpy/ — yigit happy youngster. Also xo^al,
tidi the rain stopped suddenly.
xo^al-xoram, ?at-xoram, ^ad, ^adiyana 1,
$aptul
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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i^at-xoram
$adiman. [Tu. ^at\.
$at-xoram
adj. = sat.

Sat-xora^q

n. = satliq.
Satut
bot. n. The fruit of the purple mulberry
(Moms mber).
Satuti
zoo. n. Parrot. Also tutiqus.
Satur
n. Fleet-footed runner,
satuwar
n. Printed handwoven cloth,
saterak
bot. n. Lx>mbardy poplar.
Satiraq
1. med. n. Diarrhea: — ur- to have diar
rhea /1 bir — mozay bir padini buzar one
calf with diarrhea can upset a whole herd.
Cf. otkak, setiq.
2. adj. Frivolous; flighty,
satiraqlamed. vi. To have diarrhea.
Satira
bot. n. Gardenia latifolia, used in Uyghur
folk medicine,
satlanvi. To be happy, joy
ous, gay. [Ta. satlan-l
Tu. satlan-].
Satlanka
n. Plaid; checkered
cloth. [<R. sotlandka].
Satliq
n. Happiness; joy: —ni basalmasliq to be
unable to restrain one's joy/ —qa gdmiilto be immersed in joy. Also sadimanliq.
[K. fatlyklTk. fatlyk].
sad
adj. = sat [C- sad/O. sad].
sada

^axar
1. bot. n. Stalk: qonaq sadisi com stalk/ kew&z sadisi cotton stalk. Cf. paya.
2. n. Spoke: gaq sadisi wheel spoke. Cf. giiga, giigii, giigiisun (ftl).
3. n. Railings; palings; bar: ♦ — pagigi
railings leg (a slim person).
Sadipa^aq
adj. Leggy; lanky.
Sadiyana
1. adj. Happy; joyous: — bayram joyous
festival/ — t&b&ssiim happy smile. AlsO xoSal, xosal-xoram, sat, sat-xoram, sad, sadiman.
2. mus. n. Happy song, tune or melody:
muzikini sadiyaniga gal- to play a happy
tune.
Sadilavt. To install spokes.
Sadiliq
adj. Paled; fenced: — karwat a bed with
bars and banisters.
Sadiman
adj. = sad. [C. sodmanlO. shadumanj.
Sadimanliq
n. = satliq.
sax
bot. n. Branch; twig: ddrdx sexi tree
branch/ ♦ —tin soxqa qon- to alight from
branch to branch (to be irresolute or in
constant)/ haram — overgrown branches.
[U. fox].
saxap
n. Tributary; affluent; branch: gol Ostddnifl
saxapgiliri branches of a main canal.
Saxap^a
n. Diminutive form of saxap.
saxadan
n. A kind of silk fabric,
saxar
1. chem. n. Alkali; potash; soda. Cf. so
da II, sulta. [U. isqor].
2. n. Coal cinder: — tdr- to collect coal
cinders/ - qala- to bum coal cinders.
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^axarliq
^ahzada
n. Prince; crown prince. [C- iohzadalO. fehzadelM. sahzoda].
^ahzadixan
n. Princess; crown princess. Cf. xanzada
1, xanika.
^ahzadilik
abstract n. of ^ahzada.
$ahit
n. Witness: - bol- to bear witness. Cf. guwa^i. [O. fahit/U. yohid].
^ahitliq
n. Testimony; witnessing: — qil- to give
testimony, bear witness. Cf. guwa, guwagiliq. [O. sahitlik].
$ahin$ah
n. King of kings; supreme emperor.
|;ahliq
abstract n. of ^ah:-- qil- to be emperor. [O.
sahltk].
bot. adj. Branched: -- ddrdx a fully branch $aojian
mil. n. Major-general. [<Ch. shaojiang].
ed tree.
$ao$iao
^axmat
mil. n. Major. [<Ch. shaoxiao].
n. European chess: -- taxtisi chessboard/
~ oyna- to play chess/ - urugi chess piece. ^aowey
mil. n. Lieutenant. [<Ch. shaowei],
[<R. ioxmaty].

$axarliq
chem. adj. Alkaline: - su alkaline water.
$ax(a
1. bot. n. Diminutive form of ?ax; twig.
2. n. Gate made of bamboo, twigs or lath.
$axsiz
bot. adj. Branchless.
$axina
med. n. Watery feces.
$axlabot. vi. To branch out: ba^diki d&rOxldr —p
k&tti the trees in the garden branched out.
Also ^axlan- .
$axiat1. vt. To cause to branch out or sprout.
2. vt. To embellish: gdpni - to embellish
a story.
$axlanbot. vi. = ?axla- .

$ah I
n. Emperor; shah. Also ^a II; cf. padi^a, tan- adj. Irascible; short-tempered: - at irasci
ble horse. Cf. tawaz, terik-kak, ^esilgaq.
riqut, imperator. [C- sohlO. sah],
^a?$ah II
vi. To be startled or agitated.
n. General in Chinese chess.
$a$tur$ahadat
vt. To startle, agitate: mi -ma don't star
1. n. Deposition; affidavit; testimo- ny.
tle him. [K. mtyr-l.
[O. iohadet; fehadet].
2. n. Diploma: oqusputtUrils sahad&tnamisi ?a?qaq
adj. Uneasy; restive.
graduation diploma. Also diplom, ^ahadat$a$qilaq
nama.
adj. = $a$qaq.
$ahadatnama
^a^qin
n. = i^ahadat 2.
adj. Urgent; pressing.
$ahana
$a$qinliq
1. adj. Imperial. [O. sahane].
n. Urgency; haste.
2. adj. Opulent; sumptuous: - turmus rich
$a$Iiq
life/ — 6y opulent house.
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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$a^may-pi:$may
n. Irascibility: — qil- to be irassible, mis
chievous, unruly.

$;a^ay-p4:may
adv. Leisurely.
$ar

n. Globe; sphere: hawa -i balloon/ y&r -i
ast. Earth. [U. $ar],
$arap
cul. n. Wine; alcoholic beverage made
from fruit. Cf. jiin I, haraq, haraq- i$arap.
[O. sarap].
$arapat
1. n. Honor; credit; glory; nobility.
2. n. Favor; bounty; good fortune: 1 yaxfinifl sarapiti tegSryamamifl kasapiti he who
is near good people receives good fortune,
he who is near bad people received bad
fortune (one takes on the color of one's
company)/ ♦ siznifl sarapitifliz bil&n with
your favor (thanks to you).
3. n. Female name.
$:arapatsiz
adj. Ignoble; dishonorable.
$arapatlik
adj. Noble; honorable.
$arapxor
n. Alcoholic; drunkard; sot; toper; wino.
Cf. haraqka^, mas 1, mayxor.
$:arapxorIuq
med. n. Alcoholism; drunkenness.
$araq$avi. = $araqla- .
$araq-$araq
onom. Clang; clank: toy pargiliri — gtifti a
rock fell widi a clang.
$araq-^ruq
onom. = $araq-$araq.
$araqlavi. To make clanging sound: isikhalqisi saraqlidi the door knocker clanged. Also |iaraq$a-. [U. saraqla-].
$araqlatvt. To cause to clang: uxaltisidiki tdflgildr-

^arrida
ni saraqlitip tdkti he took coins out of the
pouch with a clang/ qdgdzni — to make pa
per rustle.
^ara'it
n. Circumstances; condition; milieu; sur
roundings: — hazirla- to prepare condi
tions/ — yar bdrdi circumstances permitted/
—qa maslas- to adapt to one's surroundings/
Upnii -i study milieu/ iqlim —i climatic con
dition. Cf. ahwal, ahwalat, hal I 1, halahwal.
$arpa
do. n. Scarf. Cf. romal, rummal, yagliq
II. [<R. faifl.
$art-$urt
1. onom. Swish; swoosh: — or- to cut
with a swoosh/ ddrdxni — kds- to chop a
tree with a swoosh.
2. adv. Resolutely; decisively: mdsilini —
bir t&r&p qil- to solve a problem resolute
ly^artildavi. To make a swooshing sound.
^artildatvt. To cause to swoosh: bugdayni fartilditip
or- to cut wheat with a swooshing sound/
qiliffii fartilditip bild- to hone a sword with
a swooshing sound.
$ar(a
n. Small balloon. Diminutive form of ^ar.
$arsiman
adj. Globular; round; spherical: — bakteriyd med. coccus/ — dyndkphy. spherical
mirror/ ♦ — gol bot. corm.
^ar-^ar
onom. Gush; pour: - oqu- to read fluent
ly/ yamgur — quyuwdtti rain came pouring
down/ yamgur — yagdi rain poured.
$;ar-$ur
onom. = $ar-$:ar.
$arrida
onom. Expresses a rushing sound: suni —
tOk- to pour water with a rushing sound/
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i^arik
yamgur — yegip k&tti rain started to pour.
$arik
n. Ball; ball-like object: qan $arigi phys.
blood cell; corpuscle. Cf. top II, saqa.
[<R. farik].
iparilda1. vi. To make rushing sound: su —p aqti
water rushed.
2. vi. To be fluent: —p oqu- to read fluent
ly^arildat1. vt. To cause to make a rushing sound:
fildk bil&n sarilditip su quy- to pour water
out of a bucket with a rushing sound.
2. vt. To cause to be fluent: sarilditip oquto read fluently.
$aza
n. Dustpan.
$azandira
bot. n. Chinese magnoliavine (Schisandra chinensis).
sawwal
n. Tenth month of the
Arabic lunar year. See
section on Calendars
^azandira
on pp. 1074-4. [O. $ewal\.
$awqun
n. Din; hubbub; noise; racket; uproar: —
sal- (kOtdr- ) to make noise or a racket.
[KK. sauqymIU. sovqin].
$awqun-siiran
n. = $awqun.
$awqunlavi. To be noisy: ddrya siiyi —p aqti the
river water rushed noisily.
$awqunluq
adj. Noisy: — kegd a noisy evening or
night. Cf. gogaliq.
?aq
n. Rattle; clatter: qulup — qilip etildi the
lock clattered shut.
$aqaqul

^aqildaq
bot. n. Solomon's seal (Polygonatwn odoratum, P. officinale), used in Uyghur folk
medicine: qizil miliwiq - Polygonatum ro-

seum.

$aqaqul

$aqayiqulne'nian

$aqayiqulne'man
bot. n. Chinese pulsatilla (Pulsatilla chinensis), used in Uyghur folk medicine. Also
called lalagiil.
?aq?aq
1. zoo. n. A cutin or spur at the end of the
feet of certain animals: qoypagiginifi saqsigi
sheep spur. Cf. dokur.
2. adj. Loose-tongued: — xotun a loosetongued woman.
^aq-^uq
adv. Quickly: iyni — qilip piittiir- to com
plete a job quickly.
$aqur-$uqur
onom. Rattle-clatter.
^aqqida
adv. Suddenly: — dzini gdtkd al- to get out
of the way suddenly,
i^aqiravi. To make splashing sounds: su —p aqmaqta the water flowed with a splashing
sound/ yamgur —p yag- to rain hard,
^aqiratma
geo. n. Cataract; waterfall. Also ^aqiram;
cf. giildiinna.
$aqiram
geo. n. = ^aqiratma.
$aqildaq
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i^akarap
n. A toy-like rattle.
$akarap
chem. n. Brine; salt solution. Cf. tuziuq
13.
$akal
1. n. Shell: tuxumsakili eggshell/ yaflaqsakili walnut shell.
2. n. Dregs; dross: sakilini taslap, me^izini
al- to reject the dross and assimilate the
essence.
^akalliq
adj. Shell; dregs; dross.
^aki^ik
n. Goblin; imp.
$akirap
adj. Acute; keen; sharp. Cf. otkiir 1, waramatlik.
^akilat
cul. n. Chocolate: — kUmpiti chocolate
candy. [<R. sokolad].
|ian I
n. Homespun cloth.
$an II
n. Shoetree: - sal- to put shoes on a shoetree. Cf. qelip 3.
$an III
n. Incense: — kdydiir- to burn incense/ -yaq- to light incense. Cf. isriq. [<Ch.
xiang],
^ahparaq
n. Thx in kind.
$anjian
mil. n. General. Also called general. [<
Ch. shangjiang],
$anxo
n. Derision; ridicule: — 01- to ridicule or
deride/ -ga qal- to be ridiculed. [ < Ch.
xianhud\.
$anxo(i
n. Joker; jester; sby who ridicules, de
rides or sneers others.
$an$i
mil. n. Sergeant first class. [<Ch. shang-

^agirtliq
shi\.
i$an$iao
mil. n. Colonel. [<Ch. shangxiao].
$anzun
n. Business head. [<Ch. shangzong].
^anwey
mil. n. Captain. [<Ch. shangwei].
^a'ir
lit. n. Poet: -d poetess/ lirik — lyricist. Cf.
nazim 1. [C- sa'irlO. sair/Tk. sagyjr'/U.
soir],
^a'irana
lit. adj. Poetic: - tdsdwwur poetic quality
or flavor / — tdswirld- to portray or de
scribe poetically/ — sdz poetic words. Also
ijieiriy. [O. fairane].
$a'irliq
lit. n. Poetizing: - qil- to poetize, engage
in poetic work. [O. fairlik],
?ayar
geo. n. Xayar
^Bosian
(Shayar), coun
iXayar ...
OinfanO
ty in Xinjiang
(41.15N82.50E).
Established in
Q*SWe4t^-Shiliuch wg.
1902. Population •Shengli»SfiijiucKahg
(1982): 164,477.
n. A thin fabric resembling satin: — bdlwigi satin belt. Cf. yipak. [U. shoin].
^ayi-atl^
n. Silks and satins. Cf. atlas.
$ayka
n. Clique; faction; gang. Cf. guruh. [<R.
sajka].
$agirt
n. Apprentice; trainee: — al- to accept
apprentices. Also piraktikant; cf. nimkar.
$agirtliq
n. Apprenticeship; training: — muMiti pe
riod of apprenticeship. Cf. piraktika. [U.
soh].
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i^aldirla-

$al
$all
ag. n. Standing rice; paddy: -- aqla- to
husk rice/ - maysisi rice seedlings/ gilgH
— early rice/ k&nji — late rice. [U. ioli\.
^al II
1. n. Wooden board or plank: — til- to
split a board.
2. n. Cangue; wooden neck collar.
$al III
n. Shawl: tiwit —i a shawl made of fine
an- imal hair. [<R. yal'].
^al IV
phys. n. Saliva; spittle: -- aq- to slob
ber, drool. Also $alwaq, ^olgay; cf. balgam,
tukiinik, xapriik, seriqsu 2.
$al V
med. n. Paralytic person: - kesili paraly
sis; palsy (also called palag).
$ala
n. Grate: ogaqnin —si furnace grate.
$alaplavi. To make a smacking or slurping sound
while eating or drinking.
$alap-$ulup
onom. expresses smacking or slurping
sounds: tamaqni — qilip ydp bol- to eat a
meal with loud smacking noises.
?alaq
adj. Frivolous; giddy; skittish. Cf. zanlll.
[U. ialoq].
$alaq-$uluq
onom. Splat-splat: suni - qilip Wk- to spill
water with a splattering sound/ u — qilip
patqaq kegip ketiwatatti he is sloshing in
the mud.
$alaq$i1. vi. To make a cracking sound when be
coming loose or more flexible.
2. vi. To become loose or more flexible:
joza —p qaptu the table became loose.
^alaqqida
adv. Splashingly: u dastiki suni — tokiiwdtti with a splash he poured the water out of

the wash basin.
Iialaqlavi. To make a slapping sound (of water):
dolqun —p qirgaqqa urulmaqta the waves
slapped against the shore.
^alaqlatvt. To cause to make a slapping sound: beliq quyrugi bildn suni salaqlitatti the fish
thrashed the water with its tail.
^alaqliq
n. Frivolity; giddiness: -- qil- to be frivo
lous, skittish or giddy.
$alan
adj. Sparse; scattered; thin: — gag thin
hair/ — hawa thin air/ — etilgan miltiq awazi sporadic rifle fire/ bugday — dsiiptu wheat
grew sparsely/ kogida addm — few people
are in the street/ ♦ — dgldk coarse sieve
or net. Cf. sirak.
$alahlavi. To be few, scattered, thin, rare, sparse.
$alahlatvt. To thin out: maysilarni — to thin out
seedlings.
$alahla$vi. To diminish, become fewer, be scat
tered: bulut -ti clouds thinned out/ kogida
ad&ml&r salafllisip kdtti people in the street
became fewer.
^alahliq
n. Rarefaction; rarity.
$altaq
1. n. Stain; blemish; smirch: yaltigiyuq- to
be stained.
2. adj. Sloppy; slovenly.
$aldama
n. Bib.
^aldiraq
adj. Rattling; clattering: —yilan zoo. rat
tlesnake. [U. saldiroq].
$aldir-$uldur
onom. Rustle-rustle.
$aldirla-
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$aman

^aldirlat-

n. Wind: — burgisi pneumatic drill/ - giqti
vi. To make a rustling sound. [U. saldira-\.
the wind rose/ -- kiridu the wind blew
Iialdirlatthrough/ - egizi drafty place/-ydnilisi wind
vt. To cause to rustle; samal d&rOx yopurdirection/ issiq — hot wind/ mdyin — light
maqlirini -ti the wind made the tree leaves
wind; breeze/1 — giqmisa ddrdx liflsimaydu
rustle.
if the wind does not blow, the tree will not
$al(a
sway (there is no smoke without fire)/ ♦
n. Doormat. Diminutive form of ?al II 1.
—
tdg- to touch wind (to catch or have a
[U. fo/ffl].
cold)/
♦ — kirm&slik a. not to catch a
$alzar
cold; b. not to be open to questions/ ♦
ag. n. Rice field. Also ^alliq.
-ga soruwdt- to toss to the winds (to throw
$alwaq
away money, be a spendthrift)/ ♦ —ga kdtphys. n. = ?al IV.
to leave for the wind (to waste). Cf. yal 1^alwur
2. [U. samol].
1. do. n. Baggy pants or trousers. [O. val
$amaldavar].
1. vi. To catch a cold: mdn —p qaldim I
2. do. n. Leather pants.
have caught a cold.
$algam
2. vi. To air out.
hot. n. Turnip (Raphanus sativus). Also
3. vi. To relieve boredom, drive away
called tump I. [Q. salgaml\5. sol^om\.
one's cares: biz —p keldyli let's have a
$algut
good time.
ag. n. Crossbreed; hybrid.
i^amaldat$algutla$vt. To air out, ventilate; qonaqni samalditip
ag. vi. To crossbreed.
qurut- to dry com by airing.
^algutla^turag. vt. To hybridize, cross: jinisliq -us ^amaldumq
n. Air blower.
sexual hybridization.
$amaldurgug
$allan. Fan: elektir - electric fan. Cf. yalpuvi. To be diminished through competition
gii?.
or selection; to die out.
$amal(a
$alliq
Diminutive form of ^amal.
ag. n. = ^alzar.
1. n. Windmill; pinwheel.
$am I
2. n. Wind scoop.
1. n. Dusk; evening: -- waqti dusk time.
Cf. ax^am 1, qas qaraygan gag, kag 1, gii- ^amalsiz
adj. Calm; windless.
giim. [O. sam/\J. som],
$amalla2. rel. n. Evening prayer.
vi. To be windy. Cf. ^amalda- .
$am II
^amalliq
n. Candle: — yaq- to light a candle. [Cadj. Windy: - kiin windy day/ — ydr wind
sam’IO. samalU. sum].
swept place.
^ama
n. Tea leaf dregs. Also gay samisi. [U. sa- $aman
rel. n. Shaman: - dini shamanism. [<R.
md\.
soman].
$amal
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i^amanizim
^amanizun
rel. n. Shamanism. [O. samanizm; samanItk].
^amdan
n. Candlestick. Cf. latay, [O. samdan],
$amdigay
mil. n. Firing pin. Cf. pistan gaqqugi.
$am(i
n. Candle maker.
^amgiliq
n. Candle making.
^arniliq
n. Opening in a tea pot where tea leaves
are filtered through.
$amyagi{i
hot. n. Annual worm
wood (Artemesia an
nua), used in Uyghur
folk medicine. Also
called sesiq Qmdn, ser-" *
,
riq dm&n.
$an
1. n. Honor; glory;
credit. [Mo. san/O. sanJ
samyagi^i
U. son].
2. n. Radiance; brilliance.
$ana
n. Head frame in a loom.
$an-$arap
n. Fame; glory: — qazan- to obtain fame,
^an-^awkat
n. Might; force; power; prestige; dignity.
$an-$bhrat
n. Fame and renown.
$ankir
med. n. Chancre. [<R. sankr].
$anliq
adj. Brilliant; magnificent; glorious: — ndmund brilliant example or model. [O. son/f).
$a'ban
n. Eighth month of the Arabic year. See
Calendars on pp. 1073-4. [O. sciban].

i^apisiz
$abha
lit. n. Anecdote. Cf. latipa.
$abnam
n. Dew: - giisti dew settled. Also $aldam.
[O. sebnemlu. sabnam].
$apa
n. Sound; sign; indication: ayaqsdpisi sound
of footsteps/ yamgumifl sdpisi sign of rain.
$aparak
zoo. n. Bat (Mspertilo). Also called ^lapiran, $iparak.
$apaq
n. Glow: tad sdpigi glow of sunrise/ kdgki sdpigi glow of sunset. [O. sofak (dawn; daybreak)/U. sofak].
$ap$ak
1. adj. Impetuous; impulsive; unruly: — at
unruly horse/ — bala impetuous child. Cf.
aldiraqsan, aldirangu, taqatsiz, sawirsiz,
qiziqqan, yangiltak.
2. adj. Gossipy; meddlesome.
^iipqat
n. Charity; compassion; solicitude:-hdmsirisi sister of charity. [C- sofiq (compassionate)/0. sefkat; se/katliliklUL. sdfkat'IU. sqfqat],
$apqat(i
n. Benefactor. Cf. himatgi, welinemat,
yolakgi, yolan^ilk, madatkar.
^apqiitsiz
adj. Callous; merciless: —
merciless
struggle. Cf. birahim, rahimsiz, marbamatsiz. [O. sgfkatsiz/Tz.. sdfkat'sez].
^apkatsizlik
n. Callousness; mercilessness. Cf. birahimlik, rahimsizlik, marhamatsizlik. [O.
sefkatsizlik].
$apqatlik
adj. Charitable; compassionate; solicitous.
[O. sefkatlilTa. sdjkat'le],
$apka
do. n. Flat, visored cap. [<R. scipka].
$apisiz
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i^ahwatparaslik

ipapirak
adj. Not having sound, sign or indication.
$apirak
adj. Emaciated; lean; thin. Cf. awaq, yadan, yadangu.
^apiran
zoo. n. Bat. Also saparak, ^iparak.
$apilik
adj. Sound; sign; indication.
$^ira
n. Genealogy; family tree; pedigree. Cf.
nasap, nasil 1. [O. secere],
$axs
1. n. Individual; person; -nin tamgisi personad seal/ -nin n&rsiliri personal belong
ings/ malum — a certain individual/ natonus — unfamiliar individual. [O. sahisITk. sdxes/U. sakhs],
2. lit. n. Character; figure; personage. Al
so called pirsuna? (#2).
3. gr. n. Person: — qo^urngisi personal suf
fix/ biringi - first person.
$^san
adv. Personally:
to participate per
sonally,
i^axsiy
1. adj. Individual; personal; private: - adaw&t personal hatred/ - mdnpd '&t private
profit/ - munasiw&t personal relations. Cf.
6z 2. [O. sahsi/1^. foxsi].
2. adj. Selfish: - gdrdz selfish motive.
$axsiyat
1. n. Privateness. [O. sahsiyat].
2. n. Selfishness; self-esteem; ego: —kd
tdg- to hurt (sby's) ego. [O. yahsiyet (per
sonality; important person)].
ipaxsiyatparas
n. Selfish person; individualist. Also ^axsiyatfi.
^axsiyatparaslik
n. Individualism; selfishness: — qil- to
scheme for profit, be individualistic or sel
fish/ —kd qaryi tur- to oppose individualism.
Also saxsiyatfilik.

$axsiyat(i
n. = siaxsiyatparas.
$^siyat9ilik
n. = ^axsiyatparaslik.
$^dan
bot. n. Trollius altaicus, used in Uyghur folk medicine.
Also called altay sdhdan.
$ahar
geo. n. City: — ahalisi city resident/ —
al- to take a city/ —
dtrapi city environ
ment/ — rayoni city
district/ — kdmbdgili
urban poor/ sana'dt
Sdhiri industrial city/
♦ — kdrgdn kifi sby
^dan
who has seen the world; experienced per
son. [C- saharlK.. yaarlO. iehirlTk. fdhdrlTu.
Sdxer/U. yahar],
^ahar^a
geo. n. Town; small city. Diminutive
form of $ahar.
i^aharlik
1. n. City dweller; urbanite.
2. adj. Urban: uriimgi - bdyingi mdktdp Urumqi school no. 5. [O. sehirlHHa,. sdhdrlek].
^ahwaniy
adj. Carnal; erotic; sensual: — ndpsi car
nal desire. [O. sehvani\.
^ahwaniyliq
n. Eroticism; lust; sensuality: — qil- to do
(sth) erotic. [O. yehvaniyet; sehvet\.
$ahwat
n. = ^ahwaniyliq. [C- sahvat].
$ahwatpar^
n. Woman chaser; whorehound.
^ahwatpar^lik
abstract n. of ^ahwatparas.
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$arip

$ahla
$ahla
adj. Bright; beautiful (of eyes): — kdz
bright eyes. [U. sahlo\.
$art
1. n. Condition; requirement: — ba^ligugi
gr. conditional conjunction/ — hazirla- to
create conditions / — qoy- to put forward
conditions/ aldinqi — prerequisite/ peilnifl
— rayi gr. verbal form for condition. [K.
jarf/KK. $drtlO. ^arf/Tu. sertlH. sari].
2. n. Oath; pledge; vow: - qil- to make a
pledge. Cf. ant, q^am.
3. av. Must; ne^ (used in negation): m&jlis egis ugiin mdxsus 6y bolusi — dmOs the
meeting need not be held in a special room.
$artsiz
adj. Unconditional: - boysun- to obey un
conditionally. [O. sarisii].
$artla$vi. To agree on, arrange: bizbagda iigrisisqa
sdrilisip qoyduq we agreed on meeting in the
park. [O. sarilas-].
$artlik
adj. Conditional; hypothetical: -- xulasd
hypothetical conclusion/ — reflekis phys.
conditional reflex / ♦ — bdlgd a. secret
signal; countersign; b. geo. map key, leg
end. [O. so-rilf].
^artnama
n. Pact; treaty: — tUz- to conclude a treaty/
- imzala- to sign a treaty/ tdH hoquqsiz —
unequal treaty/ sUlhi sdrinamisi peace treaty/
urus toxtitis sdrinamisi mil. armistice. Cf.
mu'ahida. [O. sariname].
$arap
n. Honor; esteem: — taxtisi honor roll/ —
kdltiir- to win honors/ sdripigd in honor of:
wdkilldr sdripigd berilgdn ziyapdt reception
for representatives. Cf. ta^rip. [KK. sarapatlO. serefJU. sorqf].
^araplik
adj. Esteemed; honorable: — nam honora
ble name. [O. serefli].

$arat
n. Gesture; sign; signal. Cf. ^am, i^arat, ima, ima-i^arat.
$arhi
lit. n. Annotation; explanation; note. [O.
Serb].

$;arhilavt. To explain, interpret, expound, clari
fy: M />« mdsilini yaxsi —p bdrdi he expound
ed this problem comprehensively. Cf. jii^andiir- .
^arwat
cul. n. Juice: uziimsdrwiti grape juice/miwd
Sdrwiti fruit juice. Cf. su 3, ^ira II, $irna.
^arwatslz
adj. Juiceless; dry. Cf. ijirnisiz.
^arwatlik
adj. Juicy: — iizUm juicy grapes. Cf. suluq, ^irnilik.
^arq
geo. n. The East;
Orient: — samili fig.
East Wind/ —qd qarap mad walk toward
the East/ ottura -Middle East/ yeqin —
Near East/ yiraq —
Far East/ ♦
qamgioti bot. Prince's
feather {Polygonum orientale). Cf. kiinjiqi$. [C- sarq/0. sark/ld. sarq].
^arq^unas
n. Orientalist. [O. sarkiyatpi/U. sarqsunos].
$arq$unasliq
n. Orientalism. [O. s^irkiyat],
?arqiy
geo. adj. Eastern: — jdnup southeast/ — simal northeast/ — yawropa Eastern Europe.
[O. sarki; sarkli],
$arqliq
geo. adj. = ^arqiy.
$arip
1. adj. Honorable; noble; exalted: isim -li-
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^ari'at
1. n. Shrew; vixen.
ri nimd what is your honorable name? [C2. med. n. Mi
sarifJO. serif].
graine.
2. n. Male name.
$ak
^ari'at
n. Doubt; uncertain
rel. n. Shari'ah, Islamic law. [O. seriat/Tk.
ty: — kdlttir- to raise
Sdrigat'/U. sariat].
doubts. Also^ak-^iibAlsosak-siib^ar'iy
ha, $iibha; cf. gurel. adj. Orthodox; according to Islamic
man. [C- sMO. seki
canon. [C- sar'HO. ser'an].
1
U. sdk].
$annat
$awkiran
^aksiz
adj. Dashing; gallant.
adj. Doubtless; definite; certainly; to be
^armanda
sure; of course: u — kelidu he will defi
1. adj. Disgraced; disgraceful; ignomini
nitely come. Also^ak-^iibhisiz, ^iibhisiz; cf.
ous; shameful: — bol- to lose face, be dis
gumansiz.
graced/ — qa^qun shameful deserter. Cf.
$ak-$iibha
raswa 1.
n. = lyak.
2. n. Shameless person; clown; buffoon,
^ak-^iibhisiz
^armandilarga
adj. = $aksiz. [U. sak-subhasiz].
adv. Ignominiously; shamefully: — qag- to
flee shamefully/ — mdglup bol- to lose igno $akil
1. n. Form; shape; pattern: — dzgdr- to
miniously.
change form/ toxtamnifl sdkli contract form/
^armandilik
Sdkli ozgdrgdn tdn jazasi corporal punish
n. of ^armanda: — qil- to do (sth) shame
ment in disguised form. [O. sekHITk. sikelIXi.
ful.
sakl\.
$awq
2. lit. n. Style: basma sdklisi printed style/
n. Bent; desire; inclination. [O. sevk/U.
yazma — written style. Cf. uslup, istil.
savq].
i$akilda$
$awqsiz
lit. adj. Homomorphous; having the same
adj. Apathetic; impassive.
form: — sdzldr homomorphous words. [O.
$awqliq
sekildes],
adj. Animated; inclined.
^akilsiz
$awkat
adj. Amorphous; formless; shapeless. [O.
1. n. Honor; glory; fame; prestige. Also
sekilsiz].
$an-$arap. [O. sevket (majesty; pomp)/U.
^akilwaz
savkat].
ph. n. Formalist. Cf. rasmiyatji. [O. sekil2. Male name.
c/].
$awkatlik
adj. Glorious; famous; prestigious. [O. sev- ^akilwazliq
ph. n. Formalism: — qil- to engage in for
ketli (majestic)],
malism. [O. sekilcilik].
i^awkiran
bot. n. Gelsemium elegans, used in Uyghur $akillanvi. To form, take shape: yefli wdziydt -di
folk medicine.
a new phase, aspect or situation formed.
$aqiqa
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^lakillandiir[O. iekillen-].
$akillandiirvt. To form, shape. [O. sekillendir-].
$akillik
1. adj. Having a form, shape, pattern.
2. adj. In the manner of; similar to; as.
[Ih. fikelle],
^akiman
n. Lover. Cf. ada? 2, oyna? 2, soyda$,
yar II.
$aklan
adj. In form or appearance: -- milli, mdzmmdn sotsiyalistik mOdiniydt a culture na
tional in form and socialist in content.
$aklanvi. To be or become suspicious, have
doubts: m&n mMin sdklinimdn I have my
doubts about him.
$aklik
adj. Doubtful; dubious; questionable. Cf.
^iibhilik, gumaniy.
$aytan
1. rel. n. Devil; Satan: ♦ ~ atla- to skip
the devil (to have a seminal emission)/ ♦
— azdur- to puzzle the devil (to be unex
pected or be a curious coincidence)/ ♦ —
tarazisi platform scale or balance/ ♦ —ga
ddrs beridigan able to teach the devil a les
son/ ♦ —ga noxta salidigan able to put a
halter on the devil (to be extremely sly or
cunning)/ ♦ -nifl arqisiga kir- to be pos
sessed. [O. seytanll^. sajtanl\i. sajton\.
2. n. Surveyor's level. [O. iohts\.
ijaytanterisi
1. n. A kind of cloth.
2. n. A kind of turf.
^aytan^aq
obs. n. Bicycle. Cf. walsipit.
^aytanlanvi. To be cunning.
^aytanliq
n. Devilment; prank; mischief: — qil- to
make faces, make a spectacle of oneself.

^amsiya
[O. seytanlik],
$iiyda
n. Infatuation: - bol- to be infatuated with/
- qil- to entice, tempt, seduce, attract, al
lure. Cf. xu^tarl. [U. $ajdo\.
payday!
1. n. sby who is infatuated with (sby/sth):
kitap —si bibliophile.
2. adj. Alluring; intoxicating.
^aydayiliq
n. of payday!.
^aydaliq
abstract n. of ^ayda.
^ayx
1. n. Clan or village head.
2. rel. n. Theologian; judge. [C- sayxIO.
feyhlU. sajx
3. n. Elder.
?ay'i
n. Thing; object: yefli — new object. Cf.
narsa 1. [O. sey^.
$alpa
n. Red cloth; bunting used on festive oc
casions: - bagla- to hang up red festoons/
— kdynigi red shirt/ qizgaq uyilip yiizi —ddk
qizirip k&tti the little girl blushed like a red
banner.
$aldam
n. Dew: — tamagisi dew drop. Also ^abnam.
^aljam
bot. n. Turnip (Brassica rapa). Also called
(amgur, ^algaiti.
^am
lit. n. Gesture; sign; signal. Cf. ^arat, 4arat, ima, ima-i^arat.
$ams
1. ast./lit. n. Sun. Cf. quya$, kiln 1. [O.
^ems\.
2. n. Male name.
^ainsiya
1. n. Solar calendar.
2. n. Female name.
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$am$ad
$am$ad
1. bot. n. Dragon spruce
(Picea asperata): qara —
yew (Taxus). Also called
samirsin, qara qarigay.
2. Big and tall: qMdi —dGk
of tall stature.
$am$ad
$am$ar
n. A double-edged sword; saber.
$am$ir
n. = $am$ar.
$an
n. Integrity; probity; virtue: —igd tdg- to
impugn (sby's) integrity.
$anba
n. Saturday. [K. UembilH&. simbdlTu. senbel
U. fanba],
^angan
his. n. County official during Qing admin
istration: - yamuli county yamen. [ < Ch.
xiangmn].
$o'ar
n. Slogan; poster: — towla- to shout slo
gans/ — gapla- to put up a poster. [O. fiar/
U. sior],
$opan
n. Distillery. [ < Ch. shaofang].
$opur
n. Driver; chauffeur: —nifl yard&mgisi dri
ver assistant. [ < R. safer < F. chauffeur^
^opurluq
n. Driving: — qil- to be a driver/ — kursi
driving course/ — kiniskisi driver's license.
[O. sc0rliik].
$ota
1. n. Ladder: — qoy- to set up a ladder / —
quduq geo. Shota Kuduk, town near Aqsu
(40.42N 79.5IE). [Mo. satu/U. son],
2. n. Cart handles: harwa sotisi cart han
dles.
$ox
1. adj. Naughty; ill-behaved; mischie
vous; troublesome: — bala mischievous

$or
child.
2. adj. Merry; cheerful: — usul a dance
that makes people feel happy/ — yigit a
happy-go-lucky fellow/ — naxsa cheerful
song. [C. sox (caprious beauty)/Mo. sog
(laughter).
$oxa
bot. n. Thom: jigdinifl soxisi oleaster thorn.
Cf. bortagan.
$oxoza
n. Young man. [<Ch. xiaohuozi].
$ox$uvi. To back up, go backwards: at —di the
horse backed up.
$ox$utvt. To back up: harwini — to back up a
cart.
$oxla
bot. n. Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentwn).
Also called pamidur.
$oxlan1. vi. To be naughty or mischievous.
2. vi. To be merry or cheerful.
$oxlak
bot. n. Physalis alkekengi, a kind of
groundcherry. See illustration at kakinaj
on p. 680.
$oxluq
n. Prank; mischief: — qilma balam don't
be mischievous, my son. Cf. banwa$Iiq.
$or I
n. Salinity; salt efflorescence: — topa sa
line soil/ ~ Orld- to be saturated with salt/
—ni eqit- to rinse out salinity/ y&mi — basidi the soil became saline. [K. ^or].
^or II
n. Bad luck: — pisand addm a hard-luck
case; sby with a bitter lot/ —/ quru- to be
unlucky: —i qurugur an unlucky person/ dzdmnin —i one's own bad luck/ mid —i qurudi he is down on his luck. Also pi^kallik,
domila, dii$kallik, 2, n^lik. [K. ;or/KK.
sor].
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$ora
n. Opening; break; breach: tarn sorisi open
ing in a wall.
^oravt. To suck: amgak - to suckle/jig&rsorigug
med. liver fluke / qan — to suck blood/ yilik " to suck bone marrow. [Mo. soru-].
?oratvt. To cause to suck: emizgini - safl yiglimaydu if you let him suck the nipple of a
feeding bottle, he won't cry.
$orpa
cul. n. Meat soup: — uyutmisi cul. aspic;
meat jelly/ aq sorpisi clear soup/ beliq sorpisi fish soup/ toxu sorpisi chicken soup/ 1
&rzan gOsnifl sorpisi yoq there is no soup from
cheap meat/ ♦ qaynatsasorpisiqosulmaydigan incompatible with; out of tune with,
^orpiliq
cul. adj. Meat soup: — manta meat soup
dumplings.
$ortan
adj. Saline: — ydr saline soil. Also ^orluq
12.
^ortum^uq
1. n. Obstinate or stubborn person.
2. n. Malicious or vicious person,
^ortun^uqluq
1. adj. Obstinate; stubborn.
2. adj. Malicious; vicious.
$orIa$vi. To become saline or salty: su —ti water
turned saline.
$orIuq I
1. n. Saline soil.
2. adj. = ^ortan: - topa saline soil/ — su
saline water.
$orluq II
abstract n. of ?or II.
1. n. Matchmaker; go-between.
2. n. Bastard; son of a bitch.
$owi(iIiq

••

••

^ohratparas

^ora

abstract n. of iiowiji: — qil- to serve as a
matchmaker.
^owigiirug
cul. n. Rice porridge with meat. Com
bined form of §orpa (meat) and giiru?
(rice).
^owinizim
n. Chauvinism: gofl ddl&t —i great-power
chauvinism. [<R. sovinizm].
?oyi
n. Young master of a house. [<Ch. shaoye].
?oyla
cul. n. A very thick porridge consisting
mostly of rice, fat, carrots and meat.
$oyna
n. Thin hemp or wool string.
$ola
1. n. Light; ray; radiance: kttnnifl solisi sun
rays.
2. n. Shadow; reflection: ay solisi moon sha
dow/ giraq solisi lamp reflection.
$oba
fig. n. Branch: — bankisi subsidi^ bank;
branch bank; bank branch/ — idarisi branch
office/ - mtiktiwi branch school.
$opiik
n. Peel; rind; skin: saptulsbpiigipeach skin.
Also $apaq; cf. post.
$dpiiksiz
adj. Peeled; skinless; skinned.
^opukliik
adj. Peel; rind; skin: — miwildrmpeeled
fruit.
$ohrat
1. n. Fame; reputation: — qazan- to gain
fame. Cf. abroy, at II2, ataq 1, nam-ataq, nam-^dhrat. [C- SuhratlO. sbhretIU.
suhrat],
2. Male name.
^ohratparas
n. sby who covets fame; ambitious person;
careerist. [U. suhratparast].
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^ohratparaslik
^ohratpar^Iik
n. Ambition.
$ohratsiz
adj. Undistinguished; obscure.
^ohratlanvi. To be famous.
^ohratlik
adj. Famous; noted; distinguished. Cf. abroyliq, ataqllq, inawatliq 1, motiwar 1.
[O. s6hretli\.
^olurndavt. To beslaver; drool on.
?olgay
phys. n. Spittle; sputum; saliva: — aqti
saliva flowed/ — gagrat- to spit at random.
Also ^al IV, $alwaq; cf. balgam, tiikiiruk,
xapriik, seriqsu 2. [U. sUlakaj].
^olgaylanvi. To turn into spittle.
pro. This; that: — kiin this day; that day/
—mu g&p boldimu such talk!; this is really
preposterous!/ —nin biMn (—nindaq, -nifldaq'a) at the same time/ —nin iigiin for this
reason; therefore/ gdp —niflda the question
is here/ —nifldin ba^qa beside this/ —nMin
keyin from here on; from now on/ yeni kdlgdn sawaqday — the new classmate is that
one. [O. ^«/Tu. f«/U. su\.
$uan
adv. At once; right away. Cf. darhal, darro.
$ubaq
bot. n. = $uwaq.
?uji
n. Secretary. Used mostly for Communist
Party officials of any rank. Also sekritar;
cf. sarkatip, katip, katibat. [<Ch. shum-

^ujifu
n. Secretariat. Cf. katiwat bayqarmisi. [ <
Ch. shujichu].
^ujiliq

^ugul
abstract n. of ^uji: u —qa bdlgil&ndi he was
appointed as secretary.
$u$an
ag. n. Sheep shears.
$urdaq
n. Embroidered felt. Also $irdaq.
$uruq
n. Wooden log.
^waq
bot. n. Wormwood; capillary artemisia
(Artemisia capillaris). Also^ibaq. See illus
tration at $iwaq on p. 531.
^uquravi. To make swishing sounds: qan —p aqti
the blood flowed with a swish.
$un
bot. n. Shoot; vine: uziim — tartti vine
shoots grew. Cf. pilak.
$una
conj. Therefore; thus; hence: u agrip qaldi
— kdlmidi he fell ill, therefore he did not
come. Also $unla$qa, yunik iigiin.
$unqar
zoo. n. Hawk; falcon (Falco). Also called la^in 1.
[Q. siifiqar].
$unguvi. To dive, slip: ayrupilan
asmandin —p giiyti the plane
dove out of the sky/ ayrupi
lan bulut igigd —p kirip kdtti a plane slipped into the
clouds/ suga —p kir- to dive
into water. Also siinga- .
[Mo. yuflgu-].
$unqar
^ungi^a
adv. Until now; until that time: u — gdp
qilmay olturuptu he remained silent until
now.
$unla$qa
conj. = $una.
¥Ugul
n. Occupation; profession; vocation. Used
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^un^a

^ugullanin classical literature. Cf. oqat, kasp.
^guUanvi. To be engaged in, deal with: garwigiliq
bil&n - to be engaged in herding. Cf. ma?gullan- . [U. fugullan-].
$ulta
chem. n. Alkali; potash; soda: ♦ tuznifl
iistigd — quy- to pour potash on salt (to
add fuel to a flame). Generally used as
washing soda. Cf. soda II, ^axar 1. [Mo.
Siiltu].

$um
1. adj. Ominous; unfortunate: — x&w&r
ominous news (usually of sby's death).
2. adj. Sinister; insidious; treacherous: -t&l&y adversity; misfortune/ — rdqip trea
cherous opponent. [Th. som (evil omen; misfortune)/Tu. iumlM. sum\.
$umba
n. The hole in certain chopping tools where
the handle is inserted.

cens). Also kdk sumbuya.
$umtal
bot. n. Manchurian ash (Fraxinus mandchurica). [U. sumtol\.
$umtak
n. Mischievous imp.
^uinlanvi. To consider sth as ominous; to be dis
turbed, distressed, nervous.

^umluq
1. n. Bad omen: - qil- to do (sth) ominous/
muiukyapilaq - qilidu ddydu the owl is said
to bring bad news. [Th. fomly (gloomy; in
auspicious)].
2. n. Treachery; fraud.
3. n. Mischief; prank; practical joke.
$undaq
1. pro. Like this; like that: - qilip as a
result; thereupon; hence; consequently/ u
- addm he is that kind of person/ nurgun
yillar mana - dtup kdtti so many years
have gone by. [KK. sondaj].
2. int. Yes; that's right: -, eytqininiz togra
yes, what you say is correct. [U. sundoq].
^undaqtimu
adv. Nevertheless; nonetheless; notwith
standing. Often used as a conjunction be
tween opposing sentences: dawut meni bii~
giin ikki qetin ugratti — meni tunimidi Da
wut met with me twice today but he did
not identify me.
^un^a
1. adv. Like this; like that: - oylisammu
esimgd kdlmidi no matter how hard I try, I
cannot remember/ — kdp if so many mat
ters.
2. adv. No matter what or how: — gdp qil-
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^ungiwala

i^iim^aygan

sammu, u afllimidi no matter how much I
talked to him, he did not listen.
3. adv. The more
the more
qangd
tez bolsa — yaxsi the faster the better.
4. adv. As much; whatever: qangini alsafl
sungini algin take whatever you like; take as
much as you like.
$un(iwala
adj. This many; that many: ~ ndrsini nimd
qilisdn what use do you have for this many
things?
$un(ilik
adj. These few; so small: — ifqimu rdnjimsiz you get angry at such a trifling matter?
$iibha
n. Doubt; uncertainty. Also^ak, ^ak-^iibha;
cf. guman. [O. suphelU. subha].
^iibhisiz
adj. Certain; definite; doubtless. Cf. toxtalgu, turalgu, $aksiz, gumansiz. [O. suphesiz].
^iibhilanvi. To doubt, feel uncertain. [O. suphelen-].
^iibhilik
adj. Doubtful; dubious; questionable. Cf.
^aklik, gumaniy. [C- subhaltqlO. supheli].
$up-$iik
adj. Stock-still; motionless: — oltur- to sit
stock-still. Superlative of ^iik. Also tipting.
$;iida
n. Grease; greasy filth: ddsmal — bolup
kdtti the rag became filthy with grease,
^iidigar
ag. n. Fallow field. [U. sudgor],
^iidigarlaag. vt. To plow fallow land.
$iirkunvi. To shiver, shake, tremble: sogaqtin —
to shiver from cold. Cf dirilda-, jugulda-,
galilda- .
^iirmal
n. Ice floe: pargd-pargd —Idr bits of float

ing ice. Cf. kdmal.
$iik
adj. Quiet; peaceful: - ttirufl be quiet!/ —
oltur- to sit peacefully. Also ting. [M. sdk].
^iikiir
1. n. Gratitude; thankfulness: — qil- to be
content with one's lot / xudaga — thank Al
lah! Cf. ta^akkiir, ha^qalla, rahmat 1, qulluq II 1, minnat, minnatdarliq. [C. S^r!
KK. sukir/0. sid^rllk. sdkerlU. sukur].
2. n. Male name.
$ueyiian
n. College; institute. Cf. darilpunun, inistitut, yurt 5. [<Ch. xueyuan].
1. ag. vt. To carve, cut, skin: u kala terisini —up boldi he sinned the cow. he
2. vt. To plunder, rob. Cf. bula- . Also ^ilm-2).
^iimarvt. To roll up: ydh - to roll up a sleeve,
^iimak
1. n. A tube-like nightpot for infants,
placed in cribs.
2. n. Chute used in a mill.
$um$a
bot. n. A kind of
fern (Trigonella foenum-graecum), used
in Uyghur folk med
icine. Also called
bilba.
^iimiayvi. To bundle up,
curl up: u sogaqtin
sumsiyip ketiptu because
he was cold he came
bundled up. [U. sumjum^a
saj-].
^iim^aytvt. To bundle up, roll up.
$iim$aygan
adj. Round-shouldered; stooped.
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$iim$uk
adj. Disgusting; detestable. Cf. yirginarlik, yirgini^lik.
^iimuvi. To suck, hold in the mouth: k&mpit —
to suck on candy.
^umiidakla1. To pull or roll up.
2. To be eager for a fight. Also ^imayla(^1-2).
^epi
n. Right of first refusal (in selling real es
tate, etc.): - k&ltur- a. to offer the right
of first refusal; b. ♦ to involve, implicate.
$epilik
abstract n. of ?epi:- qil- to offer right of
first refusal.
$etiq
med. n. Diarrhea. Also $atiraq 1; cf. 6tkak.
$etila
1. adj. Joking; jesting; jolly: - addm jolly
fellow. Also ^itila; cf. hayyar 3, qiziq 4,
kiilkilik.
2. n. Joker; jester; wag. Cf. ^ax^aq^i, hazilka$, qiziqgi 1.
$etililik
n. Joke; jest: - qil- to joke. Cf. gax^aq,
hazil, qiziq^iliq.
$exil
n. Gravel, especially when used on high
ways. Also ^egil.
$ehit
1. rel. n. Martyr. [O.
2. n. Male name.
$ehitliq
1. rel. Martyrdom. [O. sehitlik].
2. n. Grave; tomb; graveyard. Cf. zaratka, qawra, yarlik II, gor, mazar.
$e$a
n. Canvas; sailcloth. Cf. berezent.
^e^ip-pi^ip
adv. Hurriedly; hastily. Also hapila-^apila,

$e$ilip-pi$ip.
vi. To hasten, hurry.
$e$ilip-pi$ip
adv. = $e$ip-pi$ip.
$eris
n. Woolen cloth. [<R. serst'].
$ekast
1. n. Defeat; rout. Cf. maglubiyat, muwappaqiyatsizlik.
2. n. Breakage; damage; injury.
$ekar
n. Sugar: - sityi bot. a kind of melon/ — sirnisi syrup / — qomufi (qonigi) bot. sugarcane
(Phragmites sacchanm)/ — kesili med. di
abetes/ — maddisi sugary substance/ aq —
white sugar/ qara — brown sugar/ qim seki/7 granulated sugar/ ♦ -yalitilganzSmbirdk
oqi sugar-coated bullet. Cf. qan. [C- s&k&r!
O. sekerlTa.. yikarlU. yakarlY. saaxar],
$ekarlavi. To be or become sugary. [O. sekerle-].
$ekarlatvt. To sugar, preserve in sugar.
^eir
lit. n. Poem: — yaz- to write poems/ —lar
toplimi poetry collection/ gagma (n&sriy)
— prose poem/ lirik — lyrical poem. [C. si 'rl
O.siif/^- sigyr'].
^eiriy
lit. adj. Poetic: — tuygupoetic sense/ — dsiir
poetic work/ — sdz poetic language. Also
^a'irana. [O. sUfsel].
ijeiriyat
lit. n. Poetry. Cf. poeziya, a^'ar, mu^a'ira,
nazma.
^egil
n. Gravel. Also i^exil.
^egilliq
adj. Gravelly: — y<3r gravelly land. Cf. ta^liql 1.
mil. n. Division. [<Ch. shi].
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$ipun

i^iaoduy
^iaodiiy
n. Work team. Between the mid-1950s
and mid-1980s, this term usually applied
to the most basic rural work team. [<Ch.
xiaodui],
$iaojan
n. School principal. [<Ch. xiaozhang\.
$iba
n. Sibe, a Manchu-Tungusic nationality,
about 40% of whom live in Xinjiang, espe
cially in the Qapqal autonomous county: —
till Sibe language.
$iban
n. Flagstone; stone slab. [<Ch. shibari\.
$ibu
mil. n. Division headquarters. [<Ch. shibu\.
$ibit
bot. n. Anethum graveolens, used in Uyghur
folk medicine. Also
called seriq^egak. [M.
sibut],
$iblit
do. n. A kind of men's
leather sandal, worn in
summers.
^ip

sibit

n. Ceiling. Cf. torus. [U. sip],
?ipa
med. n. Healing; recovery: — bol- to be
capable of curing, be efficacious (of med
icines)/ — tap- to recover from an illness/
-51
incurable disease. [O. ^ifalT^.
Sifa],
$ipaxana
med. n. Clinic; infirmary. Cf. biilnis, tibabatxana, doxturxana. [O. sifahane].
$ipan
n. Wayside pavilion; kiosk: H — igiz bir
nan yoq d&star yogan iman yoq the pavilion
is tall but there is no bread, the turban is
big but there is no faith (JMC).

$ipal
n. Railroad tie; sleeper. [<R. ypala].
^ipalanmed. vi. To convalesce, recover. Cf. saqay-.
^ipaliq
med. adj. Curative; efficacious: — dora ef
ficacious medicine/ -- su curative waters.
$ippan
adv. Waving; wagging: — quyruq it tzilwagging dog.
$ippan$i1. vi. To rock, shake, swing, sway, vacill
ate, wave.
2. vi. To fawn. Also $ippanla- (#1-2).
$ippan$it1. vt. To rock, shake, swing, wave: qicyruq
— to wag a tail.
2. vt. To fawn on. Also ^ippanlat- (#1-2).
^ippanlavi. = ^ippan^i- .
^ippanlatvt. = ^ippan^it- .
$ippida
adv. Suddenly: u — oruqlap ketiptu he sud
denly turned gaunt/ isiiq — yandi the swell
ing has suddenly gone down. Cf. dap'atan \ ,hd-hudigigd, h&s-p&y digigd. [O. sipdiye\.
$iparak
zoo. n. Bat. Also $aparak, $apiran.
$ipon
n. Slug used in typesetting. [<R. ypon\.
?ip-«ip
1. onom. expresses the sound of light
tread: — d&ssdp marl- to walk lightly.
2. onom. Blinking; winking: — to blinking
eye. Also $ipildaq, mol-mol.
?ip-?ir
1. adj. Solid. Superlative form of ^ir II.
2. pp. Many: bundaq Ular — there are many
things like this.
$ipun
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i^irazla-

ijipirlan. Georgette: -- duxawisi georgette velvet/
— ya^ligi georgette kerchief.
$ipirlavi. To make crunching sounds: sipirligan ayaq tawuyi the crunching sound of foot
steps.
^ipilda1. vi. To blink, wink: kOzi -p turdi his
eyes blinked. Cf. {iniilda- 1, molilda- .
2. vi. To walk in quick short steps: —p meflip kdl- to come in quick, short steps.
$ipildatvt. To blink, wink: kdzni - to wink an eye.
Cf. ^imildat- , kirpik qaq-.
^ipildaq
adj. = ?ip-?ip 2: - kdz blinking eye.
$itirlavi. To make rustling sounds: bu boway hdr
kuni atiganda bagdin -p menip giqidu the
old man walks rustling through the garden
every morning.
$itir-$itir
onom. expresses rustling sounds.
^itila
adj. Amusing; comical; funny. Cf. hayyar
3. qiziq 4, kiilkilik.
$itililik
n. of ?itila: — qil- to joke.
$iddat
n. Intensity; severity: dolqun — bildn qirgaqqa urulmaqta the waves hit the shore in
tensely. Cf. a^addilik, oktamlik. [C- yiddat!
0. iiddet (hardness; severity; strength; intensity)/U. siddat\.
^iddatlan1. vi. To intensify, gain strength.
2. vi. To become hardened, fierce. [O. fiddetlen-m-2)l
$iddatlik
adj. Intense; severe: —jdfl intense battle/
- sogaq severe cold/ - eqim rapid stream.
Cf. a$addi, oktam. [O. siddetli].
$ia

rel. n. Shiite. [O. Sia/U. $id].
^ija'at
n. Bravery; courage; daring: — kOrsdt- to
pluck up one's courage. Cf. dadilliq, jasarat, jasurluq. [O. yecaatlV. yizoat],
^ya'atsiz
adj. Cowardly.
i$qa'atsizlik
n. Cowardice.
lUa'Mik

adj. Brave; courageous; daring: —yigitz
brave fellow. Cf. dadil, jasaratlik, jasur,
martlarga, mardana, mardanilarja. [O.
yecaatli].
$boi
geo. n. Usu
(Shiku), county
in Xinjiang (44.
27N 84.37E).
Established in 1913. Population (1982):
139,701.
1. n. Glass. Cf. aynak 1. [C- Wfl ]
2. n. Lampshade. Used mostly in South
ern Xinjiang. Also lampa fifisi.
$ir I
zoo. n. Lion (Panthera leo): - oyuni lion
dance/ —d&k yigit lion-like fellow; brave
fellow/1 dzdflni dr gaglisafl, dzgini - gagla
if you consider yourself a brave man, con
sider others as lions. Also called arslan 1.
[U. sef\.
$ir II
adj. Solid: — tump solid radish/ -- yagag
solid wood/ ♦ - kdyip tipsy: u - kdyip
boldi he has become tipsy. Also
1$iraza
lit. n. Bookbinding and layout. Cf. muqawi^iliq. [O. yiraze (headband of a bound
book)].
^irazgi
lit. n. Bookbinder. Cf. muqawi^i.
$irazla-
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$iraq
lit. vt. To bind a book; to do layout work.
$iraq
1. zoo. n. Leg or foot of ox, sheep, etc.
2. mil. n. A fork-like prop for certain wea
pons: miltiqnifl siri^i rifle support.
^iraqliq
adj. of $iraq: — miltiq a rifle with fork-like
support.
$irt
onom. expresses the sound of paring fruit
or sharpening pencils.
^irttida
onom. = $irt.
$irtildavi. To make scratching sounds. [U. fitir-

$irin
vt. To baste, sow with long stitches: yotqan
— to baste a quilt. [Mo. siri-].

adj. Damp: — otun damp firewood. Cf.
hoi, zaylik 1, nam, namxu$.
$iriq
1. adj. Striped: — gapan a cotton-padded
jacket with stitched stripes. The stripes are
created by stitching. Also $irma.
2. n. Stitch:
quilt stitch. Cf.
tikL$.
^iriqlavi. To make clattering sounds: segil —p giisti
gravel fell with a clatter.
$irik
la-].
1. n. Companion; partner. [K. serik/KK. seriklO. serik/\J. serik],
$irdaq
n. Embroidered felt. Also $urdaq.
2. n. Gang member.
$irik(ilik
i$ira I
n. Raw hide: — gorugi hand-made rawhide
n. Partnership: ddldtbil&nxususilarsirikgilisandal/ kala firisi raw cowhide. [Mo. firi].
gidiki joint public-privately operated.
$irikla$$ira II
vi. To form a partnership: firiklifip oqdt qiln. Juice: qan sirisi phys. blood plasma/ qogunsirisimelonjuice. Alsosu3,?arwat,?ir- to do business together.
na. [O. iira (must; unfermented grapejuice)/ $irildavi. To make murmuring sounds.
U. fird].
$irila^ira III
vi. To become juicy.
n. A small, short-legged table used for ser
ving food when sitting on the floor. [Mo. $irilanvi. = $irila- .
sirege].
$irilik
$iram
adj. Juicy; sweet. Also ^irnilik; cf. suluq
lit. n. Homeland: — tuqqan homeland rela
tive; compatriot; landsman.
2, ^arwatlik.
firm
firqira1. adj. Sweet; tasty; savory; delicious: —
1. vi. To make a murmuring sounds: su —p
aqti the water was murmuring.
ta'am cul. sweets/ — uziim sweet grapes/
2. vi. To ache. Also sirqira-, siqira-; cf.
— yimdklikldr delicious edibles. Also firinfekar; cf. tatliq 1, lezi. [Tu. siijfUlid. sitikanla^-, gaq- 7.
riri],
$irkat
2. fig. adj. Affable; fond; pleasant: — arzu
n. Company: h&ssidarlar sirkiti sharehold
ing company/ uriimgi yimdklikl&r firkiti Ufond hopes/ pleasant dreams/ — sdhrumqi Food Company. [O. sirketlU. $irkat]. b&t affable tal^ — sOz pleasant words/ —
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^iwirla^-

^irinxor
layim, mulayim. [C- sirinlO. sirin (#1-2)].
3.Female name.
^irinxor
n. sby with a sweet tooth.
$irin-$ekar
adj. = ^irin 1.
$irinkana
n. Commission; middleman's fee: — al- to
ask for a commission/ -- bdr- to pay a
commission.
$irinla$vi. To become sweet.
$irinlik
n. Affability; sweetness. Cf. ^irilik, lezizlik. [O. iirinlik].
^irga
adj. Creamy-white (of horse). [Mo. sirga].
$irlik
n. Boldness; bravery; courage. Cf. batilliq.
$irma
adj. = $iriq 1.
$irman
cul. n. A large loaf of bread, flavored with
aniseed and used on festivals. Also firman
nan.
$irna
cul. n. Juice: uzumfimisigr^^yaicd qo^m
Simisi melon juice/ giil simisihot. nectar. Al
so ^arwat, ^ira II.
$irnisiz
adj. Juiceless; dry.
Also ^arwatsiz.
^irnilik
adj. Juicy: — miwi-.-/dr juicy fruit. Also
$irilik; cf. suluq 2,
$arwatlik.
$iza
bot. n. Dateplum;
persimmon (Diospyros lotus). [<Ch.
siza

shizi].
$qan
mil. n. Division commander. [<Ch shizhang].
.
$iwaq
bot.
n.
Wormwood;
capillary artemisia (Ar
temisia capillaris), used
in Uyghur
folk medi
cine. Also
called ^uwaq,
qil yopurmaq$iwaq
liq Gm&n.
i^iwa I
gr. n. Dialect; patois; vernacular: xdtan siwisi Khotan direct. Cf. lahja. [O. fivelU.
seva].
$iwa II
n. Stench: — pura- to emit a stench/ puti —
bolup Mtti his feet stank. Cf. batbuy, sesiq^iliq, sesiqliq. [Mo. fiberi (foot sweat;
nose sweat)].
$iwak
do. n. Leather slippers.
|;iwir-^iwir
onom. expresses whispering sound: — gdp
qil- to whisper. [Mo. fiber].
^iwirgan
n. Blizzard: - giqti a blizzard started. Cf.
judun 1, judun-japqun 1.
i^iwirganliq
adj. Blizzard: - kegii a stormy and snowy
night.
^iwirlavi. To whisper: qulaqqa - to whisper into
(sby's) ear.
^iwirla^vi. To converse in a whisper: ilddfllar fiwirlifip boldinlarma have you two finished your
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$ilapa

^iujenjuyi

[<Ch. sheng\.
whispering?
$ingil
^iujei^uyi
m. Bunch: bir — Uzum one bunch of grapes.
n. Revisionism. [<Ch. xiuzJiengzhuyi].
Cf. sapaq. [O. fingtllU. singil].
^iujei^juyigi
$inli
n. Revisionist.
n. Luggage; baggage. Cf. yuk-taq.
$iuje^uyiliq
[<Ch. xingU].
adj. Revisionist: - idiyiwi eqim revisionist
?iltrend of thought/ - lusidn revisionist line.
1. vt. To carve, cut: kala terisini - to cut
$ifan
cowhide/ gOs - to carve meat. Cf. oy-, kirt-,
n. Pedagogy; teaching: - mdktiwi normal
naqi$la- . [Mo. sulu-/\J. fil-].
school; teacher's college. Cf. darilmu'alli2. vt. To pillage, plunder, rob. Cf. bula-.
min, oqutu$, oqutqu^iliq, mu'allimlik. [ <
Also ^iil- in-2).
Ch. shifan].
$ila$iqira1. vt. To cheat, deceive, dupe, hoodwink:
vi. To rumble, make rumbling sounds.
addmni
silima do not deceive people. Cf. al$iqildaq I
bot. n. Straight ladybell (Adenophora liliida- , qaymuqtur- .
2. vt. To shuffle: qarta — to shuffle cards,
folia).
^ilamgi
^iqildaq II
n. Swindler; imposter; trickster.
n. A kind of children's toy which makes
$ilam9iliq
clanking sounds.
n. Trick; ruse; hoax: - qil- to pull a trick.
$ikar
n. Hunt: - qil- to hunt/ -ga giq- to go hunt $ilanka
n. Rubber hose. [<R. slang).
ing. Cf. axot, ow 1. [O. sikdr].
^ilti$ikayat
vt. To beckon, gesture, signal: qol — to
1. n. Complaint; grievance: griev
gesture with hands. Cf. i^aratla- 1, imala-.
ance session; accusation meeting/ siz nimd
[K. silte-).
iistidd — qilisiz what is your complaint?
Cf. nala, nala-paryat, nalazar. [O. sikd- $iltin
n. siltifl at- to brag, boast or talk big.
yet!\5. sikoyat] .
2. n. Accusation; denunciation: — qil- to ^ildiraq
n. Rattle.
accuse, denounce/ orunsiz - groundless ac
$ildir-$ildir
cusation.
1. onom. expresses bubbling or gurgling
$ikayat(i
sound.
n. Accuser; complainant. [O. iikdyetgi].
2. onom. expresses rustling sound.
^ikayatnama
n. Written accusation or complaint. [O. sikd- $ildirlavi. To make a bubbling or gurgling sound:
yetname].
bulaq siiyi —p aqmaqta spring water bub
$in
bled forth.
m. Sheng, a Chinese dry measure, ca. one
liter: bir — bugday one sheng of wheat. One $ilapa
do. n. A formal hat; hat that goes with
sheng contains ten o?um (q.v.) See section
formal clothing.
on Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
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i^inhuai^e

$ilim
$ilim
n. Paste; glue; mucilage: - bil&n gapla- to
glue/ ” &t- to make glue/ — gal- to stir
paste. [Y. silim\.
adj. Sticky: — p&rddy\\y^. mucuous mem
brane/ - suyuqluq sticky liquid/ - madda
sticky substance. Also
cf. (apla$qaq,
sozulu$(an 2, yepi^qaq.
$ilimla$vi. To be or become sticky: agzim silimlidi
my mouth became sticky.
$illa
phys. n. Neck muscle. Cf. ja^ II. [Mo.
sill].
$illiq
adj. = $ilim$iq.
$im
do. n. Pants; trousers;
breeches: —ni uzart- to
lengthen pants. Cf. i$tan. [K.
simIM. iiwi/U. sim].
$imal segin
$imal
geo. n. North: - taripi the
Se^igi
North/ — fomili north wind/ gdrbiy — north
west/ ♦ - segin gegigi bot. northern fairy
candelabra (Androsace septentriomlis. [C-

small O. small U.
$imaliy
geo. adj. Northern: - sinjafl Northern Xin
jiang/ - qutup North Pole. [C- sifnali].
$imayla1. vt. To pull or roll up: ydflni — to roll
up one's sleeves. [Mo. simala-].
2. To be eager for a fight. Also ^umiidakla- .
$impanza
zoo. n. Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes). [<
R. smpanze].
$imi$ka
bot. n. Sunflower seed.
$ina
n. Wedge; peg: — qaq- to drive a peg. Cf.
pana I. [Mo. sina].
^intayvi. To jut out, protrude. Cf. ujlay- .
$injah
geo. n. Xinjiang. Established as pro
vince in 1884, changed to autonomous re
gion in 1955. Population (1982): more
than 13,000,000. [<Ch. Xinjiang].
$inhua$e
n. New China News Agency. [<Ch. Xinhuashe].
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r
rabat
his. n. Relay station; resthouse; roadside
inn. [U. rabot; ravot].
rabita
lit. n. Relation; contact; liaison; connec
tion; intercourse; dealings: —siz soz illogi
cal word. Cf. alaqii 1, baglini^. [O. rabtta],
rabi'ul'axir
n. Fourth month of the Arabic year. See
section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
rabi'ul'awwal
n. Third month of the Arabic year. See
section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4. [Crabi'u'l-awal].
ratsional
math. adj. Rational: — san rational num
ber. [<R. ratsional'nyf\.
radar
n. Radar. [<R. radar],
radan
math. n. Radian. Also agma. [<R. radi
an],
radon
chem. n. Radon (Rn). [<R. radonlO, ra
don],
radist
n. Radio operator. [<R. radist],
radius
math. n. Radius. [<R. radius],
radikal

J
n. Radical: —/ar radicals. [<R. radikal!
0. radikal],
radiy
chem. n. Radium (Ra). [<R. radij],
radiyator
n. Radiator. Also called issiqliq tarqatqugi, [<R. radiator],
radiyo
1. n. Radio: - dolquni radio wave/ — kaniyi radio loudspeaker.
2. n. Radio receiver: — aflla- to listen to
the radio.
3. n. Broadcasting: —
broadcast
ing station/ — gimnastikisi radio gymnas
tics. [<R. radio (/^l-3)].
radiyoaktip
phy. adj. Radioactive: — ximiyd chem. ra
dioactive chemistry/ — nur radioactive
ray/ — nur bildn dawalaj med. radiothera
py. [<R. radioaktivnyf],
radiyoaktipllq
phy. n. Radioactivity: - bulginifi radioac
tive contamination/ — terd yallugi med. ra
dioactive dermatitis/ — gdkundiliri radio
active deposits/ — maddisi radioactive
matter. [O. radyoaktivite],
radiyouzel
n. Broadcasting relay station. [<R. radiouzel],
radiyogiramma
n. Radiogram: — bdr- to send a radiogram.
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rast^il

radiyola^-

rahMlik
[<R. radiogramma].
adj. Comfortable: — turmuf a comfortable
radiyolaflife. Cf. paragatlik. [O. rahatlik],
vi. To be broadcast,
rahib
raxap
rel. n. A man who cultivates himself ac
cul. n. A cold drink made from sour cow
cording to a religious doctrine; Buddhist
milk,
monk; Christian priest. Also rahip.
raxapgi
rahiba
n. Maker or seller of raxap.
rel. n. A woman who cultivates herself ac
raxit
cording to a religious doctrine; nun. [O.
med. n. Rickets; rachitis: — tiiswisi rachit
rdhibe],
ic beads. [<R. raxit],
rahip
rah
rel. n. = rahib. [O. rahip],
poe. n. ^y; course: -- tut- to head for.
rahi$
rahat
n. Aspiration; desire; wish. Also xahi^ 1,
n. Ease; comfort: — al- to lead a life of
pleasure, indulge in creature comforts/ —
ray 1.
b&r- to give enjoyment/ — dunyisi world of rasa
1. adv. Very; too; extremely; utterly: —
comfort/ " k6r- to enjoy a happy life/ —t&
toy- to eat too much/ mdn — gargidim I am
yasa- to pass comfortable days/ ♦ dmgHkutterly tired. Also rasla; cf. ajayip 1,
nifl tegi — the meaning of work is com
taza II I, an, hargiz, karamat 3, intafort (hard work will be rewarded by en
joyment). Cf. paragat. [O. rahatlTi. r&yin, nahayiti 1.
2. adv. Delightedly; joyfully; happily: bir
x&tlTvi. raxat (quiet; peaceful)/!!, rohat],
kun — oyniduq we played happily for a day.
rahatb^^
3. adv. Really: biigiin — isliduq today we
adj. Relaxed; carefree: —yay a carefree
will really worked hard/pasininjiqligini qaplace.
ra - jenimga tegiwatidu so many mosqui
rahat-paragat
toes, it really bothers me! Cf. taza II.
n. Ease and comfort: —kH beril- to hanker
after ease and comfort,
rast
1. adj. True; genuine; real: -- d&p U&n- to
rahatparas
believe (sth) to be true/ - gdp truth/ —iga
n. Pleasure seeker,
giq- to become true or real/ bu — mu is
rahatparaslik
this true? [O. rastlXi, rost],
n. Pleasure seeking,
2. adj. In fact; really; truly: su waqitta buni
rahatsiz
— bilmayttim I really did not know this
adj. Uncomfortable; uneasy; unquiet. [O.
then/ unih kdlgini — he has in fact come.
rahatsizITk. rdxdtsez],
rahatsiziik
[C. rast (jn-2)],
n. Discomfort; disquiet; uneasiness. [O. rasttin
adv. Truly; really; indeed: — waqtifliz yoqrahatsiziik],
mu you really don't have any time/ u — kerahatlantip qaldi he went indeed. Cf. darhaqiqat.
vi. To relax, rest, feel at ease or comfort
[U. rostdan],
able: yuyunup rahdtlinip qal- to relax by
taking a bath. [O. rahatlan-IT&, rOx&tl&n-], rastfil
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rast^illiq
adj. Honest; truthful; upright. Also rastguy; cf. diyanatlik 1, halal 3.
rast^illiq
n. Honesty; truthfulness. Also rastgoyliq;
cf. diyanat 1, halalliq.
rastguy
adj. = rastgil.
rastguyliq
n. = rast^illiq.
rastla1. vt. To confirm, corroborate. [Th. rasla-l
2. vt. To amend, correct. [O. rastla- (to
meet by chance, coincide)/!!. rostla-(to
tidy, put in order)].
rastliq
n. Truth: — bildn truthfully. Cf. haqiqat,
haqiqiliq.
rasxot
n. Expense; expenditure: — gil- to expend/
yol rasxoti travel expenses. Cf. x^, xiraj,
xirajat.
rasxotsiz
adj. Not reimbursed for expenses,
raskoy
adj. Sincere; genuine; true,
rasla
adv. = rasa 1: — yaxsi really good,
raslavt. To prepare: ay — to prepare a meal/ matiriyal — to prepare materials/ nan — to
make dough for baking bread,
razwetjik
mil. n. = razwetkiji.
razwetka
mil. n. Reconnoitering: - qil- to reconnoiter. [<R. razvedka].
razwetkigi
mil. n. Reconnaisance soldier; scout. Also
razwetjik.
razi
1. adj. Satisfied; pleased: -- bol- to be sat
isfied, pleased, willing: qurban boluyqa —

rawap
bol- to become a martyr willingly/ — qilto please or satisfy/ mdn bu iytin — I am
pleased with this matter/ mdn u ydrgd beriyqa — Hmdsmdn I do not wish to go to that
place. Also riza. [O. razilTu. razy/\J. rozi].
2. n. Male name,
razila^vi. To be satisfied with each other, make
allowances for each other: ular —ip berilgdn wdzipini bbliiyup orunlidi they agreed
and shar^ the work with satisfaction,
raziliq
1. n. Approval; endorsement; satisfaction:
— al- to obtain or gain approval/ -- bdr- to
express satisfaction. Also rizaliq. [U. rizolik; rozilik],
2. rel. n. Shout; call,
raziman
1. adj. Satisfied; content.
2. adj. Grateful; thankful,
razimanlik
n. Satisfaction; gratefulness: - bilduruy- to
express satisfaction,
razmer
n. Dimension; measure; size,
razmerliq
adj. Dimension; measure; size: gofl — kdyndk large shirt,
rawa
adj. Permitted; permissible; appropriate;
suitable: — bol- to be appropriate/ — kdrto consider (sth) permissible; to permit.
[U. ravol.
rawap
mus. n. A plucked string instrument of
which there are several Wnds. The most
common kind in Xinjiang is the Kashgar
rawap, ca. 130 cm. long. It has a solid
neck with 23-25 frets and a bent back. Of
its three strings, the two on the outside are
plucked while the middle string is sympa
thetic. See illustration on next page.
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rayon

rawapgi

rawap

rawapji
mus. n. A rawap player,
rawa?
bot. n. Rhubarb (Rheum qfficinali). Also
called rawan, rawand.
raw^
n. Development: - tap- to develop. Also
rawajlanmaq; cf. taraqqi, taraqqiyat.
[U. rivoz].
rawajlanvi. To develop, grow, progress: sanu'&t tez
—di industry developed rapidly. Cf. taraqqila^- .[U. rivozlan-].
rawajlandurvt. To develop: yeza igiligini - to develop
agriculture,
rawajlanmaq
n. = rawaj: p&n-texnikinin rawajlinm de
velopment of science and technology,
rawaq
1. n. Awning; marquee.
2. n. Arch; vault: Ogzd rawigi roof arch.
rawan
adj. Fluent; easy: - s6zl&- to speak fluent
ly/ - uslup fluent style/ - yol thoroughfare/
tdrjimisi - fluently translated / qatnayi having smooth transport facilities/ eriqtiki
su — aqmaqta the canal water flowed free
ly/ ♦ - bol- to set out, start off: yolga bol- to start off on a journey/ ♦ - qil- to
send. [C- ravan (quickly)/U. ravona].
rawanla$vi. To be unimpeded, unblocked: eriq-dst&nl&r -ti ditches were unblocked/ yollar
—ti roads were unblocked.

rawanla^tur1. vt. To unblock: eriq-Ost&fll&mi — to un
block ditches.
2. vt. To smooth out, make smooth, facil
itate: Uni - to facilitate work.
rawanliq
n. Fluency; smoothness: tilnin rawanligi
linguistic fluency,
ravmrus
adj. Decent; respectable; honest; upright;
proper: - oltur- to sit properly/ - U a re
spectable (as opposed to trivial) job; seri
ous affair/ - yezilgan xdt correctly written
letter or character,
rak
1. zoo. n. Crab.
2. med. n. Cancer: - kesili cancer/y/gdr
—i cancer of the liver. [<R. rak'\.
3. mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
raketa
mil. n. Rocket: — topi rocket launcher.
[<R. raketa\.
rakita
mil. n. = raketa.
ray
1. n. Wish; desire; aspiration: —/ yan- to
abandon one's desire/ —iga qarap U qil- to do
sth as one wishes/ -iga qoyup b&r- to do as
one pleases/ hazir kino kdriUkd —im yoq I do
not wish to go to the movies now/ 6z -i biIdn as one pleases. Also xahif 1, rahi|. [U.
ra”]].
2. gr. n. Mood: peilnih buyniq —i impera
tive mood of a verb/ eniqsiz -i infinitive.
Cf. yiiklima, mayil 2.
rayal
mus. n. Piano. Also royal. [<R. royal’].
rayon
n. District; region: —larga bdl- to divide
into districts/ aptonom — autonomous re
gion/ tagliq — mountain area/ gegra —i bor
der region/ hdrbi - military region. [<R.
rajon].
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rayonluq
rayonluq
adj. District; regional: — hHkiim&t Ttgiom\
government,
rayi^

adj. Obedient; well-behaved: — bala wellbehaved child,
rayka
n. Board; plank: - mixla- to nail a board.
Cf. pan II, taxta 1, taxtay 1, jaza II 1,
kulu(.
ram I
n. Frame: dQrizd —i window frame. Also
ramka 1; cf. jaza II 2, ke^ak. [<R. rama\.
ram II
adj. Tkme; gentle; submissive: — bol- to obey, heed, comply with/ -- qil- to win
over/ kOMlni — qiliwal- to conquer sby's
heart, win sby's love. [O. ram].
ramazan
n. Ramadan, the ninth month of the Arabic
year, the month of fasting. See section on
Calendars on pp. 1073-4. [O. ramazanlU.
ramazon].
ramzan
n. = ramazan.
ramka
1. n. = ram I: r&simni ramkiga al- to put a
photo in a frame/ mk ramkisi door frame.
[<R. ramka].
2. n. Restriction; circle: — b&lgildp bdr~
to draw up restrictions, limit by drawing a
line around. [<R. ramki].
rab(b)
rel. n. God; Allah: ya, rdbbim oh, my God!
Cf. alia, parwardigar, xuda, xudayi-ta'ala, ilah.
raptar
n. Situation; circumstances; trend: jahannifl —i world situation; ways of the world,
rapiq
1. n. Travel companion. Cf. hamsapar.
[C. rafiqm. rafiq].

raddiya
2. n. Male name,
rapiqa
n. Wife (used in introductions): bu Qxmdtjan dp&ndinin rdpiqisi maxinur xanim this
is Mr. Axmatjan's wife. Madam Maxinur.
[U. rafiqa].
rat I
1. n. Line; row: — axiri sby at the end of a
row or file/ — besi file leader/ — nomuri
row number/ —kd sal- to arrange, put in
order/ biringi — front row. [KK. ret (Mai)/
Ik. rdt].
2. n. Order; sequence: — boyigd in order
or succession/ yopurmaq reti bot. leaf or
der; phyllotaxy.
rat II
n. Veto; rejection: — qil- to veto, over
rule: — qilis hoquqi veto power; buyruqni ijra qilisni — qilalamsiz? can you refuse to
implement the order? [O. ret (rejection;
refutation; repudiation; denial; refusal)/!!.
rad].
ratba
bot. n. Red clover
(Trifoli um pratense),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also called
beda.
ratsiz
adj. Disorderly; unti
dy. Cf. (egilangu. flk.
rdtsez].
ratsizlik
n. Disorder: ~ qil- to cause disorder,
ratlavt. To arrange, put in order, sort out,
straighten out: mdn kitapliriflni —p giqtim
I have put your books in order,
ratlik
adj. Ordered; arranged: — oltur- to sit or
derly/ — qosun neat military ranks/ ♦ bayan lit. sequence,
raddiya
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raswa

rajap
n. Criticism; rebuttal; refutation: - b&rto refute, criticize. [U. raddiya].
r^ap
1. n. Seventh month of the Arabic year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
2. n. Male name,
r^az
1. lit. n. A style in classical poetry.
2. poe. adj. Arrogant,
raxt
1. n. Cloth: - aqart- to bleach cloth/ faqmaq — checkered cloth. [C- rcat (goods
and chattels; furniture)].
2. n. Leather: bu dtuknin -i yaxsi the leath
er on these boots is good.
rahbar
n. Leader; head; chief: qabiliydtlik - able
leader. Cf. dahi, ulug 2. [U. rahbar].
rahbarlik
n. Leadership: - orgini leadership organ/
- usuli method of leadership/ -- qilgugi kug
power of leadership/ --ni kilg&yt- to
strengthen leadership. Cf. dabiliq.
rabbiriy
adj. Leading: - yoldas leading comrade,
rabim
1. rel. n. Mercy; pity: m&nyilangaoxsai adOml&rga rOhmi qilmaym&n I do not show
mercy to snakelike people. Also rabun-^apqat, rabma. [C- rahmIO. rahimIU. rahm],
2. n. Male name,
rabimdil
adj. Kind; merciful. Alsorabim-^apqatlik;
cf. marhamatlik. [Th. rdximle].
rabimdillik
n. Kindness; mercy: — qil- to show kind
ness or mercy. Also rabim 1, rabma.
rabimsiz
adj. Merciless; pityless: — ad&mg&--z&rb&
beris ker&kmu is it necessary to strike rnerciless people mercilessly? Also birabim;
cf. ^apqatsiz, marbamatsiz. [Th. rdximsez].

rabimsizlik
n. Mercilessness; pitylessness: - Qii- to be
merciless or pityless. Also birabimlik; cf.
^apqatsizlik, marbamatsizlik.
rabim-$apqat
rel. n. = rabim 1.
rabim-$apqatlik
adj. = rabimdil.
rabman
rel. adj. Gracious; kind.
r^mS
rel. n. = rabim 1.
rabmat
1. n. Gratitude; thankfulness: - xeti letter
of thanks/ — oqu- to express one's thanks/
— eyt- to express gratitude/ sizgd — thank
you/ min - many thanks. Cf. ta^akkur, ba^qalla, $ukiir, qulluq III, minnat, minnatdarliq. [C. rahmatlO. rahmetlTi. rOxmatl
U. rahmat].
2. rel. n. Forgiveness; grace: xuda — qilsun may Allah have mercy upon (sby).
rabmatlik
adj. Deceased; late: - atom my late father.
Cf. marbum. [O. rahmetliklU. rahmatli].
rabnii
n. Pawn; pledge; security. [O. rahne (rent;
tear)],
rasta
n. Street market: kitap rdstisi book stall in
a street. Cf. bazar 1. [U. rasta].
r^atxana
ast. n. Observatory; planetarium. Also astiranomiyd sariyi. [O. rasat (observation;
watching)/!!, rasadxona].
rassam
n. Painter; artist. [O. ressamlTa. rdssami
U. rassom].
rassamliq
n. Art; art work: - qil- to do artistic work/
- mdktiwi art school. [O. ressamlik],
raswa
1. adj. Disgraceful; scandalous: — bol-
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raswafiliq

ra^ta

(si giq-) to be disgraced/ — qil- to dis
grace/ — is disgraceful affair; scandal/ rOddiyd berip sini giqar- to refute thorough
ly and expose his hideousness. Cf. $armanda 1.
2. adj. Bad; terrible: is — boldi the affair
was terrible. [U. rasvo {#l-2)\.
3. n. sby/sth ugly or bad.
raswafiliq
1. n. Scandal.
2. n. Licentiousness; dissipation,
raswala?1. vi. To make a fool of oneself.
2. vi. To become disgraceful or scandal
ous: hataliqni boyniga elis rdswaiisis dmds to
admit a fault is not a disgrace.
r^waliq
n. Disgrace; scandal: -- qil- to commit a
disgraceful act.
r^ul
1. rel. n. Apostle; messenger. [O. resull
Tu. resul],
2. n. Male name,
r^ida
adj. Ripe; mature: — bol- to grow up.
rasim I
1. n. Painting: — jazisi picture frame/ —
siz- to paint a painting/ —Idr toplimi a col
lection of paintings/ Mjwi — cartoon/ qisturma —i illustration in a publication.
2. n. Photograph: — tart- to take photos/
—gd giis- to be photographed. Cf. siirat 2.
[O. resimlU. rasni].
rasim II
n. Convention; custom; habit; tradition;
usage: — bolup qal- to become the custom.
Also rasim-qa'ida, rasim-yosun; cf. adat,
orp-adat, urp, urup. [C- rasmlM. rasm\.
rasim^i
n. Painter; photographer. Cf. siiratgi.
rasim^ilik
n. Painting; photography. Cf. siirat9ilik.
r^imxana

n. Studio. Cf. siiratxana. [O. resimhane],
rasim-qa'ida
n. = r^im II.
rasim-yosun
n. = r^im II.
r^imlik
lit. adj. Illustrated: —
picture page/ —
zomal illustrated magazine. Cf. siiratlik.
[O. resimli],
raskapur
chem. n. Calomel. Also kalomel, kaparas.
rasmiy
adj. Formal; official: -- hdjjdt formal
pl^ge/ — ziyardt official visit/ gdyri — in
formal. [O. resmilU. rasmij].
rasmiyat
1. n. Formality; procedure: —ni ada qilto go through formalities/ —ni addilastur- to
simplify procedures/ —ni bejir- to imple
ment procedures/ —ni dtd- to handle pro
cedures. [O. resmiyet (official character;
nature; status; formality)].
2. n. Appearance; facade: birdrisni - iigiinla qil- to do sth to keep up appearances.
rasmiyatji
n. Formalist; sby who is perfunctory or
superficial. Cf. ^akilwaz.
rasmiyat^ilik
n. Routine; formality: — qil- to go through
the motions,
rasmiyla^1. vi. To carry out or perform routinely.
2. vi. To become a regular worker or full
party member.
rasmiyla^itur1. vt. To define, fix, determine: bdlgilimiIdrni — to define provisions/ xizmdtkd bdlgildsni — to fix work rules.
2. vt. To make (sby) a regular worker or
full party member.
ra^ta
n. Thread; string: kdflul —i attachment; af
fection. Also ri|ta 1.
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ran

razalat
razalat
1. n. Meanness; baseness.
2. n. Humiliation; abaseness.
3. n. Shame. Also rezalat (^1-3).
razanda
med. n. Head cold. Cf. zukam.
razil
adj. Loathsome; ugly; repulsive: -- addm
a loathsome person/ — dpti b&iird an ugly
appearance/ - qiyapdt an ugly outlook/ ♦
- oyun lit. farce; farcical play. [O. rezill
U. razil\.
razilla$vi. To become ugly or repulsive,
razillik
n. Disgrace; infamy; scandal. [O. rezillik].
razim
lit. n. Fight; quarrel. Also razm.
razgi
1. adj. Junky; low-grade; tattered; inferi
or: “ mal rubbish; trash.
2. adj. Emaciated,
razm
n. = razim.
rawan
bot. n. Rhubarb (Rheum officinali). Also
rawa5, rawand. [O. ravent].
rawanda
n. Grain or food dealer,
rawandilik
abstract n. of rawanda: — qil- to sell
grain or food.
rawi|
1. gr. n. Adverb: miqdar-i quantitative
adverb.
2. n. Manner; way: yu —td in this way. [Th.
rdvey/M. raviy (#2)].
rawi$da$
gr. n. Adverbial participle. [U. raviydoy (gerund)].
raqabat
n. Competition: - qil- to compete. Also
raqiplik, riqabat; cf. musabiqa.

raqabatgi
n. Competitor. Also raqip 1, riqabatsi;
cf. bas-basji, musabiqi^i.
raqabatla^vi. To compete. Also riqabatla?-; cf. bas
ing- , musabiqila^- .
raqam
n. Numeral: drdpgd - Arab numeral/ rimgd — Roman numeral / qizil — deficit; red
ink. Cf. sifir. [O. rakamllS. raqam].
raqamsiz
adj. Unnumbered. Cf. iditsiz, nomursiz.
raqamlavt. To number. Cf. nomurla- .
raqamlik
adj. Numbered. Cf. iditliq 1, nomurluq.
raqip
1. n. = raqabatgi: sum — insidious compe
titor.
2. Male name,
raqiplik
n. = raqabat.
rakat
rel. n. Raka, a series of prayers and pros
trations: ikki — namazi prayer with two
prostrations. Also raka'at, ruku. [Cat].
raka'at
rel. n. = rakat.
ran
1. n. Color; luster; gloss; sheen: — bdr- to
color, dye/ - sifl- (ig-, al-) to be colored;
to dye well/ — qargusi med. color blind
ness/ —gi tutuq dull-colored/ —gi oguq
bright-colored/ —gi dg- to fade/ almiga —
kiriptu apples turned red/ qizil — red col
or. Cf. boyaq, on 1, qitat.
2. phys. n. Complexion: —gi tatirip kdt- to
look pale/ -gi sargay- the complexion turn
ed yellow/ -gidd qan yoq pale; wan/ —gini
Ozgdrt- to change complexion. Also rangiroy, rangi-ruxsari. [K. irefllO. renklU.
rang (/^l-2)].
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randar
3. n. Scheme; strategem: t uruynifl toqquzi
— biri jM nine strategems for one war
(all's fair in war),
randar
adj. Colored; colorful: — bayraq colorful
flag/ - $ar colorful balloon/ — lenta color
ribbon; color filmroll/ ♦ — pdrdd phys.
iris. Also ranlik. [C. rangin].
ransiz
adj. Colorless: —
colorless liquid/
—filim black-and-white film. Cf. ansiz.
ranwaz
1. n. Swindler; cheat; trickster; impostor.
2. fig. n. Chamelion.
ranwazliq
n. Swindling; cheating: - qil- to engage in
cheating,
ranga-ran
adj. = ranmu-ran.
rangi-roy
phys. n. = ran 2: -i sagirip kdtti (-i dQti)
the complexion was very pie/ —iga qarap
is qil- to adjust behavior to (sby's) expres
sion/ —iga qan yugiir- to have a ruddy or
rosy complexion/ 1 ana yurtufl aman bal
sa, —un soman bolmas when your country
is at peace, you don't have a pale face
(you are content),
rangi-ruxsari
phys. n. = ran 2.
ranlavt. To color, paint,
ranlik
adj. = randar: - sapal painted pottery/ filim color film/ — metal non-ferrous met
al/ ♦ — kozlUkldr his. generic name for
Central and West Asian people during the
Mongol world empire {semu in Chinese
records),
ranmu-ran
1. adj. Multi-colored; colorful: — r&ct mul
ti-colored cloth material. Cf. ala-bula 1,
ala-ye^il.

rana
2. adj. Multifarious; of great variety; of
all kinds: bu dukanda — mallar bar there
are all kinds of goods in this store,
ra'is
1. n. Chairman: -- orunbasari deputy
chairman. [O. reislld. rais].
2. his. n. Member of Muslim council in
charge of weights and measures (RET).
rayhan
1. bot. n. Sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum):
gdl rdyhini thyme (Thymus serpyllum). [U.
rajhon'\.
2. n. Female name,
ragatka
mil. n. Catapult; slingshot: — at- to shoot
a catapult. Cf. sapqan, saiga, kamalak.
ralla
n. Unhappiness; worry; vexation; annoy
ance; disappointment: — bol- to worry,
ram
rel. n. Divinatory symbol: - ag- to divine,
tell fortunes (also rdm baq-, rdm sal-). [U.
rom).
ramgi
rel. n. = rammal: K barpulumni ogri aldi,
qalginini - the thief steals the cash, and the
rest the fortune teller takes (trouble comes
in pairs),
ramz
lit. n. Symbol; emblem; secret sign or sig
nal. [O. remiz].
rammal
rel. n. Fortuneteller; diviner; seer. Also
ramgi; cf. pal baqqugi, palci, anbiya,
qur'andaz, qumilaq^i.
rammalliq
rel. n. Augury; divination; fortune-telling.
Cf. pal, qur'i. [O. remil (sand; geomancy)].
rana
1. adj. Coquettish; delicately charming.
2. bot. n. Yellow sweetbriar.
3. n. Female name. Also r&nixan.
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rossiya

«•
n ••
randa

randa
n. Planer: — tigi planer blade/ -- sal- to
plane/ - istanogi planing machine/ z&y
randisi rut planer/ nur r&ndisi groove
planer/ ♦ -- salgan taxtiddk thin as a lath.
[O. rendelH. randa].
randilavt. To plane: taxtayni - to plane a board,
randiligii^i
n. Planing machine operator,
rana
n. Mortgage: rdnigd qoy- to ^av/nl yarm
rdnigd al- to mortgage land. Cf. dan, gora.
raiy
.
n. Offense; injury; wrong: -- ydtkiiz- to of
fend, hurt,
ranjivi. To take offense, be upset: bu drzmds
is, uQun -man don't let such minor matter
upset you/ kimdin -diniz whom did you
take offense from? [U. ranzi-].
ranjitvt. To offend, wrong: konulni - to break a
heart, cause to be sad/ mdn mi -tip qoydum I offended him.
ro
lit. n. Face (JE): - (iwin zoo. a big yel
low fly.
robiro
adv. = robru.
robru
adv. Face-to-face: - oltur- to sit face-toface. [C- robaro].
rodu
adj. Weak and emaciated. Also rodupay 2.
rodula^vi. To become weak and emaciated: u tolimu rodolisip ketiptu he has weakened great
lyrodupay
1. n. A legendary monster who tnps peo
ple up. [U. riidapo].

2. adj. = rodu.
rodiy
chem. n. Rhodium (Rh). [<R. rodij].
rojak
n. Window sill. Also rujak.
roh
n. Spirit; morale: -i ajizliq m^. psychasthenia / —i jus urup tur- to be high-spirited,
daring, energetic, vigorous/ —i gusiip kiU- to
have low morale/ -i sunuq listless; deject
ed; dispirited / -i kOtiril- to prepare men
tally/ -ini kdtirip qoy- to raise one's spir
its. [C. ruhlO. ruhlT^. rux/U. ruh].
rohani
rel. n. Clergy. [O. ruhani (spiritual; cleri
cal)].
rohsiz
. .
adj. Listless; lackadaisical; without spint,
vigor or energy. [O. ruhsuz].
rohsizlanvi. To be listless, lackadaisical, out of
sorts: bu xawdmi anlap u rohsizlinip kdtti
he has been out of sorts since he heard the
news,
rohsizliq
n. Listlessness. [O. ruhsuzluk].
rohiy
adj. Spiritual; mental: -- azap mental an
guish/ - dunya inner or mental world/ ~
ozuq nourishment for the mind/ - kesdllik
mental disease/ — kiyapdt mental attitude/
— mahiydt spiritual essence. [Th. na/7Tu.
ruxy].
rohlanvi. To become vigorous and energetic; to
rejoice. [U. ruhlan-].
rohlandurvt. To arouse, energize: uni —uyimiz kerdk
we should energize him.
rohluq
adj. Spirited; vigorous; energetic: kdtirdngu - yaslar energetic youngsters,
rossiya
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ro^an

romantik

geo. n. Russia. [<R. rossiya\.
ro^an
1. adj. Bright; shiny; sparkling: — kdr- to
see clearly/ kdflli — optimistic; cheerful/ unifl ki)zi — his eyes are sparkling. [C. ro^an
(evident; clear)].
2. n. Female name,
ro^angiil
1. hot. n. Tansy ragwort (Senecio jacobaea).
2. n. Female name,
ro^anlavt. To illuminate, light up.
ro$anla$vi. To brighten, clear up: dhwal ~ti the situatiion cleared up/ kOz —ti eyes sparkled/
m&sila. —ti the problem cleared up.
ro$anla$tiirvt. To clear up, cause to sparkle: kdzni —
to sharpen one's vigilance/ masilini — to
understand clearly or solve a problem,
ro^anlik
n. Brightness; distinctiveness,
roza
rel. n. Fast: — ay ninth month of the Turki
lunar year (see section on Calendars on
pp. 1073-4)/ — tut- to fast/ — heyt festival
at beginning of fasting season. [KK. oraza/U. rtiza],
rozi
1. rel. n. Provision; daily sustenance;
means of livelihood; food. Cf. risq 1, nesiwa.
2. n. Destiny; fate; lot. Cf. palak2, pi|ana2,
taqdir, qismat, irada 2.
rozgar
n. Family property; fortune (JE).
roznama
n. Agenda; order of the day: roznamidiki
mdsilldr items on an agenda. [O. ruznamel
U. ruznoma].
roy
n. Face: — bdr- to appear, arise, emerge/

murdkkdp dhwal — bdrdi a complicated
situation emerged. [U. ruj].
royap
n. royapqa (iq- to realize, achieve, bring
about: uniH arzusi —qa giqti his wish came
true,
royxat
n. Register; roll; name list: oqugufilamifi
royxeti student rolls/ sayligugilamin royxeti
voting register/ n&rsd-kerdlddmifl royxeti a
list of odds and ends. Also royixat; cf.
tizim, tizimlik, isimlik 1. [U. rujxat\.
royxat^i
n. Registrar,
royal
mus. n. Piano. Also rayal. [<R. royar\.
royan
bot. n. Madder (Rubia tinctorum). See il
lustration at ordan on p. 425.
royixat
n. = royxat.
rol
1. n. Rudder; helm; handlebar: — tut- to
steer/paraxotnifi —i ship's rudder.
2. n. Role: — al- (—ga giq-) to play a role/
bos — lead role/ qofumgd — added role. [0.
rot].
3. n. Use; function: —ini yoqat- to lose the
use or function of. [<R. rol'].
rol(i
n. Helmsman; pilot,
romal
do. n. Scarf; kerchief: gijim —i jacquard
kerchief. Also rummal; cf. $arpa, yagliq.
[U. riimol].
roman
lit. n. Novel. [<R. roman].
romantizim
lit. n. Romanticism: inqilawiy — revolutio
nary romanticism. [<R. romantizmIO. romantizm].
romantik
adj. Romantic: — muzika romantic music.
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romantikilik
[<R. romantigeskij].
romantikilik
adj. = romantik.
romanist
n. Romanticist. [<R. romantik].
romba
math. n. Rhombus. [<R. romb].
ronaq
n. Prosperity; radiance; — tap- to shine,
prosper or thrive. Cf. barka, barkat, barika, amniyat 2.
ronaqliq
adj. Prosperous; radiant,
ruba'i
lit. n. Quatrain. [Q. ruba'i].
niba'iyat
lit. n. Collection of quatrains. [C- ruba'iyat].
rubidiy
chem. n. Rubidium (Rb). [<R. rubidij/0.
rubidyum].
rubli
n. Ruble (currency). [<R. rubl'].
ruteniy
chem. n. Ruthenium (Ru). [<R. ruteniji
0. rutenyum].
ruda
geol. n. Ore: — talla- to dress ore, sepa
rate minerals/ — qaz- to excavate ore/ tdmUr rudisi iron ore. [<R. ruda].
rujak
n. Window sill. Also rojak.
nix I
n. Rook or castle in European chess. [O.
ruh].
rux II
chem. n. Zinc. Also called sink. [U. ruh].
rux III
lit. n. A kind of large legendary bird,
ruxsat
1. n. Permission: — b&r- to permit, allow,
grant leave/ - sora- to ask for leave/ - qdgizi license; permit/ tamaka gekiskd — qilam-

reaktip
siz do you permit my smoking?/ mundaq
qilUqa — yoq one must not do it this way.
Cf. ja'iz, qazat. [O. ruhsat/Tk. rdxsdtIJJ.
ruxsat].
2. int. Expresses agreement or permis
sion: qiriskd —mu? — may I come in? Yes,
please,
ruxsatsiz
adj. Without permission,
rus I
adj. Straight; right: — olturufl sit straight,
please,
rus II
n. Russian: — tili Russian language. Also
orus.
rusja
adv. In the Russian language: -- hdrp Rus
sian alphabet/ — yeziq Russian or Cyrillic
script,
rusla1. vt. To straighten out: dgri yagagni — to
straighten bent wood/ qdddini — to straigh
ten one's body.
2. vt. To keep neat, tidy, in good order:
kiyimni —p kiy- to wear neat clothes.
ruku
rel. n. Obeisance. Also rakat, raka'iit.
rum
his. n. Byzantium. [Q. rum/Tu. rum].
rumka
n. Wine glass: — soquytur- to clink glasses/
-- kdtdr- to raise
glasses. [<R. ryumka].
rummal
do. n. = romal.
riimbediyan
bot. n. Anise fruit
(Fructus anisi stellatum), used in Uyghur folk medicine.
Also called anisun.
reaktip
rumbediyan
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rentgen

reaktiw
1. chem. adj. Reactant: ~ lampa reactance
lamp.
2. adj. Jet: - aympilan']0\. plane,
reaktiw
adj./n. = reaktip.
reaksiya
chem. n. Reaction: — b&r- to produce a
reaction/ ximiyilik — chemical reaction/
zdnjirsiman — chain reaction. [<R. reaktsiya\.
reakslyon
n. Reactionary. Cf. aksiyatgi. [<R. reaktsionery
repetitsiya
lit. n. Rehearsal: - zali rehearsal hall/ qil- to rehearse. [<R. repetitsiya].
repir
pe. n. Judge; referee; umpire. [<R. referi
<E. referee].
retsep
med. n. Prescription: - yaz- to write a pre
scription/ mdxpi - secret prescription. [<
R. retsept <G. Rezept].
reja
n. Plumb line used in construction. [U. rela].
rejisor
lit. n. Theatrical producer. [<R. rezissSr].
rejisorluq
lit. n. Theatrical producing,
respublika
n. Republic. Also called jumhuriyat, minguo [<R. respublika].
rezalM
1. n. Meanness; baseness.
2. n. Humiliation; abaseness.
3. n. Shame. Also razalat. [O. rezalet].
rezinka
n. Rubber: — ayaq rubber shoes/ - foqliq
harwa rubber-tired cart/ -- i:&mlik ayaq
rubber galoshes/ simliq — insulation rub
ber. [<R. rezinka].
rezinkiliq

adj. Rubbery: - sim rubber-insulated wire,
refleksis
phy./phys. n. Reflex: s&rtlik — conditioned
reflex. [<R. refleks].
refleksisliq
adj. Reflecting: - durbun ast. reflecting
telescope,
rekort
n. Record: -ni buz- to break records. [<
R. rekord].
relis
n. Rail; track: — yatquz- to lay rails/ —
mixi spike on a railroad crosstie/ —tin giqip
k&t- to be derailed/ qos — double track. [ <
R. rel's].
rematizim
med. n. Rheumatism. [<R. revmatizm].
rematizimliq
med. adj. ;^eumatic: — yurdk kesili rheu
matic heart disease,
remont
n. Repair: -tin giq- to finish repairs/ (ofl
- overhaul / dyni - qil- to repair a house/
mayina -tin giqti the car is repaired. [ < R.
remont].
remont^i
n. Repairman; repair mechanic,
remontxana
n. Repair shop,
remontsiz
adj. Unrepaired: by — qaldi the room fell
into disrepair,
remontlavt. To fix, mend, patch, repair. Cf. on$a-,
onla- , yasa- , yama- .
remontlik
adj. Fixed; repaired,
rentgen
phy. n. Roentgen: - nuri X-ray/ -dd tdkSUr- to check up by X-ray/ —gd giiy- to have
an X-ray taken: biigiin doxturxanida -gd
guyttim I had my X-ray taken at the hospital
today. [<R. rentgen].
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rik^a

reniy
reniy
chem. n. Rhenium (Re). [<R. renij\.
ri'aya
1. rel. n. Observance; respect. [O. rio^et].
2. n. Consideration; respect: — qil- to
comply with, pay attention to: taziliqqa —
qil- to pay attention to hygiene; intizamga
“ qil- to observe discipline; u safla — qilmaydu he has no consideration for your
feelings. [C- ri'ayat {if 1-2)].
ripida
cul. n. A kind of tray used when baking
bread,
ritim
mus. n. Rhythm; meter in verse: musika
-i musical rhythm. [<R. ritm].
ritimsiz
mus. adj. Rhythmless: sazni — gal- to play
an instrument without rhythm,
ritimlik
mus. adj. Rhythmic: — ahafi rhythmic
sound/ “ q&diim rhythmic pace,
rida
bot. n. Globular elm (Ulmus densa). Also
called seda.
rija
n. Request: — qil- to make a request. [O.
rica /T^. rizalU. rizo (hope; trust)].
ryal
poe. n. Men. [O. rical (men of importance;
high officials)].
rijim
n. Regimen; routine; control; surveil
lance: — astida dmgdk qildur- to control
work/ —ga al- to be placed under surveil
lance: bu ki^i —ga elingan unsur this man is
under surveillance. [<R. rezim],
risala
n. Pamphlet; booklet; brochure. Cf. kitapga. [U. risala].
risq
1. rel. n. Provisions given by Allah to all
living creatures, hence a share determined

by fate. Cf. rozi 1, nesiwa.
2. n. Good fortune; blessing: —i tiigd- to
lose one's good fortune/ —i qag- to be out
of luck/ —iga topa gag- to destroy (sby's)
good fortune. [U. risq (share; portion)],
ri^atka
n. Grating; lattice: tdmiir — iron grating.
[<R. resetka].
risala
cul. n. A food item made of egg white and
white sugar.
r4ta
1. n. String; thread. Also ra^a.
2. fig. n. Tie; bond; link; connection:
dostluq ristisi friendly ties/ kdfUil ristisi uziilmdslik not to break heartstrings/ muhdbbdt
ristisi bonds of love.
riza
adj. Satisfied; pleased. Also razi. [C. riza
(consent; agreement; acquiescence)/0. riza
(consent; resignation; acquiescence)/Ta.
riza].
rizaliq
n. Satisfaction; approval; endorsement.
Also raziliq 1. [Ih. rizalyk (consent; will)],
riwayat
lit. n. Legend: — qil- to narrate a legend/
qddimi — ancient legend / ♦ — oqu- to be
long-winded or wordy. Cf apsana 1. [C.
rivayat (narrative)ZO. rivayet (narrative;
tale)/U. rivoyat (description)],
riqabat
n. Competition: soda riqabiti commercial
competition (among stores). Also raqabM,
raqiplik; cf. musabiqa. [O. rekabet].
riqabat^i
n. Competitor; opponent. Also raqabat^i,
raqip; cf. bas-bas$i, musabiqigi.
riqabatla^vi. To compete, vie: ular bildn riqabdtliyip
baqayli let's try to compete with them. Al
so raqabatla^-; cf. b^Ia$- , musabiqila$- .
rik^a
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rim

riki$i9i
n. Ricksha. [<R. riksa\.
n. ^cksha runner,
riya
n. Hypocrisy: — qil- to be hypocritical.
Also riyakarlik; cf. saxtipazlik. [C- riya/
O. riya/T^. riya].
riyasat
n. Management; chairmanship: h&y'&t riyasiti presidium. [O. riyaset],
riyasatjilik
abstract n. of riyasat: yiginga — qil- to pre
side over a meeting,
riyazat
n. Hardship; suffering: — (&k- to suffer
hardship. [O. riyazet (asceticism; absti
nence)],
riyakar
n. Hypocrite. Cf. saxtipaz. [O. riyakar
(hypocritical)],
riyakarlik
n. = riya. [O. riyakarlik].
riyal
adj. Real; actual: - turmuy real life. Cf. amiliy.
riyalizim
n. Realism. [<R. realizm].

riyalla^;vt. To happen, materialize: menifl fiisum
—ti my dream came true,
riyalliq
n. Reality; actuality: -tin 0tnH- to divorce
from reality / -qa jiddi qara- to look real
ity in the face/ -ni tOswirld- to portray or
depict reality/ —ni siz- to draw er paint
from nature. Cf. amal III 1, amiliyat, iimiliylik, on.
riyoza
chem. n. Ribose.
rigbat
n. Interest; thought; idea; aspiration; wish;
desire: unifl kino kdru^kd rigbiti yoq he has no
interest in seeing a movie/ menifl bu Uqa rigbitim yoq I have no interest in this matter,
rigbatlanvi. To be inspired or encouraged: m&n bu
Utin nahayiti -dim I am greatly encouraged
by this affair,
rigbatlandiirvt. To inspire, encourage: maddi -us mate
rial incentive.
rim
geo. n. Rome: — papisi rel. Roman pope/
- r&qdmliri Roman numerals.
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♦

z
zapas
1. adj. Reserve: — a^liq reserve food/ -- qoiun mil. reserve force/ — kiig reserve force.
2. n. Reserve: ozuq-tuluk zapisi food re
serves/ mol zapisi commodity reserve.
zapxoz
n. Assistant manager. [<R. zavxoz = zaveduyusgij xozyajstvomy
zaponka
n. Cufflink. [<R. zaponka\.
zat
n. Personage; personality: diniy — reli
gious personage/ ulug — great personage.
Also arbap. [Q. zat/KK. zat (Ding)/0.
zat/Tk. zat\.
zatdar
ag. n. Thoroughbred; pedigree. Also zatliq.
zatan
obs. Actually; in fact: — dhwal undaq dmds actually the situation is not like that.
[O. zatenl\J. zotan].
zatsiz
adj. Mongrel,
zatil
obs. med. n. Tuberculosis. Also called
tuberkulyuz.
zatliq
ag. n. = zatdar.
zadan
mil. n. Bomb: qol zadini hand grenade.

J

Also called bomba. [<Ch. zdiadari].
zadi
adv. Actually; exactly; after all; in the
end; finally; simply: bu addm — kim bolidu who exactly is this person?/ sdn — baramsdn yoq are you finally going?/ mdn
Sundaq bolidu ddp — oylimigan idim I simply
have not considered doing it this way.
zahit
1. rel. n. Ascetic; devotee. [C- zahidlO.
zahit].
2. n. Male name,
zahitliq
rel. n. Asceticism; devoutness. [O. zahitlik].
zahir
1. adj. Apparent; obvious: — bol- to ap
pear or manifest itself. [C- zahir!O. zahir!
Th. zahir],
2. n. Male name,
zahiran
obs. adv. Apparently; outwardly: u -xatirjdmddk kdrCinidu outwardly he is com
posed, calm or unruffled. [O. zahiren].
zahiriy
obs. adj. Apparent; external; outer; super
ficial: — kdriiniis superficial scene; appear
ance,
zasiiy
n. Offal: qoynih —/ sheep offal. [<Ch.
zasui].
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zakat

zasuypaz
zasiiypaz
n. Offcil seller,
zasiiypazlik
abstract n. of zasuypaz.
zasiiyxana
n. Offal store,
zasidatil
n. Juror; juryman,
zar
1. n. Pain; anguish; suffering: — qaxsa- to
complain tearfully/ — yigla- to cry bitterly,
wail. [C- zar (plaintive; moumfulj/lh. zar
(moan; groan)].
2. n. Strong hope: yoldaylarnikdru^kd—mdn
dying to see my comrades/ yiiz kdrilyM —
bol- to ache to meet.
3. n. Needs: u hip nQrsigd — dmds he has
no needs at all.
zaratka
n. Grave. Also $ehitliq 2, qawra, yarlikll,
gdr, mazar.
zaratkaliq
n. Cemetery. Also zaratliq; cf. qawristan, goriistan, goriistanliq, mazarliq.
zaratliq
n. = zaratkaliq.
zaraxatma
rel. n. Ritual with praying to avert natural
disasters,
zaranza
bot. n. Safflower
(Carthamus tinctorius): — yegi safflower
tO;; Jo ir
oil. Also called qurtum.
zar-zar
onom. expresses a
moaning sound: —yi^la- to wail,
zariqzaranza
vi. To look forward to: sizni kdruykd —ip
k&ttim I am looking forward to meeting
you.

zarlavt. To complain to. Cf. qax$a-, nala-. [KK.
zarla-].
zarlanvi. To complain, grumble: siz h&mmidin
—marl, dzifiizdin kdriifl please do not al
ways blame everyone but yourself. [Ta.
zarlan-].
zar-mun
n. Suffering; misery; distress: —ini eyt- to
complain about his misery,
zawal
1. n. Sunset: - waqtisi time of sunset.
2. n. Decline: — tap- to become extinct,
die out/ —ga yuz tut- to wane, sink, de
cline. Cf. sorulfiliq. [KK. zaual/0. zeval].
zawalliq
abstract n. of zawal: —qa yiiz tut- to sink,
decline, wane,
zawut
n. Factory; plant: — bayligi factory chief/polat zawudi steel mill. Cf. fabrika which is
used primarily for textile mills. [<R. zavod\.
zaqqum
n. Poison. Cf. oga, zahar 1.
zak I
chem. n. Green vitriol,
zak II
bot. n. Saksaoul (Haloxylon ammodendron). Also called soksok.
zak III
n. Clearance; clearing; gap; space,
zaka
n. Swaddling clothes: zakisida ujuqturiwdtto strangle in the cradle/ zakisida qerip qalgan bala a child lacking in vigor and drive/
bowaqnih zakisi infant swaddling clothes,
zakat
rel. n. Thithe, the chief Islamic tax and
one of the principal obligations of Islam.
Cf. 6?ra. [C- zakat 10. zekdt (obligatory
alms)/U. zakot].
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zalalat

zakaz
zakaz
1. adj. Ordered; custom-made: — mal or
dered goods.
2. adj. Registered: registered letter.
3. n. Order: - qil- to order. [<R. zakaz\.
zakazgi
n. sby who orders goods,
zakawat
obs. n. Brightness; cleverness (usually of a
youngster). [O. zekavet],
zakawatlik
obs. adj. Bright; clever,
zakalat
n. Deposit; down payment; earnest money:
— bdr- to make a down payment. Also call
ed din^an.
zakon
1. n. Reason; rule; established practice.
[U. zakon],
2. n. Mor^ standard: - bilidigan addm sby
who knows moral standards. [<R. zakon
(law; act; statute)].
zakongi
n. sby who argues or reasons things out.
zakon(iliq
abstract n. of zakon^i.
zakonla$vt. To argue, reason things out.
zakuska
cul. n. Western-style appetizer; snack; hors
d'oeuvre. [<R. zakuska],
zakilavt. To swaddle: bowaqni — to swaddle an
infant,
zan I
cul. n. A kind of wheat food. Cf. jotan 1.
zan II
n. Stolen goods: -ni yofur- to harbor stolen
goods. [<Ch. zang],
zan III
adj. Frivolous; skittish; giddy. Cf. $alaq.
zanaq
phys. n. Cheekbone. Also yanaq II.

zanla$vi. To be frivolous, skittish, giddy,
zanlik
n. Ridicule; jeer; derision: - arilay gdp de
risive remark/ — qil- to ridicule,jeer at,
make fun of, laugh at.
zaya
n. Waste: — bol- (kdt-) to be wasted or
squandered/ ayliqni — qil- to waste food/ birkiinlUk dmgigimiz — boldi our one day's la
bor was wasted/ waqitni — qil- to waste
time. Cf. israp. [O. zayi (lost; destroyed)],
zayom
n. Bond; loan: — tarqat- to issue a bond.
[<R. zaem],
zag
zoo. n. Crow (Corvus), Also called zag(a,
qaga 1. [O. zag (carrion crow)/U. zog],
zag^a
zoo. n. Diminutive form of zag.
zagra
cul. n. Com bread. [U. zogora],
zagun
bot. n. Perillaseed (Brassica campestris):
yawa — greater celandine (Chelidonium
majus)/ ♦ besida —i bar addm sby with
perillaseed on his head (a muddle-headed
person),
zagiraq
zoo. n. Snipe (Gallinago), [Mo. yamg].
zal I
n. Hall; auditorium: —ga ndggd mid addm
sigidu several thousand people are con
tained in the auditorium/ tdziyd —i condo
lence hall/ ziyapdt —i banquet hall/ yigin —i
conference hall. [<R. zal],
zal II
1. adj. Astute; sly; shrewd. Cf. (i(an,
zuqqa.
2. lit. n. Old woman; cunning woman.
Cf. kampir.
zalalat
obs. n. Perplexity.
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zapt

zalalatlik
zalalatlik
obs. adj. Perplexed,
zalim
adj. Cruel; tyrannical: --padisa tyrannical
emperor/ — dm&ldar cruel official. Also
zalimana, zorawan. [O. zalimlTiL. zalini].
zalimana
adj. = zalim.
zalimliq
n. Cruelty; tyranny: — qil- to be cruel; to
oppress. Also zorawanliq. [O. zalimlik].
zamat
n. Instant; moment: su —la at this moment.
Cf. an, payt 2, asna, haza, moment,
zamaska
n. Putty: -- siir- (b&r-) to apply putty. [<
R. zamazkd].
zamaskila1. vt. To putty: d&rizini - to putty a win
dow.
2. med. vt. To fill: gisni — to fill teeth,
zaman
1. n. Era; period: bir —larda during an era;
at a time/ hazirqi — contemporary period/
q&ditnqi — ancient era/ yeqinqi — modern
period. Cf. dawr, dawran, ayyam, era,
ira. [C- zaman/KK. zamanITa.. zamanlU.
zamon].
2. n. Manners and morals of the time.
3. gr. n. Tense: hazirqi — present tense/
Otk&n — past tense/ kel&r — future tense.
[U. zamon],
4. ph. n. Time: — bildn makan time and
space. [O. zaman (/^l-4)].
5. n. Male name. Also zamanidin.
zamanda^
n. Contemporary,
zamaniwi
1. adj. Present; contemporary; modernized:
- yeza igiligi modernized agriculture.
2. adj. Foreign: — usul foreign method/
ydrlik usul bildn — usulni birl&stiir- to com
bine native and foreign methods.

zamaniwiy
adj. Contemporary; modern. Also zamaniy, zamanla^qan.
zamaniwila^vi. To become modem. Also zamanla^-.
zamaniwila$turvt. To modernize. Also zamanla^tur- .
zamaniy
adj. = zamaniwiy.
zamanla^vi. = zamaniwila^- .
zamanla^turvt. = zamaniwila^ur- .
zamanla$qan
adj. = zamaniwiy.
zamin
n. Cause; ground: — bol- to create, give
rise to, bring about / janga — bol- to cause
death, be lethal or deadly/ unifi bluyigd s&n
- his death is your doing,
zanak
n. Dimple on cheek. Also ziniq.
zankar
chem. n. Copper rust. Also mis deti. [U.
zang (rust)],
zabt
lit. n. Seizure; capture; occupation: — qil-to
capture, occupy, seize. Also zabit.
zabardast
1. adj. Brawny; athletic: — yigit brawny
fellow.
2. adj. Gigantic; indomitable,
zabun
poe. adj. Defeated; weak: — qil- to defeat,
rout. [O. zebun],
zabit
n. = zabt.
zap
adv. Extraordinarily; uncommonly; unusu
ally: — zirdk bala an extraordinarily clev
er child/ zira'dtldr - oxsidi the crops have
grown unusually well. [U. zap],
zapt
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zaharlik

zapar
n. Anger; rage; fury: — qil- to become out
raged/ -i bMn ur- to strike in a towering
rage. [O. zapt (restraint; seizure; control)],
zapar I
1. n. Triumph; victory: -- qug- to triumph,
win/ — kiiyini orunla- to play a victory
tune/ - marsi song of triumph; paean. Cf.
utuq 1, galiba, galibiyat, nusrat 1. [C. zafar/0. zaferlU. zafar],
2. n. Male name. Also z&p&rxan.
zapar II
bot. n. Tibetan safflower (Crocus sativus).
zapirah
adj. Saffron; yellowish: yiizi -dOksargiyip
kdtti the face turned yellowish. [C- za'faran],
zada
lit. adj. Cowed; intimidated. [O. zedele(to maltreat, bruise)],
zadak
bot. n. Carrot (Daucus carota). Also called
sawza.
zadiwal
n. Curtain; drapes,
zadigal
n. = zadiwal.
zaxim
n. Wound; scar; bump; bruise: — yd- to
be wound^/ — yigdn alma bruised apple.
Cf. jarahat, zaxma, zaxmat, ziyan-zaxmat. [C. zaxm].
zaxma
n. = zahim: - ydt- (gdk-) to be wounded/
“ ydtkiiz- to wound,
zaxmat
n. = zaxma.
zaxmak
mus. n. Plectrum. Cf. naxun.
zaxmilanvi. To be bumped, bruised, wounded: alma
ydrgd giisiip —di the apple fell on the ground
and was bruised,
zahar

1. n. Poison: ~ sal- to use poison/ — igto take poison/ — yutuwalganddk feeling ill
as if poisoned/ —gd qarfi dora med. antito
xin/ -ni qaytur- (yandur-) to detoxify/ yilamifl zdhiri snake poison/ 1 yilannifl till
yumsaq — bar a snake’s tongue is soft but
poisonous/ 1 hdrinin zdhi-rigd gidigan hdsdl ydr they who do not fear bee poison
eat honey/ ♦ till hdsdl dill — honey
mouthed and dagger-hearted (hypocritical
and malignant). Cf. oga, zaqqum. [O. zehir/U. zaxar].
2. n. Pernicious influence: —ni tazila- to
liquidate pernicious influences.
3. phys. n. Urination: — qil- to urinate. Cf.
aldi pisap, kigik tdrdt.
zaharxanda
adj. Malicious; vicious,
zaharxandilik
n. Malevolence; viciousness: — bildn hujum qil- to attack viciously/ -- bildn kdz alayt- to stare malevolently,
zaharsiz
adj. Non-toxic; poison-free: — dora non
toxic medicine,
zaharsizlavi. To be or become non-toxic or poisonfree.
zaharsizlandiirvt. To detoxify: hawani — to detoxify
air. Also zdhdmi qaytur-, zdhdmi yandur-.
zaharlavt. To poison: —p dltur- to kill by poison
ing. [O. zehirle-].
zaharlan- •
vi. To become poisoned or poisonous: gasqanlar zdhdrlinip dlup kdtti the rats were
Wiled by poisoning,
zaharlik
1. adj. Poisonous; toxic: — gekimlik nar
cotics/ “ hasardt poisonous insect/ — ot fig.
poisonous weeds/ — yilan poisonous snake/
— gaz poison gas.
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zahil
2. adj. Sinister; diabolic: - wast& diabolic
measures/ — kiilkd sinister smile/ sdzi —
sinister sounding,
zahil
ast. n. Saturn. Also called saturin, zahl,
zuhal.
zahl
ast. n. = zahil.
zar
n. Gold thread: — bus- to gild: — basqan
doppa a doppa (q.v.) embroidered with
gold thread/ — tut- to bind or trim with
gold thread. [KK. zerbaraqIO. zer (gold)/
Tu. zer (gold)/U. zar (gold)],
zarbap
n. Brocade: — toni a brocade caftan. Cf.
kimxap.
zarba
n. Attack; blow; hit; strike: — b&r- to
strike/ zdrbigd ugra- to be hit, come under
attack/ djdllik — fatal hit/ qaxiatqug — fatal
blow/ kugliik — powerful attack. Cf. soqqa. [C. zarb/U. zarba].
zarbidar
n. Shock worker: — dUy shock brigade.
Also called udarnik. [U. zarbdor],
zarbidarliq
n. Shock working; crash job: — bildn Uldto work with concentrated efforts/ — qilto attack suddenly, do a crash job.
zarbim^al
lit. n. Aphorism; proverb; saying,
zarp
obs. n. Multiplication. [O. zarbet- (to multiply)/U. zarb].
zarpe^ak
bot. n. Dodder; bindweed (Convolvulus).
Also called gingilik.
zardap
1. phys. n. Bile: -- aqti the bile flowed/ ♦
qan z&rdawi med. blood scum. Also called
6t suyuqligi.
2. n. Suffering: - yut- to swallow suffer

zararsizlanduring/ i(i —qa tol- to be full of suffering,
zarda
1. med. n. Pyrosis; heartburn: zdrdisi qayna- to have a heartburn.
2. n. Anger; fury; indignation; wrath: —
bildn ur- to strike furiously/ — bildn sdzldto speak angrily/ zdrdisi qayna- (toy-) to get
angry. Alsozardiga^; cf. a^^iq, dam, qosaq
kdpiigi. [U. zarda].
3. n. Courage; strength of character; moral
integrity: zdrdisi bar addm an upright per
son.
zardigo^
n. Rage: — bol- to be beside oneself with
rage/ — qil- to cause to be boiling mad.
zardilik
adj. Courageous; having strength of char
acter; upright,
zarat
phy. n. Electric charge: rndnfiy zdriti neg
ative charge/ musbdt zdriti positive charge.
Also elektir zdriti.
zaratsiz
adj. Uncharged (electricity),
zaratlavt. To charge a battery,
zaratlik
adj. Charged: — sim charged wire,
zarab
mil. n. Armor. [O. ztrh].
zarablik
mil. adj. Armored: — marina armored car
(also bronewik). [O. zirhli].
zarar
n. Harm; damage; injury: — tart- to be
harmed/ — qil- to harm, damage or injure.
Also ziyan. [U. zarar].
zararsiz
adj. Harmless; benign: — dora benign me
dicine. Also ziyansiz 1.
zararsizlanvi. To become harmless,
zararsizlandiir-
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•• I •

za'ip

zararla
vt. To render harmless: kisildrgd — to ren
der harmless to people,
zararlavt. To harm, injure,
zararlik
adj. Harmful: - ndrsd harmful thing. Also
ziyanliq 1.
zaran
hot. n. Maple (Acer). Also called iirani,
eran.
zargiwa
hot. n. Turmeric (Curcuma longa).
zarhal
adj. Gilded. [O. zerriri].
zar$unas
n. Connoisseur,
zarra
phy. n. Particle: asasiy - elementary par
ticle. Also called mikrozana. [KK. zArre!
O. zerre (atom; mote)/U. zarm].
zarripa
zoo. n. Giraffe (Giraffidae). Also zirapa.
zarriga
n. A little; a bit: unMa - dyip yoq he did
not make the slightest mistake,
zariir
adj. Necessary; essential; indispensable: —
bol- to require, need. Also zoriir, zdriiriy;
cf. wajip 1, kerak 2. [U. zarur].
zariiriyat
n. Necessity. Also zariirliik, zariirlik,
zoriiriyat; cf. hajat 1, wajipliq. [O. za~
ruret\.
zariirliik
n. = zariiriyat.
zariirlik
n. = zariiriyat.
zargaldaq
zoo. n. Oriole (Oriolidae). Also called sopi-sopiyan, sopiyan, seriqqu^qa?, qariqu^,
[U. zargaldoq].
zargar
n. Jewelry maker; goldsmith: 5 addm qdd-

rini addm bildr, altun qddrini — a man knows
the value of a man, a goldsmith the value
of gold (JMC). Also zargargi, zagar. [Th.
Zd^dr (jewel; diamond)],
zargar^i
n. = zargar.
zargar^ilik
abstract n. of zargarji.
zargarlik
n. = zargarjilik.
zarnix
chem. n. Realgar; red orpiment.
zakar
phys. n. Penis. Cf. alat, iijak, qizil bala,
kaka. [O. zekef\.
zaki
1. adj. Intelligent; bright. [O. zekd (alert
ness; intelligence; perspicacity)].
2. n. Male name,
zan I
n. Attention: — qoy- to be absorbed, en
grossed: — qoyup aflla- to listen with rapt
attention,
zan II
n. Rust; corrosion: — bos- to rust/ — salto get (sth) rusty or dirty. Cf.dat II. [U.
Zjang\.
zah III
mus. n. Bell: — «r- to strike a bell. Cf.
qohguraq.
zangar
n. Clear blue: — asman clear blue sky. Cf.
samawi. [Tk. zdflgdrlG. zangori].
zangi
1. his. n. Head of 100 households, local
official position during the Qing dynasty.
Also called yuz beyi.
2. n. Black; Negro. Also called negir.
zanlavi. To rust, corrode. Cf. datla$-.
za'ip
adj. Weak; debilitated: iradisi — addm a
weak-willeid person. [O. zayiJTG. zaif\.
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z^bil

za'ipla^za'ipla$vi. To weaken; bOdini — to become weak/
iradisi —ti (his) will weakened/ nerwisi —ti
nerves weakened. [O. zayiflat].
za'ipla^itiirvt. To cause to weaken: kes&l bOddnni —di
illness caused the body to weaken.
za'iplanvi. = za'ipla$- . [O. zaytjla-].
za'iplik
1. n. Debility; frailty; weakness: jismani
— having frail health; sickly/ idiyd zd'ipligi intellectual weakness/ iradinifl z&'ipligi
weak willpower. [O. zayiJUk].
2. n. Weak point; failing: dzinifl zd'ipligini
Ml- to know one's failings.
zay I
1. n. Dampness; humidity; moisture: --ye
n’ a damp place. Also zayjilik, zayka^lik;
cf. namlik. [U. zax/Y. silk],
2. n. Waterlogging: — apiti damage done
by waterlogging/ —ni giqar- to dry out a
waterlogged area. Cf. holgilik (#1-2).
zay II
n. String on a bow with which to fluff cot
ton or clean wool: —ni gifl tart- to draw a
string taut/ ♦ - salmay paxta at- to fluff
cotton without a string (to brag, talk big),
zay III
n. Trimming; embroidered border or edge:
etigigd — tutqan kdyndk blouse with em
broidered trim,
zaytun
1. bot. n. Chinese olive (Canarium album):
— ddrixi canary tree/ — yegi olive oil/ ♦ —
rMi aquamarine color. [O. zeytin (olive)/
U. zaitun (olive)].
2. n. Female name,
zaygilik
n. = zay I 1.
zayka^
adj. = zaylik 1.
zayka^lik

n. = zay I 1.
zaylavi. To be or become moist or damp. Also
zayla^-.
zaylik
1. adj. Damp; humid; moist: — y^radamp
place. Also zayka$; cf. hoi,
nam,
namxu^. [Y. siikteex].
2. n. Drainage ditch: — gap- to dig a
drainage ditch.
zagar
n. Jewelry maker; goldsmith. Also zargar,
zargarfi.
zagarlik
abstract n. of zagar.
zagiinda
n. Foundation beam used in construction,
zagiindilavi. To place a foundation beam,
zalla
n. Food given a guest to take home,
zallat
n. Error; mistake: — eyt- to recite or read
erroneously. Cf. xataliq, sawanlik.
zalli^i
n. sby who takes food home from a host,
zamburug
bot. n. Liver moss; bryophyte. Also called
mux.
zambirak
mil. n. Cannon; gun; artillery; — at- to fire
a gun/ “ omi gun emplacement/ — oqi can
nonball; artillery shell/ — yopugi gun cover/
— yemi cannon fodder/ dala zambirigi field
gun. [U. zambarak],
zambirak^i
mil. n. Artilleryman; cannoneer; gunner.
Cf. top?!,
zambiraklik
mil. adj. Having guns: - paraxot gunboat,
zambil
n. A stretcher-like conveyance, consisting
of two poles connected by a basket weave
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zorla-

zambil^i
and used for carrying objects: — toqu- to
weave a zambil/ ♦ --to feel awkward:
m&n min aldida - boldim I feel awkward
in front of him/ ♦ —g& gm- to mount a
zambil (to behave unreasonably). [O.
zembil\.
zambilgi
n. Maker or user of baskets,
z^^a
chem. n. Alum. Cf. sumuq.
zamzam
1. rel. n. The sacred well of Mecca, also
called the well of Isma'il. [O. zeTnzeni\.
2. n. Water from the sacred well in Mec
ca. Also called zdmzdm siiyi.
3. n. Female name,
zamir
lit. n. Inner consciousness; thought. [O.
zamir],
zanjir
1. n. Chain: — tapanlik tiraktor cateipillar
tractor/ agqug —i keychain/ altun —i gold
chain/ elektir —i electric circuit. [Mo. ginji/M. zanzir],
2. fig. n. Chains; shackles; fetters: jahal&t
-ini pagaqlap ta^la- to smash the shackles
of darkness/ ♦ yuklimd dolqun —i phy.
carrier channel. [O. zincir (#1-2)].
3. n. Latch: isik —i door latch,
zanjirsiman
adj. Chain: — baglinis sole contact/ — reaksiyd chain reaction.
zanjirlavt. To latch: isikni — to latch a door. [O.
zincirle-].
zanjirlik
1. adj. Chained: - it chained dog. [O. zincirlUTa. zyncyrly],
2. adj. Latched: ~ isik latched door,
zanjiwil
bot. n. Ginger (Zingiber officinale). [O.
zencefillU. zanzabil],
zo'ologiya

zoo. n. Zoology. Also called haywanat^unasliq. [<R. zjoologiya],
zor I
adj. Big; large: — h&ssd qos- to make a
large contribution/ — wdqd big event, inci
dent, happening. Cf. ^on I, yogan. [Th.
zur],
zor II
1. n. Force; coercion; compulsion: buydrgd unin zori bildn kdldim he made me
come to this place. Cf. majburiyat 1. [U.
zur],
2. n. Strain; difficulty: — bildn kdtdr- to
carry with great difficulty.
zorawan
adj. Tyrannical; oppressive: — addm opp
ressive person/ — padisa tyrannical emper
or; despot. Also zalim.
zorawanliq
n. Tyranny; oppression: — hdrkdt ruthless
act/ — siyasiti tyrannical policy/ — qil- to
coerce/ — yiirguz- to carry out oppression.
Also zalimliq.
zorayvi. To intensify, grow larger: bu wdqd yekinda -di recently this incident grew larg
er.
zoraytvt. To intensify, amplify: wdqd — to in
tensify an incident,
zoruqvi. To tire: at —up ketiptu the horse tired.
Cf. geqil- 5.
zoruqturvt. To drain, exhaust, fatigue, tire, wear
out: koziin dmdila saqaydi, —uwalma your
eyes have just recovered, don't strain
them now.
zorga
adv. Barely; hardly; scarcely: — isld- to
barely manage. Also zormu-zor. [KK.
zordanlTn. zordanlU. ztirgd].
zorla-
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zorluq
vt. To force, coerce, compel: —p yigtiz- to
cause to eat/ dmg&k qilisqa — to cause to
work/ ketisM — to cause to leave. Cf. m^burla- .
zorluq
n. Force; coercion; atrocity; savagery: -biMn ig&lliwal- to forcibly occupy, seize/
- wastisi violent means/ - qil- to coerce,
zorluq-zombuluq
n. Brutality; atrocity: — qil- to play the ty
rant, ride roughshod,
zormu-zor
adv. Barely; hardly; scarcely: — kill- to
give a forced smile/ m&n bu yUrgH — k&ldim I barely managed to get here. Also
zorga.
zoza
n. Lamp chimney; top part of an oil lamp.
[<Ch. zhaozi].
zoq
n. Pleasure; mood to enjoy:
bildn sdzldto talk full of zest/ —i kdl- to be fond of,
keen on/ bu baliga —um keliwatidu I am
fond of this child,
zoq-^oq
n. Interest; zeal; zest: - bildn sOzld- to talk
animatedly / — bildn qara- to watch with
interest/ - bildn naxsa eyt- to sing zestfully/
zoqmdnligi kdl- to be interested. Also zoqmanlik.
zoqlanvi. To be full of zest, be interested in, have
an appetite for: zoqlinip sdzld- to speak
with great zest/ balilar hikayini zoqlinip
afilimaqta the children listened to the story
with relish/ naxyiga — to be fond of songs,
zoqlandurvt. To attract: dawutnin sozi bizni —di Dawut's talk attracted us.
zoqlinarliq
adj. Captivating; engrossing: — hikayd an
engrossing story,
zoqman

zoriiriy
adj. Interested; zealous; zesty: sazgelisqa —
yigit a fellow who loves to play musical
instruments/ muz teyiliyqa — bala a child in
terested in iceskating,
zoqmanlik
n. = zoq-$oq.
zon
n. zofl oltur- a. to squat; b. to beat a re
treat,
zonton
n. President: — mdhkimisi presidential off
ice. Also called pirezident. [<Ch. zongtong].
zonzayvi. To squat: zonziyip oltur- to squat. Also
zod oltur- ; cf. tizlan- , 56k- 2, yiikiin- .
zonzaytvt. To cause to squat,
zonli
n. Premier; prime minister. [<Ch. zongli].
zomgak
adj. Squat; low; flat: - dy a squat house,
zomigar
n. Magnate; tycoon; tyrant: maliyd zomigiri fmanci^ magnate. Also zumigar; cf.
mustabit.
zomigarlik
n. Magnateship: — qil- to rule by force/
—kd qarp tur- to oppose hegemony,
zona
geo. n. Zone: dsiimlukldr zonisi vegetation
zone. Cf. balwag 2, iqlim 2. [<R. zona].
zoriir
adj. Necessary; essential; indispensable: tap- to recognize that (sth) is essential/ -tddbir necessary steps/ — idrt essential con
ditions/ senid sundaq qilipd nahayiti - it is
absolutely indispensable that you do it this
way/ ndziriyini dmiliydt bildn birldyturui — it
is essential to combine theory with prac
tice. Also zariip, zoriiriy; cf. wajip 1,
kerak 2. [Ik. zarurlTvi. zerur],
zoriiriy
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zulmatlik

•• •• •
zorunyat

meat dumplings.
adj. = zoriir.
2. n. Happy lot; good fortune: u zuwulisi
zoriiriyat
n. Necessity: - alimi realm of necessity.
gon uzulgdn adSm a very fortunate person,
Also zariiriyat, zariirliik, zariirlik; cf. zufa
bot. n. Hyssopus cuspidatus, a kind of hys
hsyat 1, wajipliq.
zoriirliik
sop,
n. = zoriiriyat: Uimnifl zdrtirlugidin keM- zuqqa
adj. Acute; discerning; insightful; perspimidim because of some critical matters of
caceous. Cf. gigan, zal II I. [U. zxd<k6\.
mine I was unable to come. [Tu. zerurzuqqiliq
lykl
n. Acumen; discernment; insight; perspi
zugur
cacity,
pe. n. Soccer: - oyna- to play soccer. Al
zukam
so called putbol. [<Ch. zuqiu],
med. n. Head cold: — tdg- to catch or
zuhal
have a head cold/ — yefil- to be fully recov
ast. n. Saturn. Also called saturin, zahil,
ered from a head cold. Cf. razanda.
zahl.
zukamdazuhrii
med. vi. To catch or have a cold: u —p
1. ast. n. Venus. Also called golpan.
qaldi he caught a cold,
2. n. Female name.
zuguyluq
zuhur
n. Envy; jealousy: - qil- to envy. Cf. kunn. Appearance; apparition. [Tb. zohur].
(ilik.
zurapa
adj. Domineering; overbearing: — ayal an zulp
obs. n. Curls; ringlets; curly hair,
overbearing woman.
zulpiqar
zurtulda1. n. Double-edged sword.
vi. To make the sound of a fish eating,
2. n. Male name,
zurambat
zulhajja
bot. n. The rhi
n. Twelfth month of the Arabic year. See
zome of zedoary
section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
(Curcuma zedoarzulum
iae), used in Uyn. Oppression; repression; tyranny: — salghur folk medi
to oppress, repress/ —din kdturul- to shake
cine,
off
oppression. [KK. zulymlyqlT^. zolymlU.
zuwan
zulm].
n. Speech; utter
zulqa'da
ance: — siir- to ut
n. Eleventh month of the Arabic year. See
ter a sound/ —i tusection on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
tul- to be rendered
zulmat
speechless/ —i op
n. Gloom; darkness: -- bos- to be gloomy;
to keep silent/ —iga
to be shrouded in darkness. Cf. qarangu 2,
k&l- to speak,
qaranguluq.
zuwula
1. n. Recipe: mantinin zuwulisi a recipe for zulmatlik
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zi^

zumrat
adj. Dark; gloomy; somber. Cf. qara I 2,
qarangu 1.
zumrat
1. n. Emerald. [U. zumrat; zumrad; zumurrad],
2. adj. Dark green: -tdk dolqunlar dawalgup turdi the dark green waves rippled/ —tdk
su dark green water. Cf. qeniq yefil.
3. n. Female name,
ziibarjat
geol. n. Chrysolite; olivine,
ziirriyat
poe. n. Generation,
ziiliik
zoo. n. Leech. Also suliik. [U. zuluk].
ziimigar
n. Despot; tyrant. Also zomigar; cf. mustabit.
zehin
n. Intelligence; intellect: — qoy- to be at
tentive/ zehni Otkiir sharp; intellectual/ zehni egildi intelligence developed/ putiin —
bil&n preoccupied; absorbed; engrossed.
Cf. hu? 2. [O. zihinlU. zexi].
zehinsiz
adj. Obtuse; slow; dim-witted,
zehinlik
adj. Clever; bright: — bala a clever child.
Also zirak.
zehniy
adj. Intelligent; intellectual: — qabiliy&tmtellectual capacity; intelligence quotient
(IQ). [O. zihni\.
zerik1. vi. To be sick of, be fed up with: —mdy
ugdn- to study untiringly. [U. zerik-].
2. vi. To feel lonely: dostilirim kOp -midim I don't feel lonely as I have many
friends.
zerikarlik
adj. Tiresome; wearisome: — addm a tire
some person/ — iy a wearisome affair,
zerikkak

adj. Unhappy; bored: — addm a bored per
son,
ziba
1. adj. Slender; trim (of women): boyi —
having a slender figure. Also zilwa.
2. n. Beauty; beautiful woman.
3. n. Female name. Also zibdydd, zibirdm.
zibu-zinnat
n. Makeup; adornment: —kd beril- to be
fastidious. Also zip II, zinnat; cf. padaz
2, girim.
zip I
n. Hem; seam,
zip II
n. = ziba-zinnat.
zit
adj. Contradictory; conflicting; opposing:
— hdrkdt qil- to act in an opposing way/ —
kdypiyat resentment; resistance/ — kdl- to
deviate, depart from/ — yol tut- to run
counter to/ bir-birigd — pikir opposing
views/ ♦ —iga tdg- to speak sarcastically.
Also zitman. [O. zit].
zitla^1. vi. To oppose: u mdn bildn zitlisip qaldi
he has become opposed to me. [O. zitla^-].
2. vi. To be hostile, antagonistic,
zitliq
n. Opposition; contradiction; conflict. Also
zitmanliq. [O. zitlaymd].
zitman
adj. = zit.
zitmanliq
n. = zitliq.
ziddiyat
n. Contradiction: xaraktirioxsa^bolmigan ikki xil — a contradiction between two dif
ferent characters,
zida
n. Bruise on fruit or vegetables: zidisi yoq
alma an unbruised apple.
zi{
adj. Close; intimate: — otturufllar please
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zi99ida
sit close together/ — ittipaqlas- to unite
closely/ — munasiw&t intimate relations/
bugdayni — teri- to plant wheat closely. Cf.
dilka$, qadinas, qelin 2, yil. [U. z/f].
zi((ida
adv. Densely: iitrapi ddrGxl&r bildn — oralgan 6yl&r houses surrounded by densely
planted trees.
zi(Ia$vi. To become close or intimate: ularnifl
munasiwiti ziglifip kdtti their relationship be
came close,
zigla^urvt. To cause to become close or intimate:
oqutqugilamin oqugugilar bildn munasiwitini -uj kerdk it is necessary to build a close
relationship between teachers and students.
zi(Iiq
n. Density: ahalinifi zigligi population den
sity. Cf. qoyuqluq.
zix
1. cul. n. Skewer used for kawap (q.v.):
♦ —i tos- to face retribution for a life of
crime/ ♦ —mu kdymisun kawapmu kdymisun let's not burn the skewer nor the ka
wap Get's satisfy both sides).
2. m. for skewer: bds - kawap five sticks
of kawap.
zix(a
1. n. Iron bar used on wooden axles of
old-fashioned carts.
2. n. Any bar-shaped item: altun — gold
bar.
zirapa
zoo. n. Giraffe (Giraffidae). Also zarripa.
zira'at
ag. n. Crops: kiizluk — fall crops/ iqtisadiy
— economic or cash crops/ yazliq — sum
mer crops. Cf. terim, hosul, oma, yigim,
yigim-terim. [O. ziraat (agriculture; farming)/U. ziroat (agriculture)],
zira I
n. Earring. Cf. halqa 2. [U. isirga].

ziqliq
zira n
bot. n. Caraway (Cuminum cyminwn): yawa — Tibetan fennel (Canon carvi).
zirak
adj. Clever; bright: — bala a clever child.
Also zehinlik. flk. zirdk].
zirakla^
vi. To be or become bright or clever,
ziraklik
n. Brightness; cleverness: unifi zirdkligini
mdn hegqagad afllap baqmigan I have never
heard about his brightness,
zir-zawar
1. n. A mark in the Arabic alphabet.
2. adv. Carefully; attentively: zir-zdwirigigd sora- to ask carefully/ zir-zdwirigigd
sdzldp bdr- to narrate in full detail/ zir-zd
wirigigd sttru^tur- to get to the bottom of
things.
ziriq
bot. n. Barberry (Berberis heteropoda).
Also qara ziriq.
zirillavi. To quiver, tremble. Cf. ligilda- .
ziwaza
n. Robber; thief. Cf. talanji, taligugi, talgugi. [<Ch. zeiwazi].
ziq I
adj. Pressing; urgent: waqti — pressed for
time,
ziq II
n. Causticity: — tiq- to make a caustic re
mark,
ziq III
n. Skewer; spit: K gdp yUzdd yaxfi, ka
wap —ta talking face to face is good,
roast meat is on the skewer (is tasty),
ziqqinapas
m^. n. Asthma,
ziqlavt. To skewer kawap.
ziqliq
n. Pressure; urgency: waqitnifl ziqligi pres-
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zikan
sure of time,
zikan
zoo. n. A kind of bird,
zikir
1. rel. n. Praise to Allah. [C. zikr (remem
brance)/©. ziMr (reciting God's name)].
2. n. Male name. For females, zikiriyd.
zin-zin I
zoo. n. Dragonfly (Anisopterae). Also call
ed yinnagu(.
zin-zin II
onom. Expresses a pricking sound: — qilip
agri- to prick, have a stab,
zihildavi. To prick, stab: qulaqlirim —p agridu my
ears prick badly,
ziya
1. obs. n. Radiance; brilliance.
2. n. Male name. Also ziyawdun, ziyayidin.
ziyapat
n. Banquet; feast: — b&r- (dtkiiz-) to give
a banquet / — zali banquet hall/ —kd bar(qatnas-) to attend a banquet. Cf. bazma 2,
yari^iq 1. [O. ziyafetIU. ziSfat\.
ziyada
adj. Unnecessary; superfluous; surplus;
uncalled for: — pul extra money/ — soz su
perfluous words; uncalled-for remark/ —
U unnecessary matter. [O. ziyade],
ziyadilik
n. Excess; overindulgence,
ziyarat
1. rel. n. Pilgrimage to a sacred tomb or
shrine: —td bol- to go on a pilgrimage.
2. n. Formal visit or call: — qil- to pay a
formal call/ —kd kdl- to come to visit/
dostand — a friendly visit. [O. ziyaretIV.
zierat (^1-2)].
ziyaratji
1. rel. n. Pilgrim.
2. n. Visitor; caller. [O. ziyaretgi (#1-2)].
ziyaratgah

ziyankai^lik
1. rel. n. Place of pilgrimage.
2. n. Scenic spot. [O. ziyaretgdh (#1-2).
ziyali
1. n. Intellectual.
2. adj. Intellectual: — yaslar intellectual
youth. [U. zieli].
ziyaliq
adj. Intellectual,
ziyan
n. Harm; damage; injury: - bol- to suffer
harm or losses/ — tart- to sustain a loss/ -sal- to harm/ — qil- to harm, damage, in
jure: tamaka salamdtlikkd — qilidu ciga
rettes damage health (also zdrdr qil-)! —
ydtkiiz- to cause harm/ —ga ugra- to come
to harm, suffer loss/ —ni tOld- to compen
sate for a loss. Opposite of hayan. Also
zarar. [O. ziyan (damage; loss; detriment;
disadvantage)/U. zien].
ziyanda$
1. n. Pest; vermin. Also ziyanka^ 1.
2. adj. Harmful: — hayardtldr harmful in
sects/ — quylar harmful birds.
ziyanda$liq
n. Sabotage; wrecking: — qil- to harm,
hurt,
ziyansiz
1. adj. Harmless; benign: — iy harmless mat
ter. Also zararsiz.
2. adj. Not bankrupt; solvent,
ziyan-zaxmat
med. n. Wound: -- ydt- to receive a
wound. Also zaxim, zaxma, zaxmat; cf.
jarahat.
ziyanka^
1. n. Pest; vermin. Also ziyanda$ 1.
2. n. sby who lost his capital; bankrupt
person.
ziyanka^lik
n. Plot: — qil- to plot/ —kd ugra- to be
plotted against: u —kd ugrap turmigd guyti
he was framed and sent to prison. Cf. xayli, hila, hila-mikir, siiyiqast, qast 1.
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zinhar

ziyanliq
ziyanliq
1. adj. Harmful: -- U harmful matters.
2. adj. Bankrupt; insolvent: — soda bank
rupt business.
zigziq
1. clo. n. Border; hem. Cf. pawaz 1, adip II.
2. n. Profit: u bu n&rsidin azraq - giqardi
he made a few crumbs from this item. Cf.
payda, hayan, manpa'M, nap.
3. fig. n. Stubble: — giqar- to find fault;
to pick holes.
zigir
bot. n. Flax; linseed
(Semen Uni), used in
Uyghur folk medicine:
— meyi linseed oil/ ♦
-- rdfli dark reddish
brown. Also called bizkatan. [U. ziiir],
zigirlavi. To get to the root
zigir
of the matter: -p sorato ask penetrating questions.
zUI
mus. n. Bell; gong; cymbal: - gal- to ring
a bell. [O. zil].
zil II
1. adj. Clear and melodious: — awaz a
clear and melodious voice.
2. adj. Oversensitive; careful.
zilal
1. adj. Cold (of liquids).
2. adj. Clear; sheer.
zil(a
n. Carpet; rug. Cf. gilam.
zilzila
geol. n. Earthquake; earth tremor: zilziligd
Ml- to shake, vibrate/ dunyani zilziligd Mltur- to cause a sensation in the world/ ydrziminni zilziligd Mltiir- to shake Heaven
and earth. [O. zelzelelT^. zilzildlU. zilzila].
zilwa

adj. Slender; trim: — kdlgdn bir qiz slen
der girl. Also ziba. [O. zelve (stick hold
ing yoke in position)],
zimistan
1. n. Dead of winter; severe winter: ^ —
kdrmigdn bulbul bahamifl qddirini bilmds
a lark that has not passed the dead of win
ter cannot appreciate the warmth of
spring. [O. zemheri].
2. n. Bitter cold: — kunliri bitterly cold
days.
3. n. Winter in Turki solar year. Cf. qi^i.
zimin
n. Land; territory: — putunlugini qogda- to
protect territorial integrity/ — sirti hoquqi
extraterritoriality. Cf. teritoriya. [O. zemin (the Earth; soil; ground)],
zimindar
n. Landlord; landowner,
zimma
n. Responsibility: zimmigd al- to undertake,
shoulder, take on, bear/ zimmigd guy- (yiikIdn-) to fall on (sby's) shoulders/ u bu isni
zimmisigd aldi he has taken on this matter.
Cf. jawapkarliq, m^'uliyat. [U. zimma],
zina
n. Adultery; fornication; promiscuity: -qil- to be promiscuous. Cf. jalapliq. [O.
zina],
zinaxor
n. Promiscuous person; adulterer; fornica
tor.
zinaxorluq
abstract n. of zinaxor.
zindan
n. Dungeon; local jail: —da yat- to sit in
jail/ —ga tayla- to throw into jail/ —^a gus- to
go to jail. [Mo. gindanlO. zindan!'^. zindan/\J. zindon].
zindanxana
n. = zindan.
zinhar
adv. Absolutely not; on no account; by no
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^in

ziniq
means; bu g&pni ba^qilarga — eypnafl do not
under any circumstances say this to others/
bundaq Uni - qilma absolutely don't do this
work. [C. zinharlU. zinxor],
ziniq
n. Dimple. Also zanak.
zinnat
1. n. Adornment; decoration; ornament: buyumi ornament/ — buyumliri sanduqgisi
jewelry box/1 boyaq bil&n boyigigS. teyinni
bilim bildn —ligin iginni to decorate your
interior with knowledge is better than col
oring your exterior. Also zibu-zinnat, zip
II; cf. padaz, girim. [O. ziynetlTn. zin-

n&t!\i. zijnat].
2. n. Female name,
zinnatlavt. To adorn, decorate, put on makeup,
gussy up: bayram aldida 6yni — to deco
rate a house before a holiday/ yigin mOydanini — to decorate a meeting place. Cf. boja-, beza-, padazla- 1, girimla-. [O. ziynetle-IY. simie-].
zinnatlik
adj. Adorned; decorated; ornamented: —
dy an ornamented house.

jargon
lit. n. Jargon; slang. [<R. zargon],
^an
m. Chinese linear measure, ca. 3.3 m.
See section on Weights and Measures on
pp. 1079-80. [<Ch. zhang].
^andarma
mil. n. Military police. [<R. zandarm],
^anir
lit. n. Genre. [<R. zanr].
^ornal
1. lit. n. Magazine: Mptilik zornili weekly

magazine/ rdsimlik - illustrated magazine.
[<R. zumat].
2. n. News summary; newsreel.
?enwey
mil. n. Commissar. Also komissar. [<
Ch. zhengwei].
?it
cul. n. Thin, deep-fried pancake.
^in
zoo. n. Feces still in an animal's body: ♦
—/ yaman addm glutton.
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w
wa
n. Tile. Also kahi$. [<Ch. wa].
waba
med. n. Plague; pestilence: — tarqaldi the
plague spread/ — ilahi the god of plague/
toxu wabisi chicken pest. Also called guma. [O. vebaIXi. vabo (cholera)],
wabaliq
med. adj. Pestilential; plague-stricken. [O.
vebalf].
wapa
n. Faith; loyalty; fidelity: — qil- to be loy
al, act in good faith / -ga japa qil- to repay
good faith with enmity/ wMigd — qil- to
make a promise in good faith. Also sadaqat, sadiqliq. [C- vafalO. vefalTk. vafatl
U. vafo].
wapat
n. Death: - bol- to die/ ulug sa'irnin -i the
death of a great poet. Also ajal, oliim, qaza 2. [O. vefatIV. vafot].
wapadar
adj. Faithful; filial; loyal: — bala filial
child/ — dost loyal friend/ — ustaz faithful
teacher. Also sadaqatlik, sadiq 1, wapaliq. [O. vefadar].
wapadarliq
n. Faithfulness: u Ozinifl wapadarligini kdrsdtti he had shown his faithfulness. Also
wapaliq; cf. sadaqat, sadiqliq.
wapasiz

J

adj. Unfaithful; disloyal; unfilial. Also biwapa. [C- vafasizIO. vefasiz].
wapasizliq
n. Faithlessness; disloyalty. Also biwapaliq. [O. vefasizlik].
wapaliq
adj. = wapadar.
wapuru$
1. n. Bootseller.
2. n. Street vendor. Also yaymifi, yaymika$.
wapuru^luq
abstract n. of wapuru^.
wat
m. Watt. [<R. van].
wat-wat
onom. Garrulous; long-winded,
watikan
n. Vatican. [<R. Mitikan].
watildavi. To babble, chatter, be garrulous, longwinded or wordy. Also furulda- , kaldirla- , kalgay-.
watildaq
n. Chatterbox; babbler; jabberer. Also
gdp xaltisi, gdp ognisi, lapgi, lapxor.
watliq
adj. Watt: atmis — lampugka sixty-watt light
bulb,
watmetir
n. Wattmeter.
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wadak
wadak
n. Railings; paling: gulzarliqnifl — paling
of a flowerb^.
wado
n. Tile knife. [<Ch. wadad\.
wadi
geo. n. River valley: tarim wadisi Tarim
River valley. [C- vadilO. vadilU. vodi],

wai'ip

1. adj. Essential; indispensable; necessary.
Cf. zariir, zoriir, zoriiriy, kerak 2. [O.
vacip].
2. rel. n. Compulsory service,
wajipliq
n. Necessity. Cf. zariiriyat, zariirluk,
zoriiriySt, zoriirlik.
wag^ida
adv. Sneeringly: putumni — ddssd- to step
on my foot sneeringly.
wafildavi. To make smacking sounds,
wa^ildatvt. To cause making smacking sounds: wagilditip yd- to eat with smacking sounds,
wax
1. n. Time: — ajrat- to take time out/ —
qal- to be late or tardy/ u bu — qigd kdlmidi he still has not come/ kdgiiriin mdn —
qaldim excuse me, I am late. Also waxt,
waqit, waqit-sa'at. [U. vaqtlY. iox].
2. m. for meals: tig — tamaq three meals,
waxt
n. = wax 1. Also waqit. [Tu. vagt\.
waxtaniwax
adj. Timely; opportune,
waxtida
adv. Timely; on time: u — kdldi he came
on time,
waxtin^a
adv. Temporarily; provisionally: bu kitapni — iylitip tump, dtd qayturup berdy may I
use this book temporarily and return it to
morrow? Also waqtinja.

waxtliq
adj. = waxtinja.
waxliq
adj. = waxtinja.
wah
int. expresses surprise, fascination or ad
miration. [C. vahlO. vah/Tn. vox],
wahakaza
pp. Et cetera; and so forth. Cf. ba$Iiq I 2,
qatarliq 2, ibarat 2. [O. vesaire].
wahalanki
conj. But; however; yet. Cf. biraq, amma, halbuki, lekin. [U. vaxolankf],
waha
geo. obs. n. Oasis. Cf. kokiilmaydan. [O.
vaha].
wasa
n. Short lath put between roof beams (JE).
wasalgu
1. cul. n. Raisin.
2. n. Dried mulberry,
wasta
1. n. Means; materials: qatnas wastiliri
means of transportation / qdbih — odious
means/ istimal wastiliri means of subsist
ence/ ifldpgiqiris wastiliri means of produc
tion. Also wasita.
2. n. Recommendation; introduction: sdn
kimnifl wastisi bildn bu idarigd kirdin who
recommended you to this organization?
wasita
n. = wasta l:isldpgiqirifwasitilirimeansof
production. [C. vasita lO. vasitalV. vosita].
wasitiji
n. Middleman; matchmaker. Cf. dallal,
dalla, aki 2, so(i.
wasiti^ilik
abstract n. of wastigi.
wasitisiz
adj. Direct: bu tndsild — hdl boldi this
problem was resolved directly. Also called
biwasta. [O. vasitasiz].
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wazelin

wasitiliq

qil- (sal-, kdt&r-) to make a racket,
wasitiliq
adj. Indirect; second-hand: — tdjribd sec waran-^urun
onom. expressing clamor, din, hubbub,
ond-hand or vicarious experience/ — rol in
noise or racket: r^io awazi —ni besip kdtdirect role. [O. vasttali].
ti the radio sound drowned out the noise,
wasidamyan
n. Laths arranged with long spaces be waramat
n. Acuity; keenness; sharpness. Cf. askitween (JE).
wasyiip
yan. Laths arranged with short spaces be waramatlik
adj. Acute; keen; sharp. Cf. otkiir 1, ^akitween (JE).
wasil
rap.
1. n. Joining; combination: — bol- to join, waronka
n. Funnel. [<R. voronka].
combine. [O. vasillU. vosil].
2. n. Lover's meeting; tryst. Also wasil, war-war
onom. Boo-hoo: — waqira- to shout boowisal. [C- vasl (^1-2)].
hoo/ — yigla- to cry boo-hoo.
3. n. Property.
war-wur
wa$an
ag. adj. Uprooting of plants at the end of
onom. — war-war.
the harvest season: — bol- (of plants) to be waridat
1. n. Entry in an account.
uprooted after edible parts have been har
2. lit. n. Income; revenue,
vested/ — qil- to uproot plants and pick
their fruit: qogmni — qil- to uproot melon waris
1. n. Heir; successor; inheritor: — bol- to
plants and pick melons. Also pasan.
be
or become an heir. [O. vdris].
war
2. n. Male name. Also warisjan.
onom. Wah (crying sound): bala — qilip
warisliq
yigliwdtti a child started bawling,
n. Inheritance; succession: — hoquqi right
waraq
of inheritance or succession. [O. veraset],
n. Page; sheet: bir - qdgdz a sheet of pa
per/ qisturma — insert^ page/ kitap warigi wari-wari
onom. Racket; din: — qil- to make noise,
book page. Cf. bat 2, sahipa. [O. varakl
wariyant
U. varaq].
n. Variant; version. [<R. variantlO. varwaraq-waraq
onom. expresses gurgling sound,
yant\.
waraqla-1
waz
n. Renunciation; giving up: hoquqtin —
vt. To leaf, turn pages: kitapni - to leaf
kdQ- to give up power, abstain from vot
through a book. [O. varakla- (to decorate
ing/ dzpikridin — kdg- to renounce one's
with goldleaf)/U. varaqla-].
opinion. [U. voz].
waraqla- II
vi. To bubble, gurgle: su -p qaynidi wa waza
n. Candy dish; vase used for fruit and
ter boiled with a gurgle. Cf. bulduqla- ,
snacks. [<R. vaza].
buluqla- , kowiikda- .
wazelin
waran
n. Vaseline. [<R. vazelin].
n. Clamor; din; hubbub; noise; racket: —
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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wakalat^i

wa?-wu?
wa?-wu?
onom. expressing sizzling, buzzing, dron
ing, hissing or humming sounds,
wa^^ida
adv. of wa?-wu?.
wa^ilda1. vi. To sizzle, hiss: tawida yag —watidu
the fat sizzled in the pan.
2. vi. To buzz, drone, hum: giwinlar —p
Mtti the flies buzzed.
3. vi. To bustle with activity: bazarda ad&ml&r —p k&tti people bustled about the
market.
waq
n. Time. Also wax 1.
waqaqlavi. To quack. Also waqilda- , gaqilda- .
waqtin^a
adv. Temporarily; provisionally: — toxtato stop (sth) temporarily/ — isld- to work
temporarily as a casual laborer. Also waxtin9a. [U. vaqtingd\.
waq(a
adv. Late; tardy: -- qayt- to return late/ —
k&l- to come late,
waqqida
onom. expresses cracking or snapping
sound of a melon being broken up.
waq-waq
1. onom. Crack; snap.
2. onom. Bang-bang,
waq-wuq
1. onom. Bang-bang: — ur- to hit with a
bang.
2. adj. Clearcut; neat; straightforward; or
derly.
waqip
adj. Cognizant; informed: — bol- to be
cognizant or informed of/ yazgan xetifUznifl
mdzmunidin — boldum I am aware of your
letter. [C. vaqif/0. vdkif],
waqiplanvi. To learn or be informed of.

waqiplandurvt. To inform: bu hdwdmi —ui ugiin in or
der to inform of this news,
waqit
n. Time: — haliti gr. adverbial modifier
for time/ —ni bikar OtkUz- to fritter away
one's time/ —ni gdnim&t bil- to make the
best use of one's time/ bdzi —ta now and
then; occasionally/ giUi waqti noon/ funifl biIdn bir —ta at the same time/ waqtifiiz gagmu are you happy; are you having a go^
time?/ qisqa — igidd within a short time.
Also wax 1, waxt, waqit-sa'at. [C. vaqt!
KK. uaqyt/O. vakitlTk. vakytIM. vaqi\.
waqit-sa'at
n. Time: u ddl waqit-sa'itidd kdldi he
came on time. Also wax 1, waxt, waqit.
waqitliq
adj. Temporary; provisional: — keliyim in
terim agreement. Also waxtin^a, waxtliq, waxliq, muwaqqat 1. [O. vakitli
(timely; in due season)],
waqira1. vi. To shout, yell, holler.
2. vi. To be noisy or boisterous.
3. To berate, excoriate, scold: nimiskd unidga —ysiz why are you scolding him?
waqira$vi. mut. of waqira- : balilar waqirifip kdtti
the children came yelling,
waqildavi. To quack. Also waqaqla- , gaqilda- .
waqildaq
n. Toy pistol,
wakalat
n. Commission; representation; trust: — orgini representative organ/ — qdgizi written
commission/ — qil- to entrust, deputize or
commission/ — mudditi term of office/ mdn
sizgd bir ndrsini — qilay let me entrust
you with an object or item. [O. vekdlet].
wakalat(i
n. Deputy; representative; trustee.

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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wayyay

wakalatxana
wakalatxana
n. Agency; outlet: soda wakal&txanisi
trade agency or outlet,
wakalatnama
n. Power of attorney; proxy. [O. vakdletname].
wakalitan
adv. On behalf of; in the name of; as: basqur- to act on sby's behalf or as sby's
trustee/ - setilwal- to buy on sby’s behalf,
act as purchasing agent/ mdn si^d—yiginga
qatnastim I attended the meeting for you.
waksina
med. n. Vaccine. [<R. vaktsind\.
wakuum
phy. n. Vacuum: — lampa vacuum lamp.
Cf. bo^luq. [<R. vakumi\.
wan I
bot. n. Sloe;
blackthorn (Prunus spinosa): —nifl
urugi bot. jimsonweed (Datura
stramonium),
used in Uyghur
folk medicine (al
so called ityanigi).
wan II
n. King; - ordisi
royal
palace.
[<Ch. wang],
wan-5un
n. Hubbub; uproar; commotion: - giq- to
start an uproar/ — kdt&r- to be noisy,
wan^ivi. To bark: it —di the dog barked. Cf.
haw^i- , qawa- II, kap^a- 1, kan^i- I.
wah^iq
n. Grumbler; barker,
wan-wun
onom. expresses the sound of a fired bul
let.
wanilda-

vi. To make buzzing sounds: quligim —p
ketip baridu my ears buzzed,
wan-gon
n. Aristocracy; nobility. Also akabir. [<
Ch. wang-gong].
wa'iz
rel. n. Preacher; sby who delivers ser
mons. Cf. xatip. [C- va'izIO. vaiz].
way I
int. expresses pain or grief: — besim bdk agrip kdtti ouch, my head really hurts!/jeniga
— serve (sby) right. Also wayjan, way
way. [O. vaylU. voJ\.
way II
n. Target; goal: —iga y&tkuz- to reach a
goal, become adult, grow up, become ripe.
Also waya.
waydat
n. Help to save (sby's) life: — d&- to call
for help,
wayii
lit. n. = way II.
wayjan
int. = way I.
wayjanlavi. To moan or complain about hardship:
-p yurmd, bdribir higkim afllimaydu don't
complain, nobody would listen anyway,
waysavi. To moan, groan. Also way-wayla-.
waysaqi
n. Grumbler; complainer.
way-way
int. = way I.
way-waylavi. = waysa- .
way-wuy
int. expresses surprise: — nimOdig&n giizdl
m&nzird oh, what beautiful scenery!
wayim
n. Panic; scare; anxiety. Cf. wahima 1,
qorqun^.
wayyay

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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wada

wagon
int. expresses pain, amazement, wonder,
wagon
1. n. Railroad car: yuk —i freight car.
2. n. Trolley in a mine or construction
site. [<R. vagon <F. wagon (^1-2)].
wagon^aq
n. = wagon 2.
wagonfi
n. sby who pushes a mine trolley,
wagzal
n. Railroad station; train station; depot.
[<R. vokzal <E. \tuxhall].
wal
n. Glitter; luster,
walaq
n. Chatter; twaddle,
walaqtakkiir
n. Chatterer; garrulous person.
walaqlavi. To chatter, be garrulous or talkative.
Cf. talaq^a- .
walentik
chem. n. Valence; valency. [<R. valentnost'].
wall
n. Prefectural commissioner: u xotan
wiliyitinifl —si he is the commissioner of
Khotan prefecture. [O. vali (provincial
governor)],
walibol
pe. n. Volleyball: — setkisi volleyball
net. [<R. volejbol <E. volleyball\.
walildavi. To glitter, shine: walildigan —si a shiny
saber. Cf. parqira- .
walildatvt. To cause to glitter or shine: qiligni
— to make a saber glitter. Cf. parqirat-.
wallay
n. Tipcat (a kind of toy). Cf. gagar.
wallida
adv. Flashingly; sparklingly: giraq — yandi the lamp turned on with a flash. Also

parrida.
wanadiy
chem. n. Vanadium (V). [<R. vanadijIO.
vanadyum].
wanna
1. n. Bathtub.
2. n. Dipping vat for sheep. [<R. vanna
<G. Winne],
wa
conj. And: tdnqit — dz dzini tdnqit criti
cism and self-criticism. Cf. bUan 1, ham
1, hamda. [C- vd/O. ve/Ta. vd/Tu. ve/\J.
va].
watan
n. Native country; homeland; motherland.
[O. vatan/Tk. vatanlU. vatan].
watanparwar
n. Patriot: - zat patriotic personage. Also
watansiiyar. [O. vatanperver; vatanseverl
U. vatanparvar],
watanparwarlik
n. Patriotism: — taziliq hdrkiti patriotic
hygiene movement. [O. vatanperverlik].
watanda^
n. Compatriot; fellow citizen: gdt dldiki
—lar compatriots living overseas. [O. vatanda^].
watanda^liq
n. Citizenship; nationality. [O. vatandaflik].
watansiiyar
n. = watanparwar.
watwarak
n. Kite: ♦ wdtwdrigi giq- to be extremely
tattered or ragged. Cf. laglak II. [U. varrak\.
wada
n. Promise: — b&r- to make a promise/ —
qil- to promise/ wOdidd tur- to keep a pro
mise/ wddidd turmasliq to renege on one's
promise/ wddigd xilapliq qil- to break
one’s promise/ wddigd wapa qil- to fulfil
one's promise (also wddini bija kdltur-).
Cf. soz 4, lawz. [C. va'daIKK. uddelO.
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warziiji

wadila^vaatlTu.. vadalU. va"da].
wadila$vi. To arrange, agree on; biz bugiin kinoga
berisqa -tuq we agreed on going to the
movies today. [KK. uMeles-].
wadilik
adj. Honest; upright,
wadinama
n. Written promise; pledge.

himigd gui- to die of fright/ wdhimigd salto frighten. Cf. wayim, qorqun(. [CvahmIO. vehimlU. vahima].
2. rel. n. Apparition; ghost; spirit; — arilap yiiridi a ghost roamed about. Cf. jin,
jin-alwasti, jin-arwa, jin-?aytan, iirak.
wahimi^i
n. Alarmist; panic monger,
wassalam
int. Finished!; Done!; is tamam - the busi
ness is finish^! [O. vesselatri\.

1. n. Reason; - kbrs&t- to look for an ex
waswasa
cuse. [U. vfl?].
1. n. Enticement; seduction; temptation;
2. n. Wealth; property; - tap- to amass
Sdytan
- qiliptu possessed by the Devil. [U.
wealth.
vasvasd].
wajsiz
2. n. Panic; - bol- to be panicky, scared/
1. adj. Groundless; unreasonable. Alsobiwdswdsigd sal- to alarm, cow, frighten,
sawap, biwaj, sawapsiz.
panic, startle.
2. adj. Poor; destitute,
waswisi^i
waxpa
n. Enticer; seducer; tempter,
rel. n. A mosque's property. [U. vaxf\.
waswisilanwah$at
vi. To be enticed, seduced, tempted,
n. Cruelty; barbarism; savagery. Also
scared,
wah^ilik. [O. vahsetlU. vahsat]wasi
wah$atlik
n. Guardian; testator. [O. vasi/U. vasij].
adj. Terrible; cruel; ferocious; -- hdkumranliq cruel dominance. [O. vahsi/U. vah- wasiqa
n. Contract; deed. [O. vesika].
iij]wasiyat
wah$i
n. Oral testament; last words; — qalduradj. = wah^atlik.
to leave a will/ ~ qil- to make a will; malwah^iyana
mulkini ogliga qaldurusni - qil- to bequeath
adj. = wah^atlik.
property to one's son. [O. vasiyet/U. vasiwah$ila$yat].
vi. To become cruel or ferocious,
wasiyatnama
wah^ilar^a
n. Written testament; last will. [O. vasiadv. Cruelly; ferociously; terribly; — dlyetname].
tur- to murder brutally,
wasilik
wah^ilik
n. Guardianship,
n. = wah^at; - qil- to be cruel. [O. vahsiwaraqa
lik].
n. Leaflet; tdswiqat wdrdqisi propaganda
wahi
leaflet. [U. varaqd\.
rel. n. Revelation. [O. vahiy].
warzif
wahima
obs. pe. n. Gymnastics. Cf. gimnastika.
1. n. Dread; fear; - bas- to be afraid/ wdKEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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walsipit

warinii
warina
cul. n. Jam; compote: Urtik w&rinisi apri
cot jam. Cf. qiyam 12, murabba.
waz
1. rel. n. Sermon: — qil- to preach. [O.
vaaz\.
2. n. Lecture,
wazipa
1. n. Mission; responsibility; task: wdzipini al- to accept responsibility/ w&zipini bejir- to carry out one's responsibilities/ bof
— principal task/ jdflgiwar wdzipisi combat
mission. Cf. burg, buru?. [O. vazifelTa..
vazifalTu. vezipe/U. vazifa].
2. n. Post; position; job; duty: w&zipisidin
dip tasla- to shirk one's duty/ w&zipini ada
qil- to do one's duty/ rdhbdrlik wdzipisi
leadership position.
wazipixan
n. Sorcerer; palmist,
wazir
his. n. Vizier, a high official in certain
Muslim countries and caliphates, especial
ly a minister of state: bas -i prime minister.
[KK. udzirlO. vezir/Tk. vdzir/U. vazir].
wazirlik
his. n. Viziership: — qil- to work as a vi
zier. [O. vezirlik].
waziyat
n. Situation; circumstance: —nifl tdqdzzasi
general trend of events/ xdlqara — internat
ional situation. Cf. ahwal, hal, hal-ahwal,
$ara'it. [O. vaziyetikj. vaziyat\.
wazin
1. lit. n. Rhythmic verse.
2. lit. n. Meter. [C. vaznIO. vezin/U. vazi].
wazinlik
adj. of wazin.
wazmin
adj. Steady; sedate; calm; placid. [U. vazmin].
wazminla^-

vi. To become calm or sedate,
wazminlik
n. Steadiness,
waz-nasihat
n. Exhortation; edification: — tdldppuzi
the tone of an exhortation,
waqa
n. Incident; accident; event: tarixiy - his
torical incident or event. Cf. (ataq II, hadisa 1. [KK. uaqyya/0. vakalTu. vakalM.
vcaea\.
waqalik
lit. n. Plot,
waqanama
lit. n. Chronicle; annals. [O. vakayiname].
waqanawis
lit. n. Chronicler; annalist. [O. vakaniivis].
wakil
n. Representative: —IdrOmigi delegation;
deputation; mission/ toluq hoquqluq — ple
nipotentiary representative/ da'imi — per
manent representative/ ma'awin — deputy
representative. Cf. namayanda. [O. vekill
U. vakil],
wakillik
n. Representation: — qil- to represent. [O.
vekilliklU. vakolat (plenary powers)],
wayran
adj. Destroyed: - bol- a. to be destroyed;
b. ♦ to collapse or fall apart / — sdhdr de
stroyed city/ “ qil- to destroy. [U. vajrori].
wayrana
1. adj. Collapsed: -- dy/dr collapsed
houses.
2. adj. Frustrated: — addm frustrated per
son.
wayranjiliq
n. Ruins; rubble,
wayranliq
n. = wayrangUiq.
walsipit
n. Bicycle: — min- to ride a bicycle. Cf.
$aytan(aq. [<R. velosiped].
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wali

wijdan

din Christ, what time did you get here?
Also woy.
2. int. expresses urging or pressing,
wektor
phy. n. Vector. [<R. vektor],
weyyiianjan
n. Committee head. [<Ch. weiyuamhang],
welinemat
n. Backer; benefactor; patron; supporter.
Cf. himatji, $apqat(i, yolakji, yolan^iik,
madatkar. [O. velinimetlT^. vdlinig'm&t].
wenta
n. Screw: — qalpigi screw head; top of a
screw. Cf. burma mix, argul, los. [<R.
vint],
wensu
geo. n. Wensu,
county in Xinjiang
(41. 15N 80.14E).
Established 1902.
Population (1982):
161,926. Also known as aqsu kona ^ahar
(Old City of Aqsu).
wengir
geo. adj. Hungarian: - till Hungarian lan
guage,
wengriya
geo. n. Hungary. [<R. \^ngriya],
witamin
n. Vitamin. [<R. vitamin].
witwaldaq
zoo. n. Quail (Coturnyx coturnyx). Also
called bodina.
witildavi. To be long-winded, garrulous or wor
dy: bu ayal tola —p ketidu this woman
talks too much. [O. vtrtlda-].
witildaq
adj. Long-winded; garrulous; wordy,
widala^vi. To bid farewell, say goodbye: rndflgH
“ to say goodbye forever. [U. vidolay-].
wuy
1. int. expresses surprise: — sdn qagan kdl- wijdan

wali
1. rel. n. Saint; sage. [C- valHO. ve///T^.
v&li\.
2. lit. n. Guardian; protector.
2. n. Male name.
wali'ahd
lit. n. Crown prince; heir apparent; suc
cessor to the throne. [O. veliahtIU. valiahcu^.
walikizina
n. Bastard; illegitimate child. [O. veleti
zind\.
wotka
cul. n. Vodka. [<R. vodka],
wodorod
chem. n. Hydrogen (H): - bombisi mil.
hydrogen bomb. Also hidrogen. [<R. vodorod],
woy
int. expresses surprise. Also wuy 1. [O.
voyvo],
wolt
m. Volt. [<R. vol't],
woltmetir
n. Voltmeter. [<R. vol'tmetr],
wolfram
chem. n. Tungsten (W). [<R. volfram/O.
volfram],
wolframliq
chem. adj. Tungsten: -poto tungsten
steel,
wolqan
geo. n. Volcano. [<R. vulkan],
wujut
n. Body; physique; build: piitUn wujudini
titrdk bas- to shiver all over/ ♦ —qa giqar(kdl- ) to achieve, bring about/ ♦ putiin
wujudi bildn wholeheartedly. [C- vucud!\5.
vuzud],
wunildavi. To buzz: qulaq -p kdtti the ears buzzed,
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wijdanan
n. Conscience: — azawi pangs of con
science/ “ egisi conscientious/ —ini yoqatto be conscienceless; to lose one's con
science/ sap — a clean conscience. [O. v/cdan/T^. vdzdanl\J. vizdon],
wydanan
adv. In all fairness; truthfully: - eytqanda
to tell the truth (used in expressions). [O.
vicdanen].
wydansiz
adj. Unconscientious; unscrupulous. [O.
vicdamiz].
w^dansizliq
n. Unconscientiousness; unscrupulousness:
— qilmasliq kerdk one must not be unscru
pulous. [O. vicdansizlik].
wijdaniy
adj. Conscience: — azap pangs of con
science/ — burug bounden duty. [O. vicdanlt\.
wijdanliq
adj. Conscientious. Cf. astayidil.
wijik
adj. Skinny: — bala a skinny child.
wyiklavi. To become skinny,
wijikla?vi. = wgikla- .
wijir-wi^ir
onom. Chirp-chirp,
wijirlavi. To chirp, twitter: qmqaglarwigirlidi the
sparrows chirped. Cf. guruqla-, (ukulda-,
(irilda- .
wisal
n. Lover's meeting; tryst. Also wasil 2.
[C. visallO. visal],
wismut
chem. n. Bismuth (Bi). Also bismut. [<
R. vismut],
wirag
med. n. Physician. Cf. doxtur, amgi, hekim 1. [<R. vraf].

wino
wiragliq
med. n. Doctoring: -- qil- to work as a
physician. Cf. doxturluq.
wirus
med. n. Virus. [<R. virus].
wiza
n. Visa. [<R. viza].
w4-w4
onom. Buzz-buzz; whiz-whiz,
wi^ildavi. To make a whizzing or buzzing sound:
qurut-qofluzlar —p ugusatti insects buzzed
and flitted. Also winilda-. [O. vizilda-].
wiwiska
1. n. Shop sign; signboard.
2. n. Cover; feigning; pretense,
winildavi. ==: win^ilda-; paya -pk&tti mosquitoes
buzzed. [O. vinla-].
wiyay
int. similar to wiyi, except that it is usual
ly used by women,
wiyi
int. expresses surprise or astonishment:
aran suflgiliq bdrdifimu wow, is this all you
gave?
wilayat
n. District; prefecture. Cf. oblast. [C. vi
layet/O. vilayet/\J. viloyat].
wilayatlik
adj. District; prefectural: — idard district
office. Cf. oblastliq. [O. vilayetli].
wil-wil
onom. wil-wil qil- = wililda- .
wiliq-wiliq
onom. expresses giggling or snickering
sounds: — kiil- to giggle.
wililda1. vi. To gleam, glisten, glitter, shimmer.
2. vi. To simmer: su —p qaynawatidu the
water is simmering. Also wil-wil qil-.
wino
cul. n. Wine. [<R. vino].
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vt. To wear out: tola piyadd meflip ayigimni upritiwdttim I walk frequently and wear
1. pro. He; she; it: - kirn bolidu who is
out my shoes/ Ozini — to wear oneself out:
he?/ -nindim man yas I am younger than
Ozini —maydigan addm sby who does not
him. Also ol.
wear himself out; sby who takes good
2. pro. That:----- yaqqa kdtti he went
care of himself/ sdn uniflga agziflni -ma
over there / - gagda a. then; that time; b.
don't waste your breath with him!
thus/ - halda like that; in that way/ -- Idtap that is a book; that book/ — yaqta dti- upratquj
chem. n. Corrosive; corrodent.
yazliq terilgu baslinip kdtti spring plowing
has already begun over there/ -nifl ustigd upra$
n. Depreciation; deterioration; loss: — ximoreover; besides; in addition/ —nindim
rajiti depreciation charge/ — nisbiti rate of
keyin after that; afterwards/ -nindin basqa
loss,
other than that; besides that/ ♦ — dunya
the other (or future) world/ ♦ — dunya bu upuq
n. Horizon. Cf. aldm girdawi, upuq sizigi.
dunya razi this world and the other world
[O. ufiiklU. ufq].
(extremely) pleased/ ♦ -- dunyaliq bu
dunyaliq boluyup kdt- to have no dealings upula-tupula
adj. Slapdash; careless: — isldngdn U work
with one another. [U. u (#1-2)].
done in a slapdash manner,
“P®
.A !
n. Face powder: ~ sur- to put on powder/ upilavt. To powder (face),
— qutisi powder box. [U. upa].
utupa-ahlik
vi. To triumph, win, be victorious: musan. Cosmetics; powder and rouge: - bildn
biqidd - to win in a competition. [KK. ut-l
pdddz qil- to put on cosmetics. [U. upaM. M/-(to defeat)/TT. wr-].
elik].
uttur
upra1. n. Opposite; facing: mdktdpnin -ida
vi. To wear out, deteriorate: sdn bu Uqa to
bir kigik dukan bar there is a small store
la uprima don't rack your brains over this
facing the school. ['IT'. utni\.
matter!/ masininifi bdzi detalliri —p kdtti
2. adj. Upright: - addm upright person.
parts of the machine are worn out.
3. adv. Straight; erect: - man- to walk
upratKEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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uttur-

ujuq-

straight ahead/ ♦ --f4 front tooth; incisor/
damik].
♦ — oq&t ad&m shy who struggles to udul
make a living (also udul oqdt addrr^.
1. adj. Straight; front: - pdy front of a Chiutturnese-style garment which is usually button
vi. To lose, fail to win: biigunki top musaed/ “ yol shortcut (also yeqin yoT).
biqisidd biz —duq we lost in today's ball
2. adj. Candid; frank; straightforward. Cf.
competition/ ♦ —iwdtkdn qimarwazddk
ojuq 2.
like a gambler who lost (dejected; crest
3. adj. Opposite: —din k&l- to come from
fallen). Also utul-.
the opposite side of/ doxturxana dyimiznin
utopist
—ida the hospital is opposite our house.
ph. n. Utopianist. [<R. utopist].
4. adj. In a straight line: — meflip soltdrdputopistlik
kd burulufi go straight and then turn left.
ph. adj. Utopian. Also utopik.
5. adj. Aligned: ikki toiuk — k&ldi two holes
utopizim
were aligned.
ph. n. Utopianism. [<R. utopizm].
6. adj. At will; as one pleases: — kdlgdn
utopik
wastilar bildn by hook or by crook; un
ph. adj. = utopistlik.
scrupulously/ — kdlgdn ydrgd dxldt tdk- to
utuq
dump garbage at will/ — kdlgdn ndrsildmi
1. n. Victory. Cf. zapar 11, galiba, galiyiyd- to eat indiscriminately.
bat, nusrat 1. [O. utku],
♦ — oqdt addm sby who struggles to
2. n. Achievement; success: — qazan- to
make a living,
attain success/ kdrundrlik —lar outstanding udulluq
successes. Cf. muwappaqiyat, natija 1.
adv. expresses two activities occurring si
3. n. Male name,
multaneously or in quick succession: — piutuqluq
surup — sat- to sell (sth) as soon as it gets
1. adj. Victorious. Cf. giilibana, galibilik.
ripe/ — clip — ydp eating (sth) right after
2. adj. Successful: — xizm&t successful
buying it/ xamanni — tepip — sora- to
work/ qurultay — Otti the congress was
thresh while winnowing,
successful. Cf. muwappaqiyatlik. [O. ut- udum
kulu; utkur].
1. med. n. Secret medical prescription: autulta-bowisidin qalgan - secret family formu
vi. To lose, be beaten or defeated. Also
la.
uttur- . [TT. utuz-].
2. med. adj. Hereditary: bu kesdl unifl
ud
-i-da bar his disease is hereditary.
mus. n. Harp. [O. ut (six-pair stringed ujrat
lute)],
1. lit. n. Wage; pay.
uda
2. lit. n. Lease; rent. Cf. ijara.
adv. In succession; in a row: — on yil mol ujratlik
hosul elindi there have been bumper crops
adj. Leased; rented,
for ten years in a row/ — tig kiln boran giq- ujuqti a storm blew for three straight days,
vi. To shut up, stifle oneself: u bu gdpni
udarnik
afllap —up kdtti when he heard this he shut
n. Shock worker. Also zarbidar. [<R. uup.
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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ujuqturujuqturvt. To gag, hush, silence, stifle: u Mr egiz
g&p Mldn xxxni —iwdtti he silenced XXX
with one sentence.
U{ I
n. Point; extremity; tip; top: —iga giq- to
reach the limit: —iga giqqan dksiy&tgi ex
tremely reactiona^ element; —iga giqqan
mutQMm downright rascal/ —ini iiz- to
pinch off young shoots / pifaq —i knife
point/ tig —i sword tip/ qdl&m —i pen tip/
dQrdx —i treetop/ munamifl —i tower top/
♦ — tart- hot. to climb (as vine)/ ♦ burninin —inila kOridigan addm sby who can
only see to the tip of his nose (a short
sighted person)/ ♦ putnin —ida ddssd- to
stand on tiptoe/ ♦ qol —ida Uld- to work
perfunctorily. [M. uglO. uglOT. uf/Ta.
og (end; edge)/TT. «f/U. ug],
II
n. Sliver.
U91. vi. To fly: ayrupilan —iwatidu the
plane is flying/ quylarjdnupqa —up kdtti the
birds flew south. [KK. uy-/M. ug-ICfT. ug-l
Th. of-/TT. Mf-/Tb. ug-ITv. uy-ZU. Mf-].
2. vi. To volatilize, evaporate: benzin —up
ketiptu gasoline evaporated.
3. fig. vi. To float, fly: maxtap qoysa —up
ketidigan addm sby who is on cloud nine
because of praise. [O. ug- (#1-3)].
4. vi. To be chipped: jogisi —up kdtkdn gdyndk a teapot with a chipped spout/ girwigi
—up kdtkdn gind a bowl with a chipped
edge.
u(a
phys. n. Back of a mammal; spine: ugisidiki kiyim the clothes one has on. [Mo. uguga].
u^astika
n. District smaller than a rayon (q.v). [<
R. ugastok],
ugar

u?ur
adj. Flying: — at flying horse/ — beliq fly
ing fish/ — gasqan zoo. flying squirrel (Pteromys volans)! — ogri a burglar who makes
his way over roofs and walls; air pirate/ ~
quyzoo. bird/ - kdsldnguk zoo. flying liz
ard. [O. ugarl.
u^arqanat
zoo. n. Avifauna; world of flying animals,
uf-yak
n. End: ug-gegiyoq endless. Cf. adaq 1,
axir 1, ayaq I 3, tiigan^i.
ugsiz
adj. Untipped; without a point. [O. ugsuz].
ugra1. vi. To meet, encounter, bump into: kinoxanida Mr tonusqa —p qaldim I met an ac
quaintance in the movie theater/ mundaq
dhwal da'im —ydu this kind of situation is
often encountered. [C- ugra-ITk. ogra-].
2. vi. To meet with, suffer: bdxtsizlikkd —
to suffer misfortune/ qiyingiliqqa — to
meet with difficulties. [Mo. ugara-ITa.
«pra-/U. ugra-(Jtl-2)\.
ugrai1. vt. caus. of u^ra-: ziyanga — to cause to
come to harm. [KK. uyyrat-^.
2. vt. To meet: bugtin kogida uzun yillardin beri kdrmigdn Mr kona sawaqdiyimni
--tim today I met in the street an old
schoolmate of mine whom I had not seen
for many years.
ugra?vi. To meet: tasadipi — to meet acciden
tally/ dostlarni —ti friends met. Also u{qa?- . [KK. ujyra^-].
ujra^turvt. To cause to meet: dostlarni — to make
friends meet each other/ meni unidga —uH
please let me meet him.
ugur
n. News; information: — al- to ask for
news or answers/ — bdr- to respond, send
information. Cf. axbarat 2, derak, xa-
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u?lay-

uQur
war 1, sirtiq, izdak-soraq, malumat 2.
ujur1. vt. To cause to fly: kdptar - to fly pi
geons/ Idgldk - to fly a kite. [KK. u^r-IM.
ugur-/T\. uzut-].
2. vt. To flatter: -up kdkkd kOt&r- to praise
to the skies/ s&n tola meni —ma don't
flatter me! Cf. gapangiliq qil-. [O. ugur(#1-2)].
3. vt. To blow: seni qandaq samal -up k&ldi which wind blew you here?/ samal gazaflni —up k&tti the wind was blowing fallen
leaves.
4. vt. To knock: dyndknin girwigini -iw&tto knock the edge of the glass.
u^ursiz
adj. Being without news or messages.
u(urma I
n. Hint; allusion: - qil- to hint at/ ♦ -bol- a. to have just learned how to fly: —
bolgan qm a bird that has just learned how to
fly; k&pt&r — boptu the pigeon has just
learned how to fly; b. to have grown up,
become an adult: bu qiz — bolup qaptu
this girl has grown up. Cf. razim, razm.
u(urma II
adj. ugurma ban abyss/ - yar precipice; overhanging cliff.
u(uq
med. n. Rash. Also called ta^ma, aswa.
[O. uguk (blain; vesicle; herpes)/U. uguq
(blister)].
u(ugda1. vt. To expel sth bad: baxfi kesdlni -ydu
the witch expelled the disease.
2. vt. To put in order or repair; to chide
or teach a lesson.
u^ugdal1. vi. pass, of ujugda- .
2. vi. To be bashed, pounded, assaulted,
ujunmed. vi. To be sick with a cold. [U. ufun-].

u{qa$vi. To meet. Also ujra- .
u(qaq
adj. Volatile; easy to evaporate: benzin —
kelidu gasoline is volatile.
u(qu9i
n. Aviator; pilot: —lar mdktiwi pilot or
flight school. Also called liyotgik. [O. ugakgilU. uguvgi].
u^qu^isiz
adj. Pilotless: - garlas ayrupilani pilotless
reconnaissance plane; drone,
ugqugiliq
n. Aviation. [O. ugakgtlik].
ugqur
adj. Fast; flying; quick; speedy: — at fast
horse; steed/ - qm fast-flying bird. Cf. tez,
(apsan, ittik 1, ildam, lipan.
ugqun I
n. Spark; sparkle: umit —liri sparks of
hope/ qar —i snowflake/ elektir —i electric
spark/ ♦ — paqa zoo. a kind of frog. [0.
ugkun/\J. ugqun].
ugqun II
med. n. Swelling; tumor. Cf. u$$uq 1, U?iq,
gadaza.
ugqunda
n. Tongue of flame; flame,
u^qunda1. vi. To send off sparks: polat ugqunliri
tdrdp-tdrdpkd -p turatti sparks of molten
steel were flying in all directions/ ot —p
k&tti the fire sent off sparks.
2. vi. To float; swirl: asmanda qar -watatti snow was swirling in the air.
ujqunlavi. = ugqunda- .
u^iliq
n. Donkey saddle,
uflavt. To sharpen to a point: qerindmni - to
sharpen a pencil. [U. ugla-].
uglay-
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ustatliq

u^lanvi. To protrude, stick out. Cf. ^intay-.
u(lanvi. To be or become pointed. [O. uflan-].
u(Iuq
adj. Pointed; tipped: — bigiz tipped awl/ ~
pigaq pointed knife/ — iMk pointed jaw;
chin. [O. u(lu].
ugma
adj. High; tall; — saray a tall palace/ tagniU — goqqisi high mountain peak. Cf. baland, oskilan, ora 1, uqat, igiz.
uxvt. To understand, comprehend, realize.
Also uq- .
uxta
n. uxtisiga k&l- to come true: menifl oyim
uxtisiga k&ldi my thoughts came true,
uxlavi. To sleep, fall asleep: —p qal- a. to be
or fall asleep; b. to oversleep; u wclap qelip poyizga kegkti he overslept and missed
the train/ —fqa yat- to lie down to sleep/ uxlimay tad atquz- to lie awake all night/ wclimay gili kdr- to daydream/ atam zamandin
-pyatqan
eternally sleeping
wastelands/ g&p qilmay — shut up and
sleep!/ ♦ —p giiyk& kirm&ydigan i$lar un
dreamed-of matters. Cf. yat- 1. [C. uyu-/
Ta. jokla-ITT. udi-; uyuqla-/\J. uxla-IY.
utuj-].
uxlat1. vt. To put to bed, cause to sleep: uxlitidigan dora sleeping pill/ balini — to put a
child to bed/ (iwin meni —midi the flies
did not let me sleep.
2. vt. To make sleepy: kUini wclitip qoyidigan
hikayd a story that makes people sleepy.
uxla?vi. mut. of uxla- : dydikildr uxliyip qaldi
those in the room fell asleep,
uxlaq
adj. Sleepy; drowsy. Alsouyqu^an, uyquluq. [M. usriq\.

uxmas
adj. Muddleheaded; without understand
ing. Also uqmas.
uxmasliq
n. Muddleheadedness; lack of understand
ing. Also uqmasliq.
uh
onom. expresses exhaustion: — tart- to
heave a sigh/ - gargap kdttim ooph, am I
tired!
uhlavi. To make a sighing sound,
us
adj. Dextrous; nimble. Also uz 1. [Tv. us
(craft; skill)],
usvt. To ladle out, scoop up, load: ay — to la
dle out food/ topini -up bdr- to load soil/
xaman — to load threshed grain/ su — to
scoop up water,
usta
1. n. Craftsman; expert; master (as dis
tinct from an apprentice): — aldida bildrm&nlik qil- to display one's slight skills
before an expert/ — kor- to seek to appren
tice with a master/ yagaggi — master car
penter/ ♦ — kdrmigdn sagirt hdr muqamga
yorgilar an apprentice who is playing a
muqam without seeing a master (acting
like a fool). Also ustaz. [C- ustadlYX..
usta\.
2. adj. Able; skilled: — yagaggi skilled car
penter/ u saxmdtkd — he is good at chess/ u
etiz iyliriga — he is doing a good job at farm
ing/ uygurgiga — fluent in Uyghur / g&pkd —
skilled in speaking. Cf. maharatlik. [Ta.
osta (jt2)\ [O. ustalM. usta (jt 1-2)].
ustat
adj. Crafty; deceitful; devious; foxy; un
derhanded; sly; sneaky; tricky; — addm a
devious person,
ustatliq
n. Trick; artifice; finesse; strategem: —
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u$bu

ustaz
qil- to trick,
ustaz
n. Expert; master; teacher: — tut- to get
instruction from an expert/ — qil- to rec
ognize sby as a master. Cf. oqutqugi, usta 1, ma^qawul, mu'allim. [O. iistatlU. ustoz\.
ustazliq
n. Expertise; mastery. [O. ustatltk'\.
ustam
int. Polite form of address for a master
worker,
ustura
n. Razor: usturini kapla- to sharpen or
strop a razor. Cf. biritwa, qirgu, qirgug.
[O. usturalU. ustara].
ustixan
phys. n. Bone: - tuberkulyuzi med. bone
tuberculosis/ —liri gul-gul bolup k&t- to
have one's body smashed to pieces/ ustixini keliskdn well-built; well-proportioned/
bir terd bir — bolup qal- to be only skin
and bones/ ♦ ustixini gtis- to be accus
tomed to a climate. Cf. sonak. [U. ustuXOTi\.
ustixana
n. Workshop. Cf. sex.
ustixanliq
1. adj. Large-boned: -- addm a large-boned
person.
2. adj. Bony: - gby bony meat.
3. adj. Bold; vigorous (of calligraphy): -x&t boldly written character.
ustikar
n. Craftsman. Cf. hiinarwan, san'atkar,
kasip.
ustiliq
n. Ability; expertise; skill: — bil&n skill
fully; expertly/ — qil- to show off one's
skills: - qilimdn d&p gandurup qoy- to out
smart oneself. Cf. maharat, mahirliq.
[O. ustaliklTk. ostalyk],
ussa-

vi. To be thirsty: mdn —p kdttim I am
thirsty,
ussuluq
1. cul. n. Soft drink; sth to quench one's
thirst.
2. n. Thirst. Cf. ta^naliq, ussizliq. Alsousluq II (#1-2).
ussizliq
n. = ussuluq 2: —ni bos- to relieve thirst/
-ni qandur- to quench one's thirst,
usun
bot. n. Lettuce; asparagus lettuce. [<Ch.
wosun].
usul I
mus. n. Dance: — oyna- to dance/ —ga giiyto start dancing/ balet —i ballet dance. [O.
usul (mus. tempo; time)/Y. uflkM].
usul II
n. Method; way: pikir qiliy -i way of think
ing / Uldpgiqiris —i production method. Also
usul-^ara; cf. metot. [O. usullTa.. ysull
U. usul].
usul-(ara
n. = usul II.
usul^i
n. Dancer. [Y. uflkuCihiit].
usqudriyon
bot. n. Lycoris radiata. See illustration
at tag samsigi on p. 168.
uslubiyat
n. Rhetoric. Cf. istilistika.
uslup
lit. n. Style: uslubi rowan stylistically flu
ent/ addi — plain or unsophisticated style/
ddibiy — writing style/ yefUgd — newfan
gled style/ maqalinifl uslubi style of an art
icle. Cf. $akil, istil. [O. iisluplU. uslub].
usluq I
adj. Adroit; deft; dexterous. Also uziuq.
usluq II
n. = ussuluq. [Y. utax].
u$bu
pro. This (emphatic): — xdt this particular
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u^tuletter. [C. mbulHdi. osbu (that)/U. u^bu].
u?tuvt. To break, crumble: nan — to crumble
bread.
u$$aq
adj. Tiny; fine; minute: — balilar tots;
small children/ — gamda- to walk with
mincing steps/ — sodigdr small business
man/ — qil- to break into tiny bits/ — yamgur fine rain; drizzle/ — mol ag. small live
stock/ — mdsild a tiny problem/ — miilukdar small property owner/ ♦ — tag mozisi
bot. Chinese gall (Galla chinensis)(sec ill
ustration at simaqul'abagayan on p. 507)/
♦ -- tilliri giqip kdt- to be garrulous,
long-winded, wordy/ ♦ — qol finger/ ♦
— gdp gossip; malicious remark; vicious
talk: - gdp qil- to malign/ ♦ - gdpgi sby
who is fond of gossip; sby who frequently
or habitually maligns others. Cf. ki(ik,
may da II. [M. ufaq/O. ufak/Y. ogguguj],
u$$aq-(ii$$ak
adj. Trivial: — if trivial matter. Cf. mayda(iiyda.
u$$aqla1. vt. To break up, crumble: kdmurni —p
qala- to break up coal into smaller pieces
for burning. Alsou$$agda-. [O. ufala-IU. ufot-].
2. vt. To change (money): pulni — to
change money into smaller bills.
u$$agdavt. = u^^aqla- 1.
u$^q
1. med. n. Swelling; intumescence: — kesili dropsy; edema. Cf. u^qun II, 4$iq, gadaza.
2. adj. Brazen; capricious; shameless. Cf.
hiirrak (#2).
u$$uqluq
1. n. Obtrusiveness; importunity.
2. n. Brazenness; capriciousness; shame
lessness: — qil- to be brazen.

uran
u^qitvi. To whistle, scream, howl: fomal —ip turuptu the wind howled. Cf. giikira- .
ur1. vt. To hit, strike, beat, assault: befimni
ifikkd -uwaldim I struck my head against
the door/ Mr sapilaq — to slap (sby's) face/
dafl — to strike a bell / xdnjdr — to assault
with a daggei/ xufpuruqlardimaqqa —up turatti a fragrance assaulted the nose/ samal
yiizgd —up turatti the wind hit the face/
mdydisigd — to beat one's chest/ ♦ tuxumni tasqa — to strike an egg against a
rock (to go against impossible odds). [C«r-/KK. ur-IOT. ur-ITa. or-/Tu. ur-/\J.
ur-].
2. vi. To strike (of clock): tarn sa'dt bdfkd
—di the wall clock struck 5.
3. vi. To pulsate, throb: tomur —di the
vein throbbed/ yurigim gup-gup —up turidu my heart went pitter-patter.
4. vi. To go all out: dzini hdryaqqa — to
struggle hard: kesdl agriq azawidin dzini
hdr yaqqa —atti the patient was racked by
disease/ dzini i$qa —up tur- to work with all
one's might.
5. as compound predicate: ah — to sigh or
heave a sigh/ ddrya siiyi juf —up aqti the
river water was turbulent/juf —up rawajlandi turbulence arose/ mdwj —di waves be
gan to rise.
ura
n. Pit for storing grain and vegetables. Al
so ora. [KK. uralM. urd\.
uran I
chem. n. Uranium (U): — rudisi uranium
mine. [<R. urari\.
uran II
ast. n. Uranus. Also oran. [<R. Uran^.
uran III
n. Tone; manner of speaking; implication:
sdznih —iga qariganda\udgix\g by the man
ner of speaking.
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uran-jurat
uran-jurat
n. One's own clan. Also uruq-jamat.
urp
n. Convention; custom; habit; tradition;
usage. Also adat 1, orp-adat, rasim, rasim-qa'ida, rasim-yosun, urup. [U. urf;
urf-odat].
urtoqay
adj. Hit; beaten; bashed. Also urkaltak.
urtoqay-siirtoqay
adj. urtoqay-siirtoqay qil- to strike violent
ly; to utterly rout.
ur(uq
n. Spindle in a textile mill. [Tk. orgyk\.
ur^uqluq
adj. Spindle: ikki yuz min - yip igirisfabrikisi a factory with 200000 spindles.
urup
n. = urp. [Tk. goref],
urup-soqup
adv. Perfunctorily: iyni — pUttur- to do
work perfunctorily.
uru$
mil. n. Battle; combat; fight; war: - partlidi war erupted/ - tdyyarligi combat readi
ness/ — tdlwiliri war maniacs / — toxtitis kelisimi armistice agreement / — dsiri prisoner
of war/ — jinaydtgisi war criminal / — oti
flames of war/ - elan qil- to declare war/
- mdydani battlefield/ -qa tdyyarliq kOrto prepare for war/ —ni toxtat- to stop a
war/ azatliq — war of liberation/ dunya -i
world war / hdqqani - a just or righteous
war/ 1 —nin toqquzi ran biri jan nine
stratagems for one war (all is fair in
war). Cf. Jan, soqu$, yegiliq, muhariba.
[C. uruf/M. uruslO. ugray/CfT. uruy].
uru^vi. To fight, struggle, war: -uwatqan ddlatlar warring states/ ikki ddlat —ti two
states fought. [C- uruy-IM. «my-(to quarrel)/0. ugray-IHa.. orys-{\o scold)/U. uriy-].
uru^paras

uruqda^
n. Wkrmonger. Also uru^xumar.
uru^paraslik
n. Warmongering: — guqanliri warmonger
ing noises,
uru^xumar
n. = uru|;paras.
uru^qaq
adj. Combative; pugnacious: - Zia/a a pug
nacious child. Cf. soqu^qaq, kura^qaq. [U.
urisqoq].
uru^qaqliq
n. Combativeness; pugnacity.
ur-ur
n. Beating: — qil- to beat up/ —ga qal- to
be beaten up.
uruq
1. ag. n. Seed: — talla- to select seeds/ tut- to go to seed/ — gag- to seed, sow/ yig- to collect seeds/ sOy urugi vegetable seed.
Also uruqluq, iiran. [M. urugi TT. urugi
Tk. yrulTw. urug (child)/U. urugy
2. zoo. n. Species: urugi qurudi a species
became extinct/ urugini qurut- to destroy a
species. Cf. tuxum 2.
3. phys. n. Semen; sperm: -- bezi testis;
testicle/ — xaltisi seminal vesicle/ — nOygisi spermatic duct; deferent duct. Cf. mani.
4. n. Chessman: — yd- to take a chess
man/ — man- (yotka-) to move a chess
man.
uruq-aymaq
n. Clan; relatives; kith and kin. [O. uruki
U. urug-ajmoq].
uruq-pu^t
n. Descendants; later generations,
uniq-tuqqan
n. Relatives. [M. urug tarig].
uruq-tuqqangiliq
n. Blood relationship,
uruqda^
1. n. sby of the same clan.
2. bot. n. Genus: xend uruqdisi the genus of
Impatiens (garden balsam).

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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uruqda^liq

uzat-

uruqda^liq
1. n. of uruqda$ 1: — tiiziimi clan system/
- jama 'dsi clan commune/ — J&miyiti clan
society/ -- hakiyimiti clan power.
2. zoo. n. FsLmily.yolwasmU^iikuruqdofligiga kiridigan haywan the tiger is an animal of
the cat family.
uruqdan
1. hot. n. Ovary. Cf. tiigiin^ak II.
2. phys. n. Testis; testicle. Also uruq bezi.
uruq-^dat
n. Progenitors; ancestors.
uruq-awlat
n. Descendants; offspring. Also uniq-wujut.
uruq-jamat
n. One's own clan. Also uran-jurat.
uruq^a
hot. n. Pit; stone: — Qaq- to crack a pit/
saptul uruqgisi peach pit/ urUk uruqgisi ap
ricot pit. Also ii^ka.
uniq-wujut
n. = uruq-awlat.
uniqlanvi. To breed,
uruqlandurvt. To breed: —us ponkiti breeding station/
garwilarni sun 'i — to breed cattle artifici
ally.
uruqluq
1. ag. n. Seed: — qaldur- to reserve seeds/
— yetistur- to raise seeds. Also uruq, iiran.
2. ag. adj. of uruq 1: — bugday wheat
from reserve seeds/ — etizi seed-breeding
field/ — miwd fruit from reserve seeds/
♦ —qa bir tiyinmu qalmidi he did not
have a penny's worth of seeds (he was dirt
poor, penniless).
urunvi. To attempt, try: hoquq tartiwelisqa — to
try to usurp power/ isikni egisqa —up kor- to
try to open a door. [Tk. omtyl-/U. urin-].
urun^aq

adj. Assiduous; diligent.
urunu$
n. Attempt; try: bihudd — useless attempt,
urunma
math. n. Tkngent. Also called tanginos.
urkaltak
adj. Hit; beaten; bashed. Also urtoqay.
ur-yiqit
n. Brawl; scuffle; melee: — qil- to engage
in a brawl. [U. ur-jiqit (massacre)],
urgu
gr. n. Stress: — bdlgisi stress mark/ sdz
—si word stress/ logikiliq — logical stress.
[U. urgu],
urgu1. vi. To gush, well, surge: bulaqtin su
—p giqti water gushed out of a well/ tomurlarda qan — to bum with righteous indig
nation/ qizginligi — to gush with enthusi
asm.
2. vi. To shine, glow, radiate: —p giqqan
kug glowing strength.
urgusiz
gr. adj. Unstressed: — bogum unstressed
syllable.
urguluq
gr. adj. Stressed: — bogum stressed sylla
ble/ — oqu- to stress: ikkingi bogum —ydu
the second syllable is stressed,
uz
1. adj. Dexterous; nimble: bu qiznifl qoli
— ikdn this girl's hands are nimble. Cf.
ap?il 1, aplik 1, jiwar 2. [M. mz/OT. uz
(artistic work)/TT. uz\.
2. adj. Pretty; beautiful: — ayal pretty wo
man/ ♦ az qil — qil do little but do it well.
uzavi. To depart, leave: mehmanlar —p kdtti
the guests departed. [U. uzfl-].
uzat1. vt. To stretch out, hand over: qol — to
stretch out one's hand/ kitapni uzitip bdrto hand over a book. [KK. uzat-IO. uzat-l

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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uzatqugi
T\i. uzat-^.
2. vt. To present, see off: dliim — to at
tend a funeral / s&p&rgd — to send off on a
trip/ qiz - to give a girl in marriage/ mehmanlarni — to see guests off: m&n mehmanlami ddrwaza sirtigigd uzitip giqtim I
saw my visitors out the front door. [U. uzat- (#1-2)].
uzatqu^i
n. Sby who sees sby else off; conductor;
guide,
uzarvi. To grow longer, lengthen: kun —di the
days grew longer. [O. uza-ITT. uza-ITu.
uzal-l\J. uzaj-].
uzartvt. To extend, lengthen, prolong: simni - to
lengthen pants / g&pni - to prolong a talk/
mudd&tni — to extend a time limit. [U. uzaj-].
uzaq
adj. Long in time or space: — tarix long
history/ — dtm&yla not long/ — waqit long
time/ — yillar year in year out; over the
years/ — mudddt long term/ — musapd long
distance/ —tin buyan since a long time ago/
—qa sozul- to be extended in time or
space: —qa sozulgan urus mil. protracted
warfare/ kun — tUn qisqa days are long
and nights are short. Cf. uzun 1. [M. uzaqlO. uzakITT. uzatilTa. ozakITu. uzaki
U. uzoq].
uzaqlavi. To leave for a distant place.
uzaqla^vi. mut. of uzaqla- .
uzhal
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
uzut
adj. Vertical; upright: karwatni —iga qoyto set a bed upright,
uzun
1. adj. Long in time or distance: — arqan

uwa
long rope / — tala long fiber or staple: —
talaliq paxta bot. long-staple fiber/ - dolqun electric long wave/ — dmttr old; aged:
— dmur kdrgdn boway oldster / — sdpdr a.
long distance; b. exp^ition/ — karidor long
hallway or corridor/ — kilnltik dsiimlukldr
bot. long-day plants/ — kegd long night/
—din beri since long ago/ —ga yiigUr- to run
a long distance / u bizniflkidd — olturdi he
stayed long at our home/ ♦ — qulaq a
well-informed person. Cf. uzaq. [M. uzuni
Mo. urtulO. uzun/TT. uzunITn. ozynlTu.
uzynITv. uzunlU. uzun (long; tall)/Y. uhun].
2. adj. Lengthwise: yagagni —isiga hdrild- to
saw lumber lengthwise,
uzun^aq
adj. Elliptical; oblate; oval: — ligdn oval
tray/ — miM phys. m^ulla oblongata. Cf.
toqu^aq, sozuq, sozun^aq, soqa III.
uzun-qisqa
1. adj. Long.
2. adj. Uninteresting: — gdp uninteresting
talk.
uzun-qisqiliq
n. Length: unid uzun-qisqiligi its length,
uzunluq
1. n. Length: uzunlugi qangd metir kelidu
how many meters long?/ arqannid uzunlugi
length of a rope/ jozinid uzunlugi wd kddligini dlgd- to measure a table's width and
length. [KK. uzynlyqlO. uzunluklUi. ozynlyk],
2. geo. n. Longitude: gdrbiy — west longi
tude.
uzla$1. vi. To become dexterous or nimble.
2. vi. To become pretty or beautiful,
uziuq
adj. Adroit; deft; dexterous. Also usluq I.
uwa
n. Nest; lair; den: uwisidin giq- to leave a
nest or den/ banditlar uwisi bandit lair/ bd-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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ukiliq

uwat-

r& uwisi wolf lair/ giimuld uwisi ant hill/ uqat
adj. High; tall: - tagh high mountain. Cf.
segizxan uwisi magpie nest/ yolwas uwisi
baland, oskilan, ora 1, u^ma, igiz.
tiger den. Cf. apan. [M. uya/Mo. egurl
Tv. uya/\J. uya/Y. uja].
uqar
zoo. n. Swan (Cygninae): -ddkaqargansauwatqal snow-white beard. Cf. aqqu. [K. kuu\.
vt. To grind, crumble: tayni — to crumble a
stone/ gayni — to grind tea bricks. [M. uqaliq
adj. Silk ribbon,
MW-/U. uvat-; uvala-].
uqturuwaq
vt. To tell, inform, notify: bu xdwdmi siz1. n. Dust; crumb: nan uwigi bread crumb.
g& —us lazim you ought to be told of this
[M. uwuslU. uvoq],
news. Cf. xawarlandiir- . [TT. uqtur-l\J.
2. adj. Dusty; crumbly: — gay crumbly
uqdir- (to indicate)].
tea/ - komur dusty coal.
uqtuni^
uwaqlan. Oral announcement or notice: — qil- to
vt. To grind, break or turn into small
make an announcement/ mdktdp — giqardi
pieces, powder or dust: nanni uwaqlima
the school issued an announcement,
don't break the bread,
uqturu^nama
uwal
n. Written announcement or notice.
n. Injustice; wrong: — boldi d&p qaxsa- to
hoot and holler as if one had been wronged/ uqu$vt. = uq-: dhwal — to understand a situa
uninga - boldi he was victimized/ unifiga tion. [M. uqus (intelligence)],
qilmiduq we did not do him any injustice.
[U. uvoi].
uqu^luq
adj. Easily understood; obvious; self-evi
uwila-1
dent: unin ddrsi — his lecture is clear. Cf.
vi. To nest: qusqaglar uwilidi the sparrows
(u^inL^Iik.
built a nest,
uwila- II
uqum
n. Concept; idea; notion: tdhliliy — analyt
vt. To rub: qolni -p issit- to warm oneself
ical concept,
by rubbing hands/ kbzni — to rub one's
uqumsiz
eyes.
adj. Obscure; hard to understand,
uqvt. To know, understand, comprehend: —p uqumu^luq
adj. Enlightened: — zat enlightened per
tump —masliqqa sal- to feign ignorance/
bu isnin asan Qmasligini -imdn I understand
sonage.
that this matter is not easy/ gdriziflni -turn uqumiuq
adj. Understandable,
I know your intentions. Also uqu^- ; cf.
bil- 1, gii^an- 1. [M. uq-/TT. uq-l\J. uq-]. uka
n. Younger brother or sister, used as a
uqa
form of endearment when addressing sby
n. Silk ribbon: zdr - silk ribbon with gold
younger.
[U. uka].
threads,
ukiliq
uqab
n. Brotherhood; fraternity: aka- — munasichem. n. Sal ammoniac. Also called no^iiwiti fraternal relations. [O. uhuwet].
diir.
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uyu^tur-

uy
uy
n. Farm cattle: ♦ — yili the second year
in the traditional twelve-year cycle (in pre
sent cycle, 1985)(see section on Calendars
on pp. 1073-4). [OT. ud\.
uyat
1. n. Modesty; sense of shame: — bol- to
feel ashamed/ —tii bilmUydigan addm shame
less person/ ♦ — yeri private parts/ ♦ —
lewi phys. vaginal lip. [M. uwutlO. lU].
2. n. Disgrace; shame; humiliation: —qa
qal- to be humiliated/ —qa qaldur- to hu
miliate. Cf. ar I, sazayi. [KK. uyat/T^. oyat/TT. uwut; uyatlV. uyat (^1-2)].
uyatvi. = uyal- . [TT. uyat-].
uyatjan
adj. Bashful; shy. Also uyal^aq; cf. tartin^aq, hayaliq.
uyat9anliq
n. = uyal^aqliq.
uyatsiz
adj. Brazen; impudent; shameless: - qiliq
brazen act/ - gdp shameless talk. Cf. arsiz, biar, binomus, dap$aq, hayasiz, yiizsiz, nomussiz. [Tk. oyatsyzJTT. uwutsuz].
uyatsizlar^a
adv. Brazenly; impudently; shamelessly,
uyatsizliq
n. Brazenness; impudence; shamelessness.
Cf. bihayaliq, hayasizliq, nomussizliq.
uyatliq
1. adj. Shameful; disgraceful; ignomin
ious: — if disgraceful affair.
2. adj. Honorable; creditable: — mehman
nan tiigigdndd keldr the honorable guest
comes after the bread is all eaten.
uyalvi. To feel ashamed, be bashful: u —ginidin
yigliwatti she giggled bashfully/ uyilip sdzliydlm&slik to be too bashful to speak. Also
uyat- . [Th. oya/-/U. uyal-].
uyalgaq

adj. = uyatgan: - qiz a bashful girl,
uyal^aqliq
n. Bashfulness. Also tartingaqliq, uyat(anliq.
uyan-buyan
adv. Here and there; to and fro: - ^apaslap
yur- to rush about / - qara- to glance left
and right/ — yiigiir- to run back and forth/
— man- to pace up and down/ ♦ — bolu^to sever relations/ ♦ balilar jozidiki n&rsildmi — qiliwdtmisun do not let the child
ren mess up the things on the table/ ♦ bu
mdsilini u — qilalmaydu he could not solve
this problem/ ♦ min ifi ya uyan bolmay ya
buyan bolmay besilip qaldi his affairs
have not been settled,
uyuvi. To coagulate, condense, congeal, solid
ify: qan —di blood coagulated/ qetiq —di
the yogurt solidified/ may —di fat con
gealed/ ♦ wclap —p qal- to be fast asleep.
Cf. qat- 1.
uyutvt. To cause to coagulate, condense, con
geal, solidify: qetiq — to make yogurt so
lidify,
uyutma
n. Solidified matter: sorpa uyutmisi cul. as
pic; meat jelly/ qan uyutmisi blood clot.
Also uyunda.
uyu?- I
1. vi. To be combined, joint, united. [U.
uji$-].
2. vi. To be organized: dixanlar —ti the
farmers were organized.
uyu?- II
vi. To become numb: soguqtin putum —up
qaldi my feet became numb from cold. [O.
uym-].
uyu^turvt. To organize: kdpgilikni uginUkd — to or
ganize everybody for study. Cf. ta^killa- .
[Tk. oe$tyr-].
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ul

uyui^turgugi
uyu^urguji
n. Organizer. Cf. ta^kilatji.
uyu^aq
1. adj. Solidifiable; clottable: —jisim solidifiable substance.
2. adj. Eager to get together,
uyu^qaqliq
abstract n. of uyu^qaq.
uyu^ma
n. Association; society; union: oqugugilar
uyusmisi student association/ isgilaritymmisi
labor union. [U. ujisma].
uyul
adj. Solid; solidified: — altun gold bullion/
— toi solid rock/ — gan clotted blood,
uyunda
n. Solidified matter: sorpa uyundisi cul. as
pic; meat jelly/ gan uyundisi blood clot.
Also uyutma.
uyqu
n. Nap; doze; sleep: - arilaj feeling drow
sy/ - bos- to doze off/ - kdltur- to lull to
sleep/ — Mlmdslik unable to fall asleep/ —
kesili med. lethargy/ -din oygan- to wake
up/ —si sdgdk having a light sleep/ —si
gag- to be extremely sleepless/ —si kdl- to
doze, sleep, nap/ —si egil- to wake up to
reality/ -si egir (gattig) heavy (deep) sleep/
-ga gan- to have a sound sleep/ —ga kdt- to
be asleep/ —m keliwatidu I feel sleepy/ tatlig — sound sleep/ gusliik — siesta; noon
nap/ kdzgd — kdlmdslik eyes do not fall
shut; not feeling sleepy. Cf. iigdak, miigdak. [C. uyguIKK. ujgylO. uykulQ. ujqy!
TT. uv/Tu. ukylH. ujgu\.
uyqujan
adj. Drowsy; sleepy: -- kdzldr sleepy
eyes; eyes still heavy with sleep. Also
uyquiuq.
uyqusiravi. To doze off. Cf. iigda-, miigda-.
uyqusiz
adj. Sleepless; not sleepy: - addm an in-

somniac/ putun kegini — dtkiiz- to be awake
all night. [M. usudO. uykusuzIQ. ujgysyz].
uyqusizliq
med. n. Insomnia; sleeplessness. Also uygusizlig kesili. [O. uykusuzluklQ. ujqysyzdyg].
uyquiuq
adj. = uyqujan.
uygur
1. n. Uyghur, the largest nationality in Xin
jiang: — tili Uyghur language. [M. uygur
(name of a principality composed of five
cities)/Mo. ujgur/O. tjygurlOT. uigurlU.
ujgur].
2. n. Male name,
uygurga
1. adj. Uyghur: — usul Uyghur dance/ —
kiyim-kegdk Uyghur costume.
2. adv. In the Uyghur language: uygurgini
iigdn- to study Uyghur.
uygur^unas
n. A student or specialist of the Uyghurs
and of their culture,
uygur^unasliq
n. Study of Uyghurs and their culture,
uygun
pp. According to; tallying with; conform
ing: — kdl- to accord or tally with/ pdngd
— pikir an opinion tallying with science.
Cf. asasan 1, boyija 1, bina'an, qariganda2.
uygunla^vi. To adapt, conform: dsumlukldr yefli sara 'itga uygunlisip galdi plants adjust to new
environments/ wdziydtkd — to conform to
circumstances. [Tu. ujgunlof-].
uygunluq
n. Adaptability; conformity.
ul
1. n. Foundation; base: — sal- (gur-) to
build a foundation/ tamnifl —i wall founda
tion. [Mo. ug/OT. ul\.
2. cul. n. Backside of a loaf of bread: nan-
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ulanifl ~i kdyiip kUtti the backside of the loaf
of bread got burned,
ula1. vt. To connect, join: tok simini — to
connect electric wires/ yMni —p uzart- to
lengthen a sleeve by patching.
2. ag. vt. To graft: almiga ndspiitni — to
graft pears to an apple tree. [U. ula-(#l2)].
ula$1. vi. To be connected: islarbir-birigd ulisip
kdldi the affairs were connected (came in
rapid succession)/ ikki sim —ti two wires
were connected. [U. ujis-l.
2. vi. To long, yearn: bGxt-sa'addtlik kunIdrgd — to long for happy days.
ular I
pro. They; those: - uygur they are Uyghurs. [K. alarIM olarlTa.. alar/Tv. olar].
ular II
zoo. n. Snow
pheasant; snowcock
(Tetraogallus).
[M. ular (partridge)/Mo. ularu/
,'Vv
Q. lilar/Tv. ular],
t •*
ulaq I
1. n. Connection;
'"'r-S'S’l.''
joint; link; patch:
ular
— giifkdn ydd a joined or pieced-together
sleeve/ agamginin uligi cord joint/ ydflgd —
sal- to join sleeves. [M. uluq (withers of a
horse)/TT. ulag}.
2. adj. Joined; patched; pieced together: -sim patched wire. Also ulima. [M. oluq\.
3. ag. n. Cutting; graft: — asti stock/ bix
uligi bud grafting; budding/ kOz uligi bud
graft. Cf. qalamga. [U. uloq (^1-3)].
ulaq II
ag. n. Draft animal; beast of burden: —
baqqugi ag. stockman/ — kugi tiransiporti
animal-powered transport. Also at-ulaq.

ultira
ulag. [Tb. ulaglM. ulov\.
ulaq III
ag. n. Wooden trough for draft animals:
atni —ta sugar- to feed a horse with a
trough/ ♦ — kema dugout canoe. [M. oluq],
ulaqsiz I
1. adv. Having no draft animals: — qal- to
have no draft animals.
2. adv. On foot: — kdl- to come on foot,
ulaqsiz II
adj. Jointless; seamless: —
a jointless
cord/ “ turuba seamless pipe,
ulaq-quraq
adj. Patched or pieced together: — latilar
pieced-together rags,
ulan
ag. n. Horse's bellyband: - tart- to tie a
bellyband/ —ni giflit- to tighten a bellyband. Cf. pu^tan.
ulag
lit. n. Literary form of uluq II.
ulan1. vi. To be connected, joined, combined:
—gan agamga a tied-together string/ iizulgdn
qol —di a severed hand was rejoined. |^.
ulan- (to use)].
2. ag. vi. To be grafted: —gan alma kdgdtliri grafted apple tree saplings.
ulanma
1. gr. n. Particle.
2. adj. Connected; grafted; joined: — ydd
sewn-on sleeves, i.e. sewn onto coats in
stead of being of one piece. [O. ulama].
ultan
1. do. n. Shoe sole: — sal- to affix soles:
^ kisi yurtida sultan bolgigd, 6z yurtudda bol being a sultan in sby else's place is not
as good as being a shoe sole in your na
tive place. [M. uldan\.
2. n. Wheel rim: gaqnid ultidi wheel rim.
ultira
adj. Ultra: — awaz dolquni ultrasonic wave/
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ulus
— bindpsS mr ultraviolet ray / — yuquri besim ultrahigh pressure/ — yuquri harar&t
ultrahigh temperature. [<R. w/Vra].
ulus
obs. n. People; country. Cf. al. [C- ulus!
Mo. uluslO. uluslOT. ulus (city)/TT. ulu^l
Tv. uluslU. ulus],
ulug
1. adj. Great; mighty; — xizm&t great con
tribution/ - nam great name. Cf. mu'azzam. [Q.uluglYiK. «//y/M. uluglO. ululCfT.
uluglTu. ullakan/Tw. uluglU. ulug].
2. n. Leader; head; chieftain; boss: -imiznin yarligi mana su this is an order from our
leader. Cf. dahi, rahbar. [TT. ulug (#13. adj. Fully; strong: su — Mptu the wa
ter came strong (as out of a tap)/ Uik — oguq
the door is fully open.
ulug^at
geo. n. Ulugqat (Wuqia), county in Xin
jiang (39.40N 75.07E). Established in
1938. Population (1982): 32,840 (22,452
Kirghiz).

ulugwar
adj. Lofty; noble; — irada noble aspirati
ons/ - gayd lofty ideal. Cf. alijanap.
ulugwarliq
n. of ulugwar.
ulug-u$$aq
n. Young and old; one's family: - hammisi yaxii the whole family is well,
ulug-ki^ik
n. ulug-kigik tin- to moan and groan.
uluglavt. To hold in esteem, praise highly.

un
ulugluq
n. Grandeur. [M. ulugluq].
ulima
adj. Joined; pieced together: — gag hair
piece; toupee; wig/ — yagag pieced-together lumber. Also ulaq I 2. [U. ulama].
ulgayvi. To expand, grow, increase, rise, snow
ball, surge, swell, wax: ot —di the fire
grew/ su —di the water rose/ is —di the af
fair snowballed / gdp ulgiyip kdtti the story
grew. [TT. ulgad-/Tv. ulgat-/\J. ulgaj-].
ulgaytvt. To amplify, enlarge, increase, magni
fy: otni — to stoke a fire/ suni — to in
crease water/ isni — to enlarge a situation/
gdpni - to amplify a story,
ulla1. vt. To reinforce a wall foundation.
2. ag. vt. To fertilize: qonaqni — to ferti
lize com.
umag
cul. n. Commeal gruel: — dt- to cook gru
el/ — gal- to prepare gruel/ ♦ — bolup
kdt- to become a pot of gruel (to turn into
a complete mess),
umut
his./mil. n. Cudgel-like weapon made of
iron.
umurtqa
phys. n. Spine; backbone: — sbfligi vertebr^ — nerwisi spinal nerve/ bill umartqisi
lumbar vertebra/ boyun umurtqiliri cervi
cal vertebrae. [O. umurga/lJ. umurtqa].
umurtqisiz
zoo. adj. Invertebrate: — haywan n. inver
tebrate,
umurtqiliq
zoo. adj. Vertebrate: — haywan n. verte
brate,
un
n. Flour: — tasqa- to sift flour/ — tart- to
grind flour/ - xaltisi flour sack/ bugday -

1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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una-

unsur

wheat flour. [M. unlO. wn/Tk. on/U. ««].
unavi. To agree, promise, comply with: aran
- to agree reluctantly / u unimaywatidu he
does not agree/ u meni unimiganga —may kinoxaniga sOrdp dkirdi regardless of wheth
er I agreed or not, he simply dragged me
into the movie theater. [C. una- (to ap
prove, agree, consent)/!!, ma-].
unatvt. To persuade, prevail upon, convince:
m&n uni bu ydrdd qeliyqa aran —tim I man
aged to persuade him to stay in this place.
[C- unat-\.
untuvt. To forget: dddpni — to forget one's
manners; to be rude/ mdn agqugni dydd
—p qaptimdn I forgot (left by mistake) the
key at home/ mdn seni mdngii —maymdn I
will never forget you. Also unut- . [Y. umun-^.
untugaq
adj. Forgetful: bu — hotundin sorimafl do
not ask this forgetful woman. [O. unutkan].
untugaqiiq
n. Forgetfulness: — kesili med. amnesia/
untugaqligimdin kitap dydd qaptu because
my memory is bad, I left the book at
home. [O. unutkanlik],
untulvi. To be forgotten: —gan tarix forgotten
history,
untulmas
adj. Unforgettable: — kiinldr unforgettable
days,
undaq
pro. Like that: — addmgd jiq ugrigan idim I
have met many people like that/ — bolsa if
like that; if so/ — bolmisa if not like that;
otherwise; if not; or else/ — ddp mundaq
ddp talking like this, then like that; waff
ling/ — oylap bundaq oylap think it over
carefully! /1 — qazanga buMaq gdmUg that

kind of a pot takes this kind of ladle (an eye
for an eye, a tooth for a tooth),
undaq-mundaq
adj. Various; this and that; ordinary: u —
addmldrdin dmds he is no ordinary per
son/ mdn magizindin ndrsildmi dip, dygd
yandim I bought various things in the store
and went home/ ♦ — dimdslik kerdk one
is not to gossip; gossiping not allowed.
un;a
1. adv. Very; particularly (mostly in nega
tion): biznid sinipta addm — kdp dmds
there are not particularly many people in
our class/ unid — dhmiyiti yoq that does
not make much sense/ mdn — gargimidim I
am not especially tired. [U. ungd\.
2. That; such (mostly in negation): — aldiraynid hajiti yoq don't be in such hurry/ tds dmds not that difficult/ — yiraq dmds
not that far.
un^a-munga
adj. A little; a few: — 4 a few matters/ sdn
— gdpkd xapa bolidigan addm dmdsqu you
are certainly not one to get mad over any
old remark/ magizindin — ndrsildr almaqgimdn I want to purchase a few things in
the store. [U. unga-munga],
ungiwala
adv. Like that; as much as that: — award
bolmad don't be such a nuisance/ — isni qagan tiigitdrmiz when will we finish that
much work!/ azraq iyqa - kayip kdtmd it is
a small matter, don't get that excited about
it/ u — ndrsini nimd qilar how can he han
dle that many objects!/ unid — karamiti
yoq he is not that skillful,
un^ilik
adj. Like that: — ay kimgd yetdr who can
eat food like that!/ dostum uygur tilini yaxsi
bilidu, mdn — bilmdymdn my friend knows
Uyghur well, I do not know that much,
unsur
n. Social element: jahil — stubborn ele-
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unnap

unwan
ment; diehard/ sinipiy yat — alien-class
element. [O. umur/\J. unsur].
unwan
n. Title; rank: p&criy - honora^ title/ Mrbi - military rank/ kurds q&hrimani dig&n
—ni b&r- to confer the title of combat hero/
ilmiy — academic title. [O. unvanIV. unvori].
unwersal
adj. Universal; comprehensive: -- dasue
comprehensive university. [<R. univer
sal'nyj].

unutvt. = untu- . [C- unut-lTn. onyt-ITT. unit-IM. wnur-].
uniwersitet
n. University. Also called da^iie. [ <R. universitet],
ungi(a
adv. By that time; by then: — bizmu kelip
qalarmiz weTl be able to come by then,
unnap
bot. n. Jujube (Ziziphus saliva). See illus
tration at jilan on p. 367.
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iitiilaobs. vt. To iron, singe,
iid
1. bot. n. Agave; aloe (NU). Also called
tikangiil.
2. obs./zoo. n. Cow; donkey,
iidiigan
zoo. n. Rat (Rattus). Also called tulwn gasqani.
iijak
1. phys. n. Sex organs.
2. phys. n. Penis. Also called alat, zakar,
qizil bala, kaka.
iiq
num. Three: — atlap uzunga sakra- pe. to
hop, step and jump/ — bogumluq turaq lit.
three-syllable rhyme/ — bulufl math, trian
gle/ — bulunluq sizgug triangular ruler/ biijak math, triangle: — burj&knifl yiizi
area of a triangle/ — qutupluq lampa phy.
triode/ — qirliq dyn&k math./phy. prism
(also pirizma). [C. iig/KK.
iig/Mo.
gugi (thirty)/0. ug/ OT. ug/Ta. dg/TT.
tig/Tu. tiglTw. iis/lJ. ug/Y. «j].
iijturpan
geo. n. Uqturpan
(Wushi), county in
Xinjiang (41. ION
79.16E). Established
in 1913. Population
(1982): 138,771.

ii^ak
zoo. n. Nest; aerie: ♦ —tigi giwin fly
maggot. Cf. (anga.
iijay
1. phys. n. Intestine: — agrij med. entralgia/
— bezi intestinal gland/ - paraziti med. in
testinal parasite/ — tosulufi med. intestinal
obstruction/ — turiilusi med. intussuscep
tion/ — temi intestinal wall/ - gapliiisi intes
tinal adhesion/ — suyuqlugi intestind fluid/
— sili med. intestinal tuberculosis/ — yallugi (also — migi) med. enteritis/ togra —
rectum (also kotan)/ gdmbdr — colon/ gofl
— large intestine / soqur — appendix/ yagliq
— cul. large animal intestines (used for
food)/ ♦ kuliip ugiyi uziilup k&tkiid&k
bol- to laugh like a chisel broke one's in
testines (to oneself to death). [Tk. egdk].
2. cul. n. Casing for sausages,
iigay-begir
phys. n. = iifay-qerin.
iigay-qerin
phys. n. Internal organs, especially those
contained within the abdomen; viscera.
Also igki dzaliri. [Tk. egdkfdUiny
iigaylan
num. Threesome; group of three persons:
— kdldi a group of three persons came,
ii^iin
1. pp. For; on behalf of; for the sake of:
balilar — kitap dip bdr- to buy a book for
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iisti-ba^

ii^ka
children/ tiriiip uginisymlar-intayinmuhim
diligent study is very important for young
people/ u bu yarg& d&m elU — k&lg&n he
came here to take a rest/ misal - for ex
ample.
2. pp. Because: u agrip qalganligi - kel&lmidi he did not come because he be
came sick/ mdn atig&n rmta qilmiganligim qosigim egiwatidu I am hungry because I
did not eat breakfast. Cf. tiipaylidin, gunki, sawiwidin, yiizisidin. [C- iigiinlKK.
uyynlU. ugunlO. iginIGT. ugun/Tk. ogen!
TT. uffin/Tu. uginlT\. uzunllJ. ugm (Jt\2)].
ii^ka
bot. n. Pit; stone: iiruk ugkisi apricot pit.
Also uruqja.
ii^kii
n. Drill; borer; auger. Also ii^ka 1.
ii^kezak
n. Triplets. [O. MfMz].
num. Third: - sinip oqugugisi third-grade
students. [C- iigungilKK. iisinsi/M. ugung/
or. ugunglTk. dgengelY. uhus].
ii{luk
adj. Three; tri-: - talon triplicate receipt/
“ nerwa phys. trigeminal nerve: — nerwa
agrigi med. disease of the trigeminal nerve.
[O. iigiaklU. uglik].
iis1. vt. To touch, hit, bump against, collide
with, strike: bu kala —idu this cow hit
(sby)/ tamga - to hit a wall.
2. vt. To blame: u pulini yoqitip qoyup
basqilarga —iwatidu he lost money but
blamed others. Cf. kor- 2, gaja- 3
list
1. pp. Above; on; on top: - jag phys. up
per jaw; maxilla/ joza —igd kitap qoy- to
put a book on a table/ kiyim -igd kiyim
qaplap kiy- to put on clothes on top of
clothes. [C- ustIKY.. ustlO. ustITzL. dst;

6std!\i. ust].
2. indicates object or extent of an action:
biraw —idin drz qil- to accuse a certain
person/ ♦ —idin gus- to bump into by
chance/ ♦ —igd al- to assume, bear, ad
mit, undertake: xataligini —igd al- to admit
a mistake; rdhbdrlik xizmitini -igd al-to
assume leadership work; mdsuliydtni —igd
al- to assume responsibility,
iistak
n. Addition; augmentation: — al- to re
ceive an addition (usually of money). [M.
iistdg (added amount)],
iistal
n. Desk: — sa'iti desk clock. Cf. parta.
[<R. stol\.
iistqurulnia
n. Superstructure,
iistiln
adj. Superior; preponderant; dominant: —
tur- to gain the upper hand / -- hdrbi kiig
superior military force/ — kdl- (giq-) to be
sure of success/ hiiniri — of superior crafts
manship/ ndziri - haughty. Cf. awzal. [M.
iistiin (above)/0. ustunl'TT. iistunlTo. ilsturi\.
iistiinki
adj. = iistki: - terd toqulmisi phys. epi
thelial tissue/ - kalpuk phys. upper lip.
ustiinliik
n. Superiority; dominance; upper hand: qazan- to gain the upper hand/ yadro ustUnlugi nuclear superiority/ mutldq — ab
solute superiority/ ♦ — tur- to stand in
superiority (to have an advantage, be in a
dominant position). Cf. awzallik.
iistki
adj. Top; upper: — qdwdt upper story/ ydrnifl — qatlimi top layer of soil. Also iistiinki.
iisti-bai
n. Clothing: usti-befi topa bolup kdt- to
have dusty clothing/ usti-besi Jul-jul bolup
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uriimfi

iisti-iistiga
Mt- to be shabbily dressed. [U. ustbos].
iisti-iistiga
adv. Continuously; incessantly; uninterrup
tedly: bu yigit — ug piyalb sogaq su igti this
fellow drank three bowls of water without
a break/ yamgur — yegiwdrdi it rained unin
terruptedly. Also iisti-iistilap, iizliiksiz;
cf. sijil.
iisti-iistilap
adv. = iisti-iistiga.
iisii^vi. mut. of iis- : ikki kala —up qaldi two
cows bumped into each other,
iiskak
adj. of iis- : - kala a cow that is prone to
bump into others,
iiskiina
n. Equipment; installation; facility: bir ya
rds — complete installation/ masina uskuniliri machine facilities. [U. uskuna\.
iiskiinilavt. To equip, fit out.
ii^tak
n. Whistle: — gal- to blow a whistle. Cf.
pii^tak, diidiik.
ii$$iivi. To be frostbitten: quligim -p qaldi my
ears were frostbitten/ kbktatlar —p kdtti
the vegetables were frostbitten. [Th. 6s-l\5.
usu-}.
ii^^iit1. vt. To cause to be frostbitten: u qolini
—iwaptu he got his hand frostbitten.
2. vt. To say sth inauspicious: agzingi —md
don't say anything unlucky!
ii^^iik
1. n. Frost: — tag- to suffer from frost/ —
gusti frost formed. Cf. qiro. [M. usik].
2. med. n. Frostbite: — dorisi frostbite
balm/ — yarisi frostbite.
ii$ka
1. n. Auger; borer; drill: - istanogi boring
bar; boring machine. Also iifkii.

2. n. Drill bit.
ii^kilavt. To bore, drill: yagag — to drill wood.
[Y. uutee-].
ii$na
bot. n. Usnea diffracta,
used in Uyghur folk
medicine,
iirak
rel. n. Apparition;
ghost; spirit. Cf. jin,
fi^na
jin-alwasti, Jin-arwa, Jin-^aytan, wahima
2.
urani
bot. n. Maple (Acer). Also called zaran,
eran.
iiran
ag. n. Seed: — sal- to seed or sow. Also uruq 1, uruqluq. [Mo. ur-e],
iiranlik
ag. adj. Seeding: — bugday seeding wheat.
iiriik
bot. n. Apricot
(Prunus armeniaca): -- gigigi
apricot blossom/
— ugkisi apricot
pit/ — qeqi apri
cot stem/ — megizi apricot ker
nel; almond.
uruk
[M. druk (ge
neric name for apricot, peach, and plum;
apricot is sarig uruk)/\J. urik].
iiriikzar
n. Apricot orchard,
uriim^i
geo. n. Uriimqi,
county and city in
Xinjiang (43.38N
87.35E). The county was established in
1886, the city in 1945. County population
(1982): 164,402.
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uzum

iirkar
iirkar
ast. n. Great Dipper; Ursa Major. Also
called taraza yultuz, hiikar, iirkay, iikar,
ySttd tikdn, ydttd qozuq. [M. ulk&r (Ple
iades)],
urkay
ast. n. = iirkar.
iirkii1. vi. To start: at -di the horse started.
2. vi. To weather, decay (of rocks),
iirkiigak
adj. Easily startled: - or an easily startled
horse,
iiz- I
1. vt. To break, snap, interrupt: agamgini
— to snap a cord/ yipni — to break a
string/ g&pni - to interrupt a talk/ munasiwdtni — to break relations/ ♦ —up eyt- to
determine, affirm or assert categorically.
[C- UZ-/M. UZ-/0. UZ-/OI. UZ-/T&. dz/TT.
tiz-ITv. iis~/\J. Mz-].
2. vt. To pinch off, nip: iizum - to pinch
off grapes/ giil — to pinch off a flower.
[Tu. mz-(#1-2)].
3. med. vt. To massage: golni - to massage
(sby's) back.
iiz- II
1. vi. To swim: balilar ddryada su -iwatidu the children are swimming in the river.
2. vi. To float (of clouds): asmanda bulutlar —up yiirmdktd clouds floated in the sky.
iizaki
adj. Superficial; outer: — hadisd superfi
cial phenomenon. Also yiizaki. [C- uzd
(on; upon)/0. uzerilOT. uzd (above; on
high)],
iizahga
ag. n. Stirrup: - begi stirrup strap/ ♦ soquytur- to clink stirrups (to put on a riv^
show; to enter into a rivalry)/ ♦ attin
gufsd, uzdflgidin gusmdydu getting off a
horse but not out of stirrups (expresses
idea of not admitting defeat or of not giv

ing up). [O. uzengilTw. izeflgil\J. uzangil
Y. ihefle].
iizii^gaii
n. Swimmer. Also iizgiigi.
iiziik I
1. n. Fingerring: — sal- to wear a ring/ altun - gold ring. [U. uzuk].
2. med. Intrauterine device: — saldur- to
be fitted with an lUD.
iiziik II
1. adj. Cut; severed; torn: — yip severed
string/ ♦ - tawus gr. consonant. [Tv. uztiki
U. uzuk'\.
2. n. Broken end: tok siminifl uziigi the
broken end of an electric wire. [Ta. dzek
m-2)l
iiziik^ilik
1. n. Ring manufacturing.
2. n. Temporary food shortage between
the end of the old crop and the new har
vest.
iiziil1. vi. To break, snap: alaqd —Up qaldi the
connection broke/ yip -di the string snap
ped.
2. vi. pass, of iiz-1: uzum —up boldi the
grapes were plucked. [IT. uzul- (#1-2)].
3. vi. To be fatigued, tired, worn out: yaxfi ddm elifl tola maUsifliz —up qalisiz rest
well and don't walk much, otherwise you
will be worn out.
iiziilii$vi. To divorce: ular —up kdtti they di
vorced. Cf. Jura?- 2, tiiga$- .
iiziil-kesil
adj. Thorough; thoroughgoing: - rdt qilto veto flatly/ mdsilini - hdl qil- to solve a
problem thoroughly,
iiziilma
geol. n. Fault: - tag fault mountain/ - zilzild fault earthquake — kdl fault lake / ydr
postinifl uzulmisi crust fault,
iiziim

1. < derived from; C- Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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lizurngi

iigat-

bot. n. Grape (Vitis vinifera): — barifli
grape trellis/ saywa -- yellow or white
grapes/ ki$mi$ — seedless grapes/ munaqi —
purple grapes. [C. UzUmlM. iizum/Mo. Ujiim/0. uziimlQ. zuztmlTk.jdzemlTu. uzum/
U. uzim].

uzum

uziim^i
ag. n. Grape grower or vendor. [O. UzUmcu\.
iizum^ilik
ag. n. Viticulture; wine growing. [O. Uzumculuk'\.
uziimsiman
adj. Grape-shaped: — tdrdlmU med. hydatidiform mole; vesicular mole/ - sarbakteriyisi med. staphylococcus,
uziimzar
ag. n. Vinyard. Also takzar, iizumzarliq.
iizumzarliq
ag. n. = iiziimzar.
iiziinda
lit. n. Excerpt; extract; quotation,
iizgii^i
n. Swimmer. Also iizii^^an.
iizliiksiz
adv. Continuously; incessantly; uninter
ruptedly: — drUl- to keep on rising or surg
ing / yamgur — yagdi it rained uninterrupt
edly. Also iisti-iistiga, iisti-iistilap; cf. sijil. [IT. uziigsiiz/U. uzluksiz].
ii^ma

bot. n. Mulberry
fruit (Fructus mori),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine: — pilisi
zoo. silkworm (Botnbyx mori)! — ddrixi
mulberry tree/ — mitisi zoo. mulberry
weevil/ geqir iizmisi
wild mulberry/ qara
uzjnisi black mulber
ry/ ♦ - pis agzimga
gus let the ripe mulberries drop into my
mouth (trust to chance and windfalls) / ♦
— kdMl constantly in love. Also called
tut, jiijam, iiwma. [M. uzm&IMo. ilama/OT. ugUf\.
uwma
bot. n. = ii^a.
iika
n. Owl feather (worn by Kazakh women
and children in their hats),
iikar
ast. n. Ursa Major; the Great Dipper. Al
so called taraza yultuz, hiikar, iirkar, iirkay, ydttd tik&n, ydttd qozuq.
iiyiir
ag. n. Herd of horses: bir — ilqa herd of
horses (usually one stallion and about
twenty mares). [OT. iigur].
iigdavi. To doze off, fall asleep. Also uyqusira- , mtigda- .
iigdak
n. Doze; nap; sleep: — bas- to doze off.
Also uyqu, miigdak.
iiga
1. phys. n. Joint: Hz iigisi knee joint. Cf.
bamal, bamal^ak, bogum 2.
2. mil. n. Roctet stage,
iigat1. vt. To teach, instruct: hm&r — to teach
handicrafts. Cf. oqut-, 6t- 5. [Ta. 6jrdt-l
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iilgiir-

iiganU. Urgat-IY. iidret-].
2. vt. To break in, train; atni harwiga - to
break in a horse to a cart.
3. vt. To befriend, act as a friend to: balini dzigH ugitiwal- to befriend a child. Cf.
dostla^tur- .
iigan1. vt. To study, learn: j&miy&tni - to study
society/ uygur tilini - to learn Uyghur. [Th.
6jr&n-l\5. urgan-l.
2. vt. To learn through practice: turmuy- to
observe and learn from real life. [Y. u6ren-(//l-2)].
3. vi. To adjust to, acclimatize, get used
to: bu bala bizgd tiginip qaptu this child
got used to us/ q&yq&min hawasiga uginip
qaldim I got used to the weather in Kash
gar. [U. tirgan-].
4. vi. To be tamed: -gdn at tamed horse,
iigra
cul. n. A kind of noodle dish, similar to
suyuq ay {<\.\.)\ - ay noodle meal/ - kds- to
cut or make noodles. Cf. fop II. [M. ugr&!
U. ugra],
iigii
geo. n. Cave; cavern; grotto. Cf. gama.
[KK. uflgir/M. Mur],
iigiit
ag. n. Cereal; grain: - &t- (qil-) to win
now grain,
ugiit^i
ag. n. Grain winnower,
iigii daag. vt. To screen, sift. Cf. tasqa-, agla-.
iigin4
n. Study: — usuU study method/ — istili
study style/ —k& arzumdn bent on study
ing. Cf. tatqiq, tatqiqat, oqu^i, mutali'a.
flh. 6jr&nu\.
iilpat
n. Companion; friend. [O. ulfet (familiarityVU- ulfat\.
iilpat(ilik

n. Friendliness; friendship: — qil- to be
friend, make friends with/ iilpGtgiligi bar
aditm a friendly person,
iilpatla^vi. To converse, be friendly with one an
other.
iila$vi. To divide, distribute, share. [O. tiley-l
TT. fi/<J-/Tv. Ule-m. ulay-\.
iila^iirvt. To apportion, assign, distribute: kOpgilikkd —up bar- to distribute to everyone.
Cf. taqsimla-, orunla^tur- 3. [O. uleytir-].
iilii$
n. Portion; share; 6z —ini al- to get one's
share. [O. uleylOfY. ulugITT. «7tty/U. uluy].
ulii^kiin
n. Day before yesterday: u — k&ldi he came
day before yesterday,
iilga
1. n. Style; type; design: — al- to copy or
trace a design/ kiyim iilgisi clothing style.
2. n. Model; example: — tikld- to set an
example/ — qil- to act as a model/ — kdrsdt- to demonstrate. Cf. awri^ka, omak,
namuna 1, nusxa 1. [M. iilgii (measure)/
Mo. uliger/TT. ulgii/1^. blge/Tw. Uleger
(^1-2)].
iilgiija
adj. Wholesale: — baha wholesale price/
- sat- to sell wholesale. Cf. dun, kotiira.
[U. ulgurii].
iilgiijak
n. Pivot; hub; center: 5 eqin su sesimaydu, iyik ulgiijigi girimaydu running water
does not decay (go stale), a door hinge
does not rot.
iilgiirvi. To reach or get to in time: poyizga —Up
bar- to catch the train on time / sa 'Ut bdykd
—up kdl come by five o'clock!/ kino kbriiykd —dlmidim there was no time for me to
go to the movie. [U. ulgur-].
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iilgilik

iinda-

olturamsiz are you still hoping he will
iilgilik
come? [O. umutdan-; umitlen-].
adj. Examplary; model: — oqugufi model
student/ — rol examplary role. Cf. namu- iimitlandurvt. To generate or give hope. [O. umitlennilik. flk. dlgele].
dir-].
iim
adj. Harmonious. Also 6m; cf. iltipatliq, umitlik
adj. = iimitwar. [O. umutlu; umutluk/lk.
inaq.
Ometle],
umit
1. n. Hope: — bagla- to look to, count on/ un
— bikarga giqti hopes came to nothing/ —
n. Sound; voice: — giqar- to make or emit
a sound/ — Og- to become silent/ — selip
Uz- to lose hope / — qil- to hope/ -- kilt- to
yigla- to bawl, cry out loud/ — yetim y&r a
hope, long for/ iimidini ydrdd qoy- to fail
to live up to shy's hopes or expectations/
place where one's voice carries to/ —/piitunifl umidi dmdlgd asti his hope was fulfill
ti the voice was hoarse/ —/ egil- to have a
clear voice (opposite to hoarse)/ —/ igigd
ed. Cf. arzu, arzu-arman, arzu-tilak, arzu-umit, arman, tilak. [C. umid/O. umut;
giisilp kdl- to fdl silent/ —iflni giqarma don't
m^e a sound! Cf. ahan 2, awaz 1, tawu$,
limitla. dmet/TT. umug; umunglTa. umyt/
tiwi|, sada. [M. iinlO. unlTa.. bn/TT. un!
U. umid],
Tu. iijnlTv. iin/U. un],
2. n. Male name. Also umitxan.
iimitsiz
unadj. Hopeless; pessimistic: — qal- to be
1. bot. vi. To germinate, sprout: bugday
—tiptu wheat germinated.
without hope. Also called na'umit. [O.
2. vi. To be pregnant: qosaqqa bala — to
wnutsuz; iimitsizITk. dmetsezITT. umugsuz]
be with child.
umitsizlan3. vi. To appear, materialize: bu haraqkdf
vi. To lose hope, be pessimistic: sdn bu
istin —md don't lose hope in this matter; do
nddin —di where did this drunkard come
not lose hope because of this,
from?/ ♦ unMin pul —mdydu money will
never materialize from him (you cannot
iimitsizlandiirvt. To cause to lose hope: bu xdwdr uni
squeeze money out of him). [Tv. un-{lf3>)]
—up qoydi this news made him lose hope,
[U. un-(#l-3)].
un'algu
umitsizlik
n. Hopelessness; despondency; pessimism.
n. Thpe recorder,
Also called na'umitlik. [O. umutsuzluk; u- un-tin
n. Sound; voice; noise: -- giqarmasliq not
mitsizlik].
making a sound/ hoyla igi jimjit - yoq the
iimitwar
adj. Hopeful; optimistic. Also umitlik. [O.
yard was quiet,
umitvarlM. umidvor].
un-tinsiz
adv. Quietly; silently: u — yoqap kdtti he
umitwarliq
n. Hopefulness; optimism: - rohi optimis
left quietly,
tic spirit/ inqilawiy — revolutionary opti unda1. To appeal, persuade: gegra rayoniga bemism,
risqa — to app^ to go to the border region.
iimitlanvi. To hope: siz uni kelidu ddp umitlinip
[TT. untd-IU. undo-].
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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unliik

iinda^
2. vi. To utter a sound (mostly in nega
tion): m&n g&p qiliwidim, u undimidi I
talk^ but he did not utter a word.
iinda$
gr. n. Exclamation: — bdlgisi exclamation
point/ — jumld exclamatory sentence/ —
sdz exclamatory word; inteijection.
iindak
n. Appeal; call. Cf. dawat, gaqiriq, murtgiat.
iindiir1. vt. caus. of un- .
2. vt. To collect, gain, obtain: ziyanni
-uwal- to recoup one's losses/ qdrzni — to
collect debts. [U. undir-].
iindurma
bot. n. Germ; sprout: - haliti budding or
embryonic stage/ purgaq undiirmisi bean
sprouts,
iinfa
n. Pearl. Cf. marwayit. [Q. inzu/Tzi. enze].
iin^a-marjan
n. Jewelry,
iinsiz
adj. Silent; soundless: - yigla- to cry si
lently, sob/ — kino silent movie. Cf. tawu$siz.
uniim
1. n. Effect: — b&r- to produce an effect/

dawala^ -i curative effect/ hdqiqi —i actual
effect.
2. n. Efficiency: xizmdt —i work efficien
cy. [U. union (harvest; yield; output)],
iiniiindar
1. adj. Fertile: - ydr fertile land. Also iinumliik; cf. tawliq, munbat.
2. adj. Efficient; productive: — dmgdkpioductive labor. Cf. mahsulatliq (/^2). Also
iiniimluk (Jfl-2).
iinumdarliq
1. ag. n. Fertility: y&mifl Unumdarligini dstiir- to raise land fertility.
2. n. Efficiency; productivity: dmgdk unumdarligi labor productivity/ Uldpgiqirisnifl uniin^arligini Ostiir- to raise productivi
ty. Cf. birlik mdhsulat.
iinumsiz
1. ag. adj. Barren; infertile: — ydr barren
land. Cf. tap-teqir, taqir, tetir, teqir 2.
2. adj. Inefficient; unproductive: — dmgdk
inefficient labor/ — ruda an unproductive
mine.
iiniimsizlik
n. Barrenness; infertility; unproductivity,
iiniimluk
adj. = iiniimdar.
iinliik
adv. Loudly; aloud: — xitap qil- to address
or appeal loudly/ — oqu- to read aloud.
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fabrika
n. Factory; mill; toqumigiliq fabrikisi tex
tile mill. Cf. zawut, which is primarily
used for manufacturing plants. [<R.y^zZ>rika <G. Fabrik].
fabi
his. n. Currency issued by the Guomindang government, 1935-1949. [<Ch./abi].
fapiao
n. Receipt: — kds- to issue a receipt. Al
so called talon. [ < Ch. fapiao].
fadonji
n. Engine; motor. Also called diwigatil, mator. {<Ch.. fadongji],
fa^ist
n. Fascist: — unsurlar fascist elements.
[<R./aywr].
fafistla^vi. To turn fascist,
fa^izim
ph. n. Fascism. [<R./a^/zw].
farada
phy. m. Farad (electric unit). [<R./arada].
farametir
phy. n. Farad meter,
farfor
n. Porcelain; ceramics.
faifor],
farfur
n. = farfor.

faktor
n. Bill of lading; manifest; shipping list,
fakultet
n. Academic department; faculty. [<R.
fakul'tet].
fan'an
n. Scheme; plan.
fang'an].
fanjen
n. Policy; -- bdlgilii- to define policy/ maarip —i educational policy. [<Ch. fangzheri]. Also called siyasat.
fagao
cul. n. Steamed sponge cake. [<Ch. yizgao],
famila
n. Family name; surname. Literary form
of pamila. [ < R. familiya].
fantaziya
lit. n. Fantasy. [<R.
fantaziya],
fantaziyilik
lit. adj. Fantastic: —
roman fantastic nov
el. Also ^ayip-garayipfarapjim^ik
bot. n. Ocimum gratissimum, used in Uyghur folk medicine.
Also frinjimi^ik.
fanhao
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fukan

fanguy
mil. n. Designation of a military unit.
[<0\. fahhad\.
fanguy
pe. n. Foul: -- bol- to commit a foul.
[KCh.fangui].
foto
adj. Photographic: — apariti camera/ —
basmisi photo offset / -- muxbiri photo
reporter / - nusxisi photo offset copy / -siiriti photo print; photograph/ -- suratgilik
photography/ -- surdtlGr kdrg&vnisi photo
exhibit/ - telegirawi photo telegraph. [<R.
fotd\.
fotografiya
n. Photography.
fotografiya].
fosfor
chem. n. Phosphorus (P): — kislatasi
phosphoric acid. [<R. ybi/or].
fosforluq
chem. adj. Phosphoric: - ogut phosphoric
fertilizer / — sa'Gt luminous dial watch,
forma
n. Form: b&dii - artistic form/ girammatikiliq — gr. grammatical form. [<R.
forma].
format
n. Format; size. [<R.
Viformat].
formula
n. Formula. [<R./ormula].
fontan
n. Fountain. [<R.
fontan].
fofii
fond
n. Fund: ^ Mqqi -i wage fund / parawanliq -i welfare fund/ ♦ lugdt -i basic voca
bulary. [<~R. fond].
fonetika
gr. n. Phonetics: ttiswiriy - descriptive
phonetics. [ < R. fonetika].
fonetikiliq
gr. adj. Phonetic: -- dzgiriy phonetic

change.
fonema
gr. n. Phoneme. [<R. fonema].
frank
n. Franc (currency used in France and
other countries). [ < R. frank < F. franc].
fransuz
n. Frenchman: — ayal French woman/ —
tili French language. [ < R. frantsuz] < G.
Franzose].
fransiy
chem. n. Francium (Fr).
fransiya
geo. n. France. [<R. Frantsiya].
front
mil. n. Battle line; front line. [<R.
front].
frinjimi^ik
bot. n. = faranjim^ik.
fut
m. English foot, equals 0.305 m. [<R.
fut]. See section on Weights and Mea
sures on pp. 1079-80.
fudaw
n. Guidance or instruction in political the
ory: — gi/-to guide or instruct. [<Ch.
fudao].
fudawyiian
n. Guide or instructor in political theory.
{<Ca. fudaoyuan].
fuwa
bot n. Madder (Rubia cordifolia). Also
called ordan.
fufil
bot. n. Betel nut (Areca catechu), used
in Uyghur folk medicine. Also called sipari. See illustration in left column,
fukan
geo. n. Fukang,
a county in Xin
jiang (44.ION
87.59E). Estab
lished in 1776.
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fun
Population (1982): 18,382.
fun
1. m. Fen, smallest monetary unit in
China (100 fen = 1 yuan). Also pun.
2. m. Chinese area measure, ca. 66.66
sq. meters. Also pun. See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
[<Ch./en (;!^l-2)].
funluq
adj. m. Fen: bdf — tdngd five-fen coin/
ikki - yiir a two-square inch space,
funmanza
cul. n. Flour. [<Ch. fenmianzi].
fuguan
mil. n. Adjutant; aide-de-camp. [<Ch.
Juguan].
funt
n. Pound (currency): misir —/ Egyptian
pound. [<R.Junt <G. Pfiind\.
funt-sterlin
n. Pound sterling (British currency),
funksiya
math. n. Function: tGtiir — inverse func
tion. [<R. fimktsiya].
federatsiya
n. Federation. [<R. federatsiya].
feodal
n. Feudal lord. [<R. feodal].
feodalizim
n. Feudalism. [<R. feodalizm].

filim
feodalliq
adj. Feudal: — tUzum feudal system,
festiwal
n. Festival: yaslar —i youth festival. [ < R.
festival' < E. festival].
ferma
ag. n. Animal farm: sUt fermisi dairy
farm/ toxu fermisi chicken farm/ qoygiliq
fermisi sheep range. [<R. ferma].
fermiy
chem. n. Fermium (Fm). [<R.fermij].
fewral
n. February. Used mostly in publications.
Common term is ikkingi ay. See section
on Calendars on pp. 1073-4. [<R./evral'].
feller
mil. n. Medic. [<R. fel'dser <G. Feldscher].
fiziologiya
phys. n. Physiology. [<R. fiziologiya].
fizika
phy. n. Physics: — ddrsligi physics text
book. [<R._/?z/^a].
fizikilik
adj. Physical: - dzgiris physical change.
filim
1. n. Film; movie: bddii — art film/ hOjjdtlik — documentary film. Cf. kino.
2. n. Copy of film. [<R.yi/'/n].
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qaba
geo. n. Kaba (Habahe), county in Xin
jiang (47.53N 86.12E). Established in
1930. Population (1982): 55,867.________

qabahat
1. adj. Odious; unseemly; disgusting: sOzldr unseemly words. Also qabib. [Th.
kabaxdt (mean; base)].
2. adj. Abnormal; misshapen,
qabahatlik
n. Abomination; abnormality.
qabil
adj. Able; capable: - kadir able cadre.
Also qabiliyatlik; cf. qadir 1, iqtidarliq.
qabiliyat
n. Ability; capability: qabiliyitigdyamaisqa qoy- to assign work according to abili
ty/ yezis qabiliyiti writing ability/ 5 Mrkim
qabiliyitigdyarisa iylHy, hdrkimgaamgigigd
qarap t&qsim qiliy from each according to
his ability, to each according to his work.
Cf. iqtidar, imkan. [O. kabiliyetlH. qobiliyat],
qabiliyatsiz

adj. Unable; incapable: mehn&tkd — una
ble to work; disabled. Cf. amalsiz, iqtidarsiz. [O. kabiliyetsiz].
qabiliyatsizlik
n. Inability; incapacity. Cf. amalsizliq,
iqtidarsizliq. [O. kabiliyetsizlik],
qabiliyatlik
adj. = qabil: —
able leader. [O.
kabiliyetli].
qap I
1. n. Bag; pouch; sack: Mr — bugday a
sack of wheat/ ♦ t&n tefli bildn tizdk qepi
bil&n well-matched in family status/ ♦
gdp disd------ , i$ disdyiraq tagdin tap sack
after sack of talk, (but) as to work, obtain
(it) from a far mountain (long on talk and
short on action). Cf. pa^ka 1, tagar 1, xalta 1. [KK. qap/lii. kap/U. qop].
2. n. Case; slip; cover; box: ta^paqa qepi
tortoise shell/ sdr&ngd qepi matchbox/ iskiripka qepi violin case/ yastuq qepi pil
lowcase/ gul qepi bot. perianth; floral en
velope/ masinka qepi typewriter cover. Cf.
pa?ka 2. [K. kapIM. qap/Tv. xap/Y.
xaa].
qap II
adv. Just; exactly: ddryanin — otturisi
dead center of a river,
qaparvi. To blister: qol -di the hand developed
a blister. [K. kabar-/\J. qavar-].
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qapartqu

qapiya

qapartqu
qapaqwa^
med. n. Blister; pimple. Cf. jawartqa,
n. = qapaqba^.
suluq qapartma, qoqaq 1. [U. qavariq].
qapaqwa^liq
qapartma
n. = qapaqba$liq.
1. med. adj. Blistered: b&d&ngd — fiqti qapaqyardi
the body became blistered.
n. Great Cold (24th solar term of tradi
2. adj. Protruding: — bdt relief printing
tional calendar),
plate.
qaptal
qapaq I
n. Slope: tagqaptili mountain slope. Cf. ba1. phys. n. Eyelid: — tart- to flutter (of
gir 2, yota 2.
eyelid)/ yalan — single eyelid. Also kOz ji- qap?uq
yigi. [C. qapaqIY.. kabakITxi. gabakIM.
n. Small bag or wallet, flk. kapgyk).
qovoq/Y. xappax].
qapsa- I
2. phys. n. Eyebrow: qapigini tur- (sal-) to
vt. To enclose, trap: qapsiwelip yoqat- to
knit eyebrows/ ♦ — suz- to filter eye
surround and annihilate/ toxuni buluflga —p
brows (to look sideways at)/ ♦ qapigi
tut- to catch chicken by trapping them in a
turuldi his eyebrows were knitted (he had
comer. [K. kapta-].
a worried look, pulled a long face)/ ♦ qapsa- II
qapigi gu$ti his eyebrows dropp^ (he was in
vt. To insult, swear at: nimd tola —ysdn
low spirits)/ ♦ qapigi egildi his eyebrows
why do you always insult people?
opened (he was all smiles)/ ♦ qapigi ya- qapqa
man scowling/ ♦ qapigidin qar yag- to be
n. Gate: ddrizd qapqisi window shutter/ ♦
cold in demeanor or attitude. Cf. qa^ I.
- tomuri phys. portd vein. flk. kapkd\.
qapaq II
qap-qara
1. bot. n. Gourd (Laadj. Jet-black: — gag jet black hair. Super
genaria vulgaris):
lative form of qara. [Th. kap-kara\.
bogma — calabash (Laqap-qarangu
genaria ciceraria)! gofl
adj. Pitch-black; pitch-dark: — dy pitch— small calabash/ ♦
dark room/ yiraqtin — orman kdrunup tu—tin su tdkiilgdnddk
ratti a pitch-dark forest stood in the dis
kill- to laugh like wa
tance. Superlative form of qarahgu.
ter flowing out of a ^
qapqaq
gourd (to laugh up- '
1. n. Cover; lid: gOgunnifl qapqigi kettle
roariously)/ ♦ nosqapaq
lid. Cf. yapqug, yopuq 1. [U. qopqoq],
wal —qa nan barmu extremely poor. Also
2. n. Bolt: seritma — damper,
called qar'i. [K. kabaklU. qavoq],
qapqan
2. n. Blockhead; fool,
1. ag. n. Fold; pen.
qapaqba^
2. n. Trap; snare: — qur- to set a trap/ —ga
n. Blunderer; bungler; idiot. Also qapaqgiif- to ensnare, entrap. Cf. dam 2, qapaz
2, qismaq, qiltaq 2. [<R. kapkan (/^2)].
wa$.
qapaqba^liq
qapiya
n. Blundering; bungling. Also qapaqwa^lit. n. Rhyme: - tiizui qa'idisi meter; rhyme
liq.
scheme/ qapiyigd sal- (guyur-) to rhyme/ ag
KEY 1. < derived from; C- Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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qatar

qapiyida^

— unsymmetrical rhyme/ toq — symmetri qaplima
adj. Covered; slipped on: — gapan duster;
cal rhyme / toluq - complete rhyme. Cf.
overalls; smock (cf. xalat).
turaq. [U. qofiya\.
qat
qapiyida^
1. m. Layer; tier: bir - topa one layer of
lit. adj. Rhymed: - sGzl&r rhymed words.
soil.
[M. qat (fold)/Ta. katITn. gatlTv.
Cf. turaqliq I.
ita'r/U.
qat\.
qapiyida$liq
2.
m.
Ply;
strand: ikki - yip a two-ply
n. of qapiyida?.
string.
Cf.
qawat
I 2.
qapiyila?3. n. Side; bank: d&ryanin u qeti opposite
lit. vi. To rhyme: seimifl kubliti —mdptu the
bank of a river/ yolnifl ikki qeti two sides
poem does not rhyme,
of a road.
qapiyila^tiir4. n. Lining; double layer: xdtni yotqanlit. vt. To rhyme,
nifl qetiga tiqip qoy put the letter inside the
qaplaquilt’s lining! Cf. astar, qatunna.
1. vt. To cover, blanket: asmanni qara bu5. geol. n. Fold; stratum,
lut -p katti black clouds covered the sky/
qar etizlarni —ptu snow blanketed the qat1. vi. To congeal, solidify, coagulate, con
fields. [Th. kapla-].
dense: kOldd nipiz bir qOw&t muz -ti a lay
2. vt. To fill, pack: mOydami ad&m -p keer of ice formed on the surface of the pond/
tiptu people jammed the square. [U. qopmay qetip qaldi fat congealed. Cf. uyu- .
la- (#1-2)].
[Th. kat-].
3. vt. To slip on, encase: yotqanni — to
2. vi. To harden, stiffen: jdsdt qetis med.
slip on a quilt cover.
rigor mortis/ unin ikki puti qetip qaldi his
4. To compensate for: putun xiraj&tni - to
two feet stiffened/ y&r qetip qaldi the soil
cover all expenses/ kirim giqimni qapliyalhardened/ muzlap qetip qal- to be frozen
midi income fell short of expenditures.
stiff; to be numb with cold/ nan qetip qaldi
qaplan
the bread hardened. Also qattiqla^i 1. [U.
zoo. n. Leopard; panther (Panthera parqot- (#1-2)].
dus): -ddk yigit a leopard-like fellow. Al
3. vi. To be dumbstruck: u qorqqinidin qe
so called beberi, yilpiz. [K. kabylanITn.
tip qaldi he was dumbstruck with fear.
4. vt. To add, mix: aq unga qonaq unni to mix com flour with wheat flour/ ispirtqa
su — to add water to alcohol. Cf. jiqla- ,
^eqi^tur- 3. [C- qat-].
5. vt. To fasten, hitch, tether, tie: atni harwiga — to hitch a horse to a cart. Cf. qantur- , qo5- I 3.
6. vt. To insert: sdz - to interpose, chip in,
qatar I
1. n. Column; line; rank: — bolusup man
ia walk in a column/ — tur- to stand abreast or in line/ --din giq- a. to leave
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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qatar

qattiq-quruq

ranks, fall out; b. ♦ to reject, scrap/ —din
fankir med. hard chancre/ — qetifma hard al
qal- to fall behind ranks, drop out, drop
loy or metal/ — yagag hard wood / — yaflaq
behind/ —^a tur- to line up/ ilgarlar—i ranks
hard walnut/ — muqawiliq kitap lit. hard
of advanced persons; avant-garde/ ♦ —
cover book/ t - yagagni yumfaq qurutydyqoy- to place on a par, mention in the
du a soft worm can eat hard wood (JMC)/
same breath. [KK. qatar!O. katar!\J. qatori
♦ — may chem. stearin: — may kislatasi
Y. kekM\.
stearic acid.
2. n. People; masses: —ga qof- to bring up
2. adj. Stem; harsh; severe; serious; criti
or raise humans or animals/ addm —ida
cal; grave; strict; rigorous: - agahlandurkdr- to regard or treat sby as a human be
to warn seriously/ — tdldp qil- to make
ing.
strict demands/ — gard kdr- to deal with
qatar II
sternly, take serious disciplinary meas
n. Mongolian chess: - oyna- to play chess.
ures/ — sdz harsh remark / — qol unfeel
[<Mo. sitar-a].
ing; callous/ — qolluq callousness: -- qolqatar-qatar
luq qil- to act callously or unfeelingly/
adj. Row after row: — d&rdxl&r row after
bagri — hardhearted/ pozitsiyisi — stern.
row of trees/ — dyldr row after row of
[K. katuu (#2)] [Mo. qataguITv. kadyg
houses.
qatarla3. adj. Strong; intense; tough; unyielding:
vt. To form a row.
— agri- to be in pain or seriously ill/ - boqatarla$ran severe storm/ —jdfi intense struggle/ —
vi. To be abreast or in line: qatarlUip olturnaraziliq strong protest. [O. kati (/t3)] [U.
to sit in a row/ qatarlisip marl- to walk
qattiqlY. xatan (#1-3)].
abreast.
4. adj. Bitter; miserable: — kiinldr misera
qatarliq
ble days/ — if bitter work.
1. Like: siz — addm mundaq if qilsifliz bo5. adj. Stingy; mean; niggardly; miserly.
lamdu a person like you did something like
6. adj. expresses the idea of an excessive
this? Cf. ox$a$ 2.
condition: — towa qil- to repent deeply/ 2. And others; et alia: urumgi — jaylar
dkm- to regret bitterly/ ~ sogaq bitter cold/
Urumqi and other places. Cf. ba^Iiq I 2,
— uyqu fast asleep/ — issiq boiling hot/ —
wahakaza, ibarat 2.
ifId- to go all out in work/ - gdzdpldn- to
qatangur
blow up in anger/ - ndprdtldn- to hate with
adj. Lean and sinewy: — addm a lean and
a vengeance/ awazi bdk — the sound is too
sinewy person,
loud/ M - yiqilip gufti he took a hard fall/
qatahgurluq
kesili - critically ill/ yamgur—yagdi it rained
n. of qatangur.
too hard.
qattam
qattiq^iliq
n. Double wall,
n. Hardship: turmufta - tartmigan addm a
qattiq
person who has not suffered any hardships
1. adj. Hard: — tala stiff fiber/ — tanlay
of life. Cf. japa, japa-mu^awwat.
phys. hard palate/ — jisim phy. solid body; qattiq-quruq
solid/ - haldt chem. solid: - haldttiki me
1. adj. Hard and dry: — nan hard and dry
tal solid metal/ — su chem. hard water/ —
bread.
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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qatlima

qattiqla^2. adj. Plain; simple: - tamaq simple
meal; plain food.
3. adj. Bulky; coarse; vulgar: - gdp vul
gar remark/ - Mrsd bulky thing. [U. qattiq-quruq].
4. adv. Inattentively; thoughtlessly: mehmanlarni - uzat- to treat guests inatten
tively.
qattiqla^1. vi. To harden, stiffen. Also qat- 2.
2. vi. To become difficult or hard,
qattiqliq
1. n. Hardness: polaminqattiqligi hardness
of steel.
2. n. Obstinacy; stubbornness: sdn - qilma
don't be stubborn!
qatra1. zoo. vi. To trot, jog (of horses). [Mo.
qatari-].
2. vi. To run, dash, rush about.
qatur1. vt. caus. of qat-: ba$ — to devote much
thought and care to/ simontni - to harden
cement. [Th. katyr-1.
2. vt. expresses a high degree of compe
tence or accomplishment: u tdrjimini —idu
he is good at translating.
qaturulpass. of qatur- : -gan benzin bomba na
palm bomb.
qaturgu{
chem. n. Coagulating or congealing agent,
qaturma
1. n. Lining: juwinin qaturmisi lining of a
leather jacket. Also qat 4; cf. astar.
2. cul. n. Pan bread,
qatqan
adj. Stale: — nan stale bread. [U. qotma].
qatirisiga
adv. In proper order; successively; one by
one; in turn,
qatil
n. Murderer; assassin. [C- qotl (assassina-

tion; murder)/0. katiUXi. qotil; qatl\.
qatilan
adj. Busy: dixangiliqnin — mdzgilliri busy
season in agriculture,
qatilan^iliq
n. Busyness: -ta golam t&gmidi I was busy
with no free time,
qatilliq
n. Homicide; murder: — dnzisi a murder
case/ — qorali murder or lethal weapon/ —
qil- to murder: - qilip jinaydt dtkiiz- to
commit the crime of murder. [O. katillik^
qatla1. vt. To fold, crease, pleat: uxdtni —p
kanwertqa saldi he folded the letter and in
serted it in an envelope/ qdgdz - to crease
paper/ kiyim-kegdkldmi — to pleat clothes.
[O. katla-].
2. vt. To double: pilanni -p orunla- to
double target figures of a plan.
qatla$mut. of qatla- .
qatlam
1. n. Layer; tier: ydr qatlimi soil layer/
muz qatlimi ice layer. [Ta. katlaulU. qat
lam].
2. fig. n. Level; stratum: asasi — basic lev
el; grassroots unit/ h&rqaysi — wdkilliri
representatives from all walks of life/ ottura — middle level.
qatlam-qatlam
adj. Laminated,
qatlan1. vi. To be folded, pleated. [O. katlan-].
2. vi. To double: bu yil mol hosul elinip Otk&nyilga qariganda birgd bir-di this year's
bumper harvest doubled last year's.
3. vi. To overlap, pile one on top of ano
ther.
qatlima
1. cul. n. Multi-layer cake.
2. adj. Foldable; folding: - pigaq folding
knife/ — orunduq folding chair/ — ydlpii-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Kasgari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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qatma

qadaqla^

gUg folding fan. Cf. piiklima. [O. katlama].
qatma
med. n. Tetanus. Also $a I, qatma kes&l,
kok^al.
qatmal
adj. Rigid; adamant; stiff; inflexible: —
ad^ a rigid person. Cf. oliik 2.
qatmalla^vi. To stiffen, become rigid: idiyd qatmalUsip qaldi thinking hardened,
qatmalliq
n. Deadlock; impasse; stalemate: -ni buzup
tayla- to break a deadlock.
qatmu-qat
1. adj. Layer upon layer: - tag-dawanlar
range upon range of mountains/ — tosalgular
layer upon layer of obstacles / - muhasird
ring upon ring of encirclement.
2. bot. adj. Double-petaled.
qatnavi. To pass or go through; to go back and
forth between two points: —p oqu- to attend
a day school/ iiriimgi bil&n beyjifi otturisida poyiz —p turidu trains ply between
Urumqi and Beijing. [U. qatna-].
qatna$
n. Traffic; transport: — tosaldi the traffic
jammed/ — saqgisi traffic police/ — wastisi
means of transportation/ - qa'idisi traffic
regulations. [U. qatnay-].
qatna$vi. To participate, attend: sirttin - to at
tend a meeting as a non-voting delegate/ yiginga - to attend a meeting. [Tk. katnay-].
qatna^-tiransiport
n. Transportation.
qatna$(i
n. Attender of conferences, ceremonies or
other public activities,
qatna^qu^i
n. = qatna$(i.
qada-

1. vt. To inlay, set, mount: doppiga altun
qadaq — to inlay gold decoration on a doppa (q.v.).
2. vt. To sew on, stick in, implant, fasten:
bayraq — to plant a flag/ tiigmd — to sew
on a button/ yiflnini gapamin yaqisiga qadap qoymaq — to fasten a pin on a shirt
collar. [U. qada-(Ml-2)].
3. vt. To mend with cramps: ginini — to
mend a bowl.
qadaq I
1. n. Cramp; rivet. [Tv. kadag (construct
ion nail)/U. qadoq].
2. adj. Cramped; riveted: -- gind cramped
bowl/ — sal- to mend with cramps: ginigd
— sal- to mend a bowl with cramps. Also
qadaqiiq.
qadaq II
do. n. Decoration on a doppa (q.v.).
qadaq III
1. med. n. Corn; callus: putqa — giqti a
com grew on the foot.
2. med. adj. Callused: — qol callused
hands. [U. qadoq (^1-2)].
qadaq IV
m. Russian weight, ca. 410 grams. Also
used for English pound. See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
[Tk. kadaklU. qadoq].
qadaq^i
n. Bowl mender,
qadaq^iliq
n. Bowl mending: — qil- to work as a bowl
mender,
qadaqia- I
vt. To mend with cramps: tdxsini — to
mend a plate with cramps,
qadaqia- II
vt. To weigh with a qadaq (cf. qadaq IV):
unni — to weigh flour with a qadaq.
qadaqla^1. vi. mut. of qadaqia- II.
2. VI. To grow calluses or corns: unid tapi-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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qadaqliq

qa^ila-

ni qadaqlisip ketiptu his foot soles grew
some calluses,
qadaqliq
adj. Cramped; riveted: - qazan a cramped
pot. Also qadaq I 2.
qadal1. vi. pass, of qada- . [Tv. kadal-].
2. vi. To gaze, stare: kOzi torusqa qadilip
qal- to fix eyes on the ceiling/ mafia qadi
lip turuwalmay qoluflia mafi don't stare at
me and go away! Also qarila- II.
3. vi. To prick: kdz qadilip agri- to prick
an eye badly.
qadir
1. adj. Able; capable; omnipotent; almigh
ty: — alia omnipotent Allah/ biz bu wdzipini orunloiqa —miz we are able to complete
this task/1 — kUi qoy dltiirurajizkm gdj&xoraz the powerful (rich) man kills a sheep,
the weak (poor) a small cock. Cf. qabil,
qabiliyatlik, iqtidarliq. [U. qodir],
2. n. Male name. Also qadir'axun.
qa?1. vi. To avoid, desert, escape, evade,
flee from, shirk: ap&ttin — to flee from cal
amity, be a refugee/ dmg&ktin — to shirk
labor/ jawapkarliqtin — to shirk responsibi
lity/ j&n mOydanidin — to desert a battle
ground/ jenini dip — to run for one's life/
olUmdin qegip qutul- to have a narrow es
cape from death/ ziddiydttin — to evade a
contradiction/ q&rzdin — to avoid paying
debts. Cf. qutul-. [C- qag-IYi.. kag-lYX.. qa^-l
OT. qag-ITa.. kag-/Tu. geg-{to pass)/U.
qog-IY. kuot-].
2. vi. To dislike, fear: miiyukyapilaqyoruqluqtin —idu the owl dislikes light.
3. zoo. vi. To copulate. [U. qogir-].
4. vi. To dry up, parch, wilt, wither: kdktatnifl s^i qegip ketiptu vegetables wilted/
Uik qegip qaptu the door wilted (i.e. did not
shut tight)/ gdynifl qeni qegiptu meat dried
up. Cf. sol-, sola?- 1, qagjira- , quru- 1.

qa$a
n. Bowl; vessel: tamaq qagisi food bowl/
sapal qagisi pottery bowl. Cf. gina.
qa^aq
n. Deserter; fugitive. Also qa^qun^i.
qa^a-qomu?
n. Kitchen utensils,
qa^a-quga
n. Thbleware; dinner service,
qa^an
adv. When: — kelisiz when will you come?
[C. qaganIK.. kaganIKK. qasanlOT. qagan!
Th. kaganH\i. xaganlT\. kazan/U. qagon!
Y. xahari\.
qa^anqi
adj. of qa^an: — gdp the remark of what
time?
qa^aniki
conj. If; in case; supposing. Cf. taqdirda,
agar, agarda, agar^anda, gar, magar,
magarkim, mubada, nawada, nagab 1.
qa;anla
adv. Whenever: — barsafl, u 6yd& when
ever you go, he'll be home/ -- bolmisun at
any time. [Th. gagynla (when; while)],
qa^anliki
adv. = qa^anla.
qa?qaq
zoo. adj. Flighty; fickle: — at a flighty
horse. Cf.mbnkigak.
qa^qaqliq
n. Flightiness; fickleness,
qa^qun
n. Escapee; fugitive; runaway: —ni tut- to
arrest a fugitive. [K. kagkyn].
qa{quu(i
n. Deserter; fugitive: — dskdr mil. desert
er. Also qa^aq.
qagqun^iliq
n. Desertion,
qajilavt. To load, pack: tagarga bugday — to load
wheat in a sack.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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qa?

qaxi^aqax$avt. To complain: agrigiga gidimay — to com
plain about intolerable pain. Cf. zarla- ,
nala- .
qax$atqu(
adj. Heavy; severe: -- zdrbd heavy strike,
qax^al
adj. Dried up; parched; wilted; withered:
— d&rdx withered tree/ u kes&l d&stidin oruqlap - bolup qaldi because of illness he
became emaciat^. Cf. solgun 1, qagjiraq.
qaxlavt. To dry, warm: hdl kiyimni otqa —p qurut- to dry wet clothes by the fire,
qaxlanvi. retro, of qaxla- : aptapqa — to sun
bathe/ toqqa — med. to receive electrical
treatment,
qahira
geo. n. Cairo,
qasa-I
vt. To shell: purgaqni -- to shell peas/
kdmmdqonaqni — to shell com.
qasa- II
vt. To crease, fold, pleat, wrinkle. Also
qasna- ; cf. piirla- , piirla^tiir- .
qasaq
n. = qasnaq 2.
qassap
n. Butcher: qoyni - soysun let the butcher
kill the sheep/1 ogMjanda - yag qaygusida
the goat's concern is life, the butcher's is
fat. Cf. go^^i. [O. kasaplU. qassob].
qassapliq
n. Butchering. [O. kasapltk],
qassida
onom. expresses slapping sound: — bir kagat soldi he slapped once,
qasraq
1. zoo. n. Exuviae; slough: yilan qasrigi
snake slough.
2. zoo. n. Shell, skin or other animal cov
ers: beliq qasrigi fish scale.

qasraqliq
adj. of qasraq: — tdmrdtkd med. psoria
sis.
qasqan
1. n. Band; hoop; brim: dtkdminifl qasqini
sieve hoop/ sdp^ qasqini hat brim/ wdlsipit
gaqinifl qasqini bike chain/ ♦ kdtdr qasqiniflni beat it!; get lost!
2. cul. n. Food steamer: ♦ -gatizganmantiddk like dumplings lined up in a steamer
(not uttering a word). [U. qasqon\.
qasqanliq
adj. Banded; hooped; brimmed: — sdpkd a
brimmed hat.
qasirvt. To kill. Also qir- 2, qiy- .
qasnavt. = qasa- II: kOyndkni — to crease a
shirt,
qasnaq
1. n. Bank; side: ddryanifl ikki qasnigi both
banks of a river/ yolnifi qasnigi roadside.
2. n. Crease; pleat: kdynSknifi qasnigi shirt
crease. Also qasaq; cf. puriim, piirma 1,
qoruq I.
qasnaqliq
adj. Creased; pleated: — kdyndk creased
shirt. Cf. piirma 2.
phys. n. Eyebrow: — quyrugi....
tip of the
brow/ dgim — arched eyebrow/ qara black eyebrow/ qdldm - crescent eyebrow/
♦ — at- to flash amorous glances/ ♦ -qaray- to get dark: — qaraygan gag dusk.
Cf. qapaq 12. [C. qas/K.. kastCfY. qasll&.
kasIM. qoslY. xaas].
qa$ II
geol. n. Jade. [Mo. ^os/lk. kas^.
qa$ III
geo. n. Side; bank: ddrya qesi riverbank/ 6stdn qesi canal bank/ u dyimiznifi qesidin otup
k&tti he passed by our home/ mdn haziria
unin qesidin kdldim 1 just left his side (I just

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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qa^a

qar

came from him). Cf. boy 6, sahil, qirgaq,
kanara II. [KK. qas].
qa$a
n. Enclosure; fence. [Mo. qasiy-a\.
qa^adavt. To fence in.
qa^alavt. = qa$ada- .
qa$an
1. adj. Slow; sluggish: — at a slow horse/
1 — OdGk baldur ugidu a slow duck has to
start flying early. Cf. asta, mijiq. [Mo.
qasaff].
2. adj. Blunt; dull: -pigaq dull knife. Cf.
gal II (#2).
qa^anla;.
,,
vi. To become slow or
*' ;
dull.
'
qaphla$.'‘Z'
vi. mut. of qa^anla- .
• . v ^
qa$anliq
\,i if
n. of qa$an: — qil- to be
sluggish, negligent, indolent.
,/.?’ *
qa^ta^
f'
n. Jade; jewelry ring
J
(NU).
qa$qa bida
qa??aq
adj. Poor; destitute: -destitute life.
Cf. awara 1, peqir, peqirana, abga 1,
kambagal, namrat. [U. qa^^oq],
qa$$aqla$vi. To become poor or destitute. Cf. abgala$- , kambagalla^- , namratla^- .
qa$$aqla$turvt. To cause to become poor or destitute.
Cf. abgala$tur-, kambagalla^tiir-, namratla^ur-.
qa$$aqliq
n. Poverty; destitution. Cf. abgaliq, kambagallik, namratliq.
qa$qa
zoo. n. White spot on animal heads: ♦ —

bidd bot. Melilotus suaveolens, a kind of
sweet clover. See illustration in left col
umn. [K. kaska /U. qayqa].
qa$-qapaq
n. Features; looks; face: qc^-qapigi jayida
delicate features/ qay-qapigini sal- to m^e a
long face, hang one's face/ qas-qapigini suzto wink, make eyes.
qa$qaldaq
zoo. n. Coot {Fulica
atra). [K. kaskaldaki
Q. qasqaldaq],
qa^-koz
n. Features; looks:
—/ jayida delicate
features/ ♦ — oyniqa^qaldaq
tis- to make eyes at each other, flirt with
each other,
qa^-kirpik
n. Eyebrows and eyelashes: ♦ qas-kiipigini
tuzdymdn ddp qargu qilip qoy- to plan to
touch up the eyebrow and blinding the eye
(to outsmart oneself)/ ♦ is — arisida qaldi
the matter is imminent / ♦ isnin qas kirpigi
prospects of a matter.
qa$la- I
vt. To scratch: bayni — to scratch one's
head. Cf. tatila- 1, morla-. [U. qasla-^
qa$Ia- II
vt. To put up dikes,
qa^liq
phys. adj. Bushybrowed: — bala bushybrowed child/ — dt- to paint heavy eye
brows/ — qdldm eyebrow pencil,
qa^ligu?
n. Backscratcher (device).
qa$qiwa$
adj. Bald: — boway bald oldster,
qar
n. Snow: — suyi snow water/ — ugquni
snowflake/ - qargusi med. snow blindness/
- kdgmdk snowslide/ -yag- to snow/1 qistiki —din qutulup yazdiki yamgurga tutul- to
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qara

qara
avoid winter's snowstorms only to be
caught by summer's rainstorms. [K. kar!
or.
qar/Tn. karlTu. garlTw. kar/U. qor!
Y. xaar\.
qara I
1. adj. Black; -- bol- a. to turn black; b.
♦ to be suspected, made a scapegoat/ —
bulut black cloud/ - t&nlik Black race/ tut- a. to trim in black: kdr-pinifl gdrisigd
— tut- to apply a black trim to the edge
of a cotton-padded mattress; b. ♦ to sus
pect, mistrust/ - da^ a. black spot; - dag
kesili med. black spot disease; b. ast. sun
spot/ - gag black hair/ - jisim phy. black
body/ - qdgdz carbon paper/ - qoflur dark
brown/ - qeyin bot. black birch (Betula

qara qeyin

qara sogat

dahurica)! - qil- a. to blacken: qolni qil- to blacken a hand; b. ♦ aqni — qil- to
confuse black and white, turn things up
side down/ — kok dark blue/ ♦ — a^liq cul.
coarse grains (corn, barley, millet)/ ♦ —
basti qil- to force sby to give a dinner/ ♦
-- bazg&k med. kala-azar/ ♦ -- boran
gale; storm/ ♦ - buya bot. licorice root
(Glycyrrhiza uralensis) (see illustration
at {iijiikbuya on p. 353)/ ♦ — bugday bot.
rye (Secale cereale)! ♦ - pit&njan bot.
eggplant (Solanum melongena)! ♦ — tar
copious sweat: -- tdrgd gom- to be bathed
in sweat/ ♦ - toruq dark chestnut-colored
horse/ ♦ -- tut- to wear mourning

clothes/ ♦ — ttiruk uneducated person;
rough and ready fellow/ ♦ — til a. local
dialect; b. malicious talk / ♦ — dora opi
um/ ♦ — dt (gds) lean meat/ ♦ — dndiz
bot. elecampane {Inula helenium)/ ♦ -jaflgalz. jungle; b. pitch-dark; utterly
hopeless/ ♦ - gay brick tea/ ♦ - gegdk
m^. smallpox/ ♦ — gekdtkd zoo. cricket
(Gryllidae)l ♦ - giraq oil lamp/ ♦ - xdt
poison-pen letter/ ♦ — xdrbdq Mratrum
nigrum (see illustration at xdrbdq siyah on
p. 377)/ ♦ — xdlq common or inferior
people/ ♦ “ hdrp lit. boldface type/ ♦ hdlild bot. a kind of myrobalan/ ♦ - orman large primeval forest/ ♦ — iinik bot.
black plum (Prunus mume)/ ♦ — 6y ger
(Mongolian-style house)/ ♦ — sogaq dry
cold (weather state)/ ♦ - sona bot. a kind
of thistle/ ♦ - sdgdt bot. dryland willow
(Salix matsudana)/ ♦ — su spring water/
♦ -- suwa- to frame/ ♦ -- sulu bot.
couchgrass (NU)/ ♦ - yekdr btown sugar/
♦ - ziriq bot. a kind of barberry (Berberis heteropoda){cf. ziriq)/ ♦ — qarigay bot.
dragon spruce (Picea asperata) (see illus
tration at ^ampd on p. 522)/ ♦ —qogurhoi.
black columbine {Aquilegia atrovinosa! ♦
— quyun a. tornado; b. evil wind; noxious
trend/ ♦ — qis severe winter/ ♦ — kiiyd
kesili ag. smut/ ♦ - kezik med. typhus/
♦ - iy (xizmdt) unskilled or slovenly work;
— iigi (xizmdtgi) unskilled worker/ ♦ torrential rain; downpour/ ♦ -yilan zoo. viper; adder/ ♦ — lay (suwaq)
coarse plaster/ ♦ - mayina truck/ ♦ - mal
a. large livestock; b. smuggled goods/ ♦
— metal ferrous metal/ ♦ — miltiq mil.
firelock; musket. [C- qaralK. karaIKK.
qaralMo. qaraJCfT. qaralTk. karalTu. gara/U. qora/Y. xara].
2. adj. Dark; gloomy: — kug a. force of
darkness; b. ♦ sheer animal power/ -- kiin
gloomy day/ — bas- a. to have a night
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qarasla-

qara
mare; b. to be out of luck/ — qosaq a. evil
mind; black heart; b. country bumpkin/ ~
qol evil backstage manipulator/ — k6Ml
(niydt, yiirdk) evil mind; black heart/ — yiiz
perfidious: — yiiz adUm perfidious person/
“ g&p (sOz) double-talk; malicious words.
Also qarangu 1; cf. zulmatlik. [Tv. kara
m -2)1
3. n. Slander; libel: — gapla- to slander or
defame/ ♦ - sam- to plot or scheme. Cf.
bohtan, tohmat.
4. n. Trace; sign: biz ikki sa'dt kiittiiq lekin
min qarisimu kdrunmidi we waited for two
hours and still did not see a trace of him.
5. n. Soot: 1 qazanga yoluqsan qarisi yuqar if you get too close to a pot, you get
sooty (one takes on the color of one's
company). Cf. qurum, kiiya I.
qara II
n. Tirget: qariga at- to practice shooting/
qariga al- to t^e aim, train on, sight/ qariga t&g- to hit a bull's eye/ qariga etif mdydani shooting range or gallery. Cf. jenak.
qara-1
1. vi. To look: —p tur, u dtd qaytip kelidu
just wait and see, he will return tomorrow/
boynini sozup — to crane one's neck and
look around/ ddrizidin — to look out of a
window/ girayiga —p is qil- to follow sby's
visual cue/ kOzMgd —p man look out!;
watch your step!/ ydr astidin — to glance,
peek. [KK. qara-ITvt. gara-/U. qara-].
2. vt. To look after, keep an eye on, at
tend to, tend, guard, watch, care for,
nurse: baliga — to look after a child/ kes&lgd - to nurse a sick person. [K. kara-/Ik.
kara-(/n-2)].
3. vt. To consider, hold, deem: bu yitim
bala uni am ddp qaridi this orphan looked
upon her as his own mother/ mdn unin pikrini togra ddp —ymdn I consider his views
to be correct. Cf. tap- 2, fii^an- 2, hisapla- 2, oyla- 2. [Mo. qara- (#1-3)].

4. vt. To look out on; to front (of win
dows): unin Oyinin ddrizisi kogiga —ydu his
room window looked out on a street.
5. vt. To wait for, await: gapsan bol biz
sanila —p qalduq hurry up, we are waiting
for you.
6. vt. To provide, take care of: ata-anamga
mdn —ymdn I am taking care of my parents
7. According to; in the light of: dmiliy dhwalga —p is kdr- to regard a matter in the
light of actual circumstances.
qara- II
vi. To belong to, be managed by: bu dyldr
bizgd —ydu these rooms b^elong to us/ bu
mdktdpldr ma 'arip idarisiga —ydu these
schools are managed by the education of
fice/ mdrkdz qarmigidiki orunlar units un
der central jurisdiction,
qarabolka
cul. n. Black bread; Russian bread,
qarat1. vt. To cause to watch or guard: dygd addm qaritip qoy- to make sby guard the
house. [KK. qarat- (zeigen)].
2. vt. To attract, draw or make dependent
on oneself.
3. vt. To aim at, direct against or toward:
♦ —ma sOz gr. address word, e.g. "Com
rades!"
qaraterak
bot. n. Black willow (Populus nigra). [Q.
qaraterek].
qaraxan
his. n. Karakhan: — xandanligi Kaikkhanid
empire (940-1132).
qaraxitay
his. n. Karakhitai.
qaras-qurus
onom. expresses cracking or clapping
sound: ddrdx — qilip sundi with a crack the
tree trunk broke in two.
qaraslavi. To make a cracking or clapping sound:
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qaraq^i

qaraslatd&rdx sexi —p sunup kdtti the tree branch
broke with a crack,
qaraslatvt. To clap, crack: balilar qaraslitip gawak
gelip kdtti children came clapping their
hands.
qara$
n. View; viewoint: bir —tabuyaxsiatkoriinidu it looks as if this is a good horse/ hdr
kifi dzinin qariyini otturiga qoysun let every
one put forward their own views. Cf. kozqara$, nuqtiinazar. [Th. kara$l\J. qaray].
qara$1. vi. mut. of qara- : ular bir-birigd —ti
a. they looked at each other; b. they saw
eye to eye.
2. vi. To aid, assist, help: tamaq etifkd - to
help prepare food. Cf. banla?-, bolu^- 2,
hamdamla^-, komakla?-, yardamla^-. [Y.
xaras-].
3. vi. To contact, associate with: biz unin
bildn —maymiz we don't have any dealing
with him.
qara^liq
1. pp. Subject or belonging to: biwastd —
i&h&r directly administered city/ dlkigd —
nahiyildr province-administered counties/
y&r asti bayliqliri ddldtkd — underground
treasures (mineral deposits; buried relics)
belonging to the state. [U. qaraili],
2. pp. Awaiting: bumdsilininh&lboluii sana
— the solution of this problem awaiting
you.
qarar
1. n. Decision; resolution: — giqar- to an
nounce a decision/ — qil- (tap-) to reach a
decision, decide, resolve. [C- qararlTa.
kararlU. qarof].
2. n. Determination; view; idea; judgment:
—i yoq addm irresolute person/ —ga kdl- to
make up one's mind.
3. n. Term; time period: —i toyti time has
expired/ biringi — oqugugi first-term stu-

dent; freshman. Cf. muddat, muhlat.
qararsiz
adj. Hesitant; reluctant; undecided. Also
biqarar 1.
qararsiziiq
n. Indecision; reluctance; hesitation: unin
—ligidin bu is dmalgd asmidi because of his
indecision this matter is not finished,
qarargah
mil. n. Barracks. Cf. askarxana, gazarma.
qararla^vi. To take on a definite shape, arrive at a
resolution,
qararliq
adj. Cyclical; intermittent; periodic; spo
radic: unin kesili — tutidu he got sick pe
riodically,
qarawul
mil. n. Guard; sentry. Cf. kiizat, gan I 2,
giizat. [Mo. qaragulIGT. qargulT\i. garavul/U. qorovul].
qarawulxana
mil. n. Guard house; sentry post,
qarawulluq
mil. abstract n. of qarawul: — qil- to de
fend, guard/ —ta tur- to stand guard. [Tu.
garavullyk],
qaraq
phys. n. Pupil of the eye; eyeball. Also qariguq. [C- qaraq (eye)/Tu. gdreglT\. karak (eye)],
qaraqa^
geo. n. Karakax
(Moyu), county in
Xinjiang (37.17N
79.42E). Estab
lished in 1919.
Population (1982): 279,127.
qaraqalpaq
n. Karakalpak, a Turkic nationality in So
viet Centrd Asia. [U. qoraqalpoq],
qaraqgi
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qarta

qara-qoyuq
n. Robber; bandit; brigand: defliz —liri pi
rates/ 1 ogrini - uruptu the robber hit the
thief (ill-gotten gains were taken away in
an ill manner). [U. qaraqgi; qaroqgi].
qara-qoyuq
adv. Generally; sweepingly.
qara-qura
adv. Indistinctly; faintly: — koriin- to see
indistinctly,
qaraqurum
geo. n. Karakorum, mountain range in
Xinjiang (36.00N 76.00E).

qaraquyruq
zoo. n. Mongolian gazelle. [Q. qaraqujWlqarangu
1. adj. Dark; gloomy: -- bazar black
market/ -- buluHpugqaq dark corner
(a place where plots
are hatched)/ — jaflgal a. pitch-dark; b.
dense jungle/ — 6y
qaraquyruq
darkroom/ — kegd a dark night/ pa^a koping& “ y&rgd mOkumwatidu mosquitoes of
ten hide in dark places/ kbflli — depressed;
in low spirits. Also qara I 2. [C- qarangu!
Mo. qarangu!].
2. n. Dark; darkness: — guyti darkness fell;
night began/ —da timisqilap yur- to grope
in the dark/ ay —si moonless night/ tart —si
the dark before daybreak. Cf. qaranguluq;

cf. zulmat. [K. karaflgylMo. qaraflguil
Ta. karaflgy/Tv. karaflgyl\J. qorongi/Y.
xarafia {!t\-2)].
3. adj. Unclear; nebulous: bu mdsild mafia
— I am not clear about this problem,
qarangulavt. To darken: dyni — to darken a room,
qarangula^1. vi. To become dark or gloomy: dy —ti
the room turned gloomy/ kOz — to get dark
before one's eyes.
2. vi. To feel low: kdflli — to be in low
spirits.
qaranguluq
n. = qarangu 2: —tin yoruqluqqa giq- to
move from darkness to light. [K. karaflgylyklTk. karafigylyk],
qarayvi. To turn dark or black: aptapta yuziifl
qariyip ketiptu your face got sun-tanned/
qay —gan gag dusk. Also qarida- .
qaram
adj. Crude and rash; abrupt; impetuous,
qaramay
geo. n. Karamay,
city and center of an
oilfield in Northern
- Baiji^an
Xinjiang . Established
in 1958. Population
■^aoguai
(1982): 168,868.
qaramtul
adj. Light black; grayish black,
qaramuq
bot. n. Cowherb (Miccaria segetalis). Also
qarimuq. [OT. qaramuq].
qaramliq
n. Rashness; impetuosity; crudeness: —
qil- to be rash, crude or impetuous,
qaranguq
1. n. Scarecrow. [U. qora].
2. n. Reliability: qarangugi yoq addm an
unreliable person.
qarta I
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qarikol

qarta
zoo. n. Horse's rectum,
qarta II
n. Playing card: — sila- to shuffle cards.
[<R. karta <G. Karte].
qar^uga
zoo. n. Rabbit hawk,
qars
n. Crash; crack: yagag — qilip sundi the
wood broke with a crack,
qars-qurs
onom. expresses slapping sound: -- qilip
ikki kagat soldi he slapped the face twice,
qarsilda1. vi. To make a crisp, sharp sound.
2. vi. To make a clopping sound (of shoes).
3. vi. To make a creaking sound (of joints).
qar$i
1. adj. Opposing; anti- : - tdsir phy. reac
tion/ - giq- (tur-) to resist, oppose/ - qoyto cause to be antagonistic / — ispat dis
proof/ — guruh opposition faction: partiyigd — guruh anti-Party clique/ samalga — into
or against the wind/ ♦ — al- to greet, wel
come.
2. pp. Opposite; against: biznifi by mdktdpnih —sida our house is across from the
school/ qarar on awazga - on b&s awaz bildn
maqullandi the resolution was passed fif
teen for to ten against. [K. kar$y/0. karstll^.
karsylTu. garyylX}. qaryi (#1-2)].
qar$ila$vt. To defy, oppose, resist. Also qastla^- ,
qeri|- 1.
qar^iliq
1. phy. n. Drag; resistance. Also qarsiliq
kiigi.
2. n. Defiance; opposition; resistance: —
bildur- (kbrsdt-) to express opposition/ qil- to defy, oppose, resist/ jahiland —
stubborn defiance/ menin qarsiligimyoq I do
not oppose. [Th. karsylyk],
qari
1. rel. n. sby who recites the Koran. [K.

karylH. qori],
2. Polite suffix to personal name,
qarita
pp. About; concerning; relating to: bu isqa
— menih pikirim bar I have an opinion on
this matter. Cf. a'it, togrisida, togriliq 2,
da'ir, xusus 1, haqqida.
qaritaxta
n. Blackboard: -- geziti blackboard news
paper. Cf. doska 1.
qaritaz
zoo. n. Bald eagle. Also called tazqara,
qorultaz.
qaridavi. To turn dark or black. Also qaray- .
qari^uq
phys. n. Pupil: kdz qarigugi pupil of the
eye. Also qaraq. [U. qoragiq].
qarisan
zoo. n. Blackleg; black quarter (a disease),
qarisiga
adv. Carelessly; blindly; sloppily: — dgdyto follow blindly/ — h&rk&t qil- to act
blindly/ — sbzld- to speak carelessly; to
gossip/ — isld- to handle sloppily,
qariiiruk
bot. n. Smoked or black plum (Prunus mume). See illustration at gayniila 1 on p.
828. [M. qara druk}.
qariqat
bot. n. Gooseberry (Ribes). [Q. qaraqat].
qariqa^
bot. n. A kind of melon,
qariqu^
zoo. n. Oriole (Oriolidae). Also sopi-sopiyan, sopiyan, seriqqusqa^, zargaldaq. [KK.
qaraqus (Steppenadler)/U. qoraqus (steppe
eagle)],
qariqum^aq
adj. Dark-skinned: — qiz a dark-skinned
girl,
qarikol
n. A kind of lambskin, usually black but
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qargu

qarikiiya
sometimes grey,
qarikiiya
ag. n. Smut. Also qara kuyd kesili.
qariyaga;
bot. n. Elm (Ulmus). [Q. qaraagas\.

qariyaga;

qarigay

qarigay
bot. n. Pine (Pinus); pine tree: qizil - Ko
rean pine (Pinus koraiensis). [Mo. qargail
Q. qaragaj/Tv. xadylU. qaragay].
qarigayliq
n. Pine forest,
qarigan
bot. n. Caragana leucophloca.
qariganda
1. pp. Comparatively; by comparison: 6tk&n yilga — compared to last year.
2. pp. According to: unifl eytiyiga - accord
ing to what he said. Cf. asasan 1, boyiga
1, bina'an, uygun. [U. qaraganda (#2)].
qarigoja
zoo. n. Starling (Stumidae).
qarila-1
vt. To calumniate, defame, libel, vilify,
slander. Cf. xuniikla^tiir-, yaman^a-. [U.
qorala-^.
qarila- II
vt. To gaze or stare at: yiraqtiki Oyni —p
man- to walk to the house seen in the dis
tance. Also qadal- 2.
qariliq I
abstract n. of qari: — qil- to keep up a
constant flow of words,
qariliq II

n. of qara I: igi - qil- to do (sth) sinister
and ruthless,
qarimay I
1. chem. n. Asphalt; bitumen; pitch; tar:
- yatquzulgan yol asphalt road.
2. n. Axle grease,
qarimay II
pp. (follows dative case) Contrary to; in
spite of: kesdl boluyiga — in spite of his ill
ness,
qarimug
bot. n. Black pepper
(Piper nigrum), used
in Uyghur folk med
icine. Also called
pil-pil.
qarimuq
bot. n. Cowherb
(Miccaria segetalis).
Also qaramuq.
qarimu-qar^i
1. adj. Opposite; contrary; antagonistic: —
bagligugi gr. opposite conjunction/ -pikirIdr contrary opinions or views/ — tdrdp
ph. antithesis. [U. qarama-qarsi].
2. adv. Face-to-face; head-on: ular — olturatti they are sitting face-to-face/ ular —
ugriyip qaldi they met head-on. Cf. japmuSap.
qarimu-qar^iliq
ph. n. Opposite: -nin birligi unity of op
posites,
qarin
phys. n. Belly; stomach: qami ag hungry/
qami yaman gluttonous. Cf. a^qazan, qosaq 1. [O. karin/Tv. xyrynlU. qorin].
qargu
n. Blind person: - bolup qelis med. amau
rosis/ —lar elipbisi (yezigi) lit. braille/ r&n
—si a color-blind person/ ♦ — gayqan zoo.
zokor/ ♦ - iigdy phys. appendix (also soqur ugdy)l ♦ — nuqta med. blind spot;
scotoma. Cf. ama, kor. [OT. qaragu].
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qargular^a
qargular^a
adv. Blindly: — Mrkdt qil- to act blindly/
— qar^i tur- to oppose blindly.
qarguluq
med. n. Blindness: —ni tiigdt- to surmount
or put up with blindness,
qarluq
his. n. Karluk, an ancient Turkic national
ity which had a state in Central Asia, 739ca. 800. [OT. qarluq].
qarliq I
adj. Snowy; snow-covered: — tag snowcovered mountains/ — dala snowy out
doors,
qarliq II
ag. Vine trellis or rack: uzumni —qa tartto lay grapes on rack,
qarliq III
n. Joke letter (on the day of first snowfall,
friend A delivers a letter to the home of
friend B and hides it. If B finds it, A must
invite B; if he does not find it, he must
invite A): — tasla- to deliver a qarliq.
qarmaq
n. Fish hook; fishing rod: — sal- to put out
a fishing rod / —qa giis- to get hook^, rise
to the bait. [Ta. karmak/Tv. xarmaklU.
qarmoq].
qar-muz
n. Snow and ice.
qazvt. To dig, excavate: q&dimqi yadikarliqlami — to excavate old relics/ quduq — to
dig a well. Cf. ^ap- II2. [K. kaz-/KK. qaz-t
Ta. kaz-!T\i. gaz-ITv. kas-!\i. kazi-IY.
xas-].
qaza
1. n. Disaster: — kdl- to be in a disaster.
Cf. apat, bala II, bala-qaza, nabut.
2. n. Death: — bol- (qil-) a. = — tap-; b.
♦ rel. to be neglected: namaz — boldi
prayers were neglected/ — tap- to die a nat
ural death or in an accident / - ydt- to be

qazanclose to death. Cf. ^al, oliim, wapat.
qazaran
conj. If; supposing; in case. Cf. taqdirda,
agar, agarda, agar^anda, qa^aniki, gar,
magar, magarkim, mubada, nawada,
nagah.
qazaq
n. Kazakh, a Turkic nationality living in
Xinjiang, especially in the Hi, Mulei, and
Barkol areas, and in Kazakhstan: — tili
Kazakh language/ — milliti Kazakh nation
ality. [Mo. qasaglU. qozoq; kazak].
qazaqga
adv. In the Kazakh language: — yeziq Ka
zakh writing,
qazan
1. n. Pot; pan; boiler; cauldron: — as- to
cook/ — asalmasliq not to be able to hand
up a pot (to have nothing to eat)/ - be$i the
top of a latchen range/1 -ga yoluqsafl qarisi yuqar, yamanga yoluqsafl yalisi he who
stays near a stove will get black and he
who stays near a bad person will be slan
dered (one takes on the color of one's
company)/ 5 —nifl guwagisi gbrniig the
pot's witness is the ladle (one hand washes
the other)/ 5 —da nimd salsafl, gdmugkd
su giqar what is put in the kettle gets onto
the ladle (you reap what you sow)/ 1
hdmmila ydrdd —nifl quligi tOt all pots in
the world have four ears (all crows are
black)/ ♦ — kawiwi stirfried meat/ ♦ yugug bot. a kind of towel gourd or dish
cloth gourd; when dried, it is used as a
loofah or dishcloth/ ♦ — neni pan-baked
bread/ ♦ -mu yag gomugmu yag fat in the
pot and fat in the ladle (prosperity)/ ♦ u
bu ydrdin ketifnifl qazinini esiwatidu he is
planning to leave this place. [K. kazanl
Mo. qaisulTi. kazan/U. qozon],
2. n. Bearing: saqiliq — ball bearing,
qazanvt. To gain, earn, obtain: abroy — to earn
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qazan^aq

qaqa5

honor, credit or glory/ g&lib& — to gain vic
tory/ muw&pp&qiyht — to obtain results,
achievement or success. Also quj- . [Tu.
gazan-l\5. qozon-].
qazangaq
n. Small pot.
qazan^i
n. Maker or seller of pots,
qazan^iliq
n. Making or selling of pots,
qazan-qomu^
cul. n. Cooking utensils,
qazi
rel. n. Cadi (Muslim judge): —to/an Mus
lim high court/ 1 - ahmwn gigamdiganmu
does my Cadi Ahong excrete? (expresses
surprise at sth not seen before)/1 ddwagdr
sus bolsa, — mutdhdm boptu if the plain
tiff slackens his efforts, the cadi will make
a fool of himself. [C- qazHYJL. qazylT^.
kazylM. qozi\.
qazixana
rel. n. Muslim court,
qaziliq
abstract n. of qazi.
qaznaq
n. A small inner room; pantry; storeroom
(JE). [U. qaznoq\.
qawa- I
vt. To cage, enclose, surround, trap: toxuni burjdkkd ~ to trap a chicken/ qoyni - to
pen up sheep,
qawa- II
vi. To bark: it qawidi the dog barked/ 1 it
—r karwan yurdr the dog barks but the car
avan keeps moving. Cf. haw^i-, wan^i-, kap^a-, kan^i- .
qawaq I
adj. Quiet; secluded: - hoyla secluded
courtyard/ — 6y quiet room. Cf. ?at 3,
xilwat.
qawaq II
n. Tkvem; wine shop.

qawaqxana
n. = qawaq II.
qawan
zoo. n. Boar; male pig; wild boar (Sus
scrofa). [K. kaman/U. qobon].
qawul
1. adj. Strong; healthy; robust: — at strong
horse/ — addm robust person.
2. n. Male name,
qaqi
n. Dried fruit: — qurut- to dry fruit/ pdmidur qeqi dried tomato/ yaptul qeqi dried
peach/ urtikni — sal- (qil-) to dry apricots/
qogun qeqi dried melon. [U. qoqi].
qaq II
adj. Just; exactly: - giiy waqti exactly noon;
high noon/ - yerim kegd exactly midnight/
yezinifl - otturisi dead center of a village/
♦ - bdl waist-deep. Cf. ^inqa. [KK. qaq
(plotzlich)].
qaq1. vt. To strike, drive, hit: mix - to dnve
a nail/ qozuq — to drive a pile/ ♦ —qan
qozuqtdk like a driven pile (like a block
head). [K. kak-ITa. kak-ITu. kak-IT\.
xak-].
2. vt. To knock on: ifik — to knock on a
door. [Tk. kak-].
3. vt. To flap: qanat — to flap a wing/ kirpik — to flap an eyelid, blink. Cf. palaqlat- 2.
4. vt. To shake, sweep: 6y — to sweep a
room/ ugisidiki qarni — to shake snow
flakes off one's body/ gildm — to shake a
rug. [Tk. kak-].
5. vt. To clap, beat: dolisiga — to clap on
the shoulder/ dumbisigd — to clap on the
back.
6. vt. To shake down: yaflaq — to shake
down walnuts. [KK. qaq-l\J. qoq- (#1-6)].
7. vt. To empty: burun — to blow one's
nose/ bir rumka — to down a glass.
qaqag
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qa'ida

qaqas
1. phys. n. Snot; nose dirt. Cf. potla 1,
manqa 1.
2. m^. n. Scab: -- bagla- to form a scab/
♦ —ni soy- to pull sby's scab (to rake
over sby's fault, hit sby where it hurts).
Also qoma(, qomaq. [Mo. qagaji].
qaqas
adj. Wild; uncultivated: — taglarv/ild
mountains/ — yUr uncultivated land.
qaqasUq
n. Wasteland; wilderness: —lar bostanliqqa
aylandi wasteland turned into oases,
qaqaqla1. vi. To make a laughing sound: qaqaqlap
kill- to laugh heartily.
2. vi. To cluck, make clucking sounds,
qaqti-soqti
n. Blackmail: — qil- to blackmail, fleece or
take advantage of.
qaqwa$
n. Slippery character; slick customer; wily
old bird,
qaqwa^liq
n. Slipperiness; wiliness: — qil- to be slip
pery, sly or wily,
qaqira
zoo. n. Stork (Ciconiidae). Also gimantaz,
soqan, laylak.
qaqilvi. To cough: galga tump qalgan n&rsini —ip
giqirw&t- to cough up sth stuck in one's
throat. Cf. yotal-.
qaqildivi. To make cooing or quacking sounds of
certain birds,
qaqila
bot. n. Cardamom (Amomum). See illus
tration at gofl login dand on p. 348.
qanaltir
n. Sheetmetal: — gdgun a kettle made of
sheetmetal. Cf. tiinika.
qahaltir^i
n. Sheetmetal worker; tinsmith. Cf. tiini-

ki(i.
qanaltir^iliq
n. Sheetmetal working; tinsmithing: —
kdspi bil&n sugullan- to engage in tinsmith
ing.
qanaltirlavt. To make or repair sth with sheetmetal.
qanaltirliq
adj. Sheetmetal: -- 6gz& sheetmetal roof,
qanturvt. To hitch, tether, tie: atni — to tether a
horse. Cf. qat- 5, qo^- I 3. [Mo. qantar-].
qanturuq
n. Hitching post: atni —qa qaflturup qoyto hitch or tether a horse to a hitching post.
Cf. dar 3, qozuq.
qansivi. To be bitter or astringent,
qansitvt. To make sth bitter or astringent,
qansiq
adj. Astringent; bitter. Also qeriq 1, qirtaq.
qantar
phys. n. Nasal bridge,
qan^arliq
phys. adj. Having a high nasal bridge,
qahriq
n. sby who speaks with a nasal pronuncia
tion,
qanqivi. To bounce, bump: pofizdk tamga tegip
—p kdtti the ball bumped against the wall
and bounced back,
qanqitvt. To bounce, bump: tayni suga etip - to
skip pebbles across water,
qa'ida
n. Direction; guideline; rule; regulation:
dxlaqiy qa'idisi moral rules; ethics/ qatnas
qa'idisi traffic regulations / imla qa'idisi
gr. orthography/ mdygulatqa 'idisi operating
guideline. Cf. nizam 1. [Th. kagyjddlM.
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qaytilan-

qa'ida-tiizum
qoida\.
qa'ida-tiizum
n. Rules and regulations: —g& ri'ayd qilto comply with rules and regulations,
qa'ida-yosun
n. Courtesy; etiquette; protocol: —ni bilidigan addm a person who knows etiquette/ gakina — overelaborate etiquette/ milli — eth
nic custom,
qa'ida-yosunluq
adj. Courtesy; etiquette; protocol,
qa'idisiz
adj. Impolite; unruly,
qa'idilik
adj. Polite; well-behaved,
qay1. vi. To faint, black out, swoon: bos - to
be dizzy.
2. vi. To become warped: taxtay aptapta
turup qeyip qaptu the wooden board has
warped.
3. vi. To whirl: su qeyip aqti the water
flowed in circles.
qaya^
1. n. Good, intimate or understanding
friend: kdmbdgdlnifl —i kdmbdgdl the best
friend for a poor person is another poor
person/ 1 mal tiiri bil&n, addm —i bildn
animals are with one species, people are
with one (compatible) group (birds of a
feather flock together).
2. n. Kinsman; relative. Cf. tuqqan.
qayaq
adv. Where: —ta where?; at which place?/
—qa barisiz where do you go? Also qayar.
[KK. qayaqITdL. kajdalTv. kajda].
qayan
adv. Where to or from: — baris&n where
do you go?/ —din k&ldifiiz where did you
come from? [KK. qajdanlT&. kaya; kajdani
Tv. kaj].
qayt1. vi. To return: 6ygd - to return home/ gd-

libd bildn — to return victoriously/ mdn
yurtumga —maqgimdn I plan to return home.
[C- qayt-IK. kajt-; kajk-/KK. qajt-ll^. kajt-l
Tu. gajt-l\J. qajt-].
2. vi. To abandon, give up, renounce: pikridin — to give up one's idea/ niyitidin —
to abandon one's intention. [OT. qod-].
3. vi. To subside, go down, ebb: min aggigi —ti his temper cooled/ issigi —ti the heat
subsided/ U$igi —ti the swelling has gone
down/ ♦ pigaqnin bisi — to turn a knife/
♦ dunyadin — to ebb from the world (to
pass away).
qayta
adv. Again: — tdrbiyd al- to accept reedu
cation / — tdkiiir- to reexamine or review a
case/ — qur- to rebuild. [KK. qajtalU. qajta].
qayta-qayta
adv. Repeatedly: - oylan- to consider re
peatedly/ — sora- to ask repeatedly. [Tu.
gajta-gajta].
qajtur1. vt. To return: balini dygd — to send a
child home/ jawap — to sass, talk back/
qdrzni — to repay a debt/ qol — to strike
back/ gdp — to answer, retort. Cf. yandur- I 1. [C- qciytar-ITa. kajtar-^.
2. vt. To recover, recoup: —ma hujwn mil.
counterattack/ qoldin kdtkdn ydrldrni -uwal- to recover lost territory.
3. vt. To recall, withdraw: dskdrldmi — to
withdraw troops/ wdkilldmi -uwal- to re
call a representative.
qayturu?
n. sth that returns, recovers or recoups:
gaqmaq —i lightning rod.
qaytilavt. To repeat: dtkdn Ulami — to repeat an
old job/ sdzni — to repeat a remark. Cf.
takrarla- 1. [Y. xatylaa-l.
qaytilanvi. To recur: kona kesili —di an old illness
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qay?a
recurred. Also qozgal- 3.
qayga
n. Scissors; shears: — pdrq price scissors/
♦ “ puti bowlegs; bandy legs/ ♦ — Mlto bump into, come in conflict: bu ikki is
bir-birigd — Midi these two matters keep
conflicting with each other. [Mo. qaigil
Tu. xagy/U. qajgi].
qayfilavt. To clip, cut, trim. Also qirqi- 1.
qaysi
1. pro. Which: — waqitta at which time?/
— kmi yolga giqimiz on which day shall we
leave? Also qangingi. [K. kajsyIKK. qajsyl
Tk. MjsyITvi. xajsyITv. kajyl\5. qajsi\.
2. expresses indeterminate time: — kUni uni kogida kdriip qaldim I saw him on the
street one day.
qaysibir
n. expresses an indeterminate person or
thing: axsam —i sizni izldp k&ptu last night
someone was looking for you/ uni —inin 6yida kdrgdnddk qilimdn it seems that I saw
him in somebody's home,
qayri1. vt. To pull, twist, sprain: ddrdxsexini —
to pull a tree branch/ qolni — to sprain a
hand. [U. qajir-].
2. vt. To hold up: p&rdini — to hold up a
curtain/ gagni arqisiga — to pull hair back.
3. vt. To bypass, leave aside: qoyni — to
move sheep aside/ muhim mdsilini Mr tdrdpkd —p qoy- to put off an important
problem.
qayril1. vi. To wrench, sprain, twist: unifl qoli
—ip kdtti his hand sprained.
2. vi. To lean, incline to one side, turn a
corner: —sad god kogiga giqisdn turn the
comer and you reach the street/ kiin gdrpkd
—di the sun was to the west.
3. vi. To be turned: pigaqnid bisi -ip kdtti
the knife was turned.

qaymaq
4. vi. To turn around, turn one's head,
qayrima
adj./n. qayrima yaqa do. turndown collar,
qayil
adj. Admiring: — bol- to admire, be con
vinced/ — qal- to be surprised, amazed,
astonished, astounded/ — qil- to persuade,
convince, prevail on/ mdn sanga — I ad
mire you. [U. qojil\.
qayilliq
abstract n. of qayil.
qaygu
n. Grief; sorrow: — bos- to worry, be anx
ious/ —ga sal- to cause to be grieved/ —ni
kiigkd aylandur- to turn grief into strength/
judaliq —si the sorrow of parting. Also
qaygu-hasrat; cf. hasriit. [Ik. kajgylU.
qajgu],
qaygu-alam
n. Anxiety; distress,
qaygu-hasrat
n. = qaygu.
qaygusiz
adj. Carefree; happy: — hayat carefree
life. [Tk. Mjgysyz].
qaygur1. vi. To grieve, feel sad or sorry: bu is ugun u bdk —di he was very sad about this
affair. Cf. hasratlan- . [C. qaygur-IT^.
kajgyr-].
2. vi. To pay close attention to, show so
licitude for: balilamid salamdtligi ugun —
to care about children's health. [U. qajgurm-2)].
qayguluq
adj. Grievous; sad; sorry: — giray sad
face/ — xdwdr grievous news/ — kiinldr sad
days. [Tk. kajgyly].
qaymaq
cul. n. Cream; milk skin: — tutti skin has
formed on the milk/ — gay tea with milk
skin/ — nan cream bread/ —tdk yumsaq
creamy soft/pissiq — boiled milk skin/xam —
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qaga-

qaymuq-

fresh milk skin/ ♦ bu is uniflga -tSkyaqti qaynam
n. Whirlpool; vortex; eddy: ad&m qaynimi
this matter suits him like cream (perfect
a sea of people/ hawa qaynimi whirlwind/
ly). [U. qajmoq].
sunin
qaynimi water eddy. Cf. opqun,
qaymuqgirdap 1.
vi. To be deceived, duped, hoodwinked.
qaynam-ta^qin
qaymuqturn. Great waves; billows,
vt. To deceive, dupe, hoodwink; kisini — to
qaynam-ta^qinliq
hoodwink people. Cf. alda-, ^ila- 1.
adj. Bubbling with excitement: — m&nzird
qaynaan exciting scene,
1. vi. To boil, bubble, seethe, churn: -p
tas- to seethe or brim with: qizginligi —p tas- qaga
1. zoo. n. Crow (Corvidae): ala (or toquto brim with zeal/ -s nuqtisi phy. boiling
naq) qagisi jackdaw (Corvus monedula)/
point/ buloqtak - to bubble like a spring/
tag qagisi chough (Pyrrhocorax)/toil qagisi
su qaynidi water boiled/ q^niwatqan qaraven (Corvus corax)! 1 — balam appaq
zanga sogaq su quygand&k like pouring cold
balam, kirpd balam yumsaq balam the crow
water in a boiling kettle. [K. kajna-IO.
says: "My child is snow-white", the
kayna-IT^. kajna-ITv. xajyn-l\J. qajna-].
hedgehog says: "My child is tender and
2. vi. To turn sour (of stomach).
soft" (the crow loves its young best, the
3. vi. To fly into a rage, bawl angrily: bahedgehog loves its young best / I - bil&n
lisiga — to bawl out his (her) child.
dost bolsan, yeyisin poq if you befriend a
4. vi. To be tense, intense, lively, noisy;
crow, you'll eat shit/ 5 “ segizxanniH metansa -p k&tti the dance became very live
flisini doraym&n dap oz meflisini untup qaptu
ly/ is —p k&tti work became intense.
the crow imitates the magpie's walk and
5. vi. expresses ubiquity: oydd giwin —p
forgets its own way of waling/ 1 — qagik&tti there were flies everywhere in the
nin kdzini goqumas a crow does not peck
room/ kogida ad&ml&r —p ketiptu there
another crow's eyes (one does not fight
were masses of people in the streets.
one's own kind)/ H qagiga oq atmayamanga
6. vi. To sing or cheer heartily,
sdz
qatma don't shoot at a crow, don't
qaynattalk to a bad person (JMC)/ ♦ — poq yi1. vt. To boil: suni — to boil water/ sutni
mastd when the crow is not eating shit
— to boil milk. [Th. kajnat-].
(early morning)/ ♦ — tirnak bot. Tulipa
2. vt. To stir up trouble,
iliensis! ♦ -- jigdd bot.
qaynatma
wild oleaster; buffalo berry
adj. qaynatma dora med. a decoction of
(Shepherdia argentea) / ♦
medicinal ingredients,
—
qamgigi bot. Dodartia oriqaynaq
entalis (also dodartsiya).
1. adj. Boiled; — gay steeped tea/ — su
Also zag, zag?a. [K. kargal
boiled water/ 1 — su ig, konlufl teg drink
KK. gargaITv. kaarganlU.
boiled water and save yourself some wor
qarga].
ry. [^. kajnarlU. qajnoq].
2. n. Spades in cards,
2. adj. Exciting; fascinating; fervent: — hayat fascinating life/ — kur&s fervent strug qagavi. To curse, swear. Cf. til- qaga qamgigi
gle.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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qalaq

qaga-quzgun
la- . [U. qarga-y
qaga-quzgun
1. zoo. n. Crows.
2. n. Mob; rabble; disorderly crowd,
qagjalma
adj. Naughty: bu bala bSk — bolup ketiptu
this child has become very naughty. Cf.
(aptika$, kapsiz.
qagjalmiliq
n. Naughtiness: — qil- to be naughty. Cf.
(aptika^lik, kapsizlik.
qagjiravi. To dry up, parch, wilt, wither: —p k&tkdn ddr&d&r withered trees/ su ambiri —p
kdtti the water reservoir dried up/ ydr —p
k&tti the land became parched. Also qag4, quru- 1; cf. sol-, sola$- 1.
qagjiraq
adj. Dried up; parched; wilted; withered:
— y^r parched soil. Cf. solgun 1, qax$al.
qagqioglaq
zoo. n. Badger (Mustelidae).
qagitum^uq
n. Door latch,
qagi?
1. n. Curse; imprecation; swearing: —qa
qal- to be cursed at/ 1 itnifl —iga pit Olmds
a dog's swearing does not kill lice / ♦ —
tdkkiir 2i curst upon it! [K. kargyf].
2. adj. Tearful: — bala cry baby,
qagiliq
geo. n. Kargalik
(Yecheng), coun
ty in Xinjiang
(37.59N77.26E).
Established
in
1882. Population (1982): 262,831.
qal1. vi. To remain, stay: u dydd —di he
stayed home/ qazanda ydnd azraq as —di
some food remained in the pot/ 1 bar pulumni ogri aldi, -ginini rdmgi the thief steals
the cash, and the rest the fortune teller

takes (trouble comes in pairs). [C- qal-l
K. kal-IKK. ^a/-/OT. qaNTu. gal-!T\.
kal-y
2. vi. To be in a certain condition: qiyingiliqta — to find oneself in difficulties/ ikki
otturida — to find it hard to please either
party; to be between two stools; to be in a
dilemma/ mdn yamgurda —dim I found my
self in the rain.
3. vi. To end in: quruq — to come to noth
ing, fail.
4. vi. expresses idea of falling behind: arqisida — to fall behind/ saylamdin — to
fail to be chosen or elected/ qatardin — to
drop or fall behind the ranks.
5. vi. To give up a certain habit: tamakidin — to give up tobacco/ dmgdktin — to
give up being breastfed/ haraqtin — to
give up liquor.
6. vi. expresses idea of losing a certain op
portunity or ability: tamaqtin — to be una
ble to eat/ tildin — to be unable to speak,
become mute/ dadamdin altd yasta —gan idim I lost my father when I was six/ oqustin
— to be unable to go to or continue in
school/ qulaqtin — to go deaf/ kdzdin — to
go blind/ kttgtin — to lose strength/ masinidin — to miss a bus.
7. vi. Expresses suddenness, immediacy
or recent occurrence of an event: as pisip -di
food has just been cooked/ u agrip -di he
suddenly became ill/ u bugun kelip —idu
he will come before long today. [Tk. kal-l
U. qol-(jn-l)\.
8. vi. When preceded by ddp, expresses
the end of a condition or state: mdstiki ot 6gdy ddp —di the fire in the stove is almost
out.
qalavt. To ignite, kindle, light: ot — to feed a
fire/ otun — to kindle firewood. [U. qala-].
qalaq I
adj. Backward: — u/UMr backward element/
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qalun

qalaq

sons made targets during political move
- idiyd backward thought. [U. qoloq].
ments),
qalaq II
qaltis
n. Small shovel,
1. adj. Amazing; terrific: -- gdyrdt terrific
qalaqliq
enthusiasm/ dzini — gagla- to think no end
n. Backwardness: m&diniy&t jdhdttiki —
of oneself.
cultural backwardness,
2. adj. Outstanding: — tdhpd outstanding
qalaymiqan
contribution.
adj. Disorderly; confused: — hisawat dis
3. adj. Very; extremely: — bexil addm an
orderly account/ -- oyla- to imagine things,
extremely stingy person.
let one's imagination run wild/— sdzlimd
don’t talk nonsense/ — qil- to mess up, do qaltisliq
n. of qaltis: bunifi nimd qaltisligi bar
(sth) in a disorderly or confused manner/
what's amazing about this?
dy igi — the room is disorderly,
qalduruq
qalaymiqan^iliq
adj. Remaining: — garwa mol livestock for
n. Confusion; disorder; mess: -tugdur- (gipersonal use (during the period of collec
qar-) to create confusion,
tive farming, a small portion of land in
qalaymiqanla^each unit was set aside for the private use
vi. To be confused or disorderly: t&rtip
by each member family)/ — ydr land for
—ti the sequence is out of order,
personal use.
qalaymiqanla^turvt. To confuse: idiyini — to create confu qalduq
n. Remainder; remains; dregs; traces; res
sion,
idue; vestige: — pul spare money/ — san
qalanmath, remainder/ — kiig reserve power/ tavi. To bum, start (of fires): Oygd ot —di a
maka qaldugi cigarette butt/ dtmuytiin —liri
fire started in the room; the stove was
vestiges of the past/ rdxt qaldugi cloth
burning in the room,
remnants/ kislata qaldugi acid residue/ mayqalpaq
nin qaldugi fat dregs. [K. kaldyk].
1. do. n. Men's hat: bixdt&rlik qalpigi
safety hat/ gig qalpigi strawhat/ kigiz qalpigi qaldi-qatti
adj. Leftover; surplus: — ndrsildr leftover
felt hat. [Tv. kalpak (cap; hat)/U. qalthings/ 1 bar pulumni ogri aldi —sini rdmpoq\.
mal a thief steals the cash and what’s left
2. n. Head of a nail: mixnifl qalpigi head of
over the fortune teller takes (trouble comes
a nail.
in pairs),
3. n. Label; brand: - kiyguz- to put a label
on/ -qa tufluq qirgiz yoq to be unworthy of qalun I
mus. n. Uyghur string instrument, the ol
a name or title.
der variety having fifteen to eighteen, the
qalpaqgi
modern (since the 1970s) version twenty1. n. Maker or seller of men's hats.
two met^ strings. See illustration on next
2. n. Labeler; sby who puts labels on oth
page,
ers.
qalun II
qalpaqiiq
zoo. n. Otter (Lutrae). Also qama. [Mo.
1. adj. Hat-wearing.
qaligu].
2. adj. Labeled; tagged; branded (of perKEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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qamat
1. zoo. n. Otter (Lutrae). Also qalun II.
[Q. qamd].
2. n. Otter skin or fur: — qulaqga otter fur
hat.
qama- I
vi. To set one's teeth on edge: gora ydp gisim —p qaldi eating fresh apricots sets my
teeth on edge/1 ogli gorayisa dadisinin gm
—ptu when the boy eats green apricots, it
sets his father's teeth on edge. [Mo. qaba-].
qalun
qalqan
qama- II
1. n. Shield. [Mo. qalq-al\J. qalqon].
vt. To lock up: tUrmigd —p qoy- to lock up
in prison. [U. qama-].
2. phys. n. Thyroid: — bdz hormoni thy
roxine/ — bdz iisigi med. goiter (also poqaq)/ qarna^“ bezi thyroid gland/ — yan bezi parathy
1. mut. of qama I and II.
roid gland.
2. vi. To be dazzling. Also kdz qama^-.
qalqandar
qama^urn. Shield bearer; sby who uses a pretext
vt. To cause to dazzle or shine: qiraq kOzni —di the lamplight made the eyes shine,
or excuse,
qalqansiman
qamaq
phys. adj. Thyroid: — bdz thyroid gland/
n. Custody; detention; imprisonment: —
— kdmurgdk cartilagines thyreoides.
jazasi prison sentence/ — mudditi prison
term/ —ta yat- to stay in jail, be held in
qalqangiil
bot. n. Large-flow
custody/ —qa al- to tzdce into custody. Cf.
ered skullcap (Scutel
haps. [U. qamoq].
laria baicalensis).
qamaqxana
n. Detention house; jail; prison. Cf. tiirqalgas
zoo. n. Swallow (Hima, hapsxana, solaq 2, solaqxana, karundinidae): — uwisi
mir, gundixana.
swallow nest/ bu baliqamal
nifi — tili giqiptu this
n. Blockade: --sizigihlockzdQlind iqtisadiy
child twitters like a
— economic blockade,
swallow/ Oy qalgigi
qalqangul
qamdahouse swallow. [Mo. qariyagai/Q. qarlygas!
1. vt. To supply: asliq bildn — to supply
U. qaldirgog],
food/ oz-Ozini — to supply oneself. Cf. taminla-.
qalgan-qatqan
adj. Left-over: — tamaq left-over food,
2. vt. To support, maintain: ihtiyajini — to
support needs/ mu 'as bildn turmusni — to
qalmaq
1. n. Old name for Mongols in Xinjiang.
maintain oneself with wages.
2. n. Kalmyk, a Mongolian nationality in qamat
the USSR.
n. Stature; figure: gdyurand — martial sta
ture. [U. qomat].
qama
KEY 2. t proverb, saying; 4 special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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qanat

qamatlik
qamatlik
adj. Statuesque; big and tall,
qam^a
n. Whip; lash; — oynat- to brandish a
whip/ — yd- to suffer the whip/ qamgisiga
tukiir- to be spoiling for a fight/ 1 yaxyi atqa bir
yaman —qa mifl — one lash for
a good horse, a thousand for a bad one/
♦ qamgisidin qan tarn- to have blood
dripping from one's whip (to be savage or
ruthless). [KK. qomfylTv. kymgylV. qamgi]
qam^igiil
bot. n. Polygonum barbatum, a kind of
knotweed.
qam^ilavt. To lash, whip, flog, thrash. Cf. darrila- . [Tu. gamgyla-ITy. kymgyla-].
qamus
lit. n. Encyclopedia; lexicon. [U. qomus],
qamgaq
bot. n. Bitter fleabane.
qamla^1. vi. To be appropriate, proper: bu iyifi
-midi this matter is handled improperly
(by you).
2. vi. To be decent, reasonable, present
able, right: mundaq disdfl qamliyandu is this
remark reasonable?
3. vi. To get along with: xotuni bildn qamli$ip qal- to get along with one's wife.
qamla^turvt. caus. of qamla^-. Cf. keli^tiir- 2.
qan
phys. n. Blood: — azligi med. anemia/ —
al- to draw blood/ — ambiri blood bank/ —
bdr- to transfuse blood/ — besimi blood
pressure/ — pilastinkisi blood platelet / —
tom- to drip blood/ — tol- to be congested
with blood/ - tomuri blood vessel: qizil tomuri artery; kdk — tomuri vein/ — tomurluq pdrdd vein membrane / -- tukUruy
med. hemoptysis; blood spitting/ — dangisi
(iarigi) blood cell; corpuscle: qizil - dangi-

si red blood cell/ — degi bloodstain/ — gdkOfi med. erythrocyte sedimentation rate
(ESR)/ — forigug qurut med. blood fluke: —
sorigug qurutkesdlligi schistosomiasis; snailfever/ - seldri blood sugar/ - sirisi blood
plasma/ — rayi med. blood picture; hemo
gram/ — zdrdawi med. blood scum: qan
zdrdap kesili serum sickness/ — uyumi
med. thrombus/ - qdrz a debt of blood/ quyul- to spill blood/ — qerindas blood
brother/ — qil- a. to slaughter, butcher; b.
to cause blood to flow; agzi-bumini — qilto make blood come out of mouth and
nose; c. ♦ to be extremely angry / — kdta. to weaken (of blood); b. ♦ to envy, be
jealous/ — igdr bloodsucker; vampire/ —
guruppisi blood group/ —ga boya- to mas
sacre / —ga patur- to immerse in a pool of
blood/ 1 — bildn kirgdn xuy jan bildn
giqar one's natural character will stay un
til one dies/ mdfizidin — temip tur- to
blush/ 1 — bildn gdstdk baglan- to be as
close as flesh and blood/1 —ga —janga jan
blood for blood, a life for a life (an eye
for an eye, a tooth for a tooth)/ ♦ — bo
lus- to fight viciously/ ♦ — qiziq rash; im
petuous: qeni qiziq a-ddm rash person/ ♦
— qiziqliq impatience; impetuosity; rash
ness: sdn — qiziqliq qilma don't be rash/
♦ — yut- to swallow blood (to nurse a
grievance): — yutup dlup kdt- to die with a
grievance in one's heart/ ♦ -yigld-to cry
blood (bitterly). Cf. xun 1. [C- qanIKK.
qanlO. kanlGT. qanITa. kan/Tu. ganITw.
xan/\J. qonlY. xaan].
qanvi. To quench, satisfy: gayga — to drink
one's fill/ uyquga — to have a good sleep.
Also qeniq- . [KK. qan-IO. kan-/\J. qon-].
qanavi. To bleed: burni qanidi the nose bled.
[Tk. kana-l\J. qona-].
qanat

KEY 3. tn. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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qandaqtur

qanat1. zoo. n. Wing: -- giqar- a. to pull out a
wing; b. ♦ to become an adult, grow up/
— qaq- to flap wings. [K. kanatlYX.. qanatl
M. qanat/T&. kanat/Tu. ganat/U. qanot!
Y. kynat].
2. fig. n. Wing: — astiga al- to shelter,
shield, take under one's wing (also - yapand qanitiga qistur-)! dynifl ofl qaniti a
house's right wing/ sol — yazgugi Left-wing
writer/ iyik qaniti door leaf, panel or wing/
♦ — sdrd- to flirt/ ♦ — yay- to develop,
unfold: xizmdt qanat yeyip kiUti work de
veloped rapidly/ ♦ - yaydur- to develop,
launch: ilmiy tdtqiqat Hlirini — yaydur- to
launch scientific research work.
3. n. Flange: gaqnifl qaniti wheel flange.
4. fig. n. Arm; help: oglum ketip qanitimdin ayrilip qaldim when my boy left, I lost
my help. [O. kanat\.
qanatvt. To bleed: qolini kesip qanitiwal- to
make a hand bleed by cutting it. [O. kanat-].
qanat-quyruq
n. Plumage: qanat-quyrugi yetil- to have
full plumage, be full-feathered/ ♦ —liri tiiz&- to straighten out one's plumage (to ral
ly one's forces after a defeat),
qanatliq
adj. Flanged; vaned; winged: qoy — ayrupilan double-decker airplane/ qoy — iyik dou
ble-winged door/ “ gaq flanged wheel/ ♦
— uruq bot. samara/ ♦ — motor vaned en
gine. [K. kanattuu].
qana'at
n. Contentment; satisfaction: — hasil qilto feel satisfied/ - qil- to satisfy. Also qana'at^anliq. [U. qanoat],
qana'at^an
adj. Contented; satisfied: — addm a con
tented person. Also qana'atlik.
qana'at^anliq
n. = qana'at.

qana'atsiz
adj. Discontented; dissatisfied,
qana'atsizlik
n. Discontentment; dissatisfaction.
qana'atlanvi. To be pleased or feel satisfied: 6z-dzidin
— to be self-satisfied or complacent/ siznifl
jawawiflizdin -dim I am satisfied with your
response,
qana'atlandurvt. To satisfy: unifl jawawi kiyini —idu his
answer satisfied people. Also qandur- .
qana'atlik
adj. = qana'at^an.
qana'atlinarlik
adj. Satisfying: — jawap satisfying answer,
qanal
geo. n. Canal: panama qanali Panama
Canal. [<R. kanal\.
qan-tar
n. Blood and sweat; sweat and toil: — bddiligd kdlg&n dmgdk miwisi the fruits of la
bor purchased with sweat and toil,
qantepar
bot. n. Conodopsis tangshen. Also called
bdhm&n s&pid.
qanda^
adj. Consanguine; related by blood,
qanda^liq
n. Blood relationship; lineage; consanguin
ity: — munasiwiti blood relationship/ — ndziriyisi theory of consanguinity,
qandaq
1. pro. How: —la bolmisun no matter how/
salamdtliyifliz — how is your health (com
mon form of greeting)/ siz bizni — taptiHiz
how did you find us? Also qandaq^a. [U.
qandaj],
2. pro. What kind: sizgd — kitap kerdk
what kind of book do you need? [K. kandajlKK. qandajIT\. kandyg].
qandaqtur
pro. \^atever; for whatever reason: — bir

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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qanun^i

qandaq^a

zim one should learn as long as one is
yas yigit sizni saqlap turuptu some young
alive/ bu yil — bugday aldifl how much
fellow is waiting for you/ -- bir n&rsQ
wheat did you harvest this year? / u ydr
whatever thing or gadget/ ~ u k&lmidi he
iiriimgidin — yiraq how far is it from Udid not come for some reason,
rumqi to there? Cf. najgilik.
qandaq^a
2. int. What (expressing disapproval): u —
adv. = qandaq 1.
addm idi what a creature he is!
qandaqsiga
adv. = qandaq 1: s&n bugiin — kegikip qan^ingi
pro. Which: — ay which month?/ — nomur
qaldin how did you arrive so late today?
which ordinal number? Also qaysi 1.
qandaqiiki
adj. Whatever kind: - addm bolsun what qanxor
1. n. Bloodsucker; vampire. Cf. xunxor.
ever kind of person; whoever.
2.
n. Bloodsucking,
qandurvt. To satisfy: atni —up sugar- to give a qanxorluq
abstract n. of qanxor: — qil- to massacre,
horse enough water/ t&l&pni — to satisfy a
slaughter, murder. Cf. xunxorluq.
request/ ussizliqni - to quench one' s thirst/
uyquni — to get enough sleep/ ehtiyajni — qansiravi. To lose blood, bleed profusely: yarito satisfy needs/ ♦ —up sugar- to flood or
dar —p ketiptu the wound^ were ble^ing
f^ully irrigate. Also qana'atlandiir- .
profusely,
qaiyuq
zoo. n. Bitch: - kuguklidi the bitch bore a qansiratvt. To cause to bleed; to drain blood: dpkipuppy. [U. qanziq]ni — to drain blood from lungs (usually of
qanga
a sheep),
1. pro. Some; several; a few; how many
(for small numbers): ulamin qangisi mu 'dl- qansiz
adj. Anemic; bloodless; pale; pallid; wan:
lim how many teachers are there among
— giray anemic face/ — ktirds a bloodless
them?/ yolga - kun k&tti how many days
struggle. Cf. tataran, tatirangu, tatiriq,
on the road. [K. kangalM. qag^.
xunsiz
1, omsiiriin. [K. kansuz].
2. The ...,tht...:-tez kdlsd, sung&yaxsi to
come the quicker the better/ — kdp bolsa, qansizliq
n. Pallor,
fungd yaxsi the more the better.
3. No matter what: - aldiriginift bildnmu qanun
n. Law; statute; — giqar- to enact a law/
ulgurdlm&ysdn no matter how worried you
—ga asasdn according to law/ —ga ri 'ayd qilget, you won't be able to keep up/ u - eytto observe the law/ —lar toplimi legal code;
sammu unimidi no matter what I said, he
statute book/ asasiy — constitution/ jdmidid not respond/ ilajim — what can I do
ydt tdrdqqiyati —i law of social develop
about it?
ment/ energinifi saqlinU —i law of conserva
qan^ifa
tion of energy/ nika -i marriage law. [Tu.
pro. About how many: — adam bar about
kanun/U. qonun].
how many people are there?
qan^ilik
qanun-parman
n. Laws and decrees,
1. pro. How much; how many (for large
numbers) :—dmurkdrsd suniflgigd uginiy la- qanun^i
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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qanun^iliq
n. Lawyer; jurist.
qanun(iliq
n. Legality; law and order,
qanunsiz
adj. Illegal; illegitimate: — if illegitimate
matter/ — nika illegal marriage,
qanun^unas
n. Legalist; jurist,
qanunfunasliq
n. Science of law; jurisprudence,
qanuniy
adj. Legal: — hoquq legal power or right/
- kur&f legal struggle,
qanuniyat
n. Law; regular pattern: jitmiydt t&rQqqiyati qanuniyiti regularity of social develop
ment.
qanuniyatlik
adj. of qanuniyat.
qanunla$vi. To be legalized or legitimized: bu if qanunlifip qaldi this matter has been legal
ized.
qanunla^turvt. To legalize, legislate, legitimize,
qanunluq
adj. Legal; legitimate,
qanun-mizan
n. Law; moral standard,
qanisa
med./zoo. Membrane of chicken gizzard
used in traditional medicine,
qanigaq
adj. qanigaq kes&l med. hemophilia.
qanliq
adj. Bloody: — tolgaq med. bloody dysen
tery/ —jdn bloody battle/ — sawaq a les
son paid for in blood/ — qirgin bloody mas
sacre/ “ kiirQf sanguinary struggle/ - Usiq
med. hematoma. [C- qanltg/K. kanduulO.
kanli/Tk. kanly],
qabih
adj. Odious; disgusting; unseemly: — tdsir

qaddi-qamat
odious affect or impression/ ~ hadisd dis
gusting appearance/ — wastd odious means.
Also qabsihat 1. [U. qabih].
qabihlik
n. Vile act; dirty trick,
qapaz
1. n. Bird cage or coop: quf —din giqar- to
take a bird out of a cage. [O. kafesIM. qafas].
2. n. Trap; snare: ♦ kdkr&k q&pizi phys.
thorax. Also qapqan 2, qismaq, qiltaq;
cf. dam 2.
qatra
n. Drop: deflizdin bir — a drop in the
ocean. Cf. tam^a 3, temim. [O. katrd\.
qat'i
adj. Firm; staunch; resolute; determined:
— gard firm measure/ — jawap firm re
sponse/ — niydt firm intention. Cf. tadbirlik. [KK. qattylTk. katylTu. gaty/\J. qat'i/1
qat'iyat
n. Determination; resoluteness: -- bildn
resolutely/ --kd kdl- to make up one's
mind. Also qat'ilik.
qat'iyatsiz
adj. Irresolute; indecisive. Cf. tadbirsiz.
qatil
obs. adj. Murdered; slaughtered: — qil- to
murder, slay,
qat'ila;;vi. To become resolute or decisive,
qat'ilik
n. = qat'iyat. [Th. katylyk],
qat'inazar
pp. No matter; regardless of: unifl kimligidin — no matter who/ unih nimd diyifidin —
regardless of what he says,
qad
n. Body: — kdtdr- to turn over, stand up/
- kotirip tur- to tower aloft. [C. qad (stature)/U. qad],
qaddi-qamat

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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qadimqi

qaddi-qamatlik

n. Bodily form; build: qOddi-qamitikelisMn qadammu-qadam
adv. Step by step: — alga bos- to advance
beautifully built,
steadily/ — qistap kdl- to close in step by
qaddi-qamatlik
step. [U. qadam-baqadam].
1. adj. of qaddi-qamat.
qadir
2. adj. Dignified; noble,
1. n. Worth; value; treasure. Cf. atiwar,
qadiih
qimmat 1, etiwar. [K. kadyr/T^. kaderi
n. Wine cup or glass: — tut- to propose a
U. qadr].
toast/ — soqustur- to clink glasses, drink
2. n. Dignity; honor; benefit: qddri dtultoasts/ - s6zi toast/ - kdt&r- to raise a cup/
to receive benefits/ qddrigd ydt- to
—k& taklip qil- to propose a toast. Cf.
cherish, treasure/ ♦ — kegisi rel. the
jam. [U. qadah].
evening of the 27th day of Ramadan. Also
qadar
qadir-qimmat 1.
1. pp. To; until: beyjiMin urumgigd —
from Beijing to Urumqi/ mufu dsimifl axi- qadirdan
adj. Dear; esteemed: — dost esteemed
riga - until the end of this century. Cf. ta.
friend (opening phrase in a letter). Also
2. pp. This; that; such (when following
qadirlik. [K. kMyrduulld. qadrdon],
bu, na, §u, u): su — firay/tg that beautiful/ nti
qadirdanliq
— togra so correct.
n. of qadirdan.
3. pp. As far as (when following mumkin
or imkan): bir - yaxyi relatively good/ im- qadir-ahwal
int. All right (in response to question:
kan — as far as possible; to the best of
How are you?)
one's ability / mumkin — as far as possi
qadirsiz
ble. [Th. kodarlU. qadar (fil-3)].
adj. Worthless; unesteemed; not highly
qadam
regarded. Cf. atiwarsiz 1, arzimas.
n. Step; pace: — astilap qal- to walk slow
ly, slow down one's pace/ — bos- (tayla-) to qadirsizlanvi. To become worthless,
take a step/ - tHkyi bol- to keep in step/ -qoy- to advance, forge ahead: u on bdskd — qadirsizlik
n. Depreciation; worthlessness,
qoydi he turned fifteen/ puxta — bil&n alga
bos- to advance steadily/ dasldpki — initial qadir-qimmat
n. = qadir. [U. qadr-qimmat\.
step/ ♦ h&r —dd everywhere: bu kitapni
kdrsiniz, Mr -dd xata besilgan xdtldr ug- qadirlavt. To value, prize, cherish, treasure, re
rap turidu look at this book, there are
gard highly,
printing errors everywhere. Cf. atlam,
payqadam, (amdam 1, mandam. [C- qadirlik
1. adj. = qadirdan. [Tk. kaderle].
qadamITv. kylaylU. qadam].
2. adj. Precious,
qadamta$rip
adj. qdddmtdsrip qil- to come to visit (of qadim
n. Antiquity: — dyyam ancient times/ —dd
distinguished persons): u bizning dygd —
in antiquity/ —din qalgan Orpd-addt cus
qildi he visited us.
toms and habits that have come down from
qadamlaantiquity,
1. vi. To take a step.
qadimqi
2. vi. To step off, measure by steps.
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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qadimki
adj. = qadimki.
qadimki
adj. Ancient; old: — dSwr ancient times;
antiquity/ — janliqlar ancient organisms/
— mddiniydt ancient culture/ — milldt an
cient nationality/ —ni biigunki iigun xizm&t
qildur- to make the past serve the present/
bugiinkigd dhmiydt berip —gd s&l qara- to
stress the present, not the past. [K. kadimki/Mo. keduinlO. kadimIU. qadimgi].
qadimi
adj. = qadimki.
qadinas
1. adj. Old; intimate: — dr-xotun an old
couple/ — dost an old friend. Cf. dilka$, zij
1, qelin 2, ijil.
2. n. Best friend,
qadinasliq
n. of qadinas.
qahat
ag. n. Poor harvest. [U. qahat].
qahat(ilik
ag. n. Famine; crop failure: — yil a lean
year,
qahr
n. Anger; indignation; wrath: —ni qozga- to
arouse anger. Cf. a59iq 5, dam I 2, qahrzahri, qahr-gazap, qosaq kdpiigi, gazap,
gazap-naprat, naprat.[0. kahtrlJJ. qahr].
qahr-zahri
n. Anger; fury; rage: —ni gag- to burn
with anger,
qahritan
adj. Bitterly cold: -- so^aq bitter cold/ —
qis bitterly cold winter,
qahriwa
geol. n. Amber. Also kahriba; cf. ahaq.
[O. kehribar; kehlibar].
qahriman
1. n. Hero: dmgdk —i labor hero/ kdrdf -i
mil. combat hero. Cf. batur 1, babadur,
gazi 2. [U. qahramon].
2. lit. n. Hero, leading role; protagonist:

qastla—lar hdqqidd dastan heroic poem.
3. adj. Heroic.
4. n. Male name,
qabrimanana
adv. Heroically: — qurban bol- to sacri
fice oneself heroically/ — kiirdf qil- to fight
heroically. Cf. baturana.
qabrimanlar^a
adv. = qabrimanana.
qabrimanUq
n. Heroism; heroic acts: — tdhpisi heroic
contribution/ — kdrsdt- to show or exhibit
heroism. Cf. baturluq, baturgiliq, palwanUq, martlik, mar^nibq.
qahr-gazap
n. = qahr.
qahrlanvi. To become angry or indignant,
qahrlik
adj. Angry; indignant: — defliz dolqunliri
angry ocean waves,
qahwa
cul. n. Coffee. Also kofi. [O. kahvelV.
qahva].
qahwaxana
n. Coffeeshop. Also kofixana. [O. kahvehane].
qast
1. n. Plot; scheme: —igd guf- to plot,
scheme. Cf. xayli, hila, hila-mikir, siiyiqast, ziyanka^lik. [C. qasd (intention; purposeyu. qasd].
2. n. Hatred; enmity: — al- to revenge,
avenge/ hayatiga — qil- to plot a murder.
qastan
adv. Intentionally; deliberately; on pur
pose: senih bu qilginih meni — tdflliktd qaldurus dmdsmu was it not your intention to
give me a hard time?
q^tla1. vt. To try, attempt: qegi$ni - to attempt
to flee.
2. vt. To plot, scheme.
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qastla^q^la$vt. To defy, oppose, resist. Also qai^ila^ ,
qeri?- 1.
q^am
n. Pledge; vow: - b&r- to make a vow/ jf- to pledge, vow. Cf. ant, ^art 2. [U. qasaTti\.
qasamxor
1. n. A frequent oath-maker.
2. n. Perjurer. Cf. antxor.
qasamxorluq
n. Perjury: - qil- to perjure,
qasamyat
n. Mass pledge: — qil- to take a mass
pledge/ - yigini oath-taking rally,
q^amnama
n. Written oath or pledge,
q^ida
lit. n. Ode; paean; eulogy:
hdqqidO.
— ode to victory. [U. qasida].
q^idixan
lit. n. Writer or composer of an ode, pae
an or eulogy,
qasir
n. Mansion; palace. Cf. dargah, saray 1.
qa$qar
geo. n. Kashi (Kashgar), city in Xinjiang
(39.29N 75.58E). Established in 1952.
Population (1982): 177,454. [C. kaygar].

qaral
n. Allotted time; time limit: -i tos- to ex
pire or run out/ 6z —idd qaytip k&l- to re
turn on schedule,
qaralsiz
adj. Unlimited in time: — aman&t pul de
mand or current deposit/ — 61- to die young

qawat-qawat
or prematurely,
qarallik
adj. Fixed or limited in time: — amandt
pul time deposit/ — bomba mil. time bomb,
qaranfil
bot n. Clove (Eugenia caryophyllata). See
illustration at qalampur on p. 635.
qarz
1. n. Loan; debt; liability: ~ al- to borrow,
incur a liability/ — tdld- to pay a debt/ —
iiz- to wipe out debts/ —gd bogul- to suffo
cate in liabilities/ —gd pat- to drown in
debts/ 1 - clip xdjligdn pulnifl bdrkiti yoq
borrowed money does not lead to prosper
ity. Cf. borg, haq 3. [KK. qaryzIU. qarz].
2. n. Duty; responsibility; charge; com
mitment: atiliq -ini ada qil- to perform a
father's duty.
qarzdar
n. Debtor: - bol- to get into debt: ^ gagaga
dost bolmad nakdsga — bol- don't be friends
with a blockhead nor the debtor of a
meanie. Cf. giqimdar.
qarzdarliq
n. Indebtedness,
qar'i
bot n. Gourd (Lagenaria vulgaris). See il
lustration at qapaq on p. 604.
qarna
n. Epoch; era. Cf. dawr, dawran, ayyam, zaman, era, ira. [C- qam].
qawat I
1. n. Floor; story: ug — bina a three-story
building.
2. n. Ply: Ug — yip three-ply string. Also
qat 2 iff2), [U. qavat (#1-2)].
qawat II
adv. Extraordinarily; uncommonly; unu
sually: — girayliq extraordinarily beauti
ful.
qawat-qawat
adj. Multi-layered; multi-storied: — binalar multi-storied buildings/ — mudapid
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qawatlakdr- to defend in depth.
qawatla1. vi. To be layer upon layer, one after
the other: kdrpildrni —p sal- to spread
layer upon layer of bedding/ gunani —p
art- to shift blame continuously. [Ta. kabatla-(to rei^t)].
2. vt. To twine: a^amgini - to twine cord/
yipni — to twine string.
qawatlik
adj. Floor; story; ply: altd — yip a six-ply
string/ on ikki — bina a twelve-story build
ing,
qaws
1. ast. n. Sagittarius.
2. n. Ninth month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
Also qewus.
3. gr. obs. n. Bracket. [U. qavs^.
qawra
n. Grave; tomb: —
test tombstone/ qddimiy — ancient tomb.
Cf. $ehitliq 2, zaratka, yarlik II, gor,
mazar. [Mo. kegurl
7
Th. kaberlU. qabr].
qawra
qawristan
n. Graveyard. Cf. zaratkaliq, zaratliq,
goriistan, goriistanliq, mazarliq. [U.
qabriston],
qaqnus
n. Phoenix. Cf. sumrug.
qay
n. Vomiting: - qil- to vomit, throw up.
qayt
n. Nib; penpoint: — qil- to record, put
down in writing/ bu mdmlikitimiznifl asasiy qanmida oguq — qilingan this point is
clearly recorded in our country's constitu
tion. Cf. qdUini ugi. [U. qajd\.
qayar
pro. Where: Mr — everywhere/ siz —din

qagaz
kdldifliz where did you come from?/ u
—dd where is he? Cf. qeni 1, na I 1. [K.
kajda].
qaysar
1. adj. Indomitable; staunch; tenacious: —
jdfigi staunch fighter or soldier. [C. qay
sar (caesar; emperor)].
2. n. Male name,
qaysarla^vi. To become indomitable, staunch, tena
cious,
qaysarlik
n. Indomitableness; staunchness; tenacity:
— bildn qarsi tur- to resist tenaciously/ —
kOrsdt- to manifest an indomitable spirit,
qaysiim
bot. n. Artemisia lavandulaefoliae, used in
Uyghur folk medicine.

1. n. Paper: — botqisi pulp/ — pul paper
money/ — oy- to cut paper, make papercuts/ aq qdgizi white paper/ gaqmaq qdgizi
checkered paper/ siit qdgizi glossy paper/
♦ — yolwas paper tiger/ ♦ — limon bot.
Citrus limon, used in Uyghur folk medi
cine (also called posti nepiz limon). [K.
kagazJYX.. qagazlO. kdgit/Tk. kdgaz'/Tu. kagyz).
2. n. Legal paper: gaqiriq qdgizi court
summons/ mafia bir — kesip beriH please
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qagazwaz
give me a certificate. [U. qogoz (#1-2)].
qagazwaz
n. Bureaucrat. Cf. alaqiwaz, byurokrat.
qagazwazliq
n. Bureaucratism; red tape. Cf. alaqiwazliq, byurokratizim.
qalb
n. Heart; mind; feelings: —i
pureminded/ birnagg& pargaseiryezip -ini izhar
qil- to express one's feelings by writing
some lines of poetry/ unin bildn biznifl -imiz Mr his heart and ours beat as one. Cf.
dil, koniil, yiirak 2. [O. kalp/\J. qalb].
qiilbda^
n. Kindred spirit; bosom friend. Cf. sirda$.
qal'a
his. n. Castle; fort. [C- qal'alTn. kala (ci
ty; town)/U. qal'a].
qalay
1. chem. n. Tin (Sn). [Ta. kalajl U. qalaj].
2. n. Galvanized iron,
qalaygi
n. Tinsmith,
qalaygilik
n. Tinsmithing.
qalaylavt. To solder; to plate or coat with tin. Cf.
kap^arla- .
qaliim
1. lit. n. Pen; writing instrument: - tarjimisi written translation/ — tawrCit- to take
up the pen, start writing/ -- dhli writer/ —
h&qqi author's fee; royalty/ - sepi pen
holder/ - ugi penpoint; nib / - yugurt- to
wield the pen, put pen to paper, write/
—din gul iindur- to write well, have a gift
ed pen/ ♦ - qas eyebrows black as a pen
stroke (JE). [K. kalemlO. kalem/Ta. kaIdmlTu. galamIU. qalam].
2. lit. n. Handwriting: bu unin qdlimigd
oxiimaydu this does not appear to be his

qallapliq
handwriting. Cf. qol 3.
3. lit. n. Writing ability: unifl qdlimi kugluk he writes powerfully.
4. n. Civilian (as opposed to military):
hdm —gd hdm dldmgd tof- to be able to
wield both the pen and the gun.
5. n. Die; small cube: sdwzini — qil- to
slice carrot into small cubes.
6. n. Male name,
qalampur
bot. n. Clove (Euge
nia caryophyllata),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also qaranfd. [U. qalampir
(red pepper)],
qalamtura?
n. Penknife; pencil
sharpener. Cf. baka. [O. kalemttray].
qaliimdan
n. Pen container. [O. kalemdan].
qalamga
bot. n. Cutting; graft. Cf. ulaq I 3. [U.
qalamga].
qalamka^
n. Literary worker,
qaiandar
rel. n. Wandering mendicant dervish. Cf.
tilani9i, diwana, xayri^i. [O. kalenderlU.
qaiandar].
qalandarxana
n. Poorhouse. [O. kalenderhane].
qalandarlik
n. Begging; mendicancy: — qil- to be a
beggar or mendicant dervish. [O. kalenderlik].
qalqa
n. Thin; flimsy: -yagliqathin, i.e. muslin
scarf.
qallap
n. Abductor; forger; swindler. [U. qallob].
qallapliq
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qopal

qamar
n. Abducting; forgery; swindling: — qilto abduct, forge, swindle,
qamar
1. ast. n. Moon. Also ay 1.
2. n. Female name. Also qdmdmisa.
qamariya
n. Lunar calendar,
qan
n. Sugar: — zawudi sugar refinery/ gaqmaq — sugar cube/ ♦ —d&k bale a lovable
child/ ♦
sugary word/ ♦ agziflga
— I wish it were true; let's hope so. Cf.
$ekar. [K. kant/V. qand].
qandalat
cul. n. Sweets; candy; sweetmeat.
qandalatpuru$
n. Maker or seller of sweets.
qandalat(i
n. = qandalatpuru^.
qandan
n. Sugar box; candy jar.
qandal
1. n. = qandan.
2. n. A high-stemmed dish for candy,
qandil
n. Candelabra; chandelier. [O. kandil].
qan-gezak
cul. n. Candy; sweets. Also gezak II; cf.
kampit. [U. qand-qurs],
qobuz
mus. n. A three-stringed instrument, pop
ular among the Kirghiz, ca. 88 cm. long.
It has a flat resonance box, ca. 20 cm.
wide. The middle string is always the me
lody string, and it is played with both
hands. [U. qtibiz].

qobuz

qobuqsar
geo. n. Hoboksar,
Mongolian autono
mous county in Xin
jiang (46.47N 85.
43E). Established in
1942 as Hefeng coun ty, changed to au
tonomous county in 1954. Population
(1982): 35,384 (13,029 Mongols),
qobul
n. Acceptance; reception; admission: —
bol- to be accepted: dua — boldi a prayer
was answered; drz — boldi a complaint
was heard/ — qil- to receive: tdnqitni —
qil- to accept criticism; gdt dllik mehmanlami — qil- to receive foreign guests; Ugi —
qil- to recruit workers/ — kdr- to agree,
comply with, promise, consent/ —da
xxxlar billd boldi there were altogether
XXX persons at the reception. [Q. qcd)ullK.
kabyUTk. kabullU. qabul\.
qobulxana
n. Reception room,
qobullavt. To accept, admit, receive: qarar — to
pass a resolution,
qop1. vi. To rise, get up: omidin — to get out
of bed. [C- qop-IU. qup-].
2. vi. as an auxiliary verb, expresses im
minent action: samaly&nd giqqili —ti the
wind was about to pick up again/ u tilligili
—ti he was about to curse/ u maflgili —ti he
was about to go.
qopar1. vt. To build by laying bricks: tom — to
build a wall with bricks.
2. vt. To help get up: bowayni yOl&p karwattin — to help the elderly get out of bed.
[U. qUpar- (to uproot, overturn)].
qopal
adj. Crude; coarse; unrefined: — ad&m
crudebutt/ — tdg- to treat crudely: sdn ni-
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qo?

qopalla^misqa mafia - t&gis&n why do you treat me
so crudely?/ -- tikilg&n dtiik coarsely-made
boots/ - mu'amM coarse attitude. [U. qupol].
qopalla^1. vi. To become rough, boorish, un
couth.
2. vi. To become clumsy or unwieldy,
qopalliq
n. Boorish conduct or behavior,
qotaz
zoo. n. Yak (Poephagus grunniens). [U.
qutas^.
qotan
1. ag. n. Enclosure; pen: qoy qotini sheep
pen. [U. qutori].
2. ag. m. Flock: bir - qoy one flock of
sheep. Also qora 2.
qotanlimaq
n. Halo: ay - ast. lunar halo,
qotur
adj. Mangy; scabby: — it mangy dog/ ♦
-- amut bot. a kind of pear. [Ta. kutyr
(scab; mange)/U. qutir (itch; scab)],
qoturmaq
cul. n. Flapjack; pan-baked bread; pan
cake: - qatur- to cook flapjacks.
qo9aqqoI
bot. n. Gymnadenia
compsea.
qo^uvt. To stir, mix: umagni - to stir gruel/
♦ u kdp sdzldp miMmni-wdtti he talked
so much that he mix
ed up my mind (con
fused me).
, 'M-.v w. ^
qo^ul-

qosaqqol

vi. pass, of qo^u- : miMm —up k&tti my
mind boggled,
qosaq
1. phys. n. Stomach; belly: - ag- to be

hungry / — agri- a. to have stomachache; b.
♦ to feel sorry, distressed, upset: bu qdIdmnift yoqilip kdtkinigd bdk qosigim agrigan idi my pen got lost (and) I was very
upset/ - boflugi abdominal cavity/ -pdrdd
yallugi med. peritonitis/ — pdrdisi perito
neum (thin covering of the interior of the
abdominal cavity)/ — sal- to get fat, stout,
plump/ — suyi med. ascites/ — kdp- a. to
have a swollen belly; b. to be angry; to
resent/ - kdpUs med. flatulence/ - kdtdr- to
be pregnant/ - yesi nominal age (by tradi
tional method, i.e. reckoning sby one year
old at birth and adding one year each lu
nar New Year)/ -ta qal- to be pregnant:
—ta qalgan bala posthumous child/ —ni
bapla- to eat one's fill/1 qosigiMa agrigin
bolmisa tawuz yiyistin qorqma if your stom
ach is not sick, don't be afraid to eat wa
termelons/ 1 kdzM agrisa qolunni tiy qosigin agrisa agzinni tiy if you have an aching
eye, restrain your hand, if you have an
aching stomach, restrain your mouth/ ^
gojamnin qosigi toq quli bildn i$i yoq the mas
ter is satiated but does not take care of his
slaves. Cf. a^qazan, qarin. [Mo. qosITk.
korsak/Y. kurtax].
2. n. Tolerance; mind; heart: —ni kdn tutto be magnanimous/ qosigi kdnlik extreme
ly open-minded/ kdn - broadmindedness;
magnanimity/ ♦ — agrigi a. anger; b. feel
ing of distress/ ♦ - baq- to live to eat,
drift along aimlessly/ ♦ -- soqustur- to in
trigue against each other, jockey for I^sition/ ♦ — kdpugi anger: — kdpugini giqar- to vent one's anger,
qosaqliq
adj. Big-bellied; potbellied. [Th. korsakly],
qo? I
adj. Double; dual; repeated: - bogum gr.
disyllable/ - bixliq dsumluk bot. dicotyle
don/ “ pds gr. quotation mark/ — tdrkiplik
fekdr chem. disaccharide/ - tomikpc. par-
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qo^ulgu^i

qo^

allel bars/ — toldurgugi gr. double object/ qo^aq I
“ tuz chem. double sit/ - timaq gr. dou
ag. n. Harness rope. [U. quyoq (tied togeth
ble bracket for quotations and book titles/
er in pairs)].
— dUrizd double windows / -- dmlik dou qo$aq II
ble width/ — gisliq sapan ag. double-shared
mus. n. Song; ballad: xdlq qosigi folksong/
plow/ — gildt gr. colon/ - sargd bakteriya
muhdbbdt—liri love songs. Cf. olan, nax^a.
med. diplococcus/ — rdhbdrlik dual lead
[U. quyiq].
ership/ — relis doubletrack: — relisliq td- qo^aq^i
muryol doubletracked railroad/ — nikamus. n. Singer. Cf. olangi, nax^agi.
lan- to commit bigamy/ ♦ — dgri siziq qo^agdamath, hyperbola/ ♦ — sdz gr. antithesis/
vt. To tie up one after the other: qoylarni
♦ — ki?idik inseparable: — kindik agind in
—p bagla- to tie up sheep one after the oth
separable friend/ ♦ — mdnilik sdz pun.
er.
Also qo$maq. [KK. ^05/Mo. qoos/Tu. go- qo$u$
fal\J. qtis/Y. X05].
1. verbal n. of qo^- .
qo$ II
2. math. n. Addition: — bdlgisi plus sign
ag. n. Plow: — giq- to plow the first fur
(also pilos)/ — dmili addition. [U. qiisuv].
row/ — hdydd- to till, plow/ kalini —qa qo$uq I
qos- to harness an ox to a plow/ j —tin giqi1. n. Spoon: bal (gay) qosugi teaspoon/ kurip sdrdmgd sal- to hitch up the harrow af
miis qosugi silver spoon. [Ik. kasykIU. qoter first having finished plowing (one job
iiq]leading into another). Cf. sapan, soqa I
2. m. Spoonful, equals 0.1 oqum. See sec
1. [KK. qos].
tion on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80.
qo^1. vt. To add, increase: bdykd altini — to qo^uq II
add six to five (five plus six)/ kug — to put
1. adj. Blended; mixed: — nan cul. bread
forth one's strength. [KK. qos-!\J. qils-].
made of blended flour.
2. vt. To amalgamate, blend, merge, mix:
2. adj. Involved; tied up with: bu isqa umu
haraqqa su — to mix water with liquor/ ik- he is also involved in this matter.
ki mdktdp —uldi two schools merged/ ♦ qo^uqluq
pay — to buy a share.
n. Small basket woven of willow twigs,
3. vt. To hitch: harwa — to hitch a cart / ^ qo^ulmuyukni harwiga -sa, katnin astiga sdrdptu
1. vi. pass, of qo^- . [I\i. gosul-].
when you hitch a cat to a cart, it slowly
2. vi. To agree, concur: —maymdn I don't
pulls it under a bed. Also qat- 5, qantur-.
agree/ mdn senifl pikriflgd —imdn I concur
[K. to^-/U. qiiy-].
with your idea.
4. vt. To have, ask, or make sby take sth
3. vi. To join, converge: bu ddrya axir
or sby else along: mdn urumgigd barmaqgi
berip tarimga —idu this river at the end
idim u balisini mafia —up qoydi I am go
joins the Tkrim River/ yerim yolda birqaning to Urumqi, so he asked me to take his
gd addm bizgd —di several people joined
child along. [Ik. kus-].
us on the road. [Q. qosul- (#3)].
qo^atar
qo^ulguqi
mil. n. Double-barreled shotgun.
math. n. Summand.
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qoral

qo^ulma
qo^ulma
n. Mixture: -- kug phy. resultant of forces,
qo^uma
phys. n. Brows: - qas joined eyebrows/
qosumisini tur- to frown, knit brows.
qo$um(a
1. n. Attachment; annex; appendix; addi
tion; enclosure: - qil- to supplement, add,
augment/ hdjj&tnin qo^wngisi appendix to a
document.
2. gr. n. Affix: soz yasigugi - word-mak
ing suffix.
3. adj. Accessory; additional; extra; sup
plemental; surplus: - baj surtax/ - b&t lit.
supplement/ - pikir additional idea/ — tapaw&t extra income/ - tawar surplus
goods/ - &mg&k a. auxiliary labor; b. sur
plus labor/ -jaza additional punishment/
— xizm&t supplemental work/ — oq engine
countershaft or layshaft/ — san lit. extra
issue/ “ qa'ida supplemental rule/ - qimmdt surplus value/ - Ul&pgiqiris sideline pro
duction/ - igilik sideline; side occupation
(also - kdsip)! - yard&m subsidy; allow
ance/ — yimdklik supplemental food/ —
mdhsulat by-product/ - nusxd lit. dup
licate copy/ — nerwa phys. accessory
nerve. Cf. artuqluq, o^uq, o^uq^iliq. [U.
qu^irnga (#1-3)].
4. adj. Concurrent: - basqur- to manage
concurrently/ - wdzipd concurrent post: w&zipd btigiigi sby who holds a concurrent
post.
qo$un
1. mil. n. Troops: - tart- to lead troops/
gdt'&l —liri foreign troops. [C- qo^unlU.
qmiri],
2. n. Contingent: ziyalilar -i a contingent
of intellectu^s.
qo^unda
n. Mixture,
qo^qar
zoo. n. Ram (Ovis): 1 ikki - soqussa bOrigd

payda two rams fighting will be to the
wolf's benefit. [Mo. qugaJM. qUgqof],
qo^kezak
n. Twin; twins. Also qosmaq bala, ikkizak.
qo^Iap
adv. One after the other: — kdlgdn xosalliq
joyous occasions coming in quick succes
sion.
qo^laqgoza
n. Double coccoon.
qo$ma
adj. Combined; compound; joint; united:
— bayanat joint declaration/ — towns phy.
complex tone/ - jumld gr. compound sen
tence/ — ogut ag. compound fertilizer/ —
san combined issue of a periodical/ - sozuq towns gr. compound vowel / - sOz gr.
compound word/ amerika — sitatliri geo.
United States of America. [U. qnsma^.
qosmaq
adj. Double: - bala twins/ - megiz double
kernel/ ♦ — dddk zoo. mandarin duck
(Aix galericnlata). Also qo^ I.
qora
1. n. Courtyard; yard; compound: — ottnrisida in the middle of the courtyard. Cf.
hoyla, hoyla-aran, sayna, kura. [Mo.
qoriy-al\J. qurd],
2. m. Flock: bir — qoy one flock of sheep.
Also qotan 2.
qora-jay
n. House and courtyard; residence,
qoray
n. Hay. Cf. 5awa II, qoray-^awa.
qoray-^awa
n. = qoray.
qoral
1. n. Tool: dmgdk —i work tool/ ita’dtgan
— a broken-in tool. Cf. sayman.
2. mil. n. Weapon: qolga — al- to take up
arms. Cf. yaraq I. [K. knrallHi.. koral/U.
qnrol (#1-2)].
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pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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qoral-jabduq

qorq-

qoral-jabduq
1. vt. To drive away, shoo: giwin — to
n. Tools; equipment: dmgdk —liri work
shoo flies.
tools.
2. vt. To guard, protect: qogunluqni — to
qoral-sayman
guard melon patch. [U. quri-].
n. = qoral-jabduq.
qoruq I
qoralsiz
n. Crease; wrinkle: yuzgd — guyti wrinkles
mil. adj. Unarmed,
appeared on the face. Cf. puriim, piirqoralsizlanma, qasaq, qasnaq 2.
mil. vi. To lay down arms,
qoruq II
qoralsizlandurn. Enclosing wall: — sal- to build an en
mil. vt. To disarm,
closing wall,
qoral-yaraq
qoruq^i
mil. n. Weapons; munitions: — zawudi
n. Guard; watchman. [U. qiiriqgi\.
munitions or ordnance factory,
qorugdaqorallanvt. To protect, safeguard,
mil. vi. To arm: yefli texnika bil&n — to qorul
arm with the help of new technology. [Th.
1. mil. n. Front gunsight: —ga al- to take
korallan-].
aim, sight, train on/ miltiqnifl —i rifle
qorallandursight.
mil. vt. To arm: armiyini - to arm troops,
2. mil. n. Fort; fortress; fortification. Cf.
qoralliq
qorgan, istibkam (#2).
mil. adj. Armed: ~ qoz^ilafl armed upris qorul- I
ing/ — kugliir armed forces/ — mudaxild
vi. To be panfried or sauteed: gbs —iwatidu
armed intervention,
meat is being sauteed,
qordaq
qorul- II
cul. n. Stewed meat, mostly with vegeta
1. vi. To contract, shrink: dtiik maylanmibles,
ganligi iigiin -up qaptu boots shrank because
they were not treat^ with oil.
qoi^avt. To encircle, enclose, surround: bagni
2. vi. To become shriveled or wizened,
tarn bildn — to enclose a yard with a w^l. qorultaz
Cf. {orii- 3 , {ulga- . [KK. qorsa-].
zoo. n. Bald eagle. Also called tazqara,
qaritaz.
qor$aw
n. Encirclement: —da qal- to be encircled/ qoruma
—ga al- to encircle/ -ni bOsUp giq- to break
cul. adj. Fried: — gay buttered tea/ — sorpa
out of an encirclement. Cf. muhasira.
soup with strips of meat/ — kawap fried
qoru- I
meat,
cul. vt. To panfry, saute: sdy — to panfry qoruna dish. Cf. dagla- 1.
vi. To be formal, reserved: —may azadd
qoru- II
olturun don't be formal and sit as you
vt. To pinch, squeeze, or press from both
please!
sides: dtiik putni —di the boots pinched the qorqfeet.
vi. To fear, be afraid: —up yCirigi yerilip
qoru- III
k&t- to be scared out of one's wits/ —qanga
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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qorqaq
qos kdrUnUr everything looks double be
cause of fear (extremely afraid)/ biz hegqandaq qiyingiliqtin —maymiz we don't
fear any difficulties at all/ hegnimidin
—masliq to be utterly unafraid/ u -up rdflgi dgti he blanched with fear. Cf. ayman-.
[C. qorq-/K. kork-IKK. qorq-KJT. qorq-ITn.
kurk-!'^. gork-ITy. korg-l\J. qilrq-'^.
qorqaq
n. Coward; weakling; scaredycat: 1 — awal must kdtir&r a coward always raises his
fists first/ 1 kdz — qol baturx\it eye is the
coward, the hand is the hero. [KK. qorqaq
(furchtsam)].
qorqutvt. To frighten, scare: u meni —iwdtti he
scared me. [K. korkut-ITz.. kurkyt-ITu.
gorkuz-'\.
qorqun(
n. Fear; dread; terror: - astida qal- to be
gripped by fear. Cf. wayim, wahima 1.
[Tk. kurkynyglXJ. qiirqing].
qorqun^aq
adj. Fearful; cowardly; timid; afraid,
qorqun^aqliq
n. Feeu’fulness; cowardice; timidity: ~ qilto fear, be cowardly, timid, afraid.
qorqun9luq
aoj. Fearsome; frightful; terrifying: —
mdnzird frightful scenery,
qorqmas
adj. Fearless; unafraid,
qorgas
geo. n. Korgas (Huocheng; Shuiding), coun
ty in Xinjiang (44.13N
80.30E). Established in
1888.
Population
(1982): 275,079.
qorgan
mil. n. = qorul 2: kungurilik — crenellat
ed fortress/1 —ni igidin eliy asan a fortress
is easily conquered from inside. [C- qor-

qozgaganlCfl. qorgan/\J. qurgon].
qoza
1. zoo. n. Lamb; young sheep. [U. qdzi].
2. n. Little darling,
qozuq
n. Hitching post; stake: — qaq- to drive a
stake/ atni —qa baglap qoy- to tether a
horse to hitching post/ ♦ —tdk rigid and
unmovable as a stake. Cf. dar 3, qanturuq. [U. qoziq\.
qozuqluq
adj. Hitching post; stake: — yagag a piece
of wood serving as a stake,
qozigaq
zoo. n. Small lamb. Diminutive form of
qoza.
)f'.
qoziquiaq
bot. n. Sour dock {RuK
mex acetosa), used in
Uyghur folk medi
I
cine,
qozilazoo. vi. To bear
?
lambs: qoylar-yqabaslidi sheep began to
bear lambs,
qozilatzoo. vt. To deliver
qoziquiaq
lambs,
qoziliq
zoo. adj. Pregnant (of sheep): qoy pregnant sheep,
qozga1. vt. To move, shift: jozini ornidin —p
qoy move the table a bit!
2. vt. To arouse: unifl qilmiyi kdpgilikning&ziwini qozgidi his way of doing things
aroused everybody's indignation. [U. qiiz3. vt. To mobilize: ammini — to mobilize
the masses. Cf. harkatlandiir- .
4. vt. To cause, give rise to: diqqdt-etiwarini — to bring to (sby's) attention / kona

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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qonguraqtikan

qozgatqu5
ddwani yefliwastin — to bring up an old ac
cusation.
qozgatqu;
phy. n. Excitation; stimulus: — amil exci
tation factor or element/ - energiyisi exci
tation energy/ —i dora med. stimulant,
qozgal1. vi. To leave, set out, shift: u beyjifldin
—di he left Beijing/ muz —di the ice shifted/
♦ jini — a. to go insane; b. to be sick with
anger. Cf. silji-, yotkal- 1. [C- qozgal-llSi.
kuzgal-~\.
2. vi. To crest, rise, surge: denizda dolqun —di waves crested on the ocean. Cf.
ju^qunla- .
3. vi. To recur: kona kesdl qozgilip qaldi
an old illness recurred.
qozgilan
n. Insurrection; mutiny; rebellion; revolt;
uprising: — kOtdr- to start an uprising/ qoralliq — armed revolt. Cf. topilan I, isyan, galyan. [U. qiizgolon].
qozgilahgi
n. Insurrectionist; mutineer; rebel. Cf. topilan^i, ixtilalji, isyan^i, galyanji.
qowzaq
bot. n. Bark: ddrdx qowzigi tree bark. [U.
qobiq].
qowzaqda^in
bot. n. Cassia bark; Chinese cinnamon,
qowu^vt. To combine, integrate, link, unite.
[Mo. qorsi-IU. qovuf-].
qowurga
phys. n. Rib: — ariliq muskuli intercostal
muscle/ — ariliq nerwisi intercostal nerve/
— gOsi spareribs/ ♦ qowurgisi kOriinup qalto be thin as a lath, a bag of bones, a mere
skeleton/ ♦ qowurgini dg- to bend a rib (to
make one nauseous). Cf. biqin 1. [Mo.
qabirg-alTa.. kabyrgalU. qovurga].
qowuz
phys. n. Cheek. Cf. tastak, giiran, ma-

niz.
qowm
n. Clan. [Tk. kabild/U. qavm\.
qowm-qerinda^
n. Members of the same clan. [U. qavmqarindos].
qowm-qerinda$Iiq
abstract n. ofqowm-qerinda^: -munasiwiti clan relationships,
qoqas
n. Hot ashes (NU).
qoqaq
1. med. n. Blister: egizga — giqti a blister
formed on the mouth. Cf. gawartqa, suluq qapartma, qapartqu.
2. n. Defect; fault; flaw; shortcoming: Uqa
— giqip qaldi the matter developed a flaw.
Cf. qusur, illat, nuqsan.
qon
phys. n. Buttocks: —i bos unable to sit
down; fidgety/ —i egir addm a person with
a heavy butt (sby who sat down for a long
stay)/ —iga kiriwal- to stay close behind/ -ini y&rgd qoyalmay qal- to be too busy to
sit down. Cf. sagra, quyruq 5, kasa II,
kot 1.
qonaltaq
1. adv. Barefoot: dtukni — kiy- to wear
boots barefoot. Cf. yalanayaq, yalangidaq.
2. n. Pauper. Cf. gaday 1.
qonur
adj. Brown (of animals): — eyiq zoo.
brown bear (Ursus arctos). [K. kongurl
Mo. qofigur].
qoniyogan
1. med. n. Boil; furuncle. Cf. {iqan, galwirak.
2. bot. n. Knot in wood,
qonguraq
mus. n. Bell: — gal- to ring a bell. Cf.
zan. [O. gtngirak/U. qmgiroqlY. guoraan].
qonguraqtikan

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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qonguraqgiil
bot. n. Wild rose,
qonguraqgiil
bot. n. Balloonflower
(Platycodon grandiflorum).
qonguraqliq
adj. Bell: — sa'dt alarm
clock,
qonguz
zoo. n. Beetle: bon-bon
qonguraqgiil
— sand beetle/ parqiraq
— firefly; glowworm (Lampyridae)/ kdtmdn — Eupolyphaga sinensis Walk. [K.
konuz/Q. qoflyzJU. qungiz].
qoy
zoo. n. Sheep (Ovis aries): — t&mratkisi
sheep scab/ — terisi sheepskin/ — gegigi
sheep pox/ — qirqi- to shear sheep/ —ni boguzla- to kill sheep/ sagliq — ewe/ qazaq —i
Kazakh fat-tailed sheep/ ♦ — buldurgini
bot. a kind of strawberry/ ♦ — kbzi a.
dark brown eyes; b. bot. Orostachys spinosus/ ♦ — yili eighth year in the tradition
al twelve-year cycle (in present cycle,
1991)(see section on Calendars on pp.
1073-4)/ ♦ —ddk yuwas bala a child as
meek or well-behaved as a sheep. [K.
kojIKK. qoj/OT. qo/i/Q. qojlTa.. kuj/Tu. goym/Tv. xoj/\J. qiij].
qoy1. vt. To lay, lay aside, put, find a place
for: xizmdtkd — to arrange for work/ unin
Sifllisini hazirgd mdydgd —up turup qaytisimda alay may I put his luggage here tempo
rarily, I will collect it when I return/ kitapni — to lay a book aside. [C- qoy-/K.
koj-ITii. kuj-ITu. goj-].
2. vt. To let grow: saqal -- to grow a
beard.
3. vt. To save, lay aside, lay away: u heg
nimini —midi he did not save anything.
[KK. qoj-].
4. vt. To raise, advance, put forward.

qoyuq
promote: pikir — to put forward an idea/
9drt — to put forward conditions.
5. vt. To give up, drop: tamaka gekiyni — to
give up smoking/ yaman addtni — to drop
bad habits.
6. vt. To mount, install, erect: i$ik-ddrizd —
to install doors and windows/ mds — to in
stall a stove.
7. vt. To strike, hit: unifi beyiga bind -di he
hit his head (he boxed his ears).
8. vt. To cultivate, grow, plant: jirim — to
plant saplings. Cf. teri-.
9. vt. To name, give name to: baliga at —
to name a child.
10. vt. To present as gift: mehmanlarnifl
aldiga ikki metirdin rdxt — to present two
meters of cloth in the presence of guests.
[U. quj- (//I-IO)].
11. vt. To cause to suffer: ag — to cause
to starve/ tilga — to cause to be verbally
abused/ gdpkd — to cause to be berated.
12. vt. To allow: biryamaq puluH yoq safla haraq igisni kirn —uptu with not a penny
to your name, who allowed you to drink
liquor?
13. vt. To defer, postpone, shelve, put off,
stay: bu isni hazirgd —up turgin put this mat
ter off temporarily.
14. vt. as verbal aspect, expresses a hap
hazard, skipping, scanning, sudden activi
ty: u maqalini yezip —di he wrote the arti
cle haphazardly/ mdn gezitni oqup —dum I
scann^ the newspaper/ ♦ qoy (qoysaflgu,
qoysila, etc.) a. do not (do, speak, etc.):
- bu senih isih dmds don't touch it, this is
not your affair; —, bu gdpni don't say
this; b. enough; let it pass; forget it.
qoy?i
ag. n. Shepherd. Cf. (upan. [C. qoygt/K.
kojgulTw. xojzu].
qoyjiliq
ag. n. Shepherding: -fermisi sheep range,
qoyuq

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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qoglandi

qoyuqlat-

adj. Dense; thick; -- bulut dense clouds/— qogun
bot. n. Melon (Cuorman dense forest/ — qaymaq thick milk
cumis melo): — qeqi
skin/ — muh&bbdt strong feelings, emo
dried melon/ kuzltik
tions or sentiments, such as love/ bu sowi— winter melon/ yazgUrug b&k - bolup ketiptu this porridge is
liq — summer mel
too thick. Also qelin 3. [Tv. xoyug\.
on/ ^ pisqan - sapiqoyuqlatgida turmas a ripe
vt. To concentrate, thicken,
melon falls off its
qoyuqlatqu?
stem (things are eas
med. n. Excipient,
ily settled when
qoyuqla?conditions are ripe).
vi. To become thick, dense, concentrated:
Also called bittix. [C- qavunIK. koonIV.
tuman —ti the fog became dense,
qovun].
qoyuqlanqogungi
vi. = qoyuqla^- .
n. Grower or seller of melons,
qoyuqluq
n. Density; concentration; consistency. Cf. qogun^iliq
abstract n. of qogun^i.
zi(liq.
qogun-qapaq
qoyuga$
n. Melons and gourds,
cul. n. Pilaf. Cf. polo,
qogungiil
qoyul-1
bot. n. Melon flower,
vi. pass, of qoy- .
qogunluq
qoyul- II
n. Melon field or patch: -ni baq- to guard
vi. = qoyuqlas- .
a
melon patch/ u ydr mafia —nifl yoli bo
qoyun
lup
qaldi walking there is as easy as walk
n. Bosom: -- d&ptiri small notebook kept
ing in a melon patch for me.
on one's person/ — sa'iti a pocket watch.
Cf. qugaq 1, itak 3. [KK. qojynlO. koym! qogla1. vt. To seek, pursue, expel: —p zdrbd
Tv. xoymIXi. qujiri\.
b&r- to pursue and attack/ gegridin —p giqog
qar- to exile, expel beyond the borders/ u
n. Embers; kindling material; tinder. Cf.
tez manidu mdn uni ~p yet&lmdym&n he is
50g. [U. qur\.
walking so fast that I cannot catch up with
qogdahim/ iz — to trail, trace; to pursue tracks.
vt. To defend,
2. zoo. vt. To copulate (of sheep),
qogdanvi. To defend: qogdinii uruyi self-defense/ qogla?1. vi. mut. of qogla- .
hSqqaniy qogdinU a just defense.
2. vt. To seek, pursue: nam-mdnpa'dt qogdini$
to seek fame and fortune.
n. Defense. Cf. mudapia.
3. vi. To be tricky, evasive, play hide and
qogu$un
seek.
chem. n. Lead (Pb): - tcatisi lead plate/
- h&rp lead type or letter/ - rudisi lead qoglandi
n. Exile; expellee; banished person: — bolmine. [U. qurgoyiri\.
KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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qol

qol

to be expelled/ — qil- to expel. Cf. palanda, siirgiin.
qol
1. phys. n. Hand; arm; finger:..........i§a
t&gmdy ifld- to work without interruption/
— alqini palm of hand (also alqan)/ —
b&r- a. to hold out hand; b. ♦ to pledge,
assure, guarantee; c. rel. to follow or ad
here to a religious belief/ — bosat- to extri
cate oneself, manage to find time or get
away/ — bombisi mil. hand grenade/ — pulafllat- to wave a hand/ — pUrkiigugi hand
sprayer/ — tart- a. to stay one's hand; to
stop; b. ♦ to reject, turn down, spurn: iftin
— tart- to spurn work; c. ♦ to invade/ —
t&kkuz- to hit out/ — t&g- a. to strike or
touch with one's hand: gaydan qol tegdtdgmdyla driilup kdtti the hand had not yet
touch^ the thermos when it fell; b. ♦ to
have time to do sth or have free time: hazir qolum tdgmaydu I do not have any
time right now; I am busy now/ — tiraktorisi ag. hand tractor/ — girigi hand lamp/ —
xeti handwritten or informal note/ — harwisi handcart; wheelbarrow/ — hdrisi
handsaw/ — hiinirisi craftsmanship; work
manship/ — sal- a. to have one's hands at
one's side: qol selip 6r& tur- to stand
straight with one's hands at one's sides; b.
♦ to start doing sth: qol selip iyld- to start
working; c. ♦ to encroach on: birawnW
mal-mulkigd — sal- to encroach on other
people's possessions/ — sana'dtgisi handi
craft worker/ - sana'iti handicraft/ - yiltato gesticulate/ — uzat- (soz-) to stretch or
hold out one's hand/ — qoytur- to fold arms:
— qosturup g&ttd qarap tur- to look on with
folded arms/ - qoy- a. to sign; b. ♦ to
admire: m&n uniflga — qoy- dum I admire
him/ — elis- a. to shake hands: — eliyip koniyto shake hands; b. ♦ to gamble/ -- Ui man
ual work; hand work/ — yandur- to strike
back/ “ masinisi hand-operated sewing ma-

chine/ — minisi mil. anti-tank grenade/
—din —ga to handle/ —din giqip kdt- a. to
slip out of the hand; b. to lose/ —i gill dex
terous; deft; skillful with one's hands/ —ga
al- a. to set one's hand to, begin: tdrjimini
—ga al- to begin translating; b. ♦ to arrest,
take into custody; c. ♦ to take up: qolga
qoral al- to take up arms/ —ga guy- a. to fall
into sby’s hands, obtain, catch: u qolumga
gUsiip qalidigan bolsa jajisini berim&n if he
falls into my hands, I will punish him; uniH qoliga biryaxyi kitap guyti he obtained a
good book; b. to be caught: jinaydtgi —ga
giifti the criminal was caught/ —ga gCiyur- a.
to drop into a hand; b. to apprehend, ar
rest: jinay&tgini —ga gu-fiir- to apprehend a
criminal/ —ga giq- a. to place in the hand:
—ga giqqidSk hegndrsd yoq there is nothing
worth taking; b. to touch: qolga nim& giqsa
funi alidu he takes whatever he touches/
-ga kdltiir- a. to catch sth with the hand; b.
to achieve, obtain, win: gdlibini —gak&ltUrto achieve victory/ —ga kir- to get, obtain/
—ga kirgiiz- a. to obtain, reach; b. to usurp,
seize: hoquqni —ga kirgiiz- to seize power/
bigiz — index finger/ ottura — middle fin
ger/ on — right hand/ ikki -i- ni bumiga tiqip kdl- to return empty-handed/ 1-----ni
tonuydu the hand knows another hand (re
turn (sth) from where you have taken it)/
1-----ni yuysa, — qoyup yiizni yuyar one
hand washes the other, two hands wash
(your) face (one good turn deserves
another)/ 1 bdy - birddk dmds the five fin
gers are not alike/ ♦ — baglaf- to swear,
take an oath/ ♦ — beriy- to unite closely: —
beriskdn aka-uka to become sworn broth
ers/ ♦ — ugida iyld- to muddle through
one's work/ ♦ — y&t- a. to be able to
reach: — ydtmigdn iizum aggiq grapes that
cannot be reached are sour; b. to be able
to accomplish sth/ ♦ —din kdt- to be lost,
occupied: —din kdtkdn rayon occupied re-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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qola^-

qoltuqla-

spoiling for a fight/ ♦ —iga su quyup begion; -din Mtk&n ydrl&mi qayturuwal- to
ralmOslik to be unable to serve hand wash
recover lost territories/ ♦ —din kdtkiizup
ing to sby (to be incomparable in ability
qoy- to let slip: purs&tni —din kdtkuzUp
or knowledge),
qoy- to let an opportunity slip; waqitni —din
katkuzup qoy- to let time slip by/ ♦ -i qola^1. vi. To be nimble, agile: agzim gdpka
dgri pilfering; thieving / ♦ —i uzun a.
—maydu
I don't have a glib tongue/ bu
meddling; b. able; capable/ ♦ -i egirlzzy;
katmdn qolumga qolisip qaldi this mattock is
not diligent/ ♦ -i yenik diligent/ ♦ -ga
very well handled.
qara- to be raised or brought up/ ♦ -ga
2. vi. To become numb,
k&l- to be obtained, achieved, won: bu g&liba asanliqgd -ga kdlmidi this victory was qolay
adj. Convenient; easy; smooth: — sara'it
not won easily/ ♦ -ga din- to be arrested/
easy conditions/ isqa — convenient for
♦ ottura —dak yigit a fellow second to
work. Also qulay. [Tu. golaj (near)],
none. Cf. ilik 1. [C. qol/K. kol/KK. qoH
qolaysiz
Th. ladITn. gol/Tv. xol/U. qul\.
adj. Inconvenient; unsmooth; unsuccess
2. n. Financial condition: —i qisqa in
ful: — ahwal inconvenient conditions/ bu
straitened circumstances/ —ida bar adorn a
yar olturusqa — it's not convenient to sit
well-off person.
here. Also qulaysiz, naqolay, naqulay.
3. n. Handwriting: bu kimnin -i whose
qolayla^handwriting is this? Cf. qalam 2. [U.
vi. To become convenient, easy or smooth.
qul\.
[KK. qolajlas- (sich anschicken)].
4. n. Free or spare time: —urn bos OmOs I
qolayliq
don't have any free time.
n. Convenience; ease. Cf. onayliq.
5. n. Cooking: -i bduam (lawza) the food
is unappetizing/ —i tatliq appetizingly qoltartqu
do. n. Swaddling cloth,
cooked.
♦ - tut- to take much time or work/ ♦ - qoltuq
1. phys. n. Armpit: - sesigi armpit odor/
uz- a. to break relations: mdn uniMin —
♦ tawuzi qoltugidin gusup katti the water
uzdiim I broke off with him; b. to give up
melon dropped from his armpit (he failed
sth/ ♦ —din giq- a. to grow up: balilamin
to attain his hopes/ ♦ - bix bot. axillary
gofli -din giqti the children have grown
bud/ ♦ —qa al- to support/ ♦ —qa kiriup; b. to be completed: joza yasilip -din
wal- to attach oneself to, follow closely.
giqti the table is finished; maqala —din
[K. koltuk/0. koltuk/Ta. kultykITv. kolgiqti the article is finished/ ♦ —din kdlduk\.
can; to be able to: tamaq etis unifi —din
2. geo. n. Bay; bend: ddrya qoltugi river
kaimOydu he cannot prepare food; unin
bend/ deniz qoltugi ocean bay. Cf. korpaz
qolidin is kelidu he is a capable person/ ♦
(ffl-2). [U. qultiq (#1-2)].
-din kalginiga to the utmost; to the best
of one's ability: —din kdlginigd yarddm qoltuqtayaq
n. Crutches: — bildn man- to walk on
bar- to help as best one can / ♦ —i oguq
crutches. [U. qultiqtaaq],
open-handed (generous; liberal)/ ♦ —i
qattiq cruel; merciless/ ♦ —i igigd igil- to qoltuqla1. vt. To support with one's hands: qerishield, be partial to/ ♦ —ga tukur- to be
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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qoltuqla^lami qoltuqliwal- to support the elderly.
2. vt. To tuck under one's arm: somkini —
to tuck a bag under one's arm.
qoltuqIa$1. vi. mut. of qoltuqla- .
2. vi. To be arm in arm: qoltuqlmp marl- to
walk arm in arm.
qoIda$
n. Attendant of bride or groom: qiz qoldisi bridesmaid/ yigit qoldisi best man.
qoldama
cul. n. A kind of noodle food.
qoI(omaq
n. Accomplice; lackey. Cf. (omaq^i 2,
yantayaq.
qolwaq
n. Small boat. Cf. qeyiq.
qolwaqgi
n. Sailor. Cf. paraxotgi, deniz(i, qeyiqgi, kemifi, matros.
qolqap
do. n. Glove; mitten. Cf. palay. [U. qulqop].
qol-qanat
n. Arms: bu bala menifl qol-qanitim this
child is my right hand,
qol-ilik
n. Money in hand: qol-ilkidd bar addm a
moneyed or rich person,
qolyazma
lit. n. Manuscript; draft. Cf. kupiya. [Th.
kul’yazma],
qolyagliq
n. Handkerchief. Cf. dastiromal. [Ta.
kuryaulyk],
qollavt. To approve, endorse, support: mifl togra pikirlirini —ymiz we endorse his correct
views. Also qollap-quwwatla- , quwwatla-, maqulla-. [U. qiilla-].
qollap
n. Hinge; hook. Cf. gira.
qollap-quwwatla-

qomandanliq
vt. = qolla- .
qollanvt. To adopt, take: tddbir — to take meas
ures. [Th. kullan- (to use)],
qollanma
lit. n. Handbook; guide: oqutuf qollanmisi
teaching guide. Cf. dastur. [U. qUllanmd\.
qolluq
1. adj. Finger; hand: altd — addm a per
son with six fingers/ bir — i$ldt- to use by
oneself or for a special person or purpose.
2. m. Set: bir — yagaggiliq jabdugi one set
of carpenter's tools.
qollinilvi. pass, of qolla- : kdp —idigan sozldr ev
eryday expressions,
qolmu-qol
1. adv. In unison; simultaneously: — i^ld- to
work in unison.
2. adv. With one's own hands; personally:
— tapyur- to give personally,
qomag
1. cul. n. Roasted wheat: — qoru- to roast
wheat/ miltiq awazi — qoruganddk afllanmaqta rifle shots sounded like roasting
wheat.
2. med. n. Scab: — bol- to form a scab.
Also qaqag 2, qomaq.
qomaq
med. n. = qomag 2: — taz favus of the
scalp,
qomanda
1. mil. n. Command; leadership.
2. n. Command; watchword: — bdr- to is
sue a command or watchword. [<R. komanda],
qomandan
mil. n. Commandant; commander: ali bay
— supreme commander. [U. qumondon],
qomandanliq
mil. abstract n. of qomandan: — tayigi
swagger stick/ — qil- to command/ — qiligi

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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qutra-

qoinu^
officer’s sword.
qomu$
bot. n. Common reed
(Phragmites commu
nis; P. australis): —
borisi reed mat/ —nifi
bogumi reed segment/
is^ -i Scorzonera subacaulis. [Mo. qulusu/Q. quraqlU. qamis],
qomu^Iuq
n. Reed marsh or
qomu$
pond,
qomurvt. To pull out: d&rOxni yiltizi bildn
to
pull out a tree by its roots,
qomgaq
zoo. n. Excrement. Cf. tizak.
qon1. vi. To spend a night, stay, put up.
[Mo. qonu-].
2. vi. To land, alight: ayrupilan ayrudunmga —di the plane landed at the airport/
gan-tozan joziga -di dust settled on tables/
qus ddrdxkd -di a bird landed on the tree.
Also quruqluq qagiq-. [C- (ion- (to settle)/
Th. kun-ITv. xon-l\5. qun- (#2)] [KK. qonm-2)i
qonaq
1. bot. n. Corn: - gagla- to hoe corn/ soq- to husk com/ -- uni com flour/ - yarmisi com groats.
2. bot. n. Sorghum; millet: aq - white
sorghum/ qizil - red sorghum. [U. quno(^.
qonaqgiil
bot. n. Canna; Indian shot (Canna indica).
qonaqliq
ag. n. Cornfield,
qonalgu
n. Encampment; lodgings; accommoda
tions,
qondaq

1. n. Butt: miltiq qondigi mil. rifle butt. Cf.
paynak. [U. qundoqy
2. n. Perch: dddkni —qa zorla- to place
ducks on a perch. Cf. pagaz.
qondur1. vt. cans, of qon- .
2. vt. To affix, attach, fasten: ydfl — to
put a sleeve on a garment.
qong
do. n. Boot shaft. [U. qiinz].
qondaq
lit. n. Puppet: — oyuni puppet play. [U.
qugirgoq].
qon^luq
do. adj. Boot shaft: uzum — Ottik highshafted boots,
qubba
1. n. Cupola; dome: megitnifi qubbisi the
dome of a mosque. Cf. giimbaz 1. [U.
qubba],
2. n. A ball-like ornament on the headboard of a bed.
qup-quruq
1. adj. Very empty, deserted, bare, bald:
— tag completely bare mountain/ dynifi igi
— the room is totally empty. [Th. kop-koryl
U. qup-quruq],
2, adj. Very dry. Superla
tive form of quruq.
quta
n. Box: gas a qutisi square
box. Cf. sanduq^a. [O. kutu/U, quti],
qutavi. To be of use, serve a
purpose, last long,
qutatqutan
vi. = quta- .
qutan
zoo. n. Egret; heron (Ardeidae): aq —
great white heron (Egretta alba), Cf. laglak I. [K. kytdnIQ, qutan],
qutra-
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qudila:^-

qutratvi. To run wild, be rampant, create a dis
turbance: bir m&h&l — to run wild once in
a short time,
qutratvt. To incite, stir up, whip up, instigate.
Cf. egitqu qil-.
qutratqugi
n. Instigator. Cf. suxan$i.
qutratquiuq
n. Instigation: — qil- to instigate. Cf. suxan^ilik, e^itqu 2.
qutubi
geo. n. Hutubi (Kutubi), county in Xin
jiang (44.07N 86.
57E). Established in 1903. Population
(1982): 162,071.
qutup
1. geo. n. Pole: — taji ast. white spot on
Martian poles/ - g&mbiri polar circle/ —
mri ast. aurora; polar lights/ j&nubiy —
South Pole/ elektir qutubi electrode/ mQnpi
“ negative pole/ musb&t — positive pole/
♦ — taxtisi electric plate. [U. qutby
2. n. Extreme or utmost point: bir —tin
y&n& bir -qa dt- to go from one extreme
to another.
qutuplanvi. To polarize: qutuplinii roli polarizing
effect/ qutuplinii qabiliyiti polarizing pow
er.
qutulvi. To escape, cast off, shake off, break
away from, avoid: azaptin — to avoid hard
ship/ olumdin — to escape death/ qarzdin
— to avoid liability/ kiyin dhwaldin — to avoid difficult conditions/ gdmdin — to shake
off worry. Also qag- . [K. kutul-IMo. getul-ITk. kotyl-IU. qutul-; qutil-^.
qutuldurvt. = qutquz- .
qutulgusiz
adj. Inescapable; unavoidable.

qutquzvt. To relieve, rescue, save, succor: azap
tin — to extricate sby from suffering/ jan
— to save (sby's) life/ kesdlni dawalap addmni — to treat the disease to save the
patient/ yaridarlarni — to succor the
wounded. Also qutuldur- . [C- qutqar-l
KK. qutqar-IHi. kotkar-].
qutquzu^
n. Relief; rescue: — xirajiti relief fund,
qutlavt. = qutluqla- . [U. qutla-].
qutluq
1. adj. Happy; joyous; lucky; auspicious;
propitious: — kiin auspicious day/ bayrimifliz — bolsun Happy Holidays! [U. qutlug].
2. n. Male name,
qutluqlavt. To congratulate. Also qutla-; cf. tabrikla- .
quda
n. Relative by marriage; in-law: -- boluy- to
connect by marriage/ — (iiy- to marry. Cf.
[Mo. qudaITv. kuda (matchmaker)/U. qu
da].
quddus
geo. n. Jerusalem.
qudrat
n. Power; strength: — tap- to grow strong
er, gain in strength. Also quwwat 1; cf.
darman, kiig 1, majal, magdur. [Th. kodrdtlTu. gudrat/i], qudrat],
qudratlik
adj. Powerful; strong. Also quwwatlik;
cf. kuQliik, magdurluq. [Th. kodrdtle].
quduq
1. n. Well: — siiyi well water/ —qa qus- to
fall into a well/ —ni burgila- to drill a well/
goflqur — deep well/ ♦ sota — geo. Shota
Kuduk, a town near Aksu. [Mo. quddug!
Tu. gujyl'Yy. kuduklM. quduq].
2. n. Shaft: tik — vertical shaft.
qudila$-
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qufvi. To get married, create a marriage al
liance,
qusvt. To gain, obtain, reach: zapar — to gain
victory. Also qazan- . [Tu. gug- (to hold
tight)],
qu^aq
1. n. Bosom: balini —qa al- to press a
child to one's bosom. Cf. qoyun, itak 3.
2. n. Embrace: — ydtmdydigan ddrdx a tree
too big to embrace. [KK. quyaq/\J. qugoq].
3. m. Armful: bir — saman an armful of
hay. [Ta. kogak {#2-y)\.
qu^aqlavt. To embrace, hug. Cf. gird sal-. [C-

qug-l\J. qugoqla-].
qugaqla^vi. To embrace or hug each other: qugaqliyip kdriii- to meet and embrace each other.
Cf. girala^- 2. [KK. quyaqlas-].
qusvi. To vomit, throw up, gag. Cf. qdy qil-.
[U. qus-].
qusta
bot. n. Saussurea
lappa, an herb of
the lizard tail family
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Listed as
Jurinfa soulifi in
UM. Also called

qustd tdlx, qustd yirin.
qusturgu?
med. n. Emetic,
qusur
n. Defect; fault; flaw; shortcoming: — tapto nitpick, find fault/ — izld- (giqar-) to
pick faults. Cf. qoqaq 2, illat, nuqsan.
[U. qusur],
qusursiz
adj. Flawless; faultless. Cf. illatsiz; nuqsansiz.

qur
qusurluq
adj. Defective; faulty, flawed. Cf. illatlik,
nuqsanliq.
qusuq
n. Vomit. Cf. sapra 2.
qusmaq
med. n. Vomiting,
qu?
1. zoo. n. Bird: —lar ziyandayligi harm
caused by birds/ bdxt —i (also ddlat —i)
bird of happiness/ by —i domestic fowl;
poultry. [C. quylK. kuylYdK.. qusIM. quy/0.
kuylTa.. koy/Tu. guyITv. kuyllJ. quy],
2. zoo. n. Hawk: — burun hawknose. [Y.
kyyrt],
qu^?i
n. Hawk handler,
qu^xana
n. Slaughterhouse,
qu^qag
zoo. n. Sparrow
(Passer montanus):
seriq — siskin/ ♦ —
till a. bot. prostate
knotweed {Polygo
qu^qa; till
num aviculare) (also qizil tasma)\ b. math,
lozenge; rhombus: — till qilip kds- to cut
into a rhombus or lozenge,
qu^qun
n. Back of a cart: — oltur- a. to stand still,
stop; b. to go back on one's word,
qu^lavi. To handle a hawk, hunt with a hunting
bird,
qii^nag
n. The wife of one's teacher or master.
qur I
1. n. Line; row; stroke: — atlap yaz- to
write on every other line/ — ariligi inter
linear space/ — beyi the beginning of a line/
bir — oy a row of houses/ tig — xdt three
lines of letters.
2. n. Time: bir -- oqiip giq- to read
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quru-

qur

the strength to lift an object of 150 kilo
through once,
grams. [U. qurb],
qur II
do. n. A kind of string or sash used for qurban
1. n. Sacrifice; offering; — bol- to sacri
pants. [K. kurlM. qur (belt)/Tv. kur].
fice
oneself/ — qil- to sacrifice; dzini —
qur III
qil- to sacrifice oneself/ ♦ — heyt rel. the
do. m. Suit: bir — yeni kiyim a suit of
festival of sacrifice, the most important
new clothes.
Muslim
holiday in Xinjiang after the fast
quring season of Ramadan. [Ta. korbanITu.
vt. To establish, construct, build, set up,
gurban].
erect, found: pilimot - to set up or posi
2. n. Victim; prey. [U. qurbon (#1-2)].
tion a machinegun/ 6y — to establish a
3. n. Male name. Also qurbansopi, qurhome or family; to build a house/ karwat
banniydz.
- to put up a bed/ kendytip - to enlarge,
extend/ ittipaq - to establish a union/ is- qurbanliq
1. rel. n. Offering: qoyni —qa ata- to ded
tihkam — to construct fortifications. [Ta.
icate a sheep as offering. [U. qurbonliq].
kor-/Tn. gur-/\J. qur-].
2. rel. adj. Sacrificial: — qoy sacrificial
qurasheep. Cf. satira.
vt. To piece together: quraq — to piece
qurbi-qurda?
together bits of cloth,
n. sby of same age: mdn unin bil&n — I
quraq
am of the same age as he. Also qurda^.
1. n. Odd bits of cloth; patches: — qur- to
qurbiliq
piece together bits of cloth.
adj. Strong; able,
2. Patched; pieced together: — gapam
patched vestment/ — kOrpd patched quilt qurtum
bot. n. Safflower (Carthamus tinctorius).
or bedding.
See illustration at zaranza on p. 550.
quram I
qurda$
n. Large stone: - tas large rock. [Mo.
n. = qurbi-qurda^.
kurm-e],
qur'a
quram II
n. = qur'i.
n. Age: -iga ydtkdn adOm a grown-up per
son; adult. [Mo. qurag (person of same qur'andaz
n. Diviner; fortuneteller; seer. Cf. pal
age)],
baqqugi, palgi, anbiya, ram^i, rammal,
quramliq
qumilaqgi.
adj. Age: akam - bir adam kirip kaldi a
person of the same age as my elder broth quru1. vi. To dry up, parch, wilt, wither: ddler came,
ddrdxldr
—p kdtti trees withered/ sazliqlar
qur'an
asta-asta -watidu the swamp is gradually
rel. n. Koran. [Tk. kor"dnl\J. qur'on],
drying up/ su m&nbisi —p kdtti the water
qurb
source dried up/ kir aptapta tez —ydu
n. Strength; ability: unin bu Uni qilUqa -i
clothes dry quickly in the sun. Cf. sol-,
yatm&ydu he does not have the ability to
sola?- 1, qaj-4, qagjira-. [K. kuru-IKK. qumanage this affair/ unin yuz dllik kilo ndrry-/\J. quri-].
sini kdtiriskd -i y&tmdydu he does not have
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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qurut
2. vi. To become extinct: —p Mtkur may
you die without offspring/ tuximi —gan haywanlar extinct animals.
3. vi. To be spent, used up: bu rGxtni nim& d&p aldifl, bazarda basqa rSxtldr —p ketiptimu why do you buy this cloth, is other
cloth in the market all sold out? / qolumda pul —p kdtti my cash on hand is spent/
♦ dptin —sun beat it!; get out!/ ♦ unifl
gepi —p k&tsun to hell with his remark!
qurutI
zoo. n. Generic term for worms and wing
less insects: pild —i silkworm/ giwin —i fly
maggot/ sazan — earthworm/ Udk —i wood
louse (also qiriqayaq)/ ♦ uni mdn —tdk
waqtidin tartip beqip gon qilgan idim I
raised him from childhood. Also qurutqonguz. [M. quit! Mo. qoruqaima.. korti
Tv. kurtlij. quri],
qurut II
cul. n. Dry sour milk; dry curds. [M. qurur/U. qurut; qurtava\.
qurut1. vt. To dry: hdl kiyimni — to dry damp
clothes/ otunni — to dry firewood. [Y.
kuur-\.
2. vt. To drink up, wear out, use up.
qurut-qonguz
zoo. n. = qurut I.
qurutlavi. To be or become wormy.
quruq
1. adj. Dry: — otun dry firewood/ — sogaq
dry cold/ — uzim raisins/ — yopurmaq dry
leaf/ — ydtdl dry cough/ — may drying oil/
— miwd dry fruit/ — nan dry bread/ ♦ —
dstdngd mirap bol- to be water manager
of a dry canal (to have a title without
substance). Also qurgaq. [Mo. qagurail
Tv. kurgag/\J. quruq].
2. adj. Empty; hollow: — xiyal fantasy; il
lusion: — xiyalga beril- to indulge in fanta
sy / — harwa qattiq taraqlaydu the empty

qurugdacart clattered badly/ — oltur- to sit (as a
guest) for nothing: — olturdiniz you sat for
nothing (sorry, you had nothing to eat,
i.e. a polite formula when seeing guests
off)/ — sdl&t pure ostentation/ — qol empty
hand; bare hand (unarmed)/ -- g&p empty
talk/ 1 — tagar drd turmas an empty sack
cannot stand up/ ♦ — tag geo. Kuruktag,
easternmost reaches of the Tianshan
(41.30N 90.00E)/ ♦ — terini taraqsit-to
make an empty show of strength, bluff
and bluster/ ♦ --jinaza bag of bones;
mere shadow: agrip — jinaza bolup qal- to
be worn to a shadow by an illness/ ♦ —
gaqmaqtin ot giqar- a. to start from
scratch; b. to cause trouble deliberately/
♦ — gay a mere cup of tea (a self-depre
ciatory expression used by host)/ ♦ — injiq med. straining at stool; tenesmus (also
- tolgaq).
3. adj. expresses unsatisfactory action or
performance: — award bol- to make a fu
tile effort/ — aylan- (of water wheel, etc.)
to idle, spin without moving/ — tdkdllup a
mere formality/ — qal- to come to nothing/
— qayt- to return empty-handed/ — rum un
deserved reputation / ♦ — rdsmiydt inter
lude.
4. adj. Groundless; baseless: — tdhmdt
groundless defamation.
quruqtin-quruq
adj. = quruq 4: — tdhmdt unfounded ac
cusation/ waqitni — dtkiiz- to spend time in
vain.
quruqluq
1. n. Aridity; dryness: hawanin quruqlugi
climatic aridity. Also qurgaq^iliq; cf. materik.
2. n. Land: - armiyisi mil. ground force;
army/ - qagiq- to alight, dismount, land,
disembark/ — yoli land route.
qurugdavt. To dry, clean, clean out, empty:
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quwwatla-

qurul-

bowaqnifl astini — to clean infant's diap
zoo. n. Sparrow
hawk (Accipter niers/ ogri kirip dyni -p qoydi a thief came
sus). [K. kyrgyjlQ.
and cleaned out the room/ qotanni — to
gyrSyj]dry a pen.
qurulqunna
adj. qurma tarn
vi. pass, of qur- : jtimld sdzl&rdin —idu
wattled wall.
qurguy
(tuzilidu) a sentence is constructed of
words/ yefli bir mdktdp —di a new school quzgun
zoo. n. Large crow; raven (Corvus co
was established,
rax). Also called tofl qaga. [K. kuzgmITv.
qurultay
kuskunlU. quzgun].
n. Assembly; congress; — utuqluq Otti the
congress was successful. Cf. kena?, kena?- quw
adj. Sly; crafty; cunning; tricky. Cf. tama. [Mo. quraim. qurultoj].
dan, dagul, hiligar, hililik, makkar, muqurulu$
gambar. [U. quv].
n. Building; construction; architecture: —
m&ydini (omi) construction site/ —ta iyld- to quwanvi. To rejoice; to be happy. [K. kuban-l
work on construction/ jiimlimfl -i gr. sen
Tu. guvan-IU. quvon-].
tence construction / sdhdr —i city architec
quwanf
ture.
n. Joy; happiness: — his qil- to feel happy.
qurulma
Cf. xo^al-xoramliq, xursajilik, xursanlik.
1. n. Construction; building: — inya'ati
[Tu. guvanglU. quvong].
building project. [U. qurilmd].
quwan^liq
2. n. Installation; unit; plant.
adj. Happy; joyous: — giray happy facial
qurum
expression/ — xdwdr glad tidings; good
n. Soot: — besip kdtti soot has covered
news. Cf. xo^al, xo^al-xoram, ^at, ^at-xo(sth). Cf. qara I 6, kiiya I.
ram, $ad, ^adiyana, ^adiman.
qurumdavt. To pull out soot, clear (stovepipe, quwwat
1. n. Strength; power; force; might: - dochimney) of soot,
risi
med. tonic/ -- nasosi force pump. Cf.
qur'i
darman, qudrat, kii^ 1, m^al, magdur.
rel. n. Augury; divination; fortune-telling:
[U. quwat].
— sal- to divine. Also qur'a; cf. pal,
2. n. Nutrition: quwwiti bar tamaq nutri
rammalliq.
tious food.
qurgaq
adj. Arid; dry: - hawa dry climate/ - ra quwwatsiz
1. adj. Weak; impotent.
yon arid region. Also quruq 1. [K. kur2. adj. Unnutritious.
ga)t/KK. qurgaq!\}. qurgoqlY. kuraanax].
quwwatsizlanqurgaq^iliq
vi. To become weak, weaken,
n. Aridity; dryness: - apiti drought/ --qa
qar^i kiirdy qil- to wage a battle against aridi quwwatsiziik
n. of quwwatsiz.
ty. Also quruqluq 1; cf. materik. [K. kuquwwatlaraklikm. qurgoqgiliq^.
1. vt. To approve, endorse, support: mUn
qurguy
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quwwatlanuniH pikrini —yman I endorse his idea.
Also qolla- , qollap-quwwatla- , maqulla- .
2. ag. vt. To fertilize, spread manure: y^rni — to spread manure on a field. Cf. quyutla- , qigla-.
quwwatlanvi. To become strong, sturdy, robust,
quwwatlandiirvt. To nourish, strengthen,
quwwatlik
1. adj. Strong; powerful. Cf. qudratlik,
kii(Iik, magdurluq.
2. adj. Nutritious: — tamaq nutritious
food. Cf. ozuqluq.
quwluq
n. Slyness; craftiness: — qil- to be sly or
crafty/ quwlugi yoq addm guileless person.
Cf. tadanliq, hiligarlik, makkarliq, mugambarlik.
quwluq-^umluq
n. Sly action; plot: — qil- to play tricks,
quy1. vt. To fill, pour: gay — to pour tea/ gdgUngd su — to fill a kettle with water / haraq — to pour liquor/ yamgur —iwatti rain
is pouring. [KK. quj-ITa.. koj-IT\. kut-IU.
quj-IY. quy-).
2. vt. To cast, found: z&mbirak — to cast a
cannon/ kesSk — to make adobe bricks/ ♦
u dadisiga —up qoyganddk oxyaydu he is
made out of his father's mold (he takes af
ter his father).
quya^
ast. n. Sun:
sunspot/solar fur
nace/ “ sotkisi solar day/ - sistemisi solar
system/ — waqti solar time/ — energiyisi
solar energy / — yili solar year/ — nuri sun
light. Cf. ^ams 1, kiin 1. [C. quyasITk. koyay/\J. quyuy].
quyruq
1. zoo. n. Thil: at quyrugi horsetail/ qara
— Mongolian gazelle/ quyrugini dingayti-

quyun
wal- to turn tail upwards, be cocky/ ♦
quyrugini tikiwdt- to turn tail, take a pow
der, sneak off. [K. kujrukIKK. qujryqlTk.
kojrykITu. gujruklTw. kuduruk/\J. qujruq!
Y. kuturuky
2. zoo. n. Sheeptail: — may sheeptail fat/
1 - kdrsitip, Opka sat- to sell sheep lungs
while pointing at sheeptail (to palm off sth
inferior to what it purports to be).
3. n. End; rear; stern: quyrugini iiz- to
wind up or end (sth)/ kemd quyrugi ship's
stern/ ♦ xizmdtin quyrugi texi iizulmidi
work has not yet been completed.
4. n. Footman; retainer.
5. phys. n. Buttocks. Cf. sagra, qon, kasa
II, kot I.
♦ — tutturmasliq (tutquzmasliq) not to let
(sby) seize on one's mistake or shortcom
ing (to be slippery, sly)/ ♦ quyrugini talato be anxious and blame oneself (to be full
of remorse)/ ♦ quyrugini qum bos- to fall
into oblivion, be neglected or forgotten,
quyruqgi
n. Henchman; adherent; hanger-on.
quyruqjiliq
abstract n. of quyruqji.
quyruqluq
adj. Thil: — qoy big-tailed sheep/ — yultuz
ast. comet,
quyut
ag. n. Manure: — bdr- to spread manure.
Cf girinda topa, qig. [U. qumaloq].
quyutlaag. vt. To spread manure. Cf. quwwatla-,
qigla- .
quyu?
n. Pure steel,
quyumjaq
phys. n. Coccyx; tailbone. Cf. tugur.
quyun
n. Cyclone; tornado; whirlwind: —d&k
gap- to pace like a whirlwind (also u?-)/
tdtur — counter-cyclone; evil wind/ qara
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qulaq

quyun-

— a. tornado; b. ♦ evil wind; noxious qulaq
1. phys. n. Ear: — aq- med. (of ear) to
trend. [C- quyunIXi. quyun\.
leak/
— agri- a. to have an earache; b. to
quyungrate on one's ears/ - agriyi med. earache;
vi. To bathe. Cf. 90m- 2, jomiil- .
otalgia/ — aldi bezi paratid gland/ — pdrquyuntaz
disi
eardrum; tympanic membrane/ — put1. n. Whirlwind.
to have stuffed-up ears/ — sal- to pay at
2. n. Swift-footed person,
tention: qulaq selip aflla- to listen atten
quyundurtively; g&pkd — sal- to pay attention to
vt. To bathe: balini — to give a child a
sby's words/ — suprisi the external part of
bath. Cf. jomiildiir- .
an
ear/ — qaq- a. to press the ear (at time
quyqa
of prayer the mufti presses his ears with
n. Singed hair: — pura- to smell like
his hands); b. to heed: u sOzumgd — qaqsinged hair/ — teti- to taste like singed
midi he did not heed my words/ — qoligugi
hair/ ♦ — gegi tik tur- to have one's hair
earpick/ - qululisi cockles; acoustic laby
stand on edge; to be in a towering rage.
rinth/ — kiri cerumen; earwax/ — egirlay- to
[Mo. quiq-a (dandruff)],
become hard of hearing/ — yd- to upset by
quyqilamaking noise/ — yopur- to plug one's
vt. To burn, singe: qoynifl kallisini — to
ears,
refuse to listen/ - yutqungigi ndygisi
singe a sheep's head,
Eustachian
or auditory tube/ — yumsigi ear
quyma
lobe/ - gunuldap kdtti ears are ringing/ 1. adj. Cast; poured: — polat cast steel/ —
gijigi helix/ — marjini tragus/ —qa quyup
pul coin; specie/ -- qazan cast pot; boiler;
qoy- to din exhortations into sby's ears/
cauldron.
—qa yaq- to be pleasing to the ear: togri sOz
2. n. Cast; casting: qoyun quymisi pigiron
—qa yaqmaydu good advice jars the ears/
cast.
—qa hr- to obey: quligiga gdp kirmdydigan
quymaq
bala disobedient child/ -qa must urganddk
cul. n. Thin deep-fried cake. [Mo. quideafening/ —ni soz- to chide or lecture,
mag/U. qujmoq].
teach a lesson, give a talking to/ —ni yarquymisi
giddk grating on the ear; jarring; ear
n. Worker who does casting; foundry
piercing; harsh/ quligi egirhzxd of hearing/
worker,
quligi yumsaq credulous; easily persuaded;
quymijiliq
susceptible to flattery/ quligini din tut- to
n. Casting or foundry work.
listen attentively/ bu —tin kirip u -tin giqqul
to go in one ear and out the other/ dardan
n. Slave: — qil- to enslave/ —lar sinipi
— big ear/ gdp bir — ikki quligim sdndd one
slave class/ —lar qozgilini slave rebellion/1
word, two ears (listen to what I say)/ 1
gojamnin qosigi toq, -i bil&n iyiyoq my mas
kegisi gdp qilissad -ni -qa yaq kunduzi gdp
ter is satiated but does not take care of his
qilissan aldi-kdynidgd baq when you talk in
slaves. [C- qulIK. kullOT. qullTz. koH
the evening, whisper into each other's
Tu. guHTw. to//U. qul\.
ears, when you talk during daytime, look
quia
in front and behind you/ ♦ —ni tolga- to
zoo. n. Light brown horse with black
incite, instigate. [K. kulak/KK. qulaqlMo.
mane. [M. qulalMo. quia].
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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qulaqga
qulugu (earwax)/OT. qulqaq/Tdi. kolaki
Tv. ^lak/\J. quloqlY. hilgaax],
2. n. Hearsay; knowledge; information: mollisi a. sby who likes to listen; b. selfeducated person/ —ta tut- to remember/
—qa ydt- to hear of, learn about, be told.
Cf. koz-quiaq.
3. bot. n. Leaf: qogun iig - boptu the mel
on has sprouted three leaves. Cf. yopurmaq. [U. quloq].
4. mus. n. Knob on string instruments.
5. n. Eye of a needle.
6. n. Ear-like handle on a utensil: qazannin quligi pot handle. [U. quloq].
qulaq^a
do. n. Fur cap with ear flaps. Diminutive
form of quiaq 1.
qulaq^a
do. n. = qulaq^a.
qulaqwag
ag. n. Yoke made of leather or rope con
necting the draft animal's neck and the
cart's shaft,
qulaqliq
adj. E^ed: — kora eared pot or jar.
quiay
adj. Easy; convenient. Also qolay. [U.
qulqj].
quiaysiz
adj. Inconvenient; unsmooth; unsuccess
ful. Also qolaysiz, naqolay, naquiay.
quian
zoo. n. Wild horse
(Equus hemionus).
[Mo. qulanlQ. qiilanlTu. gulan].
quidar
n. Slave owner.
qul(iliq
n. Slavishness; slav
ish mentality.
quiup
quian
n. Lock: ifikka — sal- to lock a door. Cf.

qum
taqaq 1, kiltan. [U. qulf\.
quiupsaz
n. Locksmith,
qulupsazliq
n. Locksmithing.
quluplavt. To lock: ifikni — to lock a door. Cf. so
la- 1.
qulun
zoo. n. Colt; foal; pony. [Tv. kulunIV.
qulun/Y. kulun].
qulunlazoo. vt. To bear a colt; to foal,
quliila
1. zoo. n. Snail: defliz qululisi conch/ sdddp qululisi mother-of-pearl. Also called
sipitmor, kiilolo.
2. n. Cowrie; spiral shell,
quliilisiman
adj. Snail-like: — ddstd snail-like handle,
qullar^a
adv. Slavishly: — ba^ dg- to bow one's head
slavishly,
qulluq I
n. Bondage; enslavement; slavery: — tdrbiyd enslaving upbringing/ — ttiztim sys
tem of enslavement/ —ta tut- to enslave,
keep in bondage/ —qa gilsur- to send into
slavery. [K. kulduklYX.. qullyqlTu. gulluk].
qulluq II
1. n. Gratitude; thankfulness: — sizgd thank
you very much. Cf. ta^akkiir, ha^qalla,
^iikiir, rahmat 1, minnat, minnatdarliq.
[U. qulluq].
2. n. Compliance; obedience: — bildur- to
express compliance.
quLmaq
bot. n. Hop (Humulus). Also called girmux.
qum
n. Sand: — tesi sandstone/ — dOwisi sand
pile/ — gag- to sprinkle sand/ — gaq emery
wheel; grinding or abrasive wheel / — xal-
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qeti^ma

qum^aq
tisi sandbag/ — sekiri granulated sugar/ —
g&gizi sandpaper / — qelipi sand mold / —
modeli sand table/ ♦ -- almisi bot. Chi
nese pear-leafed crabapple/ ♦ — tawuzi
pulpy watermelon/ ♦ — ddrwaza his. n.
Sand Gate (prominent site in Kashgar)/ ♦
— fdgunz earthenware jar/ ♦ — gigdklig&ndd when the sand is blossoming (when
hell freezes over)/ ♦ - qazani earthen
ware pot/ ♦ — qazi tedious talk; tedium/
♦ -ddk g&p qil- to speak tediously/ ♦ ayaq — kOl Bowl Sand Lake, in southeast
ern Xinjiang. [C- qum/M. qim (Cigil dialect)/OT. qumlT\i. gizm/Tv. kumlH. qumi
Y. kumax].
qum^aq
zoo. n. 'Ihdpole: ♦ — yotqini bot. Asian
plantain (Plantago asiatica; P. depressa)
(see illustration at paqiyopurmaq on p.
114).
qumsaq
adj. Sandy: - topa sandy soil/ - m flour
with sand admixed; gritty flour,
qumsah
adj. = qumsaq.
qumsal
adj. = qumsaq.
qumsiravi. To be ground, polished: gaq — to be
polished on an emery wheel.
qum-$egU
geol. n. Sandstone. Also qwn tesi.
qumul
geo. n. Kumul (Hami), city in eastern
Xinjiang (42.48N 93.27E). Established as
county in 1913, merged with city in 1961.
Population (1982): 262,431. [OT. qamil\.
alishaiikou
^Karlik Shan

umul /

^Wutongwozi Quan
”Hongxing Sichang
Hongqicur?^ djfandun__________

qumilaq
1. n. Camel turd.
2. rel. n. Divining tablet: - sal- to divine.
3. n. Small pebble or shingle,
qumilaq^i
rel. n. Diviner; fortuneteller; seer. Cf. pal
baqqugi, pal^i, anbiya, ramgi, rammal,
qur'andaz.
qumgan
n. Earthenware jar, jug, pot. [U. qumgon
(metal jug)],
qumiuq
n. Sandy place, like a beach or desert: bipayan — endless desert,
qunduz
1. zoo. n. Beaver; otter. Also called kamjat. [K. kunduz; kunulQ. qiindyzITv. kundus/ij. qunduz].

qunduz

2. n. Skin of beaver or similar animal,
qunduzot
bot. n. Polemonium coeruleum, a kind of
polemonium.
qepinvi. To get rich, make a fortune,
qetif1. vi. mut. of qat- : ular harwilirini —ti
they hitched their carts.
2. vi. To harden, set, congeal: simont -ipti the cement set. Also qat-, qattiqla?-.
qeti$-qura$
adj. Piec^ together.
qeti$-quma$
adj. = qeti^-quraij.
qeti^ma
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qetiq
n. Alloy: — polat steel alloy/ qattiq — hard
alloy,
qetiq
cul. n. Sour milk; yoghurt: 1 — igk&n qutuldi, tawaq yaligan tutuldi he who eats yo
ghurt escapes, he who licks the bottom of
the bowl will be caught/ ♦ miM qetigi
phys. brain; gray matter. [U. qatiq].
qetiq^i
n. Yoghurt vendor,
qetiqinvi. To be assiduous, conscientious, ear
nest, serious: —ip t&tqiq qil- to carry out
research conscientiously/ —ip iigdn- to
study seriously,
qetim I
m. Time: bir — one time; once. Cf. dap'a,
doram, hassa 1.
qetim II
m./n. Piece: bir — yip one piece of string.
qetimqi
adj. of qetim I: u dtkdn —yiginga qatnaymidi
he did not attend the last meeting,
qetimliq
adj. = qetimqi.
qeri
1. adj. Old: — addm old person/ — mij&z
old disposition (said of a young person
lacking in vigor and drive). [K. karylCf^.
qaril\]. qari\.
2. n. Old man: ^ — k&lsdasqa, yask&lsd Uqa
when an old man comes, feed him, when
a young man comes, put him to work.
[KK. garrylTu. garry (#2)][Ta. kart (#12)].
qerivi. To age. Cf. konira-. [K. kary-IKK.
qartaj-l&r. qart-/Tu. garra-l\J. qari-].
qeritvt. To age: gdm kisini —idu worry ages peo
ple. Cf. konirat- .
qeri-jiiri
n. Old person; oldster. Cf. boway, jal.

qerinda^
[U. qari-quri].
qerifvi. To defy, oppose, resist: xdq bildn - to
oppose others. Also qar$ila$-, qastla$-. flh.
karyi-].
qer4qaq
adj. Antagonistic; contrary: — addm con
trary person,
qeri^qaqliq
n. Contrariness,
qeri^qandak
As luck would have it: ydkydnbd kilni u meni izddp kdlsd — mdn dydd bolmay qaptimdn on Sunday he came to look me up,
and as luck would have it, I was not in.
qeriq
1. adj. Astringent: tdmi — astringent tast
ing. Also qansiq, qirtaq.
2. adj. Fearful; dreading: bu addm dora
igifkd - this person is afraid of taking med
icine/ bu bala gag aldurusqa — this child is
afraid of a haircut.
qeriqiz
bot. n. Great bur
dock (Arctium lap
pa).
qeriqliq
n. of qeriq.
qeri-ya?
n. Age and youth;
young and old.
qeriliq
n. of qeri: — ddwri
old age; evening of
one's life/— ydr- to
qeriqiz
age or become old/ qeriligini sat- to take
advantage of one's old age or seniority,
qerin
zoo. n. Stomach of sheep or cow.
qerinda^ I
n. Brother; compatriot; fellow member: ddliti fraternal country/ — milliti fraternal
nationality/1 yega yandin qopar, bala kdl-
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qerinda^
s& —tin enemies come from one's side,
disaster from one's companions. [K. karyndas/Tk. kardnd&il\J. qarindoi].
qerinda$ II
n. Pencil. [K. karynda^lY. xarandaas].
qerinda^Iar^a
adj. Brotherly; fraternal: — dostluq frater
nal friendship. Cf. iniliq.
qerinda^liq
n. Brotherliness; fraternity: — munasiwiti
fraternal relations,
qerin^a
phys. n. Cavity: yurdk qeringisi ventricle.
Diminutive form of qerin. Cf. bo^luq 4.
qezi
cul. n. A sausage consisting of meat and
seasoning and encased in horse intestines.
[U. qazi\.
qezilma
geol. n. Mineral; deposit: - bayliq minerd resources or deposits,
qewus
n. Ninth month of the Turki solar year.
See section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
Also qaws 2.
qeqir-goqur
n. Assorted bulky items,
qeydavi. To feel wronged or resentful, be at
odds with: u -p oydin giqip kdtti feeling
he had been wronged, he left home in a
pique,
qeyivt. To bend, fold: gorisini -p tik- to fold
and sew a rim or edge. Cf. al- , tut- .
qeyi^
do. n. Leather belt,
qeyiq
n. Small boat: gapma — canoe/ y&lkdnlik
— sailboat/ matorluq — small motorboat.
Cf. qolwaq.
qeyiq?i
n. Sailor. Cf. paraxot^i, deniz^i, qolwaq-

qelipsiz
(i, kemi(i, matros.
qeyiqgiliq
abstract n. of qeyiq^i.
qeyin
bot. n. Birch (Betula): aq — white birch
(B. pendula). [O. kaytn (beech)/Q. qajyfU
Tv. xadyfllY. xatyf(\.
qeynata
n. Father-in-law. [U. qajnatd].
qeynata
n. = qeynigija.
qeynaga
n. Wife's elder brother. [C- qaytn aga/U.
qajnaga].
qeynana
n. Mother-in-law. [U. qajnand].
qeynisinil
n. Younger sister-in-law. [U. qajn-singil].
qeynigiga
n. Elder sister-in-law. Also qeynaga.
qeynini
n. Wife's younger brother. [U. qajnini].
qelip
1. n. Model; mold: — yasa- to make a mo
del/ bir —ta iyld- to work in model fashion/
qum qeliwi sand mold. [Ta. kalyplJJ. qolip].
2. n. Standard; norm; right track: —tin
giq- to exceed bounds, transgress/ —qa gus
to get onto right track/ —qa sal- to con
form to standard/ kona — old ways; old
stuff.
3. n. Shoetree; hat block: — sal- (—qa
tart-) to use a shoetree or hat block. Cf,
$ah II.
qelipbaz
n. Formalist,
qelipbazliq
n. Formulism.
qelip5i
1. n. Model maker.
2. n. Maker of shoetrees or hat blocks,
qelipsiz
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qelipla^1. adj. Non-standard: — polat a non-stand
ard steel item.
2. adj. Shapeless; without pattern or ma
trix. [Ih. kalypsyi[.
qeliplaf1. vi. To fall into a pattern.
2. vi. To become standardized.
qelipla$turvt. To regularize, standardize: tilni — to
standardize a language. Cf. muntizimla^tur- .
qel41. vi. mut. of qal- : ular m&ktdptii —ti
they stayed in school.
2. vi. To be inferior or second to: mifl uginisi meniflkidin —maydu his studies are
not inferior to mine.
qelin
1. adj. Thick: — paxtilik Qapan a thick cot
ton overcoat/ - qdgdz thick paper/ bu rdxt
nahayiti — this cloth is very thick/ ♦ —
dargin bot. cinnamon (Cortex cinnamomi).
[K. kalyfUO. kalinlOT. qalinITai. kalynl
Tv. kylynlV. qalin].

2. adj. Intimate: - dost an intimate friend/
— dostluq deep friendship. Cf. dilka$, zig,
qadinas, ijil.
3. adj. Dense: — dgldk fine, close-meshed
sieve/ — orman dense forest. Cf. qoyuq.
qelinla-

qip-qizil
vi. To become thick: qar barganseri —p kdtti the snow fell thicker and thicker.
qelinla$1. vi. mut. of qelinla- .
2. vi. To become brazen, shameless, im
pudent.
qelinliq
n. Thickness: ikki sufl —ta qaryagdi a twoinch snow fell,
qeni
1. adv. Where: kitap — where is the book?
Also qayar, na I 1. [K. kand\.
2. int. when urging or pressing sby: — s6zl&p beqin come on, say something!/ — kors&tkind will you hurry up and let me see
it! [U. qani (if^l-2)].
qeniq
adj. Dark (of color): — gay dark tea/ — qizil dark red/ — yesil dark green/ rdflgi bdk
- ikUn the color is too dark,
qeniqvi. To be satisfied or satiated. Also qan-.
qeniqarsiz
adj. Unsatisfactory. [U. qoniqarsiz].
qeniqarliq
adj. Satisfactory: - jawap satisfactory re
ply. [U. qoniqarli].
qibla
rel. n. Direction of prayer toward Mecca.
Also qibligah 1. [U. qibla].
qibligah
1. rel. n. = qibla.
2. n. Parents. Cf. ata-ana.
qiblinama
n. Compass. Cf. parka, sirkul. [U. qiblanamo; qiblanoma].

q>P?aq

n. Kipchak, an ancient nationality in Cen
tral Asia: — tili Kipchak language,
qip-qizil
1. adj. Scarlet; bright red: — bayraq bright
red flag/ — ytiz scarlet face. Superlative
form of qizil. [KK. qyp-qyzyl/T^. kyp-kyzyH
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qis-

qip-yalina?
U. qip-qizil].
2. adj. Outright: - aldamgi outright im
postor or swindler/ — yalgangiliq outright
falsehood.
qip-yaliha9
adj. Stark-naked; undisguised: — addm a
stark-naked person/ g&pni - otturiga qoyto speak frankly. [U. qip~yalangog\.
qitat
n. Dye. Cf. boyaq, on 1, ran 1.
qitatlavt. To dye, usually hair. Cf. boya-.
qit'a
geo. n. Continent: asiya qit'isi Asian con
tinent. [U. qit'a\.
qitigir
adj. Choosy; picky,
qitigirliq
n. Choosiness; pickiness: — qil- to nitpick,
pick and choose,
qitmal
adj. Hardened; calloused; uncaring: —
bol- to be hardened.
qitmalla$vi. To be calloused, hardened, uncaring:
bu bala til afllawerip qitmallmp ketiptu this
child gets scolded so often that he no long
er cares.
qitmalliq
I'L
n. Callousness; un
caring,
qiga
1. bot. n. Rapeseed
(Semen sinapis), used
in Uyghur folk med
icine: — urugi rapeseed/ —yegi rapeseed
)/
oil/ ♦ ariga — gegiwdt- to sow dissen
qi?a
sion, foment discord.
2. bot. n. Leaf mustard (Brassica juncea).
qigar1. vt. To call: meni —gan kim who's calling

me?
2. vt. To invite: mehmanga — to invite a
guest. Cf. 9aqir- 2, gilla- II, qigqar-, eytm)- [KK. qysqyr-].
qigqarvt. = qijar- .
qisifvi. To tickle, itch: —qan yerini tatla- to
scratch an itchy spot/ —migan y&mi tatlato scratch where it does not itch/ b&ddn
—di the body tickled/ 1 taz tazni kdrsd,
befi —ar when a baldhead sees another
baldhead, his scalp itches/ ♦ umartqisini
—sa mdydisini tatila- to scratch the chest
to relieve an itch on the back (to do sth
useless). Cf. gidiqla- . [U. qigi-].
qi^Uqaq
med. n. Scabies. [U. qigimd].
qisiq
n. Itch; tickle: — olof-to tickle all over/ qigigi bar- a. to be afraid of tickling; b. to
have a behavioral problem/ qigigi Ml- a. to
be itchy; b. ♦ to be nauseating, sicken
ing, disgusting. [U. qitiq^.
qi^iqlavt. To tickle: —p kuldur- to cause to laugh
by tickling/ kigik balini qigiqlima don’t
tickle small children,
qis
1. adj. Urgent; pressing; hurried; hasty:
waqit — time is pressing.
2. adj. Scarce; in short supply: asliq — food
grain is scarce/ dtiyazda su bdkmu — boldi
in spring water was in very short supply.
qisvt. To squeeze, press: dtiikputumni —ip
ketip baridu the boots are squeezing my
feet/ qol - to shake hands/ kdz — to wink,
make eyes/ Uik qolumni —iwaldi the door
squeezed my hand/ iqtisat jdhdttin — to
blockade or squeeze economically/ ♦ gul
— to wear or put on flowers. [Mo. qisa-t
or. qts-iHai. ^J-/U. qis-].

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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qisas
qisas
rel. n. Retaliation; revenge. One of the
four kinds of punishment established in
the shari'at: — al- to avenge. [U. qasos^.
qisas(i
rel. n. Avenger; revanchist,
qisas^iliq
rel. n. Revanchism,
qista1. vt. To crowd: s&n qalaymiqan —w&rmil
don't crowd; don't push!
2. vt. To force, compel, coerce: —p sorato impose questions/ —p Ml- to close in
on/ q&rzni — to press for payments; to
dun. [U. qista- (^1-2)].
3. vi. To be unable to contain oneself: kiilkisi — to be unable to keep from laughing/
ydtdl — to be unable to stop coughing.
qistaq
1. adj. Narrow; cramped: bu 6y b&k — iMn this room is too cramped.
2. n. Torture. Also qiynaq, qiyin-qistaq.
qista-qistan
adj. Crowded: adSm Mp, by tolimu — bolup k&tti there are many people so that the
room is too crowded.
qista-qistan(iliq
n. Crowdedness,
qistaii
adj. Narrow: -- yol narrow road/ —da qalto be cramped, constrained, constricted.
Cf. tar II, ansiz II.
qistangiliq
n. Narrowing; constraint; constriction,
qistal1. vi. To crowd: —mablar please do not
crowd!
2. vi. To be close to: qistilip oltur- to sit
close to one another.
3. vi. = qisil- .
qisturvt. To place between, put sth under sth
else: jozinin putiga bir&r ndrsd - to put sth

qisqarunder a table leg/ qdgdzni kitap arisiga —up
qoy- to place paper inside a book/ gdp —
to interpose, chip in. [Tk. kystyr-].
qistunil1. vi. pass, of qistur- .
2. vi. To meddle, interfere: u nimd i$ bolsa
—uwalidu he meddles in everything.
qisturma
1. n. Interlude; interposition; digression:
— sdzi gr. parenthetical word/ — r&simi
lit. illustration or plate in a book / — waragi inserted page.
2. n. Liner in machinery,
qis^iliq
n. Shortage: Ofliq qisQiligi food grain short
age/ mal qisgiligi shortage of goods,
qissa
lit. n. Story; tale: Ug padiialiq h&qqidd the tale of the three kingdoms. Cf. artak.
[C- qtssalXl. qissa],
qisqa
adj. Short; brief; terse: —tutusus (zamikani)
short circuit/ — dolqun shortwave/ — xdwdr brief news item/ — sdz terse remark/
— waqit short time / — yuguriis pe. dash;
sprint; short run/ — maqala lit. short arti
cle/ — mudddtlik kurs short training course/
qisqisini eytqanda briefly stated; in short/
dqli — inexperienced; unintelligent/ sdznin
qisqisi in brief; in short; in a nutshell/ 1
kttnduzi maflgan yilannifl dmri — a snake
crawling out of its hole during the day
will not live long. [O. kisalCfl. qisgalHSi.
kyskaITv. kyskalM. qisqa],
qisqa(
1. n. Pliers; pincers; forceps. [Tv. kyska^],
2, n. Fire tongs; curling irons. Also qisqug.
qisqar1. vi. To become short: giqim —di ex
penses lessened/ kun qisqirap kdtti days
grew shorter/ yol —di the distance (left to
travel) became short/ muskullamifl qisqiri-

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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qisqart-

qisma-qisma

tile/ — indk a dry cow. [U. qisir].
fi phys. muscular contraction. [U. qisqar-].
2. math. vi. To be reduced: bu k&sir ikki- qisiq
adj. Narrow (of eyes): — kdz narrow eyes,
g& qisqiraydu this fraction can be reduced
qisilto two.
1. vi. To be crowded, packed: —ip olturqisqartto sit close together/ —ip kir- to squeeze
vt. To abbreviate, reduce, shorten: xiraj&tin. [Tk. kysyl-].
ni — to reduce expenses/ sdzni — to abbre
2. vi. To be constrained or ill at ease: —ip
viate a speech/ isl&p-giqarmaydi^anxadimqalmafl please make yourself at home!
larni — to reduce unproductive workers/
3. vi. To be short of money, hard up: bu
mudddtni — to reduce the allotted time.
ayda
puldin biraz —ip qalduq this month
Cf. kaltila- . [Tk. kyskart-].
we
have
been a bit hard up.
qisqartilma
4. vi. To feel oppressed: demi — to hold
lit. n. Summary; abstract: romannifl qisone's breath or anger/ yiirugum —ip ketip
qartilmisi summary of a novel/ maqalinifl
baridu I feel oppressed.
qisqartilmisi abstract of an article,
5. vi. To get stuck: tayaq i$ikyogugiga —ip
qisqartma
qaldi a stick got stuck in the crack be
lit. n. = qisqartilma. [U. qisqartmd].
tween the door and the frame.
qisqu(
1. n. Pliers; tongs; clip: - sirkul calipers/ qisilgaq
n. Crack; crevice; passageway; narrow
gag —i hair clippers/ ♦ -- taxta boards for
lane. Also siqil^aq.
pressing sth. Also qisqag. [U. qisqig^.
2. zoo. n. Claw of lobster and other ani qisim I
1. n. Fraction; part; portion. [C. qtsm].
mals.
2. lit. n. Volume: uygur tili d&rsliginifl 2qisqugpaqa
-i Volume II of an Uyghur language text
zoo. n. Lobster. [U. qisqigbaqa].
book. Cf. jilt 3, tom II.
qisqi^a
3. mil. n. Troop unit: - basligi troop leader/
adj. Concise; brief; summarized: - bayan
qoralliq — armed forces. [U. qism (#1-3)].
qil- to explain concisely/ — lugat concise
dictionary/ — m&zmun summarized con qisim II
n. Oppression; constriction,
tent,
qisinqisqisi
vi. To be worried about: balisiga —ip aninifl
adv. In brief; in short; to sum it up: —ni
gelidin tamaq dtmidi the mother worried
eytqanda briefly stated; in brief. Also
that her child cannot swallow food,
soznifl qisqisi.
qisma
qisqirUfanliq
adj. Layered: — tarn a wall (not a housen. Contraction; shrinkage,
wil) composed of compressed layers,
qisqiliq
n. Shortness: bu gapan mafia — qilidu this qismaq
n. Snare; trap: - bildn qugqag tut- to
jacket is a bit short on me.
catch sparrows with a snare. Cf. dam 2,
qisi?qapqan 2, qapaz 2, qiltaq.
vi. mut. of qis- : qol — to shake hands,
qisma-qisma
qisir
adj. Sundry; various. Cf. tiirliik, xilmuzoo. adj. Dry; infertile: - qal- to be infer
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military ; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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qismat

qiro

xU.
qismat
n. Destiny; fate; lot. Cf. palak2, pi$ana2,
taqdir, rozi, irada 2. [O. ktsmetl U. qis
mat].
qisman
adj. Partial: — mdsilQ. a partial problem/ —
mdnp&'dt partial or local benefit/ kunnin tutulus ast. partial solar eclipse,
qismanlik
n. Partialness,
qi^
n. Winter: — Qiisti winter arrived/ —ni 6tkaz- (—tin giq-) to pass or live through a
winter/ —nifl kdzi qargu winter is blind
(winter clothes don't try to be pleasing to
the eye/ —nifl gemini yazda qil prepare well
for winter during summer! Cf. zimistan.
[C- ^iVM. qisKJ[. qUIUSi. Ay^/Tu. gysITv.
kyslii. qis].
qi^qi
adj. Winter: — t&til winter vacation/ — kiyim winter clothes. Also qi^liq. [Tv. kysky],
qi^in-yezin
n. Winter and summer; year-round: — toxtimasliq not to stop all year. [U. qisin-yozin],
qi?-yaz
n. = qi^in-yezin.
qi$mu-yaz
n. = qi^in-yezin.
qi$lavi. To winter; to spend or pass a winter.
[OT. qisla-/Tv. kysta-].
qi^laq
n. Winter pasture or residence of herders
in mountainous areas: —qa kdg- to move
to winter pastures. [Tv. kystaglM. ^4/0^7 (vil
lage)],
qi^liq
adj. = qi^qi.
qir
1. n. Edge: jozinifl —i table edge. Cf. bo-

ka I, kanara II, kanara, kezak II.
2. n. Ridge: — tart- (sal- ) to put up a
ridge/ etiz —i field ridge between plots/ yiriq —i phys. inguinal crest or ring. [M. qir
(dam)/Tu. gyra/Tv. kyr (^1-2)].
3. n. Bulge: simnifl —ini giqar- to iron
bulges out of pants.
qir1. vt. To shave, pare: saqal — to shave a
beard/ s&wzd — to pare carrots. [Y. kyryj(to cut, clip)].
2. vt. To kill. Also qasir-, qiy- I. [C. qtr(to break, destroy)/Mo. g/ru-Zlk. kyr-ITy.
^r-/U. qir-(ft\-2)].
qira'at
rel. n. Reading of the Koran: — qil- to re
cite, declaim or read aloud the Koran. [U.
qiroat],
qira'atxan
1. n. sby who reads aloud often and for
long periods.
2. n. Pedant. Also kitap sdwdayisi.
qira'atxana
n. Reading room in a library,
qiran
adj. Strong; sturdy: — burkiit strong eagle/
— yigit sturdy fellow,
qirtaq
adj. Astringent. Also qansiq, qeriq 1.
qir^angu
adj. Slow: — at slow or inferior horse,
qirjil1. vi. To be bored or fed up.
2. vi. To be worn out: gapannid yefli —ip
qaptu the jacket sleeves were worn out.
qirgilma
adj. Apathetic; insensitive; unfeeling,
qir^intal
bot. n. Weeping willow (Salix babylonica).
qiro
n. Frost: -- giis- to become frosty/ — mdzgili frosty period/ boz — hoarfrost; rime. Cf.

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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qirgiz

qirosiz

ii^^iik 1. [Mo. qiragull>f.xyraal\i. qirov/Y.
kyrya].
qirosiz
adj. Frostless; frost-free: - m&zgil frostfree period.
qirqi. .
„
1. vt. To cut, trim, shear: peyini - to pull
out a tendon (as a form of torture)/ gaf to cut hair/ qoy - to shear sheep/ yiltizini
- to root out. Also qaygila- . [Mo. qirga-/\J. qirq-].
2. zoo. vt. To gnaw, nibble (of mice),
qiriqbogum
qiriqqulaq
qirqija^
qirinda
phys. n. Fetal hair; lanugo,
n. Filings; shavings: tdrnur qirindisi iron
qirqim
filings,
adj. Cut; sheared; trimmed: - gag tnmmed
hair/ jus&y - boldi chives are ready to be qirgaq
geo. n. Shore; bank: ddrya qirgigi river
cut/ qoy yufli -ga k&ldi the sheep's wool is
bank/
defliz qirgigi ocean shore. Cf. boy 6,
ready for shearing,
sahil, qa^ III, kanara II. [U. qirgoq\.
qiri^a
adv. Sideways; obliquely: — qara- to look qirgu
n. Razor. Also qirgu?; cf. biritwa, ustuaskance at/ - qoy- to put sideways/ ♦ bolup yur- to ignore.
ra.
qirgu?
qiriq
n. = qirgu.
1. num. Forty: ♦ - yilda bir iydk oymi
one donkey performance in forty years (a qirgu?i
1. n. Turner; planer, lathe operator.
very rare thing or event). [KK. qyryql^l.
2. mil. n. Fighter; destroyer: - ayrupilani
qirq!OT. gfrg/Ta. kyrykITw. kyrklU.
fighter plane. [Mo. yargagin (slaughterer;
Qirq\.
executioner].
2. rel. n. Period of worship or sacnfice.
3. n. The end of a child's first forty days qirgul
zoo. n. Pheasant (Phaof life, usually an occasion to celebrate.
sianus torquatus; P.
qiriqayaq
colchicus): — owla- to
zoo. n. Woodlouse. Also called i^akqurut.
hunt pheasants. [Cqiriqbogum
qirgavulIK. kyrgooll
bot. n. Scouring rush (Equisetum hyemaMo. gurguulIQ. qyrle).
gauyllH. qirgovul].
qiriqqulaq
qirgiz
bot. n. Brake fern (Pteridium aquilimm).
n. Kirghiz, a Turkic
qirigin(i
nationality in Xinqirgul
num. Fortieth,
Jiang, particularly in the Qizilsu autono
qirim
mous prefecture (see p. 668), and Kirghin. Goat hide or skin.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying: ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy,
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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qirgin

qiziq

zistan. [OT. qirqtzlH. qir^iz\.
vi. To blush, flush, redden: senifi tigOn
qirgin
mdn —dim I feel ashamed of you/ uyalginin. Slaughter; massacre: — qil- to massa
din qizirip kdtti he blushed/ ♦ kdz - a. to
cre/ qanliq — bloody massacre,
covet, crave, desire, envy; b. to be furi
qirgin-^apqun
ous. (Th. kyzar-l\J. qizar-].
n. = qirgin.
qizdurqirgingiliq
1. vt. To heat. Cf. Uit-. [KK. qyzdyr-ZTu.
abstract n. of qirgin.
gezdir-].
qirla2. vt. To enliven.
vt. To pile up; to make an edge on a field
3. vt. To excite. Cf. hayajanlandur(JE): kes&k — to pile up adobe bricks/ yas(#3); also qizit- (#1-3).
tuqni —p qoyup bixaraman uxla- to shake qizdurguj
up the pillow and have a good sleep/ ♦
n. Heating device,
SQpkini -p kiy- to wear a hat at an angle (to qizgaq
be haughty or arrogant),
n. Young girl: nazuk - fragile girl. [Ta.
qirliq
kyzgyk].
adj. Edged; faceted:
qhga
ug — ik&k three-edged
adj. Girl-like; girlish,
file/ kdp — istakan
qizimulti-faceted glass
1. vi. To become hot, redden: bdddn — to
tumbler/ ♦ - piyizdk
catch a fever/ tOmur —di the iron turned
bot. Scirpus yagaral
red/ kun —p kdtti the sun became hot. [OT.
♦ — pinddk hot Sparqiz-IU. qizi-].
ganium stoloniferum,
2. vi. To be lively or fierce: jdfl —p kdtti
a kind of bur reed.
the battle was fierce/ oyun —p kdtti the
qirliq pindak
play was lively.
qirmaq
cul. n. Rice crust,
3. vi. To be excited: u haraq igip —p qaldi
qiz
after he had some liquor he became excit
1. n. Girl; unmarried woman: — bala girl/
ed. Cf. hay^'anlan- .
— talaq Islamic-style divorce (see talaq on qizitp. 170)/ — giqar- (uzat-) to marry off (a
1. vt. To heat: tdmumi — to heat iron. Cf.
daughter)/ - k6r- to appraise a girl/ -tbkilit- .
kdn dr a man who is a husband for the
2. vt. To enliven.
first time/ jiydn -i niece/ t toqquz -nin
3. vt. To excite. Also qizdur- (#1-3).
tolgigi tdfl tutuptu nine girls born at the qizitma
same time (several disasters occurring si
med. n. Fever: qizitmisi drld- to run a fe
multaneously). [Ta. kyzITn. gyz/Tv. kys!
ver/ seriq - yellow fever. Cf. tap I, issitY. Ayyj].
ma.
2. n. Daughter: 1 bdrmds -nifl toylugi egir qiziq
he who does not want to marry off his
1. n. Heat: kiinnifi qizigida kiyim yay- to
daughter asks for a high bride price. [Cunbotton clothes in hot weather. Cf. toqizJYX.. qyzJCfY. qil\}. qiz (#1-2).
muz.
qizar2. adj. Hot: — tdmiir hot iron/ — gay hot
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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qizil

qiziq-

n. of qiziq.
tea. Cf. issiq 1. [KK. qyzgyn (#2)].
3. adj. Interesting; intriguing; attracting: qizil I
I. adj. Red: ~ armiyd mil. Red Army/ -~ gdp a. interesting talk; b. ♦ odd or in
burun
red or liquor nose/ — tomur phys.
explicable remark/ - hikayd interesting
artery (also — qan tomuri)/ — tdmiir nidisi
story.
geol. red iron ore; hematite/ — tUlkd zoo.
4. adj. Funny; amusing: — ad&m funny
red fox (VUlpes vulpes)/ — siziq red line/
person. Cf. hayyar 3, ^etila 1, ^itila, kiilki- Ugqulaq bot. a kind of clover/ - qan dalik. [U. qiziq (#1-4)].
nigiliri phys. red blood cell; erythrocyte/
5. adv. Enthusiastically; wholeheartedly;
— laza bot. red pepper/ ♦ — bala penis
— iild- to work enthusiastically.
(JE)/ ♦ -bugda^hot.bee.ttops(Amaranthus
6. n. Delight; pleasure; joy; h^atnifl qizipaniculatus)! ♦ — tasma bot. prostate
gini kdr- to enjoy the joys of life.
knotweed {Polygonum aviculare) (see il
qiziqlustration at qmqag till on p. 650)/ ♦ - dovi. To be interested: u hegnimiga -maydu
lana bot. wild hawthorn (Crataegus sanhe is not interested in anything/ muzikiga guinea)!
♦ -- gupgini bot. glabrous greento be interested in music. [C- qiziq- (to get
excited)/U. qiziq-^.
qiziqarliq
adj. Interesting; delightful. [Th. kyzykly^
qiziqturvt. To attract, interest, lure, seduce: pulga
— to seduce with money/ kitap oqusqa — to
interest in reading a book.
1. n. Funny or amazing person. Ct. gax9aq(i, hazilka^, ^etila 2.
2. n. Clown; buffoon; actor,
qiziq^iliq
n. Joke; jest; humor. Cf. {axgaq, hazil,
^etililik.
qiziqsinvi. To be interested: mdn bu Uqa -iwatim&n I am interested in this matter. [Ta.
kyzyksyn-].
qiziqqan
adj. Impatient; impetuous; rash. Cf. aldiraqsan, aldiranga, bitaqat, taqatsiz, sawirsiz, ^ap^ak 1, yangiltak.
qiziqqanliq
n. Impatience; impetuosity; rashness: qil- to be impatient. Cf. aldiraqsanliq,
aldiranguluq, taqatsizlik.
qiziqliq

qizil dolana

qizil gupgini

briar (Smilax glabra), used in Uyghur folk
medicine/ ♦ - gugluq bot. herbaceous pe
ony (Paeonia anomala)! ♦ — saywa bot.
rose-scented grapes/ ♦ -idmyadbot akind
of yew (Taxus cuspidata)/ ♦ - rdqdm de
ficit/ ♦ — qapartqu (also - dag) m^. ery
thema/ ♦ - qarigay bot. Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis)/ ♦ - qurut a. zoo. ^hworm; b. newly-bom child: bu balini mdn
- qurut gegidin tartip beqip gdfl qilgan idim
I have raised this child from birth/ ♦ —
gil Bolus rubra, used in Uyghur folk med
icine (also “ lay, timol mdxtum)l ♦ - lagin zoo. red falcon/ ♦ - miliwiq saqaqul
bot. scalwort (Polygonatum roseum). [CqizillKK. qyzylKJT. qizil/lii. kyzyl/Tv. ky-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz, KK.
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qizil
zyim. qizillY. kyhyl].
2. n. Lipstick; rouge,
qizil II
med. n. Measles. [U. qizamiq].
qizilba^
n. = qizilwa^.
qizil-tizil
adj. Brightly colored; colorful: — kiyim
colorful clothes,
qizilga
hot. n. Beet (Beta vulgaris). [U. qizilga].
qizilongag
phys. n. Esophagus: — paligi med. esophagoplagia/ — raki med. cancer of the eso
phagus (also qiltamaq)/ -- yarisi med. eso
phageal ulcer/ — yallugi med. esophagitis,
qizilomii^uk
zoo. n. Red spider,
qizilsu
geo. n. Kizilsu, Kirghiz autonomous pre
fecture in Southwestern Xinjiang.

qizilwa$
1. rel. n. Shiite.
2. n. A person of loose morals,
qizilquiaq
hot. n. Physalis alkekengi, a kind of
groundcherry. See illustration at kakinaj
on p. 680.

qizgin
qizilkoz
n. Swindler; impostor; cheat; trickster,
qizilkozliik
abstract n. of qizilkoz.
qizilgaz
zoo. n. Flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus).
[Q. qoqiqaz].
qizilgiil
bot. n. Wrinkled rose (Rosa rugosae).
Also called giilsuruq.
qizilla^vi. To redden, turn red. Also qizi- 1.
qizilliq
n. Redness,
qizilmaral
bot. n. Rhodiola kirilowii.

qizilmuru(
bot. n. Red pepper; chili (Capsicum annuum; C. frutescens). Also called pilpil
ahmUr, pilpil sudan, laza. [Q. qyzyl burys].
qizganguq
1. adj. J^ous.
2. adj. Stingy; niggardly; mean; narrow
minded. [U. qizgangiq],
qizganguqluq
n. of qizgan^uq.
qizgu9
adj. Pink: — ran pink color. Cf. aq qizil,
toxun, gulran. [U. qizgiy].
qizgin
adj. Ardent; fervent: — tabrikld- to ardent
ly congratulate/ — Umit fervent hope/ --
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qizginliq
muMbbat ardent love/ U -- ketip baridu
work is in full swing. Cf. atUin, alanguliik
2, yalqunluq 2. [KK. gyzgyn/O. JdzginITvi.
pzgyn/U. qizgin).
qizginliq
n. Ardor; enthusiasm; fervor: — bildn kutUwal- to receive enthusiastically/ tolup
tayqan — great fervor. [O. kizginliic].
qizliq
1. phys. n. Hymen.
2. n. Girlhood: -- ddwri age of girlhood,
qinraq
cul. n. Kitchen or paring knife,
qingay1. vi. To tilt, incline, slope, slant: tarn -di
the wall tilted. [U. qingay- (to look side
ways)].
2. vi. To recline: bir ddm qingiyiwalay let
me lie down for a while.
qihgir
adj. Bent; crooked; curved: — boyun bent
back; crooked neck/ - ddrOx gn^led tree/
— yol curved road/ s&pkini — kiyiwal- to
have one's hat on crooked. [Tk. kyHgyrl\J.
qingir].
qingir-singir
adj. = qingir.
qingir-qiysiz
adj. = qingir.
qingir-maymaq
adj. = qingir.
qiy- I
vt. To kill. Also qasir- , qir- .
qiy- II
1. vt. To cut or slash: dyndk qolumni
—wdtti glass slashed my hand/ q&gdz — to
cut paper. [U. qij-].
2. vt. To be reluctant to do sth: ayrilisqa
—masUq to hate to part.
qiya I
geo. n. Cliff; precipice; rock: - ta^ rock.
Cf. yar I 2. [Tu. gayalTw. xayalH. qiyd\.
qiya II

qiyam
1. adv. Obliquely; slantingly: -- qara- to
glance sideways/ kun nuri — gtiyti the sun
rays shone obliquely.
2. adv. Slightly; a little: Uikni — ag- to
open the door a crack.
qiyapat
n. Outlook; look; aspect: dsli — former
outlook/ siyasi - political aspect. [Tk. kyyafdt (physiognomy)/!!, qiefat].
qiya-giya
n. Noise; uproar; hubbub: ~ qil- to make
noise, create an uproar,
qiyas
n. Conjecture; guess; inference; surmise:
- qil- to guess, infer, conjecture, surmise.
Cf. paraz, taxmin. [U. qiSs (compari
son)],
qiyasan
adv. In a conjecturing, guessing or sur
mising manner: — hdkiim qil- to make a
judgment by guessing/ — eyt- to guess,
suppose, surmise,
qiyasiy
adj. of qiyas.
qiyaq
bot. n. Sedge (Elymus).
[Mo. qiyag/Q. qyyaq!
U. qieq\.
qiyaliq
n. Gradient. Cf. tiklik,
yantuluq.
qiyam I
1. n. Thick liquid: sik&r
qiyaq
-i cul. syrup. Cf. tangar, tangaza.
2. cul. n. Jam; marmalade: alma -i apple
jam/ ♦ -iga k&l- to be fully ripened. Cf.
warina, murabba. [U. qiem
qiyam II
1. rel. n. Midday prayer: —ga tur- to do
one's noon prayers while standing. Cf. pe^in, namaz pe^in.
2. n. Midday; noon: kiln — boldi it is noon.
Cf. p4in, jii^ 2 (#2). [U. qiem (#1-2)].
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qiyamat

qiyna-

qiyamat
5 " is yoq aldmdd kOMl qoygan addmgd
rel. n. Judgment Day; doomsday; end of
nothing in the world is difficult for the di
the world: —qayim
the time when
ligent. Cf. tas, d4war, mu^aqqatlik. [KK.
Judgment Day is nearing/ — q&rzi debts
pjynITa. kyn/\J. qijin].
that should be settled before one dies / ♦ qiyinda
— kOtdr- to assemble in order to create a
n. Clipping; cutting. Cf. kasma 3.
disturbance. Cf. axir zaman, mah^ar. [U. qiyingiliq
qiimat].
n. Difficulty: - tart- to encounter difficul
qiyamatlik
ties / — sal- to create difficulties/ —ni ydnadj. Life-long: — dost a life-long friend,
to surmount difficulties. Cf. d4warliq, egirqiyan
(iliq, mu^aqqat, mu$kiillat.
n. Flood; deluge; inundation; overflow; qiyinsinspill: — tesip kiUti flood waters spilled over.
vi. To have difficulties: bu isni u —di he
Cf. ta^qin, topan I, sal I, kalkiin. [Y. xahad difficulties with this matter,
laari].
qiyin-qistaq
qiypa^
n. Torture: — qil- to use torture/ —qa al
adj. Oblique; diagonal; slanting: - gUiUp
to torture. Also qistaq 2, qiynaq.
turban kun mri slanting sun rays/ - kds- to qiyinla^cut diagonally,
vi. To become difficult: yol barganseri qiqiysayyinlisip kdtti the road became increasingly
vi. To be slanted, tilted: tarn —di the wall
difficult/ ndpds —ti breathing became dif
was tilted/ qiysiyip yat- to lie at an angle,
ficult,
qiysaytqiyinliq
vt. To slant, tilt. [Th. kyjiojt-].
n. Difficulty; complexity: m&silinifl qiyinqiysiq
ligi complexity of a problem,
adj. Slanted; tilted; crooked: — kOz med. qiygatwalleye; cross eyes/ -- egiz crooked mouth,
vi. To cavort, frisk, frolic, gambpl, romp:
qiyiq I
taygaqlar —ti the colts frolicked,
1. adj. Stubborn; pigheaded; willful: - ba qiyma
le willful child. Cf. aligadan, tarsa, jacul. n. Minced meat: — kawap roast meat
hil, kaj I 1, gadanka^.
balls/ — gOs ground meat/ - miji- to knead
2. adj. Oblique; diagonal: bu rOxt - kesistuffing/ manta qiymisi dumpling stuffing.
lip qaptu this cloth is cut diagonally.
[U. qijma].
qiyiq II
qiyma-jiyma
n. Small piece of cloth, paper, etc.: — rocul. n. Hash; minced meat: - qil- to make
mal triangular kerchief/ — koyn&k do. a
hash,
kind of shirt,
qiynaqiyiqliq
vt. To torment, maltreat, tyrannize, make
n. Stubbornness: — qil- to be stubborn. Cf.
feel unwell: —p dltiir- to torture to death/
aligadanlik, jahilliq, k^Iiq, gadanka$lik. —p soraq qil- to question under duress/ bu
qiyin
kesdl meni bdk qiynidi I suffered severely
adj. Hard; difficult: — dhwalda qal- to be
from this illness/ dsirldrni — to maltreat
in a difficult situation/ - is difficult matter/
prisoners. Cf. azapla-, ogayla- . [C- qiKEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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qil?a

qiynaq
kyjna-IM. qijna-^.
qiynaq
n. Torture. Also qistaq 2, qiyin-qistaq.
qiynaqxana
n. Torture chamber,
qiynalvi. To feel strained, suffer: turrnum - to
suffer in life/ xizm&tta - to feel strained in
one's work,
qig
ag. n. Compost; dung; manure: -- egit- to
make compost. Cf. (irinda topa, quyut.
[Y. kii\.
qiglaag. vt. To spread manure: etizni — to
spread manure on the field. Cf. quwwatla-, quyutla- .
qigliq
ag. n. Dungyard.
qil
n. Bristle: ♦ - hard metal saw (also sim
hard)! ♦ -- sigmasliq a. to be irrefutable:
qil sigmaydigan hdqiqdt irrefutable truth; b.
to be on very intimate terms: qil sigtnaydigan dostluq a very intimate friendship/ ♦
- ustidd tur- (qal-) to stand on top of a
bristle (to be in imminent peril)/ ♦ ~ qalto do sth almost but not quite: u yiqilip
(uskili - qaldi he almost fell/ ♦ - yopurmaqliq dmdn bot. wormwood; capillary
artemesia (Artemisia capillaris){seQ illus
tration at ^iwaq on p. 531)/ ♦ —din qeyiq
kdt- to do sth easily, frequently, at every
turn: u —din qeyiq kdtsila yiglaydu he cries
easily or frequently/ ♦ -ni qiriq yar- to
be reasonable, sensible/ ♦ petir nandin —
sugurganddk like plucking a bristle from a
loaf of unleavened bread (extremely stin
gy). Also qil?iq- [M. qil (hair of a man or
other)/U. qil].
qil1. vt. To do: sdn nimd -iwdtisdn what are
you doing?/ yaxsi is - to do good work. [C-

qil-IKK. qyl-IMo. M-ICfT. qil-lT^. kyl-ITvi.
jty/-/Tv. I^l-/\J. qil-].
2. vt. To take for, regard as: xxxni qoral
- to regard XXX as an instrument.
3. vt. To use as: xxxni yarddmgi — to use
XXX as an assistant or heifer.
4. vt. as auxiliary verb: tdrjimanliq — to
translate/ remont - to repair/ yarddm - to
help/ gdp - to speak.
5. vi. used to change an onomatopoeia in
to a verb: poltofl -ip suga gusup kdl- to drop
into water with flopping sound/ qars -ip
sun- to break with a crack.
6. vi. when following tdk/ddk, expresses
prediction, expectation or anticipation: u
kdlmaydiganddk -idu it seems he will not
come.
qilat
n. Flying sword, as used in martial arts or
a circus.
qiltaq
n. Snare; trap: - qoy- to set traps/ -qa
Qus- to fall into a trap. Cf. dam 2, qapqan
2, qapaz 2, qismaq.
qiltamaq
med. n. Cancer of the esophagus. Also
called qizildngdg raid.
qiltiriq
1. bot. n. Awn; beard: qara — bugday
black-awned wheat.
2. zoo. n. Fish bone. Also beliq qiltirigi.
[U. qiltiriq (#1-2)].
qiltiriqsiz
1. bot. adj. Awnless; beardless.
2. zoo. adj. Boneless (of fish),
qiltiriqliq
1. bot. adj. Awned; bearded.
2. zoo. adj. Boned (of fish).
adj. Particle; shred; iota; bit: —paydisi
yoq without the slightest benefit or profit;
totally useless/ u - bilmdydu he knows
nothing / u - xapa bolmidi he was not the
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qilfiq

qimmatsiii'

least bit angry. Also qilcilik.
qimar
•1 •
*
■* *
qilSiq
n. Gambling: — oyna- to gamble. [U. qin. Bristle; seta. Also qil.
mor].
qilgilik
qimarxana
adj. = qil{a.
n. Gambling house. Cf. tawka.
qil(imu
qimarwaz
adv. The least amount.
n. Gambler: ddka — rich gambler/ ♦ utqilqurut
turwdtkdn —ddk oltur- to sit like a gambler
zoo. n. Filaria: — kesili med. filariasis.
who lost (to be dejected or crestfallen),
qilig
qimarwazliq
1. mil. n. Saber; sword: -- as- to carry a
abstract n. of qimarwaz.
sword/ — tip sword blade/ — gap- to chop, qim$icut, hack/ f — yarisi saqiyar, til yarisi savi. To be closely packed: mSydanda addm
qaymas a sword wound heals, a wound
dig&n —p ketiptu people were closely
caused by words won't heal/ 1 bir qinga
packed in the square,
ikki — sigmas two sabers cannot be held in qimir
one scabbard. Cf. ?ap. [C. qiliglM. qiliglTv.
n. Moving; budging: - qilma don't move!
kylysIM. qilig'\.
qimirla2. n. Male name.
vi. To move, stir, creep. [U. qimirla-].
qill9waz
qimirlatn. Swordsman,
vt. To move, budge, stir,
qiligwazliq
qimiz
n. Swordsmanship.
cul. n. An alcoholic beverage made of
qili(la$fermented mare's milk; kumiss. [Th. kyvi. To fence,
myz/U. qimiz].
qiliq
qimilda1. n. Habit; practice: Oski - a bad habit.
1. vi. To wriggle, squirm.
2. n. Behavior; conduct: — giqar- to affect
2. vi. To be bustling with activity. Cf. mian attitude/ qara bmin qiligini look at his
?ilda- , migilda- (#1-2).
(shameful or artificial) conduct! Cf. pazi- qimmat
lat 1. [U. qiliq\.
1. n. Value: - qanuni law of value/ qosumqiliqsiz
gd - surplus value/ mutldq - math, abso
adj. Impolite; ill-mannered. Cf. biadap,
lute value. Cf. atiwar, qiidir 1, etiwar.
takallilpsiz, adapsiz.
2. adj. Expensive: - baha high value: qiliqsizliq
baha buyumlar valuables/ bahasi - highn. Impoliteness: - qil- to be impolite. Cf.
priced; very expensive. Cf. pulluq 2.
biadaplik, takalliipsizlik, adapsizlik.
[KK. qymbat-/T^. kyjmmdt/U. qimmat Uf\qilmi$
2)].
n. Conduct; behavior: jinayi — criminal qimmat(i
behavior/ unin —i qdbih his conduct is
n. sby selling dearly.
disgusting.
qinimat(ilik
qilmi|-atmi$
abstract n. of qinimat9i.
n. = qilmi$.
qimmatsinKEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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qimmatlavi. To consider expensive,
qimmatlavi. To rise in price, appreciate.
qimmatla$vi. mut. of qimmatla- .
qimmatlik
adj. Precious; valuable; commendable: —
p&zil&t commendable conduct/ — soga pre
cious gift. Cf. bahasi qimm&t, atiwarliq,
etiwarliq. fib. kyjmm&tle].

qin
qin
1. n. Sheath; scabbard: qiligni —ga sal- to
put a saber into a scabbard/ qilignifl —i
saber scabbard/ yopurmaq —i bot. leaf
sheath/ 1 bir ~ga ikki qilig sigmas one scab
bard cannot hold two sabers/ ♦ xosalligidin
........ iga patmasliq to burst with joy. Cf. gilap. [M. qinlTw. xyn!\5. qin/Y. kyyn\.
2. geo. n. Bed (of a river): d&rya —i riv
erbed (also say).
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k
kabil
n. Electric cable. [<R. kabel'].
kabinka
n. Cockpit; control cabin. [<R. kabinka],
kabinet
n. Administrative office; cabinet: igki —i
inner cabinet. Also called i^xana. [ <R. ka
binet].
kap
adv. kap &t- to swallow chopped or pow
dered foods: talqanni — &t- to swallow
parched flour,
kapalat
n. Pledge; guarantee: — b&r- to guarantee,
pledge/ -ka ig& bol- to obtain a pledge/
gdliba qilijnin kapaliti a pledge for victory,
kapalatlanvi. To receive a pledge,
kapalatlandiirvt. To pledge, guarantee: tUminldsi — to
guarantee supplies.
kapaliitlik
adj. Pledged; guaranteed: - b&r- to guar
antee or vouch for.
kapalatnama
n. Written pledge,
kapam
m. Mouthful: Mr - polo a mouthful of pilaf.
kapamlavi. To swallow a mouthful: —p y&- to eat

id

by swallowing by the mouthful,
kappida
adv. Suddenly: — tutuwal- to grip or catch
hold of (sby/sth) suddenly.
kap$a1. vi. To bark, yap. Cf. baw^i-, wan^i-, qawa- II, kan^i- 1.
2. vi. To be long-winded, garrulous, wor
dy.
kapron
chem. n. Kapron: — yagliq kapron ker
chief. [<R. kapron],
kapusta
bot. n. Cabbage (Brassica olercea). Also
called kall&k b&s&y.
[<R. kapusta],
kapkap I
bot. n. Dandelion (Tar
axacum mongolicum).
Also mamkap. [Q.
baq-baq],
kapkap II
1. adj. Fiercely bark
ing: — kilguk fiercely
barking whelp.
2. adj. Endlessly chat
tering.
kapital
n. Capital: - giqar- to export capital/ jugla- to accumulate capital/ — oboroti
capital turnover; circulation/ — sal- (qos-)
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kapitalist

kategoriya

to invest/ — tdrdp the capital side (as op
posed to labor)/ dmgdk bil&n otturisidiki
kUrdf struggle between labor and capital/
Sana'at --i industrial capital/ soda —i
commercial capital. Cf. dasmaya, dir,
sarmaya, izna 2, mablag. [<R. kapitall
0. kapital].
kapitalist
n. Capitalist. Cf. sarmayidar. [<R. ka
pitalist].
kapitalistik
adj. Capitalist: — dll&r capitalist countries/
- jdmiydt capitalist society/ — soda-sanadt capitalist industry and commerce/ — istixiyilik ktig spontaneous power of capital
ism/ — mulukgilik capitalist ownership.
kapitalizim
n. Capitalism: — tuziimi capitalist system/
- dunyasi capitalist world/ — jdmiyiti cap
italist society/ — yoli capitalist road. [<R.
kapitalizm].
kapitan
mil. n. Captain. Also called dawey. [<R.
kapitan].
kapian
n. Card. [<Ch. kapian].
kapir
rel. n. Heathen; infidel; non-believer; pa
gan; non-Muslim. Cf. ta'ipa, tayipa, kupar, majusi. [C- kafir/0. kdfir/Ta. kafer!
U. kofir].
kapiras
geol. n. Actinolite.
kaplavt. To strop, sharpen: usturini - to strop a
razor,
kapligu;
n. Strop,
kat I
1. n. A large wooden chest for storing
things, with the top being used as a bed.
2. n. Bed; cot. Also karwat.
kat II
—

n. kat hindi bot. cate
chu (Acacia catechu).
.'5
used in Uyghur folk
ite? .-s»:
medicine.
katan
H
n. Rut.
katalog
n. Catalog: — tuz- to
h!
edit a catalog/ kitapq
\
lar —i book catalog.
[<R. katalog].
kat hindi
katalizator
chem. n. Catalyst. [<R. katalizator].
katta
adj. Big; grand; important; prominent: —
addm big-shot/ — ziyapdt grand banquet/
- is great event. [U. katta].
kattiwa^
n. Headman; ring leader: dksiydtgi — reac
tionary ring leader,
kattiliq
1. n. Size; dimension: bu dtiiknifl kattiligi
mafia ddl kelidu these boots are my size.
2. n. Airs; conceit: — qil- to put on airs,
katak
1. n. Checker; square. Cf. {aqmaq II 1.
2. n. Cage; coop; pen: — sal- to build a
coop/ —tdk dy small room/ toxu katigi
chicken coop. [U. katak].
katakga
1. adj. Checkered; square: -- ddptdr
checkered booklet/ -- rdxt checkered
cloth. Cf. (aqmaq II 2.
2. n. Diminutive form of katak: dskdrtmd
katdkgisi remarks column/ soxmdt taxtisinifl
katdkgiliri squares on a chessboard.
kataklik
adj. = katakga.
katolik
rel. n. Catholic: — dini Catholicism. [<R.
katolik].
kategoriya
n. Category. [<R. kategoriya].
^
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kasapat

katip
katip
1. n. Secretary. Cf. sarkatip, sekritar,
^uji, katibat. [U. kotib].
2. n. Copyist; clerk; scribe: qolyaztninifl
katipi manuscript copyist.
katipliq
n. Secretarial work; copying,
katibat
n. = katip 1: - basqarmisi secretariat/ bdlumi secretarial office.
katyu$a
mil. n. A kind of rocket first used in the
Soviet army. [<R. katyuio].
kadati
1. adj. Experienced; seasoned: -- ad&m ex
perienced person/1 i^ni —din sora, asm badaMin ask an experienced man about
work, look in the granary for grain. Cf.
tajribilik.
2. adj. Old in experience: — tulkd old fox/
“ xoraz old rooster. Cf. pi^qadam 2. [K.
kanafi\.
kadahliq
n. Old age.
kadir
n. Cadre: — yetistUr- to train cadres/ —lar
siyasiti cadre policy/ —lar mdktipi cadre
school. [<R. kadry].
kadirliq
n. Service; work,
kadmiy
chem. n. Cadmium (Cd). [<R. kadmij].
kaj I
1. adj. Obstinate; pigheaded; stubborn: —
addm a stubborn person. Cf. aligadan,
tarsa, jahil, qiyiq I 1, gadanka?.
2. n. Pighead; stubborn person,
kaj II
n. Slacker; loafer; idler,
kajuwa
n. Pannier; large basket for transporting
melons and fruit. [U. kazawa].
kaji

n. Tricot: — rdxt tricot cloth,
kgjla^vi. To become obstinate, pigheaded, stub
born, surly,
kajliq
n. Stubbornness; obstinacy; pigheaded
ness; surliness: — qil- to be stubborn/ kajligi tut- to become stubborn. Cf. aligadanlik, Jahilliq, qiyiqliq, gadanka$Iik.
ka^at
n. Slap: — sal- (ur-) to slap in the face/ —
yd- to be slapped. Cf. $apilaq.
ka9atlavt. To slap: dzini dzi — to slap oneself. Cf.
^apilaqla- .
kagkul
n. Ice cave; ice hole.
kahi$
n. Tile. Cf. wa.
kahi^Iiq
adj. Tiled: - 6y tiled house,
kahin
rel. n. Priest; fortuneteller. [O. kahin\.
kasa I
1. n. Wooden bowl: bir — qetiq a bowl of
sour milk/ ♦ gill kasisi bot. floral recep
tacle. [U. kosa (large cup; cupful)].
2. n. One half of a melon: bir - qogun half
of a melon/ qogunni - qilip yd- to cut half
a melon and eat it.
kasa II
phys. n. Buttocks. Cf. sagra, qon, quyruq
5, kot I.
kasapat
1. n. Bad luck: — bos- to have bad luck: 1
yaxsinin sarapiti tegdryamannid kasapiti he
who is near good people receives good
fortune, he who is near bad people re
ceived bad fortune (one takes on the color
of one's company).
2. n. An unlucky person: bu kasapdtyeqindin beri xeli pitlinip qaptu this unlucky
person has lately been infested with lice.
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kasat
3. n. Implication: kasapiti t&g- to impli
cate, get (sby) into trouble/ kasapitigS. k&t(qal-) to be implicated/ senifl kasapitiMin
m&n t&nqitkO. ugridim thanks to your med
dling, I was criticized/ 1 birinifl kasapiti
miftga tegdr one man's trouble implicates a
thousand,
kasat
adj. Depressed; stagnant; unsalable: —
mal unsalable goods/ baziri — stagnant;
depressed (of market). [U. kasod\.
kasat(iliq
n. Depression; stagnation.
kasatla$vi. To be depressed, stagnant, unsalable,
kasan
cul. n. Wooden trough for kneading
dough. Cf. tanla.
kasturulka
n. Enameled pot or pan.
kastum
do. n. Western-style costume. [<R. kostywn\.
kastumluq
1. adj. of kastum: — bir addm kdldi sby
wearing Western clothes came.
2. adj. sth for making Western clothes:
bir — rdxt a piece of cloth for making
Western clothes.
kassa
n. Cash register. [<R. kassa\.
kassir
n. Cashier. [<R. kassir],
kassirliq
n. Cashier's position or post,
kaska
1. adj. Endlessly barking: — it endlessly
barking dog.
2. n. Jester; chatterer; windbag,
kas-kas
adj. = kaska 1.
kaskasliq
n. Chatter; jabber; babble; chitchat; pa-

ka$ila
laver: — qil- to chatter away, engage in
idle or trivial talk,
kasip
n. Craftsman: —lar uyusmisi craftsman's
guild. Cf. hiinarwan, san'at^i, san'Mkar, ustikar. [U. kosib],
kasipliq
n. Handicraft industry,
kasiwal
n. Triangular file,
kasilavt. To cut in half: qogmni —p yd- to cut a
melon in half and eat it.
kasina
bot. n. Chicory {Cichorium
intybus), used in Uyghur
folk medicine. Also called
kok^e^ak.
kasini^iliq
n. Order for goods: — qilto accept an order for
kasina
goods,
ka^a
n. Woven bellyband.
kaptlavi. To lisp,
ka^al
n. = ka^ila.
kaftan
bot. n. Chinese chestnut,
ka^kap
med. n. A soup made of red jujube kernels
and used as folk remedy against fever and
inflammation,
ka^ki
int. If only; would to God: Ozdfl bir qetim
kdlgdn bolsafl — I'd wish you came by
yourself once/ u waqtida kdlgdn bolsa —
would to God he came on time. [U. kosld],
ka^ila
n. Hindrance; obstruction; hitch; impedi
ment: — bol- to be hindered or impeded/
- giqti a hitch developed/ - qil- to hinder.
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karnay

kar
disturb, trouble. Also ka$al.
kar
n. Business; matter; affair; thing: — qil- to
be effacacious: bu dora uniflga — qilmidi
this medicine does not do him any good/
—din Qiq- expresses idea of uselessness;
bu dttik —din giqti these boots can't be
worn; bu qaldm -din giqti this pen is use
less (also Utin giq-, kerdktin giq-)l —i bolto manage: bu is bildn -in bolmisun don't
touch this matter/ —i yoq (he) does not
bother/ -ga kdl- (yara-) to be useful/ bu is
bildn —im yoq I have nothing to do with
this matter/ senin nimd —in what business
do you have (what are you bothered
about; what are you up to)? [C- kar (war;
battle)/KK. kdr!\}. tor],
karabin
mil. n. Carbine. [<R. karabin\.
karap
n. Carafe. [<R. grafin],
karat
n. Carat. [<R. karat].
karayit
n. Impact; effect; -/having little im
pact/ big -i yoq no effect,
karamat
1. n. Ability; - kdrsdt- to display one's
ability/ karamiti askara bolup qal- to show
one's true colors. [C- karamat],
2. adj. Strange; magical; mysterious; mys
tical: — is a strange or fascinating matter.
3. adj. Very; completely; utmost: — issiq
extremely hot/ bugiin biz — isldp kdttuq to
day we worked especially energetically / u
— yaxsi addm he is an excellent person. Cf.
ajayip 1, taza II 1, rasa 1, intayin, nahayiti I.
4. n. Male name,
karantin
med. n. Quarantine: — ponkiti quarantine
station/ — qil- to quarantine. [<R. karan
tin].

karbazol
chem. n. Carbazole.
karbon
chem. n. Carbon (C); - su birikmisi car
bohydrate. [O. karbon].
kardon
n. Cardboard; — qdgdz cardboard paper.
[<R. karton <G. Kartori].
karak
phys. n. Adam's apple. Cf. bugdiyak.
karxana
1. n. Enterprise; business: — basqur- to
manage an enterprise/ daramdtlik karxanisi profitable enterprise/ sana 'dt karxanisi
industrial enterprise. [U. korxona].
2. n. Shop; plant: kiyimgilik karxanisi tai
lor shop/ yagaggiliq karxanisi lumberyard;
carpenter's shop.
karol
1. n. King; magnate; baron: nefit —i oil
baron. [<R. tow/'].
2. n. The king in playing cards,
karolluq
1. n. Kingdom; empire. [<R. korolek].
2. adj. Royal; imperial.
3. obs. adj. National; public. Cf. padUaliq,
imperatorluq (#1-3).
karwat
n. Bed: — qur- to put up a bed/ sim —
spring bed/ yagag — wooden bed; cot/ IdmIdm — soft bed. Also kat 12. [U. karovat].
karwan
n. Caravan: — besi caravan leader/ — sariyi
caravansery/ tdgd karwini camel caravan.
[K. kerbenlO. karavanlT\i. kervenlU. karvon].
karidor
n. Corridor; hallway: uzun — long hall
way. Cf. ariliq II, dahliz. [<R. koridor].
kariz
n. Underground water conduit in Turpan
and elsewhere in Xinjiang,
karnay
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kakira-

kazzap
1. mus. n. A
trumpet-like in
strument made of
brass or copper,
played mostly by
kamay
the Kazakhs of the Hi region: — gal- to
blow the kamay. Also kanay 2.
2. n. Mouthpiece; speaker: radiyo kamiyi
radio speaker.
3. phys. n. Larynx; throat. Cf. boguz I 1,
tamaq II, alqum, halqum, kikirtak, girtildak, gall 1. [U. kamaj].
kazzap
n. Swindler; imposter; trickster,
kazzapliq
n. Swindling; cheating,
kawa
bot. n. Cushaw; pumpkin (Cucurbita): —
barini pumpkin trellis. Also called tonur
kawisi, gaqma kawa. [K. kabakl.
kawap
cul. n. Roasted meat: b&rril — roasted
lamb/ jig&r kawiwi roast sheep liver/ ♦
—mu kdymisun zixmu kOymisun llet's not
bum the kawap nor the skewer (let's satis
fy both sides). [KK. kdbablU. kabob].
kawappaz
n. Kawap seller. Also kawap(i.
kawappazlik
n. Kawap selling. Also kawapjiliq.
kawapdan
n. Oven for roasting meat,
kawap^i
n. = kawappaz.
kawapgiliq
n. = kawappazlik.
kawapxana
n. Kawap restaurant.
kawawi(in
bot. n. The fruit of pepper plants. See il
lustration at kababa^ini on p. 684.
kawak
1. n. Cavity; hole: — at- to plug a hole/ —

izdd- a.to search for a hole; b. ♦ to ex
ploit an advantage/ - gm hollow brick/ ddrdx kawiki knothole/ gif kawigi dental cavi
ty/ igi — ddrixi hollow tree. Also kuwak;
cf. to$iik I. [U. kavak].
2. med. n. Cavity during state of necrosis,
kawakliq
n. Emptiness; void,
kawja
adj. Curved; crooked; bent: — bol- to be
come bent,
kawguk
n. Rubber: — ddrixi mbber tree/ ~ zawudi
rubber factory/ gMgurtluk — vulcanized
mbber. [<R. kauguk <G. Kautschuk],
kafedira
n. Teaching and research section of a
school. [<R. kafedrd].
kafidra
n. = kafedira.
kaka
phys. n. Penis. Cf. alat, zakar, iijak, qizil bala.
kakawu
n. Cocoa. [<R. kakao].
kakga
cul. n. A large and thin loaf of bread. Cf.
hamak.
kakkuk
zoo. n. Cuckoo (Cuculiformes): — sayridi
a cuckoo called. [K. kiikiikllJ. kakkulY.
kege],
kakkukgiil
bot. n. Azalia (Cuculus poliocephalus).
kakkuklavi. To cuckoo,
kakira1. vi. To make a dripping or rumbling
sound, like an empty stomach.
2. vi. To shout, yell, howl.
3. vi. To be unable to bear: yuknifl egirligidin ifdk —p qaldi the load is too heavy for
the donkey to carry.
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kalanpayliq

kakil
4. vi. To lose in a cock fight,
kakil
n. Wattle: — dt- to make wattle,
kakilavi. To lay eggs: 1 danni dydd ydp basqa
ydrdd — to eat a meal at home, to lay an
egg outside (to live off one person while
secretly helping another),
kakin^
hot. n. Physalis alkekengi, a kind of groundcherry, used in Uyghur
folk medicine. Also
called ^oxlak, qizilquiaq,
kakin^.
kan
n. Kang (heated brick
platform): -- sal- to
build a kang / —da yatkakinaj
to lie on a kang/ issiq
— a hot kang. [<Ch. kang].
kan^i1. vi. To bark, yap. Cf. haw?i-, wan^i-, qawa- II, kap?a- 1.
2. vi. To howl: nimd kaflsiysdn what are
you howling about?
kan$itvt. To cause to bark or howl: u Uni urup
—iwdtti he beat the dog and made him
howl,
kanza
n. Basket. [<Ch. kuangzi].
kanka
1. cul. n. Clump or ball of food: — bolup
qal- to form clumps: Idgmdn — bolup qalthe noodles formed clumps.
2. med. n. Plica.
kankila$vi. To form a ball or clump,
ka'inat
ast. n. Universe; cosmos. Cf. alam, dunya 11, jahan. [O. kdinatIU. koinot].
kayi-

1. vt. To reproach, reprimand, scold: baliga — to scold a child. [U. kojn-].
2. vi. To bitch, complain, gripe, grumble.
3. vi. To go to much trouble: siz bizni kdtimdn ddp —p kdttifliz you have gone to
much trouble receiving us.
kayitvt. caus. of kayi- : mdn sizni -ip qoydwn
xapa bolman I caused you to go to much
trouble, please excuse me.
kaylfvi. mut. of kayi- : ular —ip kdtti they rep
rimanded each other,
kala
zoo. n. Cow: — baq- to herd cows/ - padisi cow herd/ — harwisi ox cart/ — suti
cow milk/ — qotini cow pen/ - gOsi beef/
defiiz kalisi sea cow; manatee (Hydrodamalis gigasjl su kalisi water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis)! ipar kalisi musk ox (Ovibos moschatus)! ♦ — harwisida tosqan al
io catch a rabbit while driving an oxcart
(to be extremely patient in one's work)/
♦ kaliddk addm a stupid person/ ♦ kaliddk kiigi bar strong as an ox. Also called
siyir, inak.
kala'azar
med. n. Kala-azar. Also called qara bdzgdk. [O. kalaazar].
kala(
do. n. Galoshes; overshoes: ayalgd —
women's galoshes/ drdngd — men's ga
loshes/ ♦ xoialligidin agzi —tdk bolup kdtto grin happily. [<R. galosa].
kalah
adj. Askew; bent: welsipitnifi gaqi — bo
lup qaptu the bike wheel was bent,
kalahpay
1. adj. Clumsy; awkward: — addm clum
sy person. Cf. palakat 2.
2. adj. Unwieldy: — ndrsd an unwieldy
object.
kalanpayliq
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5
^

kalangur

kalwala^-

vt. To abbreviate, shorten. Cf. qisqart- .
n. Clumsiness; unwieldiness: — qil- to be
kaldir-kuldur
clumsy or unwieldy.
onom. Babble; chatter; jabber: ular — bir
kalan(ur
nirnd diymwatidu they are jabbering some
n. Caroms: — oyna- to play caroms,
thing to each other,
kalbasa
cul. n. Russian-style sausage. Cf. hisip. kaldirlavi. To jabber, prattle,
[<R. kolbasd\.
kaldirla^kalpuk
vi. mut. of kaldirla- : ular kaldirliyip bir
phys. n. Lip: — yerilmaq med. harelip/ asnimd diyUiwatidu they are jabbering some
tinki - lower lip/ to^qan (yiriq) - med.
thing to each other,
harelip/ ustunki - upper lip/ ♦ -- bil&n
(iynifl munasiwitid&k as close as lips and kal^aravi. To sprawl, stretch out.
teeth (closely related). Cf. lap 1.
kalgan
kalta
adj. Big; large: big mouth,
1. adj. Short: — pam shortsighted/ — gapan short coat/ - gag short hair/ ♦ - oy- kaljayvi. To open, broaden, stretch: agzi — to
la- to be careless or inattentive. Cf. kotopen the mouth,
mak. [U. kaltalY. kylgas].
2. adj. Intermittent:-------ydt&l- to cough
kalotun
n. Gold thread: - bas- to embroider with
intermittently.
gold threads: — basqan doppa gold-em
3. adj. Rapid:-------ndpds al- to breathe
broidered doppa (q.v.)/ - yip gold thread,
rapidly/ ♦ -- gdm do. low-cut shoes; slip
kaloriya
pers.
phy. m./n. Calorie. [<R. kaloriya],
kalta-kulta
1. n. Odds and ends; pieces: - if qil- to do kalomel
chem. n. Calomel (mercurous chloride).
odd jobs/ - yagaglar wood scraps. [U. kalAlso called raskapur, kapar^. [<R. ka
ta-kulta].
lomel'].
2. Simply; in a few words; in brief: - g&p
kalon
qil- to say in a few words.
mil. n. Column,
kaltak
n. Stick; club; bar: - bildn ur- to beat kalonna
mil. n. = kalon. [<R. kolonna <G.
with a stick/ - y& to get a beating with a
Kolonne],
stick/ tomUr - iron bar/ muz - cul. popsikalwa I
cle. [U. kaltak],
n. Fool; blunderer; bungler: till — inartic
kaltaldaulate,
1. vt. To beat with a stick or club.
kalwa II
2. vt. To criticize, attack,
m. Hank; skein: bir — yip a skein of
kaltaklanthread. [U. kalava],
1. vi. To get a beating.
kalwala^2. vi. To be attacked,
vi. To become stupid, foolish, silly: tili —
kaltsiy
to be indistinct in enunciation; to stutter/
chem. n. Calcium (Ca). [<R. kal'tsij],
put-qollar - to be awkward, clumsy.
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kalwaliq
kalwaliq
abstract n. of kalwa I: — qil- to be foolish
or blundering,
kaliforniy
chem. n. Californium (Cf). [O. kaliforniyuni\.
kaliqulaq
bot. n. Woolly mullein; common mullein;
flannel mullein {Verbascum thapsus). [Q.
ayuqulaq],
kalikom^a
adj. Stupid like an ox: — addm sby stupid
like an ox.
kalikom^aliq
n. Rank stupidity: — qil- to do (sth) very
stupid,
kaliy
chem. n. Potassium (K): — oguti ag. potash
fertilizer. [<R. kalij],
kalindar
n. Calendar: ust&l —i desk calendar. [<R.
kalendar'].
kalla
fig. n. Head; brain; mind: — iyldt- to use
one's head/ — ydt- to recall, remember (al
so dqil ydt-)/ kallidin ayril- to lose one's
head/ kallidin Otmdslik to take to heart/
kallisi elifip qal- (kdt-) to be confused in
one's mind/ kallisi i$ld- to use one's head,
be intelligent/ kallisi yoq brainless; having
no idea of one's own/ kallisini silkiwdt- to
let or cause the mind to clear up/ kallini
sdgdk tut- to keep a clear mind/ ♦ — disd
paqalgak dd- to respond about the shank
to a question about the head (to give an ir
relevant answer)/ ♦ — soquytur- to provoke
antagonism/ ♦ xam — idiot; fool. [U. kal
la].
kalla-pagaq
cul. n. Head and hooves of oxen and
sheep,
kallakesar
n. Cutthroat; murderer. [U. kallakesar].

kampa
kallak
m. Piece; ball; knot: bir — yufl a knot of
wool/ bir — yip a ball of string/ bir — rmwat a piece of rock candy/ ♦ — bdsdy
bot. cabbage (Brassica olercea) (also kapusta, kornup).
kallaklavt. To wind, coil: yip - to wind a thread,
kallipay
adv. Mindlessly: — sdzld- to say (sth) with
out rhyme or reason,
kallipaz
n. Seller of feet, heads and tripe of cattle,
kalligir
phys. n. Heel. Cf. pa^na, okja, son 1.
kamar
n. Hole: tamnifl kamiri hole in the wall/
ddrdx kamiri knothole/ gayqan kamiri mouse
hole. [U. kamar (gully; ravine)],
kamal
1. n. Perfection; consummation: — tap(—iga ydt-) to be perfect. Cf. mukammal.
2. adj. Lofty; sublime: —i ehtiram lofty
consideration; high respect.
3. n. Male name,
kamalat
1. n. Perfection. Also mukammallik. [U.
kamolot].
2. n. Female name,
kamalak
n. Slingshot. Cf. sapqan, saiga, ragatka.
[U. kamalak (bow)],
kaman
mil. Bow. [U. kamon].
kamandurupka
n. Official trip: — puli allowance for offi
cial trip/ kamandurupkiga giq- to make a
business trip. [<R. komarulirovka].
kamanga
mus. n. Bow: iskiripkinid kamangisi violin
bow. Diminutive form of kaman. [U. kamonga].
kampa
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)

1

I

kan^iliq

kampur

shout oneself hoarse/ 1 dpkisi tugdp kaniyi
bot. n. Notopterygium (Notopterygium inqaldi
when the lungs are used up, only the
cisium).
windpipe remains (all gone; nothing left)/
kampur
♦ “ yoginap kdt- to have a big appetite, be
bot. n. Camphor tree (Cinnamomum camgreedy,
insatiable/ ♦ kaniyi yagla- to
phora).
grease the windpipe (to bribe). [Mo. qanikamfora
y-a (cough)].
bot. n. = kampur. [<R. kamfara].
2. mus. n. Brass wind instrument. Also
kamir
1. n. Inner tube: top -i the inner tube of a
karnay 1.
3. n. Tube; pipe: samawar kaniyi pipe of
ball.
a samovar or tea urn/ mdy kaniyi stovepipe.
2. n. Prison; jail. Cf. tiirma, solaq 2, soCf. turuba, noka^ 2.
laqxana, qamaqxana, gundixana.
kanayga
kamil
phys. n. Bronchus: kanayginin kefliyUi
1. adj. Ample; full; sufficient: U&ng - full
med. bronchiectasis. Diminutive form of
of confidence. [KK. k&mal\.
kanay 1.
2. adj. Proficient; skillful: 6z k&spigd —
kanay^i
good at one's own profession.
mus. n. Trumpeter,
3. n. Male name,
kanaygiil
kan
bot. n. Morning glory,
1. n. Mine: - ag- to open a mine/ -- bayligi mineral resources/ — tap- to explore kantu
n. Robber; thief. Cf. ogri, ogri-qaraqgi.
mines/ — girigi miner's lamp/ -- rayoni
mine district/ — Uqisi miner/ — iyliri idarisi kantulavt. To rob, steal, thieve. Cf. ogrila- .
mining office/ — mdhsulatliri mineral
products/ altun —i gold mine/ kdmur —i kantuluq
n. Burglary; robbery; theft; thievery. Cf.
coal mine. [U. kon].
ogriliq.
2. fig. n. A place of plenty: ayliq -i cornu
copia; horn of plenty/ miwd —i fruit and kandidat
n. Candidate; alternate: — partiyd dzasi
melon country; land of milk and honey.
candidate party member. Cf. namzat. [ <
kana
R. kandidat].
zoo. n. Tick. Cf. salja. [U. kana],
kandik
kanap
m. Lump; chunk; piece: bir — y&r a piece
n. Hemp; burlap: - tagari gunny sack/ ~
of land.
rdxti burlap. Cf. ^ipta. [U. kanop].
kandiklakanara I
vt. To parcel out land: ydmi -p sugar- to
n. Meathook. [U. qanora],
irrigate by sections,
kanara II
geo. n. Coast; bank; shore: deniz kanarisi kanjilavt. To irrigate during late fall,
seacoast. Cf. boy 6, sahil, qa? Ill, qirgaq.
kangi
[C. kanara (border; side)],
n. Miner,
kanay
1. phys. n. Windpipe; trachea: — yallugi kan^iliq
n. Mining.
med. tracheitis/ kaniyi yerilgigd waqira- to
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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kanwert
kanwert
n. Envelope. Also konvert; cf. jilt 1, lipap. [<R. konvert].
kanki
pe. n. Skate: ~ teyil- to do iceskating. [Y.
xaflky],
kaniwa
do. n. Decorative border on clothing;
lace: — tik- to embroider a border/ — kdyndk a shirt with lace trimming,
kababa^ini
bot. n. The fruit
of pepper plants
(Zanthoxylum piperitum; Z. bungei; Z. schinifolium; Z. simulans).
Also kawawijin.
kaba
rel. n. The Kaaba, Islamic holy
place in Mecca.
[Th. Kag”b&].
kababa9ini
kabi
poe. pp. Like: ot — qiz§in kiir&s red-hot
struggle,
kabisa
adj. Intercalary: — yili leap year. [U. ka
bisa].
kaptar
zoo. n. Pigeon; dove (Columbidae): - baqto raise pigeons/ -piigizi pigeon roost/ - ugur- to fly pigeons/ teglik kdptiri peace
dove. [K. kepter/Q. kepter/Tu. kepderilU.
kaptar].
kaptarxana
n. Pigeon coop,
kaptarwaz
n. Pigeon fancier; raiser or gambler,
kaptarwazliq
abstract n. of kaptarwaz: u —qa berilip
ketip oqusiga tdsiry&tkuziip qoydi he was too
fond of pigeon gambling and neglected his

katstudies,
kapa I
n. Shed; shanty; hovel. [U. kapa (tent)],
kapa II
bot. n. Capparis spinosa, a plant of the
caper family,
kaparas
chem. n. Calomel. Also called r^kapur,
kalomel.
kapsan
n. Alms food given to the poor after a har
vest. [U. kapsan].
kapsangi
n. Alms beggars,
kapsiz
adj. Naughty; impudent: - bala a naughty
child. Cf. (aptika$, qagjalma.
kapsizlik
n. Naughtiness: - qil- to be naughty. Cf.
9aptika$lik, qagjalmiliq.
kaptar
n. Solder; weld: — qil- to weld or solder.
Cf. payat.
kap^argi
n. Solderer; welder,
kap^arlavt. To solder, weld. Cf. qalayla- .
kapka
do. n. Cap; visored hat. [<R. kepka].
kapkiir
cul. n. Strainer or colander used in pre
paring pilaf.
kaplavt. To fill, pack, stuff: tosiikkd lata —p qoyto stuff a hole with a piece of cloth.
kapla$vt. To stop up: jiimdkkapaxta kdplisip qaptu
cotton stopp^ up the faucet,
kaplanvi. pass, of kapla- : mora igigd kes&k
kdplinip qaptu the flue was clogged with a
clump of dirt,
kat-
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ka^ur-

katkii
1. vi. To go, leave, move: bazarda ketiwatqan kifildr people going to the market/ u
m&kt&pkd k&tti he went to school. Cf. bar1. [C. ket-/K. ket-/KK. ket-/OT. kat-ITn.
kit-/Ta. git-/\J. ket-].
2. vi. To cost, necessitate, require: bu sadtni elis iigiin yigirma som k&tti this watch
cost twenty yuan/ bmiflga b&fyil ketidu this
requires five years/ bizdin nim& ketidu
what does it cost us (implying that sth
costs nothing).
3. vi. To come off, shed: kiyimnifl degi k&tmidi the grease stain on the clothes did not
come off.
4. vi. expresses a weakening ability of
human organs: kOzdin —ti eyesight weak
ened.
5. vi. as an auxiliary verb, it expresses the
sudden, unexpected or continual increase
of a condition: bala yiglap —ti the child kept
on crying louder/ tom orulup —ti the wall
came suddenly tumbling down/ u kiiliip —ti
he kept laughing even harder.
katkii
n. Chisel: tasginin—si stone chisel. Cf. gakka, iskina.
katkiiz1. vt. To cause to go or leave: m&n uni
—dum I made him go.
2. vt. To lose: pursatni —up qoy- to lose
an opportunity.
3. vt. To make an error: hisapta - to mis
calculate/ g&ptd - to say (sth) wrong.
katira
bot. n. Membranous milk vetch (Astraga
lus propinquus). Listed as Gummi tragaganti in UM.
katman
n. Ketman, a kind of mattock or hoe used
by Uyghurs and other Central Asian na
tionalities: “ gap- a. to dig with a ketman;
b. to work for/ 1 ofida yatqanlar girdd
y&r, — gapqanlar jigdd those who lie idly

on their backs eat bagels, those who hoe
with their mattocks eat oleaster (while
some reap without sowing, others cannot
get what they need)/ ♦ — saqal Van Dyke
beard/ ♦ - qoflguz zoo. Eupolyphaga si
nensis Walk. [K. ketmenll]. ketman],
katman^i
n. Maker or user of a mattock.
ka(
1. n. Dusk; evening: — sa'&tb&^tdat fwtp.
m./ — kurs evening course/ — kir- to turn
dark/ dtidin — kig& from dawn to dusk. Cf.
ax$am 1, ^am 11, qas qaraygan gag, giigiim.
[KK. kesl
2. adj. Late: - kuz late autumn/ - yetip &tig&n qop- to be late to bed and early to
rise/ btigun isqa — kaldim I started work late
today. Cf. birwaq. [K. kegITu. gig (§2)]
[Tk. kiglG. keg (#1-2)].
kaj- I
1. vt. To ford, wade: su — to ford water/
qar — to wade through snow/ lay — to
wade through mud. [K. keg-IKK. kes-ICfl.
k&g-li:\. key-IG. keg-IY. kes-].
2. vt. To go through, undergo: bastin —k&n
iflar things experienced/ xiyalimga bir is —ti
sth flickered across my mind. [C- keg-].
kag- II
1. vt. To discard, abandon, sacrifice, re
nounce: jandin — to sacrifice one's life/
xam xiyaldin — to discard phantasms / y&xsi
n&psidin — to renounce selfish desires.
[Tk. kig-].
2. vt. To pardon, forgive: gunayidin — to
pardon an offense, forgive a sin. Also kagiir- II, kefir- .
kafiir- I
vt. To undergo, go through, experience:
turmus — to live, make a living, go through
life/ u nurgun iylami beyidin —g&n kiyi he is a
much experienced person / kOzdin — to in
spect, look over, check/ kOMldin — to re
minisce, remember, recall. [C. kegur-].

KEY 1. < derived from;
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kagiir-

kaskinlik

kafiir- II
2. vt. To cross, traverse: toy yolni kesip Ot
vt. To excuse, forgive: —iifl (—g&ysiz,
to cross a road/ tarim ddryasini kesip Ot
—drsiz) please excuse me/ gunayini — to
to traverse the Thrim River.
forgive a sin. Also kag- II 2, kefir-.
3. vt. To sentence: onyilliq qamaqjazasi
kafuriim
— to sentence to ten years in prison.
n. Exemption; pardon: — sora- to apolo
4. vt. To make out: beldt — to make out
gize, beg for forgiveness/ - qil- to exempt,
an invoice.
pardon/ omumi — general pardon; amnesty,
5. vt. To overcome: mdslikni — to over
kafiirgiisiz
come drunkenness.
adj. Unforgiveable; unpardonable: — jina6. vt. To fix, determine, set: baha — to
y&t an unpardonable crime,
set prices.
kafiirmi^
7. vi. To have bad luck in playing cards,
1. n. Past. Also kafmi$.
kasp
2. n. Adventure; fortuitous encounter.
n. Occupation; profession; vocation: — alkafqurun
mastur- to change professions/ — dhli ex
n. Evening; this evening. [U. kegqurun],
pert/ —kd pissiq thorough knowledge of a
kafqurunluq
profession/ til —i field of language/ unid
adj. Evening; this evening,
—i nimd what is his profession? / mdxsus
kafki
— field of specialization; specialized pro
adj. Evening: — tamaq supper/ — sdpdq sun
fession. (Th. kdsepIM. kasaba; kasb].
set glow/ — mdnzird evening scenery.
kaspda^
kaflan. sby of same profession; colleague.
vi. To stay until nightfall: aldiriman —p ke- kaspda$liq
tin don't go yet, return at nightfall (what's
abstract n. of kaspda$: — munasiwiti pro
the hurry, stay until nightfall),
fessional relations,
kaflik
kaspsiz
adj. Evening: - tamaq cul. supper.
adj. Unprofessional; jobless,
kafmi$
kaspiy
n. Past: —t& in the past. Also kaf iirm4. [U.
adj. Professional; vocational: — orun vo
kegmis (adj.)].
cational department/ —
jargon/ - yazgukahriba
gi professional writer,
geol. n. Amber. Also qahriwa; cf. ahaq. kaskak
[O. kehribarlU. kahrabo].
n. Rod used for tying up dogs,
kaskaskin
1. vt. To cut, slice, fell: ddrdx — to fell
adj. Firm; incisive; sharp; resolute: — atrees/ gag — to cut hair/ qdgdz — to cut pa
ddm resolute person/ — ahad firm voice/
per/ kiyim — to cut clothing/ yagag — to cut
” sOz incisive remark/ mdsilini — qoy- to
wood/ gof — to cut meat/ ^ dtmds pigaq qol
point out a problem sharply. [U. keskin],
kesdr a blunt knife can sever a hand/ ^ kaskinla$ydttd dlgdp bir kds measure seven times
vi. To intensify, sharpen: kiirds —ti the
before you cut (look before you leap). Cf.
struggle intensified,
puta-, togra-, fana- . [KK. kes-ITk. kis-l kaskinlik
Tv. kes-l\J. kes-IY. kert-].
n. Resoluteness; firmness; incisiveness.
KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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kasir
kasir
1. math. n. Fraction: addi - simple frac
tion/ natogra - improper fraction. [U.
kasf].
2. math. n. Remainder: toqquzni ikkigd
bOlsdk bir — qalidu two divided into nine
equals four remainder one.
kasirsiz
1. math. adj. Having no fraction: - san
whole number.
2. math. adj. Having no remainder: yi^i
yigirmigd bOls&k — tegidu dividing 20 into
1(W leaves no remainder.
kasirlik
math. adj. Having a fraction or remain
der: — san fraction,
kaslavt. To cut, chop, slice: otun — to chop
firewood,
k^langiik
zoo. n. Lizard: 1 —nin yilan bolmigi min
yilgiliq it takes 1000 years for a lizard to
turn into a snake,
kasma
1. adj. Cut; chopped; sliced: — as sliced
noodle food.
2. n. Section; sectional drawing.
3. n. Cutting; clipping: bix kdsmisi hot.
bud cutting/ gezit kdsmisi newspaper clip
ping. Cf. qiyinda.
ka$
do. n. Shoe; slipper: — kiy- to wear
shoes/ -ini togrila- to drive out, oust (also
-ini qoltuqiga qisturup qoy-)l -ini qoltuqiga
qisip qag- to flee in panic/ —inin gusiip qalginiga qarimay qag- to flee in spite of every
thing. Also kepi?.
ka?ana
n. kdnul kdsanisi heartstrings (also yurdk
teri).
ka?p
n. Invention; discovery: — qil- to invent,
discover/ ilmiy — scientific invention/ yeni

karka
— new discovery. Also ka?piyat; cf. ixtira.
[U. kasf; kasftet],
ka?piyat
n. = ka?p.
ka?piyat(i
n. Inventor. Cf. ixtiragi.
ka?ta
n. Embroidery: — bas- to embroider/ —
yinnisi embroidery needle/ yastuqqa — tikto embroider a pillow. [KK. keste\.
ka^tigi
n. Embroiderer.
ka?ti^ilik
abstract n. of ka^tifi.
ka?tilavt. To embroider. Cf. gak- III 1.
ka?tilik
adj. Embroidered: — kOyndk embroidered
shirt/ - yastuq embroidered pillow.
ka?niz
bot. n. Coriander (Coriandrum sativum).
See illustration at yumgaqsiit on p. 807.
karvt. To stretch, spread: tagamin agzini — to
hold a sack open/ dap —di the hand drum
is stretched/ gatarini — to spread one's
legs/ kdkrdk — to throw out one's chest.
[U. ker-].
karap?i
bot. n. Celery (Apium graveolens). Also
called 5insay.
karra
math. n. Multiplication; times: ikki - ikki
tot 2 x2 = A. Cf. barawar 5, hassa 1.
[U. karra].
karrilamath. vt. To multiply. Cf. kopayt- .
kark
zoo. n. Rhinoceros (Rhinocerotidae). [K.
keriklM. karkidon].
karka
n. Dwarf; midget; pygmy. Cf. parpa, patak, jadwar.
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karman
karman
bot. n. Narrow-leafed milkwort (Polygala
hybrida).
karga
n. Hoop; embroidery frame,
kazvt. To tour, go on a trip: pUttin dunyani —
to go around the world/ jahan — to roam
the world, travel widely/ kezip yilr- to
saunter, stroll. [U. kez-}.
kawsar
rel. n. A spring in paradise where all riv
ers originate,
kawrak
bot. n. Libanotis iliense.
kaka
n. Adze; chisel; pick: —
saqal goatee,
kakri
bot. n. Ergot; spur (Acroptilon picris). [Q. kekire\.
kakira
kakri
1. adj. Bitter; miserable.
2. bot. n. = kakri.
kaklik
zoo. n. Chukar
(Alectoris chukar)-,
•V
chukar partridge. [U.
kaklik\.
kaklikwaz
-M
n. sby who uses
chukars in cock
fights,
kaklik
kan
1. adj. Wide; broad: — taral- to spread
far and wide/ - xdlq broad masses/ - qosaq broad-minded: — qosaqliq qil- to be
open-minded/ — koga wide street/ — ekranlik kino wide-screen movie/ — ydlkilik addm broad-shouldered person. Cf. ta^a II,
aniik I. [K. keh/Tu. gifl/U. keng/Y. ki
th].

kayp
2. adj. Loose; large: - kiyim loose-fitting
clothing.
3. adj. Vast; extensive: — z/ffzm extensive
territory/ — yaylaq vast grasslands/ n&z&r
da'irisi - far-sighted. [Y. kiin 3)].
kan-ta$a
adj. = kan-ku$ada.
kan^ilik
n. Forgiveness; leniency: - bildn gard kOrto deal leniently/ -- qil- to forgive, be leni
ent/ —kd erif- to obtain leniency,
kanri
1. adj. Spacious; roomy: — jay a spacious
place. Also kan-ku$ada.
2. adj. Plentiful; abundant: turmui buyumliri — plentiful (of articles for daily use)/
miwd-giwildr — plentiful (of fruit). [K.
kefliri].
kanri1. vi. To be or become spacious. Also kenay- .
2. vi. To be or become abundant,
kanrit1. vt. To expand, widen. Also kenayt-.
2. vt. To enrich, increase,
kanrigilik
1. n. Plenty; abundance.
2. n. Ease; freedom.
kan-ku$ada
1. adj. = kanri.
2. adj. Prosperous; well-to-do: - yaya- to
live a prosperous life.
3. adj. Free; informal: - oltur- to sit in
formally/ - sdzlds- to talk to each other
freely. Also kan-ta$a, ku$ada (kl-3).
kanlik
1. n. Width; breadth: kdfiligi ikki metir two
meters wide/ yolniH kdfiligi road width.
[K. keMik].
2. geo. n. Latitude: jdnubiy — southern
latitude/ simaliy — northern latitude.
kayp
n. Mood; frame of mind; interest: —i gag in

KEY 1. < derived from;
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kal-

kayp-sapa
a happy mood/ —i ug- (qag-) to feel sad or
unhappy/ —ini buz- to dishearten, disap
point/ xuy — happy mood/ ♦ — bol- to be
drunk/ ♦ —i drlidi his mood rose (he be
came intoxicated; he became enraged/ ♦
— sur- to lead a life of pleasure, indulge in
creature comforts/ ♦ — qil- a. to have
hobbies: u — qilidigan addm he is a person
with hobbies; b. to have narcotic quali
ties: n&sd — qilidigan gekimlik opium is a
narcotic substance. [Ta. kadfITn. kejplU.
kaj[f\.
kayp-sapa
n. A life of pleasure: — stir- to lead a life
of pleasure. [U. kqif-sabo].
kaypsiz
adj. Depressed; distressed: — oltur- to
sit in a depressed mood. Cf. pari^an, dili
sunuq, kMli sunuq. [Tu. kejpsiz].
kaypsizlanvi. To be depressed or distressed. [Ta.
ka&fsezldn-].
kaypsizlandiirvt. To depress, distress. [Ti. ka&fsezl&nder-].
kaypsizlik
n. Depression; distress. Cf. pari^anliq.
kaypiyat
1. fig. n. Atmosphere; scene: dostand —
friendly atmosphere/ sdhbdt dostand —ta
dtti the talks were held in a friendly at
mosphere/ yedi — a new scene.
2. n. Mood; frame of mind: giiskun — down
cast mood. [C- kayJiyatIU. kajfiyat].
kayplik
adj. Intoxicating: - igimlik an intoxicating
beverage. [Ik. kadjle (amused; cheerful)/
Til. kejpU].
kayin
adj. Back; hind: -- put hindlegs. Cf. keyin.
kayguan
n. Electric switch. [<Ch. kaiguan].

kayn
n. Back; rear: —igd siy- a. to retract a
confession; b. to fail to keep a promise or
an appointment/ —igd yan- to return/ mdktdpnin —i back of the school. [U. ket/Y.
kenna; kelin\.
kayni(a
adv. Retreatingly: — mad- to beat a re
treat/ u xof-xof ddp — meflip dydin giqip kdtti
saying goodbye, he backed out of the room
kayni-kaynidin
adv. One after the other; in quick succes
sion,
kal1. vi. To come, arrive: bahar —di spring
has arrived/ sdn qagan kelisdn when will
you come? [K. ie/-/KK. kel-l O. gel-1 QfY.
kdl-lTdi. kil-IT\i. gel-ITv. kel-!\S. kel-IY.
kel-].
2. vi. when placed after the verbal suffix
gu/qu/gii/kii, it expresses desire or inten
tion: unifl uxligusi kdptu — he wanted to
sleep/ menifi uriimgigd qaytqum keliwatidu
I am thinking of returning to Urumqi.
3. vi. as verbal aspect, it expresses the
continuation of an activity: mdn a'ildmgd
dawamliq xdt yezip —dim I have written
letters home continuously/ mdn uygur tilini
iiginip keliwatimdn I have continued to
study Uyghur.
4. vi. after an adjective, expresses suspi
cion, dislike, ill will: tar — to be tight: bu
kiyim safla tar kelidu this dress is too tight
for you.
5. vi. To come to, amount to: bu toy bdy jifl
kelidu this rock weighs five jin/ bu kiyim
qangd pulga kelidu how much does this
dress cost?
♦ kelip giq- to happen, take place: yaman
aqiwdt kelip giq- (of evil cons^uences) to
happen/ ♦ kelip giqiy class origin; family
background: kelip giqiyyaxyi of good f&mily
background.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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kamtarlik

kalpin
kalpin
geo. n. Kalpin (Keping), county in Xin
jiang (40.31N 79.
03E). Established in
1930. Population
(1982): 27,847.
kaltiir1. vt. cans, of kal- .
2. vt. To bring, fetch: gay — to bring tea
or a meal/ g&t nahiyil&rdin —iilgan mallar
imported goods from other counties / su —
to fetch water/ yaman aqiwdt — to bring
bad consequences. [OT. kdltur-l\J. keltir-].
3. vt. To give, quote: ddlil — to quote as
evidence / dsligd - to resume/ zoqini — to
be enchanting or seductive/ kdz aldiga — to
recall, recollect/ gdziwini — to provoke an
ger/ misal — to give an example/ naraziliqni — to make unhappy/ ♦ omumiy mOxr&jgd — to reduce to a common denominator.
kalsa-kalmas
1. adj. Careless: — sOzld- to speak care
lessly/ - isld- to work carelessly.
2. adj. Messy: — addmldr bildn yurmd do
not associate yourself with messy people/
- jay a messy place,
kalkiin
n. Flood: — kdl- to flood/ —din mudapid
kor- to guard against floods/ ddhydtlik — ter
rifying flood. Cf. ta$qin, topan I, sal I, qiyan. [M. kelkiri],
kalgiisi
1. n. Future: —miz parlaq our future is
bright. Also keligak. [Y. keskil\.
2. adj. Future: — zaman gr. future tense/
— islar future work. [U. kelgusi],
kalgiiliik
n. Unfortunate encounter: miflbefiga—keliwdrdi he has a string of mishaps.
kalgindi
n. Newcomer. [U. kelgindi (foreigner)].
kam I

adj. Few; little; less; least: — didar rarely
seen: — didargu yeqinda ndgd bardifliz have
not seen you in years, where have you
been?/ -- digdndd at least: — digdndd ikki
kiin yol maMuq we have been traveling
for at least two days / — dqil foolish; stu
pid/ — xdj addm a frugal person/ — san va
cancy/ - sdz addm taciturn person/ - quwwdt weak / — kdriil- to be rarely seen/ on
kitap — ten books are missing/ sa 'dt gardk
— bds quarter to five/ tig mifl addmdin — dmds at least 3,000 persons. [C- kdm/\J.
kam],
kam II
n. Time: u —dd mdn kigik idim I was still
little at that time. [Y. kem].
kambagal
adj. Poor; destitute; lacking: — dixan poor
peasant/ — garwigi poor herder/ sdzgd —
having a smil vocabulary; simple (of talk).
Cf. awara 1, peqir, peqirana, abga 1,
qa^^aq, namrat. [U. kambagal].
kambagal^ilik
n. = kambagiillik.
kambagalla^vi. To become poor or destitute,
kambagallik
n. Poverty; hardship: —td ktin kdgtir- to
lead a life of poverty/ —nifl ddrdini tart- to
suffer from poverty. Cf. abgaliq, qa$$aqliq,
namratliq.
kampit
cul. n. Candy; sweets: —arilayturuymayinisi
candy-making machine. Cf. qan-gezak,
gezak II.
kampir
n. Crone; old woman. Cf. zal II 2. [KK.
kempirlTu. kempirl\J. kampir],
kamtar
adj. Modest; self-effacing: — addm mod
est person. Also kamtirin. [U. kamtar].
kamtarlik
n. Modesty: -- tdbdsswn modest smile/ --
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kanara

kamtiik
sOzla- to speak modestly/ H -- Usini alga basturidu, mdgrurluq ki$ini arqida qalduridu
modesty helps people to advance, conceit
makes them lag behind,
kamtiik
adj. Cracked: — gind a cracked bowl/ till
— having a speech defect.
kamtirin
adj. = kamtar.
kamdin-kam
adv. Seldom: mundaq dhwal — ugraydu
this kind of situation is seldom encoun
tered.
kdlTlHl*
do. n. Leather belt: -ni ginit- to tighten a
leather belt. [O. kemerl\J. kamar].
kaman
n. Lasso: - ray/a-to throw a lasso. Cf. to^un,
tuzaq 1.
kam^at
1. zoo. n. Beaver; otter. Cf. qunduz. [Q.
qamsat].
2. n. Beaver or otter skin: — yaqiliq juwa
a furcoat with a beaver collar.
kamgan
1. n. Measuring tool.
2. n. Oil dipper or ladle,
kamfanlavt. To measure: sumayni — to measure
vegetable oil. Also kamla- I; cf. oija-,
gazla- .
kam;!!
n. Shortage: bu ydrdd su - ikdn this place
is short on water/ matiriyal — material
shortage,
kam^ilik
n. Shortcoming; defect: —k&xatimd bdrto overcome a shortcoming/ —ni tUz&t- to
correct a defect/ xizmdttd kdrulgdn - short
comings occurring during work. [Tu. kemgilik]kamgilikiz
adj. Flawless.

kamsitvt. To belittle, humiliate, discriminate
against: irqiy -is racial discrimination. [U.
kamsit-].
kamsitilvi. To be belittled, humiliated, discrimi
nated against,
kampayvi. To squint,
kamzal
do. n. = kamzul.
kamzul
do. n. Sleeveless jacket, usually padded.
Also kamzal, kanjaza. [U. kamzul].
kamziir
do. n. = kamzul. [U. kamzur],
kamqanliq
med. n. Anemia,
kam-kuta
n. Lacking or deficient things: kdmkutini
toldur- to replace or replenish lacking
things/ kdm-lmtini hazirla- to get ready de
ficient things. [U. kami-kust],
kam-kutisiz
adj. Complete,
kamina
int. A self-depreciating formula like "your
humble servant."
kamgap
adj. Reserved; taciturn. [U. kamgap].
kamla- I
vt. = kamjanla- : bugdayni kiird bildn to measure wheat with a dipper. [Y. kemnee-].
kamla- II
vi. To lack: bu rdxt gapanliqqa yerim metir
kdmlidi this piece of material is still half a
meter short for a coat,
kamlik
n. Lack; shortcoming: - qil- to lack/ tdjribinin kdmliki lack of experience. [KK.
kemlik].
kanara
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ko^ila'

kant
n. Border; edge; rim. Cf. boka I, qir 1,
kanara II, kezak II.
kant
geo. n. Village; hamlet: tagliq — mountain
hamlet. Cf. janza, sahra 1, yeza, yezasahra. [C- kentlM. Mnd (city)],
kandir
bot. n. Hemp (Urtica
cannabina): — urugi hemp
fruit, used in Uyghur
folk medicine/ — yegi
hemp oil/ seriq -- jute
(Corchorus capsularis)!
yawa — wild hemp. [Q.
kendtrITv. xendirlU. kendiry
kanjaza
do. n. Sleeveless jacket, usually padded.
Also kamzul 2. [<Ch. kanjian].
kaqji
1. n. Runt; youngest of several children:
— ogul youngest son. [U. kenza].
2. adj. Late-ripening: — $al late rice/ — qalto be late in sowing/ — qonaq late com.
3. n. Male name,
kanul
bot. n. Lotus (Nelumba nucifera). See il
lustration at nilupar on p. 946.
kanizak
n. Maid of honor; court maiden; slave girl
(JE).
kobalt
chem. n. Cobalt (Co). [<R. kobal't].
kopta
clo. n. A woman's blouse,
kopiratsiya
n. Cooperation. Cf. hamjahat, hamkarliq. [< R. kooperatsiya].
kopiratsiyila^vi. To turn into a cooperative,
kopiratsiyila^tiirvt. To create a cooperative: yeza igilikini
— to bring about agricultural cooperatives.

kopiratip
n. Cooperative: yeza igilik kopiratipi ag.
agricultural cooperative. [<R. kooperativ].
kopyor
n. Pile driver. [<R. kopSf].
kota
adj. Short: dqli — short-sighted/ dmri —
short-lived,
kotangens
math. n. Cotangent. [<R. kotangens].
kotulda1. vi. To chatter, gossip.
2. vi. To mumble to oneself,
kotulda^vi. mut. of kotulda- : sdn kdtkdndin keyin
ular kotuldisip kdtti after you left, they be
gan to chatter,
kotuldaq
adj. Gossipy; grumbling; querulous,
kot-kot
onom. Chattering; loquacious; garrulous:
— addm a chatterbox,
kodan
n. Hole; pit. Also godan; cf. azgal, orak.
ko{a I
n. Street; lane: — parifli street talk; gossip;
rumor; hearsay/ — giriqi streetlamp/ — supurgugi (taziligugi) street cleaner/ -- istihkami street barricade/ kogida qal- to roam
the streets/ koginid doqmuistrect comer/ tar
— alley; small street/ gdt — secluded lane/
god — big street; avenue/ xalta kogisi blind
alley; deadend. [K. kdgdlU. kiiga].
koga II
cul. n. A kind of porridge in Kashgar,
kogila1. vt. To poke, stab, pick: gis — to pick
teeth/ ot — to poke a fire.
2. vt. To get to the root: kogilap sora- to
ask penetrating questions.
3. vt. To find fault, pick a quarrel: bir-birini — to find fault with each other/ 1 otni
kogilisad dgdr xoynadni kogilisad kdgdr if
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kokula

kohi$

you keep pestering a fire, it will go out, if korrektorluq
lit. n. Proofreading: — qil- to proofread.
you keep pestering neighbors, they will
Cf. seli$turgu(iliq.
move out.
korla
kohi$
geo. n. Korla, city in Xin
adj. Careful; mindful: bu adQmnifl bir Uqa
—i yoq this person is careless in his deijiang (41.44N 86.09E).
Established as county in
ings.
1943, merged with city
koordinat
1983. Population (1982):
math. n. Coordinate. [<R. koordinata].
196,270.
kos
adj. Oblique; slanting: rdxt— Mtti the cloth korluq
n. Blindness: sawatsizliq-kozi oguq — illit
tore (or cut) obliquely,
eracy is blindness,
kosa
n. A beardless man: aldar — lit. a central kornup
bot. n. Cabbage (Brassica olercea). Also
figure in Uyghur folktales/1 —ga dost bolcalled kalldk bds&y.
mafl nak&sgd qdrzdar don' t befriend a beard
less man nor be indebted to a worthless koza
n. Jar; jug; pitcher; pot. [U. kuza].
person (JMC). [U. kCisa].
kozup
kos-kos
n. Car interior,
adj. Fragile; brittle; crisp: - (ilan a crisp
kozir
jujube,
n. Trump: — guy- to play trump/ — kdrsdtkosekans
to show one's trump. [<R. kozyr"].
math. n. Cosecant. [<R. kosekans].
kowa
kosinus
n. Iron hammer or forge used by cobblers,
math. n. Cosine. [<R. kosinus].
kowuk
kor
n. Pigeon coop; dove cote,
adj. Blind: kOzi - a blind person. [O. kbr/
kofeyin
U. kur]. Cf. qargu.
chem. n. Caffeine. [<R. kofein].
kora
kofi
n. A two-eared jar or pot.
cul. n. Coffee: — kdmpiti coffee candy.
korpus
Also qahwa. [<R. kofe].
1. m. Block: ug — by three blocks of hou
koflxana
ses.
n. Coffee shop; caf6. Also qahwaxana.
2. mil. n. Corps. [<R. korpus].
koka'in
kortison
n. Cocaine. [<R. kokain].
phys. n. Cortisone,
kokus
koropka
n. Coke. [<R. koks <G. Koks].
1. n. Cardboard box. [<R. korobka].
2. m. bir — tamaka one carton of ciga kokusla^vi. To coke, turn into coke,
rettes.
kokula
korrektor
n. Braid; pigtail: kokulisiga esil- to grab a
lit. n. Proofreader. Cf. seli^turgugi. [<R.
pigtail. Cf. oriim. [U. kokil].
korrektor].
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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kokira-

komanda

onom. expresses the clanging sound of a
kokira1. vi. To make a gurgling sound: nodin su
street vendor's bell or drum,
—p giisiwatidu water is coming out of the koldurla1. vi. To make a clanging sound.
trough with a gurgle.
2. vi. To be teased,
2. vi. To make a rumbling sound: qosaq
kokiridi the stomach rumbled.
koldurlat1. vt. To cause to clang.
kokiratvt. caus. of kokira- : gayni ginigd kokiri2. vt. To tease: kiyini — to tease sby.
tip quy- to pour tea gurglingly into a koldurma
1. n. Neck bell.
bowl,
2. n. Street vendor's drum,
kokirima
n. Water drop,
kolxoz
ag. n. Collective farm in the former Sovi
koy
n. Plan; intention: oquynin-igaguy-to mzke
et Union. [<R. kolxoz].
kolxoz^i
study plans,
ag. n. Collective farm member in the for
koyza I
cul. n. Chopstick. Also ^oka. [ < Ch. kuaimer Soviet Union,
kolxozla^z/].
ag. vi. To turn into a collective farm,
koyza II
n. Handcuffs: qolga - sal- to place cuffs on kolun
n. Firebox. [<R. kolun],
hands,
koliguQ
koyiqap
n. Pick: qulaq —i earpick.
n. Den of monsters,
kolliktip
koyla
n. The pit at the bottom of a water wheel:
adj. Collective: — turmuy collective life/ - /♦ tugmdnnifl koylisidin piitun giq- to crawl
gilik collective economy/ — mulukgilik col
out of a water wheel pit (to be fearless),
lective ownership,
kolliktip^ilik
kola1. vt. To dig, excavate, poke, pick: giy - to
n. Collectivism. Also kolliktiwizim.
pick teeth/ otni — to poke a fire/ Ozigd 6zi kolliktipla$gdr — to dig one's own grave/ qulaq — to
vi. To collectivize,
pick one's ears/ kol — to excavate a pool/ kolliktipla^tur1 orini kim kolisa dzi giiydr he who digs a
vt. To collectivize: biz yeza igilikini —up
trap will fall in it (reaping what one
bolduq we carried out and completed the
collectivization of agriculture,
sows).
2. vt. To get to the root of the matter: sdn kolliktiwizim
n. = kolliktip^illk. [<R. kollektivizm].
bu gdpni tola kolima don't get to the bot
tom of this statement.
komak
n. Cracked tooth,
kolanvi. To be dug: jirim tikiy Ugtin nurgun ordk komanda
1. pe. n. Crew; team: top komandisi ball
—di many holes were dug in order to plant
team.
trees.
2. n. Command; verbal order; password:
koldur-koldur
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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konsul

komander
- bdr- to issue an order or password. [<
R. komanda],
komander
mil. n. Commander. Cf. sarkarda, silin,
silinyiian. [<R. komandir].
kombayin
ag. n. Combine. [<R. kombajn <E. com
bine^.
kombayin^i
ag. n. Combine driver or operator,
kompas
n. Compass: — yifinisi compass needle.
[<R. kompas].
kompartiya
n. Communist Party. [<R. kompartiya].
kompozitor
mus. n. Composer. [<R. kompozitor].
kompirador
n. Comprador. [<R. komprador].
komsomol
n. Youth league member. Also ittipaq dsasi. [<R. komsomol].
kom$a
n. Fool; idiot.
kom$ar
zoo. n. Mouth: kalinifikomsiricov/'&mouth.
kom^ayvi. To distort or twist one's face or mouth,
komzak
n. Earthenware jar.
komediya
lit. n. Comedy. [<R. komediya].
komitet
n. Committee: da'imi - standing commit
tee. Cf. hay'at, komissiya. [<R. komi
tet].
komissar
n. Commissar. Also ?enwey. [<R. komis
sar].
komissiya
n. Committee; commission. Cf. hay'at,
komitet. [<R. komissiya].
komissiyon

n. Commission. [<R. komissiya].
kommuna
ag. n. Commune. Also gon^e; cf. jama'a.
[<R. kommuna].
kommunist
n. Communist. [<R. kommunist].
kommunistik
adj. Communist: — partiyd Communist
party/ — dxlaq Communist morality/ — roh
Communist vitality,
kommunistla^vi. To communize.
kommunistla^turvt. To communize.
kommunizim
n. Communism: — jdmiyiti Communist
society/ x&lqara — hdrkiti international
Communist movement. [<R. kommunizm].
kona
adj. Old: — adawdt old grudge; old score/
— dost old friend/ — dunya old world/ —
j&miy&t old society/ — hamanni sora- to re
iterate old scores/ -- sdpday old comrade-inarms/ — yosun outmoded convention/ —
yurt home place/ — ndyrdflni isqa sal- to play
the same old trick/ konini taslap yeflini qobul qil- to throw out the old and bring in
the new. [KK. gOne].
konturul
1. n. Control: — qil- to control.
2. n. Ticket stub. [<R. kontrol'].
konturulluq
n. = konturul.
kondoktur
n. Bus conductor,
konduktor
n. = kondoktur. [<R. konduktor].
konstitutsiya
n. Constitution. Cf. asasiy qanun, nizamnama. [<R. konstitutsiya].
konsul
n. Consul: bos — consul-general. [ < R. kon
sul].
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konsulxana
konsulxana
n. Consulate,
konsulluq
abstract n. of konsul: —qa tayinldn- (bdlgildn-) to serve as consul.
konsert
mus. n. Concert: — qoy- to play a concert/
— k6r- to listen to a concert. [<R. kontseii],
konserwa
n. Can; tin: — zawudi cannery/ — qutisi
canning jar or box/ beliq konserwisi canned
fish / miwd konserwisi canned fruit. [ < R.
konservnaya banka],
konserwatip
n. Conservative. Cf. muta'assip. [<R.
konservator],
konserwatipliq
n. Conservatism. Also konserwatizim; cf.
muta'assiplik. [<R. konservatizm],
konserwatizim
n. = konserwatipliq.
konsipik
n. Teaching materials. [<R. konspekt],
konwert
n. Envelope. Also kanwert; cf. jilt 1, lipap. [<R. konvert],
konferensiya
n. Representative conference. [<R. konferentsiya],
konkirit
adj. Concrete; specific; particular: — &hwal concrete conditions/ — qilip eytqanda
specifically speaking. [<R. konkretnyf],
konkiritla^vi. To become concrete, specific, particu
lar.
konkiritla^turvt. To make specific: mdsilini — to work
out the details of a problem,
koniga
adj. Old-fashioned: — isld- to work in an
old-fashioned way/ — mdktdp an old-style

kop
school.
koniravi. To age, become old: kiyim —p qaldi
clothes became old. Cf. qeri- .
koniratvt. To cause to become old: u ayiqini koniritiwetiptu he wore out his shoes. Cf. qerit- .
koniliq
n. Antiquity: — tdrdpdari old partisans/
—ni taslap yeHiliqqa intil- to throw out the
old and bring the new (frequently used in
slogans during the "cultural revolution" of
1966-76)/ —ni saqla- to stick to old ways;
to be conservative,
konyak
cul. n. Cognac. [<R. kon'yak <F. cog
nac],
kongres
n. Congress. [<R. kongress],
kobjiivi. Literary form of kopja- .
kop
1.adj. Many: — baliliq ana the mother of
many children/ - bogwnluq s6z gr. multi
syllable word/ - bulunluq math, multi-an
gled/ — tdrdplik math, polygon/ — tdrdlmilik kOpiyis bot. polygermind reproduction/
— dzaliq ipadd math, multinomial; poly
nomial/ — 0kit gr. ellipsis/ — xaniliq san
math, multi-digit number/ — xudaliq din
rel. polytheism/ — xilliq igilik diversified
economy/ — hujdyrilik janliq zoo. multi
cellular organism/ — iigilik raketa mil.
multi-stage rocket/ — kiristalliqjisim chem.
polycryst^/ — yilliq dsimluk bot. perenni
al plant/ — mdnbdgilik pluralism/ — mdnilik s6z gr. polysemant/ bu gamadandiki
ndrsildr — digdndd on kilo kelidu the things
in this suitcase weigh at most ten kilo
grams/ biznid dostlirimiz — our friends are
many. Cf. jiq, jiqqida, egizman, gol II,
na((a-na9(a, nurgun. [K. to/>/KK. kdpi
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kopunga

kopTii. Jtiip/Tu. kdp\.
2. adv. Often: -tin beri for a long time/
man unin Oyiga - barimdn I go to his
house often.
3. adj. Very: — razi very satisfied/ — rOx~
mat many thanks. [C- kOplU. kiip (#1-3)].
4. n. Everybody: 1[ — tukursa kdl bolur
everybody's spit will fill a lake/ 1 —nin
aqli — everybody's wisdom is much.
kop1. vi. To become inflated: topqa yal barsa
kdpidu if the ball is pumped up, it will be
inflated.
2. vi. To rise (of flour): xemir -idu the
dough rose/ nan -idi the bread rose.
3. vi. To bloat, distend, swell: kala bida
yisa qosigi -idu when a cow eats alfalfa,
its stomach gets bloated. [K. kdp-{ifl-3)].
koptiir1. vt. caus. of kop- .
2. vt. To exaggerate, overstate: widLyi/mz to exaggerate a problem/ natijilarni — to
overstate one's achievements. Cf. mubaligila^tiir- .
koptiirma
adj. Exaggerated; overstated: — gap over
stated remark,
koptin-kop
adj. Many: - salam many greetings,
kopa I
n. Cotton-padded mattress; quilt: - sal- to
unfold a mattress. [U. kurpa].
kopa 11
n. Lambskin: - tumaq lambskin hat/ -juwa lambskin coat. Cf. altera, mari.
kopay1. vi. To increase: addm —di people in
creased.
2. vi. To propagate reproduction: jinissiz
kOpiyis asexual reproduction. Cf. jiqay- .
kopayt1. vt. To increase: juglanmini - to increase
accumulation.

2. vt. To propagate, breed: nOsillik mallarni — to breed fine livestock.
3. math. vt. To multiply: bOsni ikJdga - to
multiply five times two. Cf. karrila- (#3).
kopaytkiifi
math. n. Multiplier; factor: omuniy - com
mon factor.
kopayt4
math. n. Multiplication: - jOdwili multi
plication table,
kopaytma
math. n. Product,
kopaygiigi
math. n. Multiplicand,
kopjavi. To swell, rise: xemir kOpjidi the dough
rose/ yuzi kopjidi the face became swollen
or puffed up.
kopgilik
1. adj. Most: - kisildr most people/-yoldaslar most comrades. [Tk. kupgelek].
2. n. Majority; everybody: — namidin in
the name of everybody/ —nin timidi the
majority's hope.
kopiik
n. Foam; froth: sunin kdpuki water foam/
sorpinink6pukiirot\iofmesitsoupl ♦ qosaq
kdpuki anger. Also kowiik; cf. magzap.
[U. kupik\.
kdpiik^a
n. Small bubble or blister. Diminutive
form of kopuk.
kdpiiklanvi. To bubble, foam, froth,
kopukliik
adj. Foamy; frothy; bubbly: — dolqun a
foamy wave,
kbpiinka
adj. Pudgy; plump,
kopiinki
1. adj. Protruding; raised.
2. n. Mound. Kumul dialect (#1-2).
kopiin^a
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kopkok
adv. Mainly; chiefly; primarily. [U. kiipin-

gd\.

kopkok
1. adj. Green and lush: - yaylaq green and
lush grasslands.
2. adj. Azure; clear blue: — asman clear
blue sky/ — defliz blue ocean. [K. kOpkOk
Superlative form of kdk.
kdpilik
n. Mattress padding or stuffing,
kopinga
adv. Often; frequently; mostly,
kdplap
1. adv. In large amounts or quantities: —
Ul&PQiqar- to produce in large quantities/ ziyandoi hasar&tl&mi - yoqat- to exterminate
masses of insects.
2. More than is expected or required: —
yard&m bdr- to help more/ ddldtkd — paxta
setip bdr- to sell more cotton to the state.
kopliik
1. n. Abundance; plenty: kogida addmldrnifl kOplukidin madgili bolmaydu there were
so many people in the street that one could
not walk. [Tu. kOpluk\.
2. gr. n. Plural. [U. kiiplik (#1-2)].
kopligan
adj. Numerous,
kdt
1. phys. n. Buttocks; bottom: —i oguq
bare-bottomed; impoverished. Cf. sagra,
qon, quyruq 5, kasa II. [K. kOtIKK. kdt\.
2. n. Male prostitute (also used a swear
word).
♦ —i bof of weak buttocks (unsteady in
work): bu addmnifl — this person is un
steady in his work/ ♦ —i poq stickybottomed (sticky-fingered)/ ♦ —i egildi
his buttocks opened (te spilled the beans,
gave himself away)/ ♦ —i egir of heavy
buttocks (sluggish; languid)/ ♦ —/ yenik
of light buttocks (diligent; hardworking)/

kotak
♦ —igd tdp- to kick in the buttocks (to
drive away)/ ♦ —ini yilzigd gapla- to
paste a buttocks on a face (to be utterly
shameless),
kotar1. vt. To lift, raise: bayraq — to raise a
flag/ bala — to lift a child/ gapanniflpesini
— to lift the front of a jacket / gamadan
— to lift a suitcase / qdddh — to raise a
glass/ 1 qorqaq awal must kOtirdr a cow
ard always raises his fists first. [C.
kdtdr-/K. kdtdr-/KK. kdter-ITv. kddiir-].
2. vt. To promote: kadirliqqa — to pro
mote to cadre status, flh. kutdr-l\i. kutar(#1-2)].
3. vt. To be able to stand or endure: tdnqit — to be able to stand criticism/ gaxgaq
kdtirdlmdslik to be unable to stand jokes.
4. vt. To take on, undertake, assume: giqimnin hdmmisini ular —sun let them pay
all expenses/ xirajdtni — to bear expenses/
quruq nam — to take on an undeserved
reputation/ ♦ kdtdr qasqinifini beat it; get
lost!
kotarma
1. adj. Elevated; steep: - yol a steep road.
[U. kutarma].
2. n. Embankment; pier: tOmuryol kdtdrmisi railroad embankment/ kdwruk kdtdrmisi bridge pier.
kotarmigi
1. n. Street vendor. Cf. pokaydi.
2. n. Bootlicker; softsoaper.
kotarmi^ilik
abstract n. of kotarmigi: — qil- to be a
street vendor or a bootlicker,
kotak
1. n. Stump: —tdk addm stumpy person/
ddrdx kdtiki tree stump.
2. n. Counterfoil; stub: beldt kdtiki ticket
stub/ tonuiturusnifl kdtiki the stub of an intro
ductory letter/ ♦ — harwisi a two-wheeled
cart.
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ko^at

kotan
kotan
phys. n. Rectum. Also called togra ugdy.
[K. kdtdnIM. kutan],
kotura
1. n. Contract; - bdr- to be built by con
tract/ ifni — al- to contract for a job or
project. Cf. toxtam II.
2. adj. Wholesale: — soda wholesale
trade. Cf. dun, iilgiija. Also kotira (#12). [U. kutard].
kotiirahgu
1. adj. Vigorous; enthusiastic (of mood or
feeling): - rohluq very energetic.
2. mus. adj. High: - awaz high tone. Al
so kotirangii.
kotiiram I
zoo. adj. Lean; thin; emaciated: - bolup
qal- to turn thin/ - mozay lean calf. Also
kotiram; cf. omq.
kotiiram II
m. Load carried by shoulder pole: bir - otm a load of firewood,
kotigak
ag. n. Stubbles of corn, wheat, and simi
lar crops,
kotira
adj./n. = kotura.
kotirangii
adj. = kotiirangii.
kotiram
adj./m. = kotiiram I and II.
kotiri^lik
adj. Able to endure; tanqit - ad&m a per
son able to take criticism.
kotiril1. vi. To rise; ayrupilan —di the airplane
rose/ p&rdd -di the curtain rose/ temperatura —di the temperature rose / gafi-tozafl
—di the dust rose/ somal y&nd —di the wind
rose again/ kiln ndyzd boyi —g&ndd u yetip
k&ldi when the sun had already risen, he
came. Cf. igizla-. [Th. ktitdrel-].
2. vt. To shake off, break away from; free

oneself from: dstin — to forget/ zulum —
to shake off oppression.
3. vt. To inspire: rohi — to inspire enthu
siasm.
4. vt. To raise: abroy — to raise populari
tykotiyogan
m^. n. A kind of carbuncle,
kotmak
adj. Short: — saqal short beard/ - qdl&m
short pen/ quyrugi — at short-tailed horse.
Cf. kalta 1.
kotmakla^vi. To become short,
kojiim
adj. Densely populated: — mdh&lld densely
populated village,
kog I
ag. n. Nomad; nomadic person: — keliwatidu the nomads are coming. Also kogman, kogmangi. [KK. kOs (Nomadisieren;
Umzug)].
kog II
n. Avalanche; slide. Also kogkiin.
kog1. vt. To move, transfer, migrate, nomad
ize: dy — to move a house/ yefli Oygd —up
kir- to move into a new house/ y —mds
tarn ugmas toxu until you move the wall,
the hen will not fly away (JMC). [K. kdg-i
KK. kd^-IM. k6g-(to move camp or go on
campaign)/Tu. g6g-/Tv. kds-l\J. ktig-].
2. vi. To switch, shift, change over to: sinipqa - to go up in grade/ egi^in-egizga -up
yttr- to hand down orally/ yefli mdsiligd —
to shift to a new problem.
kogat
1. bot. n. Sapling: - tik- (qoy-) to plant
saplings/ — Ostilr- to grow saplings/ alma
kdgiti apple sapling. Cf. bolja, jirim. [U.
kugat\.
2. bot. n. Seedling: pdmidur kdgiti tomato
seedling. Cf. maysa.
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kd^at^ilik
ko(at(ilik
ag. abstract n. of kogat: — mdydani tree
nursery,
ko^atxana
ag. Tree nursery. Cf. jirimliq.
kd^atzar
n. Sapling grove,
ko^atzarliq
n. = ko^atzar.
kogatlik
n. = ko^atzar.
ko^iir1. vt. To move, transplant: 6y — to move
a house.
2. lit. vt. To copy: —up bos- to reprint/ aqqa — to make a fair copy, write out clearly.
[U.
3. lit. vt. To plagiarize,
ko^iirgiigi
lit. n. Copyist. Cf. piitiik^i, kojiirmigi.
kojiirgiizvt. caus. of ko^iir- : maqalini aqqa — to
have a fair copy of an article made.
ko9urma
lit. n. Copy: kilassik ds&rldrdin — a copy
of the classics/ yigin xatirisinifl kOgUrmisi a
transcript of conference minutes/ ♦ ~ gdp
gr. quotation; citation. Cf. nusxa 2.
ko^iirmi^i
1. lit. n. = ko^urgii^i.
2. n. Plagiarizer.
ko^iirmi^ilik
n. Copying; plagiarizing,
ko^kiin
n. Avalanche; slide: tag — landslide/ qar —i
snow slide. Also ko^ II. [U. kugki\.
ko^ma
I. adj. Mobile; movable; floating; shifting:
— qwn shifting sand/ - kdrgdzmd traveling
exhibit/ — kutupxana lit. mobile library/ —
muz floating ice; floe/ — rniiluk movable
property/ —s rniiluk immovable or fixed
property.

kdr2. gr. adj. Figurative; metaphorical: - mdnd metaphysical meaning; figurative sense:
sOznifi — mdnisi a word's figurative mean
ing.
kilgma (#1-2)].
ko^m^
adj. Immovable: — rniiluk immovable prop
erty. Cf. gadan.
ko^man
ag. n. Nomad. Also koj, kogmangi. [U.
ktigmangi].
ko^man^i
ag. n. = ko^man.
kosay
n. Fire poker: t - uzun bolsa, qol kdymds
if the poker is long, the hand will not
bum. [K. kdsdd/U. kosov\.
ko$azoo. vt. To masticate, ruminate, chew the
cud. Also koy^a- .
ko^ak
ag. n. A small wooden stick or cord placed
sideways in the mouth of a ruminant when
its belly becomes bloated to speed up the
churning process in the stomach,
ko^iik
n. A stringbag used for transporting mel
ons.
ko^igii^ilar
zoo. n. Ruminants (Ruminantia).
kor1. vt. To see, read: —up tump —mdskd salto pretend not to see/ —us nerwisi phys. op
tic nerve/ oyun — to see a play/ kitap — to
read a book/ kino — to see a movie. [C.
kdr-IK. kdr-/KK. kdr-IO. gdr-ZOT. kdr-l
Tu. gdr-lTw. kdr-IY. kdr-].
2. vt. To blame: birawdin — to blame oth
ers/ u qdlimini yoqitip qoyup, mdndin -iwatidu he lost the pen himself but blames
me for it. Cf. iis- 2, gaja- 3.
3. vt. To regard, look upon, treat: u seni
dz ogliddk —idu he regards you like his
own boy.
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korsatmilik

korp^
4. vt. To have a child or daughter-in-law:
akam Mr ogul ikki qiz -di my older brother
has one boy and two girls/ bala — to have
a child/ u kelin -di he has a daughter-inlaw/ ndwra - to have a grandchild.
5. vi. as verbal aspect, expresses an at
tempt at an activity; oylap — to think over/
siz uygurga yezip -un please try to write in
Uyghur/ mdn tamaqni yap —6y let me try
to eat. [Th. kar-l\J. kur-(if 1-5)].
korpaz
1. phys. n. Armpit.
2. geo. n. Bay; gulf. [O. kdrfezJXi. kdifaz].
Cf. qoltuq (#1-2).
kora
pp. denotes the lesser of two things or ac
tivities in a comparison: polo yigandin —
suyqas igkan yaxyi eating pilaf is not as good
as eating noodle soup. [KK. kOre],
korak I
1. lit. n. Joint performance: ddiMyat-s&n'dt
kdrigi a cultural and artistic performance.
2. n. Review: - munMri reviewing stand/
—tin 6t- to be reviewed/ qosunlarni —tin dtkuz- to review troops. Cf. parat (#1-2).
[U. kurik].
korak II
n. Bellows. Also kdriik.
korak III
adj. kordk juwa unlined furcoat.
kbrah
n. Airs; arrogance; haughtiness,
koranlavi. To put on airs, be cocky, complacent,
korahlik
n. Arrogance; superciliousness: - qil- to
be arrogant. Cf. takabburluq, gurur 2,
magrurluq, manman^ilik, mutakabburluq.
koralmaslik
vi. To envy, be jealous: basqUarni — to en
vy others,
korsat-

1. vt. To point, point out: xizmdttiki kSmgilikni - to point out shortcomings in work/
qol bil&n — to point with the hand/ kompas
yinnisi jdnupni kdrsitip turidu the compass
needle points south/ yol — to point the
way. [K. kdrsOt-IYiK. kOrset-].
2. vt. To cause to look at: kes&lni doxturga
— to have a physician see a patient/ mdn uninga Mrpargd rdsimni -tim I had him look
at a picture.
3. vt. To reveal, manifest, lay bare, mani
fest, show, demonstrate: dzini - to show
oneself/ romanda kdrsitilgdnldr hdqiqi turmus what is revealed in the novel is real life/
qdhrimanliq — to manifest a heroic spirit/
ispat — to offer proof or evidence/ yefli
mdygulat usulini - to demonstrate a new ope
rating method/ gdmxorluq — to show solici
tude toward/ guwanamd — to show a cer
tificate. [Tk. kursdt-l\J. kursaHkl-3)].
4. vt. To choose, pick, select: kdpgilik uni
wdkillikkd -ti the majority picked him to
be their representative. Cf. parla- 1, taiga1, talla-, xilla- .
5. vt. when added to qilip: to pretend,
feign, simulate, make believe: dzJni bildrmdn qilip — to feign erudition/ dzini mdmin
qilip - to feign honesty.
korsatkug
1. n. Sign; signal; tdmuryol —i railroad
signal/ yol —i road sign. [K. kdrsdtkug].
2. n. Indicator on machinery.
3. n. Pointer used in classrooms etc.
4. n. Index; quota; target: isldpgiqiris-i pro
duction quota or target. Cf. norma.
5. n. Report card,
korsatma
n. Directive; instructions; order: partiyinin kdrsdtmisi party directive. Cf. buyruq, parman 1, yolyoruq. [U. kiirsatma],
kbrsatmilik
adj. Audio-visual; ~ oqutuy qoralliri audio-
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korsiti^
visual aids,
korsiti^
n. Instruction; directive: — almas gr. de
monstrative pronoun.
korii$1. vi. mut. of kor- : kOpgilik kdrg&zmd
—ti everybody saw the exhibit.
2. vi. To meet, see one another: biz da'im
—Up turimiz we met often/ unifl bil&n
—tUm I met with him/ qol elisip - to meet
and shake hands/ qugaqlisip - to meet and
embrace each other/ ♦ ganjugida - to see
each other on the rope (to reunite after
one's death). [C. kdrUs-IHi. kures-^.
korii^tiirvt. caus. of korii^- : mdn uni akam bil&n
—dum I had him meet my older brother.
[Y. kdrddr-].
koriik
n. Bellows made of goat hide: — as- to
pump bellows. Also korak II. [K. k&drUkI
0. k&rukITv. x&rUk],
koriilvi. = koriin- : xizm&ttd —g&n m&sililar
problems arising in work,
koriimsiz
1. adj. Plain; homely; ugly. [U. kurimsiz].
2. adj. Clumsy.
3. adj. Pitiable; pitiful,
koriimlilk I
adj. Good-looking; comely; pretty,
koriimlilk II
n. A present given at a first meeting: —
b&r- to give a present,
koriin1. vi. To appear, manifest, reveal: ay tag
arqisidin —di the moon appeared from be
hind the mountain/ bugun u xapa —idu he
manifested anger today/ xir& — to appear
dim/ u uzaqtin beri —midi he did not ap
pear for a long time/ yiraqtin yaylaq —di
the grasslands appeared in the distance/1
—g&n tag yiraq &m&s a mountain you can

kdrkamla^tiirsee is not far. Also koriil-; cf. ^eliq- 2,
1. [C. kdrun-/K. k&run-IT^. kUren-i
Tu. gOrun-ITv. kdrun-'\.
2. med. vi. To see: doxturga — to see a
physician,
koriinarlik
1. adj. Observable; visible; conspicuous:
elan — jayga gaplaMn a notice posted in a
conspicuous place. Also kdmaklik; cf. opo(uq 1, namayan.
2. adj. Conspicuous; notable; remarkable;
outstanding: — n&tiy& (utuq) notable suc
cess.
korunii$
1. lit. n. Play scene: ugingi p&rd&, b&singi
— Act 3, Scene 5.
2. n. Outside; appearance: —t& &m&l qilgan
bolup astirtin xilapliq qil- to overtly agree
but covertly oppose/ binanin tasqi —i the
outside of a building/ d&hs&tlik — fearsome
appearance/ s&h&r —i the appearance of a
city. [Tu. g&mus].
3. n. Scenery; view. Cf. manzira. [Ta.
kurenes/U. kurimis (^1-3)].
kork
n. Beauty: ^ tilnifl —i maqal, &mifi —i saqal a language's beauty lies in its proverbs,
a man's beauty is in his beard. Also kdrkamlik. [C. kOrklYiK. k&rk'\.
korka
zoo. n. Tbrkey (Meleagrididae). Also kiirka.
korkam
adj. Beautiful; good-looking; handsome;
pretty: — s&h&r beautiful city/ — yigit hand
some fellow. Cf. payz 1, sabahatlik, giizal 1. [M. k&rklug/\]. kUrkam].
korkamla^vi. To become beautiful: s&hirimizbarganseri —m&kt& our city is getting more beauti
ful all the time,
kbrkamla^tur*
vt. To beautify.
9iq-
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koz

kdrkamlik
korkamlik
n. Beauty; good looks. Also kork.
korgazma
n. Exhibition: ~ qil- to exhibit//oto siirOtlar kOrg&zmisi photo exhibit/ k6Qm& —
traveling exhibit/ kdrgazmigd qoy- to put
on display or exhibit. [K. kdrkdzmdl\J.
kurgazma].
korgazmixana
n. Exhibition hall.
korgu(i
n. Sp^tator; viewer. [Y. kdrdofgu].
korgiiliik
n. Bitter experience; hard lot; suffering:
kGrgulukini k6r- to suffer, have a hard lot.
[U. ktirgilikY
kornaklik
adj. = korunarlik 1.
koz
1. phys. n. Eye: - ajizligi med. asthenopia/
- ag- to open one's eyes: s&n kozuflni ag
open your eyes!/ - arqa dalangisi posteri
or eye chamber/ ~ agrigi med. eye disease/
~ alaq-julaq bol- to stare tongue-tied/ aldi before one's eyes; at the moment/ aldi dalangisi anterior eye chamber/ - aldiga kdl- to appear before one's eyes/ - aldiga kaltur- to think back, recollect, recall/
- aligdkmdn bol- a. to be dazzled; b. to
stare dumbfounded/ — almisi eyeball/ —
bdlumi med. ophthalmology/ - burjdk
pdrdisi epicanthic fold/ — beqis- to wink,
make eyes/ - torlas- to have dim eyesight/
- tutul- to be blind/ - tik- to gaze at, fix
one's eyes on/ - jdwhiri crystalline lens/
- ganigi eye socket: - ganigidin giqip k&tkuddk bol- to have bulging eyes (because of
anger or hatred)/ — gtis- a. to set eyes on:
dygd kins bildnla min kdzi jozidiki kitaplarga giisti as soon as he entered the room
his eyes concentrated on the books on the
table; b. to take a fancy to (also ndzdr guy-)/
- geni visual estimate; eyeball reckon

ing/ - gimildat- to blink/ - sal- a. to see,
watch; b. to figure, plan (also kdz tasla- )/
— iizmdslik to look with fixed eyes/ — qagiir- to avoid sby's eyes, hide oneself/ —
qarigugi pupil/ — qarisi black of the eye/ —
quymgi comer of the eye: — quymgida qara- to cast a sidelong glance/ — qirini salto keep an eye on, take care of, look af
ter/ - qis- to wink, make eyes/ — qamas- to
be dazzled/ - egil- a. to widen one's ho
rizon; b. to awaken/ - eqi the white of the
eye/ — igld besimi intraocular pressure/ —
il- to close one's eyes, sleep: kdzumni sdl
iliwalay I will take a nap/ ~ isariti a mean
ingful glance: u mana - isariti qildi he gave
me a meaningful glance/ — yasangura- to
shed tears/ - ydt- a. to survey, gaze into
the distance: - y&tmOydigan y&r a place as
far as the eye can see, a vast place; b. to
foresee, expect: uninkdlmdydiganligigakdzum ydtkan I expected him not to be able
to come; c. to be sure, certain, confident:
bu isnin hdl bo lusiga koztim ydtmdywatidu I
am not confident about resolving this mat
ter/ - yiigUrt- to sweep one's eyes over/ yesi tear; teardrop: — yesi qil- to cry/ —
mOlgiri eyeball reckoning/ —din giqip qalto look unfamiliar: bu addm kdziimdin
giqip qaptu this person looks unfamiliar to
me/ —din 6t- to look over sth so as to
check or approve/ —din qagur- a. to be no
longer visible (to neglect); b. to hide, con
ceal, hold back: higqandaq isni unin ydin
qagurgili bolmaydu nothing escapes his at
tention/ -din kdgiir- to inspect/ --dm gayip
bol- to disappear, vanish/ —i ajiz a. weaksighted; b. blind person/ -i oynat- to roll
eyes in a playful manner/ —ini paqirat- to
stare/ —inin paxtisini giqar- to show the
white of one's eyes (to stare)/ —inin yegini
yd- to be dazzlingly brilliant/ —gd taslan- to
greet the eye; to be seen: mol hosul mdnzirisi kdzgd taslinip turatti a bumper crop
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koz
greeted the eye/ —gd geliq- to meet the
eye/ —g& ilin- to catch sight of: —gd ilinmaydiganyultuzlarimisi\Ae stars (also kdzgd ilinif- )i —gd qadal- to stare at: -gd qadalgan mix a thorn in one's side/ —gd kdrun- to be conspicuous, showy/ -gd kdrilndrlik observable; obvious; clear; evident;
distinct/ —gd yas al- to have tears in one's
eyes/ -gd-kdz eye to eye/ jirtaq — med.
blepharitis/1 — qorqqaq, qol batur the eye
is a coward but the hand is a hero/ t —din
neri kOMldin neri out of sight, out of
mind. [C. ^dz/KK. kdz/0. gdzIOT. kOz!
Th. kiizJ'Tn. gdzJV. ku^.
2. n. Opening: bulaq —i the mouth of a
spring/ ddrizinifl —i window opening/ yinninin —i the eye of a needle.
3. n. Inlaid jewelry worn on a ring or oth
er ornaments.
4. bot. n. Bud: — uligi bud grafting; bud
ding. Cf. bix 1, porak, toralma 2, nota I
1.
5. n. The best of a kind: u bu siniptiki oqugugilamin -i idi he was the best student in
this class.
6. n. Knack: isnin —ini bilidigan addmaptrson who knows how to do a job.
♦......... qil- to show off, flaunt: qoralni
..........qil- to flaunt one's military might
(also kdz-kdzdn qil-)! ♦ — arqida qal- to
feel anxious, worry about/ ♦ - bagla- to
puzzle, confuse, perplex, baffle/ ♦ - baglangan gag dusk, evening time/ ♦ - bagligugi juggler/ ♦ - boya- to cheat, deceive:
— boyamgi magician; cheater; deceiver; boyamgiliq cheating; deception/ ♦ - tdgto be bewitched, come under an evil influ
ence: bala kdz tegip agrip qaldi the child
became ill due to evil influences/ ♦ —
toy- a. to be satisfied: qosigi toysimu — toymasliq the belly is full but the eyes are
still greedy; b. to have enough to look at
(usually in negation): bagdih rdflga-rdn

koz
gulldrgd qarap kdzum toymidi I can't get
enough of the colorful flowers in the park/
♦ — turner talisman; amulet/ ♦ — tirigidd still alive: u kdzinifl tirigidd oglini dyliwelisqa aldirawatidu he is eager to get his
son married while he is still alive/ ♦ —
qizar- a. to covet, be envious; b. to be fu
rious/ ♦ ~ qiy- to have the heart to (used
mostly in negation): uniMin ayrilUqa kd
zum qiymidi I did not have the heart to
leave him/ ♦ — yorw-to bear a child/ ♦ yorugi daytime/ ♦ — yum- a. to die; b. to
obliterate, blot out: unifl ndtijilirigd —
yummaymiz we do not obliterate his achievements/ ♦ —dd tut- to think over,
consider/ ♦ —din yoqat- to cause to move
or disappear/ ♦ —din yoqal- a. to scram,
beat it: kdzumdin yoqal get away from
me!; b. to disappear, vanish/ ♦ —i ag en
vious; greedy/ ♦ —ipis- to be skilled, prac
ticed, proficient: unid hiindrgd —ipisip qal
di he is skilled in handicrafts/ ♦ —/ tdt
bol- to be eager, anxious/ ♦ —i oguq kdta. to die with a grievance; b. to waste
money, spend in vain: yigirmd somnid —i
oguq kdtti twenty yuan were wasted/ ♦ —i
oynat- to make secret overtures to/ ♦ —i
kigik going after trifling advantages/ ♦
—gd topa gag- to deceive, hoodwink,
swindle/ ♦ —gd surtkiiddk bol- to be very
precious, valuable/ ♦ -gd qara- a. to be
ready to take a hint: —gd qarap is qil- to
take a cue from; b. to hate to part with:
pulnid —gd qara- to hate to part with mon
ey; c. to pamper, coddle, spoil: balini
—gd qarap god qil- to spoil or dote on a
child; kdzudgd qarap mad walk carefully!/
♦ —gd kdrsdt- to teach a lesson/ ♦ —gd
issiq kdrun- a. to feel affectionate, inti
mate: u kdzumgd —gd issiq kdruruii I feel
affectionate toward him; b. to look famil
iar/ ♦ —gd il- (mostly in negation) to
think highly of: u higkimni —gd ilmaydu
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kozayn^
he does not think much of anybody/ ♦
—gd yag tol- to be supercilious or over
weening/ ♦ —gd yeqin lovable; desirable:
—gd yeqin ndrsd a desirable thing; —gd
yeqin bala lovable child,
kozaynak
n. Glasses; spectacles: — taqa- to wear
glasses. [Ih. MzleklU. kuzojn^].
kozaynaklik
adj. Bespectacled: - addm a bespectacled
person/ ♦ — yilan zoo. cobra (Naja).
kdziiklit. vt. To bear, give birth to.
kozqara$
n. Point of view: xata — wrong point of
view/ omumiliq kdzqarifi overall point of
view. Cf. qara$, nuqtiinazar.
koz-qulaq
n. What one sees and hears; hearsay; in
formation; knowledge: — bol- to look af
ter: mdn kdtkdndin keyin balilirimga — bolup turgin after I have left, please look after
my children/ —ni dt- to keep information
from others. [U. kuzi-kuloq].
kozlavt. To seek, aspire to, strive for: birdr
mdqsdtni — to seek some fortune. [Tu. gdzle-/U. kiizla-].
kozlak
ag. n. Shed used as temporary shelter,
kozliik
adj. of koz 3: td( — ddrizd a window with
four openings/ yaqut — iizuk a ring made
of precious stones or gems,
kozmon^ak
n. A bead-like amulet; rosary. [U. kuzmongoq\.
kdznak
n. Opening: ddrizd kOznigi window open
ing. Also koz 2.
kowriik
n. Bridge: - be$i munarisi bridge tower/ kdtdrmisi bridge pier / — yasa- to build a

kok
bridge/ dgldk — arched bridge/ Idylimd —
floating bridge/ lifilin — (cf. tartma kdwrigi) suspension bridge/ ♦ miM kdwrdgi
phys. pons. [K. kdpurdd/Mo. kdgUrgelO.
kOpriUCnL. kdbdrgdlTv. kdvuriig/U. kupriklY. kurge\.
kowiik
n. Bubble; foam: sopun kdwiigi soap bub
ble. Also kopiik; cf. magzap. [K. kdbiik].
kowiikdavi. To bubble. Also kopiikla-; cf. bulduqla-, buluqla- .
kok I
1. adj. Blue; green: — amut bot. sand pear
(Pyrus scrotina)! — boyaq blue paint/ —
purgaq green soya bean/ — tomur phys.
vein/ — dmdn bot. Artemisia apiacea, used
in Uyghur folk medicine (listed Artemisia
annua in ZM)/ — gay green tea/ — su
whey/ — silt skimmed milk^ — fumbuya bot.
broomrape (Orobanche coerulescens)(see
illustration at ^umbuya on p. 525)/ — kdptdr zoo. a kind of pigeon/ — kdz blue
eyes/ - yip dtkdzgu med. paronychia (also
saynak 11). [K. kdk/Mo. koke/CfT. kdk/
Tu. gdk/Tv. kOk/Y. kiidx],
2. n. Sky: —kd kdtdr- to praise to the skies/
burkttt —td pdrwaz qilmaqta the eagle is
soaring in the sky. Cf. asman, hawa I 3.
[Th. kukm. kuk (Jfl-l)].
3. n. Fresh bruise: bddinigd — gu$ti a fresh
bruise appeared on the body.
kok II
n. Lead wire: —ini sdk- to pull down a lead
wire/ ♦ — sal- to sew in large stitches,
kok III
1. n. Green grass: qoylar —kd toydi the
sheep ate green grass.
2. n. Young crops: —ini sat- to sell young
crops.
3. bot. n. Vegetable: — gez/?/: pickled vege
table; pickles. Also koktat; cf. otya$, say.
4. bot. n. Lucerne; alfalfa: — gdgurisi alf-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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koks

kokata
alfa dumplings.
5. bot. n. Tassel; leaf: lobu kdgi turnip
tassel or leaf
6. his. n. kdkbep water manager, one of the
begs who was in charge of equitable dis
tribution of irrigation water. Also kokwe^i.
p. kuk ()!^l-6)].
kokata
n. Paternal great-grandfather,
kokana
n. Paternal great-grandmother,
kokpit
1. zoo. n. Aphid (Aphididae). Also called
pit 2.
2. n. Rascal,
koktat
bot. n. = kok III 3: - baziri vegetable
market/ - dukini greengrocer* s/ - yigU masinisi vegetable picking machine,
koktat^i
ag. n. A grower or seller of vegetables.
Also kok^i.
koktatgiliq
ag. n. Truck gardening.
koktatliq
ag. n. Vegetable patch or garden. Cf. saylik.
kokta^
chem. n. Chalcanthite; blue vitriol. [U.
kuktos^.
koktalgu
zoo. n. Woodpecker (Picidae). Also called
toqgaq, tokuldaq, tomurtum^aq, jangal
dumbaqgisi.
koktoqay
geo. n. Koktokay
(Fuyun), county in
Xinjiang (47.13N
89.39E).
Estab
lished in 1941. Population (1982): 74,852.
kokterak
bot. n. Cathay poplar (Populus cathayana).
[Q. kdkterek].

koktikan
bot. n. Cornflower
(Centaurea cyanus).
Also called ambargiil.
kokdat
bot. n. Mold,
kokar1. vi. To turn green
kokterak
or blue: bugday maysiliri —di wheat seed
lings turned green/ ddl-ddrdxl&r — (of
trees) to turn green/ ytizi —di the face
turned blue. [Ta. kugdr-ITa. gOger-IY.
kdgor-].
2. vi. To go moldy or mildewy: nan kdkirip qaldi the bread turned moldy.
3. vi. To be unreasonable, create a scene,
lose one's temper: s&n mafia —m& don't
lose your temper with me.
kokartvt. caus. of kokar- : tayaq bil&n urup bdddnni — to beat black and blue with a
stick,
kokarma
adj. Brazen; rascally,
kokarmilik
n. of kokarma: — qil- to act shamelessly,
kokaltay
n. Pigheaded or obstinate person,
kokama
n. = kokaltay.
kokge^ak
bot. n. Chicory {Cichorium intybus). See
illustration at kasina on p. 677.
kbkgi I
ag. A grower or seller of vegetables. Also
kdktat^i.
kokgi II
bot. n. A kind of melon.
kok(i$qaq
zoo. n. Cattle diarrhea,
koks
ag./zoo. n. Breast; udder: — iwi- to milk.

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka§igari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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koknar

koksar

zoo. n. Gadfly. Cf. saygaq.
[C. kdkiis (breast)],
kokiilmaydan
koksar
zoo. n. Kite (Accipitridae).
geo. n. Oasis; grassland. Cf.waha.
[Q. koksar].
kokiimtiil
adj. Bluish. [U. kukimtir].
koksultan
bot. n. A kind of plum,
kokiintii
adj. = kokiimtiil.
koks-qarin
n. Mind; heart: koks-qami
kokqaga
toq- (toy-) to have peace
zoo. n. Coracias
garrubus, a kind of
of mind/ kOks-qamini tdkkoksar
to unbosom oneself/ koks-qami egil- to be
crow. [Q.kdkqarga].
broadminded,
kdkinak
zoo. n. Merlin; pi
koksegiz I
chem. n. Thlcum; talc. Also called talik.
geon hawk (Falco
kokqaga
columbarius). Also called turumtay, jakoksegiz II
bot. n. Russian dandelion. Also called tegalway.
kisaqal. [Q. koksagyz].
kokyar
zoo. n. Wild ass.
kdk^al
med. n. Tetanus. Also called $a I, qatma, kokyotal
qatma kesdl.
med. n. Pertussis; whooping cough,
kdkrak
kokla- I
phys. n. Chest; breast; pectus: — aylanisi
vi. To turn green or blue: ddl-ddrdxldr —
chest girth/ — agrigi med. pectoralgia/ -pdr(of trees) to turn green,
dd yallugi med. pleurisy/ — p&rdisi pleura/ kokla- II
— tarligi med. thoracic constriction/ — uvi. To use large stitches: —p tik- to baste,
murtqisi thoracic vertebra/ — q&pizi thorax/ kokla- III
— kdr- to throw out one's chest/ ♦ — kerip
vi. To leap, jump: eriqtin —p 6t- to jump
otturiga giq- to come out boldly. Cf. to^ 1.
across a ditch, canal or stream,
[KK. kOkirekIMo. keflkureg/Tv. xdreklXJ. koklam
ktikrak].
n. Spring season.
kokraklik
Cf. bahar 1, atiyaz.
adj. Full-chested,
[U. kuklam].
kokwa^
kokmaral
bot. n. Com ear: -- pugula- to roast an ear
bot. n. Red-spotted
of com.
stonecrop (Sedum ekokwe^i
rythrosticum).
his. n. Local official in charge of the dis koknar
tribution of water. Also kdk besi.
bot. n. Opium pop
kokii$
py (Papaver somniadj. Light blue or light green colored: —
ferum), used in Uytiitiin a wisp of blue smoke/ - rOxt lightghur folk medicine. Also called xa$xa$, apblue cloth,
yiin, layliqazaq. [Q. kdkndrIU. kuknor].
kokuyiin
See illustration on next page.
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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koniilsiz

koknargi
koknargi
n. Poppy grower,
koniil
n. Heart; intention;
regard; mind; mood; wM
character: — aram
tap- to feel at ease/
-- azadd bol- to
have ease of mind/
-- azar yd- to be
koknar
wronged, feel hurt/
— ayna- to feel nauseous/ — agri- to be
hearbroken or distressed: — agrigi tepiwalto be troubled, get insulted/ — bar- to like,
be fond of (used mostly in negation): bu
Uni qilUQtt kdfUiim barmaydu I do not feel
like doing this job/ -- bdr- to love: mdn
miflga kOfUiimni bdrsdm, u kMlilmni giUdnmidi although I loved her, she did not un
derstand my feelings/ — bdl- to be con
cerned with/ - bOlUn- to be distracted/ buzul- to be sad or grieved/ — biaram bolto have no peace of mind/ — tart- to care,
long to do sth again: tamaqni kdfllum tartmaydu I don't miss food/ — tuy- to have a
premonition/ — tin- to feel relieved: sdn
kdlgdndin keyin kdfllum tindi after you
came, I felt relieved/ — ddkkd-diikkd hol
lo be in a flutter/ — dikiddk bol- to find
satisfactory, be gratified/ — giU- to admire,
fall in love with/ — sora- to apologize/ —
sown- to lose heart, be discouraged or dis
appointed/ — su ig- to be in a good mood/
— sun- to be sad, broken-hearted/ - rdnjito feel sad or hurt/ - unimasliq to be un
willing/ - qal- (yan-) to take offense: uni
tdklipqilmiganligim ugun, uniflmdndinkdflli qaptu he felt insulted because I did not
invite him/ — qoy- to be attentive or dili
gent: — qoyup iigdn- to concentrate on
one's studies/ — kdtdr- a. to have the heart
to: mundaq iplas Uni qilUni kdfllum kdtdrmdydu I do not have the heart to do this

kind of filthy work; b. to encourage/ —
egU kegUi an evening of entertainment/ —
eri- to be moved or touched/ — ezil- to be
heartbroken/ -- eyt- to console or comfort
a deceased person's survivor/ — yasa- to
comfort, console/ — yayra- to have ease of
mind/ — yoru- to be enlightened, have a
clear understanding / - yumsa- to be soft
hearted/ — yerim bol- to feel bad or sorry/
-din kdgur- (dtkuz-) to think over/ -gd al
to care about, be oversensitive/ —gd pukto intend, calculate/ —gd sig- to be to one's
liking/ —gd kdl- to mind, take offense:
kdfUiiflgd kdlmisd safla Mr gepim bar idi if
you do not mind, I will tell you sth/ —gd
yaq- to like, be fond of/ kdflli bar having
one's heart or mind set on/ kdflli buzuq
evil-minded/ kdflli pds dirty; obscene/
kdflli pdrUan vexed; perturbed; disheart
ened/ kdnli toq feeling secure about/ kdflli
dgri harboring evil intentions/ kdflli suyuq
giddy; skittish/ kdflli sunuq dejected; de
press^ (also dili sunuq) / kdflli qara evilhearted/ kdflli yumsaq softhearted/ kdflli gtU
perturbed; upset/ kdfUini al- to please sby/
seni kdfllum tartip kdldim I come because
I long to see you again/ unifl kdflli aq he is
pure-hearted/ ♦ — kdt- to ejaculate pre
maturely. Cf. dil, qalb, yiirak 2. [C- kdnallK. kdflul/KK. kdfUUOT. kd/iu//Ta.
kdflellTn. kdflUllU. kiingil].
koniil^an
n. Softhearted person: 1 —nifl kdti oguq
the softhearted are bare-bottomed (don't
wear pants),
koniilgak
n. = koniilgan.
koniil(aklik
n. Softheartedness: -- qil- to be softheart
ed.
koniilsiz
1. adj. Unhappy: — U an unhappy affair.
[Th. kdflelsez].
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kol

koniilsizlaii'
2. adj. Displeased with,
kohiilsizlan1. vi. To be unhappy.
2. vi. To lose interest, be indifferent or
cold.
kohiilsizlik
n. of koniilsiz; bir — yuz b&rdi sth unhap
py or unpleasant happened.
kohiilluk
adj. Happy; joyful; joyous: — bayram joy
ous holiday/ - sOzldf- to converse happily/
~ kunldr happy days. [Th. kOflelle].
koy1. vi. To burn: —up kill bol- to burn and
produce ashes/ ot — to catch fire/ yagag
—di wood burned/1 otni kirn tutsa yunifl qoli —idu he who plays with fire will burn
his hand. [C- kby-/KK. kuj-ITy. xyp-!\i.
kuj-].
2. vi. To be burnt or scorched: nan —up
k&tti the bread got scorched.
3. vi. To scald, burn: puti —gdn toxud&k
like a chicken with scalded legs.
4. ast. vi. To eclipse: ay —di the moon
eclipsed/ kiin —di the sun eclipsed.
5. vi. To love, adore, admire. Cf. soy- 2.
6. vi. To be framed: m&nmusuUtanah&k—up
kdttim I have been framed in this matter.
koydiir1. vt. To bum: qdgdz — to bum paper/ yag
- to render fat/ gazafilarni — to bum dead
leaves. [KK. kujdir-IU. kujdir-].
2. vt. To sear, scald: qolni -uwal- to scald
a hand.
3. fig. vt. To frame. Cf. ?aq- 5.
4. vt. To cause to adore. Also koygiiz- .
koydiirga
1. med. n. Anthrax.
2. n. Evil: tiliflgd — giqsun the pox on you!
Also kiiydiirga (^1-2). [U. kujdirgi],
koydiirgug
adj. Incindiary: — bomba mil. incindiary
bomb.

koydiirgilik
abstract n. of koydiirga: — qil- to frame,
kby^azoo. vi. To masticate, mminate, chew the
cud. Also kb$a- .
k6yiip-p4ip
adv. Enthusiastically; ardently; earnestly:
~ isld- to work enthusiastically,
koyiik
1. med. n. Burn; scald: — qapartmisi a
blister raised by a bum or scald.
2. n. Love: — oti fires of love. Cf. 4Q3. adj. Burnt; scorched: - nan a scorched
loaf of bread.
koyiimgan
adj. Thoughtful; considerate: — addmldr
considerate persons,
koyiim^anliq
n. Thoughtfulness,
koyiinvi. To be considerate of others: —tip sdzldto speak with concern and consideration/
yoldaylarga - to care for one’s comrades,
koygiizvt. = koydiir- .
koynak
do. n. Shirt: ig — undershirt. [Tv. xdjlefH
U. kiijlak].
kbynak^an
adj. Wearing only a shirt: —yurmdsamaldap
qalisdn don't wear only a shirt or you
might catch cold,
kbynaklik
1. adj. Wearing a shirt: aq — bala a child
wearing a white shirt.
2. adj. Making a shirt: — rdxt shirt mate
rial.
kbl
geo. n. Lake; pond; pool; tarn: — boyi
lake shore/ beliq —i fish pond/ su tizui —i
pe. swimming pool /1 tama-tama — bolar
dripping water will fill a lake. [K. kdHYK.
kOllOT. kdl/Ta. kul/Tv. xdl/V. kul/Y.
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kon

kolanga

n. Floating ice; floe. Cf. ^iirmal.
ku6l\.
komiir
kolanga
n. Coal: — sana'iti coal industry/ — qezis
n. Shadow; reflection; image; silhouette;
masinisi coal-digging machine/ — kani coal
ad&m kSlMgisi a person's reflection/ dGrSx
mine/ issiz - hard coal; anthracite/ isliq kdlMgisi a tree's shadow. Cf. saya 1. [U.
soft or bituminous coal. [K. kdmiirlO. kdkiilanka}.
murlTsi.
kumerlTw. xdmiirlU. kiimir].
kolam
1. n. Scale; scope; dimension: Mrkatnifl komiirvt. = komtiir- .
kdlimi scope of operations. [K. koldmlKK.
komur9ak
kOlemlTk. kuldmlU. kularri].
phys. n. Cartilage; gristle: halqisiman 2. n. Area: y&r kdlimi a place's area,
round cartilage/ qalqansiman - cartilagines
kolamlik
thyreoides. Also kiimiir^ak, kemirgak.
adj. of kolam: zor — hdrk&t a large-scale
komiir^i
movement. [K. kdldmdiik].
n. Coal vendor,
kol^a
komiirfilik
ag. n. Plant bed.
abstract n. of komiir^i.
kol^ak
geo. n. Pond; pool. Diminutive form of komiirxana
n. Coalyard; charcoal depot,
kol.
kdmurliik
komn. Coalfield,
vt. To bury, hide, cover; jdsdt — to bu|7 a
corpse/ mina — to lay mines. [KK. kdm-l komiik
1. adj. Buried; hidden: —tiki altun hidden
Tk. kiim-ITv. xdm-l\J. kum-].
gold.
komtiir2. n. Hidden food grain,
vt. To turn upside down: ginini - to place
komiila bowl upside down,
1. vi. To be buried: jdsdt —di a corpse
koma^
was buried/ yol qarga —tip kdtti the road
cul. n. A bun baked on open fire: 1 dz kdwas covered by snow. [Ta. kiimel-ITv.
migigd gog tart- to stoke a fire to toast one's
xdmdiin-].
own buns (to be bent solely on profit). [M.
2. vi. To be neglected, stifled: talant igisi
kdmdg (flat-bread that is buried in the em
—tip qal- to stifle talent.
bers)],
3. vi. To be filled up or crammed with: zakoma^dan
wut paxtiga -tip kdtti the factory was cram
cul. n. Pan for toasting buns,
med with cotton/ u isqa -tip kdtti he was en
kdmak
grossed in work/ magazin malga —tip kdtti
n. Aid; assistance; help. Cf. ban III,
the store was filled with goods.
hamdam, yardam. [C- kdm&kIK. kdmdkl
kommaqonaq
U. ktimak].
bot. n. Corn; maize; —ni qasa- to husk
komakla^vi. To aid, assist, help. Cf. bolu^- 2, hamcom.
damla^-, qara?- 2, yardamla?-. [Y. kdmd- kon
n. Leather: — gamadani leather suitcase/
Ids-].
— dttigi leather boots/ -- zawudi leather
komal
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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konfactory. [O. g^n/Ta. kunITT. kdn (raw
hide for tanning)/Tv. x6m (rawhide)/U.
kiln].
kon1. vi. To agree, heed: u pikrimgd —di he
agreed with my idea/ gdpkd — to heed
(shy's) words. [U. kun-^.
2. vi. To be or become accustomed to: at
harwiga —di the horse got used to pulling
the cart/ qol Uqa — to get used to work/ yoylaryeza turmu^iga —up qaldi youth got us^
to rural life. Also koniik- . [K. k6n-{it\2)].
kondiir1. vt. To persuade, convince: mdn uni -dlmidim I could not persuade him. [Th. kiinder-].
2. vt. To accustom: atni harwiga — to ac
custom a horse to a cart.
3. vt. To practice: tilni — to practice a spo
ken language/ qolni — to practice one's
hand. Also koniiktur- .
kdndilah
adj. Crosswise: kOndiliflgd k&s- to cut
crosswise. [Mo. kdndelenlU. kundalang],
konak
n. Honeycomb,
konalga
cul. n. Yeast for making sour milk,
konalgiiliik
cul. n. = konalga.
kon(i
n. Leather worker,
kdn^ilik
n. Leathermaking,
koniik
1. adj. Broken in; tuned: -- at a broken-in
horse/ — qdldm broken-in pen.
2. adj. Docile; obedient: u h&mmigd — he
is always obedient.
koniik1. vi. To agree with, heed.
2. vi. To be or become accustomed to. Al

kutupxana
so kon- .
kdniiktur1. vt. To convince, persuade.
2. vt. To accustom.
3. vt. To practice. Also kondiir- (#1-3).
koniikma
n. Exercises: — Uld- to work on exercises,
ksenon
chem. n. Xenon (Xe). [<R. ksenon\.
kripton
chem. n. Krypton (Kr). [<R. kripton^.
krimniy
chem. n. Silicon (Si). [<R. kremnij].
kub
math. n. Cube. [<R. kub].
kubametir
m. Cubic meter. [<R. kubometr].
kupar
rel. n. Heathen; infidel; pagan. Also kapir; cf. ta'ipa, tayipa, majusi.
kupaya
adj. Enough; sufficient: — qil- to be suffi
cient: bungilik tamaq mafia — qilmaydu
this bit of food is not enough for me/ bir
egiz sdz — one sentence is enough/ safla musu — this is enough for you. Also kipaya.
kupayiliinvi. To feel satisfied. Also kipayilan-.
kupur
rel. adv. Blasphemously: -- sOzlQ- to blas
pheme, speak blasphemously,
kupurluq
rel. n. Blasphemy: — qil- to blaspheme,
kupiya
lit. n. Draft; manuscript: — yaz- to write a
manuscript/ ddsldpki kupiyisi first draft/
maqalinin kupiyisi draft of an article. Cf.
qolyazma.
kuplet
lit. n. Couplet: Wr —ye/rone couplet of po
etry. [<R. kuplet].
kutupxana
lit. n. Library: kOgmd — mobile library.
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kuwas

kutuldaAlso kiitiipxana, kitapxana. [Tk. kdtepxan<iVU. kutubxona].
kutuldavi. To murmur, mutter, whisper. Also kusulda- .
kut-kut
onom. expresses a whispered sound: — qilto whisper/ — gdp (parafl) whispered re
mark: “ g&p qil- to talk in whispers. Also
kusur-kusur, kusun- kusin, kus-kus.
ku^a
geo. n. Kuqa, county in Xinjiang (41.43N
82.54E). Established 1913. Population
(1982): 304,640.

kugula
bot. n. Seed of the
vomiting nut or nux
vomica (Semen nucis vomicae), used
in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also
called azaraqi.
kussida
adv. Fizzingly: —
ydl giqip k&t- to
discharge with a
fizzing sound,
kusur-kusur
onom. = kut-kut.
kusuh-kusin
onom. = kut-kut.
kusuldavi. = kutulda- .
kus-kus
onom. = kut-kut.
ku^ada
1. adj. Spacious.

ku^ula

2. adj. Prosperous; well-to-do.
3. adv. Freely; informally. Also kan-ta$a,
kah-ku$ada (#1-3).
ku$uldazoo. vi. To hiss (of snakes).
ku$-ku$
1. onom. expresses the sound of urging on
sheep.
2. onom. expresses the hissing sound of a
snake.
ku^ku^Ia1. ag. vt. To urge on sheep.
2. vt. To abet, instigate, sow discord,
kurs
1. n. Course of instruction: — ag- to open
a course.
2. n. Published lectures: qisqigd — concise
lectures. [<R. kurs <G. Kurs^
kursant
n.Student in a training course. [<R. kur
sant].
kursuzoo. vi. To be in heat (of dogs),
kursuk
zoo. n. Heat (of dogs): —qa kir- to be in
heat,
kursi
n. Campstool; folding stool. [U. kursi].
kuru$ka
n. Enamel mug. [<R. kru^a].
kuru^ok
n. Circle; study group. Cf. guruppa. [<
R. kruzoic].
kuruldazoo. vi. = kurkira- .
kurkirazoo. vi. To croak (of frogs). Also kurulda- . [K. kurkilrO-].
kuwadirat
math. n. Square: — yiltiz square root. [<
R. kvadrat].
kuwas
cul. n. A summer drink made of fermented
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kiit-

kuwak
bread or fruit. [<R. ^as].
kuwak
adj. Empty; hollow. Also kawak 1; cf.
to^iik I.
kuku
zoo. n. Pekinese dog. Also called xor-xor.
kukum
n. Powder. Cf. para^ok. [U. kukum\.
kukum-talqan
n. Powder: — bol- to become powdery/ ~
qil- to pulverize,
kula I
n. Straw rope,
kula II
rel. n. Buddhist monk hat.
kultiwator
ag. n. Cultivator (machine). [<R. kul'tivator\.
kulon
phy. m. Coulomb (a measure of the quan
tity of electricity). [<R. kulori],
kulonmetir
phy. n. Coulomb meter.
kulup
n. Club: isgilar kulubi workers' club. [<R.
klub].
kuluQ
n. Board; plank. Also taxtay 1; cf.pan II,
taxta 1, jaza III, rayka.
kulin
mil. n. Countersign; password. [<Ch.
kouling].
kumpaykum
n. Bits; smithereens: — bol- to become bro
ken or crumbled into powder/ — qil- to
break or crush into powder. Cf. bitjit.
kumuta
zoo. n. Midge (Chironomidae).
kumusra
bot. n. Pyrus bretschneideri, used in Uyghur folk medicine. See illustration in
right column,
kumusrabarri

bot. n. Wild
pear (Crataegus
pinmtifida). See
illustration atyawa amut on p.
781.
kumula(
1. n. Lump (of
kumusra
adobe): layni — qil- to make a lump of
adobe from mud. Cf. samanliq lay. [U.
guwala].
2. med. m. Bolus: bir — dora one bolus of
medicine.
kumula^lavt. To make a lump of adobe,
kunupka
1. n. Thumbtack.
2. n. Push button. [<R. knopkd].
kiip I
n. Jug: haraq -i liquor jug.
kiip II
m. Cloth measure, equals 12 top (q.v.) See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80.

kiip-kiinduz
n. Broad daylight,
kiit1. vt. To await, wait for: buyruq — to
await orders/ biryoldayni kiitup turimdn I am
waiting for a comrade/ poyiz — to wait for
a train. [KK. kut-IY. kiiut-].
2. vt. To expect, look forward to, hope: 1
yamanga yaxsiliq qilma, unifldin yaxyiliq
—m& don't be kind to a bad person and
don't expect kindness from him. [Ih. kbt(#1-2)].
3. vt. To wait on, serve: ata-anini — to
wait on parents/ kesdlni — to wait on a sick
person.
4. vt. To receive: yefli oqugugilarni — to
receive new students/ mehman — to receive
a guest. [U. kut (#1-4)].
5. vt. To presume, think: —kdn ydrdin giq-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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kiitiil-

kiigsizlik

to be as expected/ isnifl mundaq boluyini -migdn idim I didn't think the matter can be
handled this way.
kiitiilvi. pass, of kiit- : —migiin if an unexpected
matter/ —mig&n mehman an unexpected
guest/ mehmanlar obdan —di the guests
were well received. [Tk. kdtel-].
kiitiim
n. Care; attention. Also beqim.
kiitiimsiz
adj. Uncared for; neglected. Cf. beqimsiz.
kiitiinvi. To maintain, keep in good repair,
kiitkii^i
n. Servant; waiter; sby who receives
guests,
kiida
bot. n. Fragrant-flowered garlic; Chinese
chives (Allium tuberosum; A. odorum). Al
so called jiisay.
kiida-kdpa
n. Bedding roll: kudd-kopisini kdtirip maflto roll up a bedding roll and go/ ♦ —nni
kdtdr beat it! scram!
kii(
1. n. Force; power; strength: — giqar- to
exert one's strength or efforts/ — siuof- to
measure one's strength with, have a con
test/ — ydt- to be in one's power or ability/
—kd tol- to be full of vigor/ —ini aya- to
spare oneself, not do one's best/ at —i phy.
horsepower/ buni kdtirifkd —umydtmdydu I
cannot move this/ tartif —i phy. traction
force/ dmgdk —i labor force/ hdrbi — mil.
military power/ 6z —igd tayinip i$ kdr- to be
self-reliant/ qarfiliq —i phy. resistance/ qoralliq —Idr mil. armed forces/ egirliq —i phy.
gravity. Cf. darman, qudrat, quwwat 1,
majal, magdur. [K. kiig/Mo. kiigu/O. gugi
or. tof/Tk. kdgITvi. gujgITy. kuflM. kugl
Y. kiius].

2. n. Effect: —kd igd going into effect/ dorinifl —i effect of medicine/ sdrtnamd —kd igd treaty coming into force. Also kii^quwwat.
♦ — bdr- a. to exert oneself; b. to be able
to support (usually in anegation): bu agamga
— bdrmdydu this rope cannot hold; c. to
spread manure,
kii^tiingur
adj. P^sically strong: — addm strong per
son,
kii^avi. To exert oneself, put in energy: —p iyldto work hard,
kiigayvi. To grow, increase, gain strength: dolitimiz --mdktd our country is gaining
strength/ samal barganseri —gili turdi the
wind grew stronger. Also kiiglan- . [Ta.
kdgdj-/\J. kugaj-].
kii^aytvt. To strengthen: rdhbdrlikni - to streng
then leadership/ ifdngni — to strengthen con
fidence/ intizamni — to strengthen disci
pline/ ♦ —md bagligugi gr. successive con
junction. Also kuflandiir- .
kii^anvi. To strain, strive, struggle: ydrdin kiiginip qop- to struggle to a standing position.
[U. kugan-].
kii^siz
adj. Powerless; weak: — addm a weak per
son/ — tok we^ electric current/ — haraq
weak liquor/ — nur weak light. Cf. ajiz,
magdursiz. [Tk. k6gsez\.
kiijsizlatvt. To weaken. Cf. ^islat- 1, magdursizlandur-.
kii^sizlanvi. To weaken. Cf. ajizla- , magdursizlan-.
kiigsizlik
n. Weakness. Cf. ajizliq, magdursizliq.
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kiira^ganliq

kii^iik
kii^iik
zoo. n. Puppy; whelp: bdrinifl kUgugi wolf
whelp/ itnin kugiigi dog puppy. [I^. kiisikl
M. anukIMo. gdlugelU. kuguk],
kiigiiklazoo. vi. To bear a whelp: qanjuq ktiguklidi
the bitch bore a whelp,
kiigiiklanvi. To flatter, fawn upon, toady,
kiij-qudrat
n. Power; might,
kiij-quwwat
1. n. Force; power; strength; energy: piitm&s-tUgim&s — inexhaustible power.
2. n. Effect. Also kii? (^1-2).
kiijla1. vt. To amplify, strengthen.
2. vt. To coerce, force.
ku(Ianvi. To become strong: wdtimimizbarganseri
—mdktd our country gets increasingly
stronger. Also kiigay- .
ku$landiirvt. = kii^ayt- .
kii^liik
adj. Strong: - addm strong person/ - arzu
strong desire/ — tamaq good, nutritious
food/ — tamaka strong tobacco/ — dbldt a
strong country / - soz strong language/ $drq samili strong east wind/—z&rbii power
ful attack/ - qoiun strong troops/ -ytJr fer
tile soil/ igi — impatient; indignant; ready
to fight. Cf. qudratlik, quwwatlik, magdurluq. [OT. kagluglTa. kdglelTw. kuguluglY. kuiisteex].
kiisiitka
zoo. n. Ground squirrel. Also called seriq
gasqan.
kii$ta
med. n. A kind of folk medicine.
kii$anda
n. Natural enemy: musUk gasqannifi kCisdndisi the cat is the natural enemy of mice.

kii^andilik
abstract n. of kii^anda.
kii^-kii^
1. onom. expresses the sound of siccing a
dog onto sby.
2. onom. expresses the sound of urging on
draft animals.
kii^kii^lavt. = kii^kiirt- .
ku^kiirt1. vt. To sic a dog.
2. vt. To instigate, abet: yaman isqa - to
instigate (sby) to do sthbad/ mustliiiiqa - to
instigate (sby) to a fist fight. Also kii^kii?la-.
kii$kurtku(i
n. Instigator; abettor,
kiira I
m. Dry measure for grain, equals 10 liters
or about 2.5 gallons. See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
kiira II
n. Courtyard. Cf. hoyla, hoyla-aram,
sayna, qora 1.
kiiravi. To shovel: qar —p yol ag- to shov
el a path through the snow. [K. kurdktd-/
Th. kdrd-IU. kura-IY. kurt-].
kiira^
mil. n. Battle; combat; struggle; war: - oti flames of war/ — sepi battle line/ — q&hrimani combat hero/ — qil- to battle, strug
gle against/ —kd atlan- to go into battle/
-kd tart- to be struggled against/ sinipiy class struggle. Cf. jan, soqu^, urn?, yegiliq,
muhariba. [KK. guresllk. kdrdsITy. xuresi
U. kuray].
kiira^gan
adj. Battle; combat; struggle; war: - qoyun
mil. combat-ready troops/—yiV/ar years of
struggle,
kiira^ganliq
n. Militancy; fighting spirit: -ni dstur- to

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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kiira^^i
raise the fighting spirit.
kiira${i
mil. n. Fighter; combatant: — ayrupilani
fighter plane,
kiirak
n. Shovel; spade: — gis phys. front tooth;
shoveltooth; incisor/ tdmiir — iron shovel/
yagag — wooden shovel/ ♦ -- gay cul. green
brick tea. Also giijak 1. [K. kiirdk/Mo.
kuijelTk. kdrdklU. kuraklY. kurd'ex].
kiiran
adj. Chestnut-colored: - at a chestnut-col
ored horse,
kiinik
zoo. adj. Brooding: — toxu (mikiyan)brood
ing hen/ — toxuddk like a brooding hen/ to
xu — bolup qaptu the hen is brooding,
kiiriiklavi. To cackle, cluck,
kiirka
zoo. n. Turkey (Meleagrididae). Also korka. [U. kurk (broody hen)],
kiiz
n. Fall; autumn: — pdsil fall season/ - Tami
li fall wind/ — kirdi fall started/ 1 gOjini
—dd sanafl count your chicken in the fall
(don't count your chicken before they are
hatched). [K. kiizIKK. giizIM. kiiz/0. giizl
or. /ruz/Tk. kdzJYy. kUsIXi. kuz\.
kiizat
n. Protection; guard: — qil- to defend,
guard, patrol. Also giizat; cf. qarawul,
gan I 2. [Tv. kiizet].
kiizat1. vt. To observe, watch, survey: hawa rayini — to observe weather conditions/ wdziy&tnin ketip berisini — to observe the devel
opment of a situation/ quyaynifl kotirilisini —
to observe a sunrise. [U. kuzat-].
2. vt. To sound the night watches, patrol:
kiizitii girigi search light.
kiizat^i
mil. n. Sentinel; sentry. Cf. pos.

kiiyogul
kiizat^ilik
mil. n. Sentry duty: — qil- to do sentry
duty.
kiizatkii^i
n. Observer; inspector,
kiizak
n. kiizdkpaxlan autumn lamb,
kiizam
n. Autumn wool. Also kuzdm yufl.
kiizgi
adj. of kiiz: — bugday winter wheat; wheat
planted in late fall,
kiizlak
n. Fall pasture and living quarters,
kiizliik
adj. Autumnal: - siidigdr afield left fallow
in the fall/ -- zira'dt f^l crops/ — kiyim fall
clothes/ - yigim fall harvest. [O. guzliik].
kiikiinawra
n. Great-grandchild,
kiingiiri
n. kuflguri gigdk bot. yulan magnolia
(Magnolia denudata).
kiiy
mus. n. Melody; tune: zdpdr —i victory
tune. Cf. tarannum, muqam 2. [Th. kdj!
U. kuj\.
kiiydiirga
med. n. Anthrax. Also koydiirga.
kiiya I
n. Soot. Cf. qara I 6, qurum. [Tv. xOb!
U. kuyd\.
kiiya II
zoo. n. Silverfish; fishmoth; bookworm;
moth: — giiy- to have moths etc./ kiyimni —
ydp qoydi silverfish ate the clothes. [U.
kuya].
kiiyak
ag. n. A felt strip strapped around a ram's
genitals to prevent him from entering ewes,
kiiyogul
n. Son-in-law: igi — a son-in-law who lives
in the home of his wife's parents. [K. kd-
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kulU

kiiyo

n. Ashtray,
jpolOT. kudagu/\J. kuSv/Y. kutudt].
kiildiirkiiyo
vt. To cause to laugh,
n. Man; husband. Cf. ar. [KK. kiijeu].
kiil^ak
kiiy^acul. n. Noodles,
vi. To be numb: put-qol kiiysidi hands and
kiilolo
feet are numb,
zoo. n. Snail. Also called sipitmor, qulula
kuyii?1.
vi. = kiiy^a- .
kiiliifkiiyla- I
vi. mut. of kiil- . [Tu. giiliis-].
vt. To extol, sing the praises of.
kiilii$mak
kiiyla- II
n. laughing stock; standing joke: bu is ular
vi. To copulate,
ugiin bir — boldi this affair has become a
kill
standing joke with them,
n. Ashes: — al- to pull out ashes/ — rdfl ash
color/ -ini kdkkH soru- a. to cremate sby/ kiilumsiravi. To grin, smile. [K. kuliimsurd- /KK.
sth; b. to destroy totally/ ogaqnin -i fur
kulimsire-ITu. guliimsire-ITv. xulumziiru-].
nace ashes. [M. kiil/0. kullT\. xullU. kuU
kiiliimsira^
Y. kul\.
n. Grin; smile: — alamiti the trace of a
kulsmile,
vi. To laugh, smile: -up ta^la- to be unable
to keep oneself from laughing/ -Uw&t- to kiilka
n. Smile; laughter: — awazi the sound of
laugh in spite of oneself/ qaqaqlap — to
laughter/ — girayi smiling face/ aggiq —
laugh out loud/1 dostqa yiglitip eytar, dusbitter, wry smile/ kUlkisi kdl- to want to
mdngd —diirup the words of a friend make
laugh/ kulkisini toxtitalmasliq unable to
you cry, the words of a foe make you
stop laughing/ kulkisini kdltur- to amuse,
laugh. [C. ktil-IYi. kul-!T&. kOl-ll^x. gul-l
make
sby laugh/ kulkigd qal- to make a
U. kul-/Y. kal-].
fool of oneself. Cf. tabassiim, xanda. [K.
kiilba
kulkulTa. kdlkelTu. giilkUY. kulum; kiipoe. n. Humble home: kiilbimizgd qdddm
liiu].
t&yrip qilgaysiz please come to my humble
kiilkilik
home,
adj. Funny: — gaxgaq funny joke/ - is fun
kiilpat
ny matter. Cf. hayyar 3, ?etila 1, ^itila, qin. Suffering; misery; distress: - 0k- (tart-)
ziq 4.
to suffer/ - sal- to cause distress/ beyiga —
(iisti misery fell on one's head. [Tu. kulpetl kiilgak
adj. Smiling; cheerful: — bala a smiling
U. kulfat].
child.
kiilpatlik
adj. Suffering; miserable: -turmus misera kiilgiingak
adj. = kiilgak.
ble life/ — kiinldr miserable days,
kulli
kiiltiik
pro. All; total; entire: — insan all mankind.
n. Bed pan in a wooden cradle. Cf. jak,
Cf. bar^a, bari, barliq I, suwar. [C- kulgar^uk.
li/KK. gulldnITu. kulli].
kiildan
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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kiiinu^

kiinda^lik

kiimii^
1. chem. n. Silver
(Ag): — tdflgisi (—
puli) silver coin/ —
rMi silver color/ —
gosugi silver spoon/ —
yalat- to silver, silverplate/ —ddk sil
very/ ♦ — oti bot.
Aleuritopteris argentea. [K. kumufIKK.
gumis/OT. kUmiisI
Tb. kdmeilTn. kiimuyl U. kumu^/Y. komus],
2. geo. n. Kiimiix, a town in
the eastern foot
hills of the Tianshan (42.15N
88.10E).
kiimurgak
phys. n. Cartilage; gristle. Also korailrgak, kemirgak.
kiin
1. ast. n. Sun: — patti (olturdi) the sun set/
— tutul- (of sun) to be eclipsed; to be
cloudy/ — degi ast. sunspot/ - giqti the sun
rose / — kdy- the sun eclipsed/ — gdrpkd
qayrildi the sun was to the west / — nuri
sunlight. Cf. ^ams 1, quya$.
2. n. Day: — a^urup tugidigan toxu a hen lay
ing eggs every other day/ - arilap kdl- to
come every other day/ — boyi all day
long: - boyi lagaylap yur- to stroll around
all day/ — OQuq clear day/ -- uyaqqa btsun
pul bu yaqqa drifting along aimlessly/ bir
—i dmds bir —i (bir —i bolmisa bir —i)
sooner or later; some day/ dmgdk (is) —i
working day/ h&r —i daily; every day/ u
bir —i bolmisa bir —i qaytip kelidu he will
return some day/ —ifUz qandaqraq how
are you?; how's life treating you? [CkiinlK. kiin/KK. kiin/M. kiin/0. giin/OT.
kunlTu. giin/Tv. xun/U. kunlY. kiin (kl-

2)1
3. n. Life; existence: — al- to make a liv
ing: u hazir 6z - alini dzi alalaydigan boldi
he can now make a living by himself/ —
bdr- to let live in peace (usually in nega
tion): dgdy ana uniflga — b&rmdydu his
stepmother won't let him live in peace/ —
tugul- to experience some good days: unifl
— tuguldi he had some good days/ — k&gur(dtkuz-) to eke out an existence: dz dmgigigd tayinip — k&giir- to live by relying on
one's own work/ — kdr- to live, exist/ —
kdrs&t- to let live (mostly in negation): u
rnaHa — kdrsdtmdywatidu he will not let me
live or leave me alone/ —i ydt- about to
die: unin —i y&tti he is close to death/
—nin serigini kdr- a. to see the light of day;
b. to survive: bir-ndggd kun bolsimu, u
-nin serigini kdriisni arzu qi-lidu even if it's
several days, he intends to be alive/ kesdlnin —i az qaldi the sick person does not
have long to live/ 5 -din qaldin-aydin qaldin aydin qaldin-yildin qaldin miss a day
and you miss a month, miss a month and
you miss a year. [Th. kdn (^2-3)].
kiinpeti;
geo. n. West; Occident. Cf. garp, magrip.
[Tu. gunbatar],
kiintartip
n. Program; schedule; agenda: —kd kirguz- to place on the agenda or program/
bu mdsild —kd qoyuldi this question has
been put on the agenda or program,
kiin-tiin
n. Night and day; around the clock.
kiinda$
1. obs. n. Rival.
2. obs. n. A form of address used among
wives and concubines: ikki — urustlar, bir dr
iiQun tutustlar two wives fight over one
man.
kiinda^lik
n. Jealousy: — qil- to feel jealous (of wo-
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kepanla-

kiindiir
men).
kiindiir
ijlfl
bot. n. Mastic (01SA
0m"'....
banum), used in
Uyghur folk medi
Y'’
<■'7' mm
cine,
kiindiiz
adv. During day
time. [K. kiindiizl
KK. kundiziOT.
kuntuzITw. xiindiis/
/!
U. kunduz].
kundur
kiindiizki
adj. Daytime. [U. kunduzki].
kiindiizliik
adj. = kiindiizki.
kiindilik
adj. Daily; everyday: — turmu$ everyday
life/ — U daily work/ - gezit daily news
paper. Cf. da'imliq, h&r kuni, harda'im,
hardam. [Tk. kdnddlek].
kiindin-kiinga
adv. Day by day; more each day. Also
kiinsayin, kiinsanap, kiinseri. [Ta. konndn-kdri\.
kiinas
geo. n. Kiines (Xinyuan), county in
Xinjiang (43.09N
84.32E). Established
in 1946. Population (1982): 208,339
(85,000 Kazalchs).
kiinjiit
bot. n. Sesame (Sesamum indicum): — paxili sesame grass. [U.
kunzui\kiinjiira
ag. n. Oil cake, used
for cattle feed. [U.
kunzard\.
kiin^i
kunjiit
n. An envious or jealous person. [Y. kU-

9

nuuhiit].
kiin^iqi^
geo. n. East; the East: — m&mlik&tliri East
ern countries. Cf. ^arq. [Tu. gundogar].
kiindilik
n. Envy; jealousy: — qil- to feel jealous.
Also kiinda^lik; cf. zuguyluq.
kiinsayin
adv. = kiindin-kiinga.
kiinsanap
adv. = kiindin-kiinga.
kiinseri
adv. = kiindin-kiinga.
kiiniburun
adv. Beforehand; in good time,
kiingay
adj. Southern; with a sunny view; exposed
to the sun: — by a room with a southern
exposure. Opposite of tasgay.
kiingiira
1. n. Crenel: qorganniflkungUrisi'fi^Xcrtnel.
2. n. Fresco,
kiingiirilik
adj. Crenellated; frescoed,
kiinlavi. To be jealous,
kiinliik I
adj. of kiin: — iyla- to do casual or occa
sional work, be a daylaborer/ bdy — d&m
elis five days of rest/ Mr — xizmdt a day's
work. [KK. kiinlik].
kiinliik II
n. Parasol; umbrella: — tut- to hold up a
parasol,
kiinliik^i
n. Casual laborer: — bolup iyld- to work as
a casual laborer. [KK. kiinlikii].
kepan
n. White shroud used for wrapping a
corpse: — ogrisi grave robber. Cf. oliimliik
2. p. kafan].
kepanla-
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kes^

kepanlanvt. To wrap in a shroud,
kepanlanvi. To be wrapped in a shroud: unifl jOsidi
kepdnlinip ddpin qilindi his body was
wrapped in a shroud and buried,
kepanlik
n. Shroud cloth; shroud material.
kepi$
clo. n. Sandal; slipper: gig - straw sandal.
Cf. ka?. [U. kabui].
kepil
n. Guarantor: — tap- to get a guarantor.
[U. kafil]kepillik
n. Guarantee: — qil- to guarantee, post
bail/ —ka addm tap- to get a guarantor.
[U. kafolat; kafillik\.
kepinak
zoo. n. Butterfly (Lepidoptera): yopurmaq
kepinigi leafroller/ ♦ — ton a long outer
garment made of felt or wool for use in
winter. [K. kOpdlOklV. kapilak].
kepinakgiil
bot. n. Fringed iris (Iris japonica).
keti$vi. mut. of kat- : oqugugilar dylirigd —ti
the students returned home.
ke(a
1. n. Night: qara — dark night/ kegini —
kunduzni kiinduz dimdy isld- to work around
the clock/ yerim — midnight. Cf. tiin. [C.
keg&ITn. g/ce/Tv. kezee].
2. n. Yesterday: u — biznifl dydd bolgan idi
he was at our house yesterday. [U. kega
m-2)i
3. n. Evening event; soiree: ddibiyat kegisi
cultural soiree.
ke(a-kiinduz
adv. Day and night: —tinmay ifid- to work
ceaselessly or around the clock/ bir - one
24-hour period. [U. kega-kunduz].
kegiqH
adv. All night: — uxlimasliq not sleeping

all night/ yamgur—yagdi it rained all night.
ke^i|"
VI. mut. of kaj- II: ular jandin —ti they
risked their lives,
kejirvt. To forgive, pardon. Also kaj- II2, ka{iir- II.
ke(ik
n. Ferry; ford. [OT. kdgig\.
kegikvi. To be late, tardy, unpunctual: poyiz on
minut —ti the train was ten minutes late/
xizmdtkd — to be late for work. [U. kegik-].
kegiktiirvt. To delay, postpone: —Up ijra qil- to
suspend a sentence/ m&jlisni — to postpone
a meeting,
kegilap
adv. At night: — yetip kdl- to arrive at
night,
ke^ilik
adj. Nocturnal: — tamaq night meal/ ~ ismena night shift/ — ndwdtgi night shift
worker,
kesak
n. Adobe brick: — qoy- to pile up adobe
bricks/ — quy- to make an adobe brick/ ^
isqi yoq Udk, ddrt yoq — a donkey doesn't
love, an adobe brick suffers no pain. [U.
kesak].
kesak^i
n. Maker or seller of adobe bricks.
kesak9ilik
n. Making or selling of adobe bricks: —
qil- to make adobe bricks,
kesal
1. med. n. Illness; disease: — alamiti
symptom of a disease/ - bol- to fall ill/ tartip dlUp kdt- to die of an illness / -- tutto have another attack of an old illness/ —
qozgaldi a disease came on/ — kdrsdt- to
see a physician/ — yurUp Uld- to work in
spite of illness/ —g& qarap dora bdr- to
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kerak

kesal^an
prescribe, give medicine against a disease/
-liknifl aldini al- to guard against disease/
—ni dawalap addmni qutuldur- to cure the
sickness to save the patient/ un//l kesili
yangugida he carries his disease in his
pocket (he is a chronic invalid)/ egir — a
grave illness/ yuqumluq — infectious dis
ease/ 1 —ni yoyursa, dliim aykara to hide a
disease is to die (the more one tries to
hide, the more one is exposed). Cf. agriq
2, ansiz.
2. med. n. Sick person; patient: -yoqlato visit a patient/ 1 —nifl ddrdini saq bilmds, agniH ddrdini toq the healthy do not
know a sick person's suffering, a satiated
person does not know hunger pangs. Cf.
agriq 3.
3. med. adj. Diseased; sick: — addm sick
person/ ~ mallar diseased cattle.
4. med. n. Disorder; trouble: baliliq kesili
infantilism/ kona — an old weakness. Cf.
bimar (^1-4). [U. kasal].
kesal^an
med. adj. Chronically ill: -- addm a chron
ically ill person. Also kesalman.
kesalxana
med. n. Sickroom; hospital ward,
kesalkorpisi
med. n. Chronic invalid,
kesallanmed. vi. To be sick,
kesallik
med. n. = kesal 1: irsiy - hereditary dis
ease.
kesalman
med. adj. = kesalman.
kesi^1. vi. mut. of kas- .
2. vi. To intersect, overlap, crisscross: —ip
dtkdn yollar intersecting roads/ ikki siziqnifl
-ip dtkdn nuqtisi the intersect of two lines.
kesiwur
n. Pickpocket. Cf. jaligiir, yan^uq^i. [U.

kissavuf].
kesik
1. n. Blade edge.
2. adj. Broken; cut; snapped: — agamga a
snapped cord/ — gag cut hair/ — qol broken
hand/ ♦ -- konus math, cone frustum/ ♦
— yiiz math, tangent plane.
kesim
1. m. Chunk; slab; piece: bir — sopun a
cake of soap/ bir — nan a slab of bread.
[U. kesim].
2. n. Tkiloringcut: bugapannifl—iyax$ikesilgdn this garment is well cut.
3. n. Decision; judgment; verdict: — qdgizi
written judgment/ — elan qil- to announce
a court decision/ ♦ — jumlisi gr. conclud
ing sentence/ ♦ -- sdzi a. gr. copula; b.
closing argument. Cf. hokiim 2.
kesim^i
n. Tailor. Cf. pijimgi, tikkii(i, saypun,
ma^inigi.
kesimgilik
n. Tailoring. Cf. tikkiigilik, saypunluq,
ma^inigiliq.
kesinda
n. Slice; sliver; chip; chunk; odd bits of
cloth,
ke^ak
n. Frame: ddrizd kesigi window frame/ iiik
kesigi door frame. Cf. jaza II 2, ram I,
ramka.
kertik
adj. Cracked. Also kirtik II.
kerak
1. n. Necessity; need: usefulness: — bolto need: — bolidigan ndrsd necessities/ —
qil- to need: bu ddptdmi — qilimdn I need
this notebook/ —tin giq- not to be needed,
useless/ —kd kdl- to be needed, useful: kerdkkd kelidigan matiriyallar useful materi
als; balam kerdkkd kelip qaldi my child is
a great help/ kerigi yoq ndrsd useless ob
ject/ artuq gdpnid nimd kerigi bar of what
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keraksiz
use are superfluous words?/ ♦ - yoq nev
er mind; it does not matter. [Tk. kir&klTn.
gereklTw. xerek].
2. adj. Essential; indispensable; necessary;
need; must; useful: baldurraq diyisifl — idi
you ought to speak early/ xataliq kdrulsd
mi ddrhal tuzitis — when an error is discov
ered, it ought to be corrected immediately/
kinoga barmasliq - one ought not go to the
movies/ mafia higndrsd — dmds I do not
need anything. Cf. zariip, zoriir, zoriiriy,
wajip 1. [C- kerdkIKK. kerek],
3. adj. expresses possibility when follow
ing a subjunctive verb: u kdlsd — he might
come. [K. kereklO. gereklXJ. kerak (#1-3)].
♦ — tart- to cluck (to sound like a hen be
fore laying an egg).
keraksiz
adj. Useless; unnecessary: — qdg&z waste
paper/ — qiliwdt- to invalidate/ — n&rsd a
useless object. [Ik. kirdksez].
kerak-yaraq
n. Equipment; outfit. [U. kerak-yaroq (var
ious necessities)],
keraklik
adj. Needed; necessary; essential; useful:
— addm a useful person/1 — taynifl egirligi
yoq a useful rock is never too heavy. [Ta.
kirdklelTvi. gerekli].
keriya
geo. n. Keriya (Yutian), county in Xin
jiang (36.52N 81.42E). Established in
1882. Population (1982): 146,688.

1. vi. To stretch oneself, be stretched. [K.
keril-1.
2. vi. To be propped up: otugum —ip kdtti

kena^
my boots are propped up.
3. vi. To be filled to capacity: burumifl tdsugi —ip kdtti the nose is plugged up/ qosaq
—ip kdtti the stomach is full.
4. vi. To act in an unconventional way: —
oltur- to sit with legs apart/ —ip yat- to
lie with arms stretched and feet dangling/
kiiliip agzi —ip kdtti he laughed in a smirking
manner.
5. vi. To be pleased with oneself: sdn tolimu —ip kdtmd don't be too complacent.
kezak I
phys. n. Embryo: bir —td iigni tug- to bear
three in a litter/ qos — twins (also ikkizak).
Cf. toralma 1.
kezak II
n. Border; edge; rim: doppininkezigi doppa
rim. Cf. boka I, qir I, kanara II, kanara.
kezakla$vi. To take turns: kezdklisip isld- to work in
turns,
kezik
med. n. Typhoid fever; typhoid. Also call
ed tifkesili.
kewaz
bot. n. Unginned cotton (Gossypium): —
piti zoo. bollworm / — teri- to grow cot
ton/ — sadisi cotton stalk/ jin kewizi Psoralea corylifolia. Cf. paxta. [K. kebezITv.
xdveft],
kewazlik
ag. n. Cotton field,
kewazmisi
bot. n. Abutilon avicennae. Also called Uwdz anisi.
keka^
n. Stammerer; stutterer. Also kika(; cf.
duduq.
keka^lavi. To stammer, stutter. Also kika^la- ;
cf. tatila^tur- 2, duduqla- .
kena$
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keli^tiir-

kena^n. Council; consultative assembly: — palatasi senate/ — Hzasi senator/ — My 'iti
consultative assembly / siyasiy - political
consultative assembly. Also kena$ma; cf.
qurulltay. [U. kengay].
kena$vi. To consult, negotiate: ular bil&n -tim I
consulted with them. [C. keMf-IK. ke-

nes-].

kena^lik
adj. Consulted; negotiated: 5 - isbuzulmas,
k&n ton yirtilmas a well-negotiated deal is
hard to break, a wide caftan is hard to
tear.
keha^ma
n. = keha$.
kenay1. vi. To expand, widen: saMr -di the city
expanded/ ndzdr da'irisi — to widen (of a
field of vision or horizon). Also kanri- 1.
[U. kengaj-].
2. phy. vi. To expand: tomilr qiziganda kefliyidu iron expands when heated.
3. med. vi. To dilate: yur&knin kefliyisi heart
dilation.
kenaytvt. To enlarge, expand, widen: —ip qurto enlarge (a factory, etc.)/ kiyimnin yenini
— to widen sleeves/ isldp-giqirisni - to ex
pand production/ yolni - to widen a road.
Also kanrit- 1.
kehaymigilik
n. Expansionism: — siyasiti expansionist
policy,
keyin
1. adv. After; afterwards; later: — qal- to
fall behind/ mdn - barim&n I will go later.
2. pp. (follows ablative case) After: tamaqtin - after dinner. Cf. sonra, keyin.
[C. keyinlYX.. kejinlU. kejin {tt\-2)\.
keyinga
adv. A bit later: - bar- to go a bit later,
keyinki

adj. Later; subsequent; next: — ay next
month/ — dwlat later generation/ — qetim
next time/ — islar later work/ — yil next
year/1 — pusayman Ozdflgd diism&n repent
ance after an act is oneself s enemy (it's
too late to repent). Also kelar I. [KK. kejingi],
keyinlik
n. Result; consequence: keyinligini oylato consider or weigh the consequences of
sth.
kelar I
adj. = keyinki: — ay next month/ — Mptd
next week/ — zaman gr. future tense/ — yil
next year/ — ndwat next time,
kelar II
zoo. n. Homed gecko (Phrynosoma comuta). Also called patmijuq.
kelansiz
adj. Clumsy; loose; huge: — addm a clum
sy person/ — sap an awkward handle/ — kiyim loose clothing,
keligak
n. Future: guzdl — a beautiful future. Also
kalgiisi 1. [K. kelegeklUL. kildgdkl\J. kelazak'\.
kel4
gr. n. Case: - bil&n turld- to decline/ igilik
— genitive case. [U. kelisik\.
keli$1. vi. mut. of kal- .
2. vi. To consult, discuss: -ip isld- to man
age through consultation, work through
discussion/ bahaga — to negotiate a price.
3. vi. To be suitable, fitting, appropriate:
bu kiyim sizgd taza —iptu this clothing is
very becoming on you.
4. vi. To become reconciled: hazir ikkisi
—ip qaldi the two are now reconciled. [Tk.
kiles-l'U. kelis-\.
keli$tiir1. vt. To reconcile: ikkixosnini — to recon
cile two neighbors.
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kibir

keli^tiirgu^i
vi. expresses doing sth well: —Up jawap
b&r- to give a closely reasoned answer/
—Up j&n qil- to fight a fine battle/ -Up urto beat relentlessly. Cf qamla^tur- .
kel4tiirgu9i
n. Mediator,
keli^tiinni^ilik
n. Eclecticism,
keli^kan
adj. Handsome: — kiyim handsome cloth
ing/ — yigit handsome fellow. [U. keliygari\.
keli^kiir
n. Eccentric person; crank; oddball,
kelipim
n. Agreement; accord: — tUz- to sign an
accord/ -- hasil qil- (-gU kUl-) to reach an
agreement/ Qegra —i border agreement/ urus toxtitis —i mil. armistice agreement. Cf.
putiim, maqulluq. [KK. kelisim\.
keli$imliq
adj. Amiable and easily approachable: -adUm an amiable person.
keli$maslik
n. Accident; mishap: diqqUt qilifl — yUz berip qalmisun please be careful, don't have
an accident,
keliwara
adj. Foolish; silly; imbecile,
kelimat
n. Climate. Also kilimat; cf. abihawa,
hawa I 2, kilimat, iqlim 1.
kelim-ketim
n. Comings and goings: —ijiqa'ild a home
with many guests or visitors,
kelin
n. Daughter-in-law; bride: —ni yasa- to
dress up a bride/ asranda — child bride; a
girl taken into the family as a future daugh
ter-in-law. [K. kelinlYX.. kelinlO. gelinl
OT. kdlinITa.. kilenITu. gelinlTw. kelinlY.
kiijit; kin'iit\.
kelin^ak
2.

n. Diminutive form of kelin. [KK. kelinsek].
kelinlik
1. abstract n. of kelin: —kd al- to obtain a
daughter-in-law/ —kd sora- to seek a
daugh- ter-in-law.
2. adj. Having a daughter-in-law.
kema
n. Boat; ship: — bayligi skipper; captain/femigd gUi- to board a ship/ ydlkdnlik — sail
boat. [K. kerne /O. gemilTv. xemelU. ke
ma].
kemayvi. To decrease, get lower: mdhsulat —di
production decreased. Cf. towanla- .
kemaytvt. To decrease, lower: —is ddrijd gr. de
creasing voice/ besim —kUg decompressor.
Cf. towanlat- .
kemaytkiifi
math. n. Subtrahend,
kemaygii^i
math. n. Minuend.
kemi(i
n. Sailor; deck hand. Cf. paraxot9i, denizji, qeyiq^i, qolwaq^i, matros.
kemi^ilik
n. Shipbuilding: — sana'iti shipbuilding
industry,
kemisazliq
n. = kemi^ilik.
kemir
adj. Domed; vaulted: — dy vaulted room;
domed building,
kemirvt. To gnaw, nibble: pild quruti yopurmaqni —ip yidi the silkworm nibbled on a mul
berry leaf/ soUdk — to gnaw on a bone. Cf.
gaja- 1. [Tv. xemir-l\J. kemir-IY. kir-].
kemirgak
phys. n. Cartilege; gristle. Also komiir9ak, kumiirgak.
kibir
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ki^ik

kibirlik
n. Airs; pomp: —ni tafia- to get off one's
high horse/ kibri ustiin putting on big airs/
sesiq — nauseating airs. [U. kibr (adj.)]
kibirlik
adj. of kibir: - ad&m a haughty person,
kipaya
adj. Enough; sufficient: — qil- to be
enough. Also kupaya. [U. kifoyd\.
kipayUanvi. To be content or satisfied. Also kupayilan- .
kipak
1. bot. n. Bran; chaff; husk: bugday kipigi
wheat bran. Cf. topan II. [O. kepeklU. kepak].
2. phys. n. Dandruff.
3. n. Bits; scraps; dust; powder: — altuni
alluvial gold; placer gold/ tdmiir kipigi iron
filings/ Mr& Japigi sawdust.
kipakla^vi. To produce scraps or leftovers: bof — to
produce dandruff,
kipaklik
adj. of kipak: - un flour with bran,
kit
zoo. n. Whale (Cetacea); - owla- to hunt
whales. Also l&fl beligi. [<R. kit].
kitap
lit. n. Book: - jazisi bookshelf/ - s&wdayisi bookworm; pedant/ — ifkawi bookcase/
— mdstanisi bibliophile/ tdzkird kitawi
memoirs (also aslima)/ dstayidil — kdrup
Ug&n- to read a book conscientiously/ ilahiy
kitawi rel. holy script. [C- ketabIK. kitepi
O. kitapITii. kitapITu. kitapIV. kitob].
kitapbaz
n. Bibliophile; bookworm. Also kitap
mdstanisi.
kitapbazliq
n. Bibliophilism.
kitappuru$
n. Bookseller,
kitappuru^luq

n. Bookselling,
kitap^a
n. Booklet; brochure; pamphlet. Diminu
tive form of kitap. Cf. risala.
kitap^iliq
n. Bookishness: — ugun kitap yaz- to write
a book for the sake of writing (NM). Cf.
talipliq.
kitapxan
n. Reader,
kitapxana
n. Library. Also kutupxana, kutiipxana.
kitapxanliq
abstract n. of kitapxan: — qil- to read,
kitawiy
lit. adj. Book; literary; written: — bilim
book learning/ — sdz written language,
kidan
his. n. Kidan, an ancient nationality of the
Liao state (916-1115) in Mongolia and
Northern China, and of the Western Liao
state (1132-1218) in Northern Xinjiang and
Kazakstan. [Mo. IddanlCfT. kttari].
ki(ik
adj. Small: — bala small child/ — peil openminded; modest/ -peilliq modesty/ - til
phys. uvula/ — till giq- to unbosom one
self/ — tilini bil- to know the key to a prob
lem/ — xotun concubine/ — kelip qal- to be
small or tight (of rooms, clothes and
shoes)/ — mdsild small problem / kigigidin
tartip from childhood; as a child/ ♦ — tdrdt a. rel. minor ablu
tion, consisting of
cleaning face and feet
and rubbing the head
after having gone to
the toilet; b. urina
tion/ ♦ — gilan bot.
Zizyphus spinosus,
used in Uyghur folk
medicine (also aggiq
gilan)! ♦ — xoxa bot.
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ki^ikkina

ki^na-

Cirsium segetum (a kind of thistle)/ ♦ —
login dan& hot. a kind of cardamon (Elettaria cardamonum)(a.lso xdyri bowa). Cf.
u$$aq, mayda II. [K. kigilYiK. ki^i (jiingster)/
Mo. jijiglOT. kigiglTd,. kegeli]. kigiklY.
kyra].
ki^ikkina
adj. Very little (endearing voice of kigik):
— bala a cute little child. [KK. kiyikene
(klein; winzig; jung)/Ta. kegkendlU. kigikkina\.
kigiklavi. To become small,
ki^iklatvt. To narrow, reduce: p&rqni - to narrow
difference/ da'irini — to reduce a scope or
narrow a range,
kigikla^vi. To shrink, become small: bu addm barganseri kigiklisip ketiwatidu this person gets
smaller all the time,
ki^iklik
n. Childhood; youth: u kigikligidin bu gdpIdmifl mdzmunini guiindlmidi because of his
youth, he still does not understand the im
plications of this remark. [C. kigiklik].
kispuru^
n. Scoundrel; blackguard,
kisa
n. Pocket. Cf. jontak, yan^uk. [Th. kesd!
Tu. kise!\5. kissa].
kisiis
bot. n. Chinese dodder
(Cuscuta chinensis), used
in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also called seriq
ydgdy.
kislata
chem. n. Acid; acidity:
— qaldugi acid radical/
gilmuld kislatisi ant acid.
[<R. kislota\.
kislataliq

chem. adj. Acidic: — tuz acidic salt,
kislarot
chem. n. Oxygen. Also oksigen. [<R. kislorod].
k4an
1. n. Tripwire.
2. n. Handcuffs; shackles; chains; mana
cles: — sal- to put in shackles. Cf.taqaq
3. 4kal. [U. ki^an],
ki^anlavt. To trip up, handcuff or shackle,
ki^anlik
adj. Tripped-up; shackled; hobbled: — or a
hobbled horse.
ki$i
n. Person; people; others: —l&mifl ndziridin giisup qal- to be unpopular/ —ni zoqlandur- to enchant or fascinate others/ —ni
qaymuqtur- to hoodwink people/ —nifl kozini boya- to deceive or hoodwink people/ ayal — woman/ dr — man/ dz — one of us;
among friends/ ♦ —nifi juwisida tdrld- to
sweat up another person's furcoat (to take
advantage of other person's belongings).
Cf. adam, ahl 1. [C. kisUK. kisHY^. kisil
or. kisilTa.. keyelTu. kiyi/Tw. kizi/\J. kifi/Y.
kihi],.
ki^ilik
1. n. Humanity; humankind: — dunyasi
world of humans/ — jdmiyiti human socie
ty/ ~ hayati (— turmusi) human life/ — hoquqi human rights/ ♦ - almas gr. personal
pronoun. Cf. insaniyat. [Tk. keselek].
2. m. for sets: bir — ayaq one pair of
shoes/ bir — tamaq one portion of food/ bir
— hdssd one person's contribution/ ikki —
kiyim two sets of clothing.
ki$mi$
bot. n. White seedless raisin (Vitis vinifera
siccatum): — iirugi a kind of apricot. [<R.
kismis].
ki^navi. To neigh: at kisnidi the horse neighed: 1
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kir^ilik

kir
yiraq bolsa kisnisdr, yeqin bolsa gislUdr when
far away, they will neigh, when together,
they will argue with each other (absence
makes the heart grow fonder?). [U. kisna-/
Y. kistee-].
kir
1. n. Dirt: — al- to remove dirt/ — bol- to
be dirty / — giq- to clean/ — kdtqr- to en
dure dirt / -gd pat- to be extremely dirty/
qulaq —i earwax/ ♦ - saqla- to keep dirt
(to harbor prejudice)/ ♦ kOfUidd — yoq
having no dirt in one's heart (kind-heart
ed). Cf. paskinillq, maynatjilik. [K. kir!
Ih. kerITv. xirlY. kir],
2. n. Dirty laundry: - sopuni laundry soap/
- erigda- to clean clothes/ - yu- to wash
clothes.
3. adj. Dirty: — kiyim dirty clothes. [U. kir
(^1-3)].
kirvi. To begin, start: oqu$qa — to begin
school/ ugdkkd — to start hibernation/ qiy
—di winter began/ ♦ u menin gepimgd
—/n/di he is not listening to me / ♦ uyalganligimdin ydrgd -giiddk boldum I feel too ashamed to show my face. [C- kir-!Y^. kir-l
KK. kir-IOT. kir-/TsL. ker-/Tu. gir-/Tv.
kir-/\J. kir-/Y. kiir-].
kira
n. Hire or lease of vehicles: — hdqqi cart
age/ — qil- to hire or lease/ — masinisi taxi/
—ga bdr- to lease, hire out / harwini —ga al
io hire a cart. [U. kird\.
kiraxmal
n. Starch. Cf. pat I 1.
kiraxmallavt. To starch: rdxtni - to starch cloth. Cf.
patia- .
kiraka$
n. Carter; sby who keeps carts, horses,
etc. for hire.
kiraka$lik
abstract n. of kiraka^: — qil- to lease or

hire out vehicles,
kiran
n. Crane; hoist. [<R. kran <G. Krari\.
kirpa
zoo. n. Hedgehog (Erinaceidae): kirpiddk
tugtiliiwal- to curl up like a hedgehog/ 1
qaga balam appaq, — balam yumsaq the
crow sees its young snow-white, the
hedgehog sees its young soft (the crow
loves its young best, the hedgehog loves
its young best). [K. kirpilKK. kiipi/Q. ktrtp/U. kirpi],
kirpig
n. Brick. Cf. xi^, gi^. [Y. kirpiigge].
kirpik
phys. n. Eyelash; cilium: — qaq- to wink,
shut eyes: mdn kegigd — qaqmay giqtim I
didn't sleep all night. [K. kirpiklO. kirpiklk. kerfeklTv. kirbikIM. kiprik\.
kirpiklik
adj. Long-lashed,
kirt
bot. n. Young soya bean,
kirtvt. To carve, cut, engrave, incise, gash:
kurdk sepini —ip bdlgd sal- to engrave a
mark on a shovel handle. Cf. oy-, naqi?la-.
kirt-kirt
onom. expresses the sound made when
gnawing on fresh lettuce,
kirtik I
n. Shuttle box or container,
kirtik II
adj. Cracked: — gind a cracked bowl/ —
yaqa a V-shaped collar,
kirtildavi. To make a gnawing sound,
kirgi
n. Laundress; laundrywoman; washerwo
man,
kirgilik
n. Laundry business: -- dukini laundry
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ki^ilda-

kirxana

n. Intercourse; dealings; contacts: — qil- to
shop.
have contacts (with neighbors),
kirxana
kirizis
n. Laundry; wash house,
n. Crisis: iqtisadiy — economic crisis. [<
kirsin
chem. n. Kerosene: otqa — s&p- to spill
R. krizis\.
kerosene on flames. [<R. kerosin].
kirim
n. Income; revenue: — giqimni qapliyalkirig
masliq income falling short of expenditure/
1. n. Elastic or rubber band.
" qil- to receive an income/ —gti qarap gi2. n. String: yanin —i bow string,
qim qil- to live within one's means/ baj —i
kirist
tax revenue/ b&lgilik — fixed income/ pul
n. Cross: qizil — jimiyiti Red Cross Socie
—i monetary income/ maliya —i state reve
ty. [<R. krest\.
nue. Cf. tapawat 1. [U. kirim\.
kiristal
n. Crystal: -- tuzi crystalline salt/ — lampi- kirgiiz1. vt. To lead into: atni atxaniga — to lead
si transistor. [<R. kristall\.
horses into a stable / zalga kigik balini clip
kiristalla$kirmtifl do not lead small children into the
vi. To crystallize.
hall/ qoiumi sdh&rgd — to lead army troops
kiri$
into the city / ♦ ktintdrtipkd — to place on
1. adj. Preceding: — s6z lit. preface (cf.
the agenda or program. [C. kivtir-IK. kirsdz besi, muqaddima).
giz-].
2. n. Beginning; start; entrance.
2. vt. To send out: bagaq — to send out in
kiri|vitation cards/ dastixan (tawaq) — to send
1. vi. mut. ofkir- : wdkiMr yi^in mOydafood (it is an Uyghur custom to send food
niga —ti the representatives entered the
to friends and neighbors at the time of
conference room. [C- kirif~ITv. kirif-].
births and funerals). Also kiydiir- .
2. vi. To set about, start, throw into: kitap
oqusqa — to start reading a book/ isldpQiqirif- kirlavi. To get dirty: kiyimim —p k&tti my
qa — to throw oneself into production/ yeclothes got dirty. Also kirla^- .
ziiqa — to start writing. [Th. kerei-'\.
3. vi. To shrink: bu raxt yuyulgandin keyin kirlatvt. To dirty: yotqannirl kirligini — to get a
—idu this material shrinks after a wash.
quilt cover dirty. [K. Urdet^.
4. vi. To interlock, crisscross: gis - med. to
have lockjaw / qolnin barmaqliri birbirigd kirla?vi. mut. of kirla- .
—ti fingers are interlocked.
5. vi. To pool money: birn&ggd kisi -ip qoy kirlik
n. Bedsheet: yotqan kirligi quilt sheet or
Glturup yidi several people pooled their
cover. Cf. alija, adiyal, ^arjap.
money to buy a sheep to eat.
ki^-ki?
kiri^tiironom. expresses bubbling sound made by
vt. caus. of kiri?-: —up bagla- to bundle up
boiling water,
in crisscross fashion/ —tip i$lti- to stagger
work shifts/ iiltipgiqirisqa — to throw into ki^ildavi. To make a bubbling sound: su —p k&tti
production/ ikJd qolni — to cross hands.
the water bubbled.
kiri$-{iqi$
KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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kila

kikag
kika(
n. Stammerer; stutterer. Also kekag; cf.
duduq.
kika^lavi. To stammer, stutter. Also kekajla- ;
cf. tatila^tur- 2, duduqla- .
kikirvi. To belch, burp. [Mo. kekere-IU. kekir-].
kikirtak
phys. n. Larynx; throat; -- kesili med.
laryngopathy/ -yallugi med. laryngitis (al
so tamaqyallugi). Cf. boguz 11, tamaq II,
alqum, halqum, karnay 3, girtildak, gal
I 1. [U. kekirdak].
kiyvt. To wear, put on: doppa — to wear a
doppa (q.v.)/ dtuk - to wear boots/ kiyim
— to put on clothes. [C- key-/K. kij-IKK.
kij-/Tk. kij-/U. kij-/Y. ket-].
kiydiirvt. To dress, put on. Also kirgiiz- .
kiyik
1. zoo. n. Deer (Cervidae): ipar - musk
deer (Moschus moschiferus). Also called
buga.
2. zoo. n. Mongolian gazelle; antelope.
Also called bokan, jaran. [M. iwiq (sheantelope)/Tu. kejik!\5. kijikl.
kiyigot
bot. n. Fieldmint; peppermint (Ziziphora
clinopodioides). Also called siiza.
kiyim
1. do. n. Clothing; clothes: - as- to hang
up clothes: - asqug clothestree/ - tik- to
sew clothing/ — sal- to take off or shed
clothing/ - lay- to wear clothing. Cf. sarpay, kiyim-kegak, enil, enil-ayaq. [K. !dy/m/KK. kijimlCfT. kddim].
2. do. n. Item of apparel: ayaq —i foot
gear/ has —i headgear. [Th. kiem/U. kijim
m-2)y
kiyim-kejak

n. Dress; clothing; — zawudi clothing fac
tory.
kiyimlik
n. Dress material: Mr qur — a piece of
dress material. [KK. kijimli (gekleidet)/Tk.
kiemie (dressed)],
kiyinvi. To be dressed: girayliq —gdn qizgaq a
prettily dressed girl. [K. Idjin-ITk. kien-\.
kiyindiirvt. = kiygiiz- ; balini — to dress a child,
kiygiizvt. caus. of kiy-: baliga kiyim — to dress
a child/ taj — to crown, coronate. Also kiyindiir- .
kigiz
n. Felt; felt rug: - bos- to roll, make felt/
—pusur- to process felt/ — Oyi felt house/ —
qalpaq felt hat. [KK. kijizIMo. kebisITv.
kidislU. kigiz].
kigiz^i
n. Maker or seller of felt or felt rugs.
kigiz9ilik
abstract n. of kigizgi.
kilapan
n. Valve: ehtiyat -i safety valve/ yiirdk -i
phys. heart vdve. [<R. klapan],
kilassik
lit./mus. adj. Classical; - ddibiyat classi
cal literature/ -- dsdr classical work/ — muzika classical music. [<R. klassik].
kiltan
n. Bolt; lock; latch. Cf. taqaq 1, quiup.

kila

kila
zoo. n. Varanus griseus, a big lizard. [Q.
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kilo
keles^.
kilo
m. Kilogram. Also kilogiram. [<R. kild\.
kilowat
m. Kilowatt. [<R. kilovatt].
kilowat-sa'at
m. Kilowatt-hour,
kilolavt. To weigh in the metric system,
kilometir
m. Kilometer. [<R. kilometr].
kiletka
phys. n. Cell. Also called hiijayra. [<R.
kletka].
kilit
n. Key; index. Cf. a^qu^ 1 and 2. [M. kirit/U. kalit; kalid].
kilimat
n. Climate. Also kelimat; cf. abihawa,
hawa I 2, iqlim 1. [<R. klimat],
kilyonka
n. Oilcloth; oilskin; varnished cloth. [<R.
kleenka].
kim
pro. Who. [C- kim/K. kim/KK. kimIM.
kimlOT. kdmlT^. kemITu. kim/ Tv. kym/\J.
kim/Y. kim],
kimda-kim
pro. Whoever; somebody. [U. kimsa/Y.
kim ere],
kimarsa
pro. = kimda-kim.
kimxap
n. Brocade: — iistigd gill bas- to embroider
flowers on brocade. Cf. zarbap.
kimiya
1. chem. n. Alchemy.
2. obs. n. Chemistry. [<R. ximiya]. Also
ximiya (^2).
kimiyagar
n. Alchemist; chemist. Also ximik. [O.
kimyager].
kimiyagarlik

kinola^abstract n. of kimiyagar.
kin
n. Hatred; enmity; grudge: — saqla- to
bear a grudge,
kinaya
1. lit. n. Allegory; metaphor; simile; fig
ure of speech: — bil&n sdzld- to speak in
metaphors. [U. kinoyd\.
2. n. Satire; mockery: ~ qil- to satirize/ —
gepi satiric^ remark/ aggiq — biting satire.
kinayi^i
n. Satirist; mocker,
kinayilik
1. lit. adj. Implied; metaphorical.
2. lit. adj. Satirical; moclang: -oxy/riyalle
gory; parable. [Tu. Idnayaly].
kindik
phys. n. Navel; belly button: — be^i umbelical cord: — begi kdis- to cut an umbelical
cord/ ♦ qoy — inseparable/ ♦ — qeni tdkulgdn ydr land that has secreted bellybutton
blood (one's homeland or birthplace). [U.
kindak; kindik],
kindikana
n. Midwife,
kinavt. To recall, think about (Hi dialect),
kinaz
n. Duke,
kinazlik
n. Duchy; dukedom,
kino
n. Movie; film: — beliti movie ticket/ — sinariyisi movie plot/ — qoy- to project a
film/ — istudiyisi film studio/ — lentisi
film roll/ —ga al- to shoot a film/ awazsiz —
silent movie/ awazliq — sound movie. [<
R. kino/Y. kiine],
kinoxana
n. Movie theater: yazliq — summer or out
door theater.
kinoIa$vi. To shoot a film.
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klemilta^

kinola^turkinola^turvt. To shoot a film: s&hna Hsirini - to
film a stage drama from a script,
kini^ka
n. Identification card; pass; booklet: aman&t pul kiniskisi deposit book or slip/ Uzaliq
kinUkisi membership card/ xizmQt kiniskisi

labor pass. [<R. knizka],
kyuriy
chem. n. Curium (Cm). [<R. kyurij].
klemilta^
chem. n. Calamine; hemimorphite (powder
used for ointments).
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e
epizot
lit. n. Episode. [<R. epizod\.
epik
lit. adj. Epic: — dastan epic poem/ — dsdr
epic work. [<R. epigeskif].
eti|vi. mut. of at- : galma — to throw dirt
clods at each other.
eti|wazliq
mil. n. War; hostilities: balilar — oynawatidu the children play war/ yiraqta - boluwatidu there is a war far away,
etirap
n. Acknowledgment; recognition: — qil- to
acknowledge or recognize. [U. e“tirof\.
etiraz
n. Protest: — bildUr- to lodge a protest.
[^. ig"tiraz (objection)/!!. e"tiro^.
etiraznama
n. Written protest,
etiz
ag. n. Field: tdjribd
—i experimental field/
sal —i rice field,
etiz-eriq
ag. n. Field; farm: —
p&rwisi farm manage
ment,
etizliq
ag. n. = etiz: ♦ —
ydgiyi bot. bindweed;
etizliq yogiyi

♦
♦
field bindweed; possession vine {Convol
vulus arvensis) (iso called yogimag).
etiwar
n. Value; worth: — bdr- to value, pay at
tention to/ —i yoq valueless. Also atiwar
2; cf. qadir, qimmM 1.
etiwaran
pp. From ... on; since: bugundin — from
today on/ suniMin — u kdlmidi since then
he no longer came. Cf. ba^Iap, buyan, beri
2, tartip, mabayni.
etiwarsiz
adj. Disregarded; slighted; lightly regard
ed: xizmdtkd — qara- to slight work. Also
called bietiwar.
etiwarlavt. To value, attach importance to, care
for: —p bstiirgdn bala pampered child/ -p
isldt- to put in an important position. Cf.
qadirla- .
etiwarliq
1. adj. Respected; valued; spoiled; doted
on: — addm favorite; fairhaired boy/ -- ba
la spoiled child.
2. adj. Precious; valuable: — ndrsd valu
ables. Cf. qimmatlik (#2). Also atiwarliq (n-2).
etiqad
n. Literary form of etiqat.
etiqat
rel. n. Belief; faith: — qil- to believe/ di-
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etiqat^i
niy - religious belief. Cf. bawar, taqwa,
taqwidarliq, aqida, xudagoyluq, ixlas, iman 1, maslak. [Tb. ig"tikat''\.
etiqat(i
rel. n. Believer. Cf. dindar, dingi, muxlis 1, murit 2, namazxan.
etik
adj. Closed; sealed; shut: agzi — botulka a
sealed bottle/ d&riz& - the window is shut,
etika
n. Ethics. [<R. Mkd\.
etikap
rel. n. Meditation: -ta oltur- to sit in med
itation,
etikapxana
rel. n. Meditation room,
etil
chem. n. Ethyl. [<R. etil].
etil(maq)
1. vi. pass, of at-: suga -gan tas a rock toss
ed into the water.
2. vi. To burst, erupt, gush, spew, spout:
su tesiga —ip giqti the water gushed out/ yanar tag —di the volcano erupted/ magma
—di magma spewed forth. [Th. djdd-].
3. vi. To rush: dyga -ip kir- to rush into a
room/ it mafia -ip kdldi the dog came
rushing toward me.
etil(mak)
vi. To be blocked, obstructed, clogged:
yol -di the road was clogged.
etildurvt. caus. of etilmaq: qonaq — to pop
com.
etilin
chem. n. Ethylene. [<R. etilin].
etimalim
conj. Maybe; perhaps; possibly. Also atimalim, ehtimal; cf. balki 2, balkim, aytawur.
etimologiya
gr. n. Etymology. [<R. etimologiya].
edar

egilip-yeyilip
med. n. Confinement; lying-in: ediri tos(of a baby) to complete the first month of
life,
edir
n. Hills. [U. adir].
edirliq
adj. Hilly: —ydr hilly country. Cf. tagliq.
ejivi. To churn, ferment, turn sour: xemir
—di the dough fermented/ siit —di the milk
tum^ sour/ qosigim —watidu my stomach
is churning.
e?it1. vt. To ferment: qig — to make compost/
musdllds — to make grape wine. [Ta. dget-].
2. vt. To arouse through talk, pour oil on
fire: san mi -ma soquyup qalsa bolmaydu
don’t rile him, coming to blows is bad.
e^itqu
1. n. Yeast: - sal- to add yeast/ haraq —si
distiller's yeast. Cf. xemirturu? 1.
2. n. Instigation: - qil- to instigate. Also
e^itquluq; cf. suxan^ilik, qutratquluq.
egitquluq
n. = ejitqu 2.
egqi- II
vi. To hurt, smart, be sore or in pain: kOzi
—ti the eyes hurt/ yiirigi — to have heart
ache,
egirqavi. To starve, be famished: —p kdtkdn addm a famished person.
e?iq
n. Waterhole: - ag- to open a waterhole.
ejilvi. To open, be open: —ip sOzld- to talk
freely / koMl — to rejoice/ isik -di the door
opened/ yigin —di the meeting opened or
was held/ gtil —di the flower bloomed/
mdktdp -di school opened. [Tu. egil- (to
be generous)],
e^ilip-yeyilip
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eginadv. Casually; informally; freely: — olturto sit informally/ — sdzlil- to speak freely,
e^invi. To grieve, regret, feel remorse, be an
noyed: xataligiga — to be annoyed by an er
ror/ dlurngd — to mourn a death,
ejinarliq
adj. Miserable; tragic: - aqiwat tragic out
come/ “ dhwal miserable condition/ — 6lum a tragic death,
eginifliq
adj. = efinarliq.
eh
1. int. expresses admiration: — guzdlwQ.t&n ah, beautiful country!
2. int. expresses reproach: —seninddk —
nam&rtni eh, what a mean person you are!
ehata
n. Shelter; protection: — ormanligi shelter
forest/ — qil- to protect, shelter: ddrax foxliri bildn — qilgan ydr a field (or place)
sheltered by tree branches. Cf. dalda.
ehtiram
n. Respect: — bildiir- to show respect/ ♦
— bildn (at the end of a letter) respectful
ly. [U. ehtirom].
ehtiyat
n. Caution; carefulness: — bol- to guard
against, be cautious, careful/ — qil- to be
careful/ - kilapan safety valve/ - Uigi exit
door in a theater/ — mdbligi reserve fund/
siz ” qilifl please be careful/ ♦ — sefii
storehouse for supplies to tide over natural
disasters. Also ehtiyat^anliq; cf. paxas.
[C- ihtimamlO. ihtiyatlU. ehtidt].
ehtiyatgan
adj. Cautious; careful: - addm a careful
person/ — bol- to be cautious or careful.
[O. ihtiyatU\.
ehtiyat^anliq
n. = ehtiyat.
ehtiyatsiz
adj. Incautious; careless: — olturattim, be-

esil
yimga Mr tas giiyup kdtti since I did not take
any precautions, a rock fell on my head,
ehtiyatsizliq
n. Carelessness: u — qilip qolini kdyduruwaldi because he was careless, he scalded
his hand,
ehtiyaj
n. Need; requirement: — fuy- to need, re
quire/ —din giq- to satisfy a need/ —ga qarap
tdqsim qil- to distribute according to need/
—ni qar^ur- to satisfy needs/ unid pulga —i
yoq he does not require money/ menifl sizgd —im giisti I need sth from you. [Th. ixtyyaz!\5. ehtiez].
ehtiyaj siz
adj. Not required; unneeded. Cf. hajatsiz.
ehtiyaj liq
adj. Needed; required: — ndrsd necessities,
ehtilam
med. n. Seminal emission: — bol- to have
an emission,
ehtimal
1. adj. Perhaps; probably; possibly: -ukdlmds perhaps he won't come/ biigunyamgur
yegiyi - it will perhaps rain today. Also atialim, etimalim; cf. balki 2, balkim, ayaur.
2. n. Possibility; probability: —din yiraq
dmds possible/ —ga yeqin possible/ hdr —ga
qaryi prepared for all contingencies. [U. ehtimol\.
ehtimalliq
n. Probability: — ndziriyisi math, theory
of probability,
ehsan
n. Favor; grace: — qil- to grant a favor.
[Th. ixsan (kindness)/!!. ehson\.
ehram
n. Pyramid: mwzr—/in Egyptian pyramids.
Also piramida 1, ahram.
esil
adj. Precious; valuable; fine: — addm fine
person/ — mal valuables. Literary form of
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erigda'

esilasil, asil II1.
esil1. vi. To hang, be suspended, droop: —ip
tur- to droop/ -ip qal- to be unresolved/
-iwal- to hang up.
2. vi. To be entangled: uniflga —iwalma do
not get entangled with him.
3. vi. To climb, clamber: d&rGxM — to
climb a tree/ ma^iniga - to get on a truck or
automobile.
esilzada
n. Aristocrat; nobleman; illustrious per
son. Literary form of asilzada.
e?il. ,
vi. pass, of a?-. To be rubbed or twisted.
vi. To be left over: -gan asliq surplus grain/
-gan pul surplus money.
e$inda
adj. Surplus; left-over:
surplus gram/
- mOhsulat surplus goods. Cf. artuqluq 1,
o^uq^iliq, o^uqluq.
e^in^a
adj. = e^inda.
era
n. Era; epoch: - mizdin awal before an era. Also ira; cf. dawra, dawran, ayyam,
qarna. [<R. era].
erbiy
chem. n. Erbium (Er). [<R. erbif].
ertvt. To wipe, rub: doskini — to erase a
blackboard/ kOzyesini - to wipe away tears.
Cf. siirt- .
eran
bot. n. Maple (Acer). Also called zaran,
iirahi.
eri1. vi. To melt, dissolve, thaw: tdmurl528ta —ydu iron melts at 1528 degrees/ yekdr suda -ydu sugar dissolves in water/ qar eridi
the snow melted/ muz —di the ice thawed.
[M. arig (melted)/'Ih. er-/U. eri-].

2. vi. To be softhearted: dili — to be soft
hearted/ yiglap -p km- to be a crybaby, cry
one's heart out.
eritvt. To dissolve, liquify, melt, thaw: yagni
- to render fat/ yurdk-bagrini eriwdt- to
melt (sby's) heart/ muzni — to thaw ice/
misni - to liquify copper. [Th. ert-].
eritkiig
chem. n. Solvent,
eritma
1. chem. n. Solution: tuz eritmisi salt solu
tion.
2. n. Molten material: polm eritmisi mol
ten steel.
er4vi. To reach, obtain, get, gain: azatliqqa
— to gain liberation/ pursdtkd — to get an
opportunity/ gdlibigd - to gain victory/ mukapatqa — to win a prize. [OT. ir-Zlh. ires-!\). Ms-].
erUgan
chem. adj. Soluble,
eri^^anliq
chem. n. Solubility,
eriq
n. Ditch: - al- to open a ditch/ - gap- to
dig a ditch/ oq erigi dry ditch; gulch/ -ni
goflqur gap sutii oynap tut if you dig a
ditch deep, irrigation will be child's play.
[M. ariq (canal)/K. aryklD. ariq].
erik
adj. Male: - qoy ram. Also aran^a, arga,
arkak 2, ogul 2.
erig
1. adj. Clean; pure: - altun pure gold/ gind clean bowl/ ♦ — mal pure goods
(jewelry and other valuables). [C- aiiglTw.
aryg]. Cf. pak, pak-pakiz, pakiz 1.
2. adj. Entirely; completely; only: - ussaq
balilar kdptu only children came. Cf. taza
I 1.
erigda-
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erigdal-

ekran

vt. To clean: gin&-qagilarni — to clean
pressed.
dishes/ 6yni — to clean a room or house.
2. vi. To be oppressed, maltreated: —g&n
Cf. pakizla- , pakla-.
milldtlar oppressed people/ zalimnifl qolida
erigdal— to be maltreated by savages.
vi. To be cleaned: hoyla-aram —di the
3. vi. To be languid or listless,
courtyard was swept clean,
ezilanga
erinadj. Languid; listless: -- addm listless per
vi. To be indolent, lazy, slothful: —mdy iison. Cf. tanbal, horun, yalqaw, laxma.
g&t- to be tireless in teaching/ —mdy iig&n- ezilangiiliik
to study tirelessly/ bazarga giqisqa — to feel
n. L^guor; listlessness. Cf. laxmiliq.
disinclined to go to the bazaar. [U. erin-].
ezilgii^i
erin^ak
adj. Oppressed: — millQt oppressed nation
adj. Indolent; lazy; slothful: - addm lazy
ality (ethnic group). Cf. mazlum 1.
person; loiterer. Cf. tanbal, honin, yal- efedrin
qaw, laxma.
chem./med. n. Ephedrine. [<R. efedrin].
erin;aklik
efir
n. Indolence; laziness; sloth: — qil- to be
chem./phy. n. Ether. [<R. efir].
lazy. Cf. tanballik, horunluq, yalqawliq, eqitlaxmiliq.
vt. To flow, float: sal — to float a raft/
ezitqu
qum —ti sand flowed/ kbz yesini —ti tears
1. n. Mirage. Cf. sarap II.
flowed,
2. rel. n. Devil confusing people.
eqitma
3. n. sth confusing people: — twnan dense
n. Alluviation: - qil- to pour: ogutni — to
fog.
irrigate with manure,
ezitquluq
eqi?
abstract n. of ezitqu: — qil- to confuse,
adj. Off-white,
eziq
eqim
phys. n. Molar: — gisi molar tooth,
1. n. Current; trend: asasiy — main current/
eziqtarixiy — historical trend/ tdtiir — adverse
1. vi. To lose, get lost.
(counter) current/ hawa —i air current/ sogaq
2. vi. To make a mistake. Cf. ada$- , az— cold current/ issiq — warm current/ ♦
m-2).
— mdsililiri current events or affairs. Cf.
eziqturtaqazza 1. [Tv. agym].
vt. To bewitch, seduce: —us tdswiqati dema
2. geo. n. Reaches of a river: ottura —
gogic propaganda/ kisildmi - to confuse or
middle reaches of a river.
seduce people's minds,
3. ph. n. School; sect: ilmiy — a school of
eziqturgur^i
thought.
n. sby who confuses or seduces people's eqin
minds,
adj. Flowing: - su running water: 1 — su
ezilsesimaydu, Uik ulgujigi girimaydu running
1. vi. To be mashed or pressed: ay —ip kdtti
water does not decay (go stale), a door
the food was mashed (due to overcook
hinge does not rot.
ing)/ saptul —ip ketiptu the peaches were ekran
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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ekranliq

eyiqtapan

n. Movie screen: k&fl — wide screen. [<R.
ekran\.
ekranliq
adj. Movie screen: k&n — filim wide-screen
movie,
ekwator
geo. n. Equator: —
equatorial line. Cf.
xatistiwa. [<R. eJ^ator].
ekwiwalent
chem. n. Equivalent: - miqdarliri equiva
lent amounts. [<R. ekvivalent].
ekisport
n. Export. [<R. eksport].
ekispilatator
n. = ekispilatatsiyi^i. [<R. ekspluatator].
ekispilatatsiya
n. Exploitation: — tuzttmi exploitative sys
tem/ — qil- to exploit. [<R. ekspluatatsiya].
ekispilatatsiyi(i
n. Exploiter,
ekiskursiya
n. Excursion; trip: — dmigi excursion or
visiting group/ — qil- to go on a tour. [ <
R. ikshirsiya].
ekiskursiyi^i
n. Tourist; sightseer. Cf. sayyiih.
ekiskiwaturluq
n. Excavation: — (qezis) masinisi excavating
machine. [<R. ehkavatsiya].
ekin
ag. n. Crops; standing grain. Cf. paxal.
ekinzar
ag. n. Plantation. Also ekinlik.
ekinzarliq
ag. abstract n. of ekinzar.
ekinlik
ag. n. = ekinzar.
eniz
ag. n. Stubble: bugday —i wheat stubble.
[M. afiiz].
enizliq
ag. n. Stubble field.

enil
do. n. Clothing; dress. Also enil-ayaq;
cf. sarpay, kiyim, kiyim-ke^ak.
enil-ayaq
do. n. = enil.
eyt1. vt. To speak, tell, talk: -iflarga qariganda
it is said; allegedly/ rastini — to spe^ the
truth/ ^ eytmaq asan, qilmaq tds talk is
easy, action is hard/ K —qan sdz atqan oq
spoken words, shot arrows. Cf. da- 1,
s6zla-.[C. qy^-/KK. ajt-ICfT. oyr-Zlh. djt-l
Tu. ajt-].
2. mus. vt. To sing: xor - to sing in a cho
rus/ naxya (gdz&l) - to sing a song.
3. vt. To invite: toyga — to invite to a wed
ding/ fayga — to invite to snacks/ mehmanga
— to invite a guest. Cf. gaqir- 2, jilla- II,
qi^ar- 2, qifqar- .
eytqusiz
1. adj. Not to be divulged; embarrassing:
— is an embarrassing matter.
2. adj. Indescribable; unbelievable; ex
treme: — sog extreme cold.
eyti|1. vi. mut. of eyt- .
2. vi. To quarrel, wrangle, squabble.
3. vi. To be at odds with: sQn menifl bildn
nimd angd-is&n why are you at odds with
me?
4. vi. To fiddle with: sa'iit bildn - to fid
dle with a watch.
eytmaqji
int. us^ at the start or resumption of a talk:
— ydnd Mr yefli xos xdwdr bar by the way,
there is still another bit of good news.
eyiq
zoo. n. Bear (Ursidae): — tapini bear's
paw/ — dti bear gall bladder/ — ini bear
den/ defiiz eyigi fur seal (Arctocephalinae)l
black bear. [K. ayuuIKK. ayuiilM. adig/Tv. adygl\5. ajiq\.
eyiqtapan

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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egir-yenik

eyiqiiziimi
bot. n. Wild mulberry
(Ranunculus chinensis)].
eyiqiiziimi
bot. n. Vallinium vitisidaea.
eyn^teyiniy
chem. n. Einsteinium
(Es). [<R. ejnstejnij].
egi|
n. Deviation; digres
sion; divergence.
eg4^ .
vi. To deviate,digress, diverge: bastin-ayaq
-may ijra qil- to carry out unswervingly/
nisandin - to stray off target. Cf. gatna- 2.
egir
1. adj. Heavy: - sana'dt heavy industry/
— su chem. heavy water/ — qdddm a heavy step/ - element chem. heavy element/ is heavy work/ — may hea- vy oil/ — metal
chem. heavy metal. [C- agtrIKK.. auyrIM.
agirlHst. avyf\.
2. adj. Weighty; major; hard: — dhwal
critical condition/ - wdzipd hard task/ mdsild weighty problem. [Tu. agyr/T\.
aar (#1-2)].
3. adj. Confused: besi — turdi his mind was
confused; he felt dizzy.
4. adj. Difficult to understand: —jumld a
difficult-to-understand sentence.
5. adj. Arduous; tough: — boyini yenik qilto be diligent/ - tugut med. difficult partu
rition / — xizmdt arduous work/ - hussizliq
med. apoplexy/ - kunldr difficult days / yiik heavy burden/ -din artuq additional or
extra burden. [K. oor(#l-5)].
6. adj. Cool; calm; composed: — addm a
calm person.
7. adj. Hard to digest: - tamaq hard-todigest food.
♦ — al- to mind, take offense/ ♦ — bolto be cool, composed/ ♦ — kdl- a. to

weigh: uniMin bu bds kilo — kdldi this
weighs five kg more than that; b. to be a
strain on: bu is uniflga — kdldi this work is a
strain on him; c. hard to digest: bu tamaq
agrikaddmgd egirkelidu this food is hard for
a sick person to digest; d. unpleasant to
hear: bu gdp uniflga nahayiti — kdldi this
talk is very unpleasant for him (also — fity-)/
♦ -ini art- a. to lean against: egiriflni artmay tik oltur sit up straight and don't lean
against me; b. to be dependent on: turmusta
basqilarga da 'im -ini artiwelisqa bolmaydu
in life one should not be constantly de
pendent on others (also —ini sal-).
egirayaq
med. adj. Pregnant: — ayal pregnant wo
man/ - bol- to be pregnant. Also egirboy,
egirustixan; cf. hamildar.
egirboy
med. adj. = egirayaq.
egir-besiq
adj. Steady; sedate; staid: — addm a staid
person,
egir-besiqliq
n. Steadiness: — bildn sdzlds- to speak calm
lyegirgiliq
1. n. Difficulty; hardship: - yilliri diffi
cult years/ —larni besidin kdgiirgdn addm
sby who has gone through some hardships.
Cf. di^warliq, qiyingiliq, mu^aqqat, mii^kiillat.
2. n. Difficult task; burden: -ni kdtdr- to
undertake a difficult task.
egirsinvi. To think or complain that sth is too
heavy,
egirustbcan
med. adj. = egirayaq.
egir-yenik
adj. Heavy and light: kesilifl toluq saqaymigigd - islami qilma you should not under
take light or heavy work before you are

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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egirla^-

egik

fully recovered from your illness,
egirla^i1. vi. To become heavy, gain weight.
2. vi. To become heavy with child.
3. vi. To worsen: qulas — to become hard of
hearing/ kesili —ti the illness worsened.
Cf. ayni- I 1, osalla^- ,
egirliq
1. phy. n. Weight: — kdtSr- pe. to lift
weights/ — kiifi gravity/ — m&rkizi center
of gravity/ - mqtisi fo^ point/ selisturma
— specific weight/ malekula egirligi molecu
lar weight/ 1 kerdklik tasnifl egirligi yoq a
useful rock is never too heavy.
2. fig. n. Burden; weight: — sal- to in
crease a burden, add a burden to/ dynifi
egirligi mafia artildi the family burden fell to
me/ ♦ — qil- a. to be calm or cool-head
ed: siz — qilifl please calm down; b. to
feel sth is difficult: bu w&zipini orunlas uninga — qilmaydu he does not think this
task was difficult at all.
egiz
1. phys. n. Mouth (after a personal suffix
written as agzi): — ag- a. to open one's
mouth (to ask for help): — agalmay qal- to
be tongue-tied; b. ♦ rel. to break fast,
come to the end of Ramadan/ — boilugi oral
cavity/ - tdg- to taste: mmu almiga egiz tegip beqifi please taste this apple/ — tili lit.
spoken language/ — ddibiyati lit. oral lit
erature/ — quligiga y&t- to be all smiles/ — egilipla qal- to be at a loss for words, be
astonished/ — ijadiyiti lit. oral creation/ —
gerigla- to interrupt, chip in / — garmoni
mus. harmonica; mouth organ/ agzi gdpkd
kdlmidi he did not utter a word/ —din gufiirmdy maxta- to be full of praise/ —ga al- a.
to put (sth) to one's lips; b. to speak out:
-ga algugiligi yoq not worth saying; —ga algili bolmaydigan gdp unspoken word/ —ga bilim sal- to pass on Imowledge/ —ga kdlginini jOyld- to talk irresponsibly/ —ni buzup

tilla- to shout abuse/ —ni dmgdyt- to twitch
one's mouth/ ♦ —din anisinifl sUtipurap
tur- to be still smelling of one's mother's
milk (to be still wet behind the ears)/ ♦
agzida sdh&r al- to win a city in the mouth
(to talk). [K. ooz].
2. m. for sentence: bir — s6z one word;
one sentence.
3. m. for room: Ug — dy a three-room
house. Also agiz (^1-3).
♦ —burun yalas- to act in collusion/ ♦
—ga teti- to be tasty,
egizduruq
n. Bridle bit.
eglzga
adj. Oral; verbal: — hisapla- to figure,
count, calculate orally/ — uqtur- to inform
verbally/ - imtihan oral examination. Al
so agzaki.
egizlan1. vi. To eat for the first time (of an in
fant).
2. vi. To open one's mouth,
egizlandurvt. To feed an infant for the first time,
egizliq
adj. of egiz 3: ug — dy a. three-room house,
egizman
adj. Many. Also jiq, kop 1, gol II, nagganagga, nurgun.
egil
ag. n. Horse stable. Cf. at qurisi, atxana.
eginazoo. vi. To roll around: iidkeginidi the don
key rolled around/ 1 at eginigan ydrdd tuk
qalar, i^dk eginigan ydrdd poq qalar after
rolling around, a horse leaves hair, a don
key leaves feces. [OT. agin-^.
eginatzoo. vt. To cause to roll around: atni — to
make a horse roll around,
egik
adj. Bent; crooked; curved: - yagag bent

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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elipbalik

egilwood.
egil1. vi. To bend, be curved or crooked: ddrdx saxliri —di the tree branches bent/ ♦
-U ddrijisi deflection (in engineering).
2. vi. To stoop: aldiga - to bend forward/
1 -gdn boyunni qilig kdsmdptu a sword
will not cut a bent neck (JMC)/1 -g&ngd
-gin besin ydrgd tdkkigd, giddygdngd gi
ddygin besin kdkkd ydtkigd bow to the selfeffacing, hold your head up high toward
the arrogant.
3. vi. To surrender, yield, knuckle under,
egilmas
adj. Unbent; unyielding,
egilmas-sunmas
adj. Indomitable,
elan
n. Announcement; advertisement: — taxtisi billboard/ — giqar- to advertise, make
an announcement/ - qil- to announce: mdjlisni oguq ddp - qil- to announce the open
ing of a meeting. [Th. ig"lanl\J. e"lon\.
elan^i
n. Announcer. Cf. diktor, jar?i, jakagi.
elektir
phy. n. Electricity: - agqugi telegraph key/
- burgisi electric drill/ - patiponi record
player/ — tori power network or grid/ —
dolquni electric wave/ — dswabi electrical
appliance/ - girigi electric lamp/ -- ximiyisi
electrochemistry/ - sigimi electric capacity/
— ^amaldurgugi electric fan/ —zdriti electric
charge/ - zdnjiri electric circuit/ - qutubi
electrode/ — energiyisi electric power/ —
istansisi power station/ — isliri electrical
work/ — yayi electric arc/ — liniyisi power
line/ - matiriyali electric supplies/ - masinisi electric machinery/ - magniti electro
magnetism: - magnit ndziriyisi thwry of
electromagnetism. Cf. tok. [<R. elektrigestvo].
elektirowaz

n. Electric locomotive. [<R. ilektrovoz].
elektiroliz
chem. n. Electrolysis: — qil- to do electro
lysis. [<R. elektroliz].
elektiron
phy. n. Electron: - ddstisi electron beam/
- hdrkitinifi tezligi electronic speed/ - optikisi electronic optics/ — eqimi electron
flow/ — guruppiliri electronic group/ — nd
ziriyisi electronics. [<R. ilektron].
elektironluq
adj. Electronic: - dswaplar electronic ap
paratus / “ hisaplas masinisi electronic com
puter/ — lampa electronic tube/ — mikraskopi electronic microscope,
elektirik
adj. = elektirlik.
elektirla^tiirvt. To electrify: yeza igiligini - to install
rural electrification,
elektirlik
adj. Electrical: - tofilatqug refrigerator,
element
chem. n. Element: -lamin ddwriy qilis sestimisi periodic table of elements. [<R. element].
elip
lit. n. First letter of the Arabic alphabet:
-tdk bolup kdt- to be honest or conscien
tious/ -tdk tuz yol a straight road/ —ni bi
lip bdni bilmdptu knowing A (for almaq to
take) but not B (for bdrmdk to give)
(knowing how to take (or borrow) but not
to return (or give))/ -ni tayaq diydlmdydigan not knowing the ABC; totally illiterate.
[C. alif],
elipba
1. lit. n. Alphabet: uygurtili elipbisi\Jyghur alphabet/ qargular elipbisi alphabet
for the blind; braille. Cf. abjat. [Tu. elipbijlM. alifbe].
2. lit. n. Reading primer,
elipbalik

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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eniqlima

elipsatar

n. Nipple of a feeding bottle. Cf. soska.
lit. adj. Alphabetic: --alphabetic or
emilda$
phonetic script,
n. Children who were breastfed by the
elipsatar
same woman (according to Uyghur custom,
n. Small merchant; peddler,
these children may not marry each other),
elipsatarliq
abstract n. of elipsatar: — qil- to be en energiya
phy. n. Energy: — masinisi electric motor/
gaged in small trade.
“ m&nbdsi energy source/ energiyinifl saqeli$
1. n. Arrears; balance due; debt: uniflda
linis qanuni the law of the conservation of
energy/ elektir energiyisi electric energy/
menifl azraq —im bar he owes me some
yoruqluq energiyisi light energy. [<R. emoney.
2. math. n. Subtraction.
nergiya].
eniq
eli$- I
1. adj. Accurate; clear; exact; precise: —
1. vt. mut. of al- . To take, buy, borrow.
gus&ndiir- to explain clearly/ — Olgd- to
[U. aliitir-].
weigh or measure accurately/ — sdzld- to
2. vi. To fight, wrestle.
speak clearly/ — waqit exact time/ — kdrel4- II
vi. To be confused: u eliiip qaptu he is in
to see clearly.
sane/ miflisi — to be confused,
2. adj. Definite: — jawap definite answer/
—las almas gr. definite pronoun / min dtd keeli^angu
adj. Muddleheaded; crazy: — addm a crazy
lisi — he will definitely come tomorrow.
eniqsiz
person.
adj. Inaccurate; inexact; imprecise; un
eliq-seliq
clear: — dhwal unclear situation/ — rayi
n. Tkxes. Cf. b^-seliq, gala-paraq, galla.
gr. infinitive,
elin-silin
med. adj. Weakened by illness,
eniqsizliq
n. Inaccuracy; imprecision: bu mdsilidd
elim-berim
n. Trade; transaction: — hisawati current
higqandaq — yoq this problem is crystalaccount/ — qil- to transact, be engaged in
clear,
eniqlatrade,
vt. To clarify, make clear: mdsilini — to
elim-setim
clarify a question,
n. = elim-berim.
eniqliq
elinn. Accuracy; clarity; exactness; precision,
vi. To be chosen, obtained, picked or tak
eniqligugi
en (pass, of al- 1).
gr. n. Attribute; modifier: — beqinda jiimemal
Id attributive clause. Also eniqlima.
n. Enamel; glaze. [<R. emal'].
eniqlima
emitvt. To breastfeed: bala — to breastfeed a
1. n. Explanation.
2. gr. n. = eniqligu9i.
child,
emizga
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoM; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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1
iana
n. Contribution; donation: — b&r- to do
nate/ - qih to contribute/ - yig- (topla-) to
raise donations. [O. ianelU. iond],
ibadat
1. rel. n. Ibada, laws on religious duties,
like prayer, pilgrimage, and paying of zakat (q.v.): — qil- to perform a religious
duty. Ibada, which deals with a person's
relation to the deity, is one of the two
main divisions of the shari'ah (cf. ^ari'at),
the other being muamila (cf.mu'amila)
which regulates interpersonal relations.
[C. 'ibadat (worship)ZO. ibadetIU. ibodat\.
2. n. Female name,
ibadatxana
rel. n. House of worship. [O. ibadethane].
ibara
lit. n. Phrase; expression: turaqliq ibari/fiir rhymed phrase. [U. ibord\.
ibarat
1. pp. used at the end of a nominal predi
cate, it emphasizes preceding word or
words: menifl wdzipdm til uginifidim - my
task is most certainly the study of lan
guage.
2. pp. conveys the idea of etc.: Urilrngi
qqyq&rxotdndin - ug gon sdhdr the three big
cities of Urumqi, Kashgar, and Khotan.
Cf. ba^liq 12, wahakaza, qatarliq 2. [Tu.

ybarat],
ibrat
n. Enlightenment; edification: — al- to
learn a lesson/ — bol- to be an inspiration.
[U. ibraf\.
ibratlik
adj. Enlightening; edifying; instructive: sdzUir enlightening words; maxim; motto;
aphorism,
iblis
rel. n. Devil; Satan: -- qolini sun-to
stretch the devil's talons. [O. iblis IQ. tb
itsltd. iblisy
ipada
1. n. Expression; manifestation; showing:
— qil- to express, manifest/ unifl ipadisi
yaxsi he makes a good showing. [U. ifoda],
2. math. n. Formula: algebriliq — algebra
ic formula.
ipadilavt. To express, manifest: hesiyatni — to
show feelings or emotion/ iradini — to
show determination,
ipar
n. Musk: - gasqini zoo. muskrat (Ondatra
zibethica)/ — hidi musk aroma/ — kalisi
zoo. musk ox (Ovibos moschatus)/ - kiyigi zoo. musk deer (Moschus moschiferus).
Cf. mu?k. [Mo. jigar/OT. yipar].
ipargiil
bot. n. Lilac (Syringa). Also called sirin-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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ittar-

ippat
gill.
ippat
1. n. Chastity; virginity: ippitigd t&g- to
lose one's chastity. Also ippatnomus, nomus 2. [O. iffet\.
2. n. Female name,
ippatlik
adj. Chaste; virginal: — xotun virgin;
chaste woman,
ippat-nomus
n. = ippat 1.
iptar
rel. n. Breaking the fast; end of Ramadan:
— waqtisi time of fast breaking/ — qil- to
break a fast. [U. iftor].
iptarliq
rel. adj. Fast-breaking: — tamaq fast
breaking food,
iptida
n. Beginning; commencement; start: — qilto begin. Cf. agaz, ba^lam, ba^lanma, bismilla 2. [O. iptida],
iptida'i
adj. Primitive; primeval; elementary: — addm primitive man/ — jdmiy&t primitive
society/ — orman primeval forest/ — mSkt&p elementary school. [U. ibtidoif].
iptixar
n. Pride; high regard: u w&tinimiznifl —i
he is the pride of our country. [U. iftixor],
iptixarlanvi. To feel proud,
iptixarliq
n. Pride: tolup tayqan — full of pride and
enthusiasm,
iplas
1. adj. Dirty; filthy: — n&rsd a dirty thing.
[U. iflos],
2. adj. Base; mean: — addm mean person.
iplas(iliq
n. Dirt; filth,
iplasla^1. vi. To become dirty.

2. vi. To turn mean or base,
iplasliq
n. Dirtiness; filthiness.
it
zoo. n. Dog (Canis): - burgisi dogflea/ Qiwini dog louse fly/ — hawyidi the dog
barked/ — ilgdy te$i stone of a dog's gall
bladder (used in traditional medicine)/
—nifl kii(ugi dog puppy/ bdrd —i wolf
hound/ ow —i hunting dog/ galjir — rabid
dog/ t oq — qara — hdmmisi bir — white
and black dogs are all dogs (birds of a
feather)/ ♦ — beligi dogfish/ ♦ — xuy (mijdz) excitable; hot-tempered/ ♦ — eyigi
black bear/ ♦ — yili the eleventh year in
the traditional 12-year cycle (in present cy
cle, 1994)(see section on Calendars on pp.
1073-4). Also i^t. [C. it/K. it/KK. ijt/M. it/
or. fr/Th. er/Tu. i7/Tv. yr/U. it/Y. yr].
ita'at
n. Obedience; docility; submissiveness: —
qil- to obey, submit, subordinate. [Ta.
itagat'/tj. itoat],
ita'at^an
adj. Docile; obedient; submissive: -- addm
obedient person/ ♦ -- qoral broken-in
tool. Cf. ita'Mlik, ita'atman, momin 2.
ita'atganliq
abstract n. of ita'atjan.
ita'atsiz
adj. Disobedient,
ita'atsizlik
n. Disobedience: — qil- to be disobedient.
ita'Mik
adj. = ita'atman. [Th. itagat'le],
ita'atman
adj. = ita'atman.
ittavi. To become sharp or keen,
ittar1. vt. To push: harwa — to push a cart.
[U. itar-].
2. vt. To avoid, desert, escape, flee from.

KEY 2. ^ proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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idrak

ittriy

diranguluq, sawirsizlik, qiziqqanliq.
evade, shirk: jawapkarliqni ba^qilarga — to
itak
shirk responsibility to others,
1. do. n. Front or back of a garment:
ittriy
arqa — the back of a garment/ 1 — bil&n
chem. n. Yttrium (Y). [<R. ittrij].
kunni yapqili bolmas a garment front can
itterbiy
not shut out sunlight. Cf. boy 3.
chem. n. Ytterbium (Yb). [<R. itterbij].
2. geo. n. Foot (of a hill); tag itigi foothill.
ittipaq
3. fig. n. Bosom. Cf. qoyun, qu(aq 1.
1. n. Solidarity; unity; - tiiz- to unite, ally,
itsiygak
align. [C. ittifaq/U. ittifoq].
bot. n. Anabasis aphylla. [Q.
2. n. Corps; league; union: - dzasi league
iytsigek].
member (also komsomoi)/ isgi- dixanlar—i
worker-peasant union/ yaslar —i youth it'iizumi
bot. n. Black nightshade (50league.
lanum nigrum). See illustra
ittipaqda$
tion at i$t iiziimi on p. 754.
n. Ally; - ddliUldr allied countries,
ityanigi
ittipaqgi
bot. n. Jimsonweed (Datura
n. = ittipaqda^.
stramonium). See illustration
ittipaqsiz
at waflnifl urugi on p. 569. [Q.
adj. Disunited,
itsiygak
iytjangaq\.
ittipaqsiziiq
n. Disunity; —ni tugdt- to surmount disu itliq
abstract n. of it: it -- qilidu a dog will be a
nity.
dog.
ittipaqla^idara
vi. To ally, unite,
1. n. Unit; organ: ~ xadimliri official em
ittipaqiiq
ployees/ dOldt idariliri state organs.
n. Unity: — kuQ dim&ktur unity is power.
2. n. Office: baj idarisi tax office/ ndiriyat
Cf. birla^ma 1, birlik 1.
idarisi publishing office/ ♦ — qil- to man
ittik
age, run, supervise: Mrbi — qil- to have
1. adj. Fast; speedy; quick: - kdl- to come
military control; masinisi — qil- to run ma
quicldy/ — mafl- to wdk fast/ agzi — loosechinery; mdmlikdtni — qil- to run a coun
tongued/ qoli — deft-handed/ mij&zi — rash,
try. Cf. nazarat 2 (#2). [Tu. edaralH. iimpatient. Cf. tez, (apsan, ugqur, ildam,
dora (n-2)].
lipan.
2. adj. Sharp; well-honed: -pigaq a sharp iddat
rel. n. A waiting period for a woman be
knife.
fore she can be given to sby else: — tof- to
ittiklacomplete
iddat/ ♦ - tut- to preserve chast
1. vi. To speed up, become faster.
ity after a husband's death. It is three men
2. vi. To get sharp or keen,
strual cycles, or about 100 days, after a
ittiklik
divorce, unless it had ended an unconsum
1. n. Speed; quickness. Cf. tezlik, (apsanmated marriage, and four months and ten
liq, ildamliq.
days after the husband's death,
2. n. Impatience; impetuosity; rashness: —
qil- to get impatient. Cf. aldiraqsanliq, al- idrak
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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ijadiy

idraksiz

pression. [<R. idiomatigeskij],
n. Reason; intellect; intelligence. [U. idrok
idi$
(intelligence; sense)],
n. Crock; ewer; jar; pitcher: sapal —i
idraksiz
earthenware jar/ su —i water jar. Cf. xumadj. Irrational; non-intellectual: — addm an
ra. [K. idisl M. idis (drinking bowl)/U. iirrational person,
dis],
idrakiy
adj. Rational; intellectual: - tonus rational idiya
n. Thought; thinking; idea: — dzgdrt- to
knowledge. Cf. aqliy, idrakliq.
reform thought, reshape ideas. Cf. xiyal 1,
idrakliq
mapkura. [Q. iydiya],
adj. = idrakiy.
idiyiwi
idialist
adj. of idiya: — kilrds ideological struggle/
n. Idealist. [<R. idealist],
— eqim trend of thought/ — yiik mental
idialist ik
bur- den; a load on one's mind. [Q. iyadj. Idealistic. Cf. gayiwilik. [<R. idealisdiyalyq],
ti^eskif],
idiyiwilik
idializim
n. Ideological content or level,
n. Idealism. [<R. idealizm],
yabat
idit
n. Promise; acceptance; answer to a pray
math. n. Number; numeral: iditi bar num
er: — bol- to be accepted: tdliwi — boldi
bered. Cf. san II, nomur 1. [C- 'adad\.
the request was accepted. [C- icabat],
iditsiz
adj. Unnumbered. Cf. raqamsiz, nomur- ijabi
adj. Acceptable; proper; positive: — amil
siz.
positive factor/ — qdhriman proper pro
iditlatagonist. [U. izobij],
vt. To inventory: ambardiki n&rsil&rni —
to take inventory of goods in a warehouse/ ijabilik
adj. Positive; constructive,
dukandiki mallami -p (iq- to take inven
ijat
tory of a store's goods,
n. Creation; creative work: xdlqnifl ijadi
iditliq
people's creation/ u yeni naxsa — qildi he
1. adj. Numbered; itemized: — hisap num
created a new song. [Tci. izat],
bered account. Also raqamlik, nomurijat^anliq
luq.
adj. Creative; constructive: — roh creative
2. adj. In good order: jabduqlami — qoyspirit. Also ijadiy.
to put tools in good order.
yatgi
idiolog
n. sby who creates sth.
n. Ideologue. Cf. mutapakkur. [<R. ideijatkar
olog],
n. = ijatgi.
idiologiya
ijatkarliq
n. Ideology. [<R. ideologiya],
adj. = yat^anliq.
idiom
ijad
lit. n. Idiom. [<R. idioma],
n. = ijadiyat. [U. izod],
idiomatik
lit. adj. Idiomatic: — ibard idiomatic ex yadiy
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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ijadiyat
adj. = yatjanliq: — pikir creative idea/ —
U creative work,
yadiyat
lit. n. Creation; work; invention: — qil- to
produce, invent/ b&dii ijadiyiti artistic
creation/ egiz ijadiyiti oral creation. Also ijad.
yara
n. Rent: — hdqqi rent; rental fee/ ijarigd
al- to lease/ ijarigd bar- (qoy-) to rent/ ija
rigd oltur- to rent a room or house. Also
ujrat. [U. izara],
ijaridar
n. Lessor; renter,
yariji
n. = yaridar.
yarika$
n. Lessee; tenant,
yarika^lik
n. Tenancy: — qil- to be a tenant,
ijazat
n. Permission; consent; approval: — al- to
receive permission/ — bdr- (qil- ) to ap
prove, permit/ — sora- to ask for permis
sion. Cf. ja'iz, ruxsat 1. [C- icazat!\5. izozat].
ijazatnama
1. n. Written permission.
2. obs. n. Passport. Cf. pasport.
ijtihat
n. Diligence; industriousness; assiduity;
studiousness: — bildn ugdn- to study dili
gently/ — bildn isld- to work diligently/ —
qil- to be diligent, industrious, assiduous.
Cf. tiri$(anliq, tiri^qaqliq, amgak^anliq,
i^^anliq. [Th. iztihad].
ijtihatliq
adj. Diligent; industrious; assiduous; stu
dious: — oqugugi diligent student. Cf. tiri$(an, tiri^qaq, tiri^ip, amgakgan, i^^an.
ytima'i
adj. Social: — asas social basis/ — atl soc
ial consciousness/ — pdn social science/ —

tuziim social system/ — xizmdt social work/
~ hadisd socii phenomenon/ — munasiwdt
social relations. [Th. iztimagyjIU. iztimoij].
ytima'iyat
n. Sociology. [U. iztimoiet],
ijtima'ila^vi. To convert to public ownership: ifldpgiqirif wastilirinifl ijtima 'ilmyi the socializa
tion of the means of production,
ijra
n. Execution; implementation: — qil- to ex
ecute, implement, carry out: buyruqni —
qil- to carry out an order; siyasdtni — qilto implement policy/xizmdtnifl —sini tdkyurto inspect the execution of work/ hdkiimnid —si the implementation of a court or
der. [U. izro].
ijra^i
n. Executor; implementer.
ijra'i
adj. Executive: — hdy'dt executive com
mittee. [U. izroiya}.
ijra'iya
adj. = ijra'i.
ijil
adj. Close; intimate: - bol- to be familiar
with. Cf. dilka$, zig, qadinas, qelin 2.
[Mo. ijili],
i?
1. n. Inside; interior: — ati inside or shaft
horse (the horse closest to the shaft when
two or more horses are teamed on either
side of the shaft)/ — kdynigi undershirt;
underclothes/ —gd al- a. to include; b. to
treat as one's own/ dy —i house interior/
zal —idd inside the hall/ ♦ — dtkii med. di
arrhea/ ♦ — sir deep secret/ ♦ — kuyogul
a son-in-law who lives in the home of his
wife's parents: - kuyogul bol- to live in the
house of one's wife's parents/ ♦ — maybowlegged; pigeon-toed/ ♦ —ipissiqXzcitum; tight-lipp^:
a taciturn
person/ ♦ —i qat- to be constipated/ ♦ —i

KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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i^kiri
elis- to feel like vomiting/ ♦ -ini bosat- a.

to vacate, make room; b. to defecate. [C-

jf/K. if/KK. WM. ig/CfT. ig/Q. WH&. egl\5.
iglY. w].
2. fig. n. Heart: — agrigi (also — kdyiigi)
heartache: — agrigi tart- to suffer heartache/
— puyugi worry; unhappiness/ — kdydr inti
mate; understanding: — kOytir dost an in
timate friend/ — igidin xo^al bol- to burst
with joy / -i agri- to pity, sympathize with,
feel sorry for: bu baliga adamnin —i agriydu
this child makes one's heart ache/ —i buzul- a. to be heartless, cruel; b. ♦ to have
diarrhea/ -i pm- to be unhappy, agitated,
fidgety/ —i tar narrow-mind^; intolerant:
—i tarliq narrow-mindedness; intolerance/
-i tit-tit bol- to have no peace of mind, be
distracted/ -i seril- to feel sad, grieved or
in a black mood/ -i qara blackhearted/ -i
qizi- a. to covet, be envious; b. to envy, be
Jealous of/ —i kdfl large-minded; magnani
mous/ —1 kby- to love, like, be fond of/ —z
kiigluk impatient; hot-tempered: -z kugluk
addm impatient person/ —z egiy- a. to suffer
heartache; b. ♦ to covet, be envious/ -z
yaman evilminded/ -z yamanliqsvilmindedness: —z yamanliq qil- to concoct, hatch,
plot, scheme.
k1. vt. To drink, take: dora - to take med
icine/ gay — to drink tea. [C- ig-IYz- eg-l
Tu. zf-/Tv. z>].
2. vt. To eat (semi-liquid foods): m — to eat
a meal/ Mr qazandin as — to eat a pot of
food. [K. zf-/KK. z>/U. ig-/Y. is- (#1-2)].
if-bagri
n. Inner feelings; heartfelt emotion: —ni
tOk- to tell about one's inner feelings/ -ni
yar- to pour out one's emotions.
i?pa?
n. igpds tart- to be deeply in love,
if-qarin
phys. n. Internal organs; viscera: ♦ - e-

gil- to be happy and relaxed/ ♦ —ini tdka. to spill one's guts; b. to tell one's heart
out. Cf. ii^ay-begir, iijay-qerin, igki dzaliri. [KK. isek-qarynlU. igak].
ijqoyun-tai^qoyun
adj. Intimate: — bol- to merge or identify
oneself with/ - dost an intimate friend,
i^kiizvt. To cause to drink: baliga dora — to give
medicine to a child,
i^kiiliik
cul. n. Beverages (usually alcoholic). Also
igimlik.
igki
1. adj. Inner; internal; inside: — amil in
ternal factor/ — bowasir mod. internal piles/
— tok yoli internal electric wiring/ — tUrtkd
phy. internal thrust/ - dunya inner world/
— dhwal internal conditions / — dza phys.
internal organ; viscera/ — jdh&ttin bekitto decide at higher levels but not officially
announce/ — dlkil&r inner provinces (in
Xinjiang, it refers to China proper)/ - sQwdp internal cause/ — sir inside secret/ —
ziddiy&t inner contradictions/ — qdrz in
ternal debt/ — kabinet inner cabinet of a
government/ — kesdlldr bbliimi med. in
ternal medicine/ bir-birinifi—islirigaarilasmasliq not to interfere in each other's in
ternal affairs. Also igkiri 1. [KK. iskHCfl.
igrd/Q. iskilTa. egkdITu. igki].
2. adj. Domestic: — Zizzzzzr domestic mar
ket.
igki-ta$qi
adj. Inside and outside: — by inner and out
er rooms; apartment/ - qiyingiliqqa bogulto be beset by difficulties both at home and
abroad,
igkiri
1. adj. Inside; inner: — by inside room/
—dd hegkim yoq there is nobody inside.
Also igki 1. [Tu. igeri/U. igkari].
2. geo. n. Interior of China: u -din kdlgdn

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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ix^amliq

i^kiri-tai^qiri
he came from the interior.
i(kiri-ta$qiri
adj. Inside and outside: min - ikki egiz Oyi
bar he has a house with an inside and out
side room,
i^kirilavi. To enter: -p Mr- to enter, go inside,
igikvi. To be accustomed to: bu bala bu OygS.
—ip qaldi this child is already accustomed
to this home. [OT. igik- (to submit)],
i^imlik
cul. n. Beverages (usually alcoholic): —ka
beril- to drink excessively/ sogaq -l&r cold
drinks. Also igkuliik.
ixtisas
n. Expertise; specialty. Cf. mdxsus bilim,
mutaxassislik. [U. ixtisos].
ixtisasla^vi. To specialize. Cf. mutaxassisla?- .
ixtisasliq
adj. Specialized; professional: —kadirlar
specialized cadres,
ixtira
n. Invention: - qil- to invent. Cf. ka^p, ka^piyat. [U. ixtiro].
ixtira(i
n. Inventor. Also ka^piyat^i.
ixtiyar
1. n. Wish; desire: - qil- to wish, desire/
-iniz as you wish/ -iga qoy- to tolerate, al
low, permit/ dz -i bildn qatnay- to partici
pate voluntarily. [C- ixtiyarlTz.. ixtyyar
(option; choice; right)/U. ixtier],
2. n. Guidance; management; supervision:
bu yigirmd kiyi siznin —inizga berilidu these
twenty persons are placed under your su
pervision.
ixtiyarsiz
adj. Cannot help but; having no ^temative
but to; doing sth against one's will: — kuliwdt- cannot help but laugh. Also biwtiyar.
[Th. ixtyyarsyz].

ixtiyariy
adj. Voluntary: - hdrkdt voluntary activi
ty/ - katnas- to participate voluntarily / ♦
— muxbir reporter; correspondent. Cf. pida'i.
ixtiyariyliq
n. Voluntarism: — pirinsipida (in tur- to
support the principle of voluntarism. Cf.
pida'iliq.
ixtiyarliq
abstract n. of ixtiyar: ixtiyarligini al- to ob
tain an agreement,
ixtilap
n. Difference; disparity; divergence; di^greement: ular arisida - pdyda boldi a dis
agreement arose between them. Cf. parq.
[C- ixtilaflU. ixtiloj].
ixtilapliq
adj. Different; disparate; divergent: - mdsilildr different problems. Cf. parqliq.
ixtilal
obs. n. Insurrection; rebellion: ~ kOt&r- to
rebel. [U. ixtilol].
ixtilal^i
obs. n. Insurrectionist; rebel,
ixgam
1. adj. Small; compact. [U. ixgam].
2. adj. Light; portable.
3. adj. Succinct; terse; pithy: — qil- to
simplify (also ixjamla^tur-)/ s6z — bol- to
spe^ briefly or succinctly.
ix^amlavt. To summarize; generalize; simplify;
reduce; condense; compress: soz m&zmunini — to pare down a talk,
ix^amla^vi. To be terse, succinct, pithy,
ixjamla^turvt. To simplify, reduce: organlarni — to
simplify an organization, reduce (the staff
of) an organization,
ix^amliq
abstract n. of ix^am.

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texte; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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istanok

ixraj

ispaniya
ixr^
m^. n. Laxative; purgative: -- ig- to take
geo. n. Spain. [<R. Ispaniya).
a laxative. Cf. surga. [C- ixrac (expul ispagiil
bot. n. Plantain (Plansion)],
tago ovata aspagula;
ixlas
P. asiatica), used in
1. rel. n. Devotion; faith; piety: - bagla- to
Uyghur folk medi
trust, count on/ —i qayt- to lose faith. Cf.
cine. Also called babawar, taqwa, taqwidarliq, aqida, etizirqotum.
qat, iman, m^lak.
2. n. Conscientiousness; earnestness; de isport
pe. n. Athletics;
votion: — bilan kitap kor- to read a book
ispagiil
sports. Cf. atletika,
earnestly/ - qil- to believe, have faith. [Ctantarbiya, tanharkat. [<R. sport].
ixlas (sincerity)/'Ih. ixlas (sincerity)/!!, ixisportji
los].
pe. n. Athlete; sportsman. Cf. tanharkatixlasliq
1. rel. adj. Devout; faithful; pious: - ad&m
ispektir
a devout person.
phy. n. Spectrum. [<R. spektr].
2. adj. Diligent; assiduous: oqmqa — bala a
ispektiriskop
diligently studying child.
phy. n. Spectroscope. [<R. spektroskop].
ixlasman
ispirapka
1. rel. n. Believer; disciple.
n. Testimonial; certificate. [<R. sprav2. n. Follower; devotee; adherent,
ka].
ion
ispirt
phy. n. Ion. [<R. I'o/i].
n. Alcohol; spirits: — lampisi alcohol
is
lamp/ taza — pure alcohol. [<R. spirt].
1. n. Smoke; gas: - al- (tag-) to be poi
soned by gas/ — giq- to emit smoke/ ispirtliq
adj. Alcoholic: — igimlikldr alcoholic bev
kdmur —i coal smoke/ ♦ tamaqqa — Otup
erages,
katti the food got burned. [M. ij/Q. yj].
istata
2. obs. n. Companion,
lit. n. Quotation. Cf. kdgurma gap, naqil.
ispat
[<R. tsitata].
n. Proof; verification: - qdgizi certificate/
istatistika
- qil- to prove, verify. [Q. yspat].
n. Statistics. [<R. statistika].
ispat-dalil
ista^
n. = ispat.
n. Seniority; standing: xizmat -i seniority
ispatlain service. [<R. staz].
vt. To prove, verify: dzpikrinifltogriliginiistakan
to prove the correctness of one's views,
n. Drinking glass. [<R. stakan].
ispatliq
istanok
adj. Proven; verified,
n. Machine tool; lathe: randa istanogi
ispan
planing machine/ ilyka istanogi drilling ma
adj./n. Spaniard; Spanish: — till Spanish
chine. [<R. stanok].
language. [<R. ispanets].
KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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istiqbal

istanok^i
istanok(i
n. Lathe operator,
istansa
n. Station; depot: poyiz istansisi railroad
depot/ tiraktor istansisi tractor station/ radiyo istansisi radio station/ elektir istansisi
power station. [<R. stantsiya].
istavt. To seek, trace. Also izda-, izla- . [Q.
istd-/\J. ista-].
istak
n. Aspiration; wish; dream: istigigd qaryi
against one's wishes/ istigigd y&t- to fulfill
one's wish. [M. istdk (inquiry; prosecu
tion; investigation)],
iston
lit. n. Column: -ga bol- to divide into col
umns/ birin^i — first column/ m&xsus —
yazgugisi columnist. Also siton.
istudiya
n. Studio: kino istudiyisi movie studio. [<
R. studiya\.
is-tiitak
n. Smoke; mist; fog; vapor: — qapla- to
veil in mist,
isteriya
med. n. Hysteria. Also xapiganliq, histeriya. [<R. isteriya],
istibdat
adj. Autocratic; dictatorial: — addm an au
tocratic person. [Tk. istibdat (n.)/U. istibdod (n.)].
istibdat^i
n. Autocrat; dictator,
istibdatliq
n. Autocracy; dictatorship: — qil- to be
autocratic, dictatorial,
istipa
n. Resignation: — bar- to resign/ —sini qobul qil- to accept (sby's) resignation. [U.
iste"fo],
istidat
n. Ability; talent. Cf. parasat, talant.

istidatsiz
adj. Untalented; ungifted. Cf. parasatsiz,
talantsiz.
istidatsizlik
n. Lack of talent. Cf. parasatsizlik, talantsizlik.
istidatliq
adj. Able; talented. Cf. parasatlik, talantliq.
istkiya
n. Spontaneity,
istixiyigilik
adj. Spontaneous,
istixiyilik
adj. = istixiyigilik.
istihkam
mil. n. Fortification; blockhouse: — qurto build a blockhouse/ koga —i street bar
ricade/ yosurun — bunker. Cf. qorul 2,
qorgan. [U. istehkom],
istisna
n. Exception; exclusion: — qil- to exclude.
Cf. mustasna 2. [U. istisno],
istisnasiz
adj. Without exception,
istirategiya
n. Strategy. [<R. strategiya],
istiratip
n. Paper mold or matrix,
istirahat
n. Rest; recreation: — begi recreation park/
— qil- to rest, amuse oneself. [U. istirohat],
istiwraxana
n. Latrine; lavatory; toilet. Cf. badrap,
badrapxana, taratxana, xala, hajatxana.
istiqamat
n. Stay; sojourn: — qil- to sit in medita
tion,
istiqbal
n. Prospects; future: —/ g&ksiz parlaq
boundless prospects/ parlaq — bright fu-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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issiq

istiqballiq

opklda-, oksii- I, mi^ilda- .
ture. [C- istiqbal (encountering)/!!, istiqisan I
bol\.
adj. Next year. Cf. asan.
istiqballiq
isan
II
adj. of istiqbal.
adj. Well; healthy; safe and sound: u —mu
istiqlal
is he well?
n. Independence. Cf. mustaqilliq. [U. isisankiratiqlol\.
vi. To turn heads: g&libd aldida -p qalmasistiqlaliyat
liq kerdk one should not let victory turn
abstract n. of istiqlal.
one's
head.
istil
n. Style: — tuzitis Mrkiti rectification of isanla$~
vi. To exchange cordial greetings,
style campaign/ turmus —i life style/
Qdibiyat —i lit. literary style/ uginis —i isanlik I
study style. Cf. ^akil, uslup. [<R. stil'].
n. Next year,
isanlik II
istila
n. Well-being; good health: — sora- to
mil. n. Conquest; occupation: — qil- to
wish good health,
conquer, occupy. [U. istilo (conquest; ag
isjotgik
gression)],
n. Electric meter,
istila^i
mil. n. Conqueror; occupier. [Tv. ezelek- issivi. To warm up: hawa —di the weather
f/].
warmed up/ kiin —di the day became
istilistika
warm. [U. isi-].
n. Rhetoric; stylistics. Cf. uslubiyiit. [<
issitR. stilistika].
vt. To warm or heat up: tamaq — to heat
istimal
up food/ dyni — to heat a house or room/
1. n. Consumption: - buyumliri (malliri)
su -- to heat water/ qolni -- to warm
consumer goods/ — wastiliri the means of
hands. [Y. itit-].
subsistence/ -- kopiratiwi consumer coope
rative/ tamaq —i food consumption/ haraq issitqu^
n. Heater,
—i liquor consumption. [C- istihlak],
2. n. Common usage: soznifl — m&nisi a issitma
med. n. Fever; chills: — drld- to run a
word's common meaning/ kundilik —idigan
temperature/ issitmini qaytur- to bring
mallar articles of everyday use.
down a fever. Cf. tap I, qizitma. [U. isit♦ — qil- a. to consume: tamaq — qil- to
md].
eat; haraq — qil- to drink liquor; b. to
use: kundilik - qilidigan mallar articles of issiz
adj. Smokeless: — porox smokeless gun
everyday use. [U. iste"mol (#1-2)].
powder/ — kbmtiri smokeless coal; hard
istimal^i
coal; anthracite,
n. Consumer. Cf. matlubat.
issiq
istinja
1. adj. Hot; warm: — bdlwag geo. tropical
n. Purification: - qil- to clean up.
zone: — bdlwag dsumlukliri bot. tropical
isadaplants/ — (iray warm-hearted; kind; corvi. To sob: -pyigla- to sob. Cf. xirtilda- ,
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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issiq^an
dial: — (iray ad&m a kind person; u bizni
— giray bil&n qarsi aldi he welcomed us
cordially/ -- su hot water/ - qagida- to be
heatproof, able to stand heat/ — qan warm
blood/ — kUn hot day/ — kiyin- to dress
warmly/ -- eqim warm current/ — yadro
reaksiyisi phy. thermonuclear reaction/ —
yadro qorali mil. thermonuclear weapon/
— neytron phy. thermal neutron. Cf. qiziq
2. [C. tstglM. isigITvL. yssylTy. iziglH. issiqV
2. med. adj. Hot: — kdl- (tut-) to cause
excessive internal heat/ issigi ay- to suffer
from excessive internal heat/ bu dorinin
tdbiiti — this medicine is hot.
♦ — tut- to dress warmly: balini — tut- to
dress a child warmly/ ♦ — dt- a. to radi
ate heat; b. to suffer a heat stroke; c. to
admire, fall in love with,
issiq^an
med. adj. Hot; warm: — addm a hot-natured person,
issiq-sogaq
1. n. Hot and cold: u ydrnifl hawasi
dzgirisgan, —qa diqq&t qiliH the weather
there is changeable, so pay attention to hot
and cold.
2. n. Wind and frost: besidin —ni kdp dtkUzto be weather-beaten.
issiqlaphys. vi. To become hot (of the human
body): u —p ketip juwisini seliwdtti he be
came hot and took off his furcoat.
issiqliq
1. phy. n. Heat: — tarqatqugi radiator/ —
tosalgusi thermal barrier/ — dorisi med. hot
medicine / — sdzgugi qarsiliq thermal resis
tor/ — qil- to sweat: sogifliz eyip ketiptu — qilifl you caught a cold, please sweat/ —
elektir istansisi heat and power plant/ —
energiyisi thermal energy/ - mdnbisi heat
source/ — miqdari quantity of heat/ ular
kiinnifl issiqligiga qarimastin UlGwdrdi they

iskat
kept on working in spite of the heat.
2. med. n. Prickly heat: -- drld- to break
out with prickly heat.
3. n. Food given as gift on special occa
sions like births and funerals: — dip barto pass out food.
issinvi. To warm oneself: otqa — to warm one
self by a fire,
israp
n. Waste: — bol- to be wasted/ waqitni —
qil- to waste time: waqitni — qilgugi spend
thrift; wastrel. Cf. zaya. [Q. ysrapl\5.
isrof\.
israp(iliq
n. = israpxorluq.
israpxor
n. Wastrel; spendthrift. Also israp qilgugi.
[Q. ysrapyyl],
israpxorluq
n. Wastefulness: -- qil- to be wasteful/
—qa qarsi tur- to oppose extravagance and
waste. Also israpgiliq. [Q. ysrapsyldyq],
isriq
n. Plant incense: — sal- to burn incense.
Cf. ^an III. [M. isriqlU. isiriq],
isriqdan
n. Incense burner,
isriqlavt. To fumigate with scented plants,
isqat
rel. n. Money or goods given to funeral
attendees by the deceased's relatives as a
form of redemption.
isqat(i
n. sby who received isqat.
isqirtvi. To whistle. [KK. ysqyr-llk. syzgyrt-riv.
sygyr-1.
iskat
n. Pattern; shape; style: - girayliq having
beautiful patterns/ —kd k&ltur- to complete
a design/ —kd kir- to take shape/ iskitini

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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islam^unas

iskatsiz
yoqat- to lose shape,
iskatsiz
adj. Shapeless; not stylish,
iskatlik
adj. Well-shaped; beautifully styled: —
ayaq well-designed shoes,
iskandariya
geo. n. Alexandria,
iskanja
n. Vise.
iskai\jiwil
cul. n. A drink made of sugar and grapejuice.
iskai\jila1. vt. To place in between, press from
both sides.
2. vt. To clamp down, suppress,
iskipidar
chem. n. Turpentine. Also called terpentin. [<R. sldpidar\.
iskiripka
mus. n. Violin. [<R. skripka\.
iskilat
n. Depot; storehouse; warehouse: may —/
oil depot. [<R. sklad].
iskilat(i
n. Warehouse keeper.
iskilit
phys. n. Marrow: addm —i human bone
marrow. Cf. yilik. [<R. skelet (skele
ton)],
iskinii
n. Chisel (tool): — bildnyagag oy- to chisel
wood. Cf. (akka, katkii.
isim
1. n. Name: - qoy- to name/ ismi bar, jismi yoq in name but not in reality; nomi
nal; titular/ ismi jismiga layiq the name
matching reality; worthy of the name/ is
mi fiiz nimd what is your name?/ ismini
ata- to call or mention by name/ basqa —i
other name; alias/ drkildtmd —i pet name;
term of endearment. Cf. at II 1. [C- ism)

Tk. isem].
2. gr. n. Noun. [U. ism (#1-2)].
isimda$
n. sby of the same name,
isimsiz
adj. Nameless; anonymous,
isimlik
1. n. Name list; register; roll; roster: —tin
giqiriwdt- to remove name from a list. Cf.
tizim, tizimlik, royxat, royixat.
2. adj. Called; named: dmdt — addm a
person called Amat. Cf. atliq II 1, namliq.
isyan
n. Rebellion; revolt: — kdtdr- to rebel, re
volt / —ni bastur- to quell a rebellion. Cf.
topilan I, qozgilan, galyan. [U. isen],
isyan^i
n. Rebel. Cf. topilangi, qozgilangi, galyanji.
islavt. To cure, smoke: gds — to smoke meat,
islah
n. Improvement; reform: — qil- to im
prove, reform: yeziq - qilif script or writ
ing reform. [U. isloh],
islahat
n. Reform: — yurgiiz- to carry out reform/
demokratik —i democratic reform/ ydr —i
land reform. [U. islohot].
islahatgi
n. Reformer,
islahat^iliq
n. Reformism: burzuaislahatgiligibouTgeois
reformism.
isla$vi. To be fumigated: by islUip k&tti the
room was fumigated,
islam
1. rel. n. Islam: -- dini Islamic religion.
[U. islom\.
2. n. Male name,
islam^unas

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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islam^unasliq

i^tat

rel. n. Islamicist.
cept an order (for a sewing job)/ -- tik- to
islam$unasliq
do sewing.
rel. n. Islamic studies,
♦ — tap- a. to seek work; b. to look for
islamiyat
trouble.
rel. n. Islamism. Also islam dini.
i$arat
island
n. Gesture; signal: qol isariti hand signal/
geo. n. Iceland: — tili Icelandic language,
kbz isariti qil- to signal with eyes. Also
isliq
$arat, $am, ima, ima-i^arat. [KK. isaratlTii.
adj. Smoky: — kdmiiri bituminous or soft
isardllJ. isorat].
coal,
4aratlaismena
1. vt. To beckon, gesture, signal. Cf. i^ilti-,
n. Shift; work period: dttigdnlik — morn
imala- .
ing shift/ kegilik — night shift. [ < R. sme2. vt. To convey, hint, impart, imply, sug
nd\.
gest.
if
i$an
1. n. Matter; item; thing; affair; business;
1. rel. n. Holy man, at times specifically a
cause; undertaking; work; arrangements:
preacher of the Sufi sect. Often used post— ponkiti service center/ — pUur- to handle
positionally as title. [Q. isan/Hi. isan/\J. ebusiness properly/ — tasla- to go on strike/
son].
— tamam wdssalam everything is just fine/
2. n. Male name.
— tugd- a. to be completed (of work); b. to 4anlik
be done for: dmdi min —i tUgidi this time
abstract n. of i^an: — qil- to work as an ihe is done for/ -- hdqqi wages/ — kuni
shan.
workday/ — yaqmas lazy: — yaqmas addm
a lazy person/ — mdydani work or con
n. Affair; matter; thing; business.
struction site / —tin tayqiri sparetime/ —tin 4piyon
giiy- to go off work/ —tin giq- expresses idea
n. Spy: —lamin buzgmgiligidin saqlan- to
of uselessness (also kardin giq-)! —tin qalguard against the sabotage of spies. Cf.
to delay work, stay away from work/ —qa
aygaqgi, tin-tin^i, jasus. [<R. spiori].
as- to achieve, accomplish, realize/ —qa o- i$piyonluq
runlas- to get a job/ —qa sal- to use, employ,
n. Espionage: — qil- to spy, engage in
make use of / —qa yara- to serve the pur
espionage. Cf. aygaqgiliq, jasusluq.
pose, be of use/ alaqidar — related matter/ i?t
qurulis —liri construction business. [C- W
zoo. n. Dog (CanisfaKK. isIM. 4/0. 4/OT. is (labor; work)/Q.
miliaris): ♦ — uziimi
fj/Th. e^/Tu. 4/U. is].
bot. black nightshade
2. n. Trouble; problems; bad luck: — teri(Solanum nigrum),
to ask for trouble/ —qa tuk giq- to cause
used in Uyghur folk
problems, make trouble/ yeqinda min besiga
medicine (also it'iiziinurgm —lark&ldi he has had much bad luck
mi). Also it.
lately. Cf. pi^kallik, domila, dii$kallik, $or i$tat
II, n^lik.
1. n. Authorized
3. n. Handiwork (in sewing): — al- to acstrength: —qa kirgiizi^tuzumi
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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i^tatliq
to bring into line with authorized strength/
—ni ixgamla- (qisqart-) to reduce staff/
-nin sirtidiki xadimlar surplus personnel.
2. n. State (of certain nations): amerika
qosma —liri United States of America,
i^tatliq
adj. of i^tat: - ximdtgi staff member; em
ployee within an organization.
i$tan
do. n. Pants; trousers: -nin pusqigi pantlegs/ -nin egi pant crotch/ paxtiliq — cot
ton-padded trousers/ yalan — unlined
pants/ ♦ istini ikki bolup qal- to have two
pairs of pants (refers to sby whose lot has
improved). Cf. ?im. [<R. stany~\.
i^tanbag
do. n. Pants belt.
i$tanpaypaq
do. n. Infant's pants with attached stock
ings,
i^tangaq
adj. Wearing underpants: u dydin —la giqti he came out of the room with only un
derpants on.
i^tanliq
adj. of 4tan: u bazardin bir — sarja dip
kdl- di he bought serge for one pair of
pants in the market.
4tay
n. Appetite: - tutuluy med. anorexy/ — rasla- to work up a good appetite. Also i^tiha.
i^taysiz
adj. = i^tihasiz.
4taysizlik
n. = i^tihasizliq.
4taylik
adj. = i^tihaliq.
i$tiha
n. 4tay: -si tutul- (bogul-) to lose one's ap
petite/ -si yaxyi having a good appetite/ -ni
ag- (—si egil-) to whet the appetite. [U. iytahd\.
i^tihasiz

i^aklik
adj. Without appetite. Also i|taysiz.
i^tihasizliq
n. of i$tihasiz: —tin min teni ajizlap ketiptu
he became weak because he had no appe
tite. Also i^taysizlik.
i^tihaliq
adj. Having an appetite: - addm sby with
an appetite. Also i^taylik.
i^tirap
n. Fine; penalty. Cf. pala, jarimana.
4tirak
n. Attendance; presence: — qil- to attend,
be present. [U. iytiroq^.
i$tirak(i
n. Attendant; sby who is present,
i^tiraksiz
adj. Absent; not attending: — sot trial by
default.
4tiyaq
n. Eagerness; enthusiasm: — bagla- to en
gender eagerness or enthusiasm/ — bildn
anla- to listen eagerly/ - bildn nax$a eyt- to
sing enthusiastically. [U. istieq].
i^ak
zoo. n. Donkey; ass (Asinus): — harwisi
donkey cart/ 1 — hanraydur sayda, mdlum
bolur patqaq jayda the donkey is braying
in the dry riverbed, (its worth) will be
known in a muddy place (JMC). [K. esek!
M. dsydkIO. esek/Q. esekllk. isdk/Tu. esekl\J.
eyak],
i^ak^i
n. Donkey groom,
ifakqomu^i
bot. n. Scorzonera subacaulis.
i^akqurut
zoo. n. Woodlouse. Cf. qiriqayaq.[K. esek
kurt],
i^akyemi
med. n. Nettle rash.
i$akyilimi
n. Donkey-hide glue,
i^aklik

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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• ••I
•
i^^madigi

adj. of

i^qiwaz
u — Midi he came by donkey.

4akmadigi

bot. n. Toadstool.

mehnat(i 1. [Tk. es(e/T\. is^i].
4{i-xizmat(i

n. Workers and staff.

4an-

4xana

vi. To believe, trust: dinga — to believe in
religion/ rest ddp — to believe to be true/
isinip kdt- to be credulous or trusting/ ♦
—gdn tagda kiyikyatmaptu the antelope that
was believed to be on the mountain was
not there (expresses great disappoint
ment). [K. /je/j-Zlk. yfan-/\J. iyon-].
4andiirvt. To convince, cause to believe: u meni
bir s6z bildnla —di with one sentence he
convinced me.
4an9
n. Confidence; trust: -- art- (as-) to strength
en trust/ — bagla- (qil-) to trust/ — kamil
full of confidence/ —k& tol- to be full of
confidence/ bu isqa —ifl barmu are you cer
tain about this thing?; are you confident
about this work? Also iman 2.
4an(siz
adj. Unreliable; untrustworthy; lacking
confidence.
4an9sizlik
n. Lack of trust or confidence.
i$an(lik
adj. Reliable; trustworthy: — kiyi reliable
people. [Th. ysanygly].
4(an
adj. Diligent; assiduous; industrious: -bala a diligent child. Cf. tiri^^an, tiri^qaq, tir4ip, amga^an, qtihatliq.
4(anliq
n. Diligence; industry. Cf. tir4(anliq, tir4qaqliq, amgak^anliq, ijtihat. [Tk. esgdnM].

n. Administrative office; shop: tdmiirfilik
isxanisi blacksmith shop. Cf. kabinet.
4siz
adj. Unemployed: — qal- to be unemployed.
[Q. wjfz/Tk. essez].
4sizliq
n. Unemployment. [Q. issizdik].
4$ak
m. Weight measure, about 2.5 kg. See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80.

451

n. Worker; laborer: -- siniwi laboring
class/ —lar hdrkiti labor movement/ —lar
uyusmisi labor union/pisqdddm — old work
er/ kan —si mine worker. Cf. amgak^i,

4?i-

med. vi. To swell, be inflamed: put—di the
foot was swollen / kOz —di the eye was in
flamed/ ♦ -p oltur- to sit stockstill.
4?itmed. vt. To cause to be inflamed or swoll
en: u kdzini —iwaptu he caused his eyes to
swell.

4?iq

med. n. Inflammation; swelling: — kesili
dropsy; edema (alsosuluqissiq, ussuqkesili)!
—ni yandur- to bring a swelling down. Cf.
u^qun II, u$$uq 1, gadaza.
4waz
n. sby bogged down in routine matters.
4wazliq
abstract n. of 4^az.

4q

n. Admiration; adoration; love: —ini b&rto adore, admire/ 1 —i yoq U&k, ddrt yoq
kesdk a donkey doesn't love, an adobe
brick suffers no pain. Cf. koyiik 2. [C'isq/Tu. ysklU. isq].
4qavt. To rub, scrub: qolni — to rub hands/
kir — to scrub clothes (while washing).
Also 4qiIa-> [Tk- y^^-/U. isqa-].
4qiwaz

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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ira

i^qiwazliq

n. Lover; fan: top oynasqa — bcillgame fan/ i$la1. vi. To work, labor: tapsuruq — to do
sazga - music lover. [U. isqivoz].
one's
homework or duty/ jiddi — to work
i^qiwazliq
tensely,
be all keyed up/ qattiq — to work
abstract n. of 4qiwaz.
energetically, go all out/ 1 Uligdn gUl&ydu
4qilathose who work must eat. [KK. isle-/Ta.
vt. = i|qa- .
esld-ITn. Ule-y
4qi-muhabbat
2. vi. To be of use or serve the purpose:
n. Love. Cf. mubabbat 1, mebb*.
senifl hiinirifl bu ydrdd Ulimdydu your skill
i^kap
is of no use here.
n. Case; wardrobe: kitap Ukawi bookcase/
i^Iapgiqarkiyim Ukawi wardrobe. [Y. yskaap].
vt. To produce, make: asliq — to produce
i$kal
food.
n. Fetters; shackles: - selip qoy- to put on
i$lap(iqir4
fetters. Cf. taqaq 3, ki^an 2. [U. Ukal].
n. Production; output: —
overpro
i|kalladuction/ “ wastiliri means of production/
vt. To put on fetters.
— usuli mode of production/ — qoralliri
i$ittools of production/ — - quruluf bintudn mil.
vt. To hear, listen: awaz — to hear a
production and construction corps, a con
sound/ til - to get a scolding. [C. eyit-IKK.
stituent part of the Xinjiang military region/
esit-IOT. dsit-; dsid-ITk. Uet-l\J. esit-IY. i—
kiigliri production forces/ — munasiwdthit-].
liri production relations/ —ni rawajlanduri^itilto develop production. [U. Ulabgiqaris].
vi. pass, of i^it- : yiraqtin omigilamifinaxsa
awazi -ip turatti the song of wheat cutters i$latvt. To employ, use: addm — to employ
came from afar. [KK. esitil-].
people/ pul “ to spend money/ kalla — to
i$ik
use brains/ matiriyal — to use materials.
n. Door: — baqari doorman/ — beii lintel/ —
[KK. islet-].
halqisi door knocker/ — ramkisi door
frame/ — zdnjiri door latch/ — qaniti door
n. Seasonal or casual laborer.
leaf/ Uigini bekit- to hang a door/ Uigini gOk(ur-) to knock on a door/ &gm& — arched 4Iam(ilik
abstract n. of i^lamgi: — qil- to work sea
door/1 eqin su sesimaydu, - ulgiijigi girisonally,
maydu running water does not decay (go
stale), a door hinge does not rot/ ♦ awaz i^lanvi. To be done, made: U UUnip boldi the
4/g/phys. glottis. [C. esik/K. eyiklKK. esik!
work was done. flh. esldn-].
Ih. UekITv. eziktXi. esik\.
4gal
vi. To be employed or used: —gdn ndrsd
n. Seizing; occupying: sdhdmi - qil- to oc
used or second-hand item,
cupy a city. [U. Uiol\.
ira
4galiyat
n. Epoch; era: yefli — new era. Also era;
n. = i^gal.
cf. dawr, dawran, ayyam, zaman, qari^galiyat^i
n. Occupier.
na.
KEY 1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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irada
irada
1. n. Determination; will; willpower: -bagla- (tikld-) to be determined/ — bildur(ipadila-) to show determination/ iradisi bos
weak-willed/ iradisi kUglUk (must&hkam)
strong-willed/ jdflgiwar — will to fight/ ulugwar — mighty will power. [U. iroda],
2. n. Destiny; fate; lot: - bolup qalsa turpan^imu bararsiz as fate would have it, you
will perhaps go to Turpan. Cf. palak 2,
pi^ana 2, taqdir, rozi, qismat.
iradi(ilik
ph. n. Theory of the importance of will
power,
iradisiz
adj. Without determination or will,
iradisiziik
abstract n. of iradisiz.
iradilik
adj. Determined; strong-willed,
iradinama
n. Written pledge; statement of one's de
termination,
iraq
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
iran
n. Care; concern: — qil- to care about
(mostly used in negation): u hegnimigd
—midi he did not care about anything,
iransiz
adj. Callous; uncaring; unconcerned. Cf.
bigam, gamsiz, muzdak 2.
iransizlik
n. Callousness; cold
bloodedness. Cf. bigamlik,
gamsizlik.
irsa
bot. n. Iris ensata; I.
germanica, used in
Uyghur folk medicine,
irsiy
phys. adj. Inherited:
— kes&llik hereditary
irsa

irini9ik
disease.
irsiyat
phys. n. Heredity,
irsiyat^unas
n. Geneticist,
irsiyat^unasliq
n. Genetics,
irratsional
math. adj. Irrational: — tdfllimd irrational
equation/ -- san irrational number/ — Junksiyd irrational function/ — ipadd irrational
formula/ — yiltiz irrational root. [<R. ir
ratsional'nyf],
irq
n. Race (human). [Th. irk (lineage; origin)/
U. irq],
irqgi
n. Racist,
irqjiliq
n. Racism,
irq^unas
n. Ethnologist,
irq^unasliq
n. Ethnology,
irqiy
adj. Racial; ethnic: — kdmsitiy racial or eth
nic discrimination,
irkit
cul. n. Whey; buttermilk. [Q. irkit\.
irivi. To turn sour (of milk): silt —p qaptu the
milk turned sour. [K. iri-].
iridiy
chem. n. Iridium (Ir). [<R. iridij\.
iris
cul. n. Toffee. Also iris kdmpit. [<R. iris].
irim
n. Inauguration: — qil- to inaugurate. [U.
irim],
irim^ik
cul. n. A kind of cheese. Cf. pi|Iaq 1. [Q.
Mmstk].
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irganlairganlavi. To rock, sway, shake: -p marl- to walk
with faltering steps,
irgay
hot. n. Honeysuckle (Lonicera). [Mo. irgai/T\. yrgaj].
irgivi. To jump, leap: omidin -p tur- to jump
up/ eriqtin —p 6t- to jump over a ditch.
Cf. taqla- , jagra- , sabra-. [U. irgi-].
irgit1. vt. To shake: iinik — to shake apricots.
2. vt. To throw off: —ip tayla- to throw off,
abandon, leave behind.
irma$-(imia$
adj. Complex; intricate: — baglinU complex.
relationship,
iz
n. Imprint; print; spoor; trace; track: —
bos- a. to track: iz besip qoglap kal- to go
in hot pursuit of; b. to replace, substitute,
succeed, take over from: u ustimiznifl izini
basti he is taking over the master work
er's position/ — qogla- to track or trace/ —
kdrsdtkug atom phy. atom tracer; labeled
atom/ -ga guf- a. to trace, track; b. to get
onto the right track: Ular-ga gtisti work got
onto the right track/ —ga sal- a. to put in the
right place: zapgaslami 6z -ga sal- to put
spare parts in the right place; b. to be put
on track: xizmdtldr izga selindi work was
put on track/ ayaq -i footprint/ barmaq -i
fingerprint/ 1 yigit sozidin qaytmas, yolwas —idin a true man does not go back on
his word, a tiger does not backtrack. Also
iztiz. [KK. izJQ. iz/Tu. yz/T\. is/lJ. iz].
iza
n. Sense of shame: — tart- to feel ashamed/
—£a qoy- to embarrass, humiliate. [KK. yza
(Arger; Verdruss)/Q. yza/U. iza].
iza-ahanat
n. Shame; humiliation; dishonor: — qil- to
shame, dishonor/ —kd qaldur- to cause

izdak-soraq
embarrassment, put to shame,
iza-alam
n. = iza-ahanat.
izah
n. Explanation; annotation; note: -bagligugi gr. explanatory conjunction. [U. izoh
(postscript; footnote)],
izahat
n. Direction; caption. Cf. tapsir. [U. izohot].
izahlalit. vt. To annotate, explain. Cf. tapsirla-.
izahlanlit. vi. To be annotated: bu sdz intahin tdpsili izahliniptu this word is annotated in
great detail,
izahliq
lit. adj. Annotated: — lugdt annotated dic
tionary,
izbasar
n. Successor,
iztirap
1. n. Trouble; bother. [C. iztirab].
2. n. Anxiety; worry,
iz-tiz
n. Imprint; print; trace. Also iz.
izdavi. To look for, seek, trace: —p tap- to find
out/ hdqiq&t - to search for the truth/ yol
— to look for directions, seek a resolution/
1 yigit sdzidin qaytmas, yolwas izidin a
gentleman does not go back on his word,
a tiger does not back down/ ♦ tirnaq astidin kir — to point to a crack to look for
dirt (to nitpick, find fault). Also ista- ,
izla- . [K. izde-].
izda$1. vi. mut. of izda- .
2. vi. To associate, have dealings with.
Also izlaf- .
izdak-soraq
n. News: — qil- to inquire about news. Al
so axbarat 2, derak, xawar 1, sirtiq, u-
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izdan(ur, malumat 2.
izdanvi. To study intensively, take seriously;
delve into: izdinip iighn- to study con
scientiously/ kdsp Ustida — to study voca
tional work intensively,
iz-derak
n. Sign; mail; news; indication; message;
whereabouts: iz-derigi yoq there is no
message/ iz-derigini qil- to inquire about
(sby’s) whereabouts,
iz-deraksiz
adj. Without a sign or trace: u — yoqilip
k&tti his whereabouts is unknown.
iz(i
n. Tracker (of animals); boy scout. [Q. tzstlTv. wfz/U. izQi\.
iz(il
adv. Consistently; continuously; thorough
ly: - yax$i consistently good. [KK. izsiUM.
izgil\.
iz(illa$vi. To be implemented or carried out.
iz(illa^urvt. To implement, carry out: siyas&tni —
to implement policy. Cf. bejir- .
iz^illiq
n. Consistency; thoroughness,
izxir
bot. n. Lemongrass
(Andropogon citratus), used in Uyghur folk medicine,
izhar
n. Expression; rev
elation: igki hissiyatni — qil- to re
veal inner feelings/
minn&tdarliq — qilto express grati
tude. [Th. izharlU.
izxir
izhor],
izsiz

izna
adj. Without trace. [Q.
izzat
1. n. Respect; tribute: — tap- to be re
spected. [KK. izzetlU. izzat].
2. n. Fame; reputation: izzitini sat- to sell
one's respect (not to know how to appre
ciate favors). Also hormat, hormM-izzat,
izzat-hormat, izzat-ikram.
izzM-hormat
n. = izzat.
izzat-ikram
n. = izzat.
izzatlavt. To honor, respect, admire,
izzatlik
adj. Respected; esteemed; honored: -mehman honored guest. Cf. motiwar.
izzat-naps
n. Dignity; honor; self-respect; self-esteem,
izgirin
adj. Ice-cold (of wind): — $amal ice-cold
wind. [U. izgirin],
izlavt. To look for, seek, trace. Also ista-,
izda-. [KK. izle-IT&. ezld-/U. izla-].
izla$vi. To associate with, have dealings or
contact with. Also izda$- .
izma
do. n. Loop for fastening apparel: — (iqarto make loops. Cf. patla.

izmilavt. To button. Cf. tiigmila- .
izmiliq
adj. Buttoned; tied up: — tagar tied-up sack,
izna
1. n. Outline; contour: —sini giqar- to

KEY 1. < derived from;
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ikan

iznak
make a rough sketch, draw the outline of.
2. n. Capital (money). Cf. d^maya, dir,
sarmaya, kapital, mablag.
iznak
n. Badge; insignia: xatirQ iznigi souvenir
badge/ mOktQp iznigi school badge. [<R.
znak].
iwan
n. Shortcoming; defect; drawback: - tapto search for shortcomings/ — qoy- to
blame, fault,
iwansiz
adj. Without faults or shortcomings,
iwriq
n. Flask or bottle for washing hands. [M.
iwriq (ewer)],
iwivi. To soften: gag iwidi hair turned soft,
iwitvt. To soften: gag - to soften hair,
iqbal
1. n. Good fortune; happiness; success.
[U. iqbol].
2. n. Future; prospect,
iqtidar
n. Ability; capability. Cf. qabiliyat, imkan. [U. iqtodor (strength; power)],
iqtidarsiz
adj. Incapable; unable. Cf. amalsiz, qabiliyatsiz.
iqtidarsizliq
n. Inability; incapacity. Cf. amalsizliq,
qabiliyatsizlik.
iqtidarliq
adj. Able; capable. Cf. qabil, qabiliyatlik,
qadir 1.
iqtisat
1. n. Economy: - qil- to economize: asliq
- qil- to save grain/ sotsiyalistik ~ social
ist economy. Cf. xojiliq 1, igilik 2. [U.
iqtisod].
2. n. Money: iqtisadi yoq without money.
Cf. pul m).

iqtisatgil
adj. Economical; frugal; thrifty: — ad&m
thrifty person/ turmu^ta — bol- to live a fru
gal life. Cf. teja^lik.
iqtisat(illiq
n. Economy; frugality; thrift: gofl^eni tirifganliq w& — bildn basqur- to run a com
mune industriously and economically,
iqtisat^unas
n. Economist.
iqtisat$unasliq
n. Economics,
iqtisatwaz
n. sby who advocates or practices economism.
iqtisatwazliq
n. Economism.
iqtisadiy
adj. Economic: — a/agd economic relations/
— bOhran economic crisis (also — Mrizis)/
— giiskiinluk economic recession/ — hdmkarliq economic mutual aid/ -- zira 'dt cash or
industrial crop/ — yarddm economic aid.
iqrar
1. n. Candor; honesty: — bol- to be candid
or honest.
2. n. Acknowledgment; admission; confes
sion; concession: xataliqni — qil- to admit
a mistake.
iqrarnama
n. Written confession,
iqlim
1. n. Climate: - sara'iti climatic condi
tion/ -i issiq jaylar a place with a hot cli
mate. Cf. abihawa, hawa 12, kelimat, kilimat. [C- iqlim/O. iklim/U. iqlim].
2. geo. n. Zone: ydtta - the entire world.
Cf. balwag 2, zona.
iqlimla^vi. To become acclimatized,
iqlimla^turvt. To acclimatize,
ikan
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ikki
1. pp. following a notional word, express
es hearsay: u igU monguliyigd baridikdn he
reportedly is going to Inner Mongolia/ u
ydmin topisi qizgug kelidikdn it is said that
the soil there is pink. [C- ekdn/Tu. ekeri],
2. pp. following a notional word, conveys
sense of sth just learned: min bir ogli bar
— I just found out that he really has a boy.
ikki
num. Two: — bisliq a. double-edged: —
bisliq pigaq double-edged sword; - bisliq
siyasdt dual policy; b. having a double
meaning: - bisliq soz pun/ — t&rdplimd two
sides or aspects: mdsiligd — tdrdplimd qara- to look at a problem from both sides/
— tdrdplimilik = — yaqlimiliql — tilliq addm a bilingual person/ — dunya a. two
worlds; b. two different things/ — dn dou
ble width/ —xiyalhting of two minds; half
hearted/ — drk&sliktogd zoo. Bactrian camel
(Camelus bactrianus)/ — qollap bdr- to
present with both hands/ - qolluq siyasdt
dual policy/ — ki^ilik karwat double bed/ -yaqlimiliq duality/ — yuz a. two sides or as
pects; b. two-faced: — yiiz addm two-faced
person/ — yuzltik a. two-sided: — yUzluk
kaji two-sided (reversible) khaki; b. twofaced: — yuzliik qil- to be two-faced/ —
yuzlimd two-faced / — yuzlimigi two-faced
person/ - yuzlimigilik duplicity: - yuzlimigilik qil- to be two-faced; — yuzlimigilik
ndyrdfl double-faced tactic/ - yilliq dsumlUk two-year old plant / - mdnbdgilik dual
ism/ ♦ — put bir dtiikkd tiqil- to squeeze
two feet into one boot (to be at the end of
one's rope)/ ♦ — raym not necessarily;
uncertain: unifl kelisi — tayin it is uncertain
whether he will come/ ♦ - dunyaliq bolto be of two worlds (to have no common
language or similarity; to break relations)/
♦ — otturida qal- to feel awkward/ ♦ —
qolni burniga tiqip qal- to squeeze both
hands into one's nose (to fail, come to

inranothing). [Q. ikki/K. ekil KK. eki/OT.
eki/Ta. ike; ikdu/Tn. iki/Tv. iji/U. ikki/Y.
ikki].
ikkizak
n. Twins. Cf. qo$kezak. [U. egizak],
ikkiqat
med. n. Pregnant woman,
ikkiylan
num. Twosome; both: u — dost the two
are friends. [C- ikkdldlY. ikkien].
ikkilam^i
adj. Secondary: an — consciousness is sec
ondary,
ikkilanvi. To hesitate, vacillate, waver: higbir
—mdslik not to hesitate in the slightest. [U.
ilddlan-].
ikkingi
1. num. Second: — kun the second or next
day/ — ndsri second printing. [K. ekingUYJH.
ekin^iKJI. ekintHYz.. ikengelTa. ikincilY.
ikkis],
2. adj. Again: — turluk qilip eytqanda in
other words/ — kdlmdslik not to come
again / - egiz agmasliq not to say anything
again/ ♦ — tdrdp opposite side; other par
ty/ ♦ — god quruqluq geo. sub-continent.
ikkingilik
n. Second place; runner-up position: —ni
al- to win second place,
inak
phys. n. Chin; lower jaw: — gtisup kdtti the
chin dropped/ ♦ ifiigini qostur- to wrap a
jaw (according to Muslim custom, the jaw
of a deceased person is wrapped to keep
the mouth from opening)/ ♦ unifl -kd taqa$qan baliliri bar he has a child grown up
to his jaws (he has a grown-up cWld). Cf.
tdwdn sdfligi. [U. engak].
ina-ina
onom. expresses the sound of a crying ba
by,
inra-
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igisiz

iniijvi. To moan, groan. [U. ingra-'].
in4vi. To bend, droop, stoop: -ip qara- to
bend and look at/ -ip man- to walk in a
stooped manner,
iyul
n. July. Used mostly in publications.
Common term hydttingi ay. [<R. iyul’].
iyun
n. June. Used mostly in publications.
Common term is altingi ay. [<R. iyun'].
iyin
n. Loose grapes,
igwa
n. Rumor: ~ tarqat- to spread a rumor / ~
toqu- to start a rumor. Also pitna, pitnapasat, pitna-igwa, osak I, gap 3. [U. igvo
(intrigue; provocation)],
igwa^i
n. Rumormonger; tattletale; gossip. Also
igwagar; cf. pitni^i, pitnixor.
igwagar
n. = igwaji.
igwagar^ilik
n. Rumormongering; provocation; incite
ment: um igwagargiligi war provocation,
iga
1. n. Owner; head: 6y igisi head of a house
hold; host/ ♦ toy igisi sby who gives a
wedding. Cf. xojayin, gojayin, mulukdar.
[K. ee/OT. idi/lii. iya/Tu. ee].
2. n. Possessor: - bol-&. to have, pos
sess, be provided with: himayigd — bol- to
be given support, endorsed; zor dhmiydtkd
- bol- to have great significance; is&ngkd bol- to be confident, trusted; mol tabii
bayliqqa - bol- to have rich natural re
sources; b. to be responsible for: 6z sOzig& dzi — bol- to be responsible for one's
own words; dzi qilian isqa dzi — bol- to be
responsible for one's own actions/ bu is intayin muhim dhmiydtdd — this matter has
great significance.

3. gr. n. Subject: - beqinda jumld subject
clause/ “ xdwdr sdz birikmisi subject-pred
icate word group. [U. ega (/^l-3)].
4. rel. n. (with first person singular suf
fix) God; Alltih.
iga-(aqa
n. Master; owner.
iga-(aqisiz
adj. Masterless; ownerless: — bala home
less child/ — dy ownerless house. Also igi
siz.
igar
ag. n. Saddle: — toqu- to saddle up/ 1 at
tapqigd — tap buy a saddle before you buy
a horse. [KK. er/Tv. ^zer/U. egarlY.
ynyyr].
igar-toqum
ag. n. Harness; saddle gear (i.e. saddle and
pad). [U. egar-tuqum].
igar-jabduq
ag. n. = igar-toqum. [U. egar-zabduq].
igarlaag. vt. To saddle up: atni — to saddle up a
horse. [Y. ydyyrdaa-].
igallavt. To own, possess. Also igila- . [U. egalla-{to take over, occupy)],
igallanvi. To be possessed,
igidar^iliq
n. Ownership; proprietorship: -- qil- to
have ownership. Also igidarliq, igilik 1;
cf. tasarrup, xojayinliq, gojayinliq, miiliik^ilik.
igidarliq
n. = igidargiliq: - hoquqi proprietary
rights,
igi^a
n. Elder sister. Cf. aga I 1, hada.
igisiz
adj. Masterless; ownerless: - qal- to be
without support/ — muliik ownerless prop
erty/ ♦ - jumld gr. a sentence without
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igir
subject. Also iga-caqisiz.
igir
bot. n. Calamus; sweetflag (Acorus calamus),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine,
igirvt. To spin: gaq — to
work a spinning wheel/
ingikd — to spin finely/
yip — to spin a thread.
[Mo. egere-/Hi. z>/U.
igir
jigir-].
igiz
adj. High; tall: -- atartop mil. anti-aircraft
gun / - asman upper sl^; stratosphere/ baryer pe. high hurdles/ - tag qonalgusi
mountain camp/ - Qoqqa peak; summit/ —
imardt tall structure/ — golluqzira'&t highstalked crop / siz mdndin — you are taller
than me. Cf. baland, oskilan, ora 1, u{ma, uqat. [Mo. yeke\.
igiz-pas
adj. Bumpy; uneven:
uneven ground/
“ yo/bumpy road/ ♦ to talk non
sense,
igizlavi. To rise, soar: ayrupilan barganseri igizlimdktd the airplane kept soaring. Cf. kotiril- 1.
igizlatvt. To elevate, heighten, lift, raise,
igizlik
1. n. Height: bu d&rdxnifl igizligi ikki jail
kelidu this tree is two jang tall.
2. geo. n. Plateau: pamir igizligi Pamir
plateau.
igilavt. = igalla- : 1 h&qiqdt igilidu sunmaydu
the truth can be bent but not broken,
igilik
1. n. Ownership; management: — almof gr.
possessive pronoun/ — hoquqi sovereign

ilaj
ty/ ~ kelis gr. genitive case/ ddldt igiligidiki
state-owned; state-run/ ♦ - tikld- to start
an undertaking, do pioneering work: quruq qol bildn -- tikld- to start from
scratch, build up from nothing. Also igidar^iliq; cf. tasarrup, xojayii^q, igidarjiliq, gojayinliq, muliik^ilik.
2. n. Economy: —ni rawajlandurup, t&minldsni kapaldtl&ndUrus develop the econo
my and safeguard supplies/ xdlq igiligi na
tional economy. Cf. xojiliq 1, iqtisat 1.
il1. vt. To hang, suspend: kiyimni kiyim asqugqa — to hang clothes on a hanger. [Tu.
il-m. il-].
2. vt. To put or slip on: xdyni putqa iliwalto put on slippers/ nanga — to put (sth) on
bread.
3. vt. To baste: yamaqni Hip qoyup, andin
tikin please baste the patch and then sew it
on.
ilah
rel. n. God; supreme being: ilahim oh, my
God!/ waba —i god of pestilence. Cf. alia,
parwardigar, xuda, xudayi-ta'ala, rab.
[C- ilah].
ilahiy
rel. adj. Godly; divine; holy; sacred: — dqidd divine or sacred law/ ~ hakimiydt rel
igious power; theocracy/ — kitawi holy
script. [U. ilohi].
ilahiyat$unas
rel. n. Theologian,
ilahiyat^unasliq
rel. n. Theology,
ilaj
n. Way; remedy; means: — qangd what
other way?; there is no alternative/ - qil(tap-) to find a remedy / —i yoq there's no
way; there is nothing to be done/ ♦ - bar
to the best of one's ability; as far as pos
sible: - bar bu isni biigun tUgdtkin finish
this matter as far as possible today. [KK.
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ilhambax^

ilajsiz
ilail\J. iloz]ilajsiz
adj. Without alternative or remedy; - barto have to go/ — gal- to be at the end of
one's rope. Cf. na'ilaj.
ilajsizlanvi. To be at a loss what to do.
ilajsizliq
abstract n. of ilajsiz: —tin dydin ayril- to
be forced to leave home. Cf. na'Oajliq.
ilastik
phy. adj. Elastic: - matiriyal elastic mate
rial. [<R. elastignyj].
ilastikiliq
phy. n. Elasticity,
ilawa
lit. n. Note; comment; appendix; annota
tion; postscript; remark: - qil- to comment,
annotate/ t&hrir ilawisi editorial comment;
editorial. [U. Horn].
ilpat
n. Crony; pal: kona - old pal.
ilpatgilik
n. Social intercourse: u ilpHtgiligi bar addm he is a person with a large circle of
acquaintances.
ilpatla$vi. To have contact or associations.
iltipat
n. Kindness; hospitality: - qil- a. to show
mercy, bestow favors; b. to invite: hanimizga - qilsila I request the pleasure of your
company/ —ifliz^a rdxm&t thank you for
your kindness. [Q. iltifatIQ. iltipatlM. iltifat]iltipatsiz
adj. Unfavored: - qal- to fall out of favor,
iltipatsizliq
n. of iltipatsiz.
iltipatliq
adj. Solicitous; cordial: -- addm solicitous
person / — mu'amild cordial relations. Cf.
om, inaq.

iltya
n. Request; petition; supplication: — qil- to
petition, make a request/ -sini qqbul qilto accept or grant a petition/ partiyigd kiri$kd — yaz- to write a request to join the
party. [U. iltimosY
iltimas
n. = iltya. [Ik. iltimas^.
iltimasnama
n. Letter of request; petition. Cf. yollanma.
ildam
adj. Quick; fast: - qOdam tayla- to take a
quick step/ — man- to walk fast. Cf. tez,
fapsan, u^qur, ittik 1, lipan. [U. ildam].
ildamlavi. To accelerate, quicken, speed up: siir'iti ildamlidi speed increased/ q&dimini ildamlidi his steps quickened. Cf. tezla?- ,
^apsanla-.
ildamlatvt. To accelerate, quicken, speed up: sur'dtni — to increase speed. Cf. tezla^tiir-,
gapsanlat- .
ildamliq
n. Quickness; speed. Cf. tezlik, ^apsanliq,
ittiklik.
ila$vi. To mix, blend, mingle: silimyaxsi-mdptu the paste is not well blended,
ila^tiirvt. To blend, mingle, mix.
ila^kak
adj. Amiable; easygoing; — addm an ami
able person. Cf. ^iqi^qaq.
ilangii(
n. Swing (toy). Cf. giilangiij.
ilham
1. n. Inspiration: — al- to be inspired/ —
bdr- to inspire/ - kdl- to generate inspira
tion. [Tk. ilhamIU. ilhom].
2. n. Male name,
ilhambax^
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ilhamlan-

ilgar

adj. Inspiring: - at- to inspire/ — Odibiy asar inspiring literary work,

n. Knowledge. Also ilim-irpan.
ilimparwar
ilhamlann. sby who seeks knowledge or who appre
vi. To be inspired,
ciates science,
ilhamlandurilimparwarlik
vt. To inspire,
abstract n. of ilimparwar.
iliilim-pan
vi. To warm up: hawa -p qaldi the weath
n. Science,
er got warmer,
ilimdar
ilitn. Well-read scholar; learned person; sa
vt. To heat, warm up: tuxumni — to boil
vant,
eggs/ suni - to heat water. Cf. qizit- 1. ilimsiz
[Th. zylyt-!\5. illat-/Y. sylyt-].
adj. Unknowledgeable; unscholarly; un
il4scientific,
vi. To get hung up, stuck: sanduqqa qo- ilim-irpan
lumni tiqsam heg qandaq narsa —midi I
n. = ilim-bilim.
reached into the trunk but did not find any ilimlik
thing/ Idgldk ddrOxqd -ip qaldi the kite got
adj. Scholarly; learned; scientific,
stuck in a tree,
ilim-maripat
ilik
n. Knowledge; science,
1. phys. n. Hand: ♦ ilkida bar {of monty) ilim-maripatlik
on hand/ ♦ ilkiga eliwal- to control, dom
adj. Learned; knowledgeable,
inate/ ♦ dolat ilkigd at- to turn sth over ilinas state property/ ♦ ottura - thighbone;
1. vi. To hang, be suspended: beliq qarfemur/ ♦ — al- a. to pay attention to:
maqqa —di the fish was hooked/ kiyim timan uninga salam qilsam u — almidu I
kanga —ip qaldi the clothes got caught on
greeted him but he paid no attention; b. to
a thorn/ ♦ tilidin (sdzidin, agzidin) — to
acknowledge, recognize. Cf. qol. [C. eblurt out inadvertently/ ♦ kdzi uyquga - to
liglM. aliglOI. aiiglTn. ellY. ilii].
doze off, take a nap.
2. phys. n. Finger: tot — taxtay a four-fin
2. vi. expresses a missed opportunity: bu
gers thick board/ ♦ — xeti informal note
qetim do^uega -almidim this time I was not
or letter. Cf. barmaq.
accepted by the university. [U. ///«-].
ilin-silin
ilini$med. adj. Unconscious: u agrip qelip Mr ayvi. = ilin- 1 and 2.
din beri — yuridu since he fell ill, he has ilgabeen unconscious for a month.
vt. To choose, select, pick out: yaxfi-yaHim
manni ilgimaydigan adOm sby who cannot
n. Scholarship; knowledge; learning: — al
tell good from bad. [Mo.//;pa-/Tv. ylga-l
io seek knowledge/ — bar- to pass on or
U. ilga-].
impart knowledge/ - Ohli scholar/ -ga be- ilgar
ril- to study intensively/ — tahsil qil- to
adj. Advanced; outstanding: — kolliktip ad
seek knowledge. [Q. ilimlH. ilm\.
vanced collective/ —lardin ugdn- to learn
ilim-bilim
from advanced workers. [OT. ilgaru (forKEY 1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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ilgarla^ward; eastward/U. il^of\.
ilgarla$vi. To become advanced,
ilgarliq
n. of ilgar: - roli advanced role.
Uganda
adj. Left-over: - alma picked-over apples/
- mal left-over goods; remnants.
ilgu
1. n. Safety pin. Cf. bulapka.
2. n. Hook; knob: 1 -dagdiunbolsabirkuni mehmanga yarar if you have meat on the
hook, you don't have to fret over guests
coming. Also Ugu? (#1-2).
ilgak
1. n. Hook: mk ilgigi door hook. Also ilmak. [U. ilgak].
2. n. Hook and eye on a collar,
ilgir-axir
1. About (a certain length of time); suc
cessively: “ yetip kal- to arrive one after
the other / bu qetimqi s&pargd - bolup bir
aydin artuq waqit kdtti this trip took over a
month.
2. adj. Absolute; absolutely: ♦ - bol- to
be in disarray: kapi&nl&r — bolup qaptu,
qaytidin rdtlds kerdk the index cards are
mixed up and need to be put in order.
ilgir-keyin
adj. = ilgir-axir.
Ugiri
1. pp. (follows ablative case) Before; ago:
bayramdin - before a holiday or festival/
bundin b&s yil - five years ago/ kdlmdstin
— before an arrival/ ♦ — stir- vt. to push
forward, promote: xizmtitni - stir- to ad
vance work/ ♦ — silji- vi. to advance,
pass. Cf. burun II, muqaddam. [C- Hgdri (forward)/Q. ilgerilTk. elek].
2. pp. Earlier: -din tartip since early
times. [U. ilgari (#1-2)].
Ugiriki
adj. Previous; prior; past: — adtim prede

ilmiy
cessor/ - zamanda in previous times/ - i>
lar past matters/ ♦ - xataliqlami qdt'i ttig&t- to firmly overcome previous errors
(to sincerely mend one's ways).
UgirUavi. To advance, progress: alga - to move
ahead/ tez - to progress quickly/ qddtimmu-qdd&m - to advance step by step. [U.
ilgarila-].
Ulat
n. Defect; fault; flaw; shortcoming. Cf.
qoqaq 2, qusur, nuqsan.
iUatsiz
adj. Flawless; faultless; without defects.
Cf. qusursiz, nuqsansiz.
illatlik
adj. Defective; faulty; flawed: yaman - adtim sby with bad habits or defects. Cf.
qusurluq, nuqsanliq.
illiq
adj. Warm: - bahar samili a warm spring
breeze/ — giray a warm facial expression/
— hawa warm weather. Also ilman 1. [M.
emiklTk. zyly/T^'v. gyfyg]ilm
n. = ilim.
ilma I
n. Knitted goods: -- il- to knit,
ilma-toqulma
n. Knitted goods.
Uman
1. adj. Warm: — su warm water. Also il
liq.
2. adj. Phlegmatic: -- addm slowpoke,
ilmak
n. Hook: - yifinisi crochet needleljifl ilmigi balance hook. Also ilgak 1. [Q. tlmekl
U. ilmoq].
ilmiy
1. adj. Scholarly; academic; scientific: —
ddrijd academic degree/ — dstir scholarly
work/ — xadim scientific worker/ — unwan
academic rank or title/ — eqim ph. school

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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ilmiylik
of thought/ — mdsild scholarly problem/ —
munazirQ scholarly debate / — mjum obs.
ast. astronomy (cf. astranomiya). Cf.
panniy.
2. adj. Educational: — ba^qarma education
office,
ilmiylik
adj. Scientific; learned,
im
obs. n. Password; countersign. Cf. kulin.
[M. im\.
ima
n. Signal; sign; gesture: — bil&n bildiir- to
make a gesture, give a signal/ — qil- to sig
nal, gesture. Also $:arat, ^am, i^arat, ima-i$arat. [U. imo],
imarat
n. Building; structure; edifice; mansion: —
sal- to erect a building. [C- 'imaratlU. imorat].
imaratlik
adj . of imarM: igiz — sGhdr a city with tall
buildings.
ima-4;arat
n. = ima.
imalavi. To beckon, gesture, signal. Cf. ?ilti-, i^aratla- 1. [U. imla-].
imam
1. rel. n. Imam (form of address for
founders of Islamic sects and famous reli
gious scholars).
2. rel. n. Official who leads public wor
ship and other religious matters in a com
munity.
3. n. Male name. [Q. iman /U. imom {Hl3)].
imamat(iliq
abstract n. of imam: — qil- to perform as
an imam,
imamliq
n. = imamatgiliq.
iman

imtihan
1. rel. n. Islamic belief or faith: — eyt(k&ltiir-) to join or convert to Islam. Cf.
bawar, taqwa, taqwidarliq, aqida, etiqat, ixlas, m^lak. [O. ifnan/Tii. iman/U.
imon],
2. n. Confidence: mifl bu wdzipinifl hdddisidin (iqisiga —im kamil I am confident that
he can finish this task/ t guman imanni
qagurar doubts desert (undermine) confi
dence/ ♦ —i ug- to be annoyed, vexed: bu
xdw&rni afllap unitl —i ugti when hearing
this news, he became annoyed/ ♦ —ga k&la. to be convinced; b. to change one's
views, become honest or frank. Also 4an(.
imansiz
adj. Faithless; without confidence. [Q. imansyz\.
import
n. Import. [<R. import],
impulis
phy. n. Electric impulse. [<R. impul's],
imperator
n. Emperor. Cf. padi^a, tanriqut, $all, $ah
I. [<R. imperator],
imperatorluq
1. n. Kingdom; empire.
2. adj. Royal; imperial.
3. adj. National; public. Cf. padi^aliq, karolluq (#1-3).
imperiyalist
n. Imperialist. Cf. Jahangir 1. [<R. im
perialist],
imperiyalizim
n. Imperialism. Cf. jahangirlik 1. [<R.
imperializm],
imperiya
n. Empire. [<R. imperiya],
imtihan
n. Examination; test: — al- (qil-) to test/ bdr- to take an examination/ -- tuziimi ex
amination system/ — so 'ali examination
question/ — q&gizi examination paper/ —
mOydani examination hall/ —din dt- to pass
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imtihansiz
an examination/ —din qal- to fail a test/ -ga
qatnoi- to take an examination/ OQuq — open
examination/ e^izgd —i oral examination.
[U. imtihon],
imtihansiz
adj. Without exam: mdktdpkd — kir- to en
ter school without examination,
imtiyaz
n. Privilege; prerogative: —din paydilanto take advantage of or exploit one's privi
leges. [U. imtiez].
imtiyazliq
adj. Privileged: — tdbiqdldrprivileged stra
ta.
imza
n. Signature: - qoy- to sign / bu min -si
this is his signature/ xitapnamigd - qoy- to
sign a declaration/ hdjj&tkd — qoy- to sign
a document. [U. imzoi\.
imzasiz
adj. Unsigned: — xdt unsigned letter; poi
son-pen letter,
imzalavt. To sign: s&nnamd — to sign a treaty. Al
so imza qoy-.
imkan
n. Ability: — q&ddr to the best of one's
ability/ peilnifl — rayi gr. verbal form for
ability/ ♦ — peili gr. verb of possibility.
Cf. qabiliyat, iqtidar. [C- imkan (possibility)/U. imkon (possibility)],
imkaniyat
n. Margin; leeway; possibility; opportuni
ty: — bdr- to give an opportunity/ — qaldur- to leave some leeway/ —nifl berigd as
far as possible,
imkaniyatsiz
adj. Impossible: — qal- to have no possi
bilities, be unable to.
imir-fimir
1. adj. Blurred; indistinct: kdz — bol- to
have blurred vision. Cf. (apaq 2.
2. adj. Unclear; illegible: xdtni — yaz- to

inaq
write a letter illegibly,
imla
gr. n. Spelling: ~ qa'idisi orthography/ ~
lugiti orthographic dictionary/ ~ md^qi spell
ing practice. [C- imla/\J. imlo].
imliq
gr. n. Onomatopoeia,
immunit
med. n. Immunity: tdbii — natural immu
nity. Also immunit kilgi. [<R. immunitet].
immunitet
med. n. = immunit.
immunitliq
med. n. = immunit.
in
n. Cave; cavern; grotto; den; hole: ga^qan
—i mouse hole/ eyiq —i bear den. [M.
m/U. in\.
inawat
n. Popularity; prestige: inawiti tOkdldi po
pularity hit rock-bottom/ inawiti tikldn- to
establish one's popular trust/ inawiti kdtiril- to raise prestige/ unifl xdlq igidd ina
witi iistun he enjoys high popularity among the people/ ♦ —kd al- to approve,
recognize. Cf. abroy, at II 2, ataq 1,
$ohrat 1, nam-ataq, nam-$ohrat. [U. inoW (faith; trust)],
inawatsiz
1. adj. Unprestigious; lowly regarded. Cf.
abroysiz, biabroy.
2. adj. Invalid; to no avail: — qil- to be
come invalid/ bu hOjjdt - this document is
invalid/ waqti Otup kdtkdn beldt — an ex
pired ticket is invalid/ unifl sdzi — his
words
are
to
no
avail.
inawatlik
1. adj. Prestigious: — addm a prestigious
person. Cf. abroyliq, ataqliq, ^ohratlik,
motiwar 1.
2. adj. Trustworthy: sdzi — keeping one's
word.
inaq
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r

indinliq

inaqliq

n. Discipline: -/poorly disciplined/
riayd qil- to observe discipline/ -ni buz- to
breach discipline/ partiyd —i party disci
pline/ dmgdk -i labor discipline. [U. intizom].
intizam?an
n. Disciplinarian.
intizam?anliq
n. Sense of discipline: —ni kiigSyt- to
strengthen one's sense of discipline,
intizamsiz
adj. Undisciplined.
intizamsizliq
.
n. of intizamsiz: — qil- to be undisci
plined,
intizamliq
adj. Disciplined.
intiqam
Revenge; vengeance: - al- (qil-) to take
revenge. Cf. ant, 6?man.
intil1. vi. To do one's best; be intent on;
strive: alga - to do one's best to advance/
drkinlikkd - to strive for freedom.
2. vi. To turn toward: qizgaq almiga -di
the little girl reached out for the apple. [U.
intil-].
indak
n. Ccilling a hawk: —kd kdl- to call a hawk
n. Internationalist,
to return to hunter, attract a hawk.
internatsionalizim
^
•
n. Internationalism. [<R. internatswna- induksiya
phy. n. Electric induction. [<R. induktsilizm].
ya].
internatsionalizimliq
Indian
adj. Internationalist: — yarddm interna
n. American Indian,
tionalist aid.
indiy
.
____ ___
ifi/hn
intizar
i, ; »
adj. Awaiting; longing; yearning: - ooi-}o
long for/ — qil- to cause to yearn for. [u.
n. Three days from now: u -liqqa kelidu
intizory
he'll come three days from now. [U. indinintizarliq
ga (day after tomorrow)],
n. Expectation: -- bildn kut- to look torindinliq
ward to.
abstract n. of indin.
intizam
KEY 2 1 proverb saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;

adj. Cordial; friendly; harmonious: -- turmuf a harmonious life/ — xosni dargiliq cor
dial neighborhood/ — ya^ci- (6t-) to live in
harmony. Cf. dm, iltipatliq. [Tv. ynak
(beloved)/U. inoq (close friend)],
inaqliq
n. Cordiality; friendliness; harmony.
inayat
rr^ >■
1. n. Benevolence; grace; kindness. IC- inayatlO. inayet].
2. n. Male name.
io'am
n. Award; reward; gift; present: — bar(qil-) to grant an award. Cf. tartuq I, taqdim, ata II, soga I, sogat. [U. in"om].
intayin
adj. Very; extremely; completely: - qiziq
kitap a very interesting book/ - yaxsi very
good/ m&n sizdin - minnatdarm&n I am ve
ry grateful to you. Cf. ajayip 1, taza II I,
rasa I, karamat 3, nahayiti I.
intonatsiya
.
gr. n. Intonation; stress. [<R. intonatsiya].
internatsional
n. Internationale: — $eiri the Internationale
song/ birin^i - First Internationale. [<R.
Internatsional].
internatsional?!

L

7.- gr. grammar, linguistics;
CChing;his.
co„j.
co„ju.c,io„;
»1. culinary;
phy; geol. geology;
historical;
int. mteqecUon;
ht. f,g.
literature, literary, literal.
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inak
inak
zoo. n. Cow: j ala —nifl balisi gala quyruq a checkered cow begets a checkered
calf (like father, like son). Also called
siyir, kala. [K. inekIM. ingdkIMo. ilniye/OT. ingdkITv. inek/Y. ynax],
inakpiti
bot. n. Seed of the cas
tor-oil plant (Semena
ricini), used in Uyghur
folk medicine,
injiq
1. n. Strain; exertion:
jt— kdl- to do one's best/
quruq — med. tenesmus; straining at stool.
[U. inziq (capricious;
inakpiti
wayward)].
2. n. Sluggish person; slowpoke,
injiqla1. vi. To strain, exert oneself.
2. vi. Unable to endure,
injil
rel. n. Holy writ; gospel. [C- inciU\J. inlil].
iiqimaruq
n. Chronic invalid; fragile person; hypo
chondriac,
in^ika
1. adj. Thin; slender; fine: — suwaq thin
plaster/ — igir- to spin finely/ — yuflluq qoy
fine-wool sheep/ -- yip spun yam/ ♦ — agriq med. unmentionable disease/ ♦ — tigHy
zoo. small intestines of oxen and sheep (al
so aggiq tigdy). [C- ingikdIO. inceIGT.
yingqd].
2. adj. Careful; meticulous; painstaking:
— tdksur- to inspect or examine carefully.
3. adj. Shrill: — awaz shrill voice. Cf. jiqiraq (/^3).
4. adj. Fragile; frail; weak: — addm frail
person/ kdfili - fainthearted.
5. adj. Fine; subtle: tilnifl — yeri a subtle

insan
linguistic point,
in^ikiyar
phys. n. Lower part of the body; private
parts. Cf. janyar.
ingikilavi. To be or become careful, meticulous,
painstaking,
in^ikilap
adv. Meticulously; carefully: xizmdtni —
Uld- to work meticulously.
in(ikila$1. vi. To become meticulous.
2. vi. To become fragile, weak or tender
(of emotions).
in^ikilik
1. n. Delicacy; subtlety.
2. n. Care; meticulousness: — bildn isld- to
work meticulously.
3. n. Tender emotion: sdn mgilik — qilma
don't get that soft!
insap
1. n. Conscience; sense of justice: —qa
kdl- to show kindness/ insawi bar with
conscience/ insawi yoq without a con
science. [U. insop (honesty; fairness)].
2. n. Satisfaction.
♦ — qil- a. to be good-hearted; b. to be
content, satisfied,
insapsiz
1. adj. Without conscience; merciless; un
just; hard-hearted.
2. adj. Dissatisfied. Also na'insap (i!^l-2).
insapsizliq
abstract n. of insapsiz: — qil- to lose one's
conscience, be inhuman. Also na'insapliq.
insapliq
adj. of insap.
insan
n. Human being; humanity: — tdbiiti hu
man beings; humanity/ — qelipidin giqqan
dehumanized/ kiilli — all mankind/ ♦ —
qddimi ydtmigdn ydr a depopulated place.
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inistitut

insanparwar
[Tu. ynsanlU. inson\.
insanparwar
n. Humanitarian,
insanparwarlik
n. Humanitarianism.
insan^iliq
abstract n. of insan: —ta xataliqtin xali
bolus tds it is hard for humans to avoid mak
ing mistakes,
insan^unas
n. Anthropologist,
insan^unasliq
n. Anthropology,
insaniy
adj. Human: human character
istics/ - gurur human self-respect. Also insanliq.
insaniyat
n. Mankind: — tarixi human history/ —M
tOhpa qo$- to make contributions for man
kind. Cf. ki^ilik 1.
insaniyat(ilik
n. = insanparwarlik.
insaniyMlik
n. = insanparwarlik: — qil- to have pity,
be merciful,
insanliq
adj. = insaniy.
insulin
phys. n. Insulin. [<R. insulin],
insi-jin
n. Signs of human habitation: -- yoq y&r an
uninhabited place/ -mu kOrunmUslik to see
no signs of human habitation.
in$a
lit. n. Composition: - yaz- to write a com
position. [C- wa (book of letters written in
correspondence)],
in^a'at
n. Engineering project: su —liri water con
servancy projects/ qurulma -i construction
project. [U. imoot],
in^a'alla

rel. int. God willing!; if God will! (JE).
infra
adj. infra qizil n«r phy. infrared light,
inqilap
n. Revolution: dawamliq — qil- to make a
continuous or uninterupted revolution. [U.
inqilob],
inqilap^i
n. Revolutionary,
inqilawiy
adj. Revolutionary: - partly& revolutiona
ry party/ — romantizim revolutionary ro
manticism/ — iimitwarliq revolutionary op
timism/ — qurban revolutionary martyr/ —
kadir revolutionary cadre,
inqilawiyla^vi. To revolutionize,
inkas
n. Expression: -- al- to collect expres
sions/ dhwalini - qil- to report on condi
tions,
inkar
n. Negation; denial: — qil- to negate, deny/
— yuldimisi gr. negative mood/ —nifl — qilinisi negation of a negation. [U. inkor],
inkargi
ph. n. Nihilist,
inkar^iliq
ph. n. Nihilism,
inertsiya
phy. n. Inertia. [<R. inertsiya],
inertsiyilik
phy. adj. Inertial: - hdrkdt inertial move
ment,
ini
1. n. Younger brother. [C- ini/K, inilM,
inilOT, inilTa., enelTu, ini/V, ini/ Y. ini;
inii],
2. n. Familiar form of addressing sby
younger than speaker.
inistitut
n. College; institute. Cf. darilpunun, yueyiian, yurt 5. [<R. institut].
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inigana
inigana
n. Wetnurse. [U. enaga\.
iniliq
adj. Fraternal; brotherly: aka - munasiwiti
fraternal relations. Cf. qerinda^Iar^a.
ingiliz

ingiliz^a
adj. English: ~ tili English language/ — mili m. English mile, = 1.609 km. [U. ingliz].
ingiliz^a
adv. In the English language.
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y
ya I
1. n. Bow. [C. ya/Tii. ?aya].
2. math. n. Hypotenuse. Cf. xorda I.
ya II
conj. Either...or; neither...nor: — aq &mOs - kdk Qm&s neither white nor blue/ s&n bar — m&n baray either you go or I
go. Also yaki. [C- ya/K. ?a/KK. yo/Q. ya/
Th. yd\.
ya III
int. expresses surprise or amazement: —
alia good heavens! [Th. ya\.
yap1. vt. To conceal, cover, hide: jinay&tlirini - to conceal crimes/ sanduqnifl agzini —
to cover a trunk/ yotqan — to cover a
quilt/ I ayni it&k bil&n -qili bolmas the
front of a garment cannot hide the moon/
♦ —ta g&p code word/ ♦ —sam piyarmu,
kbrnsHm pisarmu should I cover it or should
I bury it? (unable to make up one's mind;
remaining undecided). [KK. zap-ITa.. ya... - to shut a
2. vt. To close, shut: darizini
window/ hisapni — to close or settle an ac
count/ kitapni — to close a book/ i$ikni — to
shut a door/ yigin yepiy murasimi closing
ceremony of a meeting. Cf. at-1, yum- 1.
[K. zap-IT^. yap-/\J. ep-IY. sap-].
yapon
n. Japanese: — ayal Japanese woman/ —

till Japanese language. [<R. yaponets].
yapon^a
1. adj. Japanese-style: — gapan Japanese
costume.
2. adv. In the Japanese language: siz yapongini bil&msiz do you know Japanese?
yapsa
n. Seam; crack; chink; fissure: — kdl- to
close a fissure, bring together. [Mo. jabsar],
yapsalavi. To join, bring two pieces together (and
thus create a seam),
yapqu?
n. Cover: tuflluk -i skylight cover/ kiyim
—i clothes cover/ ♦ dwr&t — cover for
private parts (figleaf). Cf. qapqaq 1, yopuq 1.
yapir
int. My God; good heavens; oh-oh.
yapilaq
adj. Flat: - qurut zoo. flatworm; platyhelminth. Also yalpaq, yesa.
yapilaqla1. vt. To slice. Cf. til- .
2. vt. To pound flat. Also yalpaqla- (#\2).
yap-ye^il
adj. Green and lush: - bugday maysiliri
lush green wheat seedlings. Superlative
degree of ye^il.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun;num. numeral;
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yada-

yapma

nasi dormitory building,
yapma
adj. Overlapping: — qapaq drooping eye yataqxana
lid/ - nan pan bread,
n. = yataq.
yat
yatsinadj. Unknown; strange; different: - adUm
vi. To be shy: bala —di the child was shy
a stranger/ — kor- to regard as an outsid
with strangers. Also yatsira- •
er/ — millat alien, different nationality/ si- yatquznipiy — unsur alien-class element. [OT.
1. vt. caus. of yat- : balilarni — to make
yat].
children lie down/ balini — to have a child
yatcircumcised/ kesdlni doxturxaniga — to hos
1. vi. To lie, rest, sleep: ofldisiga — to lie
pitalize a patient.
on one's back, lie supine/ unifl —simu
2. vt. To lay, pave: xis - to lay bricks/ reqopsimu konli aram tapmidi he can neither
lis — to lay tracks/ yolga asfalt — to pave a
lie nor sit at ease; he is on tenterhooks/
road with asphalt.
karwatta — to lie in bed/ yetip kitap kOr3. vt. To flood: ton — to do winter irriga
to read a book while lying. Cf. uxla- 1.
tion/ lay — to silt up.
[C- yat-lYX.. zat-IOT. yar-/Ta. yat-ITu. yatla?yat-].
vi. To drift apart, become estranged: tuq2. vi. To be laid up or confined to bed: u
qanlar bildn yatlisip kdt- to become es
agrip yetip qaptu he is laid up with an ill
tranged from one's relatives,
ness. [K. zat-lo. yat-l\J. eY-(#l-2)].
yatliq
3. ag. vi. To lodge: yamgur kop yaqqanliqn. Marriage: — bol- to get married (of wo
tin bugdaylar yetip k&tti because of too
men)/ — qil- a. to marry a woman to; b.
much rain, the wheat lodged.
to be shy (also yatsin-). Cf. nika.
4. vi. To stay or reside at: turmidd — to yatma
sit in jail/ doxturxanida — to be hospital
adj. yatma jentiyana bot. Gentiana nutans/
ized/ u mdktdptd yetip qopiwatidu he is
— qotur ot bot. Asperugo procumbens/ —
living at school/ mehmanlar bizninkidd ye
nilupdr bot. Nymphaea Candida, a kind of
tip qopiwatidu the guests are staying with
water lily,
yad
us.
5. vi. To be not in use, lie idle: ditallar
n. Memory; recall: - gQs- to recall/ —ida
gegilip —idu spare parts lay scattered
tut- to remember, bear in mind/ —idin giqaround / u Oydd bikar —idu he is idle at
(kotiril-) to forget/ -iga al- (kdltttr-) to re
home / nurgun yagaglarydrdd -idu a lot of
collect, recall/ —iga sal- to prompt or jog
timber is lying idly on the ground/ 1 bali(sby's) memory, bring to mind/ -iga kdlliq dydd ogriliq —maydu in a home with
to remember, think of sth past/ -imda yoq
children, burglary lies idle (in a house full
I do not remember/ sdzdmni —inda tutqin
of children, no secrets are hidden).
remember my words!/ mdn uni da'im — e6. vi. To belong to.
timdn I always reminisce of him. Cf. as 1,
7. vi. To stop work, shut down: zawut ye
xatira 1, xiyal 3, sam. [C. yad/KK. yad/
Tu. yat/ij. ed].
tip qaldi the factory shut down.
yataq
yadan. Dormitory; living quarters; hostel: — bivi. To become emaciated: siz —p ketipsiz
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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yadat-

yax^ila-

tosiganddk like a mantis trying to stop a
you have grown thin. [K. ?ada-/Mo. yada-l
cart (like trying to hold back a superior
Tu. yada- (to become tired)],
force). Also bo^iiktawatkii^.
yadatvt. To cause to be emaciated: atni yaxfi baq- yajiyka
n. Branch of an organization: partlyd yamay yaditip qoy- to make a horse emaci
giyldsi party branch. [<R. yagejka].
ated by not feeding it well,
yax^i
yadan
adj. Good; kind: — addm a kind person/
adj. Emaciated: - addm emaciated per
— arzu good intentions/ — bol- a. to be
son. Cf. awaq, ^apirak, yadangu. [Mo. yagood: - bolsa dzidin yaman bolsa dzgidin
daflgi/Tv. kadafi].
kdr- to credit good things to oneself, put
yadangu
the blame on others for bad things; mifl
adj. = yadan.
turmusi - bolup qaldi his life has improved;
yadro
mifl kdlgini — boldi it is good that he has
phy. n. Nucleus: - sinigi nuclear test/ - recome; b. to become reconciled: dr-xotun
aksiyisi nuclear reaction/ — urusi mil. nu
ikkisi — bolusup qaldi husband and wife be
clear war/ “ ustunlugi nuclear superiority/
came reconcile; c. to improve: unifl kesi- kiigi nuclear power/ - energiyisi nucle
li xeli — bolup qaldi his illness has im
ar energy/ —yeqilgusi nuclear fuel/ - megizi
proved/
— oylap baq- to think over care
phys. nucleolus. [<R. yadro].
fully/
kdr- to like or love: u muzikini yadita$
kdridu he likes music/ -- kumin yamini bo
zoo. n. Bezoar in a horse: ♦ igidd yaditesi
lup qalsa if an unexpected misfortune hap
bar bala a fidgety child,
pens/
- isld- to work hard/ - niydt good in
yadikar
tention/ 1 - gdp tasni yararyaman gdp bayni
1. n. Memento; souvenir; keepsake; sth
a good word can split a rock, a bad word
left behind by the deceased: bu sa'dt doscan split a head/1 -ga kun yoq yamanga dtwndin qalgan — this watch is a souvenir
lum good men do not live long, bad ones
from my friend. Cf. astilik, yaldama, nalive forever. Cf. balan, ala 1, obdan. [Cmuna 2. [U. Sdgor].
yaxst/K. zaksy/KK. zaqsy/lSi. yaxyy],
2. n. Dedicated to (in inscriptions on sou
venirs): yoldaii Gxmdtkd — to Comrade Akh- yax^i^aq
n. Good old boy; sby who tries never to
mat.
offend anybody.
3. n. Male name,
yax$i(aqliq
yadikarliq
abstract n. of yax^ijaq.
n. Relic; vestige; trace: tarixiy - histori
yax^isi
cal relic/ qadimqi - ancient relic,
It would be best: - biz bu ydrdin ketiwayadlalayli we had better leave here,
1. vt. To memorize, recite: seir — to memo
yax^i-yaman
rize or recite a poem. [Tu. yatla-].
Good and bad; all sorts,
2. vt. To think of, cherish the memory of.
yax^ilayadnama
vt. To improve: tamaqni — to improve
n. Inscription on a tablet or stele,
food/ xizmdtni - to improve work. Cf.
ya^iwak
obdanla-. [K. zakfyla-IKK. zaqsyla-].
zoo. n. Mantis (Mantidae): ♦ — harwa
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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yasimiliq

yax^ila^yax$ila$;vi. To become reconciled. Cf. obdanla?- .
yax$ilanvi. To improve: turniuf —di life improved/
kes&l -di the illness improved.
yax$iliq
1. n. Goodness: — qil- to do a good deed/
~ni bilmdydigan not knowing what's good
for one.
2. n. Kindness: —qa yamanliq qil- to re
pay kindness with enmity/ senifl qilganyax$iligiflni untumaym&n I will never forget
your kindness/1 yamanga — qilma, uniMin
— kutmd don't be kind to a bad person and
don't expect kindness from him. Cf. obdanliq (^1-2). [K. zakyylymlHai. yaxsylykijtl2)].
yax$iliq(a
adv. Graciously: u ndrsini — dkilip b&rgin
please be good enough to send that thing
here,
yasa1. vt. To repair, mend, fix, make,
construct: kdwriik — to build a bridge/ yol
- to repair a road/ mdn sa 'i-timni yasidim
I repaired my watch. Cf. on$a-, onla-, remontla-, yama- . [K. zasa-iMo. jasa-IQ.
zasa-/Tai. yasa- (to make or pour tea)/U.
yasa-.
2. vt. To dress up, make pretty: gag — to
barber, decorate hair/ kelinni — to dress
up a bride/ ♦ kOMlni — to dress up the
heart (to soothe, comfort). [C- yasa-(Jt\2)].
yasatvt. To cause to build, make, repair: mdn
sa'itimni —tim I had my watch repaired.
Cf. onlat- . flh. yasat-IM. yasat-{io deco
rate)],
yasawul
his. n. Bodyguard: - besi captain of a body
guard. [Q. zasauyl\.
yasaq

1. n. Thx. Cf. baj, seliq 1.
2. n. Furnishings: by —liri room furnish
ings.
yasaqliq
adj. Made up; dressed up; decorated: — by
decorated room. Also yasidaq.
yasalma
adj. Affected; artificial; false: — gag false
hair; wig; toupe/ — gif false tooth/ — kulkd
artificial laughter/ ♦ — sbz gr. derivative
word/ ♦ — sUp&t derived adjective. Also
yasalmiliq, yasima, yasimiliq; cf. giljin.
[Tk. yasalma\.
yasalmiliq
n. Affectation; artificiality; falseness. Al
so yasimiliq. [Tk. yasalmalyk],
yasanvi. To dress oneself up: ad&ml&r yasinip
bayram btkiizm&ktd people all dressed up
are celebrating a holiday. [U. yasan-^.
yasandurvt. To dress up, decorate, adorn, deck: ke
linni — to pretty up a bride,
yasanguq
adj. Liking to dress oneself up: — qiz a
girl who likes to gussy herself up.
yasan^uqluq
n. of yasan^uq.
yastuq
n. Cushion; pillow: — qepi pillowcase/ pdy
yastugi feather pillow/ mamuqyastugi down
pillow/ ♦ —ni igiz qirlap qoyup bixaraman yat- to shake up a pillow and have a
good sleep (to sit back and relax). Cf. taki, takiya. [K. zastyk/O. yastik/\J. estiql
Y. syttyk].
yasidaq
adj. = yasaqliq.
yasima
adj. Affected; artificial; false. Also yasal
ma, yasalmiliq, yasimiliq.
yasimiliq
n. Affectation; artificiality; falseness. Al-

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. notm; num. numeral;
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yasin
so yasalmiliq.
yasin
rel. n. Yasin, a sura in the Koran,
yasini^vi. mut. of yasan- : qizlar —ip toyga k&tti
the girls made themselves pretty for a
wed- ding,
yasmin
hot. n. Jasmine (Jasminwn). Also saygiil.
ya?I
1. n. Age: u qangd —qa kirdi how old is
he?/ u mdndin iig yil — kigik he is three
years younger than me / miflyesi atmislarga
bargan he is in his sixties/ ye^i toxta- to get
on in years/ 5 dqil —ta dmds bayta wisdom
does not come with age but brains/ ♦ yefiga
ydtkdn (yesiga tolgan) a. one year old: -yesiga ydtkdn bala a one-year old child; b.
grown up (of cattle): yefiga ydtkdn mal
grown-up cattle. Also ya^quram 1. [KK.
zas/0. yof/OT. yof/TT. yof/Y. jaas].
2. n. Youth; young person: 5 — kdlsd ifqa,
qeri kdlsd ayqa if young people come, put
them to work, if old people come, treat
them to dinner/ ♦ — yiiz qeri qod young
face but old butt (of youth who do not de
fer to old people)(JMC). Also ya?-quram
2; cf. dsmiir. [Tu. yas (/^2)].
3. adj. Young: — kdgdt young seedling/ —
ifgi young worker/ — mallar young cattle/ u
xeli — he is very young. Also ya^-quram 3.
[OT. yas (/^3)] [K. ?oy/Q. zasITk. yas'/Tv.
gas/U. es (/^l-3)].
ya^ II
n. Tear: — tamgisi teardrop/ kdz yesi tear:
kdzyesi qil- to cry, shed tears; kdzyesi yamgurddk tOkiildi tears fell like rain/ kdzigd
— al- to have tears in one's eyes. [C- yoi/
KK. zas/Q. ztts/T^- yas'lU. es}.
ya^avi. To live: gdt'dlldrdd —ydigan muhajirlar
fellow countrymen living abroad/ xosal-xoram — to live happy and contentedly/ kdp

yar
—d may you live a long life! /yiizyilyasigan
lived to be 100 years old/ ♦ — (—d) real
ly! great! [K. zasa-lO. yasa-ICfT. yasa-/T^.
yasd-/TT. yasa-/Tu. yasa-/\J. yasa-].
ya^ar
adj. of ya^ I: bds — at five-year old horse,
ya^ar1. vi. To become young: sizyasinip qapsizgu
you have become young and full of vitali
ty2. vi. To be luxuriant, flourishing: yamgurdin keyin zira 'dtldr yasinip qaldi the crops
were luxuriant after the rain.
ya^anguravi. To have tears frequently,
ya^anvi. To age, get on in years: —gan ata-ana
aged parents/ —gan addm an elderly per
son/ mdn xeli yasinip qaldim I have aged a
lot.
ya$-quram
n. Age. Also ya? I.
ya^lavt. To make tears run: kdzni — to make
eyes cry. [I\i. yasart-].
ya^liq
1. adj. of ya? I: bds — qiz five-year old girl.
2. n. Youth; youthfulness. [K.zastyk/Ta..yas'lek/Tu. yt^lyk].
3. n. Childishness; naivetd: — qil- to do
(sth) childish.
ya^navi. To flourish, thrive. [U. yasna-].
yar I
1. geo. n. Precipice; cliff: ♦ — lewidin
atnid tizginini tart- to rein in a horse at
the brink of a precipice (to wake up to and
escape a disaster in the nick of time). Cf.
qiya I. [KK.
(Schlucht; Abgrund)/Q.
zar/U. jar].
2. n. Hole: — elip kdt- to be breached (of
a dam). [K. ?ar/0. yar].
yar II

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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yaramsiz

yar

rat-IQfl. yarat-ITk. yarat-/V. yarat-].
n. Friend; lover: biwapa - unfaithful lov
2. vt. To groom: atni — to groom a horse
er. Cf. adai, oyna?, soyda?, ^akiman. [Cfor a race. [TT. yarat-].
ycr/K. ?(2r/0. yarIQ. iarlU. er].
yarat- II
yar III
vt. To be fond, fall in love: mdn bu ydrni
n. Help; assistance; aid; — b&r- to allow,
yaritip qaldim I fell in love with this
permit, sanction,
place. [Th. yarat-].
yar1. vt. To split, chop, cleave: otun — to yara^1. vi. To be fitting, becoming: bu kiyim sachop firewood/ qoynin qosigini - to chop
fla nahayiti yarisiptu these clothes are very
open a sheep's belly. [K. lar-IO. yar-IQ.
becoming on you.
zarala-ITk. yar-/\J. Sr-y
2. vi. To be proper, appropriate: -may2. vi. To do sth suddenly: qulaq — to be
digan qiliq improper conduct/ mundaq diyis
deafening/ yerip kir- to enter suddenly,
saM —maydu this remark of yours is im
rush in.
proper.
yara
3. vi. To get along well, restore good re
1. med. n. Sore; ulcer; wound; - agzi open
lations: ular ikkisi yariyiwaldi the two are
part of a sore/ - bol- to develop a sore or
getting along well; they have patched up
ulcer; to be wounded/ — tafl- to bind up a
their friendship. [Th. yaras-{lf'i)]\p. yaray-l
wound/ — qil- to wound/ asqazan yarisi
TT. yaras-IM. yaras- (//1-3)].
stomach ulcer/ pigaq yarisi knife wound/
yaman — malignant ulcer/ ♦ yariga tuz yara^turvt. caus. of yara^- : dr-xotun ikkisini —up
s&p- to rub salt into a wound (to add fuel
qoy- to reconcile husband emd wife,
to the flames). [C- yaralM. qartIMo. yaryaraq I
alO. yaralQ. zaralUd.. yaraIXi. yara].
mil. n. Weapon. Cf. qoral 2. [Q. zaraq!
2. n. Pain; suffering: dil yarisi inner tor
U. yarog].
ment.
yaraq II
yaraadj. Useful; fitting; worthwhile; capable.
1. vi. To be useful, fitting, proper: bu
Also yaraqliq, yaramliq.
ndrsd yarimaydu this thing is useless/
mundaq qilii yarimaydu doing it this way is yaraqsiz
adj. Useless; incompetent. Also yaramsiz,
improper/ 1 baglaqtiki it owga yarimas a
yarimas 1. [U. yaroqsiz\.
tied-up dog cannot hunt. [OT. yara- (pasyaraqliq
sen)/'Ih. yara-].
adj. = yaraq II. [OT. yaraklyg (passend)].
2. vi. To be worth: bu ndrsd qangd pulga
—ydu how much is this thing worth? [O. yaral1. vi. To appear, come about: dunya — ganyara-IM. yara-].
din beri since the beginning of the world;
3. vi. To be pleasing: unifl qilgan Ui mafia
from the dawn of time.
—ydu I appreciate what he did. [KK. ?ara-/
2. vi. To be bom (of a religious founder).
T\j. yara-].
[Q. zaral- (#1-2)].
yarat- I
1. vt. To create: $drt sara 'it - to create con yaramsiz
adj. Useless; incompetent; improper; —
ditions/ rikort - to set a record/ mdjizd xadim incompetent personnel/ — matiriyal
to create a miracle. Cf. tugdur- 2. [O. yaKEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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yaramliq
useless material / — n&rsd improper thing.
Also yaraqsiz, yarimas 1.
yaramliq
adj. Useful; worthwhile; competent: — at
useful horse/ ~ ddrtix useful tree/ -- kadir
competent cadre/ — yigit worthwhile fel
low. Also yaraq II. [U. yaroqli].
yar-buradar
n. Close friends,
yarta
n. Half: — kigiz half a piece of felt. [KK.
zarty/Q. zorty].
yartilavt. To halve: bir qoynifl gdfni — to cut a
sheep's meat into two halves. [Q. zartyla-].
yardan
geo. n. Wind-eroded ridge, as found in
deserts,
yardam
n. Aid; assistance; help: — bdr (qil-) to
help/ — pul aid money/ — qolini sun- to
extend a helping hand/ —gd muhtaj need
for aid/ tibbi — medical aid/ qofumgd — sub
sidy; allowance/ iqtisadiy — economic aid/
maddi — material aid. Cf. ban III, hamdam, komak. [K. zardamlO. yardimlQ.
ZdrdemlTk. yarddmIU. Srdam\.
yardam^i
n. Assistant; helper: — oqutqugi academic
assistant/ — rol supporting role/ sopurnin
—si driver assistant/ ♦ - ayrupilan mil.
wing plane/ ♦ — peil gr. auxiliary verb/ ♦
— sdz gr. functional word (such as an in
terjection). [K. ztirdamgylKK. zdrdemsUO.
yardmdIQ. zdrdemsi\.
yardamla^ivi. To aid, assist, help. Cf. banla^-, boIu$2, hamdamla^-, qara$- 2, komakla^- . [O.
yardimlas-IQ. zdrdemdes-].
yar-dost
n. Friends,
yardan
n. Silver coin.

yarma
yarqin
adj. Dazzlingly brilliant,
yaridar
1. n. Wounded person; the wounded: —
bol- to be wounded or injured/ — qil- to
wound, injure.
2. adj. Wounded: —
wounded soldier.
yari$a
pp. (follows dative case) According to; in
the light of: dmgdkkd — hdk bdr- to pay
according to work/ Mr kimnifl dzigd — i$i
bar there is work suitable for everybody/
zamaniga — in the spirit of the times. Cf.
asasan, boyi^a, bina'an, uygun, qariganda.
yari^iq
1. n. Banquet; feast. Cf. bazma 2, ziyapat.
2. n. Courtesy; etiquette. Cf. adap 1, adap-qa'ida.
yari^imliq
adj. Very becoming: — kiyim very becom
ing clothes,
yarilanvi. To be wounded or injured,
yarimas
1. adj. Useless; incompetent. Also yaramsiz.
2. adj. Indecent; improper; unpresentable:
— is an indecent matter.
yar-yolak
n. Supporter; support: -- bol- to support/
bu bala menifl birdin bir yar-ydligim this
child is my sole support,
yaryilim
n. Gelatin,
yargungaq
n. Roller; stone mill,
yarliq
n. Order; directive; mandate: — giqar- to
issue a directive. [O. yarligIQ. zarlyqITT.
yarligIV. irliq (charter; de^)].
yarma

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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yawa

yarmaq
ag. n. Groats: qonaq yarmisi com groats.
[Mo. ya/TTi-a/O. yarma/Q. zarmd\.
yarmaq
his. n. Copper cash. [M. yarmaq /Q. zarmaq\.
yarmaqgiil
hot. n. Glecoma longituba, a plant of the
mint family,
yaz
n. Summer: — p&sli summer season/ —
qil- to change into summer clothes/ — kiini summer day/ —ni dtkiiz- to spend a
summer/1 —da yepingaflni untuma qUta ozuguflni in summer, don't forget a coat, in
winter lay in provisions (preparedness averts perils)/ ♦ — gazifli hot. self-heal;
heal-all {Prunella vulgaris). [C- yaz/K.
zazJOT. yay/Q. zaz/Tii. yaz; zdj/Tv. gaj/\J.
iz].
yazvt. To write: roman — to write a novel/
kdgurUp — to copy out, transscibe. [Cyaz-/K. zaz-IHi. yaz-l'Tn. yaz-l\5. ez-].
yazgu(i
1. n. Writer: xdt — letter writer; corre
spondent.
2. lit. n. Writer. Cf. adibiyat^i, adip I.
[K. zazuugulTk. yazugylM. ezuvgi {ifl-2)\.
yazgu(iliq
lit. n. Writing: — talanti writing talent/ —
qil- to take up writing,
yazgi
adj. Summer: — bugday summer wheat,
yazlavi. To spend a summer. [O. yazla-ITv.
gajla-].
yazliq
adj. Summer: — ayaq sandals/ — tdtil sum
mer vacation/ -- terilgu summer planting/ —
kiyim summer clothes/ — kinoxana sum
mer or outdoor movie theater/ - yigin sum
mer harvest/ unifl yazligi yaxyi he is accus
tomed to summer weather, [ft. zdjge].

yazma
adj. Written; handwritten: - tarix record
ed history/ - doklat written report/ — sohbdt informal note (lit. written chat)/ — fdkil
written style/ — qanun written law; stat
ute/ — kitap hand-written book/ — ispat
written testimony, [ft. yazma).
yaw
n. Enemy; foe. Cf. dii^maii, yega 2. [IT.
yagHH. Sv).
yawa
1. adj. Wild; uncultivated: — tofqan zoo.
hare / — gosqa zoo. wild boar/ -- Oddk zoo.
wild duck/ — sdy bot. wild vegetables/ —
k&pt&r zoo. wild pigeon/ — k&ndir bot.
wild hemp/ ♦ — amut bot. wild pear (Cra

taegus pinnatifida) (also kumusrabarri)/
♦ — dpyungiil bot. Papaver nudicaulel ♦
~ gegdk med. smallpox/ ♦ — xind bot.
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yawayi

yaq

2. adj. Shy; bashful: bu bala bdk - addmwild garden balsam (Impatiens pextori; I.
gd arilasmaydu this child is too bashful, he
uliginosa)! ♦ — samsaq bot. Lycoris radoes not mingle with people,
diata (see illustration at tag samsigi on p.
168)/ ♦ —suzaphoL wild rue/ ♦ —zagun yawayi
adj. Wild: -- haywan wild animal/ —
bot. greater celandine (Chelidonium madsiimluk wild plant. Also yawa 1. [Q. zajus)/ ♦ — zird bot. Tibetan fennel (Canm
carvi), used in Uyghur folk medicine (see
bajylG. iwoji].
illustration on preceding page)/ ♦ - qam- yawayila^gigiil bot. green amaranth (Amaranthus
vi. To become wild: bu balayawayilifip kdtti this child has become wild. Also yawiretroflexus)(see illustration on preceding
page)/ ♦ — qulmaq bot. scandent hops
la?-.
(Humulus scaMens)! ♦ -- kd$mir bot. Ori- yawayiliq
n. of yawiyi. [Q. zabajylyq].
yawdaq
adj. Bareback; unsaddled: — at unsaddled
horse/ atni — min- to ride a horse bareback,
yawropa
geo. n. Europe. [<R. Evropa],
yawropaliq
1. n. European.
2. adj. European: — n/z/dr European lan
guages.
yawuz
yawa qulmaq
yawa ka$inir
adj. Ferocious; resolute; stem; ruthless: -dptibdfird ferocious appearance/ — niydt
ental water plantain (Alisma orientale; A.
plantago-aquatica)! ♦ — kiinjUt bot.
ruthless ambition; vicious intent; cruel
white deadnettle {Lamium album)! ♦ —
heart. Also yirtqug, yirtqujluq. [O. yagulsamsaq bot. wild tigerlily/ ♦ - moi bot.
vuzJG. evuz].
Thermopsis lanceolata, a kind of thermop- yawuzlarja
adv. Ferociously; resolutely; sternly; ruth
sis/ ♦ — moza bot. oakgall (Galla turcici;
G. halepensis), used in Uyghur folk medi
lessly,
cine (also ballut). Also yawayi.
yawuziuq
n. Ferocity; resolution; sternness; ruth
lessness. [O. yavuzluk],
yawila^vi. = yawayila?- .
yaq I
int. No: sdn baramsdn — are you going?
no/ sdn nimd disdd, u - dimdydu no mat
ter what you say, he never says no. Also
yoqsu 1. [KK. zaq]yaq II
KEY 2. ^ proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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yaqn. Side: bu —qa 6t come here!/ on —ta on
the right side/ siz bir —qa barmidinizmu
you did not go anywhere at all? Cf. Qat 1,
yan. [K. zakllk. yakIXi. Sq\.
yaq-I
vi. To light up, start (of fire): giraq —ti
the lamp lit up/ ot —ti the fire started/ ♦
nan — to bake bread. [C- yaq-/KK. zaq-ITz..
yak-(to heat)/U. eq-].
yaq- II
1. vi. To be to one’s liking, pleasing,
suitable: bu y&min hawasi mana —maydu I
find the climate here unsuitable / unin bu
qiliii mana —midi I didn't like this action
of his / unin sozi mana -midi his remarks
were not to my liking/1 ofuq gdp qulaqqa
—mas superfluous words are not pleasant
to the ear. [KK. zaq-l\i. eq-\.
2. vi. To be beneficial: sut sana —idu milk
is good for you.
yaq- III
1. vi. To be close to: yuzini yiizigd — to
be cheek to cheek. [TT. yaq-].
2. vi. To apply, daub, put on: yariga dora
— to apply ointment to a wound.
yaqa
1. do. n. Collar: juwa yaqisi collar of a
furcoat/ 6rd — straight collar/ qayrima —
turndown collar/ yaqidin al- (yaqiga esil-)
to seize by the collar/ ♦ — siqU- to grab
each other's collar (to exchange blows).
[C. yaqalY. saga].
2. n. Side; bank; shore: ddrya yaqisi riverbank/ yol yaqisi roadside/ ♦ — yurt for
eign place (outside one's home district).
[K. z^alO. yakalU. eqa].
yaqavt. To launder, rinse: kiyimni— to rinse
clothes. Kumul dialect,
yaqut
n. Precious stone; gem; ruby. [U. yaqut;
yoqut].
yaqisiz

yanraadj. Collarldss: collarless shirt,
yaqilavi. To stay close to: tom —p man- to walk
close to a wall/ dstdn —p man- to walk
along the canal,
yaqila^- I
vt. To fight, exchange blows. Also yaqa
siqis- .
yaqila$- II
vi. To be close to, approach one another.
[KK. zoqynlas-l\J. Sqalas-].
yaqiliq
adj. Having a collar: kdmgdt — juwa a furcoat with a beaver fur collar. [Y. sagallaax].
yaqla1. vt. To reply, defend: disertatsiyd — to
defend a dissertation. [Ik. yakla-!\i. eqla-].
2. vt. To approve, agree with: ular pikirimizni —ydu they agreed with our opinion.
yakor
n. Anchor. Cf. langarl. [<R. yakor'].
yaki
conj. Either...or: 5 ya yolwasni dlturuy kerdk — yolwasqa ydm either the tiger must
be killed or one must become food for the
tiger. Also ya II. [C- yaxudlTa.. yaki/U.
Ski].
yanaq I
bot. n. Walnut (Juglans regia): — posti
walnut shell/ — megizi walnut meat/ ityanigi
datura (Datura stramonii) (also wannin urugi). Also called jawz. [Q. zangaq].
yanaq II
phys. n. Cheekbone: — gag sideburns.
[Tk. yanak]. Also zanaq; cf. ^ika.
yandavi. To list, tilt: bas —p kdtti the head was
tilted/ yuk bir tdrdpkd —p kdtti the load (on
a pack animal) listed,
yafiravi. To ring, be resonant: naxya awazi —p
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yanratkdtti the song was resonant,
yanratvt. To cause to be resonant: naxsini — to
sing a song with a resonant voice,
yanraq
adj. Resonant; resounding: — naxsa awazi
resonant song,
yanza
n. Form; model; pattern; shape; style;
type. [<Ch. yangzi],
yanyu
bot. n. Potato (Solatium tuberosum): - ag
io- to peel potatoes. [<Ch. yangyu].
yay
math./phy. n. Arc: elektir—i electric arc.

[u. m-

yay1. vt. To spread open: dastixan — to
spread a tablecloth/ gapanni ydrgd — to
spread gowns on the ground/ qanat — a.
to spread wings; b. ♦ to develop, unfold/
kiyimni aptapqa — to dry clothes in the
sun/ gdp - to spread the word. [O. yay-].
2. vt. To roll: xemir — to roll dough. [U.
ej<n-2)].
3. ag. vt. To herd: qoyni — to herd sheep.
Also yaylat-; cf. pada bag- , otlat- . [OT.
yay- (to scatter, disperse)].
yayaq
adv. On foot: — mafl- to go on foot. [O.
yaya; yayan].
yaysiman
adj. Arc: — (Iraq arc lamp/ — nur arc
light,
yayravi. To feel happy, rejoice: kbflli — to have
ease of mind. [U. yajra-].
yayrap-ya^navi. = yayra- .
yayi
his. n. Yamen runner. [<Ch. yayi].
yayl
zoo. n. Mane; hair on the nape of certain

yaga?
animals: atnin -i horse's mane. [C- yalin!
Tv. gel].
yaylaag. vi. To graze. Cf. otla- .
yaylatag. vt. = yay- 3.
yaylaq
ag. n. Pasture; grazing ground. Cf. otlaq.
[U. yajlov],
yaylliq
zoo. adj. Maned: — at maned horse,
yayma
n. Booth; stall; vendor's stand: — ag- to
set up a stall,
yaymi^i
n. Street vendor. Also yaymika^; cf. wapuu$ 2.
yaymigiliq
abstract n. of yaymiji.
yaymika$
n. = yaymifi.
yag
n. Fat; grease; oil: - tart- to extract oil/ —
de^i grease stain/ — gugiit- to heat oil/ —
kdydiir- to refine edible oil/ — kislatasi
fatty acid/ su yegi vegetable oil/1 dgkd janda qassap — qaygusida the goat's concern
is life, the butcher's is fat/ ♦ — purat- to
cause oil to smell (to offer sacrifices to
gods or ancestors)/ ♦ — gayna- to chew
fat (to enjoy a life of ease): u — gaynigan
he has enjoyed a good life/ ♦ agziflga
— let's hope so! [Tu. yag! Tv. gag!\J. eg;
jir].
yagvi. To precipitate: gar —di it snowed/ yamgur—di rain fell. [Q.yag-/Ha.. yau-/T\i. yag-/
Tv. gag-/\J. eg-].
yaga?
n. Wood; lumber: — ayaq a. wooden leg;
b. stilt / — bdt woodblock in printing) / paxta silk cotton; kapok/ — jabdug wood
en utensil or furniture/ — oyma woodcut;
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yala-

yagag-taij
wooden sculpture/ — kdmiir charcoal/ —
kiiriik wooden shovel/ — at a. pe. vaulting
horse; b. hobby horse/ - ispirti chem.
wood spirits/ - golluq Osiimluk bot. woody
plant; xylophytum/ - matiriyal lumber
material/ — m^i chem. wood tar/ ♦ —tGk
qetip qal- to be as wooden as a dummy.
[OT. igag (tree; wood)/Tu. agag (tree)/Tv.
yyay/U. ^gog^.
yaga?-taf
n. Building materials,
yagaggi
n. Carpenter; woodworker. Cf. xarat.
pk. yaugy (matchmaker)],
yagagjiliq
n. Carpentry; woodworking,
yaga^qulaq
adj. Disobedient: — bala a disobedient
child,
yagaq
1. adj. Bald; bare; without hair or fur: —
ter& bare hide/ ♦ - tapan zoo. clasper.
Also taqir, teqir 2.
2. adj. Thin and bare: -- yuz a thin and
bare face.
yagdur1. vt. To cause to rain: sUn'i usul bildn
yamgur — to precipitate rain artificially.
[C. yagdur-\.
2. fig. vt. To rain, bombard with: so al —
to rain questions on/ l&n&t-n&prdt — to
bombard with curses.
yagsiravi. To lack lubrication: oq yagsiridi the
axle lacked lubrication (turned hard),
yagsiz
adj. Without oil, grease or fat.
yagla1. vt. To oil, grease: gaqni — to grease a
wheel.
2. vt. To bribe: agzini (kaniyi, gelini) - to
grease the mouth (windpipe, pirn); to of
fer a bribe.

yagla^
vi. To be stained with oil or grease: y&fl
—ti sleeves were stained with grease.
yaglam(i
n. Glib talker,
yaglam^iliq
abstract n. of yaglamgi.
yagliq I
adj. Fatty; greasy; oily: — polo greasy pilaf/ — iigdy pig's large intestines (used as
food)/ — qapaq a. oily bottle gourd; b.
filthy person/ — gdi fatty meat/ -- nan oily
bread/ ♦ — Oruk bot. a kind of apricot.
Also yaglima 1.
yagliq II
n. Scarf; kerchief; handkerchief: gasa —
square kerchief. Cf. romal, rummal.
fa. yaulyk/U. jUrgak].
yaglima
1. adj. = yagliq I: — gapan a greasy coat.
2. adj. Smooth; glib: — sOz sweet blan
dishments.
yaglimiliq
n. Blandishment; flattery: — qil- to blan
dish, flatter, cajole,
yagao
n. Toothpaste. Also gis pastisi. [<Ch. yagad\.
yala
n. Slander; libel: — gapla- to slander or
libel. Also yalixorluq. [Mo. yal-a (fault;
blame)/Q. ?a/a].
yala- I
1. vt. To lick, lap: su qirgaqni -p ketiptu
water lapped the river banks/ mu^iik balisini
yalidi the cat licked its kittens. [K. zala-l
KK. zala-l'Vi. yala-/T\. gylga-/\J. yala-].
2. vt. To rub, scrape: ayaq putumni -p
k&tti the shoe rubbed my foot.
yala- II
vt. To detain, take into custody: jinay&tgiIdrni —p man- to take criminals into cus
tody. [<Ch. ya].
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yalatyalat1. vt. caus. of yala- .
2. vt. To plate: altun — to gild, do goldplating/ kiimui — to silver; to do silverplat
ing.
yala?vi. mut. of yala- : e§iz burun — to gang up
or collude,
yalaq
n. Dog dish. [U. yaloq].
yalaqfi
n. Lackey; henchman; bootlicker. Cf. ataman-^aparman, podaq9i, laganbardar.
yalaq^iliq
abstract n. of yalaqji.
yalan
1. adj. Bare; naked; nude; thin. Cf. anliyalan. [C. yalafl/OT. yalinlU. yalang],
2. adj. Single; unlined: — qapaq single
eyelid/ — kiyim unlined garment/ — kiyinip
yilr- to be thinly clad/ - egilidigan gul single-petaled flower/ — yip a single string/
bu qoynifl eti bdk — ikdn this sheep is very
thin. [KK. zalafUQ. lalafi (#1-2)].
3. adj. Only; merely: — yaslar Midi only
young people came. Cf. yaksan 2. [K. ?alan (#1-3)].
yalanayaq
n. Barefoot: 1 — sudin qorqmas the bare
footed don't fear the water. Also qonaltaq,
yalangidaq. [O. yalmaycdcllk. yalanayak\.
yalanto^
n. Pauper; poor wretch,
yalanwa^
n. Bare head,
yalanwa^taq
adv. Bareheaded: — giisk&n siirdt bare-head
ed portrait/ u — 6yg& kirip Midi he enter
ed the room bareheaded,
yalangidaq
n. = yalanayaq.
yalanda
n. Flake; small piece (of soap): sopun ya-

yalt-yult
landisi small piece of soap,
yalpaq
adj. Flat: — tas flat
stone/ ♦ -golluqpiyizdk bot. Scirpus
planiculmis. Alsoyapilaq, yesa. [Q. zalpaq/\J. yalpoq].
yalpaqla1. vt. To slice: yaflymi — to slice pota yalpaq golluq piyizak
toes/ goyni - to slice meat. Cf. til- 1.
2. vt. To pound flat: tdmurni — to pound
iron flat. Also yapilaqla- (#1-2).
yalpayvt. To throw out.
yalpuz
bot. n. Field mint; peppermint (Mentha
arvensis): gdl —i red-rooted salvia (Salvia
miltiorrhiza). [Q. zalbyzIU. yalpiz].
yalt
n. Flash; sparkle: - qil- to sparkle, flash,
shine suddenly: ot — qilip yenip dgup qaldi the fire suddenly flashed and then went
out. [U. yalt].
yaltayvi. To back out of or withdraw from a
commitment: gepidin yaltiyiwal- to talk
oneself out of a commitment,
yaltiravi. To flash, shine, sparkle, shimmer: Gyn&k yaltiridi the glass shone. [Tk. yaltyra-l
TT. yaltir-].
yaltiratvt. To cause to be shiny: pigaqni bil&p —
to polish a knife/ ddrizd dyniklirini surtiipto clean window panes, flk. yaltyrat-ITT.
yaltrir-].
yaltiraq
adj. Shiny; flashing; sparkling: — qdg&z
glossy paper. [U. yaltiroq],
yalt-yult
onom. Flash; sparkle; twinkle: gaqmaq —
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yalguz

yaldama
qilip gaqti lightning flashed,
yaldama
n. Souvenir; keepsake; memento. Cf. astilik, yadikar 1, namuna 2.
yalji1. vi. To be afire, aflame.
2. vi. To be prosperous: tumtuf —midi life
is not prosperous.
3. vi. To feel lonely. Hi dialect,
yalwurvt. To beg, plead, implore. Also yelin- .
yalqaw
adj. Indolent; lazy; slothful. Cf. tanbal,
horun, erin^ak, laxma. [Mo. jalqagul
Tv. (algaalU. yalqov],
yalqawla?vi. To become lazy. Cf. horunla^- .
yalqawliq
n. Indolence; laziness; sloth. Cf. tanballik, horunluq, erin^aklik, laxmiliq.
yalqun
1. n. Blaze; flame: — tagi geo. volcano/ ot
—i fire flames. Cf. alangii. [C- yalinITw.
galbyys].
2. n. Male name,
yalqunjavi. To give off flames,
yalqunlavi. To soar, blaze (of fire). Cf. alangiila-,
yan- II I.
yalqunluq
1. adj. Blazing: — ot blazing fire. Cf. alangiiliik 1.
2. adj. Ardent; fervent: — salam ardent
greetings/ — sdz fervent words/ — ytirdk
fervent heart/ — muhdbbdt fervent love.
Cf. ati^in, alanguliik 2, qizgin. [Tv. galbyyityg].
yalixor
n. Libeler; slanderer. Cf. bobtan^i, tohmat(i, tobmatxor, ^eqimgi.
yaluorluq
n. Libel; slander. Also yala.

yalinag
adj. Bare; naked; undressed: — ddrdxl&r
bare trees/ — yat- to sleep naked. [U. yalangog].
yalinagla1. vt. To undress: balini — to undress a
child.
2. vt. To unsaddle: atni — to unsaddle a
horse.
3. vt. To pull or draw out: qiligni — to
draw a saber.
4. vt. To clean out: ogri Oyni —p qoyuptu
the thief cleaned out the room.
yalina^lanvi. retro, of yalinagla- : d&rdxldr
yaliMgli- nip qaldi the trees became bare/
yalibagli-nip suga giis- to strip naked and
jump into the water,
yalildavi. To sparkle, glimmer, glisten: ot —p
kOydi the fire sparkled.
yalgan
^
adj. False; untrue: — bo\
lup giq- to turn or become
\
false/ " hdjjdt false re
ceipt or document/ — kiilk& false laughter/ — eytto tell a lie/ — g&p lie;
falsehood/ — guwa false
testimony/ ♦ — r&yhan
bot. Elsholtzia densa/ ♦
— miwd bot. spurious yalgan rayhan
fruit; pseudocarp. Cf. ja, saxta, yalganyawdaq, galat. [Ta. yalgan (lie; falsehood)/U. dgon (falsehood; lie)],
yalgan^i
n. Liar,
yalgan^iliq
n. Lying; cheating: — qil- to cheat, play
tricks.
yalgan-yawdaq
adj. = yalgan. [U. dgon-yasiq].
yalguz
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yalguzQiliq
1. adj. Lone; alone; sole; single: -- bir 6y
lone house / — turmm MgUr- to lead a soli
tary life/ — ogul sole boy/ — qora single
courtyard/ - kisilik naxsa solo song/ u—k&ldi he came alone/ mdn — kdldim I came
by myself/ 1 — atnifl gefli giqmas, gefli
giqsimu defli giqmas a single horse does
not raise much dust (one lark does not
make a spring)/ ♦ — ayaq yol single-foot
road (alley; lane). Also yakka-yigana 1,
yigana.
2. conj. Only: — bula dmOs nor is this all;
moreover/ bu isni — mdnla bilimdn only I
know about this matter. [K. zalgyzIKK. zalgyzJ'TSi. yalgyzlH. Slgiz (#1-2)].
yalguz^iliq
n. Loneliness: — tart- to feel lonely/ — qilto feel short-handed. Cf. tanhaliq, yalguzluq. [K. ztilgyzdyklKK. zalgyzlyq].
yalguzsiravi. To be desolate or deserted,
yalguzluq
n. = yalguzfiliq. [Q. yalguzluq].
yallavt. To employ, hire: bir ad&mni — to hire
one person. [Th. yalla-!\i. Slla-].
yallanvi. To be hired or employed: isqa — to be
hired for work. fib. yallan-].
yallanma
adj. Hired; employed: — dixan farmhand;
farm laborer (also batraq)/ — ddip lit.
hired scribbler; hack writer/ — dmg&k
wage labor/ — qosun mercenary,
yallanmiliq
n. Hire; employment: — idiyisi hired-hand
mentality,
yalluq
med. n. Inflammation: jigdryallugi hepati
tis/ 6pkd yallugi pneumonia,
yalma1. zoo. vt. To eat in big gulps: kala otni
-p- —p yim&ktd the cow ate grass in big

yamaq^a
gulps.
2. vt. To swallow whole without chewing,
gobble up.
yalmawuz
1. n. Devil; demon; evil spirit. [K. zelmogwz/KK. zaltnaiiyz (Hexe)/U. yalmogiz (crea
ture that devours everything in sight)].
2. sby who is starving,
yalman
zoo. n. Selevinia betbakdalensis, a kind of
field mouse. [Q. zalman].

yalmanquiaq
bot. n. Humid euphorbia (Euphorbia humifusa). [Q. zalmanqiilaq].
yamavt. To mend, patch:
kiyim -- to mend
clothes. Cf. on$a-, onla-, remontla-, yasa-.
[C- yama-ITu. yama-l
U. yama-].
yamap-tomap
n. Sewing and mending.
yama$1. vt. mut. of yama- .
2. vt. To climb, scale: taqqayamisip giq- to
scale a mountain/ ddrdxqd — to climb a
tree.
3. vt. To harass, hassle, nag, pester: sdn
mafia yamUiwalma don't pester me! Also
gepil- II 2, yemif- 2.
yamaq
n. Cloth patch: — sal- (yama-) to patch/ —
gdskdn kiyim patched garments. [U. yamoq].
yamaqga
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yamaq9i
n. Small patch. Diminutive form of yamaq.
yamaq^i
n. Cobbler; shoe or clothes repairman.
[U. yamoqgi\.
yamaq^iliq
n. Cobbling; shoe or clothes repairing,
yamaqliq
1. n. Patching material.
2. adj. Patch^: — kiyim patched garment,
yaman
1. adj. Bad; base; evil; low; rotten: - ad&t bad habit/ -- aqiwGt evil conse
quences/ -- al- to avoid as taboo/ -siipdtlik dsmd med. malignant tumor/ —
kOr- to detest, abominate, abhor, be dis
gusted with/ — yoldin qayt- to correct
one's evil ways/ — yolga bayla- to take to
evil ways / — gdp vicious talk/ — niy&t
evil intention/ — niy&ttd bol- (— niy&t qil-)
to have evil intentions. Also aski 1, nabap 2. [C. yamanlYiK. zamanlCJT. yabtzl
Q. zamanlM. Smon\.
2. adj. Terrible; formidable: bu ad&m b&k
- this person is very terrible.
3. n. Evil person: —ga yantayaq bol- to
abet an evil person/ ^ —gayag yara$mas you
can't do anything good to an evil person/
1 -nin agzidin yaxfi g&p giqmaydu there is
no good tongue in an evil person/ 5 —niH
yaxsisi bolgigd yoxfinifl yamini bol to be the
worst among good people is better than to
be the best among evil people.
4. adv. Very; especially; extremely: —
yaxii very good / bazarda addm — kdp very
many people are in the market/ besim — agriwatidu my head hurts terribly. [K. za-

man].
yaman^avt. To calumniate, libel, slander. Also qarila- I.
yamanla1. vt. To berate, slander, reproach, find

yamgur
fault with, scold: u seni —p bdrdi he slan
dered you.
2. vi. To get angry and desert: dydin —p
giq- to leave home in a huff.
3. vi. Ib be disobedient, ill-behaved, mis
chievous, naughty: bala —p kdtti the child
became naughty.
yamanla$vi. To turn bad, worsen: bala yamanliyip
kdtti the child turned bad/ ular yamanlmp
qaldi their relationship worsened/ unifl kesili yamanlmp kdtti his illness took a turn
for the worse,
yamanliq
1. n. Bad; evil: — qil- to do (sth) bad/ unifl yamanligini dmdi bildim I know now
that he is evil-natured/ mifidin — kdlmdydu he never has an evil idea/ mdn safla nimd — qildim did I do anything bad toward
you? [KK. zctmanlyqKJI. yallaq],
2. n. Stem; formidable: unifl yamanligini
qara look how stem he is!
yambu
his. n. A shoe-shaped gold or silver ingot
used for money. [Q. zambyY
yambuluq
adj. of yambu: bds —at a horse worth five
yambu.
yamgaq
n. Flowerpot. Kashgar dialect. Cf. ta^ak.
yamravi. To overflow, inundate, spread: pitndigwa —p kdtti rumors spread/ tasqin —p kdtti
floodwaters overflow^ / ot —p kdtti fires
spread / kesdllik —p kdtti diseases spread,
yamul
his. n. Yamen (government office in Chi
nese imperial times). [<Ch. yamenIQ.

zambyl\.
yamgur
n. Rain: — tamgisi raindrop/ — stiyi rain
water/ — yag- (guy-) to rain/ — miqdari rain
fall / —da qal- to be drenched by rain / aq
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yamgur-ye^iin
— light rain/ qara — downpour; heavy rain/
simsim — drizzle; fine rain/ 1 pargd buluttin — kUtmH a broken cloud does not pro
duce rain. Also yegin. [Q. yamgur/K. zaan;
zamgyrIM. yagmurIQ. zanbyrlTa. yangyri
U. SmgurlY. samyyr],
yamgur-ye^in
n. Rain water. Alsoyegin-yeiin. [Q. zaflbyr-

zauyri],
yamgurluq
1. adj. Rainy: — pOsil rainy season/ — kiin
rainy day.
2. n. Rain gear (e.g. umbrella or rain
coat). Also pila? 2.
yan
1. n. Side: — bas- to shield, be partial/ -xosm neighbor/ — Oyi side room/ — qoral
mil. sidearms/ — yagag side frame of a win
dow or door/ — yol sidewalk / —ga tart- to
draw over to one's side, rope in/ orunduqni jozinifl yeniga qoyufl please put the seat
by the side of the table/ dyum m&kt&pnifl
yenida my house is next to the school / sol
“ left side/ u yenimdin dtiip k&tti he left
from my side/ yenida bol- to be alongside
or on the side of/ ♦ — b&r- to obey, heed,
comply, give in, yield. Also yaq II, yanbagir. [C- yanIK. ?<2«/KK. ?a/I/0. yanlQfl.

yanIQ. zan/Ta. yanITu. yanITv. gan-/U.
Sn].
2. n. Purse; pocket: - xaltisi pocket/ yeni
bos having an empty purse; poor/ yeni egir
having a full purse; rich / yenini axtur- to
pick (sby's) pocket.
yan- I
1. vi. To disappear, vanish, lessen: aggigi
“ to cool down, be mollified/ issiq —ganda
yolga giqin please go out when the weather
cools off/ issiq —di the swelling subsided/ qizitma —di the fever came down.
2. vi. To return: bazardin — to return
from the market/ 6yg& — to return home/
1 atqan oq —mas a fired bullet will not re-

yantaq
turn. Also qayt- . [C- yan-/(JT. yan-IT\.

gan-].
3. vi. To leave, quit: ddrstin —ganda when
coming out of school/ xizmdttin — to get
off work/ istin — to quit work. [U. ziina-].
4. vi. To contradict one's superiors:fl/aaniga — to contradict one's parents.
5. vi. To change, give up: wMisidin — to
go back on one's word/ kdflli — to lose
heart/ yaman yoldin — to turn over a new
leaf/ gepidin — to change one's remarks/
niyitidin — to change one's views.
yan- II
1. vi. To blaze, burn: ot —di the fire
burned. Also alangiila- , yalqunla-. [C-

yan-IKK. zan-IO. yan-/Tk. yan-ITu. yan !
U. ^n-].
2. vi. To shine: giraq -di the lamp shone/
unin kdzliri —di his eyes shone.

yanar
adj. yanar tag geo. volcano: — tag etildi the

volcano erupt^.
yanbagir
n. Slope: tagnifl yanbagrisi hillside; moun
tain slope. Also yaq II, yan I. [U. enbos].
yanbegirlavi. To crawl, creep: —p ilgirila- to move
ahead by crawling. Also begirla- 1, dmila-.
yanpa?
phys. n. Hip: — giqip kdtti the hip was dis
located/ — sSnigi hipbone / ♦ —qa al- to
cause to suffer/ ♦ —qa
giq- to suffer at (sby's)
hands/ ♦ —qa urup g&p
tap- to fabricate, con
coct,
yantaq
1. bot. n. Camelthorn

(Alhagi pseudalhagi): —
sekiri sugar derived from
camelthorn. [Q. zanyaq!
U. yantoq].
2. Male name.

yantaq
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yantayyantayvi. To lean, tilt, slant, slope: tarn yantiyip
qaptu the wall tilted. [Ih. yantaj-].
yantayaq
n. Accomplice: — bol- to be an accomplice.
Cf. gomaq^i 2, qol(omaq.
yantayaqliq
adj. Accomplice: — rol oyna- to play the
role of an accomplice,
yantu
adj. Inclined; slanting; sloping; oblique: —
siziq math, oblique line/ — quduq inclined
shaft or well/ — etiz sloping field/ — igizlik
math, slant height/ - y&r inclined or slop
ing ground/ — yiiz math, inclined plane.
Cf. agma.
yantuluq
n. Gradient; slope. Cf. tiklik, qiyaliq.
yanda1. vt. To brush past: m&n uniH yenidin —p
Otup k&ttim 1 brushed past him.
2. vt. To pair up: atqa isGkni — to pair up a
horse and a donkey.
yanda$
adj. Adjacent; abreast; adjoining; along
side: — oltur- to sit alongside/ — mafl- to
walk abreast/ ikki 6y — two adjoining
rooms/ ♦ — seliq indirect tax. [U. en-

doi^.
yanda$1. vi. To be abreast, side by side: yafidifip
tur- to stand side by side/ yandiiip mad- to
walk shoulder to shoulder.
2. vi. Tobenearto: ^yoxfigayaruiaiyamandin qag follow a good person, avoid a bad
one.
yanda^turvt. caus. of yanda$- : —up gat- to connect
side by side,
yandur-1
1. vt. To return: ariydt algan n&rsini —up
bdr- to return borrowed items. Cf. qaytur- 1. [C- yandur-/Tv. gandyr-].

yangaq
2. vt. To recall, retract: pikiridin — to
cause sby to give up an idea/ jawap — to
answer, reply, respond, retort/ rayini — to
make sby give up his wish/ ♦ —up sorato ask repeatedly.
3. vt. To vomit, throw up: yigdn tamaqni
-iw&t- to throw up food.
yandur- II
vt. To light: giraq — to turn the light on,
light a lamp/ ot - to light a fire. [^. yan-

dyr-].
yandumiilavi. To do sth repeatedly: —p sora- to ask
repeatedly,
yanfa
adv. Sideways: — giiykdn rdsim side picture;
profile/ — uz- to swim sidestroke/ — yatto sleep on one's side.
yan?uq
n. Pocket; pouch: — agdur- to rummage
through a pocket/ — sa'iti pocket watch.
Cf. (ontak, kisa. [Q. zcmqaltalT&. yangyk
(tobacco pouch)/U. ^ngiq],
yanjuq^i
n. Picl^ocket. Cf. jaligiir, kesiwur.
yan^uq^iliq
abstract n. of yanjuqfi.
yan9uqluq
adj. of yan^uq: — rdxt cloth for making
pockets/ — iitan pants with pockets,
yangi
n. Serf,
yanjivi. To grind, husk, pound, thresh: —p taf
ia- to smash or break / bugday — to thresh
wheat/ dora — to pound medicine in a mor
tar. [U. yang-].
yanwar
n. January. Used mostly in publications.
Common term is biringi ay. See Calendars
on pp. 1073-4. [<R. yanvar'].
yangaq
adj. Flammable: — madda inflammables
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yangin
or combustibles,
yangin
n. Wildfire; prairie fire. [U. Sngiri].
yanmu-yan
adv. Abreast; side by side: — tur- to stand
abreast/ — oltur- to sit side by side. [U.

Snma-Sn\.
ya1. vt. To eat: —p toymasliq med. bulimy/
ay — to eat a meal/ yigini girayiga giqmaydigan adOm sby who eats up everything and
does not get fat/ ^ gaglimay yig&n agrimay
Ol&r if you eat without restraint, you die
without illness/ 1 yimigan matitinin pulini
told- to pay for the dumpling one has not
eaten (to take responsibility for sby's
deed). Cf. baq- 4, jiyla- 3. [C- ye-/K. ?e-/
KK. ze-!OT. ye-; yz-/Tu. z/-/Tv. fi-/U.
e-].
2. vi. To bite: pasa ydp kdtti the mosquito
bit.
3. vt. To suffer, undergo, receive: para —
to accept a bribe/ tayaq — to get a beating/
ddsnam — to be scolded/ oq — to be hit by a
bullet/ sogaq — to suffer from a cold / iig
ydrdin oq yidi to be hit by three bullets.
4. vi. To corrode: tOmiirni dat ydp kdtti
the iron became rusty/ terd ay yidi the lea
ther was thoroughly tanned/ kiyimni kUyd
yidi the clothes were eaten by moths/ ♦
yigdn esi mdydisigd tdp- to beat eaten food
in the chest (to repay
kindness with enmity).
yabruj
n. ydbruj sdndm bot.
ginseng (Panax ginseng;
P. quinquefolium), used
in Uyghur folk medi
cine,
yat1. fig. vi. To reach, ar
rive: bu xdwdr nur-gun
kifildmifl quligiga —ti this yabruj sanam

yatkiiznews reached many people’s ears/ waqit
—ti the time has come/ qi$ yetip kdldi winter
has arrived/ mdqsdtkd — to reach one's
goal. [C. yer-/K. ?e/-/Tu. er-/Tv. get-].
2. vi. To be sufficient or enough: algan seyimiz bir qifqa yetidu we bought enough
vegetables to last the entire winter/ yetdr
enough!
3. vi. To catch up: biz ularga yetiwalduq
we caught up with them/ hdqiqdtnifl tegigd — to seek the essence of truth/ gdpnifl
tegigd — to figure out the meaning of a re
mark. [KK. zet-l\J. et- (#1-3)].
yatta
1. num. Seven: 5 -- Olgdp bir kds measure
seven times before you cut (look before
you leap)/ ♦ — dza seven organs (phys.
body): — dzasi saq bodily health/ ♦ —
qdwdt asmannifl nerisi beyond the highest
Heavens/ ♦ — qozuq ast. Ursa Major;
Great Dipper (also — tikdn)/ ♦ — iqlim
the whole world. [C. yetti/KK. zeti/OT.

yeti; yitillk. zidelTY. yiti/Tu. edi/Tv. gedU
U. ettU'i. sette\.

2. rel. n. Seventh day of sacrifices to
Heaven.
yattaylan
num. Group of seven persons,
yattilik
n. The 7 card in a deck of cards,
yattin^i
num. Seventh. [KK. zetinsHQfT. yeting; yi-

tinglTk. zidengeITv. gedigi],
yatkiiz1. vt. To send, transmit, relay, convey,
deliver: bu pulni ay axirigigd ydtkOz please
transmit this money by the end of the
month/ yolugilarni mdnzilgd — to send
travelers to their destinations/ menifl salimimni yoldaslarga —Un please convey my
best wishes to the comrades. [C- yetkur-l
KK. zetker-].
2. vt. To bring sth to sby: payda — to
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yar

yatkiizma
bring advantages to sby/ ziyan — to bring
losses to sby.
yatkiizma
adj. Relayed: - doklat relayed report/ -rayi gr. relayed form.
yatmi$
num. Seventy: -- yasliq boway a 70-year
old man/1 ogul baliga - turltik MMr azliq
qilidu a boy can learn seventy trades and
still be belittled. [OT. yetmis/Tv. (edenlU.

etmis].
y^uj-majiij
rel. n. Gog and Magog, two omnivorous
monsters whose appearance heralds the
coming of Judgment Day.
yahudi
rel. n. Jew; Jews: — dini Judaism. Also
johut.
yasli
n. Nursery; childcare center; creche: balini --gd jayla^tur- to place a child in a nurs
ery. [<R. yasli],
y^. .
1. vt. To loosen, untie: tugungim - to un
tie a knot. [Th. (if-IT\. gestin-IM. eg-; ef-].
2. vt. To answer, explain: m&silini — to
explain a problem, answer a question.
3. vt. To take off, remove: ayaq - to take
off shoes/ kiyim — to take off clothes.
yar
...
1. ag./geo. n. Land; ground: - astixizmiti
underground work/ -- asti siiyi ground wa
ter/ - astigolhot. subterranean stem/ - agdur- to turn over land/ — posti geol. the
Earth's crust/ - tOzld- to level land/ - teri- to cultivate land/ — temperaturisi
ground temperature/ - gegrisi land bound
ary/ “ xeti land deed; land title/ — hdyddto plow or till land/ - sari ast. Earth: - sari
ekwatori equator; - sari magnitmdydani the
Earth's magnetic field/ — sari oqi ast. Earth
axis/ - iisti gol bot. above-ground stem/ kOrunusi land form or configuration/ - kugi

soil fertility/ - ijarisi land rent/ — issiqligi
terrestial heat/ - islahati land reform / magniti phy. terrestial magnetism/ ~ mdydani land measure; area/ -- miilki landed
property; real estate/ —dd qal- to be bur
ied, covered up/ -gd gUsup kdt- to fall to
the ground/ -nin tartis kugi phy. terrestial
gravity/ boz — wilderness; virgin land/ tagliq - hilly land/ qalgag - begirlap ugup OtUp
kdtti a swallow flew by brushing the
ground/ yamgurdin keyin — texi dkgip kdtmidi after a rain the ground has not yet
dried up. Cf. topa, tupraq 1. [C- yer/K.

zer/M. yerlOT. yer; yir/Q. zerlTi. zirlTT.
y/r/Tu. erlY. sir],
2. n. Part; portion: bu sdznid tograyeri bar
this remark is partly right/ romannifl dfl
qiziq yeri the most interesting part of a no
vel. [Tv. ger {it\-2)].
3. n. Place; locality: qaysi yerin agriydu
where do you hurt?/ yigin egilidigan - place
of meeting. [C- yerlYX,.zerlO. yerlHn. zir!
U. ef\.
♦ -- bolup kdt- to lose face, be dis
graced/ — bildn ydksan bol- to suffer a
crushing defeat/ ♦ - papisi dwarf; midg
et; pygmy/ ♦ - tozgip bot. Bovistella si
nensis / ♦ " tegidin qara- to steal a
glance, peek, peep/ ♦ — gisld- to bite the
dust, meet one's death, get killed/ ♦ —
gisldt- to kill: u bir oq bildn ikki kalini gisldtti he killed two cows with one bullet/
♦ — qil- to cause to
lose face/ ♦ — yutto stand condemned
by Heaven: — yutqur condemned by
Heaven/ ♦ — gaja- to
rub the ground (to fall
down; to make sby
fall down [Kashgar
expression)]/ ♦ —
mddigi bot. Chinese
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yar-asman

yakunla-

cynomorium (Cynomorium soongaricum),
grave/ —kd qoy- to bury in a grave. Cf.
used in Uyghur folk medicine/ ♦ —d&
^ehitliq 2, zaratka, qawra, gor, mazar.
qoy- to let down, fail to live up to, disap yarmanka
point, be unworthy of: biz x&lqnin Umidini
n. Trade fair,
hdrgiz —dd qoymaymiz we will certainly yakpay
not disappoint the people's aspirations/ ♦
adj. Single: - ayaq single foot; one-footed,
—gd qara- to be embarrassed, shy, yaktak
ashamed: uni ydrgd qaritip qoyma do not
do. n. Open-necked gown. [U. yaltak].
embarrass him!/ ♦ -gd kirip kdt- to feel yaktiz
too ashamed to show one's face,
adj. One-legged: — oltur- to sit down by
bending one leg.
yar-asman
n. Heaven and earth; universe; world: — yiikdil
zilziligd kdl- to be earthshaking/ —ni astinadj. Of one heart or mind,
iistin qil- to turn Heaven and earth upside yakdillik
down/ -ni qaraflguluq bos- to be in a state
abstract n. of yakdil: - bildn iyld- to work
of chaos,
wholeheartedly,
yar-jahan
yakan
n. = yar-asman.
geo. n. Yarkant
(Shache), county
yar-su
ag. n. Fields; farmland. Also yar-zimin.
in Xinjiang (38.
yarsiz
24N 77.15E). Es
ag. adj. Landless: — dixan landless peas
tablished in 1913. Population (1982):
ant.
450,804.
yar-zimin
yakga^ma
ag. n. = yar-su.
adj. One-eyed: — addm one-eyed person/
yaryolwisi
1 ydkgdiminin yurtiga barsafi, bir kdzuflni
zoo. n. Cutworm,
yum if you go the home of a one-eyed
yaryiizi
person, close one eye (do in Rome as the
1. geo. n. Earth's surface; ground.
Romans do),
2. geo. n. World,
yaksan
yarla^1. obs. adj. Identical; alike.
vi. To settle down. [Tu. erles-].
2. adv. Purely; totally; merely. Kashgar
yarlik I
dialect. Cf. yalan 3.
adj. Local: — aptonomiyd local autonomy/ yak^anba
— ahald local population/ — OsUmlUkldr
n. Sunday: — qil- to spend a Sunday. [Tk.
local plants/ — sdz local dialect/ — kadir
yakydmbelTu. ekyenbelU. yakyanba].
local cadre/ — kesdl local disease/ — mdh- yakiin
sulat local product/ — mutdxdssis native
n. Summary; conclusion: — giqar- to con
expert/ ♦ — dafiguy bot. Seselopsis tianclude/ xizmdt —i summary of one's work.
schanicum. [Th. zMek (ground; basis)/Tu.
[U. yakun (result; total)],
erlUH. zajdari],
yakiinlayarlik II
vt. To summarize: tdjribildrni — to sum
n. Grave; burial ground: — kola- to dig a
marize experiences/ xizmdtldmi - to sumKEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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yal

yakka
marize one's work,
yakka
adj. Single; solitary; individual; alone: dixan individual farmer (i.e. sby not work
ing for a cooperative)/ — dmgdkgi self-em
ployed laborer / - oy?m gimpiyoni pe. sin
gles champion/ — isld- to work on one's
own, go it alone/ - igilik individual econ
omy. Cf. dallifl. [KK. zekkelU. yakka].
yakka-yigana
adj. Lone; alone; solitary: — addm lone
person/ - jdn qil- to fight in isolation/-yaya- to live alone. Cf. dallifimu-dallin,
yalguz 1, yigana.
yakkilavt. To keep apart, isolate, segregate. [U.

yakkala-].
yaklavt. To repel, reject.
yaklimi(ilik
n. Exclusivism; exclusionism; xenophobia,
yakmu-yak
adj. = yakka-yigana: — eli$- to fight by
oneself,
yan
n. Sleeve: — tur- to roll up sleeves/ —
qon- dur- to put sleeves on a garment/ ^
bay yerilsa bdk igidd, qol sunsa - igidd the
head is under the hat, the arm is in the
sleeve (private things should be kept pri
vate)/ 1 qol sunsa - igidd, bay yerilsa bdk
igidd break an arm in the sleeve and a
head inside a hat (don't wash your dirty
linen in public)/ ♦ - sodisi qil- to trade
on the sly/ ♦ - yimaylap mdydanga giq- to
roll up one's sleeves (before a fight); to
come out into the open/ ♦ — igidd keliyiwal- to discuss surreptitiously. [K. zed/Q.

zeniTBi. zMT\. gefllU. eng].
yanvt. To beat, overcome, surmount, win oy
er: aggiqni - to suppress one's anger/ qiyingiliqni - to surmount difficulties. [K.

zed-ITai. zid-l\J. eng-].
yangii^lavt. To change, exchange, vary: dora - to
change medicine/ kiyim — to change
clothes,
yanga
1. n. Elder brother's wife; sister-in-law.
[Th. zidgd (daughter-in-law)/U. yanga].
2. n. Polite form of address for a woman
about one's own age.
yangi1. vi. To be relieved or relaxed: mdn hazirxeli -p qaldi I am now very relieved.
2. vi. To give birth: u saq-salamdt —waldi
she gave birth without a hitch.
3. vi. To be relieved of: u kesdldin —p qal
di he was relieved of his illness.
yangitvt. caus. of yangi- : gunayini — to miti
gate a crime,
yangil
1. adj. Light. [Th. zidellTu. eflillU. engit].
2. adj. Flighty; frivolous. Cf. tantak.
3. adj. Digestible. Also yenik (#1-3).
yangiltak
adj. Impatient; impetuous; impulsive. Cf
aldiraqsan, aldirangu, bitaqat, taqatsiz,
sawirsiz, $ap$ak 1, qiziqqan.
yangilik
abstract n. of yanga.
yangillavi. To ease or let up: unid kesili yddgillidi
his illness let up. ["ft. zideldjter-].
yangilla^vi. = yangilla- .
yangillik
n. Frivolity: - qil- to be frivolous; to phi
lander. Also yeniklik; cf. tantaklik.
yanlik
n. Sleeve cover, covering the lower half
of a sleeve in certain manual jobs).

yal

1. n. Air: - bazgini air or pneumatic ham-

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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yalpii-

yanimu

mer/ — b&r- a. to inflate or pump up; b.
bot. n. Fruit. Also yimi|, miwa.
♦ to boost morale, cheer up, encourage/ yam
- giqip kdt- (qoyuwat-) a. to release air;
1. ag. n. Feed; fodder; forage: at yemi
b. ♦ to feel discouraged, lose heart/ —
horsefeed. Cf. bo^z, boguzluq, ot-boguz,
miltiq mil. air rifle. Cf. hawa II. [K. gel/
ot-xa$ak, yam-xa^ak. [Tv. gemlU. em].
lb. zil (wind; breeze)/Tu. el (wind)/U. el
2. n. Bait: beliqyemi fish bait/ zdmbirdk
(wind)/Y. salgyri].
yemi bol- to serve as cannon fodder.
2. med. n. Cold; chill: boyunga — tump yam-xa$ak
qal- to have a stiff neck/ biqinimga — tump
ag. n. = yam 1: — bazisi feeding station/
qaldi my chest hurts/ sogaq - eczema. Cf.
- yig- to store up fodder,
tumu (#2), $amal (#1-2).
yamla3. med. n. Rash; measles: — tas- to break
vt. To glue, paste, seal: ddrizini — to seal
out with measles.
windows/ ♦ agzini-pqoyganddkWkths\4. obs. n. Wind,
ing one's mouth sealed (mum; silent),
yalpiiyana
vi. To fan oneself: ydlpUgug bil&n — to
adv. Still; yet; again: — kelip besides;
fan oneself with a fan. [U. e/p/-].
moreover; in addition / siz — fundaq tumpyalpiigiig
sizgu you are still your old self/ u -xizmdt
n. Fan: pUklima (qatlima) - folding fan/
kOrsdtti he again made contributions/ iigihilild — silk fan. Cf. ^amaldurgug.
nis uginii - uginif study, study, and again stu
yalpiildady! Cf. baz I, texi, lexica. [C. yanalK.
vi. To flap, flutter, fly, wave. Cf. lapilzana/pi.. zdne/OT. yanalliL. yand/TT. ya
da-.
na; yindITn. ene; jOnelU. yana],
yalpiinyanji
vi. retro, of yalpu- : -up oltur- to sit and
geo. n. Yanqi, Hui autonomous county in
fan oneself,
Xinjiang (42.04N 86.39E). Established
yaltapan
inl913 and changed to autonomous county
n. Fleet-footed runner,
in 1954. Population (1982): 120,035
yalka
(21,208 Hui).
phys. n. Shoulder: -- bogumi shoulder
joint/ - goqqisi acromion/ ydlkigd al- to
shoulder, carry on shoulder. Cf. alqin 3,
dola, oqurak, 6?na, gol, mura. [U. elka\.
yalkan
n. Sail: - giisur- to strike sails/ - giqar- to
hoist sails. [U. elkari\.
yalkanlik
conj. Namely; that is: mdn aqsuga dtkdn
adj. Sail: - kemd sailboat,
ayda, - mayda bargan idim I went to Aqsu
yalkilik
last month, that is, in May. [U. yc'/i/].
adj. Broad-shouldered,
yanila
yalyara
adv. Still; yet:yamgur-yegiwatiduiii%s\iW
med. n. Gangrene.
raining,
yal-yimi$
yanimu
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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yobdan
adv. Still more: - igizr&k bolsun a little
higher please,
yobdan
cul. n. Dough drop soup made of cornmeal,
yopurvt. To set upright or erect; qulaq — to
prick up one's ears; at quligini —up gapmaqta the horse pricked up his ears and
galloped.
2. vt. Not say a single word,
yopurga
geo. n. Yopurga (Yuepuhu), county in
Xinjiang (39.15N 76.45E). Established in
1943. Population (1982); 94,150.

yosunluq
1. n. Cover; lid; zdmbirdk yopugi mil. gun
cover. Cf. qapqaq 1, yapqu{.
2. n. Saddlecloth; at yopugi horse blanket,
yopiter
ast. n. Jupiter. Also yupiter, muftiri I. [<
R. Yupiter],
yop-yoruq
adj. Light; well-lit; - 6y well-lit room.
Superlative of yoruq.
yot
chem. n. Iodine (I); — tabletkisi med. io
dine tablet/ — wolfram girigi iodine-tung
sten lamp. Also yod.
yota
1. phys. n. Thigh; - sdfligi thighbone / ♦
yotisiga urupla tapqan gdp fabrication. Cf.
teqim, soja, sofiga?.
2. n. Slope; tagniflyotisi hilhide] mountain
slope. Cf. bagir 2, qaptal.

yotqan
yopurmaq
bot. n. L^f; — tomuri leaf vein/ — tOkuldi
leaves fell/ - hdrisi zoo. sawfly (Tenthredinidae)! - sapigi petiole; leaf stalk/ -- red
leaf order; phyllotaxy/ - qoltuqgisi leaf
axil/ — qini leaf sheath/ — kepinigi zoo.
leaf roller (Tortricidae)l - gdii leaf flesh/
aylanma — verticillate leaf/ ddrdx — giqardi the tree sprouted leaves/ ddrdx yopurmigi tree leaf. Cf. qulaq 3. [K. zalbyraklTk.

yafrak/Tu. yapraklU. yaproqlY. sebirdex].

yopurmaqsiz
bot. adj. Leafless,
yopurmaqlabot. vi. To sprout leaves,
yopurmaqliq
bot. adj. Leafed; having leaves; - ddrdx
fully leafed tree/ yiflnd - ddrdx coniferous
tree,
yopuq

n. Quilt; — tesi quilt facing/ — kOrpisi bed
ding/ - kirligi quilt cover/ ♦ —ga qarap
put sun- to act according to circumstances/
♦ -nin teyidin bolgan bala a child (con
ceived) outside the quilt (an illegitimate
child),
yod
chem. n. = yot. [<R. yorf <G. Jod\.
yodanza
n. Small inn; rest stop. [<Ch. yaodianzi],
yoguq
1. n. Gap; crack; ifikniflyogugi gap between
door and frame.
2. n. Loophole; —qa kiriwal- to exploit a
loophole.

yogun

adj. Eccentric; odd; strange; unfamiliar; ~
U strange affair,
yosun
1. n. Rule; custom; established practice.
2. n. Way; manner; means; method; pat
tern. [Mo. yosu/U. jusin],

yosunluq

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. granunar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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yo^r-

yoq

adj. Well-behaved; polite: - bala a polite
child. [C. yosmluq (like; similar)].
yo?urvt. To conceal, hide, hold back: sizdin
-i-digan sirim yoq I have no secrets to hide
from you/ 5 kesdlni —sa, dlUm askara to
hide a disease is to die (the more one tries
to hide, the more one is exposed). [C. ya-

$ur-l\J. ya^ir-].
yo$uruq
adj. = yo^urun.
yo$uruq9a
adv. = yo^urunja.
yo^urun
1. adj. Secret: — awaz b&r- to cast a secret
ballot/ — oq at- to shoot in the back/ ~ dltur- to assassinate/ — qoral mil. secret
w^pon/ ~ kUr&s secret struggle/ - istihkam
mil. bunker/ — m&jUs secret meeting. Cf.
xupiyana, sirliq II, maxpiy. [U. yasirin\.
2. adj. Hidden; concealed; latent: - xcda
tas submerged reef or rock/ ~ kUg latent ca
pacity; potential/ — eqim undercurrent / —
issiqliq phy. latent heat. Also yo^uruq (Jfl2). [C. yasurun (^1-2)].
yo^urunvi. To hide, secrete, be concealed: ay bulutlar igigd —di the moon was concealed
behind clouds / ormanga - to hide in a for
est.
yo^urun^a
adv. Secretly; covertly: — aflla- to bug,
tap, eavesdrop/ — til biriktur- to collabo
rate secretly/ - qara- to steal a glance/ qegip kdt- to steal away, sneak off. Also
yo^uruqga.
yortzoo. vi. To prance (of horses),
yoruvi. To become light or bright: tafi -p keliwatidu dawn is slowly breaking/ dili — to
dawn in one's mind,
yorut-

vt. To illuminate, light up: tafl nuri y&r
yuzini —ti the dawn's light lit up the
ground,
yorutqug
n. Illumination; lighting: - Uskaniliri
lighting equipment,
yoruq
1. n. Light; ray; beam; sliver: ay yorugi
moon sliver/ giraq yorugi lamp ray. Also
yoruqluq 1. [T. yoruq; yaruq].
2. adj. Bright; well-lit: - by well-lit room.
3. adj. Bright; promising: - dunya bright
world: — dunyaga giq- to see a bright
world. [U. erug (#1-3)].
4. n. Crevice; crack; fissure: taxtaynifi yo
rugi crack in a wooden board. [U. brio
(#4)].
yoruqluq
1. phy. n. Light; brightness: — tezligi
speed of light/ - dOstisi light beam/ - dolquni light wave/ - energiyisi light energy/
- yili ast. light year/ - manbisi light
source/ giraqninyoruqlugi lamp's bright
ness/ bynin yoruqlugi room's brightness.
Also yoruq 1.
2. fig. n. Light: —qa giq- to see the light
of day.
yorga
adj. Trotting: — at trotting horse; trotter/
♦ “ tarn double-layered wall. n\i. brm!

\}.jurga^^.
yorgila1. zoo. vi. To trot (of horses): at —p mafldi the horse trotted.
2. vi. To rush about: h&r muqamga — to
rush everywhere (to act like a fool).
yorgilatvt. caus. of yorgila- : at ~io make a horse
trot/ bz gepini — to use lame arguments,
resort to sophistry,
yorgila?vi. To bustle or rush about,
yoq

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazal*; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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yoganla'

yoqat-

n. = yoqsulluq.
1. n. Absence: — bol- to disappear, van
ish/ “ qil- to cause to disappear/ -qa giq- yoqsul
1. n. Poor person; pauper. \y5.juqsil\.
to be done for; to come to naught/ -qa gi2. n. Proletarian. Cf. puroletar.
qar- to deny, negate totally/ ♦ — y&rdin
putaq giqar- to raise a red herring. [C. yoql yoqsulluq
n. Poverty: u —ta gofl bolgan idi he grew
or. ydq].
up amidst poverty. Also yoqsuzluq.
2. adj. Absent; there is not: turmusta^emimiz
— our lives are without worry/ 6yd& yoqitis
n. Loss; destruction; annihilation: — jefli
hegkim — there is nobody in the room/ semil. war of annihilation/ zor — heavy loss.
nifl on besifl — you are not ten-headed (su
[OT. yokkys (v. vemichten)].
perhuman)/ kerdk — it does not matter/
menifl Uim — it's not my business/ mijdzim yoqilan
adj. Groundless; baseless; unwarranted: —
— I don't feel well/ H —niflyigisidin bamifl
bdtnam trumped-up charge/ — sdwdp
ytiki yaxfi the burden of wealth is better
groundless reason/ — is nonsensical matter/
than weeping over poverty (JMC). [KK.
— isqa arilas- to poke one's nose into non
ZoqlTk. yukITT. yoqlTn. ek/\J.juq].
sense or other people's business/ — gdp
yoqatgossip; digression,
vt. To lose, misplace: pul qapgugini yoqitip
qoy- to lose a billfold or purse/ dhmiyitini yoqlavt. To visit, call on: tuqqan — to visit rela
— to lose significance/ dmgdk qabiliyitini
tives/ kesdl — to visit a sick person. [U.
— to lose one's capacity for work/ dzini —
juqla-'\.
to lose one's nerve: u dzini yoqitip qoyuptu he became flustered or confused/ wij- yoqluq
n. Nothing: —tin barliqqa k&l- to grow out
danini — to lose conscience, be con
of nothing/ waqtimniflyoqlugidinsizninkigd
scienceless. Cf. ada?-1. \T&.yugalt-l\5.jubaralmidim because of lack of time I can
qot-\.
not go to your home. [Th. yuklyky
yoqal1. vi. To disappear, vanish: birparg&x&t yoqlima
n. Roll call: - ddptiri roll/ - qil- to make
-di a letter disappeared. Also yiit- 2. [Th.
a roll call,
y«ga/-/U. jUqol-^.
2. vi. To get out, beat it: kOzUmdin yoqal yogan
adj. Big; stout; thick: - tas large stone/ get out of my sight!
ddrdx thick tree/ — qalpaq large hat/ — qoyoqsu
saq fat belly/ — gdp qil- to talk big, brag/
1. int. No: - undaqydrgd bargan dmds no,
kiyim — kdldi the clothes are too large. Cf.
I have not been to that kind of place. Also
gon 1, zor I. [OT. yogunlU. jiigonlY. ulayaqi.
xari\.
2. int. Really; such talk; come now: tamaqqa baqmay olturisizgu — beqiwatim&n yogan^i
n. Self-important or conceited person. Cf.
why aren't you eating? Really, I have
jongi.
been eating!
yoganlayoqsuz
1. vi. To grow, become big or large: yara
adj. Poor; impoverished,
—p kdtti the sore grew.
yoqsuzluq
KEY 1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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yoganlat-

yolsiz

2. vi. To be arrogant, haughty, supercil
ious.

the way; b. to present an idea or plan; to
direct, give instructions/ —i oguq ad&m a
resourceful person / tegliq —i bildn with
peaceful means/ senin tutqan -un togra the
method you have chosen is correct. [Th.

yoganlatvt. To enlarge, exaggerate, overstate: im —
to overstate a matter/ m&silini — to exag
gerate a problem. Also yoginat- .

yul (n-2)l

yoganliq
1. n. Girth; circumference:
to measure girth. Cf. aylana. [U. jugonlik]
2. n. Arrogance: — qil- to be arrogant,

yoginavi. To grow, grow up: w&qa —p ketiptu
the incident has grown/ min ogli —p ketiptu
his son has grown up/ unin yiirigi —p k&tti
his courage grew,

3. n. Reason; grounds: mundaqdiyiskd senin
hegbir —un yoq you have no reason what
soever to talk this way.
4. m. for stripes:------- git striped cotton
print/ bir —i aq bir —i qizil rdxt red and
white striped cloth.
5. m. Time(s): bu - mdn pul giqiray let
me pay this time.
6. m. for loads borne on shoulders by
means of shoulder poles: bir — su one
load (i.e. two buckets) of water.
7. prep. For; in order to; for the sake of.
yolavi. To get close to: uninga yeqin yolima donot get close to him! / mdn unin dyigd —p
baqmidim I have not been near his house/
1 qazanga yoluqsan qarisi yuqar if you get
too close to a pot, you get sooty (one
takes on the color of one's company),
yolba^fi
n. L^der; guide; sby leading the way. flk.

yoginatvt. = yoganlat- .
yol
1. n. Road; way; route; journey: - ag- to
pave the way, open a new road/ — al- to
leave for, start on a trip to/ - basla- to lead
the way/ — bGr- to give way, make way,
give the right of way/ - boyi throughout a
journey/ — bolsun Happy Journey!/ — xeti
travel permit/ - xirajiti (rasxodi) traveling
expenses/ — man- (yur-, bos-) to walk, go
on foot/ —da qal- to wander about/ —din
ados- (az-) to lose one's way/ -ga giq- to
yulbas0/\J. julbofgi].
start out/ —ga sal- to send, cause to go/ tag yolba$9iliq
—i mountain road/ gon — avenue/ hawa —i
abstract n. of yolba$(i.
air route/ su —i waterway; shipping lane/ yolda$
yerim — half-way; on the way: yerim —da
1. n. Comrade; spouse; traveling compan
toxtap qal- to stop on the way/ ♦ —din
ion: u menin yoldi$im he is my comrade.
adastur- (azdur-) to mislead/ ♦ -din giq[KK. zoldas/Tu. elday],
1. to be off the track; 2. to turn bad: —din
2. phys. n. Afterbirth; placenta. Cf. a$. [U.
giqqan ayal bad woman; u balisini —din
jiildoi].
giqardi she brought up the child poorly/
3. n. Male name. Alsoyoldof'axun.yoldas♦ —ga gug- to walk on a correct path. Cf.
way.
ta¥-yol. [C. yo//KK. ?/7/OT. yoUTY. yol! yolda$liq
Tu. eU\].jul\.
adj. Comradely: — munasiwdt comT&dely
2. n. Way; method: - tap- to seek ways/
relationship,
— tut- to adopt a method, model oneself yolsiz
on/ - qoy- to permit/ - kdrsdt- a. to point
adj. Unreasonable; unjust: - tdldp unrea-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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yotkal-

yolsizliq
sonable demand/ - esiliwal- (yepUmal-) to
nag or pester unreasonably. [C- yolstz
(pathless; untrodden)/OT. yolsyz (ohne
Weg)].
yolsizliq
n. Unreasonableness,
yolwas
1. zoo. n. Tiger (Panthera tigris): — uwisi
tiger den/ tagil — striped tiger/ \ -ni yM~
gdn batur dmQs aggiqni y&flg&n batur to
subdue a tiger is not brave but controlling
a bad temper is/1 tosqand&kyuzyilyasigigU,
—tdk bir kiin ya^a it is better to live like a
tiger for one day than like a rabbit for a
hundred years/ ♦ - agzidin qutulup giq- to
escape the tiger's mouth (to have a narrow
escape)/ ♦ —nin sagrisini sila- to stroke
the tiger’s buttocks/ ♦ q&g&z — paper ti
ger. Also called bars. [Tu. elbarslij. jul-

bars].
2. n. Male name,
yolugi
n. Traveler; passenger. Also called pasa^ir.
yoluq1. vi. To meet, encounter, see: mdn uniflga
—maqgi idim I plan to see him/ man uniflga
kogida --up qaldim I met him on the street.

[C. yoluq-].
2. vi. To suffer, meet with: balaga — to
meet with disaster/ xatdrgd — to meet with
danger. [U.juliq-].
yoluqturvt. caus. of yoluq- : mdn uni —midim I
have not met him.
yolyoruq
n. Instructions; directive; order: — bdr(kOrsdt-) to issue a directive/ — sora- to
ask for instructions. Cf. buyniq, parman
1, korsatma. \\i. jUljuriq].
yollavt. To send: telegiramma — to send a tele
gram/ xalta - to send a package/ xOt - to

send a letter/ yalqunluq salam — to send
cordial greetings/ yuquriga matiriyal — to
send up materials. Cf. awat- , buyni- 1.
[U.;«//a-].
yoUanina
1. n. Memorial; petition.
2. n. Travel guide. K\s,o yol xeti. \\5.jul-

lanma],
yolluq
1. adj. Just; reasonable: — U a just matter/
1 —largayardOm kdp bolidu, yolsizlargayarddm az bolidu just men enjoy abundant
help (but) unjust men find little help.
2. adj. Strip^: - rOxt a striped cloth. [U.

julU\.
3. n. Farewell gift: — tut- to give a fare
well gift.
yonuvt. To whittle: yagagni — to whittle a piece
of wood. [U. yw/i-].
yotal
med. n. Cough: — qista- to be unable to
stop coughing/ uni — tutup kdtti he kept on
coughing/ quruq — dry cough/ kdk —
whooping cough; pertussis. [U. jutallY.

sdtdl].
yotalvi. To cough: qattiq — to cough hard/ yOtilip kat- to start coughing. Cf. qaqil- .
yotkavt. To move, transfer: at — to change hor
ses/ adrisni — to change one's address/ Oskdr — to transfer troops/ jozini — to move
a table/ orun — to change seats or resi
dence/ kiyim — to change clothes/ idarini
bayqa birjayga — to move an office to ano
ther place / isim-pamilisini — to change
one's name/ nopus — to move a residence/
♦ qiz — to move the bride (a part of a
wedding ceremony). Cf. siljit-, qozga- .
yotkal1. vi. To move, shift, change position,
transfer: joza ornidin yOtkilip ketiptu the

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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yu-

• * ••

yogatable was moved/ xizmdttin - to transfer
to another post/ u basqa Mr 6yg& -di_ he
moved to another house. Cf. silji-, qozgal-

1.

2. vi. To be changed: -gdri kiyimldr
changed clothes/ unin kesili ydtkilip qaldi
his illness has changed/ mijdzi — to change
one's temperament,
yogavt. To coil, wind, wrap up, bind: balini ddiyalga — to wrap up a child in a blanket/
putqa paytima - to wrap feet (usually
wrapping cloths are used when wearing
boots)/ yip - to wind up a string,
yoga^1. vi. mut. of yoga- .
2. vi. To be coiled, wound or twirled: ddrdxkd ydgiiiwalgan yilan a snake coiled up in
a tree/ ydgiyip qalgan yip wound-up string.
yogak
do. n. Swaddling clothes: balini -kd ydgd- to swaddle a child,
yogay
bot. n. Dod
der (Cuscu-

ta):etizliqydgiyi Convol
vulus arvensis.
yogalma
adj. Rolled
up: - santiyogay
metir tape measure,
yogiilii^vi. To twist, wind,
yogiliivi. Literary form of yogiiliif.
yogimag
1. bot. n. Bindweed; field bindweed; pos
session vine (Convolvulus arvensis). See
illustration at etizliq ydgiyi on p. 732.
2. cul. n. Steamed twisted roll. Lopnor
dialect.

yola1. vt. To support with one's hand: uni —p
man help him walk!
2. vt. To lean against: wdlisipitni tamga -p
qoy- to lean a bike against a wdl.
3. ag. vt. To bank up with soil: yadyuga
topa - to earth up potatoes.
4. vt. To help, assist, support: u seni daim —ydu he constantly supports you.
yolap-silap
adv. Passably; perfunctorily. Cf. aplapsaplap.
yolak
1. n. Pillar; prop. Cf. tirak 1, dam III.
2. n. Backing; backup force,
yolakji
n. Backer; patron; supporter. Also yolan5iik; cf. himatfi, ^lapqat^i, welinemat,
madatkar.
yolanvi. To lean on or against, depend on, rely
on: tamga ydlinip oltur- to sit leaning
against a wall. [Tv. gdlen-^.
ydlan^iik
1. n. Back of a chair.
2. n. = yolakji.
yolangiikliik
adj. of yolanguk: - orunduq backed seat;
chair.
yomap-jomap
adv. Roughly; sloppily (stitching): - tikto stitch roughly,
yonalvi. To go toward: simal tdrdpkd - to go to
the north side. [KK. zdnel-l.
yonil4
n. Aspect; side; direction; orientation: -armiyisi mil. front army/ samal —i wind di
rection. [KK. z8n\.
yu1. vt. To wash, bathe: yuz — to wash
one's face. [C- yu-IT\. fy/i-/U. yuv-IY.

suuj-].
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yupurga
2. vt. To clear oneself: xizm&t kdrsitip jinayitini — to perform meritorious service
to atone for one's crimes/ gunayini — to
clear oneself of crime / m&n bu istin qolumni -dum I washed my hands of this affair,
yupurga
ag. n. Wooden harrow. Kumul dialect.
See illustration at soram on p. 484.
yupka
do. n. Skirt: garmun — pleated skirt. [<
R. yubka\.
yupiter
ast. n. Jupiter. Also yopiter, mu$tiri I.
yup-yumulaq
adj. Perfectly round. Superlative of yumulaq.
yutvt. To swallow: aggiqni — to swallow an
ger or an insult/ gayni — to swallow tea/
♦ qan — to swallow blood (to nurse a
grievance): — yutup olup k&t- to die with a
grievance in one's heart. [C- ywA/Jh. jot-1
U. y«/-].
yutaza
cul. n. A kind of steamed roll,
yutum
m. Swallow: bir — su one swallow of wa
ter.
yutqun^aq
phys. n. Pharynx,
yuha
1. obs. adj. Greedy; avaricious.
2. n. Fiend,
yurt
1. n. Native place; hometown: ^ kisi —ida
sultan bolgigd, 6z —unda ultan bol being a
sultan in sby else's place is not as good as
being a shoe sole in your native place.
Cf.diyar 1. [OT. yurt (camp; campsite)/
Ta.Jort (house; dwelling; country)/ Tu.

yurtlTv. gurtl\J. yurt],
2. n. Place; locale: —mu — yiir- to travel
extensively. [KK. zurt (#1-2)].

yuq3. n. Populace: — sora- to look after the
common people.
4. n. Birthplace.
5. n. Office; center; institute; institution:
all bilim —i institution of higher learning/
tdtqiqat —i research institute/ m&diniydt —i
cultural center. Cf. darilpunun, ^iieyiian,
inistitut.
yurtda^
n. Fellow villager; person from one's na
tive place,
yurtda^liq
abstract n. of yurtda?.
yurtdargiliq
n. Feeling of friendship among people
from the same locale,
yurtfiliq
n. = yurtdarfiliq.
yurtluq
adj. of yurt: mdn unifl bildn bir — he and
I are from the same place,
yuwa?
1. adj. Honest; frank: u bdk — he is very
honest/ ♦ — tap- to treat high-handedly,
bully.
2. adj. Docile; tame: qoyddk — tame as a
sheep. [U. yuvos (gentle; quiet)].
yuwa^lavi. To become tame: bala —p qaldi the
child became docile. Also yuwa^la^- .
yuwa^latvt. To tame: atni — to tame a horse,
yuwa^la^vi. = yuwa^la- .
yuwa^liq
n. of yu wa^: yuwasligiMin u seni bozdk qiptu
he bullies you because you are too docile.
yuq
n. Stain: un yugi flour stain/ yoy yugi tear
stain/ may yugi oil stain. [KK. zuq\.
yuq1. vt. To contract: kesdl — to contract a
disease.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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yuqqa

yuqtur2. vi. To be stained with, moistened, wet:
bu Ottikka su -maydu these boots are wa
terproof/ pdltoga lay -up qaptu the coat was
stained with mud/ tamdin -may sdkrdp dtiip k&t- to go past a wall without touching
it/ ♦ dddkka su -miganddk like water run
ning off a duck's back (being immune to
criticism). [U. yuq-1.
3. vt. To provoke: sdn uninga -migin do not
provoke him. Cf. tap- 3, sanji- 2.
4. vt. To meet with, suffer: bdhtan - to
suffer slander or libel.

yuqtur-

vt. To infect, dirty, taint: bzigd kir -maydigan addm sby who does not want to be
stained with dirt (sby who minds his own
business in order to keep out of trouble/
kesdl — to infect with a disease/ kiyimgd
kir -masliq not letting clothes get dirty/
yaman illdtldrni —uwal- to taint with bad
habits/ may -uwal- to splatter with grease.

yuquri

, ,• .

1. adj. High; upper: - besimliq tok high
voltage/ “ besimliq sim high-tension wire/
— bildk phys. upper arm/ — palata upper
house of a legislature/ — p&lld summit;
height; peak/ - tdbiqd upper stratum or
level / - tut- to stand above, lord it over/
- dolqun high tide; upsurge/ - &mdl high
official position/ - gastota high frequen
cy; VHP/ - gastotiliq elektir dolquni VHP
wave/ - hararOt high temperature/ - hawa
besimi high atmospheric pressure/ - sozuq
tawm gr. high vowel / - unumluk ogut ag.
highly effective fertilizer/ - qan besimi
med. high blood pressure/ - karbonluq
polat high-carbon steel/ — kdt&r- to hold
high/ - kOtiril- to rise, ascend/ -- malikula
chem. high polymer: yuquri malikuliliq birikmd macromolecular compound/ -- mdhsulatliq zira'dt ag. high-yield crop/ turxundin giqqan tutun - kbtirilmdktd smoke
curled upwards from the chimney/ Ozini

ba^qilardin - tut- to set oneself above oth
ers. [U. yuqori].
2. n. Up; above; higher authorities: —da
dmiliy misallar kdlturUldi the exarnples
mentioned above/ —da eytilgan mt^ilildr
the above-mentioned problems/ —din buyruq kdldi an order came from above/ -ga
payda tap^ur- to hand in profits to higher
authorities/ -ga drz qil- to appeal/ -ga qarato look up/ -ga kdtiris besimi phy. upward
pressure/ —ga mdlum qil- to report to high
er authorities. [Th. yugary (#1-2)].
yuquriqi
adj. Upper: - jag phys. upper jaw; maxil
la/ “ orunlar upper seats/ — ndpds yolliri
phys. upper respiratory tract/ binanifl —
qdwiti upper floor of a building,
yuqurilavi. To rise: ayrupilan —p ugmaqta the air
plane climbed / yol barganseri -p kdtti the
road gradually rose. Also yuqurila^ .
yuqurUatvt. To elevate, promote, raise,
yuqurila^vi. = yuqurila- .
yuquriliq
n. Height: awaz yuquriligi phy. pitch. [Tk.

yugarylyk],
yuqumsiz
med. adj. Non-contagious; non-infectious.
[U. yuqumsiz].
yuqumluq
med. adj. Contagious; infectious: - kesdllik contagious disease. Also yuqma. [U.

yuqumli].
yuqumlini^
med. n. Contagion; infection: OtkUracute infection.
yuqunda
r j -t
n. Stain: may yuqundisi oil stain. Cf. dag I

1.
yuqqa
adj. Thin: - qdgdz thin paper/ - kiym- to
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yulgun

yuqqaq
dress lightly or in thin clothes. [OT. yuw-

qa].
yuqqaq
1. med. adj. Infectious: — kesdl an infec
tious disease.
2. adj. Personable; gregarious,
yuqma
med. adj. = yuqumluq.
yun
n. Wool; hair: — at- to fluff or tease wool/
— ddiyal wool blanket/ — rdxt woolen
cloth/ — qirqi- to shear wool/ — yip wool
string/ tdgd —i camelhair/ qoy —i sheep
wool. [KK. iiifllU. iun\.
yundavt. To pluck: toxuni — to pluck chicken
feathers/ (egini — to pull hair/ gazni — to
pluck goose feathers / ♦ —may yd- to eat
without plucking (to eat indiscriminately),
yunsiz
adj. Hairless; without wool; shorn,
yunluq
adj. Hairy; shaggy; wooly: — qoy wooly
sheep/ — it shaggy dog.
yuyuqsiz
adj. Unwashed: — qaga unwashed bowls,
yuyuqluq
adj. Washed: - find washed bowl,
yuyulvi. To be washed: —gan fim washed pants,
yuyunvt. To wash, bathe: sdn —duflmu have you
taken a bath?
yugu? I
bot. n. Towel gourd; dishcloth gourd (Luffa cylindrica). See illustration at agi^a on
p. 39.
yugu5 II
n. A brush for cleaning pots and pans,
yugurvt. To knead: xemir — to knead dough. Cf.
5ayla-2. [Mo. jigura-/TT. yogur-llj. ijla-].

yugurul-

vi. pass, of yugur- : qan bildn —gan jdflgiwar dostluq militant friendship sealed
awith blood,
yul1. vt. To pull out or up: —up tasla- to re
move, extirpate/ fag — to pull out hair/ fU
— to extract a tooth/ ot — to pull weeds.
[U. yuH.
2. vt. To squeeze, extort: birkimnifl ndrsisini —up al- to extort sth from.
yultuz
ast. n. Star: asmanni qapligan —lar starstudded sky/ aqar — meteor; shooting
star/ defUz —i zoo. starfish; seastar (Asteroidea)! qutup —i North Star; Polaris/ ♦
— tariganda when the stars are scattered (at
daybreak)/ ♦ fifim agrip kegigd — sanap
giqtim a toothache made me count the
stars (kept me awake) all night. [Ih. jol-

dyzITT. yultuz/Tv. syldys/V. yulduz/Y.
sulus].
yultuzja
gr. n. Asterisk: bu kitaptiki izahlar — bi
ldn kOrsitilgdn annotations in this book are
marked by asterisks. Diminutive form of
yultuz.
yultuzsiman
adj. Star-shaped,
yultuzluq
ast. adj. Starry:
— asman starry
sky.
yuldurvt. caus. of yul: balilargaot—to
have children
pull weeds,
yulun
phys. n. Spinal
yulgun
cord,
yulgun
bot. n. Thmarisk (Tamarix); kdp saxliq —
Tamarix ramosissima. [Q. zyfigyl/Tu. jyl-
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yumgaqsiit

yulgunluq
gyn\yulgunluq
n. Ikmarisk grove,
yum1. vt. To close, shut (eyes, mouth): kozni
—up OQqigd in the twinkling of an eye; in
a flash/ egiz — to shut one's mouth. Cf. at1, yap- 2. [Tu. yum-/\J. yum-].
2. vt. To hold, grasp: qol — to grasp
hands.
yum^a1. vi. To become soft or pliable: terd yumfidi leather became pliable.
2. vi. To become mild or moderate: u xeli
—p qaldi he became quite moderate.
3. vi. To ease up, relax: wdziydt xeli yumSidi the situation eased up.
yum^atvt. To soften: terini — to soften leather/
kdfllini — to mollify, soften (sby's) heart.
[KK. zumsa-IU. yumfot-].
yum^aq
1. adj. Soft; flexible; supple; pliable: —
tafilay phys. soft palate/ — orun soft seat,
berth (in trains); easychair/ — su chem.
soft water/ — qoy yuni soft sheep wool / —
qolluq softhand^/ - nan soft bread/ kdnli
— soft-hearted/ ♦ — tdnlik zoo. mollusk.
Cf. pola. [OT. yimfaqlTk. jomsakITv. gym-

gcddH. yumsoq].
2. adj. Mild; moderate: — g&p mild re
mark.
yum|aqwa$
n. Cuckold. Also poliwa^.
yum^aqwa^Iiq
n. Cuckoldry.
yum^aqliq
n. of yum^aq: - qil- to adopt a flexible atti
tude,
yumran
1. bot. adj. Young; fresh: - maysa young
shoots.
2. adj. Delicate; tender: balinifi — eti a

Childs's delicate skin,

yumur I

med. n. Wart. Cf. sogal.

yumur II
n. Humor. [<R. yumor].

yumuq

1. adj. Closed; shut: — koz shut eyes. Cf.
Also tuyuq, yepiq 1, yepiqliq.
2. adj. Grasped: — qol a hand that was
grasped.

yumulavi. To roll: ydrdd - to roll on the ground.
[U. yumala-].

yumulatvt. To roll: tag iistidin tasni — to roll a rock
from a mountain,

yumula?mut. of yumula- : balilar qumda yumulmp
oynawatidu the children are rolling around
in the sand and play,

yumulaq
adj. Round: — joza yigini round-table con
ference / — qind bala plump child/ — yuz
round face / ♦ — tawuz round watermel
on (smooth; evasive; slick; sly)/ ♦ — sdz
round word (equivocal or ambiguous re
mark). [U. yumaloq],

}'umulaqlavt. To make round: dorini — to fashion
medicine into pills/ xemirni — to shape
dough into balls,

yumulan-

1. vi. To roll, trundle: tuft yumulinip kdtti
the barrel rolled.
2. vi. To writhe: u agriqqa gidimay yumuli
nip kdtti he writhed in pain/ u kiilup yumu
linip kdtti he laughed himself silly.

yum-yum
onom. yum-yum yigla- to shed tears, weep,
yumgaqsiit
bot. n. Coriander (Coriandrum sativum),
used in Uyghur folk medicine. See illus
tration on next page. Also called ka^niz.
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yiirak

yunda
yunda
n. Sewage; slops: -giligi sewage buck
et; honey bucket.
[U. yundi\.
yundipuru$
n. Bootlicker; lack
ey; toady. Also yundixor; cf. ataman(aparman, podaq^i,
yalaq^i.
yundipuru$Iuq
n. Bootlicking; toadyism. Also yundixorluq.
yundixor
n. = yundipuru^.
yundixorluq
n. = yundipuru^luq.
yiit1. vi. To get lost: kitap —up kdtti the book
got lost/ 1 —kdn pigaqnifl sepi altun the
hilt of a lost knife is golden.
2. vi. To disappear, vanish: n&g& -up k&ttin where did you disappear to? Also yoqal- 1. [OT. yit-\.
yiittiirvt. To lose, misplace: u agqugni —iwetiptu
he lost the key. Also yoqat-.
yiidiivt. To carry on one's back: balini -walto carry a child piggyback/ otun — to car
ry firewood,
yiidiimgi
n. Porter; transport worker. Cf. apka$(i,
hanunal.
yiian
m. Yuan (Chinese currency unit), consist
ing of 100 pun (q.v.) or 10 mo (q.v.) Al
so som. See section on Weights and
Measures on pp. 1079-80.
yiian^uay
mil. n. Marshal. Also called manual,
yiianlik

adj. Yuan: ag — ndrsd three yuan's worth
of things,

yiir1. vi. To go: —Mlar ple&se go. [KK. ?«r-].
2. vi. To stroll, saunter, take a leisurely
walk: sdn nddd —isdn where are you off
to?/ u bagda —idu he strolls in the park. Cf.

man- 1. [C. yurii-ITa. jdr-/U. yur- (#12)].
3. vi. To come in contact or associate
with: yaman addmldr bildn —md do not
associate yourself with bad people.
4. as auxiliary verb, expresses the fre
quency of an action: balilar bagda oynap
—idu the children play in the park very of
ten/ sdn nimd qilip —isdn what are you do
ing all the time?/ u biznidkigd kelip —idu
he comes often to our house.

yiirak
1. phys. n. Heart: — ajizlayti the heart
weakened/ — agrif med. cardialgy; heart
burn/ — tawusi cardiac sound/ — dalangisi
auricle/ - sal- (soq-) to palpitate/ - sangigi med. angina pectoris/ — qepi pericar
dium/ — qeringisi ventricle/ — kesili med.
heart disease/ — muskuli cardiac muscle;
myocardium/ yiirigi toxta- (of heart) to
settle/ yiirigi oynap kdtti the heart began
to race/ yiirigi su bol- to be alarmed or
nervous/ yiirigi egis- to have heartache. [Cyiirdkiyio. jiriikelTk. jdrdkITT. yiirdklTn.
jiireklTy. giireklkl. yurak],
2. fig. n. Heart: — aldi bol- to have a ling
ering fear/ - teri heartstrings: — tarini titritidigan tugging at one's heartstrings/ —
sadasi heartfelt wishes; aspirations/ — sdzId- to speak from the bottom of one's
heart/ — sirliri innermost secrets/ yiirigi
pokuldap kdtti the heart went pit-a-patter/
yiirigi iziga giiy- to feel at rest or secure
about/ yiirigi agziga qaplisip (tiqilip) qaldi
the heart almost jumped out/ yiirigi zidd
bol- to be deeply hurt/ yiirigini pigaq til-
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yiirak-bagri
gand&k boldi the heart felt as if stabbed by
a knife/ gin —tin t&brikld- to congratulate
sincerely/ ogriniflyiirigi pok-pokthtthief's
heart thumps/ ♦ — qeni painstaking care.
Cf. dil, qalb, kbniil.
3. n. Courage: —ni toxtat- to compose
oneself or pull oneself together/ yurigi gofi
brave/ yurigi qaptdk extremely audacious/
toxu — chicken-hearted/ fir — lion-hearted;
audacious/ qorqup yurigi yerilip kdt- to be
scared out of one's wits. [Y. surex (#1-3)].
yiirak-bagri
fig. n. Heart: —im ezilip k&tti my heart is
broken,
yiiraksiz
adj. Timid: - bala a timid child. Cf. jiir'atsiz.
yiiraksizlik
n. Timidity. Cf. jiir'atsizlik.
yiirakzada
adj. yurOkzadd bol- to tremble with fear,
yiiraklik
adj. Courageous; audacious: — addm an
audacious person/ — ifld- to work coura
geously,
yiirii^ I
m. Set; suite: bir — by a suite of rooms/
bir — kitap a set of books.
yiirii^ II
1. verbal n. of yiir- .
2. n. March; expedition: — qil- to go on
an expedition / sdlip —i crusade/ uzun musapiliq — long-distance march.
3. n. Behavior; bearing; manner. Kumul
dialect.
yiirii^
1. vi. mut. of yiir- .
2. vi. To run smoothly: islar—Up k&tti work
ran smoothly; work was on the right track.
yiiriiHuru$
n. Bearing; manner; mien; move: —i basqig& strange-mannered/ —i salap&tlikpo\s.iA\
easy-mannered.

yuz
yiirii^iir1. vt. To cause to run smoothly, put on
the right track.
2. vt. To do sth in turn: —up i$lQt- to share
sth.
yiirii^la?vi. To form a complete set.
yiirii^I^iirvt. caus. of yiirii^la^- : -ulg&nqurulusconveyance system.
yiirii$liik
1. adj. Complete; ready-to-use: putun —
Uskund complete set of equipment.
2. adj. Fast: - at a fast horse.
3. adj. Skillful at managing,
yiirgiiz1. vt. caus. of yiir- : aptomobilni — to
drive a car/ atni — to make a horse go/
masinini — to start an engine.
2. vt. To carry out: pikir — to carry out an
idea / hoquq — to exercise power/ i$ni — to
carry out a job.
yiiz I
1. n. Face: — kdrus- to meet or see/ — keIdlmidi sizni award qilisqa —Urn gidimidi I
feel embarrassed to have bothered you/
-Omni qil uninga aggiglanma spare my feel
ings and don't get angry with him/ —i tdwdn shy; bashful/ —i tOkUl- (k&t-) to lose
face/ —i sdrun somber-faced/ —/ qelin
thick-skinned; shameless/ —i yoruq having
a radiant face/ —i nepiz shy; thin-skinned/
—idd tuki bar addm sby who turns against
his friend/ —idd kulkd oyna- to be all
smiles/ —igd sal- to rebuke/ —ini aya- (qil-)
to spare (sby's) feelings/ —ini daptdkqilto be brazen / —liri pokanddk qizirip kdtto be red in the face/ soqigaq — long
face/ qizil — red face. Cf. siray, oza. [C.
yUzIMo. jisuKJT. yUzITzi. jdzITT. ywz/Tu.

juzJM. yuz].
2. phys. n. Cheek: ofl — right cheek/ ikki
—i qip-qizil two red cheeks.
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yiizliniii

yiiz

adv. Superficially: - bil- to know superfi
3. n. Surface: pigaq —i knife's surface/ su
cially/ — oylan- to consider superficially/
—i water surface.
jdz/\J. yuza].
mdsiligd — qara- to approach a problem
4. math. n. Area: da'ird — area of a cir
superficially,
cle/ ug bufjdknifl -i area of a triangle.
5. cul. n. Skin on certain foods: sutnifl —i yiizaki
adj. Shallow; superficial: — bilim superfi
skin on milk/ sorpinifl -i grease cover on
cial knowledge/ — tonuy shallow under
meat soup.
standing. Also iizaki. [U. yuzaki].
♦ - Of- a. to lift a veil; b. to be married
(of a woman): yUzi egilmigan qiz a spinster/ yiizakilik
n. Shallowness; superficiality,
♦ — b&r- to happen: nimd w&q& — b&rdi
what happened?/ ♦ - tut- to go down to, yiiz-xatir
n. Feelings; prestige: — qil- to spare
head for: halak&tkd - tut- to go down to
(sby's) feelings,
one's doom; zawalliqqa - tut- to decline,
wane/ ♦ - dru- a. to fall out, turn sud yiizsiz
adj. Brazen; impudent; shameless. Cf. ardenly hostile; b. to betray, forsake / ♦ siz,
biar, bihaya, binomus, dap^aq, bayaqara- to practice favoritism/ ♦ -- kdr- ex
siz, uyatsiz, nomussiz. [U. yuzsiz].
presses the idea of having some great op
portunity: bir hdptidin beri kitap - kdrgi- yiizsizlik
n. of yuzsiz.
nim yoq for one week now I haven't open
ed one book; pdrzdnt - kdrmigdn addm yiizisidin
conj. pp. Because of; on account of: dostchildless person; mdktdp — kdrmigdn addm
luq — because of friendship/ ihtiyat — on
sby who had no education.
account of discreet observation. Cf. tiipayyiiz II
lidin, (iinki, sawini, sawinidin, ii^iin 2.
num. Hundred: -dd - 100%/ bunindin
bir ndggd - yil ilgiri several hundred yiizlap
num. Hundreds,
years ago/1 - afiligandin bir kdrgdn dla it
is better to see once than to hear a hun yiizla^vt. To confront, face. [U. yuzla^-].
dred times/ ♦ — beyi his. head of 100
households (a rank during the Qing dynas yuzla^tiirvt. To testify in court.
ty)- [C- ydz/Mo. jagul OT. yuzITa. jdz/
yiizlan___
TT. yOz/Tn. jazITv. gus/\J. yuz/Y. suus].
vi. To face, turn to. [TT. ytizldn-ITu. jiizyiiz-abroy
1. n. Face; countenance; feelings; sensi
len-y
bilities: -ini qil- to consider (sby's) feel yiizlandiirvt. caus. of yiizlan- : yezilarga — to gear to
ings.
the needs of villages,
2. n. Prestige: -i tdkuldi prestige hit rock
yiizliik
bottom.
adj. of yiiz: — addm a prestigious person/
yiizagqu
aq — qiz a white-faced girl/ bir — qdgdz a
n. Veil-lifting rite (Uyghur custom at the
sheet of paper for writing on only one
time of a wedding),
side.
yiiztura
yiizlini$
adv. = yuzmu-yiiz.
n. Trend; tendency. Cf. xabi$ 2.
yiiza
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agsiculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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yiizmay

yiigiir-

yiizmay
n. Facial cream,
yiizmu-yuz
adv. Face-to-face; to one’s face: -- toqunm- to clash head-on/ — turup sdzl&5- to con
verse face to face. Also yiiztura.
yiik
1. n. Goods: — aptomobili truck / — bas(qagila-) to load goods/ — paraxodi freigh
ter; merchant ship/ — tosu- to transport
goods/ — gii^iir- to unload goods. Cf. mal 2.
[U. yuk].
2. fig. n. Load; burden: —ni yenikldt- to
lighten a burden/ e^ir — heavy burden/ idiyiwi — mental burden; a load on one’s
mind /1 yoqniflyigisidinbamifl—iyaxsi the
burden of wealth is better than weeping
over poverty (JMC). [C- yuklTv. Qu"k

m)i

3. phy. n. Load,
yiik-taq
n. Luggage; baggage. Cf.
yiiksak
adj. Lofty; sublime; high;
p&zildt noble conduct/ —
ure/ — mdjburiy&t grave

ijinli.
grave; noble: —

obraz lofty fig
obligation. [U.

yuksakl.
yiiksaklik
n. of yiiksak.
yiiksalvi. To rise. Cf. brla-.
yiiksaldiirvt. To promote, raise: yeza igiligini — to
promote agricultural development,
yiikiinvi. To kneel: —up oltur- to sit down in a
kneeling position. Cf. tizian- , 50k- 2,
zonzay- . [C- yiikun-(to bow)/OT. yukiin(to submit, prostrate oneself)/TT. yukiin-].
yiikla1. vt. To load: iydkkd otun - to load fire
wood on a mule. [KK. zukle-ITv. gukte-l
U. yukla-y

2. fig. vt. To load: egir wdzipd — to
assign sby to an important task/ Uni birawga
" to saddle others with an affair, flk. jdkto-(#l-2)].
yiiklan1. vi. pass, of yiikla- : Udkkd —g&n otun
firewood carried by a mule. \lh. jdkldn-].
2. vi. To fall: bu U mafia —di this affair fell
on my shoulders.
yiiklima
gr. n. Mood: inkar yUklimisi negative
mood. Cf. ray 2, mayil 2.
♦ — dolqun phy. carrier; carrier wave: dolqun aparati carrier machine; — dolqun
zdnjiri carrier channel,
yiigan
ag. n. Bit of a bridle: atqa - sal- to put a
bit on a horse. [U. yugan (bridle)],
yiigansiz
adj. Unbridled; uncontrolled: — at ag. an
unbridled horse/ — bala an uncontrolled
child. Cf. noxtisiz.
yiiganla1. ag. vt. To put on a bit: atni — to put a
bit on a horse.
2. vt. To control, check, hold back: urns igwagdrlirini — to curb warmongers.
yiiganlik
ag. adj. Bridled: — at a bridled horse,
yiigiir1. vi. To run: balilar mdydanda —up yiiridu the children ran around on the play
ground/ uzunga — to run a long-distance
race/1 asta maflgan tag ayar, —gdn bag the
slow walker can cross mountains, but the
fast runner might reach the park. [OT.

yugur-ITh. jdger-l\J. yugur-IY. suur-].
2. vi. To spring into action: ydfl disd -idu
as soon as food was mentioned, he bestir
red himself/ yiizigd qan — to have a ruddy
complexion/ kino disd —idu as soon as a
movie was mentioned, he sprang into ac
tion.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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yetarlik

yiigiirtyugiirt-

yepi^qaqliq
n. of yepi^qaq.
yepiq
1. adj. Shut; closed; cov
ered; hidden; concealed: —
isik shut door/ -- ddrizd
closed window/ yuzi — ayal
woman with a hidden
yiiguni^
(veiled) face/ ♦ - uruqluq
n. Run; running: - musabiqisi pe. race;
dsiimldk bot. angiosperm.
yepi^qaqot
track competition,
Also
yepiqliq;
cf.
tuyuq,
yumuq.
yugiiriik
2. adj. Secret: - yigin secret meeting,
adj. Fleet; fast; good at running: *• at fleet
horse/1 put -ugi asqa, egiz -ugi basqa the yepiqliq
adj. = yepiq 1.
quick-footed are ready for a meal, the
yepilfast-mouthed are ready for a disaster,
1. vi. To be covered or concealed: unin isi
yugiir-yetim
—ip qaldi his matter is concealed.
n. Errands; odds and ends: — is errands/
2. vi. To close, shut: isik -maywatidu the
-gd man- to run errands. Cf. alwan, saydoor does not close/ magizin —di the store
si.
closed. Cf. taqal- 1.
yiiniilu$ keli$
3. vi. To end, conclude: yigin —di the meet
gr. n. Directional case. Also beri^ keli?.
ing
ended. Cf. xulasila-, natyilan- .
yepi^4. vi. To protect, shield: balisiga — to pro
1. vi. To stick or cling to: tensi ustixmiga
tect one's own child.
—ip turidighan addm sby whose skin
clings to his bones; a bag of bones/ unin yepinvi. To drape or wrap around: gapan — to
kiyimi bdk tar bddinigd —ip turidu his
put on a gown/ yotqan — to cover a quilt,
clothes are too tight and cling to his body/
yepin^a
lay bddinimgd -ip qaldi mud stuck to my
n. Cloak: 1 yazda —nni untuma qista ozubody. [Th. yabys-].
gunni in summer, don't forget a coat, in
2. vi. To nag, pester: sdn nimisqa mana -iwinter lay in provisions (preparedness asdn why do you pester me? Cf. gapla?- 3,
verts perils),
gepil- II 2, yama?- 3.
3. vi. To be close to (usually in negation): yepin^aqlavt. To put on: gapanni — to put on a gown,
u bizgd -may turidu he is not close to us.
yetarsiz
yepi^qaq
adj. Inadequate; insufficient: turmustdjribi1. adj. Sticky: -- lay sticl^ mud. Cf. ^apsi — insufficient life experience,
la^qaq, sozulu$(an 2, ^ilinniq, $illiq.
2. adj. Nagging; pestering: - bala a nag yetarsizlik
n. Inadequacy; insufficiency: — his qil- to
ging child.
have a sense of inadequacy. Cf. azliq 1.
yepi^qaqot
yetarlik
bot. n. Lappula echinata. Also called donadj. Ample; sufficient; enough: — waqit
bey yepisqigi.
1. vt. caus. of yiigiir- : at — to make a
horse run/ mi gaqirip kelUM bir balini -iw&ttim I sent a child running to call him
back/ qal&m - to wield a pen, put pen to
paper. [OT. yugurt-^.
2. vt. To plate: kurntis -- to do silvering or
silverplating.

tl

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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yetakfi
ample time/ kiig — strong enough; suffi
ciently powerful. [U. etor],
yetakfi
n. L^der; leadership; guide: — kttg power
of leadership/ - idiyU guiding thought/ ♦
— ayrupilan mil. lead aircraft/ ♦ - gaq
driving gear. [K. zetekgilU. etakgi].
yetakjilik
n. Guidance; leadership: — roli leadership
role/ — qil- to guide, lead. [K. zetekgilik].
yeti$(maq)
vi. mut. of yat- .
yetif(mak)
1. vi. To catch up with: d&rstd —dlm&slik
unable to catch up with lessons.
2. vi. To reach, attain: biz bdxtlik kiinldrgd —uq we have attained happy days/ mdqsdtkd — to reach a goal.
3. vi. To be sufficient: addm —midi peo
ple are not enough.
4. vi. To grow up: balam jdngi bolup —ti
my child has grown up to be a soldier.
5. vi. To attain a high level: sdn —ip qapsdn you have reached a high level/ uygur tilida —ip qal- to reach a high level of profi
ciency in Uyghur.
6. vi. mut. of yat- .
yeti|tiir1. vt. caus. of yeti^mak: arqida qalgan oqugugilami aldinqilarga — to make backward
students catch up with advanced students/
bir ayliq ma'asni —up xirajdt qil- to make
do with a month's salary.
2. vt. To grow, raise: alma kdgiti — to
raise apple saplings/ paxtidin mol hosul —
to grow a bumper crop of cotton.
yeti^siz
adj. Insufficient: bu maqalinid — ydrliri xeli bar this article's short-comings are rath
er numerous,
yeti^sizlik
n. Shortcoming; insufficiency.
yetirqa-

ye^indiir'
vi. To be shy with strangers: bu bala —ydu
this child is shy with strangers.
yetUvi. To grow up, become ripe: miwildryaxsi —di the fruit has become fully ripe. [U. eri/-].
yetilavt. To lead, guide: atni — to guide a horse/
balini — to lead a child/ bumidin — to lead
an animal by the nose/ itni — to lead a
dog. [U. etala-].
yetilak
n. Lead; guidance: —kd kdniik at a led
horse/ unifl —td balisi yoq he does not
have a led (small) child,
yesa
adj. Flat: -- bildyzuk flat bracelet/ ♦ —
purgaq bot. hyacinth bean. Also yapilaq,
yalpaq. [K. zazyKl.
yesilavt. To flatten: tomumi — to flatten iron,
ye^irqavi. To become barren or infertile: ydr —p
kdtti the land became poor,
ye^il
adj. Green: -- boyaq green pigment/ — giraq green light, lantern/ — ot green grass/
- ogut ag. green manure/ ag — light green.
[K. zasyl/0. yesiUCfT. yasillTk. yasellTu.

yayyllis. yayil].

ye^il1. vi. To loosen, slacken: agamga —ip kdtti
the rope slackened/ tdgun —di the knot
loosened/ ♦ at —ip kdtti the horse ran
away.
2. vi. To be solved: mdsild —di the prob
lem was solved.
3. vi. To be recovered from an illness: zukam — to be recovered from a cold/ ♦
mdsligi — to sober up.
ye^invi. To undress,
ye^indiir-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; 4 special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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yeriq
vt. To undress: balini — to undress a
child,
yeriq
1. n. Breach; rift; crack; crevice; fissure;
gap; split: taxtay yerigi a crack in the
board/ tom yerigi a crack in the wall/ qolnifl yerigi med. hand fracture.
2. adj. Cracked; split: -- kalpuk med. hare
lip (also tosqan kalpugi)! ~ yagag cracked
wo<^/ ♦ — yopurmaq bot. lobe of a leaf.
[Th. yaryk].
yerilvi. To be chopped or split: otun —di fire
wood is split/ qol tonlap -ip kdtti the hand
was chapped from the cold/ muz —ip kdtti
ice broke up/ ♦ qorqqanligimdin yurigim
-ip kdtkiddk boldi my heart was chopped
(I nearly died) of fright. [Th. yaryl-^.
yerim
adj. Half: - ag - toq half-starved/ - aral
geo. peninsula/ - paldg med. hemiplegia/
— pdy gr. pause mark to set off items in a
series/ - tutuluy ast. partial eclipse/ - dmgdk kiigi semi-ablebodied labor/ —jan half
dead; barely alive/ — gdmbdr math, semi
circle/ - dtkiizgUg phy. semiconductor/ -sozuq tawui gr. semivowel/ — jar geo. hemi
sphere: iimaliy — ^ar northern hemisphere/ uyqa half asleep/ - qosaq underfed/ - kegd in the depth of night/ bu alminifl —i qizil —i kdk this apple is half red and half
green. [C- yarimIKK. yarymIO. yarimlTk.

yarty/Tvi. yarymlT\. gartykIU. yarim].
yerim-yarta
n. Half; portion; part: -- bil- to have scant
knowledge of/ - Udn- to half-believe/ - Uldto do only part of a job/ — gdp half of
what one has to say. Cf. nimyarta. [U.

yarim-Srti].
yerimlavi. To become half: samawardiki su —p
kdtti the water in the samovar is half emp
ty now/ qaptiki un -p kdtti the flour in the

yewropiy
sack is half empty now. [O. yartmla-].
yerimla^ivi. mut. of yerimla- .
yerimla^urvt. caus. of yerimla^;- .
yerinda
adj. Split: - otun split firewood,
yeza
ag./geo. n. Village; countryside: — baziri
farmer's market/ —
agriculture; farm
ing: — igilik ma^iniliri farm machinery; —
igilik mdmlikiti agricultural country/ yezida makanloj- to settle down in a village/ yeziga giii- to go to the countryside/ yezini zamaniwila^tur- to modernize agriculture. Al
so janza, sahra, kant, yeza-sahra.
yeza-sahra
ag./geo. n. = yeza.
yeza-qi^laq
ag./geo. n. Village.
yezi§vt. mut. of yaz- : biz xdt -ip turimiz we
exchanged letters,
yeziq
lit. n. Script; writing: — tili written lan
guage/ - islah qilis reform of a script/ uygur
yezigi Uyghur writing/ elipbdlik — alphabe
tic or phonetic script,
yeziq^iliq
n. Writing: - ddrsi writing lesson,
yezil1. vi. pass, of yaz- : dygd —gan xdt a letter
sent home.
2. vi. To subscribe: gezitkd — to subscribe
to a newspaper.
3. vi. To enlist, sign up, register; check
in: dskdrlikkd - to enlist as a soldier.
yeziliq
adj. Village: - hdkiimdt village govern
ment/ ikkimiz bir — we two came from the
same village,
yewropiy
chem. n. Europium (Eu). [<R. evropij].

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology: poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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yeqilyeqUvi. pass, of yaq- : ot —di a fire started.
[C. yaqil-].
yeqilgu
n. Fuel: -- sana'iti fuel industry/ gaz —lar
gaseous fuels,
yeqim
adj. Burned; capable of being burned: Mr
— otun firewood that can be used or
burned once.
yeqimsiz
1. adj. Despicable.
2. adj. Grating: — awaz a grating sound.
3. adj. Stinking: — puraq stench. Cf. sesiq.
yeqimliq
1. adj. Likeable; lovable: — bala a lovable
child.
2. adj. Friendly; amiable: — kdriin- to be
pleasing to the eye/ ay dzinin yeqimliq nurini —ti the moon radiated friendly beams.
3. adj. Pleasing to the ear: — anlan- to be
pleasant or interesting to listen to/ — gdp
sweet words/ — naxsa a sweet-sounding
song.
4. adj. Fragrant; pleasant smelling: -- pu
raq a pleasant aroma. Cf. attar, atir 2,
xu$ 2.
5. adj. Pure and fresh: — hawa fresh air.
yeqin
1. adj. Near: - arida shortly; soon/ -xosna near neighbor / — sarq geo. Near East/
— yol shortcut/ —din beri (buyan) recently;
of late; lately/ u mafia — olturdi he sat
near me.
2. adj. Close: — dost close friend/ Ozigd
— addm confidant; trusted follower/ kdfilimiz — on close terms with us. [C. yaqinl
OT. yaguqlT^. yakyn (#1-2)].
3. pp. Approximate; similar: tdrjimisi dsli
nusxisiga — a translation approximating the
original (a rough translation).
4. pp. About; close to: kdgkd — toward

yeqinliq
evening; at nightfall/ m&jliskd yuzgd - a100 persons attended
the meeting.
5. adj. Close; near: — qal- to be near/ —
kdl- to approach/ toksimiga — kdlmd do not
get near the electric wire! / dyimiz baggiga —
our home is near a park/ siznifl diginifiiz dmiliydtkd birazmu — kdlmdydu what you
said is far from reality/ uriimgigd — qaldi
it is close to Urumqi. [K. zakynlXl. yaqin
(#1-5)].
yeqinda
adv. Most recently: — yefli mdktdpkd kdgiip kirduq most recently we moved to a
new school,
yeqindin
adv. Directly; immediately; cordially: —
yarddm qil- to help immediately/ - gdmxorluq qil- to give loving care or attention,
yeqingiliq
n. = yeqinliq.
yeqinqi
adj. Recent: — zaman recent or contempo
rary time/ — kunldr recent days/ — yillar
recent years/ — gdp recent remark,
yeqinlavt. To approach, close in on: qdsqdrgd —p
qalduq we approached Kashgar. [K. zakyn-

d&m qatnofti close to

da-].
yeqinla?vi. To approach: bahar —maqta spring is
near/ ddrizigd — to approach a window/
qosun ydhdrgd —ti soldiers closed in on a
city. flh. ya^nlay-].
yeqinla^turvt. caus. of yeqinla?- : bir-birigd — to ap
proach each other, come face to face / Utapni kdzgd — to hold a book close to
one's eyes,
yeqinliq
n. Closeness; nearness: -- qil- to ap
proach; to be affectionate. Also yeqinfiliq.
[K. zcikyndyk].

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud aI-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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yeyilip-egilip

yeni
yeni
adj. New; fresh; recent: — atalgu lit. neol
ogism; new term/ — beliq fresh fish/ — hayat new life/ - kdktat fresh vegetable/ -kiyim new clothing/ - yil new year: - yilinizga mubardk bolsun Happy New Year!/
m&n bu ydrgd — k&ldim I came to this
place recently. [K. ?fl/ly/KK. zaM/Q. zaflal
Th. yaflaITv. gaflallS. yangilY. safla; so-

nuri],
yehidin
adv. Newly; recently: -- selingan imar&t
newly built edifice/ bu kitap - ndyridin giqti
this book was published recently. [Q. zcifiadan/Th. yafladan].
yehiga
adj. New-styled: — dawalay usuli new meth
od of treatment/ — m&ktdp a new-style
school. [Q. zailayalHa.. yaflaga].
yenisar
geo. n. Yengisar, county in Xinjiang
(38.56N 76.09E). Established in 1913.
Population (1982): 153,590.

yeniraqta
adv. = yeiiila.
yeniwa^in
adv. Anew; afresh: - tdkyiir- to investigate
again/ -- tilga al- to bring up again/ - yasato rebuild,
yenilvi. To lose, be defeated: biz —miduq we
were not defeated. [C- yaflil- (to be mis
taken)],
yenila
adv. Just; just now: u - kelip kdtti he just
came. Cf. abaya, baya, yeniraqta.
yenila-

vt. To renew, replace, renovate: rdhbiriy
xadimlami — to replace leading personnel/
kona kiyimni — to make over (recondition)
old clothing,
yenilanvi. To be renewed, replaced; renovated:
mdktdpnifl qiyapiti —di the exterior of the
school was renovated.
yenil4vi. To err, make a mistake: hisaptin — to
make a wrong calculation/ gdptin — to
make a verbal mistake. Cf. xatala^- .
yeniliq
1. n. Novelty: —qa egiz tdg- to have a taste
for what's just in season/ bazarda qandaq
—lar bar what's new in the market? / pdntexnika —liri new scientific and technolog
ical discoveries. [Tk. yanalyk\.
2. n. News. [Q. zoflalyq (^1-2)].
yenilmas
adj. Unbeatable; indefatigable,
yeyitvt. To spread, scatter: qotanga topa — to
spread soil in an animal pen/ ydrgd qum —
to scatter sand on the ground,
yeyiq
adj. Open; spread out; unfolded: —xetnir
rolled-out dough/ — qdgdz unfolded paper/
— kir clothes drying in the sun/ ♦ — bulufl math, straight angle/ ♦ — jumld gr.
expanded sentence,
yeyil1. vi. To scatter, disperse, spread: bulut
—di clouds dispersed/ pitndigwa —di rumors
spread/ su —ip aqti water overflowed/ siya
qdgdzgd —ip kdtti ink spread across the pa
per/ qoylartag bagrida —ip otlimaqta sheep
are grazing all across the hillside.
2. vi. To be rolled out: xemir —di dough
was rolled out.
3. vi. To dry in the air or sun: kir -gan agamga clothesline.
yeyilip-ejilip

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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yenikla^-

yeyim

bumed briskly,
adv. Unrestrained; freely: — oltur- to sit
as one pleases/ — sdzldf- to converse freely, yenigilap
adv. On one's side; sideways: -- yat- to lie
yeyim
on one's side.
m. for meal portions: bir — as one sheet of
yeni|rolled-out dough.
1. vi. mut. of yan- I 2: ular kinodin —ti
yega
they returned from the movies.
1. mil. n. Chaos caused by war. [Th. yau
2. vi. To remarry: dr-xotun ikkisi —iwaptu
(war)].
husband and wife remarried.
2. n. Enemy; foe: 1 - yandin qopar, bala
3. vi. To back out of a commitment: toy
kalsQ qerindastin enemies come from one's
side, disaster from one's companions. Cf.
-ip kdl- to back out of a wedding.
yeni^lap
dii^man, yaw. [C- yagi/TT. yagi].
adv. Repeatedly: -- sora- to ask repeatedly,
yegir
1. n. Saddle sore: — at a horse having yeniq
adj. Shining; lit: giraq —mu is the lamp
saddle sores/ 1 togd qangd bolsa -i sungd
on?
the bigger the camel, the bigger its sores.
yenik
[U. yagir],
1. adj. Light: — sana 'dt light industry/ -2. fig. n. Sore spot: —iga t&g- to hit a sore
samal light wind; breeze/ — is light work/ spot/ —ini ag- to touch a sore spot, rake
yuk light load/ - metal chem. light metal/
up faults.
ayigi - light-footed; nimble; diligent/ gunayegillq
yi — being a minor crime, petty criminal/
mil. n. Battle; combat; war; warfare. Cf.
♦ “ atletika
track and field/ ♦ — ton
jan, soqu$, uru?, kiira$, muhariba.
gr. unstressed intonation. [Tv. giik].
yegin
2. adj. Flighty; frivolous.
n. Precipitation; rain: bu yil — kOp boldi it
3. adj. Digestible: — tamaq digestible
rained much this year. [Tv. gajyk].
food. Cf. sini^liq 1. Also yangil (#1-3).
yegin-ye^in
yenik^in. Rain water. Also yamgur-ye^in.
vi. To be relieved, refreshed, cool,
yegingar^iliq
n. Cloudy and drizzly weather: bu yil yaz yenikla1. vi. To lessen, decrease, diminish: kesdl
— bil&n 6tti this summer has been cloudy
yeniklidi the illness eased/ yuk yeniklidi
and drizzly,
the load became lighter.
yelin
2. vi. To be lighthearted or relaxed. Also
1. do. n. Thin clothing: hawa sogaq - yuryenikla^-.
m& it is cold, so do not wear thin clothing.
2. adj. Bony; emaciated; gaunt; scrawny; yeniklatvt. To lighten, decrease, mitigate: ydkni skinny; thin: bu qoynifl eti bdk — ik&n this
to lighten a burden/ gunayini — to mitigate
sheep is very scrawny.
a crime,
yelinvi. To beg, plead, implore. Also yalwur-. yenikla^1. vi. To decrease, diminish, lessen: har[KK. zalyn-].
winifl yiiki xeli —ti the cart load diminished
yelinjaconsiderably / unin kesili yeniklisip qaptu
vi. To burn briskly: ot --p kdtti a fire
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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yeniklanhis illness has lessened.
2. vi. To be lighthearted or relaxed. Also
yenikla- (#1-2).
yeniklanvi. To feel lighthearted or relaxed,
yeniklik
n. of yenik: - qil- to be rash, hasty, in
discreet. Also yangillik; cf. tataklik.
yip
n. String; thread: — tur- to wind or coil
string/ yiflnigd — dtkiiz- to thread a nee
dle/ giil —i bot. filament/ ♦ -- ugi a. end
of a thread; b. fig. thread; clue: - ugi tepil- to find a clue/ ♦ -idin yimisigigd sora- to ask penetrating or thorough ques
tions/ ♦ —idin yiflnisigigd qara- to ob
serve minutely. [Th. iepl\3. ip/Y. sap],
yipak
n. Silk: — paxtisi silk floss or wadding/ —
toqulmisi silk fabrics/ xam — raw silk/
sun'i “ synthetic silk/ ♦ - akatsiyisi bot.
silktree (Albizzia julibrissin) (see illustra
tion at seris on p. 497). Cf. ^ayi. [U. i-

pak'\.
yipak^i
n. Silk worker or reeler.
yipakgilik
n. Silk reeling,
yipsiz
adj. Without thread; threadless: — baglana. to be bound together without thread; b.
♦ to be linked without apparent connec
tion.
yipsiman
adj. of yip: — haywanlar zoo. roundworms,
yitim
adj./n. Orphaned; orphan: -- ba/a orphaned
child/ — Mqqi inheritance given to an or
phan / — oglaq motherless child; orphan/ —
qal- a. to become an orphan; b. to be iso
lated/ — qoza orphaned lamb / — moza or
phaned cif/ ♦ - qowurgisi phys. floating

yiraq
rib/ ♦ -ninagziasqatdgs&bumitasqategiptu before the orphan had finished eating
his nose bumped into a rock (describes a
hard-luck case). [KK. ^gri/n/Ih. yatimITvi.

etimIU. tim].
yitimji
n. sby who lives alone,
yitim^iliq
abstract n. of yitim: — his qil- to feel
lonely/ —ta yasa- to live in solitude. Also
yitimliq.
yitimslravi. To feel lonely or solitary,
yitim-yesir
n. sby who lives in solitary splendor,
yitimliq
n. = yitimgiliq.
yidiirvt. caus. of ya-: ♦ nan — to cause to eat
bread (to contract a marriage for one's
son). Also yigiiz- .
yir1. vt. To bend, push aside, break off: ddrSx sexini — to push aside a tree branch/ qulaqni -iwdt- to bend an ear. [Mo. ira- (to
open, unfold)/U. y/r-].
2. vt. To cut off, interrupt: u menin gepimni yirmidi he did not cut me off/ gdpni —
to interrupt (sby's) talk, not listen to (sby).
yiraq
adj. Far; distant; remote: — taglar distant
mountains/ - tuqqan distant relative/ - okyan distant ocean/ — sdrq geo. Far East/ —
ydr remote place/ — mdnzird long-range
perspective/ —ni kOr- to be foresighted/1
- balsa kisnisdr, yeqin balsa gislisdrwhen far
away, they will neigh, when together,
they will argue with each other (absence
makes the heart grow fonder?y 1 —tiki
tuqqandin yeqindiJd xasna dla a distant rela
tive is not as good as a close neighbor/ ^
—ni yeqin qilip bdr- to turn far into near
(to make sth difficult easy). Cf. alls. [C-

KEY 1. < derived from;
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yiqit-

yiraqlaytraqlYLYi. qyyalCfY. iraqITa.. erakITv. yrak/\J. jiroq/Y. yraax].
yiraqlavi. To be far away: temidin — to digress,
stray from a subject,
yiraqla^vi. mut. of yiraqla- : bir-biridin — to be
far away from one another/paraxot qirgaqtin —ti the ship was far from shore,

yiraqla^turvt. caus. of yiraqla?-: n&rsil&mi kOzdin —
to remove things from one's view,

yiraqliq
n. Distance: idhdmiflyiraqligidistanctfTom
a city/ yolnifl yiraqligi distance of a jour
ney,

yirt-

vt. To rip, tear: rdxt — to rip cloth/ qdgdz
— to tear paper. [Tk. ert-/U. jirt-].

yirtquj
zoo. adj. Predatory: — haywan predatory
animal/ — qm bird of prey. [U. jirtqig].

yirtqufluq
adj. Fierce; ferocious: — dpti-b&sira fierce
appearance. Cf. yawuz.

yirti?
n. Dress-length clothing material: — qilto present clothing material,
yirtiq
adj. Torn; ripped; tattered: — gapan tat
tered gown/ — qdgdz tom paper, fft. ertyk!
Tu.yyrfyit].

yirtilvi. To be torn or ripped: ayaq —ip k&tti
the shoe tore/ kiyim —ip katti clothes rip
ped/ 1 keMilik is buzulmas, kdfl ton —mas a
well-negotiated deal is hard to break, a
wide caftan is hard to tear. [Tk. ertyl-\.

yiriq
phys. n. Groin: — goqugi med. inguinal her
nia/ — qiri inguinal crest/ — yarisi med.
groin ulcer. Cf. gat, gatiraq.

yirik

1. adj. Coarse; rough: — gag coarse hair/
— un coarse flour/ — qol rough hand/ —
qum coarse sand. Cf. dagal. [M. irig].
2. adj. Large-scale: - dsdr large work / ~
sana'dt large-scale industry.
yirikla?1. vi. To become coarse, rough, crude:
qol —ti the hand became rough.
2. vi. To be at odds: bir-biri bildn — to be
at odds with one another.

yiriklik
n. of yirik: kisigd — qil- to treat people
rudely or harshly,
yirin
med. n. Pus: — qepi pustule/ -yig- to sup
purate, turn into pus/ ♦ —ddk rdxt ikdn
what soft and flimsy cloth! Cf. seriqsu.
[Q. triflITT. yiringllJ. jiring],
yirindamed. vi. To form pus: yara —p kdtti the
sore turned into pus.
yirinlamed. vi. = yirinda- .
yirinliq
med. adj. of yirin: -- issiq swelling with pus/
— yara a sore with pus. [Q. mMi\.
yirilvi. To snap, break open, chap: ddrdx sexi
—di the tree branch snapp^/ gatrigi —ip kdt
ti the groin broke open/ kalpugi —ip kdtti
(his) lips became chapped,
yirginvi. To detest, abhor, abominate, be dis
gusted with: mdn uniMin —ip kdttim I
have been fed up with him.
yirginarlik
adj. Detestable; disgusting; abominable;
abhorrent. Also yirgini?lik; cf. ?iiinfuk.
yirginiflik
adj. = yirginarlik.
yiqit1. vt. To push down, cause to fall: samal
ddrdxldmi —ip taylidi the wind blew down

KEY 2. I proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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yigi^

yiqiltrees/ u ikki Qelisgini —ti he caused two
wrestlers to fdl.
2. vt. To overthrow, topple. Cf. agdur- 2.
[KK. zyq-l\5. jiqit-{#\-2)^
3. vt. To win: g&p bildn - to outargue.
4. vt. To shame into spending money,
yiqil1. vi. To fall, tumble: —gan gelisqa toymas
those who tumbled don't want to give up
wrestling (refusing to take defeat)/ birawnifl ayigiga — to kneel or go down on one's
knees/ diim - to fall face down / oMisiga
— to fall face up/ u —ip dtim gUyti he fell
face down/ ♦ kulup -ip qal- to burst out
laughing.
2. vi. To collapse, tumble down: kona dyIdr —di the old houses collapsed. [U. jiqil-].
3. fig. vi. To fall: tdxttin — to fall from
power. Cf. 5ii5- 4.
yik
1. n. Spindle. [M. y/^].
2. Perfectly straight: —tdk tuz yol a road
straight as an arrow / —tdk tuzUlup kdt- to
become submissive, obedient, docile.
yikan
bot. n. Cattail (Scirpus triangulatus): —
tozgigi cattail wool (used for stuffing pil
lows)/ - serigi cattail pollen,
yikandaz
n. Long cushion.
yik{i
n. Spindle maker,
yik^ilik
n. Spindle making,
yihnasqu
med. n. Sty. Also yiflnd tOyilgi kdzi', cf. taskan I.
yihnagu(
zoo. n. Dragonfly (Odonata): ♦ —tdk oruq to be as thin as a dragonfly (to be as
thin as a reed). Also zih-zin I. [K. iyne-

lik].
yinna

n. Needle: — sangi- to prick with a nee
dle: sogaq—sangiganddkdtuwatidu the cold
is nippy/ — iyi ne^lework/ — yopurmaqliq
ddrdx bot. coniferous tree/ ♦ -- tdsiigi ^dzi) med. sty/ ♦ — yigdn ittdk bolup kdtto be as thin as a dog that had swallowed a
needle (to be skin and bones). Cf. til 3.
[KK. ijnelMo.jegiiulQ. inelT\i. iflflelTv.

ine/\J. igna/Y. ifine; inne].
yiyi^lik
adj. Thsty; appetizing: — tamaq tasty meal,
yig1. vt. To call together, assemble, concen
trate: addmldmi — to call people together/
qoymni — to concentrate troops.
2. vt. To collect, gather: axbarat - to ga
ther information/ baj — to collect taxes/
pul — to save or collect money/ tor — to
gather in a net/ ogut — to collect manure/
kitaplarni — to collect books/ 1 purug
—sad ton bolur you can have a caftan if
you collect rags (many a little makes a
mickle)/ ♦ putni —ip oltur- to sit with
legs crossed. [C- yig- (#2)] [OT. yig-/Tu.
jygna-ITv. gyg- (#1-2)].
3. ag. vt. To gather, reap: mliq — to gather
foodstuffs.
4. vt. To put in order: orun-kdrpildrni —
to clear away bedding. [U.y7|-(#2-4)].
yiga
n. Crying; sobbing; weeping: — awazi cry
ing sound/ - ola$- to choke with sobs. [U.

jigi\yiga-zara
n. Weeping and wailing,
yigip-teri1. vt. To pick up and collect: dski-tuski
ndrsildmi — to pick up and collect junk.
2. vt. To save: -p tapqan pul sav^ mon
ey.
yigil
n. One's share of expenses: — qil- to chip
in.
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yigit

yigi?yigi?vt. mut. of yig- : pul - to pool money,
yigilturvt. To clean up, straighten out, put in good
order: gegilip yatqan saymanlami — to put
together neatly tools that were scattered around/ dyni — to clean up a room/ u balilirini —almaywatidu he cannot straighten
out his children. [C- yt§t$tur- (to collect)],
yigilvi. To assemble: addm kdp —di many peo
ple assembled/ yet&rlik kitap —di enough
books were amassed. [C- yi§d-]yigim
ag. n. Crop; harvest: — mdzgili harvest
season/ kuzlCik — fall harvest. Also terim,
yigim-terim; cf. hosul, oma, zira'at.
yigim-terim
ag. n. = yigim. [\J. jigim-terim].
yigin
n. Meeting: — ag- to open or hold a meet
ing/ —ni yap- to close a meeting. [Tb. jyg-

nak\.
yiginda
1. lit. n. Compilation; collection; corpus:
qanunlar yigindisi corpus of laws. Cf. diwan I, m^mu'a.
2. n. Sum; total: barliq matiriyallamin yi
gindisi the total of all available materials.
3. math. n. Sum. Cf. omumi san.
4. adj. Comprehensive: —
com
prehensive news.
yigin^aq
1. adj. Terse; succinct; pithy: —yezilgan
maqala a succinctly written article.
2. adj. Compact; tight; close: — oltur- to
sit close together.
yigingaqlavt. To conclude, sum up: m&silini — to
sum up a problem,
yigin^aqliq
n. of yigin^aq.
yigla-

vi. To cry: —p ada bolup kdt- to cry bit
terly/ —p b&r- to complain tearfully/ —p
kdt- to burst into tears/ ddrdini eytip — to
complain tearfully/ dksttp (dpkisini basalmay) — to break into sobs / zar-zar — to
wail/1 bala yiglimisa ana dmgdk salmaptu
the child that does not cry the mother no
longer nurses. [Q.yigla-IKK. zyla-IT^. ela-/
Tb. agla-IU. jirla-/Y. ytaa-].
yiglatvt. caus. of yigla- : balini yiglitip qoy- to
make a child cry. [KK. zylut-IY^- elat-].
yiglangu
adj. of yigla- : — bala crybaby,
yiglanguluq
n. of yiglangu.
yiglamsiravi. To have a weepy tone of voice: —p sOzId- to speak with a quivering voice,
yigana
adj. Lone; sole; solitary: — addm a soli
tary person/ — yasa- to live alone. Also yalguz 1, yakka-yigana 1. [U. yagonalY. sogo-

tox],
yigak
n. sby who breaches sexual etiquette; pro
fligate,
yigiizvt. = yidiir- : baliga tamaq — to feed a
child,
yigiiliik
n. What is eaten: ^ yigiilugumni yidim, kiygiiliigiimni kiydim what is eaten is eaten,
what is worn is worn (what is done is
done),
yigit
1. n. Young man: boz — young bachelor.

[C. yigitlKK. zigitlYa. eget\.
2. n. Bridegroom: — qoldisi best man.
3. n. Gentleman: 1 — sOzidin qaytmas,
yolwas izidin a gentleman does not go
back on his word, a tiger does not back
down. [U.y7g/r (#1-3)].
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yigitlik
yigitlik
1. n. Youth: -- ge^ida in one's youth/ - gururi arrogance of youth. Cf. dsmiir, ya$ 2,

ya|-quram 2. [C- yigitlik].
2. abstract n. of yigit 3.
yigirma
num. Twenty. [C- yigirmilCfT. yigirmillk.
egermelTn. jigrimilTv. geerbi/U. jigirmal
Y. suCirbe].
yigila1. vi. To wither, shrivel: kawa —p k&tti
the pumpkin shriveled/ muskul s med.
muscular atrophy.
2. vi. To become emaciated: —p qalgan bala an emaciated child.
yil
1. n. Year: -- boyi all year/ -din -ga (-mu
— ) year after year/ —nifl tdt pdsli four sea
sons of a year/ bu — this year/ dtkdn —
last year/ k&bisd —i leap year/ keldr —
next year/ yoruqluq -i ast. light year/ yefli
— new year/ mdsulat -din -ga asti output
increas^ year after year. [C. yf//KK. zyU
Mo.;7//OT. yf//Ta. e//Tu. yy//Tv. gyUY.
d'il; iy/].
2. n. Year in traditional calendar, used to
symbolize the year in which sby is bom:
—ifliz nimd what year were you bom? at
-da in the year of the horse. [U. jil (#1-2)]
3. n. Anniversary sacrifices: —ini bdr(qil-) to offer anniversary sacrifices to
(sby).

yilan
zoo. n. Snake (Serpentes): — beliq eel (Anguillidae)/ — posti snake slough, used in
Uyghur folk medicine (also called salxiilhayya)/ boz - adder; viper (Vipera berus)
(also qara —)/ bogma — boa; python (Boidae)l kdzdyndklik — cobra (Naja) / 1 —nifl
tili yumsaq z&h&r bar a snake's tongue is
soft but poisonous/ ♦ — yil the sixth year
in the traditional twelve-year cycle (in
present cycle, 1989) (see section on Cal

yilim
endars on pp. 1073-4)/ ♦ jim yatqan -nifl
befini qozga- to rouse the head of a quietly
sleeping snake (to act rashly). [C- ytlanl
K. zyltinlKK. zylan/Q. zylanlTv. gylanlU.

ilori],
yilanliq
adj. Snake: — ydr a snake-infested place,
yilpiz
zoo. n. Leopard; panther (Panthera pardus). Also called beberi, qaplan. [Mo.

irbis],
yiltiz
1. bot. n. Root: - tart- to take root/ — yayto spread roots/ —ini qurut-(—igapalta gap-)
to root out, eradicate, uproot / d&rdx —i
tree root/ oq — main root; taproot.
2. phys. n. Root: gis —i dental root.
3. fig. n. Root; source; origin: kdmbdgdlgiliknifl —i the root of poverty. [TT. yiltiz/
Y. silis].
4. math. n. Root: - tap- to extract a root/
kuwadirat — square root. [U. ildiz].
yilseri
adv. Year by year: turmm — yaxsilandi life
improved year by year,
yilqa
ag. n. Herd of horses. [U.yi/g/].
yilqi?!
ag. n. Horse herder,
yilqijiliq
ag. n. Horse herding,
yilik
phys. n. Marrow: — sora- to suck bone
marrow/ — meyi marrow oil/ ♦ — tol- to
be full of marrow (to be strong or robust)
(also yilik tos-)/ ♦ - iiziil- to weaken, be
come feeble/ ♦ yiligi toq full of marrow
(having a good physique)/ ♦ yiligi uziik
of torn marrow (having a bad physique;
suffering a temporcU7 shortage). Cf. iskilit. [M. yilik/U. ilik],
yilim
n. Glue; tree gum: beliq —i fish glue/ jig-
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yimiril-

yilin
dd —i oleaster gum/ gagqa —ni gap- to
brush tree gum into hair (Uyghur women's
custom to keep hair in place). [U. elim\.
yilin
zoo. n. Udder: - soldi (-i giiiti) the udder
grew (before parturition). [U. eliri\.
yilinlazoo. vi. To grow or swell (of udder),
yilinliq
zoo. adj. of yilin: — in&k a cow with a
swollen udder,
yillap
adj. Chronic; long-term: — kesdl tart- to
fall ill with a chronic disease/ u g&t, dldd
— turgan he has lived abroad for many
years,
yilliq
1. n. Anniversary: aptonom rayon qurulganliginin yigirmd bds yilligi the twenty-fifth an
niversary of the establishment of the auto
nomous region.
2. adj. Annual; one-year: — daramdt an
nual income/ — imtihan annual examina
tion/ bds — pilan five-year plan/ bir — mudddt one-year time limit; span of one year/
kOp - dsumlUk bot. perennial plant.

yilliq^i
n. Long-term hired hand,
yilliq^iliq
abstract n. of yilliq?!.
yilnama
n. Yearbook; almanac; chronological table.
yimak-i?mak
cul. n. Food and drink,
yimaklik
cul. n. Foodstuff; victuals. Cf. a^liq 1, taam.

yim4

bot. n. Dry or preserved fruit: — jigdd
sweet oleaster. Kumul dialect. Also yalyimi$, miwa. [Mo. jimis/Tv. gimis].
yimir1. vt. To twist or rub with one's hands:
—ip bdddnnin kirini giqar- to scrub dirt off
one's body/ qdg&zni — to twist paper.
2. vt. To destroy, smash, wreck,
yimiril1. vi. To be twisted or rubbed.
2. vi. To be destroyed or smashed.
3. phy. vi. To be smashed: atomnifl yimirili$i atom smashing.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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gapil
adj. Careless; unaware; inattentive: — bolto be unaware or inattentive. [Q. gafiUTSi.

gapyl\.
gapilliq
n. Deception; ignorance: - bos- to be neg
ligent/ -t& qal- (yat- ) to be hoodwinked/
—tin oygan- to w^e up to reality. Also gaplat.
gaday1. vi. To lean: arqanga -ma, yiqilip gusis&n
don't lean back, you might fall down.
2. vi. To put on airs,
gadaytvt. caus. of gaday- .
gadiyi?vi. mut. of gaday- .
gaja1. vt. To gnaw, nibble: sdn&k - to gnaw
on a bone. Cf. kemir- . [Mo. qaja-IM. ga-

Zi-]-

2. vt. To rub, chafe: Otukputni gajidi the
boots chafed the feet. Also gajila- .
3. vt. To reproach, blame: sdn tola meni
gajima don't always blame me. Cf. iis- 2,
kor- 2.
gajatvt. caus. of g^a-.
gaja?vt. mut. of gaja- .
g^al-

t

vi. pass, of gaja- .
gqjilavt. = gaja- .
ga^^ida
adv. Creakingly: — tofllap k&t- to be froz
en stiff/ — orundin tur- to spring to one's
feet/ iyik — egildi the door creak^ open,
gagur-gujur
onom. expresses a creaking or crunching
sound: giyini — qil- to mate a crunching
sound with one's teeth/ harwa yegil ustidin qilip dtiip k&tti the horse cart drove across
crushed stones with a crunch,
gasir
zoo. n. A pheasant-like bird,
ga^ildavi. To creak: —p turgan sogaq creaking
cold/ Uik gagildiwatidu the door is creak
ing.
ga^ildatvt. To cause to creak: Otiikni gagilditip maflto walk while making one's boots creak,
gag-gaj
onom. expresses a creaking sound: — ddssdp man- to walk with a creak/ — btiik
creaking boots,

gas-gus
1. adv.

Creakingly: — gayna- to chew
with a creak.
2. adv. Quickly: - bir t&r&p qil- to handle
quickly/ iyni — qiliwdt- to complete work
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gaz

ga^
quickly.

m
adj.

Overgrown: s&wzildr — bolup ketiptu
the carrots are overgrown,
gar
n. Cave; hole: -- tof cliff. [C- gar/O. gar/U.

Eor].
garas-gurus
onom. Snap-crack: qarigay - qilip yiqildi
the pinetree fell with a crack,
garaslavi. To make cracking or snapping sounds:
yagag —p sunup Mtti timber snapped,
garan-gurun
adj. Hoarse: — bol- to be hoarse,
garanlavi. To become hoarse: unifl uni —p qaptu
his voice became hoarse,
garayip
1. adj. Very; fully; utter; extremely.
2. adj. Outstanding; brilliant; remarkable;
baffling. Also ajayip (^1-2).
garam
n. Heap; pile; stack. Cf. dowa 2. [U. ^a-

adv. Cracklingly: ddrdx fexi — sunup Mtti
the tree fell with a crack.
garsUdavi. To make a cracking sound,
gars-gurs
onom. = gars,
gariqun
bot. n. Fames officinalis, a kind of mush
room, used in Uyghur folk medicine. Also
called doriliq gariqun.
garilda1. vi. To make a droning sound: ayrupilan
—p ugup dtiip Mtti the plane droned fast.
2. vi. To be fluent: —p oqu- to read fluent
ly-

ram\.
garamlavt. To heap up, pile up, stack up. Cf. dastila- I, ddwila- , drida- 1.
gart
onom. Screech: u — qilip teyilip Mtti he
slipped and fell/ marina — qilip toxtidi the
car came to a screeching halt.
gartildavi. To make a screeching sound,
gart-gart
onom. Crash-bang: jozilarni — qilip tartto pull tables with a bang,
gariit
obs. n. Foray; raid; looting; plundering.
Cf. basqun. [C- iardt/0. garet].
gars
n. Crack; snap. Also gars-gurs.
garssida

gar-gar I
bot. n. Laurel (Laurus nobilis), used in
Uyghur folk medicine,
gar-gar II
1. onom. expresses a coughing sound: egizni — qilip gayqa- to rinse one's mouth
with a coughing sound.
2. onom. expresses a humming sound: mator — qilip aylandi the engine rotated with
a humming sound.
3. adv. Fluently: -- oqu- to read fluently,
gar-gur
onom. expresses a barking sound: it — qi
lip esildi the dog attacked with a bark,
gaz
zoo. n. Goose (Anserinae): — peyi goose
feather/ qizil — flamingo (Phoenicopteri-
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gazan

galtak
vi. To quack: gazlar —watidu the geese are
quacWng. Also waqaqla-, waqilda- .
ganza
n. Chinese-style tobacco pipe. [<Ch. guo-

dae)l 1 —nin gdsini yisdfl, ddOknifl peyida
bol if you want to eat goose, keep an eye
on ducks/ ♦ ~ qanat ot bot.
lousewort (Pedicularis resupinata). [K. kaz/0. kazITa.
kazJTy. kaslH. gozJY. xaas].

zi].

gazan
n. Dead leaf: - bol- to with
er and fall: gul gegdklQr —
boldi flowers withered/ ♦ —
kepinigi zoo. lappet moth/ ♦
—ddk sargay- to turn yellow
like a dead leaf (to be sallow gaz qanat ot
and emaciated). Also xazan.
gazanlafvi. To yellow, turn yellow (also sargay-).
gaztapan
bot. n. Potentilla discolor, a kind of
cinquefoil,
gazot
bot. n. Hairyvein
agrimony (Agrimoniapilosa). Also gaz
oti.
gazi
1. n. Islamic warri
or; victor. [O. gazi\.
2. n. Hero. Cf. batur, bahadur, qahriman 1.
3. n. Male name,
ga^ildavi. To wheeze. Cf. xartilda- , xirilda- .
ga^-gu^
1. onom. expresses the sound of a barking
dog: itlar - qilip talifip k&tti the dogs came
barking and fighting.
2. adv. Suddenly: - aggigi kdl- to suddenly
get angry/ - urusup qal- to start fighting
suddenly/ mdyda - qildi the lungs wheezed.
gaqiravi. To make the sound of airplanes and
certain other machines,
gaqilda-

gaya
n. Ideal; goal: tdbidtni dzgdrtisgayisi goal of
transforming nature / ulug — great ideal;
great goal. [U. goya (aim; object)],
gayat
adv. Very; most: — girayliq very beauti
ful/ - zor very large. [C- gayat!O. gayeti
Th. gayat'!\5. goyat\.
gayip
adj. Invisible: — bol- to disappear: u kdziMin - bolgigd qarap turdum I watched
him go until he was invisible; u n&gd —
boldi why has he disappeared?; kdzdin —
bol- to disappear from sight/ ♦ — oq mil.
stray bullet/ ♦ gayiwi mdnzil invisible des
tination (ideal; ideal state). [KK. gapypiM.

gO]ib\.
gayisiz
adj. Without ideals: - ad&m sby without
ideals,
gayiwana
adv. Invisibly; imperceptibly; intangibly;
without seeing: — tonu^- to know without
seeing,
gayiwi
adj. Ideal: - mdnzil ideal state; ideal,
gayiwila^vi. To idealize,
gayiwilik
adj. Idealistic. Also called idialistik.
gayilik
adj. = gayiwilik: ulug — addm sby with
great id^s.
galtak
1. n. Reel; bobbin: yipni —kd ydgd- to
wind a thread onto a reel/ bir - yip a reel
of thread/ ♦ ddsmayd —kd giqti (his)
funds climbed the bobbin (he spent all his
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galdan-guldun
money and thus ended the card game). Cf.

pe$ak, gira 3, naga. [U. galta]^.
2. n. Electrical coil.

3. n. Wheelbarrow.
4. n. Wheelbarrow (children's toy).
5. n. Pulley; block: hdrkdtgan — movable
pulley.

galdan-guldun
adv. Dodderingly; staggeringly: — rnafl- to
dodder or stagger along,

galdanlavi. To dodder, stagger: —p man- to dod
der along,

galdur-guldur
onom. expresses a rumbling or rolling
sound: qosaq — qildi the stomach rum
bled.

ga(jir
med. adj. Rabid: — bolup qal- to become
rabid / — kesili rabies; hydrophobia/ — it a
rabid dog. Cf. lalma 2. [Mo. galjagu].

ga[jirana
adj. Crazy; frenzied; insane: — h&rk&t a
crazy move/ - hujwn a frenzied attack,

galjirla^-

ga^lik
turn).
galsiliq
abstract n. of gal(a: — qil- to be a pawn,
galwiravi. To grumble,
galip
1. n. Victor; winner.
2. adj. Ever-victorious; unbeatable: — kdlto win in a big way. [O. galipITk. galip/
U. golib].
3. n. Male name. Also galipxan.
galls
n. Much; a great deal: — k&l- to occupy a
dominant position, gain the upper hand,
galildavi. To shiver, shake, tremble: sogaqtin —p
kdt- to shiver from cold,
gal-gal
onom. expresses a rustling sound: — titrdto tremble with a rustling sound,
ganjuga
n. A rope for tying things behind a saddle:
ganjugiga bagla- to tie up behind the saddle/
♦ ganjugida kdriiy- to see each other on the
rope (to reunite after one's death). [Mo.

vi. To become crazy or frenzied,

galjirlarga
adv. Frenziedly: — hujum qil- to attack in
a frenzy.

ga[jirliq
1. med. n. Rabies; hydrophobia. Also^a/-

jir kesili.
2. med. n. Insanity: — qil- to become in
sane or rabid.

galsa
n. Pawn; flunkey; lackey; stooge; running
dog. FormerW used by Uyghurs to refer to
the Tajiks: 1 — qalmaqdin yaman buqa
tonguzdin a Tajik is worse (off) than a
Kalmuck, a bull is worse (off) than a pig
(JMC).

gal^ak
bot. n. Purple loosestrife (Lythrum virga-

ganjug-a\.
gaiqugilavt. To tie up with saddle rope,
gaplat
n. Deception; ignorance. Also gapilliq. [C.
gaflat (carelessness; negligence)/!!, gaflat].
gaddar
1. adj. Perfidious; treacherous. Cf. xa'inana, xa'inlar^a, xiyanat-karana.
2. n. Traitor; betrayer. Cf. xa'in, satqin,
setilma.

ga?

adj. Depressed; distressed: konli — with a
heavy heart. Cf. pari^an, kaypsiz, gamlik.
[U. gas (annoyance; anger)].
ga$lanvi. To feel depressed,
gamlik
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garbiy
n. Depressed state or condition,

garbiy

geo. n. Western: - j&nup southwest/ - simal northwest / - uzunluq west longitude/
— yawropa Western Europe. [C- ^arbilO.

garbq.
garp

geo. n. West: — tdriwi the West/ — dlliri
Western countries. Cf. kiinpeti? magrip.
[C. garblO. garp!\5. garb\.

garp?a

adj. Western-style; Western: -- r&sim
Western painting,

garaz

n. Motive; intention: ~ uqmaydigan adOm
shy who stubbornly clings to his view/ buni u birdr — bildn eytqan dmds what he
says has no ulterior motive/ sdxsiy — selfish
motive / yaman - bad intention/ gerizi basqa
having ulterior motives. [O. garaz; garezi
U. garaz (grudge; resentment)],

garazsiz
adj. Unintentional. Also bigaraz. [O. garazstz].
garazlik
adj. Deliberate; intentional: - buzgm(iliq
qil- to break deliberately,
garq
adj. Deep: - bol- to sink: xiyal defliziga —
bol- to sink deep into thought; kemd — bolup katti the ship sank/ - uyqu fast asleep/
- qil- to sink (sth)/ - mds dead drunk,

garib

1. obs. n. Libertine; tramp.
2. adj. Interesting; wonderful,

garlik

n. Simulation; pretense; sham,

gazap

n. Anger; indignation; wrath: — sadisi
roar; howl/ -kd kdl- to become angry/ gdziwi ta$- to be beside oneself with anger/ gdziwi qayna- (drld-) to be in a great rage/
gdziwini bos- to suppress one's anger/ ja

gayrat
ma'dt geziwi popular indignation/ ^ orunsiz
— dzdflgd azap senseless anger hurts one
self. Also qahr, qahr-zahri, qabr-gazap,
gazap-naprat; cf. ajjiq 5, dam 12, qosaq
kOpUgi, naprat. [O. gazaplU. gazab],
gazaplanvi. To get angry. [O. gazaplan-].
gazaplandiirvt. To anger,
gazaplik
adj. Indignant; angry: — qaras an angry
look. [O. gazapli\.
gazap-naprat
n. = gazap: hdqqani — righteous indigna
tion,
gazal
1. lit. n. A form of classic love poetry in
which lines rhyme in pairs. [C- gazallU. ga-

zal].

2. mus. n. Folksong; love song. Cf. alnagma.
gazal^i
1. lit. n. Poet.
2. mus. n. Folk singer,
gazaixan
lit./mus. n. = gazalfi.
gazna
1. n. Treasury.
2. n. Treasure house,
gaznidar
n. Treasure keeper,
gawwas
n. Diver; frogman, flh. gauvaslU. gawos],
gawga
n. Din; hubbub; racket; rumpus; hullaba
loo; pandemonium; tumult: — qil- to cre
ate pandemonium. [U. gavgo], Alsogowga,
goga.
gawgiliq
adj. Noisy: — if noisy affair,
gayrat
1. n. Vigor; enthusiasm; energy; zeal: —
qil- to strive, drive, endeavor/ —kd kdl- to
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gayrat^an

g^wir

rouse oneself/ —ni a^ur- to go all out, rouse
one's enthusiasm/ pdlQkd ydtkdn — bound
less enthusiasm. [C. gayratlO. gayretITZi.

gaywatxor
n. sby who foments dissent. Also gaywat-

gajrdtIM. gajrat\.
2. n. Male name,

gaywatxorluq
abstract n. of gaywathor.
gaywat-^ikayat
n. = gaywat.
gayur
adj. Brave; gallant; valiant: —y/g/r brave
fellow. [O. gayuf\.
gayurana
adj. Valiant; of martial bearing
qamat
martial stature,

gayrat^an
adj. Vigorous; enthusiastic; energetic. Al
so gayratlik.
gayratsiz
adj. Without stamina or willpower. [O.

gayretsiT].
gayraHjja'at
n. Daring; resolution; boldness.
gayrat-$ga'atlik
adj. Resolute; bold,
gayratlanvi. To rouse one's enthusiasm,
gayratlandiirvt. To encourage, rouse enthusiasm: unifl
sdzi meni —di his talk aroused my zeal,
gayratlik
adj. = gayrat^an. [O. gayretlilHi. gajrdt-

gayurluq
n. Bravery; gallantry; valor,

gayniila
1. bot. n. Dark plum
(Prunus mume), used
in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also called qara

urtik, qariiiruk.
2. n. Male name.

le].
gayri
adj. Different; other; strange; unusual: —
tdbii unnatural: — tdbii kiilkd unnatural
laugh/ - dhwal bogini yoq there was no un
usual situation/ — jinis the opposite sex/ —
milldt different nationality / Oydd — addm
yoq there is no outsider in the room/ ♦ —
rdsmiy informal. [C- gayr (unknown per
son; stranger)/©, gayrl'lz. gajrl\5. gajri\.
gayriga
adv. Differently; unusually: — kiyin- to
dress differently,
gaywat
n. Digression; slander; vicious talk: ~ qilto speak ill of others. Also gaywat-^iikayat.
gaywatji
n. = gaywatxor.
gaywat^ilik
abstract n. of gaywat.

adj. False: - gdp false
words/ unifl eytqanlirinin hdmmisi ~ evgSynula
erything he said was false. Cf. ja, saxta,
yalgan, yalgan-yawdaq. [C- galat (error;
mistake)].
n. Din; hubbub; quarrel; scandal: - terito stir up trouble/ — qil- to be noisy, cre
ate a scandal. [U. galva\.
galwa-goga
n. = galwa.
galwi(i
adj. Noise-loving: — bala a noise-loving
child,
galwir
1. n. Sieve; screen. Cf. aglak. [U. galvif\.
2. m. A dry measure of 71.88 kg. See
section on Weights and Measures on pp.
1079-80.
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g^wirak
galwirak
med. n. Boil; furuncle. Also called (iqan,
qoniyogan 1.
galwirgi
n. A maker or seller of sieves,
galibana
adj. Victorious: - yurOf victorious exi^ition/ “ yigin victorious meeting. Also galibilik; cf. utuqluq 1.
galiba
n. Victory: -- qazan- to achieve victory/ -ail- to win / - miwisi the fruits of victory/
1 maglubiydt galibiyomin anisi defeat is the
mother of victory. Also galibiyat; cf. zapar I 1, utuq 1, nusrat 1. [O. galebelT&.

galdbdIU. galaba],
galibiyat
n. = galiba. [Ih. galdbdlek],
galibilik
adj. = galibana.
galita
adj. Abnormal; peculiar; strange; unusual;
weird: — is strange matter/ unifl boyi — dstiptu his body grew abnormally. Cf. birtiirliik, birqisma, normalsiz. [U. galati\.
galitilik
n. Strangeness: - his qil- to feel odd or
strange,
galiz
1. lit. adj. Thick; rough; tasteless; indi
gestible.
2. lit. adj. Harsh; discordant. Also geliz.
galyan
n. Rebellion; riot. Cf. topilan I, qozgilan,
isyan. [U. galayon (anger; agitation)],
galyangi
n. Rebel; rioter. Cf. topilangi, qozgilangi,
isyan^i.
gaUa
1. n. Money locker; till: gdllini sana- to
count money in the till.
2. n. Public grain; tax paid in grain: - tapsur- to deliver tax grain. Also gala-paraq.

gamkinlik
[U. galla].
galla-paraq
n. = galla 2.
gam
n. Grief; solicitude; sorrow; worry: - basto worry, be anxious/ — qil- a. to be or
become worried; b. to be concerned with;
to show solicitude for/ — yS- to feel wor
ried/ -da qal- (-ga gus-) to become wor
ried/ -din qutul- to shake off worry / Gynin
gemini yd- to worry about one's family. [Cgam/KK. gamlO. gam /Ik. gam'ITu. gam
(pain)/U. gam],
gam-andi^a
n. = gam-gussa.
gamxana
n. = gamgiizar.
gamxor
adj. Concerned; anxious; solicitous: — ana solicitous mother. Cf. himmatlik 1.
gamxorluq
n. Concern; solicitude: — qil- to be con
cerned with/ - kdrsdt- to show solicitude,
gamsiz
adj. Unconcerned; callous; uncaring: — addm an unconcerned, carefree person. Al
so bigam; cf. iransiz, muzdak 2. [O.

gamsiz].
gamsizlanvi. To become callous,
gamsizlik
n. Callousness; cold-bloodedness. Also
bigamlik; cf. iransizlik.
gamza
n. Charm; coquetry: — qil- to flirt. [U.

gamza].
gam-qaygu
n. = gam-gussa.
gamkin
adj. Sad; sorrowful; worried: — giray sor
rowful face/ - kOz sad eyes. Also gamnaq.
[O. gamWTu. gamgyn/tj. gamgin].
gamkinlik
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gam-gussa
n. Melancholy,
gam-gussa
n. Worry; concern; anxiety. Also gam-andi|a, gam-qaygu. [U. gam-gussd\.
gamgiizar
n. Close or intimate friend,
gamlavt. To prepare, store up, lay aside: qis UgUn
kdktat — to lay in vegetables for the win
ter/ gifligimizni gOmliwalduq we have pre
pared for the winter,
gamlik
adj. Depressed; distressed: - ad&m a dis
tressed person. Cf. pari^an, kaypsiz, ga^.
gamnaq
adj. = gamkin. [O. gamnak].
gani
1. adj. Rich; wealthy. Cf. bay I 1. [O.

gani].
2. n. Male name,
ganimat
1. n. Quarry; trophy; spoils of war. [Q. ia-

nimat/0. ganimet].
2. Precious: pursdt — opportunity is pre
cious/ waqit — time is precious/ waqitni —
bil- to value one's time. Cf. atiwar 1
(#2). [U. ganimat (#2)].
gotuldavi. To grumble, mutter, mumble,
got-got
adj. Grumbling; peevish; quarrelsome: —
addm a grumbler / sdn - qilmigin do not
grumble. Also gut-gut.
godayvi. To brag, be pompous, be arrogant. [U.

gudaj-].
godur
ag. n. Self-starting crop from leftover

s^s.

godur-biidiir
adj. Rough; bumpy; knotty; uneven: -yagag a rough piece of wood. Also gudur-biidiir.

goro
godur-biidiirlaivi. To become rough or bumpy.
godun$ivt. To mumble, mutter: u besini tbwdn selip
allinimil&mi ddp —di he lowered his head
and mumbled sth.
godun$igaq
adj. of godun$i- : bu taza bir - bala ikdn
this is a child who loves to mumble,

goja
1. rel. n. Alleged descendant of Moham
med.
2. n. Respectful form of address.
3. n. Elder.
4. n. Male name. Also gojamyar. Also call
ed xoja (#1-4).
gojakorsiin
n. Bootlicker: —ink qil- to lick boots,
gojayin
n. Master; proprietor; landlord. Also xojayin.
gojayinliq
abstract n. of gojayin. Also called xojayinliq.
gojun
ag. n. Saddlebag,
gojidar
n. Manager; housekeeper,
gojizada
n. Descendants of a goja.
gora
bot. n. Green apricot: 1 ogli -- yisa dadisinin gift qamaptu when the boy eats green ap
ricots, it sets his father's teeth on edge/ 1
sdwir qilsaH goridin halwa piyar if you are
patient, green apricots will get sweet as
halwa/ ♦ — qapigi a. drooping eyelid; b.
unfeeling; icecold: — qapigi ad&m an icecold person. [U. gttra\.
goraz
zoo. n. Cock; rooster. Also xoraz.
goro
n. Gate made of bars.
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guduq-buduq

gorulay

1. phys. n. Shoulder; side: — diffirclo.
gorulay
shoulder
pad. Cf. alqin 3, dola, oqurak,
zoo. n. Shrike (Laniidae). Also gorulday.
d$na,
yalka,
miira.
gorulda2. bot. n. Stalk; trunk: ddrdxnifl -i tree
vi. To rumble. Also goldurla- .
trunk/ qonaqnifl -i corn stalk/ ♦ - gegi
gorulday
Asplenium
trichomanes, a kind of fern.
zoo. n. = gorulay.
3.
n.
Backbone;
mainstay: — Ost&n main
gorigil
canal.
adj. Simple; plain: - tamaq plain food;
gol II
simple meal/ - turnup simple life,
adj. Many. Cf. jiq, jiqqida, kop 1, egizgoza
man, najja-nassa, nurgun. [C- §ol (multi
1. ag. n. Cotton boll. [Tu. goza (bud)/U.
tude)],
gtiza (cotton plant)].
golda2. zoo. n. Cocoon: pild gozisi silkworm
vt. To increase. Also golla-; cf. a^- 1.
cocoon.
goldur-goldur
gozaqlik
onom. Rumble: qosaq - qildi the stomach
adj. Leguminous,
rumbled,
gozak
goldurla1. ag./zoo. n. = goza.
vi. To rumble; qosaq goldurlidi the stom
2. m. Box: bir - sar&ngd one box of
ach rumbled. Also gorulda- .
matches.
goli
gozilaadv. Absolutely; only; certainly. Khotan
vi. To form cotton bolls,
dialect,
gon
n. Buzz; hum: ♦ -- qapaq bot. a small gollavt. = golda- .
calabash,
golluq
I
gonuldaadj. Broad-shouldered,
vi. To make a buzzing sound: Mrildr —p
ugmaqta the bees were buzzing about/ qu- golluq II
n. Abundance; plenty. Cf. molsiliq. [Th.
ligim -p katti my ears buzzed,
mullyk].
gohuldaq
gubar
rel. n. Diabolo.
obs. n. Dust; dirt,
gowga
gut-gut
n. Literary form of goga.
onom. Grumbling; peevish, quarrelsome.
goga
Also got-got.
n. Din; racket; hubbub: -- giqar- (kotdr-)
gudurato be noisy, create a hubbub. Also gawga.
vi. To be noisy, clamorous,
gogagi
gudur-biidiir
n. sby who creates a racket or scandal,
adj. Bumpy; knotty; rough; uneven. Also
gogala^
godur-biidur; cf. oy-dongul, oy-don, oyvi. To make a din, racket or noise,
(onqur, oymandon. [U. gudur-budur].
gogaliq
guduq-buduq
adj. Noisy. Cf. ^awqunluq.
n. Mumbling; muttering: u - qilip gdp qigol I
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gu^yida

guqira-

lalmay qaldi he mumbled and did not say
anything.

gu({ida
adv. Closely; densely; thickly: alma — qu-

Sttptu the apples grew densely,
gu^urlavi. To make a gnashing sound,
gujurlatvt. To cause a gnashing sound: (ifni — to
gnash one's teeth,
gusl
rel. n. Ghusl (major ablution, consisting
of washing the whole body): — qil- to
bathe, cleanse the body. Also gofl tdr&t.
gurbat
n. Poverty; hardship: -td tutqan dost a
friend in need/ —td qal- to sink into pover
ty- [C- iurbat (exile)/U. gurbat (loneli
ness)].
gurbat(ilik
abstract n. of gurbat: hayat —td dt- to
spend a lifetime in poverty,
gurbatlaivi. To suffer hardships.
gurbatlik
adj. Poor; arduous; hard: — turmuy a hard
life,
gurt
onom. With pursed lips: u bir gind suni
qilip igiwdtti he drank a bowl of water
with pursed lips,
gurtuldavi. To make glugging sounds: gurtulditip su
ig- to drink water with glugging sounds.
gurur
1. n. Self-praise; self-esteem; integrity:
—iga tdg- to wound self-esteem / milli - a
nationality's integrity.
2. n. Arrogance; conceit; pride: wdtdnnifl
— national pride/ yigitlik —/ arrogance of
youth. Cf. takabburluq, koranlik, magrurluq, manman^ilik, mutakabburluq.
—

[C- gurur].

gururlanvi. To feel arrogant, conceited or proud,
gururluq
adj. Arrogant; conceited; proud: — yigit a
conceited fellow. Cf. takabbur, gidaygan,
gidandiir, magrur, manman, mutakabbur.
guruldavi. To make whistling sounds: samal —p Mi
di the wind came whistling/ marina —p dtiip
kdtti the car went whistling by.
gur-gur
onom. Whistle; scream: — yamal giqti the
wind whistled / kuz samili — qilip giqmaqta
the fall wind screamed/ ♦ — samal simsim yamgur a gentle breeze and a mild rain
(in a gentle and mild manner),
gurla
adv. Swiftly: — qilip dtup kdtti (sby or
sth) went past swiftly,
gu^^ida
adv. Suddenly: — aggigi kdl- to get angry
suddenly,
gu^ak
n. Bunch; cluster; crowd:------- addmldr
crowds of people/------- iizumldr bunches
of grapes/ — bolup qal- to assemble into a
group,
gu^maklavi. To assemble, gather, collect, concen
trate.
gu^akl^vi. mut. of gu^akla- .
guwa
1. adj. Dim; dusky: — kdrdn- to show
dimly: tag — kdrdnup turuptu the mountain
showed dimly/ — esimdd I vaguely remem
bered/ ~ yoruq dim light. [U. gubor (dust)]
2. adj. Dull: ~ kdz dull eyes,
guwala?vi. To turn dim, dull: kdz —ti the eyes
turned dim.
guqira-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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guyuldavi. To make a whizzing sound: samal —p giqiwatidu the wind is whizzing,

guyuldavi. To make a swooshing sound: somal —p
giqmaqta the wind is swooshing/ marina —p
OtUp kdtti the car swooshed by. [U. guvul-

la-].
guyuldatvt. To cause a swooshing sound: ^uyulditip
tas at- to throw a rock with a swooshing
sound,
guy
1. onom. Swooshing, whirling sound.
2. obs. n. Ball; globe,

guy-guy

n. Top; whirligig. Cf. pirqirigug, nur I.

gula
obs. n. Fire; flame; bonfire,

gula1. vi. To fall, tumble, collapse: tag gulidi
the mountain collapsed/ dgzjd —p giisti the
ceiling came down.
2. fig. vi. To collapse: tdxttin — to col
lapse, fall from power.

gulat1. vt. To push down: tamni — to push a
wall down/ fomal d&rdxni gulitip taslidi the
wind blew down the tree.
2. vt. To overthrow, topple,
gulat
1. phys. n. Upper arm; arm: — tasla- to
throw one's arm/ — yay- to stretch one's
arms/ bu ddrdxkd — y&tmdydu one cannot
get one's arms around this tree trunk.
2. m. Armspan (distance from fingertip to
fingertip of two horizontally extended
arms); fathom (JL): ♦ —qa gidap gerigqa
gidimaptu enduring an armspan but not a
handspan (having so much but cannot en
dure any longer)/ ♦ guligi tugdp gerigi qalhaving twined an armspan, a handspan
remains (to be completed for the most
part). See section on Weights and Meas-

gunga
ures on pp. 1079-80. [M. qulag].
gula^la1. vi. To extend one's arms: —p Uz- pe. to
swim freestyle, crawl.
2. vi. To measure by armspan.
gulam
1. n. Boy; young fellow.
2. poe. n. Slave; servant; serf. [O. gulam].
3. n. Male name,
gulda
n. Wooden club or stick. [U. gula (faggot;
log)].
gu(ja I
zoo. n. Argali (Ovis ammon). Also called
arqar.
gu(ja II
geo. n. Gulja
(Yining), county
and city in Xin
jiang (43.54N
81.21E).
The
county was established in 1888, the city in
1952. Population (1982): 288,546 (coun
ty); 225, 024 (city),
gulguy
n. = gulgula 1. Kashgar dialect,
gulgula
1. n. Disturbance; tumult; commotion: —
kdtirildi a commotion broke out. Also gul
guy. [O. gulgulelU. gulgula].
2. n. Comment; deliberation; discussion:
“ qil- to comment, discuss.
gum
n. Prejudice: — saqla- to harbor prejudice.
Cf. birtdrdplimd qaras, birtaraplimilik.
gunan
zoo. n. Three-year-old stallion. [Mo. guna (three-year old male animal)/U. giinon].
gun^a
1. bot. n. Bud: qizilgiil gungisi rosebud/ ♦
— boy (of a woman) slender/ ♦ — Uzim a
kind of grape (listed as Vinis vinifera in
ZM). [U. gunga].
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gijak

gungila2. Female name: gungOm.
gungilavi. To blossom. Cf. porakla-, jejakla-,
gi^aqla- .
gunujin
zoo. n. Three-year-old ox or cow. [U. gu-

nazin].
geribana
adj. Single; solitary; homeless: — hayat
solitary life/ - ya^a- to live a homeless life.
Alsogerip 1; cf. yalguz, yakka-yigana, yigana.
gerip
1. adj. = geribana: - adUm homeless per
son.
2. n. Male name,
geripja
adv. Horizontal; sideways: gapanni — yepinip yat- to put a gown sideways over
one’s body,
gerip^ilap
adv. = geripja.
geripjiliq
n. State of being cold and lonely,
geripsinvi. To feel lonely: u bu y&rg& kelip —ip
qaptu he felt lonely when he came to this
place.
gerip-gurwat
adj. Friendless and wretched,
geriplanvi. To feel miserable,
geripliq
n. of gerip: — his qil- to feel lonely,
geri^
1. m. Handspan: bir - one handspan/ ♦
-qa gidap gerigqa gidimaptu enduring an
armspan but not a handspan (having so
much but cannot endure any longer/ ♦
guligi tugdp gerigi qal- having twined an
armspan, a handspan remains (to be com
pleted for the most part). [OT. qaris\.
2. m. expresses smallest linear measure: u-

nifl bir — yerimu yoq he does not have an
inch of land. See section on Weights and
Measures on pp. 1079-80.
gerijlavt. To measure by handspans: rdxtni —p
dlgd- to measure cloth by handspans/ ♦
egiz — to measure the mouth by handspans
(to interrupt or chip in),
geliz
1. adj. Thick; rough; tasteless; indigesti
ble.
2. adj. Harsh; discordant. Also galiz.
8'P

,

onom. At once; in a trice: Oyga —la qilip
kirip, —la qilip giqip kdt- to suddenly
burst into a room and just as suddenly
leave it/ u -la qilip talaga giqip kdtti he
went outside in a trice. [U. gizillab],
gippida
onom. = gip.
gipildavi. To run back and forth: tola gipildimay
teg oltur sit down quietly and do not run
back and forth,
git-git
adj. Restless; fidgety,
gidir-gidir
adj. Rough; rugged,
gidiq
n. Itch; tickle: gidigi baraddm ticklish per
son/ gidigi kdl- a. to be ticklish; b. ♦ to be
disgusting. Also qigiq. [Mo. gedege].
gidiqlavt. To tickle. Cf. qisi|- .
gidih-pidin
1. n. Prevarication; equivocation: —ni qoy
bUgiin jdzmdn yolga giqimiz do not equivo
cate and start off today for sure.
2. n. Utterance: - qil- to utter/ u atisinih
aldida — qilalmaydu he did not dare say a
word in front of his father. Also girin-pirin,
gin-pin. [U. gidi-bidi],
gijak
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gijakfi

gi^ildai^-

mus. n. A bowed string instrument, ca. 88
cm. long, with a spherical body, a fretless
neck, 3 or 4 strings, and a leather mem
brane. A metal peg rests the instrument on
the floor. [U.

gir
onom. Slipping sound: mdn — qilip teyilip
kdttim I fell with a slipping sound,
girt
onom. Slipping; tearing: mifl qolidiki beliq — qilip giqip k&tti the fish slipped out
of his hand and fell down/ qol — qilip giqip k&tti the hand slipped and suffered a
dislocation/ ♦ — qisip oltur- to sit down
with the hind cheeks pressed together,
girtildak
phys. n. Throat. Cf. boguz I 1, tamaq II,
gijak
alqum, halqum, kamay 3, kikirtak, gal
gijak(i
mus. n. A maker or player of a gijak.
I 1.
girdaiUayvi. To become stiff with cold.
vt. To scrape: taxtayni pigaq bil&n — to
scrape a plank with a knife,
iliun
n. Jacquard weave (a cloth with raised girram
tufts): — rowa/i jacquard kerchief/ ♦ —
n. Cheater; sharpie. [U. girrom].
duxawisi deep-napped velvet; velour. [U. girramliq
adj. Grasping; avid; greedy,
§mm].
girin
g'Sl
onom. expresses a creaking sound: i$ik—qi1. n. Utterance. Also gin 1. [U. giring].
2. adj. Boundless; vast. Cf. bipayan, palip egildi the door creaked open.
yansiz, ^aksiz. Also gin (#1-2).
i'? II
Completely; entirely; purely: bu -layal- girin-pirih
gan this is purely a lie/ biigtinia yiginga—yay1. n. Prevarication; equivocation.
2. n. Utterance. Also gidin-pidin, gin-pin
lar kdptu today only youth attended the
(#1-2).
meeting. [U. gi(],
girildagifir-gisir
onom. Creak: orunduq — qiliwatidu the
vi. To swoosh, zip, zoom: masina —p dtup
k&tti the car zipp^ along,
seat is creaking,
gir-gir
gi^irlaonom. Swoosh; zip; zoom: — teyil- to icevi. To make a creaking sound: ifik —watidu
skate with a swoosh,
the door is creaking. [U. girgilla-].
giza
gi^ildavi. = gifirla- .
cul. n. Meal: — &t- to cook a meal/ — y&gi(ildatto eat a meal/ —din qal- unable to eat.
vt. To cause to creak: ormduqni —ma do gizalanvi. To eat a meal,
not make the seat creak!
gi^ildagi$
vi. To make rasping or hoarse sounds,
n. Brick: kawak — hollow brick. Also xi^;
gi^ilda^cf. kirpif. [U. gist].
KEY 1. < derived from;
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gilman
vi. To be on bad terms: ular gizildisip qaldi
the two were on bad terms.
gUp-i«?
1. onom. expresses rasping or hoarse
sounds.
2. n. Quarrel; squabble: bu nimd — what
is this quarrel about?
gi?-gi?la?vi. To bicker, squabble.
giq
adv. Very; extremely: — toy- to eat one's
fill. Also giqqida.
giqqida
adv. = giq: — jeni giqip kdt- to die, pass
away/ toyup — bolup kdt- to cram one's
belly full,
giqildavi. To gurgle,
gin
1. n. Utterance: — dimdstin not uttering a
sound / u — qilalmay qaldi he did not dare
say a word/ u — qilmay kdtti he went with
out saying a word. Also girin 1.
2. adj. Boundless; vast: bu ydr - say ikdn
this land is a vast flood plain. Cf. bipayan, payansiz, (aksiz, girin.
gin-pin
1. n. Prevarication; equivocation.
2. n. Utterance. Also gidin-pidin, girin-pirin.
gin^i1. vi. To wail, yap, yelp: kiigtik —di the
small puppy yelped. [U. gingsi-].
2. vi. To hum: bala kegigd —p giqti the
child hummed all night long/ u ketip berip
—p naxsa eytatti he walked humming a
tune. [Mo. g/Asi-].
gin^igaq
adj. of gin^i- : — bala a child who likes to
hum.
gihilda1. vi. To make a humming, buzzing or
droning sound: pa^a -p yiiridu mosquitos

are humming.
2. vi. To groan, snort: u —werip jenimga
tdgdi his moaning and groaning really an
noyed me.

gil

adj. Slippery: - muz slippery ice/ yollar —
bolup ketiptu the road became slippery.
Cf. taygaq, teyilgaq, serilangu.
gilap
n. Sheath; scabbard. Cf. qin 1. [U. gilof\.
gilapliq
adj. Sheathed: — qilif sheathed saber,
gil-pal
adv. Indistinctly; dimly: — kdrtin- to be
seen dimly,
giltan I
adj. Smooth; glossy; sleek: - ydr smooth
land/ — yol smooth road,
giltan II
adj. All; entire; only: bugiin mdjliskd —
drldr kdldi today only men attended the
meeting,
gildirak
n. Wheel or iron hoop (a children's toy).
[U. gildirak],
gildir-gildir
onom. Rumble: galtdk — qilip meflip kdtti
the pushcart rumbled off.
gildirlavi. To make a rumbling sound: galtdk —p
meniwatidu the pushcart is rumbling
along. [U. gildira-].
giljin
adj. Affected; artificial: — kiyi an affected
person. Cf. yasalma, yasalmiliq, yasima,
yasimiliq.
giljihlavi. To be affected,
giyinliq
n. Affectation: — qil- to be affected or ar
tificial,
gilman
rel. n. Heavenly page; youth; boy.
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vi. To become enmeshed, entangle one
gabardin
self.
n. Gabardine: —
gabardine coat.
gadirma^lanAlso called xadani. [<R. gabardin].
vi. To muddle, confuse,
gadaza
med. n. Swelling; lump; pimple; pistule; gaga
wart. Cf. u(qun II, u$$uq 1, i^^iq. [ < Ch. ge- 1. med. adj. Mute; dumb: 5 — qiznifl tilini
anisi bil&r a mother understands the words
da].
of her mute daughter. Cf. lal.
gaday
2. adj. Dull; stupid; slow-witted: — adSm
1. n. Pauper; poor wretch. [K. kedejIKK.
gedej].
blockhead/1 -|fa dost bolmafi nakdsga qdrz2. n. Beggar. Cf. tilam^i, diwana, xaydar don't be friends with a blockhead nor
the debtor of a worthless person (JMC).
ri(i, sadiqi(i, qalamdar, qonaltaq 2. [C.
g^alO. gedalU. gadof].
gaggida
onom. expresses a crunching, popping,
gaday^iliq
gnawing sound: u almidin — gaynidi he ate
n. Paupery; poverty; penury: — qil- to
beg. Also gadayliq.
the apple with a crunching sound/ gdsni —
kds- to chop meat with a crunching sound,
gadayla^gagilda1. vi. To be or become impoverished.
vi. To make a crunching sound,
2. vi. To be or become a beggar,
gagiliq
gadayliq
1. n. Muteness; dumbness.
n. = gaday^iliq.
2. n. Dullness; stupidity. Also garanliq.
gadoliniy
chem. n. Gadolinium (Gd). [<R. gadoli- gag-gug
onom. expresses a smacking sound: — ikki
nij].
gadirma$
must sal- to hit both fists with a smack,
adj. Muddled; disorderly: — U muddled af gab
adv. Sometimes: — pdyda bolup — gayip
fair/ i$ni — qil- to make a mess of things.
bol- to hide and appear alternately/ -- giAlso gijirmag.
flip — bo$as- to loosen and tighten alternately/
gadirma$Iavt. To muddle, confuse.
— yamgur — qaryag- to rain and snow alter
nately. Also gayi, gay-gayiga. [C. gdhH
gadirma^Ia^
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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gazla-

gas
O. gahIM. gohy
gas I
med. adj. Deaf: — addm deaf person/ —
bol- to be deaf/ — qil- to deafen, be deaf
ening. Cf. pan I, sagro.
gas II
cul. n. An earthen bump on an old-fash
ioned kitchen range on which a pot is
placed,
gas-ga^a
n. Deaf and dumb: gas-gagilar mSktiwi a
school for the deaf and dumb.
gasla$vi. To become deaf,
gasliq
med. n. Deafness,
gar
pe. n. Basket: —^a tasla- (—ga sola- ; —ga
at-) to shoot a basket/ top geri ball basket,
garah
adj. Dazed; befuddled: —m&s bol- to be
dead drunk/ — yat- to be fast asleep,
garaq
adj. Dirty; unclean: kdyndknifl yaqisi —
bolup ketiptu the shirt collar became dirty.
Kumul direct,
garaqiiq
n. Uncleanliness; muddle; ignorance. Ku
mul dialect,
garan
adj. Muddled; dazed: besim — bolup qaldi
my brain was muddled/ gumburligdn awaz
quligimni — qiliwdtti rumbling sound deaf
ened my ears. [U. garang (deaf)],
garan-gurun
onom. expresses the sound made by sby
who lost his voice: zukam tegip iiniim —
bolup qaldi my voice was hoarse because
of a cold,
garanla^vi. To become dull or stupid,
garanliq
n. Dullness; stupidity. Also ga^iliq 3.

gart-gurt
onom. expresses a scraping sound: — qilto make a scraping sound.
gar$uk
n. Chamber pot; bedpan. Cf. jak, kiiltiik.
[<R. gorsok (pot)],
garki
n. Unicom. Also called bobrakiyik.
garmon
mus. n. Accordion; concertina: — tart- to
play the accordion/ egiz —i harmonica;
mouth organ/ ♦ — yupka do. pleated
skirt. Also garmun. [<R. garmonika].
garmonfi
mus. n. Accordion player,
garmun
mus. n. = garmon.
garniz
n. Curtain rod.
gaz I
phy. n. Gas: — bombisi mil. gas bomb/ —
partlidi gas exploded/ -- jisim gaseous
body/ — haldt gaseous state/ -- ogaq gas
furnace/ -- siq- to compress gas/ — yeqilgular gaseous fuels/ —larnifl surkilisi gas
friction/ tdbii — natural gas/ zdh&rlik —
mil. poison gas/ kdmiir —i coal gas. [ < R.

gaz].
gaz II
n. Gauze: — yagliq gauze scarf. [<R. gaz].
gazarma
mil. n. Barracks. Cf. askarxana, qarargah. [<R. kazarma].
gazsiman
adj. Gaseous; gas-like. Also gazliq.
gazir
bot. n. Melon seed: — faq- to crack melon
seeds/ - yegi melon se^ oil/ ♦ ~ kdz mel
on seed eyes (of young women),
gazir-purgaq
cul. n. Snacks. Cf. dadur-pur^aq.
gazlavt. To aerate, gasify. Also gazlan- .
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gazla^gazla^
vi. To become gaseous.
gazla$tur1. vt. caus. of gazla;:- .
2. vt. To gasify,
gazlanvt. = gazla- .
gazliq
adj. Gaseous. Also gazsiman. [O. gazlt].
ga^ildavi. To fizz, hiss, sizzle: qizitqan tdmtir suga selinsa —ydu red-hot iron sizzles when
immersed in water.

ga?-gu?

onom. expresses crackling, popping or
buzzing sounds,
gafniy
chem. n. Hafnium (Hf). [<R. gafnij].

gan I

mil. n. Guard; sentry: —da tur- to stand
guard. Cf. qarawul, kiizat, giizat. [< Ch.

gang\.
gan II
adj. Pure; unadulterated: — aq un al- to
buy pure white flour. [<Ch. guangl.

gan III

chem. n. Steel. Also called polat 1. [<
Ch. gang\.
ganban
1. n. Steel stencil; cutting board.
2. n. Steelplate. [<Ch. gangban].

gahburxan
adj. Impecunious,
gahbi
n. Fountain pen. [<Ch. gangbi].
ganpan
cul. n. Cooked rice: — ddmld- to cook
rice. Also ganpan, giiriif. [<Ch. gan-

fan].
gansa-jisa
adj. Destitute; penniless; not owning a
thing in the world: -- bolup kdt- (qal- ) to
become pennyless. Also gansija.

gal
gansan
n. Destruction; ruination,
gansya
adj. = gansa-jisa.
ganza
n. Pole for torturing: gaflziga bos- to tor
ture with a ganza. [<Ch. gangzi].
gangun
n. Brave man; true man; hero. [<Ch.

gmngong\.
ganguhluq
abstract n. of gangun: — qil- to play the
hero,
gahgira1. vi. To become giddy, dizzy, confused,
anxious or distressed.
2. vi. To be astounded, stupefied, speech
less, shaken, amazed: bu gdpni afllap u
—p qaldi he was stupefied when he heard
this. [U. gangira-'\.
gangiratvt. caus. of gangira- : basni — to make
confused, stupefi^.
gayka
n. Screw nut. [<R. gajkd\.
gayi
adv. Sometimes: hawa — sogaq — issiq the
weather is sometimes cold and sometimes
hot/ u — uginidu — dmgdk qilidu some
times he studies and sometimes he works.
Also gah, gay-gayida. [C. gohi\.
gayibir
adj. Some; certain: — ad&m someone; a
certain person/ — waqitta at a certain
time. Cf. palan.
gay-gayida
adv. = gayi.
gagar
n. Tipcat (a kind of toy): — oyna- to play
with a tipcat. Cf. wallay.
gal I
1. phys. n. Throat: gelim agridi my throat
hurt/ -din tamaq dtmdslik unable to swal-
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gal
low food/ —ni bog- to seize by the throat/
geli giqip qaldi the throat (i.e. thyroid
gland) was swollen/ ♦ —ni bulga- to ruin

gap

adj. Blunt; dull: — ad&m a dull person/ —
pigaq a blunt knife/ ♦ qoli — clumsy. Cf.

galla$vi. To become dull: pigaq gallisip qaldi the
knife became dull,
gallon
m. Imperial gallon, equals 4.546 liters.
See section on Weights and Measures on
pp. 1079-80.
galliy
chem. n. Gallium (Ga). [<R. gallij],
galmus
adj. Dull-witted; stupid. Also galzan.
gaman
cul. n. Fine dried noodles, similar to ver
micelli. [<Ch. guimian].
gaman^i
n. Maker or seller of gaman noodles,
ganuna
phy. n. Gamma: — nuri gamma ray. [<R.

qa$an 2.
galdiravi. To sway, reel, rock. [U. galdira-].
galdi-guldun
1. adj. Fickle; mercurial.
2. adv. With a rocking or swaying mo
tion: — marl- to walk with faltering steps.
galogen
chem. n. Halogen. [<R. galogen].
galogenliq
chem. adj. Halogenic: — birikmd halogenide; halide,
galzan
adj. Dull-witted; stupid: — bol- to be stu
pid/ — qil- to do (sth) stupid. Also galmus.
galwan
adj. Confused; muddled: — addm a con
fused person; fool/ - bol- to bustle about/
— qil- to disturb, trouble,
galwanliq
n. of galwan: — qil- to act in a confused
manner,
galistuk
n. Tie; necktie: - taqa- to put on a tie/ qizil - red tie. [<R. galstuk].

gandon
n. Condom. [<R. gandon].
gap
1. n. Talk; speech; word: — ag- to talk
about: birdr if ustidd — ag- to talk about a
certain subject/ — ailla- a. to get a dress
ing down; b. to heed words/ — anisi (of
children) obedient/ — bdr- a. to cause to
talk; b. to reply, respond; c. to obey: u
higkimgd — bdrmdydi he does not obey
anyone/ — bura- a. to turn a subject
around; b. to distract, misrepresent/ — ta
las- to disagree, dispute, argue/ — tds- to
point out bluntly, lay bare/ — tdgdy- to bick
er, wrangle/ — dgit- to beat around the
bush/ — gayna- to prevaricate, equivocate
(also gdpni gayna-)! - xalta qil- to take a
message to/ — xaltisi babbler; chatterbox;
jabberer (also gdp ogrisi)! — oyuni play on
words/ — dt- a. to pay attention, mind: uninga siznid gepifliz Otidu he pays attention
to what you say; b. to bicker, quarrel: arimizda higqandaq — Otmidi there is no
quarrel at all among us/ — dtkiiz- to cause

the throat (to be corrupt, accept bribes)/
♦ —ni mayla- to pour oil in the throat (to
offer a bribe). Cf. boguz 11, tamaq II, alqum, halqum, karnay 3, kikirtak, girtildak.
2. n. Avarice; greed; rapacity: — poq sticky-fingered / - qigi$- to be greedy or glut
tonous/ — yoginap Mt- to be avaricious,
greedy, rapacious (also n&psi yoginap k&t-)!
♦ geli yaman fond of food. Cf. tama,
tamaxorluq, tamagarlik, naps, napsaniyat 1, napsaniyatjilik

gal II

gamma].
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gapdan
to pay attention: mQ.n miflga - dtkiizdlmidim, sdn berip gdp qilip baqqin I could
not make him listen to me, please try to
talk to him/ - sat- to indulge in exaggera
tion/ - sigmasliq needless to say: bu kitapnin yaxiiligiga g&p sigmaydu this book is
good, needless to say/ — qaytur- to sass,
talk back, reply defiantly/ — qoglas- to ques
tion closely/ - iliwal- to find fault/ -td tutul- to be rendered speechless/ —td tur- to
keep a promise, hold onto one's words/
—tin — giqip u sizni tilga aldi he was refer
ring to you in his speech/ —tin guy- to be
rendered speechless/ —tin giqmasliq to al
ways obey advice/ --tin qal- a. not to
speak: bir egiz —tin qalsaflgu could you
stop talking; b. to be speechless: u kesili
egirliyip —tin qaldi because of illness he
couldn't talk/ -kd aylandur- to nag, pester
(also gdpkd tut-)/ -kd tut- to nag, pester/
-kd qoy- to let (sby) say his piecd —kd
kdl- a. to speak up (usually in negative):
unin tili — kdlmdy qaldi he could not
speak up; b. to quarrel/ —kd kir- to obey,
pay attention to/ —ni jayida qoy- to sound
reasonable/ —ni gayna- to talk ambiguous
ly/ —ni ezip igiir- to dwell at great length/
-ni gdpkd qostur- to let (sby) finish talking:

warafl-gurufl qilmay -ni gdpkd qoytursaflgu
don't yell, let us finish what we have to
say/ -nifl beligd tdp- to cut short, inter
rupt/ -nin tegidd — bar there are over
tones (or implications)/ -nin ogugini eyt- to
be outspoken, speak plainly or bluntly, not
to mince words, reveal or disclose/ aggiq
— acrimonious, harsh or caustic talk/ god
— boasting/ sogaq — sarcastic comment/ unin quligiga — kirmdydu he did not heed (sby
else's) words/ quruq - idle talk/ miy-miy gossip; hearsay; rumor; scuttlebutt/1 —
bir qulaq ikki say (sth) once, people have
two ears/1 - yuzdd yaxyi, kawap ziqta talk
ing face to face is good, roast meat is on

gaps*
the skewer (is tasty)/ 1 —ni qil sigar ydrgd
suni sdp sidar ydrgd speak to sby who is
reasonable, sprinkle water on ground that
is permeable. [U. gap].
2. n. Tone; manner of speaking: -- kola(al-) to sound out / —kd baq- to judge a
situation, act according to circumstances/
gepi god boastful.
3. n. Rumor; hearsay; gossip; tattle; alle
gation: - tap- (tugdur-) to cook up a sto:^;
to start a rumor/ - toyu- to pass on gossip/
— yasa- (toqu-) to concoct rumors. Cf.
pitna, pitna-pasat, pitna-igwa, osak I,
igwa.
4. n. Comment; commentary: — awudi
much comment arose/ — teri- to attract
negative comment/ —tin qag- to dread
comment/ —kd qal- to suffer from (sby's)
comments/ undaq qilmigin bizgd — kelidu
don't be that way, people will talk about
us / ♦ — kdtmdslik needless to say; cer
tainly: unid bu iynid hoddisidin giqiyiga gdp
kdtmdydu he's certainly equal to this tasl^
♦ —nid poskallisi a. truth: mdn unidga
—nid poskallisini didim I told him the
truth; b. in sum; in a word: —nid poskalli
si, mdn barmaymdn in sum, I won't go/
♦ turgan — certainly: unid keliyi turgan — he
will certainly come. Also mulahiza 1.
5. n. Problem; issue; concern: bunid tegi
dd - bar there is a problem under the sur
face/ tds - difficult problem/ hig - yoq no
problem at all; it does not matter.
gapdan
adj. Eloquent; silver-tongued: — addm an
eloquent person. Cf. pasahatlik, sozman.
gapdanliq
n. Eloquence: — qil- to be eloquent. Cf.
pasahat, sozmanlik, natiqliq.
gap-go^ak
n. Groundless talk or slanderous gossip.
Also soz-gogak.
gap?i
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gap9il

gazlima

n. Tklkative or loquacious person.

gapsU
adj. lykative; loquacious,
gap^ilik
n. Loquaciousness,
gapsatar
n. Babbler; chatterbox; windbag; jabberer.
Cf. watildaq, lap$i 2, lapxor.
gap-soz
1. n. Iklk.
2. n. Comment; gossip,
gapla?vi. To chat, gab, make small talk. [Tu.

geplei-}.
gadan
adj. Immovable; fixed; still; stationary. Cf.
ko^mas.
gadanlik
n. Immobility,
gadan
phys. n. Neck; cervix: — tatila- to scratch
one's neck or head/ ♦ ~dd qal-to ov/d ♦
—din saqit qil- to clear one’s debt/ ♦ —gd
art- to shirk: jawapkarliqni —gd art- to
shirk responsibility/ ♦ -gd al- to assume,
undertake: mds'uliydtni —gd al- to assume
responsibility/ ♦ gddini qattiq stubborn;
pigheaded. Cf. boyun 1, gajga. [U. gar-

dari],
gadanka$
adj. Stubborn; opinionated; obstinate. Cf.
aligadan, tarsa, jahil, qiyiq I 1, k^ I 1.
gadanka^Iik
n. Stubbornness; obstinacy. Cf. aligadarlik, jahilliq, qiyiqliq, k^llq.

g^
chem. n.

Alabaster; gypsum. Cf. axta$.
g^paz
n. Gypsum maker,
gajga
phys. n. = gadan: ♦ — suyi ag. second
irrigation,
gajla-

vt. To plaster, apply gypsum,

ga^

obs. n. Tour; trip; excursion; outing: -qil- to take a trip. [U. gayt],
gar
obs. conj. pp. If; in case; supposing. Cf.
taqdirda, agar, agarda, agarganda, qaganiki, magar, magarkim, mubada, nawada, nagah 1. [Q. gdr].

gard^
obs. n. Vicissitude; changeability: pdldkning gdrdiyi vicissitudes of fate; lot.
gardi
n. Knight in European chess.
gardi$
n. Hoop; ring: dapnifl —i ring on a handdrum/ qasqannifl —i hoop on a food stea
mer. Cf. (ambar 1, halqa 1. [C- gdrdif
(change; turn)],
gardin
n. gdrdin gind n. large bowl,
gar^a
conj. Although; even though. [U. gargand;
gargi\.
gazi
m. obs. Linear measure, ca. 0.71 meter):
bds — git a five-g^ cotton print. See section
on Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
gaz II
n. Crack; gap: lewigd — bagla- to have a
harelip.
gazanda
1. zoo. n. Poisonous animals (snakes, in
sects, scorpions, etc.) [U. gazanda].
2. n. Evil person; scoundrel; rascal,
gazandilik
abstract n. of gazanda.
gazlavt. To measure: rdxtni — to measure cloth.
Cf. olga- , kam^anla- , kamla- .
gazlima
n. Piece goods; textiles: — sodigdr textiles
merchant. [U. gazlama].
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gazmal
gazmal
n. = gazlima. [U. gazmol\.
gazmal^i
n. Piece goods or textile dealer,
gazna
n. A round tray made of coarse cloth and
used in baking nan (q.v.)
gawda
1. n. Stature; figure: gawdisi yogan addrm.
tall person. [U. gavda],
2. n. Body of a car, ship, etc.: kemd gdwdisi ship hull/ nmim gdwdisi car body.
gawdilanvi. To take shape, appear, emerge: kdz aldimda yefli bir mdnzird —di a new vista ap
peared before my eyes,
gawdilandiir1. vt. caus. of gawdilan- .
2. vt. To project, stick out.
gawdilik
1. adj. Large of stature; gigantic.
2. adj. Conspicuous; glaring; outstanding:
“ misal a conspicuous example.
gama
n. Cave; cellar; grotto. Cf. iigii. [KK. ge-

liek].
ganpan
cul. n. Cooked rice. Also ganpan, giiriig.
ganda
n. Human excrement; nightsoil; stench: —
orisi nightsoil pit.
ganj
obs. n. Treasure (gold; jewelry); wealth.

[C. gdnc].
gai\jin
1. adj. Agile; nimble; dexterous: — addm
an agile person.
2. adj. Candid; frank; straightforward: —
addm sby who is candid or frank. [<Ch.

ganjing].
gansi
n. Secretary or clerical worker who is in
charge of sth: tOswiqat -si propaganda sec-

goya
retary. [<Ch. ganshi].
ganza
n. Restaurant. Cf. a^puzul, a^xana, tamaqxana. [<Ch. guanzi].
gobi
geo. n. Gobi; semi-desert. Cf. ^olluk.
[Mo. gobi],
gopay
adj. Fat and tall: — addm a fat and tall
person,
godan
1. n. Hole; pit: —ga gmup kdt- to fall into a
pit. Also kodan; cf. azgal, orak.
2. n. Pit to catch the blood of butchered
animals.
gojay
do. n. Legging: — ydgd- to put on leg
gings,
go^uhluq
n. Arrogance; conceit; pride. Cf. takabburluq, korahlik, iptixar, gurur, magrurluq, manmangilik, mutakkabburluq.
gokay
cul. n. A kind of bread baked in a pan.
gon
n. Work point: — xatirla- to record work
points/ — kdtdr- to tot up work points.
Also gonfun. [<Ch. gong].
gon^e
ag. n. Commune: — dzdsi commune mem
ber. Also kommuna; cf. jama'a. [<Ch.

gongshe].
gonfun
n. = gon. [<Ch. gongfen].
gon-gon
onom. expresses a murmuring sound: ~ awaz a murmuring sound/ — qil- to murmur.
Also gudun-gudun.
gonmin
n. Citizen. Also called gira?dan. [<Ch.

gongmin],
goya
adv. As if; seem; be like: - undaq if bolmi-
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goyaki
gand&k as if nothing had happened/ —
kdrmigdnd&k as if not seen before,
goyaki
adv. = goya.
goyak
n. A silver ornament worn by Uyghur wo
men in their braids. Also goyak.
gol
adj. Gullible; easily swayed: — addm gull
ible person/ — bol- to be deceived/ balini
— qil- to fool a child. [U. gUl\.
gollavt. To deceive, fool,
gollandiya
geo. n. Holland. [<R. Gollandiya].
golluq
n. Gullibility; simplemindedness; singlemindedness.
golmu$
adj. Simpleminded; naive: — bala a naive
child. Also gomufi.
golmu^Iuq
n. Simplemindedness; naivete: — qil- to be
simpleminded or naive,
golmiy
chem. n. Holmium (Ho). [<R. xolmij].
gomu$
adj. = golmu$.
godak
adj. Innocent; unaffected; naive; childlike:
~ bala an innocent child,
godaklik
n. Innocence; naivetd: — qil- to assume an
air of innocence; to be childlike or naive,
gohar
1. n. Jewel; treasure: — tepiwalganddk as if
one had found a treasure/ — ddp bil- to re
gard as a treasure.
2. n. Female name. Also gdhdrxan.

go?

n. Meat; flesh; pulp: — sSy cul. fried meat
with vegetables/ — manta cul. steamed
meat dumpling/ —i qelin qogun fleshy mel-

goriistanliq
on/ qoy —i mutton/ ^ — gdsnifl forpisi yoq
there is no soup from cheap meat/ ♦
mongaq —i med. polyp. [KK. gdf/\J. gwyr].
go$dar
adj. Fleshy; meaty; pulpy: — tamaq meat
dish/ — qogun a fleshy melon. Also go^liik.

gij?si

n. Butcher. Cf. qassap.

go^iz
adj. Meatless: — tamaq meatless dish/ —
sdy vegetarian dish/ — qal- to eat a vege
tarian meal.
go^Iiik
adj. = go^dar.
gor
n. Grave: —g& tiq- to bury, annihilate,
wipe out/ ♦ —din egiwalganddk like hav
ing just emerged from the grave (looking
ashen)/ ♦ —nifl agzidin qayt- to rise from
the grave (to have a close brush with
death)/ ♦ puti —gd safigila- to have one
foot in the grave. Cf. ^ehitliq 2, zaratka,
qawra, yar-lik II, mazar. [U. gur],
gora
n. Mortgage: — xdt mortgage document;
pawn slip/ —gd qoy- (bdr- ) to mortgage,
pawn/ sa 'dt —gd qoyuldi the watch was
pawned. Also giiya; cf. dan HI, rana.
[U. garov].
gor^ana
n. Pawnshop. Cf. danpuzul.
goraka$
n. Pawnbroker; moneylender. Also giiyika$.
gorgi
n. Grave digger. Also gorkar. [U. giir-

kov].
goriistan
n. Cemetery; graveyard. Also goriistanliq; cf. zaratkaliq, zaratliq, qawristan,
mazarliq. [U. guriston],
goriistanliq
n. = goriistan.
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guwaliq

gorkar
gorkar
n. = gorji.
gruzin
n. Georgian: - tili Georgian language.
[<R. gruzin].
gretsiya
geo. n. Greece. [<R. Gretsiya],
grek
n. Greek: — tili Greek language. [<R.

grek].
guangan
bot. n. A kind of orange (Citrus sinensis).
[<Ch. guanggan].
guppan
adj. guppan at- a. to fan: guppan etip bugday soru- to winnow wheat by femning; b.
to splash while swimming,
guppan^i
n. Yes-man; echo; parrot,
guppan^iliq
abstract n. of guppanji: — qil- to echo,
chime in with,
gutu
phys. n. Skeleton. Cf. jinaza 1. [<Ch.

gutou].
gudun
n. Large hanging bell: — asqan tdgd a ca
mel with a large bell/ ♦ -- harwa a fourhorse cart,
gudun-gudun
onom. expresses a murmuring sound. Also
gon-gon.
guduhlavi. To murmur,
gujan
n. Section chief. [<Ch. guzhang].
gu(un
geo. n. Qitai
(Gucheng),
county in
Xinjiang (44.
OIN 89.28E).
Established in 1776. Population (1982):

198,754.
guowuyiian
n. State council (government of China).
[<Ch. guowuyuan].
guomindan
n. Guomindang (ruling party in China,
1928-1949). [<Ch. guomindang].
guruppa
n. Small group: - basligi small group leader.
Also called kuru^ok. [<R. gruppa].
guruppiwaz
n. Cliquist; sby with a small-group men
tality.
guruppiwazliq
n. Cliquishness: - qil- to be cliquish,

giiruh

n. Clique; faction: Gksiydtgildr—i reaction
ary clique/ dksilinqilawiy — counter-revol
utionary faction/ mdnpd'dtdar — commoninterest group. Cf. $ayka. [C- guruh (group)/
U. gun^].

guruh waz

n. Groupie; sby who works in a group,
guruhwazliq
n. Factionalism,
guwa
n. Proof; testimony; evidence: — qil- to
testify, bear witness, provide evidence/
—ga tart- to summon as a witness/ yalgan —
false testimony. Also guwagiliq; cf. $ahitliq.
guwa^i
n. Testifier; witness: 1 qazannin —si gdmiig the pot's witness is the ladle. Cf. $ahit.
[U. guvoh].
guwa^iliq
n. = guwa.
guwardiya
mil. n. Guards. [<R. gvardiya].
guwardiyi^i
mil. n. Guardsman,
guwaliq
abstract n. of guwa: — bdr- to bear wit-
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gundipay

guwanama
ness / - bUrgOgi witness/ -- qil- to testify/
—tin dt- to provide evidence,
guwanama
n. Credentials; certificate: -- kdrsdt- to
show a certificate. [U. guvohnoma].
gunuldavi. To sneer: nimd tola —ysdn what are
you sneering about?
gunga
adv. Indistinct; faint; vague; dim; ob
scure: — kOrun- to appear indistinctly,
gum
n. Collapse; breakdown; wreck: - bol- to
fall apart. Cf. gumran.
guma
geo. n. Gu
ma (Pishan),
county in
Xin- jiang
(37.38N 78.
19E). Established in 1902. Population
(1982): 159,651.
guman
n. Doubt; suspicion: — bol- to doubt, sus
pect/ — tu^ul- to raise suspicion/ — qil- to
raise doubts in others/ menifl uniMin -im
bar I have my doubts about him/ ^ — imanni qagurar doubts desert (undermine)
confidence/ ♦ — almas gr. interrogative
pronoun. [U. gumon\.
gumanxor
adj. Highly suspicious: — addm highly
suspicious person; paranoid,
gumanxorluq
n. Suspiciousness; paranoia. Also batgumanliq.
gumansiravi. To be somewhat doubtful or uncertain,
gumansiz
adj. Doubtless; certain; definite. Cf. ^ak^iibhisiz, $aksiz, ^iibhisiz.
guma^ta
n. Agent; deputy; proxy.

gumaniy
adj. Doubtful; suspicious: — kdz qaras sus
picious glance or view/ — mdsild doubtful
problem. Cf. batguman, $aklik, $iibhilik.
gumanlanvi. To doubt, suspect,
gumanliq
adj. Doubtful; dubious; suspicious; uncer
tain: — dnzd a suspicious case; mystery/ —
mdsild a knotty problem,
gumpa
pe. n. Martial arts,
gumran
n. Destruction; demolition: — bol- to be
ruined/ — qil- to destroy, ruin. Cf. gum.
guna
1. rel. n. Sin: - qil- to sin.
2. n. Crime; fault; error: - art- to put the
blame on/ — yaz- to record a demerit/ —
yiga tdwd qilip yediwastin addm bol- to re
pent and turn over a new leaf / —yini boyniga al- to plead guilty / -yini tild- to ad
mit one's errors and ask for punishment/
—yini dpu qil- to forgive sby's sins/ -yini
yu- to atone for one's crime. Cf. jinayat.
[Tk. gdnahl\5. gunoK\.
gunah
n. Literary form of guna.
gunasiz
adj. Blameless; innocent. Also biguna,
gunahsiz. |Tk. g6nahsyz\.
gunasizliq
n. Blamelessness; innocence. Alsobigunaiiq, gunahsizliq.
gunakar
n. Sinner; criminal; guilty person. Also
gunahkar. [Tu. giinhkdr^.
gunaliq
adj. Sinful; criminal; guilty. Also gunahliq. [U. gunoh].
gunda
n. Wooden shackles or fetters,
gundipay
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gundixana
n. Jailer; prison warden,
gundixana
n. Jail; prison. Cf. tiirma, solaq 2, solaqxana, qamaqxana, kamir 2.
giippida
adv. Splashingly; — yiqil- to fall with a
splash/ xmpuraq — dimaqqa unildi (puridi)
a sweet smell assailed the nostrils,
giipiildavi. To throb; yurdk —p soqti the heart
went pitter-patter/ ♦ —p puraq gagti a
sweet smell assailed (sby). Also diipiilda-,
diikiilda- .
gup-giip
onom. expresses a throbbing, palpitating
or gulping sound: suni — ig- to drink wa
ter in big gulps/ yUrak — qilip saldi the
heart went throbbing,
giidiik
n. Steam whistle: - awazi the sound of a
steam whistle/ — gal- to blow or sound a
steam whistle,
giijak
1. n. Spade; shovel: ♦ -f/^/phys. incisor;
front tooth; shovel tooth. Also kiirak.
2. n. Oar; paddle; scull. Also giirjak (#12).
gii^a
n. Comer; edge; fringe,
giiran
phys. n. Cheek: — bezi parotid gland/ —
kdpiir- to flush with agitation/ — yallugi
m^. parotitis; mumps (^sotapki, tapma).
Cf. tastak, qowuz, mahiz.
giirjak
n. = giijak 1: tOmur — metal shovel/ yagag
— wooden shovel,
gurssida
adv. Throbbing; thumping: bgzidin — sdkr&p giif- to come off the roof with a thump,
gursildavi. To make a rattling sound,
giirs-giirs

giikiraonom. expresses a thumping sound: —
mafl- to wik thumpadeethump.
giirrida
onom. expresses a flapping sound: qu^qaglar — qilip ugup kdtti the sparrows flew
away with a flapping sound/ kisildr — qilip
olifiwaldi people gathered and bustled
about,
giirza
his./mil. n. Mace.
giiriiS
cul. n. Rice: — tasqa- to sift rice/ — tamaq
cooked rice/ — harigi rice wine. Cf. ganpan, ganpan. [U. gurug].
giiriildavi. To crackle, whine: ot —p kdymdktd the
fire burned with a crackle/ matomin giiriildigdn awazi the whining sound of an en
gine,
giir-giir
onom. expresses a whistling sound: — somal giqti the wind was whistling/ ot — qi
lip yandi the fire was burning with a whis
tle,
giizat
n. Guard; sentry: - qil- to stand guard or
do sentry duty. Also kiizat; cf. qarawul,
gah I 2.
giizal
1. adj. Beautiful: — dxlaq virtue/ — sdn'dt
fine arts/ - mdnzird beautiful scenery / ♦
— miwilik sutliik bot. Euphorbia soongarica, a kind of spurge. Cf. payz 1, sabahMlik, korkam. [O. giizellU. guzal].
2. n. Female name,
giizalla^vi. To be or become beautiful,
gilzallik
n. Beauty: —kd mdptun bol- to be capti
vated by beautiful scenery/ feimifl guzdlligi
the beauty of poetry. [Th. guzdllek'\.
giikira1. vi. To howl, scream, whistle: boran —p
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giingiirt
giqmaqta the storm is howling.
2. vi. To rumble, roar: masina gUkiridi the
car rumbled.
3. vi. To be furious, fly into a rage, be
mad at: sdn mafia gukirimd don't be mad
at me.
giingiirt
chem. n. Sulphur (S): — kislatasi sulphu
ric acid,
giihgiirtla^chem. vi. To become vulcanized,
giihgiirtla^tiirchem. vt. To vulcanize,
giihgiirtliik
chem. adj. Vulcanized; sulphurized: — arsan sulphur spring/ ~ boyaq sulphur dye/ —
kawguk vulcaniz^ rubber,
giiya
n. Mortgage. Also gora; cf. dan III, rana.
giiyhua giil
bot. n. Sweet-scented osmanthus (Osmanthus fragrans)-, cassia blossom,
giiyika^
n. Usurer. Also goraka^.
giiga
n. Spoke. Also giigiisiin; cf. $ada 2.
giigii
n. = guga.
giigiit
n. Fire match. Cf. sarahga. [U. gugurt].
giigiisiin
n. Literary form of giiga. [Mo. kegesii].
giigiim
n. Dusk; evening: - guy- for night to ap
proach/ — waqti nightfall. Cf. ax$am 1, ^am
I 1, qa^gan jag, ka? 1.
giil
1. bot. n. Flower: — bdrgi (qeti) petal/ —
taji corolla/ — tut- (t&qdim qil-) to present
flowers/ — teri- to plant flowers/ — tizmisi
inflorescence/ — gdmbirdk wreath; gar
land: — gdmbir&k tdqdim qil- to present a

• ••
••
gulbinap^a
••11

garland/ — gefli flower pollen/ — gimdn
flower garden; flowerbed/ — ginisi (tdxsisi) calyx/ — oqi floral axis/ — sapigi pedi
cel/ — siwdt flower basket/ — simisi nectar/
— qepi perianth; floral envelope/ — qis- to
wear a flower / - kasisi receptacle/ - yipi
filament/ seriq — yellow flower/ 1 — waqtida —Mni qis — tiigdsa qoflaflni qis when
it is the time of flowers, pinch your flow
ers, when the flowers are finished, pinch
your buttocks (cut your coat according to
your cloth) (JMC)/ t hdr —nin bir purigi
bar every flower has its own smell/ ♦ -igd k&l- to go smoothly/ ♦ - gehrd (giray; yuz) beautiful; good-looking/ ♦ kdltiir- to beautify, decorate: dyni — k&ltur- to decorate a room/ ♦ unifl on —idin
biri egilmidi one of his ten flowers has not
yet blossomed (he is very young)/ ♦ unifl
qoli — he is clever with his hands. [C- gdl
(rose)/Q. gul/TiL. gdl/Tu. guUlJ. gul\.
2. n. Flower-like design, particularly on
rugs and textiles: — bas- to print flowers
on cloth/ - tug- to embroider/ - tik- (gdk-)
to embroider flowers/ — sal- (guyCir-) to
trace flowers/ — ustigd — kdlttir- to add
flowers to brocade.
3. n. Outstanding person; cream of the
crop: yaylamin -i outstanding youth.
giilap
bot. n. Rose nectar,
giilbahar
1. bot. n. Primrose
(Primula).
2. Female name,
giilbag
n. Flower garden,
giilbinap^a
bot. n. Violet (Viola adorata; V. oxycentra),
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also called
binap$aj.
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giilzar

giildar
giildar
1. ag. n. Flowerbed; flower terrace. Also
giilrar, giilzarliq, giilliik.
2. adj. of giil: — panus festive lantern/ —
Qdiyal florS bedsheet/ — rOxt flowery cot
ton print.
giildan
n. Flower vase,

giild^a

n. Bouquet. Also d^ta.
giildiir
n. A rumbling or roaring sound: ♦ —i bar
yamguri yoq there is rumbling but no rain
(all smoke but no fire),
giildiiras
adj. Thunderous; tumultuous; roaring: —
alqis sadaliri thunderous claps. [U. guldu-

ro5].
giildiir-taraq
onom. expresses a tinkling sound,
giildiir-galap
onom. expresses a crashing or banging
sound:
- qilip ag- to open a door with
a bang.
giildiir-guldur
onom. expresses a rumbling sound,
giildurlavi. To rumble: hawa — to rumble (of
weather). [U. guldura-^.
giildurmama
n. Thunder,
giildurmamiliq
adj. of giildurmama: — yamgur thunder
rain; rain accompanied by thunder,
giildiinna
geo. n. Waterfall; cataract. Cf. ^aqiram, ?aqiratma.
giila
n. Dried apricot: — sal- to dry apricots,
giila-jigda
n. Dried fruit,
giila-qaq
n. Dried peaches and apricots.

gulangii(
n. Swing: — oyna- (ug-) to play on a swing.
Also Hangup,
giilayvi. To glare, glower, stare at. Cf. homay-.
giil^bar
1. bot. n. Larkspur (Consolida ajacis).
2. n. Female name. Also guUimxan.
giilgi
n. Gardener; flower vendor,
giil^ilik
ag. n. Floriculture,
giilxan
1. n. Bonfire; campfire: — kegiligi camp
fire meeting / — yaq- (sal- ) to start or
light a bonfire. [U. gubcari].
2. n. Female name,
giilxana
ag. n. Greenhouse,
giilxayri
bot. n. Hollyhock (Althaea rosea). Also
called tawargiil, xatmi, layli 1.
giilsamsaq
bot. n. Tiger lily (Lilium
martagon).
giilsapsar
bot. n. Iris (Iris).
giilsopun
n. Toilet soap,
giilsuruq
bot. n. Wrinkled rose (Rosa
rugosa). See illustration at
gulsamsaq
qizilgiil on p. 668.
giilsiman
bot. n. = giilyasiman.
giildan
1. n. Rose garden. [C. giikiiri].
2. n. Female name,
giilran
adj. Pink; rose-colored. Cf. aq qizil, toxun, qizgu9.
giilzar
1. ag. n. Flowerbed; flower terrace. Also
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giilzarliq
giildar, giilzarliq, giilliik. [C- giilzar
(rose garden)].
2. n. Female name. Also giilzarxan.
giilzarliq
ag. n. = giilzar 1.
giilwadan
adj. Motley; variegated; multi-colored.
Also giilwadan gipar.
giilqaqa
n. gUlq&q&liri egil- to be in high spirits,
giilqan
cul. n. Rose jam made with boiled roses
and white sugar,
giili
cul. n. A kind of raisin,
giilistan
1. n. Flowerbed; flower garden. Also giil
gimdn.
2. n. Female name,
giilyasiman
bot. n. Globe amaranth (Gomphrena globosa). Also giilsiman.
giilyar
mus. n. Name of an Uyghur folk song,
giil-giilistan
n. Oasis,
giillavi. To prosper, flourish: -pyasna- to thrive
and prosper/ m&diniydt gullidi culture
flourished,
giillanvi. To be prosperous or flourishing: —gdn
ddwr prime of life; heyday,
giilliik
1. ag. n. = giilzar 1.
2. adj. of giil: — jiydk lace trimmings,
giilnar
1. bot. n. Pomegranate blossom.
2. n. Female name. Also anargiil (#1-2).
giilnap^a
bot. n. Violet (Viola oxycentra). Also giilbinap^a.
giimbaz

gerb
1. n. Cupola; dome. Cf. qubba 1. [C.
giinbdd].
2. rel. n. Tomb with a cupola, especially
of an Islamic saint. [Tu. giimmezlij. gumbaz (#1-2)].

gumbu

giimbazsiman
adj. Round-roofed; cupola-shaped,
giimbazlik
adj. of giimbaz.
giimbiirlavi. To make a rumbling sound,
giimiiriilvi. To cave in, collapse: quduq —p giifti the
well caved in.
giimmida
onom. expresses the sound of things falling
to the ground: — guy- to fall with a crash,
giin
n. Luster; gloss; sheen: girayinin —i yoq
there's no sheen on the face. Also on.
giinsiz
adj. Dim; dull, dark; lacking luster or
sheen: samnifl — yorugi a dim candle,
geolog
geol. n. Geologist. [<R. geolog].
geologiya
geol. n. Geology. [<R. geologiya].
geologiyilik
geol. adj. Geological: — tiizilis geological
structure/ — garla^ geological prospecting,
geometiriya
math. n. Geometry. [<R. geometriya].
gerb
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gi?-g*9

germaniy
n. Emblem: ddl&t —i national emblem. [<
R. gerb\.
germaniy
chem. n. Germanium (Ge). [<R. germanij].
germaniya
geo. n. Germany. [<R. Germaniya].
gezarvi. To be brazen-faced and shameless,
gezak I
n. Order; sequence; turn; shift. Cf. nowat
1.
gezak II
cul. n. Candy and sweets. Also qan-gezak,
kampit.
gezakmu-gezak
adv. Rotatingly, by turns,
gezanda
adj. Unruly; naughty,
gezit
n. Newspaper: — tarot- to distribute news
papers/ — Msmisi newspaper clipping/ —
muxbiri newspaper reporter/ — muytiriliri
newspaper subscribers/ kUndilik — daily
newspaper. [<R. gazeta].
gezit^iliq
n. Journalism. Cf. axbaratgiliq 1, muxbirliq.
gezitxana
n. Newspaper office,
gezit-^omal
n. Newspapers and magazines; the press,
gektar
m. Hectare. [<R. gektar].
geliy
chem. n. Helium (He). [<R. gelij].
gemoroy
med. n. Hemorrhoids; piles: tayqi - exter
nal hemorrhoids / igki — internal hemor
rhoids. Also called bawasir, bowasir. [<
R. gemorroj].
gentiyana
bot n. Gentian. Also jentiyana.

general
mil. n. General. Also called ^anjian. [<R.
general].
generallissimus
mil. n. Generalissimo. [<R. generalissi
mus].
gibberellin
med. n. Gibberellin, a pharmacologically
active family of plant growth regulators,
gipis
med. n. Gypsum; plaster stone: -kd al- to
make a plaster cast; to apply gypsum. Cf.
sinirta^. [<R. gips].
gipnoz
n. Hypnosis. [<R. gipnoz].
gipnoz^i
n. Hypnotist,
gipnozluq
n. Hypnotizing: — qil- to hypnotize,
gitar
mus. n. Guitar: — gal- to play a guitar.
[<R. gitar].
gidayvi. To be arrogant or conceited,
gidaygan
adj. Arrogant; conceited. Also gidandiir;
cf. takabbur, gururluq, magrur, manman, mutakabbur.
gidandiir
adj. = gidaygan.
gijirma(
adj. Muddled; disorderly. Cf. gadirma^.
gijin
1. adj. Phlegmatic; sluggish.
2. adj. Obstinate; stubborn: - addm stub
born person.
gijinliq
n. of gijin: — qil- 1. to be sluggish; 2. to
be stubborn,
gigildavi. To make a crunching sound.
gi?-g»S
onom. Crunch-crunch (the sound made
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gi?ma9

girxana

when eating fresh vegetables, etc.): munu
mantiniflpiyizi—qilidupUmigan ox^aydu the
way the onions in this dumpling crunch,
they don't seem to be ripe.
gi{ma(
adj. Confused; muddled: - if muddled af
fair,
gir
n. Platform scale: - tefi the sliding weight
on a scale/ —gd sal-(—dd tan-) to weigh
on a platform scale,
giradus
phy. n. Degree: bugiin yuquri temperatura
ottuz bdf — today's maximum temperature
is thirty-five degrees. [<R. gradus],
gira^dan
n. Citizen. Also called gonmin. [ < R. grazdaniri].
giram
m. Gram. [<R. gramm],
giramlavt. To weigh sth less than one kilo,
giramliq
adj. Gram: bdf yuz — botulka a 500-gram
bottle.
girammatika
gr. n. Grammar: selifturma — comparative
grammar/ uygur tili girammatildsi Uyghur
grammar. [<R. grammatika].
girammatikiliq
gr. adj. Grammatical: — forma grammati
cal phenomenon/ — quruluf grammatical
construction,
giranat
mil. n. Grenade. [<R. granata].
giranit
geol. n. Granite. Also called xarsanta?. [<
R. grand].
girtildavi. To make a crunching sound,
girt-girt
onom. expresses the sound made by eating
crisp food.

girdap
1. n. Whirlpool; vortex; eddy. Cf. opqun, qaynam. [U. girdob].
2. n. Edge; brink; periphery: aldm girdawi horizon/ Oldm girdawi brink of death;
dliim girdawiga apirip qoy- to put sby in a
deadly situation.
girda
cul. n. A bagel-like loaf of bread with a
hole or depression in the center: ^ oMa
yatqanlar — ydr, kdtmdn gapqanlar jigdd
those who lie idly on their backs eat ba
gels, those who hoe with their mattocks
eat oleaster (while some reap without sow
ing, others cannot get what they need),
gira
1. n. Clamp; jig; carpenter's pincers/ ♦
— sal- to hug, embrace / ♦ — qil- to
crisscross, twine, overlap: qolni — qil- to
crisscross hands.
2. n. Hinge. Cf. qollap.
3. n. Bobbin; reel: bir — yip a bobbin of
thread/ yipni — qil- to reel a thread. Cf.
pe^ak, galtak 1, na^a. [Th. fure (#3)].
giraga
n. Diminutive form of gira.
girala^1. vi. To mingle, interweave, interlock,
interlace, intersect: girdlifip elif- to fight at
close quarters.
2. vi. To embrace, hug. Cf. qu$aqla$- .
girala^ma
adj. Mingling; interlocking: -jdfl hand-tohand combat,
giram
n. Cellar; underground room,
giram-siram
adj. Dim; hazy; obscure: ♦ - uyqugakdt- \
to doze off.
j
girsi
n. A person who weighs sth on a platform ]
scale,
girxana
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girwak
n. Weighing station,
girwak
n. Edge; sill: ddrizinifl girwigi window
sill/ jozinifl girwigi table edge,
girwaklik
adj. Having an edge or sill,
gin
1. n. Clodhopper; country bumpkin; sby
showing no sign of intelligence.
2. n. Outsider,
girip
med. n. Grippe; influenza. [<R. gripp
<G. Grippe].
giriptar
adj. Afflicted; suffering; stricken: -- bolto suffer, sustain/ bala-qazaga — bol- to
suffer a catastrophe/ kes&lgd — bol- to be
afflicted with a disease. [U. girijior].
giripti^in
n. Crepe.

giri?

med. n. Hernia; stricture. Cf. podaq 2,
dawa IV, (oquq. [<R. griza].
girim
n. Facial make-up: - qil- to apply facial
makeup. Cf. padaz 2, zibu-zinnat, zip II,
zinnat 1. [<R. grim],
girim^i
n. Makeup man; cosmetologist,
girimxana
n. Dressing room; beauty parlor,
girimsan
adv. Indistinctly; faintly: — kdrun- to ap
pear indistinct,
girimlavi. To apply makeup. Cf. boja-, beza- ,
padazia-, ziniiatia- .
girimliq
adj. Made-up: - adOm a made-up person/
“ repetitsiyd dress rehearsal.
girlavt. To weigh. [Y. yjaa-].
gi^ilda-

1. vi. To make a sound of water about to
boil.
2. vi. To make a buzzing sound.
gi?-gi?
1. onom. Buzz-buzz: fiwin — qildi flies
buzzed.
2. n. Friction; conflict: —gd sal- to create
a clash; sow discord.
g4-gi7la$vi. To make a rubbing sound; to get on
bad terms,
giya
bot. n. Plant; grass; weed: — Unmdydigan
ydr barren land. [C- giyah/\J. giS\.
gigant
1. n. Giant.
2. adj. Giant; gigantic: — qdddm giant
step. [<R. gigant],
gil
geol. n. Hematite (red iron oxide), used as
a red pigment: qizil — Bolus rubra, used
in Uyghur folk medicine. Also called qizil
tdmUr rudisi.
gilas
1. bot. n. Cherry (Prunus). Also jinasta.
[O. IdrazIG. gilos],
2. n. Cherry tree,
gildin
adj. Rocking; swaying: —bosmed. involun
tary rolling tremor of head due to a nerv
ous disorder, as in Parkinson's disease,
gildin-gildin
onom. gildin-gildin qil- to shake, sway,
gildinlavi. To shake, sway or roll the head,
gilam
n. A flat-woven rug, sometimes specifical
ly a slit tapestry-woven rug: — toqu- to
weave a carpet/ -- qaq- to sh^ke a rug/ mdSiit gilimi silk carpet. Cf. zilga. [U. gilam].
gilam^i
n. Carpet weaver,
gilam^ilik
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gilobus
n. Carpet weaving: — karxanisi carpet fac
tory,
gilobus
n. Globe; sphere. Cf. $ar. [<R. globus].
gilitserin
chem. n. Glycerine. [<R. glitserin].
gilyukoz
chem. n. Glucose. [<R. glyukoza].

gimnasiya
gimnastorka
mil. n. Tunic. [<R. gimnastSrka].
ginmastika
I^. n. Gymnastics: -- oyna- to do gymnas
tics/ gimnastikiga (iq- to drill or do exer
cises. Cf. warzi|. [<R. gimnastika].
gimnasiya
obs. n. High school. [<R. gimnaziya].
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laboratoriya
n. Laboratory. [<R. laboratoriya],
laborant
n. Laboratory technician or worker. [<R.
laborant],
lap I
1. n. Bragging; boasting: — ur- to brag,
boast. Cf. pojiliq, damxorluq, maxtancaq. [O. lafJU, loj],
2, n. Babbling; chatter; jabbering: -- sOzl&- to babble.
lap II
adv. Suddenly: — qilip qara- to look sud
denly/ - qilip esimga (Uyti I suddenly re
membered/ (iraq — qilip yandi the lamp
suddenly went on. Also lappida, lip. [Q.
lap],
lapas
n. Shed; shack; warehouse. [Q. lapas],
lapaslavi. To be in a hurry: u —p keliwatidu he
comes hurriedly,
lappida
adv. = lap II: giraq — dgup qaldi the
light suddenly went out/ u — Oydin giqti he
suddenly left the house.
Iap?ayvi. To have legs open: lapgiyip oltur- to
sit with open legs.

Iap9uq

adj. Creeping; flat: — burun flat nose.

lap^i
1. n. Boaster; braggard; windbag. Cf. po(i, dam^i, damxor. [O. lafazan],
2, n. Babbler; chatterbox; jabberer. Also
lapxor (#1-2); cf. watildaq, gapsatar.
lap^in
bot. n. Leaf. Lopnor dialect,
lapxor
n. = lap^i.
lapxorluq
abstract n. of lapxor.
lapqut
n. Exchange labor; mutual aid.
lapqutla^vi. To exchange labor, help each other,
lata
n. Rag: — xdy do. cloth shoes/ dwrdt —
fig. fig leaf/ kona — old rag/ ♦ latid&k
teti- to taste like a rag (to be insipid). Also
lata-puta, latipuru^; cf. aplak, jambu.
[U. latta],
latapat
n. Delicacy; daintiness; subtlety; subtle
ness.
latapatlik
adj. Delicate; dainty; subtle; refined,
lata-puta
n. = lata,
latariya
n. Lottery; prize: — beliti lottery ticket/ —
oyna- to join a lottery game. [<R. lote-
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lawa

latay
reya],
latay
n. Candlestick. Cf. $amdan.
latqa
n. Silt; sludge; ooze,
latqu
n. = latqa.
latipuru(
1. n. = lata.
2. n. Scraps collector,
latipunifluq
n. Scraps collecting,
latin
adj. Latin: — till Latin language/ — elipbdsi Latin alphabet. [<R. latinskij].
latin^a
adv. In the Latin language,
latinla;:vi. To become latinized,
latinla^turvt. To latinize.
Ia(in
1. zoo. n. Peregrine
falcon (Falco peregrinus): qizil — red
falcon/ ♦ kigik —
dand bot. cardamon
(Elettaria cardamonum). Also called
$unqar. [Mo. nagin!
la^in
O. laginIQ. la$ynlU. login].
2. n. Complimentary reference to pilots,
lagindana
bot. n. Cardamom,
lax^igir
n. Firetongs; curling tongs. Also lax^i^i.
laxma
adj. Languid; lazy; listless. Cf. tanbal,
horun, erin^ak, ezUanga, yalqaw.
laxmiliq
n. Languor; listlessness. Cf. tanballik,
horunluq, erin^aklik, yalqawliq.
las

onom. Dejecting; deflating,
lassida
adj. Discouraged; disheartened: — bol- to
be discouraged: u bu gdpni aUlap — bolup
qaldi as soon as he heard this, he became
discouraged/ — olturup qal- to sit down
discouraged.
la$
obs. n. Putrified flesh or meat,
laza I
bot. n. Pepper: kdk — green pepper/ laziddk aggiq hot like pepper. See illustration
at qizilmurug on p. 668. [<Ch. lazi].
laza II
n. Wax paper. [<Ch. lazhi].
lazidan
n. Pepper jar.
lazijan
cul. n. Pepper or chili sauce. [<Ch. lazijiang].
lazim
n. Must; need; ought to; should: — bolto be necessary or of use / — tap- to deem
necessary/ — qil- to make use of/ —i bar
ndrsd needed articles / —i yoq there is no
need/ bu mdsild tez hdl qilinisi — this prob
lem should be resolved quickly/ ruxsdt elis — ought to get permission/ mafia bd^ kitap
— I need five books/ mafia higndrsd — dmds I do not need anything. Also kerak
1, luzum. [O. lazimIU. lozim],
lazimat
n. Necessity; essential: yol —liri things
needed on a trip,
lazimatlik
n. = lazimat.
lazimliq
1. adj. Necessary; essential; useful: — ndr
sd n^ed things; essentials. [O. laztmli].
2. n. Need; usefulness: bunifl big lazimligi
yoq there is absolutely no need for this.
lawa I
geol. n. Lava; magma. [<R. lava].
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layji

lawa
lawa II
n. Dead leaves; compost,
lawazim
1. n. Post; position. [Q. lauazym].
2. n. = lawazimatfi.
lawazimat
n. Necessities: - bOlumi supply office/ toy
—liri wedding supplies/ hdrbi —lar mil.
military supplies,
lawazimatgi
n. Quartermaster; supply officer. Also la
wazim 2.
lawazimsiz
adj. Having no post or position: — bujafl
minister without portfolio,
lawrentsiy
chem. n. Lawrencium (Lt). [<R. lawrentsij],
lawza
1. adj. Unsavory; unpalatable: — qogm an
unsavory melon.
2. adj. Senseless; silly; stupid: - addm a
stupid person/ — g&p senseless talk. Cf.
tetiqsiz 1 (#1-2).
lawzila^
vi. To be snubbed or rebuffed: u qolidin
k&lm&ydigan isni zormu-zorqilimdn ddp mir
taza —ti when he barely managed an im
possible job, the result was snubbed,
lawzilaftur1. vt. To make sth unsavory or unpalatable.
2. vt. To disappoint,
lawziliq
n. of lawza: s&n tola — qilma don't do an
ything stupid,
lawuldavi. Literary form of lawilda- .
lawildavi. To be flaming, ablaze, raging: ot —p
kOym&ktd the fire is raging. Also lawuldat- . [Q. laula- ].
lawildatvt. To cause to blaze: samal otni lawilditi-

wdtti the wind turned the fire into a blaze,
laqa-luqa
n. Odds and ends; sundries; kit and kaboodle.
lak
chem. n. Lacquer; varnish: — bdr- to ap
ply lacquer or varnish. [<R. lak].
lakaslavi. To become shaky, loose, rickety,
laklavi. To apply lacquer or varnish,
lakmus
chem. n. Litmus: — qdgizi litmus paper.
[<R. lakmus].
lantu
n. Hammer. [<Ch. langtou].
lan^iq
adj. Shaky; rickety. Kashgar dialect,
lanqa I
n. Wooden or wattle gate,
lanqa II
adj. Tall and lean: — at a tall and lean
horse,
lay
1. n. Mud; clay; plaster: — St- to prepare
plaster/ -- iSmpS plaster roofing/ samanliq
—i adobe/ qara — coarse plaster. [Q. laji
Tk. laj/\J. loj].
2. adj. Muddy; turbid; roiled; murky: -su muddy water/ suni — qiliwSt- to muddy
waters. Cf. dug 2.
layaqat
n. Qualification; fitness; aptitude; ability;
suitability. [U. laSqat].
layaqatsiz
adj. Unqualified; unfit,
layaqatlik
adj. Qualified; fit: — adSm qualified per
son/ - bol- to qualify,
layaqal
obs. adj. Foolish; stupid.
lay?i
1. n. Plasterer.
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lay^ilik
2. zoo. n. A kind of fish that lives in
muddy water. Lopnor dialect,
lay^iliq
n. Plastering: - qil- to do plastering work,
layxoriik
zoo. n. Field snipe,
layqa
1. n. Dirt; filth.
2. adj. Dirty; filthy,
layqatvt. To soil,
layiha
n. Design; plan: - tiiz- to draw up a plan/
ddsl&pki — draft. [O. layihalU. lojiha],
layihi^i
n. Planner; designer,
layihilavt. To design, plan,
layihilatvt. To cause to design or plan: su ambirini inzenirga — to have an engineer design a
water reservoir,
layihilanvi. To be designed or planned: selinidigan
kowriik layihilinip boldi the design of the
planned bridge is completed,
layiq
1. adj. Worthy; deserving: jazalasqa — de
serving punishment/ hdrmdtkd — ad&m a
person worthy of respect/ mukapatla^qa —
worthy of a reward.
2. adj. Suitable; proper; apt: — ad&m a
suitable person/ — kOr- (tap-) to consider
proper. [O. layiklQ. lajyq (#1-2)].
3. prep. Regarding; considering: b&ssomga
— r&xt al- to buy five yuan worth of cloth/
pulga — mal al- to buy while considering
money (to buy within one's means)/ xizm&tgig& dzigd — w&zipd b&lgil&p b&r- to
assign tasks according to the worker's
qualification.
4. n. Boy or girl friend: — izdd- to look
for a marriage partner/ layigifliz barmu do

lal
you have a boy (girl) friend?
layiqla^1. vi. To be deserving.
2. vi. To be suitable: sara'itqa —ti the envi
ronment is suitable.
layyigak
zoo. n. Loach (Cobitidae).
laygazal
adj. Negligent; indolent; sluggish: — ad&m
a negligent person. Cf. azma.
laygazallik
n. Negligence; indolence; sluggishness: qil- to be sluggish. Cf. azmilik.
laylavi. To plaster, apply mud.
laylat1. vt. To muddy. Also ley it-.
2. vt. To cause to be plastered,
laylatma
1. adj. Silted-up: — y&r a silted-up place.
2. n. Silt,
laylanvi. To be plastered: yefli selingan ogaq laylinip boldi the new cooking range has been
plastered,
lagaylavi. To saunter, stroll,
lagar
obs. adj. Thin; emaciated; scraggly. [O.
lagar],
lagildavi. To shiver, shake, tremble,
lagla
adj. Paunchy; flabby; flaccid. Kumul dia
lect,
lagir
n. Camp; encampment: pionerlar —i
Young Pioneer camp/ dsirl&r —i mil.
stockade; prisoner-of-war camp/ h&rbi mil. army camp; barracks. [<R. lager'
<G. Lager],
lal
med. adj. Dumb; mute. Also gaga, gagga.
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lapilda-

lalay-

[o. mi\-

lalayvi. To be languid, listless: laliyip oltur- to
sit languidly/ laliyip yat- to lie around list
lessly,
lala
bot. n. Tulip (Tulipa gesneriana). [C- la
id O. lalelQ. lalalU. lola].
lalagiil
bot. n. Chinese pulsatilla (Pulsatilla chinensis). See illustration at ^aqayiqulne'man
on p. 513.
lalizar
n. Tulip cluster; tulip bed.
lalizarliq
n. = lalizar.
lalma
1. n. Drifter; tramp; vagrant. Cf. alkezar, jahankazdi 1, sargardan.
2. adj. Mad; rabid; - it rabid dog. Cf. galgir.
3. n. Fidget.
4. n. Stray: - oq stray bullet,
lalmiliq
n. Vagrancy; drifting: — qil- to wander
about. Cf. alkezarlik, jahankazdilik,
sargardanliq.
lam
n. lam dim&slik = lam-jim dimOslik.
lama
rel. n. Lama: - dini Lamaism. [Mo. la
ma! O. lama].
lampa
n. Kerosene lamp: - piligi lamp wick/ Sifisi lampshade/ kiristal - transistor/ ispirt
/flmpw/alcohol lamp. [<R. lampa],
lampugka
n. Lightbulb; burma — screw-in lightbulb.
[<R. lampugka].
lam-jim
onom. The sound of uttering a single
word: — dim&slik not utter a word (also
lam dimOslik, lam-mim dim&slik).

lamzalla
adj. Slack; negligent: — ad&m a negligent
person,
lamzallik
n. Slackness; negligence: — qil- to be
slack or negligent,
lanta
cul. n. Hammer. Kumul dialect,
lantan
chem. n. Lanthanum (La). [<R. lantan].
labbay
int. (in reply) Eh: —, nim& didifliz eh,
what did you say? [U. labbaj (yes; cer
tainly)],
lablap
bot. n. Morning glory (Pharbitis purpurea). See illustration at ba^qipi^ak on p. 402.
lap
1. phys. n. Lip: - tawmi gt. labial/ astinqi
- lower lip/ uyat lewi vaginal lip/ iistunki
— upper lip / ♦ lewini Qiyl&- to bite one's
lip: u egirkunl&mi lewini gisl&P otkuziwdtti
biting his lip (gritting his teeth), he spent
some hard years/ ♦ lewini gisl&P Qol- to
repent, regret/ ♦ yar lewidin atnifl tizginni tart- to rein in a horse at a precipice
(to wake up and escape disaster at the last
moment). Cf. kalpuk. [Q. lablU. lab].
2. n. Edge; bank; coast; shore: d&rya lewi
river bank/ kaflnin lewi edge of a kang
(q.v.)/ lewi puguq gin& a cracked bowl.
lapar
n. Singing and acting,
lapargi
n. Singing and acting performer,
lapan^ivi. To rock, sway.
lap$trin
n. Thste of medicines, etc.
lapildavi. To wave, flutter, flap, fly; qar —p yagmaqta it is snowing slightly. Cf. yalpiilda- .
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lapildatlapildatvt. caus. of lapilda- : famal bayraqni —ti
the wind made the flag flutter,
lap-lap
onom. Continuous; uninterrupted: — qilip
qaryagdi it snowed without letup,
lat
1. obs. n. One piece; a bit.
2. n. l&t bol- to feel ill at ease, be embar
rassed/ lot qil- to embarrass.
latip
obs. adj. Refined; elegant; graceful. [Clatipa
lit. n. Anecdote; witty story: molla zdydin
Idtipiliri Molla Zaydin's anecdotes. Cf.
$abha. [U. latifa],
latipi^i
n. Teller of anecdotes,
latiplik
n. Refinement; elegance; grace. [O. leta~
fet\.
la'al
n. Ruby; garnet. [Q. /a 7/0. lallQ. lagyl
tas/\J. laat\.
la'al-yaqut
n. Garnet. [O. lalyakut].

Ia9ak

do. n. Woman's head scarf or veil. Also
le^ak, li^ak.
laxta-l^a
phys. n. Clot: - qan tukiir- to spit a blood
clot/ bu eginisliq halni kdriip yurigim — qan
bolup kdtti when I see this pitiful sight,
my heart breaks. Cf. uyunda.
laxma
n. Tunnel; underground passage. Cf. ta?ma, tunnil. [O. lagini\.
laxmila^vi. To be tunneled,
lahat
n. Coffin chamber: —qd qoy- to place in a
coffin chamber. [O. lahit\.

\azzat
lahan
zoo. n. Shark. [U. nahangbaliq].
lahja
gr. n. Dialect; patois; vernacular. Cf. ^iwa
I.
lahza
obs. n. Moment: bir Idhzidd in a moment;
in a flash. [C- lahzalO. lahza],
lastik
n. A kind of lining material.
la$
1. bot. n. Alga (Sargasswn fusiforme). Al
so deniz yiisuni.
2. n. Slime; mud; ooze.
3. phys. n. Mucus: ♦ —
extremely lean
meat.
la^kar
mil. obs. n. Soldier: — best junior officer/
— tart- to attack / — topla- to recruit sol
diers/ — satma geo. Laxkar Satma, village
in Southern Xinjiang (38.49N 86.44E).
Also askar 1; cf. gerik, jangi, sipah. [C.
Idfkdr/U. laskar],
la^kargah
mil. n. Camp; garrison. Also la$kargah.
la^lik
adj. Slimy; mucous,
larzan
1. adj. Minute; tiny: -- samal gentle wind.
2. adj. Melodious: - naxsa awazi melodious
singing.
larza
n. Trembling; shaking: Idrzigd kdl- to
shake, quake, rock, vibrate: Idrzigd kdlturto shake (sby/sth); zdmbirdknifl giimburlifi
ydrjahanni Idrzigd kdlturdi the sound of
cannon rocked the ground; ydr Idrzigd
kdldi the earth shook. [U. larza],
lazzat
1. n. Delight; pleasure; joy; interest: turmusnin Idzziti the joy of living. [Th. Idzdt],
2, n. Thste; flavor: —ni teti- to try the fla
vor of. Cf. tatiq, tarn, maza 2.
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langar

lazzatsiz

gr. adj. Unlabialized,
laqam
n. Nickname; sobriquet: — qoy- to coin or
give a nickname/ Odibiy — pen name. [O.
lakapIQ. laqaplH. laqab].
1. adj. Unsavory; flavorless; tasteless. Cf. laqwa
1. med. adj. Paralyzed; paralytic: -- adOm
bimaza 1, tamsiz, mazisiz.
a cripple.
2. adj. Unpleasant. [O. lezzetsiz (/^l-2)].
2. adj. Awkward; clumsy: - at zn infenor
lazzatlanhorse; jade.
1. vi. To relish: tamaqni lazzOtlinip yd- to
laqwala^eat with relish. [Th. lOzzOtlan-}.
vi. To weaken, become fatigued,
2. vi. To be full of zest: kinoni lazzatlinip
laqwaliq
kdr- to see a movie with zest.
n. Awkwardness; clumsiness.
lazzatlik
1. adj. Tasty; savory; flavorful: -- tamaq Ink
num. obs. 100,000 (RET).
tasty food. Cf. tamlik, laziz, mazilik. [U.
Ian
I
lazzatli].
1. n. Rubbish; foolish talk.
2. adj. Delightful; pleasant; joyful: -- ha2. adj. Wide; big: --beliqhig fish/ isik-oyfl/pleasant life. [O. lezzetlilQ. Idzzatty
guq turuptu the door was wide open. Hi
m-2)i
dialect.
]^7.iz
Ian II
adj. = lazzatlik. Also leziz.
n. Grain tax: - tOla- to deliver grain tax.
lazizlik
[<Ch. liang\.
n. Thstefulness; sweetness. Also lezizlik.
lanpun
lawand
cul. n. Jellybean. [<Ch. liangfen].
1. n. Idler; indolent person.
lanxabi
2. n. Tramp; vagrant,
bot. n. A kind of cabbage. [<Ch. lianlawha
huabai\.
1. n. Inscribed board.
2. n. Cloth pennant or banner (for awards),
ag. n. Roller. Also tuluq. [<Ch. langzi].
lawhawazliq
lanzixana
n. Cups and medals mania.
ag. n. Grain mill,
ISwz
n. Promise: — bar- to make promises/ lannida
adv. Sprouting: zira'atlaryomgurdinkeyin
-i-da tur- to keep one's word/ -idin yeni- 6sup katti after a rain the crops shot up.
wal- (qayt-) to break one’s promise. Cf.
langar
I
soz 4, wada. [Cn. Anchor: - tasla- to drop an anchor/ —
lawla?katar- to weigh anchor. Cf. yakor. [O.
gr. vi. To labialize.
lenger].
gr. adj. Labialized: - tawus labialized langar II
n. Roadside inn. The term is used in geo
sound/ - sozuq tawm labialized vowel,
graphical names such as Qoshlash Langlawla^migan
3. n. Happiness: -- al- to enjoy, achieve
happiness/ -- bar- to give happiness. [Clazzat/0. lezzetIQ. lazzat/U. lazzat (#13)];. .
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lanman
gar, Tarat Langgar and Shudan Langgar,
all in Southern Xinjiang,
lanman
cul. n. Boiled spaghetti-like noodles. Also
lagman. [<Ch. lamian].
lanmantaqtaq
zoo. n. Jerboa,
la'in
obs. adj. Damned; accursed,
layla1. vi. To float: su iistidd — to float in wa
ter.
2. vi. To loaf, loiter: u islimdy —p yilridu
he did not work but loaf on the job.
laylatvt. To cause to float: taxtini suda — to
float a wooden board in water,
laylak
zoo. n. Stork (Ciconia
ciconia). Also (imantaz,
soqan, qaqira. [O. leylek/Q. Idjlekll], lajlak],
layli
1. bot. n. Hollyhock (Al
thaea rosea). See illustra
tion at xatmi on p. 377.
laylak
2. lit. n. Name of a female character in
popular Central Asian love stories.
layllqazaq
bot. n. Opium poppy (Papaver somnifentm). Also called koknar.
layligiig
n. Buoy,
laylima
adj. Floating: — kdwriik floating bridge,
lagman
cul. n. Boiled spaghetti-like noodles: —
soz- to make noodles by stretching dough.
Also lanman. [U. lagmon],
lagan
n. Tray; salver. Also ligan. [O. legen/Tk.
IdgdnIU. lagan],
lagiinbardar

lop
n. Toady; lackey. Cf. atarman-^aparman, podaq^i, yalaqgi. [U. laganbardor].
laglak I
zoo. n. Heron (Ardeae). Also called qutan.
laglak II
n. Kite: - u(ur- to fly a kite. Cf. watwarak.
lalanlavi. To loaf, loiter: —p yiir- to wander
about aimlessly,
lambuq
n. A kind of cotton fabric, called nain
sook, of Indian origin,
lampa
1. n. Terrace; porch. Also pi^aywan.
2. n. Roofing.
3. n. Ladder rung or step,
lanat
1. n. Curse; swearing: — oqu- (qil-) to
swear/ — yagdur- to swear successively/
-kd qal- to be cursed at.
2. adj. Damned; cursed,
lanatlavi. To curse, swear,
lanat-naprat
n. Cursing: — yagdur- to bombard with
curses,
lan^iir
pe. n. Basketball. [<Ch. lanqiu].
lobay^in
n. Common people; commoners. [<Ch.
laobaixing],
lobu
bot. n. Turnip (Brassica rapa): - kdki tur
nip tassel. Also called (amgur. [ < Ch. luobu].
lobi
bot. n. Kid
Dcanbujinal%
Luobuzhuang
ney bean. Al
so called noqut.
OaikilikJ
^nda^«ak
lop
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loyla

lopa

vi. To throb: ikki gekOm -p agriwatidu my
temples are throbbing. Also lox^u- .
loquldavi. To feel bloated, swollen: menifl befim
—p agriwatidu my head feels swollen,
loqma
1. n. Morsel; piece; gob: bir — tamaq a
morsel of food. [O. lokmal\J. luqmd].
2. n. Remark; retort: - sal- to make a re
mark, chip in.
lok
n. Bolt nose,
lokdan
n. Bolt,
lokuldavi. To jolt, bump, toss: -p man- to walk
in a bumpy manner,
lokka
zoo. n. Camel back; camel hump. Cf. 6rka$ 2.
lok-lok
onom. Bump; toss: tOgd — qilip mandi the
camel bump^ along,
lonqa
1. n. Vase: gul lonqisi flower vase.
2. n. Jar; cupping jar.
lox^ulonhida
vt. = loq^u- .
adv. Unawares; by surprise; suddenly: orloxgo$
man igidin bir buga — giqip Midi a deer
phys. n. Muscle. Cf. buljun, ^andir 1.
emerged unexpect^ly from the forest,
lozon
n. Affectionate form of address for a mili loya
1. obs. n. Master; landlord. [<Ch. laotary person. [ < Ch. laozong].
ye].
lozunka
2. n. Bureaucrat,
n. Slogan; catchword. [<R. lozung].
loyi
lozmor
n. = loya II.
bot. n. Semen amygdalae amarae. See il
loyilarga
lustration at aggiq badam on p. 12.
adj. Bureaucratic: - wnV bureaucratic style,
lowlayi
, , .^
loyilik
bot. n. A kind of melon. [U. lavlagi (beet
abstract n. of loya II.
root)],
loyla
loq
bot. n. Goosefoot (JE). Also called alapuadj. Deboned: - gOs deboned meat,
ta.
loq^u-

geo. n. Lop (Luopu), county in Xinjiang
(39.30N 88.15E). Established in 1902.
Population (1982): 169,010. See illustra
tion on preceding page,
lopa
n. Loupe; magnifying glass. [<R. lupd\.
lopa-aynak
n. = lopa.
lopoza
n. Old woman. [<Ch. laopozi].
lopirlavi. To make a swooshing or rustling
sound like clothing rubbing against thighs,
lopnur
geo. n. Lopnur (Yuli), county in Xin
jiang (41.22N 86.23E). Established in
1898. Population (1982): 72,428.
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logarifma

lepaz

logarifma
1. vi. = lom$i- 1.
math. n. Logarithm. [<R. logarifiri].
2. vi. = ldm$i- 2: qurutlar -$kd boflidi the
logika
worms came wriggling.
ph. n. Logic: logikiga uygm logical. [<R.
3. vi. To be stupefied: —p qara- to look
logikd\.
stupefied.
logikiliq
lom-Iom
ph. adj. Logical: ~ tdpGkkur \ogics\ think
1. adj. Elastic; springy; spongy; soft: -ing/ — urgu gr. logical stress.
karwat a soft bed/ — ydr a spongy ground/
♦ - qarap tur- to look stupefi^.
lola
adj. Slippery; shifty; slick; licentious,
2. adj. Slack; negligent: — addm a negli
loliliq
gent person.
n. Slipperyness; licentiousness; trickery: lupanla- qil- to trick, be licentious.
vi. To waddle,
lom
lu^ian
n. Crowbar. [<R. lom\.
n. Political line. [<Ch. luxiari],
lomsa
luzum
adj. Awkward; clumsy,
obs. adj. Necessary; indispensable. Also
lomsaylazim.
vi. To be languid, listless: s&n texigd lom- lugat
siyip olturamsdn are you still sitting list
lit. n. Dictionary; lexicon; wordbook: —
lessly?
tuz- to compile a dictionary/ izahliq — an
lomsiliq
notated dictionary/ imla — orthographic
n. Awkwardness; clumsiness,
dictionary. Cf. sozliik, leksika. [O. lugatl
los
U. lugat].
n. Screw. Cf. burma mix, argul, wenta. lugat^unas
[<Ch. hiosi].
lit. n. Dictionary specialist; lexicographer,
ld$ta
lugat^unasliq
adj. Elastic; flexible.
lit. n. Lexicography,
lo$tilik
lugiwiy
n. Elasticity; flexibility,
lit. adj. Lexical. Also leksikilik.
longa
luU
n. Towel: Idflgini hdlld- to moisten a tow
pw. n. Prostitute; female street singer,
el/ Idflgini siq- to wring a towel.
liitiip
lom|in. Favor; grace. Cf. marhamat 1. [O. IQ1. vi. To turn mushy: ydr Idmsip qaldi the
tuAground turned mushy.
liikgak
2. vi. To squirm, wriggle: qurutlar —$kd
n. Rogue; hoodlum; hooligan. Cf. xulibaylidi the worms came wriggling. Also logan.
mulda- (#1-2).
liikgaklik
lom^itabstract n. of liik^ak: — qil- to behave like
caus. of lom^i-: qar siiyi yolni —iwetiptu
a hooligan. Cf. xuliganlik.
the snow water turned the road into mush, lepaz
lomiildado. n. Waist of pants. Also lipaz.
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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lipaz

Ie9ak

2. n. Colored ribbon, streamer or pen
le^ak
nant: — kds- to cut a ribbon/ ordin lentisi
n. Literary form of la^ak.
medal ribbon/ sayi lentisi silk ribbon. [ < R.
les
lenta],
cul. n. Baking pan.
UI
leziz
m. Chinese linear measure, about 500 me
adj. Delicious; tasteful; sweet. Also laziz;
ters or 0.3 miles: b&s — yol a five-li long
cf. tatlik 1, ^irin 1, ijirin-^ekar.
road. See section on Weights and Meas
lezizlik
ures on pp. 1079-80. [<Ch. li],
n. Tkstefulness; sweetness. Also lazizlik;
UII
cf. $irilik, ^irinlik.
m. Chinese unit of monetary percentage,
lewan
usually 1% per annum, used for savings
adj. Lovely; charming: - qiz lovely girl,
and loans: bir — pulnimu iqtisat qil- to
lewanla^save 1% per annum. [<Ch. li],
vi. To become lovely or charming,
lilll
lewanlik
n. Principle; reason. Also daoli. [<Ch.
n. Loveliness; charm,
li],
leftik
libas
n. Brassiere. [<R. lifgik].
do. n. Clothing; clothes; garment. [O. lilektor
bas/U, libos],
n. Lecturer; instructor. [<R. lektor],
liberal
leksika
adj. Liberal. [<R. liberal'nyj],
lit. n. Lexicon; word list; vocabulary: uygur till leksikisi Uyghur vocabulary. Cf. liberalizim
ph. n. Liberalism. [<R. liberalizm],
sozliik, lugat. [<R. leksika],
liberalliq
leksikiliq
ph. n. = liberalizim.
gr. adj. Lexical; of a dictionary or word
list: sdznifl — mdnisi a word's lexical lip
adv. Suddenly: firaq - qilip Ogti the light
meaning. [Q. leksikalyq],
suddenly went out/ u — qilip dydin giqip
leksiya
k&tti he suddenly left the room. Also lap
n. Lecture: — b&r- to lecture/ — oqu- to
II, lappida, lippida.
teach. Also dars. [<R. leksiya],
lipap
lekin
n. Envelope: -qa sal- to insert in an en
conj. But; however; yet. Cf. amma, bivelope/ —ni ag- to open an envelope. Cf.
raq, halbuki, wahalanki. [C- lekin!O,
jilt 1, kanwert, konwert.
lakinlTk, ldkin/\J, lekin],
lipapliq
leyi1. adj. of lipap: — xdt an enclosed letter.
vi. To become turbid or muddy: su —p kat2. adj. Enigmatic: — gdp an enigmatic
ti the water turned murky,
remark or word.
leyitvt. To muddy: ♦ suni —ip beliq tut- to lippida
1. adv. = lip.
muddy waters and get fish. Also laylat- .
2. adj. = lipmu-lip.
lenta
lipaz
1. n. Roll: kino lentisi movie film roll.
KEY 1. < derived from; (J. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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lipak
do. n. Waist of pants; belt (NU). Also lepaz. [U. lippa],
lipak
phys. n. Kneecap,
lipakgiil
bot. n. Achyranthes bidentata.
lipan
adj. Quick; rapid; swift; speedy; prompt;
timely. Cf. tez, (apsan, u^qur, ittik 1,
Udam.
lipir
mus. n. A whistle flute made of willow
wood,
lipildavi. To flash, flicker, flutter, beat, pulsate:
jin firaq fomalda —p yenip turidu the oil
lamp flickered in the wind/ qapaq — (of
eyelids) to flutter,
lipildatvt. To blink: qizgaq kOzini lipilditip anisiga
qarap turatti the little girl looked at her
mother with blinking eyes.
lip-lip
onom. Fluttering; jerking; twitching: qapigim — qilip tartiwatidu my eyelids are flut
tering,
lipmu-lip
adj. Full: — bir gind gay a full cup of tea/
bu yil mol hosul elinip saflga asliqlar—toldi
this year's harvest is good and the storage
cabins are filled to the brim.
litir
m. Liter: bir — sut one liter of milk. [<R.
litre].
litiy
diem. n. Lithium (Li). [<R. litij],
lian
mil. n. Company. [<Ch. lian],
lianbu
mil. n. Company headquarters. [<Ch. li
anbu].
lianjan
mil. n. Company commander. [<Ch. lian-

lik-lik
zhang].
li^ak
do. n. A thin veil thrown over the back of
the head and shoulders. Also la$ak, le9ak.
lirik
lit. adj. Lyrical:
lyricist/lyrical
poem. [<R. lirigeskij].
14a
pe. n. Ski. Also (anga. [<R. lyza].
liwan
geo. n. Lebanon. [<R. Livari].
lift
1. n. Elevator.
2. n. Lifting machine or mechanism. [<R.
lift <E. lift {n-2)].
liq
adj. Full; brimfull; jampacked: kdzgd ya^ aldi the eyes were full of tears/ Mpkd
su — toldi the vat was full of water/ kinoxana tamasabinlar bil&n — toldi the movie
theater was full of spectators. [U. liq].
liqqidii
adv. Fully; filled,
liqlavt. To fill: idisqa su - to fill a vat with wa
ter.
liqmu-liq
adj. = liq.
likkida
adv. Vibrating; quivering; trembling (usu
ally of muscles).
likilda1. vi. To break up, loosen: kdtmdnnifl sepi
—p qaptu the mattock handle came loose.
2. vi. To do sth briskly: —p mail- to walk
briskly.
likildatvt. To shake, loosen: qozuqni — to shake a
pole.
lik-lik
adv. Suddenly; abruptly: u — omidin tu
mp kdtti he suddenly stood up.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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lyutetsiy

lin
im

m. Ream: bir - qdg&z one ream of paper.
[<Ch. ling].
lifitasma
1. n. Soft leather article.
2. adj. Indecisive: — ad&m an indecisive
person.
Mtasmiliq
n. Indecisiveness: — qil- to dawdle, be in
decisive.
li^an
mil. n. Collar badge or insignia. [<Ch.
lingzhang].
liiqan
n. Spare parts. [<Ch. lingjian].
lin$i1. vi. To sway, be shaky: ddr&x —di the
tree swayed/ (is —di the tooth was loose/1
samal giqmisa ddrdx —maydu if the wind
does not blow, the tree will not sway
(there is no smoke without fire).
2. vi. To relax, slacken,
lin^itvt. To rock, sway, shake: basni - to nod
one's head/ d&rdxni — to shake a tree,
linza I
n. Wooden log.
linza II
bot. n. Plum (Prunus). Also called alxur,
aligirat, aynula.
liMida
adv. Abruptly; suddenly: aynipilan - ydrdin kdtirildi the airplane suddenly took
off/ taxtaynifl bir ugi — kOtirilip kdtti the
wooden board suddenly snapped at one end.
lingirtaqtaq
1. n. A kind of game.
2. adj. Changeable; fickle: — gdp qil- to
hem and haw.
lihgir^aq
n. Pack saddle,
lihgildavi. To tremble, shake, vibrate.

lin-lih
onom. Trembling; shaking: ♦ — kdwriik
suspension bridge,
liyotjik
n. Aviator; pilot. Also ujquji. [<R. Idtgik].
ligildavi. To quiver, tremble, vibrate. Cf. zirilla-. [K. dirilde-IY. d'arylaa-].
ligildatvt. To cause to quiver, tremble, vibrate,
ligan
n. Tray, big plate, usually of copper or
some other metal: uzungaq — an ovi tray.
Also lagan. [O. legen].
lilla
adj. Just; fair; impartial: — is a just matter/
~ gdp impartial remark.
lim
n. Beam; girder: dynifl — yagagi wooden
beams in a house,
limpada
mus. n. Name of an Uyghur classic com
position,
limtaq
n. Closet or wardrobe for storing bedding:
orun-kdrpildmi —qa yig- to place bedding
in a closet.
limon
bot. n. Lemon (Citrus limon): — alma le
mon apple. [<R. limon],
limonat
cul. n. Lemonade. [<R. limonad].
limfa
phys. n. Lymph: — bezi lymph gland/ —
tugiini lymph node. [<R. limfa].
liniya
n. Line; route: qatnas liniyisi transportation
route/ elektir liniyisi power line. [<R. li
niya].
lyutetsiy
chem. n. Lutetium (Lu). [<R. lyutetsif].
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m
ma'arip
n. Education: — sah&si educational circles/
—ni qiill&ndUr- to make education flourish/
baslangug — primary education. [O. maarifl
U. maorif\.
ma'aripparwar
n. A supporter or booster of education,
ma' aripparwarlik
abstract n. of ma'aripparwar.
ma'arip^i
n. Educator. Also maripat(i.
ma'arip^unas
n. Educationist; pedagogue,
ma'arip^unasliq
n. Pedagogy,
ma'awin
adj. Deputy: — w&kil deputy representa
tive.
mabayni
pp. (follows ablative case) From; since; at
that time: smiH —dd u mafia gdmxorluq qilip
kdldi from then on he helped me all the
way. Cf. ba^lap, buyan, beri 2, tartip, etiwaran. [C- mabayn (interval)],
mat
1. n. Checkmate in European chess. [<R.
mat].
2. n. Loss: — bol- to lose/ - qil- to defeat:
gdptd — qil- to demolish an argument.
mata
n. Coarse, homespun cloth: — toqu- to

r*
spin cloth/ — kOyndk a shirt of homespun
cloth. [U. mato].
matavt. To bind, tie.
matal
n. Wooden bucket, jug or pitcher. Cf. soga
II.
mat^
n. Mourning: — begiylimisi written elegy;
elegiac couplet for funeral/ — tut- to be in
mourning/ — murasimi memorial ceremo
ny/ — muzikisi funeral music. Cf. aza, haza II. [U. motam].
matamdar
n. Mourner. Cf. hazidar.
matamlik
adj. Mourning: — kunldr days of mour
ning,
mator
n. Engine; motor: — aylandur- to turn an
engine/ qanatliq — vaned engine/ mayininifl
—i car engine. Cf. diwigatil, fadonji.
[<R. motor],
mator^i
n. Motor mechanic,
matorla^vi. To motorize: —qan qisimlar mil. mo
torized troops,
matorluq
adj. Motorized: — kemd motor ship,
matras

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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maxta-

matros
n. European-style mattress. [<R. matros],
matros
n. Sailor. Cf. paraxotgi, denizji, qolwaqgi, qeyiqji, kemi^i. [<R. matros <G.
Matrose],
matka
phys. n. Uterus; womb: -- raki med. cer
vical cancer/ matkinifl tdw&nlifi med. me
troptosis. Cf. aniliq 2, balayatqa, baliyatqu. [<R. matka],
materik
n. Aridity. Cf. quniqluq 1, qurgaqsiliq.
[<R. marer//: (subsoil)],
matematik
math. n. Mathematician. [<R. matematik],
matematika
math. n. Mathematics: - alimi mathema
tician. [<R. matematika],
matiriyal
1. n. Material: - tHyyarla- to get materi
als ready/ binakarliq a-liri construction
materials.
2. n. Material for making clothes.
3. lit. n. Reference: — bdlumi reference
room/ - kOmligi lack of references/ biringi qol — primary reference/ xam — raw
material. [<R. material],
matiriyalist
n. Materialist. [<R. materialist],
matiriyalizim
n. Materialism. [<R. materializm],
madda I
n. Article; clause: biringi — Article 1/ qanun maddisi legal clause. [O. maddelU.
modda],
madda II
n. Matter; substance; material: -- birldmgi
an ikkildmgi matter is primary, conscious
ness is secondary/ part- ligugi — explosive
material/ maddinin tuziliyi material struc
ture. [O. madde/\J, modda],
maddi
adj. Material: — asas material basis/ —

bayliq material wealth/ — turmuy material
life/ — dunya the material world/ — dyya
material go^s/ — ispat material proof. [O.
maddUXi, moddij],
maddiliq
adj. of madda I: Ug - b&lgilimd a regula
tion with three clauses,
maddimu-madda
adv. Clause by clause; article by article: —
gusdndiir- to explain clause by clause,
mqjan
n. Mahjong: - oyrui- to play mahjong.[ <
Ch. majiang],
mqjal
n. Power; strength: kdzini egisqimu —i yoq
not having enough strength to open his
eyes. Cf. darman, qudrat, quwwat 1,
kii( 1, magdur.
majra
n. Dispute; issue; disturbance; disorder;
trouble: -- giqar- to provoke a dispute/ —
giqti a disturbance arose/ — kdtdr- to make
trouble/ —ni bas- to settle a dispute/ —ni
setilwal- to ask for trouble/ bir - besilmay
ydnd bir — giqti one trouble followed an
other/ gegra —si border dispute/ igki — in
ternal disorder; civil strife. [C- macara
(event; occurrence)],
mqjra^i
n. Troublemaker. Cf. balaxor, (ataq^i,
jodagi, m^ragi.
m^rala^vi. To become troublesome,
ma^ta
n. Mast: kemd magtisi ship mast. [<R.
magta],
maxar
cul. n. Deep-fried dough twist: -- sal- to
f^ry a dough twist,
maxtavt. To praise: —sqa layiq praiseworthy/ dzini — to praise oneself/ yaxyi islami hdmmd
kisi —ydu everybody praises good work.
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maxta$[Mo. magta-ITa.. makta- /Tv. makta-l\J.
maxta-; maqta-l.
maxta$vi. mut. of maxta-: dzara — to flatter or
praise each other,
maxtanvi. To brag, sing one's own praises: maxtinisqa amraq addm a braggart. [Th. maktan-].
maxtangaq
n. Boasting; bragging; self-praise. Cf. po(iliq, lap I 1.
maxtan^aqliq
abstract n. of maxtan^aq: — qil- to brag,
maxo
ag. n. Stable.
maxo{i
ag. n. Stockman; animal keeper in a zoo.
maharat
n. Ability; skill: — kdrsdt- to show ability/
—ta kamal&tkd y&t- to have perfect mastery
of/ —ni asur- to practice one's skills/ asasiy
— basic ability/ oqutus mahariti teaching ab
ility. Cf. ustiliq, mahirliq. [O. maharet/
Tk. mdhar&tIU. mahorat].
maharatlik
adj. Able; skilled. Cf. usta 2.
mahal
n. Time; chance: mifl kelm —idi his com
ing was by chance. Cf. mahal.
mahir
adj. Masterly; skillful; proficient: — tdskilatgi skillful organizer/ x&ttatliqqa — pro
ficient in calligraphy/ — sdypufl skillful
tailor/ — Ugi master worker. [O. mahirlU.
mohir].
mahirana
adv. Skillfully; proficiently,
mahirla^vi. To become skillful,
mahirliq
n. = maharat: — kdrsdt- to display one's
skills. [O. mahirlik].

ma^ayix
mahiyat
n. Crux; gist; essence: —ni ag- to get to
the bottom of / —ni bil- to understand the
gist/ —ni yap- to conceal the essence/ hadisidin dtUp —ni kdr- to see through ap
pearances to get at the essence/ mdsilinifl
mahiyiti the crux of a problem. Cf. tiigiin,
jawhar, megiz. [O. mahiyetlV. mohiyat].
mahiyatlik
adj. Essential; innate; intrinsic: —
in
trinsic difference/ -- dzgiris essential
change/ — mdsild innate problem,
maobi
lit. n. Writing brush. Also mobi. [<Ch.
maobi].
mas
adj. Corresponding; matching: — bulufi
math, corresponding angle/ — kdl- to tally
with, correspond to: Mqiqdtkd — kdl- to
tally with the truth/ bunifigayesilrdtl—Qm&s
green does not go with this. [U. mos],
massa
phy. n. Mass. [<R. massa].
maska
n. Gauze mask: — tart- to wear a mask.
[<R. maska].
masi^tap
geo. n. Map scale. [<R. masstab <G.
Massstab].
masla$vi. To be coordinated, matched, suit
able: tawuslamin maslisis qanmi law of pho
netic harmony/ dz'ara — to be inharmony/ sara'itqa — to be suitable for the environment/ maslifip ifld- to coordinate activities, work cooperatively.
ma$
bot. n. Mung bean: ♦ — kdz green eyes/
♦ - rdfi grass-green color,
ma^ayix
1. n. Tribal head.
2. rel. n. Islamic theologian, teacher or
jurist.
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marttida

ma^pur^aq
ma^purgaq
bot. n. Generic term for beans,
marina
1. n. Machine; machinery; — qisimliri
spare parts/ maiinini guwa- to dismantle
machinery/ ma^inini hdrk&tldndiir- to start
up a machine/ ana — machine tool/ bug —
steam engine/ z&r&hlik — armored car/
qara — truck/ nabor masinisi typesetting
machine. Cf. aptomobil. [K. mafinalO.
makine].
2. n. Sewing machine: ayaq masinisi pedal
sewing machine/ qol masinisi hand-operated
sewing machine.
3. n. Automobile: - bekiti bus stop/ kira
masinisi taxi. [<R. masina].
ma$ina-sayman
n. Implement: dixangiliq —liri farm im
plements,
ma^inka
n. Typewriter. [<R. masinka].
ma^inigi
n. Thilor; dressmaker. Cf. pi^im^i, tikkiiji, saypun, kesim^i.
ma^ini^iliq
n. Tailoring: — qil- to work as a tailor.
Cf. tikku^ilik, saypunluq, kesimfilik.
ma^inist
n. Typist. [<R. masinist],
ma^inistliq
n. Typing: - qil- to do typing,
ma^inisazliq
n. Machine building: — sana'iti machine
building industry/ — zawudi machine
building plant.
ma$inila$vi. To be mechanized: —qan quduq motorpumped well.
ma$inila$turvt. To mechanize: yeza igiligini -- to
mechanize agriculture,
ma^iniliq
adj. Machine; automobile: — k&l- to come

by car or bus.
maravt. To steal a glance, peek, peep: ♦ u
h&lqni —p gisldydu he attacks the pwple on
die sly. Also marila- .
marafon
pe. n. Marathon: —yilgUriisi marathon race.
[<R. marafonskij beg].
maraq9i
n. Detective; spy: — qoy- to send a detec
tive. Cf. paylaqsi 1.
maraq^iliq
n. Detective work; espionage: — qil- to
shadow, tail, work as a detective. Cf. paylaq^iliq.
rnaraka^
geo. n. Morocco,
maral
zoo. n. Deer (Cervus
eluphus). [Mo. marallO.
marallQ. marallTu. ma
ral].
maralwe^i
geo. n. Maralwexi (Bamaral
chu), county in Xinjiang (39.46N
78.15E). Established in 1913. Population
(1982); 286,922.
!~lMaralw.e1^

'Sanchang

Payzaw^

maralqulaq
bot. n. Black false hellebore (\tratrum lobelianum): - kislatasi veratric acid,
mart
n. March (month). Used mostly in publi
cations. Common term is ugungi ay. See
Calendars on pp. 1073-4. [<R. mart].
marttida
n. Honking sound when blowing one's
nose; m&n unifl marttidisini afllidim I
heard him blow his nose.
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marten
marten
n. marten peg a kind of smelting furnace.
[<R. marten\.
martildavi. To honk, make the sound of blowing
one's nose,
mart-murt
onom. expresses a honking sound,
marja
n. A Western, particularly Russian, wom
an. [<R. mar (peasant woman)],
marjan
1. n. Coral; pearl. Cf. bosut, bixmarjan. [O. mercan].
2. n. Beads; necklace: -- as- to wear a
necklace/ — tiz- to string beads/ ♦ — tizganddk sdzlQ- to speak like beads strung
together (to speak with fervor and assur
ance). [U. marzon\.
maro^ni
cul. n. Icecream. [<R. morozenoe^.
maro^ni(i
n. Icecream vendor,
maro^nixana
n. Icecream parlor,
mars
ast. n. Mars. [<R. Marsy
mar$
mus. n. March: atliq dskdrldr —i cavalry
march. [<R. mars <G. Marschy
mar^al
mil. n. Marshal. Also called yiian^uay. [ <
R. marsal\.
marka I
1. n. Postage stamp: — topla- to collect
stamps/ ~ gapla- to affix a stamp.
2. n. Mark; trademark; logo: mal markisi
(also soda markisi) trademark on goods.
[<R. markay
marka II
n. Mark (German monetary unit). [<R.
marka <G. Mark].
marksizim

mazla^ph. n. Marxism. [<R. marksizm].
marksizimgi
ph. n. Marxist,
marksizimliq
ph. adj. Marxist: — nuqtiindzdr Marxist
point of view,
markiliq
adj. Mark; stamp: — xdt stamped letter/
kepindk — kiyim tikis masinisi sewing ma
chine with the butterfly trademark,
marilavi. To steal a glance, peek, peep. Also mara-.
margansop
chem. n. Potassium permanganate,
marganetis
chem. n. Manganese (Mn). Also mangan.
[<R. manganets].
maz
1. adj. Thttered; ragged; worthless.
2. adj. Bored; silly; senseless: ♦ — bolto appreciate, admire, enjoy; to be com
placent, pleased with oneself.
mazar
n. Grave; tomb: — tag geo. ruins on the
Khotan River in the Tkkla Makan (38.29N
80.50E)/ ♦ —ga galma at- to toss dirt on a
grave (to offend public decency). Cf. ?ehitliq 2, zaratka, qawra, yarlik II, gor. [0.
mezar].
mazariyon
bot. n. Winter daphne (Daphne altaica).
mazarliq
n. Cemetery; graveyard. Cf. zaratkaliq,
zaratliq, qawristan, goriistan, goriistanlik. [O. mezarliklU. mozor],
mazaq
n. Gibe; taunt: — qil- to scoff, gibe, taunt.
Cf. tapa-tana. [U. masara],
mazaqlavt. To gibe, scoff, taunt.
mazla$vi. To make an exhibition of oneself.
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mak^ay-

mawzu
mawzu
lit. n. Title; subject; topic: — qoy- to as
sign a topic; to title (a book or article)/
-din g&tnd- to stray from a subject/ maqalinifl -si title of an article. Cf. poskalla.
[O. mevzulU. mavzu; mavzui].
mawzur
mil. n. Mauser pistol. [<R. mauzer <G.
Mauser],
mawzuluq
adj. Entitled; titled: ana - maqala an arti
cle entitled Mother. Cf. sarlawhilik.
mawu
pro. This: - bala topni yaxsi oynadik&n this
child plays ball well/ - kitap kimnifl
whose book is this? Cf. bu I, mu^u.
maqal I
lit. n. Adage; proverb; saying: - topla- to
collect proverbs/ uygur xhlq —liri Uyghur
folk sayings/ 1 drnifl kdrki saqal, soznin
kdrki - a man's beauty is in his beard, a
language's in its proverbs. Cf. tamsil 1,
maqal-tamsil. [O. makal/Tii. mdkal'/U.
maqol].
maqal II
n. Goatee. Also called daqal, o^kasaqal,
k&kd saqal.
maqala
lit. n. Article; manuscript: - t&ksurgugi
proofreader/ - yaz- to write an ^icle/ maqalinin kupiyisi draft of an article/ bas —
lead article/ uygurgd - an Uyghur manu
script / gezitkd - dwdt- to submit a manu
script to a newspaper. [K. makala/0. makalelTi. mdkald/\J. maqola],
maqal-tamsil
lit. n. = maqal.
maqul
1. n. Approval; endorsement: — bol- to
agree, be willing/ - geyi dinner given af
ter a wedding engagement/ — kdr- (tap-)
to approve of, endorse. [C- ma'qul (rea
sonable; logical)/KK. maqul (einverstan-

den)/0. makul/U. ma"qul (agreeable; rea
sonable)].
2. int. Ok; fine; all right: - senifl pikrin
boyigd qilayli ok, let's do it your way/ ♦
-ga jawap yoq an empty promise,
maqullavt. To approve, consent, endorse: bir egizdin — to accept unanimously/ pikimi — to
endorse a view/ tdklipni — to approve a
proposal/ qarar — to subscribe to a resolu
tion. Cf. qolla- , quwwatla- .
maqulla^vi. To come to an agreement,
maqulluq
n. Approval; consent; endorsement: maqullugini al- to obtain (sby's) consent or ap
prove. Cf. piitiim, keli^im.
maka^lavi. To smack one's lips,
makan
1. n. Home; residence: — tap- to look for
a residence/ - tut- to settle, set up a home/
—i yoq homeless. [K. mekenlKK. mdkdnl
0. mekdn],
2. n. Place of production: asliq —i grainproducing area/ turpan Uzum -i Turpan is
a grape-producing area.
3. ph. n. Space.
makanda$
1. adj. Of the same place.
2. adj. Intergrown: - rwd//cr intergrown
minerals.
makansiz
adj. Homeless: - turmus k&gUr- to lead a
homeless life/ — qal- to be homeless. Cf.
panasiz, jay-makansiz, 6y-makansiz.
makanla^vi. To settle down: yezida -- to settle
down in a village,
makanliq
adj. Settled; having a home,
makgayvi. To become bent or flattened: gilSk mak-
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mak5ayt-

mayaqla-

giyip kdtti the water bucket was bent,
mak^ayt1. vt. To bend, flatten: dasni — to bend an
washbasin.
2. vt. To curl: agzini — to purse or curl
one's lips.
makildavi. To open and close.
makildatvt. To open and close: agzini — to open and
close one's mouth,
man1. vi. To go, walk: piyadd — to go on foot/
ildam — to walk fast/ yol — to walk/ ♦
sa 'dt togra mafldi the watch kept good
time. Cf. yiir- 2.
2. vi. To travel: marina mefliwatidu the car
is traveling.
3. vi. To unfold, progress: 4 —maywatidu
the business is not progressing well.
4. vi. To act as a matchmaker or go-be
tween: dfu qizga dyldnsdfl otturida mdn —ay
if you think of marrying that girl, I'll act
as go-between.
mandavi. To pace, step: —p kOrufl qangd —m ikdn how many steps would it be? Please
try to pace. Cf. (amda- 1.
mahdar
bot. n. Akebi (Akebia trifoliata). Also
called muton.
mandam
n. Pace; step: --da bar found every
where; extremely common/ bir — ydrgimu
aptowuzga gusiimizjnu should we take the bus
for just a short distance? Cf. atlam, payqadam, (amdam 1, qadam.
mandurvt. To cause to go or walk: addm — to
cause to walk/ zawutni - to run a factory/
kemini - to pilot a ship. Also manguz- .
mahqa
1. phys. n. Mucus; snivel; snot: — ert- to

wipe snot/ ♦ maflqisini tartalmay qal- to
be unable to pull out snot (to be a goodfor-nothing)/ ♦ maflqisini guwuwdt- to
expose snot (to have one's nose bashed
in). Cf. potla 1, qaqa{ 1. flh. maflka\.
2. med. n. Nose ulcer,
mahgal
n. Brazier; firepan. Cf. ata^dan, (ogdan, otdan, sandal I.
manguzvt. = mandur- .
manlay
phys. n. Forehead: — gag bangs as worn
by women and children/ maflliyi kdfl having a wide forehead. Cf. pi$ana 1. [K.
mandajlKK. mafllaj!Mo. maflnaHTu.
mafIlaj/U. manglaj],
may I
n. Generic term for oil, fat, grease: - arbometir oil gauge / - bagla- to become fat,
prosper/ — bdr- to add oil/ — boyaq grease
paint/ — tart- a. to extract oil; b. ♦ to
disregard, be at odds with/ - Olgigtig oil
gauge/ — zawudi oil extracting factory / qdldm oil brush/ — kdydiir- to refine oil/ iskilati oil depot/ ayaq meyi shoe polish/
beliq meyi codliver oil/ gag meyi hair oil
or tonic/ zigir meyi flaxseed oil/ yuz meyi
facial cream/ mafina meyi motor oil. [K.
majIKK. majlTk. majlV. mqf].
may II
n. May (month). Used mostly in publica
tions. Common term is bd^ingi ay. See Calendars on pp. 1073-4. [<R. maj],
mayatnik
phy. n. Pendulum: addi — simple pendulum/ sa'dt mayatnigi clock pendulum. [<
R. mayatnik].
mayaq
zoo. n. Excrement: tdgd may ip camel
dung/ gasqan mayigi mouse droppings/ qoy
mayigi sheep dung. Cf. tizak, qomgaq.
mayaqla-
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maymun

mayak
zoo. vi. To defecate,
mayak
n. Beacon; lighthouse. [<R. mayakl.
maytuq
adj. = maymaq. [Tv. majtaK\.
maytuq-sa^uq
n. Scrawling. Also maymaq-saymaq.
maygegak
hot. n. Camomile (Anthemis).
maysa
ag. n. Seedling: -- taxla- (falafllat-) to thin
out seedlings/ -- toluqla- to replenish with
seedlings/ - tik- to plant seedlings/ dstiir- to grow seedlings/ — rdfl grass
green color/ - kOgiir- to transplant seed
lings/ bugday maysisi wheat seedling/
maysisi rice seedling/ ♦ maysini tartip
dstiir- to try to help the shoots grow by
pulling them upward (unable to leave well
enough alone). Cf. kojat 2. [U. majsa
(young grass)],
maysiravi. To be in need of lubrication (of cars
and machinery),
maysizar
ag. n. Seedling bed.
maysizarliq
ag. n. = maysizar.
V'-'i
mayka
do. n. Sleeveless garment; Tshirt. [<R. majkd\.
mayil
adj. Inclined; leaning: oflga leaning rightward/ solga — lean maygiil
ing leftward/ yesilga ~ greenish,
mayilliq
n. Bias; inclination; leaning; slant: pikirnifl mayilligi the bias of an opinion,
maygiil
bot. n. Buttercup (Ranunculus).
maylavt. To pour or apply oil: ayaqni — to pol
ish shoes/ harwini - to grease a cart/ mayia

-

nini — to pour oil into an engine/ ♦ gain!
— to pour oil in the throat (to offer a
bribe. [K. majla-ITk. majla-].
mayla^ivi. To get greasy: kiyim may Imp k&tti the
clothes got soaked with grease,
maylam^i
n. Greaser; lubricator; shoeblack,
maylamgiliq
abstract n. of maylamgi: — qil- to shine
shoes,
mayliq I
adj. Oily; greasy: - tamaq greasy food/ lira '&t oil-bearing crops/ - q&giiz oil-paper/
— nan greasy bread. [KK. majlylTa.. majlyl
mayliq II
n. Hand towel used when eating greasy
food,
maymaq
adj. Askew; crooked: — ayaq a bent foot/
— d&ssd- a. to be askew or crooked; b. ♦
to be evil or vicious/ — egiz a crooked
mouth/ - yagag a warped wooden board/ ig
— pigeontoed; bowlegged. Cf. ^amak,
maytuq. [U. majmoq].
maymaq-saymaq
adv. Scrawlingly: xdtni — yaz- to write a
letter in a scrawling manner. Also maytuq-saytuq.
maymaqlavi. To meander: —p mail- to meander,
maymun
zoo. n. Monkey (Anthropoidea): - oynatto put on a monkey show/ —ddk monkey
like: u d&rdxka —ddk giqip kdtti he
climbed the tree like a monkey/ ♦ -- yili
the ninth year in the traditional twelveyear cycle (in present cycle, 1992)(see
Calendars on pp. 1073-4). [K. majmyl/O.
maymun!QfT. biginlU. majmun].
maymunsiman
adj. Monkey-like; ape-like: — addm an
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magdur

mal

ape man.
bot. n. Magnolia (Magnolia liliflora): magdur
gul magnolia flower. [<R. magnoliya],
n. Strength; power: -idin k&t- (qal-) to magnit
lose strength/ —ga kdl- to regain strength/
phy. n. Magnet: —jdzibisi magnetic gravi
birazmu —um qalmidi I do not have any
tation/ — qutubi geo. magnetic pole/ — qiystrength left/ put-qolda — yoq feeling
siq bulufli magnetic inclination/ — kdgi
weak in one's limbs. Cf. darman, qudrat,
magnetic force/ — egis bulufli magnetic dec
quwwat 1, kus 1, mqjal. [U. mador].
lination / - energiyisi magnetic energy/ magdursiz
induksiyisi magnetic induction/ - lentisi
adj. Weak. Cf. qjiz 1, kii^siz.
magnetic tape/ — mdydani magnetic field.
magdursizlanAlso called ahanraba. [<R. magnit],
vi. To become weak. Cf. ^jisla- , kufsiz- magnitlalan- .
vt. To magnetize: tdmumi — to magnetize
magdursizlanduriron.
vt. To weaken. Cf. ^'islat-, ^isla$- , kiic- magnitliq
sizlat- .
adj. Magnetized: — birikmd magnetized
magdursizliq
metal/ —jisim magnetized body; magnet/
n. Weakness; feebleness. Cf. ajiziiq 1,
- yolugilar aptomobili magnetic suspen
kii^sizlik.
sion car.
magdurluq
magniy
adj. Robust; vigorous: — addm a robust
chem. n. Magnesium (Mg): - giraq mag
person. Cf. qudratlik, quwwatlik, kiijnesium lamp/ — sulfat magnesium sulfate/
liik.
-- rudisi magnesium mine/ — nur magne
magzap
sium light. [<R. magnij],
n. Bubble: -- giq- to bubble/ magziwi yoq mal
sopun foamless soap/ sopm magziwi soap
1. ag. n. Livestock: - baziri livestock
bubble. Cf. kopiik, kowiik. [U. magzava
market/ -- baq- to raise or herd live
(waste water from laundry)],
stock: — baqqugi herder/ — bol- (of live
magaza
stock) to grow up; to be raised / - doxturi
do. obs. n. Jacket worn over a gown. [ <
veterinarian / — sodisi livestock transac
Ch. magua].
tion/ — qil- (dt-) to breed or buy live
magizin
stock: bu siaoduydd mal yoq idi, dtkdn yil
n. Store: — mudiri store manager/ tiirluk
xeli mal qiliwaldi formerly this team had
mallar -i department store/ ozuq-tUluk -i
no livestock, but last year it raised quite a
food store/ u —da mal satidu he is selling
few/ qara — large livestock/ t — igisidin
goods at the store/ kiyim-kcQdk -i clothing
ogri kuglilk a cattle thief is stronger than
store. Cf. dukan 1. [<R. magazin\.
the owner. Also malwaran 1. [Mo. mall
magizin^i
Tu. mal/Tv, mal],
n. Salesclerk; salesperson; store clerk,
2, n. Commodity; goods: — al- to buy
magma
goods/ - almastur- to exchange commodi
geol. n. Magma: — qatlimi magma layer;
ties/ — bahasi commodity price/ — sat- to
rock formation. [<R. magma],
sell goods: — satqugi salesclerk/ — sariyi
magnoliya
warehouse/ istimal —liri consumer goods.
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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mamisa

mala'ika
Cf. yiik 1. [K. znoZ/KK. mallO. mal/Ti.
mal/H. mol (#1-2)].
mala'ika
rel. n. Angels. [O. melaike].
malay
n. Servant; retainer; slave. [K. malajIKK.
malajITii. malaj (lad; boy; youth)/U. malaj].
malayliq
n. Subservience; servility: — qil- to be a
flunkey or lackey. [K. malajlyk].
malal
n. Trouble; inconvenience: - qil- to both
er, trouble/ - kal- (kdr-) to regard as
troublesome/ sizgd — kUlmisd mafia yarddm bdrsiniz if it is not too much trouble
for you, please help me. [C- malal (mel
ancholy; depression)/0. melallU. malol\.
maltus^iliq
n. Malthusianism,
maltila1. zoo. vt. To poke with mouth: samanni
— to poke through the grass.
2. vt. To mix, blend, stir: bala qagidiki
asni qoli bildn -wdtti the child stirred the
food in the bowl with his hand.
maldar
n. Rich person. [O. maldar].
mal-dunya
n. Property. Also mal-miiluk.
mal-waran
1. ag. n. Livestock. Also mal 1.
2. n. Property,
malekula
phy. n. Molecule: - formulisi molecular
formula / - egirligi chem. molecular weight.
[<R. molekula].
malixay
do. n. White felt hat.
maliya
n. Finance: - xadimliri financial person
nel/ — zomigiri financial magnate; tycoon/
— kirim-giqimi revenues and expenditures/

— idarisi finance office/ — yili fiscal year.
[O. maliyelU. moliya].
malimatan
adj. Chaotic; disorderly: — qil- to mess
up/ jahan taza — boldi there is much dis
order throughout the world. Cf. parakanda, guwalfaq 1.
malimatangiliq
n. Chaos; disorder. Cf. parakandisiliq.
maliman
adj. Disorderly; messy: — qil- to mess up/
dynin igi taza — bolup kdtti the room was
rather disorderly,
maliman^i
n. Provoker; sby who disturbs or messes
up.
maliman9iliq
n. Disturbance; confusion; disorder: — igidd qal- to fall into chaos/ -tin qutul- to
extricate oneself from chaos,
malina
bot. n. Rubus sachalinensis, a kind of bram
ble.
mal-miiluk
n. Property: omumnifl
mal-mulki public proper
ty. Also mal-dunya. [U.
molmulk].
mamont
zoo. n. Mammoth. [<R.
mamont].
mamuran^in
bot. n. Chinese goldenthread (Coptis chinensis). See illustration at mamiran gini
on next page,
mamuq
n. Down; eiderdown: — yastuq down pil
low.
mamkap
bot. n. Dandelion (Taraxacum mongolicum). See illustration at kapkap on p. 674.
mamisa
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mamiran

manifest

bot. n. Papaver rhoeas, used in Uyghur
folk medicine.

n. mamiran gini bot. n. Chinese goldenthread (Coptis chinensis), used in Uyghur
folk medicine (also mamuran^in).
mana
1. pro. This is; here: — kitawifl bu y&rd&
your book is here. [K. wyna/KK. myna!
Ih. mendIV. mana/Y. manna].
2. int. expresses surprise at sth unexpect
ed: — poyiz qozgilip kdtti oh-oh, the train
has started / - yundaq iymu bar ikdndd rats,
there is still this matter/ ifydndsugagilasti
look, the matter has once more gone up in
smoke.
manax
rel. obs. n. Buddhist monk,
manas
geo. n. Ma
nas, county
in Xinjiang
(44.18N 86.
13E). Estab
lished in 1778. Population (1982):
136,837.
manarxist
n. Monarchist. [<R. monarxist].
manarxizim
n. Monarchism. [<R. monarxizm].
manan I
n. Fog; mist: - basti fog filled the air/ -

qaplidi fog shrouded (sth). Cf. tuman.
[Mo. manan],
manan II
bot. n. Reed catkin,
manta
cul. n. Steamed dumpling: — tUg- to
wrap dumplings/ — qiymisi dumpling stuff
ing/ boluq — leavened dumpling/ petir —
thin-skinned dumpling/ gds — meat dump
ling/ ♦ — kawa bot. a kind of pumpkin/
♦ asman dnilup giiysd tegidd - yd- to eat a
dumpling while Heaven comes crashing
down (to fiddle while Rome is burning).
[U. manti],
mantipaz
n. Dumpling vendor,
mandat
obs. n. Mandate. [<R. mandat],
mandalin
mus. n. Mandolin. [<R. mandolina],
manja
n. Money paid for service or odd jobs: kiyimnin manjisi cost of having clothes
made,
manju
n. Manchu. [Mo. manju!O. mangu],
maivju^a
adv. In the Manchu language. [O. manguca],
manjit
do. n. Cuff: yddnid —i sleeve cuff. [<R.
manzeta],
manjitliq
adj. Cuffed: — ydd a cuffed sleeve,
manometir
n. Barometer; pressure gauge. [<R. manometr],
manewir
mil. n. Maneuver; drill; exercise; prac
tice: — dtkuz- to carry out a maneuver.
[<R. manSvr],
manifest
n. Manifesto; pronouncement; declaration.
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madan

mangan
Cf. xitapnama. [<R. manifest\.
mangan
chem. n. Manganese (Mn): — kislatasi
manganic acid. Also marganetis. [O. man
gan; manganez].
ma I
int. Here; right here: - al here, take this!
[U. ma].
ma II
onom. Baa (sound of sheep),
mabud
rel. n. Icon; idol; statue of a god. Also but.
[Q. ma'bad (place of worship)/0. mabut].
mabuda
rel. n. Female variant of mabud.
mablag
n. Capital; funds: -- ajrat- to allocate funds/
- topla- (jugla-) to accumulate capital / sal- to invest/ ehtiyat m&bligi reserve funds.
Cf. dasmaya, dir, samaya, kapital, izna
2. [C- mablag (sum)/0. meblaglU. mab
lag].
maptun
n. Charm; fascination: — bol- to be fasci
nated, captivated/ kifini — qilidigan naxsa a
song that charms people,
maptunluq
n. of maptun.
mapa
n. Horse-drawn, two-wheeled cart for
passengers,
mapkura
n. Idea; ideology; thought. Cf. idiya. [U.
mqfkura].
rnapika^
n. Cart driver,
matba
n. Printing: - Ugisi printer (person)/ -gd
b&r- to send to press/ —gd tdyyarla- to get
ready to print/ toy mdtbisi lithographic print
ing/ mix mdtbisi typesetting. Cf. matbagilik. [O. matbaa].
matba^i

n. Printer; printing plant personnel,
matbagilik
n. Press; printing enterprise,
matbu'at
n. Press; publishing: — drkinligi freedom
of the press/ - sahdsi publishing world.
[U. matbuot].
matbu'atgi
n. Publisher,
matu
n. Fool; idiot,
matlubat
n. Consumer: - kopiratiwi consumers' co
operative/ - mallar consumer goods. Cf.
istimalgi. [C- matlub (sought; wanted)/!!.
matlubot].
madda
1. rel. n. Storyteller. [U. meddoh].
2. n. Eloquent speaker,
maddah
n. = madda. [O. meddah].
maddaliq
n. Eloquence: sdn tola — qilma don't say
another word!
madda
med. n. Roundworm; ascarid: - giiiUr- to
expel roundworms,
madat
n. Aid; assistance; backing; help; support:
— al- to receive backing/ — bdr- to give
aid. [O. medetIU. madad].
madatkar
n. Backer; patron; supporter. Cf. himatji,
$apqat(i, welinimat, yolakji, yolansiik.
madMkarliq
n. Backing; patronage; support. Cf. himat, himaya.
madastan
chem. n. Litharge; yellow lead,
madak
n. Com kernel: -tdk tiny; miniscule,
madan
n. Metal; mineral: - ogut mineral fertiliz-
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madaniy

majhul

er. [O. madenlM. ma"dan].
madaniy
adj. Cultural; cultured. Literary form of
madini. [O. medenilU. madanij].
madhiya
n. Eulogy; praise: — oqu- to sing praises,
laud, extol. Cf. tahsin, sana. [O. methiye].
madhiyiji
n. Eulogizer; extoller; praiser.
madhiyiliivt. To eulogize, extol, praise,
madris
rel. n. School operated by a mosque; theo
logical school. [O. medreselTn. mddrdsdl
U. madrasa].
madikar
n. Casual or seasonal worker,
madikarliq
n. Casual work: — qil- to do casual work/
—qa al- to hire casu^ laborers,
madina
geo. n. Medina,
madiniy
adj. Cultural; cultured: - addm cultured
person/ ~ yadikarliq cultural relic/ — miras
cultural heritage/ ♦ — buyum stationery.
Also madaniy, madiniyatlik, madinilik.
madini-aqart4
n. Cultural education. Also madaniy-aqarti$.
madiniyat
n. Culture: — sariyi cultural palace/ — sdwiyisi cultural level/ - yurti cultural cen
ter/ - mdrkizi the core or heart of culture/
♦ — buyumi stationery; writing articles.
[K. madaniyatto. medeniyetIV. madaniyat]. Also madaniyat.
madiniyatsiz
adj. Uncultured; unrefined. Also madaniyatsiz.
madiniyatsizlik
n. of madiniyatsiz. Also madaniyatsizUk.

madiniyatlik
adj. Cultured; refined; civilized; polished:
— addm civilized person. Also madaniyatlik, madiniy, madinilik.
madinila^
yi. To be civilized, cultured, refined, pol
ished. Also madanila;- .
madinilik
adj. = madiniyatlik. Also madanilik.
madini-ma'arip
n. Culture and education. Also madaniyat-ma'arip.
m^bur
adj. Compelled; forced: etirap qiliyqa —
have to admit/ mdn ketiskd — boldum I have
to go/ ♦ —i ddrijd gr. causative voice. Al
so majburiy 1. [O. mecbur/Hi. mdzburlU.
mazbuf].
m^buran
adv. Compulsorily; involuntarily: — ifld- to
work involuntarily. [Th. mdzburdn].
m^buriy
1. adj. = m^bur: — dmgdk forced labor/
— iqrar qildur- to extort a confession/ ♦
“ ddrijd gr. causative voice.
2. adj. Compulsory: omwni - tdlim com
pulsory public education. Also majburi.
[O. mecburi].
m^buriyat
1. n. Force; coercion. Cf. zor II 1.
2. n. Obligation; duty: —ni ada qil- to ful
fill one’s obligation, do one's duty/ -ni ustigd al- to assume an obligation/ puqraliq —
obligations of citizenship/ yuksdk — grave
obligation. Cf. otak. [O. mecburiyet].
m^burlavt. To force, coerce: mid ketiyigd kim mdjburlidi? who forced him to leave? Cf. zorla-.
m^hul
adj. Unknown: - san math, unknown
number/ ♦ - ddrijd gr. passive voice. Cf.
namalum. [O. mefhul].
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majruh
m^nih
1. n. Wounded or injured person.
2. adj. Crippled; disabled; maimed: -- hdrbi disabled armyman. Cf. meyip, nakar.
[O. mecruh],
m^ruhlanvi. To be crippled, disabled, maimed,
m^us
rel. n. Fire worship: — dini Zoroastrian
ism.

m^usiy
rel. adj./n. Heathen; infidel; pagan. Orig
inally used to refer to an adherent of Zo
roastrianism. Also majusi; cf. ta'ipa,
tayipa, kapir, kupar. [O. mecusi],
m^usiyat
rel. n. Zoroastrianism; fire worship. [O.
mecusiyet],
majiin
med. n. Anesthetic; narcotic. Cf. narkotik, narkoz.
miijlis
n. Conference; meeting; session: - ag- to
open a conference/ — tarqa- to end a
meeting/ - dtkiiz- to hold a meeting/ —kd
qatnay- to attend a conference/ omumi—ple
nary session/ yepiq — closed session. [Cmaclis (convivial meeting) / O. meclisl'^.
m&zleslU. mazlis].
m^lisxana
n. Conference room or hall,
m^liswaz
n. Habitual conference goer,
m^mu'a
n. Compilation; collection: qanmmdjmu'isi collection of laws. Cf. diwan I, yiginda
1. [O. mecmua/U. mazmud].
m^nun
1. n. Mad, crazy, violent, wild person. [O.
mecnmlTn. mdzniinlU. maznm].
2. n. Passionate lover.
3. n. Male name of hero in love stories
popular among many Central Asian na-

maxraj
tionalities, e.g. "Layli wa Majnun." [Cmacnun].
m^nuntal
bot. n. Weeping willow (Salix babylonica).
[U. maznmtol].
m^nunluq
n. Madness; passion: — qil- a. to be mad
or insane; b. to love passionately. [O.
mecnunluk].
maxpiy
adj. Secret; clandestine: — axbarat secret
report/ - bdlgd secret signal/ -- td^ldlat se
cret organization/ ~ tdkyiir- to investigate
secretly/ — hdjjdt classified material/ — 6ltur- to assassinate/ -- soraq qil- to inter
rogate secretly / — sdhbdt secret conversa
tion/ — sdz code word/ — retsep secret
prescription/ — keliyiwal- to conspire/ — if
qil- to work secretly. Cf. xupiyana, sirliq
II, yo^uruq 1, yo^urun 1. [U. maxfij].
m^piyat
n. Secret: hdrbiy — military secret. Also
maxpiylik; cf. sir I.
maxpiyatlik
n. Secrecy: —ni af karila- to destroy se
crecy/ —ni saqla- to preserve secrecy,
maxpiylik
n. = maxpiyat: —ni aykard qil- to divulge
a secret/ hdrbi — military secret,
maxsus
1. adj. Special: — san special number or is
sue of a publication/ — wdzipd special task/
- muxbir special correspondent. Cf. alahida, pawquladda. fib. maxsus/U. maxsus],
2. adj. Specialized: — ayrupilan special or
private plane/ — bdt special column/ — bilim expertise/ — dswap-uskunildr special
equipment/ — kdsp field of specialization/
bu kitapni — siz iigun clip kdldim I brought
this book especially for you. [U. maxsus],
maxsusla^vt. To specialize, become expert in.
maxr^
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mahkum

maxluq
math. n. Denominator: —gd kdltiir- to re
duce to a common denominator/ omumi —
common denominator. [U. maxrai\.
m^Iuq
n. Creature; being: zor — huge creature.
[U. maxluq\.
maxluqat
n. Organic world,
maxmal
n. Velvet. Cf. baxmal, barqut, duxawa.
[KK. maqpal].
maxmalgiil
bot. n. Dahlia (Dahlia Cav.)
mahbuba
1. n. Sweetheart; lover; beloved; darling.
Also mabup. [C- mahbublO. mahbublij.
mahbuba].
2. n. Female name,
mahbus
n. Prisoner; convict: siyasi - political pris
oner. Cf. asir I. [O. mahbuslii. mahbus].
mahbusluq
n. Imprisonment: -- hayati prison life/ —ta
dtkdn kunl&r time spent in prison,
mahal
n. Time: Mr — for a short while; once/ Mr
— d&wran stir- to run wild for a time/ Mr
— saqlap tur- to wait a while/ tah atqan —
at dawn. Cf. mahal. [C- mahallU. ma
hal].
mahalla
n. Residential district or quarter: — ahalisi
resident. [C- mahallalTu. mtixelle (community)/U. mahalla].
mahalliwaz
n. Local nationalist,
mahalliwazliq
n. Local nationalism,
mahalliwi
adj. Local; native: - ogut farm manure/ usul local method. [U. mahallij].
mahsul
n. Product: milium ijtima'i ttiztimnifi —i

product of a certain social system. [O.
mahsul].
mahsulat
1. n. Output; production; yield: — art- to
increase production (also —ni a^ur-)/—qimmiti output value/ — kemtiy- to decrease
production/ birlik — productivity. [O. mahsuldtlU. mahsulot].
2. n. Product: beliq —i aquatic product/ dixangiliq —liri agricultural products/ sana'&t
—liri industrial products/ y&rlik — local
product/ mo besi -i yield per mu.
mahsulatliq
adj. Productive: yuquri—fal high-yield pad
dy / yuquri — etizlar high-yield fields. Cf.
iinumdar 2.
mahsuldar
adj. Having a bumper crop. Cf. hosuldar,
hosulluq.
mah^ar
rel. n. Doomsday; Judgment Day; end of
the world. Cf. axir zaman, qiyamat. [O.
mahser].
mah^argah
rel. n. Judgment place,
mahram
n. Trusted subordinate. [KK. m&hrem].
mahramxana
n. Harem (JE). Cf. haram 2.
mahrum
adj. Deprived; dispossessed; expropriated:
— bol- to be deprived/ — qil- to deprive,
dispossess, expropriate. [O. mahrumlTi.
mdxrtimIU. mahrum].
mahkam
adj. Firm; tight. Cf. tar II 3, gin I. [U.
mahkam].
mahkamlavt. To make firm or tight. Cf.ginit- .
mahkamlanvi. To be or become firm or tight. Cf. ?ini- .
mahkum
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mahkima
adj. Sentenced; convicted; oppressed: —
bol- to be sentenced: jazaga — to be sen
tenced to punishment/ — qil- to sentence:
Oliimgd — qil- to sentence to death/ ♦ —
mill&t an oppressed people or nationality.
[O. mahkum (adj.)/U. mahkum (prisoner;
convict)],
mahkima
1. rel. n. Judge's office; court of law. [O.
mahkemell^. mdxkdmd\.
2. n. Government office: wali mdhkimisi
prefectural commissioner's office. [U.
mahkama\.
mahmat
1. rel. n. Mohammed. Also muhammat.
2. n. Male name,
mas
1. n. Alcoholic; drunkard; sot; toper; wino:
- bol- a. to get drunk; b. to be intoxicat
ed; to revel in: gdlibidin — bol- to revel in
victory/ -- qil- to cause to get drunk. Cf.
haraqka^, i^arapxor, mayxor.
2. adj. Drunk; inebriated: — halda in a
drunken state/ gdrq — dead drunk. Cf. sarxu$ 1, mastana 1, mashu$. [C- mastlYJL.
mdslO. mest/U. mast (#2)].
mastana
1. adj. = mas 2: — qiyapdt drunkenness/
- kOzldr eyes showing the effects of drink.
[C. mastana].
2. n. Fan; aficionado: top mdstaniliri ball
fans/ kitap mdstanisi bibliophile.
mastar
gr. n. Verbal noun. Cf.
hdrkdt nami. [O. mas
tar].
mastiki
bot. n. Frankincense
(Anaphalis lactea), used
in Uyghur folk medi
cine. Also mdstiki rwni.
masa
do. n. Soft-soled boots.

mas'uliyatsizlik
m^al
lit. n. Allegory; aphorism; parable; pro
verb. Cf. kinayilikoxfitif. [O. meselllJ. masal].
masxira
n. Sneer; ridicule; jeer; derision: — bol(mdsxirigd qal-) to be ridiculed/ — qil- =
masxirila- . [Th. mdsxdrd^.
masxirilavt. To ridicule, sneer at, deride, jeer,
masxirilik
n. Ridiculing; jeering; sneering; deriding:
“ sdz a jeering remark.
mashu$
adj. Slightly drunk. Cf. mas 2.
mas'ul
1. adj. Responsible: — bol- to be respon
sible/ — yolday responsible comrade/ — mu/idm> responsible editor. [O. mesul].
2. n. Person in charge: bu doxturxaninifl
—i kim who is in charge of this hospital?
mas'uliyat
n. Responsibility: — artil- to have respon
sibility placed upon/ - tiizumi responsibili
ty system/ -tin qag- (bay tart-) to shirk one's
res^nsibility/ —ni ada qil- to fulfill one's
responsibility/ —ni iistigd al- to assume re
sponsibility/ egir— heavy responsibility. Cf.
jawapkarliq, zimma. [O. mesuliyetl\J.
mas “ulyat].
mas'uliyat^an
adj. Having a sense of responsibility; con
scientious: — xizmdtgi conscientious staff
worker.
mas'uliyat^anliq
n. Sense of responsibility or duty: —ni kUgdyt- to heighten a sense of duty/ mds'uliydtganligi Mgliik having a strong sense of
duty. Cf. jawapkarliq.
mas'uliyatsiz
adj. Irresponsible: — kadir irresponsible
cadre.
mas'uliyatsizlik
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ma^hur

m^'ulluq
n. Irresponsibility: - qil- to be irresponsi
ble/ isqa — bildn qara- to act irresponsibly
toward work,
mas'ulluq
n. of mas'ul.
m^m
1. adj. Pure; innocent: — bala an innocent
child. [O. masum\.
2. n. Male name,
masuma
adj. Female form of masum: — Idz an in
nocent girl,
masks
adj. mOsM may cul. n. butter (cf. aq may,
seriqmay).
masila
n. Question; problem: — (iqti a problem
arose/ — h&l qil- to solve a problem/ —
qoy- to raise a problem/ mdsilinifl tiiguni
crux of a problem/ gataq — a knotty prob
lem/ hayat-mamat m&silisi question of life
and death/ milli — nationality problem. [K.
maselelO. meselelTk. mUs'qWTa. meselel
U. masala].
masilan
conj. For example; for instance: sinjangda
millatl&r kdp, — uygur, qazaq, qirgiz bar
there are many nationalities in Xinjiang,
for example, Uyghur, Kazakh, and Kir
ghiz. [K. maselenlO. meje/d/lS. mds&ldnl
U. masalan].
maslak
n. Belief; creed; faith: siyasi — political
belief. Cf. bawar, taqwa, taqwidarliq, aqida, etiqat, ixlas 1, iman 1. [O. mesleki
U. maslak (idea; intention)],
maslakda^
n. Like-minded person. [O. meslektay].
maslaksiz
adj. Unbelieving; faithless,
maslihat
1. n. Advice; idea; plan: ~ sora- (al-) to
ask for advice; to consult/ siznifl mdslihiti-

flizdin giqmaymdn I will do (sth) according
to your plan/ yaxsi — good idea/ mdn safla
bir — berdy I may give you a suggestion.
[C. maslahat (advisable thing)/U. maslahat].
2. n. Consultation; discussion: — tdl&ppiizi
the tone of a discussion/ — qil- to discuss,
consult/ siyasiy — kefUfi political consulta
tive conference.
maslihatda$
n. sby engaged in consultations.
m^Iihatan
adv. In consultation: — iy qil- to work in
consultation.
maslihM^i
n. Advisor; counselor. Cf. mu^awir.
maslihatla^vi. To consult, discuss,
masnawi
lit. n. Couplet. Also called kuplet. [CmasnavilO. mesnevi].
ma$ I
n. Stove: — qoy- to install a stove/ — kaniyi stovepipe/ tarn meyi fireplace/ tdmur —
iron stove/ goyun — cast iron stove/ ♦ ba
la — children's stove (muff; hand warm
er). Cf. ojaq 1. [K. mey],
ma$ II
n. Drill; exercise; practice: — mdydani
drill ground/ —kd ddssd- to practice. Also
ma$q.
ma^'al
n. Torch: — kdtirip namayif qil- to go on a
torchlight parade/ — yaq- to light a torch.
Cf. otqa$. [O. meyalelU. maf’al].
ma^hur
adj. Famous; noted: —
famous phy
sician/ — dsdr famous book or work/ ~ drbap celebrity/ — sdz famous remark/ turpannin uzdmi mdmlikitimiz boyigd — Turpan grapes are famous throughout the
country. [C- ma^hur/0. meyhurlTu. mesxurl
U. mayhur].
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marhamat
m^iit
n. Raw silk: — yip silk thread/ — gildm silk
carpet.
ma$q
n. = ma| 2: — ddptiri copybook; exercise
book/ dala —i field exercise/ su Uz&sni —
qil- to practice swimming/ imla —i spelling
practice. [O. meskl\]. masq\ma^qawul
obs. n. Teacher; tutor. Cf. oqutqu^i, ustaz, mu'allim.
ma^gul
adj. Busy; engaged; involved; occupied: -bol- to be busy doing sth: teriqgiliq bil&n
— bol- to be busy with sowing/ u Oz ip bildn
he is wrapped up in his own affairs. [CnrnguHO. meiguUU. masgul\.
ma^gulat
n. Operation; work: — tiiri type of opera
tion/ — waqti (jadwili) work schedule/ — usuli operation^ method/ — qa’idisi operat
ing rules or instructions. [U. masgulot (stud
ies)].
ma$guliyat
n. = ma^gulat. [O. niesguliyetma.. mdsguliyat].
ma^gullanvi. To be engaged in, deal with: u nimd bi
ldn mdsullinidu? what is his job? Cf. ^ugullan- .
mart
1. n. Hero: —ni mdydanda sina a hero test
ed on the battlefield. [O. mertlU. mard
(brave; courageous)].
2. adj. Generous; liberal: — lap a generous
person.
marta
n. = martiwa II. [KK. mdrte/U. marta].
martiwa I
n. Rank: mdrtiwisi
to go down in rank/
mdrtiwisi ds- to rise in rank/ mdrtiwigd igd
bol- (eri$-) to obtain a rank or title. [C. martaba (degree)/0. mertebelU. martaba].
-

martiwa II
n. Time: bir — once. Also marta. [KK.
rndnebelTa.. mdrtdbd/\J. martaba].
martlar^a
adv. Bravely; fearlessly; heroically: — qurban bol- to die a hero's death. Cf. dadil,
jasaratlik, jasur 1, ^ijaatlik, mardana,
mardanilar^a.
martlik
n. = mardaniliq. [O. mertlik].
mardana
adj. Brave; heroic: - jdflgi brave warrior.
Cf. dadil, jasaratlik, jasur 1, ^ga'atlik,
martlar9a, mardanilar^a. [O. merdanei
U. mardona].
mardanilar^a
adj. = mardana.
mardaniliq
n. Bravery; heroism: — kdrsdt- to show
bravery. Cf. palwanliq, qahrimanliq,
martlik.
mardimardan
n. Hero; brave man. Cf. palwan.
maravi. To bleat: dskd mdridi the goat bleated.
[O. mele-IM. ma"ra-].
maraz
1. med. n. Running sore. [C- maraz (dis
ease; sickness)/!!, maraz (plague; syphi
lis)].
2. n. Crux; crucial reason.
3. n. Disaster; scourge; curse,
marhaba
1. int. Welcome; excellent; wonderful: —
mehman welcome, guest! [O. merhaba].
2. n. Female name,
marhaba
int. = marhaba.
marhamat
1. n. Favor; grace; mercy; compassion:
mdn mdrhdmitiflizni mddgu untumaymdn I
will never forget your kindness. Cf. liitiip.
[C- marham (salve; balm)/0. merhametl
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maripat

marhamatsiz
Ik. mdrxdmdt],
2. As you wish: bu kitaplami kdru^M bolamdu? — May I look at these books? As
you wish (yes; of course; please help your
self). [U. marhamat].
marhamatsiz
adj. Merciless. Cf. birahim, $apqatsiz, rahimsiz. [O. merhametsizlT&. m&rxdmdtsez\.
marhamatsiziik
n. Mercilessness. Cf. birahimlik, $apqatsizlik, rahimsizlik.
marhamatlik
adj. Benevolent; merciful. Cf. rahimdil,
rahim-^apqatlik. [O. merhametlill^. mdrxdmdtle].
marhum
adj. Deceased; late: — atom my late father.
Cf. rahmatUk. [O. merhumIM. marhum].
marhuma
adj. Female variant of marhum: — anam
my deceased mother,
marsiya
n. Dirge; elegy; lamentation: — oqu- to
recite a dirge. [O. mersiyelU. marsiya].
marra
pe. n. Round; bout:
yiiz — elif- to fight
300 rounds. [U. marra (finishing post).
marzai\jii$
bot. n. Dracocephalum integrifolium, used
in Uyghur folk medicine. [O. merzenguf].
marwayit
n. Pearl: — kOzlUk uziik
pearl ring. Cf. iinga.
[O. mervaritIU. marvarid].
marwayitgiil
bot. n. Lily of the val
ley (Convallaria majalis).
ii^ruza I
n. A small rug to sit on.
marwayitgiil
Also mdruzd gildm.

maruza II
n. Report; lecture: — oqu- to give a report
or lecture. Cf. doklat. [U. ma"ruza].
maruzi(i
n. Reporter; lecturer,
markaz
n. Core; center; heart; hub: -din qagqufi
centrifugal force/ —gd intilgUgi kdg centri
petal force/ tasqi — math, circumcenter/
gdmbdr mdrkizi math, center of a circle/
dlkd mdrkizi provincial capital/ sana 'dt
mdrkizi industrial center/ qatnas mdrkizi
transportation hub/ egirliq mdrkizi center of
gravity / mdsilinifl mdrkizi heart of a prob
lem. [O. merkezJM. markaz].
markaz^ilik
n. Concentration. [O. merkeziyet].
markazla^vi. To be concentrated, gathered together:
pikir —ti opinions were gathered. [O. merkeziles-].
markazla^tiirvt. To concentrate, centralize, focus: demokiratiyd —us tiizumi democratic central
ism.
markazlik
adj. Centralized; concentrated; focused: dl^ dttur- to reflect in a focus^ manner,
markizit
n. A kind of cloth used in shirts, etc.
markiziy
adj. Central: - xizmdt central work/ -- sdhdr capital city of a region/ — hdkumdt
central government/ — magizin central
store/ — milldtldr inistuti Central National
ities Institute/ - nerwa central nerve. [0.
merkezi].
mari
n. Lambskin. Cf. altera, kopa II.
maripat
1. n. Knowledge; learning; scholarship: izdd- to seek loiowledge. [Tk. mdg "rifdtl
U. ma’rifat].
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maripatparwar
2. n. Education,
maripatparwar
n. Advocate of enlightenment.
maripat(i
n. Kucator; tutor; teacher. Also ma'arip51. [Th. m&g"Tifatge\.
maripatgilik
n. Enlightenment,
maripatsiz
adj. Uneducated; untutored,
maripatlik
adj. Learned; educated,
marika
1. mil. obs. n. Campaign; field: jdfl mdrikisi battlefield (alsojdfl m&ydani, uru^ maydani).
2. n. Celebration; ceremony: toy tndrikisi
wedding. [U. ma"raka (#1-2)].
margul
mus. n. Short musical interlude between
two songs in muqam (q.v.). Also na^amargul.
margan
n. Marksman; sharpshooter. [K. mergeni
KK. mergen/Tv. mergenlU. mergan\.
marganllk
n. Marksmanship,
margimu;
chem. n. Arsenic. Cf. arsin, sankiya,
sanghiya. [U. margimuf].
marmar
geol. n. Marble. [O. mermer/\J. marmar].
maza
1. cul. n. Appetizer; snack: birtdxsd — a
plate of appetizers. [O. meze].
2. n. Flavor; taste: tamaqnifl mdzisi food
flavor/ ♦ — qil- to relish: tamaqni — qilip
yd- to eat with great relish. Cf. tatiq, tarn,
lazzat. [U. maza].
3. n. Interest: mdzisi yoq if an uninteresting
matter/ ♦ — qag- to feel disappointed.
mazhap
1. rel. n. Sect; school. [O. mezhep/V.

mazlum
mazhab].
2. n. Faction,
mazhap^i
1. rel. n. Sectarianist.
2. n. Factionalist; member of a faction,
mazhap^ilik
1. rel. n. Sectarianism.
2. n. Factionalism: — qil- to engage in fac
tionalism.
mazur
n. mdzur kOr- to appreciate: az bolsimu,
bu sogimizni —gdysiz although this gift is
small, please accept it. [U. ma"zur].
mazkur
adj. This; that; said; above-mentioned: —
addm this person/ ~ jinaydtgi said felon/
— if the above-mentioned matter. [C- mazkurlO. mezkurlTk. mdzkurllS. madair].
mazisiz
adj. Flavorless; tasteless; unsavory. Cf.
bimaza 1, tamsiz, lazzatsiz 1.
mazilik
adj. Flavorful; savory; tasty: — polo tasty
pilaf. Cf. tamlik, lazzatlik 1, laziz. [Y.
minu 'iges].
mazin
rel. n. Muezzin, mosque official who calls
the faithful to prayer: — dzan eytti the mu
ezzin chanted the azan (q.v.)
mazgil
n. Period; season; time: bir — one period/
hamildarliq —i gestation period/ hdyiz —i
menstruation period/ dsiif —i growing sea
son/ qirosiz — frost-free period/ yigin —i
time of a meeting. [K. mezgil/\J. mazgil
(aim; goal; stop)],
mazgllsiz
adj. Untimely; not at the right moment,
mazlum
1. adj. Oppressed: — milldtldr oppressed
nationalities. Cf. ezilgii^i. [O. mazlum].
2. n. A disrespectful form of addressing a
woman.

KEY 2. ^ proverb, saying; 4 special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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maqsat

mazlumga

diras —z farming season/ yaz —i summer
mazlum^a
adj. Female; belonging to a woman. Cf. aseason. Cf. pasil. [O. mevsimIU. mavsum].
2. n. School term: biringi — first term,
yalga.
mawsiimsiz
mazmut
adj. Unseasonable; premature,
1. adj. Healthy; vigorous: —
healthy
mawsiimliik
person/ — qOd&m vigorous step.
adj. Seasonal: — pdrq seasonal difference/
2. adj. Solid; sturdy: — tur- to stand firm/
— Ular seasonal work/ — imtihan term exam.
— sayman a sturdy tool,
[O. mevsimlik].
mazmun
lit. n. Content: -ga bay rich in content/ d- mawqa
n. Political position or standpoint: —dd gift
s&mifl qisqigd ~i synopsis of a work’s con
tur- to stick to a position/ -si mdhkdm (tutents. [U. mazmun].
raqliq) firm stand/ —ni yoqat- to depart
mazmunan
from a (correct) position/ hdkumranliq -si
lit. adj. According to content or meaning:
dominant or controlling position. Also ,
— tdrjimd free translation,
may dan 2. [O. mevkilU. mavqe; mavqei]. i
mazmunsiz
j
adj. Having little substance: -- nutuq shal mawq^iz
adj. Having no (correct) position or stand- i
low speech,
point.
]
mazmunluq
]
adj. of mazmun: — maqala substantial ar mawqasizlik
abstract n. of mawqasiz.
j
ticle/ - nutuq weighty speech,
mawlut
<
mawj
n. Birthday of an important, especially rel
n. Wave; billow: — ur- to surge, make
igious, person: — oqu- to celebrate the
waves: ddrya siiyi — urmaqta the river is
birthday of an important person. [O. mev- ■
choppy. Cf. dolqun 1, orka$ 1. [O. mevc],
mawjut
lit],
i
n. = mawjudiyat. [C- mavcud (existing)/ maqbara
obs. n. Tomb; mausoleum. [O. makberl \
U. mavzud].
U. maqbara],
\
mawjudat
j
n. Nature; natural world. Cf. tabiat 1. maqbul
adj. Acceptable; accepted; agreed to: - |
[O. mevcudat].
bol- to be accepted. [C- maqbul!O. mak- j
mawjudiyat
bul],
n. Existence: — aflni bdlgildydu existence
I
determines consciousness/ -- bol- to exist, maq'at
phys. n. Anus: — aqmisi med. anal fistula/ |
be. Also mawjut. [O. mevcudiyet].
mawhiim
— agriq med. proctalgia/ — pdrdisi ano- I
derm/ — dtrap bezi anal gland/ - samgisi '
adj. Abstract; imaginary: — giisdngd ab
med. rectal suppository/ — yallugi med.
stract concept/ — san math, imaginary
anusitis/ — yoli anal passage. Cf. piinik, ]
number. Also called abistirakit. [O. mevson 2.
j
huml\J. mavhum].
maqsat
I
mawsiim
n. Aim; goal; object; purpose: — isqa as- to |
1. n. Season: bahar—i spring season/ teachieve one's purpose/ —kd ydt- to attain a
riqgiliq —/ sowing season/ dixangiliqniH alKEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numend;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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maqsatda^
goal/ ♦ - peili gr. adverbial verb for ob
jective. Also maqsut 1. [K. maksatlYX..
maqset; mdJfsetlO. maksatlTii. maksadITa.
mahatlV. maqsad].
maqsatda^
n. sby who has the same goals,
maqsatsiz
adj. Aimless; pointless. [O. maksatstz].
maqsatlik
adj. Purposeful,
maqsut
1. n. = maqsat. [C- maqsud/0. maksut].
2. n. Male name,
maktap
n. School: - ag- to set up a school/ - iznigi school badg^ —yiizi kbrmig&n (bosugisini ddssimig&n) not having attend^ school/
“ yesidiki bala school-age child/ —tin qal- to
be unable to go to school, be forced to
leave school/ —kd bar- to go to school/ —kd
Mr- to enroll/ ba^langug — primary school.
[K. mektep/KK. mektep/O. mektep/Ta.
mdktdpl Tu. mekdeplU. maktab].
maktapdai
n. Schoolmate. Cf. sawaqdaf.
maktup
n. Letter; missive: — yaz- to write a letter/
jawap — return letter. [O. mektuplU. maktub],
makru
rel. adj. Unclean: — kdr- to consider un
clean. Cf. bitarat, taratsiz, napak 1. [O.
mekruh].
makkar
adj. Sly; crafty; cunning; tricky: - sodigdr
a cunning merchant. Cf. tadan, dagul, hiligar, hililik, quw, mugambar. [O. mekkar/Xi. makkor].
makkarliq
n. Slyness; cunning: — qil- to play tricks,
be sly. Cf. tadanliq, hiligarlik, quwluq,
mugambarlik.
makit

maypuru^
geo. n. Markit (MaiUj^ukuhawat
gaiti), county in Xin
ff ^^anjin Sandiang
jiang (38.53N 77. .^Markit
35E). Established in
1922. Population
(1982): 145,552.
mafi
med. n. Mole; nevus. Cf. xal 1. [C- tnefil
Mo. meflgelTv. mef(\.
mMndavi. To be misted, blurred, dimmed,
mandigak
n. Sleepwalker,
mandigaklik
n. Sleepwalking,
maniz
phys. n. Cheek. Cf. tastak, qowuz, giiran.
mangan
n. ^eat straw,
mangii
n. Eternity: — tingliq eternal peace/ — dsId- to remember forever/ — hayat eternal
life/ — dgmdslik never obliterate; immor
tal/ — widalaf- to say goodbye forever/ u
—gd kdz yumdi he clos^ his eyes forever.
Cf. abidiyat, abidilik, awat. [OT. mddgii]mangiiliik
adj. Eternal; forever: — ayril- to separate
forever/ — dost a close friend. Cf. axirsiz,
baqi 1, abat, abadi-abat, abidi, abidilibat. [Mo. mdflkelOT. bdngiill^. mdflgeleklU. mangu],
manlik
1. adj. Having a mole.
2. n. Male name. Also mdfUik'axun.
ma'i$M
n. Life; livelihood: bizniflmd'Uitimizyaxfi
our life is good. Cf. turmu$. [O. maiset],
may
cul. n. Wine. [C- maylO. mey].
maypuru$

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli 'lUrkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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maydan
n. Ikvem owner,
maydan
1. n. Field; square; open place: — dlfimisi
areal unit of measurement/ top —i pe.
playing field; ball court/ t&n tdrbiy& —i pe.
sport field/ dixangiliq
farm field/ j&fl —i
mil. battlefield/ muz —i pe. skating rink.
[C. maydan!O. meydan/Ta. majdanITu.
mejdanlU. majdon].
2. n. Political position or standpoint: —
mdsilisi problem of standpoint/ —i rosdn a
clearcut position. Also mawqa.
♦ —ga giq- a. to come on stage, enter an
arena; b. to spring up, emerge in large
numbers/ ♦ —ga kdl- to appear, happen,
rise.
maydanxana
n. Opium den.
maydansiz
adj. Without standpoint; unprincipled,
maydanka^
n. Opium den operator,
mayda I
phys. n. Chest; pit of stomach: - agrigi med.
stomachache/ — giflip kdtti the chest tight
ened/ mdydisi qayna- (egi-) med. to have
heartburn/ mdydisidd turup qal- to choke
on, hold out against food/ mdydisig& ura. to thump one's chest; b. ♦ to guaran
tee, vouch for, assure / mdydisini kdr- to
throw out one's chest,
mayda II
adj. Small; minor: - if a minor matter. Cf.
u$$aq, ki9ik. [U. majdd].
mayda-giiyda
adj. Trivial. Cf. u^^aq-jii^^ak. [U. majdagujda\.
maydila1. vt. To separate, chop up, divide.
2. vt. To disintegrate.
3. phy. vt. To split. Cf. par^ila- (#1-3).
mayxana
n. Wineshop; tavern. [C- mayxana].

mayli
mayxor
n. Alcoholic; drunkard; sot; toper; wino.
Cf. haraqka$, $arapxor, mas 1.
may-$arap
cul. n. Alcoholic beverages; spirits,
mayiis
adj. Dejected; glum; listless: — k^piyat a
glum frame of mind/ kdflli — feeling glum
or dejected. [O. meyuslU. ma"yus].
mayiisana
adv. Dejectedly; glumly; listlessly: — qarato look listlessly,
mayiislanvi. To be glum, dejected, listless,
mayiisluk
n. Dejection; glumness; listlessness: -- biIdn dejectedly; glumly; listlessly,
mayil
1. n. Interest; desire; inclination: dzmdyli
bildn volunt^: dz mdyli bildn qatnas- to
participate voluntarily/ unifl muzikiga mdyli
bar he has an interest in music/ ♦ mdyligd
qoyup bdr- to leave alone. [C- mayli0.
meyillU. majl\.
2. gr. n. Mood: peil —liri verbal mood/ ♦
mdyli giif- to bring out feelings, be in love
with. Cf. ray 2, yiiklima.
mayin
adj. Light; slight: - samal light wind/ mdjnun tallar — ydlpunip turatti the weeping
willows moved slightly,
mayli
1. int. Good; well; all right; okay; suit
yourself: — sdn kdt well now, go!/ — qandaq qilsifliz sundaq qilin well, do whatever
you like. [U. majli].
2. Regardless; no matter: — dhmdtldr bolsun yaki dawutlar bolsun hdmmisi menifl oqugugim regardless of whether they are Ahmats or Dawuts, they are all my students/
— kim bolsa bolsun intizamga boy sunu^i kerdk no matter who he is, everybody must
observe discipline.

KEY 2. t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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malumatsiz

mayli^a
mayliga
adv. ^^tonly; arbitrarily,
maynat
adj. Dirty; filthy: — kiyim filthy clothes.
Cf.paskina 1, nyis 1.
maynat(ilik
n. Dirt; filth: —tin qorqmasliq not to be
afraid of dirt. Cf. paskiniliq, kir 1.
magpirat
n. Forgiveness; pardon: gunayini — qil- to
pardon an offense, forgive a sin. Cf. apu,
salawat. [O. magfiret].
magrur
adj. Arrogant; conceited; proud: -yigitun
arrogant fellow. Cf. takabbur, gururluq,
gidaygan, gidandiir, manman, mutakabbur. [C. magurlO. magrurIT&. m&g "rur/U.
magruf\.
magrurana
adv. Arrogantly; proudly: — sdzlQ- to speak
proudly,
magrurlanvi. To be proud, arrogant, conceited,
magrurluq
n. Arrogance; conceit: —
aldiraqsanliqtin saqlan- to be on guard against arro
gance and rashness/1 kdmtdrlik kisini alga
basturidu, - kisini arqida qalduridu modes
ty helps one to advance, conceit
makes one lag behind. Cf. takabburluq,
koranlik, gurur, manman^ilik, mutakabburluq.
magrip
geo. n. West; the West. Cf. kiinpetif, garp.
[O. magriplij. magrib],
maglup
adj. Defeated; conquered: — bol- to be de
feated/ - qil- to defeat. [C- maglub (conquered)/0. magluplU. maglub^
maglubiyat
n. Defeat: -k& u^ra- to lose, be defeated/
-ni gdlibiydtgd aylandur- to turn defeat into
victory/ paji 'dlik — miserable defeat/ ^ —

gdlibiydtnifi anisi defeat is the mother of
victory. Cf. $ekast 1. [O. maglubiyet].
maglubiyatgi
n. Defeatist.
maglubiyat(ilik
n. Defeatism,
maglubiyatlik
adj. Defeated; lost: — jdfi lost war.
magar
conj. pp. If; in case; supposing. Cf. taqdirda, agar, agarda, agarganda, qa^aniki, gar, magarkim, mubada, nawada,
nagab 1. [C. mdgdr (but; unless; except;
only)/Tu. meger (perhaps)],
magarkim
conj. = magar.
malham
med. n. Ointment; salve: — dorisi medici
nal extract; electuary. [O. merhem; melhem/\J. malham],
malum
1. adj. Well-known: — bol- to know/ — qilto tell, inform / hdmmigd — as everyb^y
knows; it is common knowledge/ kOpgilikkd — is a well-known matter. [C. tna 'lumIK.
maalymIO. malumlT^. mdg'liim],
2. adj. Certain; some: — orun a certain
place; somewhere/ — sara'it astida under
certain conditions/ — sdxs some individual/
— kiini on a certain day. [U. ma"lum (#12)].
malumat
1. n. Knowledge; education: ali — algankisi
sby with higher education/ baslanguq—prim
ary or elementary education/ kdh — broad
knowledge. [O. malumatIU. ma"lumot\.
2. n. Report: —largaqarigandaii\%repor\eA
that/ hawarayidin - weather forecast. Cf.
axbarat 2, derak, xawar 1, sirtiq, u(ur,
izdak-soraq.
malumatsiz
adj. Unknowledgeable; uneducated. [O.
malumatsiz].

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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m^umatliq
malumatliq
adj. Knowledgeable; educated: ali — addm
sby with a higher education. [O. malumatm.

mal'un
1. adj. Vicious; evil; cursed. [Ta. mdlgun%
2. n. Demon; devil; evil spirit. [O. melun
(#1-2)].
malika I
1. n. Fairy; princess; queen. Cf. xanzadii,
xanika, ^ahzadixan. [C(king)/0.
melike\.
2. n. Female name,
malika II
n. Mastery; high qualification; high level
of proficiency: mdlikilik Ugi a skill^ work
er/ ♦ — bol- to merely do (sth): oyunguq
bil&n — bol- to merely play with a toy; u
bala bildn — bolup qelip Uqa kegikip kdldi
he merely played with the child and was
late for work/ ♦ — qil- to coax: balini oyunguq bildn - qil- to coax a child with a
toy. [U. malaka],
malla
adj. Light brown; light yellow; blond: —
toxu a light brown chicken/ — gapan a pale
yellow coat/ ♦ — paxta bot. a kind of cot
ton. [U. malla],
mamadan
adj. Glib; smooth-talking; garrulous,
mamadanliq
n. Glibness: — qilma stop your empty talk
ing.
mamur
n. Administrator; official: ddldt —liri na
tional officials/ hdkiimdt —liri government
administrators. [O. memurlU. ma’mur],
mamur^iliq
adj. Rich; abundant: — yilliri bountiful
years,
mamuriy
adj. Administrative: — bOliim administra-

manba
tive office/ — buyruq administrative order/
— giqim administrative expense/ — jaza ad
ministrative punishment/ — xadimlar ad
ministrative personnel/ — orun administra
tive unit/ — organ administrative organ/ rayon administrative district.
mamlikat
1. n. Nation; country: — igi wd sirti do
mestic and foreign/ —nin birligi national
unity/ bitdrdp - neutral county/ putm entire nation/ xofna - neighboring country.
[C- mamlakatlO. memleketlT^. mdmldkdtl
U. mamlakat],
2. n. Female name,
mamlikatlik
adj. National: --iay/>f/7fln/ywymw/national
labor union/ — xdlq qurultiyi national peo
ple's representative conference,
mamnun
adj. Satisfied; pleased: — bol- to be satis
fied/ — qil- to satisfy. [O. memnunlV.
mamnun],
mamnuniyat
n. Satisfaction; pleasure: wdzipini — bildn
qobul qil- to accept an assignment with
pleasure. [O. memnuniyet],
mamnunluq
n. = mamnuniyat.
man
pro. I (first person singular): ^ — aldirar
— kdtkiii Uekim aldirar yatqali I am in a hur
ry to leave, my donkey is in a hurry to lie
down (JMC). [C- menIK, men/KK, men!
M. mdnIOT, rndn/Ta, minITu, men/T\,
menlU, men/Y, min],
manba
n. Origin; root; source; spring: —ni ag- to
open or broaden a source/ turmuf ddibiyatsdn 'dtnin —si life is the source of litera
ture and art/ xam d$ya —si source of raw
materials/ su —si water spring/ energiyd
—si energy source / yoruqluq —si light
source / mdsilinirl —si the root of a prob-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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mansapparaslik

manbisiz
lem. Cf. asli 2, ogaq 2. [O. menbalJJ.
manbd].
manbisiz
adj. Sourceless,
manpii'at
n. Interest; benefit; profit: — al- (kdr-) to
benefit/ — bdr- to give benefit/ — qoglof- to
seek profit/ — y&tkuz- to bring benefit, be
profitable/ janijan - vital interests/ sdxsiy individual profit/ kolliktip —i collective
benefit. Cf. payda 1, hayan, zigziq 2, nap.
[O. menfaath^. mdnafig/U. manfaat].
manpa'atpar^
n. Profiteer. Cf. paydixor, hayank^. [O.
menfaatperest].
manpa' atparaslik
1. n. Profiteering. Cf. paydixorluq, hayanka^lik.
2. n. Utilitarianism,
manpa'atdar
n. Beneficiary: - bol- to be a benefici^/
— qil- to make (sby) a beneficiary/ -- ikki
t&r&p mutually beneficient/ — guruh a com
mon-interest group,
manpa'atdarliq
abstract n. of manpa'atdar: — hoquqi
patent right,
manpa'atsiz
adj. Unprofitable. Cf. paydisiz, daramatsiz.
manpa'atlik
adj. Profitable; beneficient: - a profitable
affair. Cf. paydiliq, daramatlik. [O. menfocali].
manpasi
cul. n. Lump candy made of fruit juice,
manpiy
adj. Negative: — san math, negative num
ber/ “ z&riU phy. negative charge/ — qutup
phy. negative pole/ - elektir phy. negative
electricity/ - neytron phy. antineutron. [U.
matifij].
mantiq

n. Logic: —q& uygun logical. [O. manttkl
Th. mantyjk/U. mantiq],
mantiqsiz
adj. Illogical. [Th. mantyjksyz],
mantiqsizliq
n. of mantiqsiz.
mantiqiy
adj. Logical: -- baglinis logical connection/
— kuQ logical prowess,
mantiqliq
abstract n. of mantiq.
mana
n. Meaning; sense; significance: goflqur —
profound significance/ sdz mdnisi meaning
of a word/ kOgmd — figurative sense; trans
ferred meaning/ mdnisi yoq i$ meaningless
affair. Cf. ahmiyat. [C- ma’nalK. maani/
KK. mdnilO. manat'^, mdg "ndlTu. many!
U. ma"no].
maiqan I
n. Flour craftsman; cook. [<Ch. mianzhang],
mapjan II
cul. n. Flour paste. [<Ch. mianjiang],
man^anaq
n. A device for drawing water from a well.
man9iza
cul. n. A kind of doughy food. [<Ch.
mianqizi],
mangilik
ph. n. Solipsism,
mansap
n. Position; post; rank: — tut- to take of
fice/ —tin qaldur- to dismiss from office/
—kd giq- to take up a post/ —kd oltur- to
assume office/ mdnsiwi ds- to be promot
ed/ yuquri — high rank. [O. mansipIXi.
mansab],
mansapparas
n. Careerist. Also mansapxor.
mansapparaslik
n. Careerism: — qil- to be a careerist. Also
mansapxorluq.

KEY 2. ^ proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
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mansapdar
mansapdar
n. Official; office holder. Cf. Gaidar,
mansapdarliq
abstract n. of mansapdar.
mansapxor
n. = mansapparas.
mansapxorluq
n. = mansapparaslik.
mansapsiz
adj. Without official position,
mansapsizlik
n. of mansapsiz.
mansup
pp. Belonging: bu kitap mafia — this book
belongs to me. [C. mansublO. mensublV.
mansub].
manzira
n. Panorama; scenery; view: ajayip — a
marvelous view/ tdbi&t m&nzirisi natural
scenery/ s&hdr mdnzirisi urban panorama/
kiiz mdnzirisi autumn scenery/ giizdl —
beautiful view. Cf. koriinii^ 3.
manzil
n. Destination: —gd ydt- to reach one's
destination/ ♦ gayiwi — invisible destina
tion (ideal; ideal state). [O. menzil/U.
manzil].
manzilgah
his. n. Post station; roadside stage or sta
tion.
manqulat
n. Furniture; movable property,
mani
phys. n. Sperm; semen: — aq- to ejaculate/
— giqiris med. masturbation. Cf. uniq 3.
[O. rneni].
man'i
n. Interdiction; prohibition: — bol- to go
back on one's word/ — qal- to prohibit.
[Tk. mdngy].
manida^
adj. Synonymous: — s6z gr. synonym (al
so called sinonim).

mobi
manisiz
adj. Senseless; meaningless: — is meaning
less work or matter/ — gdp senseless talk.
Cf. bimana, ahmiyatsiz.
maniwi
adj. Mental; spiritual: — bayliq spiritual
w^th/ ~ hayat spiritual or cultural life/ ozuq nourishment for the mind/ — kug
mental power/ — yarddm moral support.
[U. ma'navij].
manilik
adj. Interesting; meaningful; expressive:
— qarap qoy- to give a meaningful look/ qilip sdzld- to give a color ful talk/ — kOz/<ir expressive eyes. [K. maaniluu].
manman
adj. Arrogant; conceited; famous: -digdnIdr arrogant persons/ u —digdn gelisgini ydflgdn he defeated a famous wrestler. Cf. takabbur, gururluq, gidaygan, gidandiir,
magrur, mutakabbur.
manman^i
n. Conceited or obstinate person,
manman^ilik
n. Conceit; obstinacy: — qil- to be con
ceited or obstinate. Cf. takabburluq, koranlik, gurur, magrurluq, manmanlik,
mutakabburluq.
manmanlik
n. = manman^ilik. [KK. menmenliklU.
manmanlik].
mo I
m. Mu, Chinese areal measure, about
6.67 are: — besi mdhsulati yield per mu/ sani acreage. Also mu. See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
mo II
m. One-tenth of a yuan (Chinese curren
cy), equals 10 pun (q.v.): Mr — pul ten
cents. [<Ch. mao]. See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
mobi
n. Writing brush. Also maobi. [<Ch.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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mozaybe^i

mopan
maobi].
mopan
n. Mill. Also called tiigman. [<Ch. mofang].
mopan^i
n. Miller. Also called tiigman^i.
motavt. To nip, pinch. Also muju- 1.
motsiklit
n. Motorcycle. [<R. mototsiki].
moda
1. adj. Modern; fashionable; popular: bolup qal- to be fashionable/ - qoglof- to
follow the fashion/ modidin qal- to be un
fashionable.
2. n. Fashion: kona - old fashion/ yefli new fashion. [<R. moda].
modan
bot. n. Peony (Paeonia
suffruticosa). Also moddn gul. [<Ch. mudan].
model
n. Model: addm —i
fashion model/ ayrupilan —i model airplane/
qum -i sand table/ maiininifl —i engine model
or mockup. [<R. mo
del'].
mo^an
n. A bill of ten Chinese cents: bir — ten
cents. Also mo II. [<Ch. maoqian].
mo^in
n. Tweezers,
moxo
1. med. n. Leprosy. Also called juzam.
[U. moxov leper].
2. adj. Disgusting; abominable: — qil- to
do (sth) disgusting.
♦ - bol- a. to contract leprosy; b. to be
come disgusting,
moxurka

n. Majorka, popular smoking substance in
Xinjiang: — gdk- to smoke majorka/ bir oram ~ a pinch of majorka.
mos-mos
1. adj. Softened: - nan soft bread.
2. onom. expresses the sound made by a
toothless person eating.
mora
n. Chimney; stovepipe; flue: ogaqnifl morisi stovepipe/ ♦ moridin tiitiin giqar- to
send smoke through the chimney (to sup
port a family). Cf. turxun. [Ih. morgalij.
muri].
morfologiya
gr. n. Morphology. [<R. morfologiya].
morfin
med. n. Morphine. [<R. morfif].
mori
geo. n. Mori (Mulei), Kazakh autonomous
county in Xinjiang (43.49N 90. HE). Es
tablished in 1920, changed to autonomous
county in 1958. Population (1982): 77,299
(14,335 Kazakhs).

morlavt. To scratch: muyuk balinifl yUzni morliwaldi the cat scratched the child's face.
Cf. tatila-1, qa^la- I.
moza
bot. n. Nutgall; Aleppo gall (Galla turcici), used in Uyghur folk medicine,
mozay
zoo. n. Calf: 1 -nifl yugtiriisi samanliqqigd
the calf can run only to the shed/1 bir fatiraq — bir padini buzar one calf with diar
rhea can upset a whole herd (one rotten
apple can spoil a whole basket),
mozaybe^i

1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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mozaylazoo. n. Male cricket,
mozaylazoo. vt. To calve, bear a calf,
mozduz
n. Cobbler; shoemaker: ^ -nin atisi tugim&s a cobbler's tomorrow is endless (a
cobbler will put off a job),
mozduzluq
abstract n. of mozduz: — dukini shoe re
pair shop,
mowut
n. Woolen cloth: — p&lto woolen overcoat.
Cf. sokna.
mok
adv. mok sal- to take or pocket (sth) quick
ly or nimbly/ mok yaq- to be exactly what
one hopes for. Also mokkida.
moka
n. Weaver's shuttle: ♦ - beligi zoo. bar
racuda (Sphyraena barracuda).
mokkida
adv. indicates a quick or nimble move
ment: — tutuwal- to grab quickly/ — yanguqqa sal- to reach quickly into a pocket/
— ydwal- to devour in one gulp,
mok-mok
adv. Very fast: — yd- to eat fast; to gulp,
mongul
n. Mongol; Mongolian. While Mongols
live in Mongolia and Inner Mongolia,
sizeable numbers also live in Xinjiang,
especially in the Bortala and Qobuqsar
areas (q.v.) [C. mogullMo. mobgol].
mongulkiira
geo. n. Monggolkiire (Zhaosu),
county in Xin
jiang (43. ION
81.07E). Estab
lished in 1937. Population (1982): 113,
131.
monguliya
geo. n. Mongolia. [O. mogolistari].

molibden
moy
n. Hair; feather; down; wool: ~ni obga sila- to follow the grain. [C. moy/Ch. mao].
moytunza
n. Execution ground,
moy^i
n. Wool dealer; fur trader,
moygiliq
n. Wool trade or business,
moysipit
1. n. Old person.
2. adj. Aged,
moyka
n. Wool processing plant,
moyluq
adj. Wooly; hairy: - terd hairy skin; fur.
mogu
bot. n. Fungus; mushroom: - dsumliikliri
fungus-like plants. [Ch. mogu/Mo. mOgd].
mol
adj. Abundant; plentiful; rich: - bayliq abundant resources/ — tdjribd rich experi
ence/ — hosul ag. bumper crop/ — miwd
rich fruits; plentiful results/ ozuq-tuluk plentiful (of foodstuffs). Cf. baddlat. [K.
moU\J. mill].
molavt. To measure land.
mol(iliq
n. Abundance; plenty: — pdsli season of
bumper crops/ - yilliri years of plenty/
—ta yaya- to live a life of plenty/ bu yil goqum — bolidu this year will certainly be a
good one.
moluq I
adj. of mo I: bir — ydr a one-mu piece of
land,
moluq II
adj. of mo II: bdy — pul a face value of 50
cents/ ikki — marka a 20-cent stamp,
molun
zoo. n. Wildcat. [Mo. malar].
molibden
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motidil

molla
chem. n. Molybdenum (Mo). [<R. molibden].
molla
1. rel. n. Mullah: 1 - kdp bolsa qoy haram Olar where there are many mullahs,
sheep will die/ 5 -- yoq ydrdd molliman bar ydrda yoldim&n where there is no mul
lah, I am a mullah, where there is a mul
lah I keep to the side (pretending to be a
hero when nobody is around)/1 hdmmd i$ni
- bildr, - qopup kdlgd siydr the mullah
knows everything but goes to urinate into
the pond)/ 1 mollinin diginini qil qilginini
qilma do what the mullah teaches you,
but don't do what he does. [K. mollolO.
mollalU. mulla; mullo],
2. n. Scholar: (ala - dabbler/ qulaq mollisi a self-educated person/ ♦ — tapqaq
clever devil.
3. pp. Title of respect: m&m&t — / ♦ —
hu^umin beri su the same old stuff/ ♦ - miisuk sby pretending to be honest.
mollaq
n. Fall; stumble; somersault: — at- to
stumble, turn a somersault/ tik—gui- to suf
fer a fall. Cf. jirmaq.
mollaq(i
1. n. sby who turns a somersault.
2. adj. Rotating; turning: — kdptdr loop
ing pigeon/ — marina rotating engine.
mom
n. W^: - bildn bekit- to seal with wax/ sUr- to apply wax/ aq — white beeswax/ seriq — yellow beeswax. [O. mum/U. mum].
moma I
n. Grandmother: ♦ momisini kOrsdt- to
cause (sby) some inconvenience. Also goh
ana.
moma II
n. Wooden bed; cot. Cf. gapi.
momay
n. Old woman,
momsiq

adj. Miserly; niggardly; stingy. Cf. bexil,
pixsiq, p4$iq 5, (upay 1, xasis.
momsiqliq
n. Stinginess: — qil- to be stingy. Cf. bexilliq, pixsiqliq, (upaylik, xasislik.
moment
n. Time; moment. Cf. an, payt 2, asna,
baza I, zamat.
momya
n. Mummy. Cf. apyan. [O. mumya].
momyalavt. To embalm: jdsdtni — to embalm a
corpse,
momlavt. To wax, apply wax: botulkinifi agzini —
to seal a bottle with wax. [O. mumla-].
monax
rel. n. Monk. Also manax.
monarxiya
obs. n. Monarchism,
monak
n. Lump; tangle; knot:--------nawatlar
lumps of rock candy/ — bolup qal- to be
come lumpy, get entangled.
monaklMvt. To cause to be lumpy,
monakla^vi. To become lumpy: un —ti the flour
turned lumpy,
mon^a
n. Bathhouse: mongiga gUs- to enter a bath
house, take a bath. [Tk. mungalU. miirga].
mon^aq
1. n. Bead; beady necklace. [U. mungoq].
2. adj. Dripping:------ dripping sweat/
------ dripping tears/ ♦ — gd^/med.
polyp (also noxula, noxuna).
mon^aqqoray
bot. n. Hedysarum austrosibiricum, a kind
of sweetvetch.
monopoliya
n. Monopoly. [<R. monopoliya].
motidil
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mol^arla-

motidillik
adj. Mild; temperate: — b&lwag geo. tem
perate zone/ — dora mild medicine/ tdbiiti
- mild-natured/ hawa rayi - temperate (of
weather)/ mijdzi — mild-tempered.
motidillik
n. Mildness: hawa rayinifl mdtidilligi the
climate's mildness,
motiwar
1. adj. Prestigious: —
a prestigious
personage. Cf. abroyliq, ataqliq, ^ohratlik,
inawatlik 1.
2. adj. Esteemed; respected: — alim an es
teemed scholar. Cf. atiwarliq 2, izzatlik.
3. n. Female name,
mojiza
n. Marvel; miracle; wonder: — yarat- to
create a miracle. [U. mu"ziza'\.
mojizilik
adj. Strange; marvelous: — dora effica
cious medicine,
mohiir
n. Seal; chop: — bos- to affix a seal,
mohurdar
n. Keeper of seal,
mohiir^i
n. = mohurdar.
mohiirlavt. To affix a seal,
mohiirliik
adj. Sealed,
mort
n. Chance; opportunity: —/ k&ldi an op
portunity arose/ —i kdlgdndd u eytmay
qoymaydu when the opportunity comes, he
will certainly speak out/ —ini tap- to seek
an opportunity, wait for a chance. Cf.
payt 1, pursat.
mora1. zoo. vi. To low, moo: kala mdridi the
cow mooed.
2. vi. To say, utter: jim turgigd mdris&n
bolmamdu you'd better say something in
stead of just sitting silently. Cf. da- 1,

sozla- 1.
morimas
adj. Without saying a word; keeping one's
mouth shut; silent,
mokvi. To hide: —Up turup z&rbd b&r- to am
bush/ banditlar ormanliqqa —Uwaldi the
bandits are hiding in the forest,
moktiirvt. To hide, conceal: —m& jUfl a battle by
ambush,
moku-mokiilaii
n. Hide-and-seek: — oyna- to play hideand-seek,
moh
adj. Stupid; muddleheaded,
mohkazoo. vi. To run off, scatter (of horses and
mules),
mohkigak
zoo. adj. Flighty; skittish: — at a skittish
horse. Cf. qa^qaq.
monliik
n. Stupidity; muddleheadedness.
moldiir
n. Hail; hailstone: — apiti hail storm/ gUi- (yag-) to hail. Cf. tula. [Mo. mdndUrl
Tv. mdi^Ur].
moldurlavi. To turn, turn around, roll (of eyes),
moldiirlatvt. To cause to turn (of eyes): kdzni — to
roll one's eyes,
moldiir-moldiir
adj. Dripping: mifi kdzidin — ya^ aqti his
tears came dripping down,
mdia
n. Pack saddle for a mule,
mol^ar
n. Estimate; reckoning: kdz mOlgiri eye
ball reckoning/ ♦ — san gr./math. ap
proximate number. Cf. jan. [U. mUlzd[\.
mdl^arla-
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mupatti^

molildavi. To estimate, reckon: —p kOr- to esti
mate by sight,
molildavi. To blink, wink. Cf. jimilda- 1, $ipilda1. [U. miltira-].
mol-mol
n. Blinking; winking: bala kdzini — qilip
qarap olturidu the child winks its eyes and
looks at (sth). Cf. $ip-$ip, $ipildaq.
momin
1. rel. n. Muslim believer.
2. adj. Obedient: — puxra law-abiding cit
izen/ xudanin — bdndisi Allah's faithful
servant. Cf. ita'atgan, ita'atlik, ita'atman.
3. n. Male name,
mu
m. Mu, Chinese areal measure, about 6.67
are. Also mo. See section on Weights and
Measures on pp. 1079-80.
mu'ahida
n. Pact; treaty: -- tiiz- to conclude a treaty.
Cf. ^artnama. [O. muahedelU. muohadd\.
mu'a$
n. Wages; pay: — al- to receive wages/ —
bdr- to pay wages/ — tiiziimi wage system/
—qa qarasliq dependent on wages,
mu'a^iz
adj. Unpaid.
mu'a$liq
adj. Paid: - kadir paid cadre,
mu'a win
adj. Assistant; deputy. Cf. na'ip. [O. muav/n/U. muoviri\.
mu'amila
1. rel. n. Muamila, laws governing inter
personal relations. It is one of the two
main divisions of the shari'ah (cf. ^ari'at),
the other being Ibada (cf. ibadat) which
deals with a person's relation to the deity.
2. n. Behavior; conduct: u mafia obdan qildi he behav^ well toward me/ yaxsi —
good conduct. [U. muomald].

3. n. Circulation; turnover: pul mu'amilisi
circulation of money. Cf. oborot.
4. n. Relations: — qil- to have relations
with; to approach / ikki otturidiki — uziiliip
qaldi their relations were severed. [O. muamele (#1-3)].
mubada
conj. If; in the event of: — u kdlmdy qalsa
if he does not come. Cf. taqdirda, agar,
agarda, agar^anda, gar, magar, magarkbn, nawada, nagah 1.
mubahisa
obs. n. Argument; debate; dispute. Cf.
bas-mu$aqqat, bas-munazira, janjal, munazira, niza. [O. mubahase].
mubarak
1. n. Blessing: — bolsun congratulations!:
bayrimiflizga — bolsun happy holiday! [Cmubarak (blessed)/0. mubareklU. muborak].
2. n. Female name. Also mubardkxan.
mubaraklavt. To bless, celebrate: toyni — to cele
brate some joyous occasion, like a wed
ding/ gdlibini — to bless a victory,
mubaliga
n. Exaggeration; overstatement: — bol- to
be exaggerated/ — qil- to exaggerate. [O.
mubaldga/\J. mubolaga],
mubaligila^tiirvt. To exaggerate, overstate. Cf. koptiir2.
mupti
rel. n. Islamic scholar and legal arbiter.
Also mufti. [U. mufti].
muptila
adj. Afflicted: — bol- to be afflicted with
or subjected to: apdtkd — bol- to be hit by
calamity; balaga — bol- to suffer hardships;
kesdlgd — bol- to fall ill/ — qil- to afflict.
[C. mubtala/0. muptelalU. mubtalo],
mupatti$
n. Educational inspector. [O. mufettis].
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mudaxila

mupass^
mupassal
adj. Detailed; minute; thorough: — doklat
detailed report/ — gii^dndur- to explain thor
oughly. [O. mufassallU. mufassal].
mut
adj. Free; gratuitous; gratis: — tamaq free
food/ — mallar gifts; freebees/ —qa al- to
take sth free. Cf. haqsiz.
mutali'a
n. Study: - qil- to study, research. Cf. tatqiq, tatqiqat, oqu?, iigini^. [O. miitalaa/\J.
mutolad].
mutanasip
math. n. Proportion. Cf. tanasip. [O. mutenasip].
mutapakkur
n. Ideologue. Also called idiolog.
muta'assip
n. Conservative. Also called konserwatip.
muta'assipla^vi. To become conservative,
muta'assiplik
n. Conservatism: — qil- to be conserva
tive. Also called konserwatipliq, konserwatizim.
mutax^is
n. Expert; specialist: til —i language spe
cialist. Cf. ahl 2, xahja 2. [O. rniitehassisl
U. mutaxassis],
mut^^isl^vi. To specialize, become expert: ♦ Mm
qizillisis hiim mut&hdssislisis r^ and expert.
Cf. ixtisasla?- .
mutaxassislik
n. Specialty; expertise: —M igQ bol- to ac
quire specialized knowledge. Cf. ixtisas.
mutaham
n. Rascal; scoundrel; villain. [U. muttaham],
mutahamlik
n. Meanness: — qil- to be a rascal or
scoundrel,
mutakabbur

adj. Arrogant; conceited. Cf. takabbur,
gururluq, gidaygan, gidandiir, magrur,
manman. [O. miitekebbirlU. mutakabbir].
mutakabburluq
n. Conceit; arrogance. Cf. takabburluq,
koranlik, gurur2, magrurluq, manmanfiUk.
mutxor
n. Freeloader; parasite.
muton
bot. n. Akebi (Akebia trifoliata). Also
called mandar.
mutkepan
adj. Parasitic,
mutiwalli
rel. obs. n. Caretaker of a mosque. [O.
mutevellilU. mutavalli].
mutlaq
acy. Absolute: ~ MqiqUt absolute truth/ - 5
ustunluk overwhelming superiority/ - qim- j
m&t math, absolute value/ — kbpgilik over- j
whelming majority/ — mOxpi top secret, j
[O. mutldc/U. mutlaq].
J
mutlaq^iliq
I
n. Absolutism. [O. mutlakiyet].
I
mutlaqla^iirm
vt. To make absolute.
M
mutlaqliq
a
n. of mutlaq.
9
mudapia
9
n. Defense: — okuli preventive injection/1
— qil- to protect, safeguard: borandin - >
qil- to protect against wind; gegra rayorwi
— qil- to protect a border region/ -- lAr- to
defend, guard against / — liniyisi defense
line/ ddlOt mudapiisi national defense/ defliz mudapiisi coastal defense/ gegra mu
dapiisi border defense. [O. mudafaalV.
mudofaa].
J
mudaxila
|
n. Interference; intervention: qoralliq - 1
mil. armed intervention: qoralliq - qil- to ^
intervene, interfere, meddle. [O. mddaha-
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mudaxili^i

mu'allima

lei
n. Head; manager: sinip —i head of class/
mudaxili(i
magizin —/ store manager/ mdktdp —i
n. Intervener: — qosun mil. intervening
school principal. Cf. ba^qurguci. [O. mUdur/Xi. mudir].
army,
mud^t
mudira
n. Term; time period; schedule: — balgin. Female variant of mudir.
Id- to fix a time period/ ~ boyigd as sched mudiriyat
uled; on schedule/ —tin as- to extend a time
obs. n. Directorate; school administration,
period/ —tin burun ahead of schedule; be mu'assasa
forehand: —tin burun orunla- to complete
n. Facility; organization: dawalasmu'dssdahead of time/ —ni uzart- to postpone, de
sisi medical facility/ da'imi — standing bo
fer / mudditi tos- to expire, mature, become
dy; permanent organization/ ilmiy — learn
due/ mudditi Otup kdt- to exceed a time
ed organization. Cf. aparat 2. [U. muasperiod, become overdue/ qisqa — short
sasa].
term/ uzun - long term/ islitis mudditi time mu'azzam
during which sth may be us^. Cf. qarar
adj. Great; mighty: — ddrya a mighty riv
3, muhlM. [C. muddatlO. muddet/U. muder. Cf. ulug 1. [O. muazzam].
dot].
mu'akkal
muddatsiz
rel. n. Angel. Cf. pari$ta.
adj. Indefinite or unlimited in time: — ama- mu'ayyan
ndt current deposit/ - qamaq jazasi indef
adj. Definite; certain; specific: — tarixiy
inite term of imprisonment. Also muhlatbasqug a certain historical stage/ — sara'it
siz.
specific conditions. Cf. ayrim. [O. muaymuddatlik
yen/U. muajyan].
adj. Fixed or limited in time: — amandt mu'ayyanla^fixed-term deposit/ — qamaq jazasi a set
vi. To be confirmed, affirmed, positive,
term of imprisonment/ qisqa — kurs short
definite. Cf. jazmla^- .
term course of instruction/ uzun — kurdy mu'ayyanl^iirlong-term struggle. Also muhlatlik. [KK.
vt. To affirm, confirm. Cf. jazmla$tiir- .
muMetlf].
mu'allaq
muddia
adj. Hanging; suspended: — ray the suspend
n. Intention; purpose: —yifliz zadi nimd
ed rock (one of the relics in Mecca). [O.
what is really your intention? Cf. xiyal.
muallak].
[U. muddao],
mu'allip
mudarris
obs. n. Author; editor. Cf. aptor, musanrel. obs. n. Teacher at an Islamic theolog
nip. [U. muallif].
ical school. [O. miiderris/Tk. mdddrris/^. mu'allim
mudarris].
n. Teacher; tutor. Cf. oqutqu^i, ustaz,
mudh4
ma^qawul. [K. mugalimlO. muallim/Tn.
adj. Terrifying; dreadful; shocking: — kdmdgallimlU. muallim].
runiis terrifying sight. [O. muihis/\J. mud- mu'allima
his].
n. Female variant of mu'allim. [O. mualmudir
lime/Tk. mdgallitnd].
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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muhariba

mu'^limlik

2. adj. Free; liberal. [U. muxtor (Jt\-2y\.
mu'ailimlik
3. n. Male name,
n. Teaching; tutoring; pedagogy: - qil- to
teach, tutor. Cf. darilmu'allimin, oqutu$, muxtariyat
n. Autonomy. Cf. aptonomiya. [O. muhoqutqu(iliq, $ifan.
tariyet].
mu'aimna
1. lit. n. Riddle: -- seiri riddle-like poem. muxtariyatfi
n. Advocate of autonomy,
[C. mu'ammo].
2. adj. Mysterious; obscure; enigmatic. muxamm^
1. lit. n. Five-line poem.
[O. muamma].
2. math. n. Pentagon. [O. muhammes (#1muj^^
n. Embodied; corporeal; personified: —
2)].
bol- to embody, incarnate, personify. [O. muxlis
1. rel. n. Believer; disciple; faithful. Cf.
mUcessemllk. mdiiissdm\.
dindar, dingi, etiqat^i, murit 2, namazmujassamlanvi. To embody,
xan. [O. muhlis^.
2. n. Male name,
muju1. vt. To nip, pinch: qol — to pinch a muhapizat
n. Protection; safeguarding: - qil- to pro
hand. Also moti- .
tect, safeguard. Cf. bamiliq, say a 3. [0.
2. med. vi. To come down with angina:
muhafazalUzi. mdxafdza/\J. muhafaza].
qosaq —p a^ra- to come down with abdom
muhapizat(i
inal angina.
n. Guard; watchman: — qisim bodyguard;
mujuq
armed escort,
n. Door hinge,
muh^ir
mujuln. A national residing abroad; exile: - qevi. pass, of muju- : yiirGk — to be agoniz
rindaylar countrymen living abroad/ glU'dl
ing or heartrending,
—liri nationals living abroad/ fdt'Gldd mux
bolup tur- to live abroad. [O. muhacirlM.
bot. n. Liver moss; bryophyte. Also called
muhazir].
zamburug.
muhajirliq
muxalip
n. Foreign residency; exile: — guwanamisi
n. Antagonist; opponent: — k&l- to op
foreign resident certificate/ —ta yaya- to live
pose. Cf. taqabil. [C- mwxa/i/(opposing;
abroad,
contrary)/0. muhalif],
muhasira
muxbir
n. Blockade; encirclement; siege: - gdmbin. Correspondent; journalist; reporter: gerigi ring of encirclement/ -- igidS qal- to
zit —i newspaper reporter/ mOxsus — spe
be encircled/ muhasirigd al- to besiege or
cial correspondent. Cf. axbaratgi, xawarblockade/ muhasirigd giisup qal- to fall into
5i. [O. muhbirlXi. muxbir^.
an encirclement / muhasirini yerip giq- to
muxbirliq
break out of a blockade. Cf. qor^aw. [0.
n. Journalism: - qil- to work in journal
muhasara],
ism. Cf. axbaratfiliq, gezitjiliq.
muhariba
muxtar
mil. obs. n. Battle; combat; war; warfare.
1. adj. Autonomous. [O. muhtaf].
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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muhakima

musabiqa

Cf. jan, soqu$, uru$ kiira$, yegiliq. [C- nrn[O. muharrirna. mOhdrrir (writer; aubarazat/0. muharebelH. muharaba].
thor)/U. muharrir].
muhakima
muharrirlik
n. Discussion: — qil- to discuss/ muhakin. Editing; editorial work: — qil- to edit,
migd qoy- to sumit to discussions. Cf. bawork as an editor. [Tk. mdhdrrirlek (writ
ing; authorship)],
maslihat, sohbat, muzakira. [Ik. mOxakdmd (judgment; prosecution)/U. muhaka- muhaqqaq
obs. adj. Inevitable; inexorable; definite.
ma],
muh^j
[U. muhaqqaq].
adj. Needy: yarddmgd — in need for help/ muhammat
m&n hegndrsigd — Gmdsmdn I have no ne^
1. rel. n. Mohammed. Also mahmat.
2. n. Common family name, often simpli
for anything. [O. muhtaglU. muhtoi].
muht^liq
fied to mdmdt.
n. Need; poverty: — tart- to be needy/ — mubit
turmuf ne^y life/ -taya^a- to live in strait
1. n. Environment: - taziligi environmental
ened circumstances/ —tin qutul- to shake
sanitation. [O. muhit/U. muhit].
off poverty. [O. muhtaglik].
2. phy. n. Medium,
muhim
muhtaram
adj. Respected: — dpdndi respected sir (po
adj. Critical; important: — pdyt critical
lite form of address),
moment/ — wdzipd important task/ — if im
portant matter or worl^ — gdp critical talk/
muhabbat
1. n. Love: — bagla- (omat-) to fall in love/
— nuqta main point; gist; essentials. [O.
— tuguldi love was bom/ — qo^aqUri love
milhimlHa.. mdhimlkJ. muhim].
songs/ - qilis- to make love to each other/ muhunliq
— kdrsdt- to cause to love/ — mdstanisi a
n. Importance,
love-struck person / goflqur — deep love. muhlat
Cf. i^qi-mubabbat, mehir. [O. muhabbetl
n. Term; time limit: — bdr- to set a term/
bir ayliq — within a period of one month/
Ik. mdxdbbdtIU. muhabbat].
2. n. Female name,
sizgd ikki hdptd — berildi you have two
weeks. Cf. qarar 3, muddat. [C- muhlat
muhabbatla^vi. To be in love, have a love affair,
(delay)/0. miihlet].
mublatsiz
mubabbatlik
adj. Indefinite or unlimited in time. Also
adj. Loving; kind. [O. muhabbetli],
muddatsiz.
muhabbat-naprat
n. Love and hate: muhdbbdt-ndpriti eniq mublatlik
adj. Fixed or limited in time. Also mudbeing clear to tell love from hate,
datlik.
mubarram
n. First month of the Arabic year. See musabiqa
section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4. [O.
n. Competition; contest; match: — qil- to
compete/ musabiqiga gaqir- to challenge to
muharrem].
a match/ top musabiqisi pe. ball game/ dmmuharrir
gdk musabiqisi labor competition/ gelif mu
n. Editor: ba^ — chief editor/ mds'ul — re
sponsible or managing editor. Cf. tahrir.
sabiqisi pe. wrestling contest/ saylam muKEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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musulman

musabiqigi

nical system,
sabiqisi election campaign. Cf. raqabat,
raqiplik, riqabat. [O. musabakalV. mu- mustahkam
adj. Strong; fortified; firm; staunch: -bolsabaqa],
to be, become strong/ — tUwrtik mainstay/
musabiqi^i
~ dOldt mudapiisi strong national defense/
n. Competitor. Cf. bas-bas(i, raqabat^i,
— qorgan reinforced fortress/ — qil- to for
raqip 1, riqabat^i.
tify/ — iradd strong will. [O. mustahkemi
musabiqila^
U. mustahkam].
vi. To compete: ularbil&nmusabiqilisipbaqayli let's try to compete with them. Cf. mustabkamlavt. To strengthen, reinforce,
b^l^, raqabatla^-, riqabatl^- .
must^k^lanmusapa
vi. To strengthen, become stronger,
n. Mileage; distance: on gaqirimliq — a
must^na
distance of ten li (q.v.) [U. masofd\.
1. adj. Exceptional; extraordinary. [O.
musapir
n. V^abond; rover; outsider; stranger; al
mustesnalU. mustasno (apart from)].
2. n. Exception. Cf. istisna.
ien: 1 — yaman ik&n Mr lain bolsimu to be
an outsider is bad, even if only for one must^nasiz
adj. Unexceptional; without exception,
day (JMC). [U. musafir].
mustaqil
musapirgiliq
adj. Independent: —
independent \
abstract n. of musapir: — turmusi a life of
country/ — jumld gr. independent sen
drifting about. Also musapirliq.
tence/ - wd dz-dzigd xoja bolus keeping j
musapirxana
one's independence and initiative/ — is qiln. Shelter for the homeless,
to work independently/ -- yasa- to live in
musapirliq
dependently/ ♦ — sOz gr. notional word.
n. = musapir(iliq.
[O. mustakil/\J. mustaqil].
musapiliq
adj. of musapa: uzm - boiqurulugan sina- mustaqilliq
n. Independence: ddldtnifl mustdqilligi na- i
riyat long-range missile/ uzun—yariif long
tional independence. Cf. istiqlal.
|
distance march,
mustamlika
I
musadira
n.
Colony:
yerim
semi-colony.
[O.
mils|
n. Requisition; confiscation: — qil- to com
tamerelU.
mustamlaka].
mandeer, requisition, confiscate. [U. mumustamliki9i
sadara].
n. Colonizer; colonist.
i
musbat
math./phy. adj. Positive: — son positive mustamlikigilik
n. Colonialism: — siyasiti colonial policy,
number/ — zGr&t positive charge/ - elektir
positive electricity/ — elektiron positron. musallas
cul. n. Home-made wine: — egit- to make
[O. mUspetlXi. musbat].
wine. [U. musallas].
mustabit
n. Despot; tyrant. Cf. zomigar, ziimigar. musannip
lit. n. Author. Cf. aptor, mu'allip. [0. '
[O. mustebit].
musannif].
i
mustabitlik
<
adj. Despotic; tyrannical: — tUzilm tyran- musulman
1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
key
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mu^aqqat

musulman^iliq
rel. n. Muslim: -lar afxanisi Muslim din
ing hall or restaurant. Also muslim. [Cmusulman/T^. mdselmanlU. musulmon].
musulman^iliq
abstract n. of musulman.
musulmanliq
n. = musulman^iliq.
muskul
phys. n. Muscle: — aqsili myoprotein/ —
pasili myoseptum/ — peyi muscle tendon/
- talaliri muscle fibers/ - tOxisi muscle
disk/ " tdrMligi muscular tension / — toqulmisi muscle tissue/ —jiddilinis muscle
tone/ — huj&yrisi myocyte/ — sistemisi
musculature/ - kesili med. myopathy/ yigil&S med. muscular atrophy/ — mokiliri
muscular spindle / yUrdk -i heart muscle.
[<R. muskul].
muskullavi. To muscularize.
muskulluq
adj. Muscular: - qollar muscular arms,
musibat
n. Funeral; mourning: — bol- (ydt-) to have
a funeral/ - xdwiri grievous news. [U. mu
sibat (misfortune)],
musibatlik
adj. of musibat: — addm sby who is in
mourning,
muslim
rel. = musulman. [O. muslim].
mu^awir
n. Advisor; counsellor. Cf. maslihat(i.
[O. miisavir].
mu^awirak
mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
mu^a'ira
lit. n. Poetry: — jdmiyiti poetry society.
Cf. poeziya, a^'ar, ^eiriyat, nazma.
mu^
n. Fist: — at- to strike, move fists/ — kdtdr- (tdflld-) to hit, use force/ —tdk bala
nimini bilidu what does a pugnacious kid

know?/ -ni tug- to make a fist/ 1 tar ydrdd as yigigd, Mfl ydrdd — yd you are better
off eating in a narrow place than getting a
beating in a broad field/ 1 qorqqan aldin
— kdtirdr a coward first uses force/ ♦ —
yd- to eat a fist (to take a beating). Also
mu^tum. [KK. muylO. mustalH. must].
mu$ta
n. A wooden club used in fluffing cotton
or wool.
mu$taq
adj. Thirsty for; having deep affection for.
Cf. ta^na.
mu^tak
n. Cigarette holder. [U. mustuk].
mu^tum
n. = mu$t.
mu$tumzor
1. n. Ruffian; bully.
2. n. Oligarch.
mu$tumzorluq
abstract n. of mu^tumzor; — qil- to be
overbearing.
mu$tiri I
ast. n. Jupiter. Also called yopiter, yupiter. [O. Musteri].
mui^tiri II
n. Subscriber to periodicals: — bol- to
subscribe/ — qobul qil- to accept subscrib
ers/ gezit —liri newspaper subscribers. Cf.
abuni^i.
mu$tlavi. To box, beat up, fight with one's fists.
mu$tla$vi. To come to blows, have a fist fight,
mu^tlam^i
pe. n. Boxer; pugilist. Cf. gamba^^i.

mu^lilU

pe. n. Fist fight; boxing match: —qa kiiskurt- to entice (sby) to a fist fight.
mu$aqqat
n. Difficulty; trouble: — (dk- to suffer dif
ficulties. Cf. di^warliq, qiyingiliq, egirsi-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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mu^aqqatlik

murassasiz

liq 1, mu$kiillat. [U. ma?aqqat].
mu^aqqatlik
adj. Difficult; hard; arduous; strenuous: -GmgHk hard labor/ — sdpdr strenuous jour
ney. Cf. tas, d4war, qiyin.
mu^rik
rel. n. Polytheist; sby who doubts that Al
lah is the only god. [O. miiirik].
mu$u
pro. This; these: — addm this person/ — is
togrisida sOzlisdyli let' s talk about this matter.
Cf. bu I, mawu.
mu$undaq
pro. This kind; this way: — dhwal this kind
of situation/ — isligin please do it this way.
mu$un(a
pro. Such few; so many: — adiim kdldimu
so many people came?
mu$un(ilik
pro. Only this many: -la qaldi, y&tmdsmikin only this many may not be enough,
mu^ki
n. muski taramsi bot.
Mentha viridis, M.
spicata, M. arvensis, kinds of mint,
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also called
birxil tag podinisi.
murabba
cul. n. Jam; com
pote: alma murabbisi apple jam. Cf.
warina, qiyam 12.
[O. murabbalH. muW
rabbo].
mu^ki taram$i
mural
1. n. Aspiration; wish; dream; purpose;
in- clination: muradiga ydt- (muradi hasil
bol-) to realize one's dreams. [Cmur^IKK. murat/0. murat/Xi. murod].
2. n. Male name. Also muratb&g.
murat-maqsat

n. = mural 1.
mur^jial
n. Appeal; call: — giqar- to issue an ap
peal/ - qil- to have the aid of, seek help,
appeal: doxturga - qil- to seek help from a
physician; qoral kugigd - qil- to call (sby)
to arms; lugdtkd - qil- to have the aid of a
dictionary. Cf. dawal, ^aqiriq, iindak.
[U. murozaat].
mur^'ialnama
n. Letter of appeal,
murasim
n. Ceremony: — dtkiiz- to hold a ceremo
ny/ toy —i wedding ceremony/ ddpnd -i
burial rites/ egilis —i opening ceremony/ matdm —i memorial ceremony. [O. merasimi
U. marosim].
murlad
1. rel. n. Apostate. [O. miirtet].
2. n. Traitor; rebel; renegade,
murda
n. Corpse. Cf. jasal, oluk 1, meyil. [U.
murda],
murdixana
n. Mortuary,
murabbi
1. n. Trainer; tutor; sby who brings up
and educates a child. [C. murabbi (patron)/
0. murebbi/Tk. mdrdbbi/U. murabbij],
2. n. Address used by women for their
husbands.
murassa
n. Reconciliation: — qil- to reconciliate.
[U. murosa],
murassagi
n. Mediator; reconciliator. Cf. salami, salagar.
murassa^ilik
n. Mediation: — qil- to mediate. Cf. sala
1, salagiliq, salasilla, salagar^ilik.
murassasiz
adj. Uncompromising; incapable of being
mediated: — kiirds uncompromising strug-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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muzappar

murassasizlik
gle.
murassasizlik
n. of murassasiz.
murassala^vi. To come to terms, compromise,
muriissa-madara
n. Compromise; concession,
murakkap
adj. Complicated; intricate; -- Q.mgSk in
tricate work/ - juml& gr. complex sen
tence/ — ziddiy&t complicated contradic
tion/ — wdzipd a difficult task/ — m&sil&
a complicated problem. [O. murekkeplU.
murakkab].
murakkapl^vi. To become complicated; mdsild teximu
murdkkdpUfip kdtti the problem became in
creasingly complicated,
murakkapla^tiirvt. To complicate,
murakkaplik
n. Complexity; mdsilinin murdkkdpligi the
complexity of a problem.
mur(
bot. n. Hot pepper; chili. Also called qizilmuru(, laza I. [M. murg (pepper)/U.
wiwrf].
murgdan
n. Pepper box.
mur(uba
bot. n. Lucid asparagus (Asparagus cochinchinensis).
murit
1. rel. n. An Islamic sect.
2. rel. n. Believer; disciple; faithful. Cf.
dindar, dinji, etiqatgi, muxlis 1, namazxan. [U. murid (#2)] [O. murit (/H-2)].
3. n. Male name,
murmakka
bot. n. Myrrh (Commiphora myrrha). Also
murmakki.
muz
n. Ice; - tag geo. Muztag, mountain range

in the Pamirs (38.00N 75.25E)/ ~ topi pe.
ice hockey/ -- toflla- to congeal/ — tut- to
ice over, freeze/ — teyil- pe. to skate/ —
ddwri geol. Ice Age/ — gokisi icicle/ —
sandugi refrigerator/ - sirkd kislatasi chem.
glacial acetic acid/ - qatlimi ice layer/ —
kaltdk popsicle (also bingur) / — kdgkuni
glacier/ — eridi the ice melted/ — yargug
paraxot icebreaker/ — mdydani pe. skating
rink; ice arena. [Mo. mdsulTa. bozld.
muzJY. muus; buus].
muzakira
n. Discussion; — qil- to discuss/ — yigini
discussion meeting/ muzakirigd qoy- to
submit to a discussion. Cf. bamaslihat,
sohbat, muhakima. [O. muzakerelki. muzokard].
muzakirUa^vi. To discuss. Cf. sohbatla?- .
muzdak
1. adj. Icecold; — su icecold water/ kdfllum - sowup kdtti my heart turned icecold.
2. fig. adj. Icecold; callous; uncaring; un
concerned; — addm a callous person. Cf.
bigam, iransiz, gamsiz.
muzappar
1. adj. Invincible; ever-victorious; -- batur invincible hero. [O. muzaffef].

key 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; R French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh, R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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muzxana

muwappaqiyatlik

2. n. Male name,
muzxana
n. Icehouse. [U. muzxona (refrigerator'
icebox)],
muzey
n. Museum. [<R. muzei].
muzika
mus. n. Music (usually Western): - omn
ia- to play music/ matdm muzikisi funeral
music. Cf. saz 11. [<R. muzyka].
muzikant
mus. n. Musician. Also muzikigi 1; cf.
sa- zanda, sazgi 1, nagmici. [<R. muzvkant <G. Musikant].
muzikisi
1. mus. n. = muzikant.
2. mus. n. Maker of musical instruments
muziki^iliq
mus. abstract n. of muzikisi.
muzikifunas
mus. n. Musicologist,
muziki^unasliq
mus. n. Musicology,
muzikiliq
mus. adj. Musical: - usul dancing to mu
sic.
muzlayi. To freeze, be cold: -s nuqtisi phy. freez
ing point/ -watamsiz are you freezing?/
-p qaptu food was chilled/put-qol muzlidi hands and feet were frozen. [K. muzda-].
muzlatvt. To freeze, cool: beliqni — to freeze
fish/ tamaqni muzlitip yd let the food cool
before you eat it. [K. muzdat-].
muzluq
adj. Icy; iced; ice-covered: — goqqa ice
peak. [K. muzddclY. muustaax].
muwapiq
1. adj. Reasonable; rational; appropriate;
right: -- tdl&p reasonable request/ — orun
appropriate place/ ~ qoyuq teri- to do ra-

tional close planting/ - kOr- to consider
reasonable or right/ — miqdar right
amount. [Q. muvafiq].
2. pp. (follows dative case) In accordance
with: qanunga — in accordance with the
law. [U. muvqfiq].
muwapiqla^
vi. To fit or be suitable,
muwapiqla^turvt. To cause to fit or be suitable,
muwapiqliq
n. Suitability; fitness,
muwazinat
n. Balance; equilibrium: - saqla- to main
tain a balance/ — ndziriyisi the theory of
equilibrium/ turgun - stable balance. Cf.
tanpunluq. [O. muvazene].
muwabbalsipit
boti n. Dwarf lilyturf (Ophiopogon japonimuwappaq
n. muwappdq bol- expresses having or ob
taining a certain opportunity: sizni kdrUfka
— boldum I have the pleasure of meeting
you/ u dzpilanlirini Omdlga a^urusqa -di he
was finally able to carry out his own plan/
mdn bu qetimqi yiginga qatnisisqa —dim I
gained an opportunity to attend this meet
ing. [U. muvaffaq].
muwappaqiyat
n. Success: - qazan- (-kd erif-) to obtain
success/ sizgd - tildymdn I wish you suc
cess. Cf. utuq 2, natqa 1. [O. muvaffaldyetm. muvaffaqiyat],
muwappaqiyatsiz
adj. Unsuccessful,
muwappaqiyatsizlik
n. Defeat: —kd ugra- to suffer defeat. Cf.
lekast 1, maglubiyat.
muwappaqiyatlik
adj. Successful: — sinaq successful exper
iment/ ~ ziyardt successful Vmdyigin - 6tto hold a meeting successfully. Cf. utuq-

IffiY 2 t proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture: ast astronomy
nhv-clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogrlP y. g .geo ogy, gr. granunar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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muwa^^ah

mukapat

mission/ - ddp bil- to regard as sacred.
luq 2.
[O. mukaddesITz.. mdkatdds/\J. muqad
muwa$$ah
das].
lit. n. Alliterative poetry,
2. n. Female name,
muwaqqat
1. adj. Temporary; provisional: — birldimd muqadd^
temporary iliance/ —padisa prince regent/
pp. Ago: bunifldin ikki mifl yil — 2000
years ago. Cf. burun II, ilqiri 1. [O. mu— hdkumdt provisional government. Cf.
kaddemlU. muqaddam].
waxtin^a, waxtliq, waxUq, waqitliq. [O.
muqaddima
muvakkitIV. muvaqqat].
1. lit. n. Preface; foreword. Cf. sdzbesi, ki2. adj. Deputy, vice- : - zofltoil vice-pre
rif
soz. [U. muqaddima].
sident.
2. lit. n. Prologue or prelude in a stage
mufti
performance.
rel. n. Islamic scholar or jurist. Also mupti. [O. miijiu].
muqarrar
adj. Inevitable; certain: — yo/the only
muqawa
way/ — ndtijd inevitable result/ bugiin —
lit. n. Book cover; binding: oyma gulliik yamgur
yagidu it will certainly rain today.
a book cover embossed with designs. [U.
[C.
muqarrar
(established; confirmed)/©.
muqova].
mukarrerlU. muqarrar].
muqawigi
muqarrarla?lit. n. Bookbinder. Cf. ^iraz^i.
vi. To become inevitable or certain,
muqawi^iliq
muqarrarlik
lit. n. Bookbinding. Cf. $iraza.
n. Inevitability; certainty,
muqawilalit. vt. To do binding and layout work: ki- muqim
adj. Fixed; stable; steady: — hosulluq etiz
tapni — to bind books. Cf. ^irazla- .
a field with stable yields/ - waqit appoint
muqawiliq
ed time/ — isgi a steady worker/ — miqdar
lit. adj. of muqawa: qattiq — kitap a hard
fixed amount/ g&pni — qil- to settle a con
cover book,
versation/ mal bahasi — stable (of prices).
muqam
[U. muqim].
1. mus. n. Mode in medieval Uyghur mu
sic, flourishing in the 14th to 16th cen muqimsiz
adj. Unstable; unsteady. Cf. turaqsiz.
turies. Usually referred to collectively as
the Twelve Muqam, i.e. rak, qabiyat, muqimla$mu^awir^, qarig^, panjigah, uzhal, ajam,
vi. To be stable, steady or fixed.
o$aq, bayat, nawa, sigah, and iraq: — orun- muqimla$turvt. To stabilize, make stable,
la- to perform the muqam.
muqimliq
2. fig. n. Melody; tune: — bdlgild- to set
n. Stability: wdziydtnifl muqimligi the sta
the tone/ kona — an old tune/ ♦ —ga si§- to
bility of a situation,
be reasonable, equitable, rational. Cf. tarannum, kiiy. [C- maqam (place; station; mukapat
n. Prize; award: - al- (eris-) to win a prize/
tone)/U. muqom; maqam].
- bdr- to bestow an award/ ali — a presti
muqaddas
gious award/ biringi ddrijilik — first prize/
1. rel. adj. Holy; sacred: — burg sacred
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. miliUry; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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mukapatlayaxfi ttg&ngdnldrgd — berilidu a reward will
be given to good students. [O. mUkafatlU.
mukofot].
mukapatlavt. To award, reward. Cf. tartuqla- , oriiII 2.
mukapatlanvi. To receive or win an award,
mukapatnama
n. Award or reward certificate,
mukammal
adj. Perfect; flawless; consummate: — pilan perfect plan/ — tdlimat flawless doc
trine/ — ds&r consummate literary work.
Cf. kamal 1. [C- mukammal/O. miikemmellTa.. mdkdmmdl/U. mukammal (com
plete)].
mukammalla^vi. To be perfect or flawless,
mukammatla^turvt. To perfect. Cf. takmilla- .
mukammallik
n. Perfection. Cf. kamal 1.
mun
n. Doom; gloom: —ni tdk- to pour out
one's doom and gloom. [KK. mufl (Leid;
Gram)/'Ik. mofl/Y. mufl (suffering; hard
ship)].
munda$
n. Kindred soul; soulmate; sympathizer: u
menin mufldisim he is my soulmate. Cf. hisda$.
munda$vi. To have a heart-to-heart talk,
munda^qaq
adj. Prone to pour out one's heart,
mun-zar
n. Sadness; sorrow: —ini eyt- to recite
one's sorrow,
munlanvi. To be dejected, sorrowful, sad, mourn
ful.
munluq

munapiq
adj. Dejected; sorrowful; sad; mournful:
“ awaz mournful voice/ — jwxsa sad song.
[Tk. moflly].
muyassar
adj. Feasible; favorable: — bol- to obtain,
get, win: alqisqa — bol- to get applause; bu
yiginga qatni fifqa - boldum I gained an op
portunity to attend this meeting; maxtofqa
— bol- to win praise. [C. muyassar!O.
muyesser].
mugambar
adj. Sly; cunning; crafty: — bala a sly
child. Cf. tadan, dagul, hiligar, hililik,
quw, makkar. [U. mugombir],
mugambarlar^a
adv. Slyly: - kul- to smile slyly,
mugambarlik
n. Slyness; cunning; craftiness: — qil- to be
sly, play tricks. Cf. tadanliq, hiligarllk,
quwluq, makkarliq.
mulahiza
1. n. Commentary; review: -- qil- to re
view, comment, consider, discuss/ ddibiyatqa da'ir — review of literature. Cf.
anzar, obzor, gap 4. [U. mulohaza].
2. n. View; opinion: bu mdsilidd dzdmnifl
—m bar I have my own views on this ques
tion. [O. mulohaza (#1-2)].
mulazim
n. Follower; courtier. [C- mulazim!O. mUlazim/\}. mulozim],
mulayim
adj. Affable; kind: — pozitsiyd kind atti
tude/ — mu 'amild qil- to be kind and po
lite. Cf. siliq 3, siliq-mulayim, ^irin 2. [O.
mulayimlU. mulojim (gentle; soft)].
mulayimla$vi. To become affable or kind,
mulayimliq
n. Affability; kindness. [O. mtilayemet].
munapiq
1. rel. n. Renegade.
2. n. Scoundrel; scum: milli — scum of a

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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munapiqliq
nation. [U. munofiq (hypocritical; treach
erous)] [O. mumfik (#1-2)].
munapiqliq
n. Treachery; backstabbing; perfidy,
munajat
rel. n. A silent and fervent prayer. [C- munacaf].
munasip
adj. Deserving; being worthy of; appro
priate: — kdl- to match, suit, be corre
sponding, relevant: ismi jismiga - kdl- to
match the name with reality (to be worthy
of the name). [O. munasip!\5. munosib
(suitable; becoming)],
munasiwat
1. n. Relations; relationship: - uziildi re
lations were severed/ dostluq munasiwiti
friendly relations/ diplomatik - diplomatic
relations/ isl&p-giqiris munasiwiti productive
relationship/ yeqin — close relations. [O.
mtinasebetlTz. mdnds&bdt! U. munasabat],
2. n. Occasion: dOldt bayrimi munasiwiti
bil&n on the occasion of National Day.
munasiwatsiz
adj. Irrelevant; unrelated: - ij/ar unrelated
matters/ mdn bildn - not concerning me.
munasiwatla^vi. To relate, get in touch with,
munasiwatlik
adj. Related; relevant. Cf. alaqidar.
munar
1. n. Tower: -nifl ugi tower top/ su -i wa
ter tower. [K. munaralV. minora].
2. n. Monument: xatird munarisi memori
al.
3. n. Male name,
munazira
n. Argument; debate; dispute: - t&l&p qilmaydigan if an incontrovertible matter/ bu
m&silidd — bar this problem is conten
tious/ ilmiy — scholarly debate/ pakit munaziridin ustUn a fact is superior to a dis

muntizimliq
pute (facts speak louder than words). Cf.
bas-mu$aq-qat, bas-munazira, jaqjal,
mubahisa, niza. [O. miinazaralij. munozara].
munazirisiz
adj. Irrefutable; undisputed; without de
bate: hdqiqdtni — eniqlas qiyin the truth is
difficult to reach without debate,
munaziril^vi. To argue, debate, discuss. Cf. tartly- 2,
tala$- 1.
munazirilik
adj. Arguable; debatable; disputed; con
tentious: — mdsild disputed problem. Cf.
nizaliq.
munaqi
bot. n. A kind of grape. Also munaqi Uziim.
munbat
adj. Fertile: — etizlar rich fields/ — ydr
fertile land. Cf. tawliq, iinumdar 1, iinumliik. [U. minbar],
munbar
1. n. Dais; platform; rostrum: -gd giq- to
mount a rostrum/ kdrdk munbiri reviewing
stand.
2. fig. n. Circle: ddibiyat munbiri literary
circle. Cf. da'ira 3.
muntazir
n. Expectation; hope; longing: — bol- to
hope, long, look forward to.
muntizim
adj. Regular; standard: - ug bulun math,
regular triangle/ — qosun mil. regular
troops/ - kdp tdrdplik math, regular poly
gon. [O. muntazamIU. muntazam].
muntizimla:^vi. To become regularized, standardized:
—qan qisimlar mil. troops called to active
duty.
muntizimla^turvt. To regularize, standardize,
muntizimliq

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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mundaq
n. Standard,
mundaq
pro. Like this; such: ~ diyU togra dmds to
say it like this is wrong/ — ndrsQ such an
object or thing/ —la ddp qoydum I said it
like this; I just mentioned it somehow. [C.
mundaq].
mundarqa
lit. n. Thble of contents: kitapnifi munddrijisi table of contents of a book. [O. munderecat].
mundin
pro. Henceforth; thereupon: - basqa be
sides; — keyin from that,
mun^im
ast. n. Astrologer; astronomer. Cf. astiranom. [O. muneccim/U. munazzim].
munawwar
1. adj. Outstanding; splendid; fine: -yoflar
excellent years. [O. miinevver].
2. n. Female name,
muixjama
adj. munjamd qagdzc\\e,m. cellophane (also
called sellopan).
mun^a
pro. Somewhat; a little; as ... as that: jiq this much; as much as that/ — igiz
somewhat tall or high; as tall as that. [C.
munga (so much; so many)/K. myngalM.
munga],
mun^ilik
adj. of munga: — addm ydtmdmdu this
many people are not enough?/ bultur su
mdzgildd sogaq — dmds idigu this time last
year was not as cold as this,
mungiwala
1. pro. This way; like this: — award bolufnin hajiti yoq you need not have so much
trouble.
2. pro. This many: — ndrsini nimd qilisiz
what are you using this many things for?
munu
pro. This: senid qdlimifl - your pen is this

one.
munqariz
n. Destruction; extinction: - bol- to be
come extinct/ — qil- to destroy, wipe out,
eliminate. [O. munkariz].
munqarizgiliq
n. Destruction; extinction: —xdwpi danger
of extinction,
munqarizliq
n. = munqarizgiliq.
munkir-nakir
rel. n. Two deities, an opposing pair, who
examine deceased persons in their graves,
one compiling their good aspects and the
other their bad point,
miidiirvi. To tumble, trip, fall: at -dp kdtti the
horse had a fall,
miijmal
adj. Ambiguous; equivocal; vague: -jawap ambiguous reply/ — mdsild vague
question. Cf. bitayin 2, miki-miki, natayin 2. [U. muzmal].
miijmalla^vi. To become ambiguous, equivocal or
vague: is barganseri mujmdllisip kdtti the
matter became increasingly vague,
miijmalla^tiirvt. To cause to be ambiguous, equivocal
or vague,
miijmallik
n. Ambiguity; equivocation; vagueness.
Cf. galtay-paltay 2.
miiga
1. phys. n. Limb:
able-bodied.
[Mo. rndgUH. muga (member)].
2. gr. n. Component: jumlinin dgdsmd mUgiliri secondary component of a sentence.
Cf. bolak 2.
miigal
n. A cycle of twelve years. [Mo. mdgelgel
U. mugal],
mii^iik

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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mu^iikyapilaq

muliik^ilik

alqin 3, dola, oqurak, o$na, yalka, goll 1.
zoo. n. Cat (Felis domestica): ala — mul
ticolored cat/ qara — black cat/ 5 —kd o[Mo. mdrd].
yun ga^qanga qiyin a cat's game is difficult muridavi. To use one's shoulders: —p Utir- to push
for a mouse/ ♦ - aptapqa giqmaydu a cat
with one's shoulders.
does not sun itself (not having profit or
advantage)/ ♦ - piyaz yigdruU& like a cat muk(ayvi. To be hunched, hunchbacked: bir —gdn
eating an onion (unexpectedly)/ ♦ — yaboway keliwatidu an old, hunchbacked man
lap qoy^anddk like sth licked by a cat (slip
is coming/ mtikgiyip oltur- to sit hunched,
pery; smooth; glossy)/ ♦ —nifl puli yoq
gdfkd amraq the cat has no money but mungiiz
n. Antler; horn: — pdrdisi phys. cornea/ ~
wants to eat meat (metaphor for living be
pdrdd yallugi med. keratitis/ —i giq- a. to
yond one's means)/ ♦ bdzyigdn-tdk like
grow horns; b. ♦ to put on airs: unin —i
a cat eating a pancreas (silently and un
giqip qaldi he put on airs/ buga —i deer
seen). [K. mysyklM. muyuk].
horn/ kala —i ox horn/ ^ awal giqqan qumii$ukyapilaq
laqtin keyin giqqan - e$ip ketdr horns (late
zoo. n. Owl (Strigidae). Also called baycomers)
surpass ears (old-timers)/ ♦ basaq
qu$ I, huqu$.
—i bot. Claviceps macrocephala. [U. mumiiyk
guzIY. muos].
n. Musk. Cf. ipar.
mungiizluk
rnii^kiil
adj. Homed: -- haywanlar homed cattle,
adj. Difficult; dire: - dhwalga giisup qal- to
fall into dire straits/ — wdzipd formidable miigdavi. To doze, drowse, nod. Cf. uyqusira- ,
task/1 — if yoq aldmdd kdMl qoygan addmiigda- , mogida- , miigida- . [U. mudra-].
gd nothing in the world is difficult for one
who sets his mind on it. [Q. miiikil/KK. muf- miigdak
n. Doze; nap; sleep: — bas- to doze off.
kil/0. miiikul].
Cf. uyqu, iigdak, mogidak, iniigidak.
milykiilat
n. Difficulty; bu - biz ugiin angd gdp d- miigidavi. = literary form miigda- .
mds this difficulty means nothing to us.
Cf. diywarliq, qiyinfiliq, egirjiliq 1, mu- miigidak
n. = literary form miigdak.
yaqqat.
miiliik
mu$kiilla$1. n. Property: —ni bdl- to divide proper
vi. To become difficult.
ty/
omumi - public property. Cf. ta'allumii$kulla$tiirqat. [C- mUlk (country)ZTu. mdlklU.
vt. To cause to become difficult,
mulk],
muykulliik
2. n. Male name,
n. Hardship; —tin qutul- to extricate one
miiliikdar
self from a predicament,
n. Property owner; proprietor; —lar sinipi
miira
propertied class/ msaq — small proprietor.
phys. n. Shoulder: murisini giqar- to shrug
Cf. xojayin, iga 1, gojayin.
one's shoulders (to hedge, be noncommit
tal)/ murigd al- to shoulder/ murini muri- miiliik^ilik
n. Ownership: xususi — private ownergd tirap jdfl qil- to fight side by side. Cf.
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. ChagaUy; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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miilkiy

mehriwan

ship/ omumi xdlq mulUkgiligi ownership
by the whole people/ kolliktip — collective
ownership. Cf. tasarrup, xojayinliq,
igidar{i-liq, igilik 1, gojayinliq.
miilkiy
obs. adj. Official; administrative: — &mdldar an official,
miimkin
adj. Possible; perhaps: - bolmigd as far as
possible; to the best of one's ability/ — qdddr as far as possible/ u bttgUn kelisi — he
might perhaps come today. [K. mumkun/
O. murnkunlTii. mdmkin].
mumkin^ilik
n. Possibility: bui$nidmdlgdasurusniflTnumkingiligi yoq this thing could not possibly
be realiz^ (happen). [Tu. mumkingilik\.
miimkinlik
n. = miimkingilik. [K. mumkiinduk/O.
mUmkuntilT&. mdmkinlek].
metafizik
ph. n. Metaphysician. [<R. metafizik].
metafizika
ph. n. Metaphysics. [<R. metafizika].
metal
chem. n. Metal: — erit- to smelt metal/
—din iildngdn ndrsd metal goods/ birikmd —
alloy/ rdnlik — nonferrous metal/ qara —lar
ferrous metals/ qimmdt baha —lar precious
metals/ kdm ugraydigan — rare met^. [ < R.
metall].
metal^iliq
n. Smelting: - sana’iti smelting industry/
— idarisi smelting bureau,
metal^unas
n. Metallurgist,
metal^unasliq
n. Metallurgy,
metan
chem. n. Methane. [<R. metan].
metod
n. Method; way: unifl —i his method. Cf.
usul II, usul-$ara. [<R. metod].

metodologiya
n. Meth^ology. [<R. metodologiya].
metro
n. Subway. [<R. metro <F. metro].
metropoliya
n. Mother country; parent state (of a colo
ny). [<R. metropoliya].
meteorit
ast. n. Meteorite. [<R. meteorit].
metis
ag./zoo. adj. Hybrid; mongrel: ~ qoy hy
brid sheep. [<R. metis].
metir
m. Meter; metric system: — sal- to meas
ure metrically/ ydz - 100 meters. [<R.
metr].
metirlavt. To measure metrically,
metil
chem. n. Methyl. [<R. metil].
medal
n. Medal: — bdr- to award a medal/ — taqa- to wear a medal/ altun - gold medal/
kumiif - silver medal. Cf. ordin. [<R. me
dal'].
meditsina
med. n. Medicine science. Cf. tibabatgilik, tibbi Him, doxturluq ilmi. [<R. me
ditsina].
mexanizim
n. Mechanism. [<R. mexanizm].
mexanik
n. Mechanic. [<R. mexanik].
mexanika
n. Mechanics. [<R. mexanika].
mehrap
rel. n. Niche in a mosque indicating the
direction of Mecca and where the iman
stands during prayers. [C. mihrablO. mihrap/H. mehrob].
mehriwan
1. adj. Affectionate: — ana affectionate
mother. Also mehir-^apqatlik. [C. mihri-
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mehriwanliq
b&n\.
2. n. Sweetheart.
3. n. Female name,
mehriwanliq
n. Affection: - qil- to be affectionate. Al
so mehir-^apqat, mehir-muhabbat.
mehir
n. Love; loving kindness: - uz- to cut off
conjugal love/ mehri giis- to be deeply in
lov^ mehridin kdg- to part with what one
loves/ mehrini uzdlmdslik to hate to part
with/ ana mehri maternal love. Also 4qimuhabbat, muhabbat 1. [O. mihirlU.
mehr].
mehirsiz
adj. Fickle. Also mehir-^apqatsiz.
mehirsizliq
n. Fickleness. Cf. agmi^iliq 1.
mebir-^apqat
n. Affection: — qil- to be affectionate. Al
so mehriwanliq, mehir-muhabbat.
mehir-$apqatsiz
adj. = mehirsiz.
mehir-$apqatlik
adj. = mehriwan 1.
mehirgiya
bot. n. Glossy ganoderma (Ganoderma lucidum).
mehir-muhabbat
n. Affection: —lik dr-xotun an affectionate
couple,
mehman
n. Guest: -- has- to be full of guests/ —
bol- to be a guest/ — qil- to entertain a
guest (also —ga gilla-)! — kOt- to receive or
entertain a guest: — kutkugi host; receptio
nist/ dziz — honored guest/ 1 asmida gdsufi bolsa birkuni —ga yarar when you have
meat on the hook, it will be all right when
a guest comes. [C- mihmanIK. mejmanlO.
mUmanlTn. myxmanlG. mehmon].
mehmandar(iliq
abstract n. of mehman: —qa bar- to go as

meni^-turuip
a guest,
mehmandost
adj. Hospitable. [K. mejmandoslO. mihmanniivaz\.
mehmandostluq
n. Hospitality,
mehmanxana
n. Guest house; guest room: gdt'dllikldr
mehmanxanisi guest house for foreigners,
mehmanla1. vi. To be a guest.
2. vi. To receive guests,
mehmanliq
adj. Guest: — kiyim do. formal attire; full
dress,
mehnat
1. n. Work; labor: —kd qabiliydtsiz unable
to work; disabled. Cf. amgak 1, xizmat 1.
[KK. mijnetIG. mehnat].
2. n. Hardship: — gdk- to suffer hard
ships. [C- mihnat (affliction; trouble)/©.
mihnet],
mehnat(i
1. n. Laborer; toiler. Cf. amgak^i, i^^i.
2. n. Sufferer,
mehnatka^
n. = mehnat(i.
me^gan
adj. Delicate; fragile: — qiz a delicate girl,
me^^anliq
n. Fragility,
merdiyan
geo. n. Meridian: — sizigi meridian line.
[<R. meridian].
merkuri
ast. n. Mercury. Also called attarid. [<
R. Merkurij].
merinos
zoo. n. Merino sheep (Ovis aries). [<R.
merinos].
meni$-turu$
n. Manner; bearing; acting: —i basqigd bolup qal- to have an unusual manner/ —i
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meni^liq

midir-midir

jayida excellent conduct/ -/ Ozgirip qalto carry oneself improperly or unconven
tionally,
mefii^liq
adj. Fast; frisky: - at frisky horse,
meyip
adj. Crippled; disabled; maimed: ~ bol- to
be maimed/ — gil- to maim. Cf. majnih
2, nakar. [U. majib].
meyiplik
n. Disability,
meyit
n. The dead; co^se: ~ uzat- to attend a
funeral/ - namizi burial prayer. Cf. jasat,
dliik 1, murda.
meyizgiil
1. bot. n. African marygold (Tagetes erecta).
2. n. Female name,
megiz
1. n. Pit; stone; kernel: xasifl —i shelled
peanut/ QrOk ~i apricot pit/ yaflaq -i wal
nut meat.
2. n. Substance; essence: u halal dmgiginin —ini (aqti he came to know the bene
fits of hard work/ g&pnin —ini gaq- to get
to the essence of a remark/ ♦ sakilini taslap
—ini al- to throw away the shell and keep
the kernel (to discard the dross and select
the essence). Cf. tiigiin, jawhar, mahiyat.
megizliq
adj. of megiz: - gdp important remark/ tatliq — iinik sweet-pitted apricot,
mendeleyewiy
chem. n. Mendelevium (Md). [<R. mendeleevif],
menin^a
adv. As I see it; in my opinion; as far as I
am concerned: bu if - undaq dmds as I see
it, this matter is not like that,
meningit
med. n. Meningitis: — bol- to have men-

ingitis. Also called miM pdrddyallu^L [<
R. meningit].
mit
n. mit qil- to move, stir: fun^d gdp qilsam,
u — qilip qoymidi I have talked for this long
and he has not even stirred,
mitan
cul. n. Thin rice or millet gruel. [<Ch.
mitang].
mitii
zoo. n. Weevil,
mitkot
adj. mitkot bol- to twist, sprain: uniflput
— bolup keliptu his foot sprained,
mitiq-mitiq
adv. With quick, short steps: - man- to
walk with quick, short steps,
mitildavi. To move: mitildimay jim oltur sit qui
etly and don't move!
mitildatvt. To blink, wink, twitch: kOzni - to
blink or wink an eye/ egizni - to twitch
one's mouth,
mitin
n. Chisel; pick; hoe; hammer (JE).
mit-mit
onom. Wink; blink: kdzini — qil- to blink
one's eyes,
midiravi. = midirla- .
midir-sidir
adv. = midir-midir.
midirla1. vi. To move, stir: midirlima! do not
move!
2. vi. To be in a rush: dtigdndin kdgkiga
-pla ydr- to be in a rush from morning to
night.
midir-midir
adv. midir-midir qil- to wriggle, squirm,
stir: - qilmay yat- to lie perfectly still. Al
so midir-sidir.
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mi'asa'ila
mi'asa'Ua
bot. n. Sty rax liquidus, used in
Uyghur folk med
icine.
n. Disposition;
nature; temper;
temperament; —i
bos feeling irreso
lute or weak/ —/
(US impetuous;
rash/ —i ittik im
patient; rash/ —i
mi’asa'ila
yaxfi good-natured/ —/yog listless; languid/
biigum —im yoq I do not feel well today.
Cf. payl, xuy, xuy-payl, xulq, xulq-mijaz, mijaz-xulq. [C- mizaclO. mizagIXi.
mizoz].
myaz-xulq
n. = mqaz.
myivt. To pinch, knead, mash: u saptulni ddssdp —wdtti he trampled on a peach and
mashed it/ qiymini — to knead stuffing or
filling,
myir-myir
onom. Swarming: giimuld ustixanga — olisiwaptu ants swarmed over the bone,
myiq
adj. Sluggish. Cf. soriilma.
myiqlavt. To rub, knead,
myigan
bot. n. A kind of melon.
mi(iian
geo. n. Miquan,
county in Xin
jiang (44.05N
87.33E). Estab
lished in 1928.
Population
(1982): 132,984.

missioner
migit
rel. n. Mosque. Cf. baytulla, xaniqa 2.
[O. mescidlU. maszid; magit].
mi(ilda1. vi. To become sticky, glutinous: gaflp&n —p qaptu rice became sticky.
2. med. vi. To be stuffed up (of nose):
bumufl —p ketiptugu zukam tdiMn oxsimamdu your nose sounds stuffed up, have you
caught a cold?
adj. Sticky; glutinous,
mix
n. Nail: — qaq- to drive a nail/ burma —
screw/ tOmur — iron nail/ ♦ — m&tbd type
setting: — m&tbMd besilgan kitap a reliefprint^ book/ ♦ bu g&pni esMd—tOk saqla retain these remarks like nails (firmly)/
♦ dz ornida —tdk tur- to stand fast in
one's position/ ♦ kdzgd qadalgan — a
nail pricking the eye (a thorn in one's
side). [O. mihlU. mix],
mixlavt. To nail: rayka — to nail a board/ iistdlni — to nail a table/ ♦ —p qoyganddk like
being nailed down (stiff; rigid; inflexi
ble). [O. mihla-].
mis
chem. n. Copper (Cu); bronze; — aqsil
cuprein/ — ddwri his. Bronze Age/ — deti
copper rust (also zankar)/ — gdgilni cop
per pot/ — hdykili bronze statue/ — kani
copper mine/ —tin zQh&rlinis med. copper
poisoning. [Tv. fes/U. m/s],
misal
n. Example: — al- (k&ltur-) to cite an ex
ample/ — iigun for example/ tipik — typi
cal example/ dmiliy — living example. [O.
misalll^. misal/U. misol].
mistitsizim
ph./rel. n. Mysticism. Cf. sirliqqaras. [<
R. mistitsizm].
missioner

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast..astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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misra
rel. n. Missionary. [<R. missioner].
misra
lit. n. Line: bir — seir one line of poetry.
[O. mtsrd\.
miswak
n. A small stick of fragrant wood used for
picking teeth. [O. misvaky
misqal
m. A weight unit of about five grams and
consisting of ten pun (q.v.):
—i par 25
grams of musk/ bir — altun five grams of
gold/ 1 agriq patmanlap kir&r, —lap giqar
illness comes by the ton and leaves by the
gram. In the 1930s, it also referred to a
silver coin weighing 3.5 grams and equall
ing 0.1 sar (JE). See section on Weights
and Measures on pp. 1079-80. [O. miskal/
Ik. myskal/U. misqol].
misqallavt. To weigh precious metals, medicines,
etc. with a small steelyard,
miskar
n. Coppersmith,
miskarlik
n. Coppersmithing: — dukini coppersmith
store,
miskin
1. adj. Poor; poverty-stricken. [C. miskini
O. miskinlU. miskin],
2. adj. Anxious; distressed; sad: — giray
anxious face.
miskinliq
n. of miskin. [O. miskinlik],
misir
geo. n. Egypt. [C- MtsirlO. Afwfr/Ik. MisyrlU. misr],
misil
n. Straw pallet: kaflga — sal- to place a pal
let on a kang (see kan on p. 680).
misildavi. To be sluggish, unhurried: —p gdp
qil- to speak slowly/ i$ni —p qil- to work
unhurri^ly.

mirasxorluq
misli
adj. Like; as: — jdnndt like paradise/ kdriilmigdn hitherto unknown; unprece
dented. [C- misl/0. misli],
mislisiz
adj. Unprecedented,
mis-mis
adj. Phlegmatic: — addm phlegmatic per
son.
mis-misliq
n. Indecisiveness: — qil- to be indecisive.
mi$ak
mil. n. Shell; cartridge case. Cf. patron 1.
mi$qirvi. To blow one's nose: kdrungdn ydrgd
—ma don't blow your nose whereever you
please!
mi^kap
n. Gunnysack: bir - yattyu a sack of pota
toes,
mi^ildavi. To sob: —p yigla- to break into sobs.
Cf. xirtilda- , opkida- , oksii- I, isadii-.
m4-m4:
adj. Rumored; unconfirmed: — gdp rumor;
hearsay; gossip. [U. mis-mif],
mirap
his. n. Water manager; supervisor of irri
gation system. Also called mirap begi, [U.
mirob],
mirapliq
his. n. Water management,
miras
n. Heritage; inheritance; legacy: - bdliis- to
divide an inheritance/ - tdg- to receive an
inheritance/ —qa warisliq qil- to inherit a
legacy/ ddibiy — literary heritage/ mddiniy — cultural heritage. Cf. tarika. [O. miras/Tk, miraslU, jneros],
mirasxor
n. Legatee,
mirasxorluq
abstract n. of mirasxor: — hoquqi power

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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mikroorganizim

mirttida
of legatee; legal right,
mirttida
adv. Sqooshingly.
mirt-mirt
onom. Squoosh: yagaoni siqiwidim — qilip
giqti I squeezed the toothpaste and it came
squooshing out.
mirza
1. obs. n. Document keeper; secretary; of
ficial dispatcher. [C- mirza].
2. n. M^e name. Also mirMyd&r, mirsQlim, mirsultan, mirzalim, mirz&txan, mirzdxmdt, mirzigiil, mirwaqi, mirgiyas.
mirzixana
obs. n. Archive,
mizan
1. ast. n. Libra. Also called taraza 2.
2. n. Seventh month of the Tlirki solar cal
endar. See Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
3. n. Balance; scales: —ga selip dlgi- to
weigh on a scale. Cf. taraza 1, tanpun.
[O. mizari],
4. n. Code; norm: Mrk&t —i code of con
duct.
mizgan
mus. n. Bugle: - gal- to blow a bugle,
mizgangi
mus. n. Bugler.
m4ilda1. vi. To wriggle or squirm.
2. vi. To be bustling with activity. Also
qimilda- , migilda- (#1-2).
mi^-mi^
onom. Bustling with activity. Also migmig.
miwa
1. bot. n. Fruit: — bdr- to bear fruit/ —
ddrixi fruit tree/ - dukini fruit store/ - sdrwiti (simisi) fruit juice/ — fdpiigi fruit rind,
peel or skin/ - qeqi dried fruit/ — konserwisi canned fruit/ — murabbisi fruit jam/
miwigd kir- to begin to bear fruit/ hdl —
fresh fruit/ quruq - dried fruit/ gdsliik -

fleshy fruit. [C- meva/O. meyve; meyva!
Q. wi/Mfl/U. meva].
2. fig. n. Fruits: dmgdk miwisi the fruits
of labor/ gdlibd miwisi the fruits of victory.
miwa-(iwa
n. All kinds of fruit. [U. meva-geva],
miwisiz
adj. Without fruit or results: - isni qilmayli
let's not do something without results,
miwizar
n. Orchard,
miwizarliq
n. = miwizar.
miwilavi. To bear fruit or results,
miwilik
adj. of miwa: — bag orchard/ — d&rdx fruit
tree,
miqdar
n. Amount; quantity: az --da a small
amount/ gdklik — math, finite amount/ hdlyegin —i amount of rainfall/ kOp —da large
amount or quantity/ if h&qqi —i amount of
wages/ ♦ — s6zi gr. classifier; measure
word/ ♦ — rdwifi gr. numerical adverb.
Cf. adat 1, san-sifir. [O. miktarlU. miqdor],
miqyas
n. Scope; scale; range; limits: piUdn mdmlikdt —ida within the country/ dmya —ida
within the world/ kdfi —ta in enlarged
scope. [O. mikyasIXi. miqSs].
mikroamper
m. Microampere. [<R. mikroamper].
mikrobiologiya
n. Microbiology. [<R. mikrobiologiya].
mikrop
n. Microbe. Also miknip. [<R. mikrob].
mikrodolqun
n. Microwave,
mikrodunya
n. Microcosm,
mikroorganizim

1. < derived from; <g. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka$gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
key
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mikroskop
n. Microorganism. [<R. mikroorganizm].
mikroskop
n. Microscope. [<R. mikroskop].
mikrozarra
phy. n. Particle. Cf. zarra.
mikrofarada
m. Microfarad. [<R. mikrofarada].
mikrofon
n. Microphone. [<R. mikrofon].
mikroelement
n. Microelement,
mikrometir
m. Micrometer. [<R. mikrometr].
mikrup
n. = literary form mikrop.
mikyin
zoo. n. Sow. [Mo. megeji].
mikir
n. Ruse; subterfuge; trick: ~ Ul&t- to play a
trick. Cf. al I. [Mo. meke].
mikirlik
adj. Tricky; crafty,
mikiyan
zoo. n. Hen: pdpukliik — crested hen/ kUruk — brooding hen. [U. makigri].
miki-miki
adj. Ambiguous; equivocal; vague: — giip
an ambiguous remark. Cf. bitayin 2, miijmal, natayin 2.
min
num. Thousand: — befi his. head of 1,000
households (former local official in Xin
jiang)/ — musGqqdt untold hardships/ on —
ten thousand/ ^ — aflligandin birkOrgdn Gla
one look is better than a thousand words/
♦ — tGsliktd extremely difficult/ ♦ — dlUp bir tiril- to have a close brush with
death. [K. m/^/KK. mifUyio. miflg-a/
OT. bWTa. mefl/Tu. mMlTv. mufllU.
ming].
mihbir
^ num. Many; much: — japa many hard
ships.

miyanlamindiwana
bot. n. Henbane (Hyoscyamus niger). See
illustration at bizurulbanji on p. 100.
[Q. meMuana].
mina
1. phys. n. Brain: — pGrdisi meninx: pGrdG yallugi med. meningitis/ — gayqilif
med. cerebral concussion/ — hdjdyrisi
brain cell/ — qan azligi med. cerebral ane
mia/ - qepi cranium; skull/ - qetigi brains/
— qeringisi brain ventricle/ — kdwrUgi
pons/ — yulun suyuqlugi cerebrospinal
fluid/ — nerwisi cranial nerve/ mifiigG su
yigilis med. hydrocephalus/ mifligd qan guSiiS med. cerebral hemorrhage/ arqa — hind
brain; rhombencephalon/ gofl — cerebrum.
[Y. mejii].
2. n. Brains; mind: miflisi guwulup k&t- to
have one's mind dashed/ miflisi qetip qaldi
the mind became rigid/ miflisi elisip qalgan
muddle-headed; bewildered/ miflisi yoq
brainless/ miflisini qaga goquwalganddk
having a crow-pecked brain; dull-witted/
miflini yd- to cause to be dizzy: bu kiyi tola
kotuldap mifldmni ydp kdtti this person
was chattering so much that he made my
head spin/ unifl miflisi islimdydu he does not
use his brains. Also mena. [U. miya].
♦ miflisidin tutiin giq- a. to foam with
rage; b. to have one's head burst (from
bullet wound),
mihyopurmaq
bot. n. Yarrow; milfoil (Achil
lea millefolium).
vf
minlar9a
num. By the thousands; in sv;
large numbers,
minligan
minyopunnaq
num. Thousands; numerous: - tag-ddryaIqr numerous hills and streams,
miyanlazoo. vi. To meow: mdydk —watidu the cat is
meowing.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. interjection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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millat

miyiq
miyiq
n. Comer of mouth: miyigida kill- to smirk.
migUda1. vi. To squirm, wriggle.
2. vi. To be bustling with activity. Also
qimilda- , mi^ilda- .
mig-mig
onom. Bustling with activity: m&ydanda
ad&ml&r — the square was bustling with
activity. Also
null
m. Mile: defliz -i nautical mile. [O. m/7].
mUII
n. Hand (of clock): sa'dtnifl —i hand of a
clock.
miladi
1. rel. n. Jesus Christ's birthday. [O. milat/\J. milod\.
2. n. Western calendar: —din bir dsir burun first century B.C./ —din keyin A.D./
—din ilgiri B.C. [O. miladi].
miltiq
mil. n. Gun; rifle: - agzi muzzle/ -paynigi (qondigi) rifle butt/ - t&pkisi gun trigger/
-- dorisi gunpowder/ — gaqmigi firing pin/
-ni batla- (oqla-) to load a gun or rifle/
ow miltigi hunting rifle/ qara - musket;
firelock/ qos atar (egiz) - double-barreled
gun. [K. myltyk/KK. myltyql\J. miltiq].
miltiqliq
mil. adj. Gun; rifle: - addm a gun-toting
person,
milavi. To dip into, be stained with: layga — to
be stained with mud/ mayga — to dip in oil/
nanni hQsdlgd -p yd- to dip bread in hon
ey and eat it.
mila|vi. To be soaked, splattered, stained: unifl
qoli mayga —ti his hands were stained with
oil/ iftannifl pufqigi
-ti pants legs were
soaked in mud.
milahza

n. Door curtain. [<Ch. menlianzi].
milanpass. of mila-: layga —gdn istan mud-splat
tered pants.
adj. Slow; pokey,
miyinlavi. To dawdle, move slowly,
miyihliq
n. of miyin: — qil- to dawdle,
militarist
n. Militarist. [<R. militarist].
militarizim
n. Militarism. [<R. militarizm].
mili(Iavt. To mash fruit and other foods,
mili^mal
n. Sundry goods; groceries: ~ dukini gro
cery store,
miliqqida
adj. Pudgy; plump; chubby,
miliq-siliq
adj. Weak; very soft: u halsizlinip — yetiptu he became extremely weak/ qogunpiyip
- bolup ketiptu the melon turned ripe and
became soft like jelly,
miliqlavi. To become soft or rotten: alma —p sesisqa baylaptu the apple decomposed.
miUq-miliq
adj. Plump; soft; pudgy,
milyart
num. Billion. [<R. milliard].
milyon
num. Million. [<R. million].
milyoner
n. Millionaire. [<R. millioner].
milyonligan
adv. Innumerable; a great many,
millat
n. Nation; ethnic group; nationality: —Idr
ittipaqligi nationality solidarity/ -Idrmddiniydt sariyi nationality cultural palace/ —Idr

KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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millatparwar

minguo

n^riyati nationality publishing house/ -iQrnin gofl a 'ilisi the great family of national
ities/ —lamifl 6z tdqdirini dzi b&lgiUis hoquqi right to national self-determination/ az
sanliq — minority nationality. [O. millet/
Th. milldt/Ta. millet/\J. millet].
millatparwar
n. Nationalist (a commendatory word; cf.
millat^i). [O. milliyetperver],
millatparwarlik
n. Nationalism; sense of national or ethnic
pride.
millM^i
n. Nationalist (a derogatory word; cf. mil
latparwar).
millat(ilik
abstract n. of millat^i.
millatqara^
n. Nationalist outlook,
millatlik
adj. of millat: kdp — mdmlik&t multi-nat
ionality country,
mini I
adj. National; ethnic: — azatliq uruyi war of
national liberation/ - daramdt national in
come/ — siyasdt ethnic policy; policy to
ward ethnic minorities/ - qdhriman nation
al hero/ — kadir ethnic minority cadre/ —
mdjlis national assembly. [O. milli/Ta..
milli/\J. millif].
milli II
num. Prefix denoting 1/lOOOth.
mUUla^vi. To become nationalized. [U. millilaytir-].
millila^tiirvt. To nationalize,
milliletir
m. Milliliter,
mimar
obs. n. Architect. [O. mimar/U. me"mor].
mimar^iliq
obs. n. Architecture. [O. mimarlik],
min-

vt. To mount: at — to mount a horse/ wdlsipit — to mount a bicycle. [C. min-IK.
min-/KK. min-IOT. Z>//i-/Ta. me/i-/Tv.
WU/1-/U. min-/Y. miin-].
mina
mil. n. Mine: — tazila- to sweep mines/ kdm- to lay a mine/ tankiga qarsi—anti-tank
mine/ su minisi sea mine. [<R. mind].
minalamil. vt. To lay or plant mines,
minbin
mil. n. Militia. [<Ch. minting].
minut
m. Minute: sa’dt birdin ottuz — dtti it is
1:30 o'clock. [<R. minut].
minutiuq
adj. Minute: bd^ — is a matter of five min
utes,
minus
math, adj./n. Minus; negative: — bdlgisi
minus sign/ -- san negative number/ — yigirmd minus 20. [<R. minus].
mineral
n. Mineral: - su mineral water. [<R. mi
neral].
mineralogiya
n. Mineralogy. [<R. mineralogiya].
minga$1. vi. To ride together (on a horse, car,
etc.): atqa — to ride together on a horse.
[KK. mingiz- (aufs Pferd setzen)/U. mingastir-].
2. vi. To be entwined or woven together:
tok simi mingiyip qaldi the electric wires
were entwin^.
minga^iir1. vt. caus. of minga$- : wdlisipitkd - to
have (sby) ride on back of a bike. [KK.
mingestir- (hinter sich aufs Pferd setzen)].
2. vt. To crisscross: putni -up oltur- to sit
crosslegged.
minguo
n. Republic. Also called jumhuriyat, res-

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka?gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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ministir
publika. [ < Ch. minguo].
ministir
n. Government minister. [<R. ministry.
ministirlik
n. Government ministry or department. Al
so called bu.
minnat
n. Gratitude; thankfulness: -- qil- to pose
as a benefactor. Cf. ta^akkiir, h^qalla, ^iikiir, rahmat 1, qulluq II 1, minnatdarliq. [O. minnet].
minnatdar
adj. Grateful; thankful; appreciative: —

minnatlik
bol- to be grateful, thankful, appreciative/
sildrdin - m&n I am grateful to you. Also
minnatlik. [O. minnettarlU. minnatdor].
minnatdarliq
n. = minnM: — bildiir- to express one's
gratitude/ — xeti letter of appreciation. [O.
minnettarlik].
minnatxor
n. sby who poses as benefactor.
minnatlik
adj. = minnatdar: - efifldinqamimniflegi
yaxfi I would rather starve than eat your
handout.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. interjection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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n
nabap
1. adj. Inappropriate; unsuitable; unfit;
useless; -- jay unsuitable place/ — sayman
inappropriate tool/ — $ara 'it unfit environ
ment — ndrsd useless thing/ teriqQiliqqa
place unsuitable for planting. Cf.
biap, apsiz, namuwapiq, namunisip.
2. adj. Bad; base; evil; low; rotten: ~ addm bad person. Cf. aski 1, yaman 1.
nabapliq
n. of nabap.
nabatat
bot. obs. n. Flora; plants: - ilmi botany.
Cf. osiimluk, osiimluklar dunyasi. 10.
nebatl\J. nabotot].
nabatat^unas
bot. obs. n. Botanist,
nabor
n. Typesetting:— bdlttmi typesetting office / -- mayinisi composing or typesetting
machine. Also nabor^iklik; cf. mix mdtbisi.
nabor^ik
n. Tj^setter (person),
nabor^iklik
n. = nabor: — qil- to set type, work as a
typesetter, compose,
nabut
n. Destruction; ruin: - bol- a. to be de
stroyed, ruined: zira'dtldr boranda - bolup kdtti crops were destroyed by a storm;

U

b. to perish, die: uruyta mrgun addm - boldi many men died in batUe / - qil- to de
stroy, ruin. Cf. apat, bala II, bala-qaza,
qaza 1. [U. nobu^.
napak
1. rel. adj. Unclean: — bdddn an unclean
body/ - qol unclean hands. Cf. bitarat,
taratsiz, makni. [O. napak}.
2. adj. Evil; sinful.
3. adj. Lewd; licentious,
napakliq
abstract n. of napak.
natayin
1. May not; unlikely; not necessarily: unid keliyi — he may not come.
2. adj. Ambiguous; equivocal; vague Cf
miijmal, miki-miki (#2). Cf. bitayin (#12)natogra
adj. Incorrect; mistaken; erroneous: -oqu- to read incorrectly/ - kdsir math, im
proper fraction/ ~ nuqtiindzdr a mistaken
point of view. Cf. xata.
natogriliq
n. Incorrectness; mistake; error; tdldppuznin natogriligi an error in pronunciation.
natonu$
adj. Strange; unfamiliar: - koga an unfa
miliar street.
natonu^Iuq
n. Unfamiliarity.

S
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natsist

naxi^a

n. Ignorance: — qil- to do (sth) stupid/
natsist
xdlqni —ta mm siyasiti a policy of keeping
his. n. Nazi: -- unis jinay&tgiliri Nazi war
the people in ignorance; obscurantist poli
criminals. [<R. ruusist].
cy/ OmUr —ta Ot- to go through life in ig
natsistizim
norance. (Tk. nadanlyk].
his. n. Nazism. [<R. natsizm].
nadir
natriy
1. adj. Rare; uncommon: — ndrsd rare ob
chem. n. Sodium (Na): - tuz sodium salt/
ject. Cf. alamat 6, tansuq, tansiq. [O.
— &yndk soda glass/ — nitrat sodium ni
nadir/U. nadir],
trate. [<R. natrij].
2. adj. Outstanding; excellent: — dsQrlQr
naturalizim
excellent literary works.
n. Naturalism. [<R. naturalizm].
3. n. Male name,
natiwan
1. med. adj. Weak; feeble; in poor health. na'ahli
n. An eccentric, odd or perverse person;
[C. natuvan/0. natuvan].
sby difficult to get along with,
2. adj. Poor; poverty-stricken,
na'ahlilik
natiwanliq
n. Eccentricity; perversity: — qil- to be
1. n. Weakness; feebleness.
eccentric, odd, perverse,
2. n. Poverty,
n^ins
natiq
1. adj. Hybrid; impure; crossbred.
n. Orator; eloquent speaker. Also called
2. n. Bastard.
arator. [U. notiq].
natiqliq
n. Bobbin in sewing machine. Cf. pe^ak,
n. Eloquence: - qil- to speak eloquently.
galtak 1, gira 3.
Cf. pasahat, sozmanlik, gapdanliq.
nadamat
nagar
adj. Bad; inferior: -- kdypiyat unhealthy
n. Sorrow; sadness: — Q&k- (qil-) to be
atmosphere/ - istil bad style/ supiti - be
sad or sorrowful. [O. nedametIV. nadoing of low quality. [KK. nasar (schwach;
mat\.
Madchenj/lk. magarlU. nogor (helpless)],
nadamatlik
adj. Sad; sorrowful: — dhwal sad situa na^arlavi. To become bad or inferior. [K. nagartion/ — kunldr sorrowful days,
la-].
nadan
1. adj. Ignorant; unlearned; uneducated: - nagarla^
vi. mut. of nagarla- : hawa nagarlasti the
qal- to become ignorant. [Ta. madanIV.
weather turned nasty / supiti nagarliti the
nodon].
quality deteriorated/ kesdlnifl dhwali na2. adj. Stupid; foolish; silly: dana dzini garlmti the illness worsened,
tutidu a wise man gave himself airs. [Cnagarliq
nadan (^1-2)].
n. of nagar: bu agamga supitinifl nagarliginadanlar^a
din iizulup kdtti the quality of this cord
adv. Stupidly; foolishly; benightedly: was wanting as it broke/ dstd tutmnifi nabiljira- to talk foolishly/ - U qil- to do sth
garligi failing ability of recall,
in a stupid way.
nadanliq
nax^a
KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka»gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
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nax^a-usul

nai^ikar

mus. n. Song: — eyt- (orunla-) to sing a
song/ muflluq — sad song. Cf. olan, qo$aq
nax$a-usul
mus. n. Song and dance.
nax$i(i
mus. n. Singer: ayal — woman singer. Cf.
oIan(i, qo$aq(i.
naxun
mus. n. Plectrum. Cf. zaxmak.
nahayiti
1. adv. Very; extremely: -xosal very hap
py. Cf. ajayip 1, taza III, rasa 1, karamat 3, intayin. [U. nahoyat],
2. adv. Merely; at most; only: bu wQzipini orunlayqa — on kiln ketidu this task will
be completed in ten days at the most/ u
beyjifldd - bds kunla turdi he stayed in Bei
jing only five days.
nahal
n. Heelplate: — qaq- to put on heelplates.
[O. nallU. nahal; nagal].
nahalliq
adj. Heelplate: - btuk boots with heel
plates,
nahaq
adj. Unfair; partial; inequitable; unjust: bol- to be wronged/ — eyipl&n- to be
blamed unfairly/ - U an unjust act: - is qilto wrong. [C. nahaq (injury; injusticej/O.
nahak].
nahaq(ilik
n. Injustice; iniquity: - qil- to inflict an
injustice: birmu yaxsi addmgd - qilmasliq
not to wrong a good person/ -kd ugra- to
be wronged. Cf. adalatsizlik, nahaqiiq.
nahaqiiq
n. = nahaq(ilik.
nahiya
n. County: - baziri county seat/ - tdzkirisi county annals / aptonom — autonomous
county/ biigur nahiyisi Bugiir (Luntai)
county. [O. nahiye].

nahiyilik
adj. County: ~ xdlq hOkiimiti county peo
ple's government. [O. nahiyevi\.
nas
n. A kind of chewing tobacco, made of
tobacco leaves, lime, and cypress ash,
rolled into a wad and placed under the
tongue: — g&k- to chew nas/ ♦ agziga —
seliwalganddk like holding a wad of nas in
one's mouth (hemming and hawing). Also
naswal. [U. nos}.
naspuru$
n. Nas merchant,
nasos
n. Pump: — bilQn y&l bdr~ to pump up/ hawa —i exhaust/ su —i water pump/ quwwdt
—i force pump. Also called pompa. [U.
nasos],
naswal
n. Chewing tobacco: ♦ — qapaq nas
gourd: - qapaqqa nan barmu is there any
bread for this nas gourd (expresses ex
treme poverty, often while begging). Also
nas. [U. nosvoj].
naswal(i
n. A maker or seller of nas.
naswalka^
n. A nas user,
na^ayan
adj. Very improper; downright outrageous.
na$ta
cul. n. Breakfast: - qil- to eat breakfast/ u
— waqtida k&ldi he came at breakfast time.
Also nanu^ta.
na^tiliq
cul. adj. Breakfast: - tamaq breakfast
food,
na^ukiir
adj. Ungrateful. Cf. tuzkor, nankor.
na^iikurliik
n. Ingratitude: - qil- to be ungrateful. Cf.
tuzkorluq, nankorluq.
na^ikar

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. boUny; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal
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nazir

nar
bot. n. A kind of melon,
nar
zoo. n. Dromedary (Camelus dromedarius). Also nartdgd. [K. nar/\J. nortuyd].
narazi
adj. Dissatisfied; resentful: — bol- to be
dissatisfied, resentful/ -- qil- to make re
sentful/ m&n mifUiin — (boldwn) I am dis
satisfied with him. [K. naarazy^.
naraziliq
n. Dissatisfaction; resentment: - bildurto show one's resentment or dissatisfac
tion; to protest/ - xeti a letter of protest/
— qil- to be dissatisfied or resentful,
narasida
adj. Young; not grown up; not mature: bala a young child/ - qiz a young girl.
narjil
bot. n. Coconut palm
(Cocos nucifera), used
in Uyghur folk medi
cine. [Mo. nargill O. narctn.
narodnik
n. Populist. [<R. narod
nik],
narzan
naijil
n. Mineral water. [<R.
narzan],
narkotik
med. n. Anesthetic; narcotic. Also narkoz; cf. miyiin. [<R. narkotik],
narkoz
med. n. = narkotik: — qil- to anesthesize. [<R. narkoz],
narkologiya
med. n. Anesthesiology. [<R. narkologi
ya].
narm
cul. n. A food item consisting of chopped
mutton, sour milk, onions, pepper and
noodles,
naz

n. Coquettery: — qil- to be coquettish. [O.
naz/U, noz (pride; whim; caprice)],
nazarat
1. n. Supervision: — astida dmgdk qil- to
work under supervision/ — qil- to super
vise. [U. nazorat],
2. n. Department; office: Tna'arip nazariti education department. Cf. idara 2. [O.
nezaret],
nazaratgi
n. Supervisor; controller. Cf. haydakgi.
nazakat
1. n. Delicacy; elegance; refinement: -bildn delicate; elegant; refined. [C- naza
kat/O, nezaketlH, nazokat],
2. n. Female name,
nazakatlik
adj. Delicate; elegant; refined: - qiz a de
licate girl. Cf. pakiz 2, napis.
nazuk
1. adj. Thin; slender; fine; tenuous: — barmaqlar slender fingers/ — qollar tender
hands.
2. adj. Precise; accurate; exquisite; inge
nious: — dswap accurate apparatus/ — U ex
quisite work.
3. adj. Delicate; subtle: — m&sild a deli
cate problem/ sOz mdnilirinifl - pdrqi sub
tle differences in a word's meaning. [Cnaziik (^1-3)].
4. adj. Brittle; breakable; fragile; frail: t&biatlik addm a person with a frail dispo
sition/ — sifd a breakable lampshade/ — qizgaq a fragile girl/ — yagag brittle wood/ dili
- emotionally brittle. [U. nozik (#1-4)].
nazukla^vi. To become tenuous, delicate, fragile
or brittle,
nazukluq
n. of nazuk. [C. naztikluk],
nazunimat
cul. n. Delicacy; choice morsel,
nazir

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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nazim

na'insap

n. Supervisor; head of a nazarat. [U. nozir
(minister)],
nazim
1. n. Poet. Cf. fa'ir.
2. n. Male name,
nazla1. vi. To flirt, be artificial.
2. vi. To be capricious.
3. vi. To ingratiate oneself. Also nazlan-,
neziqa- (#1-3).
nazlanvi. = nazia- .
nawa I
1. mus. n. One of the twelve muqam (q.v.)
of medieval Uyghur music: sazni —§a galto play an instrument in the nawa way.
2. zoo. n. Bird song: bulbulnifl —si lark
song. [O. neva (#1-2)].
nawa II
n. Eaves: pisaywannin -si eaves of a front
porch. Cf. piiwaz 2.
nawat
1. cul. n. Crystal sugar; rock candy: - rdfi
honey color/ aq — white nawat/ seriq —
yellow nawat/ ♦ —tdk sdz honeyed words.
2. n. Female name,
nawada
conj. If: ~ u kelip qalsa if he should come.
Cf.taqdirda, agar, agarda, agar9anda,
qa^aniki, gar, magar, magarkim, mubada, nagah 1.
naway
n. A baker or seller of bread: ♦ —ga pul
berip qassapqa qara- to give money to the
bread baker while looking at the butcher
(to be forgetful or scatterbrained). This
saying is also found in reverse order. [U.
nowoj\.
nawayxana
n. Bread bakery or stall,
nawayliq
abstract n. of naway: — qil- to bake or
sell bread.

na'usta
adj. Inexperienced; novice; amateur: ~ aspdz an inexperienced cook/ — satrag a
novice barber/ ~ yagaggi an amateur car
penter. Cf. xam I 3.
na'limit
adj. Hopeless. Also iimitsiz. [C. naumid\.
na'iimitllk
n. Hopelessness. Also iimitsizlik.
naqolay
adj. Inconvenient; unsmooth; unsuccess
ful. Also qolaysiz, quiaysiz, naqulay.
naqulay
adj. = literary form naqolay.
nakar
adj. Crippled; disabled; maimed: -bol-to
be maimed: unifl puti — bolup qaldi his
leg is crippled/ - qil- to maim, cripple.
Cf. m^ruh 2, meyip.
nakarliq
n. Maiming; crippling,
nakas
adj. Base; mean. [O. nekes/H. nokas].
nakaslik
n. Baseness; meanness. [O. nekeslik],
na'eniq
adj. Unclear: — mdsild unclear problem,
na'ip
obs. n. Assistant. Cf. mu'awin. [O. mipl
U. noib].
na'il
n. Receiving; obtaining: ~ qil- to cause to
receive/ xdlqnifl hdrmitigd - bol- to re
ceive the people's respect. [O. nail].
na'il^
adj. Without alternative or remedy; cannot
help it. Also il^jsiz.
na'il^liq
abstract n. of na'il^. Also il^jsizliq.
na'insap
1. adj. Without conscience; unjust; hard
hearted.
2. adj. Dissatisfied. Also insapsiz (#1-2).

1- < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Kasgari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. TaUr; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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na'insapliq

nam

na'insapliq
abstract n. of na'insap. Also insapsizliq.
naynaq
adj. Frivolous; giddy; skittish (usually of
women),
naynaqla1. vi. To walk with a swing: u —p meflip
k&tti she walked with a swing.
2. vi. To frisk, gambol, behave frivolous
lynaynaqliq
n. of naynaq.
nagra
mus. n. A kind of kettle drum with mem
branes made of sheep or donkey leather
and struck with two wooden sticks. The
larger variety has a diameter of 27.5 cm.,
the smaller 20 cm: — gal- to play the naghra/ ♦ toydin keyin - galganddk like beat
ing the drums after a wedding (like clos
ing the barn after the horse escaped). [Q.
naqara/U. nogora].

nagra

nagri{i
mus. n. Player of a naghra.
nagah
1. conj. If. Cf. taqdirda, agar, agarda, agar^anda, qa^aniki, gar, magar, magarkim, mubada, nawada.
2. adv. Accidentally; unexpectedly: — uguruiup qal- to meet accidentally. [C. nagah
(suddenly)/!!, nogah; nogoh (suddenly)].
[0. nagc^ (^1-2)].

nagan I
mil. n. Pistol; hand gun. Cf. tapan^a. [O.
nagant\.
nagan II
adv. Occasionally: u —da bir kelidu he
came occasionally,
nagan-naganda
adv. = nagan II.
nalavi. To complain, groan, moan. Cf. qaxsa-.
[U. no//-],
nalayiq
adj. Improper; unsuitable: — pikir unsuit
able idea/ — hdrk&t improper act/ — g&p
improper remark,
nala
n. Complaint; groan; moan: — qil- to com
plain, groan, moan: 6z tdqdiridin — qil- to
grumble about one's lot. Cf. ^ikayat 1. [O.
nalelU. nola].
hala-paryat
n. = nala: - kdtdr- to complain bitterly,
nala-zar
n. = nala: hdmmd ydrni — qaplap kdtti
complaints were heard everywhere,
nam
1. n. Name; title: — al- to be awarded a ti
tle/ — bdr- to confer a title: il^ar xizmdtgi
ddp — bdr- to confer the title of advanced
worker/ ~ qoy- to name / -da bar dmdldd
yoq in name but not in fact; titular/ hdkumdt —idin in the name of the government/
6z -idin xdt yaz- to write a letter in one's
own name/ mdktdpnifl —i school name.
[K. naamIU. nom],
2. n. Fame; prestige; renown; reputation:
— qazan- to achieve fame/ —/ giq- to be
famous/ —/ giqar- to cause to be famous;
to make a name for sby or oneself/ —/ 6gto lose one's reputation/ —iga dag tdkkuz- to
ruin a reputation. Cf. abroy, at, ataq, ^ohrat, nam-ataq, namdarliq, nam-$ohrat,
nam-n4an. [C. namfO. nam (#2)].

KEY 2. 5 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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namalum

nam-ataq
nam-ataq
n. = nam 2.
namaz
1. rel. n. Prayer: — bamdat a. morning
prayer; b. period from 5 to 7 a.m./ —pesin
a. noon prayer; b. noontime / -- digdr a.
afternoon prayer; b. period from 3 to 5 p.
m./ — xuptdn a. evening prayer; b. period
from 7 to 9 p.m./ - oqu- to pray/ —sam a.
dusk prayer; b. time of dusk: —$am bolup
qaldi dusk has arrived; mdn tuntigun dygd
—samda kdldim I came home at dusk yester
day; ♦ sam qargusi med. sby with nightblindness/ bdi wax - the five times of pray
er per day, as required by Islamic tradi
tion/ jiimd namizi Friday prayers/ heyt namizi holiday prayers. [C- namaz!O. namaz/Tk. namaziM. namaz].
2. n. Memorial service: -- giifiir- to hold a
memorial service/ — hdqqi remuneration
given to the organizer of a memorial serv
ice.
namazxan
rel. n. Believer; disciple; faithful. Cf. dindar, dingi, etiqatfi, muxlis 1, murit 2.
namaz^amgiil
bot. n. Four-o'clock (Mirabilis jalapa).
See illustration at aq^imar on p. 31.
namaqul
1. n. Apology: - bol- to apologize:*
run, m&n sizgd — bolay excuse me, I apo
logize to you. Cf. dzra 2.
2. adj. Unreasonable; improper: — tdldp
an unreasonable request/ sdn — is qilip qoyups&n you did sth improperly. [O. namakul].
namaqulluq
abstract n. of namaqul: — geyi an apolo
getic dinner party, given as reparation for
some wrong,
namayan
adj. Visible; distinct: ♦ — bol- to come
out, emerge: ay tag arqisidin — boldi the

moon emerged from behind the mountain/ i
♦ — qil- to show, display: 6z kiigini — \
qil- to display one's power. Cf. op-o{uq |
1, koriinarlik 1, kornaklik.
namayanda
n. Representative. Cf. wakil. [U. namoyanda].
namayi^
n. Demonstration; march: — 6t- to go on a
march/ — qil- a. to demonstrate, march;
b. ♦ to display, show. [U. namajis].
namayi$(i
n. Parader; marcher; demonstrator: —lar
qosuni procession,
namdar
adj. Famous; prestigious; renowned. Cf.
abroyliq, ataqiiq, dandar, danliq, ^wkatlik, $ohratlik, inawatlik, motiwar. [C.
namdar!O. namdar].
namdarliq
n. = nam 2.
nama
1. n. Letter: — dwdt- to send a letter/ yaz- to write a letter. Cf. xat 2. [O. name].
2. n. suffix denoting book or document:
guwanamd certificate/ murajidtnamd letter
of appeal.
namahram
rel. adj. Marriageable; not allowed to meet
outside men: - ayal a marriageable wom
an. [O. namahrem].
namart
adj. Disloyal; stingy; unsupportive. [0.
namert].
namartlik
n. Disloyalty; stinginess. [O. namertlik].
namalum
adj. Unknown: — addm unknown person/
— aral unknown island/ — san math, un
known number/ unifl kelis-kdlmdsligi — it is
unknown whether he will come/ unifl ndgd
baridiganligi - it is unknown where he is
going. Cf. m^jhul. [O. namelum].

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
ohs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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namsiz

nan-pan

namsiz
adj. Nameless: — aral a nameless island/
“ qdhriman a nameless hero.
nam-$ohrat
n. Fame; prestige; renown; reputation. Cf.
abroy, at, ataq, $ohrat, nam2, nam-ataq,
namdarliq, namni^an.
namrat
adj. Poor; miserable; unfortunate: — a'ild
poor family/ — ddl&t poor country/ — garwisi poor herder. Cf. awara 1, peqir, peqirana, abga 1, qa$$aq, kambagal.
namrat(iliq
n. Poverty; misery; misfortune.
namratla$vi. To become poor. Cf. abgala^- , qa$$aqla$- , kambagalla^- .
namratla^turvt. To impoverish: —ulgan x&lq the impo
verished people. Cf. abgala$tur-, qa$$aqla$tur-, kambagalla^tiir- .
namratliq
n. Poverty: —ta hayat Mgilr- to live in
poverty. Cf. abgaliq, qa$$aqliq, kambagallik.
namzat
n. Candidate: — kdrsdt- to pick a candi
date/ -lar isimligi a list of candidates. [O.
namzet/U. nomzod].
namus
1. n. Honor; reputation; good name: birawnin -iga tajawuz qil- to encroach upon
(shy's) reputation. [O. namusITa.. namus],
2. n. Modesty; shyness: — qil- to be mod
est. [U. nomus (#1-2)].
namussiz
1. adj. Dishonest.
2. adj. Brazen; immodest; shameless: ~ iflami qilma don't do sth shameful. [O. namussuzJ'la. namussyz (#1-2)].
namusliq
1. adj. Honest; upright. [O. namuslu/Ta..
namusly].

2. adj. Modest; shy; diffident,
namuwapiq
adj. Unsuitable; inappropriate; incongru
ous: — pikir inappropriate idea, suggestion
or opinion. Cf. biap, apsiz, nabap II, namunisip.
namunisip
adj. = namuwapiq.
namliq
adj. Called; named: aygul — bir qiz a girl
called Aygiil. Cf. atliq III, isimliq 2.
nam-n4an
n. Fame; prestige; renown; reputation: unifldin — qalmidi his reputation waned/ ♦
hayatliqnifl —isi a sign of life. Cf. abroy,
at, ataq, $ohrat, inawat, nam 2, nam-a
taq, namdarliq, nam-$ohrat.
nam-ni|ansiz
1. adj. Without reputation.
2. adj. Quietly; without a trace: — yoqap
kiU- to vanish without a trace. [U. nom-nifOJisiz],
nan
cul. n. A baked leavened bread, the staple
food of Uyghurs and other Central Asian
nationalities: - togra- to cut bread/ — ostu- to
break bread/ — uwigi bread crumb/ — yaqto bake bread/ aq — white bread/ piitun —
whole loaf of bread/ zagra — com bread/ ♦
— ddssd- to swear to Heaven: gepimgd Udnmisdfl, — ddssdp beriman if you do not be
lieve me, I will appeal to Heaven/ ♦ —
jigdd bot. sour narrow-leafed oleaster/ ♦
— ursun may Heaven strike: — ursun dgdr
sdztirn yalgan bolsa may Heaven strike me
dead if I tell a lie/ ♦ — yidiir- to arrange
a marriage for one's son/ ♦ neni piitun
having a whole loaf of bread (easy living).
Cf. bolka. [K. nanlO. nan/Tu. nanlij.
non],
nan-pan
cul. n. Various kinds of bread and other
foods. [U. non-pon].

KEY 1. < derived from; Q. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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napaqa

nangop
nan(op
cul. n. Braised bread or bun.
nanu^
cul. n. Breakfast. Also na^a. [U. nonu^ta;
fionifta].
nanqepi
n. Idiot; blockhead; good-for-nothing,
nankor
adj. Ungrateful. Cf. tuzkor, na^iikiir. [O.
nankdrIU. nonkiir].
nankorluq
n. Ingratitude: - qil- to be ungrateful. Cf.
tuzkorluq, na^kiirliik. [O. mnkdrliik].
na I
1. pro. Where; what: - wax (k&m; gag) a.
at what time: sa'itiflga qara — wax boptu
look at your watch (and tell me) what
time it is; b. quite a while: mdn kdlgili —
wax I came quite a while ago (also nazaman)/ —dd where?/ —diki where? of
which place?: —diki kitap the book of
which place?; —diki gdpni qiliwatisdn
what are you talking about?/ —din
whence?: —din kdldifl whence you came/
—gd whither?: —gd bdrisdn where are you
going?/1 — gila barsa qazannid quligi tdt a
pot has four handles everywhere (all
crows are black). Cf. qayaq, qayar, qeni
1. [Tu. ne\.
2. pro. Why; what: — ilgiln why? what
for?/ mdn — qilay what can I do about it?
Also nima. [C- ne/\J. ne (#2)] [OT. nd/
TT. nd (#1-2)].
na II
conj. Both (neither)...and (nor): — biz — ular bu pikirgd qosulmiduq neither we nor
they agree on this opinion/ — xdt yoq —
xdwdr neither letter nor news (receiv^)/
— sogaqni sdzmidi — issiqni it feels neither
hot nor cold / - kundilzi ddm alalmidim —
kegisi neither during the day nor at night
could I get rest. [C- nelO. ne/Ta. ni/\J.
nd].

nabi
1. rel. n. Prophet; sage; wise man who
speaks in Allah's name. Cf. paygambar,
hokiima. [O. nebilU. nabi],
2. n. Male name,
nap
n. Benefit; value; worth; profit: — al- to
benefit/ — bdr- to give benefit/ bu istin bizgd — yoq this matter does not benefit us.
Cf. payda 1, hayan, zigziq 2, manpa'at.
[U. nqf\.
napasat
n. Elegance; refinement; gracefulness. Al
so napislik.
napasatlik
adj. Elegant; refined; graceful: — sdn'dt
fine arts: — sdn'dt dsiri work of fine art/
“ qol a graceful hand: - qol buyumlar ex
quisite items. Also napis.
nap^
1. n. Breath; respiration: - al- to breathe,
inhale: egir — al- to breathe deeply; yenik
— al- to breathe lightly/ - bogul- (qisil-, siqil-) to have trouble breathing/ — toxta- to
stop breathing/ — giqar- to exhale/ - siqilis med. asthma/ — yoli phys. respiratory
tract/ ndpisi igigd gufup kdt- to become si
lent, keep one's mouth shut/ axirqi ndpisigigd to the last breath/ sun'i — aldur- to
administer artificial respiration. Cf. tin,
tiniq II. [C. nafaslO. nefeslU. nafas].
2. m. A little while: bir — olturufl sit
down for a moment/ siz bir — kiitup turufl
wait a while.
napaslandiirgu(
n. Respirator,
napar
m. for persons: ikki — oqugugi two stu
dents. [O. neferlU. nafar],
napaqa
1. rel. n. Compensation to be paid to the
ex-wife within 100 days after a divorce.
2. n. Pension; allowance; alimony: - bdr-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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na^^ilik

naps
to give a pension. [U. nafaqa].
naps
n. Greed; avarice; rapacity: —i aram tap(of greed) to be satiated/ —i taqilda- to be
insatiably avaricious, blinded by greed/ —i
yaman greedy; avaricious/ —i yoginap k&tto be avaricious, greedy, rapacious (also
gal yoginap kdt-)/ —igd amraq gluttous/
—igd gog tart- to covet private gain/ —ini
yig- to restrain greed. Also napsaniyat 1,
napsaniyatgilik; cf. tama, tamaxorluq,
tamagarlik, gal 12. [C- nafs (the carnal
self)/U. nafs],
napsaniy
adj. Greedy; avaricious; rapacious; car
nal; sensual. [C- nafsani],
napsaniyat
1. n. Greed; avarice; sensuality; carnality.
[O. nefsaniyet],
2. n. Ego; egotism: —M tdg- to wound an
ego. [U. nafsoniyat].
napsaniyat(i
n. Greedy or selfish person. [O. nefsaniyetgi].
napsaniyat(ilik
n. Gre^; selfishness,
napsaniyatlik
abstract n. of napsaniyat: — qil- to be
greedy,
napsiz
adj. Worthless; without benefit,
naprat
n. Hatred; loathing; detestation: — bildurto express one's hatred/ — bildn qara- to
view with hatred, loathing or detestation/
- oqu- to condemn/ — yagdur- to bombard
with curses. Cf. agjiq 5, dam 12, qahr,
qahr-zahri, qahr-gazap, gazap, gazapnaprat. [O. nefretl'Vsi. ndfr&tIU. nafrat].
napratlanvi. To hate, detest, loathe. [Ta. ndfrdtIdn-].
napratlik

adj. Despicable; disgusting; abominable,
napis
adj. Fine. Cf. pakiz 2, nazakatlik. [Ik.
ndflsIU. nafis].
napislik
n. Elegance; refinement; gracefulness. Al
so napasat.
naplik
adj. Beneficial; valuable,
natqa
1. n. Result; achievement; success: — bdr(giq-) to be effective, have results/ — beqinda jiimld gr. result clause/ - qazan- to
achieve success/ ndtijigd eri$- to yield posi
tive results/ uginis ndtijisi achievements in
studying/ musabiqinid ndtijisi result of
competition/ muqdrrdr — inevitable result.
Cf. utuq 2, muwappaqiyat. [Tk. n&tizd!\i.
natiia],
2. n. Conclusion: — giqar- to reach a con
clusion. Cf. xulasa. [O. netice (#1-2)].
natijisiz
adj. Ineffective; without results,
natqilanvi. To conclude, end: is muwdppdqiydt biIdn —di the matter ended successfully. Cf.
xulasila- , yepil- 3.
natqilik
adj. Effective; bearing results.
na((a
pro. How many (for small numbers): —
qetim how many times/ bir — waqit some
time / bir — isgi several workers/ sa 'itifliz —
boldi what time do you have? Cf. qan^a.
[C- negdIK. nege; negenIKK. nese/Dn. nigd/TT. ndgd/Tu. ndgelU. negd],
nag(a-na(9a
pro. Many: — addm kelip kdtti many peo
ple came. Cf. jiq, kop 1, egizman, gol II,
nurgun.
na^^ilik
pro. How much; how many (for small
numbers). Cf. qan^iliq 1. [Tk. nigakly'\.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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na^^in^i
na({in(i
pro. Ordinal form of na((a: siz — sinipta
which class are you in?
na((in(ilik
n. of na((in(i.
nahan
zoo. n. Crocodile (Crocodylus): — terisi
crocodile skin. Also called timsax.
nahwi
gr. obs. n. Syntax: — ddrsligi syntax prim
er. Cf. sintaksis. [O. nahiv/U. mhv].
nas
adj. Unlucky; inauspicious: — addm an un
lucky person/ - has- to be unlucky or in
auspicious/ — an inauspicious matter,
nasara
rel. n. Christian. Also called xiristiyan.
[O. nasrani],
nasap
n. Genealogy. Cf. $^ira, nasil 1. [O. nesep].
nasaplik
adj. Genealogical,
nasapnama
n. Genealogical record,
nasriy
lit. adj. Prose: — dsdr prose work/ — sdkil
prose form/ ~ seir prose poem. [C- nasri],
nasihat
n. Advice; admonition: — qil- (bdr-) to ad
monish: kdpsiz baliga - qil- to admonish a
naughty child/ —ni qulaqta tut- to accept
admonition/ sdmimiy — sincere advice. [Cnasih (advisor)/KK. ndsijhat/O. nasihatlTk.
ndsyjxdtlU. nasihat],
nasihat(i
n. Advisor; admonisher.
nasir
lit. n. Prose. Cf. proza, (agma 2. [O. nesir],
nasil
1. n. Ancestry; descent; genealogy; line;
lineage; pedigree; stock: esilzatlarnifl —i

nai^tar
aristocratic lineage. Cf. $^ira, nasiip.
2. n. Generation: —din —gd qal- to hand
down from generation to generation. Cf.
ata-bowa 2.
3. n. Species; race; seed: — qaldur-io
propagate/ ndsli UzUlUp qal- to be without
successors/ ndsli quru- to become extinct,
die out/ n&slini tart- to inherit. [O. nesil!
Th. ndseim. nasi (#1-3)].
nasilda^
n. Fellow clan member,
nasilda^liq
adj. Fellow clan member,
n^ilsiz
adj. Unable to have offspring: xegir — haywan a mule is an animal unable to have
offspring,
nasillanzoo. vi. To become pregnant,
nasillandiirag. vt. To breed,
nasillandiirgug
ag. n. Incubator,
nasillandiirgugi
ag. n. Breeder; incubator operator.
n^illik
ag. adj. Of a fine or improvedbreed: qoy a fine-bred sheep,
naslik
n. Bad luck. Cf. pi^kallik, domila, dii^kallik, $or II, 4 2.
na^piit
1. bot. n. Pear (Pyrus communis). See il
lustration at amut on p. 49. [C. naypati],
2. n. Pear tree,
na^piitliik
bot. adj. Pear: — bag peartree orchard.
na$tar
1. med. n. A kind of lance or scalpel used
in surgery: — tiq- to insert a scalpel. [0.
nester],
2. zoo. n. Stinger (of a bee, etc.).
3. n. Knife; bayonet: bu gdp uninga -ddk

KEY 1. < derived from; g. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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naziriya

nai^a
t&gdi this remark stabbed him like a knife.
na$a
n. A form of hashish: — gdk- to smoke
nasha. Also na$'a; cf. ban. [U. nofa].
na$r
lit. n. Publication; edition: - hoquqi copy
right/ - qil- to publish: — qilif pilani publi
cation plans; uygurtilida — qilingan kitaplar
books published in Uyghur/ —din giq- to
publish/ biringi —i first edition. [O. nesir!
U. nayr],
na^riyat
n. Publishing house: mill&tl&r —i National
ities Publishing House. [U. nayriet].
na$riyat(iliq
abstract n. of na^riyat.
n^ika$
n. A nasha smoker,
nara
n. Shout; howl: — tart- to shout or howl.
[O. naralU. na"ra].
narsa
1. n. Thing; object; article: bu qandaq —
what's this thing? Cf. ?ay'i. [KK. ndrselTsi.
ndrsdlxi. narsa\.
2. n. Something: u saM bir — didimu did
he say something to you?/ uniflga qariganda
bu heg — dmSs this is nothing compared to
that.
3. n. Fellow; guy: jahil - stubborn fellow/
u qandaq — ikdn what a louse he is! / ya^ —
a young guy.
niirsa-kerak
n. Thing; article: turmusqa lazimliq - ever
yday goods; necessities.
narq
n. Price. Cf. baha 1, narq-nawa. [U.
narx].
narq-nawa
n. = narq.
nargis
bot. n. Narcissus (Narcissus). See illustra
tion in right column.

nazaman
= nd wax.
nazar
n. Glance; glimpse; vi
sion: — agdur- to divert
attention/ — da'ird field
of vision/ — gUs- a. to
set eyes on; b. ♦ to
take a fancy to (also
kdz giis-)! — sal- to fix
eyes on: dunyaga — sal
to focus one's attention on the world;
k&lgusigd — sal- to look forward to the fu
ture (also — tasla-)/ —din saqit qil- to avoid
a gaze/ urumgigd bir — a glance of Urumqi/ ♦ —dd tut- to consider, weigh: nOwdttiki wdziydtni —dd tut- to consider the
present situation/ ♦ —gd al- to think high
ly of, pay attention to/ ♦ —idin guy- to lose
esteem: kiyildmifl —idin guy- to lose popular
esteem/ ♦ ndziri OstUn haughty manners/
♦ ndzirimdd in my opinion; it seems to
me. [C- nazar/O. nazarlTu. nazar/V. nazary
nazarbant
n. Arrest: — qil- to take into custody, ar
rest. Cf. tawqil.
nazir
rel. n. A kind of memorial service for the
dead: — dtkuz- to hold a memorial service.
Also nazir-giraq.
nazira
1. poe. n. Response: yoldas xxxqa — in re
sponse to Comrade XXX. [C. nazir (alike;
equal)].
2. n. Female name,
nazir-jiraq
rel. n. = nazir.
naziriya
n. Theory: —ni dmiliydt bildn birldytur- to
link theory and practice/ biliy ndziriyisi theo
ry of knowledge/ ehtimalliq ndziriyisi theo-

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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naziriyi9i

nay

ry of probability / elektiron ndziriyisi elec
the act/ ♦ — m&ydan scene; spot. [U.
tronics. [U. nazariya].
naqd\.
naziriyi(i
2. adj. Right; real; correct: -^«m/fto just
n. Theoretician,
himself/ — waqtida k&l- to come at the
naziriyiwi
right time/ unin sbzi - jayiga tdgdi his
adj. Theoretical: — asas theoretical basis/
words hit home,
“ xulasd theoretical conclusion/ — maqala naqdana
theoretical article,
adj. Current; ready: — pul ready money;
nazmii
cash/ — soda cash transaction,
lit. n. Poetry: — yaz- to write poetry. Cf. naqadar
poeziya, af'ar, ^eiriyat, mu$a'ira. [C.
int. What; how; such: — yaxii how good!
nazm].
[O. nekadarlXi. naqadar].
naw I
naq(ot
adj. New; recent: ~ egilgan gmgiddkyuzi a
n. Final account,
face like a newly blossomed flower. [O. naqrat
nev].
mus. n. Refrain. [U. naqarot],
naw II
naqqa$
n. Kind; sort; variety; breed. [Q. nav'/U.
n. Etcher; engraver; carver. [U. naqqos].
nav].
naqqa$(i
nawbahar
n. = naqqa$.
n. Early spring. [O. nevbahar].
naqqa^liq
nawjuwan
n. Etching; engraving; carving.
obs. n. Young fellow (in classical litera naqi$
ture),
n. Etching; engraving; carving: — bil&n
nawha
bezdlg&n by a room decorated with etch
n. Moan; groan; cry: — qil- to moan,
ings/ — oy- to etch, carve, engrave/ bdrtgroan or cry. [O. nevha].
md — relief etching. Cf. oyma 3. [O. nakis/\J. naq$].
nawra
n. Grandchild: ogul — grandson/ qiz — naqi^Iagranddaughter. [U. mbira; nevara].
vt. To etch, engrave. Cf. oy- 1, kirt- .
naqi^lik
nawra-5awra
n. Descendants. [U. mbira-abivalaf].
adj. Etched; engraved: -- imardt an etched
nawqiran
structure,
adj. Courageous; gutsy; strong: —yigitz naqil
gutsy fellow,
lit. n. Quotation: — kdltOr- (qil-) to cite or
nawkar
quote. Cf. kdgurmd gdp, istata. [Tu. na1. his. n. Mongolian troops of the 13thkyl (proverb)],
14th centuries.
naqiiyat
2. obs. n. Bodyguard; servant,
n. Transportation: — tdguni transportation
hub. [U. naqliSt].
naq
1. n. Amount on hand; cash: — al- to buy nay
with cash/ — pul cash/ — sat- to sell for
1. mus. n. A transverse flute, made of
cash/ ♦ — jinaydtgi a criminal caught in
wood, bamboo or metal, with six finger
KEY3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
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namak

nayga

va). Also called aq kdndir.
nagma
mus. n. Music; musical composition: —
qil- to play music/ bargd milldt galdi saz
yiitidnmu bar bu ndgmidd the whole nation
played music, (and) Khotan also partici
pated in the performance (a quotation from
nay
Mao Zedong). Cf. saz. [O. nagmelU. nag
nayja
n. Tube; stem: dyndk — glass tube/ bix
ma].
n&ygisi bud stem/ uruq ndygisi phys. nagmadap
mus. n. A tamburine-like percussion in
spermatic duct/ qomm — reed. Diminutive
form of nay. [U. najga (filtertip; cigarette
strument,
holder)],
nagma-nawa
mus. n. The playing of a musical instru
nayfi
ment. Cf. sazu-nawa.
mus. n. A nay player,
nagmi(i
nayran
mus. n. Musician. Cf. sazanda, saz^i,
1. n. Trick; sleight of hand: — kdrsdt- to
muzikant, muziki(i 1.
do magic.
2. n. Cunning; slyness: — ifldt- to engage in nagmi^ilik
mus. abstract n. of nagmi(i: - qil- to be a
slyness. [U. najrang].
musician,
nayrangi
nalik
1. n. Magician.
Of which place: siz — where are you
2. n. A cunning or sly person. Also naranfrom?
waz (#1-2).
nayranwazliq
nam
adj. Damp; humid; moist: — tart- to be
n. Trick; scheme; intrigue: — qil- to be
moist: kiyim — tart- (of clothes) to becorne
tricky, scheme,
damp/ — topa moist soil/ — hawa humid
nayza
climate/ - qag- to evaporate/ — yd- to be
1. n. Lance; pike; spear; bayonet: - urcome moist: bugday — yidi the wheat be
(tiq-) to pierce with a lance/ qizil pdpiiluk
came damp/ ydrnin nemi qegiptu the soil
- red-tasseled spear. [U. najzd].
dried out. Cf. hoi, $iri$im, zayka$, zaylik 1,
2. pe. n. Javelin: - at- to toss a javelin.
namxu$. [O. nemIU. nam].
[C. neza (#1-2)].
namdanayziwaz
vt. To steep, soak, immerse: bugdayni — to
1. n. Lancer; spear bearer.
soak wheat/ terini - to soak the skin/ uruq2. pe. n. Javelin thrower,
ni —p teri- to soak seeds and plant them.
nayziwazliq
Also namla-; cf. jila- 2.
abstract n. of nayziwaz.
namat
nayzilaobs. n. Thick felt, used for rugs. Cf. kivi. To charge with a bayonet, lance, pike
giz. [U. namat].
or spear,
namak
nagazgiil
obs. n. Salt.
bot. n. Thwny daylily (Hemerocallis fulholes; — gal- to play the nay. Similar to
the baliman (q.v.). [O. neyl\5. naj].
2. n. Tube.

1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
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namakin

noxtisiz

namakin
obs. adj. Salty; tasty.
namxu$
adj. Slightly damp or moist: — hawa
slightly humid weather,
namuna
1. n. Example; model: - qil- to choose as
a model/ — kOrsQt- to act as a model/ Mibiyattin n&mianil&r literary samples/ ^anliq
— brilliant example. Cf. awi^ka, ornak,
iilga 2, nusxii 1. [U. mmuna],
2. n. Things left behind by a deceased;
souvenir; keepsake; memento: atamdin
qalgan - my father's memento/ dostimdin
qalgan - my friend's memento. Cf. astilik,
yadikar 1, yaldama.
namuni^i
n. Model person: dmgdk -si labor model,
namunilik
adj. Examplary; model: - hdrkdt an examplary act/ - rol a model role. Cf. iilgilik.
namlavt. = namda- .
namla^;vi. To be moist or damp: kiyim-kegdkl&r
—ti clothes were damp,
namlanvi. pass, of niimla- : ugutyaxsi Mmliniptu
the grain was thoroughly soaked/ kdzliri
ya^ bildn —di the eyes are wet with tears,
n^lik
n. Dampness; humidity; moisture: bu dynifl nitmligidin addm yatqili bolmaydu this
room is too humid for people to live in/ kiyimni ndmligidd ddzmalla- to iron clothes
while they are damp/ y&mifl ndmligi yaxsi
the soil moisture is good/ yQmin ndmligini
saqlidi the soil moisture is preserved. Cf.
hokilik, zay, zay^ilik, zayka^lik.
nobeliy
chem. n. Nobelium (No),
nopus

1. n. Population: - kdpdydi the population
increased/ fdhdr -i urban population. [0.
nufiis],
2. n. Residence: -- ddptiri residence certif
icate / — ydtkd- to move a residence/ -tin
Ogiir- to cancel a residence/ —qa al- to
register for a residence. Cf. olturaqiiq.
nopuz
n. Prestige; influence; authority. [O. nufiiz]nopuziuq
adj. Prestigious; influential; authoritative:
" drbap prestigious personage. [O. nufuzlu\.
nota I
1. bot. n. Young shoot; bud: talnin notisi
willow buds. Cf. bix 1, porak, torabna
2, koz 4.
2. bot. n. New vine: tdknin notisi new
grapevine,
nota II
mus. n. Notation: sazni notiga qarap galto play by using notes/ notiga al- to write
in musical notation: naxsini notiga al- to put
a song in notation. [<R. nota],
nota III
n. Diplomatic note: ~ tapyur- to deliver a
diplomatic note. [<R. nota],
nodur
n. Idler; lazybones (NU).
no(i
1. adj. Bold; daring. Cf. tugu^Iuq.
2. adj. Handsome; good-looking,
nogiliq
n. of nofi: — qil- to be bold, daring or
strong,
noxta
ag. n. Bridle: atqa — sal- to put a bridle
on a horse/ ♦ - kepif sandal (cf. sandal
IV). [U. niixta (headstall)],
noxtisiz
1. ag. adj. Unbridled: - at an unbridled
horse.

2. ^ proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
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noxtila2. adj. Uncontrolled: — bala uncontrolled
child. Cf. yiigansiz (#1-2).
noxtila1. ag. vt. To bridle, rein.
2. vt. To control. Also mxta sal-.
noxtilanag. vi. To be bridled: noxtilangan at a bri
dled horse,
noxut
bot. n. Semen lablab,
used in Uyghur folk
medicine. Also called
himis.
noxula
zoo. n. Polyp (of
horses and related
animals): noxulisi dsa. (of polyps) to
grow; b. ♦ (of arrogance) to rise/ noxulisini al- a. to excise a polyp; b. ♦ to de
flate arrogance. Also noxuna; cf. mongaq
gOsi,.
nor
n. Water gutter, pipe or tube,
noruz
1. n. Beginning of the Turki solar year: —
bayrimi New Year's Day festival/ — kiini
first day of year.
2. n. Male name,
noruzgiil
bot. n. Primula vittata, a kind of prim
rose,
norma
n. Norm; quota; ration: — al- to buy food
rations/ nonnini asurup orunla- to surpass a
quota, exceed a norm/ asliq normisi food
ration/ Uldpgiqiris normisi production quota.
Cf. korsatkiig 4. [<R. norma].
normal
adj. Normal: — dhwal normal conditions/
“ hadisd a normal phenomenon/ — isld- to
work normally. [<R. normal'].
normalsiz

nogay
adj. Abnormal: — kdypiyat abnormal at
mosphere. Cf. birtiirluk, birqisma, galita.
normalla$vi. To become normal: wdziydt —ti the sit
uation became normal/ munasiwdt —ti re
lations became normal.
normalla$turvt. To normalize: munasiwdtni — to nor
malize relations,
normisiz
adj. Unfixed; unnormed; unrationed,
normiliq
adj. Normed; fixed: — tdminld- to ration/
— mallar rationed goods,
nowokain
n. Novocaine. [<R. novokain].
nowut
n. Destruction; wreck; ruin; catastrophe:
- qil- to ruin, destroy,
noqra
n. Silver or gold ingot or bar. [O. nukra].
noquvi. To poke, stab: biqinga —p qoy- to poke
a waist. Cf. {ux^ila- , guqgila- .
noqut
bot. n. Kidney bean. Also called lobi.
noqul
adj. Simple; mere: — jiimld gr. simple sen
tence / - hdrbi kdz qaras exclusive concern
with military matters.
noka$
1. n. Water trough.
2. n. Pipe; tube: — omat- to install a pipe/
tdmiir — iron tube. Cf. turuba, kanay 3.
noyabir
n. November. Used mostly in publications.
The common term is on biringi ay. See
the section on Calendars on pp. 1073-4.
nogay
1. n. Nogai, a Turkic nationality in the
USSR. [U. nugoj].
2. his. n. Old name for Thtar.

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
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nok(a

nogug
nogu{
n. Rolling pin: ♦ ~ ayaq a long, thin leg.
nogay
n. Water ladle, dipper or scoop,
nomus
1. n. Sense of shame: - qil- to be bashful:
u — qilip sOzliydlmidi he was too bashful
to speak/ -qa qoy- to lose face/ —ni bilmdydigan ad&m a shameless person/ sdn
—umni kdltiirmd don't make me lose face/
kiiinifl -ini kdltiimid don’t make sby feel
ashamed.
2. n. Chastity; virginity: -iga tdg- to raj^
or seduce/ —ini sat- to solicit as a prosti
tute/ -ini saqla- to stay chaste. Cf. ippat
1, ippatnomus.
nomus^an
adj. Bashful; shy.
nomus^anliq
n. Shyness,
nomussiz
adj. Shameless; brazen; impudent: — qiliq
shameful conduct; brazen act. Cf. arsiz,
biar, bihaya, binomus, dap^aq, hayasiz,
uyatsiz, yiizsiz.
nomussizlar^a
adv. Shamelessly,
nomussizliq
n. Impudence; brazenness: — qil- to do
(sth) with impudence. Cf. bihayaliq, hayasizliq, uyatsiziiq.
nomusluq
adj. Bashful; shy: — qiz a shy girl,
nomur
1. n. Number: — al- to register/ — qoy(sal-) to grade papers, record work points
or points in a game, arrange numbers/ beIdt —i ticket number/ telefon —i telephone
number. Cf. san I 1, idit.
2. n. Program, number or item in a pro
gram: — elan qil- to announce items in a
program/ s&n'dt —liri cultural program.
[<R. nomer].

nomursiz
adj. Unnumbered: — masina unnumbered
car or engine. Cf. raqamsiz, iditsiz.
nomurlavt. To number (pages etc.) Cf. raqamla-.
nomurluq
adj. Numbered: bOsingi — Oy building no.
5/ biringi — hdjjdt document no. 1. Cf.
raqamlik, iditliq.
no^iidiir
chem. n. Sal ammoniac: — ispirti ammo
nia water. Also called uqab.
nowat
1. n. Order; sequence; turn; shift: ~ bildn
kir- to enter in sequence/ — bildn Uld- to
work in turn. Cf. gezak I. [O. ndbet].
2. n. Time: biringi — first time/ dtkdn last time; previous time/ keldr - next time/
♦ —tin taykiri special; extraordinary: -tin
taskiri yigin special meeting.
nowattiki
adj. Present: - muhim wdzipd the present
important task/ gezitnifl — sani today's
newspaper,
nowatgi
1. n. Person on duty.
2. adj. On duty: — rfax/iir physician on du
ty/ - masina car on duty. [O. ndbetgi (#12)].
nowat^ilik
abstract n. of nowatfi: — qil- to be on du
tynowatla^vi. To be alternating, rotating: ndwdtlisipiflityli let's work in turns/ tawuslamifl ndwdtlisisi gr. alternation of sounds. [O. ndbetles-\.
nowatUk
1. adj. Being next in line.
2. m. Times (of meetings and confer
ences): biringi — xdlq qurultiyi the first
people's congress.
nok(a

KEY 1. < derived from; g. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka»gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q.
R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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nurlan-

nol
1. n. Spool.
2. n. A kind of candle, made of a rag
wound around a stick and soaked in oil.
3. n. A long narrow item: — altun gold
\izx! — nawat long piece of crystal sugar/
muz ndkgiliri ice cone.
nol
1. math. n. Null; zero: —din tOw&n ikki
giradus two degrees below zero/ —din yuquri above zero. [<R. nuV\.
2. n. Zero mark or grade in exams,
nutuq
n. Speech; address: — sdzld- to deliver a
speech/ - qabiliyiti speaking ability/ qarsi
elis nutqi welcoming address. [O. rtutukIJJ.
nutq],
nujum
ast. obs. n. Stars; heavenly bodies: ilmiy
- astronomy (also astiranomiya). [O. nu
jum].
nusxa
1. n. Example; model; sample; specimen:
kiyim nusxisi clothing sample/ gul nusxisi
flower specimen/ mal nusxisi goods sam
ple. Cf. awri^ka, ornak, iilga 2, n^una
1.
2. n. Copy: bdf — xdjjdt a document in five
copies/ dsli — original or master copy: dsli
nusxidin t&rjimd qilingan roman a novel
translated from the original/ qosumgd - ex
tra copy. Cf. kogiirma. [U. nusxa; nusha
m-2)i
nusrat
1. n. Victory: — tap- to gain victory. Cf.
zapar II, utuq 1, galiba, galibiyat. [Cnusrat].
2. n. Male name,
nur I
n. Top (a kind of toy used by children on
ice during winter): — oyna- to play top,
whip a top. Cf. pirqigu(, guyguy.
nur U
1. phy. n. Light; light beam: — gag- to

shine, emit light/ -- gaq- to be dazzling/ —
gaqna- to gleam, glitter, glisten/ — gm- to
radiate, light up, shine/ — 5CZ4chem. sensi
tization: — sezif qdgizi sensitive paper/ —ga
tol- to be full of light: bag ay —ga tolgan idi
the garden was bathed in moonlight/ —ni
sundur- to refract a light beam / giraq —i
lamplight/ girayidin - yegip turdi his face
glowed with health/ kiln —i sunlight. [Th.
nur].
2. phy. n. Ray: — sunmi dioption/ alfa —i
alpha ray. [K. nurtO. nurlM. nur].
3. n. Male name. Also nuraxun, nuralim,
nuralimsa, nurdun, nurOxmdt, nursa, nuruz,
nurqasim, nurld, nurmaq, nurmdt, nurmdhdmmdt.
nurani
adj. Radiating with health: — boway a
heathy and energetic oldster. [O. nurani].
nursiz
adj. Dim; dull; faint: — giraq a dim light/
— giray dull facial expression/ — kdz dull
eyes.
nursizlanvi. To grow dim, dull, faint,
nursizliq
n. Dimness; dullness,
nurgun
adj. Many; much; a lot: — kitap many
books/ — yillar many years. Cf. jiq, kop
1, egizman, gol II, na((a-na((a.
nurgunlavi. To increase,
nurgunligan
adj. Numerous; large-scale,
nurgunluq
n. Multitude: — qil- to be superfluous: bu
ndrsd mafia — qilmaydu these items are
not superfluous for me.
nurlan1. vi. To shine, emit light. [^. nurlan-].
2. vi. To gleam, glisten, glitter: dynifl igi
nurlinip kdtti the room is brightly lit.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying: ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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nurluq

nerwa

nurluq
adj. Thin; flimsy: — q&g&z flimsy paper/
1. adj. Brilliant; bright: -bright sun/
yiizi — thin-faced,
♦ — energiya phy. radioactivity; radia nepizlantion.
vi. To become thin: bu gapanniflpaxtisi
2. adj. Shiny: - giraq bright lamp/ - kdz
nepizlinip ketiptu the cotton padding of
sparkling eyes/ - yol shiny road/ - yultuz
this overcoat has become thin,
twinkling stars.
nepizlanuqta
vi. = nepizian- .
1. n. Point; spot; dot: qargu — med. blind nepizliq
spot; scotoma^ kOzni bir nuqtiga tik- to fix
n. Flimsiness; thinness,
one's eyes on a spot/ muhim — main point; neodim
gist; essentials.
chem. n. Neodymium (Nd). [<R. niodi2. phy. n. Point: tegi^ nuqtisi contact point/
mij].
qaynas nuqtisi boiling point/ muzlas nuqtisi neon
freezing point. [O. noktdTz. noktalH.
chem. n. Neon (Ne): — lampa neon lamp.
nuqta (#1-2)].
[<R. neon\.
nuqtiinazar
nesi
n. Point of view; standpoint: dxlaq nuqtiin. Credit: — sat- to sell on credit/ — qil- to
ndziri moral standpoint. Cf. qara$, kozqabuy or sell on credit: nOq setilidu - qilinmaydu use cash but not credit!/ -gd al- to
ra$.
nuqtiliq
buy on credit. [U. nasiya\.
1. adj. Key; major: - orun key unit/ - wd- nesip
zipd major task.
n. Luck; lucky chance: bu kitap axir mafia
2. adj. Focused; stressed: — tdksur- to con
— boldi this book finally came by chance
centrate an investigation.
into my hands/ mafia unifl didarini kOriis bolmidi I have not had the luck of meet
nuqsan
n. Defect; flaw: - yd- to hinder, influ
ing him. [U. nasib; nasibal (lot; fate)],
ence, hamper, affect/ jismaniy jUMttiki - nesiwa
physiological defect/ xizm&ttiki —lar short
n. Share; portion: menifl —mni dip qoyuficomings in work/ saxtipdzlik M gofl -- hy
lar please leave me my share. Cf. rozi 1,
pocrisy is the greatest flaw. Cf. qoqaq 2,
risq 1.
qusur, illat. [O. noksan\.
nerwa
nuqsansiz
1. phys. n. Nerve: - ajizligi med. neuras
adj. Unblemished; unflawed. Cf. qusursiz,
thenia/ “ agris med. neuralgia/ - buzuldi the
illatsiz.
nerves broke/ — talaliri nerve fibers/ —
nuqsanliq
tuguni nerve node/ — kesili med. mental
adj. Deficient; flawed: — mal flawed or
disease/ -- mdrkizi nerve center/ kdriis nerblemished goods. Cf. qusurluq, illatlik.
wisi optic nerve/ mind nerwisi cranial
nepton
nerve. Cf. ^ap. [<R. nerv],
ast. n. Neptune. [<R. Neptun].
2. med. adj. Nervous; neurotic; over-sen
neptuniy
sitive: — bol- to be fidgety, agitated, per
chem. n. Neptunium (Np). [<R. neptunij]. turbed/ — qil- to bother, disturb: u kesdl,
nepiz
sdn uni — qilma he is sick, do not disturb
KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. postposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; shy somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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nijat^i

neri
him!
neri
1. adv. There; over there: — tur stand
there!; stand aside!/ — kiit go there!/ dydin
— beyond the house over there/ mdktiwimiz kinoxaninifl —sida our school is be
yond the movie theater there. [U. nari\.
2. adj. Away from: urUmgi sanjidin ottuz
kilometir —da Sanji is thirty kilometers
from Urumqi/ mum n&rsil&rni kdzdin —
qoygin remove these things from here!
neri-beri
1. adv. Back and forth; to and fro: — maflto walk back and forth. [U. nari-beri
(somehow; hurriedly)].
2. n. The whole story; cause and effect;
all the details: mdn bu isnifl -sini bilmidim
I do not know the whole story behind this
affair.
3. adj. Improper: arimizda higqandaq —
gdp dtmidi we never exchanged improper
words.
♦ — gdp overstatement; exaggeration; im
proper words/ ♦ — qil- a. to handle, deal
with: Ulami — qiliwetipyolga giq- to start on
a trip after finishing handling things (clean
ing up); b. to mess up: mdn kdlgigd jozidiki kitaplarni bir kim — qiliwdtmisun do
not let anyone mess up the books on the
table before my return,
neriqi
adv. Along there; beyond; across: ddryanifl — yeqida on the far side of the river,
neziqavi. To flirt, be artificial: neziqimay
olturun do not be artificially bashful
and do sit down. Also nazla- 1, nazlan-.
nefit
chem. n. Oil; petroleum: - ayri- to refine
oil/ “ al- to extract oil/ - turubisi oil pipe/
— Sana 'iti oil industry/ — qatlimi oil res
ervoir or layer/ — q^ugi oil well/ — karoli
oil baron/ — kani oil field. [<R. neft'].

nefltlik
n. Oil field: qarimay nefitligi Qarimay oil
field,
neytral
chem. adj. Neutral: — tuz neutral salt. [<
R. nejtral'nyj].
neytralla^
vi. To be neutral,
neytralla^urvt. To neutralize,
neytron
phy. n. Neutron: issiq — thermal neutron/
mdnpi — antineutron. [<R. nejtron].
negir
n. Black; negro: — ayal black woman. Cf.
zangiz. [<R. negr],
negiz
n. Basis; foundation; root: — sal- to estab
lish a basis/ mdsilinifl —i the root of a
problem. Cf. asas 1. [Th. nigezJM. negiz].
negiziik
adj. Basic: — mdsild a basic problem. Cf.
asasiy.
nemat
1. cul. n. Food; edibles.
2. n. Male name,
nemis
n. German: — till German language. [<R.
nemets].
nemis^a
adv. In the German language,
ni
pro. expresses the largest, best, etc. of
sth. Also ni-ni.
nitralla^chem. vi. To nitrify: —qan paxta nitrocotton.
nyat
1. n. Rescue; deliverance: -- yultuzi liber
ator; emancipator; savior.
2. n. Male name,
nyat^i
n. Rescuer; liberator.

1. < derived from;
Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texU; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
key
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nijatkar

ni^ana

nyatkar
nisbatlik
n. = nyat(i.
adj. Proportional: xdlq igiliginipilanliq
nyatliq
wd - rawajlandur- to develop the national
n. Rescue; liberation; deliverance: — tapeconomy proportionately according to
to find a way out/ - til&- to seek deliver
plan,
ance/ — yoli a way out/ —qa eris- to be res nisbi
cued,
adj. Relative: - turaqliq relative stability/
nijasat
- hdqiqdt relative truth/ — siipdt gr. rela
n. Filthy object; excrement and urine,
tive adjective,
nyis
nisbi^ilik
1. adj. Dirty; filthy: - MrsQ dirty object.
n. Relativism,
Cf. paskina 1, maynat.
nisbiyat
2. n. Rascal; scoundrel; evil doer,
n. Relativity,
nyisliq
nisbilik
abstract n. of nyis.
n. = nisbiyat.
ni^iik
nispi
pro. Why. Also nima iigiin, nimi^qa, nimin. Half: — sizgd, — bizgd half for you and
ga. Used in literature. [C- nigunlO. nigin],
half for us/ tun - midnight. [O. nisji; ninix
sif]1. m. Skein; strand; ply: yipniH bir —i one nispikar
ply of thread.
ag. obs. n. Sharecropper. Cf. ortaq^i.
2. n. Skein; ply: — qat- to make a skein,
nisut
nixlik
bot. n. Root bark of shaggy-fruited dittany
adj. Skein; ply: ug - yip three-ply thread,
{Radix dictamni). See illustration at tiirniobiy
biit on p. 229.
chem. n. Niobium (Nb). [<R. niobij].
ni^ala
nisbat
cul. n. Nishala, a food item made of eggs
1. math. n. Ratio: — qimmiti rate; specific
and flour,
value/ “ nOziriyisi phy. theory of relativi ni^alifi
ty/ tUtar - inverse ratio/ ofl - direct ratio.
n. Maker or seller of nishala.
[C- nisbat!O. nispet!\5. nisbat].
ni^an
2. n. Contrast: kiigl&r nisbiti contrast in
1. n. Mark; sign: — qoy- to put a mark
on. [C- nUaniTn. nysaniX], ni$on].
power.
nisbatan
2. n. Thrget: -din ados- to lose one's bear
1. adv. Comparatively; relatively: —yaxsi
ings, get lost/ —din egis- to stray from a tar
relatively good/ — nagar rather inferior.
get/ -ga al- to aim at a target/ -ga tdkkOz[O. nispeten].
to hit a target. [O. nifan (#1-2)].
2. pp. (follows dative case) With respect
3. n. Achievement: ddibiyat-sdn'dtsahdsito; in relation to: xatalasqan yolda^larga —
dd unifldin Ogmds - qaldi he achieved in
togra mu 'amild qilif lazim comrades who
delible successes in art and literature/ unifl
made mistakes must be handled properly/
isliridin - qalmidi his accomplishments are
mafia — eytqanda as to me. [U. nisbatan
overlooked or ignored.
m-2)].
ni^ana
KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. interjection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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ni^ansiz
1. n. = ni^an. [O. nisane^.
2. n. Souvenir: bu mdndin sizgd — bolup
qalsun this is a souvenir I am giving you.
ni^ansiz
1. adj. Without target: — oq at- to shoot at
random.
2. adj. Without a sign,
ni^anla1. vt. To take aim: —p at- to shoot while
taking aim. [O. nUanla-^.
2. vt. To celebrate, commemorate: aptonom rayonimiz qurulganliginiflyigirmdyilligini — to commemorate the 20th anniver
sary of the establishment of our autono
mous region/ tugulgan kiinni — to celebrate a
birthday.
ni^anliq
adj. of ni^an.
niza
n. Discord; dispute; strife: — pdyda boldi
a dispute arose. Cf. bas-mu$aqqat, basmunazira, janjal, mubahisa, munazira.
[O. nizalU. nizo].
nizala$vi. To quarrel or fall out with,
nizaliq
adj. Disputed; debated: — mdsild disputed
problem. Cf. munazirilik. [O. nizalt\.
nizam
1. n. Regulation; rule; ordinance. Cf. qa'ida. [O. nizamllJ. nizom],
2. ph. n. Superstructure.
3. n. Male name. Also nizamidin.
nizamnama
n. Constitution; regulations: mdktdp nizamnamisi school regulations. Cf. konstitutsiya.
niuton
n. Newton: — qanuni phy. Newton's law.
[<R. Nyoton\.
niqap
1. n. Veil; mask: — tart- to wear a veil.
Cf. (iimbal, (iimparda 1.

nikalan2. n. Cover; guise: dostluq niqawi astida
under the guise of friendship/ niqawini egip tasla- to unmask, tear off a mask. [U.
niqob (#1-2)].
niqapla1. vi. To wear a veil or mask.
2. vt. To cover up, gloss over, conceal: 6z
eyiwini — to cover up one's mistakes/ dzini — to camouflage oneself.
niqta1. vt. To stuff: barliq ndrsildmi gamadanga —p tiq- to stuff everything into a suit
case/ samanni tagarga —p tiq- to stuff straw
into a sack. Also niqtila- 1. [U. niqta-].
2. vi. To press, push down or against: tamga —p ur- to push against a wall and beat/
ydrgd —p ddssd- to stomp on the ground.
niqtila1. vt. = niqta- 1.
2. vt. To stuff one's own purse, line one's
pwkets: u dzini taza niqtiliwaldi he stuffed
his own purse.
niqsivi. To spoil, go sour: giza —p qaptu the
meal spoiled,
nika
n. Marriage: — toyi wedding/ — drkinligi
freedom of marriage/ — oqu- to preside
over a wedding (by the akhun)/ — qanuni
marriage law/ — qil- to get married/ — yiga
al- to tSce as wife. Cf. yatliq. [Q. nikah/0.
nikahlTi. nikaxIXi. nikoK\.
nikasiz
adj. Unmarried: — billd tur- to cohabit,
live illicitly/ — tugulgan bala illegitimate
child. Cf. boytaq, saltan 1. [O. nikdhstz\.
nikalavt. To betroth (a girl): u qizini tursunga —p
qoyuptu he betrothed his daughter to Tdrsun.
nikalatvt. To marry,
nikalan-

KEY 3. m. measure word; math, mathematics; med. medicine; mil. military; mus. music; n. noun; num. numeral;
obs. obsolete; onom. onomatepia; pe. sports; ph. philosophy; phy. physics; phys. physiology; poe. poetic;
pp. p>ostposition; prep, preposition; pro. pronoun; rel. religion; sby somebody; sth something; zoo. zoology.
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nikaliq
vi. To get married: qos — to marry twice,
be a bigamist. [O. nik^lan-].
nikaliq
adj. Married: bir — ayal a once-married
woman. Cf. oy-otaqliq, oy-o^aqliq. [O.
nikdhli].
nikotin
chem. n. Nicotine: — kislatasi niacin; nico
tine acid/ —din zdhdrlinis nicotine poison
ing. [<R. nikotin],
nikel
chem. n. Nickel (Ni): — yalat- to do nick
el plating. [<R. nikel’].
nikellavt. To do nickel plating,
niya
Pfawatw^g^Snga
geo. n. Niya
(Minfeng), coun
ty in Xinjiang
(37.04N82.46E).
Established
in
1946. Population (1982): 24,049.
niyat
1. n. Intention; ambition: - bagla- (- qil-)
a. to make up one's mind: dixan boluyqa —
qil- to make up one's mind to become a
farmer; qegiyni - qil- to be determined to
flee; b. ♦ to fast: btigun niy&t baglidim I
am going to fast today/ niyiti buzuq evilminded/ niyiti buzul- to harbor evil
thoughts/ niyitidin qayt- (yan-) to change
one's views/ qara — evil ambition / yaxii —
good intentions/ yawa - wild ambition/
yaman — bad intentions/ K niyiti yamannifl
qazini tOsuk if your intentions are bad, your
pot has a hole (leaks). [K. «/er/KK. nijet!
0. niyet],
2. n. Objective;
xizmdtniyaxsilayniyitidd berilgdn t&klip a proposal to aim for
the improvement of work. [U. niyat],
nigar
1. n. Beloved; sweetheart: s&n menifl -ims&n you are my sweetheart. [U. nigor].

nimtila2. n. Beautiful woman.
3. n. Female name,
nil
chem. n. Indigo: — rdfl indigo blue. [0.
m7/U. nil],
nilon
chem. n. Nylon: —
paypaq nylon hose/
— rdxt nylon cloth.
[<R. nejlon],
nilupar
1. bot. n. Lotus (Nelumba nucifera), used
in Uyghur folk med
icine. Also called
kanul. [O. niltifer],
2. n. Female name,
nilqa
geo. n. Nilka
(Nileke), county
in Xinjiang (43.
52N 82.28E).
Established
in
1939. Population (1982): 17,124.
nimandaq
pro. Why this (that) way: — addm why
this kind of person?/ s&n — yazis&n why
do you write like this?
niman^a
pro. Why this way: — hasirap kdttin why
do you breathe like this?/ — qilisdn why
do you act this way?
nimangila
pro. = nimanga.
nimpa$na
n. Medium-height heel: — bdtinkd mediumhigh heeled leather shoes,
nimta
m. Side of an animal: bir — gds a side of
meat,
nimtilavt. To cut (a carcass) in two: gofni - to cut
meat into two sides.

KEY 1. < derived from; g. Chagatay; Ch. Chinese; E. English; F. French; G. German; K. Kirghiz; KK.
Karakalpak; M. Mahmud al-Ka^gari; Mo. Mongolian; O. Osmanli Turkish; OT. Orkhon Turkic; Q. Kazakh; R.
Russian; Ta. Tatar; TT. Turfan texts; Tu. Turkmen; Tv. Tuvan; U. Uzbek; Y. Yakut.
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ni-ni

nima
nima
pro. What; how: — tigiin why/ — kerigi
what's the usqH bu-digdn ^ what kind of
thing is this?/ saM - boldi what happened
to you?/ siz — d&watisiz what are you talk
ing about?/ ♦ — ugiindur for unknown
reasons: — ugiindur u kdlmidi he did not
come for unlmown reasons (also -- iigiinki). Also na I 2. [C- nemd (anything;
something)/KK. nege (warum)/Ta. nigd
(why)/Tu. ndmelU. nima],
nimjan
adj. Weak; half-dead: - addm a half-dead
person/ - bolup yat- to lie listlessly,
nim^a
do. n. A lined long
outer garment worn
by women. Has in
side pockets,
nimsitap
obs. n. Midnight
(NU). Also yerim kegd.
nim$ak
m. A weight meas
ure, about 1 kg or 2.2
nim9a
lbs. See section on
Weights and Measures on pp. 1079-80.
nimkasa
n. Two halves of a melon: qogunni — qilto cut a melon in half.
nimkar
n. Apprentice; hired farmhand; child la

bor. Cf. piraktikant, $agirt.
niinka^
adj. Half-new: — ayaq half-new shoe/ —
kiyim half-new clothes,
nimidur
pro. sth unknown or unspecified: — bir nimd taraqsip kdtti sth made a rattling sound,
nimidigan
pro. How much: — issiq how very hot it
is!/ — yaxsi how wonderful!
nimi$qa
pro. Why: — kdlmidifl why did you not
come? Also nimd iigiin.
nimi^qidur
pro. For some unknown reason: — u kdl
midi for some reason he did not come,
nimiga
pro. Why: — kiilisiz why do you laugh?
Also ni^iik, nimd iigiin, nimi^qa.
nimigidur
pro. For some unknown reason: u — tiiniigiin biznifikigd kdptikdn for some reason he
came to our house yesterday,
nimigiki
pro. = nimigidur.
nimyarta
adj. Half; portion; part. Cf. yerim-yarta.
ni-ni
pro. expresses the largest, best, etc. of
sth: — iylarni kdrgdn addm sby who has
seen everything/ u — palwanlami yiqitqan
he made the strongest warriors fall. Also
ni.

KEY 2. 1 proverb, saying; ♦ special meaning; adj. adjective; adv. adverb; ag. agriculture; ast. astronomy;
bot. botany; chem. chemistry; do. clothing; conj. conjunction; cul. culinary; fig. figurative; geo. geogra
phy; geol. geology; gr. grammar, linguistics; his. historical; int. inteijection; lit. literature, literary, literal.
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TERMINOLOGICAL LISTS

1. Agriculture
This list includes terms relating to herding as well as farming.
cotton oil press
horse groom
horse harness
horseshoe
horse stable
draft animals; beasts of burden
cotton fluffing
fodder made of thin wheat bran or com
gruel
blighted
castrated; gelded
to castrate, geld
gelding
fallow land
crop rotation
to let a field lie fallow
stable; bam
horse fodder of moistened straw and bran
blended fertilizer
to crossbreed
nitrogenous fertilizer
herding settlement
fallow land
farmhand; farm laborer
grain bin
oil press trough, usually wooden
front band of a halter
to herd, raise animals
bale
gardener
horticulture
cord used for baling wheat or straw
apiculture; beekeeping
yoke or collar for draft animals
leather collar belt in a harness

abjuwaz
at baqar
at Mjami
at naihal; atnali; taqa
atxana; at qurisi; egil
at-ulaq; ulaq
atquq; atquqiliq
adap
aq; piiq^; dansiz
axta
axta-; axtila- ; piiqMa?- ; piqaxta at
axtama
axtamiliq
axtamlaaxur
a^boguz
arilajma ogut
argunla?azot oguti
awul
aqy^
batraq; yallanma dixan
badan
baqka
ba§wag
baqbag
bagwM
bagw^qilik
bagliq
balqiliq; omartiqiliq
boyunturuq; boyunqaq
boga; jumbu
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bogaz bolbogusa
boguz; boguzluq; ot-boguz; ot-xajak; yam;
yam-xa^
buqusa; sapan, soqa
bedik
bidilik; bidizar; bidizarliq
bix uru$
binam
pada
pada baq-; otlat-; yay-; yaylatpada qaytpadiqi; qarwiqi
padiqiliq; qarwigiliq
paxal
paxta teri? ma^inisi
paxtikar
pasan; wa^
palan
poqaq
pu$tan; ulan
piliqi
piliqilik
tap
tap-teqir; taqir; tetir; teqir; yagaq
tatila-; tamaqla-; timilatatliguq
taxla-; taqlataralga
taqilatamaq; tima
tamakizar; tamakizarliq
tarlik; toqum
t^qilik
takzar; uziimzar; iizumzarliq
topa; tupraq; y^
topilatoxu katigi; toxuxana
torf; qim
toqutofi sal- ; ton yatquztogiqi
togiqilik
tollattuluq; l^za
tuwlatugm^; mopan

to boot
wooden plow
feed; fodder; forage
plow
horse broker
alfalfa field
bud grafting; budding
nonirrigated farmland; dry land
flock; herd
to herd
to return a herd to the corral
herder
animal husbandry; herding
straw; stalk
cotton-picking machine
cotton grower
uprooting of plants
rice straw
booting
horse’s bellyband
raiser of silkworms
silkworm raising
furrow; ditch
barren; infertile; poor
to harrow, rake
horse brush
to thin out
stirrup belt; stirrup leather
to shoe
spike-toothed metal harrow
tobacco field
saddle pad
viticulture; wine-growing
vinyard
earth; land; soil
to scatter or spread compost on field
chicken coop
peat; sod; turf
to saddle
to do winter irrigation
camel herder or driver
camel herding or transport
to deliver lambs
roller
to till
mill
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tugm^gi; mopangi
tepin; xaman
teriteriqgi; terimqi
teriqqiliq; dixanqiliq
terilterilgu
terim; hosul; oma; zira'at; yigim; yigim-terim
tima
tizgin
dan ajrat- ; xaman al- ; xaman tapdan aJ- ; dan tutdo$
do^-topa
deskiliq soram
dixan
atiyazliq terilgu
atiyazliq osa
asil
^siz
wlik
jado
janza; sahra; kant; yeza; yeza-s^ra
jagda
juwaz
jiy^c
gagma
gar
garwa
garwidar
galga; ogaq
ganaq
ganaq
ga?
gajlago5
go^qa baqqugi
go^qigiliq
go§lagom
gon^
gonMa950

miller
threshing
to cultivate, grow, plant
cultivator (person)
cultivation; farming
to be planted
planting
crop; harvest
spike-tooth metal harrow
rein
to thresh
to be in the milk
an elevated spot in a field
an elevated area where irrigation water
does not penetrate
disc harrow
farmer; peasant
spring planting
spring irrigation
thoroughbred; pedigree adj.
to sow
brand
unbranded
branded
hand haycutter
village; countryside
late-maturing
chum; oil press
melon patch
sown by hand
unthreshed grain ears left after winnowing
domestic animal; livestock
herd owner
sickle; scythe
bran; chaff; husk
funnel-shaped feeder through which grain
is poured into a mill; funnel-shaped
leather bag for carrying liquids.
pile of grain
to pile up grain
water trough
swineherd
pig raising
to install a water trough
saddle used for pack animals
patch; plot
to work a patch of land
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shepherd
reins; halter
noseband
shady place for drying grapes
intertilled crop
hobble for horses
to hobble
compost; dung; manure
decomposed manure
humus
cotton gin
barnyard manure
funnel used in a flour mill
threshing; pile of threshed grain
to winnow
thresher
bin in a mill to catch freshly-ground flour
horse's yoke
rust
to plow
to be plowed
fodder consisting of bran and straw
haystack
grass mower
to weed
weeding
shelter made of felt for herders and shep
herds
weeder
to be or become weeded
hoe
vegetable patch or field
to graze vi.
to herd
grazing ground; pasture
irrigation
sharecropper
fertilizer; manure
to spread manure
wooden trough for feeding cattle
to plant
apiary
harvester; reaper
harvesting field
canal
grains left over after a harvest
steel plow

gupan; qoygi
gulwur
Qiiliik
9iinja
gepiq
9id^
9idMagirinda topa; quyut; qig
qirinda ogut
9irinda maddilar
gigit ayri? ma^inisi
9ila
xapan
xaman
xaman soruxaman^i
xampa
xamut
hal
haydahayd^h^ap
ot dowisi
ot oru? ma^inisi
otaotaq
otaq; otalgu
otaq?i
otalotigug
otya§liq
otla-; yaylaotlat-; yaylatotlaq; yaylaq
osa
ortaqgi; nispikar
ogut
ogutlaolaq
olturguzomarta
omi^i
omiliq
ost^
onga
sapan; soqa; qo$
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plow handle
vegetable garden
to thresh, pound, shell, husk
wooden rice mill
tractor-pulled plow
plowshare
moldboard
farm implements
row
to irrigate, water
dairyman
dairy industry
to milk
seeder; seeding machine
milkmaid
silage; ensilage
paddy; standing rice
rice field
crossbreed; hybrid
to crossbred vi.
to crossbreed, hybridize vt.
sheep shears
fallow field
to plow fallow land
to carve, cut, skin
pedigree; thoroughbred n.
small livestock
seed
to graft
cutting; graft
wooden feedbag for draft animals
stock
stockman
to be grafted
to fertilize
seeding adj.
stirrup
grape grower or vendor
viticulture; wine growing
herd of horses
cereal; grain
grain winnower
to screen, sift
fertility
animal farm
fold; pen
smut

sapquQ
saylik; kdktatliq
soqsoqa
soqa
soqa
soqa yiizi
soqa-sayman
sol
sugarsiit9i
siitQilik
Slit sag- ; koksi iwi-

seyall^
segin^i
silos
$al
$alzar; jalliq
§algut
§algutla5§algutla§tur$iidig^
$udigarla5QI-, ?ilzatdar; zatliq
u$$aq mal
uruq; uruqluq; iir^
ulaulaq; q^amga
ulaq
ulaq asti
ulaq baqqugi
ulanullaur^lik
uz^ga
uzumgi
uzilnigilik
uyiir
ugut
ugiit^i
ugiidaiinumdarliq
ferma
qapqan
qara kuya kesili; qarikiiya
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qarliq
q^at
q^atqilik
qotan
qo$aq
qo$ qi$liq sapan
qo^ma ogut
qoygiliq
qol tiraktorisi
qonaqliq
quwwatla- ; quyutla- ; qiglaqulaqwag
qigliq
kaliy oguti
kombayin
kotiqak
koq; koqm^; koqmanqi
kogat; maysa
kogatgilik maydani; kogatxana
k5^

kdzl^
koktatgi; kokgi
kdktatgiliq
koksi iwikolga
ku5ku§lakultiwator
kuy^
kunjura
kew^lik
etiz; etiz-eriq; etizliq
ekinzar; ekinlik
eniz
efiizliq
igar
ig^-toqum; ig^-jabduq
igarlayatyarma
'jix kugi
yar-su; yar-zimin
yarsiz

vine trellis or rack
poor harvest
crop failure; famine
enclosure; pen; flock
harness rope
double-shared plow
compound fertilizer
shepherding
hand tractor
cornfield
to fertilize, spread manure
yoke made of leather or rope connecting
neck and shaft
dungyard
potash fertilizer
combine
stubbles of com, wheat, and similar crops
nomad; nomadic person
seedling
tree nursery
a small wooden stick or cord placed
sideways in the mouth of a ruminant
when its belly becomes bloated to speed
up the churning process in the stomach
shed used as temporary shelter
vegetable grower
truck gardening
to milk
plant bed
to urge on sheep
cultivator (machine)
a felt strip strapped around a ram's geni
tals to prevent him from entering ewes
oil cake, used for cattle feed
cotton field
field
plantation
stubble
stubble field
saddle
harness; saddle gear
to saddle up
to lodge
groats
soil fertility
fields; farmland
landless
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yolayuquri mahsulatliq zira'at
yiigan
yug^layug^lik
ye§il ogut
yigyilqa
yilqigi
yilqiqiliq
godur
gojun
goza; goz^
gajga siiyi
giildar; giilzar; gulzarliq; giilluk
giil?ilik
giilginiM
giilxana
lanzixana
maxo
maxoqi
maysizar; maysizarliq
mal; mal-waran
mol hosul
metis
nasill^durnasillMdiirguq
nasill^durgiigi
nasillik qoy
noxta
noxtisiz
noxtilanoxtilan-

to bank up with soil
high-yield crop
bridle bit
to put on a bit
bridled
green manure
to gather, reap
herd of horses
horse herder
horse herding
self-starting crop; leftover seeds
saddlebag
cotton boll
second irrigation
flowerbed; flower terrace
floriculture
flowerbed; flower garden
greenhouse
grain mill
stable
stockman
seedling bed
livestock
bumper crop
hybrid; mongrel adj.
to breed vt.
incubator
breeder (person)
fine-bred sheep
bridle
unbridled
to bridle
to be bridled
2. Astronomy

astiranom; munajjim
astiranomiya; ilmiy nujum
astiranomiya sariyi; rasatxana
asman; hawa; kok
asman jisimliri
asman q^ri
aqar yultuz
aqrap
ay; qam^
ay qotanlimaq

astronomer
astronomy
observatory; planetarium
sky
celestial bodies
outer space
meteor; shooting star
Scorpion
moon
lunar halo
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ay gardi^i
aynin qism^ tutulu^i
alam; dunya; jahan; ka'inat
alam bo$lugi
padigi yultuz
pilaneta; sayyara
taraza; mizan
taraza yultuz; hiikar; iirkar; iirkay; iik^; yatta
arxar; yatta tikan; yatta qozuq
tartly kuq
tomurqozuq; qutup yultuzi
tutulu§
dag; qara dag; quya? degi; kiln degi
attarid; merl^ri
atirlap
jawza
jut; quyruqluq yultuz
9olpan; zuhra
ham^
hut
hilal
oran; uran
orbita
saturin; z^il; z^l; zuhal
samanyoli
^ms; quya?; kiln
refleksisliq durbun
qaws
qutup taji
qutup nuri
qism^ tutulu?
koyyM ^
yopiter; yupiter; mu§tiri
yoruqluq yili
yultuz
yultuzluq
yerim tutulu?
mars
meteorit
nujum
nepton

lunar corona
partial lunar eclipse
universe; cosmos
celestial vacuum
Altair
planet
Libra
Great Dipper; Ursa Major
Earth's gravity
North Star; Polaris
eclipse
sunspot
Mercury
astrolabe
Gemini
comet
Venus
Aries
Pisces
new moon; lunar halo
Uranus
orbit
Saturn
Milky Way
sun
reflecting telescope
Sagittarius
white spot on Martian poles
aurora; polar lights
partial eclipse
to eclipse vi.
Earth
Jupiter
light year
star
starry
partial eclipse
Mars
meteorite
stars; heavenly bodies
Neptune
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Entries with more than one Uyghur word list the standard or official word first.
abdimilik
abinawat
aptapp^as
aport
apixan; arpixan
atqulaq
atiliq
adattild aman
adrasman; hormil
ajriq
agqiq anar
a5?iq badam; lozmor
ag^iq parbun
aggiq aman
aggiq geg^
a^purgaq
a^gamgur
a^qawaq; ta^kawa; tomur kawisi; gaqma kawa
a$koki
arar; dup
arpa
arpabediyan
arpamiwisi
arga
azgan
aq dat kesili
aq gogluq
aq xMbaq; x^baq sipid
aq §iwaq
aq qarigay
aq qonaq
aq qeyin
aq qiga
aq l^dir; nagazgiil
aq ma$
aq terik
aqtikan
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castor-oil plant (Ricinus communis)
a kind of melon
sunflower (Helianthus annuus)
a kind of apple
wild barley
Rumex madaio, a kind of edible dock
stamen
sagebrush (Artemisia vulgaris)
camel fleabane (Peganum hormole)
couch grass (Aneurolepidium dasystachys)
bitter pomegranate (Punica granati amarae)
Semen amygdalae amarae
Chinese thorowax (Bupleurum chinense)
sagebrush (Artemisia absinthium)
Adonis chrysocyathus, an ornamental
plant
white bean (Pisum)
parsley (Petroselinum crispum)
summer squash (Cucurbita pepo)
a kind of coriander (Coriandrum)
oak (Quercus)
barley (Hordeum)
sweet fennel (Foeniculum vulgare)
arbor vitae (Biota orientalis)
juniper (Juniperus)
wild rose (Rosa laxa)
white rust
root of herbaceous peony (Paeonia lactiflora)
\tratrum album
white artemisia
white pine
white sorghum
white birch (Betula verrucosa)
white mustard (Brassica alga)
tawny daylily (Hemerocallis fiilva)
white mungbean
white poplar (Populus alba)
Chinese juniper (Juniperus chinensis; J.
cemus)

Botany
aq?e§^
aq?i
aq^imar; hapir^; namaz^amgul
aqu^q
aqirq^ha
aqmuq
aqnawat
alatsiya
aylanma
agiqa; b^dal; yugug
al
alaputa; loyla
altun xan
alqa; jinasta; gilas
alxur; aligirat; aynula; linza
aloy
aluqa
aliiruk
alibota
aliqat
alma
amut; na§piit
amila; amlaj
anar
aniliq
aniliq tiip
babuna; babunaj
badam
bahargiil
ba$; ba$aq
ba^aqsiman
ba^qlaba^aqliq
ba^aq mungiizu
baqla
bayqeq^
balan
bal^giil
baluqa
balgun
bambuk
b^m^
b^m^ sapid
basbasa; joyuznin a^qi posti
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snowdrop (Galanthus nivalis)
a kind of melon
common four-o'clock (Mirabilis jalapa)
barnyard grass (Echinochloa crus-galli)
Pyrethrum areticum, a kind of chrysan
themum
white pepper
a kind of melon with white rind
acacia (Robinia pseudoacacia)
verticillate
towel gourd (Luffa cylindrica)
clove (Eugenia aromatica)
goosefoot (Chenopodium)
goldenrod (Solidago virgaurea)
cherry (Prunus)
plum (Prunus)
fuling (Paris cocos)
cherry plum
unripe apricot
lamb's-quarters (Chenopodium album)
fruit of wolfberry (Lycium dasiptemum)
apple (Pyrus malus)
pear (Pyrus communis)
Emblica officinalis
pomegranate (Punica granati)
pistil
mother plant
false chamomile (Matricaria chamomillae)
almond (Prunus amygdalus)
the blossom of winter jasmine (Jasminum
nudiflorum)
grain ear; spike
spike-like
to ear, head vi.
bearing spikes
Claviceps macrocephala
soybean (Pisum sativum)
forget-me-not (Myosotis sylvatica)
guelder-rose
perilla (Perilla nankinensis)
Geum japonicum, a kind of geum
sweetbrier (Rosa eglanteria)
bamboo
Limonium gmelinii
Conodopsis tangshen
rind of nutmeg (Myristica fragrans)
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basay
b^g; giil b^gi; giil qeti
baqam

Chinese cabbage
petal
red sandalwood; padauk (Pterocarpus indicus)
henbane (Datura metel)
the rhyzome of large-headed atractylodes
Atractylodes macrocephala
a kind of melon
joint; node
a kind of pea
botany
Acanthophyllum
Radix asparagus
segment
articulated; segmented
calabash
sapling
pineapple (Ananas comosa)
thorn
strawberry (Fragaria vesca)
divided spore
Siberian cocklebur (Xanthium sibiricm)
red elder {Sambucus williamsii)
Sungarian monkshood (Aconitum soongaricum)
Sophora alopecuroides
Rhaponticum carthamoides
wheat
Field pennycress (Thlaspi arvense)
Linaria acutiloba, a kind of toadflax
a kind of grape
water chestnut (Eleocharis tuberosa)
a kind of melon
j
bud; shoot; sprout
a kind of melon
jl
unisexual
i
henbane (Hyoscyamus niger)
]
Chinese flowering quince (Cydonia ob- ■
longa; C. lagenaria)
cotton (Gossypium)
Filipendula ulmaria
duckweed (Spirodela polyrrhiza)
Asian plantain (Plantago asiatica; P. depressa)
to overgrow, spindle
stalk
spinach (Spinacia oleracea)

b^gidiwana
bay?u
bagzada
b^dam; bolak
bandoz
botanika; nabatat ilmi
boztikM
bozidan
bogum
bogumluq
bogma qapaq
bolja; jirum; kogat
boluo
bortagan; ^oxa
boldiirgM
boliingugi spora
budu^qaq
buzun
buwana
buya
buga oti
bugday
besilgaq
beliqgul
bijaqi
bijik
bijigan
bix; porak; toralma; koz; nota
bi§^§irin
bir jinisliq
bizurulb^ji; mindiwana
biya; hiwa; sap^ji
paxta; kew^
pa^iot
paqiot; jamka
paqiyopurmaq; qumgaq yotqini
pan bolpaya; $ada
pal^; bosay
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palma
patingan; pidig^; ?ayza; qara pitMjan
p^bun
pamidur; §oxla
potla
postal qanatliq uruq
por
popiik
protoplazma; pirotoplazma
putaq
purgaq
punus
pi?an
pi^angiil; ?igirtmaq
pi?^giil
pista
piyaz; bas^
piyazgiil
pilpilgiil
pilpilmoya; dari filqil
pil^
piligot
pinna
tatliq yanyu
tajixoraz; tajigiil
tajisiman giil reti
tajiliq am^
ta? almisi
ta? apniisi
ta? qapigi; gon qapaq
ta^ igiri
ta§burgiin
ta$ot
ta^kawa
ta^giil
tawargul; xatmi; gulxayri; layli
tawuz
tawuz^
tag terigi
tag jentiyanisi
tag ginsiyi
tag samsigi; usqudriyon; yawa samsaq
tag sumbiili; sunbul jab^i
tag qamQioti; qayanot
tag qiisi

palm (Palmaceae)
eggplant (Solanum melongena)
thorowax (Bupleurum scorzonerifolium)
tomato (Lycopersocon esculentum)
willow catkin
samara
gall
tassel
protoplasma
bough; branch; twig; joint; knot
beans and peas
sicklepod (Cassia lord)
Kalimeris indica, a kind of hay
Chinese small iris (Iris pallasii; I. lactea)
Chinese yam (Dioscorea opposita)
pistachio (Pistacia vera)
onion (Allium fistulosum)
lily (Lilium brownii)
clove flUlipa edulis)
long pepper (Piper longum)
vine
Juncus effusus, a kind of reedgrass
wrinkled giant hyssop (Agastache rugosa)
sweet potato
cockscomb (Celosia cristata)
coronary inflorescence
Artemisia scoparia
Chinese flowering crabapple
Chinese photinia (Photinia serrulata)
small calabash
grass-leaved sweetflag (Acorus gramineus)
Nanophyton erinaceum
Parmelia saxatilis
Gypsophila paniculata, a kind of herb
pumpkin; summer squash
small-leafed Chinese flowering crabapple
hollyhock (Althaea rosea)
watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris)
flower-of-the-hour (Hibiscus trionum)
Populus davidiana
Gentiana algida
cursed buttercup (Ranunculus sceleratus)
Lycoris radiata
Korean valerian (Mileriana coreanum)
alpine smartweed (Polygonum viviparum)
curled dock (Rumex japanicus; R. cris959
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pm)
climbing nightshade; bittersweet (Solanum dulcamara)
alpine aster (Aster alpinm)
Corydalis glaucescens, a Wnd of corydalis
a kind of apple
snow lotus
willow (Salix)
tobacco (Tabacum)
a shrub-like plant
Thlaspi sp., a kind of candytuft
a kind of melon
cucumber (Cucumis sativm)
grape stump
coltsfoot (Tmsilago farfara)
chaff; bran; husk
geranium (Geranium)
Lagochilm pulchu
garden bumet (Sanguisorba officinalis)
saline cistanche (Cistanche salsa)
Pecteilis smannae
cattail (Typha latifolia); willow catkin
almond
a kind of apricot
nectarine
black poplar (Populm euphratica)
cushaw; pumpkin (Cucurbita)
plumular axis
endosperm
ovule
radicle
Zygophyllum oxianum, a kind of bean
caper
caltrop (Tribulm)
Citnis medica
Chinese scholartree; Japanese pagoda
tree (Sophora japonica)
turnip (Raphanm sativm)
tundra plant
nettleseed (Semena urtica thunbergina)
root bark of shaggy-fruited dittany (Radix
dictamni)
millet (Setaria italica)
ovary
Chinese milk vetch (Astragalm chinensis)
tuberose (Polianthes tuberosa)

tag itiizumi
tag yultuzgiili
tagdeni
tagil alma
taglaylisi
tal; sogat
tamaka
taskan
tMz
t^a
t^amak; xanga
t^
tanga yopurmigi
topan; kip^
topigiil
to^qan kalpugi
to§qanot
to^qanzadigi
to§qanqulaq
tozgaq
toqu?aq §aptul
toyun iiriik
togaq
tograq
tonur kawisi; gaqma kawa; kawa
tor^ma oqi
tor^ma siiti
tor^ma iingisi
tor^ma qiltizi
togitapan
tdmiirtikM
trunj; otruq
tuxum^
turup; ^gam
tundira osiimluk
tiixmi Mjra
tiirbiit; nisut
tiiga; sok
tiigiin^ak; uruqdan
tiigmigul
tiin laylisi
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terak
teriq
tewilga
tikMgiil; ud
tiyan^an binap^isi
tilsiman
tilqanat
dadur
darah^d
dari filqil
danguy
dagliq tudari
dal^in
dan
dapna; gar-gar
dastargiil
d^^
d^; habiilmuluk
doriliq ^lik ot
doriliq gariqun
doriliq gazwan
doriliq layligiil
dolana
deniz yiisuni; la?
apyungiil
at
atirgul
atlik
a??aptul

poplar (Populus)
broomcom millet (Panicum miliaceum)
meadow-sweet (Spiraea ulmaria)
agave; aloe (Agave)
Tianshan violet (Viola tianshanica)
ligulate
trifid beggar-tricks (Bidens tripartita)
soybean (Glycine max.)
Radix berberis vulgaris
Piper longum
Chinese angelica (Angelica sinensis)
Lepidium apetalum, a kind of henbit
Chinese cassia (Cinnamonum cassia)
grain; granule; kernel
laurel; baytree (Lauras nobilis)
daisy
tree
purging croton (Croton tiglium)
Lithospermum officinale
Pomes officinalis, a kind of mushroom
hound's tongue (Cynoglossum officinale)
marsh mallow (Althaea officinalis)
hawthorn (Crataegus cuneata)
seaweed; alga (Sargassum ffisiforme)
poppy (Papaver)
flesh
Chinese rose (Rosa chinensis)
fleshy
sticky-pit peach
Chinese juniper (Juniperus chinensis; J.
cemus)
staminate flower
mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris; A. leucophylla)
ash (Fraxinus chinensis)
Rosa multiflora, a kind of rose
Rehmannia glutinosa
cornflower (Centaurea cyanus)
Inula
Ferula asafoeitida
fig (Ficus carica)
Polygonum bistorta
cowpea (Vigna savi)
Echinops ritro
Altai anemone (Anemone altaica)
walnut (Juglans regia)
wild marjoram (Origanum vulgaris)

^kak
^man; amM
^mudun
awsaj; jigan
agri sunay
amb^giil; koktik^
Mdiz
^jiidan
Mjiir; tiyin
Mjibar; patmutak
jandu
jagjaqot
j^buzar
jawz; yanaq
jambil
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joyuz; juzbuwa
juwina
jujula
juha
jiisay; kiida
jiiza
jiizn^
jentiyana; jintiyana; gentiyana
jigda
jin ^atqili
jin kewizi; jin kiwizi
jinissiz
jinisliq
qatqal
qag yiltizi
qahar puti asmani; ogri tikan
qarot; siitot
qaqqaq
qakamuh
qakanda; amsux
qan
qangiz; qetin
^anla?ganla^turqay
qaygiil; yasmin
qagirgay
gamgur; ^Mjam; §algam
qa§mi xurus
qaylM
goqur iinik
qoka d^xi
qon gilan; soqigilan
gon xoxa
gon lagindana; qaqila
gop; ot
gol rayhini
gol yaJpuzi
gupur^an
gu^gion
guqa
gugundan

nutmeg (Myristica fragrans)
Trachyspermum ammi
a kind of pear
chrysanthemum
fragrant-flowered garlic; Chinese chives
(Allium tuberosum; A. odorum)
orange (Citrus)
Lycopus lucidus
gentian (Gentiana)
narrow-leafed oleaster (Elaeagnus angustifolia)
Euonymus semenovii
Psoralea corylifolia, a leguminous plant
asexual
sexual
bush; shrub
fibrous root
goat's head; puncture vine (Tribulus
terrestris)
Patrinia villosa
nettle fUrtica thunbergina)
yellow bedstraw (Galium verum)
Chinese ephedra (Ephedra sinica)
pollen
catalpa (Sorbus)
to be pollinated
to pollinate
tealeaf (Folium thea)
jasmine (Jasminum sambac)
Bergenia crassifolia
turnip (Brassica rapa)
Abrus precotorius
kohlrabi (Brassica caulorapa)
a kind of apricot
Chinese catalpa (Catalpa ovata)
big jujube (Zizyphus jujuba Mill.)
setose thistle (Cirsium setosum)
round cardamon (Amonum cardamomum)
grass
thyme (Thymus mongolicus)
red-rooted sage (Salvia miltiorrhiza)
shepherd’s purse (Capsella bursa-pastoris)
the rhizome of Ligusticum wallichii
Scrophularia ningpoensis, a kind of figwort
Descurainia sophia
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?ugluq
qiigukbuya; qara buya
?u?giin
qu?giin qonaq

peony (Paeonia)
licorice root (Glycyrrhiza uralensis)
Setaria viridis, a kind of grass
green bristlegrass (Eriocaulon buergerianum)
tree of heaven (Aillanthus altissima)
water hyazinth (Eichhomia crassipes)
blossom; flower
wild mulberry
welted thistle (Carduus crispus)
dwarf rattlelsnake plantain (Goodyera re
pens
to climb
hop (Humulus)
celery (Apium graveolens)
bindweed; dodder (Convolvulus)
splendid achnatherum (Achnatherum
splendens; Arundinella nepalensis)
cottonseed (Semena gossypium herbaceum)
jujube (Zizyphus sativa)
wall fern; goldenlocks (Polypodium vulgare)
Pinus come, a kind of pine
early ripening melon
Chinese parasol (Firmiana simplex)
China pink (Dianthus chinensis)
fringed pink (Dianthus superbus)
Chinese prickly ash (Zanthoxylum bungeanum)
peanut (Arachis hypogaea)
pansy (Viola tricolor)
a kind of apricot
\^ratrum
\kratrum nigrum
a kind of cardamon (Elettaria cardamonum)
thistle (Cirsium)
date (Fructus diospyrus longi)
galangal (Alpinia officinarum)
Malva verticillata, a kind of mallow
a kind of apricot
garden balsam (Impatiens balsamina)
Cassia fistula
Lawsonia inermis
spindled branch
Chinese littleleaf box (Buxus microphyl-

qiiluk; qiiliik dmxi
qiimg^
geqak
9eqir ii^ma
q^irtikan
qiparot
girma?girmux; qulmaq
ginsay; kirap^i
gingilik; zarpeg^
eig
gigit
gilan; unnap
gilpaya
gilgoza; g^goza
gilga
ginar
ginigiil
ginigiil
xajo
xasin
xangiil
xa§^ iiruk
xarbaq
xarbaq siyah; qara x^baq
xayri bowa; kigik lagin dana
xoxa
xorma; tamra
xolinjan; xulinjan
xubbazi
xuwayni
xena; xena giil; xina; xina
xiyar^b^; amiltas
xina; xina
haram ^ax
hanga ter^
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la)
Gymndropsidis gynandra
Java brucea (Brucea javanica)
morning glory (Pharbitis purpurea)
snake gourd (Trichosanthis japonica)
fruit of myrobalan (Terminalia chebula)
Ferula sirMangensis, an umbelliferous
’
plant
Nymphoides peltata
vegetable
sapanwood (Lignum sappan)
osma (Isatis tinctoria)
madder (Rubia cordifolia)
Trollius altaicus, a kind of globeflower
taproot
flora; plants
stem
a kind of grape
Styrax benzoini
garlic (Allium sativum)
senna (Cassia angustifolia)
Thalictrum foetidum, a kind of rue
spikes or spines on plants such as cacti
spore
aloe (Aloe)
a kind of melon
anemone (Anemone)
Asphidium falcatum; A. pilbcmas
Chinese juniper (Sabina chinensis)
Iris tectorum
carrot (Daucus carota)
a kind of melon
Chinese herbaceous peony
sandalwood (Santalum album)
Chinese honey locust (Gleditsia sinensis)
nutgrass; flatsedge (Cyperus rotundus)
bulb of fritillary (Fritillaria thunbergii)
autumn crocus; meadow saffron (Colchicum)
saksaoul (Haloxylon ammodendron)
rosebay; oleander (Nerium indicum)
yellow avens (Geum aleppicum)
Scirpus validus; S. tabemaemontani
water pepper (Mygonum hydropiper)
water sp^well Xtronica anagallis-aquatica
rue (Cymbopogon distans)

habbiiri^at
habibilisan
ha^qipi?^; lablap
hanzil; a??iq tawuz
helila; ^lilaj
bin
Hindi nilufM
otya$; say; kok; koktat
odhindi
osma
ordan; royan; fuwa
orusgiil
oq yiltiz
osumliik; osiimlukl^ dunyasi; nabatat
sapaq
saywa
salajit
samsaq; sum
Sana
sanjigot; sesiq sanjigot
sanqigaq
spora
sabra; petakgiil
sapgi
sadapgiil
s^as
sarw
sawsan
sawza; zad^
sawzinazuk
sMligiil
swd^
sopun dMxi
so'di Hindi
sorinjan; sogigiil
sdriinjan
soksok; zak
sogatgiil; talgiil; difli-kinir
su boldiirgini
su piyizi
su qamgioti; sulazisi
su yalpuzi
suzap
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suwadan

a kind of black willow (Populus nigra
var. sinensis)
Cicuta virosa, a kind of hemlock
scallion; shallot; leek (Allium porrum)
oat
common valerian (Mileriana officinalis)
Rhyzoma nardostachytis
field mint; peppermint (Ziziphora clinopodioides)
globular elm (JJlmus densa)
pepper grass (Lepidium virginicum)
annual wormwood {Artemisia annua)
tree of heaven (Ailanthus altissima)
Jerusalem oak (Chenopodium botrys)
silktree (Albizzia julibrissin)
soybean
Japanese dodder (Cuscuta japonica)
big catkin willow (Salix gralilistyla)
jute (Corchorus capsularis)
Chinese dodder (Cuscuta chinensis)
Gentiana walujewii
weeping forsythia (Hypericum erectum)
purslane (Portulaca oleracea)
Albizzia amara
lilac plant
lilac (Syringa)
nutgaJl (Nigella sativa)
Glycyrrhiza glabra
Chinese gall (Galla chinensis)
peach (Prunus vulgaris)
fruit of purple mulberry (Moms mber)
Lombardy poplar
Gardenia latifolia
to branch out, sprout
branched
corm
Chinese magnoliavine (Schisandra chi
nensis)
Solomon's seal (Polygonatum odoratum;
P. officinale)
Chinese pulsatilla (Pulsatilla chinensis)
Trollius altaicus
Prince’s feather {Polygonum orientale)
Gelsemium elegans
dragon spruce (Picea asperata)
broomrape (Orobanche coemlescens)
Manchurian ash (Fraxinus mandchurica)

sukat
sunpiyaz
sulu
sumbul; sunbul rumi
sunbul tip
suza; kiyigot
seda; rida
sesiq tal
sesiq aman; $amyagiqi
sesiq quliik
sesiq loyla
sens; yip^ akatsiyisi
seriq purqaq
seriq ot; aptimun
seriq sogat
seriq k^dir
seriq yogay; yogay
seriq giilliik jentiyana
seriqqay
semizot; simizot
siris; saras
sirin
siringiil; ipargiil
siyadan
siliq miliwik qiiguk buya
simaqul'abagayM; u§§aq tag mozisi
saptul
^tut
^ter^
$atira
^axara- ; ?axla-; §axlan^liq
^sitnan gol
^azandira
$aqaqul
^qayiqulne'man; lalagiil
^dan; altay ^ahdan
5^q qamqioti
^wkiran
^m§ad; samirsin; qara qarigay
jumbuya; kok ^umbuya
$umtal
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$um$a; hilba
^ekar; ^ekar qomu^i
§ek^ siiyi
5ibit; seriqqeq^
$iza
§iwaq; §uwaq; qil yopurmaqliq am^
$iqildaq
^imal segin qeqigi
$imi$ka
rawaq; rawan; raw^d
ratba; beda
rayhan
r^a
ro§^gul
royan
riimbediyan; ^isun
zaranza; qurtum
zagun
zapar
z^^; lir^i; er^
zargiwa
zaytun
zamburug; mux
z^jiwil
zurambat
zufa
zira
ziriq; qara ziriq
zigir; bizkatM
wan
wanning urugi; ityanigi
uq tartusun
uruqda$
uruqqa; vigka
uzun kiinliik osamliik
ii$na
iinik
iizum
ii?ma; tut; jiijam
iiniindiirma
far^jim§ik; frinjimi§ik
fufil; sipari

Trigonella foenum-graecum, a kind of
J
fern
|
sugarcane (Phragmites saccharum)
|
a Mnd of melon
I1
Anethum graveolens
dateplum; persimmon (Diospyros lotus) j
capillary artemesia; wormwood (Artemi- |
sia capillaris)
^
straight ladybell (Adenophora liliifolia)
northern fairy candelabra (Androsace septentrionalis)
sunflower seed
rhubarb (Rheum officinali)
red clover (Trifolium pratense)
j
sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum)
j
yellow sweetbrier
-J
tansy ragwort (Senecio jacobaea)
madder (Rubia tinctomm)
anise fruit (Fructus anisi stellatum)
1
safflower (Carthamus tinctorius)
1
perillaseed (Brassica campestris)
Tibetan safflower (Crocus sativus)
maple (Acer)
turmeric (Curcuma longa)
Chinese olive (Canarium album)
bryophyte; liver moss
ginger (Zingiber officinale)
rhyzome of zedoary (Curcuma zedoariae)
Hyssopus cuspidatus
caraway (Cuminum cyminum)
barberry (Berberis heteropoda)
flax; linseed (Semen Uni)
blackthorn; sloe (Prunus spinosa)
jimsonweed (Datura stramonii)
to climb (as vine)
lettuce; asparagus lettuce
genus
pit; stone
long-day plant
|
Usnea diffracta
^
apricot (Prunus armeniaca)
grape (Vitis vinifera)
mulberry fruit (Fructus mori)
to germinate, sprout
germ; sprout
Ocimum gratissimum
betel nut (Areca catechu)
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qapaq; q^'i
qatmu-qat
qa$qa bida

gourd (Lagenaria vulgaris)
double-petaled
Melilotus suaveolens, a kind of wild clo
ver
rye (Secale cereale)
elecampane {Inula helenium)
a kind of myrobalan
a kind of thistle
dryland willow (Salix matsudana)
couchgrass
black plum (Prunus mume)
black columbine (Aquilegia atrovinosa)
black birch (Betula dahurica)
Anethum graveolens
black willow (Populus nigra)
cowherb (Miccaria segetalis)
gooseberry (Ribes)
a kind of melon
elm (Ulmus)
pine (Pinus)
Caragana leucophloca
black pepper (Piper nigrum)
a kind of towel gourd or dishcloth gourd
cardamom (Amomum)
Tulipa iliensis
buffalo berry; wild oleaster (Shepherdia
argentea)
Dodartia orientalis
large-flowered skullcap (Scutellaria baicalensis)
a kind of knotweed (Polygonum barbatum)
bitter fleabane
Artemisia lavandulaefoliae
Citrus limon
clove (Eugenia caryophyllata)
a kind of pear
Gymnadenia conopsea
dicotyledon
sour dock (Rumex acetosa)
bark
cassia bark; Chinese cinnamon
knot in wood
wild rose
balloonflower (Platycodon grandiflorum)
a kind of strawberry
Orostachys spinosus

qara bugday
qara ^diz
qara h^ila
qara sona
qara sogat
qara sulu
qara iinik
qara qogur
qara qeyin
qara koz begiyan; seriqqeq^
qarater^
qaramuq; qarimuq
qariqat
qariqa$
qariyarag
qarigay
qarigan
qarimu?; pilpil
qazan yuguq
qaqila
qaga timak
qagajigda
qaga qamgigi; dodartsiya
qalqangiil
qamqigiil
qamgaq
qaysiim
qa|az limon; posti nepiz limon
q^ampur; q^^fil
qotur amut
qoqaqqol
qo? bixliq osumliik
qoziqulaq
qowzaq
qowzaqdaqin
qoniyogan
qonguraqtikan
qonguraqgiil
qoy biildurgini
qoy kdzi
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melon (Cucumis melo)
melon flower
axillary bud
common reed (Phragmites communis; P.
australis)
com; sorghum
canna; Indian shot (Canna indica)
Saussurea lappa
prostate knotweed (Polygonum aviculare)
leaf
Chinese pear-leafed crabapple
Polemonium coeruleum, a ^nd of polemonium
great burdock (Arctium lappa)
birch (Betula)
cinnamon (Cortex cinnamomi)
rapeseed (Semen sinapis)', leaf mustard
Brassica juncea)
weeping willow (Salix babylonica)
scouring rush (Equisetwn hyemale)
brake fern (Pteridium aquilinum)
Scirpus yagara
Sparganium stoloniferum
beet tops (Amaranthus paniculatus)
wild hawthorn (Crataegus sanguinea)
glabrous greenbriar (Smilax glabra)
herbaceous peony (Paeonia anomala)
rose-scented grape
a kind of yew (Taxus cuspidata)
a kind of clover
Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis)
red pepper
scalwort (Polygonatum roseum)
beet (Beta vulgaris)
wrinkled rose (Rosa rugosa)
Rhodiola kirilowii
red pepper; chili (Capsicum frutescens)
sedge (Elymus)
awn; beard
cabbage (Brassica olercea)
dandelion (Taraxacum mongolicum)
catechu (Acacia catechu)
chicory (Cichorium intybus)
Chinese chestnut
azalia (Cuculus poliocephalus)
Physalis alkekengi, a kind of groundcher-

qogun; bittix
qogungiil
qoltuq bix
qomu$
qonaq
qonaqgiil
qusta
qu§qag tili; qizil tasma
qulaq; yopurmaq
qum dmisi
qunduzot
qeriqiz
qeyin
qelin dargin
qiga
qirgintal
qiriqbogum
qiriqqulaq
qirliq piyizdc
qirliq pinddc
qizil bugda$
qizil dolana
qizil gupgini
qizil gugluq
qizil saywa
qizil ^m^d
qizil iigqulaq
qizil qarigay
qizil laza
qizil miliwiq §aqaqul
qizilga
qizilgiil; gulsuruq
qizilmaral
qizilmurug; pilpil dimd; pilpil sudan; laza
qiyaq
qiltiriq
lapusta; kalldc basay; komup
kapkap; mamkap
kat hindi
kasina; kokgegdc
kaftan
kakkukgiil
kakinaj; ^oxldc; qizilqulaq; kddnag

ry
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kaliqulaq

woolly mullein; common mullein; flannel
mullein (X^rbascum thapsus)
notopterygium (Notopterygium incisiwn)
camphor tree (Cinnamomum camphora)
morning glory
fruit of pepper plants (Zanthoxylum piperitum; Z. bungei; Z. schinifoliim; Z.
simulans)
(Capparis spinosa)
membranous milk vetch (Astragalus propinquus)
narrow-leafed milkwort (Polygala hybrida)
Libanotis iliense
ergot; spur (Acroptilon picris)
hemp fUrtica cannabim)
polygerminal reproduction
perennial plant
seedling
tassel
sand pear (Pyrus scrotina)
Artemisia apiacea
Cathay poplar (Populus cathayana)
mold
a kind of melon
a kind of plum
Russian dandelion
com ear
red-spotted stonecrop (Sedum erythrosticum)
opium poppy (Papaver somniferum)
com; maize
seed of vomiting nut (Semen nucis vomi
cae)
Pyrus bretschneideri
yulan magnolia (Magnolia denudata)
Aleuritopteris argentea
mastic (Olbanum)
sesame (Sesamum indicum)
fringed iris (Iris japonica)
Abutilon avicennae, a kind of shmb
Zizyphus spinosus
Cirsium segetum, a kind of thistle
Chinese dodder (Cuscuta chinensis)
white seedless raisin (Vitis vinifera siccatum)
a kind of apricot

kampa
kampur; kamfora
kanaygul
kababaqini; kawawiqin
kapa
katira
k^man
kawrak
kakri; kakira
k^dir
kop toralmilik kopiyi?
kop yilliq osumluk
koqat; maysa
kok
kok amut
kok am^
kokterak
kokdat
kokqi
koksultan
koksegiz; tekisaqal
kokwa$
kokmaral
koknar; xa$xa$
kommaqonaq
kuqula; azaraqi
kumusra
kunguri qiqak
kumu§ oti
kundtir
kunjiit; sim-sim
kepinakgiil
kew^misi; kiw^ anisi
kiqik qilan; aqqiq qilan
kiqik xoxa
kisus; seriq yogay
ki$mi$
ki^mi? urugi
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kirt
etizliq yogiyi; yogimag

young soya bean
bindweed; field bindweed; possession
vine (Convolvulus arvensis)
wild mulbeny (Ranunculus chinensis)
\tllinium vitis-idaea
Anabasis aphylla
plantain (Plantago ovata aspagula; R
asiatica)
tropical plants
black nightshade (Solanum nigrum)
Scorzonera subacaulis
toadstool
Iris ensata; I. germanica
honeysuckle (Lonicera)
lemongrass (Andropogon citratus)
calamus; sweetflag (Acorns gramineus)
seed of castor-oil plant (Semena ricini)
Gentiana nutans
Asperugo procumbens
Nymphaea Candida, a kind of water lily
Glechoma longituba
self-heal; heal-all (Prunella vulgaris)
wild pear (Crataegus pinnatifida)
Papaver nudicaule
wild garden balsam (Impatiens pextori; I.
uliginosa)
wild rue
greater celandine (Chelidonium majus)
Tibetan fennel (Carum carvi)
green amaranth (Amaranthus retroflexus)
scandent hops (Humulus scandens)
Oriental water plantain (Alisma plantagoaquatica; A. orientale)
wild hemp
white deadnettle (Lamium album)
wild tigerlily
Thermopsis lanceolata, a kind of thermopsis
oakgall (Galla turcici; G. halepensis)
potato (Solanum tuberosum)
woody plant; xylophytum
a kind of apricot
Scirpus planiculmis
fieldmint; peppermint (Mentha arvensis)
Elsholtzia densa
pseudocarp; spurious fruit
humid euphorbia (Euphorbia humifusa)

eyiqtapan
eyiqiizumi
itsiyg^
ispagiil; b^ir qotuna
issiq b^wag osumliildiri
i§t uziimi; it'iiziimi
i^^qomu^i
i^akmadigi
irsa
irgay
izxir
igir
in^iti
yatma jentiyana
yatma qotur ot
yatma nilupar
yarmaqgul
yaz gazini
yawa amut; kumusrabarri
yawa apyungiil
yawa xina
yawa suzap
yawa zagun
yawa zira
yawa qamgigiil
yawa qulmaq
yawa ka^mir
yawa k^dir
yawa kiinjut
yawa giilsamsaq
yawa ma?
yawa moza; b^lut
yanyu
yaga? gollugi osiimluk
yagliq iinik
yalpaq golluq piyizak
yalpuz
yalgan rayhan
yalgan miwa
yalmanqulaq
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yantaq
yabruj s^am
yar asti gol
y^ tozgigi
yar iisti gol
y^ madigi
y^lik danguy
yal-yimi§; yimi?; miwa
yopurmaq sapigi
yopurmaqsiz
yopurmaq reti
yopurmaq qoltuqgisi
yopurmaq qini
yopurmaqlayopurmaqliq
ydgay
yulgun
yumran
yumgaqsiit; ka§niz
yepi^qaqot
yepiq uruqluq osiimluk;
yesa purgaq
yeriq yopurmaq
yikan
yinna yopurmaqliq d^^
yiltiz
yimi§ jigda
gariqun
gar-gar
gaz oti; gazot
gaz qanat ot
gaztapan
galgdc
gayniila; qaiiuriilc
gora
gon qapaq
gol
gol Qcqi
gunga uziim
gazir
guang^
giiz^ miwilik siitliik
giiyhua gill
gul

camelthom (Alhagi pseudalhagi)
ginseng (Panax ginseng; P. qinquefolium)
subterranean stem
Bovistella sinensis
above-ground stem
Chinese cynomorium (Cynomorium soongaricum)
Seselopsis tianschanicum
fruit
leaf stalk; petiole
leafless
leaf order; phyllotaxy
leaf axil
leaf sheath
to sprout leaves
leafed
dodder (Cuscuta)
tamarisk (Tamarix)
young; fresh
coriander (Coriandrum sativum)
Lappula echinata
angiosperm
hyacinth bean
leaf lobe
cattail (Scirpus triangulatus)
coniferous tree
root; stem
sweet oleaster
Pomes officinalis, a kind of mushroom
laurel (Laurus nobilis)
hairyvein agrimony (Agrimonia pilosa)
lousewort (Pedicularis resupinata)
Potentilla discolor, a kind of cinquefoil
purple loosestrife (Lythrum virgatum)
dark plum (Prunus mwne)
green apricot
small c^abash
stalk; trunk
Asplenium trichomanes, a kind of fern
a Mnd of grape
melon se^
Citrus sinensis, a kind of orange
Euphorbia soongarica, a kind of spurge
sweet-scented osmanthus (Osmanthus
fragrans)
flower
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gulap
giilbahar
giilbinap§a; binap^aj
gul taji
giil taxsisi; giil ginisi
gill tizmisi
giilamb^
giil oqi
giil sapigi
giilsamsaq
giilsapsar
giil §imisi
giil qepi
giil kasisi
giilyasim^; giilsiman
gul yipi
giilnar
giya
lowlayi
lip^giil
limon
limon alma

rose nectar
primrose (Primula)
violet (Viola adorata; V. oxycentra)
corolla
calyx
inflorescence
larkspur (Consolida ajacis)
floral axis
pedicel
tiger lily (Lilium martagon)
iris (Iris)
nectar
floral envelope; perianth
floral receptacle
globe amaranth (Gomphrena globosa)
filament
pomegranate blossom
plant; grass; weed
a kind of melon
Achyranthes bidentata
lemon (Citrus limon)
lemon apple
mung bean
generic term for beans
black false hellebore (\^ratrum lobelianum)
winter daphne (Daphne altaica)
akebi (Akebia trifoliata)
camomile (Anthemis)
buttercup (Ranunculus)
magnolia (Magnolia liliflora)
Rubus sachalinensis, a kind of bramble
Chinese goldenthread (Coptis chinensis)
Papaver rhoeas
reoA catkin
a kind of pumpkin
weeping willow {Salix babylonica)
dahlia dahlia Cav.)
frankincense (Anaphalis lactea)
Dracocephalum integrifolium
lily of the valley (Convallaria majalis)
a fend of cotton
peony (Paeonia suffruticosa)
nutgall; Aleppo gall (Galla turcici)
fungus; mushroom
Hedysarum austrosibiticwn, a kind of
sweetvetch

ma^
ma^purgaq
maralqulaq
mazariyon
mandar; muton
maygeg^
maygiil
magnoliya
malina
mamurangin; mamiran gini
mamisa
manan
manta kawa
majnuntal
m^malgiil
mastiki; mastiki rumi
m^zanjii§
marwayitgiil
mMla paxta
modan; modan giil
moza
mogu
mongaqqoray
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mu§ki taram^i; birxil tag podinisi
murguba
murmakka; murmakki
muwabbaJsipit
munaqi; munaqi iinik
mehirgiya
meyizgul
mi'asa'ila

mijig^

minyopurmaq
nabatat^unas

na§ik^
naijil
nan jigda

n^gis
noxut; himis
noruzgiil
nilup^; kanul

mint; fieldmint; pennyroyal (Mentha viridis)
lucid asparagus (Asparagus cochinchinensis)
myrrh (Commiphora myrrha)
dwarf lilyturf (Ophiopogon japonicus)
a kind of grape
glossy ganoderma (Ganoderma lucidum)
African marygold (Tagetes erecta)
Styrax liquidus, a kind of shrub
a kind of melon
yarrow; milfoil (Achillea millefolium)
botanist
a kind of melon
coconut palm (Cocos nucifera)
sour narrow-leafed oleaster
narcissus (Narcissus)
Semen lablab
Primula vittata, a kind of primrose
lotus (Nelumba nucifera)
4. Chemistry
atom
atomic valence
atomic weight
monocryst^
vinegar (Acetum)
alabaster; gypsum
salt radical
astatine (At)
asphalt; bitumen; pitch
mirabilite; Glauber's salt
arsenic (As)
argon (Ar)
nitrogen (N)
platinum (Pt)
white phosporus
anthracite
active charcoal
actinium (Ac)
gold (Au)
^izarin
aluminum (Al)
americium (Am)
ammonia

atom
atom qimmiti
atom egirligi
addi kiristal
aqqiqsu; sirka
axta?; gaj
asas
astatin
asfalt
a?
arsin; sankiya; s^giya; margimu^
argon
azot
aq altun; platina
aq fosfor
aq komiir; issiz komiiri
aktipla^turulgan komiir
aktiniy
altun
alizarin
alyumin; ro
ameritsiy
amyaq; ammiyaq
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ammiyaq siiyi; no§;udur ispirti
bariy
bariy xlor
bariy sulfat
bor
bor kislatasi
brom; birom
bus
berkliy
berilliy
belok
bioximiya
bismut; wismut
birikbirikma n.
birikma
binzol
parafin
palladiy
porazeodim
polat; gan
poloniy
protaktiniy
prometiy
pikrin kislata
plutoniy
ta$paxta
tanjin; saxarin
talik; koksegiz
talliy
tantd
toriy
toyungan eritma
tomiir
tomiir birikmisi
tug; jaz
tuz
tuz eritmisi; tuzluq; §akarap; namikap
tuliy
texnetsiy
terbiy
terpentin; iskipidar
tellur
temitqug
titan
tizap
dat; zM

ammonia water
barium (Ba)
barium chloride
barium sulfate
boron (B)
boric acid
bromine (Br)
lampblack
berkelium (Bk)
beryllium (Be)
protein
biochemistry
bismuth (Bi)
to combine, make a compound
compound
synthetic
benzol; benzene
paraffin
palladium (Pd)
praseodymium (Pr)
steel
polonium (Po)
protactinium (Pa)
promethium (Pm)
picric acid
plutonium (Pu)
asbestos
saccharine
talc; talcum
thallium (Ti)
tantalum (Th)
thorium (Th)
saturated solution
iron (Fe)
ferroalloy
brass
salt
brine; salt solution
thulium (Tm)
technetium (Tc)
terbium (Tb)
turpentine
tellurium (Te)
burette
titanium (Ti)
nitric acid; acidic solution
corrosion; rust
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danikar
dawr qili? qanuni
dawriy
disproziy
Qumula kislatisi
xrom
ximik; kimiyagar
ximiya; kimiya
ximiyiwiy tanlima
ximiyilik reaksiya
xlor
xlor gazi
hak
h^katsizlik
hidrogen; wodorod
hidrogen sulfidi
hidrogenla?osmiy
organik boyaq
organik birikma
organik ximiya
organik kislata
ozon
oksid
oksidlas-; oksidlanoksidliguq
oksigen; Mslarot
on walent; walentik
samariy
strontsiy
soda; $axar; $ulta
su
su gazi
superfosfat
sulfat
sulfatiazol
sulfid
suliao
sumuq; zamqa
siirma
suydiik maddisi
sk^diy
seriy
seziy
selen
selitra
sellopan; munjama qag^

borax; sodium borate
law of periodicity
periodic
dysprosium (Dy)
ant acid; formic acid
chromium (Cr)
chemist
chemistry
chemical equation
chemical reaction
chlorine (Cl)
chlorine gas
lime
inertia
hydrogen (H)
hydrogen sulfide
to hydrogenate
osmium (Os)
organic dye
organic synthesis
organic chemistry
organic acid
ozone
oxide
to oxidize
oxydizer
oxygen (O)
valence
samarium (Sm)
strontium (Sr)
alkali; potash; soda
water
water gas
superphosphate
sulfate
sulfathiazole
sulfide
plastic
alum
antimony (Sb)
carbamide; urea
scandium (Sc)
cerium (Ce)
cesium (Cs)
selenium (Se)
niter; saltpeter
cellophane
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selloloid
sir
sirkoniy
simap
simap bromid
simap xlorid
simap sulfid
sink; rux

celluloid
glaze
zirconium (Zr)
mercury (Hg)
mercury bromide
mercury chloride
mercury sulfate
zinc (Zn)
alkaline
radon (Rn)
radium (Ra)
radioactive chemistry
calomel (mercurous chloride)
rhodium (Rh)
rubidium (Rb)
ruthenium (Ru)
reactant
reaction
rhenium (Re)
ribose
green vitriol
copper rust
redgar; red orpiment
valence; valency
vanadium (V)
tungsten (W)
vinyl
corrodent; corrosive
uranium (U)
sal ammoniac
phosphorus (P)
phosphoric acid
francium (Fr)
fermium (Fm)
solid n.
hard water
stearin
stearic acid
coagulating agent
asphalt; bitumen; pitch; tar
tin (Sn)
disaccharide
double salt
lead (Pb)
kapron
catalyst
cadmium (Cd)

^arliq
radon
radiy
radiyoaktip ximiya
raskkpur; kalomel; kaphas
rodiy
rubidiy
ruteniy
reaktip
reaksiya
reniy
riyoza
zak
zankar; mis deti
zamix
walentik
wanadiy
wolfram
winil
upratqu?
uran
uqab; no^iidur
fosfor
fosfor kislatasi
fransiy
fermiy
qattiq halat
qattiq su
qattiq may
qattiq may kislatasi
qaturgu?
qarimay
q^ay
qo§ t^kiplik §ek^
qo? tuz
qogusun
l^pron
katalizator
kadmiy
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carbazole
carbon (C)
carbohydrate
calcium (Ca)
californium (Cf)
potassium (K)
cobalt (Co)
caffeine
polycrystal
chaicanthite; blue vitriol
xenon (Xe)
krypton (&•)
silicon (Si)
silver (Ag)
acid
acid radical
acidic salt
kerosene
alchemy
curium (Cm)
calamine; hemimorphite
ethyl
ethylene
erbium (Er)
solvent
solution
soluble
solubility
ephedrine
ether
equivalent
einsteinium (Es)
heavy water
heavy element
heavy metal
electrolysis
element
periodic table of elements
yttrium (Y)
ytterbium (Yb)
turpentine
iridium (Ir)
indium (In)
wood spirits
wood tar
iodine (1)
high polymer

karbazol
karbon
karbon su birikmisi
kaltsiy
kalifomiy
kaliy
kobalt
kofeyin
kop kiristalliq jisim
kokta$
ksenon
kripton
krimniy
kiimu$
kislata
kislata qaldugi
kislataliq tuz
kirsin
kimiya
kyuriy
klemilta$
etil
etilin
erbiy
eritkuq
eritma

eri^gan
eri^ganliq
efedrin
efir
ekwiwalent
eyn^teyiniy
egir su
egir element
egir metal
elektiroliz
element
elementlamin dawriy qili^ sestimisi
ittriy
itterbiy
iskipidsir
iridiy
indiy
yagag ispirti
yagag meyi
yot; yod
yuquri malikula
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yuquri malikuliliq birikma
yum$aq su
yewropiy
yenik metal
gadoliniy
gafniy
galogen
galogenliq birikma
galliy
golmiy
giingurt
giingurt kislatasi
giifigurtla§turgungiirtluk boyaq
germaniy
geliy
gilitserin
gilyukoz
lawrentsiy
lak
lakmus
lakmus qagizi
Ian tan
litiy
lyutetsiy
margansop
marganetis; mangan
magniy
magniy sulfat
malekula egirligi
mangan kislatasi
madastan
molibden
muz sirka kislatasi
metal
metan
metil
merkuroxrom; merkuroxrom-eritmisi
mendeleyewiy
mis
mis aqsil
natriy
natriy tuz
natriy nitrat
nobeliy
nur sezi$
neptuniy

macromolecular compound
soft water
europium (Eu)
light metal
gadolinium (Gd)
hafnium (HO
halogen
halide; halogenide
gallium (Ga)
holmium (Ho)
sulphur (S)
sulphuric acid
to vulcanize
sulphur dye
germanium (Ge)
helium (He)
glycerine
glucose
lawrencium (Lt)
lacquer; varnish
litmus
litmus paper
lanthanum (La)
lithium (Li)
lutetium (Lu)
potassium permanganate
manganese (Mn)
magnesium (Mg)
magnesium sulfate
molecular weight
manganic acid
litharge; yellow lead
molybdenum (Mo)
glacial acetic acid
metal
methane
methyl
mercurochrome
mendelevium (Md)
copper (Cu); bronze
cuprein
sodium (Na)
sodium salt
sodium nitrate
nobelium (No)
sensitization
neptunium (Np)
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neodim
neon
nefit
neytral tuz
nitrallajniobiy
nikotm
nikel
nil
nilon

neodymium (Nd)
neon (Ne)
oil; petroleum
neutral salt
to nitrify vi.
niobium (Nb)
nicotine
nickel (Ni)
indigo
nylon

5. Clothing
heel of leather shoe
shoe
footgear
leather shoe
headgear
boot tops
cloth belt; cummerbund
front or back of a garment
scarf; muffler
cap; hat
heel
socks; stockings; hose
footcloth
apron, used in kitchen
a kind of short jacket
blouse of white gauze worn by Uyghur
women
a kind of long gown worn by Uyghur
men
border; hem
overcoat; topcoat
glove; mitten
sweater; woolen clothes
infant's booties; loafers; slippers
baby hat; night cap
tassel
leg of a garment
outer garment without collar or sleeves
insole
shoe buckle
an unlined summer jacket worn by Uy
ghur women
cape; cloak; raincoat

apqut
ayaq
ayaq kiyim
bajingir; batinka
ba$ kiyimi
ba^liq
b^wag; pota
boy; itik
boyunbag
bok
pa§na; okga; son; kalligir
paypaq
paytima
pa^tama; pMuq
pa§mat
p^^ja
p^ja
pawaz; adip; zigziq
p^to
p^ay; qolqap
popayka
popu9
posma
popiik
pu$qaq
piirk^qa
pit^
pistan
pilati
pila$
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pima
ta$koynak
taqi; taqiya; taqiya
tambal

felt boots; felt leggings
outer shirt
round unembroidered velvet cap
underpants
furcap
Russian-style long belted blouse for men
caftan; collarless long outer garment
fur hat with earflaps
leggings
white turban
a round, brimless headgear
lining
fur coat
short coat or jacket
trim or border on clothing
vest; waistcoat
a collared long or short outer garment
coat lining
a kind of felt boot
rawhide sandal
strawhat
straw sandal
duster; smock
cloth shoes; slippers
fur hat
boot
galoshes; overshoes
scarf; kerchief
clothing; dress; outfit
round leather-bordered cap worn by Mus
lim officials
eight-piece skullcap
sandal
scarf; kerchief
baggy pants or trousers; leather pants
flat, visored cap
a men’s leather sandal for summers
leather slippers
a formal hat
pants; trousers
shoe sole
decoration on a doppa
turndown collar
men's hat
swaddling clothes
boot shaft
a kind of string or sash used for pants

tolistopka
ton
tumaq
tizlap^a
dastar; sMla
doppa
ast^; qat; qaturma
juwa
juyaza

jiy^

jilitka
qapan
eapan astiri
50sinka
?oruq
gig qalpigi
gig kepi§i
x^at; qaplima gapan
xay; lata xay
olpaq
otiik
otiik kalag; kalag
sarigug
s^ay; kiyim; kiyim-keg^; enil
tumaq
sakkiz talaliq kapka
sMd^; noxta kepi^
§arpa; romal; rummal
$alwur
$apka
5iblit
?iwak
$ilapa
$im; i$tan
ultan
qadaq
qayrima yaqa
qalpaq
qoltartqu
qong
qur
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qulaqga; qulaqqa
qeyi?
qiyiq koynak
kastum
kalaq
kalta qam
kaniwa
kapka
ka$; kepi$
kam^
kamz^; kamzul; kamziir; kanjaza

fur cap with ear flaps
leather belt
a kind of shirt
Western-style costume or dress
galoshes; overshoes
low-cut shoes; slippers
decorative border on clothing
cap; visored hat
shoe
leather belt
jacket with 3-4 pockets; sleeveless jacket,
usually padded
a woman's blouse
shirt
undershirt
pants belt
infant's pants with attached stockings
collar
open-necked gown
swaddling clothes
skirt
thin clothing
shoulder pad
pleated sMrt
leggings
veil worn by women
woman's head scarf
belt; pant waist
clothing; clothes; garment
a thin veil thrown over the back of the
head and shoulders
sleeveless garment; T-shirt
jacket worn over a gown
white felt hat
cuff
soft-soled boots
formal attire; full dress
lined long outer garment for women

kopta
koyn^
ig koyn^
i^tanbag
i^tanpaypaq
yaqa
y^t^
yogak
yupka
yelin
gol ast^
garmon yupka
gojay
lagiq
lag^
lep^; lip^
libas
lig^
mayka
magaza
malixay
manjit
masa
mehmanliq kiyim
nimga
6. Food
atila

a sweet paste made from flour and sheep
fat
food; meal; feast; dinner
cook; chef
cooking

a$; tamaq
a$p^Iik; to$uk
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a$taxta
a$-tamaq
a$lanpuii
a$liq; ta'am; yimaklik
a§-manta

kneading board
food; edibles
bean jelly
foodstuff; victuals
steamed dumplings stuffed with meat and
served with pilaf
distiller's grains
milk rice
fine food (flour and rice)
dry ginger
liquor
butter
pickled melon rind
bread made of flour
fermented milk; yoghurt
wine
honey
pilaf with vegetables
dried apricots
gruel; porridge
dried meat
quickfried noodles with vegetables
millet or com wine
leavened manta
Western-style bread
an infant food made of sugar, animal fat,
and flour
fish soup
popsicle
kneading board for making bread
crunchy candy made of flour, fat, and
sugar
a kind of baked dumpling
deep-fried dough cake
pilaf
a kind of filled pancake
a small rolling pin
unleavened, thin-skinned steamed dump
ling
unleavened bread
biscuit; cracker; cookie
cheese
beer
a square piece of dough
a kind of bean and nc^le soup
noodles made from bean or sweet potato
starch

arzan
aq a$
aq a$liq
aq^a^ka
aq haraq
aq may; seriqmay; maska may
aqnawat
aq nan
ayran
bada obs.
bal; basal
batta

b^g^

botqa
boja
boso
boza
boluq manta
bolka
bulmaq
beliq ^orpisi
bingur; muz kMt^
pa$xun
pa$mM
p^muda
po$kaI
polo; qoyuga?
pora
puza
petir manta
petir nan
peqina; pirandik
pi^laq; irim9ik
piwa
pilta
pintail
pintoza
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tatliq haraq
tatliq yimaklikl^
ta§ qayi
tawa
taw^
tanjin; saxarin
tanzunza

sweet wine
sweets
brick tea
flat pan; frying pan
provisions; victuals
saccharine
a pyramid-shaped dumpling made of glu
tinous rice wrapped in bamboo or reed
leaves
a sticky candy made of malt sugar
sweet steamed bun
peu'ched flour
wooden trough for kneading dough
Western-style cake
flour mixed with impurities
small round loaf of bread
soda from balsam poplar used for leaven
ing
round baking oven
oven-baked bread
spareribs
to cure, pickle, salt
salted fish
pickled vegetable
cured meat
steamed vegetable roll
gourmet powder (MSG)
ventilating hole in a tonur or baking oven
a snack made of spiced beans
cooking vessel
to deepfry
steamed bread, similar to Chinese mantou
cold sour milk
chopping block
a tray-lite chopping block
beancurd
to braise
milk tea
breakfast
a kind of crunchy candy
chopping board
having a mixture of flour and adulterants
a kind of wheat food
meat-filled dumpling
alcoholic beverage
soy sauce

tangar; tafigaza
tanmoma
talqan
t^la; kasan
tort
toz
toqag
togriga
tonur
tonur neni
to?
tuzlatuzlangan beliq
tuzlangan say
tuzlangan go?
turnip
tetiq
dapxon
dadur-purqaq; gazir-purgaq
danqan obs.
dag boldobaza
dogap
do?a
do?i'ayaq
dufu
diimlaatkanqay
atiganki tamaq
adrak
ambal
jawanda
jotan; zan
juwawa
jun; haraq; haraq-?arap; ?arap
jiahyou
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whole wheat flour mixed with bran
small piece of dough for making dump
lings or noodles
steamed bun or bread
skin of certain foods
chopper; chopping knife
tea
a poker used for punching decorations on
bread
chopping knife
thin pancake
a colored condiment sprinkled on cakes
and pastries
chopstick
pieces of dough boiled in water
small meat dumpling; wonton
condiments; flavoring; seasoning; spices
filled fried dumpling
food; meal
candied date; jujube
dough
pieces of dough
leavener; yeast
distiller's yeast
halva, a kind of pudding or dessert made
of wheat flour, sugar, and mutton fat
thin or flat bread
to steam
a gruel of sweetened fried flour
sausage made of mutton, rice and fat
cereals and cereal products; provisions
chopped cooked entrails of sheep or oxen
ladle; wok
rim or edge of bread
a kind of fried noodles, arranged in a spi
ral on the dining table
panfried dumplings
baked meat pie
a food item made of walnut kernels and
raisins
juice
rusk
noodle soup
milk tea
smoked fish
skimmed milk; curds
tea without milk

jiris
jiza
jinmoma
jilta
gapqu
?ay
qakkuq
gaydo

9^ga
goka; koyza
qop; iigra
goqiira; qiiqiira
xajo-xujo; xuruq
xo^an
xorda obs.
xorma
xemir
xemir zuwulisi
xemirturu?; eqitqu
haraq eqitqusi
halwa
ham^; ham^ nan
hordahiimm^gay
hisip
ozuq; ozuq-tiiliik
opka-hesip; opka-zasiiy
sapliq
saqa
sanza
sambusa
samsa
soqmaq
su; ^arwat; §ira; ^ima
suxari
suyuq a?; suyqa?
siitluk qay
siirlig^ beliq
siizma
singay
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$akilat
?orpa
5orpa uyutmisi
50wiguru?
$oyla
5irin

ta'am
firman; jirman nan

raxap
ripida
ri$ala
zakuska
zagra; zagra nan
zix
?it
wasalgu
w^na; qiyam; murabba
wotka
wino
ussuluq
ul
uma?
uqay
fagao
funm^za
qaturma
qatlima
qasqan
qara a§liq
qarabolka
qara ?ay
qazan-qomu?
qaymaq
qaymaq gay
qahwa; kofi
q^dalat
q^-gezak; kampit; gezak
qoturmaq
qo^uq nan
qordaq
qoruqoruma gay
qoruma ^orpa

chocolate
meat soup
aspic; meat jelly
rice porridge with meat
thick porridge made of rice, fat, carrots
and meat
sweets
a large loaf of bread, flavored with ani
seed
a cold drink made from sour cow milk
a kind of tray used when baking bread
a food item made of egg white and white
sugar
Western-style appetizer, hors d'oeuvre,
snack
com bread
skewer used for kawap
thin, deep-fried pancake
raisin
compote; jam
vod^
wine
soft drink
backside of a loaf of bread
gruel; mixture of commeal and vegeta
bles
casing for sausages
steamed sponge cake
flour
pan bread
multi-layer cake
food steamer
coarse food (com; barley; millet)
black bread; Russian bread
black brick tea
cooking utensils
cream; milk skin
tea with milk skin
coffee
sweets; candy; sweetmeat
candy; sweets
flapjack; pan-baked; pancake
bread made of blend^ flour
stewed meat with vegetables
to panfry, sautd
buttered tea
soup with strips of meat
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qoruma kawap
qoldama
qomaq
qurut
quymaq
qetiq
qezi

fried meat
a kind of noodle food
roasted wheat
dry sour milk; curds
thin deep-fried cake
sour milk; yoghurt
a sausage consisting of meat and season
ing and encased in horse intestines
rice crust
kitchen or paring knife
jam
filling; stuffing
roasted meat balls
ground meat
hash; minced meat
liquor made of fermented mare's milk;
kumiss
roasted meat
a large and thin loaf of bread
clump or ball of food
Russian-style sausage
heads and hooves of oxen and sheep
strainer or colander used in preparing pilaf
supper
a land of porridge in Kashgar
cognac
a bun baked on an open fire
pan for toasting buns
yeast for making sour milk
a summer drink made of fermented bread
or fruit
green brick tea
noodles
beverages (usually alcoholic)
a drink made of grapejuice and sugar
buttermilk; whey
toffee
dough drop soup made of commeal
a kind of steamed roll
skin on certain foods like milk and soup
food and drink
meal
an earthen bump on an old-fashioned
kitchen range on which a pot is placed
cooked rice
fine dried noodles, similar to vermicelli

qirmaq
qinraq
qiyam
qiyma
qiyma kawap
qiyma go§
qiyma-9iyma
qimiz
kawap
kakga
kanka
kalbasa
kalla-pagaq
kapkiir
kaglik tamaq
koga
kony^
komag
komagdan
kon^ga; konalgiiluk
kuwas
kiir^ gay
kiilgak
igkiiliik; igimlik
iskMjiwil
irkit
iris; iris kampit
yobdan
yutaza
yiiz
yimak-igmak
giza
gas
ganpan; gMpM; gurug

gamM
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a kind of bread baked in a pan
fried meat with vegetables
steamed meat dumpling
rice meal
rice wine
rose jam made with boiled roses and
white sugar
a kind of raisin
a loaf of bread with a hole or depression
in the center
chili or pepper sauce
jellybean
boiled spaghetti-like noodles
baking pan
lemonade
deep-fried dough twist
icecream
steamed dumpling
dumpling stuffing
appetizer; snack
wine
alcoholic beverages; spirits
lump sugar made of fruit juice
flour paste
a kind of doughy food
home-made wine
thin rice or millet gruel
breakfast
a food item consisting of chopped mut
ton, sour milk, onions, pepper and noo
dles
delicacy; choice morsel
crystal sugar; rock candy
baked leavened bread
braised bread or bun
food; edibles
a food item made of eggs and flour

gokay
go? say
go? manta
gurii? tamigi
giinig harigi

giilq^
guli
girda
lazijan

l^pun

l^m^; lagman
les
limonat
maxar
maro?ni
manta
manta qiymisi
m^
may
may-?arap
m^pasi
m^jan
m^?iza
mus^las
mitafi
na?ta; nanu?ta
narin
nazunimat
nawat
nan
nanqop
nemat
ni?ala

7.
atlas
capital city
island
zone
bank; shore
pass; straits

atlas
astana; payt^t
aral
b^wag; zona; iqlim
boy; sahil; qa?; qirgaq; kanara
bofuz
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parallil
paj^nap
taqim arallar
tag
tabiiy jugrapiya
tM besim sizigi
tM temperatura sizigi
tan qimmatlik sizigi
tan igizlik sizigi
towan k^lik
tundira
tiizlanlik
tiropik
tizma
dawan

d^a

deniz
deniz boyi
janza; sahra; kant; yeza; yeza-s^ra

j^ubiy

j^up

jugrapiya
jugrapiyilik
jira; jilga
qoqqa
qol; qol-bayawan; qol-j^ira
qolluk; gobi
xatistiwa; ekwator
xatistiwa sizigi
oba
okyan
okyan§unasliq
oypanliq; oyman; oymanliq
saz
say
say
sogaq bMwag
seriq topiliq igizlik
sirt
jaqiratma; ^aqiram; giildurma
$ah^

5^^qa

^artlik b^ga
5^q; kiin^iqi?
$arqiy; §^qliq
$imal
^imaliy

parallel
upper course or reaches of a river
archipelago
hill; mountain
physical geography
isobar
isotherm
isogram
contour
low latitude
tundra
plain; flatlands
tropics
chain; range
pass; ridge
river
sea
coast; seashore
village; hamlet
southern
south
geography
geographic
mountain stream; mountain valley
crest; peak; summit; top
desert; wasteland
gobi; semi-desert
equator
equatorial line
viley
ocean
oceanography
basin; depression
bog; fen; marsh; swamp
dry riverbed; flood plain
brook; creek, rivulet
arctic zone
yellow soil plateau
ridge
cataract; waterfall
city
town; small city
legend; map key
east; Orient
eastern; Oriental
north
northern
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wadi
waha; kokiilmaydan
wolqan; yalqun tagi; yana tag
uzunluq
iigu; gama; giram
qanal
qoltuq; korpaz
qutup
qutup da’irisi; qutup gambiri
qit'a
qiya; yar
qin
l^lik
kol; kolg^
kiinpeti?; garp; magrip
eqim
itik
igkiri
issiq balwag
ikkingi gon quruqluq
igizlik
yardafi
yar
yar koriinii^i
y^iizi
yenm aral
yerim ?ar
garbiy
masi^tap
magnit qutubi
motidil balwag
merdiyan

river valley
oasis
volcano
longitude
cave; cavern; grotto
canal
bay; gulf
pole
polar circle
continent
cliff; precipice; rock
river bed
latitude
lake; pond; pool; tarn
west; Occident
reaches of a river
foot of a hill
interior n.
tropical zone
sub-continent
plateau
wind-eroded ridge
land
land form
Earth's surface; ground
peninsula
hemisphere
western
map scale
magnetic pole
temperate zone
meridian
8. Geology
amber
chalk
Cretaceous period
gray calcium soil
a kind of soil
compacted soil
rock; stone
rock salt
rock crystal
Carboniferous period
Carboniferous system

ahaq; q^riwa; kahriba
aqbor; bor
bor dawri
boz topa; boz tupraq
begir topa
tataran y^; tatir^ yar
ta?; jinis
ta§ tuzi
ta^ kozaynigi
ta§ komiir dawri
ta$ sistemisi
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talq; qirimtal; silyuda
topa; tupraq
tomur rudisi
tinma; dur; dug; qokiinda
dolomit
aqiq; heqiq
qaqmaq te$i
qoMnda jinislar
xarsanta?; giranit
hak te$i
surma ta$
seriq topa; seriq tupraq
segiz lay
silur dawri
silur sestimisi
ruda

mica (Muscovitum)
soil
iron ore
deposit; sediment
dolomite
ruby
flint
sedimentary rocks
granite
limestone
graphite
loess
clay
Silurian period
Silurian system
ore
chrysolite; olivine
earthquake; earth tremor
fault
fold; stratum
jade
sandstone
mineral resources
hematite; red iron ore
actinolite
Earth's crust
crust fault
geologist
geology
geological structure
lava
magma
magma layer; rock formation
marble
Ice Age

ziib^at
zilzila
iizulma
qat
qa?
qum te§i; qum-jegil
qezilma bayliq
qizil tomiir rudisi; gil
lapiras
yar posti
yar postinin iizulmisi
geolog
geologiya
geologiyilik tuzilij
lawa
magma
magma qatlimi

m^m^
muz dawri

9. Grammar and Linguistics
abzas
addijiimla; noquljumla
ahan; t^appiiz
ahan t^imisi
ahanda$ soz
asasiy dmja; ba? dmja
ajurma dmja
a'ila

paragraph; section
simple sentence
pronunciation
transliteration
homophone
basic voice
emphatic voice
group
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ayrigugi bagligu^i
aldi qo^ulgu^i; aldi yardamqi soz
alma$
ba? keli?
barliq
bayan jumla; xaw^ jiimla
bagliguqi
b^gisiz
balgisiz alma$
bogum
bolu§siz
bolu^siz alma?
bolusluq
bol^; miiqa
buyruq peili; buyruq rayi
buyruq jilmlisi
beri? keli?; yuniilii? keli?
beqinda jiimla
birikkan soz
birlik
partligu? tawu?
pa§; tatiirpa?
peil
pell toldurguqi soz birikmisi
peil darija
peil rayliri; peil mayilliri
peil zamani
peilnin bolussiz ?akli
peilnin dawam rayi
peilnin ?art rayi
peilnin imkan rayi
tawu?
tawu?lamin nowMi?i?i
t^tla? b^gisi
t^da?
t^da? bagligugi
t^da? qo?ma jiimla
t^appiiz
toldurguqi
toluqsiz peil
tomur; ozak
ton
turgun soz
tiip soz
tiirlatiirliguqi qo^umga
tera; siziqqa

selective conjunction
preposition
pronoun
nominative case
affirmative; positive
declarative sentence
conjunction
indefinite
indefinite pronoun
syllable
negative
negative pronoun
affirmative; definite; positive
component; part
imperative form of verb
imperative sentence
directional case
dependent or subordinate clause
compound word
singular
plosive
comma
verb
verb-object word group
verbal voice
verbal mood
verbal tense
negative verbal form
continuing form of a verb
verbal form for condition
verbal form for ability
sound
metathesis; transposition of sounds
emphatic mark (e.g. an underline)
coordinate
coordinate conjunction
coordinate sentence
pronunciation; accent
object
incomplete verb
stem
intonation
substantive word
root word
to decline
declension suffix
hyphen
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timaq
til
tillar a'ilisi
tini$ b^gisi
daritma gap; kinaya
darija
dimaq tawu$i
adibiy tMappuz
asli siipat
arkilatma darija
aga$ma bdlak
jaransiz iiziik tawu?
jaranliq iizuk tawu?
jiip soz
jiimla
jumla bolakliri
jiinilinin t^da§ bol^iri
jumlinin qurulu^i
jijiq; siziq
gu$um keli$
ge^t; gikit
giqi$ keli$
xala§ peili
xaw^
xawar beqinda jumla
xawar jiimla
hazirqi zaman
hal peili
halat
halat beqinda jiimla
h^kat nami; mast^
o^uq bogum
orun-payt keli?
omumla§turgugi beqinda jiimla
otiimsiz peil
otiimliik peil
otk^ zaman
otk^ zaman peili
ozliik alma$
ozliik darija
dmliik alma$
omliik d^ja
omliik san
sawap-natija bagligu^i
so'al b^gisi; soraq b^gisi
soraq alma§; guman alma?
soraq jiimla

parenthesis; bracket
language
language group
punctuation mark
metaphor
voice
nasal sound
standard pronunciation
basic adjective
endearing voice
subordinate part
voiceless consonant
voiced consonant
paired words
sentence
sentence elements
coordinate elements of a sentence
sentence construction
dash
accusative case
period
ablative case
verb expressing a wish or desire
predicate
predicate clause
declarative sentence
present tense
adverbial verb
adverbial modifier
adverbial clause
verbal noun
open syllable
locative case
summation clause
intransitive verb
transitive verb
past tense
verbal past tense
retroflex pronoun
retroflex voice
assembled pronoun
mutual voice
assembled number
cause-and-effect conjunction
question mark
interrogative pronoun
interrogative sentence
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vowel
vowel harmony
long vowel
word
postpositional word
word group; phrase
word stem
part of speech
word stress
word-making suffix
adjective
adjectival verb
fricative
comparative degree
comparative grammar
semasiology
semantics
syntax
synonym
person
personal suffix
conditional conjunction
dialect; patois; vernacular
mood
adverb
adverbial participle
tense
adverbial modifier for time
stress
stress mark
unstressed syllable
stressed syllable
particle
consonant
exclamation
exclamation point
exclamatory sentence
exclamatory word; inteijection
phonetics
phonetic change
phoneme
address word
opposite conjunction
bracket
disyllable
Western-style quotation mark (")
double object

sozuq tawu§; sozungaq tawu§
sozuq tawu^nin ahanda^ligi; singarmonizim
sozulma sozuq tawu$
soz
soz arqayarda?i soz
soz biril^isi
soz tomuri
soz turkiimi
soz urgusi
soz yasiguqi qo^umga
supat
siipat peili; supatda§
serilangu tawu$
seli§turma darija
selijturma girammatika
semasiologiya
semantika
sintaksis; n^wi
sinonim; rnanida^ soz
$axs
$axs qo$umga
^art bagligu?i
?iwa; lahja
ray; yiiklima; mayil
rawi?
rawi^da?
zaman
waqit haliti
urgu
urgu b^gisi
urgusiz bogum
urguluq bogum
ulanma
uziik tawu$
unda$
iinda$ balgisi
iinda$ jilrnla
unda$ soz
fonetika
fonetikiliq ozgiri?
fonema
qaratma soz
qarimu-qar^i bagligu?!
qaws
qo§ bogum
qo§ pa?
qo? toldurgugi
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qo$ timaq
qo5 qikit
qo$ soz
qo^um^a
qo^ma jiimla
qo^ma sozuq tawu?
qo$ma soz
qisturma sozi
kalgusi zaman; kel^ zaman
kop bogumluq soz
kop qilat
kop m^ilik soz
kopliik
kogiirma gap
kogma m^a
korsiti§ alma§
kiiqaytma bagligu^i
kesim jumlisi
kesim sozi
keli?
keli^ bilan tiirlakemayti^ d^ja
ki^ilik alma$
etimologiya
eniqsiz rayi
eniqla^ alma?
eniqligu?i; eniqlima
eniqligu^i beqinda jiimla
isim
izah bagligugi
iga
iga beqinda jiimla
iga xaw^ soz birikmisi
igisiz jiimla
igilik alma?
igilik keli?
imkan peili
imla
imla qa'idisi
imla lugiti
imliq
intonatsiya
inkar yiiklimisi
yasalma soz
yasalma siipat
yardamgi peil

double bracket for quotations and book
titles (<< >>)
colon
antithesis
suffix
compound sentence
compound vowel
compound word
parenthetical word
future tense
multi-syllable word
ellipsis
polysemant
plural
quotation; citation
metaphysical meaning; figurative sense
demonstrative pronoun
successive conjunction
concluding sentence
copula
case
to decline
decreasing voice
personal pronoun
etymology
infinitive
definite pronoun
attribute; modifier
attributive clause
noun
explanatory conjunction
subject
subject clause
subject-predicate word group
a sentence without subject
possessive pronoun
genitive case
verb of possibility
spelling
orthography
orthographic dictionary
onomatopoeia
intonation; stress
negative mood
derivative word
derived adjective
auxiliary verb
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yardam9i soz
yatkiizma rayi
yuquri sozuq tawu^
yultuzqa
yerim pa?
yerim sozuq tawu?
yeyiq jumla
yenik ton
girammatika
girammatikiliq forma
girammatikiliq qurulu?
lap tawu?i
lawla?lawla?kan
lawla?migan
logikiliq urgu
le^ikiliq
majburi d^ja
majhul dwja
maqsat peili
morfologiya
mol?^ san
mustaqil jiimla
mustaqil soz
murakkap jiimla
miiqa
miqdar sozi
miqdar rawi?i
natija beqinda jiimla
nisbi siipat

functional word (such as an inteijection)
relayed form
high vowel
asterisk
pause mark to set off items in a series
semivowel
expanded sentence
unstressed intonation
grammar
grammatical form
grammatical construction
labial
to labialize
labialized
unlabialized
logical stress
lexical
causative voice
passive voice
adverbial verb for objective
morphology
approximate number
independent sentence
notional word
complex sentence
component
classifier; measure word
numerical adverb
result clause
relative adjective
10. History
cavalier; knight
White Guard
Thmerlane
head of a clan or village
eunuch
Golden Horde
corvde tax
amban; county magistrate
Central Asian counter-revolutionary,
1918-24
village elder under Chinese rule
beg
son of prince or high official

atliq
aq guwardiya
aqsaq tomiir
aqsaqal
agwat
altan orda
alwan-seliq; alwan-yasaq
ambal
basmiqi
bawjan; bojan
bag
bagqak
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beg's descendants
principality
pasha
Uyghur in the Hi valley
history
historian
historical outlook
historical trend
historical time
Thngut
coin; old currency unit
gold coin in medieval Central Asia
old copper coin
Chinese official rank during Qing dynasty
keeper of collections
Opium War
Crusades
an administrative post
Tsar
khagan
khanate
khan
dynasty; imperial house
princess
empress
caliph
county magistrate; judge
Xiongnu
Middle Ages
federation; league
right wing or flank
head of ten households
county official during Qing dynasty
county yamen during Qing dynasty
relay station; resthouse; roadside inn
Central and West Asian p^ple
member of Muslim council in charge of
weights and measures
Byzantium
head of 100 households
vizier (a high official)
viziership
Karakhan
Karakhitai
Karluk
castle; fort
Sand Gate in Kashgar

bagzada
baglik
pa$a
taran^i
tarix
tarix$unas
tarixqara$
tarixiy eqim
tarixiy m^gil
tangut

twga
tilla

daq^
dotay
diwan begi
apyiin uru§i
ahlisMip
Sajan
gar; ?ar padi§a
xaqan
xaqanliq
xan
xandan; xanidan; xandanliq; sulala
xanzada; xanika; ^zadixan

xani5
x^ipa
hakim
hon
ottura ^ir
orda
onqanat
on be^i
$ang^
$^gan yamuli
rabat
r^lik kozlukl^
ra'is
rum
zMgi; yiiz be§i
w^ir
w^irlik
qaraxan
qaraxitay
qarluq
q^'a
qum darwaza
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kok be^i; kbkwe§i
kidan
yasawul
yarmaq
yayi
yambu
yamul
manzilgah
mis dawri
mirap
min be^i
natsist
natsistizim
nawk^

water manager
Kidan; Khitan
bodyguard
copper cash
yamen runner
shoe-shaped gold or silver ingot
yamen
post station; roadside stage
Bronze Age
water manager; supervisor of irrigation
head of 1,000 households
Nazi
Nazism
Mongolian troops of 13th century

11. Literature
aptor; mu'Mlip; mus^nip
a? qapiya
axirqi soz
aldar kosa
bap
basma
basma $aklisi
ba? maqala
balet
bat
badiy toqulma
badiy asar
badiy obraz
bayaz
boliim
biogirapik roman
biringi qol matiriyal
biyit
paragirap

author
unsymmetrical rhyme
postscript
a figure in folktales
chapter
print
printed style
lead article
ballet
page; column
artistic fiction
artistic work
artistic form
poetry anthology
chapter
biographical novel
primary reference
distich
paragraph; section
theater curtain; act
medium-length novel; novelette
poetry
long poem; epic
prose
character; figure; persona
lithography
to annotate
pun
alias; nom-de-plume; pen name; pseudo-

p^da

powest
po'eziya; a§'ar; ^eiriyat; mu^a'ira; nazma
po'ema; dastan
proza; gagma; nasir
pirsuna?; §^s
ta§ basmisi; ta? matbisi
tapsirla- ; izahlatajnis

t^Mlus
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taijima

t^kira

t^kira kitawi; aslima
tamsil; maqal; maqal-tamsil
tant^a; qasida
toq qapiya
toqulma
toluq qapiya
tom; jilt; qisim
turaq; qapiya
turaqliq ibara
turgu?
tuyuq
tezis; omumi bayan
tip
tiragediya
tiyatir
tiyatirxana; oyunxana
daslapki kupiya
diiyza
deicoratsiya
dirama
diramaturg
diramiqiliq
diwan; yiginda; majmu'a
apsana; riwayat
apsaniqi
apsaniwi
adibiy til
adibiy as^
adibiy t^^lus; adibiy laqam
Mibiyat
adibiyat istili
adibiyatgi; adip; yazgugi

as^

art^; qissa
^kin t^ima
aqliya soz
^diziqilik
jannama
jinjii
qaqma ^eiri
qanqila
^angilqi; qanqilika?

nym
translation
reminiscences
memoirs
adage; proverb; saying
paean
symmetrical rhyme
fiction
complete rhyme
volume
rhyme
rhymed expression
period sign used in classical writings
four-line poem with last words homophonous but with different meanings
outline; thesis
model; type
tragedy
theater; play
theater hall; playhouse
first draft
antithetical couplet
scenery
drama
playright
theatrical production
compilation; collection
legend; fairy tale
storyteller
mythical tale
literary language
literary work
penname
literature
literary style
writer; man of letters; literatus
writings; work
tale; story
free translation
maxim; exhortation
formulism
war story; war epic
Peking opera
prose poem
traditional Chinese opera
actor or singer in a qanqila
tale
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postscript; concluding paragraph
folk literature
folktale
weekly magazine
artistic calligraphy
maxim
story; short story
feature film
collection of short stories
plot of a story
image; form; shape
opera
essay; sketch
stage
stage script
actor's lines
to put on a play
title; heading
preface; foreword
glossary; vocabulary
literal translation
proofreader
proofreading
column
plot; scenario
poet
poetess
poetic
poetic quality
poetizing
anecdote
annotation; explanation; note
style
homomorphous words
poem
poetic sense
bookbinding and layout
bookbinder
to bind a book, do layout work
sequence
style in classical poetry
illustrated magazine
farce; farcical play
novel
romanticism
quatrain
collection of ruba'i

xatima
x^q adibiyiti
x^q qoqak
haptilik ?omili
hosnixat
hokmat; hikmatlik soz
hikaya
hikaya filim
hikayil^ toplimi
hikayinin waqaligi
obraz
opera
oqerik
sihna
s^na asiri
s^na sozi
s^nila^tiirs^lawha
soz be§i; kiri^ soz; muqaddima
sozliik; leksila
s6zmu-s6z t^ima
seli^turguqi; korrektor
selisturguqiliq; korrektorluq
siton
sinariya
5a'ir
ja'ira
^'irana; §eiriy
^a'irana tasawwur
^'irliq
^abha; latipa
^akil; istil; uslup
§^lda? sozl^
§eir
^eiriy tuygu
$iraza
§irazqi
^irazla-; muqawilaratlik bayan
raj^
rasimlik ^ornili
r^il oyun
roman
roman tizim
ruba'i
ruba'iyat
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repetitsiya
rejisor
rejisorluq

z^bimasM
jargon
?anir
?omal
wazin
waq^ik
waq^ama
waq^awis
iiq bogumluq turaq
uziinda
fantaziya
fantaziyilik roman
qapiya tiizii? qa'idisi
qapiyida? sozl^
qapiyila§tiirqattiq muqawiliq kitap
qara
qargular elipbisi
qamus
q^riman
q^rimanlar haqqida dastan
qasida
qasidixan
qalam
q^am taijimisi
q^am ^li; yazguqi
q^am haqqi
qo§umga bat
qo^umqa san
qo^umqa nusxa
qolyazma; kupiya
qollanma
qonqaq
qisturma rasimi
qisqa maqala
qisqartilma; qisqartma
komediya
koqiirkoqiirgiigi; kogurmigi
kogiirma; nusxa
kogiirma gap; istata; naqil
kogma kutupxana
kor^
korunii?

rehearsal
theatrical producer
theatrical producing
aphorism; proverb; saying
jargon; slang
genre
magazine
rhythmic verse; meter
plot
annals; chronicle
annalist; chronicler
three-syllable rhyme
excerpt; extract; quotation
fantasy
fantastic novel
meter; rhyme scheme
rhym^ words
to rhyme vt.
hardcover book
boldface type
braille
encyclopedia; lexicon
hero; leading role; protagonist
heroic poem
ode; paean; eulogy
writer of composer of a qasida
pen; writing instrument; handwriting
written translation
writer
author's fee; royalty
supplemental edition
extra issue
duplicate copy
draft; manuscript
handbook; guide
puppet
illustration or plate in a book
short article
abstract; summary
comedy
to copy, plagiarize
copyist; plagiarizer
copy
quotation
mobile library
joint performance
play scene
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kuplet; masnawi
kutupxana; kiitiipxana; kitapxana
kitap
kitawiy soz
kilassik adibiyat
kilassik as^
kinaya
kinayilik ox§iti?
epizot
epik dastan
epik asar
egiz tili
egiz adibiyati
egiz ijadiyiti
clip
elipba
elipb^ik yeziq
ibara
idiom
idiomatik ibara
ijadiyat
izahliq
ilawa
in$a
yazgugiliq
yallanma Mip
yeziq
yeziq tili
yeni atalgu
lugat
lugat$unas
lugat§unasliq
lugiwiy; leksikilik
lirik §a'ir
lirik $eir
matiriyal
maobi; mobi
mawzu
maqala
mMbu'at; na§r

mas^
m^mun
m^mun^ t^ima
mu'amma

couplet
library
book
literary language
classical literature
classical work
allegory; metaphor; simile; figure of speech
allegory; parable
episode
epic poem
epic work
spoken language
oral literature
oral creation
first letter of the Arabic alphabet
alphabet; ABC; reading primer
alphabetic or phonetic script
phrase; expression
idiom
idiomatic expression
creation; work; invention
annotateid
note; comment; appendix; annotation;
remark; postscript
composition
writing
hack
script; writing
written language
neologism; new term
a form of classic love poetry in which
lines rhyme in pairs
dictionary; lexicon
lexicographer
lexicography
lexical
lyricist
lyrical poem
reference
writing brush
title; subject; topic
article; manuscript
publication; edition
allegory; aphorism; parable; proverb
content
free translation
riddle
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five-line poem
alliterative poetry
bookcover; binding
bookbinder
bookbinding
to do binding and layout work
prologue or prelude in a stage perform
ance
table of contents
line
prose work
prose form
prose poem

muxammas
muwa§§ah
muqawa
muqawiqi
muqawiqiliq
muqawilamuqaddima
mundmja
misra
nasriy as^
nasriy
nasriy §eir

12.
addi atalguruq san
addi tanasip
addi kasir
arqa-arqidin kopayti^
arifmetika
arila$ kasir; kasir
aksiyom
alamat
alia bulunluq
alta yak
algebra
algebriliq tanlima
algebriliq ipada
algebriliq yiginda
algebriliq yiltiz
bap-baraw^ uq buijak
baraw^; hassa; karra
bolbolu$; boliinii;
bolunda; boliinma
boliinguqi
b61gii?i
buralma; burma
bulun olqigiig

biij^
birl^ xanisi
parabola
parallil tot t^aplik
parallil sizik
par?a san; o§uq san; qalduq san; kasir

simple concrete number
simple proportion
simple fraction
linked multiplication
arithmatic
fraction
axiom
sign
hexagon
hexahedron
algebra
algebraic equation
algebraic formula
algebraic sum
algebraic root
congruent triangle
multiplication; times
to divide
division
quotient
dividend
divisor
spiral
protractor
angle
single digit
parabola
parallelogram
parallel line
remainder
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progressiya
piitiin boliinu?
piitun san
pirizma; u? qirliq aynak
piles; qo?u5 b^gisi
ta§qi
taq san
tanginos; urunma
tanasip; mutanasip
tabii san
tatiir tanasip
tatiir teorima
tatiir san
tatiir iiq bulunluq funksiya
tatiir funksiya
tatiir nisbat
taxmin^
tan t^plik ii? bulun; ox§a§ iig bulun
tM yanliq iig bulun
tMla§ma; tMlima
tanlik alamiti; t^lik b^gisi
togra bulun; tik bulun
togra siziq
toldurguqi bulun
tot taraplik
tot am^
turaqliq miqtar; turaqliq san
tiip san
teorima
tirapetsiya
tirigonometiriya
tik bulunluq iiq bulun
tik siziq
da'ira
da'ira yiiz
darija
darija san
diagonal
diametir
differinsial
agri siziq
agri yiiz
agrilik
agma; radan
amM

progression; series
complete division (without remainder)
integer; whole number
prism
plus sign
circumcenter
odd number
tangent
proportion
natural number
inverse proportion
converse theorem
reciprocal
inverse trigonometric function
inverse function
inverse ratio
approximately
equilateral triangle
isosceles triangle
equation
equal sign
right £mgle
straight line
supplementary angle
quadrilateral
four fundamental operations of arithmatic
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division)
constant
prime number
theorem
trapezoid
trigonometry
right triangle
perpendicular line
circle
area of a circle
power
ordinal number
diagonal
diameter
differential
curve
curved surface; camber
curvature
radian
operation
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g^siz san
g^ik san
g^ik miqdar

gamb^
gamb^ m^kizi
xana
xorda; ya
hassa san
hisap
on tanasip
on nisbat
omumi boliingiigi
omumi bolgiigi
omumi san; yiginda
omuni kopaytkiigi
omumi m^raj
omumi nisbat
onlar
onlar xanisi
onluq
onluq san
onluq kasir
otkiir bulun
otmas bulun
dmliik san
san; idit; nomur
sanaq san
sanliq qimmat
siirat
sekans
silindir
sinus
ratsional san
radius
romba
iig bulun; iig biij^
ug biijaknin yiizi
funksiya
qo§ agri siziq
qo^u? b^gisi
qo§u5 amili
qo§ulgugi
qu§qag till
qisqar-

l^sir

karrila- ; kopaytkotangens

Mathematics
infinite number
finite number
finite amount
circumference
center of a circle
digit
hypotenuse
multiple
arithmatic
direct proportion
direct ratio
common multiple
common divisor
sum; total
common factor
common denominator
common ratio
decimal (n.)
decimal digit
two-digited; decimal (adj.)
double-digit number
decimal figure
acute angle
obtuse angle
assembled number
number; numeral
cardinal number
numerical value
numerator
secant
cylinder
sine
rational number
radius
rhombus
triangle
area of a triangle
function
hyperbola
plus sign
addition
summand
rhombus; lozenge
to be reduced
fraction; remainder
to multiply
cotangent
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Mathematics
kcx)rdinat
kosekans
kosinus
kop bulunluq
kop t^plik
kop azaliq ipada
kop xaniliq san
kopaytkiiqi
kopayti§
kopayti? jadwili
kopaytma
kopaygiigi
kub
kuwadirat
kuwadirat yiltiz
kesik konus
kesik yiiz
kemaytkii?i
kemaygiigi
ehtimalliq n^iriyisi
eli$
ipada
irratsional tMlima
irratsional san
irratsional funksiya
irratsional ipada
irratsional yiltiz
yay
yantu siziq
yantu igizlik
yantu yiiz
yuz
yerim da'ira; yerim qamb^
yeyiq bulun
yiltiz
geometiriya
logarifma
matematik; matematika alimi
matematika
mas bulun
majhul san; nam^um san
m^raj
mawhiim san
m^pi san; minus san
mol9ar san
mutlaq qimmat
muxammas

coordinate
cosecant
cosine
multi-angled
polygon
multinomial; polynomial
multi-digit number
multiplier; factor
multiplication
multiplication table
product
multiplicand
cube
square
square root
cone frustum
tangent plane
subtrahend
minuend
theory of probability
subtraction
formula
irrational equation
irrational number
irrational function
irrational formula
irrational root
arc
oblique line
slant height
inclined plane
area
semicircle
straight angle
root
geometry
logarithm
mathematician
mathematics
corresponding angle
unknown number
denominator
imaginary number
negative number
approximate number
absolute value
pentagon
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musbat
musbat san
muntizim u? bulun
muntizim kop t^aplik
minus
minus balgisi
natogra kasir
nol
nisbat

Mathematics/Medicine
positive
positive number
regular triangle
regular polygon
minus; negative
minus sign
improper fraction
null; zero
ratio
13. Medicine

aptap otiis
ajizla§ajizliq
asan tugut
aspirin
asma okul
a^qazan aqmisi
a$qazan agi$
a$qazan antitelasi
as,qazan palaqlini^
a§qazan tow^lap keti§
a$qazan te$ili$
a§qazan qiwini
a$qazan raki
a$qazan qana$
a§qazan yarisi
a§qazan yallugi
a§qazan yerili?
ariliq yirtili?
aq pisa; aqkesM; pesa
aq tamratl^; qomaq taz
aq xun
aq qan danqiliri
aq qan kesili
aqsil
aqquzu? naygisi
aqkes^; pesa
aqma to^iigi
ayallar boliimi
ay-kiin; tawMlut; tugut
agriagriq
agriq; ^giz; kesM
agriq sezimi geki

insolation; sunstroke
to exhaust, prostrate
asthenia; exhaustion; prostration
naturcd labor
aspirin
infusion
gastrotoma
gastalgia
gastric antibody
gastroplegia
gastroptosis
stomach perforation
gastrophilus
stomach cancer
stomach bleeding
stomach ulcer
gastritis
gastroprexia
perineal rupture
vitiligo
scalp favus
leukorrhea
leukocyte; white blood cell
leukemia
foot and mouth disease
drainage tube
vitiligo
fistula
gynacology
childbirth; parturition
to ache
ache; pain
disease; illness; sick person
pain threshold
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Medicine
agriq nuqtisi
alaq
alamat; simpton
aldiraqsanliq; otkiir
algay
ambulatoriya
amyoba
amyobiliq tolgigi
amyobiliq jigM yallugi
anatomiya pigigi
anatomiya taxsisi
analgin; analginum
angina; boguz yallugi; tolgap agrimaq; sangiq
badam baz yallugi
badran koz
ba? qeyi$i
bawasir; bowasir; gemoroy
bakteriologiya
bakteriya
bakteriya bil^ yuqumlini^
bakteriyilik tolgaq
bala ta§la§, boyidin ajra§
baliyatqu osmisi
baliyatqu soznigi
baliyatqu raki
baliyatqu qani^i; xun kesili
baliyatqu kesili
baliliq kesili
banda?; b^damqi
bad^ tak§uru?i
baz Qumisi

b^g^

b^g^ tolgigi
baquwwat dora; quwwat dora
b^ samrip kiti?
bal asti p^iqi
bM agrigi; gim
b^nis; tibabatxana; doxturxana
boyun aqmisi
bogma; diftiriya
bora qaqisi; tera sili
borak ydlugi
burun mon?aq go^i
bihu$ uxla? kesili
bihu^luq
bimar
patalogiya

pain spot
delirium
symptom
acute
crosseye; strabismus; walleye
outpatient clinic
ameba
amebic dysentery
amebic hepatitis
scalpel
dissecting pan
analgin
angina
tonsillitis
exophthalmus; goldfish eyes
dizziness; vertigo
hemorrhoids; piles
bacteriology
bacterium
bacterial infection
bacterial disease
abortion
hysteroma
metrogonorrhea
cancer of the uterus
metrorrhagia
metropathy
infantilism
bandage
physical examination
bubonic plague
malaria; ague
malarial dysentery
roborant; tonic
adiposity
paraplegia
lumbago; waist pain
hospital
cervical fistula
diphtheria
lupus
nephritis
nose polyp
narcolepsy; sleeping disease
coma
illness; disease; sick person; patient
pathology
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parazit
paramu?
pan; gas
pala^; $al kesili

p^kii?

p^la

podaq; dawa; qoquq; giri?
poqaq; qalqan
put tamratlasi
purokayin
pultaypiitpentsilin
pi$laq; qaqa
tabletka
tatuq
ta§qi bowasir
ta§qi kes^likl^ boliimi
ta§qi gemoroy
ta§ma; aswa; uquq
tartuq; jirtaq
tarqili$gan
taz
taq palaq
tayaqqa bakteriyisi
tzdma; tutqaq
tamaq sinmasliq
tamaq yallugi; Mkirtak yallugi
tamata xumari
tamqa qurut kesili
tanasil ^ kesalligi
tabiy immunitet
tap; qizitma; issitma
tapki; tapma; giir^ yallugi
tatiir kirpik
taskM; yinnasqu; yinna to^iigi; yinna kozi
taslikta siyi?, siiydiiq tutulu^
t^ga tamratka
tMlatamratka
topuq
to§qan kalpugi; yeriq kalpuk
tolgaq
towMga qinqitogitapan
tuber^lyuz; zatil
tugut anisi

Medicine
parasite
coma; stupor
deaf
palsy; paralysis
cotton swab
acupuncture point
hernia
goiter
athlete's foot
procaine
to swell, break out on the face
to heal vi.
penicillin
skin ulcer; sore
pill; tablet
pimple; blotch
external piles
surgical department
external hemorrhoids
rash
scar
epidemic; widespread
favus
monoplegia
bacillus
epilepsy
dyspepsia

lm7ngitis
tobacco addiction
trichomoniasis
venereal disease
natural immunity
chills; fever
mumps; parotitis
trichiasis
sty
dysury
psoriasis
to wrap or bind up
ringworm; tinea
sarcoma
harelip
labor pains; dysentery
to have tenesmus; to strain at stool
flatfoot
tuberculosis
midwife
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tugut boliimi
tugut qisqugi
tugutxana
tugmasliq
tumu;
tunjuqu^
tutii qurut
tiik xalta yallugi
tukliik qaqila
teniq^i; sunuqqi
tibabat; dawa
tibabatqilik; tibbi ilim; doxturluq ilmi; meditsina
tibbi alim; doxtur; amqi; hekim; wiraq
tibbi xadim
tibbi yardam
tiraxoma
tiwip
tiwipliq
tif; qara kezik
tif kesili; kezik
tiqma dora
tin§igu9
tilma
tinul m^tum
dawala- ; amla- ; saqaytdawala? iiniimi
dag
danixorak
dawan
daw^lik
daldii$
doxturluq; wiraqliq
dora
dora asasi
dora para^ogi
dora ta§misi
dora osiimluk
dora iiniimi
doriliq
dowsaq palaqlini^i
dowsaq te^ili^i
dowsaq yallugi
dombaq
dezinfeksiya

maternity ward; obstetrical department
obstetric forceps
delivery room
sterility
cold
asphyxia
pinworm
folliculitis
fructus seu semen amoni
bonesetter
treatment
medical science
physician
m^ical worker
medical aid
trachoma
traditional physician
traditional m^icine
typhus
typhoid; typhoid fever
suppository
stethoscope
erysipelas
Bolus rubra, used in Uyghur folk medi
cine
to treat, cure
curative effect
yellowish facial spots caused by pregnan
cy
acne
demented
dementia
a mentally deranged person
medical practice
medicine
pharmacology
medicinal powder
drug rash
medicinal herb
medicinal efficacy
an additive to enhance the efficacy of a
dose
cystoparalysis
vesical perforation
cystitis
swelling; pimple; lump
disinfection
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diabet
diagnoz
diagnoz qoyu$ usuli
dinziya
dimaq kawigi yallugi
ar^ligi yoq
am^^ raki
amgak kesili; siit
yallugi
am9^i eliweti? operatsiyisi
amla-; ^akamla$ yinnisi
jarahat; s^gi jarahat; z^im; zaxma; z^mat;
ziyan-z^mat
jawgay yallugi
jasat qeti^i
jmah obs.
joylu§
juzam; moxo
jiddi
jirtaq koz
jig^ agrigi
jigar sangigi
jig^ §origugi
jig^ raki
jig^ qeti^i
jig^ yallugi
jinsiy ajizliq
ga^ratqu
9a§qanyara; gilla
gawartqa; suluq qapartma; qapartqu; qoqaq
gayqili?
?anaq yallugi
9op qizitmisi
909U9uma; waba
9uma qan z^diwi

9U9iik
969^; qara 909^; yawa 969^
9i? agrigi
9i? doxturi
9i? kiri§9iqan; qoniyogan; g^wir^
9il
xapigan kesM
xapiganliq; histeriya
xal; HIM

Medicine
diabetes
diagnosis
diagnostic method
bezoar (Calculus bovis)
nasosinusitis
impotent
breast cancer
mastitis
masectomy
to inoculate
vaccination needle
wound
perleche
rigor mortis
surgeon
delirium
leprosy
acute
blepharitis
liver disease
diseases with symptoms like diarrhea,
vomiting and costal pain
liver fluke
cancer of the liver
cirrhosis
hepatitis
impotence
herpes
scrofula
blister
concussion
orbititis
hay fever
to sprain
pestilence; plague
anti-plague serum
infantile constipation
chickenpox; cowpox; smallpox
toothache
dentist
to have lockjaw
boil; furuncle
eczema
neurosis
hysteria
mole; nevus
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xolera
hamildar; egirayaq; egirboy; egirustixan
hamildarliq; hamila
hamM
ham^^
ham^ira; sestira
hoi tamratka
hu^sizlanduroperatsiya
operatsiya karwiti
ottura qulaq yallugi
okul
okul yinnisi
on ikki barmaq ii?a yarisi
opka tuberkulyuzi
opka hawaliq i$§igi
opka sili
opka §origu5 qurut
opka raki
opka kesili
opka yallugi
opka yirinliq i§§igi
6t te§i
6t xaJta yallugi
otk^; ^tiraq; $etiq
otkiir yuqumlini?
osma
oliik at
saran
saranliq; sawdayi
sazansiman osiikga; soqur ii?ay yallugi
saqaysaqaymas
saqsiz
sanatoriya
sanitar
sapra
sarpistan
sawdayiliq
sayn^; kok yip otk^gii
soqulu$
son aqmisi; maq'at aqmisi
soynak
sogaq dora
sogaq mij^
sogaqqan
sosiin dag

cholera
pregnant
gestation; pregnancy
enema
enemator
nurse; sister
eczena
to anesthesize
operation
operating table
otitis m^ia
injection
injection needle
duodenal ulcer
lung tuberculosis
pulmonary emphysema
lung consumption
lung fluke
lung cancer
lung disease
pneumonia
pulmonary inflammation with pus
cholelith; gallstone
cholecystitis
diarrhea
acute infection
tumor
dead tissue
insane person; lunatic
lunacy; madness
appendicitis
to recover vi.
incurable
unwell; unhealthy; indisposed; ailing
sanatorium
orderly; hospital attendant
liver ailment
a kind of cough medicine
insanity
paronychia
contusion
anal fistula
onychia
cooling medicine
having cold symptoms
having a cold
purpura
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soznak
son^ sili; ustixan tuberkulyuzi
sogM; yumur
su
suqosaq
suluq qapartma
suluq i$siq; u$?uq kesili; i$§iq kesili
sunu$; sunuq
silt
yallugi
siirga
suydiik tutalmasliq
siiydiik yol te^i
siiyduk yol yallugi
siinnat
skarlatina
seriq qizitma
seriqsu; yirin
seriqkesM
sezik
sirka
sizlam
siflis
siygak
sil
sil kesili
$a; qatma; qatma kes^; kok$al
$apaq yarisi
^atiraqla$axina
^arapxorluq
jarsiman bakteriya
$al
§ankir
$aqiqa
?ek^ kesili
§ipa
$ipaxana
Sipalan?ipaliq
radiyoaktip nur bilM dawala§
radiyoaktipliq tera yallugi
raxit
raxit taswisi
rak; rak kesili
razanda; zukam
qargusi
rohi ajizliq

Medicine
gonorrhea
bone tuberculosis
wart
varicella; chicken pox
ascites
blister
dropsy; edema
fracture
mastisis
laxative; purgative
incontinence
urethra stone
urethritis
circumcision
scarlet fever
yellow fever
pus
jaundice
nausea during pregnancy
grapevine sap, us^ as medicine
infantile malnutrition
syphilis
bed-wetting adj.
consumption; tuberculosis
consumptive disease
tetanus
impetigo
to have diarrhea
watery feces
alcoholism
coccus
paralytic person
chancre
migraine
diabetes
healing; recovery
clinic; infirmary
to convalesce; recover
curative; efficacious
radiotherapy
radioactive dermatitis
rachitis; rickets
rachitic beads
cancer
head cold
color blindness
psychasthenia
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retsep
rematizim
rematizimliq yur^ kesili
zamaskilaz^arga qar$i dora
zarda
zukamdaziqqinapas
wabaliq
waksina
wirus
udum

uQun-

ugqun; u§§uq; i§§iq; yalluq; gadaza
ustixan tuberkulyuzi
uyqu kesili
uyqusizliq; uyqusizliq kesili
untugaqliq kesili
u?ay agri?
ugay paraziti
ii?ay tosulu^i
u?ay turiilii^i
u^ay sili
u^ay yallugi
u?liik nerwa agrigi
u$$uk
iizuzuk
uzumsiman tor^ma
uzumsiman §ar bakteriyisi
qattiq ^kir
qadaq
qasraqliq tamratka
qar qargusi
qara b^g^; kala'azar
qara dag kesili
qargu nuqta
qarguluq
qaqa?; qoma?; qomaq
qaynatma dora
qan azligi
qan tiikuru$
qan gokii^i
qan $origuQ qurut
qan §origug qurut kesMligi
qan rayi
qan z^dawi

prescription
rheumatism
rheumatic heart disease
to fill (teeth)
antitoxin
heartburn; pyrosis
to catch or have a cold
asthma
pestilential
vaccination
virus
secret medical prescription
to be sick with a cold
swelling; tumor
bone tuberculosis
lethargy
insomnia; sleeplessness
amnesia
entralgia
intestinal parasite
intestinal obstruction
intussusception
intestinal tuberculosis
enteritis
disease of the trigeminal nerve
frostbite
to massage
intrauterine device
hydatidiform mole; vesicular mole
staphylococcus
hard chancre
callus; com
psoriasis
snow blindness
kala-azar
black spot disease
blind spot; scotoma
blindness
scab; crust
a decoction of medicinal ingredients
anemia
hemoptysis; blood spitting
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR)
blood fluke
schistosomiasis; snail fever
blood picture; hemogram
blood scum
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qan z^dap kesili
qan uyumi
qanisa
qanigaq kesM
qanliq tolgaq
qanliq i$$iq
qosaq parda yallugi
qosaq suyi
qosaq kopu$
qo$ §arqa bakteriya
qozgatquqi dora
qoyuqlatqug
qolnin yerigi
qusturgu?
qusmaq
quruq tolgaq; quruq injiq
quwwat dorisi
qulaq agri$i
qi?i§qaq
qizil
qizilongag paligi
qizilongag raki; qiltamaq
qizilongag yarisi
qizilongag yallugi
qiysiq koz
qilqurut kesili

l^$kap

karantin
kawak
kanka
kanay yallugi
kanayginin keniyi^i
kamqanliq
kotiyogan
koz ajizligi
koz agrigi
koz boliimi
kokr^ agrigi
kokr^ p^da yallugi
kokr^ tarligi
kokyotM
koydiirga; kiiydurga
koyiik
kii$ta
kesal

serum sickness
thrombus
membrane of chicken gizzard used as
medicine
hemophilia
bloody dysentery
hematoma
peritonitis
ascites
flatulence
diplococcus
stimulant
excipient
hand fracture
emetic
vomiting
straining at stool; tenesmus
tonic
earache; otalgia
scabies
measles
esophagoplagia
cancer of the esophagus
esophageal ulcer
esophagitis
walleye; cross eye
filariasis
soup of red jujube kernels used as medi
cine
quarantine
cavity during state of necrosis
plica
tracheitis
bronchiectasis
anemia
a kind of carbuncle
asthenopia
eye disease
ophthalmology
pectoralgia
pleurisy
thoracic constriction
pertussis; whooping cough
anthrax
bum; scald
a kind of folk medicine
patient; sick person
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chronically ill
hospital ward; sickroom
chronic invalid n.
to be sick
to dilate
laryngopathy
confinement; lying-in
seminal emission
ephedrine
difficult parturition
apoplexy
we^en^ by illness
diarrhea
internal piles
internal medicine
heat; fever
prickly heat
hot medicine
anorexy
nettle rash
to suffer from inflammation
i§§ipregnant woman
ikkiqat
unconscious
ilin-silin
immunit; immunit kiigi; immunitet; immunitliq immunity
sore; ulcer; wound
yara
inflammation
yalluq
malignant tumor
yaman siipatlik osma
bulimy
yap toymasliq
cold; chill
y^
y^yara
gangrene
iodine tablet
yot tabletkisi
cough
yotM
high blood pressure
yuquri qan besimi
non-contagious; non-infectious
yuqumsiz
contagious; infectious
yuqumluq; yuqma
contagion; infection
yuqumlini§
easily infected
yuqqaq
angina pectoris
yiir^ sangigi
heart disease
yur^ kesili
hemiplegia
yerim palag
inguinal hernia
yiriq goqugi
groin ulcer
yiriq yarisi
pustule
yirin qepi
to form pus
yirinda- ; yirinlaswelling with pus
yirinliq i§§iq
sore with pus
yirinliq yara
hydrophobia; rabies
galjir kesili; galjirliq

kes^?an; kes^m^
kesMxana
kes^korpisi
kes^lankenaykikirt^ kesili
edar
ehtilam
efedrin
egir tugut
egir hu^sizliq
elin-silin
ig otkii
igki bowasir
igki kesall^ bolumi
issiqgan
issiqliq
issiqliq dorisi
i^tay tutulu?
i$al^emi
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gaga; gagga; lal
gasliq
gibberellin
girip
gildin ba$
laqwa
matka raki
matkinin
manqa
madda
majiin; narkotik; narkoz
maq'at aqmisi
maq'at agriq
maq'at $amgisi
maq'at yallugi
mayda agrigi

m^ham

m^ham dorisi
m^i giqiri?
morfin
mongaq go§i; noxula; noxuna
mujumuskul kesili
muskul yigila§
miinguz p^da yallugi
meningit; mina parda yallugi
migildamina gayqili^
mina qan azligi
miniga su yigili$
miniga qan gurii?
natiwan
narkologiya
namaz^am qargusi
napas siqili$

na$t^

nerwa ajizligi
nerwa kesili

Medicine
mute; dumb adj.
deafness
gibberellin, a pharmacologically active
family of plant growth regulators
grippe; influenza
involuntary rolling tremor of head due to
a nervous disorder, as in Parkinson's dis
ease
paralyzed; paralytic
cervical cancer
metroptosis
nose ulcer
ascarid; roundworm
anesthetic; narcotic
running sore
anal fistula
proctalgia
rectal suppository
anusitis
stomachache
ointment; salve
medicinal extract; electuary
masturbation
morphine
polyp
to contract angina
myopathy
muscular atrophy
keratitis
meningitis
to be stuffed up (of nose)
cerebral concussion
cerebral anemia
hydrocephalus
cerebral hemorrhage
weak; feeble; in poor health
anesthesiology
sby with nightblindness
asthma
lance; scalpel
neurasthenia
mental disease
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14. Military

This list includes terms relating to weaponry
aptomat
ataka; hujum
atom bomba
atom qorali
atqu
atqugi
atliq askar; suwari
asasiy qo§un; asasiy kiig
arqa sap taminati
arqa muhapizatgi
armiya; jiin
azatliq armiya; jiefanjiin
awiamatka
akop
alahida h^kat diiyi
altatar
aldi muhapizatqi
aldinqi sap
aldinqi qarawul
ali ba? qomandan
bataliyon; yin
baza; h^biy baza
bakteriya uru^i
bakteriya qor^i
batla-; b^la-; oqlaba5 atar

b^
b^jan
bomba; zad^
bombardiman
bombardimanqi ayrupilan
bombilabronewik; z^^lik ma§ina
benzin bombisi
bintu^
patron; mi?^
paraxot; h^bi paraxot
para^otgi qisim
partizan
partizanliq
pagon
pansat his.

assault rifle
attack; offensive
atomic bomb
atomic weapon
shooting; gunfire
rifleman; sby firing a weapon
cavalryman
main force
logistics; rear service
rear guard
army; armed forces
liberation army
aircraft carrier
entrenchment; trench
commando; special detachment
revolver; rifle
advance guard; point
front; frontline
outpost
supreme commander
battalion
base
germ warfare
bacteriological weapon
to load
rifle with a five-bullet chamber
squad
squad leader
bomb
bombardment
bomber plane
to bombard
armored car
napalm bomb
corps
cartridge case; shell
warship
paratrooper
partisan; guerrilla
guerrilla warfare
shoulderstrap
unit of about 500 men
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pay
payjan
po obs.
potay
pos; kiizatgi
punkit
pe§ka
pitira
pida'i qisim
pistan
pistan gaqqugi; jamdigay
piyada ask^
piltilik miltiq his.
pilimot; jigu^?ian
tapanga; nagan
ta§qi sap
taran his.
tayang punkit
tayang kiigl^
tayangsiz qo$un
tanka
tankigi; tankist
tankiga qar§i mina; qol minisi
tapka
t^silik pilimot
top
top oqi
topgi; zambir^gi
tuluq
tuluqluq tapanga
tiit^ bombisi
dajian

daod^

da$iao
dawey; kapitan
da'imi armiyisi
dayii^^uay; mar^al
dala armiyisi
dala zambirigi
dalla- ; gena- ; ginadora; oqdora; miltiq dorisi
dubulga his.
defiiz armiyisi
defiiz mudapiasi
ask^; j^gi; gerik; sipah; la§k^
ask^ana; qararg^; gazarma
askiriy kiig

Military
platoon
platoon leader
cannon
fort; battery; blockhouse
sentinel; sentry
point
soldier; private
buckshot used in hunting guns
volunteer soldier
detonator; blasting cap; primer
firing pin
foot soldier; infantryman
fire lock
machinegun
pistol; handgun
exterior line
wall rammer
stronghold; strongpoint
mainstay forces
isolated military force
tank
tank crew member
anti-tank mine
trigger
machine gun with a rotary magazine
cannon; large gun
cannonball
artilleryman; cannoneer; gunner
cylinder of a handgun
revolver
smoke bomb
senior general
guided missile
senior colonel
senior captain
regular army
marshal
field army
field gun
to aim, train on, sight
gunpowder
helmet
navy
coastal defense
soldier
barracks
military power
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Military
asliha
alamdar
jan; soquj; uru?; yegiliq; muhariba
m^kisi;
maydani; uru^ maydani
j^giwar w^ipa
jiinjan

jiingu^
jianjiin
jianguan
jianlin
ji^diiy
jinbeyQU
q&p-q&p
qarliguqi
qarligugi paraxot; okyan garla^ paraxodi
gaqirgangaq his.
x^q askiri
xoriti? uru^i
hawa armiyisi
hawa jeni; hawa uru§i
hawa mudapiasi
harbiy akademiya
h^biy buyruq
harbiy taminat
h^biy halat
h^biy rayon
h^biy lagir
h^bila^tiirh^katgan askiriy kiig
h^katgan uru?
ottura musapiliq daodan
otgagar
oq
oq musapisi
oqdan
olja
oliik bulun; oluk da'ira
sapqan; saiga; ragatka; kaman his.
salyot
sanjaq his.
sarwaz obs.
s^k^da; silin; silinyii^; komander
su asti kemisi
su minasi
sidaw
silinbu; silinguM

installation; facility
officer
battle; combat; fight; war
battlefield
combat mission
army commander
military officer
general
general officer
high-ranking officer
fleet; naval force
garrison command
hand-to-hand combat
patrol; reconnaisance
cruiser
to call up, enlist
a double-pronged weapon
militia
war of attrition
air force
air battle
air defense
military academy
military order
milit^ supplies
martial law
military region
army camp; military camp
to militarize
mobile troop force
mobile war
medium-range missile
flamethrower
bullet
range of fire
cartridge belt
spoils of war; war booty
blind angle
catapult; sling
gun salute; sSvo
big army banner
infantryman; foot soldier
commander; commanding officer
submarine
sea mine
bayonet
command; headquarters
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$aojian
$ao$iao
$aowey
^anjian; general
$an$i
$an$iao
janwey
$ibu
$iraq
?ijan
razwet?ik; razwetkigi
razwetka
raketa; rakita
raketa topi
zapas qo^un
z^arlik gaz
zar^
zambir^
zambir^ omi
zambirak oqi
zambir^ik paraxot
^darma
?enwey; komissar
wodorod bombisi
uru? tayyarligi
uru? toxtiti? ^Mnamisi
uru? toxtiti? keli^imi
uru§ asiri
uru? jinayat^isi
uzaqqa sozulgan uru?
umut his.
uga
fanhao
front
fuguM
feller
qagqunqi askar
qara miltiq his.
qarawul; kiizat; gan; giizat
qarawulxana
qayturma hujum
qar^lik bomba
qo^atar
qo$un
qoral; yaraq
qoralsiz

major-general
major
lieutenant
general
sergeant first class
colonel
captain
division
division headquarters
fork-like prop for certain weapons
division commander
reconnaisance soldier; scout
reconnoitering
rocket
rocket launcher
reserve force
poison gas
armor
artillery; cannon; gun
gun emplacement
artillery shell; cannonball
gunboat
military police
commissar
hydrogen bomb
combat readiness
armistice
armistice agreement
prisoner of war
war criminal
protracted warfare
cudgel-like weapon
roc&t stage
unit designation
battle line; front line
adjutant; aide-de-camp
medic
deserter
firelock; musket
guard; sentry
guardhouse; sentry post
counterattack
time bomb
double-barreled shotgun
troops
weapon
unarmed
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qoralsizlandurqoral-yaraq
qoral-yaraq zawudi
qorallandurqoralliq
qoralliq kuqlar
qoralliq mudaxila
qorul
qorul; qorgan; istihkam
qol bombisi; qol zadini
qomanda
qomandan
qomandanliq tayigi
qomandanliq qiliqi
qondaq
quruqluq armiyisi
qisim
qirguqi ayrupilani; kura§?i ayrupilani
qizil armiya
qiliq
katyu§a
karabin
kalon; kalonna
korpus
kop iigilik raketa
koydiirguq bomba
kulin
kiira? qahrimani
kiira§qan qo^un
kiira^qi
kuzatqilik
istila
issiq yadro qorali
ijlapqiqiri^-qurulu? bintuM
igiz atar top
yadro uru?i
yardamgi ayrupilan
yan qoral
y^ miltiq
yo^urun istihkam
yoqiti§ jeni
yonili? armiyisi
yii^$uay; mar^
yet^qi ayrupilan
yega
gayip oq
gaz bombisi

to disarm vt.
weapons; munitions
munitions or ordnance factory
to arm vt.
armed
armed forces
armed intervention
front gunsight
fort; fortress; fortification
hand grenade
command; leadership
commandant; commander
swagger stick
officer's sword
butt
ground force; army
troop unit
fighter plane
Red Army
saber; sword
a kind of rocket
carbine
column
corps
multi-stage rocket
incindiary bomb
countersign; password
combat hero
combat-ready troops
fighter; combatant
sentry duty
conquest; occupation
thermonuclear weapon
production and construction corps
anti-aircraft gun
nuclear war
wing plane
sidearms
air rifle
bunker
war of annihilation
front army
marshal
lead aircraft
chaos caused by war
stray bullet
gas bomb
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guwardiya
guwardiyigi
giirza his.
generallissimus
giranat
gimnastorka
lajkarga; la^kargah

guards
guardsman
mace
generalissimo
grenade
tunic
camp; garrison
company
company headquarters
company commander
collar badge; insignia
motorized troops
mauser pistol
maneuver; drill; exercise; practice
campaign; field
regular troops
troops called to active duty
gun; rifle
gun muzzle
rifle butt
trigger
firing pin
mine
to lay mines
militia

li^bu
lianjah
lihjah
matorlasqan qisimlar
mawzur
manewir
m^ka
muntizim qojun
muntizimla^qan qisimlar
miltiq
miltiq agzi
miltiq paynigi; miltiq qondigi
miltiq tapkisi
miltiq ^aqmigi
mina
minalaminbin

15. Music
addi nota
ahah
ahanda$liq
ariya
awaz da'irisi
aqin
ansambil
baraban; dumbaq
bayat
bayan
balet usuli
baliman
bam
bulbulak; tapka;
pauza
pada
panjigah
pipa

numbered musical notation
tone
harmony
aria
range; register
Kazak folk singer
ensemble
drum
one of the twelve muqam
a button-like accordion
ballet dance
a single-reed wind instrument
a string on a dutar
bridge of a string instrument
opening bars; rest
timbre
one of the twelve muqam
a Chinese string instrument
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tar; sim
tarliq sazlar
t^^num; kiiy; muqam
tanja- ; sazlatanka?; jor
tambur
tekist; soz
tempa
dap
dan
dasta
dombira
dutar
diri^or
ajam
^nagma
janjan
qarigah
qan
qalgu aswap
qalguq
qabiyat
xMq hapizi
xalq qo^q
xor
xu§tar
hapiz obs.
o$aq
orunlaorkestir
6M; qo§aq; nax^a
ol^qi; qo^aqgi; nax^agi
sabay; sapayi
satar
saz
. .
sazanda; sazgi; muzikant; muzikigi; nagmigi
sazu-nawa
s^am
sunay
sigah
$adiyana
rawap
rak
rayal; royal
ritim

string; cord
string instruments
melcSy
to tune
accompaniment
a plucked instrument with three or four
brass strings
lyrics; words
tempo
a tamburine-like hand drum
bell; gong
finger board
a plucked string instrument with two
strings and a fretless neck
a plucked two-stringed instrument
conductor
one of the twelve muqam
folksong; love song
cymbal
one of the twelve muqam
stringed percussion instrument
wind instrument
plectrum
one of the twelve muqam
folk singer
folk song
chorus
a string instrument
singer
one of the twelve muqam
to perform
orchestra
song
singer
a percussion instrument
a string instrument larger than a tambur
music; musical instrument
musician
the playing of a musical instrument
dance music
a reed instrument with 5-7 finger holes
one of the twelve muqam
happy song, tune or melody
a plucked string instrument
one of the twelve muqam
piano
rhythm
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ritimlik ahan
z^mak; naxun
zM] qonguraq
zil
ud
usul
uzhal
qalun
qobuz
qulaq
kamay
kamanqa
kanay
kom^zitor
konsert
kotir^gii awaz
kilassik muzika
eytegiz garmoni
iskiripka
iraq
gazk
gazMgi; gaz^xan
gijak
garmon; garmun
giilyar
gitar
lipir
limpada
mar$
mandalin
margul; nagma-m^gul
mu§awirak
muzika
muziki^unas
muziki^unasliq
muqam
mizgan
nax^a-usul
nawa
nagra
naqrat
nay
nagmadap
nota

Music
rhythmic sound
plectrum
bell
bell; cymbal; gong
harp
dance
one of the twelve muqam
Uyghur string instrument
a three-stringed instrument
knob on string instruments
a trumpet-like instrument
bow
brass wind instrument
composer
concert
high tone
Western classical music
to sing
harmonica; mouth organ
violin
one of the twelve muqam
folksong; love song
folk singer
a bowed string instrument
accordion; concertina
name of an Uyghur folk song
guitar
a whistle flute made of willow wood
name of an old Uyghur composition
march
mandolin
short musical interlude between two
songs in muqam
one of the twelve muqam
Western music
musicologist
musicology
modes in medieval Uyghur music
bugle
song and dance
one of the twelve muqam
a kind of kettle drum
refrain
a transverse flute
a tamburine-like percussion instrument
notation
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16. Philosophy

bol^ewizim
birlam^i
birmanbagi
birmanbagilik
paylasop; p^sapigi
pMsapa
p^sapiwi
ta$qi sawap
tajribip^as; tajribigi
tajribigilik
tup zat
tup zat n^iriyisi
d^ilgi
d^ilgilik
ayniyat qanuni
jahalatp^as; jahalatgi
jahalatp^aslik; jahalatgilik
gakina p^sapa
sawabiyat
sirliq q<u"a5; mistitsizim
5^1waz
5^1wazliq
zaman
utopist
utopizim
utopistlik; utopik
fa^izim
qarimu-qar^i tarap
qarimu-qar^iliq
qarimu-qar^iliqnin birligi
eqim
iradigilik
ilmiy eqim
inkargi
inkargiliq
logika
logikiliq
liberalizim; liberalliq
marksizim
marksizimgi
marksizimliq
makan
m^gilik
metafizik

Bolshevism
primary
monist
monism
philosopher
philosophy
philosophical
external cause
empiricist
empiricism
noumenon
ontology
positivist
positivism
law of identity
obscurantist
obscurantism
scholasticism
causality
mysticism
formalist
formalism
time
utopianist
utopianism
utopian
Fascism
antithesis
opposite
unity of opposites
school; sect
theory of the importance of willpower
school of thought
nihilist
nihilism
logic
logical
liberalism
Marxism
Marxist n.
Marxist adj.
space
solipsism
metaphysician
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metafizika
nizam

metaphysics
superstructure

17. Physics
at kiigi
atom
atom quwwiti
atom yadrosi
atomnin tiizulii^i
atomnin yimirili^i
addi madda
addi mayatnik
ahanraba; magnit
asasiy z^a
arqiga tepi? kiiqi
awaz dolquni
awaz gastotisi
awaz siir'iti
awaz kiigliik
awaz yuqurilik
aqma jisim
alfa nuri
amper
basqu?
bo^luq; wakuum
bug; par; hor
bulun
bulun tezligi
bulufiluq h^kat miqdari
besim; besim ku?i
par^ila-; maydilapotensial
potensial energiya
proton
pi§an; dast^
pirizma; ii? qirliq ayn^
ta§qi kii?
tarti? kii?i
tawu5 dolquni
tayan? nuqtisi
tabiy gaz
t^^i tezlini^^an h^kat
tok; elektir
tok besimi
togra dolqun

horsepower
atom
atomic energy
atomic nucleus
atomic structure
atom smashing
simple substance
simple pendulum
magnet; loadstone
elementary particle
recoil
acoustical wave; sound wave
audio frequency
sound velocity
sound strength
pitch
fluid n.
alpha ray
ampere
control apparatus
vacuum
steam
angle
angular velocity
angular momentum
pressure
to split
force; potential
potential energy
proton
lever
prism
external force
traction force
sound wave
fulcrum
natural gas
even acceleration
electricity
voltage
transverse wave
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towan awaz dolquni
towan besim
towan hararat
tegi$ nuqtisi
titradina
dinamika
^ tasir; qar$i tasir
^ ataks sada
j^iba
jisim
qastota
goglanhararat
hawa besimi
henri
optika
optikiliq
ottura dolqun
om
6tkiizu§qanliq
otkiizgu?; otWzguq jisim
otkiizgiig turubisi
otkiizmigiiq
sozulu^ganliq
soqulma kiiq
suyuq jisim
suyuq halat
suyuq gaz
sundursurkili; kuqi
selijturma egirliq
seli$turma issiqliq
^arsiman ayn^
radiyoaktip
radiyoaktipliq
refleksis
rentgen nuri
z^at; elektir zMti
z^a; mikroz^a
wektor
U5 qutupluq lampa
farada
farametir
fizika
qattiq jisim

infrasonic wave
low pressure
microtherm
contact point
to vibrate
dyne
dynamics
reaction
to reflect
echo
gravitation
body; substance
frequency
to be incandescent
heat; temperature
atmospheric pressure
henri (electric inductance unit)
optics
optical
medium wave
ohm
conductivity
conductor
conduit
insulator
ductility
shock power
liquid n.
liquid state
liquified gas
to refract vt.
frictional force
specific weight
specific heat
spherical mirror
radioactive
radioactivity
reflex
x-ray
electric charge
particle
vector
triode
farad
farad meter
physics
solid; solid body
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qara jisim
qar§i tasir
qar§iliq; qar§iliq kiigi
qayna? nuqtisi
qo§ulma kiig
qo$ma tawu^
qozgatqug
qozgatqug amil
qozgatqug energiyisi
l^oriya
kulon
kenayefir
egirliq
egirliq kiigi
egirliq m^kizi
egirliq nuqtisi
elektir dolquni
elektir sigimi
elektir zMti
elektir z^jiri
elektir qutubi
elektir energiyisi
elektir magniti
elektiron
elektiron dastisi
elektiron eqimi
energiya
energiyinin saqlini? qanuni
igki tiirtka
ion
ispektir
ispektiriskop
issiq yadro reaksiyisi
issiq neytron
issiqliq
issigliq tosalgusi
iz korsatkiig atom
ilastikiliq
impulis
induksiya
infra qizil nur
inertsiya
inertsiyilik haxkat
yadro
yadro reaksiyisi
yadro energiyisi

black body
reaction
drag; resistance
boiling point
resultant of forces
complex tone
excitation; stimulus
excitation factor or element
excitation energy
calorie
coulomb
to expand
ether
weight
gravity
center of gravity
focal point
electric wave
electric capacity
electric charge
electric circuit
electrode
electric power
electromagnetism
electron
electron beam
electron flow
energy
law of the conservation of energy
internal thrust
ion
spectrum
spectroscope
thermonuclear reaction
thermal neutron
heat
thermal barrier
atom tracer; labeled atom
elasticity
electric impulse
electric induction
infrared light
inertia
inertial movement
nucleus
nuclear reaction
nuclear energy
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yay
y^ magniti
yamin tartij kugi
yojurun issiqliq
yoruqluq
yoruqluq tezligi
yoruqluq dastisi
yoruqluq dolquni
yoruqluq energiyisi
yuquriga kotiri? besimi
yiik
yuklima dolqun
yuklima dolqun z^jiri
yerim otkiizgug
yimirilgaz
gaz haliti
gamma nuri
giradus
massa
mayatnik
magnit
magnit potensiali; magnit kuqi
magnit jazibisi
magnit energiyisi
magnit induksiyisi
magnit maydani
malekula
malecula formulisi

m^piy z^at
m^piy qutup
m^piy elektir
manpiy neytron
muhit
musbat
musbat z^at
musbat elektir
musbat elektiron
muzla$ nuqtisi
nur
nur sunu^i
nurluq energiya
nuqta
neytron
nisbat n^iriyisi
niuton qanuni

Terminological Lists
arc
terrestial magnetism
terrestial gravity
latent heat
brightness; light
sp^ of light
light beam
light wave
light energy
upward pressure
load
carrier; carrier wave
carrier channel
semiconductor
to be smashed
gas
gaseous state
gamma ray
degree
mass
pendulum
magnet
magnetic force
magnetic gravitation
magnetic energy
magnetic induction
magnetic field
molecule
molecular formula
negative charge
negative pole
negative electricity
antineutron
medium
positive
positive charge
positive electricity
positron
freezing point
ray
dioption
radiation; radioactivity
point
neutron
theory of relativity
Newton's law
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abihayat meni
adat; xun; hayiz
ajralma
a^biqin
astinqi kalpuk; astinqi lap
a^qazan; qarin; qosaq
a^qazan bojlugi
a^qazan bezi
a^qazan suyuqlugi
a^qazan kislataliq d^jisi
araq
arqa pi^ap
arqa t^at yoli; maq'at yoli
arqa mina
ariliq; qat ariligi
ariliq mina
awaz p^disi; tawu^ p^disi
awaz i§ik
aq madda
anla? sonakliri
anla§ sezimi
anla? nerwisi
ayaq; put
aylana
agiz; egiz
alta qol
aldi mina
alat; zakar; iij^; qizil bala; ka^
alqan; qawak; siqim; qol alqini
alqin; dola; oqur^; 6?na; y^ka; gol; miira
aniliq; balayatqa; baliyatqu; matka
aniliq tM
badam bezi
ba$
ba? bo^lugi
ba§ terisi
ba? sonigi; mina qepi
ba$ mina nerwisinin tormuzlini^i
ba$maltaq
barmaq; ilik
barmaq bogumliri
bala hamriyi

bad^;

bad^ tMpunlugi

semen
menstruation
secretion
soft rib
lower lip
belly; stomach
gastr^ cavity
gastric gland
gastric juice
gastric acidity
philtrum
feces
anal passage
hindbrain; rhombencephalon
perineum
cranial cavity
vocal cord
glottis
white matter
ear bones
sense of hearing
acoustic or auditory nerve
foot; leg
circumference; girth
mouth
six-digited hand
forebrain
penis
palm
shoulder
uterus; womb
mother's body
tonsils
head
head cavity
scalp
cranium; skull
cerebral inhibitory nerve
big toe
finger; toe
finger or toe joints
placenta
body
body balance
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bad^ harariti
bad^ haliti
bad^ s^giisi
bad^ suyuqluqliri
bad^ egirligi
ba$ ^

b^
bM

body temperature
posture
tactile sensation
body fluid; humor
body weight
five sense organs
gland
loin; waist
lumbar vertebra

bM umurtqisi
b^gam; tukiinik; xapruk; seriqsu; §al; §almaq;
phlegm; spittle; sputum
§61gay
joint
bamal; bamalq^; bogum; iiga
cavity
bo§luq; qerinqa
cervix; neck
boyun; gadan; g£yga
cervic^ vertebrae
boyun umurtqiliri
boguz; tamaq; alqim; h^qum; kamay;
> throat; larynx
girtildak; gal
kidney
borak
renal pelvis
bor^ jami
burun
nose
nasal cavity
burun bo^lugi; dimaq
nostril
burun to§ugi
Adam's apple
bugdiy^; kar^
muscle
buliun; candir
wrist
begi§
liver
begir; jig^
ribs; side of the body
biqin; qowurga
index finger
bigizqol
bilak
arm
ulna
bil^ sonigi
nape
patan
leg; shank
pa?aq; paqalqaq
shinbone; tibia
payxan
membrane
p^da
ligament; sinew; tendon
pay; tarimu§; sinir
toe
p^ja
nose dirt
potla; qaqaq; manqa
scrotum
podaq
feces
poq
hands and feet; the four limbs
put-qol
sense of smell or scent
pura§ sezimi
olfactory nerve
pura§ nerwisi
piiruk; son; maq'at
anus
sphincter
piirwa muskul
bodily relief
pi§ap
forehead
pi§ana; manlay
frontal axis
pi^ana oqi
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pi^ana sdnigi
pigment
tajisiman qizil tomur
ta$qi ajratma
ta$qi o$uq
ta$qi qulaq
tanlay
tanlay sonigi
tagaq
tal
tanasil; jinsisliq; jinsiy
tanasil
jinsiy
iij^
tastak; qowuz; giir^; m^iz
bezi
to^iik^isi
tarn sazgii?i
tan hujayrisi
topqa; amq^ topqisi; amg^ tiigmisi
toqulma
toqulma siiyuqlugi
toqquzkoz
togra qambar u?ay
togra iiqay; kotan
togra yolluq muskul
tomur
tomumin soqu^i
tot topilik

to?; kokr^
to? bezi
to? sonigi
tor^ma; kezak
tdralma t^sisi
tor^ma qepi
tbwan jag; inak
towM kok tomur; tow^diki qawaq kok tomur
towan nerwa pa'aliyiti
tuxumdan
turgun ?i?
tugut yoli
tugur; quyumgaq
tiik; qaq
tiik xaltisi
tiik yiltizi
tiigiin
teqim; soja; songa^; yota
titan tomur

frontal bone
pigmentation; skin color
coronary artery
exocrine; external secretion
outer ankle (malleolus lateralis)
external ear
palate
palatal bone
scapula; shoulder blade
spleen
sexual
genitals; sex organ
cheek
sweat
sweat gland
sweat pores
taste bud
somatic cell
mamilla; nipple; teat
tissue
tissue fluid
sacrum
transverse colon
rectum
striated muscle
artery; vein
pulsation
corpora quadrigemina
breast; chest; pectus
thymus
breastbone; sternum
embryo
blastodisc; germinal disc
fetal membrane
lower jaw
vena cava inferior
primitive nervous movement
ovary
permanent tooth
birth canal
coccyx; tailbone
hair
hair follicle
hair root
node
thigh
neck artery
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tiripsin
timaq
tiz
tiz iigisi
til
das son^
das sonak bo$lugi
dowsaq
dowsun
dimaq
attikan
asap; nerwa
a§; yolda?
kzz
aza sazgusi
aqil ?i§i
amg^; siit bezi
jawgay
jag
jag sonigi
Janyar; ingikiyar
jaynak
jiyak
jinaza
jinsiy bezi
jinsiy hormoni
gapaq
gat; gatiraq; yiriq
gag; §illa
gawa
ganaq; koz ganigi
ganaq kumiirgigi
gambar iigiyi
goqqa sonigi
gon iigay
gon kok tomur
gon mina
gogilimag
giggi?
gi$ deti
gi? yiltizi
gi$ maddisi
giray; oza; yiiz

trypsin
fingernail
knee
knee joint
tongue
pelvis
pelvic cavity
bladder
lower abdomen; underbelly
nasal cavity
hangnail
nerve
afterbirth
organ
organ sensation
wisdom tooth
breast; udder
comer of the mouth
jaw
jawbone
private parts
elbow
lid
corpse
sex gland
sex hormone
ocular mucus; eye gum
groin
neck muscle
membrane or omentum attached to the
stomach and colon and hanging over the
small intestine
eye socket
orbital cartilage
colon
parietal bone
large intestine
vena cava
cerebrum
part of the scalp where the hair is
whorled
to excrete
tooth
tartar
dental root
dentine
face
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gika
9ika tomuri
gika sonigi
^im^ilaq; singilaq
xal
xun; qan
hararat
hawayihawas
halqisiman komurg^
h^im
h^im qili$ ^si
h^im qili^ sistemisi
hayiz mizgili
hormon
hiijayra; kiletka
heparin
hipofiz
hipofiz bezi
ottura qol
ottura qulaq
ottura mina
ottura ilik; yota sonigi
osurosuruq
o$uq
organizim
on yiir^ dalan^isi
on yiir^ qeringisi
olturgug nerwa
on il^ barmaq iiqay
opka
bpka piiw^qisi
opka qizil tomuri
opka kbk tomuri
opka sigimganligi
6t
6t xaltisi
6t suyuqlugi; z^dap
ot kislatasi
6t yoli; 6t nayqisi
on; rM
saq-salamat; saqliq; saglamliq; salamat
sagra; qon; quyruq; kasa; kot
sapkil
soqur ii^ay; qargu ii§ay
soh^; ustixan
sur madda

Physiology
temples
temple vein
temporal bone
little finger
birthmark
blood
temperature; fever
sexual intercourse
round cartilage
digestion
digestive organ
digestive system
menstrual period
hormone
cell
heparin
hypophysis
cerebral hypophysis
middle finger
auris media; middle ear
midbrain; mesencephalon
femur; thighbone
to flatulate
flatus
anklebone
organism
atrium
ventricle
sciatic nerve
duodenum
lung
pulmonary alveolus
pulmonary artery
pulmonary vein
vital capacity
gall
gall bladder
bile
cholic acid
bile duct
complexion
health
buttocks
freckle
appendix
bone
gray matter
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sumbat
Slit bezi
silt
siiydiik
siiydiik giqiri? azasi
siiydiik yoli
siinnatlik
sesiq b^
seriq yilik
seriq tan hormoni
seriq t^qa
seriq tiik
seriqat
sezim
sekil^
^Mlik refleksis
$ilim$iq parda
ran; r^gi-roy; r^gi-ruxsari
r^dar parda
refleksis
zanaq; yanaq
Hqik t^at
uga
uruq; mani
uruq bezi; uruqdan
uruq xaltisi
uruq naygisi
uzungaq mina
uyat lewi
umurtqa
umurtqa sonini
umurtqa nerwisi
iigay
iigay bezi
iigay temi
iigay gapli^i^i
iigay suyuqlugi
iigay-begir; iigay-qerin; ig-qarin; igki azaliri
iigliik nerwa
iist jag; yuquriqi jag
iistiinki tera toqulmisi
iistiinki kalpuk; iistiinki lap
fiziologiya
qapaq; qa§
qapaq; kozjiyigi
qapqa tomuri
qattiq tanlay

physique; build; posture; carriage
breast
milk tooth
urine
urinary organ
urethra
foreskin
stink gland
yellow marrow
progesterone
corpus luteum
fine hair on the human body
subcutaneous tissue
sensation; feeling
hair on a woman's temples
conditioned reflex
mucuous membrane
complexion
iris
reflex
cheekbone
urination
spine
semen; sperm
testis; testicle
seminal vesicle
spermatic duct
medulla oblongata
vaginal lip
backbone; spine
vertebra
spinal nerve
intestine
intestinal gland
intestinal wall
intestinal adhesion
intestinal fluid
internal organs; viscera
trigeminal nerve
maxilla; upper jaw
epithelial tissue
upper lip
physiology
eyelid; eyebrow
eyelid
portal vein
hard palate
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qaraq; qari^uq
qan$ar
qalqan
qalqan
hormoni
qalqan bezi; qalqansiman b^
qalqan yan bezi
qalqansiman komiir^^
qan besimi
qan pilastinkisi
qan tomuri
qan tomurluq p^da
qan dangisi; qan $arigi
qan ^ekiri
qan $irisi
qan guruppisi
qosaq bo^lugi
qosaq p^disi
qo$uma
qo$umga nerwa
qowurga ariliq muskuli
qowurga ariliq nerwisi
qol; ilik
qoltuq; korp^
qulaq
qulaq aldi bezi; gur^ bezi
qulaq p^disi
qulaq suprisi
qulaq quliilisi
qulaq lari
qulaq yutqungaq naygisi
qulaq yum§igi
qulaq gijigi
qulaq maijini
qirqigag
qizil tomur; qizil qan tomuri
qizil qan danigiliri
qizilongag
qizliq
kalpuk; lap
kanay
kanayga
kortison
kdru§ nerwisi
koz
koz arqa dalangisi
k5z aldi dalangisi
koz almisi

Physiology
eyeball; pupil
nasal bridge
thyroid
thyroxine
thyroid gland
parathyroid gland
cartilagines diyreoides
blood pressure
blood platelet
blood vessel
vein membrane
blood cell; corpuscle
blood sugar
blood plasma
blood group
abdominal cavity
peritoneum
brows
accessory nerve
intercost^ muscle
intercostal nerve
hand
armpit
ear
parotid gland
eardrum; tympanic membrane
external part of an ear
acoustic labyrinth; cockles
cerumen; earwax
Eustachian or auditory tube
earlobe
helix
tragus
fetal hair; lanugo
artery
erythrocyte; red blood cell
esophagus
hymen
lip
trachea; windpipe
bronchus
cortisone
optic nerve
eye
posterior eye chamber
anterior eye chamber
eyeball
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koz buq^ p^disi
koz pardisi
koz jawhiri
koz qari^ugi
koz qarisi
koz eqi
koz i^ki besimi
koz ye?i
kok tomur
kokrak aylanisi
kokrak bo^lugi
kokr^ p^disi; mina p^disi
kokrak p^disi
kokr^ umurtqisi
kokr^ qapizi
komur?^; kiimurgak; kemirg^
kurak qiy, giij^ qi?
kip^
kiqik til
kirpik
kindik
kindik begi
eziq qi§i
egiz
egiz bojlugi
issiqlaiskilit; yilik
irsiy kesMlik
irsiyat
insulin
yadro megizi
yanpa?
yanpa? sonigi
y^ld bogumi
y^ka qoqqisi
yutqunqaq
yuquri biM
yuquriqi napas yolliri
yulun
yum^aq tanlay
yur^
yurak tawu^i
yiir^ dalanqisi
ytir^ dalanqisi
yiir^ qepi
yurak qerinqisi
yiir^ muskuli

epicanthic fold
eye membrane
crystalline lens
pupil
black of the eye
white of the eye
intraocular pressure
tear; teardrop
vein
chest girth
chest cavity
meninx
pleura
thoracic vertebra
thorax
cartilage; gristle
front tooth; incisor; shovel tooth
dandruff
uvula
eyelash
belly button; navel
umbelical cord
molar tooth
mouth
oral cavity
to become hot (of the human body)
marrow
hereditary disease
heredity
insulin
nucleolus
hip
hipbone
shoulder joint
acromion
pharynx
upper arm
upper respiratory tract
spinal cord
soft palate
heart
cardiac sound
auricle
atrium
pericardium
ventricle
cardiac muscle; myocardium
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yitim qowurgisi
yiriq qiri
gulag
gutu
la$

lip^

limfa
limfa bezi
limfa tiigiini
maq'at p^disi
maq'at atrap bezi
mayda
muskul
muskul aqsili
muskul pasili
muskul peyi
muskul talaliri
muskul t^isi
muskul tar^ligi
muskul toqulmisi
muskul jiddilini;
muskul hiijayrisi
muskul sistemisi
muskul mokiliri
miiga
mungiiz p^disi
mina
mina hojayrisi
mina qetigi
mina qeringisi
mina kowriigi
mina yulun suyuqlugi
mina nerwisi
napas yoli
nerwa talaliri
nerwa tiigiini
nerwa m^kizi

Physiology/Religion
floating rib
inguinal crest or ring
upper arm; arm
skeleton
mucus
kneecap
lymph
lymph gland
lymph node
anoderm
anal gland
chest; pit of stomach
muscle
myoprotein
myoseptum
muscle tendon
muscle fibers
muscle disk
muscular tension
muscle tissue
muscle tone
myocyte
musculature
muscular spindle
limb
cornea
brain
brain cell
brains; gray matter
brain ventricle
pons
cerebrospinal fluid
cranial nerve
respiratory tract
nerve fibers
nerve node
nerve center

19. Religion
abdal

abid; abida

a person belonging to a group claiming
descent from the Umayyads who are said
to have caused the death of Imam Husain
in A.H. 61
devout; pious; prayerful; religious; rev
erent
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abihayat; abihaywan
ata^p^as; otp^as
ata^p^aslik; otp^aslik
ata$kada
adamata
axun
axir zaman; qiyamat; mah^^
axirat
asi
a$ir
ayat
alia; parwardigar; xuda; xudayita'ala; rab; ilah
allahu^b^
amin
bax$i
bax^iliq
baw^; taqwa; taqwidarliq; aqida; etiqat; iman;
maslak
baqi dunya
bamdat; bamdat namizi; namaz bamdat

bad^
ba§ wax namaz
ba$ kiinlilk dunya
baytulla; xaniqa; mi?it

b^da
but
butp^as
butp^aslik
butxana
budda
budda dini; buddizim
buzriik
biiwi
bitarat; t^atsiz; makru; napak
bid'at
bid'at?i
bismilla
biraxman dini
biwapa dunya
biyi?; j^nat
papa
patiha

elixir; water of life
fire worshipper
fire worship
temple for fire worship
Adam
akhun (Muslim priest)
doomsday; Judgment Day; end of the
world
the nether world; next life
sinner
religious tax collector
Koranic verse; subdivision of a sura
Allah; God
almighty God (prayer phrase)
amen
shaman; witch doctor; sorcerer
shamanism
belief; creed; article of faith
eternal world; next world
first prayer, performed before daybreak
substitute (according to Sufi doctrine,
when a holy man dies, he is replaced by
a substitute)
the five times of prayer per day, as re
quired by Islamic tradition
this world
mosque
servant (self-deprecatory form indicating
the speaker's strict adherence to Islam
Buddha; idol; icon
idol worshipper
idolatry
monastery; temple
Buddha
Buddhism
holy; sacred
shamaness
not having taken a bath; dirty; smelly
heresy; unorthodoxy (opposite of siinnat)
heretic
first word in every sura except no. 9
Brahmanism
this world
Heaven; Paradise
pope
Fatiha, the first sura of the Koran; short
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pasxa
para
pal; rammalliq; qur'i
pal baqquqi; pdqi; ^biya; rammal; qur'andaz;
qumilaqqi
palnama
pan! dozaq
patiwa
pa$taq
p^z
p^
pM$ta; mu'akkM
pMzat
pay^bilik his.
paygamb^; hokiima; nabi
pop
pe^in; qiyam; namaz pe^in
pitir
pir
pira
pirixon
pirixonluq
pilsirat; sirat
ta'ala
ta'M
ta'at-ibadat
taharat
tarawi

tawap qiltawapqi
ta'ipa; tayipa; kapir; kupar; majusi
talip
tamuq; j^Mnam
taxsirat
tasawwup
taswi
t^at
t^atlik
tMqat

prayer; benediction; blessing
Easter
chapter in sacred text
augury; divination; fortune; omen
diviner; fortuneteller; seer
book of divination
hell on earth; vale of tears
decision or formal legal opinion given by
a mufti
platform on top of a minaret from where
the muezzin cils the faithful to prayer
duty; obligation
fairy maiden; goddess
angel; celestial being
fairy
tuition paid every Thursday in religious
schools
prophet
clergyman; priest
noon prayer
alms given to poor during fasting period
patron saint; sage; elder
shamanistic ritual
shaman; witch doctor
shamanism; witchcraft
the bridge to Paradise
the most high
obedience; prayers
religious service
ablution; purification
intermittent prayer, consisting of 20-33
rakas (cf. r^t). During Ramadan, be
lievers carry out their own evening pray
ers, resting after every fourth raka.
to turn to Allah
sby who turns to Allah
heathen; infidel; non-believer; pagan
religious scholar or student
hell; inferno
punishment
mysticism; Sufism
beads; rosary
cleanliness; purity
bathed; cleansed
a Sufi concept meaning "the way." At
first, it provided guidance to persons who
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had a mystic call and later it included a
whole system of rites
one of the four kinds of punishment es
t^ir
tablished in shM'at
hope; prospect; expectation
tawakkul
Old Testament
tawrat
devotion; piety
taqwa; taqwidarliq
devout or pious person
taqwadar
the pronouncing of the formula allahu'^t^bir
b^
heaven; god
tMri
ritual ablution with sand when water is
tayammum
not available
spirit flag (in the past, when sby got sick,
tug
the shaman strung colored spirit flags on
a string across the room and let the sick
person twirl them
to adore, revere, worship
tewinrecitation; chant
tilawat
recital or prayer hall
tilawatxana
shaman
daxan
shamanism
daxanliq
a learned mullah
damolla
anti-Christ and similar phenomena in
dajjM
other religions believed to appear before
Judgment Day
atheist; non-believer
d^ii
atheism
d^rilik; dinsizlik
a leather whip used in Islamic courts
darra
dervish; Islamic ascetic
darwi?
monastery
darwi$xana
incantation
dam
hell
dozaq
the sufferings of hell
dozaq azawi
blessings;
prayer
du'a; du'a-takbir; namaz
one who prays
du'agoy
winged steed (name of Mohammad's
duldul
mule)
afternoon prayer
digar; namaz digar
religion
din
dindar; dingi; etiqatgi; muxlis; murit; namazxan believer
belief
dindarliq
atheistic
dinsiz
religious
diniy
incantation
apsun; supkog
Allah's forgiveness
astagpurulla
late afternoon or early evening
^ir
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a$ura
^a; harpa
^$-^a
arwah
azan
Era'll
azgii; wali
awliya
awliyaliq
amir-m^p
amir-m^pqi
jadu; jadug^lik; sehir; sehirg^lik
jadug^; sama; sehirci; sehirgar
jaynamaz
jabrail
jadit
jaditlik
j^da
johut; y^udi
juma
jin; jin-alwasti; Jin-arwa; jin-jaytan; w^ima
qoqunqon t^at; gusl
5erkaw
giltan
gilla
xatip; wa'iz
xaniqa
xatma; xatma quran
xMna
xayr; xayr-saxawat; xayr-sadiqa; xayr-ehsan;
sadiqa
xMpa
xalpat
xoja; goja
xupt^; namaz xupt^

Religion
Ashura, the tenth day of the first month
eve, especially the last day of Ramadem
the skies; Great Void; outer space
God's throne
soul
a prayer to Abu Hanifa, founder of the
Hanifiyah sect, chanted by the muezzin
to announce the time for prayer
the Islamic angel of death
saint; sage
celestial being; immortal; saint
holiness; sanctity
commandment; taboo
sby who explains commandments and ta
boos
magic; sleight of hand; sorcery; witch
craft
magician; sorcerer; witch
prayer rug
Gabriel, the Islamic angel of revelation
reformer
reform
kasaya, a patched outer garment worn by
Buddhist monks
Jew
Friday midday service
apparition; ghost; spirit
to pray, cross oneself
Ghusl, major ablution, consisting of
washing the whole body
church; place of worship
forty souls
religious retirement, mostly of derwishes
preacher
prayer hall in a mosque; a place where
shamans perform dances
reciting the Koran
circumcision
blessings; good fortune
an assistant reader of the Koran in
mosques in Xinjiang
supervisor of instruction in Islamic
schools
an alleged descendant of Mohammed
evening prayer, about two hours after
sunset
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xutba
xudap^s; xudagoy n.
xudap^^lik adj.
xudasiz adj.
xudasizlik n.
xudagoyluq
xiristiyan; nasara
xiristiyan dini
hapiz
haji
haram
hazazul
hawa
halal
hadd
hadis
haj
hor; hor qizi
hor-pM
hijriya
otna alam; otna jahan
6§ra; zakat
s^aba
sawap
saqlasama
samawiy dolat
sajda
s^p
sopi
sopiliq
subha
siipkoq
supkoqlasiira
siinnat
sunni

sermon read by the ahong on Fridays and
holidays
pious; believer
believing; pious
atheistic; unpious
atheism
piety
Chnstian n.
Christianity
keeper; preserver
sby who has been on a pilgrimage to
Mecca
of activities or conditions forbidden by
Islam
a female yaksha (a malevolent spirit in
Buddhism)
Eve
clean
one of the four kinds of punishment es
tablished in sh^'at
the words and deeds of Mohammed and
his disciples; the traditions of Islam
pilgrimage to Mecca
Houri, a beautiful maiden provided in
Paradise for all faithful Muslims
fairy maidens
Muslim calendar
retribution; judgment
tithe (one of several religious taxes)
disciple of a sect
compensation; reward
to bless and protect
dance of a whirling dervish
paradise
worship by prostration
shower taken my Muslims
Sufi
Sufism; piety
Muslim rosary
incantation for banishing evil
to chant in order to dispel evil
sura, Koranic chapter
Sunna, Muslim practices and rules based
on Mohammed's words and acts but not
directly attributed to him
Sunni, orthodox Muslim who accepts the
sunna as equal in authority as the Koran
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^m; namaz §am
$aman
$aman dini
5^'at
5^'iy
^aytan
5ayx
jehit
^hitliq
$ia
rahib; rahip
rahiba
raziliq n.
r^im; r^im-§apqat; r^ma
rahman
r^ma
r^mat
rasul
r^t; raka'at; ruku
ram
rohani
roza
ri'aya
risq
nm papisi
zahit
zahitliq
zaraxatma
zamzam
zikir
ziyarat
ziyaratgi
ziyaratgah
wajip
w^pa
w^i
W'diL
w^i
qari
qazi
qazixana
qadir kegisi
qur'an
qurban

evening prayer
shaman
shamanism
shari'ah, Islamic law
orthodox; according to Islamic canon
Devil; Satan
judge; theologian
martyr
martyrdom
Shiite
monk; priest
nun
call; shout
mercy; pity
gracious; kind
favor; grace
forgiveness; grace
apostle; messenger
r^, a series of prayers and prostrations
divinatory symbol
Buddhist clergy
fast
observance; respect
provisions given by Allah to all living
creatures; hence, a share determined by
fate
Roman pope
ascetic
asceticism
ritual with praying to avert natural disas
ters
the sacred well of Mecca
praise to Allah
pilgrimage to a sacred tomb or shrine
pilgrim
place of pilgrimage
compulsory service
a mosque's property
revelation
sermon
saint; sage
sby who recites the Koran
cadi (Muslim judge)
Muslim court
evening of 27th day of Ramadan
Koran
Kurban, most important Muslim holiday
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qurbanliq
qumilaq
qibla; qibligah
qisas
qira'at
qiriq
qizilwa$
latolik
katolik dini
kahin
kaba
kaws^
kop xudaliq din
kupurluq
kula
ki?ik tarat
etikap
etikapxana
ezitqu
ibadat
ibadatxana
iblis
iptar
iddat
ixlasmM
isqat
islam
islam$unas
islam$unasliq
islamiyat
i$an
ilahiy
ilahiy aqida
ilahiy hakimiyat
ilahiy kitawi

at the end of the fasting season of Rama
dan
offering (n.); sacrificial (adj.)
divining tablet
direction of prayer toward Mecca
retaliation; revenge. One of the four
kinds of punishment established in the
shari'at
reading of the Koran
period of worship or sacrifice
Shiite; Persian (NU)
Catholic
Catholicism
priest; fortuneteller
Kaaba, holy place in Mecca
a spring in paradise where all rivers ori
ginate
polytheism
blasphemy
Buddhist monk hat
minor ablution, consisting of cleaning
face and feet and rubbing head after hav
ing gone to the toilet
meditation
meditation room
devil confusing people
Ibada, laws governing a person's rela
tionship with the deity
house of worship
Devil; Satan
breaking the fast; end of Ramadan
a period that a woman must wait after her
husband's death or a divorce before she
can be given to sby else
believer; disciple
money or goods given to funeral attend
ees by deceased's relatives as a form of
redemption
Islam
Islamicist
Islamic studies
Islamism
holy man; preacher of Sufi sect
divine; godly
divine or sacred law
theocracy
holy script
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ilahiyat^unas
ilahiyat$unasliq
imam
injil
in$a'alla
yasin
yatta
yajaj-majaj
yahudi dini
gonuldaq
gilman
guna
giimb^
lama
lama dini
ma^ayix
mala'ika
manax; monax
madda
madris
majus
majus dini; majusiyat
mali^^gah
m^kima
m^mat; muhammat
m^hap
m^hapqi
mazhapqilik
m^in
molla
momin
mu'amila
mupti; mufti
mutiw^li obs.
mudarris
musulman; muslim
mu§rik
murtad
muqaddas

theologian
theology
imam, official who leads public worship
and other religious matters in a communi
ty
gospel; holy writ
God willing; if God will
a sura in the Koran
seventh day of sacrifices to heaven
Gog and Magog, two omnivorous mon
sters whose appearance heralds the com
ing of Judgment Day
Judaism
Diabolo
heavenly page or youth
sin
tomb with a cupola, especially of an Is
lamic saint
lama
Lamaism
Islamic theologian, jurist or teacher
angels
Buddhist monk
storyteller
school operated by a mosque; theological
school
fire worship
Zoroastrianism
Judgment place
judge's office; court of law
Mohammed
sect; school
sectarianist
sectarianism
muezzin, a mosque official who calls the
faithful to prayer
mullah
Muslim believer
Muamila, laws governing interpersonal
relations
Islamic scholar and legal arbiter
caretaker of a mosque
teacher at an Islamic theological school
Muslim n.
polytheist
apostate
holy; sacred
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munapiq
munajat
munlar-n^r
mehrap
missioner
miladi
namaz
namahram ayal
napaqa
n^ir; nazir-qiraq
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renegade
a silent and fervent prayer (JE)
two spirits examining a recently deceased
person in his grave
niche in a mosque where the imam stands
during prayers
missionary
Jesus Christ's birthday
prayer
a woman forbidden to see outside men
compensation paid to divorced wife
a kind of memorial service for the dead
20. Sports

ataman
atletika; tantarbiya; t^h^kat; isport
axirqi musabiqa
aldi hujumgi
baryer
bold
par top; pay top
pMla
putbol; zu?ur
piramida
tartma pur^inisi
taq tomik
tapkii?
tarma komanda
tantarbiya pa'aliyiti
tantarbiya sariyi
tantarbiya maydani
tanh^kat jahazliri
tanh^kat kiyimi
tanharkatgi; isportgi
top
top maydani
top musabiqisi
topgi
topgilar komandisi
tomik; qigriq
teriner
tizliq
tik-t^ top
tik mollaq
deska; diska

baseball
athletics; sports
finals
forward n.
hurdles
athlete; champion
badminton; shuttlecock
finish line
soccer
pyramid
chest expander
horizontal bar; single bar
shuttlecock
mixed team
athletic activity
sport stadium
sport field
sports equipment
gym clothes
athlete; sportsman
ball
ball field
ball game
ball player
ball team
bar
trainer; coach
knee pad
pingpong
somersault
discus
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^imat
ganga; li^
9amba$
9amba$9i; mu^lamgi
9oyun bol
goyla top
geli?
9eli5 musabiqisi
geli^gi
gimpion; gimpiyon
ondisiga iizolimpik
s^a$ taxtisi
sakra§ sandugi
sakrigiig
su topi
su uzii$ koli
setka
repir
wdibol
walibol setkisi
warzi?; gimnastika
U9 atlap uzunga s^afanguy
qo5 tomik
qisqa yiiguru?
kanki
komanda
egirliq kot^igiz baryer
yagag at
yMca oyna? gimpiyoni
yugurii? musabiqisi
yenik atletika
gulaglap iizgar
gumpa
langur
marafon
marra
mu§tla-; mu§tla^mu$tli$i$
muz topi
muz teyilmuz maydani
nayza

athlete
ski
boxing; sparring
boxer
shot
tennis ball
wrestling
to wrestle
wrestling competition
wrestler
champion
to swim backstroke
Olympics
diving board
vaulting box; box horse
diving tower
water polo
swimming pool
net
judge; referee; umpire
volleyball
volleyball net
gymnastics
to hop, step and jump
foul
parallel bar
dash; sprint; short run
skate
crew; team
to lift weights
high hurdles
vaulting horse
singles champion
race; track competition
track and field
to crawl, swim freestyle
basket
martial arts
basketball
marathon
round; bout
to box
boxing match
ice hockey
to skate
skating rink; ice arena
javelin
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nayziwaz

javelin thrower
21. Zoology

at
at xegir; xe^ir
atan
addi haywan
adamsiman maymun
a?a tuyaqliq haywan
a??iq u?ay; inqika iigay
ahu
aslan
aslantaarslan; §ir
arqa put
arqar; gulja
argun
argimaq
aqbokan
aq beliq
aq tuma
aq tiilka
aq ga$qan
aq Qumiila
aq qa^qa
aq qutan
aq eyik
aqqu; uqar
aqquyruq
ah
a'ila
ayqulaq; saqaq
aygir
agmixan
ala-bugra
ala qaga; toqunaq qaga; ^ahqaga
altun teliq
altun qohguz; tilla qohguz
aldi put
aliqaraq
aliqanat
bagka
aq tiilka
aq ^a^qan
aq Qiimula

horse (Equidae)
mule
castrated camel
protozoan
anthropoid
artiodactyl
small intestines of oxen and sheep
a kind of antelope
kitten
to bear kittens
lion (Panthera leo)
hindleg
argali (Ovis ammon)
cross between bull and yak
a kind of fine horse
white gazelle (Saiga tatarica)
white salmon {Stenodus leucichthys)
white crane
arctic fox (Alopex lagopus)
snow weasel
termite; white ant
white spot on a horse's forehead
great white heron (Egretta alba)
polar bear
swan (Cygninae)
big-nos^ antelope (Gringa ochropus)
wild beast
branch
gill
stallion
yellow weasel
perch
jackdaw (Corvus monedula)
goldfish
scarab
foreleg
a kind of eye disease in horses
a kind of snipe
young
arctic fox (Alopex lagopus)
snow weasel
termite; white ant
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aq qa$qa
aq qutan
aq eyik
aqqu; uqar
aqquyruq
an
a'ila
ayqulaq; saqaq
aygir
agmixan
ala-bugra
ala qaga; toqunaq qaga; 9anqaga
altun beliq
altun qonguz; tilla qonguz
aldi put
aliqaraq
aliqanat
bagka
bars; yolwas
baz
bazlabaytal; biya
bayqu$; huqu§; mu^ukyapilaq
balilab^a; paxlan; tol
b^g^ pa$isi
b^g^M; t^t^qu?
bota; botilaq; taylaq
botilaboxgiliq
boranqu?
boz torgay
boz tiilid
boz yilan
bozlabon-bon qonguz
bogaz
bogumluq haywanat
bogun
bogma yilan
bodina; witwaldaq
bojM
bo§uktawatkuq; yagiw^
bora
bora iti
borisag

Zoology
white spot on a horse's forehead
great white heron (Egretta alba)
polar bear
swan (Cygninae)
big-nos^ antelope (Gringa ochropus)
wild beast
branch
gill
stallion
yellow weasel
perch
jackdaw (Corvus monedula)
goldfish
scarab
foreleg
a kind of eye disease in horses
a kind of snipe
young pigeon
tiger (Panthera tigris)
hawk (Buteo)
to drop a wing (by male birds during
courtship)
mare
owl (Strigidae)
to give birth
lamb
malarial mosquito
goatsucker; nightjar (Caprimulgidae)
young camel
to give birth (of camels)
marsupial adj.
storm petrel (Hydrobatidae)
sparrow (Passeridae)
gray fox
viper (Viperidae)
to wail (of camels)
sand beetle
pregnant
annelid (Annelida)
hornet; wasp (\^spidae)
boa; python (Boidae)
quail (Cotumix)
baby hare or rabbit
mantis (Mantidae)
wolf (Canis lupus)
wolfhound
sheepdog
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caecum or blind gut of cows and sheep
antelope (Antilopini)
bull
to be in heat (of cows)
tarantula (Lycosae)
deer (Cervidae)
camel bull
a kind of horse
elk (Alcinae)
lark (Alaudidae)
sable (Mustela zibellim)
marten (Martes)
eagle (Buteoninae)
flea (Siphonaptera)
leopard (Panthera pardus)
black-bellied sandgrouse (Pterocles orientalis)
hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius)
begemot; sueti
sm^l fry; fingerling
belijan
fish (Pisces)
beliq
osprey;
fish hawk; sea eagle; cormorant
beliqagu?
cormorant (Phalacrocoracidae); osprey
beliq?iqu5
(Pandion haliaetus)
coral (Os corolli)
bixmaijan; maijan
pelican (Pelecanidae)
birgazan; saqiqu?
wren (Troglodytidae)
bigiztum^uq
homed gecko; sand lizard (Phrynosoma
patmiguq; kel^
comuta)
turtledove (Streptopeliae)
paxt^; torulga
mosquito (Culicidae)
pa$a
firefly; glowworm (Lampyridae)
parqiraq qonguz
frog (Ranidae)
paqa
tortoise plastron or shell
paqiqanaq
membraned; webbed
pardilik
birds (Aves)
parranda
parranda-qaranda; jan-janiwar; ^aranda-parranda birds and beasts
circling (of birds)
parwaz
a kind of moth
parwana
claw; talon
p^ja; put; qan; qangal
pol^
bird's crop
crest
popiik
protoplasma
protoplazma; pirotoplazma
finch (Fringillidae)
purba§
louse
(Anoplurae)
pit
aphid (Aphididae)
pit; kokpit
bolognese (toy dog)
pista
elephant (Elephantidae)
pil

boriyim^
bokin; kiyik
buqa
buqisirabuy
bu|a; kiyik
bugra; bugra toga
bugrul
bulan
bulbul; torgay
bulgan
bulgun; sosar
burkiit; sar; sanqar
biirga
beberi; qaplan; yilpiz
begirtaq
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pila; pila quruti; u?ma pilisi
silkworm (Bombyx mori)
pingiwin
penguin (Spheniscidae)
tapan
ankle; paw
tajiliq mikiyan
crowned hen
ta$paqa
tortoise; turtle (Testudines)
ta^irqato paw
ta^la-; tiila-; julgato shed, molt
ta$liq
gizzard
taraqan
cockroach (Blattidae)
tarbagan; dawgan; sugur
marmot (Marmota)
tartma; ayil
horse's girth
tazqara; qaritaz; qorultaz
bald eagle (Aegypius monachus)
tazi; taygan
hunting dog; hound
tawuj quj; toz
peacock (Pavo)
tay
one-year old foal
tayqaq
small foal
tayinqa; topaq
two-year old calf
taylaq
two-year old camel
tagteld
male mountain goat (Capra sibirica)
tag d$kisi
wild goat
tag qagisi
chough (Pyrrhocorax)
t^ay; xotak
donkey foal
t^ayla- ; xotaklato foal (of donkeys)
topuq
kneecap; patella
toxu
chicken (Galli)
toxla
one-year old sheep
to$qan
rabbit (Sylvilagus)
toq9aq; tokuldaq; t6murtum§uq; jangal dumbaqgisi;
koktalgu
woodpecker (Picidae)
ton qaga; quzgun
raven (Corvus corax)
tonguz; 50§qa
hog; pig; swine (Suidae)
hoov^ animal; ungulate
tom tuyaqliq haywan
tomuzga
cicada (Cicadidae)
tojwag
forward girth of a horse
toga
camel (Camelus)
togiqu?
ostrich (Struthio camelus)
tollato lamb
tuti
small horse
tutiqu$; $atuti
parrot
tuxum
egg; species
turumtay; jagalway; kokinak
merlin; pigeon hawk (Falco columbarius)
tuma
crane (Gruidae)
tuyaq
hoof
tuluqgi qonguz; tiz^gi
dung beetle
tulum ga$qan; iidiig^
rat
tum$uq
beak; bill; snout
tumuguq
northern rosefinch
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tuM
tulka
tun kepinigi
tunateka
tima
tizak; qomgaq; mayaq
tiwit
tiyin
timsax; nah^
timisqiladala qa$qini
danxor qu$
danladamd^; kaptar
dokur; $aq?aq
dokur
dongalqaq
dogdaq
do
don^
doniijun
deniz pili
deniz ta§paqisi
deniz quliilisi
deniz l^isi
deniz eyigi; suiti
deniz yultuzi
api
atlima
aqku; aqki; oqka; o^ka
asM
hasM h^si
^k^ qoy
^kak mii^uk
^dMip
janiwar; haywanat
jada
jogda
jogday
jir^
jigdiquk; jigdiqi
qabdar
qap?apqapqiqa^qan

molt
fox (Wipes)
noctuid; owlet moth (Noctuidae)
to sleep, spend nights
billygoat
a kind of small fish
excrement
fine animal hair; down
squirrel (Sciuridae)
alligator; crocodile (Crocodylus)
to sniff
field mouse (Apodemus agrarius)
scavenger bird
to peck bird food
pigeon (Columbidae)
spur of cocks and other animals
chestnut on a horse leg
kick n.
great bustard (Otides)
phalanger; big spider
four-year old horse
four-year old cow
walrus (Odobenus rosmarus)
green turtle (Chelonia mydas)
conch
manatee; sea cow (Hydrodamalis gigas)
fur seal (Arctocephalinae)
sea star; starfish (Asteroidea)
grass snake
not fully grown (of birds)
goat (Capra)
honeybee (Apis mellifera)
ram; male sheep
tomcat
nightingale
animal
brown (of horses)
gazelle (Gazella)
crest on birds; hair on animal heads
camel's hair
palm yellow (of horses)
a small blackbird
a horse with white mane and tail
to gallop, run, trot
to copulate (of large animals)
to paw ground
mouse (Muridae)
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gar paqa
gar toxu
gar yilan
gaqqaq giwin
gaqla$ganga; ug^
gayan; serige?^
gayka
ganaq; $akal
gortan; gortan beliq
goqugolaq
goja
gol torgiyi
golpaqa
gu
gupur
guruqla-; gukulda- ; girilda- ; wigirlagiimula
gekatka
gipar at
gipar toxu
gi§i
girindixor
giwi
giwin
gikatka
gigir yol
gil
gillaginiMtaz; soqan; qaqira; layl^
xartum
xartumluqlar
x^qiz
xoraz; goraz
xor-xor; kuku
xiqiraha$arat
hanga; hanga i^^
hangirt
haywanat dunyasi
haywanat^unas
haywanat^unasliq; zo'ologiya
hara
hayran
hopiip

Zoology
toad (Anura)
brambling; bramble finch (Fringillae)
a kind of snake
gnat; stinging fly
to mate, pair, copulate (of dogs)
aerie; nest
scorpion (Buthus martensi)
gull (Lams)
shell
pike (Esocoidei)
to peck
bald-tailed
small chicken
sandlark
a kind of frog
concave part of a sheep's leg
goat hair
to chirp
ant (Formicidae)
grasshopper (Oxya verox)
piebald horse
reed chicken
female
organism feeding on decomposed materi
als
ox penis
fly (Muscidae)
locust (Acrididae)
sheep's large intestine
black grouse (Lymrus tetrix)
to crow
stork (Ciconiidae)
bill; trunk
animals with long beaks or noses
potato ladybird
cock; rooster
Pekinese dog
to snarl (of dogs)
insect
jackass
swan goose (Anser cygnoides)
fauna; anim^ world
zoologist
zoology
bee (Apidae)
swift (Apus apus)
hoopoe (Upupae)
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hokirahingan
otxor haywan
orangutan
ormsin bulguni
oquruq
oqyilan
5d^
6d^um§uq
orka?; lokka
okiiz
6y to§qini
omiiquk
omiligu^ilar
saratan; saratan
sazan; sazan qurut; qizil qurut
sayrasaygaq; kokiiyun
sagliq; sagliq qoy
salja; kana
salma
samanqi
san
sadap
sadap quliilisi
saqanqiir
saksanput; kirk^ qurut
saynaq
sayn^
salxiilhayya; yilan posti
sopitorgay
sopiyan; sopisopiyan; seriqqu^qaq; zargaldaq;
qariqu?
sogaqqanliq
soltak
su bulgun
su piti
su kalisi
subiirgisi
suqsur
suyilan
Slit amgiigi haywan
siiliisun
siiliik; ziiliik
sundiik
seriq qa§qan; kiisiitka

to call vi.
female camel
herbivorous animal
orang-utan (Pongo pygmaeus)
pine marten (Manes manes)
cattle fly
adder; viper (Psammophis lineolatum)
duck (Amtinae)
duckbill; duckmole; platypus (Omithorhynchidae)
camel back; camel hump
bullock; ox; steer
rabbit (Lepus cmiculus)
spider
creeping animals; reptiles
crab
earthworm
to sing, call (of birds)
gadfly
ewe; female sheep
tick
gecko (Gekkonidae)
Felis manul, a kind of cat
thigh of large domestic animals
bivalve; shell of a marine animal
mother-of-pearl
sea horse (Hippocampus)
centipede (Myriapoda)
silkworm cocoon
one-year old male goat
snake slough
skylark
oriole (Icteridae)
coldblooded
shorttailed; bob tailed
mink (Mustela)
beach louse
water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis)
water flea
pintail duck (Anas acuta)
water snake (Matrix)
mammal
lynx (Lynx)
leech (Hirudineae)
wagtail (Motocillidae)
ground squirrel; suslik (Spennophilus cl
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seriq h^a
seriqyilan
segizxan
sipitmor; quliila; kulolo
silt

sirtlan
sirka
siyir; kala; inak
sin
$aldiraq yilan
§apar^; ^apir^; ^ip^ak

$unqar; lagin
$iraq
§irga
$impanza
rak
ro giwin
zag; zagga; qaga
zagiraq
zarripa; zirapa
zi\ian
zin-zin; yinnagug
^in
ugar ga§qan
ugar kasl^giik
ugarxanat
ugqun paqa
uruqda$liq
ular
umurtqisiz haywan
umurtqiliq haywan
ii^ma mitisi
qatraqag- ; qutulqagqaq; mohkig^
qasraq
qa$qa
qa$qaldaq
qara gekatka
qaraquyruq
qarta
qarguga
qarisan
qarigoja
qargu ga§qan
qawan

Zoology
tellus
yellowjacket; paper wasp (\kspidae)
a kind of snaike
magpie (Pica pica)
snail
spine; backbone
hyena (Hyaenidae)
mt
cow
body; posture
rattlesnake
bat (\kspertilo)
falcon; hawk (Falco)
leg or foot of ox, sheep, etc.
a Wnd of horse
chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes)
crab
a big yellow fly
crow (Corvus)
snipe (Gallinago)
giraffe (Giraffidae)
a kind of bird
dragonfly (Anisopterae)
feces still in an animal's body
flying squirrel (Pteromys volans)
flying lizard
avifauna; world of flying animals
a kind of frog
family
snow pheasant; snowcock (Tetraogallus)
invertebrate (n.)
vertebrate (n.)
mulberry weevil
to trot, jog (of horses)
to copulate
flighty; skittish
exuviae; shed skin
white spot on animal heads
coot (Fulica atra)
cricket (Gryllidae)
Mongolian gazelle
horse's rectum
rabbit hawk
blackleg; black quarter
starling (Stumidae)
zokor
boar; male pig; wild boar (Sus scrofa)
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qagqioglaq
qalga?
qama
qanat
qanjuq
qanisa
qotaz
qo$qar
qo$maq dd^
qoza
qoziqaq
qozilaqonur eyiq
qonguz
qoy
qoglaqutan; lagl^
qu5
qu§qaq
qurut; qurut-qofiguz
qurguy
quyruq
quia
qulan
qulun
qulunlaqumqaq
qunduz; kamqat
qerin
qisquQ
qisquqpaqa
qisir
qirqiqiriqayaq; i^qurut
qirgul
qizil tiilka
qizilgaz
qizil laqin
qizilomuqiik
qiltiriq
qilqurut
kal^k
kapt^
katm^ qonguz
kasl^qiik
kark
kaklik

Terminological Lists
badger (Mustelidae)
swallow (Hirundinidae)
otter (Lutrae)
wing
bitch
membrane of chicken gizzard
yak (Poephagus grunniens)
ram (Ovis)
mandarin duck (Aix galericulata)
lamb; young sheep
small lamb
to bear lambs
brown bear (Ursus arctos)
beetle
sheep (Ovis cries)
to copulate (of sheep)
egret; heron (Ardeidae)
bird; hawk
sparrow (Passer montanus)
worms and wingless insects
sparrow hawk (Accipter nisus)
tail; sheeptail
light brown horse with black mane
wild horse (Equus hemionus)
colt; foal; pony
to foal
tadpole
beaver; otter
sheep stomach
claw of lobster and other animals
lobster
dry; infertile
to gnaw, nibble (of mice)
woodlouse
pheasant (Phasianidae)
red fox (Wipes vulpes)
flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus)
red falcon
red spider
fish bone
filaria
cuckoo (Cuculiformes)
pigeon; dove {Colwnbidae)
Eupolyphaga sinensis Walk,
lizard
rhinoceros (Rhinocerotidae)
chukar (Alectoris chukar)
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kom^ar
kop hujayrilik janliq
kotiram
ko§ako§igu?il^
korkk; kiirka
kozayn^ik yilan
kok^i^qaq
koksar
kokqaga
kok kapt^
kokyar
ku§uldakursukurulda-; kurkirakumuta
kiiguk
kugiiklakiinik toxu
kiiya
kepin^
kewM piti
kit
kirpa
kila
eyiq
eginaipar 5a§qini
ipar kalisi
ipar kiyigi
it; i§t
it biirgisi
it beligi
it giwini
it eyigi
i$^
ikki 6rka§lik toga
yapilaq qurut
yadita§
yawa to§qan
yayl
yagaq tapan
yalmayalman
y^olwisi
yopurmaq h^si

mouth
multicellular organism
lean; thin; emaciated
to masticate, ruminate, chew the cud
ruminants (Ruminantia)
turkey (Meleagrididae)
cobra (Naja)
cattle diarrhea
kite (Accipitridae)
Coracias garrubus, a kind of crow
a kind of pigeon
wild ass
to hiss (of snakes)
to be in heat (of dogs)
to croak (of frogs)
midge (Chironomidae)
puppy; whelp
to bear a whelp
brooding hen
silverfish; fishmoth; bookworm; moth
butterfly (Lepidoptera)
bollworm; cotton aphid .
whale (Cetacea)
hedgehog (Erinaceidae)
Miranus griseus, a big lizard
bear (Ursidae)
to roll around
muskrat (Ondatra zibethica)
musk ox (Ovibos moschatus)
musk deer (Moschus moschiferus)
dog (Canis)
dog flea
dogfish; pike
dogfly
black bear
ass; donkey (Asinus)
Bactrian camel (Camelus bactrianus)
flatworm; platyhelminth
bezoar in a horse
hare (Lepus)
mane; hair on nape of certain animals
clasper
to eat in big gulps
Selevinia betboMalensis, a kind of field
mouse
cutworm
sawfly (Tenthredinidae)
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yopurmaq kepinigi
yortyorgilayum§aq t^lik
yipsiman haywan
yirtqug haywan
yirtqu? qu?
yilan
yilan beliq
yilin
ga?ir
gaz
gazan kepinigi
gorulay; gorulday
goza; go^
gunan
gunujin
gaz^da
la^in
layxorak
layyig^
l^m^taqtaq
maral
maymun
maltilamamont
mozay
mozaybe§i
mozaylamoka beligi
molun
moramonkamu$iik
metis
merinos
mita
mikijin
mikiyan
miyanlanar; nar toga
nawa
na$tar
noxula; noxuna

Terminological Lists
leaf roller (Tortricidae)
to prance (of horses)
to trot (of horses)
mollusk
roundworm
predatory animal
bird of prey
snake (Serpentes)
eel (Anguillidae)
udder
a pheasant-like bird
goose (Anserinae)
lappet moth
shrike (Laniidae)
cocoon
three-year-old stallion
three-year-old ox or cow
poisonous animals (insects, snakes, scor
pions, etc.)
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus)
field snipe
loach (Cobitidae)
shark
jerboa
deer {Cervus elaphus)
monkey (Anthropoidea)
to poke with mouth
mammoth
calf
male cricket
to calve
barracuda (Sphyraena barracuda)
wildcat
to low, moo
to run off, scatter (of horses and mules)
cat (Felis domestica)
hybrid; mongrel
merino sheep (Ovis aries)
weevil
sow
hen
to meow
dromedary (Camelus dromedarius)
bird song
stinger (of bees, etc.)
polyp (of horses and related animals)
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-a-/-aForms verbs from nominals.
san number, sana- to count; ot grass, ota- to pull weeds.
-a/-a/-y
Forms gerunds from verbs.
yaz- to write, yaza-yaza writing; kdtd- to lift, kdtH-kdtd lifting.
-ar/-ar/-r
Forms future participle.
kdl- to come, keldr will come.
-ar-/-arForms verbs from adjectives.
aq white, aqar- to become white; kdk blue, kdkdr- to turn blue.
-aw
Forms collective numerals.
bir one, biraw one piece.
-aq/-uq/-q
Forms adjectives from verbs.
ganilda- to be resounding, gafUldaq resounding; qal- to stay, qalaq backward; sun- to be
broken, sunuq broken.
-ay/-ay/-y
Expresses the optative-imperative mood for first person singular.
oyna- to play, oynay let me play a bit; kbr- to see, kdrdy let me see.
-ay-/-ay-/-yForms intransitive verbs from nouns and adjectives. Followed by personal suffix.
god big, goflay- to grow up; kug strength, kiigdy- to become strong; qara black, qarayto be dark.
-ayt-/-ayt-/-ytForms transitive verbs from nouns and adjectives. Followed by personal suffix.
god large, godayt- to enlarge; qara black, qarayt- to blacken; kdd wide, kdddyt- to wid
en.
-ayli/-ayli
Expresses the optative-imperative mood for first person plural.
ku- to laugh, kuldyli let's laugh; yaz- to write, yazayli let's write.
-ala-/-alaExpresses ability or possibility of verbs when added to stem and followed by personal suf
fix.
bar- to go, baralaymdn I will be able to go; bdr- to give, ber&ldydu he will be able to
give; oqu- to read, oquyalaysiz you can read.
-am-/-am-/-mForms the interrogative when added to verb stems ending in consonants. Followed by
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personal suffix.
kal- to come, kelamdu will he come?; yaz- to write, yazamdu will he write? oyna- to
play, oynamsiz do you play?
-ana
Forms adjectives and adverbs from Arab and Farsi nouns.
dxm&q fool, QxmiqanH foolish; qdhriman hero, qOhrimanand heroic.
-P
Forms gerunds when added to verbal stems ending in vowels.
oyna- to play, oynap playing; sdzld- to speak, sdzldp speaking.
-paras
Changes meaning of some nouns from a concrete object to sby or sth that loves (often to
excess) that object.
aptap sunshine, aptappdrOs sunflower; xotm woman, xotmp&rOs skirtchaser; uruf war,
urmpdr&s warmonger.
-parwar
Changes meaning of some nouns from an abstract object to sby who loves that object.
tegliq peace, tegliqp&rwdr ps&c&XoMtr, wdtdn one's own country, wdtdnpdrwdr patriot.
-paz
Changes meaning of some nominals denoting persons with related characters or occupa
tions.
ay food, aspdz cook; manta dumpling, mantipdz dumpling maker; saxta false, saxtipdz
hypocrite.
-puru^
Expresses meaning of trader of objects denoted by the nominal stem.
alma apple, almipum apple trader; gay tea, gaypurur tea trader.
-t-I
Forms causative when added to multisyllable verbal stems ending in vowels and the con
sonants r and y.
-t-II
Forms causative when added to verbalized adjectives. Followed by personal suffix.
goMyttim I made (sby) enlarge; qarayttim I caused (sth) to turn black.
-ta/-ta
Forms locative case.
biz yataqta kitap kdrduq we saw the book in the dormitory; u uginmtd alga basni he made
progress in his studies.
-tak/-dak
Expresses similarity.
tas stone, tastdk stone-like; tdgd camel, tdgiddk camel-like.
-tur-/-tiirForms the causative when added to verbal stems ending in unvoiced consonants (except
most monosyllabic verbs ending in g and $).
gdk- to smoke, gdktdr- to make (sby) smoke; qop- to get up, qoptur- to make (sby) get
up; baq- to raise, baqtur- to make (sby) raise.
-tiki/-diki
Forms adjectives denoting location when added to nouns, numerals and pronouns.
qap sack, qaptiki in the sack; koga street, kogidiki in the street; mdn I, mdndiki at my
place.
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-tin/-din I
Forms the ablative case.
giray face, giraydin from the face; yataq dormitory, yataqtin from the dormitory.
-tin/-din II
Expresses idea of each.
(^Qm besiga bdytin alma tdgdi each person received five apples; by besip birdin segin kala
bar there is one cow for each family.
-tin/-din III
Forms a fraction when added to a number word.
on ten, bdf ondin five-tenths; tOt four, birini tOttin one-fourth.
-da/-da I
Forms locative case.
bay head, bayta at the head, in the beginning; ydr ground, ydrdd on the ground.
-da/-da II
Expresses immediacy of action in past and future tenses. Follows personal suffix.
mdn poyizdin guytdmdd as soon as I got off the train.
-da-/-daForms verbs from nominals.
erig clean, erigda- to clean; iz trace, izdd- to trace; qara black, qarida- to become black.
-da$
Changes meaning of some nouns from an object to the person who shares it with others.
sawaq class, sawaqday classmate; yol road, yolday travel companion (now comrade).
-dar
Changes meaning of some nouns from an object to a related person, subject or character.
pdrhiz diet, pdrhizdar dieter; zimin land, zimindar landowner; rdfl color, rdMar color
ful.
-dan
Changes meaning of some nouns from an object to the container for or the character of
such object.
ot fire, otdan firepan; su water, sudan canteen; kitap book, kitapdan bookcase; qddir
value, qddirdan viuable.
-dur-/-diirForms causative when added to verb stems ending in voiced consonants.
bdr- to give, bdrduriifl please make (sby) give; mad- to walk, mafidurdwn I made (sby)
walk.
-diki
See -tiki/-diki.
digan
Forms future participle.
yaz- to write, yazdigan due to be written; yag- to rain, yagidigan about to rain.
-din I
See -tin/-din I.
-din II
See -tin/-din II.
-din III
See -tin/-din III.
-din IV
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Forms comparative.
bu 6y u dydin gofl this room is larger than that one.
-din V
Expresses idea of more than. Followed by artuq.
m&ktdptd miMin artuq xizmdtgi bar there are more than 1,000 staff members at the
school.
-aylanForms an assembled number when added to a number word ending in a consonant. Fol
lowed by case ending or personal suffix.
bdy five, bd^dyldfl the five together.
-an
Forms adverbs from Arab nouns.
asas basis, asasdn basically; hdqiqdt truth, hdqiqdtdn truly, in fact.
-ga I
Expresses approximate number.
mid thousand, mingd about one thousand.
-qa II
Denotes diminutive form or related character of nominals and verbs.
uzun long, uzungd longish, somewhat long; kitap book, kitapgd booklet; gii^dn- to under
stand, gusdngd understanding.
-5a III
Forms adverbs of comparison or similarity.
uygur Uyghur, uygurgd Uyghur-like; loyilar bureaucrats, loyilargd bureaucratic.
-S'
Forms nouns from nominals denoting persons with related profession or character.
etiqat belief, etiqatgi believer; elan announcement, elangi announcer; yalgan false,
yalgangi liar.
-Sil
Changes meaning of some nouns, denoting a preference or inclination toward the object
expressed in the stem.
xdlq people, xdlqgil populist.
Forms nouns with abstract meanings from some nouns and adjectives.
bagwdn gardener, bagwdngiliq horticulture; dixan farmer, dixangiliq agriculture; kOp
many, kdpgilik majority.
-xana
Changes the meaning of some nouns from object of person to the building in which the
object is found or the person works.
ddrs lesson, ddrsxana classroom; satrag barber, satragxana barbershop.
-xor
Changes the meaning of some nouns from an object to sby who uses that object.
haraq liquor, haraqxor drunkard; siit loan, sutxor loan shark; qan blood, qanxor blood
sucker.
-sa/-sa I
Forms verbal condition for third person.
oqu- to study, oqusa if he studies, if they study; kdl- to come, kdlsd if he comes, if they
come.
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Followed by personal suffix for first and second persons.
bar- to go, barsam if I go; qara- to look, qarasafl if you look; k&l- to come, kdls&k if
we come.
-sa/-sa II
Expresses time.
biz unifl dyigd barsaq, u dyidd yoq ikdn when we went to his room, he was not in.
-saz
Denotes the maker or repairer of an object expressed in the stem.
sa'dt watch, sa'dtsaz watchmaker or repairer.
-sun
Forms third person singular and plural of the imperative mood of verbs.
yasa- to live, yasisun xxx long live XXX; yaz- to write, yazsun let him write.
-sira
Changes nouns into verbs expressing a wish or a weakened degree of an action or state
expressed in the stem.
uyqu sleep, uyqisira- to doze off; qan blood, qansira- to thirst for blood.
-siz
Forms adjectives denoting the absence of an object expressed in the stem.
toluq complete, toluqsiz incomplete; sdn you, sdnsiz without you.
Forms nouns from verbs ending in vowels.
oyna- to play, oyna^ playing; sdzld- to speak, sdzlds speaking.
Forms mutual voice when added to verb stems ending in vowels. Followed by personal
suffix.
oyna- to play, oyna^tuq we played together.
-i^unas
Forms nouns denoting specialists in fields expressed in the stem.
tarix history, tarixsunas historian; til language, tilsunas linguist; idrq Orient, sdrqsunas ori
entalist.
-raq/-rak
Forms the comparative degree of participles and adjectives.
goU strong, godraq stronger; kigik small, kigikrdk smaller; kuliip laughing, kuluprdk
smiling.
-zar
Changes the meaning of some nouns from object (usually plants) to an aggregate of that
object.
ddrdx tree, ddrdxzar forest; Uziim grape, uzumzar vinyard; gul flower, gulzar flower
bed.
-watqan/-uwatqan/-uwatqan/-iwatqan
Forms present progressive participles from verbs.
urns- to war, urusuwatqan warring; qayna- to boil, qayniwatqan boiling; kdt- to go, ketiwatqan going; kul- to laugh, kuluwatqan laughing.
-wan
Changes the meaning of some nouns from a place to the manager of that place.
bag garden, bagwdn gardener; saray inn, saraywdn innkeeper.
-up/-up/-ip
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Forms adverbial verbs. Added to verb stems ending in consonants.
al- to bring, clip bringing; ur- to beat, urup beating; kOr- to look, kdrup looking.
-u?/-ii5/-is
.
Forms gerunds from verbs ending in consonants.
•
„
oltur- to sit, olturuy sitting; kdr- to see, kdrOs sight; yaz- to wnte, yezif wnbng.
Forms mutual voice. Followed by personal suttix.
u
ur- to beat, urmtuq we beat each other up; kdr- to see, kdriistuq we saw each other, we
met; bar- to give, yardam berimq we cooperated.
'*Forms causative when added to monosyllabic verbal stems ending in t, q, 5 or q. Followed
(sth) to cook, I cooked; ugurdum (ugardim) I made (sth) fly.
-uwatqan
See -watqanZ-uwatqanZ-iiwatqanZ-iwatqan.
-uqZ-iikZ--iqZ-ik
Forms verbs from nouns, adjectives, and numerals.
bir one, birik- to join, bind, tie; jim calm, jimiq- to calm down.
■ Fwms polite command for second person singular. Added to stems ending in consonants
and having 0Z6 or uZii.
tur- to stand, turufl please stand up.
'^Forms poUte co'iandfor second person plural. Added to stems ending in consonants
and having 0Z6 or uZii.
kdr- to see, kdriifllar please look.
Forms passive voice when added to verbal stems ending in most consonants and having
0/0 or u/ii Followed by personal suffix,
. ,
ogri tutuldi the thief was nabbed; mehman obdan kutuldi the guest was well received.
Twms"retroactive and passive voice when added to verbal stems ending in consonants and
bavins o/6 or u/ii. Followed by personal suffix.
i_ j ?«
h-ji
Zi<5/ to divide, bOlun- to be divided; yuy- to wash, yuyun- to be washed; kdzimga ot kdrundi a fire manifested itself to my eyes.
Forms decreasing degree of a few adjectives denoting color.
aq white, eqis off-white; kdk green, kdkiis pale green.
-uwatqan
See -watqanZ-uwatqanZ-iiwatqanZ-iwatqan.
-q
See -aq.
-qaZ-kaZ-gaZ-ga
^Tyou‘'^St“oufrZbtckboard, doskiga to the blackboard; mdMp school,
maktapka to the school; yataq dormitory, yataqqa to the dormitory.
-qagZ-ka^Z-ga^Z-ga?
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Forms adverbial verb expressing the action followed immediately or at the time as anoth
er action.
al- to bring, buy, algag kill- bring sth back.
-qaq/-kak/-gaq/-gak
Changes verbs to adjectives.
tiris- to try, tirisqaq diligent; 6fl- to fade, ongOk faded.
-qay/-kay/-gay/-gay
Expresses command, request or hope for third person.
bar- to go, barg^ let him go; qatna^- to attend, qatnasqay let them attend.
-qan/-kan/-gan/-gan
Forms past participles from verbs.
xaraplas- to be desolate, xaraplc^qan desolate; qadal- to prick, qadalgan pricked; kdy- to
scald, kdyg&n scalded; kut- to wait, expect, kutkiin expected.
-qu/-gu
Emphasizes a word or expresses some doubt. Always forms last syllable of a word which,
unlike -g-, can be a subject or predicate.
bu uygurgd kitapqu this is an Uyghur book? mdngu kUldim I came (not anybody else),
-qu-/-kii-Z-gu-Z-giiExpresses wish or desire. Followed by personal suffix and the postpositional word bar or
kiildi for positive and yoq or k&lmidi for negative verbs.
qaytqum bar (kiildi) I want to return; qaytqum yoq ^iilmidi) I do not want to return; oqugum bar (kiildi) I want to read; oqugwn yoq (kUlmidi) I do not want to read; korgiim bar
(kiildi) I want to see; kOrgum yoq (kUlmidi) I do not want to see; igkum bar ^aldi) I
want to drink; igkiim yoq ^dlmidi) I do not want to drink.
-quzForms causative when added to verbal stems ending in unvoiced consonants (except q, $,
and q) and having back vowels. Followed by personal suffix.
qotquzdi he made (sby) get up.
Interchangable with -tur-.
-qujZ-kiigZ-gu^Z-giij
Changes verbs into nouns denoting instruments.
sUz- to filter, suzgiig filter; siz- to draw, sizing ruler; kdrsdt- to indicate, kdrsdtkug indi
cator.
-qiZ-kiZ-giZ-gi
Forms adjectives from temporal adverbs and certain nouns.
biigm today, bugiinki today’s; hazir now, hazirqi contemporary; kuz autumn, kuzgi au
tumnal.
-qiliZ-kiliZ-giliZ-gili I
When followed by bol- , it expresses the possibility of an action.
bu xil dorini igkili bolmaydu this kind of medicine cannot be taken.
-qiliZ-kiliZ-giliZ-gili II
Expresses aim or purpose of another action when followed by another verb.
Otkdn yaksdnba kuni bir qangimiz ulanbayga tosqan tutqili barduq last Sunday several of us
went to Ulanbay to catch rabbits; sdn gay igkili kdldidmu won't you come and have
some tea; u kino kdrgili k&tti he went to see a movie; mdn beyjiflga oqugili barimdn I will
go to Beijing to study.
-qiUZ-kiliZ-giliZ-giU III
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^^xDi*6ss6S time limit.

dadam Urumgigd kdtkili ttg hdptd boldi my father went to yrumqi for three w^s; u
yatqili yerim sa 'dt boldi he rested for half an hour; mdn sinjafl dasuedd oqugili biryil boldi I
studied at Xinjiang University for one year.
-qin/-kin/-gin/-gin I
Forms verbal nouns.
jan- to bum, jangin fire; sur- to drag, surgun exile.
-qin/-kin/-gin/-gin II
.
^
Forms second person singular imperative, expressing polite r^uest.
al- to take, algin please take; kdr- to look, kdrgin please look.
-qina/-kina/-gina/-gina
j uu
Forms endearing voice of adjectives, used mostly for women and children.
az few, azgind tamaq choice morsels; omaq lovable, omaqqind qiz lovely girl, kigik
small, 'kigikkind bala a cute little child.
Chances the meaning of some nouns from object to the maker of that object.
bina building, binakar construction worker; paxta cotton, paxtikar cotton grower; mis
copper, miskdr coppersmith.
-ka
See -qa/-k^-ga/-ga.
-ka/-ga
Forms nouns from some verbs.
u i ~n«
kdydur- to frame sby, kdydurgd sby who frames others; kul- to laugh, kulkd laughter.
-kag
See -qa5/-ka9/-ga?/-ga?.
^Changes the meaning of some nouns from an object to the user or manager of that object.
haraq liquor, haraqkds drunkard; harwa cart, harwikds cart dnver.
-kay
See -qay/-kay/-gay/-gay.
-kan
See -qan/-kan/-gan/-gan.
-kiiSee -qu-/-ku-/-gu-/-gu- .
*^rms the causative when added to verb stem ending in unvoiced consonants (except 5, §,
and q) and having front vowels. Followed by personal suffix.
tamaka gdkkuzdiim I caused (sby) to smoke.
Interchangable with -tiir- .

-kill
See -qili/-kili/-gili/-gili.
Forms polite command for second person singular. Added to stems ending in vowels.
oqu- to read, oqufi please read.
Forms polite command for second person plural. Added to stems ending in vowels.
-ip
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See -up/-iip/-ip.
-ist
Changes meaning of a few loan nouns from object to the operator of that object.
marina machine, ma^inist typist.
-41
See -ii5/-i§.
See -u5/-u§/-i5.
-4See -u§-/-u5-/-i5- .
-iwatqan
See -watqan/-uwatqan/-iiwatqanZ-iwatqan.
-iq
See -uq/-iq/-ik.
-in
Forms polite command for second person singular. Added to verbal stems ending in con
sonants and having a, a, e or i.
bar- to go, berin please go; k&l- to come, kelifl please come.
-inlar
Forms polite command for second person plural. Added to stems ending in consonants
and having a, a, e or i.
-inForms passive voice when added to verb stem ending in 1.
til- to carve, qogm tilindi the melon was carved up.
-ingi
Forms ordinalizing numbers.
bir one, biringi first.
-y
Expresses entreaty or suggestion for first person singular. Added to stems ending in vow
els.
oyna- to play, oynay how about letting me play.
-yala-/-yalaExpresses ability of verbs ending in vowels. Added to verb stem and followed by personal
suffix.
tmiy&ldmiz we will be able to stay up all night; oyniyalamiz we will be able to play.
-ytSee -ayt-/-ayt-/-yt-.
-ylanForms assembled number when added to a number word ending in a vowel. Followed by
case ending or personal suffix.
ikki two, illiyldndd at the two's.
When person^ suffix is added, the final n is dropped: ikkiyldmiz we two.
-yli
Expresses suggestion for first person plural. Added to stem ending in vowels.
oyna- to play, oynayli let's play.
-ga
See -qa/-k^-ga/-ga.
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-gag
See -qag/-kag/-ga5/-ga5.
-gaq
See -qaq/-gaq.
-gay
See -qay/-kay/-gay/-gay,
-gan
See -qan/-kan/-gan/-g^.
gu
See -qu/-gu.
-guSee -qu-/-ku-/-gu-/-gii- .
-guzForms causative when added to verb stem ending in voiced consonant and having back
vowels. Followed by personal suffix.
mafl- to walk, maflguzdum I made (sby) walk.
Interchangable with -dur-.
-giga
Expresses idea of until.
axir last, axirgigd toward the end; toy- to fill oneself, toygigd to satiation.
-gili
See -qili/-kili/-gili/-gili.
-gal
See -qa/-ka/-ga/-ga.
-ga II
See -k^-ga.
-gag
See -qag/-kag/-gag/-gag.
-gar
Changes meaning of some nouns ending in a vowel or voiced consonant from object to
processor of that object.
soda trade, sodig&r merchant;
jewelry, zfirgdfr jeweler.
-gay
See -qay/-kay/-gay/-gay.
-gan
See -qan/-kan/-gan/-g^.
-guSee -qu-/-ku-/-gu-/-gu- .
-gii?
See -qug/-kug/-gug/-gug.
-guzForms causative when added to verb stems ending in voiced consonant and having front
vowels. Followed by personal suffix.
bdr- to give, b&rguzM please make (sby) give.
Except kll- which takes -kiiz- or -tiit- . Interchangable with -dur- .
-gi
See -qi/-ki/-gi/-gi.
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-gilil
See -qili/-kili/-gili/-gili I.
-giUII
See -qili/-kili/-gili/-gili II.
-gili III
See -qili/-kili/-gili/-gili III.
-gina
See -qina/-kina/-gin^-gina.
-1Forms the passive voice when added to verbal stems ending in a vowel.
yasa- to repair, yasal- to be repaired.
-la I
Expresses immediacy of action in past and future tenses. Added to auxiliary verb form.
u meni kOrupld as soon as he saw me. Cf. -da II.
-la II
Provides emphasis.
bu tamaqni m&nld yidim I ate [not anyone else]; mdn uygur tilinila md^q qildim I practiced
Uyghur [not any other language].
-la-/-laChanges nouns and adjectives to verbs.
igiz high, igizld- to rise; imza signature, imzala- to sign.
-lap
Forms adverbs.
harwa cart, harwilap in carts; qis winter, qiflap in winter; yaxfi good, yoxfilap in a friendly
way.
-lap/-lap
Expresses approximate number.
on ten, onlap tens; yigirmd twenty, yigirmildp twenties.
-Ia^-/-la5Forms mutual and retroactive voices from nouns, numerals, and adjectives.
bir one, birldy- to unite; dost friend, dostlay- to befriend.
-lar/-lar I
Forms plural.
-lar/-lar II
Expresses approximate age or time when added to number words.
bdy five, bdyldr about five; ottuz thirty, ottuzlar about thirty.
-larja
Forms adverbs from nouns and adjectives.
qdhriman hero, qdhrimanlargd heroically; ^aljir frenzied, galjirlargd frenziedly.
-laq
Expresses the locality of an abundance of sth indicated by the stem.
ta^ rock, taslaq rocky place; ot grass, otlaq pasture.
-Ian-/-lanDerives intransitive and reflexive verbs from nouns and numerals.
dost friend, dostlan- to become friends; yiibhd doubt, siibhildn- to doubt; ikki two, illildnto waver.
-luq/-liik/-liq/-lik
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Forms adjectives from nouns and numerals and expresses possession of an object, quality
or feature denoted by the stem.
on ten, onluq decimal; ktig strength, kugltik strong; illOt defect, ill&tlik defective; imtiyaz
privilege, imtiyazliq privileged.
-Uq/-lik I
Forms the name of an inhabitant of a location denoted by the stem.
idh&r city, sUh&rlik urbanite, urban dweller; qdsqUr Kashgar, qOsq&rlik a Kashgarite.
-liq/-lik II
Forms abstract nouns from adjectives.
qizil red, qizilliq redness; ikkingi second, ikkingilik second place; yaxfi good, yaxfiliq good
ness.
-ligan/-ligan
Expresses approximate number.
on min ten thousand, on mMigan about ten thousand.
-m
Forms first person singular possessive of nouns ending in a vowel.
ata father, atom my father.
-mForms interrogatives for future tense when added to stems ending in vowels and followed
by personal suffix.
-ma/-ma
Forms nouns and adjectives from verbs.
dsld- to remember, qslimd memoir; qoyul- to join, converge; qosulma mixture.
-ma-Z-maForms negative of verbs. Followed by other suffixes, such as personal suffixes.
-masliqZ-maslik
Forms negative nouns from verbs.
oqu- to read, oqwnasliq not reading; k&l- to come, k&lm&slik not coming.
-maqta-/-maktaExpresses present-continuous tense in verbs. Followed by personal suffix for first and
second persons only.
iigdn- to study, iigUnmnktimiz we are studying; oqu- to read, oqumaqtisildr you are read
ing; yaz- to write, yazmaqta he is writing a letter.
-maqgi-Z-makgiExpresses goal or objective in verbs. Followed by personal suffix.
u bugtin Mgta kino kOrmdkgi he intends to see a movie tonight; mUn yurtumga qaytmaqgim&n I plan to return home.
-mu
Modal particle indicating interrogative for verbs in past tense and nominal predicates.
Added to personal suffix, bardimu did he go? dawutmu is that Dawut?
-mi$ I
Expresses uncertainty.
sinjafl dofuedd oquganimif he is said to study at Xinjiang University; he might be study
ing at Xinjiang University.
-mi| II
Expresses a negative or derogatory meaning when suffixed to nouns or verbs.
qil- to do, act, qilmis conduct, as in jinayi qilmis criminal conduct.
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-nForms retroactive voice when added to verb stems ending in vowels and followed by per
sonal suffixes.
u taza girayliq yasandu she gussied herself up very prettily.
-ni
Forms accusative case.
u tamaqni yidi he ate the food.
-nin
Forms genitive case.
kitapnin of the book.
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CALENDARS

A. Years
The Western calendar is used in virtually all publications in Xinjiang, but occasionally one
can find reference to the traditional twelve-year animal cycle.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

mouse
ox
uy
tiger
bars
rabbit
to^qan
fish
beliq
snake
yilan
horse
at
sheep
qoy
maymun monkey
chicken
toxu
dog
it
tonguz pig

9a?qan

1924,
1925,
1926,
1927,
1928,
1929,
1930,
1931,
1932,
1933,
1934,
1935,

1936,
1937,
1938,
1939,
1940,
1941,
1942,
1943,
1944,
1945,
1946,
1947,

1948,
1949,
1950,
1951,
1952,
1953,
1954,
1955,
1956,
1957,
1958,
1959,

1960,
1961,
1962,
1963,
1964,
1965,
1966,
1967,
1968,
1969,
1970,
1971,

1972,
1973,
1974,
1975,
1976,
1977,
1978,
1979,
1980,
1981,
1982,
1983,

1984, 1996, 2008, 2020
1985, 1997, 2009, 2021
1986, 1998, 2010, 2022
1987, 1999, 2011, 2023
1988, 2000, 2012, 2024
1989, 2001, 2013, 2025
1990, 2002, 2014, 2026
1991, 2003, 2015, 2027
1992, 2004, 2016, 2028
1993, 2005, 2017, 2029
1994, 2006, 2018, 2030
1995, 2007, 2019, 2031

B. Months
Vkstem
Common
Formal
yanwar
fewral
mart
aprel
may
iyun
iyul
awgust
sentabir
oktabir
noyabir
dekabir

birinqi ay
ikkinqi ay
iiqiinqi ay
totinqi ay
ba^inqi ay
altinqi ay
yattinqi ay
sakkizinqi ay
toqquzingi ay
oninqi ay
on birinqi ay
on ikkinqi ay

Lunar Year

Traditional
Solar Year

muharram
sap^
rabi'ul'aww^
rabi'ul'axir
jumadi'^'aww^
jumadi'^'axir
rajap
^a'ban
ramazan
^awwal
zulqa'da
zulhijja
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hamM
sawir
jawza
saratan
asad
sunbula
mizan
aqrap
qaws
jedi
delu
hut

3/22 - 4/21
4/22 - 5/21
5/22 - 6/21
6/22 - 7/21
7/22 - 8/21
8/22 - 9/21
9/22 - 10/21
10 22 11/21
11/22 12/21
12/22 1/21
1/22 2/21
2/22 - 3/21
/

-

-

-

Calendars
Arabic Year

10.
11.
12.

muh^am
sap^
rabi'ul'awwM
rabi'ul'axir
jumadi'al'aww^
jumadi'^’axir
rajap
^a'ban
ramazan
$awwal
zulqa'da
zulhijja

Turki Lunar Year
a§ur ay
sap^ ay
sap^ qo§nisi
jamadi ulaval
jamadi ulaxir
tala$ ay
du'a ay
barat ay
roza ay
heyt ay
ara ay
aydi qurban ay
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TUrki Solar Year
hamal
sawir
jawza
s^tan
asad
sunbula
mizan
aqrap
qaws
jedi
delu
hut

GAZETTEER OF XINJIANG

This list contains the names of all major administrative units, such as autonomous prefec
tures, counties, autonomous counties, and cities. In addition, it contains Uyghur names of
smaller localities.
abdal
abdulbaqi 6y
atba^i
atu$
adaq
aqal
astana
aratiinik
araostan
arpaliq
ari^
awat
awara
aqtala
aqto
aqtu
aqtum^uq
aqgi
aqsu
aqsu kona
aqrabat
aqkol
aqy^
aqyol
aq l^g^
altay
altunluq
alma
ba^qorgan
barkol
bay
bag
bag toqay
bag jigda
bagra?
balgun

Abdal
Abdul Baki Oi
Atbashi
Artux
Adak
Aqal
Astana
Aratiinik (Yiwu)
Ara-ostang (Ayrashtan)
Arpalik
Arxang (Wenquan)
Awat
Awara
Aktala
Akto
Aktu
Aktumshuk
Akqi
Aksu
Wensu
Akrabat
Akkol
Akyar
Akyol
var.
Aklanggar
Altay
Altunluk
Alma
Bash Kurgan
Barkol
Bay (Baicheng)
Bagh
Bagh-tokai
Bagh-jigda
Bagrax (Bohu)
Balgun
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39.26N
40.16N
37.35N
39.40N
43.29N
40.30N
42.51N
43.15N
36.50N
38.13N
44.59N
40.38N
41.UN
38.28N
39.05N
45.53N
39.56N
40.50N
41.09N
41.15N
38.31N
37.03N
41.16N
37.23N
37. UN
47.52N
38.56N
36.18N
39.04N
43.35N
41.46N
38.06N
39.37N
38.20N
41.58N
42.45N

88.48E
88.06E
80.20E
76.10E
94.39E
79.20E
89.27E
94.35E
81.57E
76.19E
81.04E
80.22E
86.21E
76.01E
76.02E
84.18E
78.48E
78.01E
80.15E
80.14E
76.42E
81.10E
84.17E
85.42E
79.27E
88.07E
75.56E
80.3 IE
90.05E
92.51E
81.52E
76.15E
75.48E
77.29E
86.29E
86.18E

Gazetteer
bajtograq
ba^ter^ Mgar
bostan
bostan tograq
bostan ter^
bora
bortala
bozkol
bur^in
burultoqay
buya
bulaq
bugiir
payzawat
poskam
pigan
ta^qurgan
taiigut tegi
toqsu
toqum
toqquzaq
toqquztara
toll
turpan
tum^uq
tekas
tikanlik
dorbiljin
a$ma
jeminay
jin
jimisar
gap?al
^aqiliq
gagantoqay
969^
9ira
9ingil

xotan
xo§ut
xejin
sawan
sanji
^yar
$ota quduq
$ix^za

Bash Tograk Langgar
Bash Terek Langgar
Bostan
Bostan-tograk
Bostan-terek
Bora
Bortala (Bole)
Bozkol
Burqin
Burultokay (Fuhai)
Buya
Bulak
Biigiir (Luntai)
Payzawat (Jiashi)
Poskam (Zepu)
Pichan (Shanshan)
Thxkurgan
Mt. Thnggul
Toksun (Xinhe)
Tokum
Tokkuzak
Tokkuztara (Gongliu)
Toll
Turpan (Turfan)
Tumxuk
Tekes
Tikanlik
Dorbiljin (Emin)
Ashma (Yeyunkou)
Jeminay (Jimunay)
Jing (Jinghe)
Jimsar
Qapqal
Qakilik (Ruoqiang)
Qagantokai (Yumin)
Qarqan (Jiemo)
Qoqek (Ihcheng)
Qira (Celuo)
Qinggil (Qinghe)
Hetian (Khotan)
Hoxud
Hejing
Shawan
Changji
Shayar(Shaya)
Shota Kuduk
Shihanza (Shihezi)
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40.25N
37.36N
37.12N
36.58N
39. ION
37.31N
44.59N
41.04N
47.43N
47.06N
36.23N
44.59N
41.46N
39.29N
38.12N
42.52N
37.47N
33.00N
42.47N
39.55N
39.16N
43.30N
45.57N
42.56N
42.28N
43. ION
40.42N
46.32N
42.01N
47.32N
44.39N
43.59N
43.48N
39.02N
45.59N
38.08N
46.45N
37.02N
44.39N
37.07N
42.16N
42.18N
44.21N
44.01N
41.15N
40.42N
44.18N

92.40E
77.23E
85.07E
79.25E
74.58E
77.38E
81.57E
84.42E
86.53E
87.23E
80.09E
81.57E
84.10E
76.39E
77.18E
90.10E
75.14E
92.00E
88.38E
88.06E
75.50E
82.15E
83.37E
89.10E
79.59E
81.43E
87.38E
83.39E
85.04E
85.38E
82.50E
89.04E
80.47E
88.00E
82.28E
85.32E
82.57E
80.53E
82.50E
79.55E
86.51E
86.18E
85.37E
87.19E
82.50E
79.51E
86.02E

Gazetteer
$ixu
UQturpan
ulug?at
iirumgi
fukan
qaba
qaraqurum
qaraqa?
qaramay
qagiliq
qa$q^
qa^q^ kona ^^ar
qa§q^ yeni
qobuqsar
qorgas
qutubi
quruqtag
qumul
qizilsu
kMpin
korla
kbktoqay
kuqa
kuytun
kumu$
kiinas
keriya
yaldn
y^ji
yopuga
yenisar
gulja
guqun
guma
la$k^ satma
lop
lopnur
maralbe^i
mazartag
manas
m^t
mongulkura
muri
muztag
miqiiM
niya
nilqa

Shiku (Wusu)
Uqturpan (Wushi)
yiugqat (Wuqia)
Unimqi
Fukang
Kaba (Habahe)
Karakorum
Karakax (Moyu)
Karamay
Kargilik (Yecheng)
Kaxgar
Shufu (Kashgar Old City)
Shule Kashgar New City)
Kobuksar
Korgas (Huocheng)
Hutubi (Kutubi)
Kuruktag
Kumul (Kami)
Kizilsu
Kalpin (Keping)
Korla
Koktokay (Fuyun)
Kuqa
Kuitun
Kiimux
Kunes (Xinyuan)
Keriya (Yutian)
Yarkant (Shache)
Yanki
Yopuga (Yuepuhu)
Yengisar
Gulja (Yining)
Gucheng (Qitai)
Guma (Pishan)
Laxkar Satma
Lop (Luopu)
Lopnur (Yiili)
Maralwexi (Bachu)
Mazartag
Manas
Mekit
Monggolkiire (Zhaosu)
Muri
Muztag
Miquan
Niya (Minfeng)
Nilka
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44.27N
41. ION
39.40N
43.38N
44. ION
47.53N
36.00N
37.17N
45.30N
37.54N
39.29N

84.37E
79.16E
75.07E
87.35E
87.59E
86.12E
76.00E
79.42E
84.55E
77.26E
75.58E

39.25N 76.06E
46.47N 85.43E
44.13N 80.30E
44.07N 86.57E
41.30N 90.00E
42.48N 93.27E
39.40N 76.10E
40.3IN 79.03E
41.44N 86.09E
47.13N 89.39E
41.43N 82.54E
44.24N 84.58E
42.15N 88.10E
43.09N 84.32E
36.52N 81.42E
38.24N 77.15E
42.04N 86.34E
39.15N 76.45E
38.56N 76.09E
43.54N 81.21E
44.01N 89.28E
37.38N 78.19E
38.49N 86.44E
39.30N 88.15E
41.22N 86.23E
39.46N 78.15E
38.29N 80.50E
44.18N 86.13E
38.53N 77.35E
43. ION 81.07E
43.49N 90. HE
38.00N 75.25E
44.05N 87.33E
37.04N 82.46E
43.47N 82.20E

PERSONAL NAMES

1. Male
adil; axun; arslan; azat; alim; almas; aman; batur; baturxan; bahar; barat; bazar; baqi; baqixan; b^tiyar; bostan; palta; paltaxun; paltiway; p^man; polat; pida; pidamuhammat; talip; tawpiq; tawakkul; tomiir; tomilr'^un; torniimiyaz; turgun; tuygun; da'im; da'ima; dolqun; dolat; diyar; akbar; askar; aziz; azim; azimat; ala; alaxan; alanur; amir; amirdin;
amirgazi; jamal; jasur; jiima; xoja; hapiz; hapizaxun; haji; haji'axun; hakim; hakimjan;
hazrat; hamra; hekim; heyt; hikmat; hilal; hilaldin; oguz; ogul; ogulxayri; ogulsopi; ogulgazi;
otkiir; orka^; ozb^; sadir; sadiq; sahip; sawa; sawut; saqi; samsaq; sap^; saparbay; sapargali; sadirdin; sardar; sopi; soqa; sultan; sultanmurat; siibhi; §arip; $awkat; ?ams; §ehit; ^hrat;
?ukur; razi; rapiq; rajap; r^im; rasul; raqip; zahit; zahir; zaman; zamanidin; zap^; zap^xan; zaki; zulpiqar; zikir; ziya; ziyawdun; ziyayidin; waris; warisjan; wall; utuq; uygur;
umit; iimitxan; qadir; qadir'axun; qawul; qahriman; qaysar; qutluq; qurban; qurbansopi;
qurbanniy^; qili?; q^am; karamat; kamal; kamil; k^ji; islam; i^an; ilham; imam; inayat;
yadikar; yalqun; yantaq; yolda?; yolda^iaxun; yolda^way; yolwas; gazi; galip; ga-lipxan; gayrat;
gaynula; g^i; goja; gojamyar; gulam; gerip; masum; maqsut; manlik; m^lik'axun; momin;
muxtar; muxlis; murat; muratbag; murit; muzapp^; munar; muliik; mirhaydar; mirs^im;
mirsultan; mirza; mirzalim; mirzatxan; mirzaxmat; mirwaqi; mirzi-gul; mirgiyas; nadir; nazim; nabi; noruz; nusrat; nur; nuraxun; nuralim; nuralim^a; nurdun; nuraxmat; nurja; nuruz;
nurqasim; nurla; nurmaq; nurmat; nurm^ammat; nemat; nijat; nizam; nizamdin.
2. Female
abida; aprel; adalat; aygul; anargul; bahar; baharxan; bahargul; ba§arat; bostan; buwi;
buwiay^am; biiwipatim^; biiwixan; biiwihaj^an; biiwisaram; biiwinur; pa§a; pa^axan; pajaqiz; p^ilat; pujun; tatliq; tajigiil; tilla; dilbar; dildar; jinasta; golpan; golpanqiz; gimanul;
xasiyat; xanzada; xangiil; xanqiz; hadiya; hamra; hamraxan; horiyat; hormat; omaq;
sa’adat; sabahat; salamat; sanawar; $arapat; $amsiya; §irin; rayhan; ro§an; ro^angul; rana; ranixan; zaytun; zamzam; zuhra; zumrat; ziba; zibayda; zibiram; zikiriya; zinnat; qamar;
qam^isa; kamalat; ibadat; ippat; gun?am; goh^; goharxan; giizal; gulbahar; gulambar;
gulamxan; gulxan; gul^M; gulzar; gulzarxan; gulistan; gulnar; mahbuba; m^haba; malika;
mamlikat; motiwar; mubaraxan; mubarak; muhabbat; muqaddas; munawwar; mehriwan;
meyizgiil; nazakat; nawat; n^ira; nigar; nilupar.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

This list does not include Uyghur metric terms which without exception closely resemble
their counterparts in English. Metric equivalents are approximations and, in some in
stances, may differ greatly, depending on time and place.
Length
pun
jan; ?an
qaqirim
xao
saqin
sawam
sun
fut
ingiliz mili
li

3.33 mm., Chinese
3.3 m., Chinese
1.06 km., equals Russian verst
0.34 m., Chinese
0.34 decimillimeter, Chinese
2.134 m., Russian
1.67 m., for cloth
3.34 cm., Chinese
0.305 m., foot, English
1.609 km., English
500 m., Chinese
Area

pun; fun
tanap
qin
mo; mu

66.67 square meters, Chinese
2 ha., for gardens
6.67 ha., equals 100 mu, Chinese
6.67 are, Chinese
\blwne and Capacity

dadM; dM
xo
oqum
saijin
^in
qo§uq
kiira
gallon

100 liters, equals 10 kura, stone
50 liters, Chinese
equals 10 qo§uq
2.134^ m., Russian
1 liter, equals 10 oqum, Chinese
spoonful, equals 0.1 oqum
10 liters, for grain
4.546 liters, English
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Weights and Measures
Mass (Might)
patman
put
jin
gar^
xao
sentiner
si
qadaq
i$$^
g^wir
misqal
nim$^

573.44 kg.
16.38 kg., Russian
500 gr., Chinese
10 kg.
0.005 gr., Chinese
35 gr., equals 10 misqal
50 kg., quintal, Russian
smallest Chinese weight measure,
equals one millionth of a jin
410 gr., Russian
2.5 kg.
71.88 kg.
5 gr., equals 10 pun or 0.1 sar
1 kg.
Money

bulun
pun; fun
tiyin
som
yuan
li
mo

equals 10 tiyin or 0.1 som
smallest monetary unit, Chinese
smallest monetary unit
main monetary unit, equals 100
tiyin or 10 bulun
main monetary unit, equals 100
pun or 10 mo, Chinese
interest percentage, Chinese
equals 10 pun or 0.1 yii^,
Chinese
Miscellaneous

bal
potay
taqa
top
qar^
^amdam
kiip
gula?
geri?
gaz

measure for wind and earthquake
force
5 km., distance between two forts
in a wall
for silks
bolt, for cloth
span for cloth
pace
equals 12 top, for cloth
armspan
handspan
0.71 m., for cloth
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